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REPORT
OF THE

SECRETARY OF WAR.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, November 3, 1891.
To the PRESIDENT:
In submitting to you this report, it seems proper, as a preliminary
to such comment as they may require, to refer briefly to the new legislative and administrative measures affecting the Department that have
been inaugurated during your administration.
In the line of coast defense, sites for fortifications have been procured,
and engineering work has been begun on batteries for mortars, and emplacements for guns. at New York, Boston, San Francisco, Hampton
Roads, and Washington. The north wing and center section of the gun
factory at Watervliet have been completed and nearly equipped. A
south wmg, doubling the capacity, is now being built. Provision has
already ,been made for the manufacture by the Government of ninetyeight breech-loading steel rifled guns of high power, and a contract
has been made with private manufacturers for one hundred more. A
supply of submarine mines and seventy-three 12-inch mortars are also
under construction.
For the improvement of the enlisted force new methods of recruiting
have been adopted. It is carried on more in small towns and rural
communities, and the recruits are held on probation and their antecedents carefully inquired into. The ration has been increased by thl'
addition of one pound of vegetables daily. Soldiers are now entitled to
a discharge at the end of three years of faithful service, and are permitted to purchase their discharge at any time after one year. Sum.
mary courts have been established for the speedy trial of petty offen.ses.
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If the men desire, competent officers are assigned to defend them before courts-martial. Punishments in time of peace, under the articles
of war, have been defined and limited. Sunday inspections and tattoo roll-call have been abolished; schools and gymnasia established.
These, together with the specific measures undertaken for that purpose, have reduced the percentage of desertions to a lower point than
ever before in the history of the Army, and in the last year have reduced
the number of inmates of our military prisons over 20 per cent.
A system of examination of officers for promotion has been established,
and their promotion, with the exception of one grade, has been put
upon a lineal basis throughout the Army. The retired list has been
relieved by appropriate legislation. An efficiency record of officers
has been kept, enabling their selection for special duty to be made on
that basis.
In pursuance of a policy of concentrating the troops in larger posts,
about one-fourth of the number of posts occupied in 1889 have been
abandoned, and the reservations turned over to the Interior Department.
The employment of contract surgeons, in addition to the regular medical
corps, has been nearly dispensed with. The licenses of most post traders
have been revoked. The enlistment of Indians has been successfully undertaken. The detail of officers to colleges has been increased and new
rules adopted. The Rebellion Records have been published much more
rapidly under increased appropriations and a reorganization of the
work. The military and hospital records of the late war have been
brought together in the Record and Pension Division, the settlement
of pension claims has been expedited, and the preservation of these
valuable records for effective use is well toward completion. When finished six hundred clerks can be discharged or transferred to other Departments.
COAST DEFENSE.

The problem of adequate coast defense has practically been settled.
Fortunately it has not been a question of party politics. There has
been much discussjon and some difference of individual opinion in respect to the rapidity with which the work should be executed and as
regards details. It has been generally recognized, however, in Congress and by the public press as a national concern-a thoroughly
.American policy. Nor is it a new departure. The report of the Endicott Board, under the act of Congress of March 3, 1885, states that in
1860 our coast defenses "were not surpassed by those of any country
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for efficiency either for offense or defense, and were entirely corupetent
to resist the vessels of war of that period." But after the close of the
war there was a most rapid development in the means of offensive warfare, while the fortifications which we had were not kept up, and much
less was new work undertaken. Our coast cities, which in 1860 were
.well protected, in 1890 were defenseless.
In 1883 Congress provided for a joint board of army and navy
officers to examine and report what method should be adopted for the
manufacture of heavy ordnance for the use of the Army and Navy, and
the cost of buildings, tools, and implements therefor. This board, after
visiting the chief ordnance establishments of Europe and the principal
steel manufactories of this country, submitted a report in 1884 which
recommended the establishment of two gun factories, one for the Army
at Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N.Y., and another for the Navy in
this city, and that our steel manufacturers should be encouraged by
suitable legislation to incur the large expense of erecting the plant necessary for producing such gun metal as is required.
In 1885 Congress provided that a board composed of army and navy
officers and civilians, of which the Secretary of War should be a member and president, should examine and report at what ports fortifications or other defenses were most urgently required, and the character
and kind of defenses best adapted for each with reference to armament
and the utilization of torpedoes, mines, or other defensive appliances.
This board submitted a systematic and elaborate plan for the defense
of the sea-coast at the twenty-six principal ports, and, with less detail,
provisions for the defense of the lake frontier. Simultaneously with
the investigations of this board the two Houses of Congress independently considered the subject, the Senate by a Select Committee on Ordnance and War Ships, of which GeQeral Hawley was chairman, and the
House, by a Commission on Ordnance and Gunnery, of which Mr. Randall was chairman. The reports of these committees, made in 1886, are
replete with valuable information. The conclusions reached by these
various boards, so different in composition and so well qualified to consider the question from every point of view, were harmonious, and their
several reports furnish all the details needful for an intelligent consideration of the subject. They have afforded the bases of legislation and
appropriations of Congress which have inaugurated our present definite
policy in respect to coast defenses.
This policy necessarily contemplates a syste~ of land defenses as its
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most important feature. We have some 4.000 miles of sea-coast, exclusive of .Alaska. No great naval power has more than a few hundreG. miles of coast to defend, and yet even they protect their harbors with heavy fortifications arid high-power guns. The cost of land
defenses· has not increased as rapidly as the cost of the means of attacking them. They are not only the cheapest to build, but once built th~
cost of maintaining them can be reduced to the minimum. Neither are
they an experiment, nor can they become useless, but they may be
built w1th a view to further strengthening if required, and capable of
mounting larger guns if necessary.
Two appropriations of $500,000 each for the purchase of sites for fortification and sea-coast defenses were made by the last Congress. .Allotments have been made under these appropriations for sites for gun and
mortar batteries at Grovers Cliff in Boston Harbor; Point Comfort,
Fort Wadsworth, Plumb Island, and Sand Point in New York Harbor; Laguna Merced in San Francisco Harbor, and Sheridan Point on
the Potomac. Proceedings of condemnation have been commenced to
obtain other sites near Fort Wadsworth and Fort Hamilton in New
York Harbor; Willoughby Spit in Hampton Roads, and Point Lobos
in San Francisco Harbor. Over half of the entire appropriation has
been allotted and about $350,000 expended. Other payments are to be
made as soon as the examination of titles by the Department of Justice
is completed. The balance of the appropriation will probably be expended during the next five months, but it will not be sufficient to pay
the awards of juries in cases now pending. I recommend that an appropriation of $500,000 be continued annually until the important sites
are secured. It will require this amount for several years to pay for
sites as rapidly as they will be needed for use, and it is economy to
acquire them as quickly as possible after their location has been determined .
.At its last session Congress made an appropriation for building
the south wing of the new gun factory at Watervliet and for the
substantial completion of that plant, except that space has been left to
add, machinery for finishing 16-inch guns if their manufacture should
be deemed advisable. The work of construction is now well advanced,
and the machinery under contract.
Certain provisions in the last two fortification acts were designed to
induce private manufacturers in this country to cooperate with the Government in fabricating guns as well as in supplying the steel forgings.
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Advantageous bids were received and a contract made with the Bethlehem Company for supplying twenty-five 8-inch, :fifty 10-inch, and
twenty-five 12-inch guns.
This contract, and the output of the gun factory from forgings already
under contract, provide for the manufacture of one hundred and ninetyeight breech-loading steel rifle guns of high power, sixty-two of 8-inch
caliber, eighty-six of 10-inch, and :fifty of 12-inch. Four have been
finished, two 8-inch, one 10-inch, and one 12-inch; twenty-four more
will be finished in 1892, thirty-four in 1893, forty in 1894, when the
machinery at the gun factory will be nearly complete. Thereafter
there can be manufactured about forty-five per year, and the deliveries from the Bethlehem one-hundred-gun contract will be eight
to fourteen yearly, according to the proportion of small or large caliber.
Besides the one hundred and ninety-eight, for which provision has
already been made, if forgings are supplied to the gun factory, three
hundred and fifty more guns can be turned out within the next ten
years, and mostly of 10 and 12 inch caliber. I believe these figures to be
conservative, and that the actual results will be greater, for with experience in manufacture the work should progress more rapidly.
Two batteries, each for sixteen 12-inch mortars, and emplacements
for two 12-inch, two 10-inch, and four 8-inch guns are now in process of
construction for the defense of New York; also one battery for sixteen
12-inch mortars, and emplacements for one 10-inch gun, with two more
in preparation, at Boston; and emplacements for two 10-inch guns,
with one 10-i:b.ch and three 12-inch in preparation, at San Francisco;
for two 10-inch guns at Hampton Roads, and for two 10-inch guns at
Washington. Progress has also been made in providing a suitable supply of submarine mines. A considerable number are on hand or under
contract for the defense of New York, San Francisco, Boston, Hampton Roads, Philadelphia, Washington, and Charleston, and some of the
mining casemates for operating them are completed or under contract
at these ports and at Portland, Me. Contracts have also been made for
the early delivery of seventy-three 12-inch cast-iron rifled mortars,
hooped with steel, of a pattern known to be serviceable, though probably not equal to an all-steel construction now under test.
The Department has been obliged, on account of the financial embarrassment of the contractors, to extend the time until January, April,
and July, 1892, for the delivery of the ten guns contracted for with
the Pneumatic Dynamite Gun Company for Sandy Hook, Fort Schuy-
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Jer, Fort Warren, and San Francisco. One of these guns was to be of
8-inclt, and nine of them 15-inch caliber. Three of the latter are, by
law, to be mounted on the Pacific coast. The Chief of the Bureau of
Ordnance states thatReports furnished the Department of trials made of a 15-inch pneuma.t ic dynamite
gun manufactured in this country for the English Government are quite favorable to
the performance of the gun and its projectile.

The point has now been reached when, by the continuance of the
present rate of appropriations for coast defenses, which have been
moderate, the work can be carried on systematically and judiciously.
To stop or check it now would be to lose much that has been done;
to continue will be both safety and economy. Each year some part of
it can be completed so as to become available, and thereafter every
gun mounted will add to its efficiency.
The Board of Ordnance and Fortification in their report say:
Four years' continuance of similar legislation and activity and it can no longer be
sai(l that the United States is defenseless against foreign powers.

FIELD AND SIEGE ARTILLERY.
Good progress has been made in the production of improved rifle steeJ
ordnance.
3.2-lNCH STEEL FIELD GUNS.-One hundred have been completed
and twenty-five more are under manufacture. The ten regular light
batteries are nearly supplied with these guns, and they are now being
furnished to the National Guard.
3.G-lNCH REAVY STEEL FIELD GUNS.-A type gun has been completed and proved by a test to be satisfactory. The manufacture of
twenty-four others and carriages for them will soon be commenced.
3.G-INCH STEEL FIELD MORTARS.-The type mortar in this class
was tested last year. Sixteen of these pieces are now in process of
manufacture and will be completed with cast-steel carriages within the
coming year.
5-lNCH BREECH-LOADING STEEL RIFLE FOR SIEGE SERVICE.-The
type gun is completed and has stood a satisfactory test. The manufacture of ten more has been commenced and should be completed dur·
ing the ensuing year. A carriage for this gun has also been manufactured and tried, and ten to mount the ten guns under manufacture will
be made at the Watertown Arsenal for issue with the guns.
7-JNCH BREECH-LOADING STEEL HOWITZER FOR SIEGE SERVICE.The type gun has been completed and tested, and ten more will be
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finished during 1892. An experimental carriage for this howitzer has
been manufactured, and is now at the proving. ground for test. If satisfactory others will be completed as fast as the howitzers are ready for
mounting.
MAGAZINE SMALL-ARMS.

During the year a board has been appointed, consisting of officers from
the ordnance, cavalry, and infantry, to consider, test, and report upon
magazine small-arms. They have examined those in use in the principal European armies, but a satisfactory smokeless powder is an
essential element for consideration in fixing upon the reduced caliber.
Their experiments and reports of similar trials made abroad indicate
that magazine arms are still so far from perfection that it is not wise to
change from our present excellent single loader to a magazine system
in too great haste.
If we have been slow in this matter, we have at least been saved the
great expense incurred by most foreign nations in adopting an Ull.Satisfactory magazine arm prematurely. The Board, which has not as yet'
made a report, is still conducting experiments, and is giving American
inventors every aid and facility for perfecting and testing their arms.
DESERTION.

Desertions from the Army for the year ending September 30 have
been less than in any other year in the history of the Army. Previous
to 1820 there are no reliable records, but from that time till the beginning of the War of the Rebellion the average annual rate of desertion
was 14.8 per cent of the enlisted strength, and since the war it has
beeunearlythe same. From January 1,1867, to June 30, 1891, twentyfour and one-half years, the number of desertions from the Army was
88,475. It has cost the Government a very large sum for pay, clothing,
subsistence, and trai;J.sportation of recruits to replace these men.
For the year ending June 30,1889, the rate was 11.6 per cent; for the
year ending June 30, 1890, 9 per cent; for the year ending June 30,
1891, 6.1 per cent. During the twelve months ending September 30,
1891, the rate was only 5.8 per cent, and for a like period ending
October 31, 5.7 per cent. The diminution is still going on, and thf3
percentage is being reduced month by month. Great as the reduction
has been, however, there is no good reason why desertions should not
be reduced to 3 or even 2 per cent. rrobably they ca not be reduced
below 2 per cent. This much will have to be charged to the perversity
of human nature and the ineradicable restlessness of the American
people.
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RECRUITS.

An effort has been made to improve the character of the recruits of
the Army by excluding, as far as practicable, men of questionable
habits or reputation. Applicants for enlistment are not accepted unless they produce satisfactory evidence of good character. In case of
doubt they are held on probation a reasonable time, and~ if the result of
the probation ii not satisfactory, are discharged before any expense for
uniform, pay, or transportation is incurred. Heretofore recruiting has
been carried on in from thirty to forty of the largest cities of the country,
and the rendezvous have sometimes been established in sections of
these cities frequented by the least desirable classes from which to
obtain recruits. Besides giving special care to the proper location of
such rendezvous as are still maintained in the larger cities, the experiment has been tried, with excellent results, of extending recruiting to
the smaller towns. The number of recruiting stations has thus been
incr~ased more than five-fold, and besides many villages and rural districts are visited by non-commissioned officers from neighboring rendezvous. Wherever regiments are favorably located for sending recruiting parties into the towns and villages within a reasonable distance
from their posts, they are required to depend largely for recruits
upon their own exertions. As a result the number of desirable recruits obtained from the rural districts during the past year has been
much larger than heretofore, and that has doubtless contributed considerably toward the great reduction of desertion.
By a recent order the maximum. age at which original enlistments
are made has been reduced five years, and is now limited to those under
the age of thirty years. It would be very desirable if this age limit
could be still further reduced and no reenlistments allowed except in cas~ ·
of such non-commissioned officers as have attained special proficiency.
This would return the soldier after three or five years' service to civil life,
m the majority of cases better fitted for it than when he enlisted. It is
better that the soldier's service should be an incident, and not the business,
of his life. If retained too long in the Army he can not succeed out of it,
and so may end his days in the Soldiers' Home, instead of in a home of
his own. The Army, in time of peace, while training men for the possible
contingency of war, should not unfit them for the certain duties of peace.
But the age limit can not be further reduced rinless greater inducement
is offered to a good class of young men to enlist. This should be done
by a reasonable increase in the pay of non -commissioned oiicers, e::;pe-
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cially that of first sergeants, and by giving them a better opportunity to
compete upon examination for commissions. The increased expense in
the pay of non-commissioned officers could, if necessary, be balanced
by curtailing somewhere else. The cost could be saved in many places
better than it can be spared in this. The character and efficiency of
the company depends largely upon the first sergeant.
PROMOTION FROM THE RANKS.

I would renew the suggestion of my last report, that the provision of
the statute, making the recommendation of the company commander a
condition precedent to promotion from the ranks to a lieutenancy, be
repealed. Every soldier should be permitted to appear before preliminary boards and be given an opportunity to establish his claim to consideration. This preliminary examination should be very critical regarding antecedents, and take a wide scope with reference to the personal
and moral character of the candidates.
Under this more liberal provision, I believe that more men would
qualify than could be commissioned. The most meritorious could be
selected upon the final examinations. It would be well if there were
some provision by which others, that establish a high degree of proficiency, but fail to secure commissions, might be permitted to retire from
the service with some honorary recognition.
COURTS-MARTIAL.

Thirty-two of the thirty-four Articles of War under which enlisted
men can be tried, authorize the punishment of the o:flender at the
discretion of the court. In consequence there was great variance
of punishment prevailing in different military departments. The only
check upon this disparity was the remission of sentences deemed excessive, by the exercise of Executive clemency. Although that lessened the evil, it impaired the certainty of punishment and perverted
the proper use of the pardoning power. By an act of Congress, approved September 27, 1890, you were authorized to prescribe and define the limits which punishments, left to the discretion of courtsmartial, should not exceed in time of peace.
By virtue of that authority you issued an order, which took effect on
the 28th of March last, prescribing uniform punishments for different
offenses, properly graded in accordance witp. their gravity. An act of
October 1, 1890, instituting summary courts in certain cases, has provided a more speedy and satisfactory method than the formal court-
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martial for the trial and · punishment of petty offenses. The rjght to
demand and receive a trial before a regular court-martial is reserved to
the accused if he desires. Both these measures have been in the interest of prompt and uniform administration of justice, and are proving
very satisfactory both to officers and men.
THE THREE-BATTALION ORGANIZATION.

The question of the three-battalion organization for the infantry has
been before Congress, and on account of the great defects of the present system must necessarily be the subject of discussion until remedied
by legislation. A measure in other respects desirable which would
materially increase the expense of the Army mjght not receive favorable
consideration, but the essential features of this change can be had without increase of expense.
The single battalion organization of infantry is radically defective and
unfit for actual service under present conditions. During the period
since the civil war our infantry organization has remained unchanged,
and is now, in respect to the single battalion feature, obsolete. It is so
vicious that the first step in case of war must be to abolish it and to start
anew. It can not be amended or modified; it is unwieldy, incapable of
subdivision to either make or meet attack under methods now prevailing, and the situation grows worse with every improvement of arms.
The development of range, rapidity, and accuracy of fire of modern arms
has been so great that a smaller and more flexible battalion is essential, for this development makes celerity ~ handling troops on the field
a prime necessity.
The adoption of the three-battalion system has been repeatedly urged
by all our distinguished generals, and General Sherman considered it
of such commanding importance that he made it the only subject of
recommendation in his last report as General of the Army.
But important as it was at that time, it is a necessity now, for under
the new tactics required by the increase in range and rapidity of fire, a
ten-company battalion can not be maneuvered. The principle can be
adopted and the substantial advantages of the three-battalion organization obtained without increase of cost; two of the battalions to be
composed of the present eight full companies, and the third to be in part a
skeleton battalion, which could readily be completely organized in
ease of war.
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THE ARTILLERY.

A bill for the reorganization of the artillery passed both Houses at
the last session of Congress, but amendments were added in the Senate, and the amended bill reached the House so late in the sesRion that
it failed to receive action. From a purely military standpoint th(\
organization of this arm is not defective, but two first lieutenants in
each battery are an unnecessary expense.
There are now twenty-six first lieutenants and thirteen second lieutenants in each regiment of artillery. The number of lieutenants can
be reduced without embarrassing the efficiency of the organization, so
that seven regiments of two battalions of four foot batteries each, and
one battalion of two light batteries will cost no mo!e than the present
five regiments; and this form of organization will be a better nucleus
and more readily admit of expansion and the necessary increase in case
of war.
Promotion is slow during a long peace under the most favorable conditions, and, in respect to the first lieutenants of artillery, it is so great
that the officers are beyond the age of most efficient service before
they become captains. Captains of infantry serve on the average
four years longer in that grade before promotion than do captains
of cavalry or artillery, while first lieutenants of artillery serve four
years longer in that grade than do first lieutenants of infantry or
cavalry. The proposed measures will tend to remedy these inequalities
in promotion.
THE PAY CORPS.

The law now provides that no appointments of paymasters shall be
made until the number of majors shall have been reduced below twentynine. Without casualties or retirements for disability, the corps will
be reduced below the number authorized, and "there will be a vacancy
in the pla~e of an officer retired for age in September next. Already
applications are being received for appointment in this corps in anticipation of early vacancies.
In view of the great number of posts that have been abandoned in the
last three years, and the probability that others will be in the immediate
future, and that these posts are, as a rule, the remote ones, requiring the
most travel and time to reach, the corps might be still further reduced
without injury to the service. Besides this, most of the posts and
arsenals are located in or near towns and the force at some of them is
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so small that payments can be made by checks sent by mail or by money
sent by express, at a decided saving of time and expense.
To send a paymaster and clerk 100 or 200 miles to pay 50, and in
several cases less than 25 men, requiring from 1,500 to over 2,000 mile.s'
travel annually, for each post, seems an antiquated and unbusiness-like
method, and I have recently directed that payments at several points be
made in the manner above indicated. The corps can be safely reduced
to twenty-five majors or even less if the Secretary of War be authorized
to assign officers of other arms of the service, at remote posts occupied
by small garrisons, as acting assistant paymasters in addition to their
other duties.
ENLISTMENT OF INDIANS AS REGULAR SOLDIERS.

In March last a general order was issued authorizing the enlistment
of one company of Indians for each of the twenty-six regiments of white
cavalry and infantry serving west of the Mississippi River. This action
was taken after careful inquiry into the conduct in the past of Indian
scouts and police employed in a military or quasi-military capacity.
r;rhe primary object, fully justifying the experiment, in my judgment,
was to give employment, in useful and legitimate channels, to a considerable number of Indians of the warlike tribes. Having been deprived,
by the extinction of game, of both employment and means of subsistence, they can not be changed at once from nomads to quiet and successful farmers. Incidentally it was hoped that the habits of obedience,
cleanliness, and punctuality, as well as of steady labor in the performance
of both military and industrial work inculcated by service in the Army,
would have a good effect on those who might enlist, and also furnish an
object lesson of some value and exert a healthy influence upon others
of their tribes.
It was not.deemed advisable to urge Indians into the service hastily,
and special efforts have been made to inform them of the responsibilities
they would incur and the duties that would be required of them as
soldiers. The results have been very satisfactory. Seven companies,
three of cavalry and four of infantry, have been recruited to their full
complement, and seven others partially, and the reports indicate that
the organization of these will be completed at an early d~y. I have
had an opportunity to personally inspect some of these Indian cavalry
troops, and have received full reports showing the condition of others.
In good conduct, drill and military bearing, attention to duty, observ-
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ance of courtesies, and care of horses, arms and equipment, clothing,
barracks, mess rooms and kitchens, they are at least equal to soldiers
of other races of no greater experience.
For example, Troop L, of the First Cavalry, recruited from the Crow
tribe, though none of its members had had more than five months' service,
furnished as early as September 14 last its full quota of non-commissioned officers, trumpeters, and privates for guard, fatigue, and other
post duties; and on a recent two weeks' practice march of the command
to which it belongs demonstrated its capacity for the performance of
the various duties of the expedition. The colonel of the First Cavalry
recognizes that the men of this troop possess in a high degree the characteristics and traits essential in light cavalry, and considers them a
valuable acquisition to his regiment. Satisfactory reports have also
been received of the progTess of the Indian infantry companies.
Nothing unfavorable has been brought to the attention of the Department regarding the utility as military organizations of the Indian companies of either arm, but so far there is every reason to believe that
much more than was expected of the experiment will be realized. They
are treated in all respects like other soldiers, and the same duties are .
required of them. They are dressed the same, fed the same, taught to
cook and eat their food in the same manner, and in every respect they
strive earnestly to equal, and, if possible, outdo their white comrades.
All commands are given in English, and though few of them understand the language they learn the sound of their orders quickly and
make rapid progress in drill.
So~e of the companies, which have only been enlisted for three or
four months, would make a creditable appearance at any encamp~ent
or review. When it is considered that a short time ago many of these
Indian soldiers were "blanket Indians," that few of them ever had on
a suit of clothes, slept under a roof, ate at a table, used a knife and
fork, wore shoes, or had their hair cut, the transformation is indeed remarkable.
The habit for a few years of wearing good clothes, eating good food
well cooked by themselves, and living in clean and comfortable quarters, and the lesson that these comforts are earned by their own good
conduct, will not be entirely lost upon men of any race or color. They
are receiving instruction in English and in the methods of civilized life
that will help them to help themselves when discharged. They will be
Ln.pressed with the power of the Government and the.folly
of disobedience of its authority.

\~q%~
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I am confident that after a few months' training they will be fit for
any service, and, properly managed, will furnish a valuable addition to
the military strength of the nation. Great care must be taken in the
selection of officers to whom is intrusted the instruction and development of these companies. Only officers of high character, that believe
in the work and in the possibility of progress and civilization for the
Indian, who are patient and faithful, and not only soldiers of the highest order, but imbued with something of the missionary spirit as well,
should be selected.
It is not only an important step toward their civilization, self-support
and control, but is the cheapest and best insurance against further
Indian troubles. While I believe they will prove trustworthy in any
service, even against their own people, they will, at least, be sureties
in some measure for their respective tribes.
ABANDONMENT OF SMALL POSTS.

Twenty-eight army posts, about one-fourth of the entire number June
1, 1889, have been abandoned since that date. Ten or twelve more can
be abandoned as soon as suitable shelter for the troops is provided at
more central points. The troops should be assembled by regiments; or
at least battalions, in well-built posts at strategic and convenient points
as rapidly as it can be done consistently with adequate protection
against possible Indian depredations. Even for this purpose it has
been found by experience that troops stationed at convenient railroad
centers are more available than those at posts nearer the scene of
trouble but not on the railway. Besides the economy of transportation, supplies, etc., a much greater percentage of men is available for
service from a large post than from a small one. Fewer are employed
outside of their legitimate military duty, and the discipline and drill
of the command is improved.
CONTRACT SURGEONS.

In 1889 there were forty-eight acting assistant surgeons, commonly
called "contract surgeons," of the fifty allowed by Congress. The number has been reduced to twenty-one, and the services of these can be
spared during the present fiscal year. I have therefore made no estimate
for the employment of contract surgeons for the coming fiscal year.
There has also been a reduction in the numbers of the hospital corps
and of the matrons. The abandonment of posts has made these re-
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The regular estimates for the medical department will be about $150,000 less than last year, due to economy in its administration and to
the d1scontinu~nce of the employment of contract surgeons.
POST TRADERS •

.At the beginning of this administration there were licensed post
traders at most army posts. They were a privileged class, exempt from
taxation because located on Government reservations, and had practically a monopoly of the trade in such articles as were not furnished
or sold by the quartermaster or commissary. Wherever cities and villages have grown up near the formerly remote western posts, and the
post trader has thus ceased to be a necessity, it has been my purpose
to discontinue the system as rapidly as possible, and permit the trade
of military posts outside of the ordinary governmental supplies to take
its regular channels.
On the 4th o~ March, 1889, there were eighty-five of these traders.
There are now but twenty-two, and seven of these have been notified
that their licenses will be revoked within a short time at a date so fixed
as to give them an opportunity to sell or reduce their stocks. Four of
the remaining fifteen are at posts whose abandonment has been ordered
or soon will be, so that at the end of the fiscal year there will be only
eleven remaining.
The parties who held these privileges had large personal and political influence, and it has not been an easy or a pleasant task to make
this change. Many of them, also, had invested considerable capital in
these enterprises, and were, therefore, entitled to consideration and a
reasonable time to close their business. But their profits had been
large, and I believe that no injustice has been done them. It was a
pernicious system and necessity was the only excuse for its existence at
any time. It has outlived whatever usefulness it may have had, and
its longer continuance is not for the interest of the service or for the
public good.
RECORD AND PENSION DIVISION.

In my last annual report I referred to the creation of the Record and
Pension Division of this Department in July, 1889.. It was placed under
th~ direction of Major .Ainsworth and given ch3Jrge of all the hospital and
service records of the volunteer armies in the war, and of all business
in the Department relating thereto. .At that time there were 40,654
WAR 91-VOL 1--2
;
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unadjusted and unanswered cases on hand, all of which, together with
current business, was disposed of before June 30, 1890. During the
past fiscal year the division received 459,497 cases, of which the record&
of the office show that 98 per cent were disposed of and answered within
twenty-four hours of their receipt. There were no cases left over undisposed of June 30, 1891.
The number of cases received during the past year was 158,259 in
excess of the previous year, being an increase in business of 52 per cent.
As about two-thirds of the business of this division is in connection
with the Pension Bureau of the Interior Department, I take the liberty
of quoting from the report of Commissioner Raum to the Secretary of
the Interior September 22, 1891, in which he says: "The great improvement which Major Ainsworth has brought to that branch of the public
service enables this Bureau to receive within twenty-four hours from
the day of the calls full reports as to the military and medical history
of claimants as shown by the records of the War Department, whereas
in former years these requests remained unanswered for months."
In addition to the current work of the office, the clerks of the division
have also been engaged in transcribing the original records by the cardindex system. The copying of the hospital records was completed in
1890, and work was then begun on the muster rolls and military records
of all soldiers, not only in theW ar of the Rebellion, but also in the Mexican war and the Florida and other Indian wars. Work was first begun
on the rolls of the New York troops, which were the most difficult on
account of the large number of different organizations. It required
eleven months to complete them. As this work progresses, however,
the labor of searching is diminished, and the current business of the
division can be managed by fewer clerks, leaving a larger force for the
permanent work of the preservation of the records. It is expected
that by the first of Decem?er next there will remain to be transcribed
only the rolls of the eight following States: Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin.
These records were rapidly going to destruction, although for generations they will be indispensable for the transaction of the public b.usiness. I have already spoken in my previous reports of the necessity of
their preservation and of the excellence of the card-index system, not
only for the accomplishment of that purpose, but also for the most
economical and expeditious use of the information they contain. At
the present rate of progress this work can be completed within the
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next year and a half, or early in 1893, at which time this Department
can dispense with the services of about 600 of its present clerks, at a
saving to the Government, in salaries, rent, and otherwise, of at least
$1,000,000 yearly.
These clerks, who have been faithful to their work and whose efficiency has been proved, are entitled to consideration, and I trust some
provision may be made for their transfer to other Departments of the
governmental service instead of making new appointments in those
Departments.
MILITARY RECORDS OF THE REVOLUTION.

These records are scattered and not readily accessible for reference,
the most valuable being in the State Department, while others are in
the Treasury and Interior Departments. Provision should be made by
Congress for collecting these records in one department, where they
could be properly indexed and arranged for use when required.
REBELLION RECORDS.

It will require in all 105 books of the present average size to complete the first series which covers all war operations proper. In the
nine years previous to July 1, 1889, thirty-six books had been printed.
Since that time thirty-one have been completed and distributed,
twenty-one of these since September 1, 1890, when the increased appropriation became available. Eight more have been put in type and are
being indexed.
The volumes issued during the past year cover the Mine Run campaign of the Army of the Potomac, the operations on the South Atlantic
coast in 1863, the Chickamauga campaign, including the battles of Missionary Ridge, Lookout Mountain, and the siege of Knoxville, together
with the campaigns in the Wilderness and the Shenandoah Valley, the
movements of all the armies to May 1,1864, and those in West Virginia,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania down to August 3, 1864.
The narrative relating to the Trans-Mississippi region has been carried
to June 30, 1864, and that relating to the operations of the South Atlantic Coast to November 30, of the same year. The volumes, five in
all, relating to the important operations of the Atlanta !Jampaign are
now in press and will be printed and distributed before January 1. The
present rate of progress will carry the work to the end of 1864 during the current fiscal year, and complete this series embracing the entire official record of the campaigns of the war during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1893.
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The second series, which will number twenty books, for which a large
amount of valuable matter· has ah'eady been collected and prepared for
r,ompilation, and upon which the work of publication will be commenced
as soon as the first series is completed, will contain the correspondence,
orders, reports, and returns, Union and Confederate, relating to prisoners of war, and (so far as military authorities are concerned) to State
and political prisoners. The second series will be followed by the third
and fourth (numbering in all eight volumes), which will contain thereports, orders, and correspondence in regard to the raising of troops,
etc., but not relating directly to the military operations.
Since September 1, 1890, 231,000 books have been rec~ived from the
printer, and 170,212 have been addressed and distributed; 1,100,000 address labels have been printed; 5,984 books have been sold; 16 books
have been indexed; 240,000 cards have been used in the preparation of
the indexes; 105,206 folios of reports and correspondence have been
copied, C()IDpared with the originals, and converted into printer's copy;
5,650 galleys and 14,119 pages of proof have been received and revised.
~XAMINATIONS FOR PROMOTION.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved October 1,
1890, examinations for promotion have been extended to all officers of
tbe Army below the rank of major. In consequence of its immediate
application to a large number of officers previously not subject to any
test for promotion, inquiry in the first instance was restricted to subjects requiring but little preparatory study. An amended plan of
much larger scope has been prepared and published, which will come
into operation on the 1st of January, 1893, thereby giving all interested
ample time for preparation. In regard to the line, strictly technical
and scientific subjects have been carefully excluded, and the examination confined to matters regarded as applying exclusively to fitness for
practical service.
The necessary preparation for examination has stimulated professional
study throughout the Army. From the progressive improvement apparent in the records of examining boards, it is believed that the inves
tigations necessary to qualify under the new requirements will result
in the most gratifying proficiency, especially in the combatant arms of
the service.
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LINEAL PROMOTION.

Section 1, of the act of October 1, 1890, provides that promotions in
each arm of the service shall be according to seniority in the next lower
grade, except that first lieutenants in commission when the law became
operative were, by an amendment to the bill, excepted from this provision.
The apparent object of the exception was that certain inequalities that
had arisen in promotions from second to first lieutenancies under the old
system of regimental promotion might, perhaps, be rectified by the accidental fluctuations possible in future promotions to captaincies. It was
an effort to cure an evil by its continuance.
The expectation with regard to the proviso depends entirely upon
chance, and is to a great extent fallacious. The disadvantages ofthe regimental system are made more apparent when applied to only one class of
officers, and especially so when contrasted with the uniform and more
just results which are obtained in all other grades of the Army. For
example, since the passage of the above act first lieutenants of cavalry
have been promoted to be captains that stood thirty-seventh, fortysecond, and sixty-first, respectively, on the Army Register at the date of
their promotions. In the artillery first lieutenants have been promoted
that stood eighteenth, twentieth, and twenty-third, respectively, and in
the infantry those that stood only one hundred and sixtieth, one hundred
and sixty-third, and two hundred and ninth in the lineal list oflientenants of that arm of the service. The exception should be repealed and
the law made to apply uniformly to all.
EFFICIENCY RECORDS.

The Department should have at its immediate disposal correct information relative to the capacity, habits, and professional attainments
of each officer of the Army. This informa~ion is required by the Secretary and by the superior military authorities in selecting officers for the
varied, important, and often-times delicate duties to which they are
frequently assigned. I found in the Department no system for procuring or preserving such knowledge for use. The personal acquaintance
possessed by a few in the Department and at headquarters regarding
a limited number of army officers constituted practically the sole information upon which officers had to be detailed for special duty.
The just claims of every officer are entitled to and should receive consideration. In order to meet this necessity .each officer has been required, by general orders, to report upon any studies which he has
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pursued in the immediate line of his profession or otherwise, and any
special work which he has done; and commanding officers have likewise been required to furnish full reports upon each officer under their .
command. The information thus obtained constitutes what is known
as the efficiency record of officers.
A personal acquaintance with the officers of the Army justifies me in
saying that the reports have been made with fairness and great accuracy. These records have been of much assistance in the selection of
officers for detached service. The effect upon the officers, also, has
been salutary, and must be increased by the knowledge tha,t selection
for special service will depend upon their records and not upon influence. If the system thus inaugurated be continued it can not fail to
do much good for the service.
CIVILIAN APPOINTMENTS.

As a result of the military legislation of the last session, it has become
necessary during the fiscal year to give effect to the act of June 11, 1878,
by selecting a number of candidates from civil life for appointment as
second lieutenants in the Army. It has been the purpose of the Depart
ment in making these selections to secure the best possible material,
and to this end the recommendations on file were carefully scrutinized
and the instructors at the principal colleges at which military instruction is given were invited to submit the names of those students who,
in addition to high scholarship, had evinced the greatest aptitude for
the mHitary service. The candidates thus selected were subjected to a
rigid examination as to their physical and mental qualifications,. and
only those who successfully passed were recommended for appointment.
Of forty-one candidates who were authorized to appear, twenty-three
succeeded in passing most creditable examinations. Of these thirteen
had received military instruction under Army officers at colleges. Ten
were members of the National Guard. Those first selected have been
ordered to Fort Leavenworth for special military instruction, and
satisfactory reports have been received of their aptitude and capacity,
and of the zeal and energy with which they have entered upon the
performance of their duties.
APPRENTICE BAT'.rALION.

The formation of an apprentice battalion, to be composed of boys
from sixteen to eighteen years of age, has often been recommended by
prominent officers of the Army, and the question of its organization
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under the present law has been considered. The purpose of the plan,
however, would be better accomplished by the aid of some legislation.
It·has been suggested that this battalion be composed of a superior
class of lads, one to be selected from each Congressional district, and
that they be given a good English education and military and manual
training, so as to fit them for either civil life or military service.
I am not prepared to give the measure unqualified recommendation,
but it is favored by so many officers of ability and experience that it is
entitled to consideration.
MILITIA.

The present method of allotment of the annual appropriation of
$400,000 for arming and equipping the militia, which is prescribed by
the act of February 12, 1887 (24 Stats., 401), and which gives to each
State an amount proportionate to its Congressional representation, is
not such as to produce the best results. The aid given different States
is very disproportionate. The amount of Government aid received by
some States is not more than half that received by others that maintain double the number of men in their National Guard.
There is no inducement for the maintenance of a greater number of
militia than is actually required by the law, but rather the reverse, if
economy be consulted. The allotment as now made is not based upon
what the States do in return for the appropriation, but what they ought
to do. It would be better to help those who help themselves. If the
appropriation, or even one-half of it, was distributed upon the basis of
the effective fore~ of the National Guard maintained by the several
States, it would better accomplish its purpose of encouraging that organization.
By the detail of officers and troops to the various annual encampments throughout the country, the War Department has rendered the
National Guard of the several States such assistance as was in its power.
The association of this force, necessarily the main dependence of the
country in any great war,. with the regular Army is of great advantage
to both organizations. In this and every other way possible the
Federal Government should cooperate with the States in the maintenance and education of the National Guard.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

There are eighty-two national cemeteries,-in which are buried 328,115
soldiers. Each cemetery is under the care of a superintendent who
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served in the Army of the United States and was disabled from active
service in the line of duty. The expense of caring for these cemeteries
and for "repairs to roadways" leading to them is provided for by an
appropriation in the sundry civil bill. But these roadways are constructed under special legislation for each case, the amount of the appropriation depending as much upon the skill and energy with which
the bill is pressed as upon the necessary cost of a sufficiently good
road. The result has been that some cemeteries have fared very much
better in the way of road construction than others.
A general appropriation, smaller in amount than the sum of the
special appropriations annually made, to be allotted where most needed,
would be more just and economical and give more uniform and better
general results. It will also be in accord with the general system of
construction work by the Quartermaster's Department, where the care
of these cemeteries is lodged.
CHICKAMAUGA AND CHATTANOOGA NATIONAL PARK.

The act of August 19, 1890, established a national park at the battlefield of Chickamauga, and placed its supervision and control under the
War Department. The act authorized the appointment by the Secretary of War of a commission of three to have immediate charge of the
park, and provided that each commissioner named should have actively
participated in the battle of Chickamauga or one of the battles about
Chattanooga.
Two of the commissioners were required to be appointed from civil
life, and the third to be selected from among those officers of the Army
best acquainted with the details of the battles of Chickamauga and
Chattanooga, to act as secretary of the Commission. Under the provisions of the act I appointed J. S. Fullerton, of Missouri, who was
assistant adjutant-general on the staff of Gen. Gordon Granger; Alexander P. Stewart, of Tennessee, a major-general ·commanding a division in the Confederate Army of Tennessee; Capt. S. C. Kellogg, of the
Army, who was aide-de-camp on the stafl' of General Thomas, as members of the Commission, and Gen. H. V. Boynton, who was lieutenantcolonel commanding the Thirty-fifth Ohio Infantry, as an assistant and
expert in historical work.
The Commission lias made good progress, in view of the obstacles encountered in acquiring the land. Deeds for a small portion have already
been received and are in the hands of the Attorney-General for investi·

.
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gation of title. Not being able to obtain some of the land at a price
deemed reasonable, proceedings for condemnation were had. In these
cases the land has been appraised, and title can be procured as soon
as the money is paid into court. The greater part, however, is now
awaiting appraisement, but it is probable that title to most of it will
soon be obtained. The States of Georgia and Tennessee have ceded
iurisdiction over the park within their respective limits. The Commission has been diligent and earnest, and made the best progress possible
under the circumstances.
EXPENDITURES, APPROPRIATIONS, AND ESTIMATES.

Expend'itures for fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
Salaries and contingent expenses ....•...••••••••.•.• -- ••• -.-.. • • . • . $2, 150, 646. 53
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy. 25, 344, 199. 73
Public works, including river and harbor improvements------...... 16,061,478.96
Miscellaneous objects .... ·----- ..•• ----·· •••••.•••••• ---·..........
7, 894,439.46
Total .•••••••••..•.•••••..•••••••• _. . • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . .

51, 450, 764. 68

Appropriations for fiscal year ending June 30, 1892.
Salaries and contingent expenses ... _.•..••••.•••••••• __ •..•• _......
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy_
Public works, including river and harbor improvements __ •• • • . • • • . .
Miscellaneous objects ..•....•.....•.••...•••...•...• _•.••...... _.. .

24, 849, 426. 88
8, 611, 614. 22
3, 699, 553. 95

Total .••••..••••..••.•...•••. ------ .••••• ··--·- •••• ---------·

39, 183,425.05

2, 022, 830.00

Estimates for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893.
Salaries and contingent expenses ....••...•••.•••••..••.•••• _.......
Military establishment: Support of the Army and Military Academy.

2, 086, 178. 00
26,299, 170.77

Public works---- .... -------- .... ---- .•.•.••••••• ------............
Miscellaneous objects ...•......•....•..• _•• ___ . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • •

13,208,393.00
4, 381, 861. 60

Total------~---------------------------------·---------····--

45,975,603.37

CONCLUSION.

I would refer you to the report of the Major-General Commanding
the Army for further information concerning the condition of the Army,
and for its operations during the year; to the reports of the several
bureaus and divisions of the Department for fuller details of its administration, and to the reports of the Board of Visitors and of the
Superintendent concerning the Military Academy. They all contain
valuable suggestions, fully and clearly presented.
I have not attempted to make any recapitulation of or merely formal
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reference to them. It has seemed better that I should simply discuss
those matters with respect to which some particular duty is charged upon
me, or which seemed to be of the most general interest to the Army or the
Department as a whole. I would call your special attention to the full
account, in the report of General Schofield, of the operations of the
Army last winter during the troubles with the Sioux Indians. This
campaign, which was made in midwinter in a severe climate, was conducted in a manner deserving commendation.
The character and attainments of the older officers of the Army, who
made their records during the great war, is too well understood to require
any mention; but I wish to pay a well-deserved tribute to the younger
officers, who have not had the great war opportunities of their seniors.
Nothing in my connection with the Army has gratified me so much as
the general high character and professional attainments of the younger
officers of the Army, who have made the most of their opportunities
under the conditions of comparative peace. It is upon them that we
must depend in the future, and they can be implicitly relied upon
to be equal to the requirements of any emergency.
Alii I ·a m about to retire from this Department, I desire to acknowledge
the earnest and loyal cooperation which I have at all times received in
its administration from all of its officers and officials, and the encouragement and support which I have ever had from you.
.REDFIELD PROCTOR,

Secretary of War.
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STATEMENT
OF

APPROPRIATION UNDER DIRECTION OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT
FOR THE

FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1891,
SHOWING

THE AMOUNT APPROPRIATED UNDER EACH TITLE OF APPROPRIATION,
THE AMOUNT DRAWN BY REQUISITION UPON THE 'fREASURY,
AND THE BALANCES SUBJECT TO REQUISITION JULY 1, 1891.
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Statement of approp1·iations under direction of the War Department for the .fiscal year ending June 90, 1891, showing the amount appropriated under each
title of app1'op1·iation, the amount drawn by requisition ·upon the Treasu,ry, and the balances subject to requisition July 1, 1891.
Appropriated~ Repayments
Balances ·J July 1, 1890, July 1, 1890,
July 1, 1890. to June 30,
to J nne 30,
1891.
1891.

Title of appropriation.

I
I

~

0

I

Payments I Carried to
Balance
July 1, 1890, surplus fund June 30, 1891.
to June 30, June30,1891.
1891.

Aggregate
available.

SALARIES, CONTINGENCIES, ETC.

Salaries, office of Secretary of War........................................
$5,740.58
Salaries, office of .Adjutant-General.......................................
20,320.81
Sal~es, office of Inspector-General . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .
50.00
Salanes, office of Judge-Advocate General................................
507.10
Salar~es, Signal Office.....................................................
5, 083. 96
Salarws, office of QuarteriDaster-GeneraL.................................
5, 799. 92
Salaries, office of Commissary-General . . • . . •• • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
925.30
Salar~es, office of Surgeon-General . . .. . •• • • .. .. .. • . .. . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
15,146, 17
368.58
Salar1es, office of Parmaster-General.... ..................................
Salaries, office of Ch1ef of Ordnance.......................................
40~. 02
Salaries, office of Chief of Engineers . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
229. 44
Salaries, office of Publication of Records of the Rebellion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 990.30
Salaries of employes, public buildings and grounds, under Chief Engineer. . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Contingent expenses, public buildings and grounds, under Chief Engineer. . • • . . • . . . . . . . .
Salaries, record and pension division, War 1)epartment...................
313.34
Disposal of useless papers, War Department... . .......................... . . . .. . . . . .. . . .
Contingent expenses, War Department .. .. .. . .. .... . . .. . .. .... .. .. . .... ..
5. 257.45
Postage Postal Union countries, War Department........................
910. S5
Stationery, ~r Department..............................................
29. 22
Rent of buildmgs, War Department ......................................
4. 31

$108,101.12
227,377.53
6, 637.81
14,821.65
154, S93. 70
156, 440. 00
42,760.00
1S6, 528.63
39, 523. 2S
44, S60. 00
23, 240. 00
31,659.46
95, 240. 00
1, 000, 00
957,524.15
300.00
57,395.00
1, 500.00
42, 000. 00
4, 600. 00

. ..• . .. ••.•••.
... . . • . • • .• • • .
. . . • . . . • . .. . • .
........ ... . ..
. . . . . . . • •. . . . .
. . •. . • ••. . . ••.
. . • . . . • . . .. • . .
.. .... .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. • .. . ..
.. . .. • .. .. . • ..
. . . .. . •. . . . . . .
.. . .. . . ... .. . .
. . . . . . . •. . . . •.
. . . .. . •. . . . •. .
.. • .. .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. . •. .... ..
. .. .. ... .... ..
.. .... .. . • .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
..... •

.. •

.. .. •

$113,841.70
247.698.34
6, 687.81
15,328.75
159, 977.66
162. 239. 92
43, 6S5. 30
201,674. SO
39, S91. 86
45. 262. 02
23, 469. 44
34, 64!J. 76
95, 240. 00
1, 000. 00
957, S37. 49
300.00
62,652.45
2, 410.85
42, 029. 22
4, 604. 31

I

$104,579.72
$4,961.06
$4,300.92
225, 101.37
10, 915.81
11,681, 16
6, 197.25 . . • .• • .. .. .. ..
490.56
14.580.00
422.85
325.90
152,630. 53
3, 073.96
4, 273.17
155, 441. 99
4, 519. 92
2, 27S. 01
41,730.53
53S. 60
1, 416.17
184,372.22
7, 256.17
10,046.41
39,379. 97
107.65
404.24
44, S20. 9S
216. 42
224. 62
22, 905. 29
54. 44
509. 71
29,774.79
1, 805.73
3, 069.24
95, 239. 53
. 47 .••...........
984. S21
14. 52
. 66
924,473.01 . .. . .. . .. .. .. .
33,364. 4S
300.00 .....•........•••........ . ..
62,274. 6S
106.37
271.40
1, 125.00
S45. S5
440.00
40, 534. S5
29. 22
1, 465.15
4, 200. 00
4. 31 I
400. 00

sal- ·~ =========1=====1========
.............
~~
1

Total salaries, contingent expenses, and postage.................... 1
MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.

I

64,079.35

Expenses of Commanding General's office ............................................. ..
Expenses of recruiting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29, 526. 4S
Contingencies of the Adjutant-General's Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23. 07
Contingencies of Inspector-General's Department ................. . ........•.•..........
Continl§encies of the Ar1ny...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 664. S6

~if;:~c.~~fi~~~~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~!~: ~~

380,
Subsistence of the Army..................................................
360,302.26
Regular supplies, QuarteriDaster's Department............................
139, S70.11
Incidental expenses, Quartermaster's Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
24, 082. 08
Barrack!! and quarters .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. • .. .. .. .
6, 144. 44
Transportation of the Army and its supplies..............................
6, 492. SS
Transportation of the Army and its supplies, Pacific railroads ........................•

Fig~nle:ail;~;g::_ ~~- -~~~s- ·o-~ -~~n:_~. ~~~~~~-o_r_t~:~~~- ~~~. ~-e~~~~- -~-~~~~· I ·

Horses for cavalry and artillery....... . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . .

2, 196,402.

1, 750.00
13S,699. 60
2, 000.00
500.00
1S, 25S. 77
10,000.00
13, 242, 994. 77
1, 953, 025. 22
2, 767, S32. 84
692,510.99
781, 47S.16
3, Sl7. 687.16
267,113.27

............ .
1, 290. 34

,2, 260, 4Sl. 6S

...................
................
..................
.......................

....................

.....................
.........................
....................

......................
.....................

...................
...............
................

..............

24,896.85
205,997.36 •••••• ........

2, 150,646.53

--74, 961. SO

1, 750.00 ..•.•......••.•.............
1, 750.00
4, S05. 93
16S, 226.08
104, S41. 4S
58, 57S. 67
2, 023.07
1, 969.20
23.07
so. so
500.00
500.00 .................. .........................
16, 5SO. 57
3, 154.00
19,923.63
1S9. 06
4S.03
10,129.20
9, 960.00
121.17
151,923.95
13, 623, 037. S4 13, OS3, 110. 32
388,003.57
422, oss. 75
2, 313,327.48 1, 685, 577. 24
337,022.00
2, 907, 702. 95 2, 454, 510. 00
116,170.95
3S, 680.16
333.03
716,593.07
677,579.88
3S, 515.05
2, 683.99
746,422.66
787,622.60
3, 090.11
430,173.18
3, S24, 1SO. 04 3, 390, 916. 75
...............
267,113.27
267,113.27

205,66L49 1

24, S96. 85
207, 2S7. 70

24,892. ss
171,S34. 65

1, 2s~J~

1···· ·34; i 66." 7i

~

""d
0

~

~

0

~
~

IJ::

t".i
r:n
t".i

0

~

t".i

~

~~
0

~

~
~

100,007.20
12,500.00
14,496.05
16,500.00
10,000.00
1, 338,237. 23
215,794.16
2, 000.00
5, 000.00
10,000.00
9, 500.00
360,000.00
80, 137.90
39,184.32
400,000.00

101,120.91
13,005.91
15,133.09
16,500.00
10,000.00
1, 379, 018. 39
255,858.18
2, 951.64
5, 000.00
10,000.00
12,512.94
361,016.68
80,316.37
393,795.64
449,862.12
1, 255.00
260,353.40
62,031.45
21,157.50

Total military establishment ..•.......•.••••••••••.••...•••••••.•••. ,1, 474, 004. 03 I===== =====

74,094. 6'8
11,997.92
9, 726.42

855.89
385.56

9, 748.00
1, 258, 107. 28
179,081.77
2, 000.00
5, 000.00
10,000.00 ..................................
12, 475. 33
22.81
14.80
345,340.45
1, 219.20
14,457.03
80,131.99
178.47
5.91
15,309.45 . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
378; 486. 19
408,498.82 . ..• . . . . . . . . . .
41,363.30
1, 255.00
206,516.66
34,893.25
18,943.49
58,899.16
600.00
2,532. 29
19,712.90
107.30
1, 337.30
25, 344, 199. 73

809,546.17

2, 171, 457.10

1

g;
~

0

~

1-3
0

~

1-3

·IJ:l

PUBLIC WORKS.

tz:j

Buildings and grounds, Military Academy.

Ul

Buildings and grounds, Military Academy ................•.•....•.••.....
Workshops, M1lita:ry Academy ........... .
New academic buildmg, Military Academy ...... .
New gymnasium, Military Academy ............... .
Quarters for enlisted men, Military Academy ........... ···············-- . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _

89,737.46

53,826.00

----- ----- -----

1

t_:l:j
Q
~
t_:l:j

~
0

Actual expenditures

lo%j

115,000.00
1, 097, 643. 00
36,427.00
3, 000.00
7, 500.00
50, 000. 00
10, ooo. oo

107,652.73
267,457.52
3, 000.00
143,127.07
6, 000.00
519.30
115,000.00
1, 429, 239. 98
36,427.00
3, 000.00
7, 50Q. 00
50, 02!l. 77
·~
10,425.10
I.....•.....•..
1 ••• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

10,279.92
154,745.29

..................

~

33,753.54

~

1--'-

~
~

Statement of appropriations unde'l' di1·ection of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Balances
July 1, 1890.

ppropriatedl Repayments
Jul;y 1, 1890, Jul;y 1, 1890,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1891.

PUBLIC

Payinents I Carried to I Balance
July 1, 1890, surplus fund June 30, 1891.
to .'tune 30, June 30, 1891.

Aggregate
available.

1891.

1891.

WORKs-continued.

~
~

Arsenals-Continued.
Powder depot, Dover, N.J .............................................. ··[ $19,299.92 .............. ,........... ...
Proving ground, Sandy Hook, N. J .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . ..
$66, 900. 00 . . • .. • .. • • . • . .
Selecting site for ordnance proving ground.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . .
$443. 80

1------1------1

$19,299.92 .............. .
66, 900. 00
443. SO ............. ..

1- - - - - - - - - -

I

Total arsenals. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
628, 629. 09 1, 636, 430. 00 I
963. 10 2, 266, 022. 19 1
Repayments in excess of payments ............................................................................................... .

~~
0

1-------1- ------:'- ------1---------------

f- - - - -

Actual expenditures ............................................................................ ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j

~

~

~

Construction of a counterpoise battery ................................... .
Protection of shore, Fortress Monroe, Va ................. . ............... .
.Artesian well, Fortress Monroe, Va .................................................... .
Armament of fortifications................................................ 2, 677,973. 10
Preservation and repair of fortifications...................................
51, 479. 75
Board of ordnance and fortifications ........................................... . ........ .
Board on fortifications or other defenses . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
28, 470. 77 , .... . ........ .

37,400.00
22,000.00
6, 000.00
5, 001, 487. 73
95,668.45
150,000.00
28,470.77
2, 907.40
7, 750.00
568,117.74
15,000.00
20,155.20
15,948.00

~f:~ ?o~ ~~~ffi~~lo~~c~~~i_e_s_ :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :: : ::::: :::::::::
Torpedoes for harbor defense..............................................

ir,o:lhi~~ ~~;!t_z_~~~ :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

496, 400. 00

AmmunitiOn for morning and evening gun ............................... .

t:a~~~i~gfe~~~k~~~~~::::::::::::::

·--·-·----587, 361.45

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Purchase of sites for seacoast defenses ................................... .
.Si~es f.or fortifications 1!-nd seacoast defenses .. . ............................ ,............. -: 1, 000,000.00
·G n and mortar battenes ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 971, 000. 00
.Sea wall, Governors Island, New York Harbor ............................ ,..............
50, 000. 00 ..
Powder and projectiles, proceeds of sales ..................................
5, 938. 12 ............. .
Contingencies of fortifications, certified claims............................ .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
2, 724.29
Total fortifications

6, 926, 119. 29

253, 898.36
146,158.04
5, 000.00
597. 85
2, 713.89

,-:-=~!10, 820, 550. 22

1 ~-- ......... --I

66, 450. 00
33, 000. OQ . • • . . .. . . . .. . .

9, 750.25
100.28
746, 101. 64
1, 824, 841. 96
45,000.00

68, 543. 62
33, 000. 00

1, 623, 868. 53

-· · ·· · · ·io: 4o ·1... ___ ~·-~~~~ ~~
1

65, 750. 82 1
32, 239. 35

1, 280. 55

1, 293. 62 1
710. 89 I

9, 189, 401. 14
1, 499. 18
49. 76

t>:l

w

t>:l

a

~

t>:l

~

>~
0

~

~

~

28,694.00
2, 995.94

26,692.86
2, 454.07

945~16

495.94

1, 055.98
45.93
5, ,300. 00
46,018.81
432,606.37
29,520.32
1, 191. 86
11.98

~
t:rj

'"d
0
pj

1-3

0

1-:!;j

1-3

~

YJ.

t:rj

0
pj
t:rj

~
0

1-:!;j

5. 83
75, 000. 00
346.66
15,000.00
200,000.00

Actual expenditures .•••••••••.••..••..•••.•.•••••.••..••.•••.•••••• 1.............. 1............. ·I· ............ ·I· ............ -I

890, 858. 76 1- ............. 1..............

-d

<;l;

•

CJ.:)
CJ.:)

~

Statement of appropriations under di1·eotion of the War Department for thejisoal year ended June 30, 1891-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Appropriated I Repayments
.July 1, 1890, .July 1, 1890,
Balances
to .June 30,
to .June 30,
.July 1, 1890.
1891.
1891.

"!JfE~ti!~

~

Payments I Carried to I Balance
.July 1, 1890, surplus fund .June 30, 1891.
to .June 30, .June30, 1891.
1891.

WORKS-Continued.
~

Harbors and rivers.

*':4, 985.50
98': ,. ·I
32,990.00

$10,000.00
37, 500.00
10,000.00
50,000,00
40,000.00
6, 000,00
25,000.00
5. 000.00
13,000.00
40,000.00

.................

.................
................
...............
.....................
....................
...................
......................

.....................
......................

...................
........................ ....................
6, 000.00 .................
145, 000.00 ...................
2, 000.00 .....................
20,000.00

5, 000.00
5, 000.00
8, 000.00
15,000.00
150,000.00
15,000.00
5, 000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
10,000.00
8, 000.00
7, 500.00
10,000.00
14,000.00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
4, 000.00

........................
.....................
...................

.....................
........................
.......................

.......................
........................
....................
..........................
.........................
.......................
...........................
.......................

.................
..................
...................

1· •••• ••• ••••••

M
1-0
0

$11,980.16
37,500. 00
14,985.50
82,990.00

$11,000.00
29,000.00

40,000.00
6, 000.00
25,000.00

40,000.00
5, 500. 00
24,500.00

5, 000.00
17,497.00
40,000.00

4, 500.00
16,997.00
32,500.00

M

27,000. 00
326.93
6, 000.00

19,000.00
326.93

0

77,907.00

1-3

0

r.j

1-3

P=l

00

M
~

M
1-3

167,000.00
2, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
8, 000.00
15, 000. 00
160,000.00
15,000.00
7, 294. 00
25,000.00
25,000.00
10,000.00
9, 000.00
8, 490.00
10,000.00
14,000.00
12,748.00
5, 000.00
6, 000.00
4, 000.00

~

>~

15,000.00
112,000.00
10,000.00

.............. ,
..............

11,500.00
17,000.00
2,812. 69
3, 000.00
7, 500.00
10,000.00
13, 900. 00
1,502.74

::::::::::::::!. .....4,~'. ~~~~
~~
000.00

0

r.j

~

1,000.00
43, 500. 00 . • • . . . • • • • • • • •
5, 500.00 .••..•••.••••.

15,000.00
2, 000.00
12,500.00
134,946.00
25,000.00

10, 200. 00 ' ............. -I
2, 000.00
12,500.00
24,038.00 .....................
7, 500.00 ......................

110,908.00
17,500.00

........................

14,244.00

20,744.00
5, 000.00
3, 500.00
5, 050.00
2, 500.00
15,000.00
4, 000.00
12,500.00
5, 000.00
30,000.00
65,000.00
7, 000.00
15,000.00
324,744.00
5, 396.00
15,000.00
180,000.00
40,302.58
20,000.00

····55; isi 82 .,

10,000.00
5, 000.00
15,000.00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
13,000.00
5, 000.00
20,000.00
42,000.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
5, 000.00
25,000.00
32,500.00
2, 000.00
5, 000.00
10,000.00
75,000.00
160,000.00

.....................
......................

..................

....................
......................
.....................
....................
..................
....................
..................
...................
.................
....................
.................
..................
..................
....................
...............
...............

r............r··---.. ·····

1, 000.00
75,000.00
5, 500.00

13,321.94
5, 000.00
15,000.00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
13,776.78
5, 000.00
20,498.41
46,970.00
30,000.00
85,182.82
5, 000.00
25,374.76
32,500.00
2, 000.00
5, 000.00
10,000.00
95,067.00
360,000.00

6, 500.00

31, 500. 00
4, 800. 00

...................... .........................
5, 000.00
3, 500.00 ...................... .....................
.................... .........................
5, 050.00
1, 500.00
14,500.00

.....................

12,500.00
4, 500.00
12,000.00
34,163.00

......................

..........................
....................... .........................

6, 250.00
11,500.00
156,500.00
396.00

.......................
.....................

....................
....................
.......................
....................

1, 000.00

500.00
4, 000.00

...................

~
~

1-d
0
~

l-3

500.00
18,000.00
30,837.00

0

750.00
3, 500.00
168,244.00
5, 000.00

P:l

...................
12,500.00 ..................
2, 500.00
65,000.00 ..................
115,000.00
30,764.58
9, 538,00 ...................
15,000.00
5, 000.00 ......................
3, 321.94 ................
10,000.00
3, 500.00 ....................
1, 500.00
9, 000.00
6, 000.00 ...................
3, 500.00 ......................
6, 500.00
5, 000.00 .................... ........................
13,000.00
776,78 ..................
3, 000.00
2, 000.00 .................
12,000.00 ...................
8, 498.41
9, 970.00 .................
37,000.00
16,500.00
13,500.00 ....................
25,044.82
60,138.00 ................
4. 500.00 ...............
500.00
22,874.76
2, 500.00 ...................
26,000.00
6, 500.00 .................
1, 000.00
1, 000.00 ...............
..................... ................
5, 000.00
10,000.00 .............. .....................
63,000.00
32,067.00 ..............
270,000.00 ...............
90, ooo. oo

~

l-3
t."'.l

rn
~

0

~
~

l-3

>
~

~

0

~

~
~

~

01

Statement of app1·opriations under dit·ection of the War Depat·tment, for the fiscal year ending June90, 1891, etc.~Continued.

Title of appropriation. .

PUBLIC

Appropriated~ Repayments
Balances
July 1, 1890, July 1, 1890,
July 1, 1890. to June 30,
to June 30,
1891.
1891.

Aggregate
available.

C,.\:1
~

Payments I Carried to I Balance
July 1,1890, surplus fund June 30, 1891.
to June 30, June 30, 1891.
1891.

WORKs-continued.

Harbors and rivers-Continued.

.,
~
t:.j

$500.00
220.55
478.00
40,000.00
996.49
5, 000.00
699,000.00
79,886.62
5, 000.00

$500. 00

I • • • ' ''' ' • • • • • • I • • • • • • •

$22o: 55

2<>: ooo: oo

996.49
500.00
666,500.00
42,786.62
5, 000.00

15,083.00
16,276.93
10,000.00

.

734.08

I·............ .

491, 200. oo
.............. ,
5, 000.00 ............ ..
1,524. 58 ............. ·i"'"""""':.
5, 000.00
25,000.00 ............. .
150, 000. 00 ............ ..
6,000.00 ............ ..
15,000.00 ............. .
1 ............. .

................ .................

35,000.00
25,000.00
352,225.00

1-:;j

8

~

0

~
t:;rj

1-3
~

~
0

1-:;j

7, 477.00
15,000.00

35, 000. 00 1· . . . . . . . . . . . ..
25, 000. 00 ' ............ ..
350,000.00 ;............ ..

8

0

M

60,000.00
10,000.00
734.08

531,092.00
5, 000.00
1, 524,58
5, 000.00
25,000.00
150,000.00
6, 000.00
17,000.00
2,447.41

561,825.00
8, 000.00
188,744.00

~

m

80,000.00
30,000.00
'{34.08

370,000.00
8,000. 00 ·............. .
100,000.00 ,............ ..

0

7,477. 00
4,500. 00

16,744.00 .

I· ...... _____ ..

25.500.00
13,000.00 ............ ..
327. 000. 00 ............ ..

275,000.00
8, 000.00
172,000.00
9,500. 00
12,000.00
25,225.00

~

~

...............
··············
...............
...................

112,500.00
20,000.00
35,000.00
25,000.00

43,000.00 ••••••••••••••
2, 000.00 ...............
5, 000.00 ...............
10,000.00

2, 500.00 .................
40,000.00 ...................
25,000.00 ...................
20,000.00 ..................
350,000.00 -·············
9, 000. 00 ....................
40,000.00 ·••••••••·•••·

2, 500.00
46,955.00
31,000.00
20,000.00
350,000.00
22, 45S. 00
55,000.00

2, 500.00
21,955.00
6, 000.00
20,000.00
90, QOO. 00
13, 45S. 00
5, 040.00

112,500.00
20,000.00
35,000.00
25,000.00

1, 100, 000. 00
40, 000.00
12,000.00
75, 000.00
30,000.00
16,000.00
3, 000.00
45,000.00
205,000.00
30,000.00
2, 000.00
57,500.00
20,000.00
100,000.00
35,000.00
1S2, 000.00
50, 000.00
s, 000.00
30,000. 00

..................
..................

--············
................
..................
...................
..................
..................
...................
....................
.................
..................
.....................
..................
..................
..................
...................
...............
.................
.................
....................
...................

10,000.00
9, 000.00
10,000.00
75,000.00
50,000.00 .••••••.••••.•

..............

::::::::::::::1

57, S65. 00
1, 190, 000. 00
40,000. 00
12,000.00
75, 000.00
30, 000.00
16, 000.00
3, 000.00
45,000.00
205,000. 00
30, ooo. oo
2, 000.00
60,500.00
24, oss. 00
116,544.75
3S, 9S3. 00
1S2, 000.00
51, 611.22
s, 000.00
30,000.00
10,000.00
9, 000.00
10,000.00
75,000.00
50,000.00
IS, 000.00
50,000.00
2, 500.00
44, SS:&. 00
5, 000.00
50,000.00
11, S04. so
s, 000.00
15,000.00
20,000.00
15,000.00
5, 500.00

69,500.00
1S, 000.00

.
30,000.00
15, 000.00
··············
··············
................ ·····2~·ooo:oo
25,000.00
.................
...................
................. ····26o." ooo: oo

. ..................
..................

9, 000.00
49,960.00

1, 010.00 .................
90,000.00 . ............... .
10, 000.00 ..................
6, 500.00 ...................
27,000.00 ...............
15,700. 00 .. ................
9, 000.00 ...................
1, 000.00 . ..............
15,000.00 ...................
37,000.00 ................
13,000.00 ................

56, S55. 00
1, 100, 000. 00
30,000.00
5, 500.00
4S, 000.00
14,300.00
7, 000.00
2, 000.00
30,000.00
16S, 000.00
17,000.00
2, 000.00
36,141.72
15, 463.00
90,000. 00
21,000.00
62, 000.00

.

..................... ...................

...................
..................
.................
...............
................
1, 721.95 ..................
4, 000.00 . .............
................. ...............
6, 000.00 ...............
7, 000.00 ..................
5, 000.00 ................
32,000.00 ...............
27,000.00 . .............
45.00 .................
43,000.00 ...............
...... . .......... ...............
10,700.00 ................
24, 35S. 2S
s, 625. 00
26,544.75
17, 9S3. 00
120, 000.00

49, S89. 27
4, 000.00
30,000.00
4, 000.00
2, 000. 00
5, 000.00
43,000.00
23,000.00
17,955. 00
7, 000. 00
2, 500. 00
34,182.00

~
tr-j

"d
0
~

1-3

0

~

1-3
P:.1
tr-j

00

tr-j

a

~
1-3
>~
~

0

~

~

>td

.................. .................
30,000.00
............... .................
3, 000.00
·····-·······
15,000.00
..................... ··
................
5, 000. 00
20,000.00
11, S04. so
5, 000.00
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Statmnent of appropriations under direction of the War

Depa1·tm~nt

for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.

I

1

Title of appropriation.

.Appropriated Repayments
Balances I.J uly 1, 1890, I.J uly 1, 1890,
.July 1, 1890. to .June 30, to .June 30,
1891.

PUBLIC

I

~

00

l'ayments
Carried to I Balance
.July 1,1890, surplus fund .June 30, 1801.
to June 30, .June 30, 1891.

.Ag&regate
available.

1891.

1891.

WORKS-continued.

....................
.................... ··············I
2, 486.33
................ ...............
2, 000. 00
20,075.00 .................
14,865.20
...................
4, 098.86 ·············................... ...................
350,000.00
...................... .................
10,000.0

$17,000.00
2, 486.33
2, 000.00
34,940.20
4, 098.86
350,000.00
10,000.00

$5,000.00

$12,000.00

6, 981. 00
2, 981.00 ...................
22, 230. 00 ...................
71,494.40
16, 000.00
9, 000. 00 ..................
7, 493. 00 .................
18,493.00
20,000.00
15, 500.00 .................
8, 000.00
6, 944.87 ...............
4, 974. 00
2, 949.51 ....................
6, 000.00 .................... ...............
3, 000. 00
1, 000. 00 ....................
3, 500.00 ....................
3, 000.00 ..................... ...............
17,500.00
2, 000.00 .................
80,603.70
27, 640. 00 .................
15,992.00
5, 392.00 ...................
3, 000.00
2, 500.00 .................
83,987.00
9, 987. 00 .................
3, 000.00
1, 000.00 ......................
4, 895. 00
4, 895.00 - ..................
4, 503.99 ----·-···---·- ......................

..............

~

~

4, 503.99
1, 897.40
1, 132.50
13,303.60
141,373.08
105,000.00
97,689.00
112,391.10

··············/··············
.......................
.......................
......................
.......................

-

4, 000.00
49. 26!. 40
7, 000.00
11,000.00
4. 500.00
1, 055.13
2, 024.49
6, 000.00
~. 000.00
3, 500.00
3, 000.00
15,500.00
52, 963.70
10, 600.00
500.00
74.000.00
2, 000.00

.........................

4, 503.99

26, 897. 40
23,482.50
113,303.60

1, 100.00 . .................
7, 482.50 . .......................
68,327.60 . ....................

25,797.40
16,000.00
44,976.00

....so: ooo: 00. ..................

141,373.08
185,000.00

514. 56 . . ....................
76,265. 00 . ....................

140,858.52
108,735.00

......................

347, 689. 00
146, 301.10
40, ooo. oo
60,500. 00

130, 245.00 . ...................
95,280.00 .. ..................
15,000. 00 ......................
13,500.00 .....................

217,444.00
51, 111. 10
25,000.00
47,000.00

25,000.00
22,350.00
100,000.00

250,000.00
34.000.00

.....................

I
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1, 000. 00

1- ••... -------., .•••••••. -•••• ,
5, 000.00 .. •·•••••••• ••

1, 000.00
5, 000. 00

1- ............................

125,000.00
85,000.00
165,000.00
95, 000. 00
500.00
500.00
10,000.00
1, 500.00
10, 4.97. 00
10,497. 00
16, 500.00
4, 500.00
6, 800.00 .................
3, 500.00
20,000.00
69, 031. 00
64,031.00
36,995.00
9, 930.00
3, 500.00
3, 500.00
7, 500.00
7, 500. 00
65,000.00
11,500.00
35,000.00 ........................
10,000.00 ....................
10.000.00
500.00
25,000.00
2, 500.00
5, 000.00
50.00
2, 395.00 ......................
10.000.00
100.00
8, 000.00 .......................
5, 900.00
7, 000.00
10.000.00
10,000.00
20,739.93
25,000.00
50, 000. 00 ,.••.•••.•••••. ,
16, 600. 00 ............. -

18,481.00
12,951.00
80,000.00

........................
6, 941.00
1, 989.00

35,000. 00
10,000.00
20,000.00
200,000.00

.......................
........................
......................
......................

12,000.00 ....................
...................... ...................
............. . ........ ......................
6, 000.00 .........................
10, 000. 00
250,000.00
150,000.00

...................
...................
...................

............... 1

50,000.00
16,600.00
30,000.00
8, 940.30
12,500.00
53,481.00
10, 000.00
32,951. 00
280,000.00
12,000.00
6, 941.00
1, 989. 00
6, 000.00
10,000.00
395, 000.00
208,000.00
15,000.00
5, 000.00
2, 000.00
40,000.00
13,000.00
6, 000.00

1, 000.00
3, 500.00

1, 500. 00 ..•••••.•••••.

30,600.00
8, 586.92
16,780.05

40,000.00
.................
.....................
70,000.00
................. .....................

.....................
8, 500.00
..................... ......................
...................
12,000. 00
.....................
6, 800.00

..................

16,500.00
5, 000.00
27, 065. 00

....................
...................

.................... ...................
................... ...........................
......................
......................

53,500. 00
35, 000. 00
10,000.00
9, 500.00
22,500.00
4, 950. 00
2, 395.00
9, 900.00
8, 000. 00
1, 100.00

...................
.....................
.....................
......................

....................
.....................
....................
..................
........................ ........................
.................
4, 260.07
...................
19,400.00

...................
..................
······-------- .....................
8, 000.00 .........................
17, 546. 00 ..........................
5, 000. 00 ........................
10,033.00 .....................
90,000.00 ....................

8, 013.08
13,219.95
8, 940.30
4, 500. 00
35,935.00
5, 000.00
22,918.00
190,000.00

11,500.00
500. 00 .........................
6, 941.00
...................... .....................
1, 989.00
............. .......... ......................
6, 000.00 ..................... .........................
5, 000.00
5, 000.00 ....................
324, 635.00
70,365.00 .....................
113,000.00
95,000.00 ........................

12,500.00
2, 500.00 .....................
5, 000.00 .................... .....................
1, 950.00
50.00 ....................
40,000.00 ...................
........... -.....
12,000.00
1, 000.00 ................
6, 000. 00 ••••••••••••• · I· •••••••••••• •
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Statement of approp1·iations under di1·ection of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.
Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

Balances
.July 1, 1890.

A ppropria tedl Repayments
1890, .July 1, 1890, / Aggregate
to June 30,
to .June 30,
available.
1891.
1891.

I July 1,

I

0

I

Payments
Carried to
Balance
.July 1, 1890, surplus fund June 30, 1891.
to June 30, .June30, 1891.
1891.

WORKS--{}Ontinued.

Harbors and Rivers-Continued.
Improving-

~~~t~~ik~::.~~~~::·:::·::::: :·::::::·::::·:·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::·: :::::::::::::: $~: ~~~: ~~

Passaic River, N . .J....................................................
Raritan River, N . .J . .. . . • ... • • • ... • • • . •. . . . . ..• . . ..•. •. . . •• . • . . . . .. • •.

$4, 704. 00
8, 429.00

45, 100. 00
50,000.00

··············!

!~;!~Ffr~t;~~
~: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ···· ·~: ~~f ~~- .... ~~:2, 000.
~~~: ~~00 _
Squan River, N . .J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .

Dam at Herr Island, Allegheny River, near Pittsburg, Pa.. .•. . . . . . .. .. . .•
33,679.90
Purchase of Upper Lock and Dam, Monongahela River, between Pitts·
burg. Pa., and Morgantown, W.Va.....................................
161,733.13
Cost of condemnation of Upper Lock and Dam, Monongahela River, between Pittsburg, Pa., and Morgantown, W. Va
2, 533.87
ImprovingAllegheny River .............••••••..••......•...•.•.••••.••.•..•••••. 1..... .. . . .. . . .
Delaware River, Pa. and N. J.................................... •• • . •
52,000.00

35,000.00

$2,500.00 ..............
5, 000.00
$500.00
8, 000.00 ................
2, 454.00
49,804.00
23,929.00
58,429.00
9, 000.00
10,000.00
4, 500.00
6, 194.00
2, 242.77 .................
2, 000.00 ....................
85.00
68,679.90

$2,500.00
4, 500.00
8, 000.00
47, 350. 00
34,500.00
1, 000.00
1, 694.00
2, 242.77
2, 000.00
68, 59-!. 90

162,000.00

323,733.13

400.00

323,333.13

5, 000.00

7, 533.87

2, 431. 55

5,102.32

20,000.00
250,000.00

20,000.00
302,000.00
45,000.00
4, 465.28

2, 943.64
71,500.00
20,500.00

17,056.36
230,500.00
24,500.00
4,465. 28

sun~~:~n~~i;!~~:r:ai;;er. b~t:;~~~ Phiia:ci~iphi~; :P~:.· ~~ci ·c~~d~;;, ·:N. ·j: :: · · · · ·4; 465." 28 · .... ~~: ~~~: ~~.

....................

Improving-

~i!d~~~n~~!~ t}!l.e_r: -~~~-- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 3; 478." 00 ...... ~~-~~~: ~~~:.~f!aJ;~:~·ii~l:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
g; ~~~: ~~
3, 983.00

7, 500.00

~fkJii~e~,i~d·-~~l_._· .· .·:: ." ."."." ."."."." ."."."." ."."."."."." ." ." ." ." ." ." ."." ." ."." ." ."."."." ." ."." ." ."."."." ."." ." ." ." .•••. :·. :~~: ~~-

Choptank River, Md. •• . • • . • . . . . • . . • . . • . • . . . . . .. • .. . . . . . • . .. . . .. . .. . • ..

1g; ~~~: ~~

North East Rh·er, 1\{d......... ... . ...... .. ...... ... ... ......... .......
Manokin River, Mel...................................................
Patuxent River, Mel...................................................
Susquehanna River near Havre de Grace, Md.........................
Wicomico River, Md..................................................
Potomac River........................................................
Water way from Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Va., Mel.,
and DeL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.•. .. ••.•..•..
. . . . . • • •••. . . .
. • • .. . . •..••.•
.. .. . .. . . .. .. .
957. 06
5, 000. 00
39, 950. 00

~~g~~~~l~fLULW.i-~--::.l~:U::i:.:U::~---~~-1:_;-_::~ii~~:

2, 500.00
7, 500. 00
6, 000.00
4, 000. 00
10, 000. 00
280, 000. 00
50,000.00
10,000.00
10, 000. 00
10,000.00
5, 000.00
3, 000.00
15,000.00

5, 000.00
5, 000.00
3, 478. 00
3, 478.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000. 00
5, 000.00
11,483.00
4, 483. 00
500.00
7, 958.54
2, 700.00
10,000.00
2, 500.00
2, 500.00
7, 500.00
7, 500. 00
6, 000.00
5, 100. 00
4, 000.00 ..................
200.00
10,957.06
285,000.00
83,000.00
89,950.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
5, 500.00
3, 000.00
15,000.00

39,950.00
200.00
3, 700. 00
4, 200.00
5, 500.00
1, 300,00
8, 500.00

~
t:j
~

0

~

1-3
0

'""j

1-3
~

t:j

UJ.
t:j

0

~
t:j

~
~
0

'""j

900.00
4, 000.00
10,757.06
202,000.00
50,000.00
9, 800.00
6, 300.00
5, 800.00
1, 700.00
6, 500.00

~
~

1, ooo. oo
2. ,,._ 00
201, 00
1, 100. 00
2, 5000 00

1.50
2, 9900 00
1, 973.85

20 500.00 ..................
200,000,00 .....................
3, 000.00 ....................
I 10,000.00 ........................
2, 500.00 ...................
3, OOOo 00 .....................
000.00 ....................
8, 000. 00 ....................
30, 0000 00 .....................
----------.-- 0 ..................

I "·

I

190, 000. 00 . . _ . . . . . . . .
3, OOOo 00 . -- .• -- • -----5, 0000 00 - ---. - - ••••• -20, 0000 00 1 - - • -.----- •••• 1

·········-----

....................

····i2; 5oo: oo-

.................
.......................
........................
.....................
.......................
.......................

5, OOOo 00
5, OOOo 00
12, 50!To 00
5, OOOo 00
10, OOOo 00

1. 80
6, 972.00

I

5, OOOo 00
2, 500o 00
5, OOOo 00
12,5000 00
5, 0000 00
5, OOOo 00
30, OOOo 00
12, 500o 00

..................

......................

....................

.......................

...................

...................
....................
...............

.................

2. 500.00 I
250.00 ..............
2. 250.00
200, 000. 00
110, 000. 00 •• - •• -- • ------ 1
.
90, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
2, 300o 00 •••.••• o• ••••• I
700. 00
11, 000. 00 --- • 0- 000-. 0- 0 - -- •••• •
11, 000. 00
2, 5000 00
2, 500. 00 10-- •• -- •• ----- --- •• -- 0.--. - 3, 000,00
17,350.00
8, 201. 00
31,100.00
2, 500.00

------ I

3~~: ~~

-, -39:63
2,
- - • - - • : : : : : : : 0 - : : : : : : : : : : : : :I
47,445.00
31,445.00
{!, 5000 00
2, 5000 00
1, 0000 00
1, 0000 00
13, OOOo 00
8, OOOo 00
3, OOOo 00
3, 0000 00
2, 0000 00
2, 0000 00 .................... ...........................
459,5590 00
100,4000 00 .......................
359, 1590 00
40,0000 00
35,0000 00 ....................
5, OOOo 00
4, 924o 00
4, 9240 00 ...................... .........................
16,0600 95
16,0200 95
400 00 ......................
10,0000 00
9, 3000 O(J
7000 00 ..........................
90,0000 00
3, 0000 00 .......................
87, 0000 00
5, OOOo 00
4, 2000 (10
8000 00 ............................
7, 0000 00
2, OOOo 00
5, OOOo 00 ......................
10, OOOo 00 ........................ ....................
10, OOOo 00
15,000.00
14,500.00
........................
5000 00
190, 001. 500
120,001.50
70,000.00 .....................
3, OOOo 00
3, OOOo 00 ............................. ....................
7, 9900 00 .......................... ....................
7, 9900 00
21, 973o"85
10,0070 85
11,9660 00 .....................
5, OOOo 00
5, OOOo 00 .................... .........................
6, 9900 00
3, 5000 00
3,4900 00 .......................
11,490.00
8, 5000 00
2, 990o 00 ......................
25,0060 76
17,006.76
8, 0000 00 .......................
11,000.00
11, OOOo 00 ....................... ...................
5, Olil. 50
13o 50
5, OOOo 00 .................
5, OOOo 00
· 1, 7000 00
3, 3000 00 ....................
12,5000 00
3, 5000 00
9, OOOo 00 . .......................
5, OOOo '00
2, 500o 00
2, 5000 00 ......................
11,6460 00
11,6460 00 .................... .....................
755o 37
755o 37 - •• 0••• 0••• - -- .......................
8, 300.00
4, 200o 00 ....................
12, 500o oo I
6, OOOo 00
1, 5000 00
4, 5000 00 . .....................
2, 5000 00
2, 000.00
500000 , ••••••••••••••
5, OOOo 00
3, 0000 00
2, 0000 00 • --- ••• - ••••••
8, 4llo 75
14,511. 7§
3, oooo oo I•••••• _••••• _.
5, OOOo u
2, OOOo 00
6,100.00
5, OOOo 00
4 OOOo 00
1, OOOo 00 I••••••••••••••
30, OOlo 80
14, 5000 00 I••••••••••••••
15,501.80
19,4720 oo 1
12,5000 00
6, 9720 00

_:E~z~~t:::~mm~
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Statement of approp1·iations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.

'l'itle of appropriation.

PUBLIC

A/rpropriated Refayments
Balances
uly 1,1890, .ru ~ 1, 1890,
July 1,1890.
t.o.1une 30,
to une 30,
1891.
1891.

.Aggre~ate

availa le.

Payments
.Tul 1, 1890,
to
30,

~s~t

WORKS-continued.

$7,500.00
15,000.00
20,000.00
300,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.00

.................

.....................
...................
................
.....................
...................
....................

4~~: ~~ I.... ~~·-~~~:~~. .................
25,000.00
3, 000.00
5, 000.00
500.00
10,000.00
2, 000.00
12,500.00
3, 600.00
6, 000.00
170, 000. 00
3, 000.00
5, 400.00
7, 500. 00
20,000.00
150,000.00
.......................
4, 000.00
125,000.00
25,000.00
1, 000.00
3, 000.00

257, 703. 96

.................
...................

.................
.................

...................
....................
.................
....................
.....................
.....................
......................
.....................

...................
...................
.....................
......................
...................

....................
......................
....................
......................

I 4., 200, ooo. oo 1............. -I

I

~

I

Carried to
surplus fund
Balance
.rune 3o, 189l.l.rune30, 1891.

I

~

~

$7,000.00 . ..................
6, 000.00 ................
15,000.00 .. ..................
82,981.73 .....................
7, 500.00 .. ..................
22, 500. 00 ......................
20,500.00 . ..................

I

~

$500.00
9, 000.00
5, 000.00
217,018.27
12,500.00
7, 500.00
4, 500.25
499.39
14,500.00
4, 839.20
3, 500.00

$7,500,00
.
15,000.00
20,000.00
300,000.00
20,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.25
499.39 ........................ ...................
25,000.00
10,500.00 .. .....................
7, 839.20
3, 000.00 ..................
5, 000.00
1, 500.00 . ...............
500.00
500.00 . ............. ....................
10,000.00
2, 500.00 ................
7, 500.00
2, 000:00
2, 000.00 ............... ...............
12,992.00
4, 992.00 . ..................
8, 000.00 •
3, 600.00
3, 600.00 .. ................ .................
6, 000.00 . ................. ....................
6, 000.00
184,930.05
134,930.05
50,000.00 ......................
3, 000.00
3, 000.00 .................. ........................
5, 400.00
4, 000.00
1, 400.00 ......................
8, 500. 00
4, 486.59 ......................
4, 013.41
23,000.00
15, 094. 4il
7, 905.57 ......................
95, 000.00
154,646.40
59,646.40 ............................
6, 982.00
3, 982.00
3, 000.00 ....................
3, 052.15
4, 000.00
947.85 . ....................
125,000.00
70,000.00
55,000.00 ..................
12,000.00
27,000.00
15,000.00 ....................
1, 000.00
1, 000.00 . ..................... .....................
3, 000.00
2, 500.00
500.00 . ..................
2, 500. 00
2, 500.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
3, 500.00
1, 500.00 ...................
5, 000.00
R, 500.00
1, 500.00 ......................
3, 000.00 ........................ ...............
:;, 000.00
30,000. 00
4, 975.00
25,025.00 .....................
31,981.00
10,500.00 ...................
21,481.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00 ................... .......................
4, 457, 703. 96 1, 861, 45!. 77 .................. 2, 596, 249. 19

t=i

""0

0

~
~

0

~

8

P4
t:::i

m
t::j

0

~
t_:lj

>-:3

~
~
~

0

~

~
~

fj

..1

56,030. oo 1

500. 000. 00 ............. · I

556,030.00

18,694.00

165, 000. 00 1

183, 69i. 00

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

, ... 025. .. ..............

88, 632. 82

0

1
1
133, 068. oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12, 000.00 1.
1

2, 319.61
88,000.00
22, 000.00
6, 000.00
25,000.00
94,089.17
125,000.00
10,000.00
12,047.19

6; 000.00
25, 000.00
94,089.17
125,000.00
10,000.00
7, 575.00

2, ~6~: ~6
85,354.05
143,830.00
1, 000.00
5,462. 08
22, 100.05
2, 992.00
3, 800.00
84,977.00
5, 000.00
1, 000.00
1, 000.00
111,000.00
28,000.00

0

0. 0

0

0

................... .....................
...................... ...................
.................... ...................
................... ................

.................... .....................
$4,272.19 ........................

58, 227. 60

180, 000. 00 .

0. 0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

·1

0

,.

0

~

0

~

8

0

0

0. 0

0

0.

0

••

6, 500.00 ... ____ ...... _

105.00 ..............
40,772.35
300,000.00
10,600.00 1.
16, 651. 57 •.••••••••.••. !••••••••••••••
35,368.78 ....................... ......................
25,000.00
16,000.00 ......................
18,150.00
150.00 .........................
10,000.00
10,000.00 .....................
10,000.00
8, 000.00 ...................
4, 157.84 ..................... .....................
20,971.00
10, 973.17 ,............ ~.
238,227.60
5, 000.00

~
t?j

0
...................... ....................
5, 000.00
"".j
1, 000.00 .........................
4, 000.00
3, 500.00 ......................
1, 500.00
8
2, 200. 00 ....................
:ii9:3i . ~
2,' ooo: 00 . ....................
t?j
..................... ········-----15,354.05 ........................
70, 000.00
r:n
33, 830. 00 .......................
110,000.00
t?j
500.00 .......................
500.00
0
5, 000.00
462.08 ........................
~
..................... .....................
22,100.05
t?j
8
.............. . ... . ....................
2, 992.00
~
3, 800.00 .................. .......................
~
100.00 ....................
84,877.00
i-<l
500.00 ........................
4, 500.00
1, 000.00 .................... .......................
0
...................... ....................
1, 000.00
"".j
77,500.00
33,500.00 ...................

0

0

355,100.00
6, 000.00

••••• 0.

... 0

••••••••

~

·r-------

95.061.18

488, 168.00
18,000.00

5, 000.00
5, 000.00
5, 000.00
2, 200. 00

•. "'
---971. "'
00 1· --..20,
000. 00

330,004.64

•••••••••••••

98, 113. 30 I"
3, 500.00 ••••••••••••••
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

21,500.00
40, 667.35
289,400.00
16,651.57
35, 368.78
9, 000.00
18,000.00

:fl
~
!d

.........................

2, 000.00
4, 157.84
9, 997.83
140,114.30
1, 500. 00

1-f::..

~

Statmnent of app1·op1·iations under di1·ection of the War Depm·tment for the fiscal year ending June 90, 1891, etc.-Continned.

Title of appropriation.

Balances
July 1, 1890.

Appropriated~ Repayments

I July 1, 1890,
to June 30,
1891.

July 1, 1890,
to June 30,
1891.

~
~

I

Payments
Carrie<l to I Balance
July 1, 1890, surplus fund June 30, 1891.
to June 30, June30, 1891.
1891

.Aggregate
available.

PUBLIC WORKS-continued.

&1

$5,500.00
4, 000.34
1, 500.00
n. 001. oo
2, 000. 00
19,407.05
2, L94 00
1, 000. 00
1, 500. 00
300. 00
54,995. 91
7, 461.92
3, 000. 00
300. 00

$7,500.00
4, 000.34
1, 500.00
22,000.00
2, 000.00
30,968.69
2, 194.00
2, 500.00
4. 000.00
5, 000.00
472,000.00
41,980.00
10,000.00
2, 500.00
1, 500.~0
32,000. uO
490,000.00
5, 000.00
239,399.00
180,000.00
3, 000.00
25, 000.00
1, 985.00
9, 565.92

1-0
0
~

10, 999. oo
..•..••..••• , . • •..••........
.
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
.
•
•
.
.
11,
561.64
1
............. .

I". ...........................
.
•• ••• •• . • • •.
1, 500. 00
.. • • . • . . • . • • • .
.. . • . • • .. • • • • .
.. • • • • • • • • • • • .
1... .. • • .•••• ••
. •••••• •• . ••• .
. • • • • • • • • •• • • •

2, 500. 00
4, 700. 00
417,004. 09
34,518.08
7, 000. 00
2, 200. 00
1, 500.00
16,000.00
337,003.91
1, 000.00
196,009.00
98,129.14

20,000.00
485.00
9, 565.92

250,000.00
430,851.84
36,608.00
1, 500.00
12,500.00
5, 128.70

247,500.00
279,093.36
32,685.08
1, 500.00

999,500.00
81,000.00
35,000.00
10,000.00
54,000.00
75,000.00
10, ooo. oo_

700,000.00
50,000.00
9, 500,00

3, 049.83

I

37,000.00
35,000.00

1-3

0

~

1-3

~

Ul

tr::l

0

~

tr::l

1-3
:>
~
~

0

~

~

1, 000.00 ..................
302,020.00
2, 328, 529. 00
182.31 ...................
10,000.00
10,000. oo .
10,600.00
3, 600.00
8, 000.00
6, 500.00
106,000.00
38,026.16
2, 000.00
2, 000.00
158,402.87
158,293.87
25, 00.000
9, 967.00
4, 988.00
71,431.00
500,000.00
37,181.80
50,000.00
203,447.15
100,000.00
6, 000.00
7, 000.00
4, 000.00
1, 796.07
3. 000. "0
56,989.00
10,500.00
800,000.00

·············r············

15,000.00
59,500.00

59,500.00
... oo•. oo •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••

87,789.46
300,000.00 .•••.•••••••••
11,800.00 1.••....•....•. •••••••••··•••

1

387,789,46
11,800.00
13,000.00
6, 000.00
8, 000.00
81,998.10
75,100.98
3,169.49
1,000. 00
485,000.00
435,000.00
105,902.04
30,000.00
50,000.00
20,000.00
9, 000.00
11,079.11
1, 600.00
70,000.00

..............
..............

1,000.00

2, 026, 509. 00

.................
182.31
................. . ....................
7, 000. OQ
................
1, 500.00
.................
67,973.84
...................
................ .....................
109.00
................
14,000.00
11,000.00 .................
..................... ..................
9,967, 00
1, 500.00 ....................
3, 488.00
33,431.00 ....................
38,000.00
12,000.00

37,181.80
12,974,86
49,162.30

..................

488,000.00

.............. ..................

37,025.14
...............
................
154,284.85
100,000.00
................... .................
..................... ...................
6, 000.00
4, 500.00 ...................
2, 500.00
1, 000.00 .................
3, 000.00
1, 722.35 ..................
73.72
2, 500.00
500.00 ..................
53,000.00
3, 989.00 ...................
5, 514.37 ....................
4, 985.63
606,037.88
193,962.12 ..................
15,000.00 ................ ..................
21,340.00
. 38,160.00 ...............
209,230.71
178,558.75 ... ...............
80.00
11,000.00
6, 000.00
2, 000.00
81,998.10
41,250.00

..............
................

11,720.00
2, 000.00

..............
···········-··

33,850.98
3,169.49
800.00

..................
····-·········
................

..............

245,000.00
165,000.00
50,000.00
10,000.00
48,500.00
10,000.00
6, 000.00
3, 000.00

..............

20,000.00

.................. ................
....................
6, 000.00
................ .............. .

................ ··············
200.00

240,000.00
270,000.00
55,902.04
20,000.00
1, 500.00
10,000.00
3,000. 00
8, 079.11
1, 600.00
50,000.00

..................

··············
...............
.................

~

............... ·············-

t:d

trj

'"d

0
t:d
1-3
0

lo:!;j

1-3

IIl
trj

r/2
trj

a

pj
trj

1-3

>
pj
~

0

1-l:j

~
~

01

Statement of app1·opriations under di1·ection of the War Depa1·t1nent for the fiscal year ending June 90, 1891-Continued.
Ealances
July 1, 1890.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIC

RelJayments
IAppropriated~
July 1,1890, Ju,ty1,1890, I Aggregate
to J nne 30,
to J nne 30,
available.
1891.

1-f::..

~

Payments I Carried to I Ealance
July 1,1890, surplus fund June30, 1891.
to June 30, June 30,1891.
1891.

1891.

WORKS-Continued.

~

Harbors and rivers-Continued.

Improvin~-

g~~ft!8R~~;:~w'!":~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::

Skagit, Stielaquamish, Nooksack, and Snoqualmie 'rivers, Wash . • • • • . .

$2, 990. 18

$3,000.00
8, 000.00
12,000.00

$3,000.00
8, 000.00
14,990.18

$3,000.00
5, 000.00
12,990.18 ..............

::::::::::::::I· ....$3,'2,000.
ooo: 00
00

~
~

0

Examinations, surveys, etc.

~

Survey to connect lakes Union, Washington, and Samamish with Puget
Sound ................................................................................. 1
10, 000. 00
Surveys for deep-water harbor, Gulf of Mexico............................
766.96
Surveys for Hennepin Canal . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • . .. • . . .. • • • • . .. .
633. 66
Exammation of Illinois and Michigan and Hennepin canals...............
97.441 .•. ---------- ·
Operating and care of canals and other works of navigation............... . • • • • • . . . . . • . .
753, 567. 24
Remoying: sunken •essels or craft oust~ucting: or endangering navigation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~8, 661. 60
Exammatwns, surveys, and contingenCies of rivers and harbors...........
20, 089. 40 . 225, 000. 00
Total harbors and rivers ........................................... .
Deduct repayment in excess of payments ................................. .
Actual expenditures ....... -- ............. · ..... •••••••• •••••• • •••

I-'d
0

--~----.-.-..-_-_-_--------~- · · · · ·· ..

~

10,000.00
766.96
633.66
97.44
753,567.24
48,661.60
245,089.40

tlj

00

tlj

a

~
tlj
~

·····I

I

I==========

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

Signal Service.
Observation and report of storms ........................................ .
Observation and exploration in the Arctic seas .•.•••••••••••••••••...••••.
Signal ServiceMedical Department
Pay, etc .............................................................. .
Subsistence ..... .
Regular supplies .................................................... ..
Incidental expenses .................................................. .
Transportation .................. , .................................... .
Barracks and quarters ............................................... .

8~bt!~~~~~bla Wi~~; ~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6

Repair of Signal Service cable, Columbia River ...•••..•.•••••.•••.•••••.•
l!:stahlishing signal stationOn island of Nantucket .............................................. .
At Point Judith, Fla ................................................. .

>~
0

~

•• 227.20
438,208.66

5,555.34
13,785.35
570.47
19,086.09
902.16
4, 500.00
30.00
50.50
6.00
954.27

I

2,583. 73 ...................
643.47
424,558.83
1,355. 45
12,294.38
339.00
5,216. 34 ....................
1,471. 23
5, 480.91
6, 833.21
45.92
246.08
278.47
2, 824.11
15,761.81
500.17
233.10
669.06 ....................
45.54
4,454.46 ...................
.................
30.00 ................
50.50 ...............
...................

..... ...........

..............

6.00
954.27

...............

·············

~
~

l.

Road to theSi~nal
stationonPike'sPeak,
ColoPort
....................•.....
Telegraph
servwe between
Tatoosh Island and
Angeles, Wash...... . . . ..10,000.00
.. .......
TotalSignalService.................................................

1········_······r··············:

162,521.98

6, 800.00 . .. . . . . . . .. . . .

722,~4.19 1 ·············· ,

10,000.00
6, 800.00

r··············1··············1
1, 000.00 . . • . . .. . . .. . . .

10,000.00
5, 800.00

7~~!· -~

105,763.64

885,096.17 1
102,215.38
61,734.17

3, 482.13
308.66

759.05
405.68

97,974.20
61,019.83

106.29
12.95
5, 000.00
8, 264.77
6, 000.00
7, 000.00

106.29
12.95
3.12

1-0
0

11.12
2, 000.00
2, 000.00
451.44
451.44
16,890.41
16,890.41
13, 500.00
13,400.00
100.00 .•.....•..• _•.
8, 000.00
3, 500. 00 . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 500. 00
4, 500,00
4, 500.00 ..•......•.....••...........
19, 555.75
10, 531. 06' . • • • . . . . . . . . . .
9, 004. 69
75.46 .•••••........
75.46 ............. .
10,000.00
250. 00 . . . . • • • . . . . . . .
9, 750. 00
3, 735.00
3, 735.00 ....•......•................
80, 378. 80
20, 411. 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
59, 967. 27
1, 500.00

1-3

1

23~:

: : ::

·1 · ....

~.-~~~~ ~~ .....~~~.-~~~-· ~~

475.51 ........................... .

Actual expenditures ..... .
A 1'tijiciallimbB and applianceB and Bupport of deatitute patientB.

233,218.17 !·············· '"

~

0

~

1-3

::r:
tr_j
rn
tr_j

0

~
tr_j

1-3

P>

~

0

······1

530,626.79
3, 000.00
10,003.00
15,003.51
20,416.74

Artificial limbs ......................................................
5, 626.79
Appliances for disabled soldiers...........................................
1, 000,00
Tr~sses for disabled soldiers . : . ........................................................ .
Mamtenance·of Garfield Hosp1tal . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . ... ... ......
3. 51
Support and medical treatment of destitute patients.......................
1, 416.74

'I" ............
.
7, 572.36
2, 112.71

3, 557. 09

515,569.67
2, 145.05
10, 003.00
14.999.77
18,510.76

579,050.04

8, 047.04

Oivilaurveya.
Transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries .•••.•.••••..••...
Battle lines and sites for tablets at Antietam .............•..•••..•••.••.•.
Surveys for military uefenses ............................................
Survey of boundary lines between Indian Territory and Texas............
Survey of road from Aqueduct Bridge to Mount Vernon..................
Survey of northern and northwestern lakes . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • . . • . • • . . . • .

~
tr_j

6, 000.00
7, 000. 00

· · · ·i2; ooo: oo "1: :::: :: :::: :::

297.90
15,000.00
24.00
7, 572.36
2, 112.71
15,557.09

6, 032.41
250.00
1. 87
1, 905.98

~

~
~

8, 190.26

· ····i." o25: 49·1::: :::::::::::

~

-..

Statement of appropriations under direction of the Wa1· Depa1·trnent jo1· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Appropriated' Repayments
Balances
July 1, 1890, I July 1, 1890,
July 1, 1890. to June 30,
to J nne 30,
1801.
1891.
J

j

~

00

Payments I Carried to j Balance
July 1, 1890, surplus fund June30, 1891.
to June 30, June30,1891.
1891.

Aggregate
available.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJEC'l's-Continued.
~
t;tj

Oivilsurveys-Continued.
$3,000.00
6.45

Maps of battlefield of Chickamauga ........................•.•..•......•..
Geographical surveys west of the lOOth meridian ........•........•........
Total civil surveys ................•...........•..••..••..••...•...•.
Repayments in excess of payments ....................................... .

"'d
0

1-----

l

~
~

I

0

1----------i·

~

Actual expenditures

~

Miscellaneous.

~

t;tj

Medical and surgical history ............................................. .
Pre>ention of obstructive and injurious deposits within the harbor and
adJacent waters of New York City .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
26, 960. 79
Portrait of Grover Cleveland, ex-President of the United States •........•...............
Arming and eq nipping the militia.........................................
263, 365.19
Arms and quartermasters stores for State of Wyoming................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 666.64
Water supply, Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo..................................
2,895.83 .... ......... .
Artillery school, :Fortress Monroe, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 000. 00
Infantry and artillery school, Fort Leavenworth, Kans ................. -- ~ ·.............
1, 500.00
Support of military prison at ]'ort Leavenworth, Kans....................
18, 508. 01
90, 780. 00
Publication of Official Records of War of the Rebellio .......... ........... .... .. . . . .. . . .
235,000.00
Reprinting war maps .............. -· .................................... .

~~1!~~eT~trlt~1f;~n~o~~;%~ ai~~bl~ii ;;~l;;~t~~~ ·;~Iili~~~- ~~a ~-a'ii~~~::::::
Supfl:iig!~ home for disabled volunteer soldiers.

Refugees, freedman and abandoned lands
Soldiers' home ............................•............•.......•...•..
Military stores for Montana militia .....................•.................
Twenty per cent ad,ditional compensation ..........•......................
Ordnance stores for Washington and Maine .••.............•.....•.•......
Gunboats on Western rivers ..... .

- W
t;tj

a

~
t;tj
~

>~
19, 285.06
35,439. 62
98.02
4,177. 59

.........

2, 690, 400. 34
44.00
2, 976, 689. 30
11,792.29
1, 377.48
18,900.00
120.33

56, 176. 50
2, 390. 069. 93
11,792.29

4,

Actual expenditures

37~: ~~~: ~! I. ___ :~·-~~~--~~ -I·_~~~~~·-::~·-~:

4,370,476.971·······--··"J----···· .....

~

0

~

~

>-

~

I

War claima of Statu.

E~~~i~-~t-i~~ ~~-~~~~~ -~~ -~~~~~~-~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-~~~-~~-~~~-~~:.

5, 689.75 ........................... .

:;! R~~~~~s_f~£i~!a~~:tf~ t~~~i~~~-s- ~~ -~~~~:~~~~ :~~--~~~~~~~~. ~~ -~~~~-r-~s_s_i~~.
~

P:l Reimbnrsement to tlertain States and Terrilones expenses incurred in

1

~ I~~~~~~~ -i~-~~~~~~~- ~-~~. ~~:~~~-s~~-~ -~~~-i~~. ~~-s-t~~~t~~~:. ~~~. ~-~~~. ~:: . ..............

I

<f

g

Total war claims of' States .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. •

War claims of voluntee·rs.

5, 914. 00

I

Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . .
307. 26 i
Pay of two and three years' volunteers....................................
115.04 /
. Bounty under act of July 28, 18~6 ...... : ·: ........ ·: ........ .............. ............... J
Horses and other property lost m the m1l1tary serv ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492. 60 I
tP-- Commutation of' rations to prisoners of war in rebel States and to soldiers
7. 50
on furlough........................... . .................................
Traveling expenses of' :F irst Michigan Cavalry ....................................... ..
Traveling expenses of California and Nevada volunteers .......•....•..••.
Collecting, drilling, and organizing volunteers ........................... .
Pay of companies of Texas Mounted Ranz.ers ......... . .......... . ........ .
Pay of claims adjudicated by board of o!licers, acts August 3, 1852, and 1

H

I

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

657: oo ·

Pay, transportatiOn, Rervices, and supplies of Oregon and Washington
volunteers in 1855-'56 ............................................ . ....... ,.
Reimbursement to ·Missouri militia, services rendered United States .... !............ ..
Rogue River In. dian war .......................... .. ...................... , ............ ..
Providing for the comfort of' sick and discharged soldiers.................
1. 92
Pay of volunteer~:~, Mexican war ........................................................ .
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war .............
Payment of mounted riflemen under Col. John C. Fremont in 1846 .....••...•...........
Capture of Jefferson Davis................................................
1,503. 38
Preventin_g and suppressing Indian hostilities ........................................ ..
Support 01 four companies of volunteers mustered at Camp Scott, Utah, •
act June 12, 1858 ..................... ..
1 ............. .

i

210, 235. 67 /-- ............ /

I

j

1

224.25
61, 619. 70

j""""""""""" ! """""""""'''" i

61, 619. 70

224.25

1

148, 615. 97 j..............
1

==

se:,~g~ss!~l:~~pli~s ·~:i -M~~t~~;~ ~~i~~t~~~s ·i~ .:N.e'z. P~~~~ 'iridi~~- ~~~: :: :1

5,689.751··············1··'"""""""""""1
I
I·............ ·J· ............ .
5,689. 75

224. 251 .............. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Refunding to States expenses incurred in raising volunteers.............. ..............
61,619.70 l · ............. .

498, 674. 23
758,742.62
58,793.44
81, 781.30

148, 615. 971
216, 149. 67

II

148, 615. 971 .............. !............. .
210, 235. 67

!............. ·I
I

5, 914. oo

I
1

!;1j
tlj
~

498, 981. 491
758,857.66
58, 793. 44
82,273.90 1

497, 628. 041
757, 583. 30
58, 423. 44
77, 365. 95

1, 046. 19 1
307. 26
1, 178.98
95.38
370. 00 ............. .
925. oo
3, 982. 95

--I

51,071.75
200.70
71.15
127.75
37.43

1, 902. 01
49, 169. 741 ............
200.70 ...•••.•...••...••..••...••.

2, 863.49
657.00
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REPORT
OF THE

MAJOR-GENERAL

COM~IANDING

THE ARMY.

HE.A.DQU.A.R'l'ERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, September 24, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations
of the Army during the last year, together with the reports of department commanders, the commanding officers of the Artillery School at
Fort Monroe, and of the Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth, and those of the Adjutant-General and Inspector-General of the
Army.
Upon the retirement of Brig. Gen. John Gibhon, April 20, 1891,
Brig. Gen. Thomas H. Ruger, was assigned to the command ofthe Division of the Pacific, including at that time, the Departments of California and the Columbia. Subsequently Col. Augul:lt V. Kautz, Eighth
Infantry, was appointe(} brigadier-general to succeed General Gibbon~
and, on July ~, 1891, was assigned to the command of the Department
of the Columbia.
By the ExPcutive order of July 2, 1891, the military divisions were
discontinued, some changes ma.de in the organization of departments,
and the department commanders ordered to report directly to the Uommanding General of the Army. The accomp~,nying report of the Adjutant-General gives the precise organization of departments and their
commanders at the present time, together with the stations of troops
therein.
The past year was marked by a disturbance among the Sioux Indians,
which was formidable in fact; and threatened to be far more formidable
than any Indian war that bad occurred in many years. The correspondence on file in the Adjutant-General's office and the report of
Gen. Miles set forth, in detail, the nature and apparent causes of the
threatened trouble with the Sioux, and the orders of the President
designed to suppress that trouble as promptly and effectively as possible, having mainly in view the protection of the extended settlements
surrounding the Sioux lteservation against destruction by hostile Indians. The execution of those orders involved the concentration of
nearly one-half of the infantry and cavalry of the Army, and some
artillery, upon the Sioux Reservation, for which purpose it was Decessary to bring troops from nearly all parts of the country west of the
Mississippi River. These movements were necessarily attended with
great expense, but happily, the result fully justified the vigor of the
measures auopted, which resulted in the suppression of the uprising
without loss of life on the part of peaceful citizens, though the Army
suffered consiuerable loss, and quite a large band of Indians was destroyed in conflict with the troops.
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The following gallant officers were killed and wounded:
Killed.-Capt. George D. vYallace, Seventh Cavalry, and Lieut. Ed·
ward W. Casey, Twenty-second Infantry.
Wounded.-Lient. Ernest A. Garlington, John C. Gresham, and
James D. Mann, Seventh Cavalry; Lieut. John Kinzie, Second Infantr.v. aud Lieut. Barry L. Hawthorne, Second Artillery.
Lieut. Mann subsequently died from the effects of his wounds. Also
30 enlisted men were killed and 44 wounded.
The experience gained in the campaign of last winter is valuable, as
indicatiug the possible extent and the probanle limits of future danger
from any nprising of the Indian tribes. If it were true, as was then
so generally believed, that the Sioux Indians meditated a general uprising, and their plans had been matured and executed with the secrecy
and energy that usually characterize Indian movements, it would
have been entirely impossible, with the troops then located near the
Sioux Reservation, though constituting a very large fraction of the
Army, to have prevented great loss of life and property in the surrounding settlements; while if, as was also believed by many, the uprising
was intended to embrace other warlike tribes in other parts of the
country, the entire military force of the United States would lJave been
wholly inadequate to prevent great damage to the settlements surrounding the reservations. Whatever ma.y be the fact as to those Indian plans, they were, happily, so far anticipated that the Sioux Indians
were surrounded by an effective cordon of troops before they were ready
for action; while the disafi'ection had at the time not spread so far
among other tribes as to become dangerous.
A careful cons] deration of all the circumstances oftbis uprising among
the Sioux seems to justify the opinion that no considerable number of
them bad seriously intended to et1gage in hostilities against the United
States, uniess driven to such a course by unbearable hardship, or in selfdefense against.the militaryoperationsorderedfortheirsubjection. There
is hence a well-grounded belief that, by the constant exercise of discretiOn in the management of the Indians, coupled with justice in all dealings of the Government with them, and the presence of a sufficient
military force to overawe the turbulent minority among them, there
need be no serions apprehension of an extended uprising of the Sioux,
and, probably, not of any other Indian tribe.
It is also well worthy of the most serious consideration, that by the
addition of a few thousand men to the enlisted strength of the Army,
whereby a sufficient force might at all times be statiOned in the vicinity
of the great reservations, the danger of an uprising and resultiug destruction of frontier settlements would be l:'ntirely removed, and the
great expense of transportation of troops from distant parts ot the
cc.untry entirely avoided. I respectfully refer to the accompan.ving reports of division and department commanders, and their subordinate
officers, for all the details of the operations of the troops during the
Sioux· campaign.
In all other parts of the Indian country almost entire peace has prevailed during the past year, notably in the Department of Arizona,
which was for Romany years the scene of barbarities eommitted by the
Indians, and of the most arduous service ever remlered by any troops.
ARMY REORGANIZATION.

Whatever may be the judgment of Congress respecting the aggregate
strength of the military force to be maintained in time of peace, it can
not lJe doubted that the organization of that force should be such as to
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make it most effective, and at the same time capable of most ready expansion whenever an increase is decided upon.
As heretofore frequently pointed out in the reports of the several commanners who have dealt with the subject, the conditions of modern tactics
require the three-battalion organization for the infantry, as well as for
the cavalry and artillery, each battalion to consist of not more than
four companies, troops, or batteries. It has also been heretofore fully
explained that in the artillery the company organization ougllt to be
made to conform to that in the other arms of the service, namely, with
one captain and two lieutenants, instead of three or four lieutenants, as
under the present laws. It has also been fully explained that the necessities of the seacoast defense of the United States will speedily require
some increase in the aggregate strength of the artillery. A careful
estimate has shown that seven regiments, ill lieu of the present five, will
be required for this service, and that such a reorganization as will con·
vert the present five regiments into seven can be maue witll very slight
increase of expense, there being now in the fi,,e regiments almost the
entire number of officers required to properly officer seven regiments.
I beg leave to invite attention to the annual reports of last year as
setting forth more fully my own views, a11d those entertained by other
officers of the Army on this subject, ancl to express the hope that Congress may be pleased, during the coming session, to provide for the
desired reorganization of the infantry and artillery, leaving the question of aggregate strength to be determined in the wisdom of OongreR:-:
for the present and at any future time.
THE NA'l'ION.AL DEFENSE.

The important. question of national defense, which has been so thoroughl.v. and publicly discussed in past years, is now confidently regan led
as settled by the legislative action of the last two Congresses. The wise
policy thus inaugurated will, don btless, be steadily pursued until the
great seacoast harbors are placed in condition to resist any attack
from a foreign enemy.
Satisfactory progress has been made in the coustruction of the gun
factor_)' at vVatervliet, N. Y., in the manufacture of t,ype guns ot the
highest qualities, and in the manufacture of service mortars, and their
emplacement at the most exposed and important positions upon the seacoast, while contracts have been made for the material necessary for
the construction of large numbers of guns and mortars, and for the purchase of completed guns of the highest type. It will only require moderate annual appropriations for the next few years to place the extended seacoast of this country in such condition that no foreign enemy
could inflict upon it any serious loss or damage. \\'hen this is accomplished, the dignified and just policy which this country bas auopted
toward all foreign nations may be steadily adhered to without apprehension of results unfavorable either to the welfare or to the honor of
this country.
INDIANS IN 'l'HE ARMY.

It is assumed, as a general principle of military policy, that all of the
permanent inhabitants of the country, without respect to race or previous condition, shoulu in time of war furui~h their fair proportion of
the military forces of the country. and, with this end in view, that all
sbould have representation iu tlte permanent establishment. It has
also been demonstrated by experience, as well as by reason, tllat one
of the most affective and most rapid metllods of civili?ing the savage
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tribes of a country, and converting them from enemies into friends, is to
receive a reasonable proportion of them into the military service of the
country. With these ends in view it has been decided by the War Department to enlist a fair proportion of the Indians of the western ':rerritories, and orgauize them into regular companies as component parts
of the existing regiments of cavalry and infantry. Although thit:l policy
has not yet progressed very far in its execution, the resultH have been
entirely satisfactory, and it is recommended that it be adb('red to until
the American Indian constitntesadueproportion of the enlistfd strengtu
of the Army.
MILITARY INS1.'RUCTION.

The Artillery School at Fort 1\'Ionroe maintains the high state of
efficiency which has heretofore characterized it, and which has resulted
from many years of earnest effurt on the part of the officers of artillery,
supported and encouraged by the War Department. Through it every
young 9fficer of artillery may now receive, in due time, that thorough
scientific education which is necessary to the efficiency of the artillery
service under the greatly chang('d modern conditions, aud those officers
having special aptitude and ambition may pursue their scientific military studies without limit.
'rhe Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth ba~ been
steadily developed until its condition approaches closely to the ideal
staudard which has been set for it. Its opportunities are now sought
for by young officers, as a means of gaining that higher education iu the
science of war wllich is essential to tue satisfactory performance of the
higher duties of the staff, and of the command of large bodies of troops
in time of war.
The law of Congress requiring examinations for promotion in the line
ofthe Army has also given a much-needed stimulus to the young- officers to pursue their military studies, and will in the end undoubte<1ly
serve to improve very largely the general state of military education.
This good result will be accomplished with the elimi :1atiou from the
service ~of only the very few who are incapable from constitutional defects of intellect or character from becoming good officers. ·
An advance bas also been made in the direction of genera.! education
in the Army through the regulation which mah:es attendauce upon the
post schools on the part of such enlisted mt>u as may be selected for the
pnrpose a military duty, as well as their instruction by such officers
aud noncommissioned officers as may be detailed for that duty. It is
confidently believed that these measures have placed tlw system of
education in the Army on a very satisfactory basis. and that it only
reqmres development, which will come in due time. It is respectfully
recommended that Congress co11tinue to mal;re a small annual appropriation for the support of the Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort
Leav-enwol'tb, as well as for the Artillery School at Fort .l'\louroe, so
that all the essential military schools may haYe the direct recognition
and support of Congress.
PRAC1'ICAL INS'l'RUCTION IN ARTILLERY AND IN SMALL ARMS.

During the year the practice of the infantry and cavalry troops with
the rifle, earbine. and revolver has been carried out with the same zeal
which has charact,erized this branch of instruction in precerling years.
A few modifications have been made in the small·arms firing r('gulations. (See General Order, No. 143, Acljutant-Genf>ra l's olliee, of 18}!0.)
These in brief are, optional practice by officers after having attained
thorough proficienc.v in the use of their arm; discontinuance of monthly
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f(lports of target firing and monthly target orders; abolition of division
competitions; introduction of target "K" (the silhouette of a mount~d
soldier) in re\olver tiring, and some tninor changes iu the course of
instruction for practice with the revohyer; number of cavalry competitions i.ncreased from three to four; competitions for distinguislled
marksmeu made annual instead of biennial; allowance of ammunition
doubled for revolver practice.
The relative standing of the troops in this branch of instruction can
not be determined in advance of the reports, which are not due until
October 31. But the results of the annual competitions indicate the
same proficiency in firing as heretofore.
Progress in light artillery and seacoast artillery instruction continues to be satisfactory, though the latter sufl'ers unavoidable discourage-ment from the lack of modern material. It is, therefore, the more
pleasant to note the very suecessful experiment made during the year
wi~h the object of obtaining the best possible instruction from the use
of the preseut unsatisfactory equipment. This has been the inst.i tution
of a series of competitions in the artillery regiments, in which stress
has been laid, not so much on the results of actual firing~ as upon the
genera;} training of the gunners, upon their proficienc,y in those general
principles which will render them quick to make profitable use of more
modern material whenever it may be supplied. The continuance of
these competitions, the cost .of which is almost nothing, should be sve·
cially encouraged.
The following military posts being no longer necessary have been
abandoned since the last annual report: Forts Abraham Lineo1n, N.
Dak.; Davis, Tex.; Lowell, Ariz.; Marcy, N. Mex.; Shaw, Mont.;
Selden, N. Mex.; Union, N.Mex., and Fort Lewis, Colo. 'rhese addetl
to the number practically abandoned during the last two years an<l
previously reported amount to twent,y-eight military posts. Fort Bidwell bas been temporarily reoccupied by a small force. This serves
largely to mark the advance which has been made in the settlement of
tile western Territories and the subjugation of the roaming Indians
which formerly impeded that settlement. The garrisons of the several
abandoned posts have been united to those of a more permanent character, giving larger garrisons, and consequent increased efficiency and
economy in the administration. It is anticipated that a few additional
frontier posts may be abandoned within the next few years.
Liberal allowance should be made for the additional barracks, quarters, and stables rendered necessary by this increase of garrison, at the
more permanent and important posts. The money thus expended will
very soon be Ra\red to the Treasury in the increased economy resulting
from the concentration of the troops, and the annual saving will thereafter be permanent.
The legislation of tbe last Congress, affecting the personnel of the
Army, has been greatly beneficial in its effects. What remains most to
be desired is the reorg·auization of the infantry and artillery, heretofore
referred to, and a reasonable increase in the compensation, and consequent dignity, of the noncommissioned officers of the line.
In this
country the difference between the lowest commissioned grade and -the
highest noncommissioned bas always been too great. This disparity
has been made still more apparent, in recent years, by the progress
of general education, and such improvements .in the art of war aml
the tactics of armies as have imposed much more important duties
and respousibilities than formel'l.Y upon noncommissioned officers of
the line. 1 respl.'ctfully recommend tllat the pay of these noncommis-
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Rio ned officers be increased, so as to eq nal those of like grades in the
Corps of Engineers.
I respectfully invite attention to the detailed reports of the several
department commanders, commanding officers of the military schools,
and those of the Adjutant-General and Inspector-General, which I will
not attempt to summarize or refer to in detail.
'fhe remarks of Maj. Gen. Howard, commanding the Department of
the East, respecting the necessity of a fortified seaport at some point
on the Southern Atlantic coast of the country are worthy of special
consideration; also those of Brig. Gen. McCook, commanding the Department of Arizona, respecting the necessity for the fortification and
armament of the port of San Diego, Cal. The necPssities of other and
more prominent seaports are too well known to need special mention.
All the reports show that the general state of discipline in the Army
is excellent, the one lamentable exception being that of the Fourth Cavalry at Fort Walla Walla. The measures whicll have been adopted for
the improvement of the condition of the enlisted men and for the exclusion of undesirable characters from enlistment have worked together
to elevate the character and increase the contentment of the soldiers,
without in any measure, it is believed, impairing their efficiency. The
winter campaign against the Sioux developed the most cheerful endurance of the greatest hardships, as well as great gallantry in action,
and a total absence of desertions while in the field in the presence of
the enemy.
The sanitary condition of the Army has also been excellPnt during
the past year. In thi~ connection facts disclosed by special report of
the Surgeon-General to the Adjutant-General of the Army are worthy
of note, as showing the beneficial effect of the special care of invalid
soldiers by their transfer either to the Army and Navy General Hospital at Hot Springs, or by a change of station to hospitals other than
those where their disability was first reported. More than half of all
snch invalids who would otherwise have been discharged from the
service have been restored to military duty. This measure and the
great efficiency shown by the medical department during the winter
campaign are worthy of high commendation.
The readiness of the Army for active field service in an emergency
bas long been greatly impaired by the reduction of means of transportation to that which is required for the ordinary post service, making
it necessary to procure, by whatever means may be available, the transportation required for troopR in the field. Though this condition is
always to be rpgretted, it is a source of no little satisfaction that the
Quartermaster's Department was able during the recent campaign to
supply by contract, or otherwise, the requisite means of transportation
without great or injn!'ious delays in the movement of troops.
The Commissary Department and the Ordnance Department were, as
mmal, efficient in makiug the uecessary provisions for the supply of the
troops in the field, and I take pleasure in expressing my high appreciation of the manner in which all the staff departments of the Army
discharged their duties under these extraordinary circumstauces, as
well as of the manner in which tbe officers of those departments on duty
in Washington have cordially assisted tbe Commanding General of the
Army in carrying out the instructions of the Secretary of War and of
the President.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Ron. REDFIELD PROC1'0R,
1llajor- General G01nmanding.
Secretary of War.
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REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, October 1, 1891.
GENERAL: Pursuant to your instructions, I have the honor to submit
the annual returns of the Army:
A.-Showing actual strength of the Army June 30, 1891.
B.-Showing position and distribution of the troops by departments,
taken from the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office.
C.-Geographical departments and posts, with distribution of troops,
post offices, telegraph stations, and nearest railroad stations and boat
landings.
D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the
Army during the fiscal year ending June :10, 1891.
E.-List of garrhwned posts, with strength and number of desertions
therefrom.
The number of enlieted men now in service June 30, 1891, who are
drawing increased pay under the act of Congress of August 4, 1854, is
as follows:
Five years' continuous service ($2 per month). ____ •.••••..•• __ . _•... __ ... _... 4, 39:3
Ten years' continuous service ($3 per month)-----···---- .... -----------·---- 1,597
Fifteen years' continuous service ($4 per month) ...•••.. --- ... _._ ... ___ ..• -·..
964
Twenty years' continuous service ($5 per mouth) ... _ .••. _. ..••. _.............
752
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month) ..... .. .••.••• _.. . • . . . • . .
120
Thirty years' continuous service ($7 per moo th) .. __ ...•• __ ..•• _•.••... _. _. _..
4
Thirty-five years' continuous service ($8 per month) ..... . .. ------ ....... --··
1
Forty years' continuous service ($9 per month) . __ .. __ ••... _.•••• _••••..• _...
1

The number of those who will become entitled to increased pay
under the act of Oongress of May 15, 1872, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, isReenlisted pay . -.- .. -•.•..•••.. -- . - .. ----. ____ .••••.• _.... _ .•.• _... . . . . . . . .
367
One dollar per month for third year of service .... ------------ •••••. ---- ••... 3, 493
Two dollars per month for fourth year of service .....••••.. _. __ .•..•. _.. __ .. _ 3, :ns
Three dollars per month for fifth year of serviee. ---- •.•..••••.•......•.••... 1,558

And the number of enlisted men whose terms will expire during the
fiscal year ending June ~iO, 1893, is 2,538.
The officers of the Adjutaut-Geueral's Department are properly
assigned and in the disc.harge of their appropriate duties.
til
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Under an order made by the Secretary of War October 2, 1890, the
military prison was constituteu an independent military post under
the immediate command of the Major-General Commanding the Army.
The reports from the officers of the military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., for the year ending June 30, 1891, herewith submitted,
show a satisfactory condition of affairs connected with that institution
throughout the year. A remarkable decrease in the number of prisoners in confinement has taken place during the year, and it has been
found, by comparison of statistics~ that the decrease in the number
received is about an even rate with thedecreaseofthenumberofdesertions fr~m the Army, which is about 30 per cent. of the average for the
past 10 years. At the beginning of the year there were 481 prisoners
in confinement; the number received during the year was 245 and the
number lost was 348, leaving 378 in confinement .Tune 30. 1891.
The appropriation for maintaining the prison was $90,780, of which
$75,043.21 was expended, and there will yet be some disbursements
from the balance for transportation of discharged prisoners, the accounts
for which have not all been rendered by the railroad companies performing the service.
The various industries in the pri~on and the improvements about
the prison and the post of Fort Leavenworth have been carried on with
customary diligence, and there does not appear to have been any lack
of useful occupation for prisoners. The number of days of skilled labor
was 50,068 and the number of days of unskilled labor was 78,872. The
account with the Quartermaster's Department for labor performed
sllows that there was $223.525.25 due the prison June 30. 1890; that
the credit for labor performed during the year was $19,786.79; that
storeE; of the value of $1,099.89 were received upon the same account,
leaving $242,212.15 due the prison June 30, 1891.
There were manufactured during the year 3,591 pairs of boots,
24,813 pairs of shoes, 5,0l6 barrack chairs, 347 mess tables, 110 mess
benches, 1,978 mess stools, 1,558 sets of harness, 2,841 boilers, 718
kettles, 245 steamers, 295 coffee pots. 1,656 pans, 15,87ti joints of stovepipe, 13,981 corn brooms, 10,686 ·whisks, clothing for prisoners at Alcatraz Island, California ( 140 coats, 177 trousers, 170 shirts, 154 drawers,
100 overalls, and 300 stockings), and a great quantity of miscellaueous
articles in all of the shops.
The prisou farm yielded 3,800 bushels of potatoes, 3,500 bushels of
corn, 2,632 bushels of miscellaneous vegetables~ and about 45,000 heads
of cabbage. 'rhese products make up an important part of the subsistence of the prisoners, and not only reduce the cost of feeding them
butnodoubtcontributegreatly toward maintaining their general health.
The nwss fund had $2,330.61 to its credit June 30, 1890. The amount
received during the year was $5,036.94; expended, $5,104.78, leaving
$~,262.77 on hand June 30, 1891.
The amount realized for the prison fund from labor of prisoner~'! and
sales of mit~(~ellaneous material was $1,113.38, all of which was turned
in1o the United States Treasury.
The mental and moral improvement of the prisoners have been objects of special attention, and the indications are that good results will
follow the faithful efforts of the officer who has had charge of these
departments.
No deaths have occurred in the past two years either in the guard or
among the prisoners, a fact which speakR well for the sanitary condition of the ·prison and the vigilance and skill of the prison surgeon.
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DESER'l'IONS.

It is with much satisfaction that the Adjutant-General reports a
marked reduction during the past year in tlle num her of desertions
from the .Army. In 1889, the number reported was 2,835, in 1890 it was
reduced to 2,344, while the entire number during the past year is 1,503,
~r 841less than during the preceding year and a little more than one·
half of the number reported in 188~. Derlucting the five desertious
from the Jndian scouts employed in the Department of the Platte and
71 from the several rendezvous, etc., the actual number of desertions
from the organized commands of the Army is 6.2 per cent. of their total
mean strength.
This gratifying condition is due largelv to the beneficent and wise
legislation of Congress, which is briefly indicated as follows:
(1) Authorizing enlisted men, under certain conditions, to purcbnse
their release from service, O!' to claim an honorable discharge after serving three years;
(2) Increase of the army ration by one pound of vegetables ; and
(3) Provision for th~ trial by a summary court, within 24 hours from
the time of arrest, of all enlisted men charged with minor offenses, and
limiting the punishment to a code of specific penalties to be prescfibed
by the President.
That this office should be fully ad vised on a question of such vital
importance to the Army, commanders of posts and recruiting rendezYous were directed to report quarterly, commencing January 1, 1891,
all de~ertions from their respective commands during the preceding
quarter and the action taken by them thereon. From the reports received, it avpears that 22!1 de~ertions took place d tuing the first three
months of the present year, and 450 during the quarter ended June
30, 1891. It is assumed that the increase in the second quarter is due
to the fact that discontented men are stimulated to desert by the greater
poRHibility dung the op<~n season to at once obtain employment at
more remunerative waget3. But discontented enlisted men are steadily
decreasing in numbers as shown by the .fact that, of the total number of
det:;ertions in each of the past three fiscal years, 64 per cent. thereof
occurred in each year between April1 and September 30 (in the first
and last quarters), the actual number being 1,8~6 in 1888-'89, 1,507 in
1889-'90, and 976 in the year ended June 30, 1891.
To amplify clearly the number of desertions which have occurred
under the new conditions and during the most recent period, it is shown
that from April 1 to September 30, 1891 (the number for September
being estimated), only 89ti desertions are reported. This is a gratifying
decrease in number during a period of the year when 64 per cent. of all
desertions usually occur.·
The data show that of the 675 deserters in the first six months of
the present year 226 bad 6 months or less of service, 331 had served 1
year or less, while the number of deserters in the first and the last 6
months of their second year of service was nearly equal, being 63 and
59, respectively.
I beg to invite attention to the fact that Fort Adams had the largest
percentage of desertions of any one post, 16 per cent. The next in number were _F orts B a milton, Assinniboine, Randall, Hancock,.and Binggold, 13 per cent., while 43 posts had 4 per cent. and under, and 2 posts
had no desertions. This shows that special efforts are nece15sary to
ascertain the cause for tl1e large number of desertions at certain posts,
as shown in table "E" attached, when compared with the small num~
ber of desertions at posts situated in the same latitude, and at which
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the same conditions prevail; especially the large number of desertions
from some companies as compared with other:il at the same post.
That much remains to be done to afi'ord adequate employment of a
professional character to enlisted men to abolish all occasion for discontent with the military service is evident from the fact that there is
stjll 6 per cent. of the Army deserting.
In connectiou with this important subject I beg to invite attention to
the enormous expense entailed upon the Government by the crime of
desertion. From January 1, 1867, to ,June 30, 1891, 242- years, the
number of desertion~ from the Army was 88,475. It is estimated that
the average expense of the Government to replace a deserter is $260;
that is to say, to place a recruit in the status in whirh the deserter was
at the date of his desertion. This amount is the average expense on
account of pay. clothing, and subsistence received by the deserter
during his service and the cost of transportation to the place from
which be deserted. As the largest number of desertions occur before
the men have rendered any service of va~ue to the Government, the
expense of replacing the ~8,475 men, which foots up to the enorrnou~
sum of $23,003,500, has been an actual loss to the Government without
the least compensating advantage.
But even this great loss is not all the Government has sufl'ered from
desertion, for during these past 242- years over 16,000 deserters have
been apprehended or surrendered, and the amount of the reward paid
for their apprehension, their transportation to posts, and the expense
of convening courts martial for th(•ir trial is one not readily calculable,
but is estimated at $2,500,000. There have been 255,712 men enlisted
and reenlisted for the Army during this period of 242- years. Had
tbere been no desertions it would have onlv been necessary to enlist
167,237 to keep the Army full. Hence it aJ)pears that over one third
of the number enlisted have deserted. This condition of afi'airs can
be regarded only as a military humiliation and, considering all its
effects and consequences, a public calamity.
The necessity therefore for such legislation and administration as
will make desertion an unknown crime is of paramount importance.
It is estimated that at the date of the passage of the act of Cot:gress
(. .'-\.pril11, 1890) amending the one hundred and third article of war,
there were nearl.Y 57,000 de~erters at large liable to apprehension and
trial. Of this number only 317 have applied and received" certificates
of release" under the amended article. There are now at large probably 50,000 deserters who are disenfrancbised by their act, under sections 1996 and 1998 of the Revised Statutes, but no longer liable to
apprehension and trial.
During the three fiscal years ended June 30, 1888, 1889, and 1890,
1,041 deserters were apprehended, an e:lverage of 347 for each year.
Since January 1, 1891, the reward for tbe apprehension of deserters
has been increased to $60, and the law authorizing civil officers to
make arrests has beeu in full operation. The beneficial effects of these
measures are already shown by the fact that in seven months (from
January 1 to July 31, 1891) oYer 300 deserters were apprehended, and
it is reasonable to expect that the increase in the number apprblH·Ilded
in the future wi1l be much larger as the new measures become better
kuown, especially so as post comma.uders are now required to send to
civil officer~ aud certain recruiting officers special descripti \'e lists of
every man absent without leave as soon as the fact is reported to him
and there i~ a probability of the man having deserted.
In connection with the above the figure-card system of identification
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adopted 2 years ago has lllade it almost impossible for deserters to
reenlist without beiug deteeted ~::~oon after joining. Since the system
has been in operation 38 deserters have Ul'ell i<lelltified after reentering the service as recruits. No class of men in the Army cau be less
relied upon than the profesRional deserter, and when this clas~ fiud it
impos~ible to reenlist without being identified and punished the number of desertions will correspourliugly decrease. It is believed 1bat the
38 detected covers nearly all repeaters in the enlistment of 12,000 recruits made in the past 2 years. Twenty-se\~en was the Humber
identified last year, and this number hears direct relation to the number (1,503) who deserted during the same period.
·
It is proper to assume that -as a rule th~ number of" repeaters"
bears direct relation to the number of desertions. Hence as there were
7,690 desertions in the three years of 1887, 1888, and 1889, there were
probably not more than 229, repeaters enlisted in those years, few of
whom are now in the service. This is not nearly so large a number as
has been generally supposed.
SEMIMONTHLY PAYMENTS.

I beg to invite attention to the subject of payments in the Army,
and to earnestly recommend that the necessary legislation be obtained
providing for semimonthly payments of the enlisted men of the Army,
as a measure in the direct interest of good discipline and teudiug to
the greater satisfaction and contentment of the men.
As a tentative measnre, monthly payments were inaugurated some
years ago at a few selected posts, the list of which was graduall.Y increased until it now embraces seventy-six military posts. Earl;)· last
year a circular letter was addressed by this office to the company commanders stationed at vVashington Barracks, D. U., Fort lVI.~er, Va.,
Fort Monroe, Va., Fort McHenry, Md., Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Fort
Riley, Kans., Fort McPherson, Ga., and the several posts· in New York
Harbor, including Willets Point, requesting a report setting forth the
advantages and disa<lvantages of the monthly-paj·ment s,ystem as developed by actual experience, together with such t~uggestions as may
be pertinent to the subject.
'rhe reports received in answer to the a,bove inquiry are overwhelmingly in favor of the monthly system, but seven out of fifty-eight expressing a preference tor bimontlll_v payments, while eleven offieers are
decidedly of opinion that still more frequent payments would be advantageous. 'fhe reasons advanced in favor of monthly payments are
briefly: That they foster a Rpirit of manly independence among the
men; work in the interest of good discipline by dimi11islling gambling
aml the need of resorting to the pernicious and demoralizing business
of money-borrowing at enormous rates of interest, and make the men
happier and better satisfied.
'fhe proposed scbeme of semimonthly payments assimilates to the
custom of the best foreign sen·ices, as shown by the following extracts
from the English ''Royal Warrant for the Pay of the Army,"" The
Armed Strength of France," and "The Armed Strength of the German
Empire:"
ENGLISH ARMY.

The pay of noncommissioned officers a,nd men shall, when practicable, be issued
weekly, in arrear; and, iu the event of a soldier misconrlucting himself, such soldier
may be 11rclerNl by his commanding officer to receive his pay daily.
W.A.R
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FRENCH ARMY.

The pay of the men is fixed by the day and is drawn, in advance, by the regimental .
paymaster on the 1st and 16 th of the month. It is paid to the cmptains on the 1st,
bth, lltl·, 16th, 21st, and i6th of each month for the number of days interval between each of these dates.
GERMAN ARMY.

Noncommissioned officers and men receive their pay (the month reckoned at 30
days) in advance on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each month.

The above extracts show that the German troops are paid trimonthly;
the French _A_rmy, every five days; and, in the English service, weekly
payments are the rule, with the proviso-for obvious reasons and as a
dh;ciplinary measure-that men misbehaving may be compel1ed to
receive their pay daily.
If, in armies varying from 250,000 to 500,000 men, such frequent payments are possible, surely no unsurmountable obstacles can prevent
semimonthly or even weekly payments in our Army of less than
25,000 men. Frequent payments are, also, in accord with the usage of
all commercial and industrial corporations and firms in discharging
their indebtedness to their employes. In the Treasury Department
payments are made weekly; in the War Department, Avery 15 days.
The sections of the Revised Statutes governing payments to the
Army are as follows:
SEC. 1188. The paymasters and additional paymasters shall pay the regular troops
aucl shall pay all other troops in the service of the United States, when required to
do so by order of the Pre!liclent.
SEc. lH:l!:). The Army shall be paid in such manner that the arrears shall at uo
time exceed two months, unless circumstances shall render further arrears unavoidal>le.

It will be noted that section 1189 simply establishes the outside limits of payments to the troops. Section 1188 requires direct payment
to be made by the paymaster and should, therefore, to accomplish more
frequent payments, be amended so as to provide that other Qffi.cerspreterably the quartermaster of each post-shall receive from the paymaster, and disburse to the men, the amounts required for each authorized payment made between the regular bimoutllly pay settlements.
The receipt of the money due semimonthly to be optional with the men.
In conclusion, I beg to allude to the remarks of a distinguished military writer who says in substance that the bimont.llly mode of payment
is atrocious. It is convenient for the Government but is ruinous to discipline, to habits of economy, and to the temper of the men. Soldiers
who are paid only once in two, and sometimes but once in four months,
are thus tempted t.o spend, and often to their own hurt, the comparatively
large sums that then fall into their hands. The soldier then often becomes a mere medium for the transfer of his pay from the disbursing
officer to some wrongful object. The occasional pay day puts a strain '
upon all tlle resources of discipline, moral and physical. It is contended
by the pay department, with much show of reason, that it is impossible
to make more frequent payments without waste of money and a great
increase of clerical work and of the pay force; but it is only voicing
the opinion of every thoughtful, considerate officer of the line, to say
that such payments can, and certainly should, be made. The essential
objections usually urged are that the accounts are so complicated as to
require skilled accountants and that money in large sums should pass
through bonded officers. There is no necessary reason why soldiers'
wages should be a peculiarly obscure subject, and, if necessary, the
law should be changed.
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In the rough the following seems practicable: There is a quartermaster at each post charged with the care of public property, often
much greater in value than any paymaster handles at once, and he
makes certain disbursements. Now, let the company commander prepart~ pay rolls in a general way, much as· at present, but on a basis of,
say, at the rate of $10 a month for a private's pay and the higher
grades in proportion, for those who have need of their money. Every
15 days let the captain give each of these men a non-transferable order
on the quartermaBter, to be paid by him in cash, for one-half of this~
less (excluding cents) the stoppages that may be authorized. This for the
regular pay pure and simple. Once in two or four months a paymaster
should visit the post and, while there, review and make up the entire
rolls, settling the extra-duty accounts, correcting errors, if any, establishing balances and paying such differences as may remain to the
credit of the men. Should a soldier on any particular pay day prefer
not to take his order, it should be passed to his credit as a deposit to
draw interest from the time the regular paymaster at his next settlement takes it up. Money due soldiers in arrest and confinement should
not be paid, but should be passed to the credit of their retained pa~
for settlement on final statements. In the field, frequent payments
may be suspended in the discretion of the Commanding General-but
that is a question of detail, not of principle.
Such a system is feasible and desirable, although numerous theoretical objections may be plausibly urged by conservative experts to whom
the older is always the better way. But officers whose lives are spent
in garrison can never desire the perpetua.tion of a system that encourages usury, gambling, drinking, and, as many believe, desertion.
Frequent payments will introduce thrift, economy, contentment, and
worth in the Army, as frequent payments bring these conditions
wherever they are resorted to.
Should payments to the Army after the manner suggested be authorized by law the same number of paymasters would be required as now.
To post' quartermasters, for the additional labor and responsibility pay
duties would impose upon them, additional compensation should be
legalized, depending upon the nurn ber of companies at the post.
DISCHARGES.

The act of June 16, 1890, authorizes the President to permit an enlisted man of the Army, in time of peace, to purchase his discharge,
and provides that, at the end of three years from the date of his enlistment, every soldier whose antecedent service has been faithful shall
be entitled to receive a furlough for three months with the further proviso that at the end of such furlough he shall be entitled to receive
his discharge upon his own application.
The regulations adopted by the \Var Department under the above
law are as follows:
I.-Discharge by purchase to be confined to the second and third years of the first
enlistment, the enlisted man applying for discharge to inclose with his application
an amount of money determined as follows: During the first month of the second
year, $120; and thereafter, $5 less per month for each succeeding month until the
end of the third year.
H.-Every soldier who, on June 16, 1890, had served 3 years or less, and every
soltlier enli~;ted subsequently to that date, to be, on his application, furloughed for a
period not to exeeed 3 months, so dated that the furlough shall expire not later
than the last day of the third month following the end of t.he third year of his enlistment, provided that his service has been faithful, and at the expirat.ion of his furlough the man shall, on his application, be honoral>ly discharged from the service.
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who, after procuring their discharge for the purpose of ad Vclllcing their
personal interests, enlist again would probably act as a deterrent to
some extent upon other restless members of the compauy is perhaps
true, yet the best interests of the mihtary service forbid that the Army
be made or looked upon as a place of refuge that may be abandoned
at will. It is no new axiom that Yery few men profit by the experience
of others, and therefore too much stress should not be laid upon the
possible e.tfect of the return to a command of men who hav-e voluntarily severed their connection with it. The matter for serious consideration is whot!Jer t!Je present length of exclusion will not cause
many valuable soldiers, who leave the Army under the provision of
the law, to be weaned from it and be entirely lost to the service, and
more time is required to solve this question.
It is believed that the number of applications for discharge will
decrease as time is given to men to reflect that while a means is offered
them to leave the serdce in an honorable manner should they so desire,
yet that by doing so they forego the pecuniary advantages '()f faithful
service for the full term of enlistment, viz $1 per month increased pay
for the third year, $~ for the fourth, an(l $3 for the fifth year, together
with the travel allowances to which full-term men are entitled on discharge.
That the law of June 16, 1890, has proved beneficial to the Army is
evidenced by the large reduction in the number of desertions and the
presence in the ranks, ,June 30, 1891, of about 12,000 men with a service
rauging from 3 to 10 years .
.At no period of its century of existence has the Army been better
paid, better subsisted, afforded more means of improvement and rat.ional
recreation than during the past year, or, owing to the unremitting and
wisely directed eftorts of the officers charged with its recruitment, composed of more intelligent, cheerful, and contented men.
POST SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES.

, The yearly reports of the operations of the present system of education in the Army have been received, and much interesting and valuable information has been elicited in response to a circular of inquiry
from this office ou the subject of military schools and the condition oj
post libraries as regards the number of interesting (nonprofessional)
books in good condition, and the number of such books which should
be added yearly to afford a fair amount of reading matter to enlisted
men.
By general orders from headquarters of the Army, dated October 7,
1890, the methods of management and instruction were left to the discretion of post commanders under such special instructions as department commanrlers might deem essential, and the latter were intrusted
with tlle duty of the selection of text-books.
The general~:;entiment of the officers directly interested in this matter, as well as those responding- to the circular of inquiry, above referred to, is in favor of the War Department prescribing a uniform
course of studies, under a general metbod and with fixed rules for exemptious and rewards, and that qualified teachers be provided and
suitably remunerated.
After thorough consideration of the suggestions offered in these reports, I ha,ve reached the following conclusions:
That the men to receive school instruction in the Army should be
divided iuto two classes-
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An elementary class, in wbicll attendance should be compulsory, f'ut'
instruction in reading, writing, the fundamental rules in arithmetic, and
the history and geography of the United Statt.'s;
A superior class, whenever practicable, for the benefit of enlisted
men ambitious to extend their field of knowledge. Attendance in this
class to be voluntary, but to be encouraged hy every possible means.
The course to embrace history, g-eography, letter writing, the b.igher
arithmetic and mensuration, and the principles of algebra and geom·
etry. It is suggested that eaeh year's course of instruction be eom·
plete iu itself, for it would not be safe to assume that the majority oi
scholars would remain two or more successive years at the same post.
Tlle school term should not be extftnded over 6 months of each year,
Each dass to be examined at the end of each school term and the
men found proficient to receive a certificate or warrant which silall be
noted in the company de:scriptive book and on the discharge in ths
same manner as in reporting marksmen. The certificate of proficiency
in tile elementary class to exempt the man from further compulsory
attendance.
It is not doubted tbat the proposed. certificate of proficiency would
act as a powerful stimulus to increased application and study on the
part of the men, and its adoption would be only an extension of the
principie governing the Army, that successful efforts are entitled to
official recognition and reward.
SCHOOL TEACHERS.

To insure that measure of success to the school system in the Army
which 1ts importance demands requires school-teachers specially trained
and fully competent for the duties required of them. In the light of
pa~t experience it is not believed that this can be attained by the detail of enlisted men, who, however compete11t they may be so far as
ed ucatiou is concerned, lack in the majority of cases the special and
rare qualification necessary to instruct others. In order to secure,
therefore, tile best results possible, I beg to recommend tbat legislative
authori~y be asked to enlist for each poRt a fully qualified school-teacher,
to be designated ·as ''post school teacher," and to receive the pay and
allowances of a hospital steward. Appointments to be ma1le by the
Secretary of War after the candidate has passed an examination before
a board of officers convened to inquire into the character, special
capacity, and aptitude of applicants fQ.r these important positions, for
wllich also enlisted men of tile Army should be considered eligible.
Such a law would be a great inducement to the well-educated enlisted
men, and sufficient to insure applications for appointment from welleducated young men in cidllife compet.ent as instructors.
While the possession of scholastic attainments necessarily increas~
the value and efficiency of noncommissioned officers, many cogent
reasons exi:st why mere proficiency in studies should not establish a
claim for promotion to that class. Noncommissioned officers are
selected because possessing in a high degree courage, honesty, :fidelity,
force of character, and natural tact and ability in controlling the men.
The whole company is often a narrow field for such selections, and
serious detriment would result from limiting company commanders to
men possessing a certificate of proficiency in stnuies.
Por the benefit of the noncommissioned officer class it is recommended that their instruction he conducted in a post scilool for noncommissioned officers only, notwitilstanding the objection advanced by
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Rome officers that such a course would interfere with the duties of company commanders and lessen their authority and responsibilities. The
seh·ctiou and appcintrneat of noncommissioned officers would remain,
as now, with captains of companies, but the establishment of a post
school for noncommissioned officers would substitute svstematic instruction, under an officer selected by reason of his special qualifications, to the preHent necessarily disconnected method of recitations in
t:wtic~, etc., conducted by the captain of each company.
AH exemplifying the successfnl results of a properly conducted school
of this claHs, I beg· to submit the following· int('resting report of the
officer charged, for the two past yenrs, with the management and conduct of the sclwol for noncommissioned officers at Fort l\'lyer, Va.:
This scllool is composed of all the noncommissioned officers at the post, and instruction was given twice a week 1 on Tuesdays and 'I'hursdays, from 10:45 to 11:45
a. m. The obj,...ct of the school was to instruct the noncommissioned officers as
thoroughly as time and opnortnuity would permit in their various duties, aufl to
explain the general principles of tlle drill regulations, minor tactics, especially in
hasty sketching and road reconnaissance, Blunt's Small Arms Firing Regulations,
anatomy of the horse, shoeing, together with treatment of local injuries.
Owing to the lack of proper text-books, charts, materials, and the shortness of
time, the instructor often felt hampered, lm t this feeling was offset in a great degree
by the close attention of the mem hers of the class.
The course ma.y ue roughly divided into four parts :
1. Drill regulations.
2. Minor tactics.
3. The horse.
4. Small arms firing regulations.
The method pursued in this part of the course was to assign lessons of definit~
length and to require recitations in the class room supplemented by the solution of
tactiral problems at the blackboard. 'rhe schools of t.h~ soldier, platoon, and company were stnflied, likewise the genl3ral rules for successive formations in the school
of the Lattalion. Special stress was laid o~ distances, intervals, and the posts and
dut.ies of guides. The general principles of hitting, saddling, and equitation were
explained in two lectures, and I might add I think it a mistake that a fuller explanation of tllese is not containad in the Drill H.egulations. When the Drill Regulations
had ue(•n finished a writ.ten examination covering them was given wit.h very satisfactory results, the highest percentage being 96.
The lack of proper text-books adapted to the u~e of noncommissioned officers
rendered it ntcessary for the instnh:tor to lecture upon the various princi;
ples of minor tactics, e. g., advance and rear gnards, outposts. hasty sketching,
and road reconnaissance. Hasty sketching was exploited at full length and detailed
inst.ruction giYen in the use of the various topographical signs, use of instruments,
and plotting of a hasty survey. Then the class was dividPd into parties and sent
into the field equipped with uox and prismatic compasses, and the road in the vicinity of the post Rnrveyed and plot.ted. The varions maps were then condensed into
one large one by two members of the class. I append the originals turned over to
me together with specimens of the road reports submitted. The results speak for
themselves. Iu examining this work it should be borne in mind that the majority
of the men had never seen a compass, and that in the year previous a· few of the
class had had uut a vet·y limited experience in work of this na.tnre.
.
In that part of the course pertaining to the horse, lectures were given on the
anatomy, the points to be observed in selection, age, slloeing. treatment of injuries
with illustration of bandaging, administration of medicines, an(l stable manage1nent..
This part of the course was copiously illustrated by enlargements made from t,he
plut(>S in various anatomical works on the subject.
Blunt was theu taken up, following the ::-~arne method of instruction as in the first
part. of tlle course.
The modern tendency of individualizing the soldier, together with the adoption of
a looser formation in tactical dispositions, have led the French and German authorities to require more from their noncommissioned officers tban a mere knowledge of
flrill regnlations; and I doubt that if the gent-ral method of instruction of 011r noncommis:sioueu officers ue looked into, they will be found to possess much more than
an elementary knowledge of their drill book. The unquestioned necessity of a
larger ::-~cope in their instruction being admi1ted, I can see no better way than to
unite ihe noncommissioned ofticers of each battalion in a class nuder a competent
instructor alHl to follow a com·se prescribed uy the War Department. This would
necessitate the preparation of a mauual which could be very easily compiled from
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the ample literature on this subject. Such a compilation would possess the advantage of putting the principles before the noncommissioned officers in simple language
without that discussion usually found in treatises, an1 in a way easy of comprehension.
From two years' experience with the class here, I have observed as a result of
instruction that each noncommissioned officer takes a greater interest in his duties
as he now understands wbat be is doing; aucl I think it creates that <listinction
uetween the noncommissioned officer and the private wbich is so desirable.
The
mere fact that they know more than the men causes them to be looked up to and
consequ~ntly respected.

This singularly lucid and convincing exposition of the su ~ject absolutely leaves nothing to be added, while it proves that tbis young- officer
fully appreciates the demands of the service in this respect; his report
exbil>its skill, sound judgment, and zeal in ~mggesting and applying
means of improving and perfecting it that can only spring from an ardent
devotion to its interests and can not be too highly commended.
That the maintenance of a post library, containing a judicious selection of interesting and instructive books, is a positive benefit to the
enlisted men, and becomes an important factor in improving the morale
of the Army, is too evident a proposition to need argument. The reading class in the service is quite as much interested in the better class
of literature as tbe general public, an1l the experience at posts t1ossessing a good miscellaneous library indicates that tbe general desire of
the enlisted men may be graded as follows: High class standard fiction,
travel. biography, history, etc. From reports received it appears that
we11 selected post libraries are fp,w in nnmber; the majority of the collectious of books, dignified by the name of libraries, consist mainly of
odds and ends iu a more or less dilapid::tted condition, the result of
much hal}(lling or being· heirlooms from abandoned military posts.
With a view to the establishment of libraries at all permanent posts
and the reasonable increase of all yearly, I beg to recommend an aunual
appropriation of $10,000, being on the basis of $25 per company, the
lowest amount that should be estimated for that purpose; the books
to be selected with the sole view of their suitableness to meet the demands of the enlisted men of the Army for interesting as well as instructive aud profitable reading.
EXTRA DUTY.

The necessities of the permanent military establishment demand
much extra-duty labor not purely military, but iuvol,ing the very
existence of the Army, and which, in the past, when the Army was
scattered at small and isolated frontier posts~ could only be obtained
from the· troops. It is, however, uncertain in its operation, as really
good workmen are not easily found, and detrime11tal to the best interests of the service, as it tends to relax discipline and impair the military usefulness of the men. It also seriously interferes with the selecion of the best soldiers for non-commissionPd officers, as it involves a
pecuniary sacrifice on their part to accept a higher grade with less pay
than they receive as privates on extra duty.
As a radical cure for all the evils attending the present system of
''extra duty," I beg to recommend that Congress be asked to authorize
the creation, under the control of tbe Secretary of War, of a United
States army service corps, to include mechauics, clerks, teamsters, laborers, etc., the post baker and the post and company cooks organized substantially on the basis of the present hospital corps. By this meaus the
combatant arms of the service wonld be completely emancipated from
manual labor, the effective strengtll of the Army would be increased by
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the return to the ranks for purely military duty of nearly, if not quite,
seventeen hundred men, and the quartermaster's and subsistence departments would be made capable of conducting within themselves all
their various operations.
In hi8 annual report for 1889, General Holabird, Quartermaster-General, strongly advocates the enlistment of men for the Quartermaster's
Department, and states that in "June there were on the rolls more than
2,000 men employed on extra duty and that their compensation above
their ordinary pay exceeded $200,000 per annum."
If the $:!00,000 expended yearly for extra-duty pay in addition to the
regular pay of the men so detailed were appropriated for the maintenance of a "corps of army service men" to relieve the troops from furnishing extra-duty men, there can be no doubt that honest, capable
working men can be secured, and that both the Quartermaster's Department and Subsistence Department as well as the whole Army will
be greatly benefited thereby. The present system of details of enlisted
men on extra duty is so well known to be injurious to discipline and the
moraJe of the Army that its discontinuance and the establishment of a
special corps for the purpose has become a necessity.
By the following act, approved 20th of April, 1890, the detachment
of Army service men in the Quartermaster's Department was enlisted
at the Military Academy :
That the enlisted men known as the artillery detachment at West Point shall be
mustered out of t,he service as artillerymen and immediately reenlisted as Army
servicemen in the Quartermaster's Department, continuing to perform the same duties
and to have the same pay, allowances, rights, and privileges, and subject to the same
rules, regulations, and la.ws in the same manner as if their service bad been continuous in the artillery, and their said service shall be considered and declared to be continuous in the Army. (Act approved April ~0, H:l90.)

The Superintendent of the Military Academy thus refers to the
detachment in his annual report of the Academy:
Tho men are not soldiers in the ordinary acceptation of the term, but are elerks,
overseers, mechanics, watchmen, jauitors, and laborers.
They are neither armed, drilled, nor equipped as soldiers ; while authorized to
wear the undress uniform of an artillery soldier when not at work, they are required
to appear in fatigue costume whenever doing duty as mechanics or laborers.
With but few exceptions, the men have been earnest, faithful, and industrious in
the discharge> of their varied duties during the year.

If the enlistment of a corps of clerks. mechanics, bakers, cooks, teamsters, and laborers for the Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments be authorized by Congress, on the basis of the Hospital Corps,
an effectual fighting force will be secured to tlle Army, and the great
supply departments-t,he Quartermaster's and Subsistence-would be
able to control their various operations without having, as now, to
depend upon the doubtful expedient of securing extra-duty laborers.
Such a corps under the control of the War Department will provide
disciplined mechanics and laborers wherever most needed, and withuot
any delay.
SUMMER MARCHES.

Movements of troops, for the purpose of field instructions, have been
ordered during the past summer by the respective department commanders, as follows:
·
Department of the East.-The companies of the Nineteenth Infantry,
stationed at Ji. . ort Wayne, to complete their target practice at Fort
Mackinac, so as to attend. the annual encampment of Michigan State
troops to tak~ place at 'vVllitmore Lake, about 40 miles from Detroit,
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for 5 days, beginning J nly 16, and participate in the exerc'ises incident
to the encampment.
Department of Dakota.-The Third Infantry, of the garrison of Fort
Snelling, Minn., under the corumand of the colonel of the regiment,
to make a practice march to Camp Douglas, WiR., commencing the
movement so as to arrive at Camp Douglas by the 26th of July, for encampment at that place with the Wisconsin Nationa,J Guard. Uu the
breaking up of the National Guard encampment at Camp Douglas, the
command to rP.turn by marching to its post.
Departnwnt of the Missouri.-Light Batteries A, Second Artillery,
and F, Fourth Artillery, under corum:uH.l of l\Iajor Williston, Third
Artillery, to leave Fort Riley, Kans., <'quipped for field service, on a
practice march, about August 27, proceeding to St. Joseph, Mo., tlwnce
to Kansas City, Mo., via Fort Leavenwottb, anrl thence to their station.
Such drills and field exercises as are practicable to be bad during the
march nuder the direction of the commanding officer.
Department of the Platte.-Practice marches not to excPed 100 miles,
and to include such exercises as may be practicable, were ordered to
be made from Forts Douglas, Logan, Niobrara, Robinson, Sidney, D. A.
Ru:::;sell, Du Chesne, \Vashakie, McKinney, aud Randall. The entire
garrison of the several posts named-except 1 officer, 4 men of each
troop or company, and one-half of tlle privates of the hospital corpsto form the moviug column.
Department of Texas.-The troops at Fort Sam Houston to make a
practice march of about 15 days, beginning so as to terminate about the
last of July. One of the camps during the march to be with the Texas
State Guard, at Austin, Tex.
vVhile no reports have yet been received from the commanders of the
marching columns, it is certain that much benefit has resulted to tile
troops participating in the field exercises above indicated.
GYMNASIUMS AND DRILLS.

The erection and maintenance of properly equipped gymnasiums at
military posts is a matter of great importance in order to aiford men
the requisite facilities for indulging in exercises that break tlle monotony and on indoor days help pass the time, and all the time directly
tend to make of · the physically well developed recruit an atllletic soldier. It is therefore recommended tllat an annual appropriation of
$100,000 be asked for from Congress until every large permanent post
as well as each of tlle recruiting <1epot!S are provided. with a suitable
building and the necessary apparatus. 'l'be result of such legh;latioii
will be to banish uiscoutent in somewhat the same ratio it Llas bQen
reduced hy the act of June 16, 1~90, the efiects of which have been
presented under the heads of ' 1 disch:.uges" and "desertionR," by which
~41 men have been kept in the service and $~1~,660 have been saved
thereby to the Government the past year.
It is the d11ty of post commanders to institute athletic games and
weekly practice marclles in summer in place of the unnecessary mechanical drills. They have the authority, but it requires an appropriation
from Congress to secure to the enlisted men the just benefit that will
come from properly constructed and equipped gymuasiums, canteen::;,
aud libraries for use iu bad weather and during the inclement seasou.
The three great recruiting depots, where recruits are assembled before
they are sent to regiments, are as important for their instruction as the
Military Academy is for the instruction of officers.
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Strenuous efforts have been math~ to establish a gymuasium at each
of these depots and, notwithstanding difficulties in the way of providing suitable buildiugs, the progress made has been very satisfactory
and the re~mlts most encouraging. From a report of inspectio~ at
J effcrson Barracks it appears thatThe officers without exceptiOn pronounce these exercises (at the gymnasium) very
successful and of great benefit to the recruits. They :,jecured rapid development and
vatieu the monotony and weariness of the drills. The officer iu charge is a zealous
instructor and secures the atteutwu and hearty cooperation of his classes. Some of
the sergeant instructors are rapidly becoming efficient and spend a great deal of
time in perfecting themselves.

With a view to extending the course of gymnastic exercises at the
several recruiting depots, the superintendent of the recruiting service
was advised, April 22, 1891, thatA course ot gymnastic exerCises to extend throughout the period of the :3 months
depot iustructiou, in which all recruits undergoing that instruction shall participate,
with the exception of the sick, such reenlistt~ d and preYions service men, and such
of tile recruits as are mo:re than 30 years of age, as commanding officers may see fit
to excuse therefrom, will be inaugurated at each of the recruiting depots as soon as
practicable.
Tbe exercises will be held daily, Saturdays and Sundays excepted, those of each
day to be of 1 honr's duration for each particular class participating, and to be concluded during such of the morning hours as depot commauders may direct.
Each company will be divide1l into three classes, each of which shall contain respectiYely the recruits receiving iustructions in the first, second, and third month;
and each cbss will be divided into sections compos .; Ll res!Jectively of those who are
under instruction in the first, second, third, and fourth week of the month; although
in the secourl and third months, sections may be numeric;Jll,y less, depending upon
the nnmber of, and the proficiency attained by, the recruits, or they may to a certain
extent act unitedl~T ' as mauy of the exercises will be identical. permitting a considerable number to eugage in them at one and the same t11ne.
vVI1en practicable, however, two companies will be united, forming a single class
antl e:s:erc1sed during one of the two morning hours now devoted to tactical instructi0u-one class engaging therem the first, and the other the second hour.
In case sections are too large to adHlit of thorough systematic teaching-that is,
~hould any .contain more than 10 or 12 men when primarily taught in movements,
especially any of the first month-they will be separated iuto convenient squads,
and each squad or section will be placed under the immediate direction of a noncommissioneu officer. Noncommissioned officers for this purpose will be provided
by an eqnitahle detail from the companies; they will be retained in that branch of
the prescril.Jed exerciseR in which they are !Jest qnalitied to instruct, and Wtll be
Sll[H~rviseu by a compettont commissioJJed officer specially detailed for that duty, if
any snch are present at depots, otherwise by commanding officers of companies, nuder
the direction of depot commanders Efforts will be made to secnre at depots
the services of graduates of the Military Academy who ha\'e receivetl a pr~:wtical
education in gymnastics, that they may be placed iu charge of gymnasia, be responsible for property, and p ersonally direct all instruction thereat; hnt for the
present, unlesH competent officers can be found at depots to be so detailed, cotupany
commanders, througb their noncommissioned officers, will exert themselves to impart the best instnlCt.ion po:;sible under the circumstancos. Should an offioer be
specially detailed, be will be permanently assisted by 1 or ~ of the noucommissioned officers oi the instruction companies who manifest the greatest aptitude for
the position of a ssistants. The officee antl noncommissioned officers thus detailed
sba.U be excm;ed from tbe directe c~ tactical drills .
Commanding officers will set apart the most suitable available building or rooms
for the practice, if such action has not already been taken by them; and if rooms
selected are noL appr.opriate in many particulars, much of t.he instruction can be
carried on out of doors in propitious weather. It is hoped that convenient and appropriate buildings cau be secured at all of the three depots, at no distant period.

At a number of military posts part of the profits of the canteen has
been applied to the purchase of suitable apparatus for elewentary gymnastic exercises, but, as a matter of course, these efforts, while measurably eJfective, la(~k t.he comprehensiveness of a well devised system of
exercises conducted under favorable conditions and, for want of proper
accommodations, labor under serious disadvantages.
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While the soldif'r iR subjPcte<l to rigid (liseipliue in his hn bits of life,
his food is carefully selected and well prepared and his clothing is well
adapted to the protection of his body, he can not. as yet, be considered
as a physically well-trained man. The best results of drills with arms
or in 1naueu \·ers are obtained, as in au.v other occupation or handicraft,
wllen tlw special work to be accomplished is interrupted by engaging
in effortsjudiciousl.v devised to increase individual ability and develop
the required physical powers.
Tile wish of the alert officers and enlisted nwn of the Army is umtnimous to have such continuous and varied occupation of their time in
right physical culture, in games, gymnastics, and practice marches,
in addition to the necessary drills and studies, as will keep them fully
employed throughout the day. Interest in drills, mental culture, bayonet exercise and rifle practice will be increased and the true object of a
soldier's discipline-the development of all his faculties, mental and
physical, and their subordination to control-will be reached, and then
only, wheu a comprehensive scheme 'for ph;p;ical training, through tllo
necessary action of Congress, is made possible at all of our military
posts.
As a rule from 1 to 2 hours daily are devoted to instruction in
parade-ground drill, which from its sameness and monotony becomes
irksome to both officers and men and therefore without good results.
I commend to your attention a recommenrlation received this year from
an inspector general that instead of da.ily drills at each post certain
days in each week be designated in the favorable season for drill and
instrudion in minor tactics, outpost, patrol, picket duty, packing mules,
etc., and that on such days every officer and man be required to atteud,
except the sick alHl the necessary guard.
CANTEENS.

The substitution of canteens for post traders' stores, determined
upon early in 1889 after a thorough investigation of the respective
merits and demerits of the two systems, bas been progressing steadily
and will soon be an accomplished fact. Of the 85 traders' stores existing· at the time mentioned 2~ are still maintained, bnt of the latter all
bnt 1 (at a very isolated although permanent station) will be discontin·
ued within the next few years, in consequence either of the directed
revocation of the traders' licenses upon a specified future date, or of
the witlH.lrawal of the garrisons from the posts at which they are carried on. Canteens are in successful operation at 80 posts, as against
GS at the date of tile last annual report. During the 6 months preceding .June 30, 1891, the canteens transacted a business aggregating
nearly $u50,00o, <llt increase of about $140,000 over the preceding 6
mouths, and of $175,000 over the correRponding p~1rt of the year 1890.
Approximately, the sum total of $1,160,000 was expended by soldiers
at their canteens during the fiscal year last past, with a resulting profit
(exclusive of the 10 per cent. payable under the regulations into the
band funds) of $250,000, of which about one·third was expended in
increasing the fixtures of the several establishments and in providing
apparatus for indoor and outdoor games and for gymnastics; while the
rernaiuder, say $160,000, was returned to the companies and devoted
to the improvement of their messes. Of the 20 posts having no canteens all but 7 are temporary or oue-company stations; and 'it is preSlimed that in most of the cases wllere neither of these unfavorable
conditions exist the nonestablishment of a canteen has been owing
to the lack of suitable accommodations.
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Without depreciating post-traders as a class, and while conceding
that in ~orne respects their establishments at frontier posts were, in
the days of frontier isolation, a great convenience alike to the garrisons and to citizens, it is nevertheless a fact, which well-informed persons will not question, that many of the features of the trader system
were odious and demoralizing, and that both the moral tone and the
rnat..,rial interests of the Army have been improved in consequence of
its supersession by the canteen. An analysis of the latest semiannual
reports of post commanders on the operations of the canteens at their
re~pective posts confirms the truth of the latter statement. From sixtyfour reports, in which the effect of the canteen upon the contentment,
discipline, and welfare of the men is discussed, the opinions of the
writers may be summarized as follows: Two have not yet reacheq. a
conclusion; one repeats his previously expressed opinion that the canteen, while productive of good iu some respects, is hurtful in others,
and sixty-one declare in more or less emphatic l:mgnage that the effect
bas been beneficial. The remarks of the colonel of the First Cavalry
(whose headquarters are at the important post of Fort Custer, Mont.)
upon this interesting subject are worthy of reproduction in this connection. The colonel says:
It will be seen that the financial operations of the canteen have been very satisfactory, giving large returns to each organization composing it at the least expense. It
enables the soldier to live almost sumptuously, givino- him a great and plenteous
variety of food. The effect upon the welfare and discipline of the command has been
exceUent; in fact there has been no bad infraction of the regulations since the post
tradership here has been abolished and the canteen establisued. Drnukeuness and
the offenses incident to it (for nearly all could be traced directly or indirectly to it) for
which nine-tenths of the men were tried has virtually disappeared. .As an interesting comparison, the recor(ls of this post show that the number of men llOufined and
cases tried by courts-martial have decreased more than one-half since the post trader
resigned.

Another report, made by Col. E. F. Townsend; Twelfth Infantry,
commanding Fort Leavenworth, Kans., epitomizes the difficulties that
are encountered everywhere in the so ca1led prohibition States in consequence of the provision incorporated in the Army appropriation act
of June 30, 1890, forbidding the sale of intoxicants at any posts "in any
State or Territory in which the sale of alcoholic liquors, beer. or wine
is prohibited by law." Colonel Townsend's report upon the effect of
this prohibitive clause is as follows and requires no comment:
Although Kansas is nominally a prohibition State the prohibition Jaw is openly
set at naught. .At the town of Leaven worth, adjoining the post, there are several
hundred saloons engaged in the selling of beer or liquor, and licenses to sell are
granted with little or no question by the authorities. Yet because the law is upon
the statute book and this post is within the limits of a prohibition State the post
canteen is not allowed to sell beer. (Army regulations forbid the sale of anything
stronger than light beer at canteenH.) '£he consequence is that after the men are
paid off they resort to the town and there spend their money in the saloorls, returning to the post, many of them, badly under the influence of liquor. Absence from
duty a,nd summary courts follow, with fines and confinement in the guardhouse,
even if there be no worse results. Discipline is much injured and, in my opinion,
will never be better while such a state of affairs exists.

The officers rendering the sixty-four reports above referred to-many
of whom were at first opposed to the introduction of the canteen-are
not only men of experience and mature judgment, but they have, more
perhaps than any other class! a deep interest in the sobriety, contentment, and well-being of their commands, upon the efficiency of which
their professional reputation measurably rests. The substantial unanimity with which they commend the canteen system is conclusive a~ to
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its superior merits. It is not~ of course, claimed that the system is
without faults ; none can be devised that is absolutely free from them
or from objectionable features of some sort, but the pre(liction, at first
frequently and confidently made by opponents of it, that certain alleged
weak points in the s~·stem would speedily demonstrate its inexpediency
and bring about a change, has proved to be untrue and is now rarely
if ever heard. Certainly the management of canteens-while more or
less successful according to the tact, energy, and bllsiness capacity of
the several managers, has been uniformly characterized by strict probity
as well as by a sincere desire to ameliorate the condition of the enlisted
soldier, a fact which reflects the utmost credit on the officers of the
Army who, without appreciably sharing in the benefits, have cheerfully
assumed the labors and responsibilities incident in the conduct of the
institution. As a means of insuring its stability and increasing its usefulness I am more than ever impressed with the necessity for and can
not too strongly urge that the Government should provide ample and
suitable garrison buildings for the accommodation of the canteen and
its proper adjuncts.
RECRUITING SERVICE.

The recruiting service, as conducted under existing regulations, may
be considered under two divisions-the general and the special.
·The general recruiting service is conducted, under the supervision of
a superintendent stationed in New York City, by officers selected for
the purpose and detached from their regiments for a 2 years' tour of
duty.
·
Rendezvous are located in several of the principal cities, with temporary branches, when practicable, in smaller cities or towns within
convenient distance. The recruits enlisted at these stations are collected at recruiting depots, where they receive at least 3 months'
instruction and training before assignment to regiments.
During the past year these depots have been maintained at Davids
Island, N.Y. H., and Columbus Barracks, Ohio, for infantry and heavy
artillery, and at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., for cavalry and light artillery.
October 1, 1890, recruiting rendezvous were in operation at the following places: Two in each of the cities of Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago; and one each at Augusta, Me.; Providence, R.
I.; New Haven, Conn.; Albany, Brooklyn (a branch of New York City),
Buffalo, and Rochester, N.Y.; Camden and Newark, N.J.; Johnstown
and Pittsburg, Pa.; Uincinnati and Cleveland, Ohio; Evansville and
Indianapolis, Ind.; Detroit, Mich.; Milwaukee, Wis.; St. Paul and Minneapolis, 1\Iinn.; St. Louis, Mo.; lVIemphis, Tenn.; Louisville, Ky.;
Wheeling, W. Va.; Baltimore and Hagerstown, Md.; Washington, D.
C., and Augusta, Ga.
In October, 1R90. rendezvous were opened at Springfield, Mass., Harrisburg, Pa., Fort Wayne and Terre Haute, lnd.; in November,atElmira,
N.Y., Davenport, Iowa, and San Francisco, Cal.; in December at
Charlotte, N.C.; and in January, 1881, at Knoxville, Tenn. In November. 1890, the rendezvous at Augusta was transferred to Portland, and
in July, 1891, the rendezvous at Johnstown, Pa., and Charlotte, N. C.,
were transferred to Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and Greensboro, N. C. The
rendezYous at Hagerstown, Md., Augusta, Ga., and Memphis, Tenn.,
were closed in January, April, and May, ~891, respectively.
To supplement the openttions of these regularly established rendezJ
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Yous and reach as far as possible the better classes in the smaller towns
and rural district~, t1mporwry branch rendezvous have been maintained
for a longer or shorter time, a.s circumsti'Lnces dictated, in about thirty
such places, but the direct results of these efforts have not been encouraging. The location of the establishe<l rendezvous in the larger
cities is generally well knowu in the surrounding country as the result
of judicious advertising and the wide circulatjon of recruiting posters
and band bills, aud experienee indicates that, as a rule, men in these
country districts wlw desire to enter the Army prefer to :seek a city·
rendezvous for the purpose. Some of tlJe temporary branches, however, have been quite successful, and as regards others, at whidt few
if any enlistments were maue, it is undoubtedl.v the fact that the visits
of the recruiting officer and party have served to awaken an interest. in
the military service that bas resulted in increasing the number of applicants at the regular rendezvous.
SPEC£AL RECRUITING.

The special recruiting service is conducted by officers who are not.
detaclled for the purpose ·from their respective posts, except in case of
special regimental reeruiting tours, wheu the absence is only ternporary.
Under tl.ti8 head ~re embraced the department, tile regimental (ordinary
alHl special), the engineer, and miscellm1eons recruiting.
Underexi!::lting instruetions a department recruiting seTvice is organized
in each department except the East. Tile assistant adjutant-general at
department headquarters is the superintendent, and enlistments are
made at military posts, tbe recruits having the choice of auy company
or regiment in the department in which there is a vacancy. 'fhe officers for this dnty are d.t>signated by the department commandet·.
Tue regimental recnliting service is conducted, under tlle snperintendeuce of tlle regimental cOJmuander, by officers named by him, and
in like mauner the commanding officer of the battalion of engiueers is
the battalion snperin tendent.
There is nothing· eall1ng for remark regnrding tbe special recruiting
service during the pa~t ~· ear except as relates to the special regirneutal
recruitiug ser-vice and the recruiting of Indian companies by special
department recruiting: officers.
,
The special regimental recruiting service has for its object the supplJiltg of a regirnent with recruit~ through the exertions of its own officers. from the section in which the regiment is serving. The instructions emamlte fro.m the Adjutant Geueral's u fficl' antl a certain territory
is as:::;igned each regiment which il:l favorably located for tlte purpose.
Tlw regimental co1nrnauder i~ the :-mperintendent and to llim is left the
seleetion of fl.Je officers for this duty, the places (witbin the territory
assigned) best adapted for temporary rendez\-ous, and the particular
method-witbiu the scope of the general instructions governing-of
conducting the service. A recruiting officer and party may be ordered
from place to plaee, remaining at eaeh from a few days to a month or
more. ns eircn mst ances may warrant; or tempor~H.Y rendezvous may
be estabii~hed at several different points and left in charge of a noncommissiom·d officer, to be visited' hy tlte recruiting offieer once iu ten
days, or oftener, as ueces:-;ity may require. Sometinws only one poiut
will be seleetell aud a rendezvous maintaine(l there, from time to time,
as recruits are needed. Another plan whieb bas lwen rt'cently urge<l
by tllis office as practicable at certain seasons, and already tried witll
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a good degree of success,
regimental commanders:

wa~

outliued as follows iu the

iut~tructions

to

A captain or lieutenant, to be sper.ially detailed and ann:mucecl in orders in ihe
usual manner, may be sent with a party of say eight or ten men, inclndin~ ~t fil'ld
musiciau, and supplied with such suitable means of trausportation as may he available at regimental headquarters, together with the necessary camp equipage, etc.,
for a tour of the surrounding country, to cover from one to three weeks or more as
cir•Jumstances may warrant. Rations for the men and forage for the animals, heyond what can be convemently carried, also fuel when necessary, may be pnreliased
at different points under instructions to be given by the department chief couuuissar.r and chief quartermaster, respectively. As regard l'atious, however, 'it must be
understood that this authority to purchase is limited to the more bulky components
thereof, such as fresh meat, vegetables, aud perhaps bread. Upon the return of one
such party, another officer and party could be sent out in a different direction-or
from another post of the regiment, with the approval of the department commander-this to be repeated as often as desirable, thns giving an opportunity to
different officers and a number of enlisted men to share in the duty of recruiting for
the regiment and of contributing toward securing for its ranks a desiratlle class of
men, an object in which all the members of the regiment should be alike interested.

In view of the provision, in the appropriation for the expenses of recruiting, for these traveling recruiting parties, every effort has been
made by this office to extend this system of recruiting to as many regiments as were willing to undertake it. In fact, in some instances,
regimental commanders have been urged to a trial of the plan against
their own judgment, and, in one or two such cases, with the best
results.
At present twenty-one regiments and the light artillery battalion
have orders to recruit at temporary stations, but owing to certain local
obstacle8, such as the great demand for labor during the harvesting of
crops, a temporary scarcity of officers, etc., all of these have not yet
sent parties out. The territory assigned to the various regiment,s in
which to conduct these tours el!lbraces the New England States, New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, 1\iississippi. Louisiana, Texas, Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 1\'lichigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, low?., Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, Idaho, Washmgton, Oregon, California, Oklahoma Territory, and Indian Territory.
During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, temporary rendezvous
were opened by special regimental recruiting officers in 160 different
places, and, from many of these, members of the recruiting parties
were sent to surrounding towns, or settlements, to look up recruits,
greatly multiplying the number of places in which recruits were sought
at their homes in the rural districts.
In several cases, notably that of the Eleventh Infantry, which, with
two parties in the field in western New York, obtained 1::35 recruits in
less than four months, regiments have succeeded in keeping their ranks
recruited by this methop; and e,·en where it has not resulted in an
immediate accession of recruits, it has, as stated in a former report,
resulted in disseminatiug such needed information concerning the
Army and in removing prejudice against the military service, the outgrowth of ignorance aud misrepreseutation. How great such ignorallce is in some communities may be gathered from the following extract
from the report of a regimental commander:
A sergeant arrived at the post last night with three recruits, and he reports that
there is great misapprehension as to the position of a soldier. 'l'he people have a.n ·
idea that men when enli~;ted are sent her~ and kept locked up in the fort, with uo
privileges or liberty, and that the~' are liable at any time to be sent ont to snlne
other regiments. 'I'hey do not take into account eitl.ier tbat the pay is almost all
spending money, clothing, food, lodging, etc., being furnished.
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Some obstacles in the way of perfect success still remain to be overcome, but tbe plan evidently grows in favor, and it is proposed to extend and perfect it as rapidly as possible, as I am convinced that with
the earnest cooperation of regimental commanders better men can
thus be secured than by depending wholly upon the rendezvous in the
large cities.
INDIAN ENLISTMENTS.

The enlistment, in separate companies, of an Indian contingent as
part of the regular military force, having been determmed upon, therecruitment of eight troops of cavalry and nineteen companies of infantry was provided for in the following order:
Genera! Orders ~
No. 2tl. S

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, Ma1·ch 9, 1891.

By direction of the Secretary of War the following instructions are published for
the information and guidance of all concerned:
1. The following named companies, now skeletonized under the provisions of General Orders Nos. 76 and 79 of 1890, namely, Troop L of each of the cavalry regiments (except the Ninth and Tenth), and Company I of each of the infantry regiments (except the Sixth, Eleventh, Fifteenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-fourth, and Twenty-fifth), will be-recruited by the enlistment of Indians t<' the number of fifty-five
for each troop and company. ·w henever practicable, the enlistments for each regiment will be made within the department in which the regimental headquarters are
located, by officers to be nominated by and under the immediate supervision of the
regimental commander. When necessary, special instructions for recruiting in other
localities will be given from the Headquarters of the Army, upon there commenda(,ion of the department commander.
The officers, in making such enlistments, will be under the direction and control
of the respective commanders of departments, as special department recruiting officers, and will render the usual reports and returns. In general they will be governed
by existing laws and regulatiOns; but a competent knowledge of the English language need not be considered an essential qualification, and married men not exceeding ten for each troop or company may be enlisted with the approval of the depa •tment commander. Enlistments of Indians under the provisions of this order will
be separately reported on trimonthly reports and other returns of the recruiting
service, and will be carefully distinguished from enlistments of Indian scouts.
Regimental commanders may, with the approval of the proper department commander, temporarily attach to the Inilian companies such officers as are especially
fitted :tor service therewith; and aA soon as prepared to recommend officers for permanent assignment thereto, will submit their names, through the proper channel,
to the Adjutant-General.
·
Ultimtttely, noncommissioned officers for these companies will be supplied by the
appointment of Indians, in the manner indicated by regulations; but until this is
practicable, available noncommissioned officers of either of the skeleton companies
of a, regiment may be utilized, or, if necessary, noncommissioned officers from organized companies of the regiment may be temporarily detailed.

*

*

*

*

*

..

•

By. command of Major-General Schofield:
J. C. KELTON,
Adjutant- General.

As might have been expected, a measure so novel could not be inaugurated without provoking criticism and awakening suspicion and
opposition more or less pronounced; but as the conditions of·'the service
becam6 known, also the desire of the Government to promote the welfare
of the Indians, many availed themselves of the opportunity afforded
them and recruiting has progressed until now seven complete troops and
companies have been raised and nine more are in process of recruitment, two of the latter having over 30 men each and three others
numbering from 14 to 20. While there is at present a lull in the mat-
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ter of Indian enlistments, there is reason to believe that most of the
companies designated will be recruited to a fair strength after winter
sets in.
During the past year unceasing efforts have been made to secure a
desirable class of recruits in sufficient numbers to meet the wants of
the Army; but, as in the preceding year, the general business prosperity bad a tendency to keep down the number of applicants, while
the rigid examination to which these are subjected as regards their
physical, mental, and moral fitness for the service has, as was to be
expected, resulted in keeping the number of enlistments comparatively
low. Where. as formerly, every able-bodied and apparently otherwise
unobjectionable applicant was promptly accepted, many of this class
now offering themselves are not sworn into the service, either because
the investigation that is made of their . antecedents shows them to be
unworthy or undesirable, or for the reason that at the end of the probationary term allowed them for deliberation (varying from 1 to 6 days),
they themselves conclude not to carry out their previously expressed
intention of enlisting.
The Army is now about 2,000 below the authorized strength, but this
is fully as good a condition as was anticipated, since the proYisions of
the act of Congress of tT une 16, 1890, according to ~nlisted men greater
privileges of discharge, would naturally operate, at first, to increase
the number of vacancies to be filled, while the extreme circumspection
that is now enjoined upon recruiting officers, as above indieated, necessarily serves to lessen the number of enlistments at each rendezvous.
However, this slower rate of enlistment, as a result of the higher qualifications insisted upon, has its cornpe nsation in the improved morale of
the Army and the consequent reduction in the rate of desertion. That
tllis reduction is to be credited, in part, to an improvement in the class
of recruits supplied, is indicated by the following: For the fiscal year
1890, the number of desertions from the recruiting depots was equal to
1.5 per cent. of their average enlisted strength; for the fiscal year 1891,
to 1 per cent. only. Again, during the fiscal year 1890 the desertions
of men in the first year of enlistment formed 62.5 per cent. of the whole
number of desertions for that year, while the percentage for the fiscal
year 1891 was 57.8 per cent.
The total number of enlistments and reenlistments in the Army
for the year ended June 30, 1891 (excluding those not included in the
legal limit of 25,000 men) was 8,435, classified as follows:
For the general recruiting service . ____ ... ____ • _____ . ___ -. _____ .. _• _.. • • • • • • • . 4, 590
Por the department recruiting service ··-· ----. ·----· •••. -·-- ------ ••.• ··---819
Por the Indian companies._.--· ·--. _ ·-- ... _.. __ --- ··- ..... _ ---· ... __ .. ·-. ____ 418
For the special regimental recruiting service_ . _____ .. ___ • __ . _ . ____ .. _••. ___ ••
714
For the Engineer Battalion .. ________ • _•••.. __ • -· ___ •• _•.. __ . ___ . _.. _. __ .• _..
106

6,647
For regiments, detachments, etc ...• ·-······-·-·.····-··---·· .••••. ·---·· .... 1, 789

Of the 6,647 accepted recruits, 4,711 were native born and 1,936 of
foreign birth; 5,858 were whites, 371 colored, and 418 I ndiaus. The
. total number of applicants was 26,174, of wllom 19,527 (over 74 per
cent. of the whole number) were r~jected by recruiting officers as lacking the necessary qualifications, eit,her physical, mental, or moral, showing that recruiting officers have, as a rrrle, taken every precaution to
prevent the enlistment of men unfitted from any cause for the duties
of soldiers.
I submit the recommendation of one of the inspectors-general that the
. average age of the enlisted men of the Army is too high and that it is
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most important to reduce the maximum age for enlistment from 35 to
30 years. Statistics for the month of July, 1891, show that the average
age of men enlisted for the cavalry was 23 years and for the infantry .
and artillery 24 years. The average age of men reenlisted for the cavalry was 30 years and for the infantry and artillery 34 years. In this
connection it is suggested that to meet new military requirements
the total length of service of private soldiers be limited to three enlistments ( 15 years), retaining only noncommissioned officers until retired. By this means the Army could be kept up to a higller stan<lard
of efficiency, as it would be composed of men capable of standmg all the
physical tests of the military service. It would also return to civil pursuits men still capable for any walk of life, whose army training would
prove of vast service in case of emergency, giving the country a reserve
force of men well instructed in the duties of a soldier.
By limiting absolutely the length of service of the private to 15 years
the old ·'' professional soldier" will iu a few years be eliminated from the
Army, much to its benPfit as a military duty force under the new conditions now rapidly coming into effect and much to its advantage in contentment and efficiency under difficulties.
I beg to say there is no reason why the laws and regulations ot
the military service and military administration may not readily be
brought to such condition that there will be few desertions; none
why the best young men of the country should not be perfectly contented to serve in the Army from 3 to 10 years; no reason why thousands of ~· oung men should not be waiting an opportunity to enlist in it;
no reason why an honorable discharge from the military service should
not be more sought for than a diploma from a public high school, and
when obtained be of more advantage.
The Army that will best serve the country to-day-one which rig·htmiuded, practical officers long for and look to Headquarters of t.he
Army, the War Department, and Congress to secure to it-is one in which
the noncommissioned officers will be well compensated, energetic, kindly
disposed men of prof€ssional experience and attainments; in which the
privates will be young men upon entering the Army; in which all the
infautry and artillery captains, inasmuch as promotion to them comes
very slowly, and the captains' duties never cease, will on the march and
in the field be mounted by the Quartermaster's Department. They
should be mounted on the march so that at the end of the day they
may be alert to see to the condition and wants of their men.
This ·can be ~fleeted with little additional expense to the Government by modi(ying the regulations which now allow forage for two
horses to many officers at stations where tht-y only need forage for one.
When such conditions ar~ realized, then, in conneetion with the wise
and beneficent regulations and laws now governing it, the Army of the
United States will attain its rightful degree of efficiency and will, as a
great public school, be most helpful to the country in scattering throughout the land robust, well-disciplined men in the prime of life to engage
in wl.Jatever civil pursuits they may choose to follow, and, in time of
war, to become its trained military defenders.
As the Headqnarters of the Army and War Department have, by
making important amendments to the Army Regulations and by introducing to and advocating before Congress much wise legislation, reduced desertion in two years from 11 per cent. to 6 per cent., there is
no reason why in the next two years, with the help of Congr~ss, the
very unnecessary military crime of desertion may not be reduced to
two per cent. and then soon become an obsolete offeose; this for the
honor of the Army and as an economy to the Government.
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PROVISION. FOR THIRTY YEARS' SERVICE-RETIREMENT OF ENLISTED
MEN.

While the 30 years retiring law for enlisted men, enacted in 1885, is
well deserved and most beneficial to individuals it has been, and until
modified and supplemented will continue to be, of little real advantage
to the efficiency of the Army. Unly four of the enli.sted men of the
Army will reach the retiring age this year, but sympathy for the old
soldier lweps many in service to await retirement after they have ceased
to be able to perform with alacrit.v the duties of the soldier. Moreover,
the law practically retires only the veteran non-commissioned officers,
for few privates can endure 30 years' military service. There are now
on the retired list of enlisted men 6:!2; of these the noncommissioned
officers number 444 out of a class of 4,385-one out of 10, while the number of retired privates number 198 out of a class of 19,643, one out of 100.
It is suggested that the law should not leave it entirely optional with
enlisted men to seek its benefits, for as a consequence some ordnance
sergeants who are generally over 20 years in service before appointed
remain in service years after they could and should be on the retired
list; after their pffi.ciency and usefulness have disappeared. I recommend that the law be amended to permit enlisted men to retire at 25
years and making the retirement mandatory when they have scn·ed 30
years. This year 120 men will reach the twenty-fifth year of their
service.
PROVISION FOR 20 YEARS' SERVICE.
The men who serve 20 years, and only about 509 are now on the rolls
of the Soldier's Home, can on their discharge seek this Rome, or obtain
from it outdoor relief, if incapacitated.
PROVISION FOR

10

AND

15

YEARS' SERVICE RECOMMENDED.

The men who serve 10 and 15 years, numbering 11~ per cent. of the
Army, derive no benefit of any kind on discharge from the Government
unless disabled on duty incident to the service. I again invite attention to the claims of these classes of enlisted men when honorabl,y discharged after faithful service to the Governmt>nt, which has by that time
appropriated the best of their activities, all that is desirable. Ten to
fifteen years' service on the frontier, subject to every call involving
hazard of health and life, consume the best energies of the most robust
men.
With years and duty the soldier who bas rendered honorable service deserves well
of the Republic. He has borne his life in his bands, an offering for the public good.
His comrades have filled unnoticed graves from everglade to canon. Exposure and
hardship have bronzed his face and stiffened his limbs, and the friends of his youth
are in oth•·r paths, with other interests. He has had human frailties, but be has also
bad ma.nly devotion, and the raw boy who, half in ignorance, swore to obey the
orders of the officers appointed over him, bas become the faithful soldier throug-h
whom and his fellows alone have those officers been able to discharge their own duties,
and upon whom, as on a strong arm, the. physical security of the nation has rested.
The enlisted soldier rarely has a pen or a voice given t0 his public praise; yet,
man for man, the regular troops of the United States have no equal in intelligent
valor and soldierly devotion.
.
When physical infirmity overtakes these men, as it generally does after ten or
fifteen years, there should be appropriate provision for them. They are neither
saints nor demi-gods. 1'hey are men, often rough in body, ignorant of books, and
sometimes deticient in the minor morals, but strong in the stllrdy virtues of obedience, truthfulness, fidelity. Prevented from forming family ties, they are friendless
in the social world, and with a long training that l1as eliminated all personal responsibility beyond that of submission to antborit;\~, they are as guileless and as helpless
as children in the sharp competition of civil life.
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The retired list after 30 years is a well-merited boon, but the limit should be lowered to 25, certainly for service below t.ha.t of the noncommissioned staff. Not one
man in ten t.honsand can carry a musket more than 25 years. And a corps of watch·
men in garrisnn and over the public civil buildings might well be opened to the
Tetired enlisted soldier.

Every generous employer who gets from his employes long years of
faithful service at moderate wages, under circumstances involving the
daily hazard of life, gives them on discharge some · gratuity. The
Government should do no less.
I recommend that all honorably diseharged enlisted men of 15 years'
service, of temperate habits and who have served honestly and faithfully, be gh' en a bounty of $200; that all who serve 10 years under
similar circumstances be given a bounty of $100. During the next 5
years annual appropriations amounting to $352,500 would be necessary
to meet this liability should these bounties be authorized by law.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

As a means of calling special attention to the needs of the military
service, I submit this sum mary of the several recommendations and
suggestions contaiued in this report and in my report to the Secretary
of War, viz:
REPORT
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Renewal of oath of enlistment after the soldier joins his regiment.
Increase of pay to noncommissioned officers and the appointment of
fifty "post sergeant majors." The increased expense would be almost
$228,000 annually.
Increase of pay ($3 per month) to men granted "medals of honor."
This will require an appropriation of $2,736 per annum.
Civil employment for honorably discharged soldiers of not less than
10 years' service in the Bureaus of the War Department in Washington Oity, and at large. There are some 7,000 positions, comprising
clerks, watchmen, messengers, laborers, etc., to which such men could
be appointed.
REPORT TO THE MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING.

Semi-monthly payments.
To increase the efficiency of post schools, and to enlist for each post
a fully qualified scboolteacbP.r, to receive the pay _and allowances of a
hospital steward. This would require an appropriation of $60,000 per
annum.
To establish libraries at all permanent posts and that an annual appropriation of $10,000 be asked for the purpose.
To organize a United States Service Corps, to consist of clerks,
mechanics, teamsters, bakers, cooks, and laborers, and to abolish extraduty labor.
The amount paid for "extra-duty pay," with the addition thereto of
the regular pay received by men so detailed will, it is believed, cover the
expense of such a corps, consisting of 1,200 to 1,400 men.
That an annual appropriation of $100,000 be made for gymnasiums
for permanent posts.
That suitable buildings be provided for the post canteens and amusement rooms.
·
That the maximum age for the enlistment of men be reduced from 35
to 30 years and that the length of service of private soldiers be limited
to 15 years, retaining only noncommissioned officers until retired.
That captains of artillery and infantry on the march and in t.he field
be mounted by the Quartermaster's Department.
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That; a bounty he given to men on discharge after 10 and 15 years'
·faithful and efficient service.
Tllis would require $352,500 annually for th~ next 5 years.
It is reasonable to believe that if the recommendations and suggestions submitted receive favorable action such contentment will prevail in the Army as will surely go far to counteract the causes ami blot
out the odious offense of desertion. which so much reduees its efficiency,
adds enormously to the expense of reci'uitiug, and is such a drain upon
the political power of the country, as shown by the fact of 50,000 men
at large disenfranchised and $2~,000,000 lost to the Treasury during
tb e past 24~ years.
I submit tlwse views as not too optimistic when the condition of the
Army to-day is compared with its condition two years ago.
Respectfully submitted.
J. C. KELTON,
Adjutant-General.
Maj. Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD,
Commanding the Army.
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MILITARY PRISON REPORTS.

COMMANDANT'S OFFICE, U. S. MILITARY PRISON,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 20, 1801.
GENERAL: I have the honor to transmit herewith annual reports of the prison
surgeon, chaplain, executive officer, quartermaster, commissary, and commanding
officer provost guard of the prison, together with the 'various tabulated statements
showing the number of prisoners received and discharged, their offenses, age, nativity,
occupation, etc., also the amount of work performed by tben1.
Since my last report, First Lieut. R. K. Evans, Twelfth Infantry, and First Lieut.
W. E. Almy, Fifth Cavalry, have been relieved from duty at the prison and have been
replaced by First Lieut. Frederick Von Schrader, Twelfth Infantry, and First Lieut.
J<'rederick Perkins, Sixteenth Infantry, who have been assigned to duty respectively
as prison quartE.rmaster aud commanding officer of the provost guarJ..
Permaneut improvements b~Lve been made in and around the prison as follows:
( 1) The old wooden cells heretofore used for solitary confinement, while adequate
for ordinary purposes, have become warped and unfitted for use, and are entirely inadequate in case of any general disturbance, liable to happen in all prisons. Ample
preparation serves as a preventive, and although this punishment is uot largely used
it bas been deemed advisable to construct, as became convenient, more suitable stone
cells. Eighteen such cells have been cons .ructed in the basement of the same
building, amply ventilated by pipes which are to lead to a flue.
(2) The chapel, which is the one portion of the prison which sblluld be rendered as
attractive as possible to secure voluntary attendance, has been greatly improved by
constructing a gallery capable of holding 100 people, and the part over the pulpit
has been ornamented by arches to relieve the hitherto bare appearance. There bas
also been purchased, by the autboritv of the Secretary of vVar, a pipe organ, which
greatly adds to the musical part of the services; and outside iron stairs have been
built, which allow visitors to enter the gallery without going into the main chapel or
pri::;on.
(3) The roofs of the chapel, hospital, and guards' quarters, which were of shingle,
and so worn as to leak badly, have been replaced by raised tin and tin-shingle roofs.
(4) The ceiling of the _guards' quarters has been cowp;eted, and bard-maple floors
have been laid to replace the worn flooring in the gnards' amusement room, the hospital, and the school room. Hard wood, while slightly more expensive, is ec(lnomical because it will last many times as long as soft wood.
(5) Tunnels, of which ~66 feet are completed, are being made to lay the steam and
water pipes, which have caused much digging up of the prison yard.
(6) Many of the prison buildings and officers' quarters have been repainted, the
old paint having become worn.
(7) The plumbing in three sets of officers' quarters, having been found defective,
has been renewed in accordance with modern improvements, one of which was done
entirely by prison labor.
(8) A single Troy laundry machine has been introduceJ. to replace the old system,
which was worn out. This is found to do the laundry work better than the former
s~· stem.

(9) A 11ew mortising machine and a scroll saw have been placed in the carpenter
shop to replace those which had become unserviceable.
(10) Several hundred yards of sewer pipe have been laid to carry off the surfaee
drainage in which was mingled the washing from the prisoners' and hospital kitchen,
etc., and which ran along one of . the pleasure drives about the reservation, being
offensive in summer.
(11) The old stone ice-house used formerly for the department headquarters officers,
which was found to deface the most beautiful portion of the prison grounds, bas been
removed. The stone wa8 partly used to construct a large ice-bouse near the small
lake, which had also been constructed by the prison at the request of the department
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commander. The cavity left by the ice-house has been filled and sodded, adding
greatly to tbe appearance of the prison park.
(12) Some cotton wood trees near the prison and in the hospital grounds have been
found very objectionable from the scattering of the seeds. These have been removed,
and large elm and other trees taken from too thickly shaded portions of the grounds
have been put in their place. Also many large trees where found too thickly
collected have been moved to places where needed. This was done during the winter
when the temperature was above freezing. The transplantations have proved sue·
cessful in every case.
(13) A new brick' sidewalk, with 1,400 feet of stone curbing, bas been laid along the
walk to the dummy station, the old brick being used for arches of the steam-pipe
tunnel.
Various improvements have also been made at the post of Fort Leavenworth by
prison labor, such as the making and laying of stone steps in front of t,he new officers' quarters, laying brick walks and r<ewer pipe, building the ice-house, as before
mentioned, constructing dam for ice pond, planting several hundred trees about the
grounds, making new and repairing old roads with rock from the prison quarries,
repairing vacant houses, painting barracks and quarters, etc.
It has not been practicable .to extend the industry of mat making, owing to inability to secure old rope in sufficient quantity. Through some misapprehension a
large amount of such rope at Fort Riley, accumulated during the winter Indian
campaign, was, I understand, destroyed instead of being sent to this prison.
The industry created to utilize the rags from the tailor-shop, that of weaving carpets, bas been entirely Sllccessful. The carpet has been used in the prison offices and
guards' barracks and sold to officers or enlisted men. It is found tha,t carpet already
worn out can be cut and woven over at slight cost. The shorter pieces of rags are
made into rag mats.
In addition to the work done for the quartermaster's department in the manufacture of clothing for prisoners atAlcatraz Island, and for the prison in the manufacture
of uniform and discharge suits for prisoners, the prison tailor-shop makes discharge
suits for all prisoners dishonorably discharge•l and sentenced to serve a term in post
guard-houses. I renew my recommendation that all such prisoners be uniformed as .
at this prison and at Alcatraz Island. It is probable that the cost would be but
slightly, if at all, greater than the present method.
The following exhibit shows t·he receipts and expenditures during the year:
Items.

A P~~~ria- Expended.

Subsistence ..................................................... . $24,000.00
300.00
Tobacco ........................................................ ..
.\<'orage and hay for bedding .•••.•••.••.••••.••••..•..••..•••.•••
3, 000.00
1, 000.00
Stationery ..................................................... ..
9, 400. 00
Clothing and donations" ........................................ .
2, 000.00
Melli cal sup plies ............................................... ..
200.00
Atlvertising . .................................................. .
300. 00
Apprehension of escaped prisoners ............................ ..
Pay of employes and extra-duty pay .••..•••••••.•...•.••••.••••. 18,080.00
Fuel and general supplies . ..................................... .. 20, 000. 00
5, 000.00
Buildings ....................................................... .
7, 500.00
Transportation of discharged prisoners .••.••••..•..•••.••.••••••
Total.... . . .. .. • • • • .. .. .. • • .. • • • .. • • • . ... • • • .. • . • • • • .. .. . • ..

90, 780. 00

Balance.

$18,126.20
300. 00
2, 090. 00
998. 08
8, 997.18
2, 000.00
65.40
60.00
16,434.77
19, 958. 60
4. 816.83
1, 196.15

$5,873.80

75, 043. 21

15,736.79

910. 00
1. 92
402.82
134.60
240.00
1, 645.23
41.40
183.17
6, 303.85

*In addition to the sum of $8,997.18 expended at prison for prisoners' clothing and donation;;, $290
wasdisbursjld by the authorities at A.lcatraz Island in payment of donations of prisoners released from
confinement at that point during the fiscal year.

Of $75,048.21 expended during the year, $1,196.15 was paid for transportation of
discharged prisoners and $820 for donations to prisoners released at post; which
sums being deducted leave as the expenditures of the prison proper $73,027.06, against
$79,753 35 expended in fiscal year 1890, and $79,818.92 expended in fiscal yoar 1BHO.
O.fthe balance, $15,736.79, unexpended on Jnne30, Hl91, $6,;303.85 isfortransportation of discharged prisoners, leaving a balance of appropriation for the prison proper
of$9,432.94.
Ofthe appropriation, $78,860 was received from the Treasury, $75,043.21 exp~nded,
and $1,01~.U.J4 turned into the Treasury, leaving $2,803.85 ret:::tined for payment ot accounts for transportation of discharged prisoners during the fiscal year 11191, not yet
presented for payment.
Of the appropriation for the fiscal year 1890 a balance of $5,:392.11 was retained on
account of transportation of discharged prisoners. Of this amount $2,058.41 was
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expended during the year, and on March 31, 1891, the unexpended balance of $3,333.70
was by me turned into the Treasury.
Number of donations sent to posts ........ -----· .•••.••••. ---·
Donations paid by authorities at Alcatraz Island..............
Donations to prisoners released at prison ....•...••..... ------

164
58
339

Total number of donations ..••.•.••. _------ ..•••. -----· 561, at $5 = $2,805
Citizens' suits sent to posts during the year, 226.
From labor of prisoners and sales of material the following amounts were realized
for the prison fund account during the year:
Received by prisoners' labor ...•.. ---- ...•...•••..........•.•..•.•.. -----·
Sale of rag carpets and mats .. . ••• .. • ••. .. . •.. .. • ••• . . . •. . . .. . •. • •. . . .. . .
Sale of scrap iron, copper, etc .•••••..••••.••••.....••.••••. -----·........

$842. ~~
40. Uti
230.97

Total .••••••..•.••••..••••..•••••.••••....•...•......•••...•••....• 1, 113.38
I'be above amount was turned into the Trea'lury June :30, 1891.
A full statement of the prison mess fund will be found in the accompanying report
of the prison commissary.
The following exhibits the account of the prison with the quartermaster's department for labor furnished during the year:
Due prison June 30, 1890 ....•...•..•••.••••.•••••••....••.••••••..•••• $223,525.25
To labor performed during the year...................................
19,786.79
Total ... __ .. _. _... __ ••...•••. __ .. _•......... _....• _••.. __ • _.. _.. 243,312.04
By clothing and equipage received during the year ...•••.... $1,031.73
By quartermaster stores received during the year............
68.16
1,099.89
Balance one prison June 30, 1891 .•••••••••...••••••.•••.•••.•. :.
Net increase durmg the year ..... _...........•....•... __ .............•

242.212.15
18, 6tl6. 90

The receipts from the prison farm during the year were as follows:
Potatoes, :),800 bushels; corn, 3,500 bushe.s; turnips, 600 bushels; beets, 4GO bushels; carrots, 420 bushels; tomatoes, 335 bushels; lettuce, 130 bushels; squnsh, 110
bushels; peas, 98 hushels; Aalsify, 95 bushels; spinach, r.J6 bushels; okra, t!5 bushels;
radh.bes, 78 bushels; beans, 75 bushels; cucumbers, 70 bushels; and about 45,000
beads of cabbage.
'l'his year the following have been planted:
Ninety acres of corn, 65 acres potatoes, 20 acres beans, and some 30 acres of other
vegetables, such as cabbage, carrots, onions, parsnips, beets, turnips, etc.
The unusual rains and high water of the Missouri River will cause a loss of onehalf to three fourths of the crop planted, espeeially the important items of potatoes
and cabbage, which are alre:-~dy ruined, though the loss will ue partially made up by
cutting bay from grasses, the seeds of which were planted with the wheat and oats
which had been gathered in previous years.
Clearing of the bottom lauds progressed during the winter, resulting in a yield of
170 cords of wood, which have been accounted for on the returns.
The report of the prison quartermaster gives in detail the work performed for the
quartermaster's department in the various prison shops, with cost of each article
manufactured. The actual cost to the Government of the prison-made boots and
shoes would be found by taking credit for the scrap leather sold and excluding the
labor of prisoners, as follows:
By crediting price of scrap leather sold:
Sewed ca va1r.v boots . . . __ ...... _........• _••...•...... _•... - ••••.•• --. $3.4279
Sewed campaign shoes·---·- ..•••...••..•.. ----···--- .... ··---· .••••.. 2.0326
By excluding cost of prison labor:
Sewed cavalry boots ...••....•••..•••••••••..••.••• ·----· •••••••.••••. ~.0~14
Sewed c::tinpaign shoes ........•...••••.. ·----- -~ n ··· ............ ---· .. 1. 804fj
The price of the above articles, including prison labor, is greater than those purchased Ly cont.ract, which is acconnted for partly by small differences inthe material
and work, such as the use of patent rnetalin thread in place of ordinary thread in the
outer seam, which is a tbrea.d having two strauds of brass wire, putting rivets in
each side of the upper, crimping the backs, and sewing on the tongue, but much
more is due to two facts: First, that the very great reduction in the amount of footwear manufactured makes the cost of supervision very much great.cr, the civilian
force of the shop having been kept prepared to manufacture several times as many
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articles as have been ordered; seconil, that attention has been principally directeil to
make articles of which no just complaint could be made, and therefore to tlle rejection of any portions of the leather however slightly defective, especially those portions toward the belly and flanks; that is, there bas been no attempt to "cut closely"
the leather, which involves greater expenditure and higher cost to the footgear than
if "cut closely." It is believed that the results of this system have been greater average durability to the footwear and a diminution of complaints, and that the footwear is fully worth the price charged.
I invite special attention to that portion of the report giving the results of experiments in the use of viscolized leather and to the recommendations of the prison
quartermaster, in all of which I concur.
Attention is invited to the report of the prison surgeon, which records the gratifying fact that the health of the prison, both as regards soldiers and .PI'isoners, bas
been exceptionally good, no death having occurred during the past two fiscal. years.
It is only just to state that though the medical treatment of prisoners is a very
ungrateful task, through their tendency to make nnmerous frivolous complaints, no
greater skill or care could be devoted to any class than is so conscientiously given
by the prison surgeon to all cases of real sickness among the prisoners, the results of
which may be seen in the remarkable health record of this priRon.
The report of the executive officer shows that the general discipline of the prison
is excellent, though, as be points out, some incorrigible characters present problems
difficult of solution. Such men all prisot:t authorities acknowledge to be incapable
of reform by any human agency, and for such the indeterminate sentence, that is,
confinement until refurmed or for life, is the only adequate remedy that is found
sufficient for protection to society. While the general class of army convicts are not
what are technically, or as recognized by civil society, m·iminals, there are some
individuals who drift into the army of a class as incorrigible as can be found in any
State prison. For such, however, the discipline of this prison is as fully competent
to deal as is that of any prison. It is, however, hopeless to expect the reformation
of such vicious characters under any system which includes short determinate sentences, while tbe adoption of the modern advanced reformatory idea would require
legislation which it is probably not possible to secure at present.
I concur in the recommendation that the summary court be given power to try
prisoners to replace the garrison court-martial. The power is given court~-martial
to try prisoners by section 1361, Revised Statutes. The prison regu1ations prescribe
that they may be tried by a general or garrison court-martial "according to the
nature and degree of the offense." The evident intention of Congress being to replace
the garrison court-martial by the summary court., it may suffice to amend the prison
regulations in order to accomplish the object of this recommendation.
While the commandant has full power of punishment, there are many minor cases
which should be investigated ur.der sworn testimony, bearing the penalty of perjury
to secure truthfulness, and for this purpose the summary court is even more suitaule
in a prison than elsewhere.
I therefore recommend that by regulation or legislation the summary court be given
power to try prisoners.
The reports of the executive officer and of the commanding officer of the provost
guard show that the discipline of the guard is excellent. Some indifferent soldiers
occasionally get transferred into the gnard antl are found to be lax in their maintenance of discipline and too sympathetic to properly enforce the rules, but when found
such are speedily weeded out by the aid of the War Department.
I renew my recommendation of last year that the guard · be uniformly armed with
the Spencer repeating shotgun. This is a very important matter which I trust will
be speedily acted upon.
·
The amusement room of the provost guard continues to furnish harmless amusement to the men and profit to their mess.
The report' of the commissary shows that the prisonPrs have been well fed, as is
now considered proper in all well-regulated prisons, under the conviction that men
required to do hard labor should have ample and wholesome food.
The losses to the prison farm from the late excessive rains and high stage of water
will make some drains on the mess fund to furnish vegetables and antiscorbutics.
The report of tbe chaplain gives the results of the moral and religious work among
the prisoners, which bas been faithfully performed. The school has been more successful than was hoped, and its effects can not fail to be beneficial. It is expected
that under the diminished number of prisoners almost all who serve out their sentences can be made to pass through the modera.te curriculum before they leave the
prison.
The behavio ·· of the prisoners during the past year bas been good, with the usual
exceptions. The sweeping alterations of the periods of confinement to which they
were sentenced have made the maintenance of di-cipline somewhat difficult through
the restlessness always occasioned by hope of release and the disappointment expe-
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nenced when not released. Such a state of mind is antagonistic to all reformatory
influences, it being one of t.he most necessary conditions of good behavior and obedience to rules that prisoners should feel certain that only good conduct and faithful
work can reduce their sentences. When such a feeling obtains, as it can only do
when a fixed rule is carried out for a long period, the management of prisons becomes
much easier and all reformatory influences have an opportunity to a1i'ect the mind
not fully preoccupied by expectation of and schemes for release.
I renew my recommendation that in case of remissions prisoners shall be required
to serve out the time forfeited for misc0onduct. It is hoped, however, that the new
code of punishment may do away with the necessity for remissions of sentences.
During the past fiscal year there were but 3 escapes and 3 recaptures, and during
the past 3i years 19 escapes and 20 recaptures.
No prisoners have been sent to the insane asylum during the past year.
For many years the commandant of the prison has been ordered to attend the
annual sessions of the National Prison Association as a representative of the War
Department. At the past congress. held at Cincinnati, the commandant was elected
a member of the board of directors of the association.
I desire to specially commend the officers on duty at the prison for their exceptionany zealous, faithful, and efficient performance of duty, which has greatly aided me
in maintaining a high state of discipline.
.
Some change'! having been made in the rules to carry out the prison regulations, a
copy of the new rules is attached hereto.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. W. POPE,
Captain and A. Q. M., U. S. A., Commandant.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

OFFICE OF THE PRISON SURGEON, U. S. MILITARY PRISON,
Fort Leavenworth, KanB., July 3, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report ofthe medical department of the
miJitaryprisonforthe year ending June 30, 1891. The conditions affecting the health
of this command during the year have been eminently favorable, and the continued
immunity from mortality is largely attribntable to the excellent sanitary condition
of the prison and to the care taken to•furnish wholesome food and suitable clothing
for its inmates. For more than two years past there bas been no mortality either
among the p1ovost guard or military prisoners.
A consolidated report of military prisoners under treatment during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1891, is embraced in the following tabular statement:
Race.

. Remain· Taken
mg.June s"ck
1

30, 1890.

•

T

al Returned Dischat·ged
ot • to duty. for disability.

Remain-

l~~at~~~~~

--------------1---------------1------1----White··························-··--·
4
Colored.----·· .....• ------·-----·----· ·--- -- ....

342
9

346
9

339
9

4

3

Mean strength of prisoners for the year is 418 ; mean strength ~nlisted men, 103total mean, 521. Daily average of sick to mean strength of prisoners, 1.31 ; this is
the smallest average hitherto attained. The diseases of greatest prevalence have
been catarrhal and malarial in character. Only three or four cases of obstinate
continued fever have presented themselves, and but one case of well-marked enteric
fever. The prison has enjoyed an exemption from pneumonia during the past year
to a greater extent than heretofore. A return epidemic of "la grippe" visited the
prison in less severe form than last year, but well marked.
Four prisoners and three members of the provost guard were discharged for disability. The disabilities in the cases of the three members of the guard were due to
infirmities incident to age and long service in the Army. Two of the prisoners had
pulmonary consumption, one had Bright's disease, and one chronic gastritis, all due
to inherent predisposition or vicious habits.
The prison hospital bas been furnished with a new roof of tin, replacing tbl) shingle
roof put on fonrt.een years ago, when the hospital was built; bard-wood floors have
also been laid in the hospital wards and in the hallway.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J.P. WRIGHT,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Surgeon, U.S. A., Prison Surgeon.
The ADJUTANT, F. S. MILITARY PnrsoN,
F01·t Leav~nwortll, Kans.
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UNITED STATES MII.ITARY PRISON,
Fort Leavenworth, KanB., June 30, 1891.
SIR: In reporting the work in my department for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891. I am pleased to say that I think it the best year's work I have ever done in the
prison. I believe more men, in proportion to the whole number here during tile
year, have been led to reform in many more things than in any previous year.
The Temperance Union and theY. M. C. A. have both done excellent work in their
special fields, and every week brings evidence of this from those who have been cliscbarged. I do not mean to say that every man who signs the total abstinence pledge
in here will always maintain it, nor <io I say that every member of the Y. M. C. A.
will prove a rlevout and humble christian; but that these societies both find and
help men to better lives who would never have trierl bnt for their help is evident.
I have iucorporated in this report such statistic.s as were asked for by the Wardens'
Association in addition to the special report made directly to said association.
The school has been kept dilig~ntly at work in the curriculum provided in prison
regulations, and with some exceptions there bas been evident benefit. Whfln a man
says, " I have gotten along so far without any education, and am satisfied I can the
remainder of my life," it requires a decided transformation to make him see tbat be
wonld make a better soldier or sailor if be were educated; and that new birth is
rarely acquired by one who has passed the twenty-fifth milestone of a wandering,
shiftless life.
The tabulated report of the library shows what and how much has been read dllring the past year. We can only repeat that a good book is a mighty factor in tbe
band of one w}JO has the disposition to read it, and such is eminently tha case here.
The prohibition of all forms of vice (with the exception of the use of tobacco)
comes as near being absolute as is possible while men talk and t·hink; but as lmtg as
t.be U. S. Government permits and indorses this and kindred evils, so Jong may weak
humanity be expected to gratify a debased appetite.
A civil government that holds the spiritual element in it responsible for the morals
of that government, and gives the spiritual element no support, is very derelict.
Moral and civil governments are colaborers for the welfare· of the governed; all
prisons come under this law, and where these operate most harmoniously there wm
the best results be reached.
Pnnisbments for past offenses and reformation to prevent repetition, or other
crimes, is tbe purpose of penal instit.ntiom~, and where any facility or means to that
end is neglected, a fanlt or blunder has been committed. Men cannot be driven
into morality; but when temptations are removed, men, like children, may be led.
\Ve n.re nnrler renewed obligations to the laclieo of the Soldiers and Sailors' Aid, to
R. B. Pool of theY. M. C. A. of New York, to the Temperance Union of Kansas, and
theY. M. C. A. of Leavenworth, for their assistance and kindly offices, and to the generous publishers of periodicals-monthly, weekly, and daily-throughout the United
States for the donations they have made on behalf of the prisoners.
·
The commandant, Capt. J. W. Pope; the surgeon, Lieut. Col. J.P. Wright, and in
fact all connected with the prison, have placed me under obligations for privileges
and conrtesies looking toward the advancement of my work.
Very respeetfully, your obedient servant,
JoHN B. McCI~EERY,
Chaplain, U. S. A., Prison Chaplain.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY PRISON.

Number of p1·isoners received j1·om July 1,1890, to June 30, 1891.-Deserters, 194;
other offenses, 49-total, 243.
Religion.-Protestant, 173; Catholic, 69; Hebrew, 1-total, 243.
Nativity.-United States: Arkansas, 1; Connecticut, 3; Delaware, 1; District of
Columbia, 1; Georgia, 2; Illinois, 3; Indiana, 12; Iowa, 2; Kansas, 1; Kentucky, 9;
Louisiana, 1; Maryland, 9; Massachusetts, 14; Michigan, 10; Mississippi, 1; MiHsonri,
5; New Hampshire, 2; New Jersey~ (); New York, 36; North CaroHna, 1; Ohio, 21;
Pennsylvania, 22; Rhode Island, 2; South Carolina, 3; TenneF<see, 3; Virgirtia, 7;
West Virginia, 1; Wisconsin, 5. Foreign: Austria, 1; Canarla, 7; East In(fies, 1;
England, 13; Germany, 17; Ireland, 23; Poland, 5; Scotland, 7; Sweden, 2; Switzerland, 1; Wales, 2.
Birthplace of pm·ents.-United States: Connecticut, 3; Georgia, 1 ; Illinois, 2; Indiana, 6; low a, 1; Kentucky, 11; Louisiana, 4; Marsland, 4; Maine, 1; Massachusetts, H>; Michigan, 10; Missouri, 2; New Hampshire, 6; New Jersey, 2; New
York, 11; North Carolina, 1; Ohio, 6; Pennsylvania, 21; Rhode island, 5; South
Carolina, 1; Tennessee, 5; Virginia, 6; West Virginia, 2; Wisconsin, 1. Foreign:
Australia, 1; Canada, 1; England, 22; France, 2; Germany, 22; Ireland, 59; Poland,
2; Scotland, 2; SwP,den, 1; Switzerland, 1; Wales, 2; West Indies, 1.
Cause for enlisting in the Army.-To soldier, :217; want of work, 13; to see the West,
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1; drink, 4; trouble, 1; to make money, 2; change of climate, 3; induced by friends,
1; enlisted by his father against his will, 1.
Arrn of service.-Cavalry, 89; infantry, 94; artillery, 21; general service, ~3; battalion of engineers, 3'; general staff, 2; cavalry detachment at Military Academy, 1.
Occupation prior to enlistment.-Laborers, 124; mechanics, 99; clerkR, 15; sailors, 5.
Whm·e tried.-Department of the Atlantic, 62; Department of the Missouri, 49; Department of Da,kota, 28; War Department, 44; Department of the Platte, 33; Department of the Columbia, ~; Department of Texas, 23.
Cause for desertion.-Dissatisfieil, 42; drink, 67; trouble, 14; sickness, 9; did not
desert, 5; officers and noncommissioned officers, 31; could not get furlough, 2; to go
home, 7; induced, 1; no cause, 14; to get married, 1; no food, 1. Of these 194 deserters 3 :ue repeaters.
Where raised.-City, 174; town, 36; country, 50.
First enlistment, 205; more than one enlistment, 38; enlisted under right name,
195; enlisted under an alias, 48.
Educational.-Able to read, ~11; unable to read, 15; slight knowledge of reading,
17; able to write, 209; unable to write, 14; slight knowledge of writing, 20.
LIBRARY REPORT.

Number of books on hand and dmwn from July 1, 1890, to June 30, 1891.-Number of
books ou hand July 1, 1870, 3,303; June 30, 1891, 3,:~03. Total number of books
drawn from July 1, 1890, to June 30, 1H91, 10,665.
Chamctvr of books drawn.-Biograpllical, 429; historical, 555; light literature,
6,710; magazines, 1,078; miscellaneous, 892; religious, 376; scientific, 305; travel,
3~0-total, 10,665.
Letters mailed in fiscal year beginning July 1, 1890, and ending June 30, 1891.
Month.

Dome&tic. Foreign.

.July, 1890 .............................................................. ..
.Angust,1890 ........................................................... .
September, 1890 ........................................................ .
October, 1il90 ........................................................... .
N O\' Cnt ber, 1890 .. . .................................................... ..
December, 1890 ........................................................ ..
January, 1891 ....... . ................................................. ..
February, 1891. ....................................................... ..
J'.Iarch, 1891 .............. , ............................................. ..
.April, 1891 .................................... , ........................ .
l\lay, 18lll. ............................................................. .
.June, 1891 . .............................................................. .

530
504,
503
512
491
534
557
491
455
555
541
525

2312
17
15
13
:!0
12
12
13
12
20
10

Total.
553
516
520
527
50!1.
554
569
503
468

567
5til
535

SCHOOL REPORT.

The prison school was opened November 18, 18i:i8.
There are three grades-primary, elementary, and advanced-subdivided into four
primary, three elementary, and three advanced classes. The strength of each class
and average attendance are as follows:
Month.

P.I.

P. II. P.III. P.IV. E. I. E. II. E. III. .A. I. A.u. .A. III. Total.
- - - - - - - -- ------

---

-~

.July,1890 . ....................
August, !890 ..................
September. 1890 ...............
October, 1890 ..................
N ovem l>er, 1890 ...............
December, 1890 ................
January, 189l. .................
February, 1891 ................
March, 1R91 ...................
.April, 1891. ....................
May, Hl9L ......................
.June, 1891 .....................

9
9
10
10
9
9
9
8
5
10
9
10

9
8
9
10
10
10
10
9
6
6
6
7

7

9
8
8
9

9
9
9
8
10
9
7

9
9
8
9
8
7
7

9
7

10
7
9

.Average attendance, 83{~Number of I•upils completing the prescribed course, 51.

8
8
8
9
10
10
10
9
8
9
6
10

9
9
8
9
10
9
9
8
8
10
9
9

8
7
8
9
9
9
9
8
7
10
9
8

8
8
8
5
8
7
7
9
6
9
7
8

8
8
8
7
9
9
9
8
8
8
8
8

6
6
5
7
8
9
9
10
8
8
9
9

81
81
80
83
90
88
88
87
71
90
79
85
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OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER

u.s.

MILITARY PRISON,

Fm·t Leavenwm·th, Kans., Ju,ly 7, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report for the year ending June 30,
1891:
The discipline of the prison as a rule has con tinned good; at times, however, due
no doubt to the anticipatiOn that many sentences would be remitted or cut down to
conform with General Orders, No. :21, A. G. 0., series 1t\91, considerable restlessness
was observed, which was manifested by a great many violations of prison rules;
since the sentences have been adjusted to conform with that order an improvement
in discipline has been noted.
The serious infractions of prison rules have been confined as usual to a few bad
characters npou whom authorized punishments have no permanent effect. There is
a class of men in the prison whose aim seems to be to avoid serving the" bard-labor"
part of their senteuce; they will not do a fair amount of work, and loss of time uy
being marked "0" has no effect on them. If put in a place where tl.Je work is bard
they shirk and refuse to work, repeating the operation after pnnishment. I would
suggest that for such men a task be assigned; for instance, breaking such an amount
of st.one as would be a fair day's work, with the understanding that if the half-day's
task is not completed at noon bell they go without their dinner, and supper if the
remainder is not completed by afternoon bell.
No attempts at escape from the prison proper have been detected. The police of
the pdson grounds and buildings has been excellent. The members of the provoet
guard are well inst.rncted in their duties, are well disciplined, and arms and clothing
are in good condition. Their behavior on and off duty, as a rule, is excellent.. Several men who were not up to the standard have been discharged or tranoferred, and
the men who have joined during the past year have been as a rule of excellent character, resulting in au improvement ot the personnel of the g11ar1l as a body.
The civilian foreme11 and employes have been prompt and attentive to tLeir duties.
As a more direct means of arriving at the truth when prisoners are reported for
violations of prison rules, when it is deemed expedient to refer t,he case to a eonrt.martial, I would suggest that legislation be asked for to extend the jurisdiction of
the summary court to military convicts. It is bard to get at the trntb when the
witnesses are not under oath, and the proceedings of a garrison court-martial are apt
to be protracted and cumbersome.
v~ry respectfully, your obedient servant,
B. H. GILMAN,
Captain, Thirteenth Infantry, Executive Officel'.
The PRISON ADJUTANT.

.
ACTING ASSISTANT QUARTERl\fASTER'A OFFICE,
QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT OF THE U. S. MILITARY PRISON,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., June :~0, 1H91.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the work of this offi0e
during tho fiscal year ending .Juue 30, 1H91.
I was assigned to duty as acting assistant quartermaster by Orders No. 28, dated
U. H. Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., March 31, 1891, relieving .F irst Lieutenant William E. Alroy, Fifth Cavalry.
SHOE SHOP.

There are employed in this shop one inspector, at $116.66 per month, and three
foremen, at $100 per month each. Prisoner.~ varying from 42 to 45, amounting to
14.6:36i days' labor, ar, 50 cents per day; total value of labor $7,:318.~5.
Manufactured during the year 3,413 pairs sewed cavalry boots, 129 pairs brassscrewed boots, 24,56 L pairs of sewed campaign shoes, 1 pair of brass-screwed shoes,
old style, 25 pairs sewed calf post shoes, 25 pairs brass-screwed calf post shoes, 151
pairs sewed viscolized kip campaign shoes, 49 pairs officers' boots, and 50 pairs officers' shoes.
The average cost of the above boots and shoes is as follows, viz: Officers' boots,
$6.15 per pair; officers' shoes, $3.10 per pair; sewed cavalry boots, $3.48 per pair;
brass-screwed boots, old style, $:3.06 per pair; sewed campaign shoes, $2.0t:l per pair;
brass-screwed shoes, old style, $1.86 per pair; sewed calf post shoes, $2.50 per pair;
brass-screwed calf post shoes, $2.lt5 per pair; sewed viscolized kip cavalry boots,
$3.69 per pair; sewed viscolized kip campaign ~;hoes; $2.3V per pair.
No changes in the system of mannfacture have taken place. All the machiiH~ry in
the shop has performed its task satisfactorily and no delays have occurred.
The experiments conducted with the viscolized leat.her leave no doubt of its snperiorit.y over leather treated in the ordinary way as a material for military boots and
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shoes. The viscol with which the leather is stuffed after it leaves tbe currier's lwn<ls
keeps it soft and pliable for many mouths, and on this account tends to lengthen its
wearing qualities. The leather does not crack as soon as the wax upper now in nse.
What effect the viscol oil would ha,ve on shoe.-; stored for reserve use can only be determined by experiment. The boots and shoes experimented with were made of viscolized kip, which may be found equally as serviceable as cow-skin, but it is more
expensive.
The ordinary wax upper leather can be viscolized in the same way as described
above at a very small increase in cost.
The following r ecommendations are offered to improve the boot and shoe made at
this prison, viz: The tongne and vamp of the shoe to be made of one piece. Wax
upper leather to be viscolized, and steel sings to take the place of soft iron nails in
the heels, the Jat,ter to improve wearing qualities of the heels. No recomrnenrlations
are made for the post shoe until t.hose shipped for trial to the various post:-; have
been reported upon. Officers' boots and shoes have been manufactured since December, using only such material as was on hand or such as was snpplifld by purclutse on
private account.
·
The Goodyear Shoe Machinery Company sent an agent here in May to illnslrate
the working of their new welt machine. The work done by this machine i.3 favorably considered by the trade generally, and if any considerable number of shoes are
to be manufactured here in the future, it might be well to make a test of its merits
as applied to military footgear. Such a test need not involve Lhe Goverument in
any unnecessary expense.
CARPENTER SHOP.

In this shop 4 to 13 prisoners have been employed in the manufacture of Army
stores. Total number of days 2,897, at 50 cents per day. $1,448.50.
The following articles were manufactured at average cost set, oppo'lite each article,
viz: 2,529 barrack chairs, vulcanized seats, at $1.26 each; 2A87 barrack chairtl, perforated seats, at eo cents each; 347 mess tables, at $5.20 each; 110 mess benches, at
$1.91 each; 1,978 mess stools, at :n cents each; 48 company field desks, at !$7.0;-) each;
59 wire-woven bunk bottom prot.ectors, at $1.11 each; 400 stable brooms, lJ,t 3 L cents
each.
All articles made in this shop seem to give satisfaction except the chairs. It. is
hoped that the experiment of attaching the iron side braces will be snccessfnl. The
fifty chairs made for the prison guard's quarters last .July awl supplied 'v\'ith this side
brace are apparently as strong to-day a'3 when t,hey left the shop. Dnt one chair
was returned to the shop for repair, an<i this consisted simply in glmng in one slat.
HARNESS SHOP.

Employed in this shop are one foreman, at $100 per month, and from 5 to 18
prisoners, or 3,191i ~ays' labor, at 50 c~nts per day; total value, $1,595.75.
Manufactured dnrmg the year: 260smgle sets harness, ambulan·c e wheel, at $16.49
each; 213 single sets harness, ambulance lead, at $14.50 each; 367 single sets
harness, wagon wheel, at $15.12 each; lit:i8 single sets harness, wagon lead, at
$10.~H each; 50 sets harness, cart, at $14.48 each; 24 traces, ambulance, at $1.44
each; 78 breast straps, at 54 cents each; 691 halter straps, at :n cents each;
388 hame straps, at 10 cents each; 24 hame-strings, wagon harness, at 6 cents
each; 53 bridles, ambulance, at $1.70 each; 6 breechings, ambulance, at $1.44 each;
16 back bands, ambulance, at 67 cents each; 3 travois harness pads, at $2.11 each;
34 lines, two-horse, at $1.54 each; :n lines, four-horse, at $2.20 each ; 12 lines, sixhorse, at $2.27 each; 6 lines, lead, six-mule wagon, at $1.42 each; 13 lines, cart, at
$1.01 each; 12 head halters and straps, at $1.29 each; 6 IJreech straps, wagon, at 51
cents each; 24 lead line straps, wa,gon, at 12 cents each; 12 coupling straps, wagon,
at 14 cents each; 12 cross ~:~traps, at 24 cents each; 12 side straps, at 18 cents each ;
12 ring (line) straps, wagon, at 9 cents each; 6 choke straps, wagon, at 43 cents
each; 6 shaft girths, cart, at 74 cents each; 4 hip straps and turnbacks, ambulance,
at 54 cents each; t:i belly bands and billets, ambulance, at 36 cents each; :~0 belly
bands, long wagon, at 35 cents each; 60 belly bands, short wagon, at 17 cents each;
4 quilors complete, wagon, at 70 cents each; 4 hip straps and cruppers, wagon, at
$1.05 each; 6 back bands, wagon, at 52 cents each; 12 martingales, wagon, at 32
cent,s each; 1.2 stay pieces, wagon, at 20 cent.s each; 12 checks for lead lines, wagon,
at 38 cents each; 12 fronts (bridle), wagon, at 5 cents each; 12 blind st.ays and
checks, wagon, at 12 cents each; 1~ cruppers for aparejos, at $7.94 each; 12 savinhammers aparejos, at $:3.29 each; 6 coronas aparejos, at $5.17 each; 24 tie straps,
wagon, at 2 cents each; 6 straps, at 9 ceuts each; 2:l pole straps, at $1.92 each.
No complaints have reached this office of the quality of the stores manufactured.
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TIN SHOP.

There are employed in this shop one foreman, at $100 per month, and 4 to 9 prisoners, or 2,055 day&' labor, at 50 cents per day; total value, $1,027.50.
Manufactured during the year the following articles, at average cost set opposite
each article, viz: 1,161 tin wash boilers (A. R. ), at $L:n each; 427 tin coffee uoilers
(A. R.h at 66 cents each; 718 tin tea kettles (A. R. ), at 65 cents each; 216 tin steamers (A. R.), at 30 cents each; 84 tin pot covers (A. R.), at() cents each; 513 sheet.- iron
bake pans (A. R. ), large, at 43 cents each; 520 sheet-iron bake pans (A. R. ), small,
at 29 cents each; 1 copper boiler, square, at $4.68; 788 tiu boilers, square, at $1.f>!:l
each; 156 tin boilers, square, with faucets, at $2.41 each; 137 tin boilers, rountl, at
$1.25 each; 181 tin boilers, round, with faucets, at $2.03 each; 295 tin coffee-pots, a.t
37 cents each ; 30 tin dish pans, at $1.19 each; 25 tin sauce pans, at :-37 cents each ;
12 tin steamer-lids, at 6 cents each; 129 tin dippers, ~tt 18 cents each; 48 tin coff<>e
urns, at $2.11 each; 29 tin steamers, at 71 cents each; 6 tin strainers for coffee
boilers, at 13 cents each; 29 tin teapots, at 42 cents each; 24 tin cooking ve!'!sclr;, at
$1.15 each; 4 tin stew pans, at 40 eents each; 24 tin pots, at 57 cents each; 546 slwetiron bake pans, assorted, at 42 cents each; 18 tin bake pans, at 17 cents each; t.!,3n
j()ints stovepipe, common, at 11 cents per joint; 8,411 joints elbows stovepipe, common, at 13 cents per joint; 90 joints elbows stovepipe, Russia, at 22 cents per joint;
2 T-joints, common, at 23 cents per joint; 60 flue stoppers, assorted, at 9 cent.s each;
312 tin stovepipe collars, assorted, at 3 cents each; 12 sheet-iron stove drums, at
$1.27 each; 3 sheet-iron Buzzacott ovens, at $6.47 each.
It has been observed that the square and round tin boilers wear o~ rust. out moro
rapidly at the base near the joint made by the bottom w1 t.h the sides; it is therefore
recommended that a few boilers be made as an experiment with a strip of planislu·cl
copper inserted to extend from the bottom 3 or 4 inches up the ~Sides. It is tbnngilt
that such an arrangement, though slightly adding to their cost, will materially increase their serviceability and help them to retain a better appearance.
BROOM SHOP.

There were employed in this shop 2 to 7 prisoners. Total number of days' labor,
1,521i, at 50 cents per day, $760.75.
Manufactured during the year: 13,981 corn brooms, at an average cost of 14 cents
each; 10,686 whisk brooms, at an average cost of 5 cents each; 152 rope mats, at an
average cost of 72 cents each.
BLACKSMITH SHOP.

Employment of prisoners for 488! days, at 50 cents per day, $244.37.
Ma,nufactured during the year 5,016 sets bolts for barrack chairs, 48 sets irons for
company field desks, 347 mess-table legs, 110 mess-bench legs, 1,978 iron rods for messstools.
TAILOR SHOP.

Employment of prisoners for 67 days, at 50 cents per day, amount.ing to $33.50, in
manufacturing the following articles for prisoners at Alcatraz, Cal., viz: 140 coats,
at $Ul9 each; 177 trousers, at, $1.56 each; 170 shirts. at $1.41 each; 154 drawers, at
31 cents each; 100 overalls, at 43 cents each; 300 stockiugs, at 40 cents per pair.
The following labor was performed by prisoners for the post quartermaster, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.:
1,1191 days' skilled labor, at 50 cents per day_ ..•.......••••.. _.• _.. _. _..
19,38!:1! days' unskilled labor, at 35 cents per day-······-··-··----····-··

$559. 75
6, 786.41

Total.·----··----· ••••••.• -----· ••.•....••••.•..••.••••••••••• ·---·· 7,346.16
TOTAL LABOR.

The total amount of skilled labor employed by the Quartermaster's Department is ~5,976-£- days, at 50 cents a day·----------·-----····----------- $12,988.37
The total amount of unskilled labor, consisting of that done by prisoners turned over as laborers to the post quartermaster, is 19,389! days, at
35 cents a day ...••••• -----· •••• --····---· •••• ·-·· ........ ··--........
6, 786.41
Total .••••• ----···--· .•••••••••••..•••..••••••••••••••••••••••• .,.

19,774.78
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RECEIPTS.
Sales to
Sales to
Sales to
Sales to

officers of fuel, forage, and mineral oiL .....•••.••••..•••. ·----·
officers of boots and shoes ...................•..•. ·----· .•..••••
officers of miscel1aneous clothing and eq nip age ..........•.•••••.
officers of miscellaneous quartermaster's stores ...........•.•• _••
Saleofscraplea~her ............................••..••.••..•••..•••••• ~
Sale of sacks w1th scrap leather ....................•.....•••...•..... 5
Sales of condemned property, quartermaster's stores ...•....•...........
Sales of condemned property, clothing and equipage .•••••..........••..
Receipts from miscellaneous prison labor ........ ·..••...•.•.....•..•••••
Total ...•.•••••...••••• ---· ••••••.•.••••..••••..••••.••••••.••••.

$732.75
399.75
457.91
20.32
1,424.49
10.55
9.65
154.61
3,210.03

EXPENDITURES,
The disbursements of the Quartermaster's Department made during the
are as follows :
Regular supplies (tinware, etc.) .......••..••••••••••••.•••• -----·......
Incidcn tal expenses (clerical service, etc.) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . • • • • .
Transportation of the Army (harness, field-desks, et11. ). . . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • .
Clothing and equipage (boots, shoes, chairs, etc.).......................

fiscal year
$7,180.90
2, 024. 50
24, 776. 59
63,950.79

Total............................................................ 97,932.78
Of the above there was paid out of appropriation for fiscal year1889-'90, on account
of clothing and equipage, $446.61; on account of regular supplies, $1,032.23; total,
$1,478.84.
There have been transpor~ed from this prison t~ general depots of the Quartermaster's Department and to various posts 500,671 pounds of freight on 922 bills of lading.
There have been 444 transportation requests issued, covering the transportation of
558 persons, prisoners returning to last place of enlistment, and escorts returning to
their proper stations.
Very respectfully, your obedien-t servant,
F. VoN ScHRADER,
First Lieutenant, Twelfth Infantry, A. A. Q. M.
The ADJUTANT, U.S. MILITARY PRISON.

OFFICE OF ACTING COMMISSARY OF SUBSISTENCE,
U. S. MILITARY PRISON, Fort Leavemvorth, Kans., July 7, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report as prison acting commissary
of subsistence for the past year, being still on duty in that capacity under Orders No.
21, U. S. Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., May 1, 1888.
The tmbsistence supplies (articles of the ration) purchased by me for the use of the
prison have been (with the exception of fresh beef) purchased from the Subsistence
Department, under aut,hority conferred by the honorable Secretary of War, in a letter from the Commissary-General of Subsistence dated September 13, 1876, and have
been in excellent condition and of the best quality; the flour is of good quality and
makes excellent bread.
G. Samisch, of Leavenworth, Kans., was contractor for the supply of fresh beef,
and gave satisfaction.
The number of rations issued during the year were as follows, viz: To prisoners,
152,740; to civilian employes, 2,555; total number of rations issued, 155,295. Daily
average number of prisoners, 418iH; daily average number of civilian employes, 7;
average cost per ration, 11.6663+cents; total cost of rations, $18,117.21.
The ration in bulk is as follows, viz: Pork, 38,550 pounds; rice, 6,040 pounds; flour,
207,667 pounds; tea, 1,176 pounds; vinegar, 1,554 gallons; soap, 6,212 pounds; pepper, 388 pounds; fresh beef, 130,263 pounds; beans, 14,234 pounds; cofl'ee, 9,647
pounds; sugar, 2:3,299 pounds; candles, 38 pounds; salt, 6,212 pounds.
Purchases of corned beef, mutton, dried pease, hominy, barley, potatoes, and other
articles were made from the mess-fund.
A large variety of vegetables raised on the prison farm were served in season. Cabbage, parsnips, carrots, and potatoes were preserved through th~ winter and served
to the prisoners; beets, turnips, and sauerkraut lasted until spring; potatoes and
onions were had continuously the entire year. Green tomatoes, peppers, and cucumbers were pickled for winter use.
Hogs raised and fattened in the prison pens were killed from time to time and
served fresh in part and the remainder corned.
WAR 91···-VOL 1--7
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Special effort is made to give as much variety ancl change at dinner ae is consistent,
and no day has gone by during the year without. having a plentiful supply of vegetables and as much food to each man as he desired to eat.
The order relative to food served to prisoners on restricted diet has been carefully
coruplie1l. with, and none has ever been served that has not Leen carefully weighed.
'L'he service in the prison kitchen and mess-hall is excellent, and the food IS well and
carefully cooked and served cleanly and impartially to all. Each meal tbrouc•hout
the year has been ready and served on time. Twenty-five minutes are allow~<l for
each meal except snpper, when prisoners are dismissed by order of the acting commissary of subsistence.
The prison commissary, the commissary sergeant., and four privates of the provm~t
guard are present at each meal to maintain good order and discipline. Tile sulJsistence store-room, prison kitchen, mess-ball, bakery, and butcher-shop are inspected
by the commandant, attended by the officers of the prison, every Sunday mornincr,
aud at other times b.v him unattended. The exec.utive officer makes a daily inspe~
tion. Under existing regulations I am required to be present at all meals. I make
a daily inspection of my department and invariably find it cleanly and in order.
I have at the close of each month made a correct and careful inventory of subsistence stores on hand as required by paragraph 1352, Army Regnlations.
The kitchen utensils and mess kit are all good and well kept and cared for.
Tobacco furnished the commandant for distribution to prisoners engaged in special
or excessive hard labor was 841t pounds, and the cost thereof was $300.
Commissary Sergeant T. H. Forsyth has been on duty since May 2i, 1891, has given
entire satisfaction, and bas performed the various duties under the detail zealously
and efficiently.
Following is a statement of the prison mess-fund, of which I was appointed treasurer under Orders No. 56, dated U. S. Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
July 1, 1890: Received from Capt. J. W. Pope, June 30, 11~90, $2,330.61; received
during the year, $5,036.94; expended during tlle year, $5,104.78; balance on hand
June 30, 1891, $2,262.77.
Expenditures include 1 pipe-organ for prison chapel, $i00; garden seeds, $550.26;
30 head heifers, $312.45; 2 mules, $245.
Respectfully submitted.
C. W. MASON,
Fit·st Lientenant Fout·th Infantry, A. C. S.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY PRISON.

OFFICE OF COMMANDING OFFICER PROVOST GUARD,
U. S. MILITARY PmsoN, F01·t Leavenw01·th, Kans., July 12, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report for that portion of the year
ending .June 30, 1891, that I have been in command of the provost guard, viz: May
12, 1t91, to June 30, 1891:
During this time I have made daily inspections of the guard in charge of the different working partit>s and have- paid particular attention to the manner in which
the noncommissioned officers and privates of the guard have performed the duties
required of them. I have found them attentive to their duties and performing them
in the proper manner. No serious violation of the rules and regulations for the government of the U. S. Military Prison, by members of t.be guard, have been brought
to my notice. The guard is a well-disciplined body of men and thoroughly instructed
in their duties. The present mode of enlistment, by voluntary transfer of soldi{'rs
of the line who have served one enlistment with character "excellent" and who
possess the qualifications necessary for the duties ~eq uired of them, I believe to Le
the best.
The guard's amusement room is a source of great pleasure and comfort to them.
It is nicely fitted up with a billiard-table and pool-table, a good stock of cigars,
tobacco, pipes, blacking, matches, brushes, soaps, &c., but no liq11ors or beverages
of auy kind are sold in the amusement room. Qu1te a number of papers and magazines are subscribed for, consisting of eleven monthly magazines and :fifteen weekly
an<l six daily papers. The profits derived from the amusement room are used for
irnpro\'ing the guard's mess, and this, together with the savings on the rations and
the qua.ntities of vt>getables and fruits from the prison garden, enables them to live
well. The guard has now a mess-fund of $193 ..H and an amusement room fund of
$244.50.
TIJe armament of the guard with shotguns and revolvers I believe can not be improved, bnt there slwuld be some uniformity in the arms used. At present there are
three different kinds of shotguns in the hands of the guards, viz, double barreled
English, double-barreled Parker, and Spencer. I would strongly recommend that
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the double-barreled English and double-barreled Parker be replaced by the Spencer
repeating shotgnnA.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FREDERICK PERKINS,

Fi1·st Lieutenant, Sixteenth Injcmt1·y, Commanding Provost Gua1'd.
The ADJUTANT, U. S. MILITARY PRISON.

U. S. MILITARY PRISON,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 20, 1891.
The following statement showing the nnmber of prisoners in confinement in the U.
S. Military Prh!On, Fort Leavenwort.h, Kans., on the 30th day of June, 1891, received
from different organizations of the Army, the department from which sentenced, and
terms of sentences, together with their ages, natiVlties, and occupations, is respectfully submitted.
J. W. POPE,

Captain and A. Q. M., U.S. A., Commandant.
Number of prisoners in confinement on the 30th day of June, 1891, 378.
Of the number of prisoners confinerl, there were sentenced from the different regiments as follows: First Cavalry, 16; Second Cavalry, 22; Third Cavalry, 17; Fourth
Cavalry, 2; Fi1th Cavalry, 15; Sixth Cavalry, 12; Seventh Cavalry, 14; Eighth
Cavalry, 11; Ninth Cavalry, 16-making a total from the cavalry arm of 105. First
Artillery, 3; Second Artillery, 8; Third Artillery, 8; Fourth Artillery, 10; Fifth
Artillery, 8-making a total from the artillery arm of37. First Infantry, 2; Second
Infantry, 8; Third Infantry, 6; Fourth Infantry, 1; Fifth Infantry, 4; Sixth l::Jfantry, 9; Seventh Infantry, 10; Eighth Infantry, 4; Ninth Infantry, 3; Tenth Infantry, 1:3; Eleventh Infantry, 4; Twelfth Infantry, 14; Thirteenth Infantry, 8;
Fourteenth Infantry, 3; Fifteenth Infantry, 14; Sixteenth Infantry, 5; Seventeenth
Infantry, 5; Ei,ghteenth Infantry, 6; Nineteenth Infantry, 3; Twentieth Infantry,
11; Twenty-first Infautry, 6; Twenty-second Infantry, 10; Twenty-third Infantry,
8; Twenty-fifth Infantry, 8-making a total from the infantry arm of 168. Battalion of Engineers, 7; Hospital Corps, 1; Provost Guard, 1; Hospital Stewards, U. S.
A., 1; U. S. Military Academy Cavalry Detachment, 1; Recruits Mounted Service,
28; Recruits General Servic~ 2~-the whole making the grand total of 378.
Of the number of prisoners confined there were sent from the different departments
as follows: War, 70; Platte, 50 ; Dakota, 55 ; Atlantic, 97; Missouri, 76; Texas, 28;
Columbia, 2-total, 378.
The following represents the various charges upon which the prisoners were tried
and sentenced: Desertion, 265 ; desertion and desertion, 6; desertion and desertion
and violation of fiftieth Article of War, 1; desertion and desertion and violation
sixty-second Article of War, 2; desert.ion and violation seventeenth Article of War,
18; desertion and violation thirty-second Article of War, 1; desertion and violation
seveuteenth and thirty-eighth Articles of War, 1; desertion an<l violation seventeenth
and sixty-second Articles of War, "12; desertion and violationseventeenth, fortieth,
and sixty-second Articles of War, 3; desertion and violation seventeenth and sixtieth
Articles of War, 2; desertion and violation of twenty-first and sixty-second Articles of
War, 1; desertion and violation thirty-ninth and sixtieth Articles of War, 1; desertion and violation of fortieth and sixtieth Articles of War, 1 ; desertion and violation
fiftieth Article of War, 5; desertion and violation sixtieth Article of War, 3; desertion and violation sixty-second Article of War, 15; desertion and violation sixtysecond, seventeenth, aud sixty-second Articles of War, 1; desertion and theft, ~;
violation seventeenth and thirty-second Articles of War, 1; violation twentieth and
twenty-first Articles of War, 2; violation twenty-first and sixty-sp.cond Articles of
War, 1; violation twenty-first, twenty-fourth, and sixty-second Articles of War, 1;
violation thirty-second and sixty-second Articles ofWar, 1; violat.ion thirty-second,
sixty-second, and seventeenth Articles of"War, 1; violation thirty-eighth Article of
War, 1; violation thirty-eighth and sixty-second Articles of War, 2; violation thirtysecond and sixtieth Articles of War, 1; violation sixtieth Article of War, 2; violation sixtieth and sixty-second Articles of War, 2; violation sixty-second Article of
War, 14; violation sixty-second and seventeenth Articles of War, 1; violation sixtysecond and twentieth Articles of War, 1; violation sixty-second and twenty-first
Articles of War, 1; violation sixty-second and thirty-second Articles of War, 2; violation sixty-second, thirty-third, and thirty-second Articles of War, 1; violation
sixty-second and sixty·second Article of War, 1; theft, 2-total, 378.
'l'he following are the terms of sentences and number of prisoners undergoing confinement under each term: 9 months, 1; 10 months, 2; 1 year, 39; 1 year and 1 month,
1; 1 year and 6 months~ 49; 1 year and 7 months1 2: 1 year and 8 months, 2; 2 years,
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70; 2 years and 16 days, 2; 2 years and 3 months, 1 ; 2 years and 4 months, 2; 2 years
and 6 months, 107; 2 years and 7 months, 3; 2 years and 8 months, 5; 2 years and 10
months, 1; 2 years, 11 months, and 15 days, 1; 3 years, 56; 3 years and 2 months, 1;
3 years and 3 months, 1; 3 years, 3 months, and 16 days, 1; 3 years and 6 months, 5;
4 years, 11; 4 years and 10 days, 1; 4 years and 4 months, 1; 4 years and 6 months,
3; 4 years and 9 months, 1; 5 years, 8; 10 years, 1-total, 378.
The approximate ages of the prisoners confined in the prison are shown by the following: Between 18 and 21 years, 6; between 21 and 25 years, 169; between 25 and
30 years, 152; b~tween 30 and 35 years, 41; between 35 and 40 years, 9; between 40
and 45 years, 1-total, 378.
Of the prisoners here confined, the nativity as claimed by them is as follows:
Austria, 1; Canada, 10 ; England, 9; Germany, 22; Ireland, 36; Nova Scotia, 1;
Prussia, 3; Scotland, 3; Sweden, 2; Switzerland, 3; United. States, 287; Wales, 1tota1, 378.
The following occupations are represented: Bakers, 3; barbers, 19; basket-makers, 1; bar-tenders, 1; bolt-cutters, 1; bricklayers, 3; blacksmiths, 13; boilermakers, 2; brass-finishers, 1; broom-makers, 1 ; butchers, 4; carpenters, 18; clerks,
23; coopers, 1; cooks, H; caachmen, 1; comb-makers, l; electricians, 2; engineers,
3; firemen, 16; farmers, 16; tile-cutters, 1; glass-workers, 2; hostlers, 1; harnessmakers, 3; hat-finishers, 1; iron-molders, 7; japanners, 1; jewelers,1; laborers, 86;
machinists, 4 ; miners, 2; musicians, 4; nail-feeders, 1; nickel-platers, 2; printers,
10; painters, 23; paper-hangers, 1 ; physiciana, 1; plasterers, 3; plumbers, 5; porters, 1; pudfllers, 1; rope-makers, 1; railroad.-men, 10; sailors, 7; sawyers, 1; salesmen, 3; school-teachers, 1; shoemakers, 16; stone-cutters, 7; stone-masons, 1; soldiers, 1; tailors, 4; tank-builders, 1; tinsmiths, 3; teamsters, 16; telegraph-operators, 3; waiters, 2; wood-turners, 1; total, 378.
Annual report of alterations in p1-isoners and prison labor performed at the U. S. Military
P1·ison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., du1·ing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891.
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*One man now serving sentence in prison, recognized as an escaped prisoner, not included as received ":E'rom escape" in above report.
RECAPITULATION.

ifeE;t~~d ~~~: ~~·- :~:~- ~ ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

481
245
726

LOSS.

Discharged:
Expiration of sentence .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••

~~ ~~~~~~~~~-~~;iifio~t~-- ::::: ·.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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89
4
3
1
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.

P1·ison labor performed.
For Quartermaster's Department.

~0

~a.i

....O<Z

~

During-

'1:!

For depot and
post quartermasters.

Manufacturing department.

"'Q)b.C

'S.s
p

z

UnSkilled. skilled.

Shoe
shop.

Harness
shop.

Tin
shop.

Car- Tailor
Broom penter
shop.
shop.
shop.

Blacksmith
shop.

Days.

Days.

207

45
162
229
166
144
97
102
92
107
120
119

Days.

Days.

Days.

128
141

. ..............

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·--

Jnly,1890 ..•••••.••.
August,1890 .....••.
September, 1890 .....
October, 1890 ....•..
November, 1890 ...•.
December, 1890 .....
January, 1891 .......
February, 1891. .....
March, 1891. ........
April, 1891. .........
May, 1891. ..........
June, 1891 ..........

26
26
26
27
24
26
26
23
26
Z6
25
26

Total .........

307

Days.

Days.

Day.~.

Days.

25
21
31
27
354!
17

2, 034~
2, 213!
2,141
2, 046
1, 886~
1, 622!
1, 385
1, 023
1, 375!
1,271
1, 128!
1, 263

1, 224
1, 231!
1, 149~
1, 318~
1, 183~
1, 222
1, 204!
1, 156~
1, 146t
1, 226
1, 264
1, 310

139
178
208
229
242
410
492
378
366
185!
193
171

636~

3,191!

152~

35
52
75
193
136~

1, 119! 19, 389! 14,

During-

Total for Quartermaster's Department.
Skilled.

Days.
July,1890 .....................
August, 1890 ..................
September, 1890 ..............
October, 1890 .................
November, 1890 ...............
December, 1ll90 ...............
January,1891. ................
Ff' bmary, 1891. ...............
March, 1891 .................
.April, 1891. ...................
May, 1891. .....................
June, 1891 ....................
Total ...................

1, 847
1, 970
1, 961!
2, 282!
2, 394!
2, 216t
2. 518
2, 199t
2, 270
2, 134!
2, 094
2, 089

228~

197!
206!
163
131!
176
150
197
155
71
172
2,055

For prison.

Unskilled.

Skilled.

2, 034t
2, 213!
2,141
2, 046
1, 886?;
1, 622t
1, 385
1, 023
1, 375t
1, 271
1, 1281
1, 263

2, 243
2, 288!
2, [!89!
2, 341!
1, 818!
1, 332!
2, 18l
1, 849
1, 980!
1, 932!
1, 886
1,84H

67

12
8
.. .............. ..............
255! .. .............
79!
62
245! ..................
47
292 ...............
335 .................
56
314 ...............
74
50
351! ..................
55
318 .................
20
234 ...............
25
146~

.,.. I 2, '"
897

67

1, 521!

Total labor.

Unskilled.

Skilled.

6,500
5, 742
4, 707
4, 595
4, 590
4, 891
4,817
4, 317
5, 098
4, 976
4, 553~
4, 696

4, 090
4, 258~
4, 351
4, 623!
4, 213
3, 549
4, 700
4, 0±8!
4, 250!
4, 067
3, 980
3, 937

Unskilled.

4881

A.ggre"ate
l~bor.

---- ---- ---- ---- -------Days.
Days.
Days.
Days.
Days.
Days.
8, 534i
7, 955!
6, 848
6, 641
6,47~

6, 513!
6, 202
5, 340
6, 473!
6, 247
5, 6S1!
5, 959

12, 624!
12,211
11,199
11, 26!!
10, 689!
10, OG~t
10, 902
9, 388~
10, 724
10, 314
9, 661!
9, 896

- - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - 25, 976!
78, 872!
128,9401
19, 389t I 24, 091!
59, 482! ! 50,068

Average number of prisoners employed daily throughout the year of 307 working days:
Mechanics .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... . . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. . . 163. 09
Laborers .................................................................................... 256.91
Total .......................... , • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ••• • • • ... • .. • •• • • • .. • • • • .. .. 420. oa
Average number of prisoners in contlnement per month 418.

J

.A..-GENER.A.L RETURN OR EXHIBlT OF THE .ACTUAL STRENGTH OF THE AR.MY OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES, JU~E, 18111.

HlLITAllY ACAD•

ENLJSTED MEN.

COllllJSSlO~ED OFFICERS.
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A
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0
0

- - l - -·l - - - - + - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - l - - + - - - 1 - - - 1 - -

Gennal officers........................................... .
Adjutant General's De1>artment . ........... ...................
lnhpector ueneral's Deµartiuent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. .. . ......
Jn<ll(e.Acl\'ocate.General 's Department...................
Q1rn.rtcrmaster's Ueµartrueut .. ........................... .
Ut'part~ienl.ll····;t··1·c·o· ·~··················
p:;D~p:ir~~~~~te~.. a~.' ... ~?~~'

~rt:11r11f6

8
-----·
.. .. ..
......
······
......

- - - l -- - l - - - · l - - - + - - - l - - - - ' l - - - 1 1 -- -1---1--

6 ....................................•.••...••.....•......... ··· ·•·
l
4
6
6 ---·· ..... ..... ..... 1; - · · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • - - · · · · - - - - - ·
1
2
2
2 •• •. •. . •. . •
. .. . .. . .. • . . .• .•• . .•• . • . . .. ••.
1
l
3
3
.........................•..• .
1
4
30
·•••·· ·• •·• ••·•·· ···· · · ·•·••·
4
8
1

............ ··••·• ••·· · ·
.......

:·····

------ ------

. ••••• .•••.. ..•• .. .. • • . .

........... . ........... ·
2 ···••• ···•··
··•••·

1 ~ 1~ 5g ~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ... 3() ............ :::::: :::::: :::::: .... i.

.... ?.:::::·.:::::::::::· ::::::

1

a

2
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33
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. .... .. ...
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g~~~;i/uEJ;~ii:~~itl.
SignalCo,p!! ··········· ·· ·-· ·· ··························· · ......
I .•.... ......
1
4 .•..•. .•.... ...... ..•...
Post chaplains ...................•..............•............... .... · · · ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • .. ..•. .. . ... ..

...... ...... ...... ...... ..••..

10 .•.• ~. ::: : : : :::: :: . ... 4. ::::::
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29 . . • . . . . . . . • . • . .
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i

i
i ~ : g i
!~tt~\
f.!:~\~t.:·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·
::::::
::::::
i 1
:3 g
i
Seventh Rti1.d1u1>nt of U.1ntlry.. ... ...... ...... ............ .. .. .. ......
1
1
12
1
~i~~~u.R~ii~~~~ torc~~!\'i~? :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::: : · ·:::::
il 1i :3 12g ~
TeLth Ro:.ciruAntof Cavalry..... .. ...... ........... ....... ...... .....

~~:~~;~it~~::i.~!i~?c~~~it::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::· ::::::
1
~~

1

g

:

1
~.\~~\~~

1

Aggregateofcavalry .....•.....•• ••..• ... ....•.. ..............

10 1

~

~f!~.v:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::. ::::::1 i

1
re~~,~~!f;;:~?etIJ~rot-11:\
Third R,·µtmentof L\r1illny................... ..........• .....
Fomth l{rgilnen•of.t\r11llory. ............................ ......
FifthRegimPntofartillery .......•......... : ................... .
.aggregate of a,tillery ....•....•.............•..••... .....

....
......
......
......

r!~~~t~!~·1~!1~.t}N~1r~~~.j:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::· ::::::

ThinlRe:.!imentofJnfantQ ................... . ................ ......
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10

1

1
l
1

I

1

30
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i ............ i: ]~
...... ...... ...... ......
1:::::: :::::: g i~
:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
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t
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1

7
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8
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3
12:
3
l;J I
3 _12!
15
60
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1
1
l
5

1 ..... . ......
1 .. .. . ..•...
1 ............
r,

. •• .•

l

1

111<

1

1

...........

1
1
1

l
1
1

10
10
10

1
1
1

'l'birMo1h Hcgimrntofintant1·.v..........................
Fourt~e11tbRegimentoflnta11uy.........................
Fifteenth Ro)!imeut of Infantry ... . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .
Sixteenth RegimPnt of Infantry ....••.•. . ••............. ·
Se"enteenrh Re)!iment of lnfimtry. ..• .• . ... . . . ..... . ......
Eigbteeoth Regim;,nt oflofan1ry ....... ...... ...... ......
NinetN' nth Regiment oflnfautry........ ..... ...... ... ...
Twentieth Regimentoflufantr~..........................
Twent~·.fir~t Regiment of Inran.tr.v . . .. . • . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .
Twenty.ae<·ood Reiriment of Iu tan try... .• .•. . •• .. . .... . . .
Twenty.1 llird Regiment of Infantn .. .. .. . ... . .. ... . .. . . . .
Twentv.fourtb Rel(iment of Jnfau try ... ... ...... .•.... .. .
Tweut~·.fllth Ru)!iment of Infantry........................

1
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1
1
1
1
l
1

1
1
l
l
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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10
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1
1 ......
1
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1
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1
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1
1 .... ..
1
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1
1 !. .....
1
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1
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1
1 .••• •.
l
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1
1 .. .

i
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1~0
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1:1
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1
1 .. ... . ....

JO
10
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8
7
4
7
7
8
7
8
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7
7
8
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1
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1
1
1
1
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1
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l
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1
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l
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1
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8
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8
8
8
8
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31
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32
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31
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31
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8
8
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31
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H
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2
2
1
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e.a ata1r officers from

ADJUT.lNT·GK?l"ltRAL'S OFFICE,

Wiuhingum.
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REPORT OF THE SEnRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position and iistribution of troops by Departments, taken from
GARRISONS.

POSTS

SITUA.TIONS.

COMMANDING.
OFFICER.

PRESENT.

"'
Cll

-~

S Regiments.
~

0

~

....0
1D

.c

s

~

-----------ll---------------1------------------l-l----------l-----DEPARTMENT OF THE

EAST.

Headquarters . . . . . . . . Governors Island, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard.
N.Y.
Fort Preble, Me ...... Portland ........•••. Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d
Art.
Fort Warren, Mass .. Boston Harbor ..••.. Maj. Wm. Sinclair, 2d
Art.
Fort Adams, R. I. . . . Near Newport ..... . Col. J. Mendenhall, 2d
Art.
Fort Trumbull, Conn. New London .•.•••.. Capt. H. G. Litchfield,
2dArt.
Fort Columbus, N.Y. Governors Island ... MaJ. W. L. Haskin, 1st
Art.
Fort Hamilt.on,N. Y. New York Harbor .. Col. L. L. Langdon, 1st
Art.
FortNiagara, N.Y ... Youngstown .....••. Liem Col. E. G. Bush,
11th lnf.
Fort Ontario, N.Y .... Oswego ...•..•.•••.. Capt. J. W.Powell, jr.,
6th Inf.
Fort Porter, N. Y . . . . Buffalo .....•• ·-·· .. Maj. W . J. Lyster, 6th
In f.
Fort Schuyler, N. Y . . Thro~s Neck •.•••.. Maj. C. B. Throckmorton, 2d Art.
Fort Wadsworth, N. · New York Harbor .. Lieut. Uol. R. Lodor, 1st
Y.
.Art.
Fort Wood, N. Y . . . Bedloe's Island ..... Capt. A. M. Wetherill,
6th Inf.
Madison Barracks, Sacketts Harbor .•.. Col. I. D. De Russy,llth
N.Y.
In f.
Plattsburg Barracks, Plattsburg .....•••.. Capt. J. P. Schindel, 6th
N.Y.
In f.
Fort McHenry, Md ... Baltimore .••..••.... Lieut. Col. E. C. Bain. bridge, 3d Art.
Washington Bar- Washington .••..•.. Col. L. L. Livingston, 3d
rackR, D.U.
Art.
Fort Monroe, Va •........•.••••••.•••.•.... Lieut. Coi. R. T. Frank,
2d Art.
FortMyer, Va. ....... Near Washington, Maj. G. V. Henry, 9th
D.C.
Cav.
Fort Barranca.s, Fla .. Pensacola ........... Maj. H. C. Hasbrouck,
4th Art.
St. Francis Barracks, St. Augustine ....... Col. N. W. Osborne, 5th
Fla.
Inf.
FortMcPherson,Ga .. Atlanta ............. Col. H. W. Closson, 4th
.
Art.
JaeksonBarracks,La., New Orleans ........ Lieut. Col. W. L. Kellogg, 5th Inf.
Mount Vernon Bar- i Mount Vernonw••••. Maj. E. f), Woodruff, 5th
racks, Ala.
Inf.
Newport Barracks,• Newport ..••••.•.•.. Maj.W. M. Wherry, 21st
Ky.
,
Inf.
Fort Thomas, Ky ..... , Near Newport...... Col. M. A. Cochran, 6th
In f.

I

. . Department 1 . . 2 1 1 1
staff.
1 2d Art ................ -·
2 2d Art ................ -·
4 2d and 4th ........... .

Art.
1 2d Art ................ ··

1st Art ................ .
4 1st Art ............... -·
2 llthlnf................ .
6th Inf ................. .
2 6th Inf.............. -- .•

2d Art .............. -- ..
3 1st Art ................ .
6th Inf.. ............... .
6 llthlnf.. .............. .
6th Inf ................. .
3 3d Art ................. .
6 3d Art. ................ .

6 1st, 2d, 3d, ........... .
4th, and
5th Art.
1st, 8th, and ........... .
9th Cav.
2 4thArt ................ .

2 5th Inf ................. .
74th Art ................ .
2 5thlnf................. .
3 5th and 12th ........... .
Inf.
6thlnf................. .
6thinf................. .

------

Total Department of the East .•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••. 70 • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 1 .. 2 1 1 1
F
=F====
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING TRE ARMY.
the latest retu1·ns on file in the Adjutant- General's Office, 1891.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

B.-Po8ition and dist1·ibution of troops by Departrnents, taken from the
GARRISONS •

PRESENT.

.,;

POSTS.

SITUATIO:NS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

a.

-~

~

Regiments.

0

Q

.....0
~

,!::>

sc

~
DEPARTMENT OF THE
MISSOURI.

Headquart.ers .....••. , Ch.icago,TIL ..•.•••. Maj. Gen.N.A.Miles ..... Department 1 .. 2 2 2 ..
staff.
Fort Shendan, Til.... Highwood . . • . • . • • • . Col. R. E. Crofton, 15th 8 15th Inf .......... . ..... .
In f.
Fort Brady, Mich . . . . Sault Ste. Marie . . • . Capt. G. F. Towle, 19th
19th Inf ........ . ....... .
In f.
19th Inf.. ............. ..
• Fort Mackinac, Mich . MichHimackinac Is- Maj. E. :M. Coates, 19th
land.
Inf.
Fort Wayne, Mich ... Detroit .••••..••••.. Col. C. H. Smith, 19th 4 19thinf. ............... .
In f.
FortLeavenworth, ...••••••••••••.••••.. Col.E.F.Townsend,12th 12 1st, 2d, 5th, .. . . .. .. .. ..
and 9th
Kans.
Inf.
Cav.; 2d
Art.; 7th,
lOth, 12th,
13th, and
14th Inf.
FortRiley,Kans ..... JunctionCity ....... Col.J. W. Forsyth, 7th 11 7thCav. ; lst, ........ . . ..
c~

~~d4~

Art.
Fort Supply, Ind. T .. 16 miles from Wood- Col. M. Bryant, 13th Inf. 6 5th Cav. and .......... ..
13th Inf.
ward.
Fort Reno, Okla ..... . Near C h e y e n n e Col. J. F. Wade, 5th Cav. 6 5th Cav. and .......... ..
13th Inf.
Agency.
Fort Sill, Okla ....... . 65 miles north of Liuut. Col. C. H. Carl- 9 5th and 7th ........... .
Heurietta, Tex.
Cav. and
ton, 7th Cav.
7th and
13th Inf.
lOth I11f............... ..
Camp at Oklahoma,
Capt. D. F. Stiles, lOth
Okla.
Inf.
Total Department lllf the Missouri .............................. 61 .............. 1 .. 2 2 2 .•
DEPARTMENT OF
TEXAS.

Headquarters . . . . . . . . San Antonio, Tex... Brig. Gen. D. S. Stanley . . . Department 1 . . 2 1 ....
staff.
Fort Bliss, Tex ....... El Paso . ........... . Maj. James Henton, 23d 2 23d Inf.. .......... -- .. ..
In f.
3d Cav ................ ..
Fort Brown, Tex . . . . . Brownsville ....... . Capt. J. B. Johnson, 3d
Cav.
Fort Clark, Tex·.... . . Brackettville ..••••• Col. H. M. Lazelle, 18th 10 3d Cav. and .......... ..
18th Inf.
In f.
3d Cav ................ ..
.E'ort Hancock, Tex... Hancock .......... .. Capt. G. A. Dodd, 3d
Cav.
·
FortMclntosh,Tex .. Laredo .•••••••.••... Col. A. P. Morrow, 3d 3 3d Cav. and .......... ..
23d Inf.
Cav.
Fort Rinp;gold, Tex... Rio Grande City .•.. Capt. J. G: Bourke, 3d 2 3d Cav. and .......... ..
5th Inf.
Cav.
Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio ....... . Col. J. J. Coppinger, 23d 11 3d Cav., 3d ........... .
Art., 5th
Tex.
In f.
· and 23dlnf.
3d Cav ................ ..
Camp Pena Colorado. Near Marathon •.... 1st Lieut. T. R. Rivers,
Tex.
3d Cav.
TQtal Department of Texas·-···-······················ •••••••. 31 .............. 1 .. 2 1 .. ..
i=

====='= ·
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.

latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1891-Continued.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

B.-Position and distribution of troops by Departments, taken j1·om the
iGARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

PltESENT.

ai

<l)

'§
!3'

Regiments.

0

Q

.....0
F-4

<l)

,.c

g

z

- - - - - - --1 - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1-1-- - - -- 1- - - - - DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Headquarters •••••••. San Francisco, Cal.. llrig. Gen. T. H. Rug<>r ..
Fort Gaston, Cal . . • • . Hoopa Valley •.•.••• Capt. F. H. Edmunds,
1st Inf.
Fort Mason, Cal . _. _.. San Francisco . _.... Capt. 8. A. Day, 5th Art .
Alcatraz Island, Cal._ San Francisco Har- M~j. A. C. Wildrick, 5th
Art.
bor.
Angel Island, CaL_ ...... do ............. .. Col. W. R. Sheafter, 1st
In f.
Benicia Barracks, CaL Benicia ........... .. Lieut. Col. J. S. Casey,
1st Inf.
Presidio, Cal ........ San Francisco----- Col. W. M . Graham, 5th
Art.
Capt. J. H. Dorst, 4th
Sequoia National
Cav.
Park, Cal.
Capt. A. E. Wood, 4th
Yosemite National
Park, Cal.
Cav.

..1 Depmment
staff.

1 .. 1 1 1 1

1 1st Inf ................. .
1 5th Art ........ . .... __ ..
2 5th Art. .... -- . _ ...... ..
1st Inf................. .
2 1st Inf .......... ..
4th Cav. and ......
5th Art.

1 4th Cav ......... ..

4th Cav ................ .

Total Department of California ........ ---------~----·····----·· 20 .............. 1 . . 1 1 I 1
DEPARTMENT OF
DAKOTA.

Headquarters •••..... St. Paul, Minn •••••. Brig. Gen. Wesley Merritt.
Fort Snelling, Minn .. Near St. Paul. ...... Col. E. C. Mason, 3d Inf. 8
Fort Buford, N.Dak .. .................................... Lieut. Col. J. N. An- 2
draws, 25th Inf.
Fort Yates, N.Dak ... 60 miles from Bis- Lieut. Col. W. F. Drum,
12th Inf.
marck.
Fort Bennett, S. Dak . 28 miles from Pierre. Capt. J. H. Hurst, 12th 2
In f.
Fort Meade, S.Dak ... Near Sturgis ....... Lieut. Col. E. V. -Sumner, 8th Cav.
Fort Sully, S.Dak ... . 25 miles from Pierre. Maj. J. A. P. Hampson, 4
12th Inf.
Fort Yellowstone, Yellowstone Park .. Capt. G. S. Anderson,
6th Cav.
Wyo.
Fort Assinniboine, ..................................... Lieut. Col. J. C. Bates, 9
20th lnf.
Mont.
Fort Custer, Mont .... 31 miles from Custer Col. A. K. Arnold, 1st 7
Uav.
Station.
Fort Keogh, Mont ... . Near Miles City .... Col. P. T. Swaine, 22d 10
Inf.
Fort Missoula, Mont. . Missoula..w .......... Col. G. L. Andrews, 25th
In f.
Camp Poplar River, Poplar River Station Capt. L. Wheaton, 20th
In:t:
Mont·.

Department 1. . 2 1.. 1
stafi'.
3d Inf ...... .... -- .... ... -25th Inf... _. ---- -- .... -- -8thCav.,12th . -- -· -----and22dinf .
3d Cav. and .... . . ..... -12th Inf.
8th Uav..... . .. -- ....... ---3d and 12th ... .... ....... .... ....
In f.
6th Cav ..... ..... -- -----

..

lstCav. and .. ......
20th Inf.
1st Gav ..... ... ..

.......

.... . .

.... .. .....

1st and 8th .. .... ...... . ... .....
Cav. and
22d Inf.
....... .... ... .... ...
3 25th Inf.

.

3 20th and 25th ........ ... ... .....
Inf:

Total Department of Dakota .... ~·- .......................... 60 .............. 1 .. 2 1 .. 1
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latest 1·etums on file ·in the Adjntant-General's Office, 1891-Continued.
PUESENT.

2 1

1 2 ..

.. .. ... .. ..

.. .. .. .. ..
..

1 .. . ...

15

14

1 . ..

2

49

3

1

1 . ..
2 ..

2

58
113

4
7

1 . . ...

4 . ..

9

247

17

96

5

414

26

.. .. .. . . . ..

.. .. 1 .. .. ..
. . .. . .
.. .. ... .. .. .. 1 .. .. ..
1 .. .. .. ..

ABSENT.

.. .. .. .. 1 ... 2 . .. ... ...
.. .. .. .. ] . . . .. 6 ...

1

.. ..

3

..

.. .. .. .. .. .. ...
.. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . ..
.. .. ... ..

14

1 . .. . ..

...

63

. .. . ..

. ..

61

1

_ !_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

21 1

7 2 . .. 1

2 1

2 19 . . .

2

2

3511, 116

AGGREGATE.

.. ... . . . .. . .. . ..
.. . .. . .. .. . .. . ..
52 .. . . ... 1 . . 1 1
120 .. .. ... 3 . . 3 3
264 .. . . 3 5 . . 8 8
101 .. .. 2 . .. .. 2
440 .. . .
6 •.
7
65 .. . . . .. 1.. 1
.. ... ... .. . .. . ..
64
29 ..

14

15

29

52 ..

3

49

52

5
10

58
113

63
123

25

247

272

7

96

103

33

414

44.7

3

63

66

61

64

---------------

81 1, 197 . . . .

6 16 . . 22 22 103 1, 116 1, 319

=========~========= ======~===

, 1 1•.... .. .. .1 1 1... ... ...

,I

L _~ ~ ::: __ ~ __ ~

1~

... . ..
. .. . ..

6

______ ~ :: :: :: }: : j
1

..

.. .. 1.. .. 1. ..

.. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ...
2 .. ..

..

1..

1 .. .. .. 1 ..

.. .. ...

..

.. .. .. ..

3 .. .. ..

....

.. .. . .

..

1..

2 .. . . ..

.. ..

2 .. ..

.. 1
. . ..
. . . . ...

1 .. .. .. .. .. 1 ..

4 ...
1 .•

1

1 ...... , .... .• , .....

4~~ 3~

~~~ ::

221

234 .. ..

13

81

:: :::

. ..

84 ..

··I

8

349

21

370

2 ... . .. ...

6

128

11

139 .. ..

62

3

427

30

457 .. 1

7 ...

2

1• , ,. .. .. ... ... .. ... ... ,

6 .•.

1. .. ...

...

1

16

65 ..

2

..

10

399

24

423 ..

11

440

26

466 1. .

3 ...

5

189

13

202 . . . .

2 .•.......

5

129

8

137 ...•

2, 1157 2o9 3, 166

3~

4~~ ~g~

18

221

4

81

85

5

5

1..

1

·1 317

239

4..

9

30

349

379

2 •.

4

15

128

143

3 ...
2

36

4 ..

.

7 .•.

16

i :: i i

.. . . ... . . ... . ..

5 ...

31-iif4 ~ ~ 6 ~ 4 81o 49 ~ 6 6 9i

o===

..

62

65

427

463

6

36

6

30

399

429

8 .. 12 12

38

440

478

3 ..

5

5

18

189

207

1 ..

2

2110

129

139

4 ..

6

32 ~53

53

262 2, 957 3:" 219
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B.-Position and distribution of t1·oops by Df',pa1·tments, taken from the
GARRISONS.

I'RESENT.

<tl

SITUATIONS.

POSTS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

<D

-~

S'

Regiments.

0

Q

.....0
....

<D
p

8

::l

z
DEPARTMENT OF TilE
PLATT!£.

I

Headquarters ....... . Omaha, Nebr ..••••. Brig. Gen . .J. R. Brooke .... Department 1 .. 2 1 .. ..
staff.
tith Cav. aitd .......... ..
Fort Niolmtra, Nebr. Near Valontine ..... Lieut. Col. S. S. Sumner,
tith Cav.
8th Inf.
2dlnf. ................ ..
Fort Ou:;al.Ja, Nebr .... Near Omaha ....... . Col. Frank Wbeaton,
2<1 Inf.
Lieut. Col. A. T. Smith,
Otb Cav. and ........... .
Fort Robinson, Nebr.
8th Inf.
8th Int.
21st Inf . .............. .
Fort Sidney, Nebr .... Sidney Station ...... Col. .J. S. Com·ad, 21st
Iuf.
lOthinf. .............. ..
Fort Lewis, Colo..... 12 miles from Du- Capt. S. H. Lincoln, lOth
ran go.
In f.
Fort Logan, Colo . . , .. Denver ........... .. Col. H. C. Merriam, 7th
7tblnf. ............... ..
In f.
21st Inf ............... ..
Fort Randall, S. Dak . 24 miles from Ar- Capt. W. H. Boyle, 21st
mour.
lnf.
Fort Dong las, Utah .. Near :::ialt Lake City. CoL M. M. Blunt, 16th 10 16thancl21st .......... ..
In f.
In f.
Fort DuChesne, Utal.J Near Uintah Agency Maj .J. F. Randlett, 9th 5 9th Ca.v. and .......... ..
IGth lnf.
Cav.
Fort D. A. Russell, Cheyenne .......... . Lieut. Col. G. K. Brad_y,
17thlnf. .............. ..
Wyo.
17thinf.
6th Cav. and ........... .
Fort .McKinney, Wyo On Clear Fork Creek Col. .J . .J. Van Horn, 8th
8th Inf.
luf.
Fol't Washakie, Wyo. Near S b osbone Ma,j. E. R. Kellogg, 8th
6th Cav. and .......... ..
bth [uf.
A!!Cilll:V.
lnf.
7th lnf. ............... ..
C11mp Pilot Butte, Rock Springs ....... Lieut. Col. .d.. S. Burt,
Wyo.
7th Inf.
To ·al

D~.;partment

of the Pbtte ............................... . GH .............. 1 .. 2 1 .. .

======

I
DEPAltTMENT OF AHI·
ZONA .

llo:Hlquarters ........ Los Ang-eles, Cal .. .

Brig. Gon. A. McD. l\lcCoulc
Li Pnt. Col. David Perry,
ui·ouk
l!Jth Ca\'.
1rort Bowie, Ariz . . . . Bowie Station ..... . M11j. T. McGregor, 2d
C:tv.
Fort Grant, Ariz .. ... 27 miles from ·wm. Col. .J. K. Mizner, lOth
cox.
Cav.
Fort Huachuca, Ariz Huachuca Station .. Li e nt. Col. D. S.Gordon,
2d Cav.
San Carlos, Ariz ..... .
c.Lpt. L . .Johnson, 24th
In f.

Department 1 . . 2 ll-- ..
staff.
lOth C:Lv.an!l .......... ..

Fort A paclw, Ariz . . . 90 milPR from Hol-

JUt h lnf.

2<1 Cav .......... ..
lOth Cav. and ........... .
24thinf.
4 211 Cav . ancl .......... ..
!Jth Iuf.
6 2d nnd lOth .......... ..

Whipple Barracks,
Ariz.
San Diego Barracks,

~4~~·1:~~-d

Prescott ............ Col. C. G. Bartlett, 9th 6 9th Inf ............... ..
Iuf.
1
Sfl.n Diego .. .. . .. . .. Li(·ut. Col. G. M. Bray- 1 Oth Inf.. .............. ..
Cal.
.
ton, 9th lnf.
'
Fort Bayard, N. Mox. Near Sil.-er City .... Col. Z. R. Bliss, 24th Inf .
lOth CaY. and .......... ..
2HII lnt'.

Fort Stanton, N. Mex

9 n1iles from Lincoln Col. R. H.Oflley, lOtl.J Inf. 2

~tl

Cav. and .......... ..

10th I11f.

Fort Wiugate, N. Mex Wingate Station ... . Col. G. G. Huntt, 2d Cav. ~ :!d ~(1'r : Td ~~~~~~

1

'.!'otal De:partrpeP.t of

~rizo:p.a .... , ...... , .••• , ......... , . •·•• .. .H

11

.... ., . •. .. . . .

1 .. . 2_ 1 ..••

I
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
late.qt returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1891-Con tinued.

I~

4 3

PRESENT.

1 5-- 1 .. .. .. ..

2... ... ... ...

3 -- . - -- 1 -. -- 1

4 ---

2 - - - - . - - - -- 1

7 --.

2 . - . - . - . - -- --

.. ..

AGGREGATE,

ABSENT.

1

1

1 -- . - . - -- . - 1 1 ---

1 . --

1 .................

1.........

3 - . . . . . 1 . - 1 ... -.

4 .. -

2 ..............

1 .........

2 .......... 1 ..

9 -. •

1

1

16

22

... ...

22

16

38

10

486

22

508 -- 2

41

6 -. 12 12

34

486

520

12

484

26

510 .. ..

a!

8 .. 11 11

37

484

521

12

520

27

547 .. - 2

2

4..

35

520

555

164,

12

176 .... I 4

a ..

19

164

183

54

4

58

283

21

3:::: :: --~~--~ :: --~ --~ 2:

54

283

308

10

1

I

2

2

55

5

13

468

27

38 ....... 1.....

8

8

60.... ... ... .. ... ...
495 . . 2

1

6 -.

9

9

5

55

60

36

468

504

1 ...... 1 ..

5 .. . . .. .. -

8

260

16

276 .. .. • ..

2 ..

2

2

18

260

278

2 ............ 1

8 .. .

1

15

424

29

453 .. 1

5 ..

8

8

37

424

461

2 .......... 1 ..

6 .. .

11

311

23

334 .. ..

3 ..

4

4

27

311

338

1 ............ ..

3 ........ .

167

8

175 .... -..

3 ..

3

11

167

178

1 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 . ..

1 .. - .. - .. .

58

5

63 .. -. .. - .. - ..... - ..

5

58

63

2

---------1---.. . . ------------·-----4 3 24 5 -- 1 3 . . 5 6 9 58 1 8 8 108 3, 750 247 3, 997 . - 7 19 42 . - 68 68 315 3, 750 4, 065
::=: == === :=:=
=====-== ====
=== ==== : - = ~

== ====== = == ==
2 1

= =

=

= == ======

1 4 ............

1 ...........

4

15

17

1 ...... 1 .... 1

3 ........ .

7

274

14

288 .. ..

1 ...... 1 .... ..

1 ........ .

1

2 .. --- .... 1

1

1

32.... ... ... .. ... ...

117

7

124 ....

10

322

23

345 . - --

2

2

17

15

32

19

274

293

1..

9

117

126

3 ..

28

322

350

3 ..

2 ...... 1 .. ..

4 - .. .. - .. •

6

208

15

~23

1 -. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

4 .• - . . . • • •

5

256

10

266 1 - .

2

345 - . . .

4

4 -.

62 .......

1..

.. . . .. -

2 .......... 1 ..

3 ...

1

7

329

]6

1 ............ 1 ...

1 .........

1

58

4

2 .......... 1 ..

6

9

363

22

385 ..•.

1 .......... 1 .....

2 ...

4

131

10

141 ....

6 ...

11

368

24

392 .. ..

1

-~

.... 1 .. 1 ..

1

2 ..

2

5 .-

8

2

17

208 . 225

1il

256

274

24

329

353

5

58

63

29

363

392

3

13

131

144

7

31

36S

399

8
1

5 ..

2 -.
2

5 ..

3
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B.-Position and di.qtribution of t1·oops by De]Jartrncnts, taken from the
GARRISONS.

POSTS.

SITUATIONS.

COMMANDING
OFFICER.

PRE6RNT.

rn

Q)

';:l
cd

P<

~0

Regiments.

.....0

"'
.c
8
Cl)

::l

~
DEPARTMENT OF THE
COI,UMBIA.

Headquarters ........ Vancouver Barracks, Brig. Gen. A. V. Kautz ... . Department 1 .. 2 1 ...
Wash.
staff.
Fort Sherman, Idaho. Coour d'Alene •..••• Col. W. P. Carlin, 4th 6 olth Cav. and . . . . . . . .....
In f.
4th Inf.
Boise Barracks, Idaho Boise City . . . . . . . . . . Capt. J. Kee:fle, 4th Inf ..
4th Cav. and .......... ..
ith In f.
5th Art ............... ..
Fort Canby, Wash ... Mouth of Columbia Capt. B. K. Roberts, 5th
Art.
River.
Fort Spokane, Wash. Near Spokane Falls. Lieut. Col. F. Mears, 4th 4 4th Inf ................ ..
In f.
Fort Townsend, Wash Port Townsend ..••. Capt. A.. H. Bainbridge,
14th lnf..- .......... -- -14th Inf.
.Fort Walla- Walla, Walla-Walla. ...... . Ma:j. M.Cooney,4th Cav. 4 4th Cav . .............. ..
Wash.
Vancouver Barracks, Vancouver ......... Col. T. M. Anderson, 8 4th Cav. and .......... ..
14th Inf.
14th I:u.f.
Wash.
Total Department of the Columbia ............................. 27 .............. 1 .. 2 1 .. ..
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
late8t 1·eturns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1891-Continued.
PRESENT.

ABSENT.

AGGREGATE.

.J0

E-1

2 2

1 3 .. 1 ........

2

1 ........ .

13

17

2 ...... 1 .. 1 ..

1

6 .. .

8

297

21

318

----- ... ----5 ..
----

---- ...

30 ..

1 . - ............ -·.

2.-- -- ... .

3

113

6

119

1 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...

2 . . - .... ..

21

109

51

114 ........

1 ...... 1 .... 1 ...

4 ........ .

6

175

13

1 ... . .... -- -. .. . . .

1 ·- .. -. ---

2

61

4

1 -- ........ 1 ..

4 ...

5

241

14

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

419

2 2 10 3 . . 1 3 . . 3 1

5

WAR 91-YOL

2~

.-.

1

3

I--8

3

...

------ .. . 2 ..
65 .. 4---- ··- ----- -·-

----

13

30

27

297

324

113

120

8

109

117

15

175

190

4

61

65

19

241

260

1..
3 ..

188

255

17

4..

5

__:~~~~~ ~~_:_:__:_:_ 453

41 1, 428 104 1, 532 .. -.

8 19 . . 27 27 131 1, 42811, 559
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C.-Militm·y commandfl and posts, with post offices, telegraph stations, and nearest railroad stations or boat landings.
ARMY 01!"' THE UNITED STATES.-Headquarters, Washington, D. C.-Maj. Gen.
JOHN M. SCHOFIELD, commanding.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Maj. Gen. OLIVER 0. HowARD, comdg.-Hdqrs. Governors Island, New York
Haruor.

Geog1·aphical lirnits.-The New England States, States of New York, New Jersey,
Peuntiylvania, Delaware, Mar~land, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Loui:siana, Mississippi, Alabama, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Ohio, and the District of Columbia.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Maj. Gen. NELSON A. MILES, comdg.-Hdqrs. Chicago, Ill.

Geographical limits.-States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas, Indian and Oklahoma Territories.
DEPARTMEN'l' OF TEXAS.
Brig. Gen. DAVID S. STANLEY, comdg.-Hdqrs. San Antonio, Tex.

Geographicallimits.-State of Texas.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Brig. Gen. THOMAS H. RuGEn, comdg.-Hdqrs. San Francisco, Cal.

Gcog1·aphicallimits.-States of California (excepting that portion south of the 35th
parallel) and Nevada.
DEPARTMENT OJ!' DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. WESLEY MERRITT, comdg.-Hdqrs. St. Paul, Minn.

Geogra]Jhicallimits.-States of Minnesota, South Dakota (excepting so much as lies
f;outh of the 44th parallel), North Dakota, and Montana, and the post of Camp
Sheridan, Wyo.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
:Brig. Gen, JOH:N R. BROOKE, comdg.-Hdqrs. Omaha, Nebr.

Geograplticallintits.-Statel:l of Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, and Wyoming (excepting the
post of Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.); Territory of Utah, so much of Idaho as lies east
of a line formed by the extension of the western boundary of Utah to tlle north~astern boundary of Idaho, and so much of South Dakota as lies south of the 44th
:vara.llel.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.
:Brig. Gen. ALEXANDER .McD. McCooK, comdg.-Hdqrs. Los Angeles, Cal.

Geographical lint-its.-Territories of Arizona and New Mexico and that portion of California south of the 35th parallel.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen. AUGUST V. KAUTZ, comdg.-Hdqrs. Vancouver Barracks, Wash.

Geographical lirnits.-States of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and Alaska Territory,
excepting so much of Idaho as if:! embraced ip the Department of the flatte,

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
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POSTS.
[Those not garrisoned are indicated thus*.]

.Adams, Fm·t, R.I. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; boat from
Newport, dist. 3m .
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; R. R. stn. San Francisco, Cal., dist.
4 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post .
.Angel Island, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. stn. San Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post.
Apache, F01·t, A1·iz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; buckboard daily (except
Sunday) from Holbrook, on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m .
.AsHinniboine, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel., and R. R. (G. N.) stu. sH,me.
Ban·ancas, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola
Navy Yard, Fla.; R. R. stn. at Pensacola, Fla., dist. 9 m.; special boat to po~;t.
Bayard, Fort, N.Mex. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (A. '1'. and S. F.) stn.
Silver City, dist. 9 m.; stage daily (except Sunday) from Silver City; Govt. tel.
to posL.
Benicia Em-racks. Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0., tel. stn., and boat landing Benicia, Cal.,
dist. I m.; R. R. (C. P.) stn. Army Point, dist.! m.
Bennett, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. :;;arne; tel. st.n. Fort Sully, S. Dak., dist.
7 m.; stage daily (except Sunday) from Pierre, S. Dak., on C. and N. W. R. R.
dist. 30m.
Bidwell, Fm·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal.)-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alturas, Cal.; daily stage
from R. R. stu. Amedee, Cal., dist. I35 m.
Bliss, Fo1·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel and R. R. stu. El Paso. Tex., dist. It m.
Boise Barmcks, Idaho (Dept. Columbia.)-P. ,0., tel. and R. R. (0. S. L.) stn. Bois6
City, Idaho, dist. 2 m.
Bowie, Fm·t, A1·iz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from
Bowie Station, Ariz., on S. P. R. R., dist, I3 m.
Bmdy, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Sault Ste. Marie, Mich; boats
land at post in summer.
B1·own, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (R. G.) stu. Brownsville, Tex.
Buford, F01·t, N.Dak. (Dept. Dak. )-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (G. N.) stu. same.
Canby, F01·t, Wash. (Dept. Columbia.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. at post; daily steamer from
R. R. stu., Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m., and thence by steam tug daily
to post, dist. I4 m.
.
*Can·oll, Fm·t, Md.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 6t m. by water from Light
st. wharf.
.. Caswell, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. .stn. Southport, N. C.,dist. 2m.; steamer daily
from Wilmington to Southport, dist. ~2m.
Clm·Jc, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0. Brackettville, Tex.; tel. stn., Fort Clark, via
Spofford Junction, Tex.; daily stage from Spofford Junction, on S. P. R. R., dist.
9m.
*Clm·k's Point, .._lfass., Fort at.-P. 0. and tel. stu. New Bedford, Mass., dist. 4 m.
"Clinch, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Fernandina, Fla., dist. 3m.
Colnrnbus Barracks, Ohio. (See Recruiting Depots.)
·
Columbus, Fort, N. Y. H. (Dept. East.)-P. 0. New York City: tel. stu. Governor's
Island, N. Y.; Govt. steamer from New York City, dist. It m.
lfConstitution, Fort, N. H.-P. 0. New Castle, N.H.; tel. and R. R. stn. Portsmouth,
N.H.; stage or steamer from Portsmouth, dist. 3m.
Cnstel', Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage from Custer
Station, on N. P. R. R., dist. 32 m.
D. A. Rnssell, F01·t, Wyo. (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. and tel. stu. Fort Russell, Wyo.; R.
R. (U. P.) stu. Cheyenne, Wyo., dist~ 3m.
Davids Island, N. Y. (See Recruiting Depots.)
.. Delawm·e, Fort, Del.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Philadelpllia to Delaware City, dist. It m. from post.
Dong las, Fort, Utah. (Dept. Platte. )-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Salt Lake City, Utah,
dist. 3m.
JJu Chesne, Fort, Utah (Dept. Platte.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (D. and R. G.
W.) stn. Price St,ation, dist. 88 m.; stage line to post.
"Dntch Island, R.I., Fort on.-P. 0. Jamestown, R.I.; tel. stu. Newport, R. I.; stearr:.
ferry from Newport to Jamestown, dist. 4 m., and private boat thence to post, dist.
I m.

"Finn's Point, N.J., Battery at.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stu. Salem, N.J., dist. 6 m .
.. Foote, Fort, Md.-P. 0. same; tol, stn. Alexl.\>ndria, V&.; stea,mer from Washington,
D. C., dist. 9 m.
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Gaines, Fort, Ala.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Mobile, Ala.; boat from Mobile, dist.
30 Ill.
Gaston, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal. )-P. 0. Hoopa Valley, Cal.; tel. stu. Eureka, Cal.; biweekly steamers from San Franciwo to Arcata, dist. 284m.; thence by wagon road
via Willow Creek, dist. 5:1 m.
*Gorges, F01·t, Me.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2m.
Gmnt, Fm·t, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sunday) from Wilcox, on S. P. R. R., dist. 27m.
*Gt·iswold, Fort., Conn.-P. 0. Groton, Conn.; tel. and R. R. st,n. New London; ferry
from New Loudon, dist. 1m.
Harnilton, Port, N. Y. (Dept. East. )-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city raihoad from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Hancock, F01·t, Tex. (Dept. Tex.)-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (S. and T. P.) stu. Fort
Hancock Station, dist. lim.
Huachuca, Fort, At·iz. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard from
Hnachnca Siding, on N. Mex. and A. R. R., dist. 7 m.
*Independence, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug. from Boston,
dist. 3m.
Jackson BmTaclcs, La. (DPpt. East. )-P. 0.' and R. R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6
m.; street cars from New Orleans pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, St.
Bernard Parish. La.
*Jackson Fo1·t, La:-P. 0. Neptune, La.; tel. stu. Quarantine, La.; steamer tri-weekly
from New Orleans, dist. 73 m.
•
.Tefferson Barracks, Mo.-(See Recruiting Depots.)
*JeffeTson, Ifort, Fla.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Key Wesli, Fla.; boat from Key West, dist.
71rrt.

*Johnston, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C.: steamer daily from Wilmington, N. C., dist. 26m.
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (N. P.) stn. same.
*Key West Barracks, Pitt. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel. stu. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
*Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn. Bucksport, Me.;
ferry from Bncksport, dist. i rn.
*Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; city railroad
from Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
Leavenworth, Fm·t, Kaus. (Dept. Mo.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same.
LeavenwoTth Military Pt·ison, Kans.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. same as Fort Leavenworth.
"Li1•ingston, Fort, La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. stn. New Orleans, La.; steamer
weekly from New Orleans, dist. 95 m.
Logan, Fort, Colo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (D. and R. G.) stn. same.
Mackinac, F01·t, Mich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Mackinac Island, Mich.; boat
from Mackinaw City, dist. 11m., and from St. Ignace, Mich., dist. 5 m.; steamboats from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports arrive daily.
*Macon, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. Beaufort, N.C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Morehead City, N.C.,
dist. ~ m.
Madison Bat'?'acks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Sacketts Harbor,N.Y.
*Madan, Fort, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
Mason, F01·t, Cal. (Dept Cal.).-P. 0. Staliion A, San Francisco, Cal.; R. R. ~:~tn . .San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 3m.; street cars to post; tel. stn. at post.
11
McClary, P01·t, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Kittery Point, Me.
McHenry, Fort, Md. (Dopt. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Baltimore, Mel.
Mcintosh, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex. ).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Laredo, Tex., dist. l m.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., and tel. stu. same; daily stage from
Donglas, on F. E. and M. V. R. R., dist. 148m., from Custer Station, M0nt., on N. P.
R. R., dist. 160m., and from Moorcroft, \Vyo., on B. and M. R. R., dist. 90 m.
McPherson, Fort, Ga. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stri. Atlrmta, Ga., clist. 4 m.
Meade, FoTt, S.Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. (F. E. and M. V.)
stn. Sturgis City, dist. 3m.
*MijJlin, Fort, Pa.-P. 0., R. R. and tel stn. Philadelphia, Pa., dist. 5 m.
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. samlb; tel. and R. R.(N. P.) stn. Missoula,
Mont., dist. 4 m.
Monroe, Fm·t, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; steamers daily from Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Richmond, Va.
*Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Rouse's Point, N.Y., dist. lt m.
*Morgan, FoTt, Ala.-P. 0. Herndon, Ala. ; tel. stn. at post; steamer from Mobile,
dist. 30m.
MoultTie, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Monltrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Charleston, S.C.,
dist. 5 m.
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.Mownt VernonBarracks, A.la. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Mount Vernon,
Ala., dist. i m.
Myer, Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Washington, D. C.; telephone
to post.
Newport Barracks, Ky. (Dept. East.)-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Newport, Ky.
Niagm·a, Fo1·t, N. Y. (Dept. East);-P. 0. Youngstown, N. Y.; tel. and R. R. stn.
Lewiston, N. Y., dist. 7 m.
Niob1·ara, Fort, Neb1·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (F. E. and M.
V.) stn. Valentine, Nebr., dist. 4! m.
*Oglethorpe, J1(wt, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Savannah, Ga.; dist. 3m.
Oklahoma, Camp at, Olch. T. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Omaha, Fm·t, Neb1·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. (telephone to post) and R. R.
stn. Omaha, dist. 4 m.
Outa•rio, Fm·t, N. Y. (Dept. East). P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Oswego, N.Y.
Pl'mbina, Fort, N.Dak. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Pembina, N. Dak.,
dist. 2m.
Pena Colorado, Catnp, Tex. (Dept. Tex. ).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (G. H. and S. A.) stn.
Marathon, Tex., dist. 4 m.
"Phamix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass.
*Pickens, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. Warrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola Navy-Yard; R. R.
stn. at Pensacola, Fla., dist.. 10m.
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (U. P.) stn. Rock
Springs, Wyo.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. PlattEburg, N. Y.
*Popham, Fm·t, Me.-P. 0. Popham Beach, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn. Bat.b, Me., dist.
12 m. uy water, 15 m. by land.
Popla1· Bit•e1', Cwnp, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (St. P., M. and M.)
stn. Poplar River Station.
Portm·, Fort, N. l'., (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Bnffalo, N.Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept.. East).-P. 0., tel. and R R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2! m.
P1·esidio of San Francisco, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. stn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. H· m. ; city rail way to post.
,
"Pulaski, JJ'ort, Ga.-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stu. Savannah, Ga., dist. 14m.
Randall, Fm·t, S. Dale. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. Armour, S.
Dale., dist. 24 m.; buckboard daily (except Sunday) and triweekly stage from
Springfielu, S.Dak., on C., M. and St. P.R. R., dist. 45 m.
Beno, J?m·t, Okh. T. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from El Reno,
Okh. 'I'., on C. R. and P. R. R., dist. 5!1 m.
Rihy, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo).-·P. 0., tel. and R. R. st.n. same.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Rio Grande City, Tex.; tel. stu. at post;
stage from Brownsville~ Tex., dist.ll7 m., and from Pena, on T. M. R. R., dist. 76
·
m., and from San Miguel, Mex., on Mex. N. R. R., dist. 23m.
Robinson, Fm·t, Neb1·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (F. E. and M. V.) stn. same.
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. and ·R. R. stn. San Antonio, Tex.
San Ca?'los, At·iz. (Dept .. Ariz.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily stage (except Sunday)
from Bowie, on S. P.R. R. (via Fort Thomas), dist. 102 m., and triweekly from
Willcox, via Forts Grant and Thomas, dist. 106m.; regular stage to post.
San Diego Bw'1'aclcs, Cal. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (C. S.) stn. and boat ldg.
San Diego, Ual.
~ Sand.tf Hook, N.J., Fort at.-P. 0. New York City; tel., R. R. stn. and stmbt. ldg.
Sandy Hook, N.J., dist. 2 m.
,.Scamnwl, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 2m.
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. aud R. R. stn. West Chester, N. Y.,
dist. 3t m.
Sequoia National Parle., Cal. (Camp at Mineral King.) (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. Three
Rivers, Cal.; tel. stn. Visalia, Cal.; Exeter Station (on S. P. R. R.), dist. 48 m.;
private conveyance to camp.
*Sewall, Fm·t, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Marblehead, Mass., dist.l~ m.
Shm·idan, Fm·t, Ill. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0., R. R. and tel. stu. same.
Slll3rnwn, Fort, Idaho. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman; tel. and R. R. stu. Camr
d'Alene, Idaho (on uranch N. P. R. U.),dist.! m.
,.Ship Island, Miss., Fm·t at.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (N. 0. and M.) stn. Biloxi, Miss.,
dist. 15m.; special boat to post.
Sidney, Fm·t, Nebt·. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (U. P.) stu. Sidney, Nebr.
Sill, Fort, Olch. T. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; stage daily (except Sunday)
from Henrietta, Tex., on Ft. W. and D. R. R., dist. 65 m., and from Minco, (on C.,
R.I. and P.R. R.) Okb. T., dist. 57 m.
Snelling, Fort, Minn. (Dept. Dak.) . -P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. St. Paul, Minn.
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Spokane, Fm·t, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Miles, Wash.; daily stage
(except Sunday) from Davenport, on N. P.R. R., dist. 25m.
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex. (Dept. Ariz.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from
Carthage, N.Mex., on A., '1'. and S. F. R. R., dist. 100m.
*Stevens, Fort, Oreg.-P. 0. and tel. stu. (telephone to post) Astoria, Oreg.; steamer
daily from R. R. stn. Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m. ; from thence by
steam tug daily (except Sunday) to post, dist. 7 m.
St. F1·ancis Barmcks, Fla. (Dept East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. St. August,ine, Pla.
*St. Phillip, Fort, La.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Neptune, La.; steamer triweekly from
New Orle8,us, dist. 73 m., and from Bohemia, on S. F. and G. R. R., dist. 25m.
Sully, Fu1·t, S. Dale. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R. (C. and N. W.)
stu. Pi. rre, S. D?,k., dist. 23m.
*Sumte1·, Fm·t, S. ~.:.--P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C. ~31. and R. R. stu. Charleston, S.C.,
dist. 5 m.
,
Supply, Fort, Ind. T. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. stu. Woodward,
Ind. T., on A., T. and S. F. R. R., dist. 15m.; daily stage to post.
* Taylm·, Fm·t, Fla.-P. 0., tel. stu. and boat landing Key West, FJa.
11wmas, Fort, Ky. (Dept. East J.-P. 0., tel. aud R. R. stu. Newport, Ky., dist. 3m.
Townsend, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Port Townsend, Wash.,
dist. 3m.
Tnnnbull, I!'ort, Conn. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. New London, Conn.,
dist 1 m.
Vancouver Ba1-racks, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and boat ldg. Vancouver,
Wash.; tel. stu. Vancouver Barracks, ·wash.; boat from Portland, Oreg., daily
(except Sunday), oist. 1~ m.
Wadsworth Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Rosebank, Staten Island, N.Y.; tel. stu.
Qnar:-wtine, Clifton, Staten Island, N. Y.
Walla- Walla, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Colnmbia).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. (N. P.) stu. WallaWalla, Wash., dist. 1m.
Wan·en, Fo1·t, Mass. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Boston, Mass.; steamer from
Boston, dist. 7 m.
Washakie, I!'ort, Wyo. (Dept,, Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; daily stage from
Rawlins, Wyo., on U. P.R. R., dist. 147m.
Washington Barracks, D. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn. Washington, D. C.
*Washington, Fort, Afd.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; stmbt. from Washington: D. C., dist. 13 m.
Wayne, Fort, Micll. (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Detroit, Mich.; city railway
from Detroit, dist. 4 m.
West Point, N. Y. (U.S. Mil. Acad.).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. same.
JVhipple Ba1·1·acks, Ariz. (Dept. Ariz. ).-P. 0. Whipple; tel. and R. R. stu. Prescott,
Ariz.
Willets Point, N. Y. (Engineer School of Application).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R.
R. stu. Whitestone, N.Y., dist. 2t m. (See Engineer Depot.)
* Winjield Scott, Fm·t, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and R. R. stu. San Francisco, Cal.; tel.
stn. Presidio of San :Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Fort, N.Mex. (Dept. Ariz.)-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; R. R. (A. and P.)
stu. Wingate, dist. 3 m.
"Wintlwop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass., steamboat from Boston,
dist. 2m.
Wood, Fort, Bedloe's Island, N. Y. H. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. N. Y.
City.
Yates, Fort, N. Dale. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. same; stage daily, except
Sunday, from Bismarck, on N. P. R. R. dist. 60 m.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. and tel. stu. Mammoth Hot Springs,
Wyo. ; R. R. stu. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P. R. R., dist. 8 m.
Yosentite National Park, Cal. (Camp in), (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Wawona,
Cal.; R. R. stu. Raymond, via Barenda Stat,ion, on S. P. R. R., dist. 40 m.; triweekly stage to camp.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND ORDNANCE DEPOTS •

.Allegheny .Arsenal, Ptt.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Pittsburg, Pa; Maj. F. H. Phipps,
comdg .
.Augusta Arsenal, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Augusta, Ga., dist. 3 m.; Maj. J. G.
Butler, comdg.
Benicia .At·senal, Cal.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Benicia, Cal., dist.l m.; Lieut. Col.
L. S. Babbitt, comdg.
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Colurnbia Arsenal, Tenn.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Columbia, Tenn.; Maj. Isaac
Arnold, jr., comdg.
Fort Monroe Ars,nal, Va.-P. 0. and tel. stu. Fort Monroe; Va.; stmbts. daily from
New York, Baltimore, Washington, and Norfolk, and railroad (C. and 0.) from Richmond, Va.; Maj. J. R. Mnginness, comdg.
Fot·t Snelling 0Tdnance Depot, Minn.-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. St. Paul,
Minn.; Capt. William Gerlach, 3d Inf., com!)g.
]}rankford Arsenal, Pa.-P. 0. (Station F) and tel. stn. (telephone to post) Philadelphia, Pa.; Muj. G. W. McKee, comd).{.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. Clifton Comly, comdg.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Augusta Me.; Maj. Cullen Bryant,
comrlg.
National A1''nt01',l} Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Springfield, Mass.; Col. A. R.
Buffington, comdg.
New Ym·k Arsenal, N. Y.-P. 0. New York City; tel. stn. Governor's Island, N.Y.;
Govt. steamer from New York City, dist. lt m.; Col. Alfred Mordecai, comdg.
Ornaha 01·dnance Depot, Nebr.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stu. Omaha, Nebr.; Capt. J. C.
·
Ayres, comdg.
RockislandArsenal, lll.-P.O. and tel. stn. Rock Island, Ill.; special conveyance from
R. R. stns. and boat ldgs. in Rock Island, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2 m.; Capt.
M. W. Lyon,comdg.
St. Louis Powder Depot, Mo.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Maj.
J. A. Krt>ss, comdg.
San Antonio A1·senal, Tex.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. San Antonio, Tex.; Maj. C. E.
Dutton, comdg.
U.S. Powde1· Depot, N .•T.-P. 0., tel. (telephone to post) and R. R. stn. Dover, N.J.,
dist. 4t m.; Maj. J. W. Reilly, comdg. ·
Vancouver Bm·raclcs Ordnance Depot, Wash.-P. 0. and boat ldg. Vancouver, Wash.;
tel. stn. Vancouver Barracks, Wash.; boat from Portland, Oreg., daily; Capt. C. H.
Clark, comdg.
Watertown A1·senal, Mass.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Watertown, Mass.; Capt. A. L.
Varney, comdg.
Watm·vliet Arsenal, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (telephone to post) West Troy, N.Y.;
R. R. stu, East Troy, N.Y., dist. 1m.; Lt. Col. F. H. Parker, comdg.
RECRUITING DEPOT,

Colurnbus Barracks, Ohio.-P. 0. and R. R. stn. Columbus, Ohio; tel. stn. at post;
Lieut. Col. Siu.on Snyder, lOth Inf., comdg.
Davids Island, N. Y.-P. 0. same; tel. stn. New Rochelle, N.Y.; horse·car and boat
from New Rochelle, dist. 3 m.; Lieut. Col. A. T. Smith, 8th Iuf., comdg.
Jefferson Ba1·racks, Mo.-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn. same; Maj. S. B. M. Young, 3d Cav.,
comdg.
ENGINEER DEPOT.

Willets Point, N. Y.-P. 0. and R. R. stu. Whitestone, Queens County, N. Y., dist.
2-i m.; tel. stn. Willets Point; Lt. Col. W. R. King. comdg.
HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.
CAVALRY.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Fort Custer, Mont.
Fort Wingate, Ariz.
Fort Mcintosh, Tex.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
Fort Reno, Okh. T.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fort Niobrara, Nebr.
Fort Riley, Kans.
Fort Meade, S. Dak.
Fort Robinson, Nebr.
Fort Grant, Ariz.

ARTILLERY.

1. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.
2. Fort Adams, R. I.
3. Washington Barracks, D. C.

I

4. Fort McPherson, Ga.
5. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
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1. Angel Island, Cal.
2. Fort Omaha, Nebr.
3. :Fort Snelling, Minn.
4. Fort Sherman, Idaho.
5. St. Francis Barracks, Fla.
6. Fort Thomas, Ky.
7. Fort Logan, Colo.
· 8. Fort McKinney, Wyo.
9. Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
10. Fort Stanton, N.Mex.
11. Madison Barracks, N. Y.
12. Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
13. Fort Supply, Ind. T.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

25.

Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
Fort Shendan, Ill.
Fort Douglas, Utah.
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Fort Clark, Tex.
Port Wayne, Mich.
Fort Assinniboine, Mont.
Fort Sidney, Nebr.
:Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex.
I<'ort Missoula, Mont.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., September 1, 1891.

D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the Arrny during the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1891.
GAIN,

Enlisted ....••..••••..•.•...•....•••.•. ------ .........•...•.......•....••..
Reenlisted.---- ......••...•.. -----· ..•••.•................••. -----· ...•....
From desertion .•• ; •....•.•..•...••....•••.........••.....•..•••• ·----· ...•

6,710
2,593
503

Total . . . . . . . . . . • . .•....••.••••.•.••.... _.•.. _•... __ •.• ___ ..• __ ..•.•.

9,806

LOSS.

Expiration of service •..•.•••.•.....••..••.........•.•••••.•••••............

~~rp~~!~~~i!~:::: =._ :::::: ~::::: :: ::: ~: :·:::: :::::: : : : ::: : : :::: :::: :::::::: ::

:For fraudulent enlistment ................................................ ..
By favor .......••••..•• _••..•...• __ ..••••....• _.•........•••• _... _.•...••.
As veterans ......•....••• ,. ..•• __ .......................................... .
For minority . _.... _. _... _•••...... _. _.•....... _.. __ . _. ..• _•....•....•••...
Under G. 0. No. 80, of 1890 *. __ ... _...................... ___ ............ _..
Ry sentence of G. C. M .•.••..........•.......•.........•...........•...•..
Other causes t ..............•......................·........•••••...•........
By protnotion ....•................•..••.........•.......•••....••.•........
Killed in action ..•.................•••...••....••.......••.•...........•••.
Died of wo::tnds .............•............••....... _•..........•••..•••.••..
Died of disease, etc.- ............••••••...•.....•.....••................• - ••
l{etired _.............•••............................. _.......•......•......
Deserted ....•....•••..• _••....••• _•... ~ •• _........• ___ .... __ •.........•.•..

3,880
591
718
349
124
324
132
93!)
557
1,016
5

28
11

210
217

1,503

Total ...............•.....•.•• .:. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . .• __ .... _• . . . . . • . . . 10, 604
Enlisted strength, June 30, 1890 ............................................ 24,921
Gain .... ...•.. ...•.. .... ...•.. ...... ...• .... ..•... .••••. .•.• .•.. ...••• ...• 9, 806

34,7'27
Loss ... _•..•. __ ..•.•...•.••.••.....•.• __ ••....... _..... _.•.. _••... _ • • • . . . . . 10, t:i04
Enlisted strength J nne 30, 1891. ......... _................... _........ 24, 123
NOTE.-There were in the Army (included in the strength) on June 30, 1891:
Hospital Corps.............................................................
Signal Corps .••.•••• ------ .•••••.........•.• -----··-----...................
General-service clerks and messengers ...... ----............................

725
28
145

Total .•••••••••••••••.•••••..•••.••••••• _. _..... _.. . • • • . • . . • • • . . • • • • •

898

Indians belonging to the line of the Army ______ ............................
Indian scouts ...........•. _.. _.. ~ .•.....•...... _...... _. _•• _.. _••••...•... _.

417
237

*Out of a total of 3,217 men entitled to claim discharge under G. 0. No. 80, of 1891J.
t The number of men discharged for "other causes" embraces 23! men of the Signal Corps and about
400 Indian scouts, discharged before expiration of term of service.
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E.-List of ga1·risoned posts, with strength and nnrnber of desertions the1·ejrom, du1·ing
the fiscal yem· ending June 30, 1891.

Post.

-------------------------------------------------------1--------------Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak ............................................. .
Fort Adams, R. I .......................................................... ..
Alcatraz Island, Cal. ....................................................... ..
Angel Island, CaL ........................................................... .

61
209
100
220
305
1
404
13
91
Fort Barrancas, Fla . , ....................................................... .
4
338
Fort Bayarii, N.Mex ........................................................ .
1
85
Benicia Barracks, Cal ...................................................... ..
5
66
6
Fort Bennett, S.Dak .......................... --~-- ......................... .
124
7
Fort Bliss, Tex .............................................................. .
122
7
Boise Barracks, Idaho ...................................................... ..
139
4
114
3
102
Fort Brown, Tex ............................................................ .
1
174
Fort Buford, N.Dak ........................................................ .
7
86
Fort Canby, Wash .......................................................... ..
7
484
:Fort Clark, Tex ............................................................. .
4
4 *2, 207
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .................................................. ..
129
Fort Columbus, N.Y ....................................................... ..
10
496
Fort Custer, Mont .......................................................... ..
1
370
1
8
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
2 *1, 683
447
6
264
::::
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · :::
3
49
Fort Gaston, Cal. ............................................................ .
2
342
Fort Grant, Ariz ........................................................... ..
1
45
Camp at Guthrie, Okh. Ter .................................................. .
9
219
Fort Hamilton, N.Y ........................................................ .
12
48
Fort Hancock, Tex ......................................................... ..
13
271
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ....................................................... ..
6
97
Jackson Barracks, La ....................................................... .
12
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ...................................................... .
3 *1, 950
464
Fort Keogh, Mont .............................·............................. ..
5
580
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .................................................... .
Fort Leavenworth Military Prison, Kans .................................. ..
107
99
Fort Lewis, Colo ............................................................ .
310
Fort Logan, Colo ........................................................... ..
153
Fort Lowell, Ariz .......................................................... ..
102
Fort Mackinac, Mich ........................................................ .
3
315
Madison Barracks, N.Y .................................................... ..
3
94
4
Fort Marcy, N.Mex .................. ------ ......... ......................... .
Fort Mason, Ual . ........................................................... ..
55
2
125
Fort McHenr.v, Md .......................................................... .
3
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ......................................................... .
151
9
216
4
245
10
Fort Meade, S.Dak ......................................................... ..
5
4:!0
Fort Missoula, Mont ........................................................ ..
1
196
Fort Monroe, Va ............................................................ ..
4
342
Mt. Vernon Barracks, Ala ................................................... .
121
8
]48
:Fort Myer, Va ............ ........ : ... ....................................... .
6
62
5
:::::
125
6
418
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ......................................................... .
3
61
Oklahoma, Ol,h. Ter ......................................................... .
8
Fort Omaha, Nebr ........................................................... .
6
486
5<t
Fort Ontario, N.Y .......................................................... .
2
Fort Pembina, K. Dak ...................................................... ..
55
8
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ................................................... .
59
60
1
57
Camp Poplar Rivor, Mont....................................................
3
89
Fort Porter, N.Y.............................................................
11
99
Fort Preble, Me..............................................................
6
67
Presidio San Francisco, Cal..................................................
8
499
Fort Randall, S.Dak..........................................................
13
53
Fort Reno, Okh. Ter ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....
7
421
Fort Riley,Kans ......................... -... ..... ........... ...... ........
6
685
116
Fort Ringgold, Tex .......................................... -----------....
13
Fort Robinson, Nebr....................... .. ..................................
4
461
11
San A.nt.onio,Tex.......................... .. ..................................
534
San Carlos, Ariz........................... .. ..................................
1
327
San Diego Barracks, Cal. ............................................................. .
58
FortSchuyler, N.Y............................................................
11
82

i~~~ ±;~~~ii>!~:.· M:~~t~===: ::~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2
16

1
3

i~~~ ~~~~: ~f~i;: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::: ::::::::

~~~tPs·-fsra!d.s:N: Y~:'~.::::::::::::
~~~~~ ~~ue~~~n~t-t1a:h::::: ~: :~:::

Ill

j:~~~ ~~~~~~~seo~.-~;~.:: ·.: ·.:: ::: ·:.:::: ·:.: ~~-- ·.:::::·.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Wo"r7W['l~~:!,rN~J! ~:.:::::: ~:::::::

=~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~f~rse~~~ :~~~t:~::.:r.;: y:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

*This includes the total nuvaber stationed at the post during the year.

10
33
1
7
2
54
4
5
4
4
9
9
6
4
1
12
6
18
87
13
5
28
40
27
4
1
3
4
27
6
1f·
12
68
23
33
2

11
23
5
3
9
4
1
" 4

13
8
23
23

2
15
10
9
3
8
11
5
27
1
4
6
1
3

11
4
42
7
30
39
15
20
58
2

9
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E.-List of ga1·risoned posts, with st1·ength and nwrnber of dese1·tions therefrom, during the
fisca-l yem· ending ,Tune 30 18~1-Continuf'd.
<Pa.i
~~

Post.

~.r:l

~:Z
~;...

~t'n

a:><t>

<t>§

Oal

~~

1-<<P
<P"<:S

p.. ....
0

Fort Rhaw, Mont . ................................. . . . ....................... .

~~~~-,~~~~~~~~~hiv!~ ~::: ::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Sherman, Irlabo ............................................ . ............ .
Fort Sidne.v, Nf' l•r ........................................................... .
Fort Sill, Okb. T er ................................... . . . ..................... .
Fort Snelling-, Minn .... . ............................................ . .. . ..... .
Fort Spokane, \Vasl1. ............................................... . ........ .
Fort Stautou, N.Mex . .. . ................ . .... .. ............................. .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla .................................................... .

~~~} ~~~;1~:Pn~~ T~~: :::::::: ::·::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

6
3
5
6
7
2
5
2
3
3
11
4

Fort TownRend, Wash . ...................................................... .
Fort Trumbull , Conn ................ ~ ....................................... .
Fort Union,N.Mex . . .. . ..................................................... .
Vancouver Barracks, Wash .................................................. .
Camp vVade, Okh. Ter ...................................................... ..
Fort Wadsworth, N.Y ....................................................... .
Fort Walla-Walla, Wash .................................................... .
Fort Warren, Ma~ s .......................................................... .

5
8
3
5
11
11
10

~~!hfr:~~~~k~ir~l~;:n: c:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2
7
5
2
9
4
5
4
8

Fort Wayne, Mich ........................ . ................................. .
West Point, N.Y ... . ........................................................ .
\Vhipple Barrack8, Ariz .................................................... ..
WilletA Point, N.Y .............................................. . ........... .
Fort Wingate, N.Mex ...................................................... ..
l!,ort Wood, N.Y. H . ................................ . ....................... ..
Fort Yates, N.Dak .......................................................... .
Ordnance Department ....................................................... .
Fort Thomas, Ky .................. ·'- ................................... ..... .

4

2

10

147
85
167
300
213
421
300
186
117
72
173
235
59
62
144
413
37
136
301
91
134
308
247
334
252
366
374
55
262
421
115

rD

~

-~
~

<P

al

<P

A
8
2
9
18

14
8
16
3
4
2
19
10
3
5
5
20
4
15
29
4
2
21
14

8
23
15
19
2

22
8
12
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. HOWARD.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,

Governors Island, N. Y., September 10, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the MajorGeneral Comman.ding the Army, the following annual report:
CHANGE OF DIVISION TO DEPARTMEN1'.

In · compliance with General Orders, No. 57, Adjutant-General's
Office, dated July 3, 1891, the States of Michigan and Indiana were
transferred to the Department of the Missouri. This carried the Nineteenth Infantry entire to that depat'tment. In other respects the Department of the East has the same territory as had the late Division
of the Atlantic. The division then (July 3) ceased to exist.
CHANGE OF STATION OF TROOPS.

The artillery has remained substantially the same throughout the
department excepting that three batteries were added to Fort McPherson, Ga., on the arrival of the Fifth Infantry from the Department
of Texas.
The headquarters and two companies of the Fifth Infantry went to
St. Francis Barracks, Fla.; two companies to Mount Vernon Barracks,
Ala., and two companies to Jackson Barracks, La. There is room
enough for a third company at Jackson Barracks when it shall be relieved from duty in the Department of Texas.
Three troops of cavalry, one each from the First, Eighth, and Ninth
Regiments, have replaced the former garrison at ]'ort Myer, Va. (For
detailed account of movements of troops, see Assistant Adjutant-General's report.)
INSTRUCTION OF TROOPS.

The instruction of troops in their drill and other military duty, so far
as we are permitted to go, is thoroughly satisfactory. The new artillery material, affording an opportunity for more extended practice, is
supplied but slowly. As to the infantry, their new drill regulations
are anxiously waited for, and much interest is felt in the selection of a
new infantry small arm by the Board now having the matter under consideration. The new arm is expected to give at practicable ranges a
better trajectory and as great rapidity of :fire as the strength and reasonable simplicity of mechanism will allow.
The employment of soldiers at other than strictly military duty has,
it is believed, already been reduced to a minimum.
Light Battery B, Fourth Artillery, Capt. H. 0. Cushing commanding, made its practice march from Fort Adams, R. I., to Bennington,
Vt., and was present at the centennial celebration held there the 19th
of August; and Light Battery C, Third Artillery, Capt. J. M. Lancas-
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ter commanding, made its march from Washington, D. C., to Winchester, Va., and back.
COAST DEFENSE.

The policy inaugurated by the Board of Fortifications in its report of
1885, and which has been generally in vogue since and is now being
followed by the Government, has been to fortify (1) New York, (2) San
Francisco, (3) Boston.
For these cities the Ordnance Department is now making the new
guns and mortars needed, and the Engineer Department is at work
upon the epualements, magazines, and bomb-proof spaces. Many fixed
torpedoes or submarine mines have already been constructed and stored
ready for use.
The next recommendation of the Board was for (4) the lake posts,
but the expe·nse and the defenseless state of our neighbor, the Dominion of Canada, has caused the indefinite postponement of this project.
Our coast defense towards the high seas being more needed and in a
state much further advanced, it would be absurd to fortify where war
is least likely to occur. ,
The point next recommended by the Board in 1885 was (5) Hampton Roads with (8) Washington to follo.w after two other cities. Later,
however, the defense of Hampton Roads has been combined with that
of Washington, so that by 1~93 some of the new guns, it is hoped, will
be ready for mounting, and ' the epaulements for them constructed both
at Hampton Roads and on the Potomac below Washington.
The original recommendation of the Board then continued, (6) New
Orleans, (7) Philadelphia, (9) Baltimore, (10) Portland, Me., (11) Hhode
Island ports in Narragansett Bay.
To render New Orleans secure from attack by reason of its surrounding lakes, long reach of river from the jetties, and lack of firm ground
upon which to build fortifications, the problem is peculiar. Light-draft
coa&t-defense gunboats, torpedo boats, and submarine mines, protected
by the boats as well as by the guns on shore where possible, seem to
furnish the direction in which its defense should be undertaken.
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Portland, and Rhode Island ports will
doubtless be reached in due time if Congress continues its yearly appropriations.
I wish, however, in this report to ask attention particularly to the use
of fortified points as the bases of a proper defense of our national interests in neigh boring seas as well as simply a guard to the cities behind
them. And I think the point of plan and work has been reached
where this should be considered, our chief cities and the capital being
in the way of a proper proy·ision. ·
Since the commencement of the construction of our new navy Great
Britain, for the purpose of preserving her influence in American
waters, bas strengthened her fleet on our side of the Atlantic by the
substitution of vessels of greater power as each change of ships on this
station is made.
She has now four harbors, Halifax, Bermuda, Kingston, ancl St.
Lucia, well fortified or being strengthened, well garrisoned, and being
interconnected by telegraphic cable. These are so situated along our
Atlantic seaboard as to give convenient coaling stations for fleets operating in the north Atlantic and particularly in the West India waters.
In case of war these fortified places would give bases from which to
operate against the United States.
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Besides our own self-protection we have duties to humanity to perform in seeing that civilized government is maintained in certain West
Indian islands; or, if not, it is our duty to stand aside, give up the principles of the Monroe doctrine, and permit European powers to do what
is necessarv. No American desires the latter. We also have the investments of our people in countries with unstable governments to
guard from i.njury. To do this we should be as strong in the neighboring seas as any other power; even as well prepared as England.
To be thus strong in a military way we need not only the ships and
foreign coaling stations but fortified harbors at convenient intervals
along our entire coast.
In tlle northern part of my department there has been provided, to
be completed according to annual appropriations, such fortified points,
viz, Boston, New York, and Hampton Roads.
Tlle next point to receive attention, recommended by the Board of
Fortification, is, as we have said, New Orleans, where at Algiers, on the
opposite side of the river, there is to be established a dry dock and
naval repair station. New Orleans, properly fortified, gives us one
strong point on the Gulf of Mexico.
At least one more such fortified port will eventually be necessary on
the Gulf, and probably two, say Galveston and Tampa Bay. The
building of the dry dock elsewhere will eventually diminish the military importance of Pensacola. These secondary places, however, can
wait until more important points are made secure.
But on the Atlantic, south of Hampton Roads, we are now actually
defenseless. There are too many cities on this part of the coast to
expect to fortify them all; but as far south as possible we should fortify
a good harbor, the deepest we can find, to be a refuge for commerce
endangered, and to constitute a naval coaling and repair station.
Key West is too isolated, and the communication with it will always
be too precarious to make it anything but a seeondary outlaying point.
There is no harbor of any depth on the East Florida coast. The St.
Johns River, which is the best, is not likely to be dredged and maintained at sufficient depth to be suitable.
Therefore I recommend the complete defense of the combined harbors of Tybee Roads (Savannah) and Port Royal Sound (Broad River)
by works on Tybee, Hilton Head, Parry, and St. Helena islands, with
fixed torpedoes, light-draft gunboats, and torpedo boats as accessories.
This would at once protect the most prosperous city in our eastern
quarter and render safe the best harbor south of Hampton Roads, and
furnish the naval base desired. The Naval Department has already
begun the construction of a dry dock opposite Port Royal on Parry
Island.
Having this object in view, I recommend that the nect=>ssary land be
obtained; and, further, that steel guns be mounted as soon as practicable, in order that the artillery forces stationed in the South may
have a practice ground better than that furnished by the obsolete material at Barrancas.
As soon as this harbor begins to be properly fortified the artillery
regiment stationed in the South can be gradually transferred to permanent quarters on Parry Island, and Fort McPherson be partially
garrisoned by infantry, and so held for refuge for all troops on the Gulf
of the South Atlantic coast in time of epidemics. ·
With the present limited nnm ber of artillery troops I believe the
manning of the defenses of New Orleans, Port Royal, and Tybee Roads
to be all that the Army can properly provide in the South.
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CONSTRUCTION AT POSTS.

Preparations have been made for carrying on the work of construction at Plattsburg Barracks for eight companie~. At Fort Niagara
the new hospital is completed, and the barracks are in process of erec·
tion, so that when completed this post will acc0mmodate four companies. At Forts Warren, Columbus, and Wood additional officers' quarters have been provided. At Fort Myer, Va., barracks and quarters
have been finished for a third troop of cavalry. At Fort Thomas, Ky.,
additional accommodations for two companies are nearly ready. At
Fort McPherson the barrack room has been increased to accommodate
eight batteries, and the corresponding officers' quarters are approaching completion.
The immediate needs are barrack constructions at all garrisoned
posts where troops are in casemates, to secure their removal from these
unhealthy quarters as soon as practicable; and also the construction at
St. Augustine, Fla., of a four-company post, including a regimental
headquarters.
INDIAN PRISONERS AT MOUNT VERNON BARRACKS.

During the year embraced in my last annual report Lieut. Wotherspoon had been given immediate charge of the Apache Indian prisoners. The checking of the excessive death rate, then reported, bas been
permanent; a new village has been constructed, a complete Indian
hospital equipped, and some ground prepared for cultivation. Savings
have ah;o been made in the amount of clothing and fuel issued to them,
by reason of much being purchased from their earnings or obtained by
their own labor. They are now a contented community.
The problem, however, has taken a somewhat different form from
that anticipated. Forty-six of the best, men have been allowed to enlist in Company I, Twelfth Infantry. They, with 31 other Indians and
4 white sergeants, have formed a company of 81 enlisted strength.
They learned their drill without arms in about the same time it takes
other recruits. Since arms have been put in their hands they participate with the other troops in post ceremonies. They have been drilled
entirely without the use of an interpreter, and the promise is that they
will make good soldiers.
This withdraws the best material from among the prisoners, so that
the others will probably not as readily get work away from Mount
Vernon as those did who have now become soldiers. Still, it is hoped
a little progress will be made each year in getting individuals places
where they can earn a livelihood.
RESULT OF LEGISLATION AND CHANGES OF REGULATIONS, WHICH
HAVE BEEN IN EFFECT ABOUT ONE YEAR.

Lineal promotion of second lieutenants in arm of service gives to them
certainty and fairness of promotion. I recommend that t.he first lieutenants be not excepted from the same system of promotion, for their
promotion regimentally is producing greater and greater irregularity.
While some are promoted to be captains within :fifteen years' service,
others in the same arm are twenty-five years or more in reaching the
same grade.
Examinations for promotion Lave induced among officers an increased
feeliHg ot persoual responsibility for professional efficiency. Unless,
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h'1wever, the records of officers, showing how they have performed the
duties of the positions already held, are referred to and considered by
the board, the good effects of examinations will not be lasting. An
officer who may have been neglectful and careless, if he is intelligent,
can now, as the ·time of his promotion approaches, change his habits,
.study up the subjects of examination, and make a good showing. Therefore the past record laid before the board will be a wholesome check.
I recommend that the several examinations for promotion, first, from
second lieutenant to first lieutenant; next, first lieutenant to captain,
and then captain to major, be, for obvious reasons, made to differ distine tively.
The duties of the grade in which the officer-a captain, for examplehas long been serving, IJaturally fixes in his mind, by constant contact,
certain facts which to a second lieutenant can only be known by a
study of the files of orders to which oftentimes he bas not had previous
recourse. To remedy this, in view of the req ui.rements of the examinations, let every commissioned officer be furnished with a file of General
Orders.
The work of an examining board might be more systematized. Officers to be examined being taken in lots of the same grade, anticipating,
if necessary, the advancement sufficiently to order at least four to
six before the board for the same examination at one time; thus affording, if desired, an opportunity for comparison. The board could examine second lieutenants, first lieutenants, and captains at the same
time, each grade with its own questions, and finish as soon as now with
a single man.
Any question of character involving fitness for promotion on that
account should be sent to the board by the convening authority and
evidence furnished. The members of the examining board ought not to
be expected to let personal knowledge of a candidate influence them, or
to act as a detective body, or as a court of inquiry, unless the officer's ·
record be furnished.
The omission of tattoo roll call has worked well. Heretofore therequirement that soldiers be present at their quarters at about 9 o'clock
in the evening had the effect of depriving them of associating with their
friends during the part of the evening given to social enjoyment by
respectable people, except when they could get passes. The result
was that they were accustomed to get passes for all night, andremained away for that period more frequently or went out of the barracks after taps, when only the lower places of amusement were open.
Now, however, the soldier reasonably and properly has his evening, as
a general rule, to himself.
The 3ummary court bas proved beneficial. Though there have been
more ofl'enses tried by it during this year than last by garrison courts,
probably more discipline, especially in small things, has been enforced
by it and less by the company commander cutting oft' privileges. No
complaint has reached me from enlisted men in reference to the summary court.
In the interest of the service, and to prevent unnecessarily applying
to the War Department, post commanders or department commanders
should, in my judgment, be authorized to release from confinement or
otherwise mitigate sentences by summary courts if a prisoner's behavior
should warrant it.
A table of punishments to be used by courts martial is useful, and
the table established gives satisfaction. I think deserters mmally
should be sentenced to longer periods of confinement than are allowed
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in the table, the period to be reduced only upon recommendation of the
officer in charge of the military prison or other place of confinement.
Regulations for post guard-house discipline could well be formulated
· under which prisoners would have some incentive to do better work, so
that, instead of being relieved as now to a certain extent from the regularity of company life, the conforming to which always requires the soldier's personal attention, and also, instead of missing the marches in
cadence and rigid drill, he would find these things accentuated as part
of the guard-house routine. I recommend that all prisoners, wherever
confined, sentenced to dishonorable discharge, be uniformed as those at
Leavenworth Military Prison, or in other colors than the Army blue.
Discharges by order under General Orders, Nos. 80 and 81, of 1890,
have had a most gratifying effect on the feelings of the enlisted men
towards the service. In my department there have been 143 discharges of men upon the completion of three years' service among an
average of about 4,000 enlisted men in this department during the
year in which the law has been in operation. There have been 70 discharges for purchase, and 43 discharges by way of favor after ten
years' service. These regulations under recent legislation have to a
great extent supplied the needs urged by me in my previous reports.
In my judgment, the subject for legislation uow needing speedy attention is the increase of pay of noncommissioned officers of the line to
that of equal grades in the staff corps. Surely high-priced men are as
essential to superintend in battle in the dispersed order which throws
so much responsibility upon the noncommissioned officers as for sergeants in the supply departments. The new seacoast rifles are important pieces of machinery, which require for their effectiveness noncommis8ioned officers of much intelligence. These men can best be
obtained by offering adequate wages. The enlisted men fit for sergeants can now get better pay by the extra-duty system.
DESER1'10NS.

The privilege of discharge, the increase to $60 of the reward for apprehending a deserter, the canis of identification, and the increase of
the soldier's daiJy ration by 1 pound of vegetables, have materially reduced the number of desertions.
The main causes of desertion, ascertatned by careful exammation at
each post, are of a nature to be remedied only hy bringing better men
than such deserters into the service. The most of t.hem deserted because they were too drunken or too vile to remain with the present enlisted men. A few, of course, yielded to some family claim or hardship
which can never be foreseen or remedied.
CANTEENS.

Canteens have been an improvement on post trader's stores, and
useful except where the canteen saloon has been placed too near the
men's quarters. In this case, the constant presence of beer appears to
have tempted otherwise very good noncommissioned officers and men
to an excessive indulgence; not to intoxication, perhaps, but to loss of
activity and vigor in the discharge of their duties.
The beneficial effect of the cauteen at small posts is doubtful. From
consultation with officers in charge of these canteens, I am of the impression that the evil that the sale of beer engenders in making it
creditable for recruits to U.rink, more than counterbalauces the re-
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strammg effect it exercises on the habitual drinkers and confirmed
dru u kards.
The benefits, however, of the canteen system to large garrisons are
numerous. It cau be made an excellent market and purchasing agent
of perishable and dainty articles for sale and distribution to officers
and meu which can not be supplied by the commissary.
I decidedly recommend that no soldier, either private or noncsmmissioned officer, be placed behind the bar to deal out drinks to his
comrades. It certainly is demoralizing to have a military subject acting as a barkeeper. It is better in my judgment that the sale be discontinued where it is necessary to so use enlisted men. Of course it is
well known that the canteen does not necessarily supply intoxicating
drinks.
SKELETON COMPANIES.

The iransfer of enlisted men from two companies of each regiment
seems to have worked well in infantry and cavalry, giving needed
officers for special duties without crippling the organizations to which
they belong.
The artillery would be better organized if the recommendation of
last year of the Major-General commanding the Army could be carried
out, that the five artillery regiments be organized into seven with one
first lieutenant to each battery, instead of two as at present.
I again recommend that infantry regiments be organized by law into
regiments of three battalions of four companies each, instead of consisting of one battalion of ten companies as at present, an organization no
longer capable of being used in that form in battle by reason of the
tactical conditions necessary to meet modern arms.
EXTRA MEN FOR RECRUITING RENDEZVOUS.

I renew my recommendation of last year that the number of enlisted
men allowed for the Army, including recruits, be raised to 35,000. This
is requisite to supply the 25,000 effectives contemplated by our military
laws. This is so because the vacancies can not at present be filled
until after they occur; then a man is for a long time a recruit undergoing instruction, and there are a number of old men allowed toreenlist when too old for eff'ective work, that they may complete the
thirty years necessary for retirement. These causes, with discharges
for various reasons, including desertions, keep our organizations always
far below the maximum.
INSPECTIONS.

Too much work has been given the department inspector which does
not belong to the inspection of troops and posts of the departmenttoo much to allow the department commander to make proper use of
his services in the administration of the department command. In
fact, the tendency seems to be to make him the representative of the
inspector-general's division of the War Department at each headquarters, only incidentally informing the department commander of
matters needing remedy in his command.
I would prefer to have the department inspector more entirely my
staff' officer to aid me in keeping my department in order; but if the
Department of the East, as a whole, is to be inspected by him for the
information of the inspector-general, together with the various arWAR 91-VOL I--9
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senals, public works, accounts, and schools within its limits, some new
arrangement is plainly demanded.
Notwithstanding the outside calls, Col. Hughes, by extraordinary
diligence, bas himself thoroughly inspected all the garrisons and made
his reports. The aid sought to be rendered by a special detail of Capt.
Fessenden was made almost nugatory by the senior Inspector- general
at Washington. His schedule of work and instructions so restricted
me in my use of Capt. Fessenden as an inspector, that little or no duty
could be found for him.
AR1'ILLERY PRACTICE.

The artillery troops are now engaged in the annual target practice.
They evince the greatest interest, and officers and men are doing good
work. The inspector of artillery reports the mammoth powder, which
bas been in store since 18!)4, to be utterly worthless in obtaining uniform results. I recommend that this powder be used only for salutes.
ORDNANCE.

In the supply of ordnance and ordnance Rtores, for which requisitions
are made, I recommend that notice of action taken upon them by the
Ordnance Department be sent by it through these headquarters, so that
the acting ordnance officer of this department may have the information needed in considering subsequent questions requiring my approval.
. As it is now it is impossible to determine what stores are ou hand and
what are in transit.
SMALL ARMS PRACTICE.

The interest in rifle practice bas not abated. By the exclusion of
artillery and the loss of an infantry regiment by the diminution of
the department, the annual rifle competition bas been reduced somewhat in size. Since the artillery is still armed with the infantry rifle,
and, therefore, interest in its use must be encouraged, I think it might
safely he made permissive for representatives from batteries to be sent
to the annual competition, when it does not interfere with heavy gun
practice.
It is expected that by another year the department will be furnished
with all the ranges for small arms which are necessary.
POST SCHOOLS.

A year ago I said: "The post school system has not yet obtained a
proper status, though a distinct advance has been made." On examining the adjutant-general's report for the department, forwarded herewith, I see no reason to change the above expression. At many posts
there is a fair percentage of attendance; at other posts so small a proportion of the garrison attends that I doubt whether or not the progress
and interest desired have been reached. It is possible that those who
do not attend are by previous education already sufficiently instructed,
and that, as is known in some cases, the smaller numbers have been
brought np to the standard required. There has been a better supply
or books and school furniture than heretofore, but still it is difficlllt to
secure by detail competent and willing teachers.
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I call attention to the more elaborate 4 reports of the several members
of the permanent staff:
(1) Tile Adjutant General's, Col. George D. Ruggles, A. A. G.
(~) The Inspector General's, Col. H. P. Hughes, I. G.
(3) Tile Judge Advocate's, Lieut. CoL Thomas F. Barr, D. J. A. G.
(4) The Chief Quartermaster's, Col. Charles H. Tompkins, A. Q. M.G.
(5J The Chief Uommissary of Sub:::;istence, Lieut. Col. M. P. 8mall,.
A. C. G. of Sub.
(6) The Medical Director, Col. Charles Page, A. S. G.
(7) The Chief Paymaster, Col. Rodney Smith, A. P. M. G.
(8) The Inspector of Artillery, Maj. W. F. Randolph, 3d Artillery.
(9) The Inspector of Small Arms Practice, Capt. H. P. Kingsbury,
6th Cavalry.
To these officers and to the aides on my personal staff, Lieuts. Guy
Howard and Charles G. Treat, I am indebted for diligent and e1fective
work in conducting the affairs of the Division aud Department.
.
OLIVEl~ 0. H<JWARD,

Major-General, U.S. Army, Commanding.
The ADJU1'.A.NT-GENERAL U.S. ARMY, .

Washington, D. C.

Menw1·andum showing, in detail, the ca1tses of the several desm·tions rep01·ted on the accontpanying consol·idated repqrt as obtained f'/'on~ the sub reports of post connnandm·s.
No cause for desertion known ................................................. 158
Was in debt .................................. ----·----· ...... ---· .. ·-···----- :28
Escaped while under charges and in confinemeut...... .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12
Was dissatisfied with the service .............................. ·----·.......... 13
Complained of overwork......................................................
2
Supposed to have been homesick..............................................
5
Had been in the hands of civil authorities when deserted......................
2
Complained of insufficiency of food .............................. _..... __ ......
2
Had previously deserted ........................ ----.......................... 12
Deserted on account of a woman .......... ____ ...................... __ .... __ ..
7
Deserted for fear of punishment for wrongdoing ............... __ ......... __ ...
8
Desertion due to his marriage in the Army .................. ____ .......... __ ..
1
Had bad habits and was shunned by his comrades.............................
3
Was disliked by most all of his comrades .. __ .. ___ ........... _.. _.. ___ ... ......
2
Had requested his discharge, but was refused ............ _..... _____ ...........
2
Complained of insufficient. pay ........ ----....................................
2
Enli8ted fraudulently a~1d deserted for Jear of consequences __ ._ . _. _•....••. __ ..
1
WaA a thief ...................•.•........•.. _... _.....••.. _.... . • • • • . . . . . . . . .
5
Supposed to have been demented when deserted.----..........................
1
Was a drunkard...............................................................
2
Enlisted for temporary support ....... ____ ................................ __ ..
:~
Was dissatisfied in not getting transferred ...................... _.... .. .. .. .. ..
1
Deserted with a prisoner while on gnard over him .. ___ .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ....
2
Supposed to have met with foul play .. ------ ...... -----·......................
1
Had the money to purchase his discharge, but spent it.........................
1
Expected to be ordered against the Sioux and did not like to go................
1
Feared ridicule of his comrades on account of his bodily ailment ...... __ .. _.. _..
1
Complained of too much school duty ____ ............................ ;.........
1
Believed to have been a military convict......................................
1
Total. . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . • • • . • . . • • • . . . . . 280
*Omitted.
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REPORT OF MAJOR GENERAL MILES. .
HE.A.DQU ARTERS DEP.A.R'l'MEN1' OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 14, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following annual report of

military events and recommendations.
On the 1st day of September, 1890, in accordance with the provisions
of General Orders, No. 84, Headquarters of the Army, 1890, conveying
the President's orders, I relinquished command of the Division of the
Pacific to assume the command of the Division of the Missouri, with
headquarters at Chicago, Ill.~ which was done on the 15th day of September, 1890. The dtvision, by the changes incident to the general
order above mentioned, was limited to the Departments of the Platte
and Dakota. This was again changed by executive order, contained
in General Orders, No. 57, dated Headquarters of the Army, July 3,
1891, abolishing the divisions and assigning me to the command of the
Department of the Missouri, which em braces the States of Michigan,
Wiscon~in, Indiana, Illinois~ Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas, and
Oklahoma, and the Indian Territories, with headquarters at Cllicago,
Ill.
The military events and changes have been so important and unusual since assuming command of the Division of the Missouri that a
review of them is herewith submitted. Before arriving in the division
I was apprised of the communications going on between the different
tribes of Indians in the Western States and Territories, em bracing those
tribes as far south as the Indian Territory, and west as far as western
Nevada, and was also made aware of the threatening condition of
affairs then existing.
CONDITION OF

THF~

CHEYENNE INDIANS IN MONTANA.

While en route to the division headquarters at Chicago I received
information at Fort Keogh, Mont., from Cheyenne Indians I had known
for many years, of the distressed eondition they were in, particularly
the tribe of Northern Cheyennes; their suffering for want of food, their
being compelled to kill cattle belonging to the white people to sustain
life, and the disaffection then existing, as well as the alarm prevailing
among the citizens of that State.
To relieve their immediate wants I sent a telegram to the AdjutantGeneral at Washington stating that the principal trouble with the
Cheyenne Indians, whose reservation was south of Fort Keogh, was
the result of the Government's failure to provide Rufficient food and
the means to render them self.supporting; saying when I left there,
ten years previous, they had a herd of cattle and were at the time
largely self-supporting; that they had been obliged to kill their cattle
for food; that they had been on the verge of starvation and were at
that time very little better; that when without food, or the means of
providing for it, they bad been obliged to kill cattle belonging to white
men; that there was not the least difficulty in controlling them, but
ample means should be appropriated at once to supply them with food
and the means to render them self-supporting. At the same time I
recommended that funds should also be appropriated to reimburse the
white citizens who had been obliged to supply them with food. This
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telegram resulted iu their being granted an additional appropriation of
twenty-five thousand dollars, and reasonalJle appropriations for their
necessities.
·
CAUSE OF INDIAN DISAFFECTION.

Tbe causes that led to the serious disturbance of the peace in the
Nortbwest last autumn and winter were so remarkable that an explanation of them is necessary in order to comprehend the seriousness
of the sitqation. The Indians assuming the most threatening attitude
of hostility were the Cheyennes and Sioux. Their condition may be
stated as follows: For several years following their· subjugation in
1877, 1878, and 1879 the most dangerous elemp,nt of the Cheyennes and
the Sioux were under military control. Many of them were disarmed
and dismounted; their war ponies were sold and the proceeds returned
to them in domestic stock, farming utensils, wagons, etc. Many of the
Cheyennes, under the charge of military officers, were located on land
in accordance with the laws of Congress, but after they were turned
over to civil agents, and the vast herds of buffalo and large game bad
been destroyed, their supplies were insufficient and they were forced
to kill cattle belonging to w bite people to sustain life.
INSUFFICIENT FOOD.

The fact that they had not received sufficient food is admitted by the
agents and the officers of the Government who have had opportunities
of knowing. The majority of the Sioux were under the charge of civil
agents, frequently changed and often inexperienced. Many of the
tribes became rearmed and remounted. They claimed that the Government had not fulfilled its treaties and had failed to make !arge
enough appropriations for their support; that they had suffered for
want of food, and the evidence of this is beyond question and sufficient
to satisfy any unprejudiced, intelligent mind. The statements of
officr.rR, inspectors, both of the military and the Interior Departments,
of agents, of missionaries, and civilians familiar with their condition,
leave no room for reasonable doubt that this was one of the principal
causes. , While statements may be made as to the amount of money
that has been expended by the Government to feed the different tribes,
the manner of distributing t.hose appropriations will furnish one reason
for the deficit.
FAILURE OF CROPS.

The unfortunate failure of the crops in the plains country during the
years of 1889 and 1890 added to the distress and su:ff:'ering of the Indians, and it was possible for them to raise but very little from the
ground for self-support; in fact, white settlers hav-e been most unfortunate, and their losses have been serious and universal throughout a
large section of that country. The;y have ~truggled on from year to
year; occasionally they would raise good crops, which they were compelled to sell at lo~ prices, while in the season of drought their labor
was almost entirely lost. So serious have been their misfortunes that
thousands have left that country within the last few years, passing over
the mountains to t.he Pacific slope or returning to the east of the Missouri and the Mississippi.
The Indians, however, could not migrate from one part of the United
States to another; neither conld they obtain employment as readily as
white people, either upon or beyonll the Indiau reservations. They
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mnst remain in comparative idleness and accept the results of the
drought-an insufficient supply of food. This created a feeling of discontent even amoug the loyal and well-disposed and adrled to the feeling
of hostility of the element opposed to every process of civilization.
DISAFFECTION AT STANDING ROCK AGENCY.

Reports forwarded by Brig. Gen. Ruger, commanding Department of
Dak(Jta, contain the following:
.
The commanding officer at Fort Yates, N. Dak., under date of December 7, 1890, at the time the Messiah delusion was approaching a
climax says, in reference to the disa:flection of the Sioux Indians at
Standing Rock Agency, that it is due to the following causes:
(1) Failure of the Government to establish an equitable southern
boundary for the Standing Rock Agency Reservation.
(2) Failure of the Government to expend a just proportion of the
money received from the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad
Company for right of way privileges, for the benefit of the Indians of
said agency. (Official notice was received October 18, 1881, by the In ..
dian Agent at the Standing Rock Agency, that the said railroad compau.v had paid the Government, under its' agreement with the Sioux
Indians, for right of way privileges, the surn of $13,911. What additional payments, if any, have been made, by the said railroad company, a.nd what payments have been made by t,he Dakota Central·Railroa<.l Company, the records of the agency do not show. In 1883, and
again in 1885, the agent, upon complaints made by the Indians, wrote
the Com missioner of Indian Aft'airs, making certain recommendations
as regards the expenditure of the money received from the said railroad
compan;\·, bnt was in each instance informed that until Congress took
action with respect to the funds referred to nothing could be done.
No portiOn of the mone_v had been expended up to that time (December,
1890) for the benefit of the Indians of the agency, and frequent complaints bad been made to the agent by the Indians because they had
recei,·ed no benefits from their concessions to tile said railroad companies).
(3) Failure of the Government to issue the certificates of title to al1ot·
llients, as required by Article 6 of the treaty of 1868.
(4) Failure of the Government to provide the full allowance of seeds
and agricultural implements to Indians engaged in farming, as required
in Article 8, treaty of 1868.
(5) Failure of the Government to issue to such Indians the full number of cows and oxen provided in Article 10, treaty of 18()8.
(G) Failure of the Government to provide comfortable dwelling houses
for the Indians, as required in Article 6, treaty of 1876.
(7) Failur·e of the Government to issue to the Indians the full ration
stipulated in Article 5, treaty of 1876. (For the fiscal ~year beginning
July 1, 1890, the fo11owing shortage in the rations were found to exist:
485,275 pounds of beef [gross], 761,212 pounds of corn, 11,93? pounds
of coffee, 281,712 pounds of flour, 26,234 pounds of. sugar, and 39,852
pounds of beans. AI though the obligations of the Government extend
no further than furuishing so much of the ration prescribed in Article
5 as may be necessary for tlle support of the Indians, it would seem
that, owing to the almost total fai1ure of crops upon tile Standing Rock
Reservation for the past four years and the absence of game, the necessity for the issue of t!Je fu1l ration to the Indians here was never greater
than at the present time, December, 18HO.)
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(8) Failure of the Government to issue to the Indians the full amount
()f annuity supplies to which they are entitled under the provisions of
trticle 10, treaty of 1868.
(9) Failure of the Government to have the clothing and other annuity supplies ready for issue on the first day of August of each year. Such
supplies have not been ready for issue to the Indians, as a rule, until
the winter season is well advanced. (After careful examination at this
agency, the commanding officer is convinced that not more than two. thirds of the supplies, provided in Article 10 have been issued there,
and the Government has never complied with that provision of Article
l 0 which requires the supplies enumerated in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of
said article to be delivered on or before the first day of August of each
year. Such supplies for the present fiscal year, beginning July 1,
1890, had not yet reached (December, 1890) the nearest railway
station, about 60 miles distant, from which point they must, at this
season of the year, be freighted to this ageney in wagons. It is now
certain that the winter will be well advanced before the Indians at
this agency receive their annual allowance. of clothing and other annuity supplies.)
(10) Failure of the Government to appropriate money for the payment of the Indians for the ponies taken from them, by the authority
of the Government, in 1876.
In conclusion, the commanding officer says:
It, however, appears from the foregoing that the Government has failed to fulfill
its obligations, and in order to render the Indians law-abiding, peaceful, conteut.ed,
and prosperous it is strongly recommended that the treaties be promptly and fully
carried out, and that the promises made by the Commission in 1889 be faithfully
kept."
DISAFFECTION AT PINE RIDGE AGENCY.

Under date of November30, 1890, Gen. John R. Brool\:e, commanding Department of the Platte, after having investig·ated the cause of
disaffection among the Indians, says of those at the Pine Ridge Agency
that'fhe act of Congress approved February 28, 1877, provides for a ration whose proportion of different articles of food are fixed for these Indians, and the act directs that
such ration shall be continued to them, or so much of said ration as may be necessary,
until the Indians are able to support themselves. In 188tl the annual beef issue
authorized by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs was 5, • OO,O;;O pounds. In 1889 the
issue was 4,000,000 pounds. There was uo decrease in the number of Indians in that
one year to account for this reduction of 1,000,000 pounds of IJeef. The attention of
the Sioux Commir:~sion was called to this fact by the agent here, and they promised
him to reestablish the amount of 5,000.000 pounds. On the strength of this promise
the agent issued on the basis of 5,000,000 pounds. The promise was not redeemed,
and the inevitable deticiencs resulted.
In a letter of Aprill2, 1tl90, of .Mr. Gallager, agent here, to the Commissioner of
Indian AffaiTs, he statea that the monthly issue of beef at that time is 205,000 pounds,
whereas by the treaty the ration would be 470,400 pounds, a deficiency per month
of 265,400 pounds in that called for by the treaty, or a reduction of more than onehalf the proper treaty allowance. The following is an extract from the reply to this
letter, which is dated April21, lri90: ''It is bet.terto issue !Jalf rations all the time than
to give t,hem three-fourths or full rations during two month~ and none for the balance
of the year.'' 'l'he ~om missioner further states in the same letter that the Interior
Department is able to furnish such articles ae shoes, shawls, blankets, ticking, gingham, etc., as an equivalent, in lien of subsistence, or in lieu of parts of the ration
as fixed by the treaty referred to. The act of Congress fixing the rations says,
"and for every 100 rations 4 pounds of coffee. 8 pounds sugar, and ;) pounds of
beans, or in lien of said articles, the equivalent thereof, in the discretion of the CommissiOner of Indian Affairs, sucll rations, or so mnch there,f as may be necessary,
shall be continued." It is thought that when the Commissioner interprets t!Je words
(when the ration only is spoken of) 'or in liell of said articles the equivalent thereof,
to mean shoes, shawls, blankets, etc., that the Commissioner is in error, and that the
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resultant reduction in food is iu violation of the act of Congress. The enormons
reduction in the beef issue at this agency, which is the principal supply of food, is
shown by the following £gnres:
In the year 1886 the annual authorized issue was 8,125,000 pounds; in 1889 it was
4,000,000 pounds, a reduction of 4,127,,000 in three years, oral?- average annual reduction of 1,378,3:33 pounds; or in other words, in that space of time, the beef issue has
been reduced largely over one-half, and it is known that there has been no such corresponding reduction in the number of Indians, or advancement in their ability to
support themselves, as the land in the vicinity of this agency and adjacent to it is
not sufficiently good for agricultural purposes, except by irrigation. I do not consider, however, that these reductions in subsistence are sufficient grounds . for the •
attitude recently assumed by large numbers of these Indians. A part of them who
are subject to the same conditions in this respect are not in anywise disaffected,
though they deplore the inadeqnacy of the food supply. The disaffected are those
who are under the influe!1ce of Kicking Bear aJJd hi~; supporters. The ghost dance
appears to be a meanb to an end, viz, to draw under the influence of Kicking Bear
and his lieutenantssuch of the young men as can be won over by meansofthe excitement of this dance.

In regard to complaints of broken promises, Gen. Brooke invites attention to the following statement of American Horse, speaking for
himself and voicing the sentiment of four other chiefs present, as embodied in a letter of Indian Agent Royer to the Acting Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, dated November 17, 1890, in which the Indian says:
I was speaker for the whole tribe. In a general council I signed the bill (the late
Sioux bill) and 580 signed with me, the other members of my band drew out, and ever
since these two parties have been divided. The non progressive started the ghost dance
to draw from us. We were made many promises, but have never. heard of them since.
The Great Father says if we do what he directs it will be to qnr benefit, but instead
of this they are every year cutting down our rations and we do not get tlnongh to
keep us from suff·ering. * if. * After we signed the bill they took our land and
cut down our allowances of food. The commissioners made us believe that we would
get full sacks if we signed the bill, but instead of that our sacks are empty. Our
chickens were all stolen; our ca.t.tle, some of them were killed. Our crops were entirely lost by being here with the Sioux Commission, and we have never been benefited
one bit by the bill, and, in fact, we are worse off than we were before we signed the
bill.
We are told if we do as white men we will be better off, but we are getting worse
off every year. The commissioners promised the Indians living on Black Pipe and
Pass creeks, that if they signed the bill t.hey could remain where they were and draw
their rations at this agency, showing them on the map the line, and our people want
them here, but they have been ordered to move back to Rosebud Agency. This is
one of the broken promises. The Commission promised to survey the boundary line
and appropriate funds for the purpose, but it has not been done. When we were at
Washington, the President, the Secr~tary of the Interior, and the Commissioner, all
promi!ied us that we would get the million pounds of beef taken from us, and I
heard the bill appropriating the money passed Congress but we never got the beef.
'l'he Commissioner refused to give it to us. American Horse, Fast Thunder, and
Spotted Horse, were all promised a spring wagon each, but they have never heard
anything of it; this is another broken promise.

In reference to the above remarks by American Horse, Gen. Brooke
says: "If these promises were made, and I have no reason to doubt it,
there are reasonable grounds for complaint," andIt is a notable feature that in the division of these Indians into well-disposed and
disaffected, the former are those called "progressive" and favored the Sioux bill,
and the latter are '' nonprogressi ve '' and were the opponents of the bill. It is im·
pract.icable to reduce the complaints of the Indians to details at this time. The
records of the Indian Bureau, I believe, from what I hear at this agency, must contain all this matter; more frequent issues, however, should be· made, as too long a
time elapses from issue to issue, and an Indian does not, or will not, understand the
necessity for care in the use of his food; he always eats up his two weeks' supply in
ten days or less, and, as a consequence, goes hungry the rest of the time, and it should
be noted that by irrigation it is always possible to raise a crop in this section,
whereas without irrigation it is almost an impossibility.
In addition to disarming the Indians, I would recommend that the broken or
deferred promises be made good, that the food of thos~ living in regions where the
white man's crops have failed, with its consequent impoverishment, be increaseu,
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ibat this may in time render the Indians "law abiding and peaceable'' and ultimately,
I hope, "contented and prosperous." These general remarks appl;v equally to the
Indians ofthP. Rosebud Agency. It must be borne in mind that the Interior Department in making its issue ot beef makes no allowance for loss in weight, an animal
weighing 1,000 pounds at date of purchase, is issued at that weight, regardless of t.he
actual weight, no estimated or actual loss is considered. During the winter months
there is a large shrinkage in the amount of meat which comes from the edible part of
the animal.
DISAFFECTION .A.T ROSEBUD .AGENCY.

The officer, in compliance with instructions to report upon the status
of the Indians at the Rosebud Agency, November 27,1890, stated thatUnder treaty the United States Government agree to supply the Rosebud Indians
with 3 pounds of fresh beef per day (gross weight) for each person. These cattle
are us•ually delivered at the agency in the month of October, t.he season of the year
when cattle are in the best eondition. A calculation is then made, averaging the
cattle for the year's issue. The loss in weight in these cattle from October to .I<'ebruary is about 35 per cent, or a beef weighing 1,000 pounds in October will weigh
but 700 gross in February, and clress, possibly, 300 pounds. Two issues are made
during the month of one beef to every thirty people, or about 10 ounces per man per
day.
In October last 3,499,810 pounds of beef were delivered at the agency with instruction that this supply must be made to last until June 30, 1891, wher~as the
actual quantity these hdians are entitled to for this period is 4,384.926 pounds. I
have also learned there has been quite a heavy reduction in the allowance of sugar
and coffee for the year. Up to the time of the taking of the cemms, 2,700 rations in
excess of the actual number of Indians was delivered at the agency for issue, so it
is presumed they were well fed up to that time. The total number of IndianA belonging to the agency is 5,354. Two Strike, Crow Dog, White Horse, Short Bull, and
Lance are the leaders of these Indians. They have always been more or less troublesome and in my opinion should be arrested and sent to some military post.

The officer further said :
I have obtained information from a reliable source that the Indians at Rosebud do
n9t now, nor never have received the full treaty ration. The ration of beef issued
~a.rly in the fall, just after the delivery of cattle, comes nearer the full ration than
at any other season oi the year. The a>erage ration of beef for the year will not
exceed 8 ounces per ca.pita.

Another officer reports, under date of November 29, 1890, that the
beef ration was cut down ten years ago, that it was again reduced last
year, and the allowance bas been reduced for the period from October
1, 1890, to June 30,1891,900,000 pounds. He further says that Hollowhorn-bear (a prominent Indian) has stated it as his belief that the ghost
dance, which is popular because it is a feast to which the hungry and
starving Indians are attracted~ and where they are ferl, would cease if
the people received sufficient rations to live upon. The Indian mentioned asserts, from experience under civil and military administrations
at Indian agencies, that if an army officer was appointed agent at
Rosebud and Pine Ridge agencies and supplied with the treaty allowances of food and goods, the trouble would end in a few days. The last
Commission promised to see that these Indians were supplied with cows,
that they themselves might go into the cattle business, but none have
been furnished. Their crops have failed utterly; few receive any money
with which to supply the deficiency in foqd; the cattle are poor and short
in weight; the issue by weight is in some cases impracticable, for the
camps are more or less remote; but an ingenious mind ought to devise
a system by which, even in these cases, a sufficient allowance of beef
could be secured in the winter months.
I believe in the canteen or cooperative system, and know of no reason why the Interior Department should not establish stores, supplif;ls, etc., to be sold to the Indians
at reasonallle prices on an improved army commissary system. We know how even
intelligent men allowed themselves to be imposed upon by post traders, and I know
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of cases where the imposition of Indian traders upon starving Indians was impossible
of definition ; i. e., wLere a trader <>barged and received one dollar in good and lawful money for one flozen "Lard tack" crackers. I find that cord wood here is bought
from Indians at six dollars a cord, one by one as it happens to come in, but the
Indian ib paid on an order out of the trader's store-at trader'8 prices.
DIS.AFFEC'l'ION A'l' CHEYENNE RIVER AGENCY.

The commancling officer at Fort Bennet, S. Dak., reports two classes of
Indians, one of which is opposed to everything civilized, giving vent to
their grievances at every meeting of the Indians on ration day; the
other class, comprising a large majority of 1 he Inrlians of the reservation, llave accepted the situation forced upon them, and have been for
years bravely struggling in tile effort to reconcile themselyes to the
ways of civilization and moral progress, with a , gratifying degree of
success. It is this class whose complaints and grievances demand considerate attention. They claim, in true Indian style, that they only
have kept faith in all treaties made with them, and that somehow the
treaties when they appeared in print were not in many respects the
treatiPS which they signed.
They complain principally: (1) That the boundaries of the reservation in tre!tty of 1877 are not what they agreed to and thought they
were signi11g on the paper, and they specially emphasize the point that
the line of tlle western boundary should be a straight line at the Black
Hills, instead of as it appears on the maps; (2) that they have never
received full recompense for the ponies taken from them in 1876; (3)
that the game has been destroyed and driven out of the country by the
wllite people; (4) that their children are taken from them to Eastern
sclwols and kept for years, instead of being educated among them; (5)
that when these Eastern graduates return to 1;hem with civilized habHs, education, and trades, there is no provision made on the reservation for their employment and improvement, to the benefit of themselves and their people; (6) that the agents and employes sent out to
them have not all been "good men" and considerate of their (the Indians) int~rests and welfare; (7) that the issue of their annuity goods
is delayed so late in the winter as to cause them much suffering; (8)
that they are expected to plow the land and raise grain when the climate will not permit them to reap a crop. They think cattle should be
issued to them for breeding purposes, instead of farming implements
for useless labor; (9) that the rations issued to them are insufficient in
quantity, and frequently (beef and flour) very poor in quality.
Complaints ~, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are well founded and are justified
by the facts in each case, No. 9 special1y so, and this through no fault
or negligence of the agent. The agent makes his annual estimate for
sustenance in kind for the number of people borne on his rolls, based
on the stipulated ration in treaty of 1877. This estimate is modified or
cut down in the Indian Commissioner's office to meet the requirements
of a limited or reduced Congressional appropriation, and when it returns
to the agent's bands app1·oved be finds th~t be has just so many pounds
of beef and flour, etc., placed to his credit for the year, without regard
to whether they constitute the full number of treaty rations or not.
ThHe is no allowance given him for loss by shrinkage, wastage, or
other unavoidable loss, and with the very best efforts and care in the
distribution throughout the year of this usua1ly reduced allowance,
there can not be issued to each Indian his treaty ration, nor enough to
properly sustain life.
As a general thing the Indians of this reservation have been com-
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peHed to purchase food, according to their means, between ration issues;
those haYing no means of purchase have suffered. The half pound of
flour called for by the treaty ration could not be issued in full, and the
half pound of corn required has never been issued. nor anything
in lieu of it. In the item of beef but 1 pound was issued instead .of the
pound and a half called for in the treaty, and during the early spring
months, when the cattle on the range are thin and poor, the pound of
beef issued to the Indians is but a fraction of the pound issued to him
on the agent's return, and under the system of purchase in practice the
present fi8f'.al year m·ust necessarily be so. 'rhe agent's purchase of
beef supply on the hoof for the year, under contract, is closed in the
month of November, from which time be has to herd them the balance
of the year as best he can. He is responsible for the weight they show
on the scale when fat and in prime condition, so that a steer weighing
1,200 pounds in the fall must represent 1,200 pounds in April, while in
fact it may be but skin, horns, and bones, and weigh scarcely 600
pounds, while he bas done his best to care for them during the severity
of a Dakota winter. The Indians do not understand why they should
be made to suffer an this shrinkage and loss, and it is a useless and
humiliating attempt to explain. 'l'be agent iR not to blame. Tbe Department of Indian Affairs can do only the best it can with a limited
and tardy appropriation.
The remedy in the matter of food supply seems to be a sufficient and
early appropriation of funds. All coutracts for the beef t;upply should
call for delivery when req nired by the agent. The agent sbouM be allowed a percentage of wastage to cover unavoidable loss in issue by shrinkage and wastage. The Government should" bear the loss and not the
Indians. In couclusion, the commanding efficer remarks thatThis reservation is not agricultural land. The climate makes it a grazing country.
The Indians now can ra~fie cattle successfully and care for them in winter. All attempts at general farming must result in failure on account of climatic conditions.
DISAFFECTION OF YANKTONNAIS.

Under da.te of December 6, 1890, the commanding officer at Fort
Ran<iall, S. Dak., reports that he witnessed the issue of rations at the
Yanktonnais Indian Agency, and tltat it has been gradually reduced,
forcing the Indians to become self-sustaining to some extent. He said
they suffered very much the past f',eason on account of drought, failure
of crops, etc., and if something is not speedily done these Indians will
perish from famine.
'£he rations issued for seven days were barely enough for two days,
and within his knowledge, during eight years service at th~ post, Indians have been saved from suffering by eating refuse from soldiers'
tables. They can get but little from this source now, as there is but
one company at the post. The Indians claim that funds received for
right of way of crossing at Pipestone ($17,000) have not been di·
vided, and that balance of pay due SullJ''s scQuts has not been paid;
that the flour mill at the agency has not been used for two years, being
out of repair. Gen. Ruger, in forwarding this report, flays that suffering will befall these Iudians unless increase of allowance is provided,
and states that these Indians are most worthy.
The commanding officer at Fort vVashakie, Wyo., under date of November 28, 1890, states that the rations given the Shoshones is insufficient, it cousisting only of a 'lalf pound of flour, about 14 ounces of
beef, yeast powder, salt, and a small quantity of soap.
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REPORTS OF INDIAN INSPECTORS.

An Indian inspector, in reporting to the Secretary of the Interior,
nuder date of April 7, 1890, gives it as his opinion that it is a bad plan
~nd a great injustice to receive beef in October at its full weight and
issue it on that basis in J auuary following, the Indians thereby losing
over one-third, for which their money has been paid. He calls attention to the fact that the whites are now occupying Sioux lands secured
under treaty made by the commissioners of 18~9, and that the Indians
do not get as much as they did before the land was taken.
Under date of November2, 1890, Special United States Indian Agent
E. B. Reynolds calls attention of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
to the extremely disaffected and troublesome state of a portion of the
Indians on the Rosebud and other Sioux agencies. He says:
The coming new order of things, as preached to this people during the past seven
months, is the return to earth of their forefathers, the buffalo, elk, and all other
game, .t he complete restoration of their ancient habits, customs, and power, and the
annihilation of the whi'te man. 'This movement, which some three weeks ago it was
supposed had been completely abandoned, while not so openly indulged in, is continually gaining new adherents, and they are daily becoming more threatening and defiant of the authorities. This latter phase of the case may in a measure be attributed to the scant supply of rations, to which my attention has been almost daily
called by the Indians and especially to the reduction in the quantity of beef, as
compared to the issnes of former years. They kill cows and oxen issned to them for
breeding and working purposes, making no secret of doing so, and openly defy arrP-st. They said that the cattle were issued to them by the ''Great Father," and
that it is their right to do as they please with them. This evil is increasing daily,
and if not checked there will be but very few of this class of stock left on the reservation by spring.
During the past week it was reported to me that two Indians in the Red Leaf
camp, on Black Pipe Creek, had killed their cows for a feast at the ghost dance. I
sent a policeman to bring them in; they refoiled to come. The following day I sent two
officers anrl eight policemen and they returned without the men, reporting that after
they arriYed at the camp they were surroundcrl by seventy-five or more Indians, well
armed and with plenty of ammunition, and they unanimously agreed that au attempt to arrest the offenders would have resulted in death to the entire posse. On
Friday I sent tlle chief of police, with an interpreter, to explain matters and endeavor to bring the men in. They positively rl)fused to come, and the chief of police
reports thttt the m::ttter is beyond the control of the police. This is one case, which
could be repeated indefinitely by attempting the arrest of parties guilty of the same
offense.
The religious excitement, aggravated by almost starvation, is bearing fruits in this
state of insubordination. Indians say they ha,d better die :figbring tllau to die a
slow death of starvation, .and as the new religion promises their return to earth,
at the coming of the rnilleninm, they have no great fear of death. To one not accustomerl to Indians it is a hard matter to believe the confident assurance with
which tbey look forward to tlle fulfillment of the prophet's promises. The time first
set for the inauguration of the new era was next spring, but I am reliably informed
that it has since, and only lately, been advanced to the new moon after the next
one, or about December 11. The indications are unmistakable; theEe Indiaus llave
within the past three "eeks traded horses and everything else thes could trade for
arms and ammunition, and all the cash they become possessed of is spent in the same
way. One of the traders here reports that Indians within the last two days, have
come into his store and offered to sell receipts for wood delivered at the agency, and
for which no funds are on hand to pay them, for one-third of their value in cash.
\\'hen asked what urgent necessity there was for such sacrifice of receipts for less
than their face value, they answered that they wanted the cash to buy ammunition.
These are some of the signs of the times, and strongly indicate the working of the
Indian mind. To me there appears to be but one remedy (and all here agree with
me) ndess the old order of things (the Indians controlling the agency) is to be reestablished, and that is a sufficient force of troops to prevent the outbreak whiCh is
imminent~ and which any one of a dozen unforeseen causes may precipitate.
1'HE MESSIAH DELUSION.

In this condition of affairs, the Indians, realizing the inevitable, and
seeing their numbers gradually diminishing, their strength and power
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weakening, very naturally prayed to their God for some supernatural
power to aid them in the restoration of their former indepPndence and
the destruction. of tlleir enemies. It was at this stage of affairs, when
driven to desperation, they were willing to entertain the pretensions or
superstitions of deluded, fanatical people li';'"ing on the western slope
of the Rocky Mountains, whose emissaries first secretly appeared among·
the Indians prior to 1889. It was not, however, until the autumn of
that year that the widespread conspiracy assumed serious character.
They first aroused the curiosity of the Indians by some secret method
scarcely realized by the savages themselves and persuaded delegations
from different tribes of Indians to leave their reservations in Novembel', 1889.
It is remarkable that by concerted action the delegations from the
different tribes secretly left the various reservations, some starti,ng
fmm points a thousand miles apart from others, and some traveling
1,400 miles into a country entirely unknown to them, and in which they
had never been before. The delegations from the Sioux, Cheyennes,
and other tribes, ~Secretly leaving their reservations, met at and traveled through the Arapahoe and Shoshone Reservation~ in Wyoming,
and thence via the U niou Pacific they passed into Utah, and were
joined by Gros Ventres, Utes, Snakes, Piegans, Bannocks, Pi-Utes,
and others, until they came to a large conclave of whites and Indians,
near Pyramid Lake in Nevada, where not less than sixteen prominent tribes of Indians were represented. These delegates were then
told that " those present were all believers in a new religion," that" they
were all oppressed people," that "'the whites and Indians were all the
same, and that '"the Messiah had returned to them." So well w3.s this
deception played by men masquerading and personating the Christ that
they made these superstitious savages believe that the so-called Christ
couldspeakalllangnages, that the whites who were not of their faith were
to be destroyed, and that all who bad faith in the "'new religion" would
occupy the earth; that the Messiah would cover t.he earth with dust and
would tb.en "renew everything as it used to be and make it better."
He told them also that all of their dead would be resurrected; that
they were all to come back to earth again, and that as the earth was too
small for them and us he would do away with Heaven and make the
earth large enough to contain all of them, and that they must tell all
the people they meet about those things. He (or they who were personating one being) spoke to them about fighting, and said that was
bad and that they must keep from it, that the earth was to be all good
hereafter, and they must all be friends to one another. He said that
''in the fall of the year (1890) the youth of all the good people would
be renewed so that nobody would be more than 40 years old," and that
"if they behaved themselves well after this, the youth of every one
would be renewed in the spring." He said "if they were all good he would
send people among them who could cure all their wounds and sickness by mere touch and that they would live forever." He told
them "not to quarrel, nor fight, nor strike each other, nor shoot one
another; tb.at the whites and Indians there were to be all one people." He said "if any man disobeyed what he ordered his tribe
would be wiped from the face of the earth; that they must believe
everything he said, and must not doubt him or say he lied;" that ''if
tlley did he would. know it; that be would know their thoughts and
actions in no matter what part of the world they might be." Indian
delegates who have seen the .l\Iessiah describe him in different ways,
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some as an Indian, others as a white man. There were, undoubtedly,
several masquerading in the same robes and disguise as one person.
They state that the Messiah is tbe one who taught them various religious ceremonies and to dance what has been termAd the ''ghost
dance" or a sacred dance, clothed in a light garment like a shirt or
hunter's frock, which, after being sanctified, was believed to be bullet
proof.
It has beenlearncd that delegates from the different tribes were all
present when the Messiah appeared or was seen by them at different
tirnes, and these all returned to their various reservations, announcing
to their relatives and friendt! what they bad learned, fully convilwcd
themselves, and convincing others that what they had seen and beard
was true. These talks lasted sometimes for four or five days, and the
warriors were initiated in the mysteries of the new faith as taught by
the so-called Messiah. 'l'he Indians received the words of prophecy
from the Messiah with intense enthusiasm, thinking that after years of
distress and discouragement their prayP.rs bad been heard and that
tbey were about to enter into a life of happiness for which theybelieved
nature had originally intended them. The fanaticism and superstition
of these people were taken advantaglj of by their disaffected and designing leaders to encourage them to assume hostilities toward the Government and white people.
OUTBREAK PRECIPITATED.

Short Bull, one of the Indians who bad made the pilgrimage toNevada, and who bad become one of the acknowledged leaders of the
hostile element, in a public harangue announced that be would shorten
the time for a general uprising, and called upon all the warriors to assemble in what is known as the Mauvaises Terres or Bad Lands, on the
White River, southwest of South Dakota, in November, 18!JO. Short
Bull's speech, interpreted, was as follows:
·
My friends and relatives: I will soon start this thing in running order. I have .
told yon that this would come to pass in two seasons, hut since the whites are interfering so much, I will advance the time from what my Father above told me to do
so. The time will be shorter. Therefore you must not be afraid of anything. Some
of my relations have no ears, so I will have them blown away. Now there will be a
tree sprout up, and there all the members of our religion and the tribe must gather
togetller. That will be the place where we will see our relations. But, before this
time, we must dance the balance of this moon, at the end of which time the earth
will &hiver very hard. Whenever this thing occurs I will start the wind to blow.
We are the ones who will tllen see our fathers, mothers, and everybody. We
the tribe of Indians, are the ones who are living a sacred life. Gocl, onr Father,
himself has told and commanded and shown me to do these things. Our Father in
Heaven has placed a mark at each point of the four winds; first,, a clay pipe, which
lirs at the setting of tt.e sun and represents the Sioux tribe; sccoud there is a holy
arrow lying at the north, which represents the Cheyenne tribe; third, at the rising
of the snn there lies bail, representing the Arrapaboe tribe; and fourth, t.bere lies a
pipe ttllCl nice feather at the south, which represents the Crow tribe. My Father bas
shown me these things, there*'ore we must continue this dance. There may be soldiers surronnd you, but pay no attention to them 1 continue the dance. If the soldiers
surround yon four deep, three of you on whom I have put holy shirts will sing a
song, which I l1ave taught you, around them, when some of them will drop dead,
then tlle rest will start to run, but their horses will sink into the earth; the riders
will jump from their horses, b.nt they will sink into the earth also; then you can do
as yon desire with them. Now you must know this, that all the so1diers and that
race will be dead; there will be only five thousand of them left living on tbe earth.
My friends and relations, this is straight and true. Now we must gather at Pass
Creek, where the tree is sprouting. There we will go among our dead relations. You
must not take any earthly thjugs witll yon. Thm1 the men must take oft' all their
clothing, and the women must do the same. No one shall be ashamed of exposing
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their persons. My Father above bas told us to do this, and we must do as be says.
Yon must not be afraid of anything. The guns are the only things we are afra.icl ofbut, they belong to our Father in Heaven. He will see that they do no harm. What,
ever wltite men may tell you~ do not listen to them. My relations, this is all. I will
now raise my hand up to my Father and close what he bas said to you through me.

Tllis harangue was fo11owed by the movement of some three thousand
Indians from the Rosebud and Pine.Ridge reservations, to that rough,
brok(:'n country of high buttes, ravines, and impasRable gulches. The
hostile element on the Cheyenne and Standing Rock agencies were
prepared to join tllem. As the following of Short Bull and Kicking·
Bear moved to the bad lands they looted the homes of hundreds of
Indians who had been trying for years to farm and in part support
themselves, and carried with them many Indians who were peaceably
disposed. This would have been the case on other reservations had
not protection been given to the loyally disposed and decided measures
been taken to suppress the hostile element.
THREATENED HOS1'ILI1'IES.

The leaders who ba-ve been constantly and persistently hostile to
every measure of civilization proclaimed there could be no better way
of helping the prophesy and hastening the coming of the Messiah than
by aiding in the removal of the white people, and to such disaffected,
turbulent, hostile. spirits as Sitting Bull, Kicking Bear, Short Bull,
and others, this was the time for action. Nothing could be more gratifying to them, and the false prophets and medicine men immediately
took advantage of the wretched condition of the Indians to spread disaffection among the different tribes.
The runners of Sitting Bull, who for years had been the great war
chief and the head center of the hostile element, traveled in various
directions, but more especially to the tribes in the Northwest, carrying
l1is messages to get ready for war and to get all the arms and ammunition posRible, and for all the warriors to meet near the Black Hills in
the spring of 1891. He even sent. emissaries beyond the boundary line
of the U11ited States to the Indian tribes in the British Possessions,
and promises of support were returned. The first serious disturbance
of any kind was to be signal for the gathering of all the warriors from
the different, tribes.
The Indians llad, in the interim of peace, succeeded in getting
together a large amount of "ammunition and arms, particularly their
favorite weapon, the vVinchester rifle. They were, consequently, far
better prepared to wage a war than at any previous time in their history. As some of the deh. gates to the conclave in Nevada were not
imbued with the peaceful teachings of the "Messiah," but were, on the
contrary, disappointed, inasmuch as they had hoped to hear him teach
some incendiary doctrine, the clisaftection spread by Sitting Bull and
other like spirits received their llearty support, and they disseminated
knowledge to the Indians not strictly conforming to the Messiah's
teachings, but more to their own, and the Indians were wrought up to
a frenzy of wild excitement.
The above information and much more was gained from Yarious
sources chiefly while the division commander was enga.g('d with the
Northern Cheyenne Commission, visiting the various Indian reioicrvations during the latter part of October and the early part ofN ovem ber,
1890, and through the department commanders and stafi-' officers
ordered to investigate the subject. As the control of Indian affairs
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was in the hands of Indian agents the military could not ami did uot
take action until the conspiracy bad spread over a vast extent of
country, and the most serious Indian war of our history was imminent.
In fact, the peace of an area of country equal to an empire was in
peril. The States of Nebraska, the two Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming,
Colorado, Idaho, and Nevada, and the Territory of Utah, were liable to
be overrun by a hungry, wild, mad horde of savages. The old theory
that the destruction of a vast herds of buffalo had ended Indian wars,
is not well-founded. The same country is now covered with domestic
cattle and horses .and the Indians would have, in what they believed
to be a righteous crusade, looted the scattered homes and lived and
traveled upon the domestic stock of the settlers. Pillage would have
bet>n followed by rapine and devastation.
So general was the alarm of the citi7.ens, the officials of the General
Government, the governors of the States, and the press of that part
of the country, that all earnestly appealed for aid and protection for
the settlements.
APPEALS FOR TROOPS.

In a letter dated October 29, 1890, from P. P. Palmer, Indian agent,
Cheyenne River Agency, to the Interior Department, he says of Hump
and his following that the best means of preventing an outbreak among
the Indians would be to take these leaders entirely out of the reach of
their followers.
In a letter dated October 30,1890, D. F. Royer, Indian agent at Pine
Ridge Agency, informs the Commissioner of Indian Affairs thatSome of the disadvantages originating from this ghost dance is the believers in it
defy the law, threaten the .police, take their children out of school, and if the lJOlice
are sent after the children, they simply stand ready to fight before they will give
them np. When an Indian violates any law the :first thing they do is to join the
ghost dance, and then they feel safe to defy the police, the law, and the agent.

And further! have carefully studied the matter for nearly six weeks and have brought all the
persuasion through the chiefs to bear on the leaders that was possible, but wHhout
effect, and the only remedy for thie; matter is the use of military, and until this is
done, you need not expect any progress from these people; on the other band, you
will be made to realize that they are tearing down more in a day than the Government can build up in a month.
•

In transmitting the reports of Agents Palmer and Royer, the Secretary of the Interior says:
It may be best to have a force of soldiers sufficient to arrest and watch these Indians
for a time, but if it is attl:'mpted, it should be done with firmness and power so great
as would overwhelm the Indians from the beginning.
_

Under date of November 12,1890, the Acting Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, upon receipt of additional reports from the Indian agents, says
that the agent at Piue Ridge reports " .that the craze has steadily increased until now it has assumed such proportions both in the number
and spirit of adherents that it is entirely beyond the control of the
agent and police force, who are openly defied by the dancers," and as a
means of stopping the dances, the agent suggests sending a body of
troops sufficient to arrest the leaders therein and imprison them and
disarm the balance of the reservation. And on the 13th he transmits a
telegram from Agent Royer, showing that two hundred participants in
the ghost dance, all armed and ready to fight, had overpowered the
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Indian police, and that the agency is at the mercy of these ''crazy
dancers," and says :
I deem t,he situation at said agency arising from the ghost dance as very critical,
and believe that an outbreak may occur at any time, and it does not seem to me to
be safe to longer withhold troops from the agency. I therefore respectfully recommend that the matter be submitted to the honorable Secretary of War with the
request that such instructions as may be necessary be given to the proper military
authorities to take such prompt action as the emergency may be found by them to
demanil, to the end that any outbreak on the part of the Indians may be averted and
the Indians be shown that the authority of this Department and its agent must be
respected and obeyed by them.

Not until the civiJ agents had lost control of the Indians and declared
themselves powerless to preserve peace, and the Indians were in armed
hostility and defiant of the civil authorities was a single soldier moved
from his garrison to suppress the general revolt. To prevent the
threatened murder of the civil agents and employes at the Rosebud
and Pine Ridge Agencies and the destruction of the public property at
those places, as well as to give protection to and encourage the loyal
and peaceful Indians, troops were ordered to those points under command of General Brooke, commanding the Department of the Platte,
on November 17, 1890.
CONDITION OF THE TROOPS.

A period of several years of peace and inactivity from serious field
service had created a feeling of security on the part of the settlers and
a degree of confidence on the part of the troops not warranted by the
real condition of affairs. It was found that this period of peace bad, to
some extent, impaired the efficiency of the troops. This was noticeable
in the want of proper equipment for field operations, especially in transportation. There was a reasonable amount of transportation for the
ordinary post or garrison service, but it was entirely inadequate for
field operations. The time to prepare them for active campaigning
was so short that they were hardly equipped before their services were
required in the field. While the danger and alarm was general throughout the settlements and thousands of unfortunate people, whose homes
were scattered throughout that vast territory, were sacrificing what
little property they had to obtain transportation to move their families
out of the flountry, leaving mnch of their property uncared for and un- .
protected, the hostile element of the different tribes was gathering
strength and hastening the time for a general outbreak. With as little
delay as possible troops were being properly prepared for field service
and concentrated where their services would be avallable.
It was the design of the division commander to anticipate the movements of the hostile Indians and arrest Ot' overpower them in detail before
they had time to concentrate in one large body, and it was deemed advisable to secure, if possible, the principal leaders and organizers, namely,
Sitting Bull, and others, and remove them for a time from that country.
To this end authority was given on November 25, 1890, to William F.
Cody, a reliable frontiersman, who has had much experience as chief
of scouts, and who knew Sitting Bull very well, and. had perhaps as
much influence over him as any living man, to proceed to the Standing
Rock Agency to induce Sitting Bull to come in with him, making such
terms as he (Cody) might deem necessary, and if unsuccessful in this,
to arrest him quietly and to remove him quickly from his camp to the
nearest military station. He was authorized to take a few trusty men
with him for that purpose. He proceeded to Fort Yates on the Stand,W.A.R 91-YOL I--10
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i.ng Rock Reservation and received from Lieut. Col. Drum, commanding,
the necessary assistance, but his mission was either suspected or made
known to the friends of Sitting Bull, who deceived him as to his whereabouts. This had the effect of delaying the arrest for a time.
At this time the division commander proceeded to Washington for
tbe purpose of laying before the authorities the plans and measures to
be taken to suppress the hostilities should they commence, and to supply the necessary food to keep the Indians from suffering. Authority
was given to supply tbe necessary additional food out of the Army appropriations, as a military necessity, and the Secretary of the Interior
also gave authority to issue the rations authorized by treaty of 1889.
In addition, orders were given directing all the Sioux agencies to be
placed practically under the control of th~ military, especially so far as
related to the police and management of the Indians, and the civil
agents were directed to comply with the orders received from the military authorities. Complying with the terms of the treaty so far as the
ration was concP,rned went far to retaining the loyalty of a good percentage of the Indians who might otherwise have become involved.
This much having been accomplished active measures were then taken
to suppress the hostile element who were upon the verge of a general
outbreak.
ARREST AND DEATH OF SITTING BULL.

The first measure for the arrest of Sitting Bull having failed orders
were given on December 10, 1890, directing the commanding officer,
Fort Yates, to make it his personal duty to secure the arrest of Sitting
Bull without delay. Accordingly the commanding officer, ],ort Yates,
directed that certain troops of his command under Capt. Fechet go to
Sitting Bull's camp and the remainder of the troops be held in readiness
for service. Mr. McLaughlin, the Indian ag·ent, selected a body of
police (composed of Indians in whom he had confidence), who were ordered to the camp of Sitting Bull to make the arrest, to be followed
and supported by the troops under Capt. Fechet. Had Sitting Bull
submitted to the arrest by the lawful authorities of the Government he
would have been unharmed and probably alive to-day. Although
urged to submit quietly by the men of his own race, clothed with the
authority of the Governmeut, acting as police, he resisted, and made a
determined effort to avoid going with them. In fact, he raised the cry
of revolt, which gathered around him a strong force of his followers,
uumbering something like seventy-five warriors, who opened fire upon
the police, and a desperate fight ensued, in which Sitting Bull and
seveu of his warriors were killed and many wounded; not, however,
without serious loss to the brave Indian policemen carrying out the
orders of their agent and the officers of the Government. Six of their
number were killed and others seriously wounded. In fact, the whole
number would have been massacred had it_not been for the timely·
arrival of Capt. Fechet, who quickly made proper disposition of his
force, and with his mounted men and one Hotchkiss gun, drove back
the warriors surrounding the police and pursued them through the
wooded country for several miles. The action of Capt. Fechet waR
gallant, judicious, and praiseworthy, and it bad the effect of striking
the first and most serious blow to the hostile element, and of totally
destroying it on that reservation.
Regarding the death of Sitting Bull, his tragic fate was but the ending of a tragic life. Since the days of Pontiac, Tecumseh, and Red
Jacket no Indian has had the power of drawing to him so large a fol-
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lowing of his race, and molding and wielding it against the authority
of the United States, or of inspiring it with greater animosity against
the white race and civilization. In his earlier years he had gained a
reputation by constantly organizing and leading war and raiding parties; and, although not a hereditary chief, was the recognized head of
the disaffected element when the Sioux were at war, and in his person
was the exponent of the hostile element around which gathered the
young, ambitious warriors of the diff'erent tribes, and his death, for
which be alone was responsible, was a great relief to the country in
which he had been the terror for many years.
His followers who were not killed were pursued by the troops, a portion surrendered at the Standing Rock Agency, the others with the exception of thirty went to the reservation to the ~outh, where they were
intercepted and surrendering their arms were taken to Forts Bennett
and Sully, where they were kept for several months under military
surveillance.
REMOV.A.L OF HUMP.

The next important event was the removal of Hump, who had become disaffected on the Cheyenne River Reservation, which was accomplished without violence. For seven years Capt. Ewers, Fitth U. S.
Infantry, had had charge of this chief and his followers, and had gained
their confidence and respect. At the request of the division commander, Capt. Ewers was ordered from Texas to South Dakota, and
directed to put himself in communication wita Hump. Hump was regarded as one of the most dangerous Indians in that part of the country. In fact, so formidable was he considered that the civil agents did
not think it possible for Capt. Ewers to communicate with him. Capt.
Ewers promptly acted upon his instructions, proceeded to Fort Bennett,
and thence, with Lieut. Hale, without troops, 60 miles into the country
to Hump's camp. Hump at the time was 20 miles away, and a runner
was sent for him. Immediately upon hearing that Capt. Ewers was in
the vicinity, he came to him, and was tQld that the division commander
desired him to take his people away from the hostiles, and bring them
to the nearest military post. He replied that '' if Gen. Miles sent for
him, he would do whatever was desired." He immediately brought his
people into Fort Bennett, and complied with all the orders and instructions given him, and subsequently rendered valuable service for
peace. Thus an element regarded as among t):te most dangerous was
removed. All except thirty of Hump's following rEturned with him and
Capt. Ewers to Fort Bennett. The remaining thirty broke away and
joined Big Foot's band, which with the addition of twenty or thirty that
had escaped from Sitting BuB's camp at Standing Rock Agency, increased his following to one hundred and sixteen warriors. Orders
were then given for the arrest of this band under Big Foot, which
was accomplished by the troops under Lieut. Col. Sumner on the 22d of
December, 1890. Under the pretense that they (the Indians) would go
to their agency at the mouth of the Cheyenne River, they, on the night
of the 23d of December, eluded the troops and started south toward
the Indian rendezvous in the Bad Lands, near White River, about 40
miles west of Pine Ridge Agency.
DISPOSITION OF TROOPS.

While this was being done, seven companies of the Seventh Infantry,
under Col. Merriam, were placf3d along the Cheyenne River to restrain
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the Indians of that reservation and intercept those from Standing Rock,
which had a very salutary effect upon the Indians of both reRervations.
In the mean time, a strong force had been gathered at the Rosebud and
Pine Ridge Agencies. Those at the Rosebud were under the command
of Lieut. Col. Poland, composed of two troops of the Ninth Cavalry and
battalions of the Eighth and Twenty-first Infantry; Col. Shafter, with
seven companies of the First Infantry controlled the country to the
south and west of the Rosebud Agency, with station at Fort Niobrara;
those at Pine Ridge Agency, under the immediate command of Gen.
Brooke, were eight troops of the Seventh Cavalry, under Col. Forsyth,
a battalion of the Ninth Cavalry, under Maj. Henry, a battery of the
First Artillery under Capt. Capron, a company of the Eighth Infantry,
and eight companies of the Second Infantry under Col. Wheaton. West
from Pine Ridge Agency was stationed a garrison of two companies
under Col. Tilford of the Ninth Cavalry; north of that with headqaarters at Oelrichs was stationed Lieut. Col. Sanford of the Ninth Cavalry,
with three troops, one each from the First, Second and Ninth Cavalry;
north of that on the line of the railroad at Buffalo Gap Capt. Wells,
with two troops of the Eighth Cavalry and one troop of the Fifth
Cavalry was stationed; north of that on the same railroad at Rapid City
Col. Carr of the Sixth Cavalry, with six troops was in command; along
the south fork of the Cheyenne River Lieut. Col. Offley, and seven companies of the Seventeenth Infantry was stationed, and to the east of
the latter comr.na.nd, Lieut. Col. Sumner, with three troops of the E1 ghth
Cavalry, two companies of the Third Infantry, and Lieut. Robinson's
company of scouts was stationed. Small garrisons were also stationed
at Forts Meade, Bennett, and Sully. Most of the force was placed in
poRition between the large hostile camp in the Bad Lands, which had
gathered under Shvrt Bull and Kicking Bear, and the scattered settlers endangered by their presence. As the line under Col. Carr was
considered the most liable to be brought in contact with the hostile
force, the division commander established his temporary headquarters
at Rapid City, S. Dak., where this force was in close communication, and from which their mo-vements could be directed with the least
delay.
'
EFFORTS FOR PEACE.

Every effort was made by Gen. Brooke in command at Pine Ridge and
Rosebud to create dissension in the hostile camp and to induce as many
Indians as possible to return to their proper reservations. At the same
time, the troops to the west formed a strong cordon which had the effect
to gradually force the Indians back to the agency; the OQject being, if
possible, to avoid conflict, although at any time from the 17th day of December, 1890, to the 15th day of January 1891, the troops could have
engaged the Indians and a serious engagement would have been fought.
The effect would have been to kill a large number of the Indians, costing the liYes of many officers and men, and unless complete annihilation
resulted, those who escaped would have preyed upon the settlements,
and the result might have been a prolonged Indian war.
'rhe fact that the IndianR bad lost confidence in the Government was
a serious embarrassment to the military. They claimed that their lands
had been taken and were then occupied by white settlers, which is true;
and that they had received no positive guaranty that the terms of the
treaty they had made would be carried out. In order to enable the
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military to win the confidence of the hostiles, the division commander
sent the following telegrams:
RAPID CITY, S.DAK., Decembel' 19, 1800.
Senator DAWES,
Washingto19, D. C.:
You may be assured of the following facts that can not be gainsaid:
First. 'fhe forcing process of attempting to make large bodies of Indians self-sustaining when the Government was cutting down their rations and their crops almost
a failure is one cause of the difficulty.
Second. While the Indians were urged and almost forced to sigu a treaty presented
to them by the commission authorized by Congress, in which they gave up a valuable
portion of their reservation which is now occupied by white people, the Government
has failed to fulfill its part of the compact, and instead of an increase, or even a
reasonable snpply for their support, they have been compelled to live on half and
two-third rations and received nothing for the surrender of their lands, neither bas
the Government given any positive assurance thrtt they intend to do any differently
-with them m the future.
Congress has beAn in session several weeks, and could if it were disposed in a few
hours confirm t.he treaties that its commissioners have made with these Indians, and
appropriate the necessary funds for its fulfillment and thereby give an earnest of their
good faith or intention to fulfill their part of the compact.
Such action; in my judgment, is essential to restore confidence with the Inuians
and give peace and protection to the settlements. If this be done, and the President
authorized to place the turbulent and dangerous tribes of Indian\'! under the control
of the military, Congress need not enter into details but can safely trust the military
authorities to subjugate and govern and in the near future make self-sustaining auy
or all of the Indian tribes of this country.
•
RAPID CITY, ~. DAIL, Dec. 19, U390.
Gen. JOHN M. SCHOFIELD,
Cmnrnanding the Army, Washington, D. C.:
Replying to your long telegram, one point is of vital importance: the difficult
Indian problem can not be solved permanently at this end of the liue. It requires
the fuifillment by Congress of the treaty obligations in which the Indians were entreated and coerced into signing. They signed away a valuable portion of their
reservation, and it is now occupied by white people, for which they have received
nothing. They understood that ample provision would be made for their ~:>up port;
instea<l, their supplies have been reduced and much of the time they have been living
on -half and twu-thirds rations. Their crops, as well as the crops of white people,
for two years have been almost a toJ,al failure. The disaffection is widespread,
especia.lly among the Sioux, while the Cheyennes have been on the verge of starvation and were forced to commit depredations to sustain life.
These facts are IJeyond question, and the evi<lence is positive and sust:~iued by
thousands of witnesses. Serious difficulty bas been gathering for years. Congress
has been iu session several weeks and could in a single hour confirm the treaties and
appropriate the necessary funds for their fulfillment, which their commissioners and
the highest officials of the Government have guaranteed to these people, and unless
the officers of the Army can give some positive assurance that the Government intends to act in good faith with these people the loyal element will be diminished
and the hostile element increased. If the Government will give some positive assurance that it will fulfill its part of the understanding with these 20,000 Sioux Indians
they can safely trust the military authorities to subjugate, control, and govern
these turbulent people, and I hope that you will ask the Secretary of War and
the Chief Executive to bring this matter directly to the attention of Congress.

At the same time the Indians were notified that if they complied
with the orders of the military their rights and interests would be protected so far as the military were able to accomplish.
The measures taken were having a most desirable effect upon the
hostiles, for it was l'eported in their camp that Sitting Bull and his immediate following bad been killed, that Big Foot had been arrested,
and that Hump had returned to his allegiance. 1.1his discouraged them,
and the presence of a strong cordon of troops, gradually forcing them
back to the agency without actually coming in contact with them. and
the strong influences brought to bear through the aid of friendly Indians from Pine Ridge, caused them to break camp on December 27,
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1890, and leave their stronghold, which was a Reries of natural fortifications, almost impenetrable. and move toward the agency by slow
marches. The troops under CoL Carr and Lieut. Ools. Offiey and Sanford were slowly following in communicating and supporting distance.
In fact~ the fires of the Indians were still burning in their camps behind them when the troops moved in to occupy the same grounds.
WOUNDED KNEE CREEK AFFAIR.

Although the camp of Big Foot had escaped the troops on the Cheyenne H,iver, the troops on the south were moved so as to prevent him
joining the hostile element, and orders were given to the troops under
Col. Carr and Gen. Brooke not only to intercept the movement of Big
Foot and pllrty but to cause their arrest. This was accomplished by
Maj. 'Vhitside on the 28th day of December, 1890, who met Big Foot
12- miles west of Porcupine Creek and demanded his surrender. The
bantt submitted to it without resistance and moved with the troops 7
miles, where they were directed to camp, which they did in such position as the commanding officer directed. In order that no mistake
might be made, and to have sufficient troops on the ground in case of
resistance, Col. Forsyth was ordered by Gen. Brooke to join Maj. Whitside with four troops of cavalry, which, with the company of scouts
under Lieut. Taylor, made up a force of eight troops of cavalry, one
company of scouts, and four pieces of light artillery, a force of 470
fighting men as against 106 warriors then present in Big Foot's baud.
A scouting party of Big Foot's band was out looking for. the hostile
camp of Short Bull and Kicking Bear, but as they (Short Bun and
Kicking Bear) had been started from the Bad Lands and were moving
into Pine Ridge Agency they were returning to Big Foot's baud when
the fight occurred on the morning of the 29th of December, 1890.
It was the intention to order Big Foot's band to the railroad and
then send it back to the reservation where it belonged, or out of the
country for a time, in order to ~eparate it from the other Indians. As
they had not been within a long distance of the hostile camp in the Bad
I.. ands it was deemed advisable to keep them as far away as possible
from it.
The unfortunate affair at Wounded Knee Creek December 29, 1890,
in which 30 officer~ aud soldiers and 200 InJ.ians (men, women, and
chiluren) were killed or mortally wounded, prolonged the disturbance
and made a successful termination more difficult.
A number of the Iudians that had remained peaceable at the Pine
Hidge Agency became greatly alarmed on learning what bad befallen
the band of Big Foot, and some of the young warriors went to their
assistance. These, on returning with the intelligence of what had occurred, caused a general alarm, which resulted in some 3,000 leaving the
camps located about the agency to join the hostiles and assume a threatening attitude.
The Indians from the Bad Lands, under Short Bull ·and Kicking
Bear, would have camped that night (December 29) within 4 miles
of the agency, but on hearing the news of the Big Foot disaster turned
back and assumed a hostile attitude on White Clay Creek about 17
miles from the Pine H.inge Agency. Thus, instead ofthe hostile camp
under Short Bull and Kicking Bear campmg within a. short distance
of the agency, the next day, the 30th of December," found the hostile
camp augmented to nearly 4,000, and embracing more than a thousand
warriors.
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AFFAIR AT 1'HE 1\HSSION.

On December 30 a small band of Indians came near the Catholic
Mission, 4 miles from the military camp at Pine Ridge, and set fire to
one of the small buildings. Col. Forsyth, with eight troops of the
Seventh Cavalry and one piece of artillery, was ordered by Gen. Brooke
to go out and drive them away. He moved out, the Indians falling
back before his command with some skirmishing between the two parties.
until they had proceeded 6 miles from the camp at Pine Hidge. There
the command halted without occupying the commanding hills, antl was
surrounded by the small force of Indians. Skirmishing between the
two parties followed. Col. Forsyth sent back three times for reinforcements, and fortunately Maj. Henry, with four troops of the Ninth
Cavalry and one Hotchkiss gun, was in the vicinity,and moved at once
at the sound of the guns. ·upon arriving on the ground be made
proper disposition of his troops by occupying the adjacent bills and
drove the Indians away without casualty, thereby rescuing the Seventh
Cavalry from its perilous position. The Seventh Cavalry lost one
officer (Lieut. :M ann, mortally wounded) and one private killed aud
several wounded.
From all information that could be obtained the Indians engaged in
this affair did not number more than 60 or 70 young warriors. For
his conduct on that day and the previous day Col. Forsyth was relieved from command.
RESULT AND OTHER AFFAIRS.

These two affairs, namely, at Wounded Knee and what is known as
the 1\fission tight, seriously complicated the situation and increased
the difficulty of suppressing the outbreak. On the evening of the 28th
of December everything indicated a settlement without a serious loss
of life. The result may be summed up in the loss of nearly 200 people,
delay in bringing the Indians to terms, and caused 3,000 Indians to be
thrown into a condition of hostility with a spirit of animosity, hatred,
and revenge. The spirit thus engendered made it mort.1 difficult to force
back, or restore the confidence of the Indians, and for a time it looked
as if the difficulty would be insurmountable.
'
On December 30, 1890, the wagon train of the Ninth Cavalry was
attacked by Indians and was repulsed by the troops guarding it. On
January 3, 1891, an attack was made upon Capt. Kerr's troop of the
Sixth Cavalry, then in position between Col. Car.r and Lieut. Col. Offley,
and quickly and handsomely repulsed by that officer and his troop,
aided by the prompt support of Maj. Tupper's battalion, followed by
Col. Carr. These repulses had a tendency to check the westward movements of the Indians and to hold them in position along White Clay
Creek until their intense animosity had to some extent subsided.
Rt!alizing the importance of restoring confidence to those who were
not disposed to assume hostilities, the division commander changed
positions with Gen. Brooke and directed him to assume the immediate
command of the troops encircling the hostile camp, and took station
at Pine Ridge, where he could not only communicate directly with the
camp but exercise a general supervision over all the commands.
Having a personal knowledge extending over many years of those
Indians, most of whose prominent leaders, including Broad Trail, Little
Hawk, Kicking Bear, and Short Bull, bad surrendered to me on the
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Yellowstone ten years before, I was enabled to bring them to reason
and restore confidence.
Fortunately, Congress appropriated funds necessary for complying
with the obligations of the Sioux treaty, and the division commander
was enabled to assure the Indians that the Government would respect
their rights and necessities.
Messengers were immediately sent representing to them the injudicious policy of contending against the authorities, and assuring them
that there was only one safe road, and that was toward the agency, to
surrender. They were also advised that the powerful commands were
so distributed in the immediate vicinity of their camps and at the niost
important points as to intercept them should they break through the
line, but if they would comply with the directions of the division commander, they would be assured of his support in order to obtain their
rights and privileges under their treaties with the Government. They
were also informed at the same time that unnecessary acts of violence
were disapproved by the authorities; and they must decide whether
the military should be their friend or their enemy.
While the troops were exercising the utmost vigilance and constant
care in inclosing the large camp of Indians, leaving as far as practicable no outlet for them to escape and steadily pressing them back
toward Pine Ridge Agency, every effort was made to restore their confidence and compel them to return to their agencies. Fortunately at
that time a change had been made in the administration of their affairs.
Their supplies of food bad been increased and properly distributed,
and officers in whom they bad confidence, and whom they had known
for years, were placed in charge. Capt. Hurst was given general supervision at the Cheyenne River Agency; Capt. Lee at Rosebud Agency;
Capt. Ewers was placed in charge of the Cheyennes, and Capts. Pierce
and Dougherty in charge of Pine Ridge. Subsequently, Capt. Penney
was appointed as acting Indian agent at Pine Ridge.
THE SURRENDER.

Under these _circumstances, with the assurance of good faith at the
agencies and from the Government, and held by strong cordon of troops
encircling them, they were gradually pressed back to the agency, and
on t,he 15th of January, moved up White Clay Oreek and encamped
within easy range of the guns of the large command, under Col. Shafter, stationed at Pine Ridge, the troops under Gen. Brooke following
immediately behind them, almost pushing them out of their camps.
On the next day they moved farther in and encamped under the guns
of the entire command and surrendered their entire force of nearly
4,000 people. The troops were moved into three strong camps of easy
communication, occupying the three points of a triangle, with the Indian ca.mp in the center in close proximity to the troops.
While in this position they surrendered nearly 200 rifles, and were
complying with every order and instruction given them; yet the information that was frequently received at the time of the finding of the
bodies of Indians (men, women, and children) scattered over the prairies, and their knowledge of the number in the hospitals, the wounded
in the Indian camp, and the other casualties that bad occurred to them,
caused a feeling of great distress and animosity throughout the Indian
camp. Yet sufficient arms had been surrendered to show their good
faith. These arms, together with what had been taken at other places,
viz, in the Wounded Knee affair and at the Cheyenne and Standing
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Rock Reservation, aggregated in all between 600 and 700 guns; more
than the Sioux Indians bad ever surrendered at any one time before.
This was a sufficient guaranty of good faith; but in order to make it
doubly sure, and as they bad agreed to comply with every direction
given them by the division commander, they were informed that he
required the persons of Kicking Bear and Short Bull, the two leaders
of the hostiles, and at least twenty other warriors of the same class. As
they bad agreed to comply with every order given them, these men
came forward and volunteered to go as hostages for the good faith of
tlteir people and as an earnest of their disposition to maintain peace in
the future. These men were placed in wagons and sent 26 miles to the
railroad, and thence by rail to Fort Sheridan, Ill., where it was the
purpose of the division commander to retain tbeqt until such time as it
might be necessary to guarantee a permanent peace.
Knowing the Indians bad well-founded grievances, be requested
authority to send 10 men representing the different elements of the
Sioux Nation, and chiefly the loyal and well-disposed portion, to Washington, D. 0., to enable them to represent thei.l' affairs to t.he authorities, and to tell their own story. This party included some of the best
and wisest counselors, the ablest and most loyal friends of the Governmeut living upon the Sioux reservations.
Thus ended what at one time threatened to be a serious Indian war,
and the frontier was again assured of peace and safety from Indians
who a few weeks prior bad been a terror to all persons living in that
sparsely populated country. Too much credit cannot be given the
troop~, who endured the hardships and sustained the honor, character,
and integrity of the service, risking their lives in their effort to restore
peace and tranquillity, placing themselves between a most threatening
body of savages and the unprotected settlements of the frontier in such
a way as to avoid the loss of a single life of any of the settlers andestablishing peace in that country with the least possible delay. In
fact the time consumed in solving t.he most difficult problem was remarkably brief, it being but fourteen days from the time Sitting Bull
was arrested to the time the Indians were moving in to surrender, and
would have encamped within 4 miles of the agency had not the disaster at Wounded Knee occurred. Notwithstanding this unfortunate
afl'air, the time occupied was only thirty-two days from the time of the
arrest of Sitting Bull until the whole camp of four thousand Indians
surremlered at Pine Ridge, S. Dak.
R.E'l'URN OF INDIANS TO RESERVATIONS.

The Brules, the most turbulent of the hostile element, were taken by
Capt. Lee (in whom they had great confidence and bad great reason to
respect on account of his thorough justice in the management of their
affairs years previously) across the country to the Rosebud Agency, to
which they belonged, without escort and during the most intense cold
of the winter.
The Cheyenne Indians, who but a few weeks before were regarded as
a most dangerous band, were taken by Capt. Ewers, in whom they had
not only confluence and respect, but absolute affection, to the north, on
one of the most perilous and difficult journeys ever accomplished in this
country, a distance of about 300 miles from Pine Ridge, S. Dak.,
to the mouth of Tongue River, in Montana, traveling in the intense
cold of winter in that desolate country, the ground covered in many
places with several feet of snow, and this without an escort of troops.
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They :fimilly reached Fort Keogh without a single loss of life or without an Indian committing a single unlawful act during that long and
perilous journey.
During the time of intense excitement, when it seemed that a serious
outbreak was imminent, the governors of Nebraska and South Dakota
placed troops along the line of settlements, which gave confidence to
the settlers and additional protection to those exposed positions.
Although the campaign was short, it was not without serious 4>~s.
Two excellent officers were killed and one mortally wounded. Capt.
George D. Wallace, Seventh Cavalry, was killed at Wounded Knee
Creek, December 29,1890, and First Lieut. Edward W. Casey, Twentysecond Infantry, a gallant young officer of great promise, was killed
January 7, 1891, near Pine Ridge, while making a reconnaissance.
First Lieut. James D. Mann, Seventh Cavalry, was mortally wounded
at White Clay Creek, December 30, 1890; First Lieut. Ernest A. Garlington and John C. Gresham, Seventh Cavalry, and John C. Kinzie,
Second Infantry, and Second Lieut. Harry L. Hawthorne, Second Artillery, were wounded .at Wounded Knee .Creek, Decem l1er 29, 1890.
Twenty-eight gallant soldiers were also killed and 38 wounded in the
various skirmishes and affairs, some of whom have since died.
END OF THE CAMP.AIGN.

The troops participating in the campaign were immediately returned
to their proper stations; the force at Pine Ridge was gradually reduced;
Capt. Pierce, the acting Indian agent at Pine Ridge, was relieved on
account of sickness by Capt. Dougherty, in turn relieved at his own request and Capt. Penney appointed. The latter bas administered the
affairs of that agency with great ability. Additional appropriations
have been given for the support of the Indian~, and they now receive
nearly one-half as much more than they received a year ago.
Notwithstanding the fact that the "volcano has cooled down" the
fires of discorrl still remain. Even while the hostages were at Fort
Sheridan they received com rnunications from their friends in the Sioux
camps stating that they had not given up the conspiracy of one grand
uprising of the Indians, aiHl that the Utes were ready to join the Sioux
whenever they were ready to resume hostilities. Communications have
been discovered going between the different camps inciting the Indians
to hostility, and even now, while this communication is being wr_itten,
there is a delegation from the Indian Territory absent, ostensibly to
visit relatives at the Arapahoe and Shoshone reservations in Wyoming.
They have, in fact, gone across the mountains, and are no in the
abodes of the supporters of the Messiah delusion near Pyramid Lake,
in NeYada.
During the months following the serious disturbance of the peace
the confidence of all bas be.en restored. Many of the settlers have gone
back to their abandoned homes and ranches, and the Indians have resumed their accustomerl occupations.
Advantage was taken of the return of troops to locate them in regimental post~ 1 giving regiments to Fort Snelling, Minn.; Fort Keogh,
Mont.; Fort Assinniboine, Mont.; Fort Douglas, U tab; Fort Omaha,
Nebr.; Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.; and Fort Sheridan, Ill.; and very
strong garrisons of troops at Forts Meade, Niobrara, and Robinson.
Nothing of importance has occurred since the undersigned assumed
command of the Department of the Mis~ouri which requires special
mention in this report. The affairs of the Indian Territory are gradu·
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ally adjusting themselves after being in a state of transition for a long
time. The days of large holdings of land by the Indians in common
will eventually cease and the Indians take up lands in severalty.
WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

As we approach nearer the time of the World's Columbian Exposition, the most important affair of the kind that has ever been held in
the world, it would seem advisable to take advantage of the occasion
to mobilize or assemble what is known as the national guard or State
militia. The Constitution bas very judiciously and wisely reserved the
control of these forces to the various State governments, but as a means
to promote the efficiency of the various organizations, it would be well
to assemble them under Congressional enactment, with the approval
and authority of the various State governments, in one national encampment at least once in a generation.
As there bas been no gathering of that magnitude since the armies
were dispersed in 1865, I would respectfully recommend that the militia
be brought together at this peace jubilee. Most of the members of the
national guard, who are engaged in the great industries of the country,
will desire to be present at the exposition at some time during its session, and many of them would prefer to come with their organizations,
in order to combine with the encampment the benefits of the exposition.
It would also be beneficial to the State organizations to be brought
together in one national encampment, where they would have the advantage of meeting troops from other States. For instance, those of
New England would be placed alongside of those from the Gulf, and
those from the Atlantic and interior meet those from the Pacific slope,
making one grand encampment of the citizen soldiery of this country,
where patriotism and the spirit of emulation would prompt each organization to attain the highest degree of excellence. Such inspections,
parades, and field maneuvers as might be beneficial could be executed.
As the General Government makes yearly appropriations for the
equipment of the militia I see no reason why it should not provide
transportation for assembling it in the encampment above proposed. ·
The reasonable reduction of rates usual in other countries for such
movements of troops, and frequently given in this country, wou1d reduce the aggregate cost, say, for ninety thousand State troops and ten
thousand Federal troops to $850,000, approximately. For that purpo~e
I would respectfully recommend that Congress be asked to make the
necessary appropriation to provide transportation for the troops from
their various State capitals to the national encampment at or near the
World's Oolum bian Exposition, Chicago, Ill., and return, and provide
authority for the movement of such State organizations, the same to
be designated and directed by the governors of the various States interested.
I would also renew the recommendations contained in my annual
report of 1889, mentioned on pages 8, 9, and 10, under the heads of
"Recommendations" and H Promotion of subordinate officers."
Accompanying this report are three maps and the reports* of the staff
officers at these headquarters.
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELSON A. MILES,
Major- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT.-GENERAL U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. G.
*Omitteu.
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. STANLEY.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,

San .Antonio, Tex., September 9, 1891.
SIR: Since my last annual report the unity of organization of the
regiments serving in this department has been reduced by virtue of
General Orders Nos. 76 a.nd 79, series 1890, Headquarters of the Army,
Adjutant-General's Office, from ten companies in each regiment of infantry to eight companies, and in cavalry from twelve troops to ten.
The numerical force serving in the department has been further reduced
by General Orders No. 43, current series, Headquarters of the Army,
Adjutant-General's Office, sending the headquarters, field, stafl:', and
band, and six companies of the Fifth Infantry to the Department of the
East. This movement made it necessary to replace the entire garrison
at Fort Bliss by two companies of the Twenty-third Infantry from
Fort Davis, and the two companies of the Fifth Infantry at Fort McIntosh were also replaced by two companies of the Twenty-third Infantry from Fort Davis.
By verbal direction of the honorable Secretary of War, the post of
Fort Davis 1 established in 1854, was abandoned, and the companies of
the Twenty-third Infantry above referred to became available for the
garrisons at Forts Bliss and Mcintosh, with little expense. Fort Davis
. had outlived its usefulness as a military station, and yet it is to be regretted that it was discontinued, owing to its salubrious climate and
its usefulness as a government sanitary hospital, to which enfeebled
soldiers could be sent.
It has been deemed advisable to keep the troops of this department
in as large bodies as possible, for the sake of discipline and drill, and
accordingly the post of Fort Sam Houston at San Antonio has a garrison of four troops of cavalry, one light battery of artillery, and five
·companies of iufantry. Fort Clark bas the Eighteenth Infantry intact. This leaves the post on the frontier as follows: Fort Bliss, two
companies of the Twenty-third Infantry; Fort Hancock, one troop of
cavalry; at Presidio del Norte, two detachments, one near the presidio,
fifteen rank and file taken alternately from Fort Hancock and Camp
Pen a Colorado, and changed every three months; the other detachment at Polvo, 25 miles below Presidio, consisting of the detachment
of Seminole negro-Indian scouts. These two detachments live in tents
and are under the command of one officer, and are the only conservators of the authority of the United States in a territory as large as the
State of Massachusetts, and guard a river boundary of more than 500
miles. Camp Pen a Colorado is a cantonment, on a leased site, occupied
by one troop of cavalry, which is kept in active employment looking over
the large uninhabited country between the Southern Pacific Railroad and
the Rio Grande, 150 miles distant. This camp is 3 miles from Marathon,
a station on the Southern Pacific Railroad, and now that Fort Davis is
abandoned is the only military station on the railroad between San
Antonio and Fort Hancock. In view of the long distance this railroad
traverses, a thinly settled country near the Mexican border, carrying
United States mails and treasure, it is deemed important to keep up this
cantonment. The small stations of Langtry and Del Hio, formerly occupied by detachments, have been discontmued. At the Oarnp at Eagle
Pass, which is the old post of :Fort Duncan, one troop of cavalry is sta-
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tioned. At Fort Mcintosh, Laredo, are headquarters Third Cavalry, one
troop of the same regiment and two companies of infantry; Fort Ringgold, Rio Grande City, one troop of cavalry and one company of infantry;
Fort Brown, at Brownsville, by one troop of cavalry. The small post
of Fort Hancock and the post of Fort Bliss complete the border ~ar
risons. They are all small, I think too small. Fort Brown should have
three companies, Fort Ringgold tbe same, camp at Eagle Pass two
companies, Camp Pena Colorado two troops of cavalry.
The care of the Mexican border, which in this department is defined
by the Rio Grande, is one that requires constant attention. To know
just how far this is the duty of the United States, or where exactly
the Stab~ of Texas comes in, is not always very plain. The only safe
rule is to regard all or any -person coming from the right bank of the
Rio Grande as an idler; with arms in his hand, and no visible means
of support, as an intruder. There is no complaint to be entertained of
the Mexican Government. Their officers do their duty, but the frontier
is 1,000 miles in extent, with long stretches of unsettled wild country, and no police, civil or military, can efiectually watch such a
border and entirely prevent crime-requiring notice by the United
States forces. We find that the very presence of troops serves as a
restraining influence. Murders have occurred, and the murderer runs
quickly into the wilds of Mexico, and it is plain but for the presence of
United States troops, few as they are, revenue regulations would be a
dead letter.
As expressed in my former reports, I recommend that the posts upon
the Rio Grande, including Fort Brown and camp at Eagle Pass, be
kept up to an efficient standard, not less than one company of infantry
and one troop of cavalry at each of the poats, and in case of regimental
headquarters being established at the post that the force be headquarters, band, and three companies.
The large posts in this department are in good condition. Fort Sam
Houston is so nearly finished as to accommodate headquarters, band,
and four companies of the Twenty-third Infantry, and one company
Fifth Infantry, four troops of the Third Cavalry, and Light Battery F,
Third Artillery, fairly well. A guardhouse and four sets of officers'
quarters will complete the post. Estimates have been submitted for
these buildings. At Fort Olark the entire Eighteenth Infantry is stationed, and it bas been satisfactory to have an entire regiment at the
same post, a thing rare in our service. The high state of discipline and
drill in this regiment and the harmony of their service is a good example of the benefits of large posts.
The condition of the troops in this department is good and efficient,
a matter worth mention, as during the long summer8 of southwestern
Texas it requires extra energy to keep troops up to the mark.
Tbe target practice bas been faithfully carried out. The report of
the inspector of small-arms practice, First Lieut. John E. Myers, Third
Artillery, will be forwarded at the close of the practice season. At
the post of Fort Sam Houston the excellent range heretofore used bad
to be abandoned on account of the failure to lease the adjoining land
upon which bullets missing the target or ricochetting fell in such numbers as to bring about 100 acres within the danger zone. As no funds
were furnished for hire of target ground during the past year, target
practice had to go a begging.
Two public-spirited land owners, Mr. J. J. Stevens, of San Antonio,
and Mrs. Jennie W. de Ganahl, of Ganahl Station, on the nortb western
extension of the San Antonio and Aransas Pass Rail way, generously
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furnished the necessary ranges on their lands, the former a rifle. range
at Leon Springs and the latter an excellent artillery range upon her
ranch at Ganahl Station. This latter rauge is now being used by Light
Battery F, Third Artillery, in effectual practiee with the new breechloading rifled field gun, upon a 3-mile range, and a most interesting
report is forwarded by Capt. J. B. Burbank, commanding Light Battery
F, Third Artillery, of exhaustive field practice. A good range both
for artillery and rifle practice is essential to this post, and, peuding the·
procurement of the right to use the GovernmRnt range near Fort Sam
Houston, estimates will be ferwarded for the lease of the best range
that can be secured by advertisement.
'fhe reports of the chiefs of the various stafl' departments are very
complete and leave little for me to add. The recommendations of the
chief commissary of subsistence are worthy of attention, and particu
larly in reference to allowing more liberty in the purchase of fresh vegetables in the summer time when potatoes and onions shipped from
distant points are liable to great loss. The money-allowance clause in
thit'~ report I do not approve.
The report of the acting judge-advocate upon desertion is interesting,
and the fact that the number of desertions in the last half of the fiscal year is only one-half as great as the number in the first six months
is a hopeful sign. The report illustrates what we knew before, namely,
that the causes of desertion can not be classified. My belief is that it
is a matter of compensation, and that the plain way to have good soldierR is to pay them the wages of the location they serve in. The pay of
a daily laborer at this place is $1.50 per day. After fully estimatiug all
the advantages of the soldier's emoluments over the compensation of
the laborer, still the wages of the laborer are fully 50 per cent above
the wages of the soldier.
My recommendations for the purchase of old Fort Duncan as the
cheapest and most expeditious way of procuring a military station for
two companies at Eagle Pass is hereby renewed.
Governor James S. Hogg, of this State, gave the United States troops
a very cordial invitation to join the State guard of Texas in their annual .
encampment at Austin, July 18 to 25. Owing to the liberality of the
International and Great Northern Railroad in carrying the infantry
free, we were able to send to the encampmtnt, headquarters, band and
four companies of the Twenty-third Infantry, Light Battery F, Third
Artillery, and four troops of the Third. Cavalry. The cavalry and artillery marched. All the troops were commanded at the camp at Aus·
tin by Col. J. J. Coppinger, Twenty-third Infantry.
The association of the regular troops with the volunteer State Guard
proved to be a good experience for both. An active and bright young
officer, First Lieut. J. T. Dickman, Third Cavalry, was detailed as engineer officer of the camp.
Young officers were detailed as assistants and aides to each of the
colonels of regiments. Officers of experience delivered daily lectures
on most practical military subjects. These lectures were interesting
and well attended. Officers of the Army were detailed to inspect the
, police of the camp, and the rapid advancement made by these militiamen
in a little more than one week, shows how quickly the militiaman may
become a soldier in ·our country.
The importance of good regular troops to take pattern from, and
above all a condition of perfect cordiality and polite courtesy between
State officials and the officers and men of the U.S. Army can not be
overrated. These conditions we had to perfection here with Gov-
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ernor Hogg, his adjutant-general, W. H. Mabry, and the officers of
rank in the Texas State Guard.
I will call attention to the reduced condition of the transportation of
the Army in this department. An organized and trained transportation
must furnish the legs·of an army, and wagon transportation run down
to ineffieiency is injurious to the service. In this department the num.ber of mules and wagons is so small that no expedition could now be
fitted out to operate any distance from a railroad. This is not the
right thing for an efficient force, and may lead to bad results some day.
]~he small number of officers present with their regiments in this department is a serious drawback to efficiency and requires attention. Of
the entire commissioned force doing duty in the department the roster
at a recent date showed: Present, 87; absent, 66, i.
on detached service, 31 ; on ordinary leave, 19; on sick leave, 10; not yet joined, 6.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

e.,

D.

s.

STANLEY,

Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY~
Washington, D. G.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. RUGER.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, '

San Francisco, Gal., September 8, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of operations
in this department during the past year :
N otbing strictly relating to military operations within the department lj.mhs, and of such importance as to require report of details, bas
occurred. In compliance with instructions of December 3, 1890, from
the Headquarters of the Army, the First Infantry, Col. William R.
Shafter commanding, with the exception of Company F, at Fort Gaston,
and a detachment at Fort Bidwell, Cal., left the posts of Angel Island
and Benicia Barracks on December 4last, for the Division of the Missouri, for duty in the field relative .to the Sioux Indian trouble then in
progress. Events did not afford opportunity for the regiment to take
part in actual conflict, but the general good state of the regiment and
assurance of effective performance had occasion offered, are shown by
the promptness of its movements and the fact, notwithstanding the
severity of the change from stations in a mild climate to the rigors of
winter field service in Dakota, that not a desertion occurred during the
period of absence of the regiment in December, January, and February
last. The regiment returned to this department on March 4 last. For
an account of the services of the regiment more in detail, and mention
of specially meritorious conduct of individuals, attention is requested
to the report of Col. Shafter, which is transmitted herewith.
In compliance with direction of January 16last, from the Headquarters of the Army, conveying the inRtructions of the Secretary of .W ar,
consequent upon application made by the Secretary of the Interior,
that a troop of cavalry might be sent to the Yosemite National Park,
California, with orders to prevent trespassing upon or spoliation of the
Park, and another troop to the ''Sequoia National Park" in California,
with like instructions for the protection of this park and the ''General
Grant National Park" in the vicinity, Troop I, Fourth Cavalry, Capt.
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.Abram E. Wood commanding, proceeded on the 14th of May last, from
the presidio of San Francisco to the Yosemite Park, and Troop K, Fourth
Cavalry, Capt. Joseph H. Dorst commanding, to the Sequoia National
Park. Constant activity by officers and soldiers has been necessary
for the proper performance of the duties required of these troops, which
duties have been performed with discretion and by exercise of power
within the limit authorized by law. There is not, however, that certainty desirable relative to the functions and powers of the troops
charged with the duty of protecting the public lands. In view of the
great probabilit~T that for convenience, if not from the necessity of the
case, troops will for some time to come be employed to protect from
damage the large tracts of country, like the national parks, set aside
for specific objects, it is desirable that general necessary rules applicable to all the parks should be made, preferably by statute, with suitable penalties for infringements, and that the powers of the troops employed in the enforcement of rules for the protection of the parks be
more clearlv defined.
Practica(instruction at the different posts has been in general satisfactory under circumstances as existing. The regular theoretical inHtruction contemplated in paragragh 217, Army Regulations, was prevented for the First Infantry during the past winter, by its absence on
field service in the Division of the Missouri. It is intended that instruction as prescribed shall be had at all posts in the department during the coming instruction period. It must be admitted, however, that
improvement in substance and method in theoretical instruction at the
posts in the Army at large is desirable. It would be difficult as a practical matter to prescribe by regulation a full course in detail of theoretical instruction which would fully meet the changing conditions of
our garrisons, some comparatively large and composed of companies of
different corps of the service, and others of but one company of one
corps; but some requirements more explicit than provided in paragraph
217, Army Regulations, seem necessary and practical. I think it'would
be well, without prescribing text-books other than the Drill Regulations and other books that may be published or sanctioned by the War
Department, if the subjects for required theoretical instruction were
})rescribed, em bracing all those a knowledge of the rules and principles
of which is essential for the proper performance of duty in garrison and
in war; for officers, those subjects especially a successful examination
upon which is, under the law, and by rules thereunder adopted, a condition precedent to promotion. In this connection attention is requested to the remarks* of Lieut. Col. George H. Burton, inspector-general, in his report herewith transmitted, upon the present state of
theoretical instruction at posts, not applicable to this department alone.
The efi'ect of recent legislation providing for the trial of minor ofi'enses
by the summary court, and for grading within fixed limits punishments not specifically fixed by law, has been decidedly beneficial to
discipline.
There has been during the past year a marked decrease in the per
cent of desertions in the department, nearly one-half as compared with
previous years. No doubt the effect of laws recently enacted giving
the soldier election for discharge upon good conduct after three years'
service, and the purchase of discharge during the second and third
years of a first enlistment, has been very beneficial in diminishing desertions. The means recently put in operation, by regimental recruit
*Omitted.
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ing and for assuring as far as practicable recruits of good character,
have also had a good effect to the same end. Question has, however,
been made whether the effect of permitting soldiers to elect to be discharged after serving part of the term of enlistment, and to purchase
discharge after serving a comparatively short time, has not been to
lessen the interest. of even good soldiers in their duties, and also willingness in performan<'e of duties of an exacting kind in particular.
There has not been quHe time to fully estimate comparatively all the
possible advantages and disadvantages of the laws referred to, but the
general result is so far beneficial, and apparently will be in future.
The enlistment of a company of Indian soldiers in this department
for the First Infantry bas so far not been effected, nor, owing to the
special conditions, bas progress been made thereto. A special report
will be submitted as to this subject.
Our unprepared condition as to seacoast defenses is so well known
and for a long time bas been, and reported upon comprehensively, particularly in the reports of the Chiefs ofEngineers embraced in reports by
the Secretary of War to Congress, that I allude to the matter only with
purpose, upon coming into command of a department in reference to
which the state of the seacoast defenses is of first importance, to add
my opinion to that of others that we have not done by efl'ective legislation sufficient to meet necessities, especially with respect to armaments, and in this connection attention is requested to that part in
particular of the accompanying report by Major John I. Rogers, First
Artillery, inspector of artillery, relating to progress made to this time,
and as probable in future from means as now provided for .
.Attention is requested, for particulars not herein mentioned, to the
reports* of the chiefs of the various staff departments, transmitted
herewith, as follows:
Lieut. Col. 0. D. Greene, assistant adjutant-general.
Col. Basil Norris, surgeon medical director.
l.Jieut. Col. John G. Chandler, deputy quartermaster-general, chief
quartermaster.
Lieut. Uol. George H. Burton, inspector-general.
Lieut. Col. John P. Hawkins, assistant commissary-general of subsistence, chief commissary of subsistence.
Maj. Frank M. Coxe, paymaster, chiefpaymaster.
Maj. John I. Rogers, First Artillery, inspector of artillery.
Maj. Edward Hunter, judge-advocate.
},irst Lieut. James E. Runcie, First Artillery, acting engineer officer
and acting chief signal officer.
The report by Maj. Ed ward Moale, First Infantry, inspector of smallarms practice, is not included, owing to the fact that the practice for
this year bas not been entirely completed in this department. Thereport will be forwarded as soon as practicable.
I am sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. H. RUGER,

Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL

U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
*Omitted.
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. MERRITT.
HEADQUARTERS, DEPAll1'MENT OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, Minn., September 1, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report; of military affairs

in the Department of Dakota from August 1, 1890, to July 31, 1891,
inclusive:
I assumed command of the Department of Dakota by virtue of General Orders No. 57, current series, Adjutant-General's Office, on July 16,
1891.
As I am informed that it is the intention of my predecessor in command to make such report of the part taken by the troops of this department in the campaign against the Indians last winter as will be necessary to an understanding of the excellent work done by these troops, I
shall content myself with reporting facts relating to the movement of
organizations for the year as shown by the records, together with such
matters as have come to my notice in the brief period during which I
have exercised command.
August 1, 1890.-Troops B and M, First Cavalry, First Lieut. Wm.
H. Miller, commanding, left Camp Crook, l\'Iont., and returned to station,
Fort Custer. Arrived August 3. Distance marched, 65 miles.
August 1, 1890.-Troop G, First Cavalry, First Lieut. S.C. Robertson,
commanding, left Fort Custer and proceeded to Camp Crook, Mont., to
join the force under command of Maj. Carroll. Arrived August 3. Distance marched, 65 miles.
August 1, 1890.-Companies A and C, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt.
P.M . Thorne, commanding, left Fort Keogh en route to the camp of
troops on Tongue River for field duty at that point. Arrived August 5.
Distance marched, 73 miles.
August 10, 1890.-Troop K, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. H. W. Sprole
commanding, left Fort Keogh for Camp on Tongue River, and arrived
August 12. Distance marched 73 miles.
August 13, 1890.-Troop J_;, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. S. W. Fountain,
commanding, left Camp on Tongue River en route to Fort Keogh. Arrived August 15. Distance marched 73 miles.
Attgust 14, 1890.-Company E, Fifteenth Infantry, Capt. H. H.
Humphrey, commanding, left Fort Buford en route to new station at
Fort Sheridan, Ill.
August 15, 1890.-Companies G and H, Third Infantry, Capt. C.
Hobart, commanding, left Fort Snelling and proceeded to Camp Douglas, Wis., for duty in connection with the division and army rifle and
carbine competition. Arrived August 15. Distance traveled 191
miles.
August 18, 1890.-Lieut. G. H. Patten, with detachment of 12 enlisted
men of company G, Twenty-second Infantry, left Fort Totten, N.Dak.,
and proceeded to the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation, for the purpose of preserving order and protecting public property at that place.
Arrived August 22. Distance traveled 85 miles.
August 20, 1890.-Capt. A. G. Hennisee, with detachment of 12 enlisted men of Troop I, Eighth Cavalry, left Camp on Cheyenne River,
S. Dak., and scouted the country, north, toward Owlfeather and Cherry
Creeks. Returned August 24. Distance marched 100 miles.
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August 21, 1890.-First Lieut. Q. O'M. Gillmore, with 12 enlisted men
of troop C, Eighth Cavalry, left Camp on Cheyenne River, S. Dak.,
and scouted the country, south, toward Bad River, S.Dak. Returned
to camp August 27. Distance marched 142 miles.
August 24, 1890.-Second Lieut. J. C. Byron, with a detachment of
10 enlisted men of Troop M, Eighth Cavalry, left Camp on Cheyenne
River, S.Dak., and scouted the country, east, toward Forts Bennett
and Sully. Returned August 30. Distance marched 180 miles.
August 24, 1890.-Company H, Fifteenth Infantry, First Lieut. T. F.
Davis, commanding, left Fort Randall, S.Dak., en route to take station
at Fort Sheridan, Ill.
August 27, 1890.-Company F, Twenty-fifth Infantry, First Lieut.
W. S. Scott, commanding, left Fort Shaw and proceeded to Fort Missoula, changing station. Arrived August 28. Distance marched to
Cascade, Mont., 18 miles, thence· by rail to station. Total distance
traveled 212 miles.
August 29, 1890.-Troop K, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. H. W. Sprole,
commanding, which left Fort Buford June 12 for temporary duty at
Fort Keogh, Mont., was permanently assigned to station at latter post.
Distance marched 156 miles.
August-, 1890.-Under the provisions of General Orders, No. 76,
Adjutant General's Office, 1890, the enlisted men of companies I and
K of infantry regiments serving in the department, were transferred to
other companies of their respective·regiments during the month.
September 4, 1890.-Company A, Twelfth Infantry, left Fort Sully for
station at Fort Bennett, S.Dak. Arrived same day. Distance marched
6 miles.
September 8, 1890.-Headquarters, band, and Companies E, I, and K,
Twelfth Infantry, Capt. H. C. Brown, commanding, left Fort Yates, N.
Dak., en route to take station at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
September 13, 1890.-To protect the agent and public property from
violence, which was threatened to be inflicted upon the troops or agent
by two Cheyenne Indians, the murderers of Hugh Boyle, whose body
was discovered by the troops September 9, Troops E and G, First Cavalry, the former under command of First Lieut. John Pitcher and the
latter commanded by First Lieut. S. 0. Robertson, under instructions
from Maj. B. Carroll, First Cavalry, left Camp Crook, Mont., and proceeded to points between where the refugee Indians were reported to be
secreted and the Tongue River Indian Agency. About 4 p. m. the
Indians emerged from their lurking f)lace, marched against and fired
on the troops, and in the skirmish which ensued the two Indians were
killed; three hor·ses belonging to Troop E were wounded, one seriously,
during the engagement.
September 14, 1890.-Companies G and H, Third Infantry, Capt. C.
Hobart, commanding, returned to Fort Snelling from detached service
at Camp Douglas, Wis. Distance traveled 191 miles.
September 18, 1890.-Company 0, Twentieth Infantry, Second Lieut.
H. D. Humphrey, commanding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak., and pro·
ceeded to Camp Poplar River, Mont., changing station. Arrived September 21. Distance marched 63 miles.
September 22, 1890.-Headquarters, band, and Companies A, B, D, E,
and G, Twentieth Infantry, with one field officer and Troops 0, F, and
H, First Cavalry, and with detachment of Hospital Corps, under command of Maj. D. D. Van Valzah, Twentieth Infantry, left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., proceeded to and established a camp of instruction on
Beaver Creek, Mont. Distance marched 18 miles. Seutember 29, ComI
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panies A and B, Twentieth Infantry, and Troops C and F, First Cavalry, Maj. J. M. Hamilton, First Cavalry, commanding, left camp of
instruction on Beaver Creek for the purpose of establishing a subcamp of instruction on Little Box Elder Creek, Montana.
September 25, 1890.-0ompany G, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt. W. I.
Sanborn, commanding, left Demersville, Mont., and returned to its
station, Fort Missoula. Arrived September 30. Distance traveled 140
miles.
September 28, 1890.-Company O, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. J. L. Viven,
commanding, returned to station, Fort Sully, from Lower Brule Agency,
where it had been since April 10. Distance traveled 113 miles.
September 29, 1890.-Companies B and H, Twenty-second Infantry,
First Lieut. E. W. Casey, commanding, left Fort Keogh for Camp on
Tongue River, Mont., and to relieve Companies A and 0, Twenty-second
Infantry, on duty at that place.
September-, 1890.-Troops Land M, First Cavalry, were transferred
and attached to other troops of the regiment during the month. General Orders, No. 79, A. G. 0., 1890.
October 2, 1890.-Companies B and H, Twenty-second Infantry, First
Lieut. E. W. Casey, commanding, having left Keogh September 29,
reached camp of tr·oops on Tongue River, Mont., and relieved Companies A and 0, Twenty-second Infantry. Distance marched 73 miles.
October 2, 1890.-Troop A, First Cavalry, Capt. P. S. Bomus, commanding, left camp on Lower Geyser Basin, Wyo., and marched to
Camp Sheridan, Wyo. Arrived October 3. Left Camp Sheridan
October 19 en route for station, Fort Ouster, Mont. Arrived October
29. Distance marched 261 miles.
October 3, 1890.-Companies A and C, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt.
P. M. Thorne, commanding, left Camp on Tongue River and marched
to Fort Keogh. Arrived October 6. Distance marched 73 miles.
October 4, 1890.-Headquarters and Companies A, B, D, E, and G,
Twentieth Infantry, and Troops 0, F, and H, First Cavalry, with detachment of Medical Corps, Maj. D. D. Van Valzah, Twentieth Infantry, commanding, returned to Fort Assinniboine from camp of instruction on Beaver Creek, Mont. Distance marched 18 miles.
October 13, 1890.-0ompanies 0 and F, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. L.
Wheaton, commanding, performed field exercises in vicinity of post,
Camp Poplar River, from October 13 to 24. Distance marched 94
miles.
October 14, 1890.-Headquarters ana Companies F, G, and H, Twentyfifth Infantry, Col. George L. Andrews~ commanding, performed field
exercises in vicinity of post, Fort Missoula, from Oetober 14 to 24. Distance marched about 75 miles.
October 15, 1890.-0ompanies U and D, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. A.
B. MacGowan, commanding·, performed field exercises in vicinity of
post, Fort SulJy, from October 15 to 25. Distance marched 86 miles.
October 21, 1890.-Headquarters and Companies A, D, E, G, and H,
Third Infantry, Col. E. C. Mason, commanding, engaged in a practice
march in vicinity of post, Fort Snelling, Minn. Distance marched 15
miles.
October 21, 1890.-Company B, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. Tassin, commanding, returned to station, Fort Sully, from old Fort Pierre, S.Dak.
Distance marched 23 miles. The company performed .field exercises
October 23, 24, and 25. Distance marched 44 miles.
October 24, 1890.-Lieut. George H. Patten, with detachment of enlisted men of Company G, Twenty-second Infantry, returned to station,
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Fort Totten, from Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation. Distance
traveled 168 miles.
November 2, 1890.-Troop D, First Cavalry, Capt. Forse, commanding, left Camp Crook, Mont., and returned to its station, l! ort Custer.
Arrived November 3. Distance marched 65 miles.
November 2, 1890.-'froop G, First Cavalry, Lieut. Wainwright, commanding, left Camp Crook, Mont., as escort to Gen. Miles and Indian
Commissioners and proceeded to Fort Ouster, Mont. Arrived November 3. Distance marched 65 miles.
November 3, 1890.-Troops H and K, Eighth Cavalry, and Companies Band H, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. Ketchum, commanding,
left Oamp on Tongue River and returned to their proper station, Fort
Keogh, Mont. Arrived November 6. Distance marched 73 miles.
Novembm· 7, 1890.-Troop G, First Cavalry, Lieut. Wainwright, commanding, left Fort Ouster, Mont., for Tongue River Agency, Mont., and
patrolled the Rosebud River and its tributaries, making observations
of movements of Indians, who were found quiet and peaceful. Returned to station November 28. Distance marched about 460 miles.
November 8, 1890.-Troop E, First Cavalry, with detachment of Hospital Corps, Maj. Carroll, commanding, left Camp Crook, Mont., eu
route to proper station, Fort Custer, Mont. Arrived November 10.
Distance marched 65 miles.
November 14, 1890.-A detachment of the Third Infantry, consisting
of 10 enlisted men under command of Capt. Gerlach, left Fort Snelling,
Minn., for temporary duty at Fort '.rotten, N. Dak., in consequence of
the withdrawal of troops from the latter post. Arrived November 16.
Distance traveled 435 miles.
·
November 17, 1890.-Company B, Twelfth Infantry, Lieut. Godfrey1
commanding, left Fort Sully for temporary duty at Fort Bennett, S.
Dak. Arrived November 17. Distance marched about 7 miles. Capt.
Tassin, Twelfth Infantry, joined and as8umed command of company
November 19.
November 18, 1890.-The post of Fort Totten, N. Dak., having been
transferred to the Interior Department, Company G, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. Miner, commanding, left post en route for station at Fort
Yates, N.Dak. Arrived November 23. Distance traveled 244 miles.
November 23, 1890.-First. Lieut. E. H. Crowder, with detachment of
4 enlisted men of Troop G, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Yates, N.Dak.,
to patrol country on east side of Missouri and investigate matter
relative to sale of arms to Indians and reported depredations by them.
Returned to post November 26, having carried out the instructions
given him, and reported no depredations having been committed by the
Indians. Distance marched 140 miles.
November 23, 1890.-Lieut. Wolf, Third Infantry, with detachment
of 30 enlisted men, Lieut. Evans, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left
Camp Cheyenne, S. Dak., to scout and take under observation the
disposition and attitude of the Indians living in the vicinity of the
mouth of Cherry Creek, S. Dak. Returned November 26. Distance
marched 82 miles.
November 24, 1890.-Company H, TwAnty-second Infantry~ Capt.
Ketchum, commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., en route to Fort Abraham Lincoln, for temporary duty. Arrived November 25. Distance
traveled 302 miles.
November 24, 1890.-Troops A, B, and E, First Cavalry, Maj. H. Carroll, commanding, left Fort Ouster and went into camp at Custer
Station, being held in readiness to board the cars immediately, when
1
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orP.ered. Distance marched ~5 miles. On November 27, two of the
troops, A, and E, Maj. Carroll, commanding, left Ouster Station en
route to Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak., for field duty in connection
with anticipated trouble with Indians of the Standing Rock and Cheyenne River reservations. Arrived November 28. Distance traveled
425 miles.
November 27, 1890.-Troop B, First Cavalry, C!tpt. Adams, commanding, left Ouster Station and marched to Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived November 30. Distance marched 126 miles.
November 27, 1890.-Companies F and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Capt. Ritzius, commanding, left Fort Missoula for temporary duty at
Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived November 29. Distance traveled 510
miles.
November 28, 1890.- Companies 0 and E, Twenty-fifth Infantry,
Lieut. Col. J. J. Van Horn, commanding, left Fort Shaw and proceeded
to Fort Keogh, Mont., for temporary duty. Arrived November 30.
Distance traveled 4 72.
November 28, 1890.-Light Battery F, Fourth Artillery, Capt. G. B.
Rodney, commanding, arrived in department from Fort Riley, Kans.,
one platoon, under Capt. Rodney, took station at Fort Meade, and the
other, under Lieut. Strong, at Fort Snelling, Minn. Distance traveled
about 700 miles.
November 30, 1890.-Lieut. Col. E. V. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, with
Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Meade to join and take command
of forces under Capt. A. G. Hennisee, Eighth Cavalry, on the Cheyenne River for the purpose of keeping Indians in that vicinity under
observation and control. .Arrived December 3. Distance marched 85
miles.
December 1, 1890.-Headquarters and Troops A, C, D, E, F, G, H,
and K, Sixth Cavalry, left the Department of Arizona, and I Troop, the
Department of Missouri. on December 2, and proceeded by rail to
Rapid City, S.Dak., arriving December 8, for service in the Department
of Dakota, under command of Col. E. A. Carr, Sixth Cavalry. The
command moved into camp on mouth of Hapid Creek, S.Dak., and was,
on the 19th of December, joined by a detachment of Light Battery F,
Fourth Artillery, Lieut. Cronkhite, commanding, from Fort Meade,
and on December 22 by Company 0, Seventeenth Infantry, Capt. J. M.
Burns, commanding. The troops during the remainder of the month
were engaged in scouting in the valley, or in the vicinity of Cheyenne
River, S. Dak., to the north and south of Hapid Creek, and in the valley of White River, particularly in the vicinity of Wounded Knee
Creek, since their arrival in the department, being encamped on
Wounded Knee Oreek, S. Dak., on December 31. Total distance traveled 1, 745 miles.
December 1, 1890.-Companies A and D, Twenty-second Infantry~ Capt.
J. B. Irvine, commanding, arrived at Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak.,
for field duty, having left Fort Keogh, Mont., November 30. Distance
traveled 302 miles.
December 2, 1890.-Troop 0 and F, First Cavalry, companies G and
H, Twentieth Infantry, with a detachment of the Medical Department,
Maj. J. M. Hamilton, First Cavalry, commanding, arrived at Fort
Keogh, Mont., having left Fort Assiriniboine on November 29. Distance traveled 594 miles.
December 6, 1890.-'rroops 0, D, and I, Eighth Cavalry, and Company
F, Third Infantry, Lieut. Col. E. V. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left camp on junction of th~ Belle Fourche and Cheyenne
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rivers, and moved about 4 miles up the Cheyenne River to better keep
under surveillance and observation Big Foot's village and country in
that vicinity. December 15 the command was joined by Company C,
Third Infantry, from Fort Meade, aiso detachment of enlisted Indian
scouts. On the 19th the command marched to N arcelle'~ ranch, and
on the 21st proceeded to Big Foot's camp near the forks of Cheyenne
River. December 21 information was received from Col. Sumner, by
telegraph, that the Indians of Big Foot's following had all surrendered
to him, and he would bring them in the next day. December 23 Lieut.
Col. Sumner reported that he did not succeed in getting the Indians to
come into his camp, and that they subsequently moved toward the Bad
Lands. Scouted country in vicinity by detachments from the command
during the month and returned to camp December 30. Distance
marched about 104 miles.
December 7, 1890.-Readquarters and Companies B, C, D, E, F, G,
and H, of the Seventh Infantry, Col. H. 0. Merriam, commanding,
arrived in the department, reporting at Fort Sully, and have since performed field service in the region of the Cheyenne River, South Dakota,
and garrison duty at Forts Sully and Bennett, S.Dak.
December 9, 1890.-Troops A and B, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. A. B.
Wells, commanding, left camp at Oelrichs, S. Dak., marched 23 ·miles,
and established camp at Buffalo Gap, South Dakota. 4-.rrived same
day. Left latter camp December 16 and marched to the mouth of
French Creek, tributary of the Cheyenne, 32 miles distant, and went
into camp. Left that camp on December 31 and marched 27 miles to
White River, South Dakota, where a camp was established. Total distance marched 82 miles.
December 12, 1890.-Company C, Third Infantry, Capt. Philip Reade,
commanding, left Fort Meade, S.Dak., en route to join command under
Lieut. Col. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, on the Cheyenne River, which
was reached on December 15. Distance marched 69 miles.
Decem,ber 13, 1890.-Troop B~ First Cavalry, with troop of Indian
scouts under Lieut. Casey, Twenty-Second Infantry, Capt. John Q.
Adams, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Keogh for region in
vicinity of the Little Missouri, for the purpose of intercepting bands
of hostile Indians reported to be moving in that direction. Distance
marched 110 miles.
December 14, 1890.-Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. E. G.
Fechet, commanding, left Fort Yates at midnight en route for Sitting
Bull's camp on Grand River, to assist, if necessary, the Indian police in
effecting the capture or arrest and thereafter in preventing the rescue
of Sitting Bull, who was reported about to leave his camp to go to the
Pine Ridge Reservation and presumably to join the Sioux as Rem bled in
the Bad Lands. By rapid marching the command reached a point
within 3 miles of Sitting Bull's camp at daybreak on the 15th. Soon
after dawn one of the Indian police reached camp and reported that all
the other police had been killed. The command was rapidly moved
forward, and shortly .after another of the police was met, who reported
that Sitting Bull's people had the Indian police penned up in his (Sitting Bull's) house; that they were nearly out of ammunition and could
not hold out much longer. The command moved with all possible speed
to their rescue. Signals were exchanged between the command and
the police, and then parties of Indians were seen leaving the woods,
going in the direction of the hills to the south across Grand -River.
The Hotchkiss gun was then trained in that direction and a few shots
fired; this, with some fire from a dismounted line of troops, caused the
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Jwstiles to retreat rapidly. An advance was then made upon the house
and was joined in by the Indian police. The hostiles were pursued for
a few miles, but escaped to the hills. Upon arrival at Sitting Ball's
camp it was learned that a desperate encounter had taken place
between the police and Sitting Bull's adherents. Sitting Bull had been
arrested by the police and rescue was attempted by his followers,
whi~h resulted in an engagement, by which four Indian police were
killed and three wounded-one mortally. Sitting Bull and seven of
his people, including some of his most prominent supporters, were
killed, and several wounded. No casualties among the troops. The
command returned to Fort Yates December 16, bringing the body of
Sitting Bull and the dead and wounded Indian police. Distance
marched 92 miles.
December 14.-Troop H, Eighth Cava.l ry, with detachment of Company B. Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. S. W. Fountain, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Keogh for Dickinson, N. Dak., for the purpose of intercepting hostile Indians who might be crossing country in
that vicinity. He left Dickinson on Decemher 29; scouted the Upper
Cannon Ball River, and Upper Grand River region and country about
Cave Hills, and joined Maj. Carroll's command at New England City,
N. Dak., December 30. Distance traveled about 220 miles.
December 16, 1890.-Troops .A and E, First Cavalry, and Company D,
'fwenty-second Infantry, Maj. ll. Carroll, First Calvary, commanding,
left Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak., and proceeded to patrol and keep
under observation country adjacent to the Cannon Ball River, and to
protect settlers in that vicinity; also to open line of communication
with Capt. Fountain near Dickinson, N. Dak. On December 23 information was received from the division commander that a troop of cavalry was reported surrounded by hostiles near Cave Hills, to which
point, in compliance with instructions of the division commander,
Troop A, First Cavalry, Capt. Bomus, commanding, was sent with all
possible speed, making a forced march of 167 miles, and arrived December 26. No Indians or troops were found near that place, and the
troops returned toNew England City, marching a distance 6-f 75 miles.
Company D, Twenty-second Infantry, joined the command at Guy's
ranch, on Grand River. The command reached New England City, and
was joined by Troop H, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Fountain, commanding,
December 30. Distance marched about 400 miles.
December 16, 1890.-Companies A and H, Twenty-second Infantry,
Lieut. CoL J. S. Conrad, commanding-, left Fort Abraham Lincoln,
N. Dak., for the Lower Cannon Ball region, to protect settlers in that
vicinity from possible approach of hostile Indians. Arrived same day.
Distance marched, 28 miles.
December 17, 1890.-'l'roop H, First Cavalry, Lieut. Hartman, commanding, left Fort Assinniboine and proceeded by rail to Fort Keogh,
Mont., for field service. Arrived December 19. Distance traveled,
594 miles.
Deeernber 17, 1890.-Compa.ny P, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. M.
Hooton, commanding, left Fort Keogh, and proceeded to Camp Crook,
on Lame Deer Creek, Montana, with object to relieve Troop G, First
Cavalry. Arrived December 22. Distance marched, 93 miles.
Decernber 19, 1890.-Troop K, First Cavalry, Capt. F. A. Boutelle,
commanding, left Camp Sheridan, Wyo., and proceeded by rail to Fort
Keogh, Mont. Arrived same day. Distance traveled, 320 miles.
December 21, 1890.-Capt. J. H. Hurst, Second Lieut. H. C. Hale, and
Sergt. Phil. Gallagher, Twelfth Infant.ry, with two enlisted Indian
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scouts, left Fort Bennett, S. Dak., and proceeded to the mouth of
Cherry Creek, for the purpose of inducing fugitive Uncapapa Indians
of Sitting Bull's following from Standing Rock Agency to surrender
their arms and.come into the Cheyenne River Agency. Arrived at the
Indian camp same day, having marched 52 miles. After council with
the principal men had been held, the Indians concluded to surrender
their arms and agreed to come into the post. On the 22d of December,
broke camp and returned to Fort Bennett, S. Dak., with the Indians.
Arrived December 24. The Indians consisted of 227 Uncapapas, belonging to the Standing Rock Reservation, and 67 Minneconjou Sioux,
belonging to the Cheyenne River Reservation, 148 ponies, and 4 wagons.
Distance marched, l 04 miles.
December 24, 1890.-Troop E, Eighth Calvary, Lieut. H. F. Kendall,
commanding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak., for the purpose of arresting
any Indians found to have left the Popular Creek Reservation without
permission, and particularly Medicine Bear and party, supposed to be
en route to Williston, N. Dak., on a visit to Urow Fly High's camp.
Failed to find any trace of party mentioned, and returned to post December 25. Djstance marched, 48 miles.
December 24, 1890.-Company G, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. D. J. Cragie
commanding, left , Fort Yates, N.Dak., as escort to wagon train with
supplies for cavalry in the :field. Camped at Cottonwood Creek, en
route to the command on Grand River, ~. Dak., December 31. Distance marched, 63 miles.
Decem!Jer 24, 1890.-A detachment of Light Battery F, Fourth Artillery, nine enlisted men, under command of Lieut. Gatchell, arrived
at Fort Abraham Lincoln from Fort Snelling, Minn., having left latter
post December 23. Distance traveled by rail and marching, 478 miles.
December 31, 1890.-Troops C, G, H, and K, First Cavalry, companies G and H, Twentieth Infantry, and a detachment of Light Battery
F, Fourth Artillery, under Lieut. Strong, Fourth Artillery (this detachment having arrived on the 24th instant from Fort Snelling, and
traveled 753 miles), Lieut. Col. A. K. Arnold, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., en route to Powderville, on Powder River,
Mont., for the purpose of scouting the country of the Little Missouri
Hiver and to the east and west, with object to intercept any parties of
Indians who might break away from the Pine Ridge Reservation and
attempt to go north; and with reference to this object to communicate
with the command under Maj. Carroll, First Cavalry, whose command
was directed to operate in the Grand River region. The command
went into camp at a point on Tongue River, about 14 miles from the
post.
December 31, 1890.-The military post of Fort Totten was turned over
to the Interior Department, the detachment of Third Infantry having
Jeft for Fort Snelling, December 27, Lieut. Mosher, Twenty-second
In fan try, and two noncommissioned staff officers remaining at post to
complete the shipment of military stores to other points.
OPERATIONS IN THE DEP.AR'rMENT UNDER IMMEDIATE COMMAND OF
BRIG. GEN. BROOKE, U. S. ARMY.

November 30, 1890.-Brig. Gen. John R. Brooke, U. S. Army, telegraphed his arrival at Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., and that the commaud there consisted of eight troops Seventh Cavalry, four troops
Ninth Cavalry, Capt. Capron's Light Battery E, First Artillery, the
Second Infantry, and one company (C) of the Eighth Infantry; and
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that at Hose bud Agency, S.Dak., consisted of two troops of the Ninth
Cavalry, three companies Eight Infantry, and four companies of the
Twenty-first Infantry. These troops have been operating in the field,
under the immediate command of Gen. Brooke.
December 4, 1890.-Four troops of Cavalry, I First, F Second, I Fifth
and C Ninth, Capt. C. C. C. Carr, :First Cavalry, commanding, arrived
in the department from Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and have since performed field service in vicinity of Oelrichs,. S. Dak., Lieut. Col. G.
B. Sanford, Ninth Cavalry, commanding since December 9.
.Dt3cember 19, 1890.-Headquarters and Companies A, B, C, D, E, G,
and H, Seventeenth Infantry, Lieut. Col. R. H. Offley, commanding,
arrived in t 11e department, reporting at points as fo11ows: Company E
at Oelrichs, B at Buffalo Gap, A aud H at Fairburn, D and G at Hermosa, headquarters, and Company C at Rapid City, S. Dak. These
troops have since performed field duty on the line of the Cheyenne
River and vicinity, South Dakota.
December 26, 1890.-Headquarters and Companies A, B, C, D, E, G,
and H, .First Infantry, Col. William R. Shafter commanding, arrived
in the department, reporting at Hermosa, S. Dak., and performed field
duty in the region of the Pine Ridge Agency, and along the boundary
line between South Dakota and Nebraska.
December 28, 1890.-Information was received from Gen. Brooke, by
telegraph, that Maj. Whitside, Seventh Cavalry, had captured. Big
Foot and his band, on head of Porcupine Creek, S. Dak., 129 men anrl.
250 women and children, and that he had sent Col. Forsyth with another
battalion to make sure.
December 29, 1890.-lnformation was received by telegraph from Gen.
Miles and Gen. Brooke that, while disarming Big Foote's party, a break
was made and a fight occurred, in which Capt. Wallace, Seventh Cavalry, and twenty-five enlisted men were killed, and Lieuts. Garlington
and Hawthorne and about thirty-five enlisted men were wounded. The
number of Indians killed and wounded, not exactly known. Information was received from Gen. Brooke, same date, of an engagement
having taken place between Capt. Jackson's troop, Seventh Cavalry,
and about one hundred and fifty-three Indians, who bad left Pine Ridge
on learning of the fight on Wounded Knee Creek. In the engagement
twenty-three prisoners, whom Capt. Jackson had gathered up, were
rescued from him. Two enlisted men were wounded.
December 30, 1800.-First Lieut. J. D. Mann, Seventh Cavalry, was
wounded in a skirmish with hostile Indians on White Clay Creek,
tributary of the White River, South Dakota.
January 1, 1891.-Troops A and E, First Cavalry; H, Eighth Cavalry; Uompany D, and detachment of B, Twenty-second Infantry, Maj.
H. Carroll, First Cavalry, commanding, left New England City, N.Dak.,
and marched to the North Fork of Grand River, Gay's Uorssing, from
which point Troop H 7 Eighth Cavalry, and the detachment of Company
B, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. Fountain commanding, were sent on
a scout to the South Fork of Grand 1·1iver, and the main command
under Maj. Carroll marched to the forks of Grand River, 50 miles, and
went into camp at that point January 4. The command was there
joined by Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, and Companies G and H,
Twelfth Infantry, and was afterwards engaged in scouting and patroling the country in the Grand River region and between Slim Buttes
and Camp Crook, having established a line of communication with
Lieut. Col. Arnold's command, which was operating in Little Missouri
region, Montana. January 26 Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, and
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Companies G and H, Twelfth Infantry, were relieved from duty with the
command and directed to return to their station, Fort Yates, N. Dak.,
where they arrived, under command of Capt. Fecllet, Eighth Cavalry,
January 30 and 31 ; distance marched, 287 miles. January 26 the
main command, under Maj. Carroll, J:IMtrched to Dickinson, N. Dak.,
en route t,o their proper stations. January 29 Troop H, Eighth Cavalry,
Company D, and detachment of Company B, Twenty-second Infantry,
under command of Capt. Fountain, Eighth Cavalry, left Dickinson
en route for :Fort Keogh, by rail, and arrived January 30; distance
traveled, 450 miles. January 30, Troops A ::>nd E, First Cavalry, Maj.
Carroll commanding, left Dickinson for Fort Ouster, by rail, and
arrived at Ouster Station, Mont., same day; distance traveled, about
540 miles.
Jamtary 1, 1891.-Troops C, G, H, and K~ First Cavalry, Companies
G and H, Twentjeth Infantry, with detachment of Light Battery F,
Fourth Artillery, Lieut. Col. A. K. Arnold, First Cavalry, command:
ing, left camp on Tongue River and marched via Powderville to the
Little Missouri, Montana, and established a camp about 12 miles north
of Alzada, Mont. January 8, formed line of communication with Maj.
Carroll's command. on Grand River. through Capt. Adams, commanding Troop B, First Cavalry, and patrolled the country from Alzada to
Slim Buttes and Nashville, keeping the country eastward under observation, also sending out patrolling parties south to Gammors, which
pa1ties were to return by way of Prairie Creek. January 8, the command was joined by F T~oop, First Cavalry, and on the lOth by Troop
D, First Uavalry, and Troop of Crow Indian scouts, from Fort Oustt•r,
under command of Maj. Charles D. Viele, First Cavalry. January 24,
the command left camp on the Little Missouri, Montana, en route for
their proper stations. Arrived at Fort Keogll, Mont., January 29, and
went into camp temporarily. Distance marched, about 270 miles.
January 4, 1891.-Company H, Twenty-second Infantry, Oapt. H. H.
Ketchum, commanding, left camp on the Cannon Ball River and
marched to Fort Yates, N.Dak., for temporary station. Arrived same
day. Distance marched, 25 miles.
January 7, 1891.-First Lieut. E. W. Casey, Twenty-second Infantry,
on ,detached service near Pine Ridge, S. Dak., with his troop of Cheyenne Indian scouts, and while taking observations of the hostile camp,
near White River, South Dakota, was . murdered by a hostile Sioux
Indian (Brule), who treacherously shot him in the back of the head,
killing him instantly.
January 8, 1891.-Second Lieut. Charles W. Farber, Eighth Cavalry,
with detatchment of Troop E, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Buford; scouted
country on south side of Missouri to Poplar Hiver. Heturned to post
January 10, having seen no sign of hostile Indians in that vicinity.
Distance marched, 77~ miles.
January 9, 1891.-First Lieut. H. F. Kendall, with detachment of
troop E, Eighth Cavalry, twenty-seven men, left Fort Buford, en route
to Williston, for the purpose of arresting three Indians reported being
at that point. Returned to post January 10, having arrested the tllree
Indians about 7 miles from Williston, and turned them over to the officer of the day at Fort Buford, N.Dak. Distance marched, 48 miles.
These Indians were, on the 12th of January, turned over to the Indian
police from Poplar Hiver, sent for them by the agent, who stated that
the Indians had left the agency about five weeks ago, without permission.
January 13, 1891.-Company G, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. Miner
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commanding, left Fort Yates, as escort to supply train for Maj. Carroll's
command. Returned to post January 31. Distance marched, 237 miles.
January 19, 1891.-Company A, Twenty.second Infantry, Capt. J. B.
Irvine commanding, returned to Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak., for
temporary duty. from detached service on Cannon Ball River. Distance marched, 28 miles.
January 22, 1891.-Troops C, D, and I, Eighth Cavalry, and companies C and F, 'l'hird Infantry, Lieut. Col. E. V. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, returned to Fort Meade, S.Dak., from field duty in
vicinity of Cheyenne River, South Dakota. Distance marched, C
Troop, Eighth Cavalry,79 miles; 'rroop D, including scouting, 321 miles,
and I Troop, 85 miles; Uompanies C and F, Third Infantry, about 80
miles each.
January 26, J891.-Troops A and B, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. A. B.
Wells commanding, returned to station, Fort Meade, from detached
· service in the field in vicinity of White River, South Dakota. Distance
marched, 130 miles.
January 26, 1891.-Lieut. G. W. Gatchell, with detachment of Light
Battery F, Fourth Artillery, left Fort Abrabam Idncoln, N. Dak., en
route to station, Fort RHey, Kans.
·
January 27, 1891.-Company H, Third Infantry, Capt. C. Hobart
commanding, left Fort Snelling, Minn., and proceeded lJy rail to Fort
Sully, S. Dak., for station. Arrived January 29. Distance traveled,
about 440 miles.
January 30, 1891.-Company H, Seventh Infantry, Capt. J. M. J.
Sanno commanding, left Fort Sully, S. Dak., en route to station, Fort
Leavenworth, Kans.
January 31, 1891.-The headquarters of the Fifteenth Infantry left
Fort Buford, N. Dak., for station at Fort Sheridan, Ill. The colonel
and regimental staff left on the 28th, and the noncommissioned staff
and band on tT anuary 31.
February 1, 1891.-Company B, Third Infantry, Capt. J.P. Thompson, Third Infantry, commanding, left Fort Meade, S. Dak., en route
to Fort Su11y, S. Dak., for station. Arrived February 5. . Distance
traveled, 894 miles.
February 3, 1891.-Troops 0, F, and H, First Cavalry, and companies
G and H, 'l!wentieth Infantry, Maj. J. M. Hamilton, First Cavalry, commanding, returning from field service, left camp near Fort Keogh, Mont.,
and proceeded by rail to station, Fort Assinniboine, Mont. Arrived
February 6. Distance traveled, 592 miles.
February 3, 1891.-Troops B, D, G, and K, First Cavalry, and Troop
B, U. S. Scouts, Department of Dakota, Lieut. Col. A. K. Arnold, First
Cavalry, commanding, returning from field service, left camp near Fort
Keogh, Mont., en route to station, Fort Custer, Mont. Arrived February 8. Distance marched, 135 miles.
February 4, 1891.-Troops A and E, First Cavalry, Maj. Henry Carroll, First Cavalry, commanding, left camp near Custer Station, Mont.,
for Fort Custer, Mont., and arrived there same day. Distance marched,
35 miles.
Feb1·uary 4~ 1891.-Companies 0 and E, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Lieut.
Col. J. J. Van Horn commanding, left Fort Keogh en route to station,
Fort Shaw, Mont., arrived February 6. Distance traveled, 470 miles.
February 4, 1891.-Companies F and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Capt.
H. P. Ritzins commanding, left Fort Keogh en route to station, Fort
Missoula. Mont. Arrived February 9. Distance traveled, 509 miles.
Febntary 6; 1891.-The military post of Fort Randall and all that
portion of South Dakota lying south of the forty -fourth parallel of north
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latitude was transferred to the Department of the Platte, and command
thereof was assumed by Brig. Gen. John R. Brooke, U.S. A. (General
Orders No.9, cnrrent series, A. G. 0.)
February 16, 1891.-Troop I, Sixth Cavalry, Capt. GeorgeS. Ander·
son commanding, arrived at Camp Sheridan, Wyo., from Pine Ridge,
S.Dak., and took station thereat, relieving Troop K, First Cavalry,
which took station at Fort Custer, Mont.
March 1, 1891.-Company B, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. D. J. Cragie
commanding, left Fort Yates, N.Dak., for station at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.
March 6, 1891.-Troop A, U. S. Scouts, Department of Dakota, returned to station, Fort Keogh, Mont., from field service near Pinf'
Ridge, S. Dak., and on same date Troop C, U. S. Scouts, Department
of Dakota, joined station, Fort Keogh, from Pine Ridge, S. Dak., Capt.
E. P. Ewers, Fifth Infantry, commanding. Distance marched, about
306 miles.
March 12, 1891.-Company D, Twelfth Infantry, Lieut. E. C. Carnahan commanding, left Fort Bennett to rejoin proper station, Fort Sully,
S. Dak. Arrived same day. Distance marched, 8 miles.
March 16, 1891.-The detachment of ordnance stationed at the Fort
Snelling Ordnance Depot, Minn., was transferred to Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.
March 26, 1891.-0ompany C, Third Infantry, Capt. Philip Reade
commanding, left Fort Meade, S. Dak., and proceeded by rail to Fort
Snelling, Minn., for station. Arrived March 28. Distance traveled,
804 miles.
April!, 1891.-Under the provisions of General Orders No. 28, current series, A. G. 0., the following skeletonized troops and companies
in this department are being recruited by the enlistment of Indian
soldiers, with stations as follows: Troop L, First Ca\7 alry, Fort Custer,
Mont.; Troop L, Eighth Cavalry (Casey's Scouts), Fort Keogh, Mont.;
Company I, Third Infantry, Fort Sully, S.Dak.; Company I, Twentieth
Infantry, Camp Poplar River, Mont.; Company I, Twenty-second Infantry, Fort Yates, N.Dak.
April 10, 1891.-Uompany C, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. P.M.
Thorne, commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., and proceeded to the
Tongue River Indian Agency to relieve Company F, Twenty-second
Infantry, from duty at that point. The latter company, on being relieved, returned to its proper station, Fort Keogh, under command of
Lieut. Moore, Twenty-second Infantry, and arrived April 21. Distance
marched by each company, 190 miles.
JYlay 11, 1891.-The d~ignation of the military post at Mammoth Hot
Springs, in the Yellowstone National Park, Wyo., known as Camp
Sheridan, was changed to Fort Yellowstone. General Orders, No. 45,
current series, A. G. 0.
May 16, 1891.-Two hundred and fifty-four Indian prisoners of war
left Fort Sully, S. Dak., under charge of First Lieut. H. C. Hale,
Eig-hteenth Infantry, en route to Standing Rock Agency, N.Dak.
May 16, 1891.-Second Lieut. James F. Dean, with detachment Third
Infantry, twelve enlisted men, left Fort Snelling, Minn., en route to
]'ort Pembina, N. Dak., to take temporary charge of the post. Arrived
same day. Distance traveled, about 420 miles.
May17, 1~91.-Company H, Third Infantry, Capt. Hobart, commanding, left Fort Sully, S. Dak., en route to Fort Snelling, Minn., changing
station. Arrived May 19. Distance traveled, 443 miles.
.
May 18, 1891.-Troop E, First Cavalry, Capt. Edwards, commanding,
left Fort Custer, Mont., en route to Fort Yellowstone, Wyo., for tern·
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porary duty in the Yellowstone .National Park during the summer
months. Arrived May 29. Distance marched, 243 miles.
May 19, 1891.-Compary H, Twenty-second Infantry, Uapt. Ketchum,
commanding, left Fort Yates, N. Dale, en route to its proper station,
Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived May 20. Distance traveled, 392 miles.
May 19, 18!H.-Second Lieut ..C. C. Walcutt, jr., with fifteen enlisted
meu of Troop K, Eighth Cavalry, left Fort Keogh for the camp on
Tongue River, Mont., and to relieve the detachment of Troop H. Eighth
Cavalry, at that point. Arrived May 22. Distance marched, 73 miles.
May 20, 1891.-Troop A, First Cavalry, Capt. P. S. Bomus, commanding, left Fort Ouster, Mont., en route to Fort Meyer, Va., changing station. Arrived May 24. Distance traveled, about 2,050 miles.
May 20, 1891.-Company F, Fifteenth Infantry, Capt. A. Hedberg,
commanding, left Fort Buford, N.Dak., en route to }1-,ort Sheridan, IlL,
changing station.
May 21, 1891.-Company F, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. J. B. Rodman,
commanding, left Camp Poplar River, Mont., en route to Fort Buford,
N. Dak.,changingstation. Arrived May 21. Distance traveled,65miles.
llfay 21, 1891.-Company C, Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. P. M.
Thorne, commanding, left Tongue River Agency, Mont., the presence
of troops at the agency being no longer necessary, and. returned to its
proper station, Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived May 26. Distance marched,
90 miles.
111.ay 22, 1891.-Second Lieut. A. H. Sydenham, with 30 enlisted men
of troop H, Eighth Cavalry, on being relieved by Lieut. Walcutt,
Eighth Cavalry, left Camp on Tongue River and returned to station,
Fort Keogh, Mont. Arrived May 23. Distance marched, 73 miles.
May 23, 1891.-Company B, Fifteenth Infantry, Capt. E. S. Chapin,
commanding, left Fort Pembina, N.Dak., en route to Fort Sheridan,
Ill., changing station.
May 24, 18!Jl.-Company B, Third Infantry, Capt. J. P. Thompson,
commanding, left Fort Sully, S.Dak., en route to Fort Snelling, Minn.,
changing station. Arrived May 26. Distance traveled, 443 miles.
May 26, 1891.-Company B, Twelfth Infantry, Second Lieut. G. J·.
Godfrey, commanding, left Fort Bennett, S. Dak., and returned to its
proper station, Fort Sully, S. Dak. Arrived same day. Distance
marched, 6 miles.
June 4, 1891.-Company F, Third Infantry, Capt. Bartlett, commanding, left Fort Meade, S. Dak., en route to Fort Snelling, Minn., changing station. Arrived June 6. Distance traveled, 816 miles.
June 10, 1891.-Troop L, Third Cavalry, without officers, was transferred from the Department of Texas to the Department of Dakota,
and stationed at Fort Bennett, S. Dak., to be organized by recruitment
of Indians, including Hump and his band.
June 24, 1891.-Troop H, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Fountain, commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., en route to Fort Meyer, Va., changing
station.
July 8, 1891.-Headquarters and Companies A, B, 0, D, E, F, G, and
B, Third Infantry, Col. E. C. Mason, commanding, left Fort Snelling
and proceeded to Camp Douglas, Wis., for encampment with the Wisconsin National Guard. Arrived July 24, 1891. Distance marched,
227~ miles.
July 10, 1891.---'-First Lieut. G. W. Goode, with detachment of fifteen
enlisted men of Troop B, First Cavalry', left Fort Ouster and proceeded
to camp on Tongue River, Montana. Arrived on July 12, 1891, reliev~ng J.Jie~t. Walcutt and detachment of Troop K. Eighth Cavalry, changIng statwn from Fort Keogh to Fort Meade. On July 26 Lieut. Goode
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changed camp from Tongue River to the Tongue River Agency, on
Lame Deer Creek, Montana. Distance marched, about 140 miles.
July 18, 1891.-Troop D, First Cavalry, Lieut. Backus, commanding,
left Fort Ouster, 1\iont., en route to Fort Keogh, Mont., changing station. Arrived July 24, 1891. Distance marched, 135 miles.
July 18, 1891.-0ompany G, Twenty-second Infantry, Lieut. Phillips,
commanding, left Fort Yates, N.Dak., en route to Fort Keogh, Mont.,
changing station. Arrived July 29, 1891. Distance traveled, 356 miles.
July 19, 1891.-Company F, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. Bodman, commanding, left Fort Buford, N.Dak., and proceeded to Fort Assinniboine, Mont., changing station. Arrived July 20. Distance traveled,
296 miles.
July 20, 1891.-Troop H, First Cavalry, Capt. Hoyle, commanding,
left Fort Assinniboine, Mont., and proceeded to Fort Buford, N.Dak.,
changing station. Arrived August 4. Distance marched, 296 miles.
July 20, 1891.-Companies B and C, Twenty-fifth Infantry, Lieut.
Col. J. N. Andrews, commanding, left Fort Shaw, _l\1ont., en route to
Fort Buford, N. Dak., changing station. Arrived July 21. Distance
traveled, 467 miles.
July 20, 1891.-Company E, Twenty:fifth Infanry, Capt. W. S.
Scott, commanding, left Fort Shaw, Mont., en route to Camp Poplar
River, Mont., changing station. Arrived July 21. Distance traveled,
390 miles.
July 22, 1891.-Company A, Twenty-second Infantry, Maj. Wm. H.
Powe11, commanding, left Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak., returning
to its proper station, ~...,ort Keogh, Mont. Arrived July 23. Distance
traveled, 296 miles.
July 22, 1891.-Troop K, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Sprole, commanding,
]eft, Fort Keogh, Mont., en route to Fort Meade, S. Dak., changing station. Arrived July 31. Distance marched, 225 miles.
Jttly 22, 1891.-0ompany F, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. Halloran, commanding, left Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak., en route to Fort Yates,
N.Dak., changing station. Arrived July 26,1891. Distance marched,
52 miles.
July 25, 1891.-Company E, Twenty-second Infantry, Oapt. Cusick,
commanding, left Fort Buford, N.Dak., en route to Fort Keegh, Mont.,
changing station. Arrived August 5. Distance marched, 163 miles.
July 26, 1891.-Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Kendall, commanding, left Fort Buford, N. Dak., en route to Fort Meade, S.Dak., changing station. Arrived August 13, 1891. Distance marched, 375 miles.
The strength of the several garrisons on July 31, 1891, was as follows:
Posts.

--------------------·1----1------Fort .A braham Lincoln, N.Dak.................................. .... . . . . . .
Fort Assinniboine, Mont .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
38
Fort Bennett, S.Dak........... . ................................
3
Fort Buford, N.Dak.............................................
11
Fort Custer, Mont...............................................
32

427
79
150
393

i~~~ ~~~~·. ~n!k: ~~: :::: ::::~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

!f~

~~

:Fort Missoula, Mont.............................................
FortPembina,N.Dak...........................................
FortShaw,Mont.................... .. ...........................
Fort Snelling;, Minn.............................................
FortSully,S.Dak...............................................
FortYates,N.Dak ..............................................
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo..........................................
CampPoplarRiver,Mont.......................................
Total ......................................................

19
1
2
35
15
16
3

10

3

3
465
2
2
6

1

189
5
7
418
128

........
........
........
........
217
4

62 ........

124

2

84
163
431

:~~

208
6
9
453
143
237

65
136

-252 -~~-17 -s~23

There are 25 enlisted Indian scouts allotted to the Department.
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Under General Orders No.9, Adjutant-General's Office, January 27
1891, that portion of South Dii~kota lying south of the forty-fourth
parallel of north latitude was placed in the Department of the Platte,
and at the time of the abolishment of divisions the geographical limits
of this Department were further changed by placing the State of Wisconsin in the Department of the Missouri.
There are three troops of cavalry being recruited from the Indians
in this Department, L, First, L, Third, and L, Eighth," Casey's Scouts,"
and three companies of infantry, I, Third, I, Twentieth, and I, Twentysecond. These organizations are stationed and have enlisted strength
as follows:
Troop L, First Cavalry, Fort Custer-----·..................................... 52
Troop L, Third Cavalry, Fort Benllf~tt...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Troop L, Eighth Cavalry, ''Casey's Scouts," Fort Keogh....... . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . 17
Company I, Third Infrantry,Fort Sully........................................
2
Company I, Twentieth Infantr.v, Camp Poplar River... .. ....................... 31
Company I, Twenty-second Infantry, Fort Yates............................... 14
Total.... . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 148

Company I, Third Infantry, was at first being recruited in vicinity of
Fort Sully, and nine recruits for that company were obtained, but when
it was decided that a troop of cavalry-L, Third Cavalry-was to be
organized at that post those nine Indian recruits requested transfer to
the troop. 'rhis was authorized, and the attempt i~ now ueing made
to recruit Company I, Third Infantry, from among the Indians at Lower
Brule, Crow Creek, Sisseton, and other smaller agencies. Only two
recruits for this organization have up to this time been obtained.
I am informed that progress in recruiting has been seriously impaired
owing to the reduction of rations by the Indian Department, which is
said to be in direct violation of the authorized statements made by
recruiting officers, i. e., "t.hat the absence of an Indian from his tribe
and reservation in consequence of his enlistment under the authority of
the Government in its military service is not a severance of his tribal
connection, and he would thereby in no sense forfeit his rights to
lands, annuities, and benefits granted his tribe by treaty or law."
I earnestly recommend that a reconsideration of this matter be bad,
and that if possible the Indian recruits may have restored to them the
rations from the Department of Indian Affairs that they would receive
were they not in the service as soldiers.
As was to be expected there has been a great decrease in the number
of desertions from the enlisted strength of the Army in this Department. The records show 213 desertions this year as against 478 last
year. In this connection attention is invited to a special report on this
subject by the judge-advocate of the department forwarded herewith.
Post canteens are now reported to be in successful operation at all
the permanent posts of the department. They are found to be greatly
advantageous in every way over the old system of post traders.
The following-named posts have been abandoned during the year and
their garrisons have been distributed among other posts in the department: Fort Maginnis, exact date not of record; Fort Totten, December 31, 1890; Fort Shaw, July 21, 1891; Fort Abraham Lincoln, July
22, 1891.
The Indians within the limits of this department are said to be
peaceable and well disposed. If there is an exception to this it is
among the Northern Cheyennes, who are now living in the vicinity of
:Fort Keogh. They number about 1,250 souls. Among them there has
been much excitement because of the rumored intention to remove
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them to the Pine Ridge Agency. They declare that they will fight
rather than submit to removal. I belie\e there is a commission uow
in session to treat on this subject.
In this connection, I should not omit to mention the matter of the
370 Northern Cheyenne Indians at the Tongue River Agency, now and
for some time past in immediate charge of Oapt. Ewers, Fifth Infantry.
This is said to be a most deserving band of Indians. They have rendered important service'S to the Government, and have received, so it is
said, very little recognition or generous treatment. I have alreildy
strongly seconded the request of these Indians and the recommeudations of Capt. Ewers and other well-informed officers that these Northern Cheyennes be permitted to remain where they now are. I hope
this petition of these Indians can be granted.
Special attention is called to the reports of staff officers on duty at
these headquarters. They will be found to contain many details of interest, and recommendations which should receive attention.
It is especially noted that while the troops in the department are in
a good state of discipline and fit for any service, the recent reduction
in means of transportation leaves each post deficient so far as preparation for active field service is concerned. This fact should not escape attention, for in case of au Indian war the troops on this account
are not prepared for efficient service in the field.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. MERRIT'l',
Brigadier-General U. S. Army, Commanding Department.
The

ADJUTANT-GEI'{ERAL

U.S. ARMY,
"ffTashinoton, D. 0.

REPORT OF OPERATIONS RELATIVE TO THE SIOUX
1890 AND 1891.

I~DIANS

IN

HEADQUARTERS DEP ARTMEN'l' OF CALIFORNIA,

San Francisco, Gal., October 19, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor, in accordance with the telegram of the 19th
of September last, from the headquarters of the Army, to submit a report as follows of the part taken by the troops of the Department of
Dakota in the Sioux Indian campaign during the latter part of 1890
and the early part of the present year.
The disturbed condition of the~e Indians, which made action necessary, was due in part to discontent, felt for years by a considerable
portion of them and intensified by the reduction in area of the Sioux
Reservation, and the division of that remaining into separate reservations, w.hich had been effected short.ly before, but more immediately to
excitement caused by, and belief by many of the Sioux belonging on
the Standing_ Rock, the Oheyenne River, the Pine Ridge and Rosebud
reservations, in the predictions of a pretended prophet and Messiah,
which about a year previously had gained currency amongst t.h ese Indians and other tribes, pa.rticularly the Cheyfmnes and Arapahoes, to
the eftect that a great change in the condition of all Indians would
soon occur by which they would be freed from the domination of the
white man; that game in abundance would again appear in their
country, and that all opposed to this transition would disappear. The
WAR 91-VOL I--12
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state of things was reported upon in a communication submitted by
me November 26, 1890, em bracing the facts of reports made on N ovember 13 and 16, pursuant to the direction of the Presideut, dated October
31, requiring that an investigation into the conuition of the Sioux be
made either by the division or department commander, and that a report thereof be submitted, with any recommendations he might have
to make. A copy of the report made with recommendations submitted
is hereby attached, marked A. The supposed Messiah is a Pah Ute
Indian named Quoitze Ow-commonly Jack Wilson, bP.longing to the
Walker Lake Reservation in Nevada. An account of the doings of
this Indian, beginning in 1887, is given in a report made in December,
1890, to t,he commanding general, Division of the Pacifi<(, by Mr. A. I.
Chapman, who was SAnt to investigate the matter, and is hereto attached, marked B. The pretentious of the Indian Jack Wilson were a
continuation of those of a former Pah Ute prophet, and his association
with the whites and religious instruction received by reservation Indians
accounts for his teachings that the Indian ancestors would reappear,
that he could cause rain to come, the destruction of the wicked and
opposers by water, etc. The fame of this Indian spread from the Indians in tlle vicinity of Walker Lake to the Indians of the Western
Shoshone Heservation, Nevada, and thence to the Shoshones and Ban-.
nocks of the Fort Hall Reservation, Idaho, and from there to the Arapahoes and Che,vennes of Oklahoma Territory, and to the Cheyennes and
Sioux in the Dakotas and Montana, and to other tribes. During the
early vart of 1890 delegations from all these Indians visited this Indian
near Walker Lake, Nevada, and on their return gave versions of what
they bad seen and beard, varying in some respects, as might be expecterl,
but agreeing in the promise of early freedom of all Indians from dependence on the white man and of a state of plenty without labor. The
teachings of these returning Indians found ready credence by a considerable part of the Indians on all the Sioux reservations, particularly
the Cheyenne River, Pine Ridge, and Rosebud reservations. Discontented leaders took advantage of the consequent excitement and restlessness and of some causes for fair complaints by the Indians: and
endeavored to regain lost influence with their people and to set aside
the authority of the Indian agents. To what extent these leaders
were influenced by belief in the prophecies of the so.called Messiah,
and what their ultimate purposes were, if any definite, are not clear
from any trustworthy information so far bad, but the result of the excitement was that by the latter part of October last, a substantial part
of the Indians belonging on the Cheyenne River, the Pine Ridge, and
the Rosebud reservations were openly defiant of the authority of their
agents, and a less proportion on the Standing Rock Reservation were
in spirit, although more circumspect in conduct.
Interposition by military force was necessary to support the legal
authority of the Indian agents and check the disorder to prevent an
outbreak otherwise probable.
The state of affaJrs not improving, orders were received directing the
use of military force for the preservation of order a11d prevention of '
hostilities.
The general condition about the end of November was as follows:
On the Standing Rock Reservation the Indians were at their homes,
but the disaffected element, under the leadership of Sitting Bull, had
been having the so-called ghost dances; bad gained somewhat in ntlmbers, principally by union of members of his tribe, the U ncapapas, and
were in frequent communication with the disaffected belonging on the
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reservatiOns to the south. The number of Indians on this reservation
seriously affected by the prevailing craze was about one-fourth of all,
counting by families, including some 300 males from 16 years old and
upwards.
On the Cheyenne River Reservation, under the leadership of Chief
Hump, who had formerly been captain of the Inclian police at the
Agency, were congregated in the region of Cherry Creek and vicinity,
in the valley of the Cheyenne River, a considerable part of the Minneconjou Sioux who were affected. The people of Big Foot's following
located in the vicinity of the junction of the Belle Fourche and Cheyenne Rivers, were also for the most part affecte<l, and had been for
sometime inimical to the Agent. The disaffected Indians of this reservation, counting hy families, numbered about 1,000 persons~ and include<] about 300 men. They were in a state of open defiance of authority of the Agent, hut had not committed depre<lations of consequence
against nor offered violence to any white settlers in the reg·ion.
On the Rosebud Reservation the greater part of the Brule Sioux were
affecte<l by the excitement, and many had moved to the Pine Ridge
Reservation, where not so large a proportion of the Indians, properly
belonging, were involved.
The general excitement, however, was highest, and disregard of the
authority of the Agent greatest, on the Pine Ridge Reservation, owing
to the presence of a large number of turbulent Brule Sioux belonging
to the Rosebud Reservation.
To provide for contingencies troops were assembled, by direction of
superwr authority, from other departments at the Rosebud and Pine
Ridge agencies, S. Dak., and other points in the Department of Da·
kota, as follows :
Troops A and G, Ninth Cavalry, and Companies A, B, and H, Eighth
Infantry, Lieut. Col. A. T. Smith, Eighth Infantry, commanding, arrived
at the Rosebud Agency November 20.
Lieut. Col. J. S. Poland, Twenty-first Infantry, with Companies A,
C, E, and G, Twenty-first Infantry, arrived November 25.
Maj. Edmund Butler, Second Infantry, with Companies A, B, C, and
D, Second Infantr,y, C, Eighth Infantry, and Troops F, I, and K, Ninth
Cavalry, arrived at Pine Ridge Agency November 20.
Maj. Guy V. Henry, Ninth Cavalry, with troop D, Ninth Cavalry,
awl Companies G and H, Second Infantry, on the 25th.
Field, stafl', and Troops A, B, C, D, E, G, I, and K, Seventh Cavalry,
and Light Battery E, First Artillery, on November 26.
Brig. Gen. John R. Brooke, commanding Department of the Platte,
arrived at Pine l{idge Agency on November 20 for immediate command
of the troops in tlle vicinity.
Troop I, First Cavalry, F, Second Cavalry, I, Fifth Cavalry, and C,
Ninth Cavalry, Capt. C. U. C. Carr, First Cavalry, commanding, from
Fort Leavenworth, arrived December 4, in the vicinity of Oelriclls, S.
Dak.
Lieut. Col. G. B. Sanford, Ninth Cavalry, arrived on December 9.
and took command of the battalion.
The headquarters and Companies B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, 8eventh
Infantry, Col. H. C. Merriam, commanding, arrived at Fort Sully, S.
Dak., on December 7.
The headquarters and Troops A, C, D, E, F, G, I, and K, Sixth Cav
airy. Col. E. A. Carr, commanding, arrived at Hapid Oity, S. Dak.,
December 9.
The headquarters and Companies A, B, C, D, E, G, and H, Seven·
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teenth Infantry, Lieut. Col. R. H. Offley, commanding, arrived in the
department December 19-the headquarters at Rapid City and the
companies at different points from that place south to Oelrichs along
the railroad, running from Chadron, Nebr., through Rapid City to the
north.
The headquarters and Companies A, B, C, D, E, G, and H, First Infantry, Col. William R. Shafter, commanding, arrived at Hermosa, S.
Dak., a place on the railroad referred to, on December 26.
'
Light Battery F, Fourth Artillery, Capt. G. B. Rodney, arrived in
the department November 28-one platoon, Capt. Rodney commanding, being directed to Fort Meade, and the other platoon, First Lieut.
Frederick S. Strong, commanding, to Fort Snelling, Minn., for ::;ervir.e
with troops at the west.
There had been since April, 1890. two troops, A and B of the Eig!Jth
Cavalry, from the garrison of Fort Meade, S.Dak., Capt. Almond B.
Wells, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, in camp at Oelrichs, S. Dale, a
short distance west of the Pine Hidge Heservation, charged with the
duty in particular of keeping watch of the ·Cheyenne Indians of the
Pine Ridge Reservation, and preventing them from going to join the
Cheyenne Indians on the Tongue River Reservation, Mont. Capt.
Wells with his command performed very effective service in this regard,
and excellent service in subsequent active operations about and on the
reservation.
A force consisting ~of three troops, C, I, and M, Eighth Cavalry, and
Companies F and I, Third Infantry, belonging to the garrison of Fort
Meade, under command of Capt. Argalus G. Hennissee, Eighth Cavalry, had since April been encamped near the junction of the Belle
Fourche with the Cheyenne River, S. Dak., having for especial duty
keeping under restraint the Indians of Big Foot's following, located in
the vicinity, and other disaffected Sioux belonging on the Cheyenne
River Reservation.
Lieut. Col. E. V. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, with Troop D of the regiment from Fort Meade, arrived at the camp December 3, 1890, a tHl
took command. The force was increased December 12 by Company 0,
Third Infantry, Capt. Philip Reade, from Fort Meade
Further movements of troop8lbelonging to the Department of Dakota
took place as follows:
The garrison of Fort Bennett, at the Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dale,
was increased November 17 by Company B, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. A.
G. Tassin, from the garrison of Fort Sully, making· the garrison of
Fort Bennett two companies of infantry, the garrison remaining at
Fort Sully being two companies of infantry.
Company H, Twenty-second In;fantry, Capt. Hiram H. Ketchum, from
Fort Keogh, arrived at Fort Abraham Lincoln, which before had a
garris.on of one company Twelfth Infantry, November 25, and Troops A
and E of the First Cavalry, belonging at Fort Custer, under <mrumand
of Maj. Henry Carroll, on November 27, and Companies A and D,
Twenty-second Infantry, trom Fort Keogh, Capt. J. B. Irvine, commanding, arrivt~ d on November 30, for service as might be required,
especially in the region of the Standing Rock Reservation.
.
Companies F and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry, from Fort Missoula, and
Companies C and E, from Fort Shaw. under command of then Lieut.
Col. J. J. Van Horn, Twenty-fifth Infantry, and Troop B, First Cavalry,
Capt. John Q. Adams, from Fort Custer, and Troops C and F Fir~t
Cavalry, and Companies G and H, Twentieth Infantry, Maj. John M.
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Hamilton~ First Cavalry, commanding, from Fort Assinniboine, Mont.,
arrived at Fort Keog·h on November 29 anrl 30.
Troop B, First Cavalry, and Casey's troop of Cheyenne Indian scouts,
and a detachment of Company B Twenty-second Infantry, Capt. John
Q. Adams, First Cavalry commanding, left J1'ort Keogh on December
13 for the Little Missouri River to the east to keep that section under
bservation and intercept any Sioux Indians who might leave their
reservations for that region or attempt to pass through to the northward.
Troop H, Eighth Cavalry, with a detachment of Company B, Twentyseeond Infantry, Capt. S. W. Fountain, from Fort Keogh, arrived December 13, at Dickinson, N.Dak., a station on the Northern Pacific
Railroad east of the Little Missouri River and nearly northwest of the
weRtern boundary of the Standing Rock Reservation.
The general disposition of the forces was such that by means of those
placed at the Rosebud Agency, the Pine Ridge Agency and along the
railroad running northerly from Chadron, Nebr., near and west of the
Pine Ridge Reservation, the Sioux Indians of this and the Rosebud reservations could be kept under observation and the regions to the south
and the Cheyenne River Valley section to the west be protected and
movement of bands to the west or northwest be intercepted, and by
means of those assembled under command of Lieut. Col. Sumner, near
the junction of the Belle Fourche River with the Cheyenne, and the
garrisons with the additional troops collected at Forts Bennett and
Su1ly, Fort Yates at the Standing Rock Agency, Fort Abraham Lincoln,
t,he force at Dickinson, N. Dak., -that unrler Capt. Adams, First Cavalry, en route for the Little Missouri, and that assembled at Fort
Keogh, the Indians of the Standing Rock and Cheyenne River reservations were placed under restraint or observation, and any excursions
from these reservations could be soon met.
In what follows I do not include the operations of the forces assem, bled at the Rosebud and Pine Ridge agencies, or those at points to the
west of and near the Pine Ridge Reservation, for the reason that Brig.
Gen. John R. Brooke, who was in immediate command at Pine Ridge,
has, as I am informed, included the service!.! of these forces in his annual report, and I presume that the division commander, Maj. Gen.
Nelson A. Miles, who in December took station at Rapid Uity, S.Dak.,
and later atPi11e Ridge Agency, has also reported more or h~ss specifically upon the operations of all the troops assembled in the vicinity of
the Pine Ridge and Rosebud reservations.
I gave such orders, as from time to time seemed best, to the troops
from other departments reporting in that section, as well as to those
properly belonging in the Department of Dakota; but as it was necessary that care be taken that no confusion should result from conflicting
or inconsistent orders, I directed the commanding officers of troops to
tlle west of the Pine Ridge Reservation to obey such orders as Gen.
Brooke might give, and refrained, particularly after the arrival of the
division commander at Rapid City, from giving orders of detail relative to movements of troops in the immediate region which might not
accord with directions otherwise given.
By telegram of December 10 the division commander instructed me
to "direct the commanding officer at Fort Yates to consider it his especial duty to secure the person of Sitting Bull, using any practical
means. The agent at that post is under his direction, and orders for any
purpose of this kind or any purpose affecting the police control and
government of these Indians."
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I accordingly instructed the commanding officer, Fort Yates, Lieut.
Col. William F. Drum, Twelfth Infantry, as follows:
The tlivision•commander has directed that you make it your especial duty to secure
the person of Sitting Bull. Call on the agent to co operate and render such assistance as will best promote the purpose in view.

The Indian agent, James McLaughlin, bad in conversation informed
me, when I visited the agency in November, that he thought it practicable and advisable that the actual arrest of Sitting Bull and other
disaffected leaders of that reservation be made by the Indian police,
both for certainty of their capture and for the beneficial effects that
would result in strengthening tlte autbor.it;y of the agent and establishthe proper position of the Indian police.
The commanding officer, as appears from his official report hereto
appended, marked 0, decid<·d, after consultation with Agent McLaughlin,
that it was advisable to make the actual arrest of Sitting Bull by the
Indian police, and that the opportune time would be on the 19th or
20th of December, when most of the Indians would be at the agency
for the issue of rations, and it was presumed Sitting Bull, who did not
come to the agency on the occasion of the preceding issue, would stay
at his home on Grand River, some 40 miles distant. But trustworthy
information was recei'fed on the evening of the 14th that Sitting Bull
was prevaring· to leave the reservation, and it became necessary that
no delay be made in effecting the arrest. Col. DruJ)1 gave orders accordingly. The Indian police, then about forty strong in the vicinity
of Sitting Bull's home, were instructed to make the arrest, and Troops
G and H, Eightu Cavalry, under command of Capt. E. G. Fechet,left
the post at 12 o'clock that night with orders to prevent a rescue, and,
if nec('ssary, to protect the police.
The arrest was effected without difficulty on the morning- of the 15th
of December, but the followers of Sitting Bull in the immediate vicinity
quickly rallied for his rescue and attacked the Indian police, with the
result that Sitting Bull and seven of his followers, including a number
of his principal supporters, were killed and a number wqunde<l. Of
the Indi:::.n police four were killed and two mortally wounded.
Capt. Fe~llet, who bad moved his command as near as be thought
advisable to avoid di:-coYery and _give alarm before the arrest should
be attempted, took actwn, stated in his report as follows:
'rhe command was moved with a,ll speed to a point on the hirrh lands overlooking
the valley of Grand River, and immediately opposite Sitting Bull's honse and the
camp of the ghost dancers, distance some 1,500 yards. A hasty examination showed
a party of Indians, apparently 40 or 50, on a high point on our right front, some 900
yards distant, but whether a party of police or frie.n ds or Bull's people could not be
determined. While trying to make out the position and identity Qf the two partif's,
there were a few shots fired by the party on the bill and replied to from Sitting Bull'~
house; there was also firing from the woods beyond Bnll's house, but on whom directed it was impossible to tell. I caused a white flag to be erected on the crest
where I was located (a pre-arranged signal between the soldiers and the police) and
directed a few shots to be fired from the Hotchkiss into tpe woods mentioned. In
answer, a white flag was displayed from Bull's house, ood Indians were seen leaving
the woods going in the direction of the hills to the south, across Grand River. The
Hotchkiss gun was then turned upon the party on our right front; this with some
fire from a d1smounted line of F troop caused them to retreat I'apidly from their position up the valley of Grand River to the northwest. Lieut. Slocum with his troop
dismounted wa.s ordered to advance immediately upon the house. Lieut. Crowder
with G troop mounted moved rapidly to the right along the highlands, covering the
right flank of the dismounted line. As the dismounted line approached the bouse
the police came out and joined the command. The line was advanced through the
timber, dislodgi11g a few hostiles, who disappeared rapidly up the river through the
willows. This line a.fter advancing through the willows some 600 yards fell back to
the immediate vicinity of Sitting Bull's house, leaving pickets at the farthest point
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gained by the advance. Lieut. Crowder in the meantime, observing the Indians
gathering at the houses up the river about 2 miles from Bull's camp, moved in pur!:!Uit of them. The Indians fell back from every point upon the approach of the
troops, not showing any desire to engage in hostile actions against the soldiers. All
the houses for a distance of about 2 miles were examined and all were fonnrl deserted
but showed signs of recent occupation. Failing to come up with the Indians iu this
direction, G troop fell back and joined the main command at Sitting Bnll's lodge.
Upon arriving at this place I found evidence of a most desperate encounter between
the agen(Jy police and Sitting Bull's followers. In the vicinity of the bonse, within
a radius of 50 yards, there were found the dead bodies of 8 hostiles, including Sitting Bull; 2 horses were also killed. Within the bouse were found 4 dead and three
wounded policemen. It was learned through the interpreter that the hostile Indians
had carried away with them one of their dead and five or six wounded, making an
approximate total of fifteen casualties in Sitting Bull's band. A list of casualties, by
name, on both sides, is hereto attached, marked B. From the best evidence obtainable I am led to believe that the police, under the ·command of Bull Head and Shave
Head, about 40 strong, entered Sitting Bull's camp about fJ:50 a. m. on the 15th instant,
for the purpose of making the arrest of Sitting Bull. Sitting Bull was taken from his
house, and while the police were parleying with him, endeavoring to induce him to submit peacefully: Bull Head was shot by Catch the Bear in the leg. Bull Read immediately shot and killeo Sitting Bull, when the melee became general, with the results
heretofore given. The fight lasted but a few moments, when the police secured the
bouse and stable adjoining, driving Sitting Bull's men from the village to cover in ·
the adjoining woods and hills.

For further particulars attention is requested to the reports of the
commanding officer, Fort Yates, Lieut. Uol. W. F. Drum and Capt.
Fechet, who commanded the troops actually taking part, herewith attached and marked 0 and D respectively.
The conduct of Col. Drum and other officers concerned and of the
soldiers in the whole matter is very commendable.
The Indian police who w~re anxious to make the arrest of Sitting
Bull and thus give evidence that they might be tru~ted and prove by
their conduct the sincerity of their profession in favor of efforts made
to civilize their people, exhibited much courage and loyalty under trying conditions.
The fleeing· Sitting Bull Indians, to the number of about 400 men,
women, and children, including those who joined the fugitives from the
vicinity of Sitting Bull's house, kept on west up the Grand River for a
distance, when the greater part turned south to the Cheyenne River
Reservation, some seeking shelter with the Indians located on the Moreau River and others continuing on to Cherry Creek and the Cheyenne
River. Runners were seut out by AgentMcLaughlin to assure the fugitives that their agency was the only safe place for them. In a few days
160, including women and children, had surrendered, and two weeks
later 88 others who bad reached the Moreau River, in the Cheyenne
River Reservation. returned and surrendered.
These Indians were disarmed and kept under surveillance of the Indian police.
Of the fugitives who kept on south the greater part stopped
on Cherry Creek, a tributary of the Cheyenne River, some reported
by Lieut. Col. Sumner as about 38 men, women, and children weut to
the camp of Big Foot, whilst a few-the exact number was Iiot ascertained, but reported as not exceeding 20-passed on to the Pine Ridge
Reservation.
It had not been thought, from reports received of the condition of the
Misso·uri River, practicable to attempt the crossing of Col. Merriam's
command of the Seventh Infantry from Fort Sully to Fort Bennett before December 16, on which date orders were given for the command to
cross. On the 17th two companies were gotten over and the whole command by the 19th.
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On the 18th telegraphic direction was given Col. Merriam to move
his command to Cherry Creek or vicinity. and that 1f in time to stop
the Sitting Bull fugitives or young men at Cherry Creek from going to
Pine Ridge to do so.
Previously the commanding officers of Forts Sully and Bennett had
been instructed to obey the orders of Col. Merriam.
The commanding officer of Fort Bennett, Capt. Joseph H. Hurst,
Twelfth Infantry, had also been before instructed to do what was possible to hold the disaffected Indians. He had been informed of the
occurrences at the Standing Rock Reservation, and had kept informed
of the movement of the Sitting Bull fugitives.
Col. Merriam was authorized to delay his movement to Cherry Creek
on the report by him on the 19th, after completing the passage of the
river of all his companies, that it was advhmble. First Lieut. Harry C.
Hale, then second lieutentant Twelfth Infantry, had been sent on the
]8th of December, accompanied by Chief Hump, to obtain information
and give assurance to the Indians that no harm would befall them if
they remained quiet. The Indian Hump, previously in tllis report named
as the leader of the disaffected ghost dancers of the Cheyenne River
H.eservation, had, since the time referred to, been detached from the
disaffected and enlisted as a scout b.v Capt. Ezra P. Ewers, Fifth Infantry, who, on account of his general fitness and former acquaintance
with these Indians, had been detached from his regiment aud assigned
to duty on the Cheyenne River Reservation. Lieut. Hale, with a courage and wisuom alike commendable, met the Sitting Bull Indians
on Oberry Creek on the 20th of December, and induced them to
stay until be could bring Capt. Hurst from Fort Bennett. Capt. Hurst
arrived with Lieut Hale at the Indian camp on the afternoon of the
next rlay. The result was that during the night the Sitting Bull fugitives
surrendered and delivered up their arms, and also some of the disaffected Cherry Creek Indians of the Cheyenne River Reservation.
The Indian prisoners were started for Fort Bennett December 22,
and ~rrived December 24. They numbered, Standing Rock Indians
all told, 138; Cherry Creek Indians, 44; total, 182. These Indians, to.
gether with some additions from subsequent surrenders, were afterwards transferred to Fort Sully, and there kept until after the Sioux
disturbances were ended.
The statement of the services immediately performed by Capt. Hurst
and Lieut. Hale .carries witl:i it so evident a suggestion of every meritorious conduct on their part that special remark thereof would seem
superfluous. li'or further particulars attention is requested. to the reports
of Lieut. Hale, of Capt. Hurst, and of Col. Merriam, forwarded here.
with, marked respectively, E, F, and G.
Col. Merriam was directed by me on December 20 to move with his
command to the mouth of Cherry Creek to communicate with Col.
Sumner, who was watching Big Foot's camp near the forks of the
Cheyenne, and to give him assistance or cooperation should he need it.
On December 27 Col. Merriam was directed by telegraphic or.der
from the division commamler, sent from Rapid City, S.Dak., to move
up the Cheyenne river far enough to communicate with Col. Sumner
and assume command of that line, and that Col. Sumner had been directed to report to Col. Merriam.
For further report of the operations of Col. Merriam's command
attention is requested to the copy of his report marked Exhibit G.
Three companies of the Seventh Infantry, Capt. James M. J. Sanno,
Seventh Infantry, commanding, had. remained at Fort Bennett by my
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direction on account of the presumed necessity for a force larger than
the permanent garrison. Capt. Sanno was directed to effect the transfer of the Indian prisoners to Fort Sully with his battalion of the
Seventh Infantry, assume command of that post, and remain with his
battalion in charge of the prisoners. The battalion remained at Fort
Sully until the Seventh Infantry was relieved from duty in the Department of Dakota.
Big Foot and adherents who had joined him, probably becoming
alarmed on the movement of Col. Merriam's command from Fort Bennet, and a rumor that Col. Sumner would capture them, eluded Uol.
Sumner's command and started for the Pine Ridge ReservatiOn on December 23, and went to the place on Wounded Knee Creek, on the Pine
Ridge Reservation, where a few days after the conflict with them took
place.
These Indians on leaving numbered about 340 all told, and had not
much, if any, more than 100 fighting men-a larger proportion to total
numbers than usual-but some Cherry Creek young man had joined.
Ool. Sumner was charged by me with the duty of keeping these
Indians under control.
In response to direction to submit a report of the flight of Big Foot's
band and the circumstances connected. therewith, Col. Sumner made a
report, hereto attached, marked Exhibit H. As will be seen by reference to this report, one reason given by Col. Sumner why immediate
pursuit was not made by his command was that, in addition to the
orders received from me to keep control of Big Foot's people, he received, shortly before the flight of Big Foot, direction to look out for
Indians from the northwest, and that in consequence he could not give
undivided attention to Big Foot and people on their flight becoming
known. I do not think any remark hereon from me is necessary further
than to say that the information or direction relative to Indians at the
north was~ received by Col. Sumner from the division commander, by
whom the information, as I infer from dispatches received by me, was
considered of such nature as not to be entirely disregarded. 'fhe report proved to be unfounded.
Upon report being received of the flight of Sitting Bull's following
up the Grand River after the fight with the Indian police, orders were
sent to Capt. Fountain, Eighth Cavalry, who had moved south from
Dickenson, N. Dak., and to Capt. Adams, who, with his Troop B, First
Cavalry, and Casey's company of Cheyenne Indian scouts, had moved
from Fort Keogh towards the Little Missouri River, covering the trails
usually taken by Indians in going from the Sioux Reservation to the
north and west, to intercept any parties of Indians going north or
westward.
The commanding officer of Fort Yates was also directed to send the
two troops of cavalry at that post up the Grand River, and Maj. Carroll was ordered, December 15, to move from Fort Abraham Lincoln
with the two troops of the First Cavalry there and Company D of the
Twenty-second Infantry to the vicinity of the northwest corner of the
Standing Rock Reservation for the protection of settlers and to prevent
the passage of Indians north. The Sitting Bull fugitives, however;
turned south, as before stated, and none others of the Standing Rock
Indians left their reservation.
On December 22, in consequence of a dispatch received from the division commander at Rapid .City, stating in substance that a report had
been received, through citizens at Minnm~ela, that a company was reported surrounded by Indians near Cave Hills, and directing that I send
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a command tllere, I directed the commanding officer, Fort Yates, to send
the two troops of the Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Fechet commanding, which
had l;>een patrolling along the Grand River with orders to prevent Indians from going north or south, to move rapidly with his troops up
Grand River and ascertain the state ot the case, informing him that
Capt. Fountain's troop of the Eighth Cavalry was the only one then in
the region of the reported attack, and also sent similar iu formation to
Maj. Carroll, encamped near the northwest corner of the Standing Rock
Heservation. The report was without fonntlation, and doubtless arose
from the talk by Indian scouts with Capt. Adams's.command, then moving south, that they were going to the assistance of other troops; but
the action by the troops directed to move to the rescue was prompt and
energetic. A forced march was made by Maj. Carroll's command-Maj.
Carroll, with Troop B, First Cavalry, Capt. Bomus commanding the
troop, making 100 miles during the first twenty-four hours after leaving
camp, and pushing on 50 miles the next day.
Owing to th6.continuance of the Sioux Indian disturbance nearly all
the available force of the posts in the western part of the department
had been previously concentrated at Fort Keogh, the post most Ruitable for the dispatch of forces by rail to the east or west, or for movement by marching in the direction of the. Sioux reservations. The con~
:flict with Big Foot's band and those associated with them on Wounded
Knee Creek on the 28th of December, of which I received information
on the 29th, made it advisable to dispose the forces with a view to intercept any bands of Indians that might break away from the reservations-the Pine Ridge in particular-and in accordance with tl1e general
direction received from the division commander to dispose the troops
snitabL · thereto, on December 30 I directed that the available force
belonging to Fort Yates, the commands of Maj. Carroll and of Capt.
Fountain, assemble on the south fork of Grand River as fat up as wood
could be found, and to open communication .with Col. Arnold's command
on the Little Missouri River through Capt. Adams, who was then with
his troop at old Camp Crook on the Little Missouri. Maj. Carroll's
command arrived on Grand River January 4, 1891, and consisted of
Troops A and E, First Cavalry; Troops F, G, and H, Eighth Cavalry;
Company G, Twelfth Infantry, Capt. David J. Craigie; a detachment
of Company H, Twelfth Infantry; Company D, Twenty-second Infantry, First Lieut. John G. Ballance commanding, and a detachment of
Company B, Twenty-second Infantry, and a gun detachment; A-ssistant
Surg. V\T. W. H. Fisher, Acting Assistant Surg. V. E. Sabin, medical
officers, and a detachment of the hospital corps.
Orders were also given for the march, under command of Lieut. Col .
.A. K. Arnold, First Cavalry, of all the available force assembled at
Fort Keogh and in the vicinity, for which the transportation of supplies could be provided, to the Little .M issouri River, at a point about
12 miles north of the crossing of that stream by the road from
Fort Keogh to Fort Meade, from which position all the country immediately to the north, east, and west of the Black Hills could be quickly
reached.
The force consisted of Troops B, C, D, F, G;, H, and K, First Cavalry,
1\fajs. John M. Hamilton and Charles D. Viele, First Cavalry, commanding battalions; the company of Fort Ouster Crow Indian scouts, First
Lieut: Samuel C. Robert,s on, and Companies G and H, Twentieth Infantry, Capt. Abram A. Harbach, commanding battalion, and a halt'
platoon Light Battery F, Fourth Artillery, First. Lieut. }1.,, S. Strong
commanding, with three Hotchkiss mountain guns; Assistant Surgs.
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Walter Reed~ H. S. T. Harris, Paul Shillock, and Acting Assistant
Surg. F. H. Holland, medical officers, with a detachment of the hospital
corps. The ad vance reached the ground January 5, 1891, and the whole
command shortly after.
On December 18, I directed Capt. Adams, with his troop, First Cavalry, and Casey's Cheyenne scouts, which had been searching the Little
Missouri region to the eastward from Fort Keogh, to march south to the
camp then near the forks of the Cheyenne, South Dakota, and report
for duty with Col. Sumner's command. The company of Indian scouts
received orders from the division commander to join the forces in the
vicinity of Pine Ridge Reservation, and Capt. Adams's stroop was
stopped on the Belle Fourch~ River at a point north of Fort Meade.
I directed Capt. Adams, with his troop and the detachment of infantry with it, to take position near Camp Crook, on the Little Missouri,
about 25 miles from the position of Col. Arnohl's command, to serve as
a connecting force to the commands of Maj. Carroll on the Upper Grand
River near the Slim Buttes, and that of Col. Arnold on the Little Missouri, and to report to Col. Arnold. The general instructions to Col.
Arnold and Maj. Carroll were to keep the country to the Obeyenne
River under observation and to intercept any parties of Indians that
might attempt to pass to the north or westward. Courier lines were
established from Col. Arnold's command to Fort Keogh to tlle north
and to the nearest telegraphic station to the south for connection with
Fort Meade, and a line from Fort Yates to Maj. Carroll's command ; a
line llad been kept between Col. Sumner's command and Fort Mf'ade.
The means of information were such that it was improbable any considerable number of Indians could leave the Rosebud or Pine IHdge
reservations and escape the troops thereabouts without ample warning
of their movement, and the disposition of the forces as above indicated
was such that their interception was most probable should they attempt to pass to the west or north of the Cheyenne River. The Sioux
of the other reservations were under observation and control and
showed no disposition at that time to leave their reservations.
On the 18th of January, 1891, l\iaj. Gen. :Miles, comanding the division, announced from Pine Ridge the cessation of active operations, aud
soon after authorized me to return the forces in the field to their stations, which was effected during the latter part of January and the
first part of February. Attention is requested for details of movements and particulars of services performed to the reports, in adtlition
to those before mentioned, of Maj. Carroll, First Cavalry, Capt. Fountain, Eighth Cavalry, and Col. Arnold, First Cavalry, of which copies
are forwarded herewith, marked respectively Exhibits K, I, and L, and
the reports accompanying them. As will be seen by reference to these
reports and those before in this report referred to, service involving
considerable marching was performed by the troops concerned in Montana and the Dakotas during the winter season. Jj.,ortunately the winter was less severe than usual for the region, but some trying cold and
marching through snow and in storms waR experienced by all the commands.
The distances marched by the cavalry with Col. Arnold's command
varied by troops from 760 to 270 miles~ the average being OYer 400
miles, and the march of the infantry was 270 miles.
With Maj. Carroll's command the distance marched by the troops of
cavalry, including the two belonging at Fort Yates, wasabout350 miles
for each~ and by the companies of infantry fnom 250 to 300 miles.
Col. Merriam's column marched about 250 miles.
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Attached hereto, marked Exhibit M, is a report by First Lieut. Robert N. Getty, Twenty-second Inf~ntry, upon whom the command of the
Fort Keogh company of Indian scouts devolved when Lieut. Casey was
killed near Pine Ridge, giving an account of the circumstances under
which the death of this courageous, capable, and devoted officer occurred.
·
Lieut. Getty continued in command and guarded with his scouts that
portion of the Cheyenne Indians, numbering about 500 people, which
was transferred under the conduct of Capt. Ezra P. Ewers, Fifth Infantry, from the Pine Ridge Reservation to Fort Keogh during the latter part of the winter. This service was arduous, both from its nature
and the se'Verity of the weather.
·
Accompanying is an outline map of the general region in which the
operations referred to in this report were made.
In the foregoing report I have omitted as far as practicable transcl'ipts of orders received by and given by me, and of the details of
execution with relation to attending circumstances, which would have
been very voluminous, my purpose principally being to present briefly
in narrative form my testimony to the valuable services performed during active operations in 1890 and 1891, relative to the Sioux Indians,
by the troops operating in the Department of Dakota, which I then
bad the honor to command, and supplementary to the more precise and
fu 11 report made of occurrences by Gen. Merritt, the present department commander.
Events that occurred in the vicinity of Pine Ridge Agency and the
reservation gained, from their nature, more publicity, but the troops in
the field and at the stations elsewhere within the iimits of the depart·
ment performed very effective and at the same time essential service
in restraining and controlling the Sioux Indians of the other reservations.
The general spirit and motive of the commands were excellent, the
governing object, as apparent on the part of all concerned, being to do
with energy and zeal the duty before them.
I should also in fairness include for like commendation and for effective work the officers on duty under my orders _at department headquarters:
Lieut. Col. Merritt Barber, assistant adjutant general; Lieut. Col.
Charles H. Alden, medical director; Lieut. Col. Thomas C. Sullivan,
chief commissary of subsistance; Maj. Almon F. Rockwell and Maj.
John V. Furey, as chief quartermasters; Lieut. Col. Jacob F. Kent,
acting inspector-general, who also performed duty in the field under
the direction of the division commander at Pine Ridge and elsewhere;
Capt. Thomas M. Woodruff, Fifth Infantry, as aide-de-camp and acting
assistant adjutant-general, and First Lieut. Haydn S. Cole, Third
Infantry, acting engineer officer.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,·
THOS. H. RUGER,
Brigadier- General.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. A.,
Washington, JJ. (]_.
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A.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

Bt. Paul, Minn., Novembe1· 26, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith the letter from the President, dated October 31la~t, addressed to the Secretary of War, directing, among other things, that
a personal in vestigatiou be made by either the division or the department commander
into the actual condition of things among the Sioux, and that he make an early r~
Ic•Ort of his observations and any recommendations he may have to submit, which,
with other papers, wa3 refcrre<l to me for action by indorsement of November 7 instant. All the papers are herewith returned.
I made reports by telegraph November 13 and 16 from Mandan, N. Dak., and
from Pierre, S. Dak., of tae condition. essentially, of the state of affairs at those dates
on the Standing Rock and Cheyenne River reservations respectively, of which copies
are forwarded herewith. 'l'he state of case as to each reservation has not since essentially changed, but the excitement on the Standing Rock Reservation has somewhat
abated. 'l'he proportion actively affected is about one-fourth-men, women, and children included by families-nearly all of whom belong to the Uncappapa band. There
has not, I think, been a time since the excitement began that the agent could not
(certainly with a slight show of military force to support his Indian police) have
made arrests by the latter for any disregard of his orders or the regulations by individual Indians.
On the Cheyenne River Reservation there appears, by the latest report, to be somewhat less excitement relative to the ghost dances. 'l'he number affected by the excitement remains about the same as at the date of my telegram, November 16, comprising in all, by families, about one-third of the Indians on the reservation, nearly
all of whom belong to the Minneconjou baud. 'l'he Indian agent would not, I think,
by means of his Indian police alone, be able to arrest any of those actively engaged
in the dances or in sympathy therewith, provided it was supposed th#O' arrests w6re
attempted for reasons relating to the dances or disregard of the agent's orders to individuals prominent in inducing or keeping up the excitement. 'l'he most unfavorable condition on this re&ervation is the inability of the agent to enforce his authority and the disregard of his orders relative to the dancing.
On both reservations, as might be expected, those most affected are the Indians
who have been opposed most to the policy of the Government for the settlement of
the Indians and to the disposing of any part of the reservation-those, in general,
who have always been discontented. There was no evidence direct nor fact from
which inference might be drawn that there was an intent by the Indians concerned
in the dances on either 1·eservatwn to become "hostile," but the opinion of the best
and most intelligent Indians was, if the matter should be allowed to go on without
check, that trouble would come; also that those concerned in originating the excitement !:!hould be arrested.
The view of the better Indians is undoubtedly correct; for although the excitement
would probably die down atter a time, no outbreak occurring, the disaffected leaders, ambitious to gain following, would revive it from time to time, gain strength,
and effect an organization, comprising Indians on all the reservations, that would
necessarily lead to hostilities.
With respect to the action required to suppress the present state and prevent arecurrence, reference is necessary to the ground reasons of the excitement and the facts
of its development.
Within a few years, comparatively, the whole manner of life and surroundings of
the Sioux Indians have been changed by a violent wrench of fortune whereby the individual has been deprived of his former liberty of coming and going at will and subjected to many irksome rules of the reservation, and bas bad at times, it must be admitted, cause for just complaint, and the leaders have been deprived, in great degree, of
their influence and authority. 'l'he greater part have accepted, and some of them in
good spirit and purpose, the change, but a part, those now most disaffected, have
not, further than they felt compelled. These were exactly in the condition of discontent and lack of hope in the future, from their point of view, although savages, in
which, for all time, tribes as well as peoples are ready to welcome, if they do not
look for~ a Moses or Messiah to bring them to a better state, and the leaders, without
whose impulsion to the excitement there would have been no strong resistance to the
authority of the Indian agent, took advantage of the condition to try and regain control and influence. In the development of the "craze," a~ it has been called, there
have been modifications to suit the locality, the temper and surroundings of Indians
immediately concerned, and the objects of the leaders. As originally preached to
the western tribes, the coming of the Indian Messiah-doubtful whether white man
or Indian-was to be the beginning of a time of peace and good will between the
whites and Indians, and all good men were to be happy; but amongst the Sioux the
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teaching has been that the wh1tes are to disappear, and all good things to the Indians, in accord with old ways and wishes, are to come.
·
The proper course to be, in the first instance, taken, it seems to me, is, after the excitement bas somewhat subsided, or at least during the winter after the weather becomes severe and t!Jere would be less probability of parties scattering f10m the reservation, that those Indians prominent on the diflerent reservations who have been
using their influence in the past to make trouble on the reservations, and who have
been active in promoting the present excitement, shall be arrested and removed to a
distance ~nd kept t!Jere at least until they could no longer influence others for harm;
that a force be kept as long as may seem necessary at those Sioux agencies where we
have not heretofore had garrisons at. hand; that when necessary the authority of the
Indian agents be supported by t.he troops, and that all Indians belonging on the
Sioux reservations who may be found otr their proper reservations withont authority
be arrested by the military, and if armed their arms taken and kept.
I think the course indicated, if followed, would restore the authority of the Indian
agents, and that the leaders in creating trouble being removed, there would be little
probability of trouble hereafter from any cause similar to the present. Any Indians
ambitions to gain following against the authority of Indian agents could be easily
arrested by the Indian police, whose power, under the direction of the agents, would
be much strengthened by the removal of the present influential disaffected leaders.
The question occurs, of course, whether the Sioux Indians shall be disarmed, which
I shalluot be able to consider in the time remaining since receiving the dispatch of
this date, saying the division commander desired my report forwarded by this evening's mail in order that he might. receive it before leaving for Washington. Such disarfning, if done, could not properly be undertaken for some time, and I will write
upon that subject hereafter.
In my telegram of the 16th inst:mt, sent from Pierre, S.Dak., I stated that I would
make further report upon my return to St. Paul, but since my return events have
somewhat superseded subjects of inquiry, and my time has been necessarily occupied
with business requiring immediate attention connooted with Indian matters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. H. RUGER,

Bt·igadier-Geneml, Commanding.
The

ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Depa1·tment of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill.
LCopy of telegram.]
PIERRE,

S.DAK., November 16, 1890.

THE ASSISTANT ADJUTANT GENERAL,

Division Missouri, Chicago, Ill.:
From information had by conference with the Indian agent Cheyenne River
Agency, the commanding officer Fort Bennett, and otherwise, the condition seems as
follows: About 900 persons, mostly Minneconjou Sioux, are affected by the excitement concerning the expected Messiah and the ghost dances; about ~00 ma.les, 16
years and upwards, are involved. The dancing began about September 20. The
Indian police were at first able to stop the dancing as ordered by the agent, and,
had not the excitement been fed by Indians corning from other agencies, Pine Ridge
and Ros6bud in particular, the agent could probably have controlled matters, but
he is not now able to stop the dancing by means of his police, nor would the poliee
be able to make arrests. The police, who are armed with pistols only, have done
well. Settlers have reported the killing of a few cattle in tbe vicinity of the reservation. The agent states that Indian owners of cattle have sold some to whites contrary to orders.
The Indian::. affected by the craze are nearly all those who did not sign the treaty
to cede the lands. Hump is the principal leader. Big Foot also is concerned in
danceR. There is not likely to be outbreak of these dancing Indians at present nor
during winter. They are somewhat sullen, but have made no threats against the
agent or employes, and I have directed that a company be sent from Fort Sully to
Fort Bennett at the agency. Also shall keep the force from Meade that is camped
on the Cheyenne River near south west corner of reservation in the field. No further
action seems immediately called for as to the Cheyenne River Reservation.
With respect to the Pine Ridge Reservation, where there has been no military
force at hand, I infer from the reports made by the officer in command of the force
at Oelrichs and information otherwise that the proportion of Indians affected by the
craze is greater than at Cheyenne River or Standing Rock aurl the excitement
greater, and that the agent is unable to enforce his orders by aid of Indian police.
This reservation is the place where principally the excitement started amongst the
Sioux, and from which it is fed by emissaries to other reservations. The agent,
Royer, by telegram this date asks for a military force; that Indians are crazy with
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excitement over the ghost dance; that Commissioner Indian Affairs told him to report state of case to me. I would recommend that a force strong enough to overawe
the Pine Ridge Indians be sent as soon as conveniently may be to the vicinity of the
Pine Ridge Agency; that such force be taken in preference from elsewhere than this
department, both to save time and also because the force still at Fort Meade, the
most accessible in this department, should, I think, be kept disposable for the prestmt.
I will be in St. Paul on the 18th ; will then make fuller report, em bracing the
whole subjc:Jct, with recommendations.
RUGER,

B1·igadier- General, Commanding.
EXHIBIT B.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Decembm· 6, 1890.
Gen. JOHN GIBBON,
Commanding the Dit,ision of the Pacific, San F1·ancisco Cal.:
Sm: In accordance with your instructions of the ~8th ultimo to proceed to Walker
Lake Indian R eservation, Nev., and elsewhere in that vicinity, and gather certain
and all information regarding the India'J. who personated Christ at that place a year
ago, I have the honor to report that I left this city at 7 o'clo0k p. m. on the day of
receiving my instructions, and arri \'eel at the Walker Lake Indian Reservation on
the 30th following at 3 p.m. Here I found quite a number of Indians, including
women and children, in groups here and there, sitting on the ground and pla.ying
cards. I made myself known to Mr. J. 0. Gregory (Indian farmer), who was in
charge of the agency, and inqnired of him if he knew anything of an Indian in that
part of the country by the name of John Johnson. His answer was that he did not,
but that there was a very old Indian living near the agency they called old Johnson,
and another they called Squire Jobuson. I then asked him if either of these Indians
claimed to be a prophet or preached to the Indians at any time. He said they did
not, but that there was an Indian in the country by the name of Jack Wilson, who
claimed to be the new Messiah, and had been preaching for the last two or three
years, and of lat.e these ceremonies were becoming more frequent, and had a much
larger attendance; that there were a great many strange Indians who attended
these dances who he understood had come from a great way off; that these dances
were held at intervals of about three rnontns, :first at one place and then at another;
that this Indian, Jack Wilson, was mostly raised by a white man who lived in Mason
Valley, 50 miles from the agency, and that he had understood from the white people
in that portion of the conn try that th~s new Messiah (Jack Wilson) had a good name
for being an honest, hard-working Indian. Mr. Gregory remembers very distinctly
the big dance which occnrred near the agency, when the Cheyennes, Sioux, Bannocks and other strange Indians were present, that this meeting took place some
time in last March. At this time the Indians were 11;athering around in considerable
numbers and Mr. Gregory introduced the captain of the Indian police, Josephus, who
he said could tell me more about the new Mesf:liab (Jack Wilson) than he could:
Capt. Josephus, of the Indian police, said: "I am---, a Pinte Indian, was born
at Carson Sink (sinking of the Carson River). I am now about 48 years old. I am
captain of the police and also interpreter for the Government. I am well acquainted
with the Jack Wilson-this man who preaches; he is a Piute; his Indian name is
Quoitze Ow; he was born here at this place of a poor family, and when quite a large
boy he went to live and work for Dave Wilson, a white man, who lives in Mason
Valley. When this Jack Wilson grew to be about 20 years old he got married and
still lived with Mr. Dave Wilson (the white man) and worked on the farm. Abo t
three years ago Jack Wilson took his family and went into the mountains to cut
wood for Mr. Dave Wilson. One day while at work he heard a great noise which
appeared to be above him on the mountain. He laid down his ax and started to go
in the direction of the noise, when he fell down dead, and that God carne and took
him to heaven and showed him everything there; that it was the most beautiful
country yon could imagine; that he saw both Indians and whites, who were all
young; that God told him that when the people died here on this earth, if they were
good, they come to heaven, and he made them young again and they never grew to
be old afterwards; that the people up there were dancing, gambling, playing ball
and having all kinds of sports; tha.t the country was nice and level and green all
the time ; that there were no rocks or mountains there, but all kinds of game and
fish; that God brought him back and laid him down where he had taken him from.
He woke np and went to camp and went to bed. God came to him again that night
and told him to tell all the people that they must not fight, there must be peace all
over the world; that the people must not steal from one ~not her, but be good to
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each other, for they were all brothers, and when he had tin isbed this work God would
come after him again. God carne and took him to heaven again, and he saw all the
Indians and white people who had died heretofore, that they were all young, and
having a good time, dancing, etc.; that he saw his own }llother; that God had given
him great power and authority to do many things; that he could cause it to rain or
snow at will, and many other things; that they would learn hereafter that God directed him on his return to say to his people that they must meet often and dance
five nights in succe.'!sion and then stop for three months."
Josephus (f'aptain of the police) said: ''At. this time I did not believe in the new
Messiah and thought I would try his power over the elements, as the country was
very much in need of rain; tllat unless they got rain they would have no crops of
any kind, and it looked as though there was going to be great suffering amongst the
people." .
So Josephus concluded that he would visit the new Messiah and ask him to give
them rain, or otherwise they would suffer. He took his horse and rode to the new
Messia.h's home, arriving there late iu the evening, and explained to him the great
importance of his mission. He said that Jack Wilson sat with his head bowed but
never spoke a word during all this time, but be went off to bed and was up eal'ly in
the morning. When ho came in where Josephus was he said to him: "You can go
home and on the ruorning of t1le third day 3'0U and all the people will have plenty of
water." Josephus said tLat he went home ana told not only his people but the wuite
people too, and shortly afterwards it commenced to rain, and on the morning of the
third day be got up at daylight to find Walker River out of its banks and all the
lowlands overflown. "Now," said Josephus, "I am a strong believer in the unnatural
powers of the new Christ .. "
Ben Ab-be gan, of the Indian police, was present during all the time that Josephus
was making this statement, and corroborated every word he spoke. I will state here
that Mr. J. 0. GregOI'y and Mr. Peas, employes of the agency, were both present
during this interview with Josephus, and corroborated his statement in regard to
the water. In fact, all the white people I talked with about the agency, and in
Mason and Smith valleys, admitted that the rain did come, but they can not convince
the Indians that Jack Wilson had nothing to do with its coming. Some of the Indians of his own tribe and those of t,he adjoining tribes were inclined to look upon
the new Messiah (Jack Wilson) as an impostor, and he sent them word to come and
see him and hear him talk ancl he would convince them. This invitation has been
the cause of many Indians visiting the Pintes and taking part in their dances.
Among the tribes that have been represented there, so I w::_ts informed by Josephus
and Ben Ab-he-gan (both of the police force at Walker Lake) are as follows: Cheyennes, Sioux, Arapahoes, Utes, Navajoes, Shoshones, Bannocks, and a tribe to the
south of them that they call the Umapaws. I was told that the Indians numbered
about 1,600 at the big dance near Walker Lak.e, and were fed on pine nuts and fish
principally during the meeting. Learning that the new Messiah was at his home at
the bead of Mason Valley, I took the train and came back on the road as far as Wabuska, where I took the stage for Mason, arriving there at 5 o'clock in the evening.
I had not been in tue place long before I learned through Ben, the Indian policeman, who had come with me from Walker Lake, that Jack Wilson had gone two
days before to Desert Creek Valley, distant 60 miles, and across one range of mountains. J made arrangements for a team the next morning, and taking Indian Ben
with me, started at 6 o'clock for Desert Creek Valley. After traveling 30 miles on
the Desert Creek l'oad we met some Indians on this road coming up from Bodie, Cal.
They told us that they had camped at Desert Creek the night before, and learned
that Jack Wilson, the Messiah, had gone to Wellington, on the west fork of Walker
River. We changed our course for Wellington, arnving there late in the evening.
I sent for Jack '\Vilson to come down to Mr. Pierce's house, as the weather was not
s itable for holding outdoor meetings, it raining and snowing alternately. He put
in his appearance and I was introduced to him by Captain Ben, the Indian police111an. We shook hands, Jack Wilson remarking that he was glad to see me. Iresponded, saying that I surely was glad to meet one of such notoriety, and that I had
heard a good deal of him through the newspapers, and would like to ask him a few
questions, which I hoped he would answer freely.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
tiv,es

What is your name ?-A. Jack Wilson.
What is your Indian name ?-A. Quoitze Ow.
What tribe of Indians do you belong to?-A. Piutes.
About how old are yon f-A. About 30 years old.
Is your father living f-A. Yes.
How many brothers have yon ?-A. Three; all younger than myself.
Have you ever been away from your own country ?-A. No.
Are you a chieff-A. Yes; I am chief of all the Indians who sent representa·
t,o me.
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Q. What do you mean by chief of all the Indians~ Do you mean that you are head
chieH-A. No; I mean that I am council chief.
Q. How many Indians are there in your tribe?-A. I do not know.
Q. When did you commence to preach to the Indians ?-A. About three years ago.
Q. What do you preach to the Indians~
He then stated in substance about the same as Josephus, captain 'o f the Indian
police at Walker Lake, bad told me about going to heaven and seelllg all the people
_ who had died here on this earth, and what a nice place it was, the dancing and other
sports, etc.; that God bad vis ted him many times since and told nim what to do;
that he must send out word to all the Indians to come and bear him, and be would
convince them that be was preaching the truth; that be must tell the Indians that
they must work all the time and not lie down in idleness; that they must not fight
the white people or one another; that we were all brothers and must remain in peace;
t!Jat God gave him the power to cause it to rain or snow at his will; that God told
him or gave him the power to destroy this world and all the people in it and to have
it made over again; and the people who had been good heretofore were to be made
over again and all remain young; that God told him that t.hey must have their
dances more often, and dance five nights in succession and then stop. * * *" That
their dancing would commence again next Saturday. Said he:
"This country was all dry early last spring; thure was nothing growing, and the
prospects for the future were very discouraging to both the Indians and the whites,
and t.bey came to me and asked for rain to make their crops grow. I caused a small
cloud to appear in the heavens, which gave rain for all, and they were satisfied. I
think that all white men should pay me for things of this kind, some two dollars,
others five, ten, twenty-five, and fifty, according to their means.. I told all the beadmen who came to see me (meaning the representatives of other tribes) that when
tht.W went home to say to their people that they must keep the peace; that if they
went to fighting that he would help the soldiers to make them stop. That the people
(whites) of this country do not treat him and his people right; that they do not give
them anything to eat unless they pay for it. If the whites would treat him well he
would have it rain in the valley and snow on the mountains during the winter, so
that the farmers would have good crops."
,
Captain Sam and Johnson Sides, two Piute Indians who did not believe in his
doctrine, he said, are telling all over the country that the soldiers were coming to
take him and put him in a big iron box, and take him out to sea on a big ship and
sink him in the ocean; that be wanted them to stop talking to the people in this
way and not be afraid but come and talk to him; that he hired out to white men to
work all the time; that he liked to work.
'
Mr. ''Tilson, I want to ask you one or two more questions and that will be all.
Q. Did you tell the Indians if they got into trouble with the whites that they must
not be afraid, thRt you would protect them against being hurt ?-A. That was my
dream; it has not come to pass yet.
Q. Did you tell them that you were bullet-proof, and to prove it yon spread a blanket
011 the ground and stood upon it, with nothing on you except a caJico s!Jirt, and bad
your brother s~oot at you at a distance of 10 feet, and the ball struck your breast
and dropped to the blankeU-A. That was a joke.
He said: "I he11rd that soldiers were coming up after me. I do not care about
that; I would like to see them. That is all I care to talk now. We are going to
have a dance next Saturda.y ."
In conclusion, I would say that I saw three of their dance grounds. They bad been
cleared of sagebrush and grass and made perfectly level, around the outer edge of
w!Jich the willow sticks were still standing, over which they spread their tenting for
shelter during these ceremonies. The cleared ground must have been from 200 to
300 feet in diameter, and only about four places left open to enter the grounds. The
Piute Indiaus, men and women, dress like t.he white people, and equally as good as
the average white man of that country. The men part their hair in the middle and
have it cut. square off even with t.be lower part of the ear. The women have their's
banged and are exceedingly well dressed for Indian women.
The white people generally throughout the country spoke well of the Piutes as an
industrious and bard-worki11g people, but preferred to work for the white people
than for themselves. Only a few of the white men, Mr. Pierce, of Wellington, particularly, was suspicions of Wilson's doctrine, as it was giving him too much influence, and he feared trouble in the end; that be could see that the Indians were a.
little more exacting every day. Only recently did one of them, with all his stock,
move into a white man's field and would not go out when told to do so. When the
white man threatened to come down with his wagon and haul him out if he did not
go out himself the Indian said: "You had better bring a big crowd if you attempt
it." The Piutes are a very numerous and healthy tribe and are increasing very rapidly (so the whites tell me who have been living there for the last thirty or forty
yea:rs).
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After gathering all the information I thought of interest I started on my return,
arriving at Reno ou the 4th insta.nt, where I had a short interview with Johnson
Sides, who appeared to be very much opposed to the doctrine preached by Jack Wilson; that he believed it all to be lies, and that it was only exciting the Indians and
was liable to lead to t.rouble in the end.
In regard to ihe Cheyenne Indian, Porcupine, who gave an account of his visit to
the Piute camp at Walker Lak.e, I will say tb.at it is wonderfully correct, as far as I
am able to learn; that on his visit he first met with the Piutes at Winnemucca, and
then at Wadsworth, on the Central Pacific Railroad, where he fell in with Capt.
Dave, of the Piutes, who took him and his comrades in a wagoJ.l and hauled them to
Pyramid Lake Agency, where they remained several da~·~, when Capt. Dave's son
took them in wagons and hau1ed them to Walmska, wh6re they took the cars for
Walker Lake. This was told me by Capt. Ben, one oftht• Indian police of Walker
Lake, and from other infor.mation I believe it to be truo.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. I.

EXHIBIT

CHAPl\IAN.

C.

FORT YATES,

N.DAK.,

~·eoruary

27, 1891.

The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Department of Dakota, St. Paul, Minn. :
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following sketch of military operations at
and in the vicinity of Fort Yates, N.Dak., from th~ 12th day ofDoeember, 1890, to 31st
day of January, 1891.
On the 12th day of last December I received the following telegram from Headquarters Department of Dakota:
The division commander bas directed tl).at you make it your especial duty to secure the person of Sitting Bnll. Call on ~dian agent to coi)perate and render such
assistance as will best promote the purpose in view. Acknowledge receipt, and if
not perfectly clear report back.
By command Gen. Ruger:
M. BARBER,
.Assistan,t ..d.djutant -General.
On rece!pt of this order I felt that it was necessar.v for me to so make my plans
that there would be no possibility of Sitting Bull's escape.
My personal preference was to make the arrest with troops, but I could afford to
take no chances, and knew that some of Sitting Th.:Ill's men were coustantly hanging
about the agency, ostensibly to have their wagons repaired or some other purpose,
but really to keep him informed. This, taken in connection with t,he fact tllat Sitting Bull lived 40 miles from the post, and that an Indian on a fleet horse would
reach him before a troop of cavalry could possibly get there, caused me to decide in
fa.vor of making the arrest with the Indian police. I was also m hopes that they
would be able to take him quietly without bloodshed or much excitement among the
other Indians. It was, however, necessary to guard against all contingencies.
After consultation with Agent McLanghlin, it was determined to increase the number of policemen in Sitting Bull's vicinity, and under the pretense of cutting logs for
a building on Oak Creek, hut really to watch Sitting Bull and prevent his escape
and to arrest him when it could be done with the least excitement or danger of bloodshed. It was also decided that the best time to make the arrest would be when
most of the Indians were at the agency drawing rations, on the 19th or ~Oth of December. But on the evening of Sunday, the 14th of December, reliable information
was received that SHting Bull was making his arrangements to leave the reservation,
vrobably intending to go m the direction of Pine Ridge to join other leaders in the
ghost dance. This information made it necessary to arrest him at once. Careful
inquir.v satisfied me that the police were ready and anxious to make the arrest, and
that there were on that day not more than twenty lodges of Sitting Bull people near
his bouse. As soon as it was dark orders were sent., written in both Sioux and English, by two reliable Indians, to be read to Bull Head, the lieutenant of police, by an
agency school teacher in that neighborhood. The order specified that Sitting Bull
was to be arrested before daylight on the morning of the 15th and bronght to the
agency, and that troops would be within reach in case a rescue was attempted.
Later in the evening an order was issued for Troops F and G, Eighth Ca.valry, 6
officers and 100 enlisted men, Capt. E. G. Fechet, Eighth Cavalry, commanding, to
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march at 12 o'clock that night in the direction of Sitting Bull's settlement, for tha
purpose of preventing rescue and, if necessary, assist the police. It was the understanding the police would send a courier to Oak Creek to inform the troops of the
situation of affairs as soon after the arrest as possible.
Finding no courier at Oak Creek, and surmising that the police might be in need
of assistance, Capt. Fechet pushed on, and at 7 a. m., when about 3 miles from Sitting Bull's house, he met a policeman who informed him that the police and Sitting
Boll's followers were fighting and that the police were nearly out of ammunition; tbat
several of the police had been killed or wounded, and a number of the hostiles, including Sitting Bull, were killed. Sending the policeman into the post with thereport, Capt. Fechet pushed on at a gallop. The policeman reached the post a few
minutes past 12 o'clock on the 15th. Not knowing how serious the situation might
be, I ordered Companies G and H, Twelfth Infantry, 4 officers and 72 enlisted men,
to move out at 2:30 the same afternoon with ten days' supplies for both cavalry and
infantry, myselfin command. Being detained by heavily loaded wagons I did not
reach Oak Creek, a distance of about ~3 miles: until 11:30 p. m., where I found the
cavalry in bivouac, and went into camp.
0apt. Fechet informed me that on reaching the bluffs overlooking the Grand River
Valley, he pushed forward a skirmish line and fired a few shots from the Hotchkiss
gun (see report of the affair forwarded soon afterwards), which dispersed the hostiles,
they scattering, most of them fleeing up the river. He found that the police had entered Sitting Bull's bouse between 5 and 6 o'clock that morning and had arrested Sitting Bull. There was a slight delay to let him put on some clothing, and his friends
having been alarmed by the outcries of some of the family, bad commenced to assemble. When the police were taking him from the bouse they were fired upon and
a fierce fight ensued. Capt. Fecbet found 8 hostiles, including Sitting Bull, dead on
the ground, and 4 policemen killed and 3 wounded, two of them mortally, and since
dead. The Sitting Bull people did not attempt to fight the troops, but scattered in
great alarm.
The object having been the arrest of Sitting Bull and there being no organized
band of Indians to follow, Capt. Fechet sent word to the fleeing Indians by squaws
he found in some of the houses, to return to their ho.rnes. He then withdrew to Oak
Creek, ;which place he reached about 6 p.m., in the belief that it would have a better effect jn quieting the Indians than if he remained on Grand River or attempted
to follow them.
He had brought with him the dead and wounded police and the body of Sitting
Bull, and was accompanied by a. number of friendly Indians who wished to move
into the agency. He also brought in two prisoners, young men, relatives of Sitting
Bull, whom the squaws had secreted in the house.
On the morning of the 16th, after obtaining all information possible from the cavalry officers and Indian police, I concluded, with Capt. Fecbet, that it would do no
good and possibly much harm, if the troops returned to Grand River, and at 10
o'clock broke camp and returned to Fort Yates, arriving that evening about 5 o'clock.
From what has since transpired, I am convinced that no mistake was made in not
following the Indian~ after the fight at Sitting Bull's bouse, as many of them who
afterwards surrendered on the Cheyenne River would otherwise have been forced
into Big Foot's party and commenced active hostilities at once. For particulars of
this move to arrest Sitting Bull, see my report made at the time.
Ifit had been the intention of the police to assassinate Sitting Bull~ they could
easily have done so before his friends arrived, but while determined that he should
not escape, he was not hurt until he commenced struggling to get away and the
lieutenant of police had been shot. It is also remarkable that no squaws or children
were hnrt. The police appeared to have constantly warned the other Indians to
keep away, until they were forced to fight in self-defense. It is hardly possible to
praise their conduct too 1highly.
It bas since developed that Sitting Bull had a strong guard at his house for his
protection for a number of nights prior to his arrest, but on the night of December
14 they had danced until about 2 a.m., and that night he was not guarded.
Three hostiles were known to have been wounded in the fi~rht at Sitting Bull's
house, but got away. On the retnrn of the troops the agent immediately sent out messengers to those who had gone, telling them that this agency was the only safe place
for them. In a few days they commenced coming in, and soon 160 had surrendered.
About two weeks later 88 of those who had reached the Moreau River returned and
surrendered, either to the police or to the agent in person. These Indians were disarmed, and have since been kept under the surveillance of the police. There has
been no trouble between them and the friendly Indians.
On December 19 authority was received to enlist 20 Indian scouts from among the
loyal Indians on the reservation. This was done in a. few days, and many more
could have been obtained if necessary.
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Sufficient time having been allowed for the messengers sent out to reach the hostiles, and in order to guard against a possible movement of hostile Indians to the
north, Troops F aud G, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. E. G. Fechet, commanding, were ordered to march December 21 to the Grand River and take station in the vicinity of
Primeau's and Thunder Hawk's, with orders to scout the country in that vicinity,
but, by direction of the depar~ment commander, not to scout as far south as the
Moreau River until further orde:rs, as it might alarm friendly Indians.
On receipt of information from the department commander t.hat it might be necessary for two troops of cavalry and one fuU company of infantry to move south to the
Cheyenne River, Capt. D. J. Craigie, Twelfth Infantry, was ordered to proceed on
the 24th of December wif.h 3 officers and 60 enlisted men of Companies G and H,
Twelfth Infantry, to Grand River, and report to Capt. Fechet for duty with his
command.
On December 25 I received instructions to keep sufficient supplies with Capt.
Fechet's command to enable him to move at any time, with grain and rations for
fifteen days.
On December 22 Capt. Fechet was ordered to push up Grand River with both
troops of cavalry, to the assistance of a troop of cavalry reported to have been surrounded at or near Cave Hills by a large body of Indians. He moved up the river to
near the forks, when, believing that report was untrue, he, by my direction, returned to Primeau's.
On December 30, in accordance with instructions from department headquarters,
Capt. Fechet was ordered to move rapidly up to the forks of Grand River with his
command and report to Maj. Carroll for duty, to prevent Indians from moving north.
I was instructed same day to keep Maj. Carroll's command supplied: and to establish a line of couriers with Fort Yates. All supplies asked for were promptly forwarded, and the courier line establisned by which dispatches were quickly carried.
The Indian scouts appeared to feel much pride in making quick time and performed
their duty faithfully.
• January 3, Second Lieut. D. J. Baker, jr., Twelfth Infantry, with 12 enlisted men
and 1 scout, left post with supply train of 19 wagons for troops in the field.
January 6, Serg. Boucher: Company H, Twenty-second Infantry, with 12 enlisted
m,en and 1 scout, left post with supply train of 26 wagons for troops in the field.
Janua.ry 10, Corp. Park, Company G, Twenty-second Infantry, with 3 enlisted men
and 1 scout, left post with a supply train of 4 wagons for troops in the field.
January 1:~, Capt. C. W. Miner, Twenty-second Infantry, with 33 enlisted men and 2
scouts, left post with supply train of 72 wagons for troops in the field.
Lieut. Baker, with 1t men, was placed at Bull Head's, and Lieut. Uline, Twelfth Infantry, with 10 men, at Thunder Hawk's, both points on Grand River, for the purpose
of keeping np a better line of communication with Maj. Carroll's command in the
vicinity of Slim Buttes, part of which was 200 miles from this post.
On January 17 instructions were received to forward no more supplies to troops in
the field, and on the 24th telegraphic orders were received for the withdra.wal -of the
troops.
Capt. C. W. Miner, 'fwenty-second Infantry, being the senior officer in the field
from this post, was directed to take command and move troops and property into the
post.
On January 30 Capt. Fechet arrived with his troop (G, Eighth Cavalry), having
received permission to come in advance of the main column. On the afternoon of
JaLnary 31 Capt. Miner arrived with his command, except a small detachment under
Lieut. Steele, Eighth Cavalry, who had been left to bring property turned over by
Maj. Carroll's command.
This last day's march of 23 miles was the coldest experienced by the troops while in
the field. There was a high wind, and a number of the officers and men were frostbitten.
Lieut. Steele arrived with the property left by Maj. Carroll on the afternoon of
February 2.
No casualties among the troops.
Number of policemen killed in the fight ... _... _--·· ... _... _••...• ---- .• ••••.
4
Number mortally wounded and since dead. __ --- .... ___ .. __ --· .... ____ ... _____
2
N urnber severely wounded ........ _.... _. __ .••.•........... _.... ___ • __ . ____ .
1
Total casualties in police force·-----·----···---· ...••• ·----· .... ------

7

Number of hostiles killed, including Sitting Bull ... _...• ___ . __ . __ .. ____ .•. _.
Number of hostiles wounded ...•.. __ ·----- ·----· -----· ·----- ·----· -----· ....
Number of prisoners captured._ •• ------ ...••. ·-----·-·--··----·.............

8
3
2

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·-·-···--···...............

13
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The two prisoners were turned over to the agent. The wounded hostiles were
Bull Ghost, Brave Thunder, and Strike the Kettle. The two former are on the reservation and the latter is at Furt SuHy.
Number who surrendered to the agent or police after the fight (men, women,
and children).............................................................
160
Number of those who, having left the reservation, have since surrendered to
the agent or police.... . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . . • . • • . • . . . . • . •
88
Total surrendered ...•.........•..••••••••.........••••.••......•.•• _..
248
These include Sitting Bull's family. Among those who surrendered and are now on
the reservation are 38 men who participated with Sitting Bull's party in the fight on
the morning of December 15, of whom the following six were the most active and
aggre&sive, viz: Bull Ghost, Crawler, Flying Horse, Circling Hawk, Iron White Man,
and Black Dog Man. These 28, with 11!; who :fled and have not yet returned, together
with the 8 killed in the fight, make 164 who are believed to have either been active
participants, or were present and in sympathy with Sitting Bull in his stand that
morning. No special action has been taken in the cases of the 38 present, except
that they are kept under surveillance of the police.
A number of squaws and children were found in the Sitting Bull settlement by the
troops, but they were not molested by either troops or police. 'Thirty-six guns have
been surrendered by the Sitting Bull Indians since December 15, and officers report
seeing several broken guns on the ground after the fight. One hundred and fiftyseven guns and 10 revolvers have been taken from Indians by the police to that
date.
I have the honor to inclose herewith copies of all orders and letters of instructions
issued by me during the campaigH.
For the details of all movements and marches, attention is invited to reports previously forwarded.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. F. DRUM,

Lieutenant-Colonel, Twelfth Injantxy, Commanding Post.

EXHIBIT D.
FORT YATES, N. DAK., December 17, 1890.
To the PosT ADJUTANT,

Fm·t Yates, N. Dak. ~
SIR: For the in formation of the commanding officer I have the honor to report the
operations of the battalion of the Eighth Cavalry under my command for the purpose
indicated in Orders, No. 247, of this post (copy attached, marked A).
The command consisted of Troop F, Eighth Cavalry, Lieuts. Slocum and Steele,
and 48 enlisted men; Troop G, Eighth Cavalry, Capt. Fechet, Lieuts. E. H. Crowder,
and E. C. Brooks, and 51 enlisted men; Capt. A. R. Chapin, medical officer, and Acting Hospital Steward August Nickel; two Indian scouts, Smell the Bear and Iron Dog;
Mr. Louis Primeau, Indian department, Standing Rock Agency, guide and interpreter.
One Gattling gnu was attached to G Troop and one breech-loading steel Hotchkiss
gun attached to Troop F. There were furnished the command 1 four-horse spring
wagon, carrying 1 day's cooked rations and 1 day's grain for the whole command,
and 1 red cross ambnlance.
Commanding officers: Capt. E. Fechet, commanding battalion; Lieut. E. H. Crowder, commanding G Troop ; Lieut. S. L'H. Slocum, commanding F Troop; Lieut. E.
C. Brooks, commanding field artillery.
The command m.oved out at midnight, December 14, and by rapid marching was
by daylight within 3 miles of Sitting Bull's camp, which is fully from 41 to 42
miles from Fort Yates. After daybreak I expected every minute to meflt the Indian
police with Sitting Bull their prisoner, it having been arranged by Maj. McLaughlin, Indian agent, that t.hey would make a descent on Bull's camp about daybreak, arresting Bull and delivering him to me for conduct to this post. It will
be seen by reference to the first paragraph of the order that the command was to
proceed only to the crossing of Oak River, which was 18 miles from Bull's camp.
After receiving this order, on consultation with Col. Drum, commanding the post, it
was decided that I should move as close to Bull's camp as possible without discovery,
and there await the police. A short time after dawn a mounted man was discovered
approaching rapidly. This proved to be one of the police, who report.ed that all the
other police had been killed. The substance of his report, with the additional state-
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ment that I should move rapidly and endeavor to relieve any of the police who
might be alive, I forwarded to the commanding officer.
The command was at once put into condition for immediate action. A light but
extended line of skirmishers was thrown iu advance; the main body was disposed
in 2 columns, in column of 4s, about 300 yards apart, the artillery between the
heads of columns. A few minutes after making these dispositions another of the
police came in and reported that Bull's people had a number of the police penned up
in his house. The command was moved with all speed to a point on the high lands
overlooking the valley of Grand River, and immediately opposite Sitting Bull's house
and the camp of the ghost, dancers, d1stant sorue 1,500 yards.
A hasty examination showed a party of Indians, apparently 40 or 50, on a high
point on or right front, some 900 yard~; distant,, but whether a party of police and
friends or Boll's people could not be dete1·mined. While trying to make out the
position and identity of thl3 two parties there were a few shots fired by the party on
the hill and replied to from Sitting Bull's house. There was also firing from the
woods beyond Bull's house, but on whom directed it was impossible to tell. I caused
a white flag to be erected on the crest where I was located (a prearranged signal between the soldiers and the police), and directed a few shots to be tired from the
Hotchkiss into the woodt~ mentioned. In answer a white flag was displa~red from
Bull's house, and Indians were seen leaving the woods going in the direction of the
hills to the south across Grand River. The Hotchkiss gun was then turned upon the
party on our right front; this, with some fire from a dismounted line of F Troop,
caused them to retreat rapidly f1·om their position up the valley of Grand River to
the northwest.
l .. ieut. Slocum, with his troop dismounted, was ordered to advance immediately
upon the bouse. Lieut. Crowder, with G Troop mounted, moved rapidly to the
right along the highlands, covering the right, flank of the dismounted line. As the
dh;mounted line approached the bouRe the police came out and joined the command.
The line was advanced through the timber, dislodging a few hostiles, who disappeared rapidly up the river through the willows. This line, after advancing through
the willows some 6UO yards, fell back to the immediate vicinity of Sitting Boll's
bouse, leaving pickets at the farthest points gained by the advance.
Lieut. Crowder, in the n1ean time, observing the Indians gathering at houses up
the river about two miles from Bull's camp, moved in pursuit of tbem. The Indians
fell back from every point upon the approach of the troops, not showing any desire
to engage in. hostile actiom~ against the soldiers. All the houses for a distance of
about 2 miles were examined, and all were found deserted, but showed signs of recent
occupation. Failing to come up with the Indians in this direction, G Troop fell back
and joined the main command at Sitting Bull's lodge.
Upon arriving at this place I found evidence of a most desperate encounter between
the agency police and Sitting Bull's followers. In the vicinity of the bouse, within
a radius of 50 yards, there were found the dead bodies of 8 bostilPs, including
Sitting Bull. Two horses were also killed. Within the house were found 4 dead
and 3 wounded policemen. It was learned through the interpreter that the hostile Indians had carried away with them 1 of their dead and 5 or 6 wounded, making
an approximate total of 15 casualties in Sitting Bull's band. A list of casualties by
name on both sides is hereto attached, marked B. ·
From the best evidence obtainable I am led to believe that the police under the
command of Bull Head and Shave Head, about 40 strong, entered Sitting Bull's
camp about fi:50 a. m. on the 15th instant for the purpose of making the arrest of
Sitting Bull. Sitting Bull was taken from his house, and while the police were parleying with him, endeavoring to induce him to submit peacefully, Bull Head was
shot by Catch the Bear in the leg. Bull Head immediately shot and killed Sitting
Bull, when the melee became general, witn the results heretofore given. The .fight
lasted but a Yery few moments, when the police secured the house aud stable
adjoining, driving Sitting Bull's men from the village to cover in the aojoining woods
and hills. From these positions t,J.e fight was kept up until about 7:30 a. m., when
the troops came up. I learn that soon after the occupation of the house and stable
by the police volunteers were called for to carr.)' a report of the situation back to the
approaching troops. Hawk Man offered to perform the perilous service, and at the
imminent risk of his life, assisted by Red Tomahawk, be effected his escape, being
shot through his coat and gloves while engaged in the attempt. This was the first
scout met by the command.
My orders were explicit as to the arrest of Sitting Bull, but contemplated no pursuit of his band. I therefore did not feel authorized to follow the Indians up the
valley, especially as I felt satisfied from the report of Lieut. Crowder that it would
only result, unnecessarily in frigbteniDg peacefnl Indians away from their homes, and
that the withdrawal of the troops, togetl1er with the mesRage I communicated to the
Indians that only the capture of Sitting Bull was desired, would teud to reassure
those who were loyally disposed toward the agent.
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Accordingly I gave orders for the command to withdraw to Oak Creek, of which
the commanding officer was informed by courier, with the request that he communicate his further orders to me at that point. Previous to leaving word was sent up
.:md down the valley to the friendly Indians of this movement, in order that they
might avail themselves of the protection of the troops in their witlJdrawal to the
agency, which they did in considerable numbers. All the dead Indian police, together with their wounded and the body of Sitting Bull, were brought in by me.
Upon reaching Oak Creek, at 6 p.m., I was met by a courier, who informed me
that the commanding officer of Fort Yates, with two compames of infantry and ten
days' supplies, would reach Oak Creek some time in the night. Upon their arrival
at 12 o'clock I turned over the command.
The attention of the commanding officer is invited to the celerity of this movement·. In brief, the command marched from here to Sitting Bull's camp and back to
Oak Creek in seventeen hours. This, with the ground covered in getting into position,
and the demonstration to the right by Lient. Crowder, made a total distance of at
least 70 miles. It must be taken into consinera·tion that the movement back to Oak
Creek, ltl miles, was made very slowly: Thus it wHl be seen that the march out, including the movements into position, were made at the rate of over 6 miles an hour.
During the whole march the column moved steadily, without stretching out Ol' closing up-a most satisfactory commentary upon the drill and discipline of the two
troopR composing my command. To say less would be a want of appreciation on my
part of the command under my orders.
E. G. FECH~ET,
Captain Eighth Cavalry, Cornmanding.

COrders,

~o.

247.1

FORT YATES, N.DAK., Decembet 14, 18!:)0.
2. Capt. E. G. Fechet, Eighth Cavalry, will proceed with Troops F and G, Eighth
Cavalry, the Hotcbkiss gun, and one Gatling gun to the crossing of Oak Creek by
the Sitting Bull road, for the purpose of preventing the escape or rescue of Sitting
Bull, should the I_ndian police sncceed in arresting him.
The command will move out at 12 o'clock midnight, m light marching order, and
will be supplied with 50 rounds of carbine and 12 rounds of revolver ammunition per
man, 4,000 rounds of ammunition for Gatling gun, 25 rounds for Hotchkiss gun,
cooked rations, and one day's forage.
After receiving the prisoner Capt. Fechet will return with his command to this
post, reporting to the commanding officer on arrival.
lf, at arrival on Oak Creek, Capt. l<'echet learns that the poli0e are :fightin or need
assistance, he will push on, and, if necessary, follow Sitting Bull as long as possible
with his supplies, keeping the post commander informed by courier of his movements.
The march will be so regulated as to reach Oak Creek by 6:00 o'clock a. m., tomorrow, the 15th instant. Should aHest be made, every precautioJ;J. will be taken to
prevent escape or rescue.
Two Indian scouts will accompany the command. Assistant Surg. A. R. Chapin,
medical department, will report to Capt. Fechet for duty with the expedition.
First Lieut. S. L'H. Slocum, with Troop F, will nport to Capt. Fechet for orders.
Second Lieut. E. C. Brooks, Eighth Cavalry, will also 1·eport to Capt. Fechet for
duty with the expedition.
One hospital ambulance, with necessary supplies, will accompany the expedition,
the quartermaster's department furnishing the necessary team.
By order of Lieut. Col. W. F. Drum:
E. C. BROOKS,
Second Lieutenant Eighth Caval1·y, Post Adjutant.

Casualttes in the Indian police.-Henry Tataukapah (Bull Head), first lieutenant
m command, dangerously wounded; fonr wounds. Charles Kashlah (Shave Head),
first sergeant, mortally wounded; since died. James ·warnbdichigalah (Little Eagle),
fourth sergeant, killed. Alexander Hochokah (Middle), private, painfully wounded.
Paul AK:icbitab (Afraid of Soldier), private, killed. John Armst.rong, special police,
killed. Hawk Man, special police, killed.
Casualties arnong hostiles.-Sitting Bull, killEd; Black Bird, killed; Catch the
Bear, killed; Little AFsinniboine, killed; Crow Foot (Sitting Bull's son), killed;
Spot ted Hom Bull, a chief, killed; Brave Thunder, a chief, killed ; Chase Wounded,
killed.
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EXHIBIT E.

FORT BENNETT, S.DAK., Decembet• 26, 1890.
The PosT ADJUTANT,
Fm·t Bennett, S. Dale.:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of my services during the
time that I was absent from this post per Post Orders No. 64, current series.
On the lFlth instant I started in company with Post Guide Nolland for vicinity of
Cherry Creek. We arrived at Cheyenne City, near the mouth of Cherry Creek, at
6:50 p. m., same date, and found but one white man left there, the others having fled
at about 1 o'clock the day previous for fear of their lives, leaving most of their property bflhindtbem. I was informed that they left: in a panic and the panic was causfld by
Narcesse Narcelle: half-breed agency farmer, and lately employed in tryingtoinduce
Cherry Creek Indians to give up their arms, etc., who rode into town about noon of
the 17th instant, and advised all the whites to leave the place immfldiately. The
cause of his fear was the arrival of some runners from Sitting Bull's fugitive band,
who had sai<l that a party of warriors would arrive at Cherry Creek that night; that
they were all desperate men; that they bad sworn to kill the fi.rst white man or Indian policeman they should see, etc. He appeared frightened himself, and left Cherry
Creek the next morning for Bennett. These facts I learned from the one w bite man
whom I found remaining at Cheyenne City; and since that time his statements to
me have been essentially corroborated.
On my arrival at Cheyenne City I sent such Indians as I could pick up out on various duties. One and all having refused to go with me to Cherry Creek, I finally induced one-not a policeman-to go alone with instructions to find out all he could
concerning the number of Sitting Bull's band then at that place, etc. Another Indian, a policema;q, I sent down the river to bring back Narcisse Narcelle.
The result of my investigations that night are embodied in my report to Capt. J.
H. Hurst, Twelfth Infantry, commanding Fort Bennett, S. Dak., appended A. I also
reported that night to the commanding officer camp on the Cheyenne by a runner.
My report to him was to the effect that the Sitting Bull Indians were well up the
Cherry Creek. To this communication I received no answer when the runner I'eturned several days later. My reports (appended B and C) afterwards sent in, carry
me up to about noon of the 20th instant. During this period difficulty was experienced at arriving at facts, as I had no interpreter but Mr. Henry Angell, the white
man left in Cheyenne City, who had picked up some of the Indian language during
his residence among them. Horses were kept saddled and a watch maint,ained at
night as all reports as to the temper of the surrounding Indians were of an alarming
nature. About noon of the 20th instant an Indian came in and reported that Cavanaugh's ranch, distant about 10 miles, had been looted that morning and the onwers
rnn off. The question arose as to whether this (if true) bad been done by the Standing Rock Indians or by disaffected Cherry Creek Indians on their way to join Big
Foot. I immediately determined to go up Cherry Creek myself in qnest of t.he camp
of Standing Rock Indians, as I bad been as yet unable to possibly fix their location.
As I was about to start, Hump rode into camp and told me that the Standing Rock
Indians were not far distant and approaching in our direction, and that they were
armed. Soon I could see them coming down over the hills a mile distant and from
the direction of Cavanaugh's ranch. I believed that they were from that place, and
decided to ride out and meet them with the view of preventing them, if possible,
from doing damage at Cheyenne City. Just then Hump approached me and by signs
asked me if I would go with him and meet them. I assented, and we rode over to
where they had come in, and in a few moments I found from their manner that
they were friendly. I counted forty-six men, many of whom were armed. There
were a few women, two or three wagons, and a small herd of ponies near. I appreciated the importance of the situation, but was absolutely powerless to communicate
with the Indians. I immediately formed the opinion that they could be easily persuaded to come into the agency if I could bnt talk with them. While I was trying
by signs to make them understand what I wanted, Henry Angell rode into the circle
and took his place at my side. This generous man bad not liked the idea of my going amongst these Indians, and from a true spirit of chivalry had ridden over to
"see it out." By this time I had made up my mind what to do, and by Angell's
knowledge of the language I told the Indians that if they would remain where they
were for twenty-four hours I would go into the agency and would return to them
with the chief and an interpreter and with no soldiers with us in that time. They
indicated that they would not move, and having directed Angell to kill a beef and
feed them I started for the post, reached there in six and one-half hours, and in company with the post commander, Capt. Hurst, and interpreter, was back the next
afternoon. Hump was left in charge during my absence. My fear was that some of
Big Foot's men would come down the river amongst Standing Rock Indians during
my absence and ruin my plans.
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Early on the morning of the 22c1 instant we started for Fort Bennett with the
Indians, camped that night 2 miles above Dupree's ranch. On the morning of the
23tl instant I was directed by Capt. Hurst to take charge of the Indians and conduct them on to the post. He then went on to the post alone. Meantime eight box
and :five spring wagons had arrived from the agency at the request of Capt. Burst, to
convey those who could not walk. The column was started at 1 o'clock p.m.,
camped that night at Cook's Camp, 23 miles from Fort Bennett. The weather was
cold and much sufl'oring was endured by the poorly clad and tired Indians. A beef
was purchased, killed, and, together with sugar and coffee, sent from the agency,
issued under my direction. Camp was broken at tlaylight on the 24th, and at 9::30 I
drove out in rear of the last wagon full. It was a cold morning and considerable
suffering was manifest. The colnmn arrived at Fort Bennett at about 5:30 p.m.,
same date. On tho road I took au accurate count of the number under my charge,
aud the following was the result:
I

Women I
and
[ Ponies.
children.

Men.

--------------------------------------------------- -----------------Standing Rock Indians ................................................. .
Cherry Creek Indians .................................................. .

6413
77

102
42

138
44

144

182

I

The Cherry Crfl~k Todians belong to the agency (Hump and family included) and
joined the column at Cherry Creek at the start.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. E. HALE,
Second Lieutenant Twelfth Infantry.

EXHIBIT

F.

FORT BENNETT, 8. D.AK., Januat•y 9, 1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Departrneni of Dakota, St. Paul, Minn.:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following. report of my action in receiving the
surrender of and bringing into this post the Standing Rock Indians now held as military prisoners at Fort Sully, S. Dak.
Believing that affairs at the Indian dancing camp at mouth of Cherry Creek and at
Big Foot's camp farther up the Cheyenne River, South Dakota, were assuming an
alarming character, I ord ered Lieut. Hale, Twelfth Infantry, to proceed on the morning of December 18, 1890, rapidly to mouth of Cherry Creek, and remain there or in
tbat vicinity until further orders, observing, directing, and reporting any movements
t,bat might occur. After promptly and frequently reporting the situation as he found
it and the result of his observations, he reported to me in person during the night of
the ~Otb ultimo, direct from Cherry Creek, that there was a large party of Sitting Bull's
people just arrived on Cherry Creek, many of them armed, but that he thought that
they could be induced to surrender and come into the agency here. At daylight next
morning I started with him on his return to Cherry Creek, accompanied bySerg. Phillip
Gallagher, Company A, Twelfth Infantry, and two enlisted Indian scouts who spoke
English and acted as interpreters, for the purpose of ~isarming these Indians and
briuging them into the post.
We arrived at mouth of Cherry Creek at ::1:30 p.m. same day; distance from Bennett 52 miles. In a very brief interview with these Indians immediately upon my
arriv;:ol, I told them what I had come to them for, and that as I was very tired and
hungry I would have a council with them after they bad a feast, for which I purchased two beeves and turned them over to them.
Upon a hasty and close observation of these Indians I believed I could induce them
to come quietly into the post, and apparently paid no attention to them until they
indicated that they were ready to talk, which they did at about 8 p.m. At that hour
I met their principal men and all in council, for which I had provided a liberal quantity of smoking tobacco. They told me that they had left Standing Rock Indian
Agency never to return; that their great chief and friend, Sitting Bull, bad been
killed without cause, aud that they had come down to Cherry Creek to talk with their
friends there and had found them suddenly gone, and that they had not fully decided
upon their future conr~Se. I repliecl and said that I had come to them as their friend,
~nd that I wanted them to believe and trust me, an(l that I wantecl them to give up
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their arms to me that night and return with me to-Fort Bennett next morning, where
they would be provided for and taken care of; that I could give them no promises as
to their future disposition, and coulrl only assure them of present protection if they
trusted me; but that if they chose to join Big Foot, who was only 10 miles up the
river, the result would be the certain destruction of themselveM and probably their
families, and that I bad nothing more to say to them.
They said they would soon tell me the result of their deliberations, and at midnight
they came in a body and delivered up to me all the gunA they said they had-seventeen in num uer-and twelve Winchester cartridges. I told them I was sure they
were not acting honestly, and that they were not giving up all their arms, but not
being in a position to dictate measures I quietly received such as they gave me.
Four guns were found secreted among their baggage on arrival at Bennett, making
twenty-one guns taken from them ..
Broke camp at daylight ·on the 22d ultimo, and camped that night at Dupree's
ranch, where we found Col. Merriam's command also in camp.
I had sent early in the morning one of the sconts with me to the agency and Fort
Bennett, with request to send out to Dupree's ranch that night, to meet us, all the
wagons that could be forwarded to aid in getting these people quickly to the post,
and at midnight they reported to me. Early next morning (the 2:3d instant) I received an order from Col. Merriam, Seventh Infantry, to proceerl immediately to Fort
Bennett, resume command of the post, turning over the Indians to Lieut. Hale.
Copy of the order appended, marked A. I appealed in person to Col. Merriam to
let me remain with these Indians until their arrival at Bennett, for I feared the
result of a sudden scare or panic among them, with Lieut. Hale absolutely alone, as
the colonel's order took from him the two enlisted Indian post scouts and the only soldier accompanying us. He considered it more important for me to proceed to the
post, where I arrived at 3::30 p. m. same day, having traveled 106 miles since leaving
the post.
·
Next day (the 24th ultimo) Lieut. Hale and the Indians a.r rived at about 5 p. m.,
and went immediately into camp by themselves, on the river bottom below the post
The Cherry Creek Indians with them were allowed to go to the camp of their own
people next day. The Standing Rock Indians, augmented by some that had joined
them here, were transferred to Fort Sully on the :~Oth ultimo as military prisoners,
by orders of the department commander, Lumbering 2~7-81 men, 43 boys, 72 women
and 31 girls-14t:l ponies and 4 wagons, for which the commanding officer, Fort Sully,
receipted.
Attention is respectfully invited to report of Lieutenant Hale accompanying this
and marked E, and to the prompt, efficient, and important service rendered by him in
this connection during the period ~rom the l~th to the 24th ultimo, both inclusive.
I desire also to commend the very efficient and zealous service of Serg. Gallagher
and the two enlisted scouts, who, with Lieut. Hale and myself, started out on this
expedition without the burden of rations or blankets, knowing that whatever success attended it must be accomplished quickly.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. H. HURST,
Captain, Twelfth Injant1·y, Commandmg Post.

"A!'
CAMP AT DuPREE's, CHEYENNE RIVER,

S.

DAK.,

10 p. nt., Decembm· 22, 1890.

Capt. J. H. HuRsT,
1weljth Infantry:
SIR: It is important to my movements and I desire that yon go through to Bennett
to-morrow, 23d, and resume immediate command of your post, leaving Lieut. Hale
to follow in charge of the Indian prisoners. I will send to you early in the morning
four Indian team<J, which I am sending back light to assist Capt. Sanno's battalion.
In these you may place the surrendered arms, vut your sergeant in charge, and instruct him to follow yon and reach the post without camping. Lieut. Hale will continue to purchase beef for the prisoners and reach the post by such shorter marches
as may be practicaLle.
On arriving at Bennett I desire you to give all the possible aid in obtaining teams
and forwarding the remainder of the Seventh Infantry under Capt. Sanno. If other
teams are not available at once, the agency teams should be used temporarily for
that purpose instead of forwarding Indian prisoners, and for which there is now no
need of haste.
Yon will please also send to report to me the Indian scouts attached to your post,
to reach my camp on the 24th. They can bring forward letter mail, and their sup-
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plies may be brought forward with Sanno's battalion. They will remain on duty
with my command until relieved. Any service needed at the post in the meantime
to be rendered by Indian police.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infant1'!J, Commanding.

EXHIBIT G.
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH INFANTRY,
Fort Logan, Colo., Janua1·y 30, 1891.
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT GENERAL,
Headqua1·te1·s DepaTtmPnt of Dakota:
SIR: I have the honor to report the services of my regiment in the field during the
month of December and January, as follows:
The following telegram was received at 6:20 a. m. December 3, 18~0:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF "THE MISSOURI,
St. Lottis, Mo., December 2, 1890.
TLe COMMANDING OFFICER SEVENTH INFANTRY,
Fort Logan, Colo. :
1\Iove your corr.illand to Omaha, Nebr. reporting en route to General Miles, Chicago,
so that further orders may be given before arrival of regiment at Omaha. To-morrow morning will be early enough to start.
MERRITT,
Brigadim·- General, Commanding.
Rail transportation was procured at 11:35 a. m., and my command, consisting of,
Col. H. C. Merriam, Seventh Infant,ry, commanding. First Lieut. and Adjt. A. B.
Johnson, Seventh Infantry, adjutant. First Lieut. and Regimental Quartermaster L.
D. Greene, quartermaster. Maj. R. M. O'Reilly, U.S. A., surgeon, and seven enlisted
men; Company B, Capt. T. S. Kirkland, First Lieut. Geo. S. Young, Second Lieut.
F. H. Sargent, and 4:1 enlisted men; Company C, Capt. J. T. Van Orsdale, First
Lieut. G. W. Mciver, Second Lieut. R. Alexander, and 44 enlisted men; Company D,
Capt.]!..,, M. H. Kendrich, and 46 enliRted men; Company E, Capt. L. F. Burnett, Second Lieut. H. F. Ferguson, and46 enlisted men; Company F, First Lieut. D. A. Frederick, Second Lieut. J. R. M. Taylor, and 50 enlisted men; Company G, Capt. William Qnintan, First Lieut. D. L. Howell, Second Lieut. A. B. Buffington, and 42 enlisteu men. Aggregate, 18 officer9 and 278 enlisted men; also Red Cross ambulance
and team was at once loaded on the train and moved out at 12:05 p. m.
Journey to Omaha was made without incident. At that point Company H, consisLiug of 3 officers and 4H enlisted men, having arrived from Fort Leavenworth. Kans.,
reported to me for duty. Having received instructions to proceed to Pierre, S. Dak.,
and report by telegraph to Brig. Gen. Ruger, commanding Department of Dakota,
for duLy, journey was continued after a delay of twenty hours for transporta,t ion.
Arrived at P1erre on the evening of the 6th December, and encamped on the bank of
the Missouri in about 1 foot of snow and temperature below zero. Broke camp and
marcbeil to Fort Sully, S. Dak., on December 7, temperature at 6 a.m. being 12
degrees below zero. The march was made, however, without serious frostbites.
Arrived at 3 p. m.; distance, 24 miles.
Command arrived in excellent condition and nearly prepared for winter field service, except buffalo overcoats and a few fur caps, gauntlets, and arctics, mainly for H
company, which were promptly supplied. Only one man, Private Heynolds, Company E, failed to arrive at Fort Sully with the command. He was left accidentally
in Iowa and rejoineu within a few days.
On the morning of December 16 the following telegram was received:
HEADQUARTERS DEPART?I:IENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, M·inn., December 16, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Commanding Seventh Injant1·y, Fm·t Sully, S.Dak.:
It has been the int,ention to direct that you proceed with your command across the
Missouri River and go into camp near the agency, this for the rest,raining effect the
appearance of the force wouJcl have on the disaffected element of the Indians and
for any service that might be called for. The state of the river has .been such, as re ported, that wagons coulU not be crossed on the ice, and the order has not been given.
It is desired that as great a part of your command be crossed to Fort Bennett as may
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be practicable before the 22d instant, which is fixed for general issue to the Indians
at the agency. If it be not practicable to cross tentage, but men may be, by crossing
on the ice or by boats. You may cross with some companies at least provided with
proper clothing and ammunition, and temporary shelter may Le bad in the barracks
there and by using all the available tentage.
The report of that post shows eight conical wall and Sillley tents in the hands of
the companies in quarters and the post, quartermaster. The commanding officer there
will be subject to your orders. In case crossing on the ice by men on foot may be
made but the ice is not very strong, great care must, of course, be observed and no
risk taken.
By command Gen. Ruger.
M. BARBER,

Assistant Adjutant- General.
Two companies, B and D, marched for Fort Bennett at i:l a. m. on the following
day, and were successfully crossed over the Missouri with all t.heir supplies and baggage nuder my personal supervision, and report was sent to department headquarters,
in which I stated that I would baye my entire command across the river by Saturday, the 20th. The following reply was received during the night of the 17th:
St. Pa·ul, Minn., December 17, 1890.
Col. MERRIAM,
Commanding Fort Sully, S. Dak.:
I am glad to learn yon have cro:ssed two companies. Hope state of river will be
such that you can cross your whole command. Will telegraph you to-morrow the
general situation of other commands.
RUGER,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.
I should say here that the telegram that was to give me general information as to
situation of other commands was never received.
Companies C and G and medical officer and hospital corps detachment were safely
crossed on the li:lth and reported. At 6:45p.m. the following telegram was received:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, Minn., Decembm· 18, 1890.
Col. H. C. I ~RRIAM,
Seventh Injantt·y, Fort Sully, S. Dak.:
I am glad .t o learn that wagons and animals can be crossed. The commanding
officers Forts Sully and Bennett have been directed to obey your orders. Cross all
available or needed Sully transportation for use with that of Bennett and move with
your command to Cherry Creek or vicinity. Have officers and otlwrs who know
Cht'lrry Creek Indians to go with you, too, and give them as:mrance that they will
not be harmed if they sta.y quietly at home. Yon may not be in time to stop the
Sitting Bull fugitives or even young men at Cherry Creek from going to Pine Ridge,
but if you are do so. You will be in position to follow up with Sumner, who bas
been instructed to intercept them. Sully will be your point of supply, from which
stores as required will be sent to Bennett. Give directions accordingly. Transportation for post use at Sully may be hired if uecessary as long as so required, or until
some shall be sent to that post. You are authorized also to hire transportation, if
needed, for the supply of your command, so that your post transportat,ion may be
free from movement,s with troops. Acknowledge receipt and report when you think
you will be able to get your command off from Bennett. You are authorized to employ interpreter and guide.
RUGER.

B1·igadier- General, Commanding.
To which the following reply was telegraphed:
FORT SULLY, S.
The

DAK.,

December 18, 1890-(10 p. m.)

ADJUTANT-GENJmAL,

St. Paul, Minn. :
YOltH telegram this elate received. I can leave Bennett with seven companies Sunday~ 21st, if department commander deems it wise to start before the Indians come in
for rations. Having no mounted men, a detachment of scouts would be of great
service to me; can enlist them if authorized, and would suggest 25 or more. Shall!
talre half the garrisons of Sully and Bennett also 1
MERRIAM,

Colonel, Seventh In{ant1·y.
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Having completed the crossing of my command on the 19th, including one Gatling
gun taken from Fort Sully, I sent the following report to department headquarters:
FORT BENNETT, S. DAK., December 19, 1890.
'fhe ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn. :
Just completed croesing my command. Lost a wagon and part of the load, consisting of rations, company equipage, and ammunition and two mules, thro11gh the
ice this evening. This will delay us, but the situation at Cherry Creek and Hi~
Foot's camp, as reported by Lieut. Hale to-day, appearA favorable. Capt. Hurst
thinkH with me that r11y march should not begin till after Monda3·, the 2:2d; that the
Indians who come in will be eaf'.lier convinced by seeing them hen'l.
MERRio\M,
Colonel, Seventh Injant1·y.
To which the following reply was made
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
St. Paul, Minn., Del!ember 19, i890.
Col. MERRIAM,
Seventh Infantry, F01·t Bennett, S. Dale. :
You will await further instructions for movement of your regiment from Fort Rennett. Should events, however, make a movement necessary yon need not wait for
receipt of orders. Has all the available transportation been crossed over the river~
.By command of Gen. Huger;
M. BARBI£R,
Assistant ..ddjutant-General.
I should ha•e stated that Lieut. H. C. Hale, Twelfth Infantry, with Hump, chief
of a small band of Sionx on the Upper Cheyenne, and recently enlisted as a scout,
also White Thunder, an Indian policeman belonging at Cheyenne River Agency, had
been sent up to Cherry Creek on the 18t,h to assure the Indians in ac1Yance of my
march that no harm would be done to those who remained quietly at their homes,
and also to ascertain and report the situation in Big Foot's camp and the Sitting Bull
Indians, then beginning to arrive from the stampede at Grand River, caused by the
killing of Sitting Bull and the incidents. Lieut. Hale had also been instructed to
send, if possible, a scout with information to Lieut. Col. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry,
who was supposed to be on or near the Belle Fourche and not far from its mouth, with
troops from Fort Meade. On the 19th, White Thunder, who had been hurried forward by Lieut. Hale with a message for Col. Snnmer, arrived and reported to that
officer having passed through the camp of Big Foot and the fugitive Sitting Bull
warriors. All were of conrse much excited, as the Sitting Bull Ind1ans were friends
and relations of the Cherry Creek families and Big Foot and Hump's bands, and the
struggle at once began between Big Foot, on the one side, and Hump and Lieut.
Hale on the other-Big Foot seeking recruits from the excited Cherry Creek and Sitting Bull people, and even from Hump's own band, for war, and Lieut. Hale and
Hump seeking their peaceful surrender and submission to the Government. Late on
the night of the 19th I sat with Capt. Hurst and Ewers anxiouHly awaiting dispatches
from Lieut. Hale, which came at last and seemed so favorable for the surrender of
the larger portion of the Sitting Bull Indians, that I decided not to move forward on
the following morning, as I bad prepared to do, for fear it might appear to the excited Indians as a hostile movembnt and defeat the efforts being so braveiy and snc·
cessfully made by Lieut. Hale.
During the night the following came from Gen. Miles:
RAPID CITY, 8. DAK., December 19, 1890.
Col. MERRIAM,
Seventh Infantry, Fort Bennett, S. Dale.:
The fo1lowing just received from Lieut. Col. Sumner, mouth Belle Fourche: "It is
reported to me just now by scouts that :Sitting Bull Indians are coming into month
of Cherry Creek, on the Cheyenne, and that Big Foot's band and Hump's band and
all Cheyenne River Indians down as far as Cherry Creek have assembled at Hump's
camp to meet t,he Sitting Bull Indians, anu scouts report they are defiant. I send
one troop of cavalry in advance at once in that direction and will follow with the
other two troops and company of infantry in an hour. Would like to have infantry
fro~ Bennett hurry along,"
MILES.
Commanding.
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To this I replied early next morning as follows:
FORT BENNETT, S. DAK., December 20, 1890,
Gen. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Dak.:
Your telegram received. We are almost in hourly communication with Chern•
Creek and Big Foot Indians and the stragglers from Standing Rock. Several wounded.
They are hungry and greatly scared. Some have promised to come in and surrender,
and we think Col. Sumner's movement will drive them to surrender to him or to
come in here for same purpose. Capt.s. Ewers, Hurst, and myself think it best not to
move out from here until the effect of Sumner's move is known. Have had great
difficulty crossing river and am very poorly supplied with transportation, but will
divide and move :rnpidly the moment any good result promises. Many Indians now
arriving for rations.
MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry.
And also to department headquarters as follows:
FORT BENNETT, S. DAK., December 20, 1890-10 a. m.
The ADJUTANT GENERAL,
St. Paul, M·i nn.:
Your telegram last night received. I am holding my command here ready for immediate ad vance. Col. Sumner is closing in upon Big Foot and Standing Rock lndi ana,
and it is believed they will surrender to him or come in here for same purpose. They
are reported out of food and have wounded with them. Capts. Hurl!t and Ewers think
the chance of surrender would be injured by any immediate move from here, but I
will move at once if any good result promises. Cheyenne River Indians now arriving for rations. I have taken all available transportation from Sully and will have
to hire ten light Indian wagons.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Seventh Infantry.
The foregoing was followed at 10 p. m. by this additionai telegram:
FOR'l' BENNETT, S. DAK., December 20, 1890-10 p. m.
The ADJUTANT GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn.:
Lieut. Hale just in from Cherry Creek. Left 50 Standing Rock male Indians
there at noon to-day. They offered to give up their arms to him, are without food,
and he fed them; left Hump with them. They want to stay there till their families
arrive, when they will come into Bennett. I will start out in the morning to meet
Col. Sumner with reference to Big Foot's party. Lieut. Hale and Capt. Hurst preceding me to assure Sitting Bull Indians that they will be allowed to give up arms
and to come in as they promised. Nothing yet heard of Col. Sumner's movement except a rumor among the Indians that soldiers are coming from the west. Capt.
Ewers wires the situation to Gen. Miles. We hope to secure both the Standing Rock
and Big Foot Indians. Lieut. Hale and Hump deserve great creadit.
MERRIAM,
Commanding.
On the march, at about noon December 21, I met White Thunder returning direct
from Col. Sumner's command, but was disappointed to find that he had not even a
verbal message from that officer, to whom he had taken such important information.
[n conversation, however, I got from White Thunder the information communicated
to department headquarters in the following telegram:
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH INFANTRY (ON THE MARCH),
Near Corns, Dece'rnber 21, 1890.
The ADJUTANT GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn. :
'Just met Scout White Thunder, who comes from Sumner's camp. He knows Sumner had an interview with Big Foot yesterday, but does not know the result. The
Standing Rock Indians are still awaiting Hale's return to-day at mouth of Plum
Creek, which is very near Cherry Creek. I will camp at Corns to-night.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Seventh Infant1·y, Commanding.
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At 7 p.m., while in camp at Corns, on the Cheyenne, a courier from Bennett brought
the following telegram:
·
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, Minn., December 20, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERIUAM,

Commanding Seventh Injant1·y, Fort Bennett, S.Dak.:
Move with your regiment without delay to near mouth of Cherry Creek and communicate with Col. Sumner's command , Should he need your assistance or cooperation at any time you will render it. Capt. Hurst will give assurance to Indiaus assembled at agency that no harm will happen to those Indians who remain quiet and
peaceable on the reservation. The movement is not ordered because of new information; the presence there of your strong force will be beneficial and the command will
be in better place for service in region generally. Make an expedit,ious march, send
daily reports for dispatch from Bennett, communicate frequently with Sumner's command. Capt. Hurst will remain in immediate command of Fort Bennett. You will
keep supplied from Fort Bennett. How many days' subsistence will you start with 1
You will, of course, take a good supply of ammunition.
By coml!land of Gen. Ruger:
M. BARBER,

Assistant ..ddjutant- General.
I was greatly surprised and puzzled by a portion of the above telegram. However
williug l might be to assist Lieut. Col. Sumner, or any junior ofticer, the one hundred and twenty-second article of war puts certain restrictions upon the method of
procedure to t·hat end, which would necessarily govern and reverse the situation.,.
During the night a later courier from Fort Beunett brought the following telegram:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, Minn., Dece1nber 21, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,

Commandi·11g Seventh Injant1·y, Fort Bennett, S. Dak. :
Action in respect to Sitting Bull Indians and securing their arms approved.
Big Foot people will not likely be difficult to attend to shortly.
By command Gen. Ruger:
M. BARBER,

The

As8istant Adjutant- General.
During my march on the 22d from Corn's to Dupree's, I received report from C~pt.
Hur!lt that be had sncceede<l iu securing the surrender of 175 Sitting Bnll Inuians, 61
of whom were men, with all their arms, and would be at Dupree's with them that
day, also that he bad telegraplwd this information to department headquarters. I
sent the following at once to Gen. Miles:
.
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH INFANTRY (ON THE MARCH),
Nem· Dupree's, December 22, 1890.
Gen. MILES,

Rapid City, S. Dak :
One hundred and seventy-five, including 61 men, Sitting Bull's people surrendered
to Capt. Hurst last night and will reach my camp to-night. Will send them to Bennett and go on to Big Foot.
MERRIAM,
.

Col. Seventh Injant1·y, tJomntanding.
,. I do not see anything that should surprise or puzzle one in the proposition that
in case of need assistance should he given uy a senior to a junior commaurler, or that
commanders should cooperate in case of need for a common object. Whether at any
partie"ular time the senior commander could or should assume command of both commaurls would of course dPpend upon the facts, and it would rest with the senior to
decide the matter. The instruction to Col. Merriam was, as appears upon its face,
given in the general sense, and should be construed in a common-sense way. In the
order of the President of October 31, IR!:JO, to the Secretary of War relative to the
Sionx trouble, the following is the closing sentence: "In the mean time you will see
that all necessary precautions are taken to have the troops in that vicinity to cooperate in the execution of any orders that may be adopted."
THOS. H. RUGEH.
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A.Jso the following telegrams:
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH INFANTRY (ON THE MARCH),

. Cheyenne River, South Dakota, Dooernber 2~, 1890.
The

ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

St. Panl, Minn :
Have no scouts or couriers yet and may not be able to communicate wit.h Col.
Sumner or send daily report as ordered, but will use every opportunity to gain and
impart information. Three companies Seventh Infantry still at Bennett unrltr command of Capt. Sanno awaiting sufficient transportation to follow. Red Skirt and
most of his own and a few of Big Foot's people passed towards agency this nwming.
MERRIAM",

Colonel Seventh Injantt·y, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS SEVENTH INFANTRY (ON THE MARCH),

Cheyenne .River, South Dakota, December 22, 1890.
Gen.

MILES,

/

Rapid City:
I am hurrying to Cherry Creek with four companies. Am ordered to make frequent communication with Col. Sumner, but have no scouts or courier, nor any
an!iwer to request for sconts, sent to department headquarters. Three companies my
regiment still at Bennett awaiting sufficient transportation. Authority to hire obtained and will hurry them forward.
MERRIAM,

Colonel, Contmaanding.
Meeting Capt. Hurst and Lieut. Hale with the Sitting Bull prisoners at Dupree's,
I gave him the following letter of instructions :
CAMP DuPREE's, CHEYENNE RIVER, SouTH DAKOTA,

December 22, 1890 (11 p. m. ).
Capt. J.

H. HURST,

Twelfth Infantry :
It is important to my movements and I desire that you go through to Bennett tomorrow and resume immediate command of the post, leaving Lieut. Hale to follow
in charge of Indian prisoners. I will send to you early in the morning four Indian
teams, which I am sending back light, to assist Capt. Sanno's battalion. In these you
plact~ the surrendered arms, post your sergeant in charge, aud instruct him to follow
yon and reach the post without camping.
Lieut. Hale will continue to purcha~e beef for the prisoners and reach the post by
such shorter marches as may be practiCable.
On arrival at -Bennett I desire you to give all possible aid in obtaining teams and
forwarding the remainder of the Seventh Infantry under Capt. San no. If other teams
are not available at once the agency teams should be used temporarily for that purpose i ostead of forwarding prisoners, for which there is now no need of haste.
You will please also send to report to me the Indian scouts attached to your post,
to reach my camp on the 24th. They can bring forward letter mail, and their supplies may be brought forward with Sanno's battalion. They will remain on duty
with my command until relieved. Any service needed at the post in the meantime
to be rendered by the agency police.

H. C. MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
Continuing my march up Cheyenne River I arrived at the month of Cherry Creek
on the 24th of December. Learning from the Indians encamped t.bere suffiCient to
convince me that Col. Sumner had gained possession of Big Foot's village, I tele·
graphed as follows~
CHEYENNE RIVER, SOUTH DAKr)TA (NEAR CHERRY CREEK),

December 24, 1890.
The

ADJUTANT· GENERAL,

St. Paul, Minn.:
Main Cheyenne is swept clean of Indians.
MERRIAM,

Colonel Seventh Infantt·y, Commanding.
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Qn DecemLer 25 I sent a courier to Col. Sumner with the following letter
CAMP AT MOUTH

Q]j'

CHERRY CREEK,
Decernbm· 25, 1890.

Lieut. Col. SuMNER,
Or other Comrnandm· of U. S. Troops,
operating from Fo1·t Meade.
SIR: I am instructed to communicate with your command and desire to cooperate
in any possible way, and to that end will you please inform me of the result of your
work so far, and of any further work you have in hand or to suggest in connection
with the Indian excitement Y I am here with four companies of infantry and one
Gatling gun. Have picked up about 200 Standing Rock or Sitt,i ng Bull Indians,
whom I nave sent to Fort Bennett. I find here nine lodges of Cherry Creek Indians;
most of them came from Big Foot's camp, but say they will now go to Cheyenne
agency for annuities.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H, C. MERRIAM,
Colonel, Sevnlth Infantry Commanding.
On the same day, December 25, I received by courier from Bennett the following:
ST. PAUL, MINN., December 22, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Sm,,enth Infantry, Fort Bennett~ S. Dak. :
Under t,be changed condition of affairs the department commander does not think
it necessary that the three companies from your regiment still at Bennett should join
you at once, and you may direct them to remain at Bennett. Should anything occur
to make it advisable they can be sent forward.
M. BAUBER,
.Assistant .Adjutant-General.
To this I replied by telegram as follows :
CAMP NEAR MOUTH OF CHERRY CEEEK, S. DAK.,
December 25, 1890.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn. :
Yours of 22d received. I suppose the change rAfers to capture of Big Foot ~nd his
old men, women, and children, which is unofficially reported here. My three companies remain at Bennett as directed. One scout sent me by Capt. Ewers is hunting
for Col. Sumner's command. Nine lodges Cherry Creek Indians here, most of them
from Big Foot's Camp, but say they are now going to agency for annuities. Authority to buy hay, fuel, and fresh beef at Bennett rates is requested.
MERUIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
In addition to those taken by Capt. Hurst, a number of stragglers of Sitting Bull
and Cherry Creek Indians were picked up by me on the march, disarmed whenever
arms were found in their possession, and sent back to Bennett to join their friends,
until the number of' Sitting Bnll prisoners was increased to 227. I also arrested the
same evening, December 2f>, an Indian named High Horse, who rode into camp in
paint and feathHs, and failed to give a satisfactory account of himself. After keeping him in confinement several days he proved to be one of Big Foot's followers, and
had evidently been sent to watch my movements, as Big Foot moved southward from
the Cheyenne on the evening of the 23d. I turned him over as a prisoner to a ser~eant of the agency police on the 29th, to be taken under guard to the Cheyenne
River Agency.
A courier from Fort Bennett delivered the following December 25, in the afternoon.
RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 24, 1890.
The CoMMANDING OFFICEU,
Fort Bennett, S. Dak.:
Send this dispatch to Col. Merriam with the least possible delay:
"Endeavor to unite your four companies with Col. Sumner's command and arrest
Big Foot and his immediate following-the 30 Indians that ran away from Hump's
band and the 40 Standing Rock Indians. There are now with Big Foot about 330
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Indians; a1JOut 100 men. He has been defiant in harboring hostiles and ren2gades,
and should be taken under positive control. They can be disarmed and the men
held in their own houses until further orders, or taken to Meade."
MILES,
Major-General, Cornrnanding.
vVhich was answered at once as follows:
CAMP MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
Decernbm· 25, 1890.
Gen. MrLES,
Rapid City, S. Dak.:
Your telegram yetSterday just received. Rumor h6re that Big Foot surrendered to
Col. Sumner on the ~1st. I have moved blindfolded for want of scouts or mounted
men. Capt. Ewers has furnished me with one scout. He is now hunting for Col.
Sumner, and I will hire another man for lihe same purpose. Three of my companies
left at Bennett to follow as soon as teams obtained are now ordered by Gen. Ruger
to remain there. If work remains to be done here they should come forward at once.
MERRIAM:,
Colonel, Seventh Infa,ntry, Com'rnanding .
.At 10 p.m. December 26 my scout returned from Lieut. Col. Sumner, bringing the
following dispatch:
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 26, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Cornnwnding Seventh Infantry, Cheyenne River.:
SIR: I am directed by Gen. Miles to bold my present camp and watch all approaches
to the Bad Lands south of me, to keep in close communication with Meade. I have
sent some Indians down Cheyenne River toward yon, but Big Foot's band, rearing
both our commands coming together, bas stampeded and gone to the Bad Lands. My
scouts returning last night report having heard firing in that direction. No doubt
the Indians ran into Carr's command. I have not heard of the result. I am camped
on the Cheyenne River 4 miles above the junction of the Belle Fourche, and if you
continue in this direction and I can be of any assistance please let me know.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalry, Cmnmading Camp.
CAMP CHEYENNE, December 26, 1890-10:30 a.m.
CoLONEL: Just as I was about starting the inclosed dispatch to you your courier
arrived. There are no Indians now between your command and my own, and there
is no further work to be done on the Cheyenne River that I know of. I am now looking out for any break from the Bad Lands in case of a fight there, and unless you have
other orders you are now at the right place.
Yours, etc.,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalry.
Early on the 27th I sent telegram to department headquarters as follows:
MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 27, 1890.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn. :
Scout returned from Sumner's camp, near forks of Cheyenne. 'Col. Sumner reports
that Big Foot's band stampeded towards Bad Lands on the night of the 23d beuause
of the approach of my command, and that the scouts following report firing up the
Cheyenne River on their trail. He thinks they were engaged with Gen. Carr's troops,
and he says he is ordered to hold his present camp and keep communication with
Meade. I will now turn my attention towards the Bad Lands, via head l.'•f Bad River,
as well as along the Cheyenne.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Seventh Infantry, Commanding .
.At 1 p.m. the same day, December 27, my second courier arrived from Col. Sumner's camp with the following:
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 27, ll-390.
COLONEL: I have just received this communication for you and forward it:
"Nothing bas occurred since I wrote you yesterday. I received your second note last
evening. Big Foot and his band left their village on the night of the 23d and went
to the Bad Lands. I had scouts in his camp who came and told me the Indians were
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packing up to go to BenDett next morning, and I expected to take them down and
turn them over to you. A.white man by the name of Dunn, however, got into their
camp and tol<l them I was on the road to attack and kill them all, and of your command clown tbe river, so they just stampeded, and like ral.Jbits fled for shelterin the
Bad Lanrls, carrying nothing and traveling so fast I could not overtake them.
Yours, etc.,
E. V. SUMNER,

Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalr·y.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM, Seventh Infant1'y.
[Inclosure.]

CAMP CIIEYENNE, S. DAK., December 26, 1890.
Col. MERRIAM,

Commanding Seventh Infantry:
SIR: A later dispatch from Gen. Miles, Rapid City, to me reads as follows:
"Hold your command in that vicinity; be in close commnnicatiou with Fort Meade,
and be prepared to intercept any body of Indians that may escape from the troops
south. Communicate with Col. Merriam and notify him he is directed to join you.
"MILES,

''Major- Genm·al."
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. v. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalry, Commanding Camp.

At the same hour another courier from Bennett arrived with the following:
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, Minn., Deoembet· .::!6, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Con~rnanding

Seventh Infantry,

(Care commanding officer Fort Bennett, S. Dak. :)
If you are not near month of Cherry Creek with your four companies return to
that vicimty and remain until further orders, unless something should require movement before communication may be had with department headquarters.
It is
thought possible Big Foot, who eluded capture, may go to the agency at Fort Bennett; in such case be will be arrested; the SHting Bull people with him kept with
the others from Standing Rock and the Cheyenne River Reservation Indians with Big
Foot detachment at the agency tin til further orders. In case Big Foot with his people appear at tlle agency, it is presumed it will be best that you move with your command without waiti ug for orders, to see that action as above indicated may be effected
without trouble. The commanding officer at Fort Bennett will send you any information had as to Big Foot and people.
The commanding officer Fort Bennett will send to Col. Merriam without delay,
and regard so much of the dispatch as concern~ commanding officer Fort Bennett as
directed to himself.
By command Gen. Ruger:
M. BARBER,

Assistant Adjutant- General.
'.Co the above I replied as follows:

MouTH OF CHERRY CRREK,
December 27, 1890 (4 p.m.).
The ADJUTANT-GEN1"RAL,

St. Paul, Minn. :
Your telegram of yesterday received. A telegram from Gen. Miles, Rapid City,
by conrier from Sumner's camp, December 26, requires me to march to join that
command at forks of the Cheyenne.
Your telegram appears to be later. I will await orders here, reporting to both. I
have discovered no evidence that Big Foot intends going to agency. If I move westward I think my other companies should occupy this point, as most favorable for
intercepting fugitives from Bad Lands.
MERRIAM,

Cql()nel, Commandinq.
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MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
Decernber 27, 1890 (4 p.m.).

Gen. MILES,
Rapid City, S. DaTe.:
Just received notice from Col. Sumner that I am still to join his command to mine
at forks of Cheyenne. I have also a later telegram from department commander, directing me to remain here till further orders. Which shall be obeyed Y
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
In the afternoon of December 28 I received the following from Gen. Miles's headquarters by courier from Bennett:
RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 27, 1800.
The CoMMANDING OFFICER,
Fo1·t Bennett, S. DaTe.
(Forward this without delay to Col. Merriam:)
The division commander directs you move up Cheyenne River far enough to communicate with Col. Sumner and assume command of that line. CoJ. Sumner has
been directed to report to you for orders.
The division commander is much embarrassed that Big Foot allowed to escape and
directs you to use the force under your command to recapture him. He has his own
60 lodges, 38 men from Standing Rock, and bad 30 runaways from Hump's band. It
was believed he was near the Bad Lands and not far from Pine Ridge yest.erday, but
may double back and go near his own village, moving at night and concealing his people in the daytimtl. You can do the same with your force or take such action as
you deem best to accomplish the object.
By command of Maj.-Gen. Miles:
MAUS,
.Aid-de- Camp.
And by the same courier the following:
ST. PAUL, MINN., December 26, 1890,
The COMMANDING OFFICER,
Fort Bennett, S. DaTe. :
The division commander telegraphs this date as follows from Rapid City:
"Nothing bas been beard from Carr or Snmner for 48 hours. Gen. Brooke feels
sure that Big I<'oot's banfl did not go to the Bad Lands, as his last messenger from
there left yesterday morning; not hearing from their commands would indicate that
be had suddenly turned and gone to the Cheyenne Agency; he was traveling lio-ht,
with lodge poles and ponies. I hope all of these Standing Rock Indians have been
moved from there. The 30 with him should a,lso be ;trrested and su~b of Big Foot's
following as you think advisable in order to retain and get under control the turbulent element of reservation."
Have the Sitting Bull people who surrendered to you been started for Sully; and if
not, how soon can they beY Tent.age bas been ordered to Sully, but they may meantime be sheltered at Sully by means ·a t band at Bennett and there. This dispatch is
intended as well for the commanding officer of the battalion Seventh Infantry in
connection with former dispatch as to taking Indians to Fort Sully and guarding
them there. Fort Sully will be the station of the three companies of the Seventh Infantry for the tiroe, and Capt. Sanno will assume command of the post upon his
auival thereat. Send the following to Col. Merriam without delay :
"It is desired that you move wi tb your ccmmand to Fort Bennett, this in view of the
probabilities that Big Foot with his following may be on the way to the agency, and
of the fact that the tllree companies of the Seventh Infantry now at Bennett will be
needed guarding the Sitting Bull followers to be removed to Fort Sully."
By command of General Ruger:
M. BARBER,
Assistant Adjutant- General.
Official copy furnished Col. Merriam, Seventh Infantry, for his information.
J. H. HURST,
Captain, Twelfth Infantry.
Having obtaineil information of Big Foot.'s trail as far as the crossing of White
River, I decided to make a concentric march to join my battalion with Sumner's
troops as near the hea<l of Bad River as suitahle base camp could be found.
Scout~ were ~t o:p.ce seut out to cover J3ad l?.iver eastw~rd to Mitchell Creek, with
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the object of detecting any movement of Big Foot around my left towards the Cheyenne River Agency.
At 5:30 p. m. a courier was also sent to Col. Sumner with the following:
CAMP MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
Decembm· 28, 18~0 (5:30p.m.).
Lieut. Col. E. V. SUMNER,
Eighth Caval1·y:
SIR: I have just received instructions from Gen. Miles, dated yesterday, to assume
command of all troops operating on this line and to follow up and endeavor to capture Big Foot aud his baud. I have obtained information that Big Foot and his band
passed the head of Bad River and struck White River about the month of Eagle's
Nest Creek. I decide to move southward to bead of Grindstone or Mexican Creek,
where I propose to meet your command, which you will please march either on Big
:Foot's trail or via Smithville and the Territorial road, as may be most practicable.
Arrange to have your supplies follow from Meade, and this command will continue
for the present to be supplied via Fort Bennett. During your march keep scouts
well out on your left flank, in order to detect any attempt of Big Foot to double back
to his or other camps on the Cheyenne, which he might attempt in case he has been
headed oft' from the Bad Lands. I have a scout well down the Bad River. I will
expect you to reach my camp on Grindstone or Mexican Creek by Wednesday, December 81, unless delayed by unavoidable causes.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. C. MERRIAM,
Colonel, Seventh Injant1·y, C01nmanding.
The following was also sent to Gen. Miles, via Fort Bennett:
CAMP MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 28, 1890 (7 p.m.).
Gen. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Dale.:
Your telegram yesterday just received. I have a.ssumed command a8 directed.
Big Foot has been trailed to White River, opposite Eagle's Nest Creek. I move to
Grindstone or Mexican Creek, a tributary of Bad River, where a fair base camp is
reported. Col. Sun •ner to join me tllere by way of Smithville or Big Foot's trails.
He will continue to draw supplies from Meade and I draw from Bennett.
The line of theChe~·enne River above this camp is almost impracticable for wagons,
and the entire river being passable for Indians is therefore not favorable for intercepting fngitives, while the scarcity of water on upper Bad River limits the routes.
I regret detention of Sanno's battalion at l!,ort Sully. It would be more useful at this
point in my judgment.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
The difficulties of the Cheyenne River route were mainly due to the frequent cross ings of the river, which were only partly frozen over or so weakly as to require
clearing of ice before wagons could be crossed. They were also liable to become nofordable at any moment by ice gorges. During the night the following letter and
inclosure arrived from Col. Sumner:
CAMP CHEYENNE, S.DAK., Decembm· 28, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Commanding Seventh Infantry, Cheyenne River, S. Dale.:
COLONEL: In compliance with instructions contained in telegraphic dispatch just
receiverl. a copy of which is inclosed hernwith, I have the honor to report to you for
duty. I have two troops Eighth Cavalry. D and I, in camp, two companies, 'l'hird
Infantry, C and F. in camp, and two Hotchkiss guns; one troop Eighth Cavalry, C, at
Pino's ranch on Pierre road, about 30 miles southeast from my camp; nine Indian
scouts, just enlisted and uniformed. The instruction about using scouts has been
complied with a.nd information forwarded on the 26th instant.
I am, colonel, very respectfully, etc.,
E V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Cavalry.
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RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 27, 1890.
Col. E. V. SuMNER
(Care of Commanding Officer, Fort Meade.):
Report position of your command to Col. Merriam and herflafter act under his orders
until you rel'leive further instructions. Use your scouts to ascertain the whereabouts
of Big Foot's band.
By command Maj. Gen. Miles:
MAUS,
Aid-de· Camp.
Early on the morning of the 29th December two scouts were started up Plum Creek
in advance of my command to examine the route to head of Bad River, to ret1ort to
commanding officer Troop C, Eighth Cavalry, then one to return to me and the other
to meet Col. Sumner.
They took the following letter:
CAMP MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK,
Decembm· 29, 1890 (8 a. m.).
The CoMMANDING OFFICER,
1'roop C, Eighth Caval1·y, Pino's Ranch:
SIR: I am concentrating my battalion, Seventh Infantry, with Col. Sumner's troops
to operate against Big Foot. Col. Sumner will march to-morrow morning for head
of Bad River, probably via Smithville, and I march from here to-day for the same
point. I want the most comfortable base camp possible and am not quite sure of
sufficiency of water and fuel for the combined. commaud. I send two scouts to you
with this. Please report on the subject to both commands by same scouts at once,
giving each a fresh horse if necessary. In case water is manifestly insufficient at
yonr .camp and vicinity, Col. Sumner will halt as near as a water supply can be
found, possibly Smithville, until further instrnctions can be sent him. I will be obliged to march through to a camp of some kind. Send east to vicinity of Grindstone
Butte anrl ascertain if I can make camp there, and report result by my scout, who
may remain in your camp till to-morrow morning, if necessary to bring this information to me. Of course any other late information on the situation will also be sent
by scout in both directions.
Very respectfully,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry, Commanding.
Marched to near bead of Plum Creek on the 29th, and ]ate in the evening received
the following by courier from Fort Bennett:
RAPID CITY, S . .DAK., Decembm· 28, 1890.
Col. MERRIAM,
Commanding Set·enth I1~fantry
(Care Commanding Officer, Fort Bennett, S. Dale.):
Big Foot with 120 men, 250 women and children, wa.s captured by Ma.j. Whiteside
to-day. You can wait further instructions. Colonel Sumner is ordered to report to
yon.
By command of General Miles.
MAUS,
Aid-de- Camp.
To which I replied a.s follows:
CAMP HEAD OF PLUM CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 30, Hl90.
Gen. MILRS,
Rapid City, S. Dak.:
Notice of capture of Big Foot received. This not a good point to delay. Sumner
is marching for head of Bad River; ma,y be able to stop him at Smithville. My
march might continue and extend to White River, between Brooke and Carr, chang·
ing supply line to Pierre or Meade.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
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At noon the same day I received the following letter and inclosures from Colonel
Sumner:
. CAMP CHEYE~NE, 8. DAK., December 29, 1890.
COLONEL: I have this morning received your letter of the 28th directing me to
meet you at Grindstone Butte on the !31st with my command.
In accordance therewith I will march to-morrow to Smith ville Crossing of Cheyenne
River, and will next day be at Grindstone Butte.
You will of comse be informed of Big Foot's route before this reaches you and know
of the impossibility of catching him unless be should undertake to return, and he is no
more liable to do that than any other of the hostiles, and my communication sent
you yesterday, giving position of my command, will inform you that I have occupied
that country since the 25th instant. Permit me here to say that as soon as I leave
the Cheyenne River to march east to join you I will leave all this country open east
of Carr's left and all the settlements on Elk Creek and Bell Fourche exposed. The
main trails run north and south through this portion of Cheyenne River Valley, and
would certainly be used by any Indians coming from Grand River or west of there.
I have had troops and scouts almost constantly in this country east of my camp and
as far west as Mitchell's Creek. There is not water enough in the country for a large
command of cavalry, and, as I understand it, the only water to be fonnd is on south
fork of Bad River. I can find a little water at Pino Springs, but will have to make
a dry camp in marching from there to Grindstone, and it will probably be some (tistance from Grindstone to water. I inclose a communication I sent to Gen. Carr on
the 26th instant, and which he received same day, for your information. I have
beard nothing from my troops, camped at Pino Springs, and scouting the country
east and south, so know that there are no Indians moving near there.
I am, colonel, very respectfully, etc.,
E. v. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Commanding.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Seventh Infantry, Commanding.
[Copy of

inc~osures.]

CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 26, 1890.
Gen. E. A. CARR:
SIR: Big Foot left his camp after dark Tuesday night, 23d, traveling up Deep
Creek and passed the Pierre road '2 miles west of Mexican Ed's, then traveled east,
passed Bad River, then crossed Bad River, going southeast and the south fork between
south and fork. Crossed Chamberlain and Dead wood road, 6 miles above Pass Creek,
and crossed White River and entered the Wall at what they call the gate; then traveled west along south side of White River, towards Pine Ridge or the hostile camp,
I don't know which. My scouts followed the point where they entered the Wall and
have just returned with the information.
E. V. SUMNER,
Copy.
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Cavalry.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 29, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
Cornrnanding:
I inclose a dispatch copy just received from division headquarters. Presumed you
have received it, or if not, it will be good news for you. Under the instructions it
contains I will remain at my present camp waiting further orders from you. Under
the cirenrnstances is your wishes that I shall keep a troop of cavalry at Pino's ranch
and further supply them, or shall I withdraw it Y
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Cavalry, Commanding.
[Copy of inclosure.]

RAPID CITY, S.DAK., December 28, 1890.
Col. E. V. SuMNER,
(Care Commanding Officer, Fort Meade, S.Dak.):
Maj. Whiteside captured Big Foot, with 120 men, 250 women and children to-day.
The division commander directs that you remain in your present position, reporting
to Col. Merriam.
By command Gen. Miles:
M. MA us,
.Aid-de-Camp.
Copy.
E. v. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Caval1·y.
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I have not understood why Col. Sumner did not furnish me with detal.'ed informar
tion as to Big Foot's route at the same time he furnished it to Gen. Carr, especially
as two cour-iers came to me from him the same day, December 26. At 1:15 p.m. in
the afternoon of the 30th December the following letter and inclosure arrived from
Col. Sumner:
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK.,
December 30, 1890. (3 a.m.)
Col. H. C. MERRIAM.
Seventh Infantry, Commanding, near Cherr'lf Creek:
SIR: I inclose dispatches just received which speak for themselves. I will Il\t ye
with my command at once for Smithville Crossing. You know I have a troop at
Pi no's. I will stay at the crossing on the Cheyenne and look out for any Indians
coming from the south.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Cavalry, Commanding Camp.
[Inclosure.]
RAPID CITY, S.DAK., 29TH.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM,
(Care Commanding Officer, Fort Meade):
Forsythe reports while disarming Big Foot's band this morning :fight occurred.
Capt. Wallace and 5 soldiers killed, Lieut. Garlington and 15 wounded. Gen. Brooks
reports large numbers of young warriors going in that dhectiou. Your command
should be in readiness to intercept anybody that may attempt to move north, as
they undoubtedly will should they not be overcome by the troops in that vicinity.
Notify the settlers to be on the lookout.
MILES,
Major-General, Commanding,
At 5:20 the following via Fort Bennett :
RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 29, 1890.
The CoMMANDING OFFICER,
Fort Bennett, S. Dak. :
Send forward to Col. Merriam without delay:
Co1. Forsythe reports near Wounded Knee while disarming Big Foot's band this
morning fight occurred. Capt. Wallace and 5 soldiers killed, Lieut. Garlington
and 15 wounded. Large numuer of Indians killed and wounded. Some escaped
west and may g0 north. Have your command in condition to intercept or pursue.
Possibly a large number may break away and go north and west. The main body of
your command should be not a great ways from forks of Cheyenne.
By command of Gen. Miles:
MAUS,
Aid-de-Camp.
I made a night march down Plum Creek and on the morning of December 31 sent
the following uy couriers east and west:
CAMP NEAR MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 31, 1890.
Lieut. Col. E. V. SuMNER:
SIR: Your letter by InJian scout received about noon yesterday at my camp near
head of Plum Creek. I note what you say of the effect of your movement, then contemplated, eastward from Smithville, and of the question of flnding water in sufficient quantities, etc. I was fully aware of all these points, but Gen. Miles's orders
to me gave us Big Foot as our only objective and my plan was based on that object.
I did not, however, intend to lose south with Gen. Carr in any movement made. The
late news, of course, upsets all this and returns us to the old relat ions and duties. I
suppose your forward movements, after receiving the news of the unfortunate collision at Wounded Knee, was made for the purpose of withdrawing (lr supporting C
Troop. While that troop was in the best position on account of the limit put upon
movements of Indi11ns by ~carcity of water, and for other reasons, it is too small a
force to act offensively so far from support. Could your force and mine have united
there, it would have been a good move, I do not doubt.
After Gen. Miles's dispatch of yesterday, I have no ch()ice but to occupy the old
positions and watch for fugitives, using scouts and keeping everything in readiness
for rapid movement and effective action whenever opportunity occurs.
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This letter, with former instructions, will govern your duties while we are so far
separated and until further orders. Three cavalrymen who came through last night
will return to-day, moving slower and giving their horses a rest at Narceilles. Ireturn from head of Plum Creek by night march.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry. Comrnand'ing.
MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 31, 1890.
Gen. MILES,
Rapid City, S. DaTe.:
Your telegram of 29th received. Concentric movement to unite my troops with
Col. Sumner's at head of Bad River was discontinued and both commands returned
to their former camps. I made a night march from head of Plum Creek and will
give protection to settlers assembled here and look for fugitives from the south.
Sumner's command at forks of Cheyenne.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Command'ing.
MOUTH OF CHERRY CREEK, SOUTH DAKOTA.
Decen~ber 31, 1890.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
St. Paul, Minn. :
Concentric march to join ruy troops with Col. Sumner's to pursue Big Foot was
given up yesterday, and both commands returned to former camps, mine by night
march from head of Plum Creek. I will now give protection to settlers assembled
here and look out for fugitives from the south.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Comnwnding.
At 5:_30 p. m. the following was received by courier from Col. Sumner:
RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 29, 1890.
The CoMMANDING OFFICER,
Ii'ort Meade, S. Dale. :
Send this to Cols. Sumner and Merriam withont delay :
These troops along the Cheyenne line need not be moved farther east, as a serious
fight has occurred and troops should be held near forks of Cheyenne River to intercept any moving north or to be ready for any orders sent to them.
MILES,
Major-General, Commanding.
And at 8:30 the same evening the following arrived by courier from Fort Bennett:
RAPID CITY, S.DAK., Decembe1· 30, 1890.
Col. H. C. MERRIAM
(Care Commanding Officer, Fort Sully, S.Dak.):
That fight with Big Foot bas resulted in a large number joining the hostiles,
probably 500 men in all. Move further west to vicinity of Smithville or at any good
position to intercept them, should they ID1>ve north and west. They may break to
the Little Missouri country. Keep up close communication with Fort Meade, and I
will keep you fully advised and send you necessary orders. You need not, however,
wait for orders in case they should come in your vicinity. Keep me fully advised on
any information of importance.
MILES.
Comn~anding.

Marched at daylight January 1 for forks of Cheyenne River, and at once encountered the greatest difficulties 0f the campaign, as bad been anticipated, so that only
10 miles were accomplished that day, including three very bad crossings. The excessive low temperature, however, gave stronger ice, so that we were able subsequently to find crossings generally strong enough to carry wagons, and in this way
good marches were accomplished. In passing Big Foot's village on the 3d of January
I observed much abandoned property, such as wagons, harness, agricultural aud
household implements, etc., and perhaps 100 head of cattle, over which Col. Sumner
bad placed a small guard of mounted men.
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Desiring this detachment for other purposes, I dispatched a courier to Fort Bennett
with a report of the situation and a request to the Indian agent that he send a detachment of police to receive and care for this property, which was promptly done.
I arrived at Col. Sumner's camp, 4 miles above the forks of Clleyenue, early
January 4, and at once sent the following telegram via Fort Meade:
FORKS OF CHEYENNE RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA,
January 4, 1891.
Gen. MILES,
Pine Ridge, S. Dak.:
My troops and Sumner's joined to·day. Scouts are covering the east to Mitchell
Creek, south to Bad River and Smithville. Understanding Carr to have moved east
of White River, I will extend scouting up the CheJTenne to Rapid Creek.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding .
.After full consultation with Lieut. Col. Sumner and others, from which I gained
much information of .the region, I decided to establish an ad vance camp under immediate command of Lieut. Col. Sumner, as indicated in the following letter of instruction:
CAMP 'oN CHEYENNE RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA,
January 5, 1891.
Lieut. Col. E. V. SUMNER,
Eighth Caval1·y :
SIR: In order to put the troops on this line in better position for carrying out the
instructions of the division commander, I desire you to establish an advance camp
at or near Smithville, consisting of two troops Eighth Cavalry and one company
Third Infantry, one Hotchkiss gun, and 12 Indian scouts, all to be selected and commanded hy yourself. From that camp you will keep the country eastward to Mitchell
Creek aud as far southward as possible covered by scouts, to the end that any movement by hostiles from the storm center about Pine Ridge may be discovered at the
earliest possible moment. Yon will at once communicate all information of movements of Indians to me, giving number, etc., as far as possible, and march promptly
to intercept tllem, reporting by rapid courier the direction you take and all changes
thereof, to the end that you may be supported by troops from this camp.
You will take with your command its proper proportion of transportation, and keP.p
a supply of not lP-ss then ten days in constant readiness for the march, drawing from
this as a base camp.
It is also of the utmost importance that your train be not incumbered with heavy
and useless baggage, in order that, under escort of your infantry company, H may
be kept well up in case of a rapid march.
I desire you to march as early as practicable to-morrow, giving time for careful
preparation. You will also take with you one medical officer, the hospital steward
and three members of the hospital corps, the red-cross ambulance, and limited medical supplies. You will also please send daily couriers to this camp for mail and dispatches.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. ME}{RIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry, Cornrnanding.
Small detachments of mounted men and Indian scouts were established at Davidson's ranch, 20 miles southeast of main camp; one at Pino Springs, about 6 miles
further south; one at Mexican Ed's, on the head of Bad River, each under charge
of an experienced noncommissioned officer. These detachments occnpied suhst.antially the only watering places between White River and the Cheyenne available in winter. Scouts were kept out east and west from each other, those from the
south keeping close watch of all trails crossing White River from the direction of
Pine Ridge and the Bad Lands, so that any fugitives northward from the hostile
camp, or hostiles moving towards it, would have bad three lines of seouts to pass.
In addition, the entire route to Fort Meade was covered twice a day by cavalry couriers, and the entire route to Fort Bennett almost daily by scouts.
The country between t.he Cheyenne and White Rivers, below Bad Lands, consists
of a high alluvial plateau, generally level except for the ravines cut by Bad River
aLld its branches, which are generally dry. It is a region, therefore, especially favor- ,
able for discovering and intercepting movements of hostiles. To make thiH plateau
accessible by wagons from my main camp a pasf'able road was made directly up the •
bluffs tiOutheast of camp on the 6th and 7th of January.
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The following letters to Gen. Miles and Capt. Hurst on the 11th January are inserted here for the matter they contain:
FORKS OF CHEYENNE RIVER, January 11, 1891.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Pine Ridge Age;ncy:
SIR: In an official letter from Cap. Hurst, commanding Fort Bennett, S. Dak.,
dated 8th January, and just received, occurs the following:
"Everything quiet here, except intense excitement among Cherry Creek Indians
over a letter received by one of them, sister of the writer, an Indian policeman at
Pine Riclge. Letter says that Big Foot's people were massacred by the soldiers after
quietly giving up their arms, and that but few escaped, and that the loss among the
soldiers was caused by themselves Rhooting into each other. There is intense feeling
among the people against the soldiers in consequence of this news."
Capt. Hurst is a cool-headed and careful man, and I am sure he does not exaggerate.
I send this to you because it goes to show some difficulty in the "'W'Ork of managing a
larjre body of friendly Indian" at that agency, which has resulted from an Indian
policeman's account of the affair at Porcupine Creek (Wounded Knee).
Two women and one child picked up on Cheyenue River by one of my scouts, refugees from the Big Foot band, escaped from the battle OJ;!. Wounded Knee Creek,
were sent to the Bennett Agency three days ago. These were all found, so far, but
I have beard of two more women coming in this direction, whom I will try to pick
up also. These are all the Indians discovered moving north or south within the
scope of country covered by my scouts during the past ten days, and I have the country well covered along Bad River to Mitchell Creek and White River.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS LINE OF THE CHEYENNE,
Near F01·ks, Janua1·y 11, 1891.
Capt. HURST,
Cornmanding F01·t Bennett :
SIR: Your note with mail received. I am very sorry the accounts of the Porcupine (Wounded Knee) affair are giving you so much trouble. I sent to you by scout
Mandan, a few days ago, two squaws and a child picked up below this camp, and
undoubtedly refugees from the Big Foot slaughter. I did not have them brought to
this camp, because they were destitute and suffering and required to be sent where
they could be cared for at once. I wish you would find them out and talk with them
on the subject. It is very unfortunate that such an opinion of the action of our
troops has been circulated among the fi'iendly 1ndians at this time, and we can not
do too much to allay their excitement by assuring them that the troubles of Big
Foot's people, whatever they were, were brought about by their own acts, first by
marching in battle array to another agem:.y, where they met strange soldiers, instead
of those at borne, who were their friends; also, that the fighting at, Porcupine was
undoubtedly begun by Big Foot's people, even if some of them had given up their
arms, and that when shots were fired and some men killed :it is nut easy to stop their
friends from shooting back.
Had Big Foot remained quietly in his camp till I could march to him, 1 do not
doubt that he and his people would be alive and well to-day, like their friends and
relations now at Fort Bennett. It is very fortunate that the Sitting Bull Indians
and so many of the Cherry Creek and Cheyenne River Indians were kept out of the
trouble, and it is not yuur fault nor mine that any have been killed. Impress all
these points upon them, and assure them, if you can, that we sympathize with them
and are their friends.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infant1·y, Cornrnanding.
HEADQUARTERS LINE OF THE CHEYENNE,
Forks of Cheyenne, S. Dak., January 11, 1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Headquarters Division of the Missouri,
In the field Pine. Ridge, S. Dak.:
SIR: Complying with Special Order 8, current series, from your office, I have the
honor to inclose herewith sketch of the t onntry contirrnous to t.his camp, noting connections on the official map as furni~>bed from department headquarters, to which I
add notes as follows :
Note 1.-The road noted as new wagon road running from this camp to Davidson
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has been opened since I came herA, to be used in case of need in getting on the high
plateau eastward.
Xote 2.-Water at Davidson limited to a single ranch well; at Pino Springs, sufficient for one or two troops cavalry: at and near Mexican Ed's, I am informed there
is sufficient wood and water for a large camp; a well and abandoned ranch where
Big Foot's trail crosses the south fork of Bad River. These ~re the only reliable
water holes known west of Mitchell Creek for winter.
Note 3.-I learn from scouts that there are about five or six points between Black
Pipe Creek and Pumpkin Creek where pack animals and cavalry can pass the wall
of White River, but no practicable wagon route. I am sorry I am unable to mal'k
definitely tlJe location of these trails. Big Foot's party crossed by one of them December 25, about south of Mexican Ed's.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infant1·y, Cmmnanding.
THE MURDER OF

11

FEW TAILS."

About noon on 12th the following report was received:
CAMP AT SMITHVILLE, January 12, 1891.
The AcTING .AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Line of the Cheyenne :
SIR: Everything is clear, so far as I have heard, to the east and south. I have
received a report that 20 Crow Indians passed Quinn's ranch yesterday going to Pine
Ridge, probably friends of scouts.
Very respectfully, etc.,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalry, Commanding.
As I have no knowledge of any Crow scouts at or near Pine Ridge, as well as for
other reasons, I at once ordered Lieut. F . C. Marshall, Eighth Cavalry, with a mounted
detachment, to hurry to Quinn's to determine what Indians had passed. AH Marshall
was leaving camp a courier arrived from Sergt. Frank Smith, Troop I, Eighth Cavalry,
the noncommissioned officer in charge of that courier station at Q11inn's, bringing a
verbal message more in detailf and including the fact that an Indian had been killed.
This courier had been out all night on account of the exhaustion of his horse. I instructed J,ieut. Marshall to make a thorough invest,igation of the whole affair and
report result. I also sent the following instructions to Col. Sumner:
HEADQUARTERS LINE OF THE CHEYENNE,
Camp Cheyenne, January 12, 1891.
Lieut. Col. E. V. SUMNER,
Eighth Cavalry, Uamp Smithville. S.Dak.:
SIR: In view of the passing of Indians from the north towards Pine Ridge, the colonel desires you to establish a small outpost, about 15 mounted men, 2 Iudian scouts,
under a commh,;sioned officer, either on Elk Creek or Box Elder, as may seem to you
best for them.
The courier station at Quinn's has to-day been temporarily reenforced by a lieutenant and12 mounted men and 2 Indian scouts for the same purpose.
Very respectfully, etc.,
A. B. JOHNSON,
First Lieutenant, and Adjutant Seventh Infantry,
Acting Assistant Adjutant-General.
And sent telegram to Gen. Miles as follows:
FORKS OF THE CHEYENNE RIVER, Jantta1"'1J 12, 1891.
Gen. MILES,
Pine Ridge Agency :
About 12 Indians (no women or children) croseed onr Meade courier line yesterday
going south. · The courier detachment and several citizens pursued and sk~rmil:;l1ed
with them, killing 1 Indian and several ponies, capturing 2 wagons. I thmk they
were Northern Cheyennes.
MERRIAM,
Commanding.
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The followmg report resulted:
CAMP AT SMITHVILLE, January 13, 1891 (6:10p.m,),
The AcTING AssiS'rANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Line of the Cheyenne :
SIR: Lieut. Evans, Eighth Cavalry, has just returned with detachment from Viewfield and Quinn's ranch. He obtained no additional information.
Lieut. Kalk, with 15 men, went to View:field to day, and will be there in camp until
further orders. As some of those Indians went down Box Elder Creek, the mouth of
which is only 15 miles from wy camp, I will send out a detachment tomorrow in that
direction, as the Indians may turn back after failing to reach the host.ile camp, if
that was their intention. I bad no scout to send with Lieut. Kalk, as directed, all
being out.
Very respectfully, etc.,
E. V. SUMNER,
•Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Cavalry, Cornmanding.
CAMP AT QUINN'S RANCH, s. DAK.,
January 13, 1891.
SIR: I Jeft Camp Cheyenne with 12 enlisted men, 3 scouts, and a six-mule wagon
at 2:40 p. m ..January 12, reaching this ranch at 6:30p.m.
Soon after Sergt. Frank Smith came in, after having guarded a wagon and the remains of au Indian kilied by settlers near the mouth of Alkali Creek, since early in
the day. He reported a party of Indians, numbering 18 or 20, having 2 wagons
and 10 or such number of ridden ponies, bad camped there the second night preceding, and that on the day b efore this party had a fight with settlers, in which it was
broken up, part going north, the rest, in two parties, going south. One of these
latter parties was the one pursued by Sergt. Smith and his command on the 11th, as
reported to yon. Early on the morning of the 13th I left camp and reached Alkali
Creek before sunrise, fiuding everything as it bad been left the night before.
The wagon is a light Jackson wagon of the Government issue, nearly new, and
loaded with wild meat and 2 tepees, with several blankets. In the front was a dead
Indian, said by scouts to be an Ogall.a.la Sioux, shot in the breast and right cheek.
He must have di~d almost immediately after having been shot. Two ponies, shot in
the right side, were kiiled while drawing the wagon.
The Indian was not painted, nor was the wagon, and there was no ammunit.ion in
the wagon. The fire by which they had camped the night before had been carefully
covered, the tep~es taken up and packed on the wagon, and no indications of any
distnrhance between where the wagon was found and this vacated camp. About :20
yards from the wagon there is a steep, low bank, on the crest of which are a few sage
brush. Behind this bank were found in one place 4 United States cartridge shells,
in another 2 Winchester (caliber .45 ), and in a thirtl spot 13 .44 Winchester (short)
shells. From the wounds of the Indian and the ponies, the position of this crest
and the wagon, I judge the Indians were quietly going along this trail when they
were fired on from t.he ambush described.
'£be scouts think this was a Luntiog party returning from their fall hunt to Pine
Ridge. Nothing about tLe outfit leads me to suppose that they were hostiles.
A wagon was abandoned by the part.y pursued by Sergt. Smith on the 11th on Elk
Cnek. I have sent a party to seize this wagon and bring it in. This wagon, too,
was loaded with wild meat and dried beef. That the party was engaged in stealing
LorseA there seems to be no don bt. In the wagon a branding iron was found, and
1 of the ponies bad a fresh brand, evidently made by tLis iron.
The" Culbertson boys," who have a much near the mouth of Alkali Creek, say that
the Indians were stealing their horses; that they told them to give them up, but that
the Indians refused, and t.ben they fired upon them. I am inclined to doubt the absolute truth of this statement from the reasons stated above. To me it looks very
much like mnrder in cold blood.
Respectfully submitted.
F. c. MARSHALL,
Second Lieutenant, Eighth Cavalry.
CAMP AT QUINN'S RANCH, s. DAK.,
January 1:3, 1891.
The ACTING AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Camp Cheyenne, S. Dak. :
SIR: I have the honor to state that since my report of this afternoon my scouts
from the south have come in with the second wagon. This wagon was inspected by
a, Government inspector at Pine Ridge Agency. The bullet holes in this wagon are
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all in the right side, as on the other wagon, the Indian and ponies, and still furth~r
convince me that they were all fired on from the ambush described. To-morrow
morning I shall take 8 men and follow the trial after a wounded Indian, of which
I learn to-day too late to do anything before dark. I am now couvmced that this
was a small party of Indians returning to Pine Ridge from a hunt, who committed no
depredations unt.il fired upon by the Culbertsons and the ranchers with thew. There
is nothing to indicate a large band.
Very respe~tfully, your obedient servant,
F. c. MARSHALL,
Second Lieutenant, Eighth Caval1·y.
On receipt of the above I telegraphed to Gen. Miles as follows:
HEADQUARTERS LINE OF THE CHEYENNE,
Camp Cheyenne, S.Dak., JanuaTy 14, 1891.
Gen. MILES,
Pine .Ridge Agency, S. Dak. :
Investigation shows that the party of Indians reported 12th were Ogalallas r~tnrn
ing from a bunting trip. The attack upon them by citizens appears unprovoked.
Report by mail.
MERRIAM,
Colonel, Commanding.
And subsequently made the following report to department headquarters, furnishing copy to Gen. Miles direct:
HEADQUARTERS LINE OF THE CHEYENNE,
Pm·ks of Cheyenne River, South Dakota, Janum·y 14, 1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Headquarters Department of Dakota:
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith report of an investigation of the killing
of an Indian by citizens near the line of couriers between this camp and Fort Meade
on thfl morning of the 11th of Ja.n nary. Iu addition to the report I ascertain from
Sergt. Frank Smith, Troop I, Eighth Cavalry, who was in charge of the courier station at Quinn's ranch, and only 7 miles from the mouth of Alkali Creek, that be was
at the can1p of this party of Indians at that point on the evening of the 10th; that
the party consitsP-d of 6 men and 2 squaws, with two wagons and about eight or
ten ponies. They told him they were Ogalla1as, and by signs convinced him that
they were a bunting party, and w er e returning to Pine Ridge.
They were not painted, and be did not even think it his dnty to report their presence. I have not yet learned what instrnctwns were given him by Lieut. Col. Sumner, the officer who placed him on duty at Quinn's.
It appears that these Indians spent the night quietly in their camp, and in the
morning of the 11th January packed up and started on their jouruey south ward. They
bad gone but a few hundred yards from camp when they were fired upon from ambush by a party of citizens. One Indian was killed, and it is believed another was
wounded. The team of one wagon was also killed and the wagon and body of Indian
abandoned.
One of the citizens, known as Culbertson, came to Quinn's ranch at about 8 o'clock
in the morning, calling on the detachment of soldiers there to help him and other settlers, claiming they bad been fired on by Indians. Sergt. Smith was not present at
the time, and the other solcliers at once turned out and joined in the pursuit, which
was continued to Elk Creek, wbera the Indians abandoned their second wagon, and
the pursuit was given up. Two of the soldiers who ha<l joined in the pursuit then
proceeded to Col. Sumner's outpost camp at Smithville, where they arrived at some
hour on the morning of the l~th. Another was sent to this camp with a verbal
report by Sergt. Smith. The latter arrived at about 1 p. m. I started Lieut. Marshall out at 2:30 p. m.
Lieut. Marshall's report was written and received on the 13th, and by the same
courier came the inclosed petition for protection.
Having made this murderous and unprovoked attack, it is not strange that these
parties " 'ant protection.
I do not agree with Lieut. Marshall that the presence of a branding iron in their
wagon or the fresh urand on the :pony is any evidence that the:se Indians were engaged in stealing horses.
Their quiet manner of goirg into camp in the vicinity of settlers confirms my belief
that they were entirely innocent of any wrong act.s or intentions, and. unconscious of
any hostility on the part of the settlers until the moment of the attack.
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I recommend that this outrage be reported to the governor of South Dakota with
request that t,he perpetrator be prosecuted before the criminal courts.
A copy of this report and its inclosures is forwarded direct to Gen. Miles at Pine
Ridge Agency.
Very respectfully, etc.,
H. C. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh infantry, Commanding.
I afterwards le~rned through Sergt. Smith that the perpetrators of this cowardly
attack were Andrew Culbertson, Peter Culbertson, Nelson Culbertson, James Joulf,
John Netland, and Alva Marvin. The Culbertson brothers are reported to be horse
thieves, at least one of them having served out a sentence in prison for that crime.
Under instructions received on the 19th from the department headquarters the
command was broken up, outposts recalled, and Lieut. Col. Sumner marched for Fort
ME>ade with the troops belonging to that post on the 20th of January. I marched for
Rapid City, via Smithville and Viewfield, on the 21st; arrived at Rapid City at 10:45
a. m. on the 24th, took train and arrived aL this post, via Chadron, Douglass, and
Cheyenne, at noon January 25. The telegrams for this movement are omitted as not
being essential.
The wagon train used by my battalion was returned from Rapid City to Fort Bennett in charge of guides and scouts! who were also instructed to deliver to Indian
farmer Nan;isse Narcelles, at his own ranch, the Indian wagons, etc., belonging to
the party of" Few Tails," which fact I reported to the Indian agent at Pine Ridge.
The distance traveled by rail to Pierre, 1,081 miles, aggregate; distance marched
by headquarters and Companies B, C, D, and G, 243 miles; distance by rail returning
to Fort Logan, 486 miles.
'
In the entire operations covered by this report not a single man was lost by desertion or otherwiRe, not a man was seriously injured, and not even a trivial offense
committed by any member of the regiment.
Upon the subject of outfit and equipment of my command I inclose copy of report
made in the field to the acting ·inspector-general, Department of Dakota, at his request.
The blue-print map furnished from headquarters Department of Dakota was found
to be substantially correct, and therefore it is not deemed needful to submit one with
this report.
Companies E, F, and H are still on duty at Fort Sully, S. Dak.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. c. MERRIAM,
Colonel Seventh Infantry, Comrnand·ing.

EXHIBIT H.
FORT MEADE, S.DAK., February 3,1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Depa1·tmen t of Dakota :
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication directing me
to submit a report of the flight of Big Foot's band from Cheyenne River, and all circumstances connected therewith. In compliance therewith I respectfully submit the
following statement:
On my arrival on Cheyenne River, December 3, reenforcing the command there
under Capt. Hennissee, Eighth Cavalry, with D Troop, Eighth Cavalry, I took command of troops iu the field. This command, then, was C, D, and I Troops, Eighth
Cavalry, and F Company, Third Infantry(later C Company, Third Infantry), and two
Hotchkiss guns. My instructions were set forth in Post Orders No. 254, dated Fort
Meade, S. Dak., November 29, and telegraphic instructions from headquarters Department of Dakota. attached copy herewith, marked A. In compliance with these
instructions I moved the camp up the Cheyenne River nearer to Smithville, and
opened a trail directly east over the hills and established an outpost at Davidson's
ranch, 20 miles east of my camp at head of Deep Ceek, and on the trail between Big
Foot's village and Pine Ridge. This trail was not practicable for wagons, but could
have been used by cavalry, and the outpost was established to give inforrnation of
any Indians passing north or south.
My orders specified protection to settlers on Belle Fourche and vicinity, as well as
a watch on Big Foot's camp. A few days after my arrival most of the chiefs and
head men called to see me, including Big Foot. They remained two days about my
camp, and, without exception, seemed not only willing but anxious to obey my or-
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ders to remain quietly at home, and part.icubrly wished me to inform my superiors
that they were all on the side of the Government in thetrouble then going on. This
inforwation was furnisLed Deceml>er 8, l>y letter dated Camv Cheyenne, December
8, copy herewith, marked B; also in letter from same camp, dated December 12,
marked C; also in letter from same camp, rlated December Hi, copy marked D. Frequent communication, and always friendly, was kept up with all these leaders until
about Deceml>er 15, when Big Foot came to my camp to say good-by, as he and all
his men, women, and children were going to Bennett for their annuities, again assuring me that none of the Cheyenne River Indians bad any intentions or thoughts of
joining the hostiles at Pine Ridge.
Notwitlu;tanrling this assurance, however, I was at that time impressed with tne
idea that Big Foot was making an extraordinary effort to keep blS followers quiet,
and seemed much relieved at having succeeded in getting them to go to Bennett.
With this impression on my mind it appeared to me that he required at that time all
the support I could give him, and I never failed, in the presence of his own men and
others, to show good feeling and the utmost confidence. About this date came tho
telegram from department headquarters, dated December 16, copy herewith, marked
E. Under the circumstances, and owing to the delicate situation of affairs at that
moment, as described above, viz, my belief that Big Boot could alone control the
young men, and was doing so under my advice and support, I thought it best to allow
him to go to Bennett a free man, and so informed division commander by telegraph
December 18, copy herewith, marked F; also telegram to department headquarters
same date, copy marked G; also telegram to division commander at Rapid City, dated
December 19, marked H. I invite special attention to this dispatch as showing that
every effort was being made to keep informed, to inform my superiors, and to make
the most of my command, and in this connection, see copy of dispatch to Gen. Carr,
Sixth Cavalry, dated December 19, marked I; also letter to Mr. Dunn same date, on
Belle Fourche, copy marked .J. On this day, December 19, later in the day, intelligence reached me from detachment sent down the river to look after Standing Rock
Indians, that the Cheyenne River Indians had stopped on their way to Bennett, and
bad assembled at Hump Camp to meet Sitting Bull Indians. (See dispatch to division and departmPnt headquarters, dated December 19, marked L.)
On receiving this information from the officer in advance, Lieut. Duff, Eighth
Cavalry, I marched at once down the river with two troops cavalry and one company of infantry, reinforced to fifty men and two Hotchkiss guns, and was soon in
support of the troop, Godwin's Eighth Cavalry, near Big Foot's camp. On December 20 reached Narseilles ranch and went into camp, and there received a letter from
Big Foot stating that he was my friend and wished to talk. December 21, made an
early start to join Godwin's command, and to either fight or capture Big Foot if any
resistance was offered. While on the march, and 4 miles east of Narseilles, Big Foot
carne to me, hringing with him two Standing Rock Indians. He expressed a desire
to comply with any orders I had to give, and said all his men would do the same. I
asked at once bow many Indians were in his camp. He replied 10(1 of his own and 38
Standing Rock Indians. I asked why he bad received the latter, knowing them to
be off their reservation and refugees. His reply was eertainly human, if not a sufficient excuse, and was to the effect that they were brot.hers and relations; that they~
had come to him and his people almost naked, were hungry, footsore, and weary;
that be had taken them in, had fed them, and no one with any heart could do any
less. The Standing Rock Indians with Big Foot1 that is, those whom I saw, answered his description perfectly, and were, in fact, so pitiable a sight that I at once
dropped all thought of their being hostile or even worthy of capture. Still my instructions were to take them, and I intended doing so. Since the flight of Big Foot
and the fight at Wounded Knee, I believe I was to some extent imposed upon in
regard to Standing Rock Indians, and I now think there were perhaps some warriors
with them who were kept out of sight, but near enough to get food and to act in
support should a fight take place.
However, everything weut on quietly and I was not aware of it if any other Indians than those in sight wen~ near us. I directed Capt. Hennissee, Eighth Cavalry, to
go to the Indian camp with Big Foot, get all the Indians and return to my camp at
Narseilles ranch, where I encamped on the night of the 21st. Godwin's troop was
recalled and at ~ p. m. Hennisee marched in with 333 Indians, the increase in numbers as given by Big Foot to me on the road being something of a surprise. I arranged my camp accordingly and was fully prepared for anything that might occur.
The Indians went into camp as I directed, turned out their ponies and made themselves comfortable while preparing for the feast I had promised. The night passed
quietly and on the morning of the 2Zd we all made an early start for my borne camp,
Big Foot at the time seeming willing to go there. On the march some of the young
bucks unrlertook to pass the advance gnard, and Lieut. Duff, the officer in i3harge,
dr(lve them back, and. in so doing deployed a line faced to the rear. ThiE. action
soemed to frighten some of the Indians, and the squaws in the wagons whipj;>ed np,
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threw out some of their loads and screamed, and this excitement was soon communicated down the column. I rode at once to the head, found Big Foot, who was driving his wagon, and asked him what this excitement meant. He laughed and in reply
said-Nothing the matter, some old \YOmen screamed. I told him to have it stopped,
and he at once got on his pony, rode about and allayed all confusion, and the march
continued to the village.
I will here introduce copies of my dispatches sent to division and department
commanders on the 19th, 21st, and 22d December, marked respectively L, M, N, 0,
P. In that of the 19th, L, I state Indians were reported to me as defiant. That report was false, and I did not find them to be so. In dispatch marked M, I used the
term surrender more in anticipation of what might have taken place.
When the meeting- took place there seemed to be no occasion for surrender, and in
all later dispatches I relate the fact that the Indians "come in," an•t -all statements
in those dispatches are based on the supposition that I had only to deal with 138 Indians, whereas the number coming in was ~33. Still, as will be oh.;erved in dispatch
marked 0, I hoped to carry out my designs with even that number, but on arrival at
the village I saw that Big Foot himself could not control or overcome the desire they all
had to go to thmr homes, and he came frankly to me and said: "I will go with you to
your camp, but there will be trouble in trying to force these women and children, cold
and hungry as they are, away from their homes." And further said: "This is their
home, where the Government has ordered them to stay, and none of my people have
committed a single act requiring thtir removal by force." I concluded that one of two
things must happen-! must either consent to their going into their village or bring
on a fight; and, if the latter, must be the aggressor, and, if the aggressor, what
possible reason could I produce for making an attack on peaceable, quiet Indians on
their reservation and at their homes, killing perhaps many of them, and offering,
without any justification, the lives of many officers and enlisted men. I confess that
my ambition was very great, but it was not sufficient to justify me in making an unprovoked attack on those Indians at that time, and even if an attack had been made
to enforce my wishes, the result woulJ have only been to have driven the Indians
out of the country sooner than they did go. I was prepared to fight at any moment
should provocation be afforded, but with my small force I could not have surrounded
the Indians, nor could I have prevented their fleeing from me and going to the Bad
Lands, or even to the hostile camp, with a reasonable demand for protection, which,
in going as they did, they did not have. Dispatch 0 indicates the fear I had of a
sudden departure of the young men in a stealthy manner. I considered that Big
Foot's presence and influence with them would be more powerful to prevent that
than anything I could do; he was, a~ it were, working with me to accomplish my
ends, and I had every confidence that he would be able to hold his people on the reservation, and also to deliver the Standing Rock Indians to me as he promised to do,
and as I still believed he desired to do. It was not practicable at that moment to select
the :38 Standing Rock Indians out of the crowd, as no one but the Indians themselves
knew who they were. I therefore, for the reasons stated, left Big :Foot with his people, and in connection with such action I believe I was acting in accordance with
many precedents of early timers of later years, and with those established at Pine
Ridge in the present campaign, where, even in the presence of a much larger force
proportionately thanl bad, Indians were frequently allowed to be friendly one clay
aud hostile the next, ~tnd then to return to a friendly status. It is fair to presume
that those Indians who surrounded and fired upon the Seventh Cavalry December
30 came from the hostile camp and returned to it again. Leaving Big Foot, then,
with his people in his village, but taking his promise to see me next clay and bring
with him the Standing Rock Indians, I returned to my camp, and purposely all the
way there, to establish confidence, after the excitement on the march, which might
have been continued, or perhaps increased, had I encamped and taken up an offensive position near the village, but which was no doubt allayed by my apparent reliance on the chief, whom I was bound at that time either to support or fight. Up to
that time I had no reason to doubt the integrity of the chief; on t,he other hand, had
every reason to believe in the sincerity of his motives. I decided to trust him, and
in doing so was wholly unmindful of orders received, and desirous only of accomplishing what I understood to be the wishes of my superiors, especially those of the
division commander, believing that his _plans were to settle matters, if possible, without bloodshed.
I have already stated what, in my opinion, would have occurred if I had taken the
other course. While in my camp on the night of the 22d and 23cl, I received the dispatch from Gen. Miles, marked Q. I had no thought of the escape of the Indians -as
a body, bnt was only anxious lest a few warr.iors should run away, and I supposed
I bad taken the best precautions against that and was therefore obeying orders.
The information relative to Inilians from the north made me hesitate to leave my
camp at all, but I hoped to accomplish matters with Big Foot on the 23d-get him
started for Bennett and hurry back to camp, although I marched towards the village
WAR 91-VOL I--15
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with every soldier I could take, and fully intended to enforce my orders for Bennett
and. make any refusal sufficient provocation to :fight·, and in that ext.remity take the
chances ou the call to Meade. My anxiety at this tiUte to meet all the calls made
upon me is apparent in dispatches to Gen. Miles dated 22d and 23d, and marked R
and S. At noon on the 23d December, not bearing anything from Big Foot or from
any of my scouts who had been sent to the village, I had ordered the march of my
command and was about moving when Mr. Dunn, a cit.izen living on Belle Fourche
and friend of Big Foot's, appeared at my camp. I obtained Mr. Dunn's service to go
to the village and see wba.t was going on, and instructed him to take my order to Big
Foot to go with his people to Bennett, and also to say to Big Foot that I woulcl. enforce
the order. What Mr. Dunn said or did is a question-his statement and others are
hereto attached. I was at one time inclined to believe that Mr. Dunn had played
me false, but he is a man of good reputation, and from his statement and statements
of officers who have seen and interviewed him since, I am now sure that I did him
an iujustice, and I do not believe or claim that Mr. Dunn was in any way responsible
for events which afterwards occurred. Mr. Dunn, after seeing Big Foot, met me on
the march anu informed me that Big Foot and all his people had consented to go to
Bennett-that there was a good feeling among them-no desire to :fight or in any
way to oppose my orders, and that they would move next morning. Big Foot intended to visit my camp that evening. I had no suspicion, nor bad anyone else in
my command, that anything else woc.ld happen. This record shows what confidence
I already bad in Big Foot, and certainly Mr. Dunn's report was 'not calcnlated to
weaken it; besides this I had a still later report from my interpreter, Benoit, who
left the village after Dunn, that everything was all right and everybody going to
Bennet.t. Abont 7 p.m. two scouts came in, one stating that be thought the Indians
were going south, and the other expressed a belief that although they were going up
Deep Creek, be thought they would turn towards Bennet.t after reaching the divide,
and that they did this to escape the soldiers coming up the Cheyenne River from
Bennett. On the possibility that they had gone somh I sent the dispatch to Col.
Carr, Sixth Cavalry, copy herewith, elated 23d, marked T, and also dispatch to Gen.
Miles and Ruger, marked U. On the morning of December 24 I received dispatch
frf3m Gen. Miles dated 23d, copy herewith, marked K. It will be observed that in
this dispatch Big Foot is considered both hostile anJ defiant by the division commander, and that positive orders were sent me for action against him, but those
orders came too late and could not be carried out.
The opinion of the division commander was quitethereverse of my own experience
wit,h these Indians and I may therefore be reasonahly excused for not anticipating
such orders, and with the exception of the dispatch from Gen. Ruger, indicating the
desirability of arresting Big Foot, it will be difficult to find in any of m~· orders or
instruct.ions any intimation of hostility on the part of those Indians. On the other
band all anxiety seemed tu point to my preventing their becoming hostile. I believe that duty was best performed in the course pursued up to the time they left
their reservation, an event I did not look tor, could not anticipate, and could not
have prevented . Any move on my part to the south of Big Foot's village would
have left the settlements unguarded, the citizens unprotected, who were by orclers
under my protection, and my supply camp on the river at the disposal of the Indians
on their way south by that route instead of the one they took. If Big Foot had
been hostile and defiant in attitude I was not aware of it until receiving the orders
making him so and authorizing his arrest and the arrest of others. My course would
have been very plain if I could have received these orde·.:s in time, or could have
known the wishes of the division commander. The result, however, would probably
have been the same, as any display of hostile intent on my part woulO have caused
the Indians to flee, and I coulrl not have interposed any force to prevent. The fact
that even in the opinion of my superiors I did not have sufficient force to do that
is, I lJelieve, made apparent in several dispatches from department headquarterA
stating that I would be reenforced :first by Wells' command, then by Fechet's command, then by Adams)s First Cavalry and Cheyenne scouts, tben by Col. Merriam,
Seventh Infantry, none of whom ever reached me in time; also in several of my dispat(·bes are reports that I did not have force enough to guard the trails leading
south. I did not ask for more troops or for any reenforcements.
I never for a moment considered that my command was not strong enough to meet
any force likely to be brought against it, but that is quite a different matter from
surrounding and capturing an enemy, especially of the character of the Indian, who
conEJiders a p,urrender merely a halt in the :fight t.o be fed, but had no idea of being
disarmed. In the case of Big Foot's band now under consideration no surrender
was made, no arms were demanded. The march to the vicinity of Big Foot's camp,
situated down the Cheyenne RiYer 22 miles below his village, was for the purpose of
arresting any warriors from the Standing Rock Agency who were supposed to have
been concerned in the Sitting BnJI fight, and who, it was feared, might go further
~outh 1 to have a check on Big :Foot's Land and other Cheyenne H.iver Indians. As I
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already stated, the mere appearance of the few Standing Rock Indians in sight, as
reported, precluded anything like the use of military force against them. The Big
Foot uand and other Iudiaus belonging to Cheyenne River were on their reservation
and willing to go to their villttge in compliance with my wishes. This was a complete surrender as far as I was authorized to act; any further demand on my part
would have provoked hostilities and would have placed me clearly outside of my
orders, and even heyond any excuse for such action. Nor could it be presumed that
an attack by my force on Big Foot wonld have resulted in any other way than that
experienced by every commander in our service who has made such an attack. The
Modocs were attacked and fled to the lava beds, killing every citizm within reach.
The Banllocks were attacked and scattered overthe country, killing innocent people
and committing depredations. The Nez Perces were attacked by Gen. Howard and
led his command and others for thousands of miles, aud when finally surrounded and
attacked by fresh troops a number succeeded in escaping to Canada. In the '76 campai~n on one occasion the Iudiaus were met in hostile array and the troops were
withdrawn, and it is supposed the commanders, having discretion, did a wise thing.
In tlw campaign of this year, at Pine Ridge, it is the common rumor, and generally
supposed to be true, that Two f\trikes' baud and other bands of Indians were allowed
to pass back and forth between the agency and the ho'3tile camp, always armed and
alternately friendly and hostile, at their own will. I do not presume to question the
mauaf!'emeut of these affairs or the wisdom of the policy pursuerl, but in connection
with that management and policy I would like to have my action considered. My
orders were positive to prevent the escap e of the Indians I had in charge; to prevent
any Indians from coming from the south to join those on the Cheyenne River; to
protect the settlements in my rear and on the Belle Fourche, and to watch for Indians coming from the northwest (that was in my rear), a.nd to be prepared to march
rapi(lly for Fort Meade. In t.he face of these severa.l duties, all to be performed by
my small command, I could only hope to succeed by using a peaceful policy rather
thau force.
I hoped to hold Big Foot, and that he would be able to coutrol his men and take
them to Bennett, and up to 7 p. m. on the night. of the 23d I felt reasonably assured
that I would not only succeed in that measure but I would also be prepared for any
ot.her demands. So that, inl:!tead of being in disouedience of orders, as reported by
t!Je division commander, I was, I know, rloing my utmost to carry out his orders and
even to fulfill what I thought were his wishes. The flight of Big Foot's band, no
dou ht, interfered with the plans of the campaign; I was prepared to hear that, and
further, perhaps, that I had not met with the expectations of the major-general
commanding in permitting the Indians to go. I should have regretted even that
censure, but to see that I am accused of disobedience of orders is a surprise to me,
and, in my opinion, is as unjust as'it is unwarranted either by facts, circumstances,
or a possibility of intention. My orders from Gen. Miles, after the flight of the
Indians for Pine Ridge, were to return to my camp and remain in that vicinity. (See
dispatch dated December 24, marked W.)
Since the departure of the Indians I have learned through other Indians that Big
Foot was forced to go with his people; that there was prohahly no intention of hostilities, but rather a desire on the part of all to seek the crowd at Pine R:dge Agency,
and being there to get better terms than at Bennett. My opinion is that the ad vance
of Col. Merriam up Cheyenne River ana the report that the Standing Rock Indians
at Bennett had been disarmed caused ~L sudden change of plan in Big Foot's village,
and that the young men, on account of the situation, were able to overcome all
objections to going south. They certainly passed through the country without committing any depredation or harming any one.
'l'bey passed near a detachment from my command at Davidson's ranch on head of
Deep Creek; passed wi rhin sight of citizens at Pina.ugh's ranch; at Howaril's went
through his pasture fill ed with horses and cattle and it is reported disturbed nothing.
They bad passed all roads, as I understood it, to the hostile camp, and were met by
Maj. Wbitside 12 miles from the agency and going in that direction; were willing to
surrender to him and did march with him to his camp and remain qnietly with him
all night. This command having, as was reported, captured Big Foot's band, was as
large, if not greater, than mine, and was within supporting distance of other troops.
Still Maj. Whitside asked for reenforcements and they were promptly sent, as he
reported he had not cousi<lered it safe to make the attempt to disarm them with his
command. Reenforcements having arrived, this band of Indians was then in the
presence of regimental headq narters, eight troops cavalry, and three or four guns with
artillery detachments; a fight occurred, the details of which have been published
and have no place here except to show that any attack by my command, although
without provocation, would, if successful, have driven the Indians out of the country,
but could not have held or disarmed them.
It wnl be observed from the evidence accompanying this report that on the day on
which the major-general commanding was writing hil:l dispatch, marked K, December
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:2~, proclaiming Big Foot to be hostile and defiant and ordering his arrest, he (Big
Foot) was in reality quietly occupying his village with his people amenable to orders,
having given no p1·ovocation whatever to my knowledge for attaek, and no more
deserving punishment than peaceable Inuians at any time on their reservation. I
was not aware that Big Foot or his people were consider~d hostile, and am now at a
loss to understaud why they were so considered, every act of theirs being wit.hin my
experience directly to the contrary, and reports made by me were to the effect that
the Indians were friendly and quiet.
Respectfully submitted.
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Cavalry.

A.
ST. PAUL, MINN., November 27, 1890.
The CoMMANDING OFFICER,
Fort Meade, S.Dak.:
Send Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, Godwin, to join command in the field on Cheyenne River, and direct Col. Sumner to take command of full force. He may move
the camp nearer Smithville if he thinks it will be better to enable him to keep the
region of the east of between the Che~'enne and White River under observation, keeping at the same time the village of Big Foot under control, and giving assurance of
safety to the people in the region about it.
Is probable command of Capt. Wells may be soon spared from its present place of
duty, when it is intended to order it to join the command of Col. Sumner and put a
stop to the unauthorized going back and forth of parties between the upper and
lower Sioux Reservation. Acknowledge receipt.
By command Gen. Ruger.
M. BARBER,
Assistant A.dju.tant-General.
FORT MEADE, S. DAK., November 271 1890.
Official copy respectfully furnished Lieut. Col. E. V. Sumner, Eighth Cavalry, for
his information and guidance.
By order of Col. Otis:
CHAS. M. O'CONNOR,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Eighth Cavalry, Post Adjutant.

B.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 8, 1890.

Gen. MILES:
I have just held a council with all the principal chiefs in this section of the country,
an<l find that they are peaceably disposed and inclined to obey orders; but from their
talk, as well as from reports I have received from officers here and others, I believe
they are really hungry, and suffering from want of clothing and covering. I advise
tha,t 1,000 rations be sent me at once for issue to them, and authority to purchase a
certain amount of fresh beef.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. V. SUMNER,
Lieutenant Colonel Eighth Cavalry, Commanding Camp.

c.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 12, 1890.
Gen. JNO. R. BROOKE,
Commanding Pine Ridge :
Your dispatch, 11th, received. Have sent a troop of cavalry on Territorial Road,
east of Smithville, to Mexican Kid's, at intersect.ion of road from Pine Ridge to
Grindstone Buttes. Will catch the Indians if possible, but have not cavalry enough
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to cover this country as it should be and watch Indians here. When will the two
troops of the Eighth Cavalry report to me from Oelrichs, and what do yon wish doue
with any Indians I may capture T Mail for this camp leaves Rapid City Mondays and
Fridays 6 a. m., and daily courier from Meade.
E. V. SUMNER.
Commanding.

D.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 16, 1890.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Department Dakota, St. Pau.l, Minn. :
On receipt of your dispatch of the 14th, I brought Henisee into Smithville, patroling the road east only. On 15th we connected with cavalry patrol of Sixth Cavalry
from Camp at Box Elder Creek.
Your dispatch of 15th just received. Will withdraw my troops from Smithville to
my present camp, patroling to Smithville, and ou all roads east of my camp. I believe Indians on Cheyenne River are nuder full control. I can get all necessary information through my scouts and others, and will keep you well informed.
E. V. SUMNER,
Commanding.

E.
[Copy telegram.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
St. Paul, Minn., December 16, 1890.
Col. SuMNER,
(Through Commanding Officer, Fort Meade, S. D.):
It is desirable that Big Foot be arrested, and had it been practicable to send you
Wells with his two troops, orders would have been given that you try to get him.
In case of arrest, he will be sent to Fort Meade to be securely kept prisoner.
By command General Ruger.
M. BARBER,
Assistant .Adj1.ttant- General.
Official copy respectfully furnished by mail.
THos. M. "\YooDRUFF,
First Lieutenant Fifth Infantry, Aide De Camp,
Acting .Llssistant Adjutant- GeneraZ.

F.
(Telegram, 10.30 a. m.J

CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 18, 1890.
Gen. NELSON A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Dak.:
Communication from Colonel Carr just received. Have information that Stanrling
Rock Indians from Sit.ting Bull's camp are coming to Cherry Creek to-day with the
intention of getting those Indians to join them to go to Pine Ridge. Will tTy to prevent their leaving Cherr.r Creek, but have not force enough to cover all the roads in
the country. Ordered by department commander to arrest Big Foot; he has start.ed
with Big ~'oot alld other Cheyenne River Indians to Agency for annuHies. If he
should return I will try and get him; if he does not, he can be arrested at Bennett.
Have scouts and policemen in camp on Cherry Creek to give me information. Only
beard so far what I have already informed yvu, and am awaiting news from that
point, and have one troop of cavalry near Big Foot's village. Camp on the Cheyenne.
E. V. SUMNER,
Commanding.
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G.
[Telegram, 4 p.m.]

CA::\IP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 18, 1890.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GRNERAL,
Depa1'tment of Dakota, St. Paul, Minn. :
It is reported to me that Standing; Rock Indians will be on Cherry Creek to-day
with intention of getting Cheyenne River Indians to go to Pine Ridge. Big Foot and
his band left for the agency to draw annuities, and is on the way then now. Will
know if he returns and advise you, and will learn all I can of the Standing- Rock Indians, and what influence th ey have. Please acknowledge receipt. Sixth Cavalry
has withdrawn from Box Elder to Rapid Creek, on Cheyenne River, last accounts.
-E. V. SUMNER,
Commanding.

H.
[Telegram.]

CAMP UHEYENNE, S. DAK., Decentber 19, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Dale.:
Your dispatch received. Latest reports to me from chief of police at Cherry Creek
is that all the Indians on Cheyenne River and Cherry Creek have starterl for Bennett
to get their annuities and they are beyond the influence of Standing Rock Indians..
Expect to hear positively every hour and will send detachment dowu to Cherry Creek
to-day. If the stateiPent from the police is correct all Indians named are out of the
game and might be held at the agency after they arrive.
My main camp is on Cheyenne River and on the main trail traveled by Cheyenne
River Indians to Pine Ridge. Another trail east of here, 20 miles, runs from Cherry
Creek to Pine Riclge. Another west of here, same distance, is used by Stanrling Rock
and all northern Indians. I am watching all these as closely as possible and can prevent any considerable force from passing over either them. As regards Sitting Bnll
Indians, so far only one man and woman have arrived on Cheyenne River; quite p,
number of them, women and childreu, are west ofme on Cherry Creek. The bucks,
whom the troops are pursuing, starterl up Grand River and may circle to join those
on Cherry Creek and start for Pine Ridge on the trail west of me, through the settlement. Every citizen in the country, as it were, on outpost duty; they all know
where my camp is, and I fear to move with any considerable force north lest the Sitting Bnll bucks should pass me on the west. I am also watching to prevent any force
from Pine Ridge coming north on trails east of us. A small force of infantry at mouth
of Cherry Creek would be in good position.
E.
SUMNER,
Conunanding.
Report to General Ruger, St. Paul.

v.

I.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S.DAK., December 19, 1890.
Col. CARR, Sixth Caval1·y, Commanding:
MY DEAR GENERAL: Your scout with dispatch reached me safely and in good
time. I have given him a good rest, and he starts back to-day. Your letter by mail
has also been received, and I sincerely hope we may meet before long, but, as yu11
probably know by this time, this is a big country, and it takes lots of riding to
cover it. Gen. Ruger seems to think I ought to know all that is going on or is likel~·
to take place, and still have my troops iu camp, which can not be done. I inclose
herewith a correct copy of a dispatch received by me last night at llo'clock It strikes
me that orders to me and some other commander have become mixed, either at beadquarters or in tr:ms~nission. P erhaps from your orders you will understand the matter better than I do.
The last heard from the Sitting Bull Indians is that families are near bead of
Cherry Creek, and the bucks may turn south to join them, and then all take old
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t.rails to Pine RidgA, crossing Belle Fourche west of me at Wood's, Elk Creek at
View field, aud so on south near your command at Rapid.
I am on the lookout for any move of that kind, and will give you due notice.
have cavalry 011 Cheyenne River as far down as mouth of Cherry Creek, and scouting party between Cherry Creek and Cheyenne River; a detachment at Quinn's
ranch, about 25 miles west of my camp and courier line between, to that point.
Citizens living on Bf\1le Fourche will give me due notice of Indians in that direction.
If occasion requires, I can supply any detachment of yours in this direction with
rations and forage at my home camp, or will send out supplies to them.
Good bye and good luck to you if you meet the enemy.
Yours, very truly,
E. V. SUMNER,

Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Caval1·y, Commanb:ing Camp.
December 19. (10 o'clock p. m.)
P. S.-Since writing above your second courier has reached me with your letter of
this date. I believe with Gen. Miles that numbers are exaggerated, and I feel confident of capturing the whole outfit if I can find it, but the trouble is there He so
many trails throughout the country that it is almost impossible to watch all of tllem,
and the Indians knowhtg where tlle troops are, will avoid them and probably travel
by night. My cavalry is on the jump all the time and in every direction, as yon
know from havi11g seen several detachments, and I will do my utmost to carry out
orders and wishes of the authorities. I will send a party to Wood's, on Belle
Fourche, this afternoon. I will hold your second courier until to-morrow.
E. V. SUMNER.

J.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S.DAK., December 19, 1890.
Mr. DUNN,

On Belle Fourche:
After the killing of Sitting Bull the Indians in his ca.mp left their camp; the bucks,
about 100 in number, started up Grand River to westward, and the families came
south toward Cherry Creek, and are now there well up on the creek. A force of sol. diers is following the bucks, and it is supposed they will scatter and come to tlleir
families on Che:-ry Creek. From there they may attempt to come south, crossing
Belle Fourche about Wood's or some other place. I am sending t,his small party out
to watch the crossings on the Belle Fourche and will be glad if you wm give the
corporal any information you can. Besides this, I wish you and the other citizens
on the Belle Fourche would inform me at once if you hear of any Indians approaching your neighborhood.
If you have time I would like to see you in my camp.
Very respectfully,
E. V. SUMNER,

Lieutenant-Colonel Eighth Caval1·y, Commanding Camp.

K.
[Corrected copy.]

RAPID CITY' 23D.
To Col. E. V. SUMNER,

Cornrnanding Cheyenne:
(Through commanding officer Fort Meade.)
Renort about hostile Indians near Little Missouri not believed. The attitude of
Big Foot has been defiant and hostile, and you are authorized to arrest him or any of
his people and to take them to Meade or Bennett. There are some 30 young warriors
that run away from Hump's camp without authority, and if an opportunity is given
they will undoubtedly join those in the Bad Lands. The Standing Rock Indians also
have no right to be there and they sh0nld be arrested. The division commander
directs, therefore, that you secure Big Foot aud the 20 Cheyenne River Indiaus, and
the Standing Rock Indians, and if necessary round up the whole camp and disarm
them, and take them to Fort Meade or Bennett.
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Col. Merriam is moving up the Cheyenne River, and if be joins you turn this order
over to him, with instructions to use both commands, and for biru to take such force
as may be needed to take the Indians to Port Bennett or Fort Meade. On the completion of this duty your command will move down and extend Col. Carr's line.
By command of Gen. Miles.
MAUS,

Captain and Aid-de-Camp.

L.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 19, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. DaTe.:
It is reported 'to me just now by scouts that Sitting Bull Indians are coming in to
mouth of Cherry Creek, on the Cheyenne, and all the Cheyenne River Indians down
as far as Cherry Creek have assembled at Hump's camp to meet the Sitting Bull Indians, and scouts report that they are defiant. I send one troop of cavalry in advance
in that direction and will follow with the other two troops and a company of infantry
in an hour. Would like to have infantry from Bennett hurry along. (Repeat to
Gen. Ruger.)
SUMNER,

Commanding.

M.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 21, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. DaTe. :
Your dispntch received at 12 o'clock last night. Sitting Bull Indians are in Big
Foot's camp, 3 or 4 miles in front of my advance. Big Boot sent me word last
night that he heard I was coming with all the soldiers and that he wanted to talk.
I hope to-day to get the surrender of Big Foot and all the Indians, including the
Sitting Bull Indians. All the Indians on Cheyenne River and Cherry Creek have
gone to Bennett, I understand. I intend moving on Big Foots camp immediately,
and will let you know the result. If successful, will move .back to my supplies in
the old camp with the Indians.
SUMNER,

Commanding.

N.
CAMP ON CHEYENNE RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA,

Decembm· 21, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. DaTe. :
On the march to Big Foot's camp this morning met him and several Standing Ro~k
Indians. They were wi1ling to do anything I wish. I ordered them back to their
camp and sent a troop of cavalry with them to pack up their stuff and to come into
my camp at Narseilles'sranch this evening. To-morrow I will take the whole crowd,
probably 150, to my home camp, and, unless otherwise ordered, will send them to
Fort Meade. One of the stipulations was something to eat, and I have ordered fresh
beef and will giv£1 them rations. This cl£~ars up all Indians on Cheyenne R1ver as
far as Cherry Creek, and if any other Standing Rock Indians are out they must be
few.
SUMNER,

Co,mmanding.
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0.
CAMP AT NARSEILLES'S RANCH, SOUTH DAKOTA,
December 22, 1890.

Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Dak.:
In accordance with agreement which I tAlegraphed you yesterday, Big Foot, all the
Cheyenne River, ancl Standing Rock Indians came into my camp at 4 p. rn. yesterday; they number 333 Indians, 51 wagons, and a herd of ponies. There are 38
Standing Rock Indians in all, and among the Cheyenne River Indians about 30 young
warriors, said to be well armed, although I have seen no arms so far. I am holding
on to and feeding the crowd, to prevent, if possible, these young men from going
south. I will march in a few moments for my home camp with the whole outfit, and
expect to reach there this evening. Rations should be supplied me at once if it
is expected that I retain these Indians any length of time, and instructions req nested
as to final disposition. (Repeat to General Ruger.)
SUMNER,
Commanding.

P.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 22, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S. Da.k.:
Did not succeed in getting the Indians to come into my camp on account of want
of shelter for women and children. Did not feel authorized to compel them by force
to leave their reservation.
Standing Rock Indians are at Big Foot's village, with their friends, and Big Foot
has agreed to hold them there or bring them here, either. They seem a harmless lot,
principally women and children. There is no danger of their going towards the Bad
Lands, having very little transportation.
SUMNER,
Commanding.

Q.
[Telegram.J

RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 22, 1890.
The CoMMANDING OI<'FICER,
Fort Meade:
The following to be sent to Col. Sumner at once, without delay: A report comeo
from Minnesela that several hundred Indians near Camp Crook, near the Little
Missouri, not far from Cave Hills, at head of North Fork of Grand River. The report
comes from citizens, who state that 2 scouts with a command in their vicinity
moving sonth had encountered Indians, and that the 2 scouts were notifying
citizens. No report has been received of that number of Indians being absent and it
does not agree with our official report; still there may be something in it. I think
you had better push on rapidly with your prisoners to Meade, and be careful that
they do not escape, and look out for other Indians. When will you be at Meade T
I will send you orders through that place.
MILES,
Majm·-General, Commanding.

R.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S.DAK., December 22, 1890.
Gen. !;r. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S.Dak.:
Have received your dispatch of the 22d. Suppose you have received mine of this
date stating the Indians would not be in until to-morrow. In view of the importance
of your dispatch, shall I wait for them or march at once for Fort Meade~ It would
be very hazardons to leave this country unprotected just now. I can reach Fort
Meade with my command in thirLy hours from here, but will await further orders.
SUMNEU.,
Commanding.
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s.
CAMP CHEYENNE, S. DAK., December 2:3, 11:390.
Gen. N. A. MILES.
Rapid City, S.Dak.:
If the new complication from the north does not amount to anything, and if Big
Foot does not keep his promise and come in to-day wit.h those people, I think I will
have temporized with him to keep peace long enough, and would like to go down
and capture his vHlage. He has heavy log buildings admirably situated for defense,
and I would like a couple of guns sent out from Meade for this purpose and Capt.
Rodney to take charge of them. Please answer.
SUMNER,
Commanding.

T.
CAMP NEAR BIG FooT's VILLAGE, SouTH DAKOTA,
December 23, 1890 (7 p. m.)
Gen. E. A. CARR,
Commanding Sixth Caval1·y :
SIR: Big Foot did not come into my camp to-day as promised, and I started for
him this afternoon. His lookouts, of course, let him kuow that I was on the road.
He sent me word by a messenger that he would go to Fort Bennett to-morrow w1th
all his people, but when I approached his village I found it vacant, and my scouts
have informed me that he has gone up Deer Creek trail, due south; that he will
probably pass Mexican Ed's and head of Bull Creek near the Bad Laods. If you
can move out to-morrow morning (a force) you will doubtless intercept him. They
had yesterday 100 fighting men, aud about 3U0altogether, women and children. They
started from here in very light oriler; no wagons; all bad ponies, and will travel
very fast. For fear they may return here I will stay here to-night, scout up Deer
Creek to-morrow, and if I hear nothing, will march for Smithville and go out Bull
Creek towards Bad Lands.
Dispatches from Gen. Miles relative to India.ns coming from the north and west of
me in considerable numbers prevents my following the trail and getting out of reach.
I hope you will get this in time and you will head them o~.
·
SUMNER,
Commanding Camp.

u.
CAMP NEAR BIG FooT's VILLAGE, SouTH DAKOTA,
December 23, 1890.
Gen. N. A. MILES,
Rapid City, S.Dak.:
Big Foot sent me word that he would go to Bennett with his people to-morrow. I marched down here to his village and found that he had started south in very
light order, with ponies and lodge poles; no wagons. From your last dispatch in
regard to going to Fort Meade to meet Indians said to be coming from the north, I
feared to leave this vicinity in pursuit of Big Foot, but have sent couriers to Gen.
Carr, which ought to reach him by daylight in the morning. If Carr pushes a force
from his camp promptly to-morrow eastward be will have plenty of time to intercept
him. Besides this, Big Foot might elude me, and return and commit depredations on
the Belle Fourche. For reasons given I will remain subject to further information
from you, and be ready to march in any direction.
SUMNER,
C01nmanding.

w.
l Telegram.]
RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 24, 1890.
Col. E. V. SuMNER,
Commanding Camp Cheyenne:
(Care commanding officer, Fort Meade.)
The reports of Indians up north are false. I can not unrlerstand your te1egram of
22d, stating that Big Foot's hand and Indians to numuer of 3:~0 had surrendered, and
you would march in a few moments with them to your home camp. Col. Merriam
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had orders to march up till be joins you, unless be had found you had taken Big
Foot's band to Fort Meade. Endeavor to communicate with him at once. You Lave
two Hotchkiss guns and over 200 men, which certainlyonghtto be enough to handle
100 warriers in auy place. Those Standing Rock Indians, the 30 Cheyenne River
Indians, and Big Foot and his immediate followers shonld all be arrested, disarmed,
and held until further orders. Big Foot has been defiant both to the troops and to
the authorities, and is now harboring outlaws and renegades from other bands.
Turn this over to Col. Merriam should he join you.
MILES,
Major- General, Commanding.

RAPID CITY, S. DAK., December 24, 1890.
Col. SUMNER, Eighth Cavalry,
(Throngh Commanding Officer, Fort Meade):
Your orders were positive, and you have missed your opportunity, but such does
not often occur. Endeavor to be more successful next time. Hold your command
in that vicinity. but in close communication with Fort Meade, and be prepared to
intercept any body of Indians that may escape from the troops south. Communicate
with Col. Merriam, and notify him he is directed to join you.
MILES,
Major- Gene1·al.

[Orders No. 25!1.1

FoRT MEADE, S.DAK., November 29, 1890.
3. In compliance with telegraphic instructions from Headq11arters Department of
Dakota, dat.ed November 27, l!:l90, Lieut. Col. E. V. Surrmer, Eighth Cavalry, with
Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, will proceed to-morrow and take command of the troops
·tn camp on Cheyenne River, near Smithville, S.Dak., relieving Capt. A. G. Hennisee,
.Eighth Cavalry.
The instructions contained in telegram referred to above (copy herewith) will be
carried out.
The post quartermaster will provide four army wagQns as transportation to accompany the command. On arrival at the camp two army wagons will be returned
to the post.
The post quartermaster will provide contract transportation for hauling supplies
of rations and forage to the camp for Troop D, to include December :n, 1890.
The troop will be armed and equipped for field service, and will carry rations to
include December 10, 18!:JO.
·
By order of Col. Otis :
CHAS. M. O'CONNOR,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant, Eighth Cavalry, Post .Adjutant.

Mr. John Dun.nts statement.
I came to Col. Sumner's camp on Tuesday, December 23, 1890, to sell some butter.
I went up to Capt. Hennisee to tell him that there was a Corp. Bradley camped upon
the creek and wanted to know if be wanted to send him any message. Capt. Hennisee told me that the colonel wanted to see me; the colonel was eating dinner and I
waited until he had finished. When the colonel came out he said be wanted to see
me for quite awhile, and I told him I had been to the camp on Sunday but he was
not there. He told me he wonld hire me if I wanted to. I told him it was not possible as I could not go, and he said all right. He asked me if I wonld go down to
Big Foot's camp for him. I told him I would not go, as my wife was alone at home
and would not know where I was. He asked me if I would not go down, as I was
well acquainted with him, and try to get him to go to Fort Bennett. I refused three
times before I went. and tben consented to go. The colonel told me to ask Big Foot
why he had not come to camp that day as he promi sed, as he thought he was a man
ofhis word. The colonel said he did not know how far he .would go down, but he
wouJd go four or five milei anyhow.
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He told me to tell Big Foot as long as he would not come up that he would send
ten or fifteen soldiers with him to Fort Bennett. Felix Benoit, half-breed interpreter,
came along with me. Benoit stopped about one-half mile from Big Foot's camp to
fix his saddle. I went on up to the village alone. An Indian, called the ''Important
Man," belonging to Bear Eagle's band, came up and shook hands with me. I asked
him where Big Foot's house was. He showed me where the house wa~, and I tied my
horse to a wagon outside Big Foot's house, with some hay and tepee poles on top of
the bay. I asked the Important Man where the wagons were going to (there were
several with a small quantity of hay and tepee poles on top). He told me they were
going to Fort Bennett. I went into Big Foot's house and met his squaw about 4
feet from the door. She shook hands with me and told me to go in. As I went in I
saw Big Foot lying on the bed. He got up and shook hands. Several Indians fol~
lowed me in the house. I told Big Foot I came over to the soldiers' camp to-day between12 and 1 o'clock to sell some butter. I told him the commanding officer asked
me to eome down and see him; the commanding officer told me to ask him why be
did not come up to his camp to- day as he promised, and that be thought he was a man
of his word. He sairl he had been sick and felt bad all day. I told him as long as
he had not come np the commanding officer wanted to know if be would not go down
to Fort Bennett. He asked why he bad not taken him down there when be had him
down near Cherry Creek before. I told him that I did not know; was not there, and
I knew nothing about it. I told him that I did not want to see one soldier killed or
one Indian killed either. That the soldiers did not want to kill any Indians unless
they were compelled to. I told him I had to go about 20 miles, and as it was near sundown I wanted to know what he wanted to say to the colonel, as I was in a hurry. He
said that he would go t•J Fort Bennett in the morning. The colonel said he would
send a small detachment of soldiers to escort them along. He told me be did not
want to fight. I told him I was very glad to hear him say so, for when fighting commenced there is no telling when it will stop. I asked him if the Indians from Standing Rock were still at his village; that the colonel wanted to know. He said they
were. Then Felix Benoit, the interpreter, come in. I told Benoit the Indians
seemed all qniet and said they were going to Fort Bennett. I told Benoit to ask the
Indians what I bad said to them and find out all I had said. Benoit asked me to stop a
little longer; but as it was near sundown I told him I could not, as I had left my wife
at home alone. I shook hands with Big Foot and a number of other Indians with
whom I was acquainted and left, leaving Benoit in the house. I met the colonel at
Bear Eagle's village very near sundown. He asked me what success I had and how
things were at the village. I said everything looked quiet and I did not think he
would have to fire one shot. The colonel asked why he had not come up to-day and
I told him he said he had been sick. The colonel asked me if he had agr~ed to go to
Bennett, and I said he had, . and that they would all go in the morning. I told the
colonel what the colonel had said up at the camp, "that be would send ten or rlfteen
soldiers with them to Fort Bennett.'' The coionel said: "They are afraid of me."
It was very dark and some of the soldiers asked the colonel if h~ bad seen Bear
Eagle. He said he did not, and called me back. He asked me to tell B3ar Eagle
that he wanted him to get his wagon ready, as he wanted him to start to Fort .Bennett with him in the morning. He told me also to tell .Bear Eagle that the troops
were not there t.o burt or kill any Indians. That he had received a letter from the
Great Father at Washing-ton that day telling him that all the Indians had to get out
of that valley and go to the agency. That there were troops coming up from Cherry
Creek and that any Indians found there would be considered hostile. I told Bear
Eagle that Big Foot was also going to Fort Bennett with all his band in the morning;
that he bad just told me that he was. It seemed to surprise him and he looked up
and wondered. The colonel took off his glove and shook hands with me, and said he
was very thankful to me, and wanted to· sign a voucher for me to pay for my trouble,
·but I refused it, saying that I would do anything to save blood.
Afterwards I met Serg. Moore less than a mile from camp. He asked me how
everything was, and I said everything was quiet and that I did not think there
would be any trouble whatever. I also told Mr. Frank Cuttle that I did not anticipate any trouble.
I have been among the Sioux for about twenty years, and have lived on the Belle
Fourche for nine years. I speak the Sioux language and have known Big Foot for
nine years, and until the last two or three months have seen him monthly for eight or
nine years. When I went to Col. Sumner's camp on December 23, Hl90, to sell butter I had not received any message from Big Foot or any other Indian. When I saw
the colonel I told him that I did not think they meant t,o fight, as I had never known
them to fight with the women and children present. I have here stated all to the
best of my recollection that took place in my interview with CoL Sumner and with
Big Foot. During a portion of the time I was talking to Col. Sumner several other
officers were present. I told Col. Sumner that I heard Big Foot say time and again
that he would sooner die than leave his village, and he said, "Then die it is."
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When I left Big Foot I had not the least doubt but that he would go to Fort Bennett. I had not th~ least suspicion that he and his band intended going south. My
only explanation of his violation of his promise, that he thought he was going into a
trap.
The foregoing has been read to me in the presence of Capt, E. A. Godwin, Eighth
Cavalr.v, and Capt. Philip Reade, Third Infantry, by William T. Doyle~ private
Troop D, Eighth Cavalry, at my home on the Belle Fourche, on north fork of the
Cheyenne, which is about 7 miles from Camp Cheyenne, S. Dak., this 17th day of
January, 1891, and is wholly correct. The witnesses have also attested to it in my
presence and in presence of each other.
JOHN DUNN.

Witnesses:

E. A. GODWIN,
Captain Eighth Cavalry.
PHILIP READE,

Captain Third Infantry.
T. DOYLE,
Private Troop D, Eighth Cavalry.

WILLIAM

[Made 18th .January, 1891.)

Statement of Felix Benoit, interpr·eter.
On the 23d of December, 1890, about noon, I was sent by Col. Sumner to Big Foot's
camp, in company with Mr. John Duun. When we got into camp Mr. Dunn was
about 200 yards ahead of me. The Indian scouts, who had been sent down that
morning to tell Big Foot to come up, were just leaving his camp to return to Col.
Sumner's camp. I stopped and talked with them, and that is how Mr. Dunn got
abead of me. I asked the scouts why Big Foot did not come up to camp. They said
that Big Foot told them that the Standing Rock Indians who had been with him the
day before had gone away, and he did not want to go to Col. Summer's camp without them. I told them to go back with me to Big Foot's house. When we got there
I went inside ·iVith one of the scouts (His Horse Looking). When I got in the house
was crowded with Big Poot's warriors or men, and John Dunn was standing right
beside Big Foot, and Big .Foot was calling out loud to the people so they all could
hear it, saying, "I am ordered to go down to Bennett to-morrow morning, and," he
said, "we muRt all go to Bennet.t; if we don't go, John Dunn is sent here to tell
me that if we don't go the soldiers will come here in the morning and make us go,
and ~hoot us if they have to." I diu not hear John Dunn tell Big Foot this, but he
was standing right there and did not deny or dispute it. Then John Dunn came out
and came on home, and I stood in there with His Horse Looking, a scout. Big Foot
askeil. me if Col. Dunn had sent John Dunn to t<lll him this, and I told him yes; the
colonel bad sent Dunn to tell him that he must go to Bennett. Then His Horse Looking told me that the best way was to go in the morning, and all together, and Big
Foot said be would. Then we came out of the camp, and when we were about a
half a mile from Big Foot's house we saw the Indians gathering in the ponies, and
remarked that they must be going to start for Bennett that night. It was pretty
late in the evening for them to start, about half past 3 or 4 o'clock, but they had said
*ihey were all going to Bennett. Then we left one scout behind (Charging First) to
1ee if tbey started that evening, and the rest of us came on to Col. Sumner's camp,
which was about 5 miles west of Big Foot's village. About half an hour afterwards
~barging First came in saying that the women and children were badly frightened,
and he thought they were going to start for Bennett right away that evening. Then
C:ol. Sumner sent three ~outs (His Horse Looking, Charging First, and Iron 8bield)
to the village to tell Big Foot not to leave that evening, but that they must go in the
morning, and that he wanted Big Poot to come up and see him next morning before
tbey started. About an hour and a half aftP.r they started, two of them (His Horse
Lcoking and Iron Shield) came back and said that a large party of the Indians bad
already started, and the others were getting ready to go. They had gone up Deep
Creek, ar.d the l'lCOnts did not know whether they were going to Bennett by tho ridge
road or going to the south, but Charging First had remained behind to find out which
way they were going. The next morning (24th Decemuer) Charging First returned
about 8 o'clock, and said he had ridden all night: that he bad come up with the leading Indians, who were going south, near Davidson's ranch, about 12 o'clock i111 the
night, and stood there with them until they all caught up. Big Foot came up with
the squaws. He had a talk with Big Foot th ere, who E·ent word by hi.m to Col. Sum·
ner that he (Big Foot) did not want to go south, anu wanted to go to Ben:pett, but that
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and his people were afr::tifl that tlley wonld get into a trap if they went to Bennett,
and that be was compelled to go to Pine Ridge, and he had to go. While he was
talking to Big Foot abont fifteen uncks rode np aronllfl them and told him (Charging
First) that if it was any otller scout except him they would kill him.
FELIX BENOIT.

Witness:
E. A. GoDWIN,
Captain, Eighth Cavalry.
Signed at Smithville, S.Dak., January 19, 1891.

EXHIBIT

I.

Itinerary of march of Capt. Fountain's command fro ·m Fort Keogh, Mont., on December
.
13. 1890.
Saturday, December 13.-Left Fort Keogh by special train, 12m., under telegraphic
orders received at 5 p. m. previous day. Reached Dickinson, N. Dak., at 10:15 p.m.,
187 miles east of Fort Keogh. Unloaded horses and mules in stock yards; all in good
condition; men remained in cars over night. Weather cold; high wind; no snow.
Sunday, December 14.-Uuloaded cars at 7 a.m., and encamped in stock yards.
Water good and plenty in Heart River, 100 yards from stock yards. Lignite coal in
abundance, and wood obtainable from railroad company. Good hay on contract.
People l!luch ~larme<l over reports that Sioux were marching north. Weather bright,
cold; h1gh wmd.
Monday, December 15.-Started south over road to New England Citv with troop
and transportation at 9 a. m. Employed Joseph Spence, an old lmffalo hunter of
this region, as scout and guide. Found roads excellent. Sandy clay; level.
Marched 16 miles until2p. m. Weather bright, cold, and windy. At5 p.m. received
news that Sitting Bull had been killed and that his band was in retreat up Grand
River. Made preparation for an early start south next morning.
Tuesday, Decembe1' 16.-Left Dickinson at 8:30 a. m., leaving Lieut. Ord with infantry in charge of camp; took two four-mule wagons and one six-mule, ten pack
mules, four days' rations, light baggage, no tents. Arrived New England City 3:30
p. m., 30 miles, in good order. No news of hostiles. Citizens entered a storelwuse
surroun<led by earthen wall, on apprbach of troop, which shows feeling of alarm t.hat
prevailed. City consists of a post-office, with :five or six families resident. Wood
very scarce; lignite coal plenty ; some hay and grain purchasable; water excellent
and abundant in Cannon Ball River, which runs sonth of town 60 yard&.
Wednesday, December 17.-Marched from 8:30a.m. to 8:30p.m., from New Englan(\
City sontll of Rainy Buttes, through White Earth Buttes and around their western
base t.o Hannan's ranch on Sand Creek (White Butte Creek); distance traveled, 45
miles. Could not stop until this ranch was reached on account of scarcity of wood.
Here found good water plenty; lignite coal; some wood and hay; weather bright
and warm ; slight wind; ne news of Indians.
Thursday, December lB.-Marched to H. T. ranch on Deel) Creek (Little Box Alder),
8 miles, and rested all day. Still no news of Indians. Ranch of a large and wealthy
Pennsylvania horse company (Little Missouri Horse Company), wood, water, and
hay plenty. At 6 p. m. received courier announcing that Lieut. GastoG had started
for Dickinson with available portion of the command and twenty days' rations; also
directing scout to be made to the forks of Grand River. Returned this night to Hannan's ranch, where we found that one mule had died-a wheeler of the six-mule
team.
Friday, December 19.-Retnrned to ~ew England City by another shorter route,
north of White Buttes and Rainey Buttes, 8:30 to 3:30, distance 30 miles. Found
Lieut. Gaston with remainder of troop and Lieut. Ord with infantry detachment.
Supplies and forage in civilian wagons employed at Dickinson by Lieut. Gaston.
Found also Lieut. Traub, First Cavalry, with communication from Maj. Carroll announcing his position on forks of Cannon Ball and intentions of capture of Sitting
Bull fugitives. Weather warm and bright.
Saturday, Decembm· 20.-Marched south to Harkin's ranch on South Cannon Ball
River or Cedar Creek, distance 25 miles, 8:30 to 3:30. Weather as on previous day.
Jl'onnd here some wood, plenty lignite, plenty hay, and good water.
Sunday, Decembe1· !H.-Marched south to Gay's ranch, crossing of Grand River, 25
miles, 8:00 to 3. Roads excellent. Absolutely no wood; some lignite; no ha:v; good
water. People much alarmed by reports, but could give no news of Indians. Weather
clear and cold; much wind.
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Monday, December 22 ...:_Marcbed down Grand River to make the forks, 3.5 miles
distant, and were met about ~ miles above fork by Sioux scout beaeing dispatch
from commanding officer, Fort Yates, announcing that Sitting Bull Indians bad
turned south an(l gone to Chen:.v Creek H.eservatiou 1 and orrlering return after scouting country in locality where met by courier. No sign of Indians . F'ound trail made
previous day, which proved to be a party from Maj. Carroll seeking us. Weather
cold and windy.
Tuesday~ December 23,.....:.Returned to Gay's ranch, 32 miles, B to 4 o'clock. Weather
cold, windy. A fall of snow bad covered this ground three weeks previous, and bad
not disappeared; no tracks were found on It anywhere. A herder from E 6 ranch,
on South Grand River, reported no Indians near there. Another from Cove Hills;
none seen near there.
Wednesday, December 24.-Returned to Harkin's ranch on Cedar Creek. Weather
windy and cold; snow during afternoon and evening. Late this evening (about 10
or 11 o'clock) Lieut. Traub brought news that we reported to be surrounded by
Indians at Cave Hills, and that he was marching to our assistance with Lieut. Ballance's company Twcnt,y-second Infantry.
Thursday, December 25.-Reached New England City 12:30 p. m. Sent Lieut.
Sydenbam and Joseph Spence to Dickerson with dispatches. Met Lieut. Ballance
near Rainy Buttes marching south. Weather fair, moderate; very windy. Awaiting
orders here.
S. W. FOUNTAIN,
Captain, Eighth Cavalry.
NEW ENGLAND CITY, N. DAK., December 28, 1890.

EXHIBIT K.
FORT CUSTER, MONT., February 6, 1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Department of Dakota, St. Paul, Minn.:
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the report of the march, change of station, etc., of troops under my command iu the field from November 24, Ul90, to February 4, 1691.
In compliance with Orders, No. 217, dated Fort Custer, Mont., November 23, 1890,
I left this post November 24, 1890, with Troops A, E, and B, First Cavalry, commanded by Capt. Bomus, Lieut. Pitcher, and Capt. Adams; also two Hotchkiss
field pieces, commanded by Lieut. Burkhardt, Twenty-fifth Infantry, with 6 sixmule teams, and 20 pack mules-in all, 7 commissioned officers, 154 enlisted men, 165
horses, and 57 mules, also one escort wagon, and marched to Custer Station. November 26, Troop B, Capt. Adams, commanding, was relieved by telegraphic instructions
from Headquarters Department of Dakota, dated No\·ember 26, and ordered to march
to Fort Keogh, Mont., and left Custer Station on the 27th of November. Remainder
of battalion left Custer btation November 27 at 5 p.m. on cars, via Northern Pacific
Railroad, for Fort Abraham Lincoln, per telegraphic instructions from Headquarters Department of Dakota, dated November 26, 1890. Command arrived at Mandan, N.Dak., at 3:30p.m. November 2tl, and marched to Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.
Dak., same day, and went into camp.
December 1st, Lieut. Traub, First Cavalry, was ordered to proceed to the vicinity
of the north west corner of the Sioux Reservation on the Cannon Ball River, Cedar
Creek, or the North Fork, or between those points, and select a suitable location for
a camp for two troops of cavalry and two companies of infantry, in compliance with
telegram from d.epartment headquarters.
December 16 the battalion left Fort Abraham Lincoln for the Cannon Ball River
per Orders, No. 181, dated Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak., December 15, 1890, via
the Bismarck and Deadwood trail.
In compliance with verbal instructions of the post commander, Troop E., First
Cavalry, made a forced march to the Cannon Ball with pack mules, a distance of 52
miles, and the following d2:y proceeded up the Cannon Ball to Taylor's ranch, 25
miles. The remainder ofbattalion, including Company D, Twenty-secvnd Infantry,
Lieut. Ballance, commanding, camped on Chanta Pita Creek, ~2 miles from Fort
Abraham Lincoln. Decf>mber 17 the battalion marched to Cannon Ball River, 30
miles. At this point a telegram from department headquarters was received, ordering me to proceed np the Cannon Ball River to protect settlers, etc. In compliance
with above instructions my battalion moved up the Cannon Ball River to Taylor's
ranch on the 1~-'th.
Troop E, First Cavalry, was moved over to the Cedar-South Fork-sonth.south-
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west., 2!) miles, December 18, and the troop commander was directed to scout southwest towards the Grand River, with a view to intercept parties of Sitting Bnll's band
of Sioux who might be trying to break away from the reservation, and to communicate with Capt. Fountain, if possible, near White Buttes.
Lieut. Traub was dispatched up thtj Cannon Ball to open communication with
Capt. Fountain, and proceeded to New England City, 75 miles from crossing of the
Black Hill trail, and found Capt. Fountain at New England City December 19, and
delivered a communication from me, informing Capt. Fountain that the commanding
officer Troop E, First Cavalry, on Cedar Creek, bad been directed to cooperate with
Fountain on the Grand River for the purpose of capturing Sitting Bull's band of
Sioux. I also inclosed copy of telegram from department headquarters instructing
me to cooperate with Capt. Fountain.
Lieut. Traub returned from New England City with letter from Capt. Fountain,
in which he said that be would move to forks of Grand River and communicate with
the commanding officer Troop E, First Cavalry, on the Cedar, and would ask him to
join his (Fountain's) command, when he would move down the Grand River. This
Fountain failed to do. Pitcher, commanding Troop E, sent couriers to Grand River.
bm did not find Fountain.
December 20 a telegram was received from department headquarters directing my
main cawp to remain on the Cannon Ball; that Sitting Bull's band bad turned south.
My batallion was then ready to march south to the Grand River to cooperate ·with
Fountain and Pitcher; but as wood was scarce, I moved 7 miles down the river
where wood was JJlenty, and camped.
On the evenmg of December 23 a telegram was received from depart.ment beadquarters by the way of Yates, stating that a report had come from Minnesela from
citizens near Cave Hills, near Little Missouri, and bead of North Fork of Gra.nd River,
reporting that sconts from command moving south stated that one company bad been
surrounded by Indians, and that they bad sent for another company near Camp Crook,
30 miles from Little Missouri, and suggesting that troops should ~e sent there with
as little delay as practicable, signed "Mil~s," major-general, commanding. On re~
ceipt of this telegram, Lieut. Pitcher, commanding Troop E, camping on the Cedar,
near north west corner of the reservation, was ordered to proceed to the Grand River,
and thence up that stream to the Cave Hills, to assist any troops that might be surrounded. The troops under my immediate command at tho Cannon Ball were ordered
to move without tents as soon as possible, the cavalry leaviug camp at 6 p.m. with
two days' rations in their saddlebags, the pack animals following with five days' ra~
tions, the infantry moving with the wagons and rations to include to the end of the
month for the battalion; also 2 conical wall tents for the iufantry and 3 for the cavalry troop, and 1 wall tent for each troop and company for officers.
I accompanied the cavalry and reached New England City, a distance of62miles,
at 7::30 a.m. December 24. After feeding t.he animals the command moved for the
Cave Hills by the way of White Buttes, taking a guide from New England City, who
claimed to know that country, also one citizen team loaded with grait1. When in the
vicinity of White Buttes the guide claimed to have lost the road, when the command
halted for the night, having marched from New England City, 40 miles. No wood, no
water, and one of the most disagreeable nights during the campaign. At daylight the
command moved on. After marching 4 or 5 miles a little brush and water was found,
sufficient to make coffee, after which the march was again resumed in a southwesterly direction, the trail which we followed winding around the Buttes. About
sundown the guide became convinced that the trail we were following led down to
the Little Missouri, and insisted on goin~ due east to strike another trail which
would lead to Cave Hills, claiming that the country to the south and southeast was
bad land and we could not get through. After moving about 10 miles east the direction was changed to the south. After following this direction 8 or 10 miles we
struck the North Fork of Grand River and found a road running to the Cave Hills,
which we followed for about 5 miles, when the guide again became lost, and the command, at about 11 p.m., halted for the night, having marched that day about 51
miles, but which was estimated as high as 65 miles.
At daylight of the following morning (December 26) we marched through the Cave
Hills to the southwest extremity of the hills and camped at the bead of the main
North Fork of the Grand River at Clifton's ranch. Here the command was joined by
Lieut. Traub with the pack train. Lieut. Traub bad brought the pack train by the
way of the bead of Cedar Creek and Gay's ranch, on the North Fork of Grand River.
Lieut. Traub bad met Capt. Fountain at the head of Cedar Creek, going to New England City, and also had information that Capt. Adams had gone south to the forks of
Cheyenne River.
There was no trace of troops or Indians in the Cave Hills, and the comma.nd returned December 27 to Gay's ranch, on the North Fork of Grand River. The march
across the ccnntry from New England City to Cave Hills was very severe on men and
horses. We did not find any wood between these points; the men had only the
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blankets they carried on their saddles, and two days' bacon and hard bread in their
saddlebags. The country having been burned over in the early fall, no grazing ft,r
the horses was found.
At Gay's ranch the infantry were met with the wagons with sufficient canvas to
cover most of the command. From th:is point the command returned to New England
City by way of Cedar Creek, arriving tht>re December ~9. On the morning of December 30 a telegram was received from department headquarters through Capt. Fountain, ordering a concentration of troops at the forks of Grand River, including the
troops from Fort Yates, Capt. Fechet.'s command, Capt. Fountain, and my battalion.
My rations expired on the 31st of December. Captain Fountain, was rationed to
include January 13, 1891. I did not know if rations had reached my camp on Cannon
Ball, 62 miles below New England City, and the troops under my immediate command
not being in fit condit,ion to make another forced march, I ordered Lieut. Gaston,
Eighth Cavalry, who was then en route from Dickinson to New England City, to
return to Dickinson and purchase thirteen day's rations for my hattalion. At the
same time Capt. Fountain, with Troop H, Eighth Cavalry, and detachment Company
B, Twenty-second Infantry, was ordered to proceed to the forks of Grand River by
the way of the head of Cedar Creek and Gay's ranch, to pick up Troop E, First Cavalry, at the Cedar, and to detach one troop at Gay's ranch, which was directed to
proceed to theE 6 ranch, on the South Fork of the Grand River, for the purpose of gaining all the information possible regarding country and hostile Indians, thence to proceed down the South Fork and join the command. Capt. Fountain was also directed
to furnish Troop E, First Cavalry, rations and forage until necessary supplies would
arrive from Dickinson.
A severe blizzard springing up on the 31st of December, Capt. }..,ountain was held
at New England City until January 1, 1891, when the supplies purchased at Dickinson having arrived about daylight, the entire battalion moved for the forks of Grand
River, finding Troop E, First Cavalry, camping on the Cedar.
It appears that couriers carrying orders to Lieut. Pitcher, commanding Troop E, to
proceed to the Grand River and thence up that stream to the Cave Hiils, became lost
in a snowstorm and did not reach Lieut. Pitcher's camp, but returned i.o my camp
on the Cannon Ball after wandering aromid the country about two days, hence the
troop did not reach the Cave Hills, but was met on our return and ordered to estalJlish its camp on the bead of Cedar Creek.
On reaching Gay's ranch, January 2d, Capt. Fountain, with his Troop H, Eighth
Cavalry, detachment Company B, 'fwenty-second Infantry, and three Cheyenne
scouts, numbering 80 men were ordered to the South Fork of Grand River, by the way
of E 6 ranch, near Slim Buttes, and thence to proceed down the South Fork of the
Grand and join the command. The remainder of the battalion moved down the North
Fork of the Grand. Finding the distance from Gay's ranch to the forks about 50
miles, we camped on the North Fork and moved down to the forks January 4,· 1891,
selecting a camp on the South Pork about 2 miles above the forks.
At this point Capt. Fechet, with Troops F and G, Eighth Cavalry, Company G,
Twelfth Infantry, with detachment Company H, 12th Infantry, in all 8 officers and
157 men, with one Hotchkiss and two Gatling guns, reported for duty the same day.
January 5, 1891, a telegram was received from department headquarters through
commanding officer Fort Yates, ordering me to proceed as f-ar up the South Fork of
the Grand as sufficient wood could be had, and open communication with Col. Arnold's
command on Little Missouri through Capt. Adams at Camp Crook, also orders that
the command should be f:mpplied from Fort Yates.
Instructions were sent by courier to Capt. Fountain to remain at the E 6 ranch, or
return to it if he had left, and to communicate with Capt. Adams at Camp Crook.
Instrnctions were also sent to Lieut. Gaston at Dickinson, and Lieut. Traub at New
England City, who were left for the purpose of forwarding supplies, to send the same
to E 6 ranch on the South Fork of the Grand and to join the command there without
delay.
The condition of the road rendered it necessary to sharp shoe the transportation,
and on the morning of the 7th with Capt. Fechet's command I moved up the South
Fork and met Capt. Fountain coming down that stream. The rugged natnre of the
country on lJoth banks compelled us to follow the bed of the stream. We arrived
near the Slim Buttes on the 9th.
Capt. Fechet was ordered to move up to the Slim Buttes and establish a camp on
the eastern slope on the head of Rabbit Creek.
Fifteen miles below E 6 ranch I met a courier from Capt. Adams, stating that the
country was comparatively open between Camp Crook and theE 6 ranch, and about
35 miles distance.
On the 12th I · moved up to and camped in the vicinity of E 6 ranch, where the
remainder of the lJattalion joined January 14, 1891, with the rations and forage sent
to my camp on the Cannon Ball, also with the camp equipage left there and which
had been sent for.
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Capt. Fechet was ordered to remain at Slim Buttes and scout the country south
and southwest. A scouting party was sent from the E 6 ranch to Camp Crook, from
there to Short Pine Hills, and thence back to the camp on the Grand.
Capt. Craigie, commanding, of the supply camp at the forks of the Grand, was
ordered to move up to the South Fork, 35 miles, and to establish there his supply
camp as well as couritir stations.
The location of the troops at the E 6 ranch and Slim Buttes could not, in my
opinion, be improved on to accomplish the object in view. A lookout was kept at
Slim Buttes, which covered the country as far as the eye could reach east, south, antl.
west, the lookout being near the south end. The camp at E 6 ranch was accessible
to lirains from all directions, being 90 miles from Minuesela, 35 miles from Camp Crook
on the Little Missouri, 94 miles from Dickinson, aud 180 miles from Fort Yates, with
a good wagon road in each direction. The main objection was the scarcity of wood,.
which we replaced with a very good specimen of lignite coal. The wood in the immediate vicinity was green cottonwood. The best wood we hauled from the Slim
Buttes, a distance of 12 miles.
Courier communication was kept up constantly with Camp Crook up to the 25th
day of January.
January 23 I received instructions from the department headquarters, by way of
Fort Yates, to proceed to Dickinson with Troops A a,nd E, First Cavalry, Fountain's
troop of the Eighth Cavalry, and the infantry belonging to Fort Keogh, to carry as
many rations and quantity of forage as could be done with the transportation, to
turn over surplus to the commanding officer Yates's ·column for transportation to that
post, and to send dispatch by way of Fort Yates, reporting number of days' supplies
of rations carried with command and date of departure from camp ou. the Grand. ·
The Yates troops were relieved from duty with the battalion January 26, and proceeded to Fort Yates under command of Capt. Miner, Twenty-second Infantry.
On the morning 26th January the battalion left the camp at the E 6 ranch and
reached Dickinson on the 29th, at 2:20 p. m. I reported my arrival to department
headquarters at that hour.
Finding a quartermaster's agent there with instructions to furnish transportation
by rail, and the cars being ready, I directed the troops to be embarked for their prop~r
stations, presuming that more direct orders would be received that afternoon. The
troops belonging to Keogh were placed on one train, the transportation belonging to
Fort Abraham Lincoln, consisting of2 six-mule teams, 1 red-cross ambulance and team,
3 teamsters, and~ packers, all under charge of Lieut. Schenck, Twelfth Infantry, was
placed on another train for Mandan, N. Dak., and the Custer troops also on a separate
train. Not receiving fmther orders, I directed tbe train to move out at 12:30 a. m.,
January 30, all being then ready, and left Dickinson myself with troops A and E,
First Cavalry, arriving at Custer Station at 4:45p.m. same day, and went into camp
at the cantonment, where we remained till l!,ebruary 4, 1891, when the command
marched to this post, in compliance with telegraphic instructions from department
headquarters.
The military maps furnished were found inaccurate, and as a guide unreliable.
Lieut. E. 0. C. Ord, Twenty-second Infantry, is preparing a map of the country
passed over and its immediate vicinity, which will be forwarded when completed.
The commissioned officers and enlisted men of tbe battalion behaved admirably
throughout, to whom I extend my thanks for their energetic and zealous support
through a Dakota winter campaign against hostile Sioux.
Lieut. E. 0. C. Ord, Twenty-second Infantry, has shown most commendable ability
in the art of map making; his talent in this direction is undoubted, and he freely
made use of it during the present campaign, being very careful in gathering useful
information and afterwards in platting same; his services have been valuable, and I
feel very much indebted to him.
In closing this report I wish to especially mention First Lieut. J. A. Gaston, Eighth
Cavalry, battalion adjutant, and Second Lieut. Peter E. Traub, First Cavalry, battalion quartermaster and acting commissary of subsistauce, for the efficient manner
in which they performed their duty. To their untiring energy the battalion was much
indebted for receiving supplies promptly, and to their forethought many comforts
not otherwise obtainable. On several occasions Lieut. Traub rode all night to accomplish these purposes, even volunteering to perform difficult courier duty, fur all
of which I am much indebted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY CARROLL,

Major, Fi1·st Cavalry.
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OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING OFFICER,

Fort Custer, Mont., February 10, 1891.
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Headqua1·ters Department of Dakota, St. Pa,ul, Minn. :
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report regarding the operations of
my command during the late campaign against the hostile Sioux in North and South
Dakota.
On the 16th of October, 1890, I received telegraphic instructions from the department commander to proceed to Fort Keogh, Mont., and assume command of the
cavalry assembling there for field service. I arrived at Fort Keogh, Mont., on the
morning of the 18t,h, First Lieut. Albert L. Mills, adjutant First Cavalry, accompanying me, and on the 19th assumed command of Troops C, 1'\ and H, First Cavalry,
commanded respectively by First Lieut. William C. Brown, First Cavalr.v; Capt.
Frederick K. Ward, First Cavalry, and First Lieut. GeorgeS. Hoyle, First Cavalry;
Maj. John M. Hamilton, First Cavalry, commanding battalion. Later on the 20th
Troop K, Capt. Frazier A. Boutelle, First Cavalry, commanding, arrived and reported
for duty.
On the 25t.h Troop G, First Cavalry, First Lieut. Robert P. Page Wainright, commanding, from Tongue River, reported for duty. From the 20th to the 30th of December the command remained in camp, performing the various duties incident to
camp life, besides breaking in new horses and setting up a n'nmber of recruits in
mounted exercises, these recruits and horses having joined just before the troops
left their stations.
On the 31st of December, 1890, under telegraphic orders from the department commander, I was placed in command of a Clolumn destined for field service, consisting
of Troops C, H, G, and K, First Cavalry; Companies G (Capt. Abraham A. Harbach,
commanding), and H (Capt. John N. Coe, commanding), Twentieth Infantry, and a
detachment of the Fourth Artillery for manning the three mountain Hotchkiss gnns,
being in charge of First Lieut. F. S. Strong, Fonrth Artillery, who joined the command December 25, 18LJO. First Lieut. Frank B. Jones, Twenty-second Infantry,
was attached for duty with this detachment of artillery.
Under orders from the department commander to proceed to Powderville, Mont., I
left Fort Keogh, Mont., abont 11:30 a. m. on the 31st of December, 1890, and after a
march of 12 miles up the Tongue River made camp. January 1, 1891, made a march
of 16 miles to a point on Pumpkin Creek. J auuary 2 marched to Mizpah Creek, 19
miles. January 3, marched 22 miles to Powder River and camped at a point :l miles
below Powderville.
The object of placmg this command on the Powder Hiver being, in the absence of
further orders, to cover and scout the country to the east as far as Camp Crook on the
Little Missouri River, South Dakota, so as to a:fforil. protection to settlers and intercept any ba.n ds of hostile Indians that might escape from the Sioux Reservation. The
command was also to connect, via Camp Crook, with Major Carroll's column, operating on Grand River, North Dakota. On the 4th I remained in camp, preparing to
carry out the above instructions. That night I received instructions to "Push for
the Little Missouri.'' and from there to conduct operations so as to intercept hostiles
going north.
Owing to scarcity of wood and water, via the Powderville and Fort Meade road, I
marched on th~ 5th up Tim her Creek and made camp near its source, where wood and
water were obtaine"'. without difficulty-distance, 21 miles. On the 6th, marched to
Big Box Elder Creek, making camp about 15 miles below ~tage Station, on Powder
River Road. Here the command had an abundance of wood and water-distance, 20
miles. On the 7th, marched 25 miles to the Little Missonri, striking it at a point half
mile below the site of Camp Alex. Chambers. Here I found wood and water in abundance, and selected this point fN' a camp to operate from. Grazing was very scarce, and
hay, such as it was, hard to obtain. Having been without grain for two days, owing to
lack of t,ransportation, I ordered the acting quartermaster, Second Lieut. Godfrey H.
McDonald, FirBt Cavalry, to scour the country up and down the river, within a radius
of 20 miles, and in this way managed to obtain about 2,000 pounds of oats and sufficient hay to last uutil forage arrived. On the 8th of January, 1891, Troop F, First
Cavalry (Capt. Frederick K. Ward, First Cavalry, commandin~), joined the command.
On the lOth, Maj. Charles D. Viele, Fi!'st Cavalry, with Troop D, First Cavalry (First
Lieut. George B. Backns, First Cavalry, commanding), and Crow Indian Scout Troop
(First LiAut. Samuel C. Robertson, First Cavalry, commanding), reported to me.
Capt. John Q. Adams, Pirst Cavalry, with his command at Camp Crook, consisting
nf Troop B, First Cavalry, and a detachment of the Twenty-second Infantry, under
Second Lieut. William A. Phillips, Twenty-second Infantry, was placed under my
command on the 11th,. per instructions from the department commander. After the arrival of Maj. Charles D. Viele, First Cavalry, I organized my command as per order
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attached, designated First Lieut. and Adj. AlbertL. Mills, Second Lieut. Godfrey HMcDonald, and First Lieut. Freclerick S. Foltz, First Cavalry, as adjutant, quartermas.
ter, and engineer officer, respectively, of the command. As soon as I had located camp,
and upon the arrival of grain, I sent Troop F (Capt. FrederickK. Ward, First Cavalry,
commanding, January 14, 1891, to scout the country north and east as far as Camp
Crook, there to communicate with Capt. John Q. Adams, First Cavalry, who had been
ordered to communicate with l\laj. Henry Carroll, First Cavalry, who was supposed
to be in the neighborhood of Slim Buttes, S.Dak. Capt. Frederick K. Ward, First
Cavalry, returned via Nashville. The reports of these patrols and scouts were
forwarded to headquarters of department on return of scouting parties. Other reconnoissances and scouts were projected, but owing to the surrender of the hostiles,
and receiving orders to return with my command to Fort Keogh, Mont., they were
not put into effect. On the 21st of January, lt-91, I was instructed by the department
commander to order Capt. John Q. Adams, First Cavalry, to join me, and witll my
whole command to proceed to Fort Keogh, Mont.
On the 22d the infantry battalion was ordered to march, I waiting for Capt. John
Q. Adams, First Cavalry, who joined me ou the 23d. On the 24th the remainder of
the command took np the line of march, making the same camping grounds on returning, excepting the last one, when the command marched to Fort Keogh, Mont.,
from camp on Pumpkin Creek, arriving there on the 29th of January.
On the :31st, orders being received from department commander for the troops of
this command to proceed to their various stations, Troops B, D, G, and K, First
Cavalry, and the troop of Crow scouts nuder my command, were ordered to proceed
by marching to Fort Custer, Mont. Owing to severe cold weather the command
did not commence its march until the morning of the 3d of February, 1891. On that
day it broke camp at 8 a.m., and marched up the Yellowstone, making camp at a
point 18 miles from Fort Keogh. February 4, marched to Burley's Ranch and made
camp-distance marched, 2tl miles. February 5, marched to Froze-to-death Creek
and made camp-distance marched, 27 miles. February 6, marched to Guy's Ranch
(Echeta) and made camp-distance marched, 23 miles. February7, marched toWeldon's Ranch on Big Horn River and made camp-distance marched, ~3 miles. February 8, marched to Fort Custer, Mont.-distance marched, 17 miles.
From the time I assumed co1omand of the column to the final arrival of the Custer
garrison at its destination, every kind of weather was experienced, namely, from
piercing cold to that of warm weather, including wind, snow, and rain storms. 'l'he
coldest weather experienced during the march was on the day and night of the 31st
of December, 1890, when the thermometer registered 9° below zero, with 4 inches
of snow on the ground. The march to the Little Missouri v; as arduous and trying,
on account of the snow and frost making the roads difficult for the animals to move
on without danger of injuring themselves or their riders. One day no less than six
wagons were overthrown on down grades, owing to the slippery nature of the roads.
The return march from the Little Missouri was made under the most favorable circumstances, good weather and good roads, the snow having altogether disappeared,
and the weather just cold enough for men and animals to enjoy the march, and it
was not until we reached Fort Keogh, Mont., and had gotten well under canvas
when we experienced a cold wave, the thermometer gradually falling to 36° below
zero on the 1st of February. The march up the Yellowstone was made under favorable circumstances until the morning of the 6th, when a snowstorm with a cold
blizzard wind was experienced, which made the marching difficult. During the
campaigv the total distance marched by the different organizations respectively, was
as follows:
Troop B, First Cavalry (Capt. John Q. Adams, First Cavalry, commanding), marched
760 miles.
Troop C, First Cavalry (First Lieut. Wm. C. Brown, First Cavalry, commanding),
marched 270 miles, and by rail 592 miles.
Troop D! First Cavalry (First Lieut. Geo. B. Backus, First Cavalry, commanding),
marched 442 miles, and by rail 95 miles.
Troop F, First Cavalry (Capt. Frederick K. Ward, First Cavalry, commanding),
marched :350 miles, and by rail 592 miles.
Troop G, First Cavalry (First Lieut. R. P. Page Wainwright, First Cavalry, commanding), marched 506 miles.
Troop H, First Cavalry (First Lieut. Geo. S. Hoyle, First Cavalry, commanding),
marched 270 miles, and by rail 592 miles.
Troop K, First Cavalry (Capt. Frazier A. Boutelle, First Cavalry, commanding),
marcheu 415 miles, aud by rail 340 miles.
Troop B, Indian Scouts, D. D. (First Lieut. Samuel C. Robertson, First Cavalry,
commanding), marched 442 miles, and by rail 95 miles.
Det. Battery F, Fourth Artillery (First Lieut. F. S. Strong, Fourth Artillery, commanding), marched 270 miles, and by raill,184 miles.
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Company G, Twentieth Infantry (Capt. Abraham A. Harbach, Twentieth Infantry,
• commanding), marched 270 miles, and by rail 592 miles.
Company H, Twentieth Infantry (Capt. John N. Coe, Twentieth Infantry, commanding), marched 270 miles, and by rail 59~ miles.
I herewith submit the accompanying reports of Ma\j. John M. Hamilton, First Cav·
alry, commanding First Battalion First Cavalry; Maj. Charles D. Viele, First Cavalry,
commanding Second Battalion, .F'irst Cavalry; Capt. Abraham A. Harbach, Twentieth
Infantry, commanding Infantry Battalion; First Lieut. F. S. Strong, Fourth Artillery,
commanding det,achment in charge of Hotchkiss guns; First Lieut. Samuel C. Robertson, First Cavalry, commanding Troop Crow Indian Scouts, and Assistant Surgeon W.
Reed, U.S. Army, surgeon in charge, with sketch map prepared by First Lieut. Frederick S. Foltz, Ji'irst Cavalry, and Second Lieut. William A. Phillips, Twenty-second
Infantry, acting engineer officers.
Particular attention is invited to the reports of First Lieut. Samuel C. Robertson,
First Cavalry, commanding Troop of Indian Scouts, and Assistant Surgeon W. Reed,
U.S. Army, surgeon of the command.
In concluding this report I desire respectfully to call attention of the department
commander to the good conduct of the officers and men of my command during their
field service. The officers are to be commended for their zeal and cheerful performance of all duties falling to their lot, and the men for their good and soldier-like conduct under the trying circumstances 1tttending a winter campaign.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. K. ARNOLD,

Lieutenant-Colonel FiTst Cavalry.

FORT KEOGH, MONT., January 31, 1891.
The CAMP ADJUTANT,

Battalion FiTst Cavalry, in Camp at Fort Keogh, Mont. :
SIR: I hav~ the honor to submit the following report as medical officer in charge
accompanying the battalion of the First Cavalry during its recent march to the Little
Missouri River, Montana.
The command, consisting of Troops B, G, H, and K, First Cavalry; Companies G
and H, Twentieth Infantry, and a detachment of the Fourt:Q Artillery-19 officers and
296 enlisted men-Lieut. Col. A. K. Arnold, First Cavalry, commanding, left Fort
Keogh, Mont., at noon of the 31st day of December, in obedience to telegraphic instructions from department headquarters.
Assistant Snrgeon H. S. T. Harris, Hospital Steward John Moser, Acting Hospital
Steward Heribert Jaeger, and two privates of the corps, also accompanied the command.
I regret to have to state that the medical department, through no fault on its part,
was· much hampered as to means of transportation, both for the sick and medical
supplies.
Shortly after being notified that I would be assigned to duty with the battalion, I
made a request in person to the commanding officer, Fort Keogh, for two ambulances.
At that interview I understood that my request would be complied with. Only one
amuulance, however, was sent with the command, and this, I may remark, was
alrea,dy with the battalion, having been brought uy K Troop (Capt. Boutelle's) from
Camp Sheridan, Wyoming. Of the three available ambulances at I<'ort Keogh, owing
to lack of mules, I was unable to obtain the additional ambulance asked for.
I regret, also, to have to report that although I pointed out to the battalion commander
tne necessity for an escort wagon in which to carry the medical supplies, this wagon was
not furnished, although asked for by the battalion commander. As a result of lack
of transportation, medical supplies were packed without order or system, as opportunity o1fered, in various grain wagons. Such articles as could not be squeezed into
the tail ends of grain wagons were carried in the ambulance, together witl; odds and
ends, such as bridles and saddles for the hospital corps, bedding for medical officers, etc.
The mounts of the hospital corps, which had been authorized by the department
commander, bad not been provided, and did not reach the command till the day following its departure from Fort Keogh.
•
The acting steward and two privates were then mounted, the latter performing
duty thereafter as mounted orderlies to the medical officers. It will thus be seen
that owing to the reasons above stated, and for which the Quartermaster's Dflpartment was wholly responsible, the medical department of the command st,arted out in
a very confused and inefficient condition.
This condition became st,ilJ more apparent to the medical officer in charge, when
on the third day of the march, owiug to h eavy snow and difficult footing the jnfantry
column was left behind between Pumpkin Creek and the Mispah River. It then became neceBsary to leave with the infantry one medical officer and the only ambu-
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lance available. Had an accident happened to any member of the mounted battalion
during this or the following day, the medical department would have found its hautls
completely tied. Fortunately no accident happened, and the command went into
camp on Powder River on the afternoon of the 0d of January, with a clean sick report as far as the cavalry was concerned. The infantry r ejoined the command on
the 4th instant. One man only of the infantry had lJeen ex cused from marchmg.
The same privilege had been exttmded to two officers-Capt. J. N. Coe, Twentieth
Infantry, and Second Lieut. Charles Gerhardt, Twentieth Infantry. The former
officer was so crippled lJy the :first day's march of 12 miles t.hat he was thereafter
quite incapacitated from marching.
The command remained in camp on the 4th instant, which gave an opportunity for
collecting together and putting into something like effective shape the medical supplies.
.
I am pleased to state that at this camp an escort wagon was assigned for the transportation of medical supplies.
.
On the 4th instant a request, approved by the battalion commander, was forwarded
to Fort Keogh for a second ambulance for the use of the command.
Camp was broken on the fifth instant, and the march continued during the 5th,
6th, and 7th instant, on which latter date the cavalry arrived at the Little MisJSouri
River, about 12 miles north of the Alzada post-office, and went into permanent camp.
The ground selected was elevated some 20 feet above the river level and was convenient to wood and water.
The water supply was, however, of poor quality, being very alkaline. The use of
this water for ~few days was the occasion of considerable diarrhea, both amongst
the officers and enlisted men. The quality of the water soon became threatened
from another source, as the men promptly resorted to the sloping banks of the stream
as the most convenient place for defecation. The commanding officer's attention
was invited to this state of affairs and orders were at once issued for the proper
police of the river bank and the construction of Imitable sinks for the men.
During the time that camp was continued in this location from the 7th to the 24th
instant, the heaJth of the command remained good, except for the presence of diarrhea and a few slight co ds.
The batallion having been in the mean time joined by Troops F, D, and B, First
Cavalry, and one company of Indian scouts, camp was broken on the 24th instant,
the command being under orders to return to Fort Keogh.
The companies of infantry preceded the cavalry, breaking camp on the 22d instant.
Assistant Surgeon Harris, one .hospital steward and one private of the corps, with one
ambulance accompanied the infantry. A second ambulance had been brought from
Fort Keogh by Capt. Ward's troop (l!') of the First Cavalry in compliance with request of the 4th instant, and was retained for service with the cavalry. Assistant
l:;urgeon Paul Shillock, U. S. Army, and Acting Assistant Surgeon Holland, U. S.
Army, joined the command on the 11th and 23d instant, and remained on duty with
the cavalry.
The return march was made in six days, the command arriving and going into
camp at Fort Keogh on the afternoon of the 24th instant.
During its absence on :field service for the period of thirty da.ys the command had
been particuhtrly fortunate in experiencing good weather. At no time was the temperature lower t.han 10° below zero, so that although officers and men were well
provided with an abundance of warm clothing, there was no opportunity offered for
testing the value of any particular article against extreme temperatures.
The command was well rationed at all times.
In conclusion, I wish to bear testimony to the excellent morale which prevailed
during the whole march. As far as I was able to judge the inen were cheerful: lighthearted, and ready to perform all duties in a prompt and soldierly manner.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WALTER REED,
Captain and Assistant Su1·geon, U. S. Ar1ny.

FIRST BATTALION, TROOPS c, H, AND F, FIRST CAVALRY,
In carnp at Fort Keogh, Mont., Janua1·y 31, 1891.
First Lieut. and Adj. MILLS,
Fi1·st Caval1·y, Camp Adjutant:
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report relative to the movements of
this battalion, from November ~9, 1R90, to date, to wit:
Pursuant to Orders 255, Fort Assiuniboine, dated November 29, 1890, I left that
post via the Great Northern Railroad, at 4 a.m., November 30, in command of Troops
C and F (also Companies G and H, Twentieth Infantry), and arrived at Fort Keogh,
Mont., via Northern Pacific Railroad at 7 p. m. December 1st.
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Reporting to the commanding officer, I was directed to send the two companies
Twentieth Infantry to report to Lieut. Col. Van Horn, Twenty-fifth Infantry, assumed command of B Troop: First Cavalry, which I did December 2, and established
the three troops in camp near the railroad station.
December 14, B Troop was detached per order"' of the department commander, for
field duty southeast of this post. December 18, H Troop joined from Fort Assinniboine, Mont. December 1H. Lieut. Col. Arnold, E'irst Cavalry, from Fort Custer, relieved me in command and thereafter I remained on duty with Col. Arnold's command, marching hence December 31, and arriving and going into camp ou the Little
Missouri, 12 miles north of Alzada, Mont., 135 miles from Keogh, January 7, 1891.
January 11, Col. Arnold, commanding camp, organized the 7 troops, First Cavalry in
his command into 2 battallions-C, H, and F constituting the first battalion under
my command. January 14, F Troop, under command of Capt. Ward, Ji'irst Cavalry,
was detached on scouting duty, going to Camp Crook on the Little Missouri, thence
to Nashville, returning on the U:lth, having marched about 1:30 miles. January 24,
this battalion forming a part of Col. Arnold's command left camp on the .L ittle Missouri and arrived at Fort Keogh, January 29, distance marched 135 miles.
Total distance marched : C Troop, 270 miles ; H Troop, 270 miles ; F Troop, 350
miles.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. M. HAMILTON,

Major First Cavalry, Commanding First Battalion.

FORT CUSTER, MONT., February 14, 1891.
The PosT ADJUTANT,

Fort

C~tster,

Mont.:

SIR: I have the honor to report that, receiving orders on the night of December 31
last, to take the field at once with my troop of Crow scouts at this post, I reported to
Maj. Viele, First Cavalry, for this duty, and several hours before daybreak, January
1, left the post under that offic~r's command for Custer Station, Montana. Troop D,
First Cavalry, formed the other troop of the battalion.
I was with this battalion during its movement by rail, its stay at Fort Keogh, Mont.,
and its subsequent march of six days from Keogh, via Powderville, to the camp of
Lieut. Col. Arnold, First Cavalry, on the Little Missouri, near Alzada, Mont. Our
battalion reported to Col. Arnold for duty on the 10th of Jan nary, and from that date
to the day of our return to this post, on the 7th instant, my troop was constantly a
part of that officer's command.
While, unfortunalieiy; not allowed the test of actual engagement, yet I consider
the oppprtunities a:fiorued, this troop of scouts by the Lieut. Col. commanding, to
have been so favorable towards bringing out its best merits and efficiency for field
service that it may not be uninteresting to higher authority to learn the results accomplished with these Indians under a brief test of the new system of organizat.ion.
The present troop was formed during the past year from a nucleus of six, which
had for some years been the. maximum allowed this post. In September an order
from department headquarters increased this number to thirty. The enlistment of
these was completed about October 1. They were at once put to work at-first,
t.roop, then skirmish drill, of which they had at least one hour and a half daily,
Saturdays not excepted.
The commands were given in tactical language, first accompanied by signs of the
hand invented for each. It was found after a while, however, that the hand motion
could be dispensed with for most of the movements, the scouts obeying promptly
the English command.
A class of four packers was selected from the best men and put in charge of the
post packer, who gave them one hour's exercise with the aparejo and rigging during
the same period after t.he other drill.
A first sergeant, sergeants and corporals in proper proportion, and one trumpeter
were appointed-all Crows. The trumpeter, a young boy who had received a smattering of English education from the Catholic mission, was put in the hands of the
chief trumpeter of the regiment and practiced an hour daily. Attention was paid to
the uniform, and many of the men had their clothes altered by company tailors
among the white troops.
Afternoon stables and retreat roll calls were established, and at the latter the
simple movements of the manual practiced. Attentio::l to saluting was required,
and the scouts made to feel as much as possible that in this and other observances
they must emulate with pride the white soldiers.
About this time there was constant courier service in the vicinity of Custer, all of
which was performed by these scouts. In th~ case of a remarkable meritorious ride,
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the bearers of the dispatch were usually complimented at "retreat'' before the rest
of the troop. The spirit of emulation and interest created by these means was soon
most strongly marked.
No time was lost in foot drill beyond that necessary to fall in, face, march in column of fonrs and twos, and deploy on foot on the skirmish line. In about a month
after their first drill they were sufficiently practiced to appear at the mounted muster
and review of the battalion of thi!l post, at which they received from the command,
ing officer compliments be can speak of better than I.
On December 8 instructions were received from department headquarters to still
further increase the scouts to a maximum of sixty, and get the whole troop ready
for immediate field service. Here the old element was of great assistance in bringing in the q.,tter element among the young men and in afterwards drillin~ them.
These last thirty were all mustered in by December 15. New noncommissioned
officers were made from the old scouts, and two drills were held daily, and every
effort made to get the new levy in shape, so that when the troop started on its march
January 1 all bad received some instructions in all its necessary duties. It must be
remembered, thongh, that it was throughout a troop of recruits, and that most of
these young Indians bad hitherto not the slightest idea of drill or discipline, or acquaintance with the white man's systems.
The troop, when it took the field, was finely armed and equipped in all respects
like a troop of cavalry, save that it was furnished with its own horses, saddles, and
l'ridles, and that instead of one cartridge belt they carried two, the second worn
around the shoulder. Each man bad two mounts, the spare mounts being driven in
herd behind the troop. It was supplied with five light four-horse teams, hired and
driven by their own drivers, and twent,y-two packs.
One half-breed interpreter and one white chief packer were attached. This allowance of transportation waH asked for on the supposition that the campaign against
the Sioux might last for many months, during which we might be separated in a
region of deep snow for long period far from any base of supplies. In such snow
grain would have been a necessity.
Each man wore the fur cap and glove, moccasins, leggings (regulation infantry),
and in very cold weather the Government overshoe. Miles overcoats were carried,
the buffalo coat being deemed too cumbersome for the light service contemplated.
The troop was, probably on account of there !.>eing ':mt one other troop in the battalion on the march to the Little Missouri, required by the field officer in command
to follow the ordinary routine of march, being kept strictly in column, and alternately taking its place ahead and in rear. It was divided into squads of fifteen,
each in charge of an Indian noncommissioned officer.
Each squad of fifteen occupied a Sibley wall tent, making four tents in all. These
noncommissioned officers were responsible, each for his own tent, for its pro'IIpt
pegging down on arrival in camp, and its packing in the morning. This fixed respousibility for delay at once. It had an especial advantage also in simplif.ving
details and doing away with rosters. The first sergeant, in making a detail for
guard, etc., simply informed the sergeant of each tent what his quota would be, aud
it was made and kept straight in each tent.
R:.~,t,ions were issned daily by the first sergeant from the ration wagon in bulk for
the whole troop. Each tent detailed one cook, and the four thus allowed cooked
over a common camp fire. It was a matter of most agreeable surprise to me to
find that the food was well cooked, about as well as white men without experience
could have done it, and that in no single case were they short on any ten days' supply of food. It must be said, however, that the ration of bacon was supplemented
by one beef and a half and sowe wild game while out, this meat being paid for by
surplus bacon actually saved by them. This absence of beef from the field ration of
these scouts, freeh meat eaters as they are, is a serious defect in a country so devoid
of game, and is the :first thing that, should be rem~died in future field service of
Indian scouts.
As soon as the cook announced a meal, each man repaired to the fire wi tb meat can,
knife, fork, cup, and spoon, and waited patiently in regular soldier fashion to be
served by the·cook. The serving of meals at irregnlar hours was cliscontinned, and
access to the ration wagon forbidden to all but, the interpreter and first sergeant,
and there was never any trouble on this score. This had been one of the most serious causes of anxiety before the commencement of the march, but I relate in detail
my actual experience to show that in this and other things they were as susceptible
to such discipline as is necessary for them as white troops are. Durin,!!' a march of
twenty days, in lmt one instance did they fail to pack up and get out of camp well
before the rest of a command of from one to six troops of cavalry. The paekers' work,
however, was but imperfectly done. This duty, probably because an entirely new
and confining one, sef'med distasteful to the men detailed for it.
As the valne of these sconts as flankers, advanced guard, couriers, etc., I need
scarcely speak. Had any serious work came to us they would have saved a comrr.and
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of" onr size untold hard riding and harrassments. They never spare their ponies upon
mounted duty, and the 40 cents paid a day by the Government for the services of
from 2 to 3 good ponies is a mere trifle compared with the advantaget~ derived from it.
On tlte march froiJ?. Little Missouri Col. Arnold used these scouts invariably in the
capacity of advanced guards and flankers. They were scattered well over the count.ry,
a good portion of them keeping an hour or two ahead in column. and the others subject to easy recall. 'l'hey were ]aid under no harrassing restraints, and were used, it
seemed to me, in a manner calculated to bring out the best qualities of an enterprising and efficient body of our native scouts.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
8. C. ROBERTSON,
First Lieutenant, Fi1·st Caval~·y,
CommandinJ T1·oop B of Indian Scouts, Depm·tment of Dakota.

CAMP BATTALION TWENTIETH lNFAN'l'Y,
Near Fort Keogh, Mont., Febr·uary 2, 1891.
Lieut. A. L. MILLS,
.Adjutant First Cavalt·y, Camp .Adjutant:
SIR: I have the honor to sn bruit the following renort of a march of a battalion of
infantry (Campanies G and I-I, Tw~ntieth Infantry) under my command and attached
to the First Cavalry, Col. A. K. Arnold commanding, to a point on the Little Missouri
River, and return march to this camp.
On December 30, 1R90, by direction of the commanding officer, Fort Keogh, Mont.,
I reported to Col. Arnold, First Cavalry, and was directed to assume command of the
jnfantry battalion and be prepared to march with the column on the following day.
On the 31st of December the command moved out and went into camp on Tongue River,
about 12 miles from the post. On the following day camp was made on Pumpkin
Creek, from which point the cavalry pushed on ahead, leaving the infantry with its
train to follow as rapidly as was possible through a country poorly supplied with
wood and water for camps. On January 2 camp was made on the divide between
Pumpkin and Mizpah creeks, and on the 3d at a point about midway between the
Mizpah and Powder River; no water at the last two camps, but an abundance of
snow and plenty of wood. On the 4th we rejoined the commanrl on Powder River,
and with it moYed ont the next day for the Little Missouri. Camp on this day, the
5th, was made on Timber Creek at a point about 10 miles from Powder River. On
the 6th, between the head of Timber Creek and Big; Box Elder; no water. On the
7th, at Box Elder. On the 8th, on Butte Creek-no water--about 6 miles from the
Little Missouri, at which point on the morning of the 9th rejoined the command and
went into camp.
On the 22d of January I received orders to start ahead of the cavalry on thereturn march, which was accomplislwd in eight days, arriving with the command at
this camp on January 29, 1891.
No unusual events occurred on the march; the men marched well and cheerfully,
and the health of all was excellent.
Very respectfully, your obedient ~:~ervant,
A. A. HARBACH,
Captain, Twentieth Infantry, Commanding Battalion.

FORT KEOGH, MONT., January 30, 1891.
Lieut. Col. A. K. ARNOLD,
First Cavalry, C01nmanding Expedition to Little Missouri Rivm·:
SIR: I have the honor, in compliance with your order, to submit the 'following
1·eport upon the equipment of the battery under my charge which formed a part of
your command during the recent expedition to the Little Missouri River:
1
The battery, turned over to me December 25, 18~0. consisted of three Hotchkiss
moun tam guns, caliber, 1.65, one coming from each of the posts of Fort Keogh, Fort
Custer, and Fort Assinniboine. No t.wo of these guns were equipped alike. The Custer gun was provided with shaft, that from Keogh with a limber, and that from Assinniboine with a pole but withont limber.
To consider these pieces in order, the Custer gun has the shafts attached to the trail
in a simple and effecti e manner; it is so arranged that no traces are required, the
draft being from the saddle. Owing to the lightness of the piece no undue strain is
brought upon the horse. This piece was moved by a strong artillery horse Nith a
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driver in the saddle. It can move over most any road that is passable for a column
of cavalry in column of twos.
Owing to the narrow gauge of the carriage it takes but little to overturn it, with
consequent danger to the driver aud horse.
This occurred several times and on one occasion threw the horse upon his rider.
The attachment for the draft of this piece showed a weakness in the crossbar at near
end of shafts. which was broken in ordinary travel over good roads. With this piece
is required one, or better, two, pack animals for ammunition, and three saddle animals for gunner and two cannoneers.
The Keogh gun is provided with a limber and carriage of Gatling pattern (old
s!iyle). The limber carries 60 rounds of ammunition and the small boxes on axle
will carry 10 each, or a total for the piece of 80. The weight of limber, piece and
carriage, with ammunition and two cannoneers on cbest, is .over 1,400 pounds,
which is more than one team or pair should draw except on the best of roads. The
gunner and one cannoneer rode on the limber chest and the other cannoneer on the
off horse. The gauge of this limber and carriage is so wide that they can not follow
cavalry except on broad roads.
The Assinniboine gun is mounted by means of a pole attached to the lunette by a
pin and key and a splinter bar made fast to the stock. The effect of this is to leave
the trail very near the ground and the traces are very oblique to the direction of motion. The pole is so low as to seriously interfere with the horses movements at a trot
or gallop. In passing over rough ground as the wheels drop into low places the trail
strikes the ground and brings a severe strain upon the pole. The carriage is easily
upset. The attachment of the pole was so weak that it broke on ordinary roads and
necessitated bringing in the piece in a wagon. The harness provided for the piece
was altogether too light and broke in many places. For this piece two pack animals
for ammunition and two horses for cannoneers would be required. The gunner would
ride on the off horse.
From this it will be seen that the limber can not be used for ordinary mountain
service, and as a result pack animals would always be required for ammunition,
whichever gun were used. Under such circumstances it would seem wise to retain
the pack for gun and carriage as well, the gun, carriage, and wheels on separate
animals. Five pack animals and three saddle horses would be required for each
piec~:~, but they could move whenever cavalry ventures, always be in time for action,
and in no way tied to the wagon train. The saddles now provided are simple and
quickly packed and unpa~ked. The gun is distinctly a mountain piece and should
be able to go anywhere. I am convinced, after careful observation and convarsation
with officers who have had experience with these guns, that nothing will satisfactorily take the place of the pack animals for transporting them. The battery hor~es
under my charge are altogether too heavy for such service. Finally, I would say that
had this battery been required to make forced marches over rough country, I do not
think these pieces would have been serviceable for forty-eight hours with the present
equipment.
If any draft animal is to be used the attachment by means of shafts is far preferable to either of the others.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. s. STRONG,
First Lieutenant, FoU1·th Artillm·y, Comm(lnding Hotchkiss Brtttery.

EXHIBIT

M.
FORT KEOGH, MONT.,

The

April 13, 1891.

AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,

Department of Dakota:
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report of the circumstances attendmg
the death of the late Lieut. Casey:
On December 30, 1890, Lieut. Casey with his command of Cheyenne scouts joined
Lieut. Col. G. B. Sanford, Ninth Cavalry, in command of the Fort Leavenworth Battalion, and camped on the left bank of White River opposite the mouth of White Clay
Creek. At this time the hostile Sioux were camped at "No ·w aters," on White Clay
Creek, about tl miles from its mouth. Lieut. Casey employed his scouts until the clay
of hil:i death, January 7, 1891, in locating and watching this camp of Sioux.
January 6, by Lieut. Casey's invitation, six or seven Sioux entered his camp and
had a friendly talk.
January 7, about 9 o'clock a. m., Lieut. Casey left camp with two scouts, telling
me he was going out to get a view of the hostile camp. About 1 o'clock p. m. the
two scouts returned with Lieut. Casey's horse, and reported h e had been killed by
the Sioux. By permission of Brig. Gen. Brooke, who had established his headquar-
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ters with Col. Sanford, January 51 I took Lieut. Casey's troop of scouts and proceeding up White Clay Creek, found his body on the right bank of the creek within a
mile and a half of the Sioux camp. Part of his clothing ha<l been taken but the
body was not mutilated. He had been shot through the head, the ball entering at
the back and comin~ ont under the ri~ht eye, killing him instantly, as I was afterwards told by Assistant Surg. TenEyck, to whom I gave the body on returning to
camp. The Sioux offered no resistance to the recovery of his body.
"White Moon." one of the scouts with Lieut. Casey, reports as follows (differing
somewhat from the report I made at the time to Gen. Brooke): Lieut. Casey proceeded
up White Uay Creek on tile right bank and a short distance from camp met a Sioux
woman with whom he talked in English. He then proceeded on and within a short
distance of the Sioux camp came to a small party of Sioux butchering cattle,
with whom they shook hands. While "White Moon" was talking to these Indians
Lieut. Casey left and had gone some distance towards the camp b'3fore "White Moon"
noticed his departure. "White Moon" followed him, the other scout, Rock Road,
having left and gone back. When he caught up to him he was talking to a halfbreed Sioux (Pete Richard). On Pete Richard's right was another Sioux, and to
Lieut. Casey's left and rear, Plenty Horses, the murderer. While they were engaged
in conversation, Plenty Horses shot Lieut. Casey. ''.W hite Moon" rode towards him,
hoping to catch him before he fell from his horse, but did not succeed. He caught
his horse and brought him back to our camp. Pete Richard followed him in and
reported to Gen. Brooke.
I now think Lieut. Cast>y started out with the intention of penetrating the hostile
camp to have a talk with the principal chief, and thought he could accomplish his
object by boldness.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
RoBERT N. GETTY,
Firat Lieutenant and Regimental Qum·termaster, Twenty-second Infantry.
!First indorsement.j
POST OF FORT KEOGH, MONT.,

Ap1·ill4, 18!H.

Respectfully forwarded.
P. T. SWAINE,
Colonel Twent.IJ·Becond Infantry, Commanding.
HEAQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,

San Fmrw'isco, Cal., October 19, 1891.
The foregoing exhibits are official.
L. A. LOVERING,
First Lieutenant, Fou1·th Infantry, Aide~de-Camp.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. BROOKE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE,

Omaha, Nebr., September 5, 1891.
SIR: Since the date of my last annual report the limits of the
department have been extended by the addition of that part of the
State of South Dakota lying south of the forty-fourth parallel, and
later by the addition of the State of Colorado, adding Fort Randall,
S. Dak., and Forts Logan and Lewis in Colorado to the military
strength.
Fort Lewis having been designated for abandonment will be abandoned on or about the 18th of September.
Fort Randall, which had one company of infantry when transferred
to this department, has been increased to tbree companies of infantry.
The garrison of Fort Du Chesne, U tab, has been decreased two companies of infantry.
The garrison of Fort Douglas, Utah, has been decreased one company
of infantry, and the entire Sixteenth Infantry is now assembled there.
The garrison of Fort McKinney, Wyo., has been increased by the
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headquarters and two companies Eighth Infantry and two troops of the
Sixth Cavalry.
Fort Bridger, Wyo., has been abandoned since my last annual report
and the garrison and property sent to other posts or sold.
The property at Fort Lewis will be transferred to other posts or sold
and the garrison (one company Tenth Infantry) will be sent to Fort
Stanton, N. Mex., in accordance with the instructions of the majorgeneral commanding the Army.
There being no general encampment in the autumn of 1890, practice
marches were held from the various posts in the Department, all of
which were beneficial.
In November the disaffection among the Sioux Indians became so
great that it was deemed advisable by the President to use troops in
restoring order. This matter was made the subject of a special report
at the close of the operations. Since the withdrawal of troops from
the Rosebud and Pine Ridge Agencies there has been no evidence of
any further disaffection amongst the Indians.
In accordance with General OrderH No. 28, current series, AdjutantGeneral's Office, a troop of cavalry (L, Sixth Cavalry) was enlisted
(Rrule Sioux) at Rosebud Agency; a company of infantry (I, Eighth
Infantry) at Fort Washakie from the Shoshone and Arapahoes. An
effort was made to enlist a company for the Second Infantry at the
Pine Ridge Agency, which was not successful, but five Indians having
been enlisted. The principal objection to the enlistment of Indians at
this point came from the chiefs and the fact that they were satisfied
with the present condition and having also an objection to serving as
foot soldiers.
An effort was also made to recruit a company of Indians from the
Uncompahgre and Uintah Utes, which was a failure from the causes
which have been reported. An effort i~ now being made at the Fort
Hall and Lemhi reservations, which, from the reports received from
the officer in charge, will not be successful at this time. Other efforts
to enlist Indians have been suspended for the present.
Changes of troops have occurred as follows:
September15.-Company H, Seventh Infantry, from Camp Pilot Butte,
Wyo., to Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; Troop H, Ninth Cavalry, from Fort
McKinney, "ryo., to Fort Du Chesne, Utah; Troop C, Ninth Cavalry,
from }"~ort DuChesne, Utah, to Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
September 19.-Troop B, Ninth Uavalry, from Fort Robinson, Nebr.,
to Fort Du Chesne, Utah.
8eptember 20.-Companies D and H, Seventeenth Infantry, from Fort
Bridger, Wyo., to Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
September 21.-Company F, Eighth Infantry~ from Fort Niobrara,
Nebr., to Fort Washakie, Wyo.
September 25.-Light Battery E, First Artillery, from Fort Douglas,
Utah to Fort Riley, Kans.
October I.-Companies D, F, and H, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort
Bridger, Wyo., to Fort Douglas, Utah.
November 6.-Fort Bridger, Wyo., finally abandoned.
January 27, 1891.-Sixth Cavalry from Department of Arizona, assigned to stations as follows: Headquarters band, Troops A, E, F, G;
and K to Fort Niobrara, Nebr.; Troop~ 0, D, and Hto Fort McKinney,
Wyo.; Troops A and G, Ninth Cavalry from Fort Niobrara, Nebr., to
Fort Robinson, Nebr.; Troop D, Ninth Cavalry~ from Fort McKinney,
Wyo., to Fort Robinson, Nebr.
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February 6.-Fort Randall, S. Dak., transferred to the Department
of the Platte.
May 19.-Company G, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Sidney, Nebr.,
to Fort Randall, S. Dak.
May 23.-0ompany 0, Fifteenth Infantry, from Fort Randall, S.Dak.,
to Fort Sheridan, Ill.; Troop K, Ninth CaYalry, from Fort Robinson,
Nebr., to Fort Myer, Va.
June ~.-Troop E, Ninth Cavalry, from Fort Washakie, Wyo., to Fort
Robinson, Nebr.
June 12.-Troop B, Sixth Cavalry, from Fort Myer, Va., to Fort
Washakie, Wyo.
July 10.-Forts Lewis and Logan, Colo., transferred to Department
of the Platte;
August 12.-0ompany D, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Douglas to
Fort DuChesne, Otah.
August 13.-Uompany B, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Douglas,
Utah, to Fort Sidney, Nebr. Companies F and H, Twenty-first Infantry, from Fort Douglas, Utah, to Fort Randall, S. Dak.
August 25.-Companies A, C, and P, Sixteenth Infantry, from Fort
DuChesne to Fort Douglas, Otah.
Repairs to barracks and quarters have been made as far as the allotments therefor would permit, and other improvements have been made
at various posts throughout the Department.
Improvement of the water and sewerage systems at Fort Douglas,
Utah, has not yet been made and should not be longer deferred.
The allotment for repairs having been made earlier than usual this
year has made it possible to do much before winter sets in. The in·
creased size of infantry companies will make it necessary to increase
the size of all barracks in which infantry is quartered. Plans and estimates are being prepared for th!s purpose.
Instruction in signaling has been had at all posts, and the reports
show that progress has been made.
The report of the inspector of small-arms practice gives the details
of the rifle practice during the season, and also of the rifle competition and the cavalry competition of the departments of the Atlantic,
California, and Platte, which competitions were held at the Bellevue
rifle range near this city.
I would recommend that this range be secured for the rifle practice
of the troops of Fort Omaha, and for the competitions of next season,
and in fact until a new range can be prepared on the site of Fort Crook,
Nebr.
From reports received canteens seem to be a success.
FrtJm the report of the acting judge-advocate it will be seen that
the percentage of trials by courts-martial are practically the same as
last year.
The inspection of the posts is now progressing, but will not be completed for some time. The reports of the acting inspector-general, as
far as received, show a gratifying condition as regards discipline and
efficiency.
There are married soldiers in all our posts for whose families no
proper quarters are provided. This matter should be considered in the
construction of all our new posts, and such arrangements made as will
meet the conditions which prevail by tacit consent of the Government.
Accompanying this are the reports* of the chiefs of the staff depart*Omitted.
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men ts, which exhibit in detail the operations of these several departments.
I take pleasure in commending the manner in which these officers
have performed their duties.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN R. BROOKE,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT GENERAL U. S. A.,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL A. McD. McCOOK.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTl\fENT OF ARIZONA,

Los Angeles, Cal., September l, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit for the information of the Major
General Commanding the Army, the annual report of the Militar.v Department of Arizona from September 16, 1890, the date of my assuming command.
'fhe Department of .4.-rizona consists of the Territories of Arizona and
New Mexico, with that portion of the State of California south of the
thirty-fifth parallel. 'fhe total area in sq nare miles is 275,010; area of
Indian reservations in square miles, 26,303; number of Indians upon
reservations, 39,577; population of Arizona, New ~Iexico, and California, south of the thirty-fifth parallel, 417,017.
There were formerly eighteen military posts in this department.
This number has been reduced during tlJe past year by the abandonment of Forts Mojave, McDowell, Verde, Thomas, Selden, I_;owell,
.Marcy, and Union; of the buildings and military reservations upon
which these posts were placed, some have been, and the remainder are
now ready to be turned over to the Interior Department, being no longer
needed for military purposes. It is recommended that the Interior Department be requested to receive the buildings and lands belonging to
these abandoned posts, in order that the Army be relieved from the expense a.nd uare of them.
TlJere remain still ten military posts in this departmeut occupied by
tro()pS; one of these is the post of San Diego. There are no officers'
quarters at this post, only barracks for tbe enlisted meu of one company of infantry. The barracks are situated upon a square of land
11ear the docks of the harbor; the stable, corral, etc., upon another
square of the city, a short distance removed from the former. The
harbor of San Diego is one of the best in the world, carrying 27 feet at
high water upon the bar, which rarely breaks, so that vessels can enter
with safety day or night, and once inside there is surface and depth
of water sufficient to float the navies of the world. This harbor lying,
as it does, almost upon the southernmost point of California, is a very
important one, and this body of land-locked water, whether or not to
become a large port for the world's commerce, should at once be g1ven
such protection as to prevent it falling into the hands of the enemy.
It is to be hoped that the Nicaragua canal will be finished in the time
promised. and should this great work be completed, the harbor of San
Diego will then develop into great importance, being the nearest harbor
of supply and refuge to the north ward of the canal's mouth on the
Pacific Ocean, the :next harbor being San Francisco, 520 miles north.
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The other ports upon the Ualifornia coast are roadsteads; the extreme
high water at San Pedro, the port of Los _1\..ngeles, is 14 feet. All.
these deficiencies will make the harbor of San Diego grow in importance
every year.
The growth and progress of Southern California has been phenomenal;
it is still forging ahead in population and horticulture, and agriculture,
so that in a few years the railways, already heavily taxed, will be unable to carry to market the fruit and vegetable products raised. Should
the Nicaragua canal be completed, deflecting, as it will, the routes of
commerce, San Diego will be the great port of shipment of these products in refrigerating vessels passing through the canal to the markets
of the world, hence it may be seen that soon the port of San Diego
must grow to great commercial importance.
The defenseless condition of thi~ magnificent harbor has been, and is
now, a disgrace to our country. We need no better illustration of this
fact than to refer to the conduct of the steamship Itata, a vessel engaged
in making war upon a sister republic with whom we were at peace. . This
vessel came into the harbor of San Diego, was allowed to coal, was provisiom~d, and later was seized by the United States marshal, and a
deputy placed on board to represent the authority of our Government
in this seizure. This vessel in broad daylight raised her anchors, sailed
out of the harbor, carrying the helpless Government agent along. Finally, just before passing the bar, he was put over the sides of the ship,
lowered into a small boat, and· told to go about his business, as the vessel was going outside. She did go out, and in our waters received arms
and munitions of war.
The history of the chase of the Charleston for the Itata and her return
from Chile to the harbor from which she escaped has often been told.
'rhe conduct of this vessel in San Diego Harbor placed an indignity
upon every citizen of the UnitP.d States, and Congress has wisely passed
a resolution authorizing and directing the Secretary of War to convene
a board of officers of the Army to meet at San Diego to select -a site for
a military post at or near that port, also for the placement of batteries
for the protection of the harbor. This board convened. It has faithfully performed its duty, selecting sites for batteries, also a tract of
land fronting San Diego Harbor for the location of a military post.
· This land and its surroundings are all that could be asked for military
purposes, including an excellent target range. The report of the board
has been forwarded to the honorable Secretary of War, the requirements of the resolution of Congress being so far complied with. I
earnestly recommend that a military post of sufficient size be established
upon the site selected by the board to accommodate one regiment of
infantry, one battalion of four troops of cavalry, and one light battery
of artillery.
The nP.cessity for this military post is obvious to all who are familiar
with that country. Located upon this important harbor, about 12 miles
from the Mexican frontier of Lower California, troops will be in proximity to prevent in future any violations of the neutrality laws upon the
land or in the harbor.
It is recommended that the batteries for the defense of the harbor
by placed, one on Point Lorna, one on Ballast Point, one on southwest
corner of North Island, and one on Sand Spit, southeast corner of Coronada Hotel, at a point known as the Brick Yard.
These numerous batteries become necessary on account of the peculiar
situation of the city of San Diego. On account of the trend of harbor, the docks, wharves, etc., of the city are within 2 miles of the
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ocean, necessitating the keeping of hostile vessels at sea beyond shelling Jistance.
The climate of San Diego is so equable there is scarcely a day in the
year that practical military instruction can not be carried on. By many
it is considered the most agreeable and healthful climate, a sanitarium
for throat and lung diseases.
FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZ.

This post is located in a canyon of the same name about 14 miles north
of the Mexican line, a convenient point for observing and scouting the
frontier. It is 9 miles from a station on the Sonora and Guaymas Railroad. There are comfortable quarters here for four troops of cavalry.
It is now garrisoned by two troops of the Second Cavalry, and two
companies of the Ninth Infantry. This is an important post, should be
kept in good repair, and as soon as practicable should have additional
quarters built, with an increase of troops.
FOR1' BOWIE, ARIZ.,

Is a two-company post, located 14 miles south of Bowie Station, on
the Southern Pacific Railroad. This post is in the northwest spurs of
the CbiricahuaMountains, and is well situated for the work required of
it. Isolated but healthful, it is nearly north of the San Bernardino
ranch on the Mexican boundary. The mountains about Bowie make
it an important heliograph station for the surrounding country. The
quarters for officers and enlisted men are set upon the sides of the hills,
leaving the small parade ground a severe slope. The drill ground is a
mile and a half from the post. Bowie is an important point for observation.
FORT GRANT, ARIZ.

This post is situated at the bead of Sulphur Spring Valley and at
the foot of Mount Graham. It is garrisoned by the headquarters and
three troops of the Tenth Cavalry and two companies of the Twentyfourth Infantry. Fort Grant will continue to be an important post as
long as the San Carlos and White Mountain Indians are held upon their
present reservations. The quarters for the enlisted men at this station
are of inferior construction, contracted, and uncomfortable. The stables
for the cavalry are in bad condition, needing much repair for the proper
protection and comfort of the animals occupying them.
Fort Thomas bas been abandoned, but is held as an outpost from
Fort Grant, and will continue to be so held until the necessity ceases.
SAN CARLOS, ARIZ.,

Is situated on the north bank of the Gila River, at theApache Indian
Agency. It is 77 miles from Fort Grant via Fort Thomas. This is an
important post, being at and near the homes of the Apache Indians,
anu will continue a military station as long as the present system of
management of the Indians there is continued. Heretofore the troops
have been in camp, but temporary shelter is now being made for the
officers and men. San Carlos is the most uncomfortable station in the
department, on account of the intense beat of summer and dust storms
in the spring and autumn. The usual tour of duty at this · post is six
months, excepting Company G, Twenty-fourth Infantry~ commanded by
Capt. Lewis Johnson, who also commands the post.
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FORT APACHE, ARIZ.

This post is situated in a picturesque country 97 miles south of Holbrook. a station on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. on White Mountain Creek. The post is also in the northern part of the San Carlos
Reservation. This portion of the country is the home of the Coyotero
or White Mountain Apache.
.
The garrison consists of four troops of the Tenth Cavalry. This post
suffers under great disadvantages on account of its inaccessibility from
the railroad at Holbrook during five or six months of the year. During the winter the road is almost impassable for wagons.
There is no grass in this country to make hay sufficient for the use of
the public animals. Heretofore a coarse pine grass bas been cut and
delivered by the Indians. It is not bay; the horses and mule's will not
eat it. 'Vben dry, it is hard and rough and without a .particle of nutriment. The consensus of opinion of all the officers is that it is not fit
for food, injuring the horses who try to eat it.
In order to reduce tb~ number of animals at that post, the garrison
should be changed; two troops of cavalry going from there to Fort
Grant and two companies of infantry from Grant to Apache.
WHIPPLE BARRACKS, ARIZ.

This post, formerly the headquarters of the department, adjoins the
city limits of Prescott, Ariz. It is garrisoned by the headquarters,
band, and five companies of the Ninth Infantry. '.rbe quarters for enlisted men are in a wretched condition and are too limited in capacity
for the garrison. They are old and worn ; some of the buildings now
occupied by the troops were not built for quarters, haYiug none of the
necessary conveniences about them. Should the contemplated railroad
from Ash Fork, on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, via Prescott to
Phoenix, Ariz., be built, Whipple Barracks would be a good point to
bold troops. They could then be made available, by rail, for all parts
of the Territory.
FORT BAYARD, N. MEX.

This post is situated at the southern base of the Black Range Moun·
tains, 55 miles northwest from Deming, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. The post is 9 miles from the nearest railroad station at Silver City.
There are at this post the headquarters, band, and four companies
of the Twenty-fourth Infantry, and two troops of the Tenth Cavalry.
'.rhe post is well located for the work it is intended to perform, guarding
the western and southern portions of New Mexico.
FORT

S1'AN'~ON,

N. MEX.

This post was established in 1854 in a picturesque country, upon the
banks of the Bonito Creek, 100 miles east of Carthage, a station upon
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad; it is in the valley between
the Sierra Blancas and Capitan Mountains. This port will be a necessity until the Mescalero Apaches become more adapted to ways of civilization. It is garrisoned by the headquarters, band, and one company of the Tenth Infantry and one troop of the Second Cavalry.
WAR 91-VOL I--17
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FORT WINGA1'E, N. MEX •

Thh;; post is at Bear Spring, 3 miles from a station on the Atlantio
and Pacific Railroad, near the southeast corner of the Navajo B,eservation and a short distance north of Zuni Reservation. The garrison consists of headquarters, band, three troops of the Second Cavalry, and
three companies of the Tenth Infantry. This will always be an important post on account of its vicinage with the Navajo Reservation. The
Navajoes would prove a formidable enemy as to numbers and arms in
case of war, but are vulnerable on account of their possessing such numerous herds of sheep, upon which they mostly subsist. These herds
are so large and great in numbers they can not hide them away. For
sustenance they must scatter over great areas of country. The same
conditions obtain for their large herds of horses.
On account of the importance of this locality, Fort Wingate should
be enlarged by additional buildings and the old quarters and storehouses rebuilt.
The Navajo Indians have been and are now peaceful and industrious
in agriculture wherever a locality can be found with water or sufficient
moisture in the soil to warrant attempts at this industry.
From t.he date of our first knowledge of these Indians they have been
celebrated for the style and extraordinary good quality of their weaving, their patterns otten exceeding in beauty any known to our civilization. These Indians, with their herds of sheep and horses, are selfsupporting. They number nearly 18,000. Four thousand dollars has
been allotted to this people for the present fiscal year.
The Navajoes are anxiom; to have schools established at points wit.hiu
their reservation, but seriously object to having their children taken to
distant places beyond the reach of the parents who may desire to visit
them during the school term.
The Moqui Indians are Pueblos or remnant of the Aztec Indians.
They are a peculiar people livingin six villages located upon table rocks
averaging 600 feet above the plain.
These Indians have been here:ofore friendly to the whites, with the
exception of the most distant village of the Areibes. The people of this
pueblo resisted the census enumerators, and did not desire to have anything to do with the white men, calling them dogs and coyotes. The
people of this pueblo refused to furnish their quota of children for the
school established by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at Kearn
Canon, Arizona. Lolami, the governor of the village, with a few followers, favored the school, but the medicine man and the majority of
the people resisted, became obdurate, arrested the governor and imprisoned him in an estufa.
Upon application of the Interior Department Lolami was released by
a detachment of troops under First Lieut. C. H. Grierson, Tenth Cavalry, who was stationed at Kearn Canon from December 18, 1890, to
March 22, 1891. Lieut. Grierson performed his duties there with intelligence and good judgment.
In May last the inhabitants of this village again became rebellious,
defying the orders of the acting· agent, and troops were called for, when
First Lieut. L. M. Brett, Second Cavalry, was ordered witl1 30 enlisted
men to proceed at once to the .Areibe village with orders to arrest the
medicine man and the principal supporters of the rebellion. Lieut.
Brett was met near this village by Lolami, the governor, warning
him not to enter the village with his small detachment, as ·most of
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the men. under the influence and direction of their medicine man. were
in arms 'and fortified to resist his command, notifying him that s-hould
he enter the village he and his men would be killed. Lieut. Brett, with
proper foresight, arrested some of the recalcitrants on the plain, at the
foot of the mesa, and placing one of these prisoners alongside each of
his men ascended the mesa, but soon found himself confronted by at
least fifty rifles in the hands of men securely placed behind loop-holed
walls.
The medicine man came out dressed for war, telling Lieut. Brett if
he did not leave the village he and his men would be killed. Having
but ten enlisted men with him, this officer very properly withdrew from
the unequal contest and returned to Kearn Canon, near the school
located there. He sent dispatches to these headquarters, giving an
account of the situation, when orders at once issued for two troops of
the Tenth Cavalry from Fort Apache, under Maj. 0. B. McLellan, to
march at once to Kearn Canon ; also two troops of the Second Cavalry,
from Fort Wingate, with two Hotchkiss mountain guns, to march upon
the same point.
Lieut. Col. H. C. Corbin, assistant adjutant-general of the department, was directed by me to proceed to Kearn Canon, joining the eommand from Fort Apache at Holbrook, Ariz., marching with these troops ·
to point of concentration.
Lieut. Col. Oorbm was charged to deliver in person the commands
and instructions of the department commander to MaJ. McLellan,
Tenth Cavalry, the senior officer in command. The united commands
from Forts Apache and Wingate moved upon the Areibe village. The
presence of these troops had the desired effect; the arrest of the medicine man with his principal followers was made and they a.re now prisoners at Fort Wingate, N. Mex. The troops returned to Kearn's Canon,
where orders were issued for their return to theit stations, leaving Lieut.
J. T. Nance, Second Cavalry, with 20 men, to remain as guard to the
school. During the march of the troops the heat was intense, water
was scarce, and the roads dusty upon both routes, causing suffering to
men and animals.
The officers and soldiers composing these expeditions performed their
duties with intelligence and cheerfulnes:s. My commendations were
expressed to them by telegraph previous to their leaving Kearn's Canon.
Lieut. L. M. Brett, Second Cavalry, deserves special mention for his
conduct and the good jf!dgment exercised by him in the performance
of his duties at the Areibe village on June 21, 1891.
The school establi.shed at Kearn's Canon for the education of children
from the Moqui villages is in successful operation. I visited there during the day and evening of the 19th of August of this year. I was
kindly received by Mr. and Mrs. Collins, who have charge of the school.
The children looked neat and clean and are well fed and cared for by
the principal and employes of the school. The children are nearly of
an age, consequently they will leave the school at the same time, carrying with them an education and habit of life far superior to any they
had heretofore enjoyed, and no one can fail to believe, or to hope at
least, that the 103 children now present in the school, returning to their
home imbued with another and better civilization, will produce much
good. To the casual visitor the efforts made by these handsome children to speak our language is pathetic.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins should be encouraged in their good work. The
school should be liberally supported by the proper department. The
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location is a good one; the parents and relatives can visit the scbooi
and meet their children during the term, which is humane and proper.
The children take great interest in their work, with their practical lessons as well as with their books.
I have assn red Mr. and Mrs. Collins that they have my moral support
all the time, and will have physical support when necessary to protect
the school from the interference of obdurate Areibes. Nothing but
good can come from this school. The dormitories are too small; they are
now crowded. The mess room is one-half too small.
If an object lesson is to be learned by these interesting children, the
Government should place proper buildings for this purpose. The
sooner this is done the better. If there were greater f~tcilities of accommodation, there would be a greater number of children in the school.
I am glad to report that 44 of the pupils are from the Areibe village
and not the least comely of those gathered there.
The Indians upon the San Carlos Reservation bave been peaceful during the past year. One of their number, the Kid, an Apache, is an
escaped criminal from the civil authority. Much effort has been made
by the troops from time to time to capture this renegade, thus far without success.
Masse, the Chiricahua who escaperl: from Geronimo's band at Springfield, Mo., when en route to Florida, is also at large in the mountains.
The 5 Chiricahuas, 2 men, a boy (now a man), and 2 squaws, who were
not captured and sent out of the country with the rest of their people,
have their home about 125 miles south of our boundary in Mexico.
We have no opportunity to capture them, as they Reldom cross the line.
The location of the San Carlos Reservation is the worst piece of land
I know of, where so many Indians are concentrated for an attempt at
self-support and civilization.
The last year's flood in the Gila River destroyed much of their labor
expended during the past eight years, carrying down dams and destroying irrigating ditches.
There is a garrison of 4 companies of troops stationed there. The
average temperature during the month of July, last;was 110 in the
shade, some days the mercury reaching 118°. lt is almost inhuman to
expose troops to such discomfort. If these Indians could be located
somewhere East, they would soon be absorbed amongst the people,
making good tillers of the soil and general laborers
The officers of the department staff have performed their duties to
my complete satisfaction. Inclosed will be found copies of their reports,*
which have been prepared with care, and which give a complete history of the transactions in their respective spheres of duty.
My personal aides-de-camp have performed the duties assigned them
with industry and intelligence.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. MoD. McCooK,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. A.,
Washington D. 0.
• Omitted.
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REPORT OF BRIGADIER-GENERAL AUGUST V. KAUTZ.
HEADQUARTERS DEPAR1'MENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, lVash., September 10, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the usual annual report
r•~quired of the department commander. But recently assigned to the
command of this department, my service in that capacity dates from
the 26th of July, on which date I assumed the command. My knowledge of the operations in this command during the past year is therefore mainly contined to what may be obtained from the accompanying
reports* of the chiefs of the several branches of these headquarters.
From these reports it does not appear that anything has occurred
withiu the limits of the department that calls for special comment which
bas not already Teceived the full amount· of attention the case demands,
except the repeated troubles between Indians and white settlers in the
Kooteno,y River country. The Indians in that section seem to be unprovided with an agent, and have no one to look to for aid or counsel. In
the near future a great increase in the number of settlers in that section will precede the building of the Great Northern Railroad, and
trouble will follow unless some provision is made in anticipation.
Attention is invited to the accompanying report of Lieut. Hardeman, .
Fourth Cavalry,* who recently visited that section in compliance with
instructions issued by the commanding officer of Fort Sherman: Idaho.
The most important event of the past year was the riotous conduct
of the troops of the Fourth Cavalry, stationed at Fort Walla vValla, in
April last. On the night of the 23d of .April a citizen of Walla V\Talla,
Wash., named 'Hunt, apparently without sufficient cause, shot a soldier
of the Fourth Cavalry named :Miller, from the effects of which he died
within forty-eight hours. Hunt was arrested and in the hands of t.he
sheriff of the county, and there was no reason to suppose that proper
and sufficient justice would not be meted out to him. On the night of
the 25th of April Hunt was forcibly taken from the sheriff and the jail
and shot to death with pistols and carbines, in front of the court-bouse,
by a mob of soldiers . . This is believed to be an unparalleled event in our
military service, for which there can be no palliation, for the reason
that civil law had taken all the necessary steps for the punishment of
Hunt's offense.
Lynching, so called, is not infrequent in civil communities where
public sentiment rebels against the failure_of the law, especially where
the forms of law have not been fu1ly organized, or, on the other hand,
in older communities where the forms of law have been prevented, but
that soldiers, who in times of peace are provided as the last resort for
the prosecution of law and order, that they shouhl divert their means
and their discipline to the perpetration of an act so manifestly unlawful, bas never been seen in our military service.
While the event is so remArkable, yet above any responsibility that
attaches to the military or civil officers connected with the case, the
moral obliquity of the enlisted men concerned is the most deplorable
feature. That no noncommissioned officer or enlisted man can be found
to tell what be knows of the crime, and that all should disclaim any
knowledge of it or the perpetrators or participants, is a more serious

*Omitted.
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matter to the military service than the act its~lf, which they dis.claim
individually, but can not deny as a body. Some means should befound
to sufficiently redeem the whole affair, to prevent its recurrence. The
civil authorities have failed to find any one to punish, and only two
soldiers have been convicted of military offenses that indicate complicity with the lynching. It will be unfortunate for the Army if nothing further can be done to condemn such a crime and at the same time
such an injury to the military service.
The extraordinary growth and development of the State of Washington and the States adjoining, in the three or four years just past,
s~gests the necessity of many changes in administrative and defensive
measur~s for this northwest section.
I will only urge the earliest attention to the well-known measures that have been set forth by my
predecessors and recommended by them.
In order to understand fully the needs and requirements of the military posts in the department I visited them all soon after taking command, and am able to act intelligently on the requisitions that wi1I be
made. I was not able to discover any urgent or serious need at any
post, and all seemed to be, so far as the ordinary post duties are concerned, in good working order.
I shall in a few months close my duties on the active list, and this is
the excuse I have for offering what I consider the most valuable suggestionR that my long service in the line of the Army, which began
forty-five years ago in the grade of a private, can furnish. I regard as
the highest duty of our small Army in time of peace to be the acquisition and dissemination of military knowledge among the people. To
this end the Army should become to a certain extent an educational
institution, and each post as far as practicable a military school, with
the object of qualifying every enlisted man as far as possible to·be able
to instruct and prepare the citizen who volunteers to serve in time of
war. For this purpose the recruits for the Army should be obtained
from the young, ambitious, and energetic sons of patriotic citizens, and
the Army should cease to be tlJe refuge of the inefficient, indolent, and
wander-ing element of the country. The recruits should be furnished
from all parts of the Union in proportion to the population, to serve as
a rule only one enlistment, and then be returned to their homes to sP-rve
as officers in th~ event of a war, and as instructors for the State military organizations in time of peace.
Our Army is an expensive and a necessary feature of our Government.
and I know of no adequate return for its cost in time of peace that
would equal the preparation for war of a corps of officers. In the event
of a war the first and most important requisite will be officers to instruct
the citizen soldiers, and no higher duty could devolve upon the Army
than the preparation of this important requisite for national defense.
I believe this can be done to the satisfaction of the country and the
elevation of our military service. The commendation with which this
proposition has been received as discussed by me in a number of the
public prints, extending back several years, has given me confidence
that it would receive the support of the n'htion. If there is any value
in the two or three hours' weekly service of officers at present serving
as professors of military science on what is known as college details,
or in the annual encampments of national guards under the guidance
and instruction of an Army officer, these means for the dissemination
of military knowledge can bear no comparison with what our Army
would accomplish by the enlistment of and instruction of comp~tent
young men as herein suggested.
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The support of the Government to this end would raise the standing
of the enlisted man at once to one of respectability and secure tl1e enlistment of the proper material, which can not now be obtained in view
of the low estimation which the average civilian entertains for the
soldier in time of peace. It would also give a distinctive and republican character to our Army, which I regard as very essential under our
form of government. We can not hope to popularize the Army, so long
as we ape the methods and details of European armies, and there is no
necessity for doing so. I can not in such a paper as this say all that
may be said in favor of the foregoing recommendations, but I expect
to give my support to the project until it sllall receive a fair trial.
Tlle probable speedy disappearance of danger from Indian wars gives
importance to tlle consideration of other lines of duty for the Army to
justify its maintenance.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
AUGUST V. KAUTZ,
Brigadier- General Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF 'l'HE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF COL. E. F. TOWNSEND.
UNITED STATES INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL,
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 1, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit for the information of the MajorGeneral commanding tlle Army, the annual rPport of the operations of
the United States Infantry and Uavalry School for the year ending
June 30, 1891. This period covers the second year of the student class
which entered September 1, 1889, and was graduated June 17, 1891.
I was assigned to the command of the United States Infantry arid
Cavalry School and the post of Fort Leavenworth, Kans., by General
Order No. 86, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, of
August 6, 1890. I arrived at this post August 26, and on the 28th assumed command, relieving Brig. Gen. A. McD. McCook, U. S. Army.
The work of the school during the months of July and August, previoas
to my arrival, will be found specified under the heading of "department of engineering" and 4 ' department of artillery."
Upon my arrival at the school I was informed by the late commandant that the course of study for the student class during the
ensuing year bad been arranged by the school staff, and that it was
complete. As the course would begin in a few days, and as I was
ent.irely new to the work, I was very glad to have it laid out for me by
those whose experience would be a reasonable guaranty of its correctness. At any rate, I was not in a condition to make or suggest any
changes even were it not correct. The regular course of study commenced September 1, and continued without interruption until November 22, 1~90.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF ENGINEERING.
This department bas been subjected to great embarrassment, owing
to the numerous changes in the office of" senior instructor."
June 6, 1890, Oap.t. J. G. D. Knight, Corps of Engineers, the head of
the department, being relieved from duty at the school, transferred it
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to First Lieut. James A. Irons, Twentieth Infantry, senior assistant in·
struct~r. June 30, Capt. C. W. Davis, :B'ourteenth Infantry, was
assigned to duty as instructor, and relievefl Lieut. Irons in charge. July
25 Captain Davis was relieYed, and again Lieut. Irons assumed the
duties of the bead of the department. February 4, 1891, Capt. E. E.
Steever, Third Cavalry, was ordered to duty aR head of this department,
and Lieut. Irons was again relieved. In less than two months Capt.
Steever was relieved, and ~ieut. Irons again became senior instructor.
These constant changes, involving more or less change in the mode of
instruction, are not conducive to the best interests of the school or
student class. It is desirable that the bead of a department should
be reasonably permanent, and especially in this course, which is one of
the most im11ortant taught at the school. At this time the position of
senior instructor is vacant, though an application for an officer to fill
the vacancy will soon be made. Officers for such places are hard to get,
as it is not deemed advisable to detach officers oftbe Corps of Engineers
for such duties, and but comparatively few others have tbe necessary
knowledge and experience to fill such a position.
Lieut. Irons, who has proved himself a most excellent instructor and
deserves tbe highest commendation, bas been here four years, and bas
applied to be relieved from further duty here and return to his regiment.
I regret to lose his services, but his wish deserves favorable consideration. The work of this department is substantially as follows: for
further details I respectfully refer to the report* of the instructor of engineering. herewith inclosed, and marked I: During the month of July,
practical work in signaling and topography, work with the signal field
telegraph train, construction of telegraph lines and the use of the heliograph, mouuted reconnoissance, wit~ the use of the sketching case. In
September and October, field engirteering, theoretical and practical,
the latter consisting of laying out and constructing shelter trenches,
use of intrenching tools, making gabions, fascines, etc., profiling on
· slopes, constructing floating bridges, etc. .April and May, 1891, was
devoted to theoretical instruction in building superintendence, Clark's
work being used as a text book. This is a new subject of instruction,
and is regarded by instructors and students as a very valuable one.
This, as yet, has not the specific sanction of the War Department. I
recommend that, if it be deemed necessary, it be made part of the
course of study by direct order from the War Department. In addition
to the above, during this time, instruction was imparted in photography, embracing the reproduction of maps, as well as landscape photography; also a survey of the post.
A fe·w montlls affer my arrival, in examining into the methods of the
school and conversing with instructors and student-s, I became eonvinced that the cause of most of the failures to graduate at this school
was due to deficient knowledge in mathematics before coming here;
that is, in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry, the applications of which
subjects are required at once in this department. In order to obviate
this difficulty in the future as much as possible, as soon as I received
last winter the list of the student class for the term 1891-'93 I caused
the secretary of the school to write to all the officers named therein who
had been appointed from civil life or ))romoted from the Army, inquir-ing as to their knowledge of those subjects, stating the difficulties of
the course, and asking if they desired six months' preliminary instruction therein.
'*Omitted.
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Answers were received from about ten, eight of whom it was thought
best to ask might be ordered here March 1, 1891, for such instruction.
Six of tllese, viz, Second Lieut. G. W. Ruthers, Eig·hth Infantry, A.
:A. Cabaniss, Twentieth Infantry, C. E. Tayman, Twenty-fourth Infantry, H. A. Barber, First Cavalry, W. A. Campbell, Ninth Infantry,
and F. S. Wild, Seventeenth Infantry, reported in accordance with
orders from the War Department on that date. First Lieut. C. B.
Thompson, Fifth Infantry, and Second Lieut. J. M. Sigworth, Tenth
Infantry, were delayed by general court-martial duty or blockaded
roads, and did not report until some days later. These officers were
at once organized as a section in the department of engineering and
placed in charge of Second Lieut. J. T. Haines, Fifth Oavalry, as instructor: of mathematics. They have already been well instructed in
algebra and geometry and will soon take up the subject of trigonometry,
which will be completed before the date of beginning the regular course
of the class in September.
Many changes have taken place in the list of the class since · it was
first sent me, and there are many in the list as now constituted wllo
doubtless would be much benefited coul:l they have the instruction imparted to the officers named above. The instructor speaks highly of
the results already obtained, and it remains to be seen by comparison
of the future progress of the officers who have had the benefit of this
preliminary course with that of those who were not so favored whetller
it will be desirable to continue it hereafter.
The following recommendations of the instructor of engineering are
fully concurred in by me :
(1) That a competent draftsman be employed for the wor.k required
from the Department.
(2) That the scale used in drawing of redan be changed from 1-1000
to 1-500.
·
(3) That" building superintendence" be sanctioned by the War Department as a part of the course of study.
I do not think it advisable to take up time in practicing signaling
witll the flag and torch, as that is required at all posts.
(4) I concur with him that no change should be made in the course
of "surveying, military topography, or elementary field engineering,"
but none has been contemplated.
(5) I agree with him that a number of hQrses should be sent here for
the use of student officers solely in their mounted work. Great difficulty has been found in obtaining suitable mounts for this duty from
the cavalry troops. Troop commanders are very loth to give up their
horses to inexperienced riders. This matter bas already been presented
to the attention of the War Department. (See also recommendation on
this point of instructor department of cavalry.)
Recommendations concerning other departments and generally concerning the school will be considered later.
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY ART.

This department is under charge of Maj. Jacob Kline, Twenty-fourth
Infantry.
During the past year there were sixty-nine recitations and twentythree fields exercises in this department, including every month during the year. The theoretical instruction was confine<l to "Operations
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of war," by Hamley, supplemented by the practical exercises mentioned
above. These were as follows:
Octobor 24, 1890, field exercise-Advance guard opposed by small
rear guard.
N ovem.ber 22, 1890-Attack of a battalion of four companies on an
outlined position.
October 29, 1890-Attack and defense of a position-One side marching in advance-guard formation (railroad cut)-Flank attack on same,
with frontal attack, etc., to hold force while flanking party works to
right and rear.
October 20, 1890-0ntposts.
October 23, 1890-Attack formation of a company at war strength.
Modern attack formation confined to Upton's tactics. In all these
exercises topographical work was required, and all ~tndent officers as a
rule were employed. The exercise of the 22d November was supplemented by an additional field exercisP,, The commanding officer was
required to make disposition for an attack formation on different grouud.
The above were repeated from time to time in order that every member of the class might be enabled to participate therein, making in all
twenty-three exercises. Additional exercises were planned, bnt the
absence of the troops owing to Indian disturbances and inclement
weather in the early spring prevented their execution. Towards the
close of the year each student prepared an essay upon some military
subject; two of these essays were selected by the school staff as being
well worthy of publication, the first on the subject of'' Mounted infantry," by Second Lieut. J. A. Penn., jr., Thirteenth Infantry, and the
second upon the su~ject of "A United States army," by First Lieut.
J. B. Batchelor, jr., Twenty-fourth Infantry. These essays were also
read before the school upon the graduation of the class June 17, 1891.
DEPARTMENT OF INFANTRY.

This department, like that of military art, is under charge of Maj.
Jacob Kline, Twenty-fourth Infantry.
In addition to the school course l\iaj. Kline has immediate command
of the battalion of infantry.
During the year there were seventy-five recitations in the course of infantry, consisting almost wholly of fire tactics. This included every
month from September to May inclusive except October.
This subject, which is considered especially valuable, is studied from
Mayne's work, which is very voluminous not to say verbose.
It is now being revised and it is hoped that it will be ready in its
new form for the use of the next class.
A number of lectures in military geography were given to the class
during the year, a new feature which it is int{'nded to elaborate in the
near future.
I refer for further details to the report of MaJ. Kline, together with
the examination papers and general questions herewith inclosed,
marked 2.*
DEP.A.RTMEN'I' OF CAVALRY.

This department is under the supervision of Lieut. CoL George B.
Sanford, Ninth Cavalry.
Studies in this course began November 10 and continued without interruption until November 21, inclusive. November 22 a telegram was
received from headquarters Department of the Missouri directing that
*Omitted.
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all tlH~ cavalry be put in readiness to take the field against Indians in
the Department of Dakota. Orders were at once given and the necessary preparations made. No orders to move were then received. November 24 another telegram was recmved ordering the entire command
to be in readiness to take the field and everything pointed toward a
sudden movement. All thi~' created much disturbance among the instructors and students at the s~hool. No orders to move, however,
came and matters began to quiet down, when, during the evening of
December 1, telegrams from department headquarters arrived ordering
the cavalry to Dakota and two companies of infantry to Fort Riley,
the latter for temporary garrison duty. This necessitated the departure
of all or nearl.Y all of the instructors in the course of cavalry and two
of the instructors in military art and law.
.
It was found necessary to suspend entirely recitations in the ca""alry
course, and as well as practicable substitute some other study for it.
The minds of both instructors and students, more or less excited by the
events of the day, were in but slight mood for study, and the results
necessarily were not as satisfactory as desirable. All this demonstrates
that instructors at the school should be selected from officers not on
duty with any of the companies or troops stationed at the post; so that
in case of the troops being suddenly called away, the school will not be
affected.
The cavalry battalion returned to the post early on the morning of
January 26, and the two companies of infantry from Fort Riley on the
evening of the same day. In the meantime a new schedule of studies
was in operation, and it was not practicable to resume the cavalry course
until February 24, which was then continued until the end of March.
Notwithstanding these interruptions. the progress of the class was
highly commendable, and it is thought that but little of importance was
lost.
The subjects studied were horses and stables (Fitzwygram), with lectures by Veterinary Surgeon Hunter, shoeing, care of feet, disease of
the foot alld legs, lameness and its treatment, treatment of wounds, etc.
I would especially call attention to the recommendation of the instructor of cavalry regarding the use of the troop horses by the student
officers, and that a certain number of horses be kept by the Quartermaster Department for their use for mounted duty. This subject is referred to in this report under the department of" engineering."
The instructor also recommends the purchase of a "papier mache
model of the horse" for the use of the school, similar to the one now at
the Military Academy at West Point. I concur in this recommendation, and request that authority be given to make this purchase.
For further details I refer to the report of Col. Sanford herewith inclosed, marked 3. *
DEP .A.RTMENT OF ARTILLERY.

This department is under charge of Capt. Carle A. Woodruff, Second
Artillery.
The course of instruction in artillery is very meager, and occupied
only about 15 days during the month of August, 1890. I can see, bowever, no reason why more time should not have been taken during that
month, provided the instructors were present, though I believe some or
all of them were on detached service part of the time .
.. Omitted.
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I am satisfied that even if the course of artillery should be increased
no greater time than one month could be devoted to it without encroaching upon the time necessary to studies of more importance to infantry
and cavalry officers. I therefore concur in the recommendation of
Capt. Woodruff, that the figure of merit of this course be reduced to 75.
(See his report herewith, marked 4.*
DEPARTMENT OF LAW.

This department is supervised by Capt. J. M. J. Sanno, Seventh Infantry, and during the past year instruction therein consisted wholly of
military and constitutional law, international law having been omitted
from the schedule. As stated on page 294 of this report, the schedule of
studies was entirely made out before my arrival at the post, and, as
stated also, I oid not feel competent at that time to direct or suggest
any ·change. Some months later, when my attention was called to the
fact that international law bad been omitted from the list of studies,
the matter was laid before the school staff for further consideration ;
but it then appeared to be too late to make other changes.
In the new schedule for the coming class care will be taken that this
subject has its proper consideration. Report of the instructor inclosed
and marked 5.* ·
Referring to the departure of the troops at this post to take part in
the Indian outbreak last winter in Dakota, I will state that in addition to the troops heretofore named as having been ordered away at
that timP., Company B, Seventh Infantry, Captain San no commanding,
was on December 3, 1890, ordered into the field and left for Dakota that
day. Being the head of the la~ department, his departure badly crippled it. He did not return until February 1, 1891. During his absence ·
the law course was conducted by First Lieut. E. S. Dudley, Second Artillery, senior assistant instructor. I can not too highly commend his
zealous efforts in this department, which were alike satisfactory to the
commandant, the staff of the school, and the stndents under instruction.
DEPARTMENT OF MILI1'ARY HYGIENE.

This course began October 2, 1890, and continued every other day
until November 12, twenty lectures or recitations in all, Maj. A. A.
Woodhull, M. D., surgeon, U. S. Army, being the instructor therein.
Before the close of the course of military hygiene, Maj. Woodhull
received orders relieving him from duty at this post, and ordering him to
Fort Sherman, Idaho. Though upon application be was authoril'-ed to
remain until the termination of the course, yet the fact of being so
ordered away at that season (November) necessarily hurried him. The
examination of the class in this study took place immediately, and
Surg. Woodhull left for his new post November 25, 1890. · He was
relieved by Maj. John Brooke, surgeon, U. S. Army, post surgeon, who
has been announced as instructor military hygiene, and will take charge
of the instruction of the next class in that course.
It will be noticed tllat part of this course, viz: ''Early aid to the injured," for want of time was not included in the instruction of the class.
Measures will be taken by the instructor of this department hereafter
to fully cover this part of tlw course.
.
I desire to call attention to the recommendations of the instructor of
*Omitted.
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military hygiene, in which I fully concur. I regard this study as one
of the utmost importance, as it is no doubt the case that the casualt.ies
of war by the bullets of the enemy are scarcely 1 to 10 of those by disease. The care of the health of his men is then one of most important
of the duties of "Lhe officer and should be thoroughly taught him. This
department should take a higher stand in t.he course of study here and
be graded much higher. The figure of merit should be raised from 50
to 100. I also recommend that it be made a regular department of the
school course and the senior instructor a member of the school staff.
or further details in this course reference is made to the report of Surg.
Woodhull, herewith inclosed and marked 6.*
1

]

GENERAL REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

I would respectfull.v call attention to t.he fact that the school regulations need revision in several particulars. This revision was made under
the supervision of the school staff, and having received the approval of
the late commandant, was forwarded to the Adjutant-General for approval. A few months after my arrival the regulations so revised were
sent to me to know if the new administration of the school concurred
therein. As aclvised at that time I did so concur, and with a few minor
changes which have become desirable since I still advise that revision.
No notice bas yet been received of the approval of the regulations in
its revised form, and I earnestly ask that such approval be given at
once, that they may be in operation with the incoming of the next class.
Herewith will be found a copy of the regulations as now in force, with
amendments desired inserted at their proper places. I woul<l especially
recommend that the number of departments be increased from 6 to
7, the department of military hygiene being added thereto, and that
the senior in each department be a member of the staff. It is greatly
to be desireu in my opinion that the United States Infantry and
Cavalry School shoul<l be recognized by act of Congress and placed upon
the same footing as the United States Military Academ.v at West Point
and the Artillery School at Fort Monroe, and be provided for as they
are. This school is becoming yearly of greater usefulness to the Army
and is now looked upon by all officers of the Army who are ambitious
to excel in their profession as a valuable assistance to them in their
career. A great need of the school is competent instructors and the
retention of them for a reasonable degree of permanence. It is desirable, therefore, tha.t instructors be assigned by orders from the War
Department, and not selected from officers casually at the post with
troops, and as far as possible they should be from graduates of the
school.
I concur in the recommendation of several of the instructors, that at
examinations the instructor and assistants in the department be constituted a committee to mark the student upon his recitation, and then
that the marks be ~ubmitted to the staff for consideration. As it is
now, the marks are given by the heads of all departments only, some
of whom may be only imperfectly conversant with the subject.
It is further recommended, that there he held a semiannual examination in January of each year upon the studies of past half-yearly course.
'I here are many text- books, and if the examination in all takes place in
tfune, a number would have to be hurriedly reviewed and much time
taken up thereby. In connection with this, an officer unable to appear
for examination at the time specified on account of illness or other
"Omitted.
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necessary cause should be required to stand his examination as soon as
he returns to duty. It is further recomme11rled.. that when an officer is
found deficient in his course at any examination, he be reexamined
therein within twenty days thereafter, and if again found deficient, he
be at once returned to his regiment.
It is recomended that officers detailed for the eourse of study at the
school be taken sufficiently low on tlle regimental list to insure their
completing the course before reoeiving their promotion to a captaincy.
Several in the incoming class will in all probability receive their promotion before completing the course. Tllis will generally have the effect
of receiving young men whose minds are still fresh from study and who
are better fitted to undergo the mental strain that is imposed upon
them during the two years of study. The result will be more satisfactory to the student and the benetit much greater to the Government.
It is thought that 35 years should be the maximum age of an
officer detailed for tlle course of study. If his habits have been studious up to this age he will continue in the same strain and acquire
professional knowledge. On the contrary, if he bas not kept his mind
active with study, it is hardly prolmble that he will or can keep pace at
the school with younger men. Numerous examples at the school have
shown this to be a fact.
On October 29, 1890, the building formerly used as headquarters
Department of Missouri having been put in condition for the purpose,
an order was issued directing· that all recitations of the school class
beginning November 1 take place therein. It is admirably adapted for
the purpose, requiring but the removal of two temporary partitions to
make section rooms amply large. The school library wa:::; also transferred to this building, as also the offices of the commandant, the secretar-y of the school, and the heads of t!Je departments of military art and
infaotry, cavalry, and engineering. There are sti11 other rooms available when required.
The old academic building bas been repaired and occupied as the
administration building for the post of Fort Leavenworth.
On the 25th of October, 1890, application was made by letter to the
late Gen. Sherman to allow the use of his name to designate the new
school building. This was thought to be especially appropriate, as it
was by Gen. Sherman's order that the United States Infantry and Cavalry School was established in 1881.
Gen. Sherman most cordially consented, provided it met with the
approval of the honorable Secretary of War. Such approval having
been given by letter dated NovemlJer 10,1890, it was tllen announced
in or<l.ers that the official name of the academic building of the U ni.ted
States Infantry and Cavalry School should be thereafter ''Sherman
Hall.''
On June 1 last the Board of Visitors to the school selected by the
Major-General Commanding the Army reported in accordance with the
order appointing them. It. wa,s my intention to tender to the Board the
compliment of a review of the entire com maud, and orders were issued
accordingly. A heavy rainstorm, however, necessarily caused the
postponement for one week. On the 2d of June the examinations of
the class began and continued daily, Suntlays excepted, until the 15th.
The members of the Board were constant in their attendance upon the
examination, and have expressed themselves well pleased with the course
and the progress of the student cbss.
Every member of the class was found proficient; Second Lieut. Willard A. Holbrook, First Cavalry; Fir~t Lieut. Charles H. Barth, Twt>lfth
Infantry, and First Lieut. Thomas Oruse, Sixth Cavalry, graduating
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numbers 1, 2, and 3 respectively, and are entitled to be carried o~ the
Army Register as honor graduates of the United States Infantry and
Cavalry School.
Second Lieut. George A. Detchmendy, Sixth Infantry, and Second
Lieut. George E. French, Fourth Infantry, having to be examined
in certain studies in which they had been found deficient in June, 1890,
were given one week longer for that purpose. They were so examined
and were declared by the schoof staff proficient.
June 17 the student class, together with the Board of Visitors, the
commandant, and instructors, also a large audience of ladies and gentlemen, assembled in the post chapel, where, after the reading of pro-.
fe~;sional essays by two of the student officers heretofore referred to and
an addre~s to the graduates by the commandant, each student, with the
exception of Lieuts. Detchmendy and French, received his diploma.
The two latter received their diplomas a few days later upon the termination of their final examination.
I beg leave to call attention to the fact that every member of this
class has graduated and received the authorized diploma, the only instance in the history of the school.
In conclusion I desire to add my testimony to that of many others
before me, of the inestimable value of this institution to every young
officer of the U. S. Army who may be enabled to secure the benefit of
its instruction. Every infantry and cavalry officer should pass through
its course, and to that end, as soon as quarters can be provided, two
from each regiment should be sent here instead of one, as now, and a
class graduated every year.
I desire to express here my acknowledgment of the cordial support
and assistance rendered me by the heads of departments as well as their
assistants, and also to Lieut. Scott, First Cavalry, the secretary of the
scl.Jool, who has been untiring in his exertions to advance the interests
of the school.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. F. TOWNSEND,

Colonel Twelfth Infantry, Oornmandant.
·
Washington, D. G.

The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. A.,

REPORT OF LIEUT. COL. ROYAL T. FRANK.
UNITED STATES ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
Fort Monroe, Va., September 10, 1891.
SIR: I h::tve the honor to transmit the following report of the United
States Artillery School and Post of Fort Monroe, Va., for the year ending September 1, 1891.
The following· officers reported to the commandant on the 1st of September, 1890, and constitute the present class of student officers:
1st I..Jieut. James E. Eastman, 2nd Art.
1st Lieut. Ramsey D. Potts, 3rd Art.
1st Lieut. Charles Humphreys, 3rd Art.
1st Lieut. William P. Duvall, 5th Art.
1st Lieut. Charles D. Parkhurst, 4th Art.
1st Lieut. Adam Slaker, 1st Art.
1st Lieut. Clarence Deems, 4th Art.
1st Lieut. Samuel E. Allen, 5th Art.
1st Lieut. Edwin St . .J. Greble, 2nd Art.
1st Lieut. George W. Van DenF~en, lstArt.
2nd Lieut. Henry C. Davis, 3rd Art.

2nd Lieut. John W. Ruckman, 5th Art.
2nd Lieut. Cornelis De W. Willcox, 2nd
Art.
2nd Lieut. Arthur Ji,. Curtis, 2nd Art.
2nd Lieut. John D. Barrette, 3rd Art.
2nd Lieut. Lucien G. Berry, 4th Art.
2nd Lieut. George I<'. Landers, 4th Art.
2nd Lieut. Charles B. Wheeler, 5th Art.
2nd Lieut. Oscar I. Straub, 1st Art.
2nd. Lieut. Fremont P. Peck, 1st Art.
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Of the above, Lieuts. Wheeler and Peck have since been transferred
to the Ordnance Department, Lieut. Potts has been relieved from the
course of study with the class ou account of sickness, and Lieut. Barrette, who was prevented from pursuing his studies in the course of
l)allistics on account of sickness, is now on sick leave of absence.
In accordance with the regulations and programme of the school,
theoretical instruction during the past year embraced the subjects of
military engineering, artillery, and baliistics; elementary and practical
instruction in photography, telegraphy, and cordage was also given.
Practical military exercises included drills in the service of seacoast,
siege, field, and machine guns, the various machines and appliances for
mounting and moving heavy guns and artill((ry material, firing at stationary and moving targets with seacoast guns, and target firing with
field and machine guns and small arms.
~'HEORETICAL

INSTRUCTION.

The course in military engineering included topography, military
communications, military bridges, field works, and reconnoissance; that
in artillery, the general subject including strength of guns, armor, and
metallurgy; that in ballistics, both exterior and interior ballistics. The
labor of student officers in·their study of these subjects bas been greatly
simplified by the work of instructors in bringing within an available
compass and a convenient form the essential principles and latest information on the several branches under their charge. Toward the close
of the artillery course the class, under the direction of the instructor,
visited the ordnance works at the· Washington navy-yard, permission
to do so having been previously obtained from the Navy Department.
As on former occasions, every facility was afforded by the naval authorities to examine the equipment of the shops and to observe the operations in gun construction going on there. Three days were devoted to
these observations, and were of great interest and profit to the class.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION.

While the theoretical instruction of the school is fully abreast with
the progress of the times, practical exercises in artillery are still limited
to guns and material of old patterns, with the exception of field and
machine guns. Drills during the year covered about two thirds of the
maneuvers prescribed for the entire course.
Practice in tracking veF::sels, as a preparatory exercise to artillery
target firing, was taken up June 15th, under the immediate charge of
Capt. S. M. Mills, Fifth Artillery, and continued until June 24. The
object of this practice was to familiarize officers and men with the instruments and methods used in artillery firing and to practice them also
in judging· distances and the speed of moving vessels, by comparing
their estimates with the plotted results.
Target firing with seacoast guns, under charge of the same officer,
was commenced June 25th and terminated August 10. While the practice this year was more especially for the instruction of student officers
much care was taken to make it as profitable as possible to enlisted
men. The guns used were the 10 and 15 inch smoothbore, 8-inch converted rifle, and 13-inch seacoast mortars. The last two days of tbe
firing was at moving targets, towed by a tug at a dist!lnce of about
1,500 to 2,200 yards in front of the battery. The firing was as good as
that of former years, that at the moving target much better, the target,
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which was the same as that for fixed ranges, being .struck three times
and destroyed once during the two afternoons given to the practice.
Target firing with field and machine guns is progressing and will continue through the present month.
SMALL ARMS.

Target firing with the Springfield rifle took place during the month
of May and was limited to the 200 and 300 yard ranges. The total
numbP.r of shots fired was 35,560, and the average number of hours
practice per battery was fifteen, from six to eight targets being used at
a time. Nineteen rifles were temporarily disabled during the :firing by
breaking the shell extractor.
NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS' SCHOOL.

The noncommissioned officers' division of the artillery school is under
the immediate charge of First Lieut. E. A. Millar, Second Artillery.
Nineteen noncommissioned. officers were under instruction during the
past year, of whom 13 completed the entire two years' course, and, after
an examination by a committee of the staff, were given diplomas. Instruction was given on the following subjects: Gunnery, signaling,
physics, surveying, field fortifications, electricity, and high ex.plosives.
ARTILLERY SCHOOL BUILDING.

Since my last report the entire ordnance building has been transferred to the artillery school, with the exception of the attic, and has
been fitted up in a very thorough manner for school purposes. All
departments now find ample and suitable accommodations there, and
are in a condition to afford student officers facilities for pursuing their
studies to great advantage. As the feasibility of extending the benefits of the school and. more perfectly adapting the instruction to the
wants of students of varying tastes, degrees of preparation, and abilities bas frequently been discussed, and as the school is now thought to
offer exceptional advantages, the following plan is suggested as the
most practicable method of meeting these conditions, should it accord
with the policy of the War Department:
The present curriculum of the school presupposes some scientific
attainments, a k_nowledge of higher.mathematics, and habits of study.
With such slight modifications as the staff may make from time to time
it is believed to be a profitable and necessary course for artillery officers,
and proficiency in the entire curriculum course shonld be required to
entitle an officer to a diploma. Only those who have the requisite preparation and are of an age suited to study should be detailed for this
course, and they should constitute the regular class. As the entire
period of two years is required for the accomplishment of this course,
if a student officer desires to pursue any special study to the exclusion
of others he should be permitted to remain at the school after the completion of the r~gular course, to pursue such study under the direction
and with the assistance of the instructor to whose department it pertains. Officers of any branch of the service who are making a study
of any special subject for which the Artillery School affords facilities
might be permitted to pursue their study here under the same conditions.
Should it be the policy of the War Department to send officers here
WAH. 91-VOL I--18
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who have not kept up their mathematical studies, a special or graded
course might be arranged, embracing all or anynumberofthe subjects
contained in the curriculum of the school, by omitting such abstract
and purely scientific parts as require higher mathematical and scientific
knowledge.
Finally, as several new subjects have recently beeri added to the
course, former graduates and other officers who desire to take one or
more of such courses might be permitted to do so by joining the regular
class while going over such subjects or by forming a separate class at a
different time; all officers except those belonging to the regular class
to he considered as temporarily at the post, and not permitted to disturb the permanent class in their quarters.
The chief obstacle to thus enlarging the school is one of quarters,
which might be met by allowing commutation to officers tempox-arily
here, or, to a limited extent, by assigning them to quarters in casemates
which are now gradually being vacated, as quarters outside are built.
Casemates, though objectionable as permanent quarters, are comfortable and healthful for short periods, especially in winter.
·
LIBRARY.

Additions of recent literature and military works, as far as funds
would permit, have been added to the library during the past year.
PRINTING OFFICE AND BINDERY.

The printing office and bookbindery, lately in charge of Capt. Louis
V. Caziarc, Second Artillery, is now in charge of Lieut. Edward Davis,
Third Artillery, who succeeded Capt. Caziarc as adjutant and secretary
of the staff. In addition to a large amount of current work in printing
orders, circulars, instruction notes, pamphlets, etc., the following works
have been issued:
Role ·and Organization of Seacoast Batteries, Lieut. Weaver, 62 pages, 500
copies.
Elements of Elastic Strength in Guns, Capt. Story, 62 pages, 500 copies.
Duplicates in Artillery School library, Capt. Kobbe, 16 pages, 150 copies.
Notes on Steam and Mechanism, Lieut. Hornet, 120 pa,ges, ~50 copies.
Interior Ballistics, Capt. Ingalls, 120 pages, 600 copies.
Lectures on Explosives and Chemistry (incomplete), Lieut. Walke, 200 pages,
500 copies.
Description and Service of Machine Guns, Capt. Mills, 80 pages, 1,000 copies.
Binding:
Volumes of Artillery School library (rebound)............................
396
Volumes for enlisted men's library (bound and rebound)..................
408
Miscellaneous books for mstructors ...... . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
165
Blank books for instruction purposes....................................
208
Pads for instruction purposes .............................. _............
615
Pamphlets, manuals, etc ....... ---- ...................................... 2, 3H:!
ENLISTED MEN'S POST SCHOOL.

rrhe enlisted men's post school was in charge of Lieut. E. A. Millar,
Second Artillery. The attendance varied from 80 at the beginning to
62 at the close. They were classified into four sections, according to
ability and attainments, and as a rule showed intere~t and a desire to
improve. The benefit to those who did not feel that interest was incommensurate with the effort required, and it is believed that the best
interest of the school would be served if only those who desire to attend
should be required to do so.
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DISCIPLINE.

The discipline of the command has been very satisfactory. Desertions
during the year have amounted to only 4~ per cent; during the year
before they were 10~ per cent. There is at the post a branch of the
Young Men's Ohristian .Association, with an active membership of 65
and an associate membership of 70 enlisted men; a Catholic social
club with a meml>ers!Jip of 55 enlisted men. The rooms of the canteen
have also proved attractive to a large portion of the command and have
afforded agreeable and harmless amusement. In addition to these the
recreation room of each set of barracks is provideu with a l)illiard table
and other games. .All of these have contributed largely to the contentment and welfare of the command. .A good gymnasium would leave
little to be desired in this direction.
SANITARY CONDITION.

With the exception of a severe epidemic of influenza, confined chiefly
to commissioned officers~ the health of this post has been unusua1ly
good, due apparently to an abundant rainfall and a plentiful supply of
water.
QUAR'l'ERS, ETC.

In addition to the improvements on the artillery school building before
mentioned, there are now in process of construction two double sets of
officers' quarters. Three more similar sets are neces~ary to provide al1
officers with quarters outside of casemates. Band quf!rters, quarters
for the post noncommissioned staff, and an administration building are
also much needed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
RoYAL T. FRANK,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Second Artillery, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

SUPERINTENDEN1, OF THE U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY.
HEADQUARTERS U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., September 1, 1891.
GENERAL: As Superintendent of the U. S. Military Academy I havthe honor to submit the following report for the year ending August
31, 1891:
The number of officers and instructors stationed at this post on September 1, 1891, was as follows: Eight professors, 55 commissioneQ. officers, including· 1 surgeon and 1 assistant surgeon, 1 acting assistant
surgeon, 1 swordmaster, and 1 teacher of. music.
THE CORPS OF CADETS.
Up to June, 1891, under the terms of section 1315, Revised Statutes, the maximum number of cadets authorized was 347.
As a general rule the number of cadets at the Academy seldom exceeds 300, and on May 31, 1891, it was only 278; 17 of whom were pronounced deficient at the June examination and were discharged.
It will therefore be observed that on June 1, 1891, the corps lacked
20 per cent. of the number authorized by law.
On September 1, 1891, with the new fourth class, consisting of 103
cadets, the corps numbered 287, or about 17 per cent. less than the maximum authorized under tbe apportionment based upon the census of
1880.
These losses are due to resignations and to discharges based upon
failures at examinations.
Under the new apportionment, based upon the last census, the maximum number of cadets authorized will be 371.
I am of the opinion that a further moderate increase of the corps will
be advantageous, believing that our plant is amply sufficient to turn
out a larger number of graduates each year.
Such increase should be gradual, and I would suggest at first simply
restoring to the President of the United States the privilege of appointing 10 catlets ea.ch year, of which privilege he was deprived by the
terms of the act of June 11, 1878.
Should this be done, the maximum number of cadets authorized would
be 401, and estimating the same percentage of vacancies as now exist,
the Academy would probably be able to send out to the counky from 70
to 80 graduates every year.
279
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With 401 cadets on duty, all that would be required would be the
detail of a few more officers as instructors and the erection of additional
quarters for their accommodation.
On September I, 1890, there were 289 cadets connected with the
Military Academy. Since that date the loss has been 9 by ~esignation,
25 by discharge, and 65 by graduation. The gain has been 97 admitted as new cadets, making a present total of 287 belonging to the
corps, one of whom was admitted September 1, 1891. This number
includ~s one cadet from Switzerland, and one from Central .America,
wbo are receiving instruction at the Academy by authority of joint
resolutions of Congress.
·
In my last annual report I expressed the opinion that the medical
examination of candidates should be completed before they reported at
West Point.
After a close and careful study of the institution for two years, I feel
assured that both the mental and physical examinations can be conducted without difficulty before the arrival of the young gentlemen at
the Academy.
I therefore respectfully recommend that candidates be required to
report for physical examination to the. nearest medical officer of the
Army immediately after receiving their letters of appointment, and
should they be pronounced physically disqualified for military duty
their appointments can at once be revoked, and they will be spared
further expense and mortification ; should they be pronounced qualified
th~y should be admitted without further physical examination, provided
they pass the mental t,e sts.
I recommend that upon the first Wednesday in April of each year
candidates throughout the United States who have letters of appointment be required to appear for mental examination at certain geographical centers throughout the country, such as Portland, Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Washington, Richmond, Charleston,
Atlanta, Mobile, New Orleans, San Antonio, Memphis, Louisville, St.
Louis, St. Paul, Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Cheyenne, Helena, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, and such other prominent
places as the Secretary of War shall indicate.
These mental examinations should be held under the direction of the
Academic Board of the U.S. Military Academy, and if necessary members of the Board can be detailed to be present at the more important
points.
The questions ~bould be prepared here by the Academic Board, and
the examinations conducted in writing, under the immediate supervision of army officers, acting simply as monitors.
Each candidate. should receive a number, and such number, without
his name, should appear upon his examination papers.
The names, with the numbers, should at once be sent by the officer
in charge to the War Department, while the examina~ion papers with
numbers only should be sent to the Superintendent of the Military
Academy for the action of the Academic Board.
The Board, after carefully considering all the papers, can at once
determine which are satisfactory, and the Adjutant-General can be
immediately informed of the numbers of the successful candidates.
Appointments in place of those who may have failed at this examination can be made without delay; and these additional candidates,
who will be few in number, can be promptly examined by the Academic
Board as soon as they report in June.
I believe the foregoing plan can be easily carried out and will be
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greatly to the advantage of the candidates, who, upon their arrival here,
are always placed at more or less disadvantage on account of their
surroundings, their abse~ce from home, and being entirely unaccustomed to the rules and methods of discipline to which they are necessarily at once subjected.
During the past year the condition of the corps of cadets as regards
drill, discipline, and instruction has been excellent; there has not been
a single offense brought to the knowledge of the authorities which has
received the severe punishment of dismissal or suspension. As a rule
the young gentlemen seem to appreciate the privilege extended to
them by the country, and to be ready to aid the distinguished professors and officers in charge of departments and their accomplished assistants in maintaining the splendid reputation for instruction, -discipline and drill for which West Point is so justly noted.
DEPARTMENT OF TACTICS.

Attention is respectfully invited to the report of Lieut. Col. H. S.
Hawkins, Twenty-third Infantry, Commandaut of Cadets, submitted
herewith.
During the past 12 months instruction has been given in artillery,
infantry, and cavalry drill; in target practice with seacoast guns, mortars, breech-loading field guns and small arms; in fencing with sword
and bayonet; in gymnastics and swimming; in military police and
discipline, and in quartermaster, subsistence, and company administration.
·
Advantage was taken of the unusually clear weather in the spring
of 1891, to give practical instruction in the duties of advance guard,
rear guard, outpost, and reconnoissance.
THE WEST POINT OBSERVATORY.

There is an excellent observatory connected with the U.S. Military
Academy, which I believe can be advautageouslyused in connection with
a post graduate course for young officers in the practical determination of time, latitude, longitude, and the meridian.
This observatory, under the direction of Prof. P. S. Michie, of the
Department of Philosophy, is in the immediate charge of First Lieut.
Ji,. S. Harlow, First Artillery, a most efficient officer, thoroughly capable of conducting the instruction of any reasonable number of young
officers ofthe Army.
The fixed instruments in the building are as follows: One 12-inch
telescope by Alvan Clark & Son; one 7-inch Repsold transit circle.
The following portable instruments are mounted in the field observatory : One zenith telescope; one field transit; one altitude and azimuth
instrument.
In addition to the above mentioned instruments there are a number
of excellent sextants, manufactured by Staekpole.
At present the cadets take a course in practical astronomy during
tlwir first class encampment.
If two or three officers of the Army were ordered here annually to
receive instructions at the Observatory for a period of about 9 months,
they would then be available for general explorations and surveys, for
surveys in military departments, for determining boundary lines between States, and for other work of a like character.
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I commend this subject to the consideration of the Secretary of War,
and suggest that during the coming year two young officers be ordered
here to take the course in practical astrono~y.
Owing to the lack of quarters, unmarried officers only should be sent
here for the present.
THE DEPARTMENTS OF LAW AND OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY.

Section 1309 of the Revised Statutes provides for assistant professors
in all the academic departments of instruction except those of law and of
ordnance and gunnery, while section 1337 of the Revised Statutes provides that each assistant professor shall receive the pay of a captain.
The department of languages has two assistant professors, one of
French, the other of Spanish.
The importance of the departments of law and of ordnance is so fully
recognized that it seems unjust to the first assistants in each that they
should not be accorded the same pay now received by officers occupying similar positions in other departments.
I t!Jerefore respectfully recommend that the senior assistants in these
two departments shall hereafter be known as the assistant professor of
law ana assistant instructor in ordnance and gunnery, and that they
shall receive the same pay and emoluments now authorized by law for
the assistant professors in other academic departments.
·
MASTER OF THE SWORD AND SWIMMING.

I again invite attention to the recommendation submitted in my last
annual report and in the report of the Board of Visitors for 1889 in re.
gard to the faithful, efficient, and capable sword master, Mr. H. JKoebler.
It is earnestly recommended that the following item shall be added
to the Military Academy appropriation bill :
Provided, That from and after the passage of this act the master of the sword at the
United States Military Academy shall have the rank and receive the pay and emoluments of a first lien tenant of infantry.

Mr. Koehler, wl10 at present occupies the position of sword master,
performs also the duties of instructor in gymnastics and swimming.
He is faithful, energetic, and remarkably well qualified, both physically
and intellectually, for his important work.
During the past six years lJe has worked up a system of gymnastics
for the Corps of Cadets, whiCh by its results has challenged the admiration of the rnem bers of the Boards of Visitors, and others who have
been' present at the annual exercises in June.
PHYSICAL TRAINING AND INSTRUCTION IN MILITARY GYMNASTICS.

Physical training by calisthenic exercises forms a part of the academic ,
curriculum. These exercises are required in the gymnasium between
October 1 and May 31 of the cadet's first year at the Academy, but are
afterwards voluntary. During the second, third, and fourth years of
cadet life they are continued in the riding ball, in exercises in the school
of the soldier mounted.
Besides military drilis and calisthenic exercises, cadets receive instruction in military gymnastics. These gymnastics may be defined as such
simple exercises and combinations of exercises, arranged progressh'ely,
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as tend to develop muscular strength, activity, grace and agility, and
in which the danger of overexertion and injury is reduced to a minimum. They are performed b). . a number of cadets simultaneously, each
exercise or portion thereof being executed at command. They embrace
exercises on the usual gymnastic apparatus, the clubs, dumb-bells, the
various wands and iron bars, calisthenics, running, jumping, gymnastic
contests, etc.
Besides these, instruction is given in fencing with foil, broadsword
and bayonet, and in swimming; during the months of July and August
instruction is given in dancing.
•
The present system of gymnastics was introduced in 1885, and has
been gradually improved.
The physical measurements and tests show marked average gains at
the end of the first year's work, in weight, wrist measurement, forearm
measurement, upper arm extended, and also with biceps set, chest inflated and normal, and in tests with horizontal bar, parallel bars, and
broad jump. The average duration of each lesson to the fourth class
is 45 minutes.
Occasional sprained ankles are about the only accidents occuring during exercises in the gymnasium; about 3 years ago a cadet, while exercising "at will," attempted a feat not included in the regular course
and broke his arm.
When we consider that the fourth class averages annually about 100
cadets, t~us making 600 since 1885 who have received instruction for 8
months annually and executing during this period about twenty exercises
daily, we ..find a grand total of about 1,200,000 exercises since 1885 without an instance of serious injury or accident. We are thus confronted
with a marvelous record, the correctness of which is shown by the hospital books.
To one unacquainted with the physical trainiJJg cadets reeeive, the
foregoing gives but a faint impression of its value and thoroughness.
INSTRUCTION IN MILITARY HYGIENE.

During the present academic year it is proposed to have a course of
lectures delivered to the fourth class by the post surgeon, upon the
subject of military hygiene.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY BAND.

During the past year the band has performed all of its duties to my
satisfaction, and its improvement both in music and discipline has been
so marked as to invite most favorable comments.
By the act of March 3, 1875, the Military Academy Bancl consisted
of 1 teacher of music and 40 enlisted musicians; of the latter, 10 rec~ived $34 per month, and the remaining 30 received $30 per month,
together with the usual allowances of enlisted men.
By the act of 11 arch 3, 1877, the band was reduced to 1 teacher of
music and 24 enlisted men, 6 of whom receive $34 per month, 6 $20 per
month, and the remaining 12$17 per month, with the usual allowances
of enlisted men.
This is the present status of the band, and I earnestly invite attention
to the appeals annually made in the reports of the Boards of Visitors
and by the Superintendent of the Military Academy for its improvement.
The teacher of music, Mr. Arthur A. Clappe, is a man of eminent
musical talent, earnest, and conscientious, and has devoted every mo-
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ment of his time to the important work of bringing the band up to its present excellent condition; I commend him for the faithful and intelligent
manner in which be bas performed his laborious duties, and I earnestly
recommend that he shall receive promotion to the grade of a second
lieutenant; should this be refused, then I recommend that his salary
be increased from $1,080 to $1,500 per annum, a sum he richly deserves
on account of his important work.
Many of the members of the band are excellent musicians and men
with families, and as they improve in their profession and see their
children growing up around them it is natural that the temptation to
better their condition in life should affect them, and that they should
not only decline to reenlist, but often endeavor to obtain their discharge
from the service of the United States.
This subject was thoroughly investigated by the Committee on
Military Affairs of the House of Representatives in 1890, as will be seen
by House Report No. 2627 of the first session of the Fifty-first Congress.
It is earnestly hoped that during the coming session of Congress the
condition of the band will be improved, and in case of its reorganization I recommend that hereaJter it shall be constituted as follows : One
teacher of music, who shall have the rank, pay, and emoluments of a
second lieutenant so long as he shall remain such teacher of music;
1 drum-major, with ·the rank, pay, and emoluments of a sergeant of
engineers; 30 musicians, 15 of whom shall be known as first-class
musicians, with pay of $34 per month; and 15 as second-class.,musicians,
with pay of $24 per month; all to have the same allowance of clothing,
rations, and quarters as now authorized by law.
In view of the importance of the U. S. Military Academy and the
number of distinguished guests both from at home and abroad who
annually visit West Point, I earnestly hope that Congress will give this
subject favorable consideration.
THE .A.R'l'ILLERY

OF THE POST.

I respectfully invite attention to my report of September 8, 1890,
wherein I gave a full description of the artillery of this post.
The condition to-day remains exactly the same. We still have but one
field battery of 3.2 steel rifled breech-loading guns, and it is necessary to
drill the fourth class with the old obsolete 3-inch muzzle-loaders, which
will probably never again be used in action.
The same old 42--inch muzzle-loading guns remain at the siege battery,
and the cadets must still use them for drill, with probably an unwritten
history, that could tell of sieges and camps of over a quarter of a century ago. All that seems to be known of them is, that they were the best
of a lot on hand at the New York .Arsenal, sent there from the Washington Arsenal some years ago.
In view of the fact that during the past few years three of the pldfashioned siege guns have burst at this battery, I directed that those
now on hand should not again be fired, believing that it would be criminal on my part to endanger unnecessarily the lives of cadets by practicing with these old and obsolete pieces.
.A.t the seacoast battery the conditions reported in 1890 remain unchanged, and I repeat tbP. language of the accomplished senior instructor
of artillery drill regulations, First Lieut. J.D. C. Hoskins, Third Artillery, who describes it as follows :
At the seacoast battery the cadets use 3 8-inch muzzle-loading rifles (converted 10inch smoothbore Rodma.u guns), 2 15-inch smoothbore Rodman guns, and one 13-inch

mortar.
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No two pieces in this battery are mounted on carriages of the same pattern, which
fact renders a uniform system of instruction impossible.
For effective work here guns of the same class should be mounted upon modern
carriages, uniform in construction.

In the interest of the Academy, in the interest of the country for
which our cadets are being educated, I beg that these matters shall not
be thrust aside, and I ask that we may be supplied with an armament
that will be a credit to the mstitution and give us the means of properly
instructing the young gentlemen whom we send out, at least with a
solid foundation upon which to build the character of accomplished
soldiers.
MEN AND HORSES FOR LIGHT BATTERY.

I repeat the recommendations made in my last annual report, that
the light battery be placed upon an independent footing; that a detachment of not less than 30 artillery soldiers be ordered here for duty
with the batteries, and that 50 strong draft horses be supplied for this
particular purpose, relieving the light cavalry horRes from the duty
which utterly unfits them for their legitimate work.
COMPANY E, BATTALION OF ENGINEERS.

This company maintains the sam6 high character for drill, discipline,
and efficiency accorded it in my last annual report.
While it has quite a number of excellent old soldiers, the majority of
the men are quite young and frequently chafe under the restraints of
discipline; this has caused a number of cases for the summary court
and two for general courts, while two men have deserted during the
year.
The company has charge of the repair and preservation of aU forts
and batteries and of the pontoon train, and assists in the instruction
of the Corps of Cadets in practical military engineering and signaling.
The officers are indefatigable in their efforts to improve the welfare,
drill, and discipline of the company. The buildings occupied as quarters and for shops and storehouses are models of neatness.
THE CAVALRY DETACHMENT AND HORSES.

At present there are eighty-five horses available for light artillery
and cavalry drill. Thirty-five new ones were received during the year;
but, in spite of the earnest and faithful efforts of the Quartermaster's
Department to select the best possible animals, as a rule the horses
were either ill upon their arrival or were taken sick shortly thereafter.
The diseases were generally the result of severe colds caught while the
animals were on the cars, and three died within a few weeks after they
reached West Point.
I can only repeat the statement made in my last annual report, that
there should be separate detachments of horses for artillery and cavalry drill, the cavalry horses generally being too light for hauling the
heavy fieldpieces and caissons.
During the year the cavalry detachment~ which has a maximum
strength of 68 men, has improved in drill and discipline; the troopers
now being fully armed and equipped, and being drilled both on foot
and on horseback whenever time can be spared from the regular duties
for w hich they were enlisted.
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As a rule the men are faithful and diligent .in the discharge of their
duties. It is anticipated that their new barracks near the riding hall
will be completed during the present calendar year.
i'HB DETACHMENT OF ARMY SERVICE MEN IN THE QUARTERM.A.STER'S DEP.A.RTMENi'.

A description of this detachment and the necessity for its servicewas given in my last annual report.
Tlle men are not soldiers in the ordinary acceptation of tlw term, bnt
are clerks, overseers, mechanics, watchmen, 'janitors, and laborers.
Tbe,Y are neither armed, drilled, nor equipped as soldi ers; while autlwrized to wear the undress uniform of an artillery soldier when not
at work, they are required to appear in fatigue costume whenever doing
duty as mechanics or laborers.
With but very few exceptions the men have been earnest, faithful,
and industrious in the discharge of their varied duties during the year.
NEW BUILDINGS IN PROGRESS.

Dnring the past year there has been an unusual amount of building
in progress.
The new gymnasium, which was commenced in June, 1890, under
cot1tract with Mr. John Sheehan, has progressed slowly; the walls are
up and the greater part of the iron-roof trusses are in position.
Ou August 14, 1891, the contractor suspended work and declined to
complete his contract, giving as a reason the difficulty he had in satisfying the architect, Mr. R. M. Hunt, whose decision, under "the contract,
~~is final upon all questions concerning workmanship and materials."
It is very much to be regretted that the contractor concluded to take
this ~tep, as it will grPatly delay the progress of the work, and result in
all the usual anxieties and annoyances not only to the United States but
to the contractor and his bond~men incident to taking up for completion an important structure the contract for which has been abandoned.
The old academic bui1ding bas been torn down, and the foundation
trenches for tee new building for which provision was made in the act
of Mitrch 2, 1889, have been commenced under contract with Messrs.
J. E. and A. L. Pennock, of Philadelphia, Pa.
The plans and specifications for these buildings were prepared by
that eminent architect Mr. Richard M. Hunt, of New York, and the
work is carried on under his supervision.
It is not anticipated that the new academic building will be com- ·
p1eted before August, 1893.
Five sets of officers' quarters have been in progress of construction,
2 of which are nearly ready for occupancy; the other 3 wi1l probably
be completed by the coming spring.
The soldiers' hospital, located on high ground, upon the site of the .
former cavalry garden, is well advanced, being now under cover; the
same may be said of the new cavalry barracks, located on the river bank
near the riding hall.
The band practice building and the watchman's house, on the south
dock, have been completed and are ready for occupancy.
Thirty sets of quarters for married enlisted men have been in progress
of construction during the year; of these, 10 Rets are about completed
and the remaining 20 sets are well advanced, and will probably be
.finished and ready for occupancy during the winter.
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SURVEY OF THE RESERVATION.

The work of rerunning and marking the boundary lines of the reservation has been completed, and attention is invited to the report and
mnp submitted by First Lieut. John Biddle, Corps of Engineers, which
is transmitted herewith.
Lieutenant Biddle has located the corners, measured the boundary
lines, and determined their azimuths by connecting with a secondary
triangle of the U. S. Ooast and Geodetic Survey; he has surveyed the
boundary lines of the Kinsley addition, replaced stone monuments at
corners of reservation by old iron guns sunk in the ground to their trunnions, aud has completed a slashing about 20 feet wide around the entire
reservation.
THE KINSLEY MANSION.

This old building has been partially repaired during the year, but
the lack of gas, water, or furnace facilities and its distance from the
cadet barracks renders it very inconvenient for officers quarters.
In view of the demand for more hotel privileges on the post, I recommend that authority be obtained from Congress to rent the building and
5 or 10 acres of ground immediately around it for hotel purposes for a
term of 5 or 10 years, under such rules and regulations as may be prepared or approved by the Secretary of War; this would save the
United States from the expense of repairing and maintaining in good
order this old house and the grounds immediately around it.
THE WEST POINT HOTEL AND WEST POIN'l' STABLES.

The West Point Hotel was erected during the administration of Col.
Sylvanus Thayer, Corps of Engineers, between the years 1824 and 1833,
at a cost of about $16,000; since the latter date it has been enlarged
and repaired from time to time, so that the total expense connected with
it, including insurance, has been about $50,000; all of which has been
paid from what has been known as the post contingent fund.
Up to the summer of 1887 the control of the hotel was exclusively
under the Superintfmdent, who had the power of leasing it to such party
as in his judgment would manage it in the best manner for the following special objects:
(1) For the accommodation of the Board of Visitors to the United
States Military Academy and of officers of the Government making
tours of inspections to the post.
(2) For the accommodation of the parents and guardians of cadets and
persons visiting West Point.
·
(3) For the accommodation of officers on duty at the Military Academy with quarters when the same, in the vpinion of the Superintendent,
was necessary.
Rent was received from time to time from the year 1830 and credited
to the post contingent fund, the sum varying from $900 per annum in
1t;30 to $3,334 in 1856~ then being reduced to $2,000 until1864, when
it gradually increased until it reached its maximum, $4,583, in 1867.
F.tom 1868 to 1887 it varied, being as high as $4,000 some years and
tiu:-tlly down to $1,500 in 1887.
.
By direction of the Secretary of War in 1887 the lease of the hotel
was opened to competition, and in November of that yeat: it was rented
for 5 years to Mr. A. H. Craney, the highest responsible bidder, at an
annual rental of $3,500, the lessee to make annual repairs not to exceed
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in value $500. This lease I found on record when I assumed command
in August, 1889; it does not expire until November 1, 1892.
The lessee came to me in the autumn of 1889, pronounced the rental
required to be excessive, and asked a reduction; it was not in my power
to grant his request, as the lease bad been based upon his proposal and
had been approved by the Secretary of War; no further action in the
matter, so far as I am aware, bas been taken by the lessee.
During the season of the examination and graduating exercises in
June the hotel is crowded to so great an extent that more or less discomfort necessaril~- ensues.
A copy of the regulations governing the lease, upon which proposals
for renting the hotel were based, is submitted herewith.
As the hotel is practically without guests for about 8 months of the
year, the rental paid appears to me to be excessive, but it was theresult of competition; future leases, in my opinion, should be made by
the Superintendent with the approval of the Secretary of War, and
should be worded in such manner as to fully protect the interests of
the United States, the Military Academy, and the officers and other
guests who may be residing at the hotel.
The contingent fund accruing from rents, etc., is properly accounted
· for by abstracts and vouchers, submitted to the Secretary of War in
accordance with the terms of the act of Congress approved May 1,
1888.
THE PUBLIC STABLE.

The public stable was erected in 1855, and has ·been repaired from
time to time at a total expense of about $2,000.
It was very necessary that there sho.uld be some means of transportation from the docks to t,be plain and the hotel, and that visitors could
be able to obtain vehicles when desired for riding over the reservation.
The stable, with the exclusive privilege of furnishing carriages and
horses, was leased in 1865 for $150 per annum, and bas been continued
from that date; the annual rental varying from $500 to $100, at which
110minal sum it is at present.
Up to 1887 the matter was under the complete control of the Superintendent, but in that year, by direction of the Secretary of War, it was
opened to competition and leased to Mr. John Denton, the highest responsible bidder, for the term of 5 years, with the exclusive pl'ivilege
of hiring carriages and horses to guests of the post.
In 1890, 1\Ir. Denton being desirous of retjring from business, was
authorized to transfer his interests to Messrs. Drew & Mandigo, who
now hold the lease which will expire November 1, 1892.
A copy of the regulations governing the lease of t.he stable is transmitted herewith, together with the tariff of prices, approved when the
lease was made.
It must be remembered that there are few calls for vehicles except
during the summer, and that between October 15 and May 15, a period
of 7 months, the lessee of the stables has comparatively little patronage, but must maintain his establishment, care for his horses, ~nd have
suitable vehicles at the depots to meet all the trains arriving between
the hours of 8 a . m. and 9 p.m., daily.
•
When the lease is renewed in 1892 it should be worded in such manner as to carefully protect the interests of the Military Academy and
the guests of the post. In the mean time I recommend that Congress
be requested to make the necessary appropriation for a carriage and an
omnibus for the use of the members of the Board of Visitors during
their annual visits to the Military Academy.
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THE CEMETERY.

The West Point cemetery now contains an area of about 14 acres,
more than one-half of which is still only partially iDJproved.
The old cemetery, which contains the remains of officers, cadets, soldiers, and resident civilians who have died in past yea.rs, is also honored with being the final resting place on earth of some of the mos~
distinguished soldiers of the Hepublic.
As the cemetery was being rapidly filled, I extended its limits in 1890
so as to take in the adjacent ground .occupied in years past as a cadet
garden. This new addition is now being laid out to correspond with
the beauty of the remainder of the cemetery. and it is earnestly hoped
that Congress will appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the continuance
of the work of enlarging and beautifying this home for the remains of
the honored dead.
SEWERAGE AND PLUMBING.

By the act of Congress approved March 2, 1891, an appropriation of
$15,000 was made for necessary repair of and for improving the plumbing and sewerage system at West Point, N. Y., and putting the same
in a sanitary condition to be expended under the joint direction of the
superintendent, the surgeon, and the post quartermaster.
In anticipation of the passage of the appropriation bill, I convened
a board in January, 1891, upon the subject of sewerage and plumbing,
consisting of Lieut. Col. James Mercur, professor of engineering; Maj.
Henry McElderry, surgeon U. S. Army, post surgeon; Capt. William
H. Miller, assistant quartermaster, post quartermaster; and First Lieut.
John A. Lundeen, Fourth Artillery.
This board gave the subject the most thoughtful and serious consideration, making a thorough examination of the general system of sewerage and plum bing, and in March, 1891, submitted an exhaustive report
with recommendations for certain much-needed improvements; after a
.careful examination of this report, which I held under consideration for
several days, I approved it fully, and it thus constituted the views of
the three officers indicated in the law.
Operations were commenced early in July, 1891, upon the general
plumbing of the Post, which had been found to be seriously defective,
and orders were given for the introduction of the modern system as far
as possible, and for such improvement of the sewerage as the funds
available would admit.
All materials were purchased under contract as far as practicable,
after due advertisement. The work is being done by hired labor, a firstclass sanitary expert plumber having been employed as foreman, and a
number of skilled plumbers placed under his immediate order. The
work is progressing as rapidly as the means at our command will admit.
As the original estimate for renovating present plum bing and sewerage was $33,000, it is earnestly hoped that Congress will this year appropriate the nec'essary sum ($18,000) to complete the work which is so
very important to the health of this large command.
The following statement shows the number, length, dimensions and
general location of the main drains, the general style o'f auxiliary drains,
and the location of the sewers at West Point, N. Y.
.
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Main drains.
Designation.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Length. . Size.

•

Feet .

Southern sewer •.••.••••••••••••_••••••••

160

440
1, 037

Inches.

.Auxiliary drains.
Kind.

Length. I Size.

Feet.

Inches.
Round earthen-pipe.
Do.
Do.

8
10
15

1,637 ·····-··· ................. .
350
8
300
10
975
15

First branch.................................. ..•......

......... .........
......... .........

Second branch ....................... ::::::::: :::::::::
Central sewer...........................
2, 725
12
First branch ........-...................................
Second branch....................... ......... ..... ....
Northwestern sewer.....................
1,650
10
First branch ..................... ,.....................
Second branch....................... ......... .........
Northern sewer.........................
860
10
First branch...... .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Second branch................................ .........
Sewer No.1.............................
787
4
Sewer No.2..............................
671
10
Sewer No.3.............................
350
8

Do.
Do.
Do.

1, 625 . ....... .
730 ........ . Size 2 by 2 feet by 8

inches. Brick.

................ .. Round earthen-pipe.
600
8
Do.
Do.
650
8

................ ..
350

10

415
6
................. .
650
8
330
8
................ ..
................ ..

................. .

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
l;>o.

LOCATION OF SEWERA.

Southern sewer.-Commences in rear of quarters No. 17, and ruris
south in rear of quarters Nos. 15, 13, and 7, thence to road in front of
Cadet Barracks, thence south in rear of Academic Building, thence between Academic Building and Grant Hall across main road to stone
steps on side of hill, thence to river, 250 feet south of the West
Shore tunnel.
Central sewer.-Commences in rear of quarters Nos. 41 and 43, and
runs in rear of quarters Nos. 39, 37, 35, 33, and 31, and in front of quarters No. 29, thence across road to southeast corner of laboratory, thence
to river at a point 225 feet east of the north wharf.
Northwestern sewer.-Oommences at quarters No. 51, and runs du~
north to river.
Northern sewer.-Commences in rear of band barracks, thence to
riv-er.
Sewer No. I.-Commences at Denton's store, thence to river.
Sewer No. 2.-0ommences at hotel, thence to river.
Sewer No. 3.-Commences at cadet sinks (in camp), thence to river.
EXTENSION OF GAS PLANT AND METHOD OF LIGH'l'ING CADET BAR·
RACKSt-

During past years great comp}!:.tint has been made .of the character of
light furnished cadets for studying at night, and in my last annual report I submitted a plan and estimate for a complete electric light and
power plant for this post.
.
This plan did not meet with favorable consideration and no action
was taken upon my recommendation.
During the past year the post surgeon has recommended the use r;f
glasses for studying in a number of cases of cadets, and at the medica]
examination of tbe graduating class in June, the surgeons informed me
that the eyes of nearly every graduate were more or less congested;
19 of the young gentlemen failed to come up to the requirements of the
War Department as to vision, and 6 failed to read the test type :V;
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three-fourths of the required distance. In every instance the young
gentlemen claimed that the difficulty bad commenced since they entered
the Military Academy.
_
·
The gas furnished for the use of the post is reported by the professor of chemistry, who tests it frequently, as of excellent quality; owing
to some bad coal furnished by the contractor, it contained more or less
sulphur on two or three occasions during the year.
The gas jet used in barracks is what is known as the bat-wing burner,
placed upon an arm 10 inches long, projecting directly from the side
wall of the room and over the table. Two cadets, one on each side ot
the t.able, study by this light, which not only is of insufficient power,
but gives out so much heat near the head of the student as to be exceedingly uncomfortable.
In order to furnish a better light I propose to increase the gas plant
sufficiently to furnish a full supply for all buildings on the post and to
place in every room in barracks a plain iron chandelier with two arms
and a slide drop light. This chandelier will be in the centre of the ceiling, immediately over the table, so that the cadets can study without
difficulty.
An estimate of $48,000 is submitted for the purpose of carrying out
this plan, and I earnestly urge that an appropriation be made for this
very important and, I may say, almost absolutely necessary improve-

m@t

·

HEALTH OF THE COMMAND.

Attention is invited to the report of the post surgeon, submitted herewith.
The general health of the command has been unusually good during
the past year; there have been no epidemics, and even the so-called
"Grippe," which prevailed in tile vicinity, has not been felt here to any
marked degree.
In the corps of cadets there was one case of pneumonia, one of. traumatic cellulitis, and one of typhlitis, all of which were successfully
treated by the very skillful surgeons at the post.
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER AND DEPUTY UNITED STATES MARSHAL.

Owing to the large amount of building in progress and the number
of mechanics and laborers necessarily on the post, it was deemed best
by me that the civil authorities should be represented upon this military reservation.
At my request, Mr. H. J. Koehler, the master of the sword, was appointed United States commissioner, and Mr. Frank P. Bailey, a faithful and efficient employe of the quartermaster's department was appointed
deputy United States marshal.
The presence of these two civil officers, both of whom live upon the
post, will enable immediate action to be taken in case of felony or breach
of the peace at West Point by any civilian temporarily upon the reservation.
THE BATTLE MONUMENT.

In my last annual report I mentioned the circumstances connected
with the subscriptions raised in 1863 for the erection of a monument at
West Point, N. Y., in memory of the officers and enlisted men of the
regular army who were killed or died of wounds received in action during the war of the rebellio:u..
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Competitive plans were invited from four firms of architects eminent
in the profession, and in October, 1890, the designs submitted were examined by a committee consisting of the following-named gentlemen:
Mr. R. M. Hunt, architect, of New York City; Mr. Augustus St. Gaudens, sculptor, of New York City; Mr. Arthur Roatch, architect, of Boston; Col. P. S. Michie, professor of philosophy, U.S. Military Academy;
Col. C. W. Larned, professor of drawing, U. S. Military Academy; Col.
E. W. Bass, professor of mathematics, U. S. Military Academy; Lieut.
Col. J. ~Iercur, professor of engineering, U. S. Military Academy.
This committee selected the design marked "Monolith," the motto of
the firm of Messrs. McKim, Mead & White, of New York.
As stated by the professor of drawing, "the results of the competition were very gratifying and the merits of all the designs so conspicuous as to render final decision a matter of nice discrimination, ba.sed
upon many considerations."
The description of the design selected, as given by the architects, is
as follows:
In preparing the design we have most carefully considered the object of the monument and the site which it is to occupy.
We believe the monument should be first and foremost a martial one, distinctive
in its character, and impressive in its design.
The beauty of its site and the surroundings seem to us to preclude any bulky or
massive treatment and to suggest rather a treatment where the impression should be
produced by height supported b;y a base which should not interfere with graceful and
artistic treatment.
For this reason we have adopted as the feature of our design a single monolithic
shaft treated in the shape of a memorial column or column of victory.
'rhis form seems to us to be more distinctively martial than any other, and in this
form we believe it is possible to obtain impressiveness and dignity without a sacrifice of grace, at the same time preserving a distinctively architectural and monumental character.
We lay great stress upon these two points, viz, the necessity of giving the monument a martial design, and the relation of the monument to its site.
In our design we have had these two points continually in mind, with results
which you must judge.
The shaft is a monolith of polished granite, 41 feet 6 inches high and 5 feet 8
inches in diameter.
It is proposed to surmount it with a figure of Victory, and surround it by eaglesa distinct mark of its national character.
The shaft rests upon a circular base, surrounded by flights of steps, giving the
greatest breadth and dignity possible to the base.
The materials are most enduring-granite and bronze.

On July 28, 1891, a contract was made with the firm of Norcross
Brothers, of Worcester, Mass., for the granite work and the necessary
labor of placing the bronzes in position. Operations were at once commenced at the quarry at Stony Creek, Conn., getting out the enormous
stone which is to form the main shaft. All the granite except the shaft
will come from quarries at Milford, Mass.
It is hoped that the shaft can be hauled to the site during the coming
winter, and that the monument will be completed during the autumn
of 1892.
The site selected is on the plain north of Execution Hollow and about
100 yards southeast of Trophy Point.
The height of the monument when completed will be about 78 feet.
NEW BUILDING. FOR SINKS .A.ND BATH ROOMS FOR O.A.DETS.

I beg to invite special attention to the necessity for modern improvements in the cadet sinks.
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These sinks have been condemned by the post surgeon as in very bad
sanitary condition, and demanding complete renovation and enlargement.
An estimate of $28,000 is submitted for this purpose.
It is proposed to construct a two-story stone-faced, brick-lined building, 60 feet long and 40 feet wide. The lower story will contain 54
water closets and 60 urinal troughs, and the upper story 35 bath tubs.
This will enable us to remove the present bath rooms from basement
of barracks.
Tile building will be heated by steam from the main boiler house.
I respectfully invite attention to the estimates submitted for the next
fiscal year.
They have been carefully prepared under my personal supervision,
and there is not a single item that is not deemed by me absolutely
necessary for the welfare and prosperity of the Military Academy and
the post of West Point, N.Y. I earnestly urge that these estimates
may receive favorable consideration.
In conclusion, I can only repeat the closing words of my last annual
report, and express my high appreciation of the earnest, faithful, and
intelligent assistance I have received in the discharge of my official
duties from the professors and other officers of the Acadamy, and my
gratification at being able, at the end of my second year as Superintendent, to report the corps of cadets in excellent condition as regards
health, discipline, drill, and instruction.
.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN M. WILSON,
Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent U. S . .lHilitary Academy.
The ADJU1'ANT-GENERAL, U.S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES CORPS OF CADETS,
West Point, N. Y., August 28, 1891.
The ADJUTANT U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y. :
SIR: I have the honor to report that during the preceding 12 months instruction
has been given in the drill of the three arms, in target practice with small arms and
breech-loading field guns, seacoast guns, and mortars, in mechanical maneuvers
with field, siege, and seacoaRt guns, in fencing with small sword and bayonet, in
gymnastics and swimming, in military police and discipline, and in quartermaster,
subsistence, and company administration.
Owing to the unusual number of fine days in the spring, the customary drills in
the school of the company and school of the battalion were completed much earlier
than usual. Advantage was taken of this to give practical instruction in the duties
of ad vance guard, rear guard, outpost, and reconnaissance; first in miniature, by the
several companies on the plain, with a view to familiarizing the cadets with the
theoretical disposition of a given small force, and afterward in the rough country
west of the post, where the varying accidents of ground would alter the conditions
of each exercise.
To develop interest and to make the operation more realistic, a portion of the
available force was made to occul?y a position as part of a system of outposts affording to a supposed main body the necessary se<ru.rity from ~urprise.
The opposing force, supposed to be the advance guard of an approaching column,
was to discover the location and strength of these outposts, to turn the position and
effect its capture, if it could be done without compromising the main column.
The cadets can be absent from barracks for only one hour on any one day for instruction in the field. Consequently it is not possible to proceed very far into new
ground each day, and the practical problems that can be thus illustrated must be
very few. Nevertheless the practice, even to this limited extent, is beneficial, and
may assist a young officer in learning how to conduct a patrol at leas~.
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The officers detai1ed as assistants in the tactical department have been most ear.
in their efforts to maintain the excellent rep;utation of the corps of cadets, and its
gratifying condition as to discipline and high honoris an attestation of their tact and
judgment.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.
ne~;t

H. S. HAWKINS,
Lieutenant·ColoneZ Twenty-third Infantt·y, Comntandant of Cadets .
. A true copy.

J. M. CAHSON, Jr.,
Second Lieutenant Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant.

Regulations governing the lease of the West Point Hotel, refm·red to in advertisement for
proposals for lease of same, dated this office, June 24, 1887.
HEADQUARTERS

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE OF THE TREASURER,

West Point, N. Y., J1tne 24, 1887.
1. The lease will embrace the hotel, its fixtures, appurtenances, and grounds now
inclosed about the same.
2. The hotel must be kept open and maintained all the year round in such style as
is usual in hotels of the first class in the city of New York.
3. A bar will not be permitted in connection with the hotel, nor will liquors be disposed of excepting under such regulations as may be promulgated by the Superintendent of the Military Academy, approved bythe Secretary of War. The sale of liquors
of any description may be forbidden.
4. The continuance of the hotel hasfor its special objects: (1) The accommodation
of the Board of Visitors to the United States Military Academy and officers of the
Government making tours of inspection to the post. (2) The accommodation of the
parents ,and guardians of cadets, and persons visiting West Point. (3) The accommodation of officers of the Army on duty at the Military Academy, with quarters
when the same, in the opinion of the Superintendent, is necessary. .
In pursuance of these special objects the lessee of the hotel will be required to assign the meG1bers of the Board of Visitors and other official visitors and their families
the most desirable rooms in the hotel, and at a cost, including regular meals and
service, but excluding extras, not to exceed $3.50 per person per day, nor shall any
guest be charged a per diem in excess of said sum for regular service.
5. The lessee will be required to purchase such of the valuable and essential property now in the hotel belonging to the present lessee on terms which may be agreed
upon by the two named interested parties. Should they fail to come to an agree·
ment, each will select a disinterested person to determine the value of such property
and questions arising in connection therewith, and should these two persons be nnable .to come to an agreement they shall select a third party to the arbitration, and
the decision of a majority of the three persons so chosen shall be final and binding on
all interested parties.
'6. The annual rent of the hotel will be paid in proportional quarterly installments
in advance.
7. The lessee will be required to pay the cost of repairs on the hotel, but in complying with this reg:ulation be shall not be required to expend annually a sum greater
than $500. The repairs necessary will be determined by a boar9- of three officers
convened by the Superintendent of the Military Academy during the first week of
March in each year,
8. The lessee shall have no claim upon the Government for any improvements he
may make by permission of the Superintendent, or for repairs referred to in paragraph 7.
9. The lessee will bind himself to observe and cause to be observed all the regu.
lations and rules now established or that may hereafter be promulgated in relation
to the liotel.
10. A copy of these regulations will accompany each proposal.
11. Each bidder will be required to furnish a bond, properly executed, in a sum
double the amount of his bid, with approved security, guarantying the execution
and faithful performance of the contract which be will enter into should his bid be
accepted, said contract to embrace the points enumerated in this paper.
12. The contract referred to in paragraph 11 will be entered into between the lessee
and the Superintendent of the Military Academy, subject to the approval of the Secretary of War, and a clause will be inserted therein providing for its annulment at
any time by order of the Secretary of War should the lessee fail to keep the hotel in
the manner hereinbefore described, or should be fail to observe the orders relative
thereto now in existence or which ruay be hereafter promulgated.
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.13. The lessee will not be permitted to sublet or lease the hotel or any of the buildings connected therewith.
14. The right is reserved on the part of the Government to reject any or all bids,
and to accept such bid as it may consider best for its.interests.
By order bf the Superiutenrtent.
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain Twenty-first Infantry, Trea,surer U.S. Milita1·y .Academy.

Regulations governing the fmnchise connected tvith the lease of the public stable and residence at West Point, N. Y., now occupied by Mr. John Denton.
HEADQUARTERS

U.

S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE OF THE TREASURER,

West Point, N. Y., June 24, 1887.
1. The lessee of the public stable and house now occupied hy Mr. John Denton
shall have the exclusive right to carry all passengers landed at the wharves and railroad stations on this reserva.tion to and from the West Point Hotel and other parts of
the post in so far as the same does not conflict with law or the right of any resident
of the post to furnish transportation for himself, his family, or his guests.
2. The lessee shall keep for·the use of residents and visitors such horses and vehicies as are found at first-class livery stables and at first-class hotels.
3. The drivers of all vehicles connected with the public stable shall have a neat
anrl distinctive uniform which shall meet the approval of the Superintendent of the
Military Academy, and which they shall wear at all times when on the post of West
Point.
4. The lessee will have suitable vehicles of the class referred to in paragraph 2 at
the docks, ferry landing, and West Shore Railroad depot to meet all trains and boats
arriving between the hours of 8 a.m. and 9 p. m., and in all cases to provide for the
transportation and protection of baggage belonging to residents or visitors employing him.
5. A uniform tariff of prices will be fixed by the Superintendent of the Military
Academy for residents of or persons on duty at West Point and transient visitors.
6. The lessee will be required to purchase at a fair valuation the stock on hand
belonging to the present lessee, Mr. John Denton, said valuation to be determined
hetween Mr. John Denton and the lessee. Should they fail to come to an agreement,
each will select a disinterested person to determine the value of p:J;operty in question
and all points arising in connection therewith, and ~hould these two persons be unable to come to an agreement., they shall select a third party to the arbitration, and
the decision of a majority of the three persons so chosen shall be final and binding on .
all interested parties.
7. The annual rental will be paid in proportional quarterly installments in advance.
S. The lessee will be required to pay the cost of all necessary repairs on the cl welling house occupied by him and on the public stable, the repairs necessary to be determined by a board of three officers convened by the Superintendent of the Military
Academy during the first week of March in each year, and not to exceed annually a
sum for the dwelling house greater than $100, and for the stable a sum ·greater than
$50, or a total for both house and stable greater than $150.
9. The lessee shall have no claim upon the Government for any improvements he
may make by permission of the Superintendent whilst in possession.
10. Each bidder will be required to furnish a bond, properly ex.ecn ted, in a sum
double the amount of his bid, with approved security, guarantying the execution and
faithful performance of the contract which he will enter into should his bid be accepted, said contract to embrace the points enumerated in this paper and such regulations in reference to the livery business at West Point as may be in existence and not·
mentioned herein, inadvertently omitted.
11. The contract referred to in paragraph 10 will be entered into between the lessee
and the Superintendent of.the Military Academy, subject to the approval of the Secretary of War, and a clause will he inserted therein providing for its annulment at any
time by order ofthe Secretary of War shonld the lessee fail to conduct the livery
business in the manner hereinbefore described, or should be fail to observe the orders
relative thereto now in existence or which may be hereafter promulgated.
12. The lessee will not be permitted to lease or sublet any privileges granted to
him connected with the stables or carrying for the post.
13. The right is re@erved on the part of t.he Government to reject any or all bids,
and to accept such bid as it may consider best for its interests.
By order of the Superintendent.
•
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain Twenty-first Infantry, Treasurer U. S. Military _Acadenty.
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.Abstmct of charges lWiho1·ized to be rnade by pa1·ty holding lease of live1·y stable, as 1'ecommended by board co1tt·enecl at JJ'est Point, N. Y., October 30, Hld7, and approved by t"M
superintendtnt U. S. Mtlitary .Acadmny Nove·rnber 4, H!!:l7.
For carrying residents of or persons on duty at West Point, N. Y., to or from
the wharves or railroad depot.·-----------·---------·----·------------ ..•.
For eacll trunk or box carried in baggage wagon by them. ___ . __ . __ .. .•••....
For a two-lwr:-,e carriage or sleigh, the first hour .............. _.... __ ...•....
After the tirst hour. ___ ... ____ .. ____ ... ___ . __ ... _... _. _.. ________ .... __ ..
For a two-horse card age or sleigh per hour, between 10 p. m. and reveille._..
:For a one-horoe carria~e or sleigh, per hour ...... -----------------------·---For carrying persons to or from Ruger, Camp, or Log towns to wharves or depot

$0.15
.15
1. 50
1. 00
2. 00
1.00
.15

Other charges for residents of or persons on duty at West Point, N.Y., to be in
proportion to the above.
For carrying each transient visitor to or from wharves or depot ..•••• --·· ....
. 25
For each trunk or box carried by them in baggage wagon. __ ••..... _.........
. 25
For the hire by them of a two-horse carriage, the first hour.................. 2. 00
After the first hour. __ ...... _........ ___ .. ____ ... __ ...... __ . _ . __ ... _.. _. . 1. 50
For the hire by them of a two-horse carriage between 10 p. m. and reveille~
per hour_ .•• _•••....•.. _•••. ___ ...••....• __ •. _. _••....•..••...... _•.. _. ___ 2. 00

w. H. MILLER,
Captain and .Assistant Quartermaster, U.S. Army.

WEST POI:ST,

The

ADJUTANT

U. S.

N. Y., .Ap1·il 1, 1891.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y. :
Sn~:

I have the honor to submit the following report of survey made of the United
States Military Reservation of West Point, N.Y.
I received verbal orders from Capt. P.M. Price, Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army.
'l'hey were to redetermine the azimuths and lengths of the bounding lines of the
reservation, the corners of which having, with one exception, been already located
and 111arked.
These orders were subsequently modified to include the addition known as the Kinsley estate. 'l'his latter was first surveyed by me in the spring of 1!:!88, and the deed
of purchase was based on that survey. The corners of this e~tate were shown me by
the owners of adjacent property, and according to the plats these corners were joined
by right lines. The location of the corners was verified by the statement of Mr. Caldwell, of Newburg, t,he surveyor who surveyed all the property in that neighborhood.
The northeast corner of the military reservation was the one that had not been
marked. 'l'be north bounding line was first surveyed by a commisswn appointed for
that purpose, and subsequently by a Mr. Parmenter, The latter describes the line as
passing by a large, marked tree, and ending at a large stone on the Hudson River
hank There' it:~ still a large rock on the bank, which would appear might be the one.
However, a right line joming this point with the northwest corner would go over
ground whose topography doPs not at all agree with the description; on it no marks
could be fonnd, nncl its direction would differ several degrees from the description.
Moreover, the survey made by the commission, and on which Mr. Parmenter's was
based, does not mention this rock. 1'his, then, evidently could not be t,he line.
1 corresponded with the ~~ounty surveyor. and recorder, and the railroad company;
obtained copies of deed of transfer, etc., but could get no additional information;
A bolt in a small rock about 3UO feet north of large rock was thought by Mr. Caldwell, the surveyor from Newburg, might be the corner. This bolt was evidently of
recent origin; the rock was so small as not to be conspicuous, and apparently had
been placed by the railroad company. It could not have been the one referred to by
Parmenter, as it was right by an old house foundation which, in Parmenter's survey,
is a·t some distance. The objections as to the topography and direction of line apply
here as well.
By making the angle at the northwest corner very nearly equal to that of Parmenter
and the commissioner's survey, 1 determineO. a line whose topography agreed with
the description, and on which I found a tree lying on the ground partly decayed, but
which was the only large tree in that vicinity, and was probably t.he tree referred to.
I took this as the line and continued it to the river.
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The azimuths of all the lines were determined by connecting with Crow Nest, Plum
Bush, ancl Bare or Bald Rock stations of the Coast Survey, and with the north and
sontb line established on the plain at West Point.
The instrnmer:.t used was a good :field transit. Angles were repeated in the usual
way.
As observa.tions to long distances could usually not be taken from the corners, lines
were prolonged to the corners. Allliues were determined by two independent systems of observations, and are accurate within the limits of the description.
The distances were measured by stadia, by two independent observers.
The description of the line is as follows:
Azimuths are measured from the south around to the west; the number of the
stations are given to agree with previous survey.
Starting at a point where west bank of Hudson River is intersected by south line,
marked by iron gun near bank, thence 89° 21', 3,467 feet to iron bolt in rock (station
3); thence 184° 32', 411 feet to iron gun (station 4); thence 192° 15', 1, 701 feet to iron
gun (station 5); thence 184° 44'30", 2,1:l3 feet to iron gun (station 6); thence 91° 14'
30", 4,950 feM to iron gun (station 7); thence 18° 36', 1,612 teet to iron gun (station
8); thence 8::$0 40' 15", 3,402 feet to iron bolt in rock (station 9); thence 172° 11',
3,051 f, et to iron gun (station 10); thence 256° 5' 45/' 4,095 feet to iron gun (station
11); thence 171° 53', 1>,433 feet to iron gun (station 12); thence 262° 53' 30", 6,200 feet
to river lJank ; thence down river bank to place of beginning, excepting strip of
49i feet on each side of center of West Shore Railroad track, beginning at south
boundary, marked br iron gun, and extending to north line of Kinsley estate, marked
by holt in rock.
The lines are further markedasfoll~ws: Line 2-3, iron gun at Highland Falls road;
line 6-7, iron gun at Stony Lonesome road; line 8-9, iron gun at Highland Falls
road; line 8-9, iron gun at Long Pond road; line 9-10, iron gun at Long Pond road;
linA 10-11, iron gun at Cornwall road; line 11-12, 2 iron guns at crossings of Cornwall
road; line 12-1:3, iron gun at top of hill overlooking river; line 12-13, iron gun
near n,·er bank.
Furthermore, the line is slashed throughout.
On lines 6-7, 7-8, 8-9, 9-10, and on south boundary of Kinsley estate, the fences of
private individuals encroach upon the reservation, not, however, to any great
extent.
A map and a sworn ~tatement of the location of the guns are appended.
Very ~·espectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN BIDDLE,

First Lieutenant, Corps of Engineers.
A true copy.
J.

M. CARSON, JR.,

Second Lieutenant Fifth Caval1·y, Adjutant U.S. Military Academy.

U. S. ARMY,
Nashville, Tenn., May 7, 1891.

ENGINEER OFFICE,

I hereby 1nake affidavit that the iron guns placed at the corners of the United States
Military He~:>ervatiou, marked 5, o, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, in the appended plat occupy exactly
the same locations as the stone monuments that previously marked these corners.
JOHN BIDDLE,

First Lieutenant, Corps of Engineers.
Subscribetl and sworn to before me this May 7, 1891.
E. R. CAMPBELL,
Clerk United States Distr·ict Court.

LSEAL.]

CADET HOSPITAL,

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N.Y., August 31, 1891.
The

PosT-ADJUTANT,

P1·esent:
SIR: In compliance with the verbal instructiona of the Superintendent, I have the
honor to submit the following report concerning the condition and work of the Medical Department of the U. S. Military Academy and Post of West Point for the year
enuing June 30, 1891:
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The following medical officers have been on duty during the year, viz :
(1) Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U.S. Army, post smgeon, on leave of absence
on account of sickness from September 10,1890, to January 10, 1891.. (S. O.No.214.
and 263, A. G. 0:, C. S., 1890.)
(2) Capt. Samuel Q. Robinson, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, from July 1 to'July
9, 1S90. Relieved from duty by S. 0. No. 153, paragraph 12, A. G. 0., C. S., 1890.
(3) Capt. William Fitzhugh Carter, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, from July 9,
1tl90, to end of year (June 30, 1891). S. 0. No. 153, pargragh 12, A. G. 0., C. S., 1890,
On leave of absence for 11 days, from May 22, 1891, to June 2, 1891. By orders No.
78, Headquarters U. S. Military Academy, West Point; N. Y., C. S., 1891.
(4) Acting Assistant Surgeon William Penn Compton, U. S. Army, from beginning
to end of year.
The duties of the medical officers have been divided generally as follows,. viz:
The post surgeon bas charge of the cadet hospital and cadet sick call, general administrative affairs of the Medical Department of the Academy and Post and of such
officers aQ.d their families as may call on htm for professional advice and treatment.
The first assistant has charge of the soldiers' hospital and such officers and their
families as may call on him for treatment, and since January 1, 1891, has examined
and fitted with glasses for studying such cadets as have suffered from eye strain.
The second assistant has professional charge of the families of enlisted men and of
civilian employes and their farrtilies living on the reservation and of such officers and
their families as may call on him for professional treatment.
The following table shows the average strength of the command for the year:
Officers . . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . .
50
Cadets ..............••••.....•.....••..•.•..................•........... ---261
Enlisted men .................................• _.. _.....• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331
Civilians, officers, and soldiers' families; employes and their families ......... I, 065
Total ...... _... • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . . 1, 707 '
The following tab1e shows number of cases treated during the year:
21
Officers: wounded, 3; sick, 18 ...... .
449
Cadet,s in hospital : wounded, 81; sick, 368 ................................. ~.
Cadets, approxih1ate nnmber, treated in quarters and excused from some duty. 1,910
Cadets treated in q tiarters, not excused .......... __ ........................ .. 2,644
381
Enlisted men in hospital and quarters: wounded, 66; sick, 315 ............. ..
967
Civilians on reservation : Men, women, and children treated ................ .
6 ••

.....................................

Total of cases treated---- ............................................. 6, 372
There was no death among officers or cadets during the year. Of the total number
of cases among civilians on the reservation, 291 are recorded at the cadet hospital as
having occurred among officers' families.
There was but one death among this class of patients: (From heart failure and old
age).
There were 676 cases treated among civilians at the soldiers' hospital. Of this
number there were 123 cases of contagious diseases, as follows, viz: Diphtheria, 1;
aeute parotitis (mumps). 27; influenza, 71; whooping cough, 24. Total, 123. There
were three deaths among this class of patients: Still-bo1·n, 1; pulmonary tuberculosis,
1 ; croupous-pneumonia, 1.
ThPre were two deat,hs among enlisted men during the year: Heart failure, 1; pulmonary tuberculosif:l, 1.
·
Eighteen births are recorded as having taken place on the reservation during the
YNJ.r.
Five thousand one hundred and eighty-six prescriptions are recorded at the cadet
hospital as having been put up during the year, 710 for officers and 4,476 for others.
Three thousand one hundred and seventy-three prescriptions are recorded at the
soldiers' hospital as having been put up during the year.
One hundred and eighty-six recruits were examined at th•3 soldiers' hospital during
the year. Fifty-one vaccinations, 172 revaccinations were performed on the reservation during the year.
.
The entire fourth class corps of cadets was included in the number. The following points have been particularly dwelt upon by the medical officers in their monthly
sanit, ~rJ' reports during the year, viz:
(1) Defects in plumbing in cavalry barracks, artillery detachment barracks, assistant surgeon's quarters, and need of :flushing of privy in rear of band barracks. August 5, 1890. (Assistant Surgeon Carter.)
(2) Recommendations concerniug improvement of the lighting at night of cadet
1 barracks. October 1:~, 1890.. (Assistant Surgeon Carter.)
'
(3) Recommendations concerning flushing and disinfection of all waste pipes, soil
pipes, house drains, and sewers throughout the post, and examination of plumbi,ng in
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barracks l)y a plumber. Calls attention to the poor qualhy of the lining of the copper vessels now in use in the cadet hospital, which has worn off in places. November 19, 1890. (Assistant Surgeon Carter.)
( 4) Calling attention to defects in plumbing in officers' quarters; recommends that
cadets be required to wear overcoats out of doors regularly during cold weather, and
overshoes whenever .the ground is wet and cold or covered with snow. January 8,
1891. (Assistant Surgeon Carter.)
(5) Reports that the whole subject of drainage and sewerage of the post is now
being thoroughly considered by a board of officers appointed by the Superintendent,
and of which the professor of engineering, the post surgeon, the post quartermaster,
and Lieutenant Lundeen are members.
.
The board is directed to investigate and report the present condition of affairs and
make recommendations.
Reports the result of vaccination and revaccination of entire fourth class of cadets.
February 8, 1891. (Surgeon McElderry.)
(6) Reports defects in plumbing of soldiers' hospital. February 9, 1891. (Assistant
SurgPon Carter.)
'
(7) States that the report of the board of officers appointed by the Superintendent
on the improvement. of the drainage and sewerage of the post has been submitted to
the Superintendent and has received his cordial approval and action, and that a satisfactory programme of operations for the expenditure of the appropriatio:Q. of $15,000
made by Congres~ in the last Military Academy appropriation bill for repairs to the
drainage and sewerage system of the post, etc., and availal>le July 1, 1891, has been
decided upon by the officers directly charged with the supervision of the expenditure.
Also reports that there have been two cases of diphtheria, and two officers affected
with sewer poisoning, due, in the opinion of the post snrgeon, to leaks in the soil pipes
in their respective houses. April1!~, 1891. (Surgeon McElderry.)
. (5) Reports that the plumbing in one of the officers' quarters was tested on the
30th instant and found defective; tllat there had been constant sickness in this family, ''entirely due to this cause." Upon the fact being reported to the Superintendent
action was promptly taken to repair the plumbing, and the work is now in progress.
Hecommencls that the sewers throughout the post be thoroughly flushed out with the
hose and fire engines, as soon as practicable, to cleanse them, etc. May 6, 1891.
(Surgeon McElderry.)
(9) States it seems to be well understood that the amount of money, $15,000, approp:riated by the last Congress, will not be sufficient to do all the work necessary to
properly carry out the recommendations ofthe post surgeon regarding the plumbing,
drainage, and sewerage of tl:te post, whiGh recommendations have already received
the approvalofthe Superintendent, and thenecessity for whichhas been fully recognized by the board of officers recently convened at this post by the commanding officer to report. upon the best method of expending the present appropriation for these
purposes. The post surgeon respectfully begs leave to express the hope that the
estimate for the next Military Academy appropriation biH may contain provisions for
the necessary funds for carrying on and completing these very necessary and much
needed improvements to bring the post in these respects into satisfactory sanitary
condition. June:{, 1891. (Surgeon McElderry.)
The follo":ing special sanitary reports have been made by the medical officers of
the post durmg the year:
(1) Detailed special report dated September 26, 1890, by Capt. W. F. Carter, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, acting post surgeon, upon the character of the gas light
in the cadet barracks, and recommending that the cadet barracks be lighted by the
incandescent electric light (in which recommendation the post surgeon fully concurs).
(i) Special report dated October 14, 1Fl90, by Capt. W. F. Carter, assistant surgeon,
U. S. Army, acting post surgeon, detailing, in compliance with instructions, the results
of a careful and critical inspection of the buildings where diphtheria appeared during
the past year.
•
(3) Special report, dated January 14, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon U ..
S. Army, post surgeon, calling attention to the urgent necessity for new cadet sinks
and baths and urging that the proper steps be taken to bring this matter to the early
attention of the proper authorities, with a view to having the item referred to in the
estimate originally forwarded allowed in the pending Military A-cademy bill.
(4) Special report, datetl February 6, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U.
S. Army, post surgeon, concerning cases of diphtheria and scarlet fever which
occurred at the po·st between October, 1889, and May, 1890.
(5) Special report, dated April26, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U. S.
Army, post surgeon, detailing results of a personal inspection of a set of quarters
occupied by a corporal of the engineer company.
(6) Special report, dated March 16, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U.S.
Army, post surgeon, reporting a suspicious case of sore throat in the family of an
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officer. (This case turned out to be diphtheria, and a leak in the soil pipe was afterwards fonnd in this set of quarters, which was promptly repaired.)
(7) Special report, dated March 25, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U.S.
Army, post surgeon, reporting a leak in the plumbing in a .set of officers' quarters and
sickness of officers caused thereby. (Leak promptly repaued.)
(8) Special report, dated March 18, 1891, by Maj. Henry McElderry, surgeon, U.S.
Army, post surgeon, reporting a case of diphtheria in the family of the superintendent
of the cadet laundry, and three joints of the soil pipe in the set of quarters were
found leaking, etc. (Leaks promptly repaired and family quarantined.)
( 9) Recommends that an estimate of cost of material and labor required·to construct
a set of hospital steward's quarters, to be located in the immediate neighborhood of
the new soldiers' hospital, now in course of construction at this post, may be included in the next Military Academy appropriation bill, and gives reasons therefor.
June 8, 1891.-0ne hundred and eight cadets suffering with eye strain have bad
their eyes thoroughly examined by Capt. W. F. Carter, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army,
during thE year, and of this number forty-three have had spectacles furnished for
studying.
This special work was undertaken at the desire of the present Superintendent to
save the cadets the expense and loss of time from their studies in going to New York
City to consult oculists, and Captain Carter deserves commendation for the thorough
and satisfactory manner in which he has performed this special work. ·
It is presumed that the new soldiers' hospital now being built will be completed
during the present fall. A sewer will be needed to connect it with the sewerage
system of the post.
A new set of hospital steward's quarters will be needed near the new soldiers' hospital, as the present building now occupied by the steward, and which adjoins thb
old soldiers' hospital, will be too far away from the new hospital. An estimate bas
been asked for some needful improvements and repairs at the cadet hospital.
It is understood that estimates for all these items will be included in the next
Military Academy appropriation bill.
The work of improving the drainage and sewerage of the post, under the appropriation of $15,000 made by the last Congress, is now in satisfactory course of construction.
A much larger sum will be needed to carry oup the sanitary improvements of the
post already recommended by the post surgeon and approved by the Superintendent.
The completion of the thirty sets of solders' quarters now in course of construction
on high ground will very much add to the comfort and •sanitary surroundings of the
families of enlisted men living on the reservation.
In the five new sets of officers' quarters now being built at the post proper precautions
have apparently been taken to insure dry and well-drained foundations. The clerical work, dispensing of medicines, cooking, and nursing in the cadet hospital and
soldiers' hospital during the year have been satisfactorily performed by members of
the hospital corps.
The medical department of the post is indebted to the Superintendent for his uniform, prompt~ earnest, and cordial approval of every recommendation made during
the year ,for the sanitary improvement of the post and garrison.
It is believed that the cadet and soldiers' hospitals at this post are fully supplied
with all the medicines and surgical appliances needed for the proper treatment of the
sick and wounded, and they have been kept in good condition during the year.
Instruction in first aid to the wounded, and, when the weather permitted, in litter
and ambulance drills, bas been given the men of the hospital corps and company litter
bearers of the post each week during the year by Capt. W. F. Carter, assistant surgeon, U.S. Army.
The post surgeon desires to express his satisfaction with the efficient manner in ·
which his assistants and the hospital corps generally have performed their dutie!!
during the year.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY McELDERRY,

Major and Surgeon, U. S. Army, Post Surgeon.
Official.

J. M. CA.RSON, Jr.,
Second Lieutenant Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF

THE ADJUTANT.:.GENERAL.
wAR DEPARTMENT,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL's OFFICE,

Washington, October 1, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report for the year ended
September 1, 1891.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

The data in the table submitted herewith, compiled from the reports
of the officers detailed as professors of military science and tactics at
the several institutions named, afford gratifying evidence of increased
good results of a system that, by adopting military training so as to
develop in the pupils a manly bearing and deportment and habits of
ready obedience, confers practical benefits to both the youths under instruction and the State.
The average number of students over 15 years of age attending the
several universities and colleges named was 15,717, or 4,000 more than
reported in the previous year. Of this number 12,301 constitute the
whole number of male students capable of military duty, while 7,487
represent the number r~quired by the several institutions to be enrolled as military students. The total number that received military
instruction during the last quarter of the scholastic year was 7,366, an
increase of over 1,300 as compared with the number reported for the
scholastic year 1889-'90.
The number of institutions at which the average attendance of
students over 15 years of age was less than 100 has been reduced
from 17 in 1889 to 10 in the past year; and the interest manifested by
the faculties of the several colleges in military instruction and exercises
is marked and steadily increasing.
The requirement by the college authorities, that pupils of suitable
age and physical ability be enrolled as military students, shows the
benefit resulting from· such a rule by the increase, noted above, in the
number of youths that have received military instruction, and it is
therefore regrettable that at two of these institutions it has been left
optional with the pupils to determine whether they would avail themselves of the advantages offered them by the military course. It is
still more regrettable that, at one, the professor of military science and
303
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tactics has been constrained to report that the interest manifested by
the faculty is very faint or adverse. This condition neutralizes to a
marked degree the zeal and best efforts of the military professor.
The regulation prescribed by the President of the United States,
that the names of the three most distinguished students in militaTy
science and tactics at each college shall, when gTaduated, be inseTted
in the U. S . .Army Register and published in general orders, was for
the purpose of increasing the interest of the collegiate youths in military studies and exercises; and the fact that of the twelve civilian
appointments in the .Army, made during the past summer, four were
given to young men who had received military instruction while at
college and four others to active members of the national guard is to
further stimulate the ambition of pupils at the several universities and
colleges to excel in the military course, thereby fitting them for efficient service in the State militia, to the great advantage ofthatimportant
branch of national defense.
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EXAMINATIONS FOR PROMOTION.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved October 1,
1890, examinations for promotion, theretofore confined to the Corps of
Engineers and Ordnance and Medical Departments, have been extended to all officers of the Army below the rank of major, and 330 examinations have been conducted before 39 different boards.
All officers who are likely to be promoted before January 1, 1892,
have been examined.
As a consequence of the immediate application of the law to officers
of the line, and the Quartermaster's and Subsistence Departments, the
professional examination prescribed was necessarily restricted, and
confined exclusively to subjects connected with routine duties, with
which all were familiar, and which therefore would require but little
preparatory study. The scheme was in the nature of an expedient, to
serve a temporary purpose, until officers should gradually prepare
themselves for a new and higher order of examination, and at the same
time afford the Department time to acquire by experience and inquiry
the necessary data upon which to arrange a comprehensive and more
permanent system, suitable to the dignity and the best interests of the
service.
Although these initiatory examinations have been confined to primary subjects, they have disclosed a most gratifying degree of proficiency in regard to routine duties. The progressive improvement,
which is very apparent in the work submitted by candidates, justifies
the conclusion that intellectual activity has already been produced as
the direct result of the law, and leads to the expectation that the systematic investigation and study of more advanced branches of the profession; which must of course be included in future examinations, will
be correspondingly beneficial.
The only suggestion of fear or complaint from officers who have been
examined seems to arise from a belief that there is a great want of uniformity in the character of the examinations as conducted by different
boards, in consequence of which some candidates are subjected to much
more severe tests than others.
In the first instance boards were given great latitude in regulating
their own proceedings, and the tendency to diverging methods at once
beoome apparent. This disposition to deviate was immediately and
effectually corrected, however, by means of a memorandum setting
forth subheads under the different subjects of examination, accom;
panied by a requirement that at least one question be propounded under each subhead, thus fixing a minimum limit to which all boards are
obliged to conform. Some boards still continue to propound more questions than others, thereby, no doubt, increasing the manual work; but
all candidates since the publication of the memorandum, February 10,
1891, have been subjected to a remarkably even test so far as establishing proficiency is concerned.
This subject has received most attentive consideration, and it is believed that when the course of studies for examinations is fully decided
upon and systematized, as contemplated in General Orders, No. 128, of
1890, from this office, a method will be prescribed which will insure
absolute uniformity in the proceedings of boards so far as regards
written examinations.
The provision of the law requiring the examination of certain officers
who served in the war of the rebellion to be conducted entirely by officers who were appointed from civil life, or who were officers of volun-
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teers only during said war, has proved to be a source of inconvenience
without any compensating benefit to the officers in whose behalf it was
enacted. The practical working of the restriction may be illustrated by
a ease now before this office, in which an officer must be sent to a considerable distance from his regular station because the numerous officers serving in the same vicinity suitable to conduct his examination
are graduates of the Military Academy, and therefore ineligible to act
in his case. In view of the dispersion of the Army throughout the vast
area of the Republic, similar cases are of such frequent occurrence as
to amount to a serious embarrassment in transacting the necessary
routine connected with the business of examinations, besides greatly
increasing the expense thereof.
Aside from this practical aspect of the case, a more serious question
is presented by reason of the invidious classifiation the law involuntarily imposes upon officers. The law in effect not only casts a suspicion upon the professional proficiency of one class, but it also declares
that another class can·not be trusted to perform a plain and simple
duty.
·
The officers of the Army compose a homogeneous compact corps.
Antecedents are not inquired of excepting as regards moral character.
Actuated by a common sentiment, all are cooperating with intelligent
zeal for the int~rests and honor of the service. In the light of such
conditions, a ptbvision of law which in effect ,declares that it is necessary to protect certain officers against injustice at the hands of brother
officers, is not only unnecessary in itself but is very unfortunate, if not
positively pernicious. In its remote consequences it must produce a
spirit of discord among men at present actuated ·by the most sincere
sentiments of comradeship and good feeling. In this connection it may
be said that, as aJl officers sit on courts-martial, why then should they
be classified for duty on examining boards the functions of which are
certainly not more important than those of courts-martial~
It is urgently recommended that Congress be asked to modify the
law so as to make all officers eligible to conduct examinations for promotion regardless of the antecedents of the candidates.
The wording of the statute makes it apply in a peculiar way to the
Corps of Engineers and the Ordnance Department. In each there are
a few captains who served in the volunteer Army before entering the·
regular establishment, and therefore must be examined for promotion
in the same manner as prescribed for other officers of the·same category.
As there are no officers of Engineers, and only two of Ordnance, eligible
to sit as examiners, these war captains can not be examined by officers
of their own organizations unless they waive the provision of the law
intended for ·their benefit. It is obvious that this result was not intended by Congress. An amendment is therefore recommended to the
effect that captains of Engineers and Ordnance who served in the war
of the rebellion shall be examined for promotion in the same subjects
and in the same manner as other officers of their respective organizations.
THE RETIRED LIST.

The act of Congress of February 16, 1891, requiring the transfers of
officers on the retired list from the limited to the unlimited list upon
attaining the age of 64 years, and fixing the number of the limited list as
350 instead of 400, as theretofore, h~.s accomplished all that was anticipated, and will prove a great and lasting benefit to the Army. All
incapacitated officers have been retired excepting seven, whose cases
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are now pending, and for whom vacancies exist to which they can be
transferred if it is found expedient to order their retirement.
At the date of the passage of the law the limited list was composed
of 392 officers. Of these, 105 have passed to the unlimited list, and 9
have been dropped by re.ason of casualties, thus reducing the limited
list to 278, or 72 below the authorized limit. To these vacancies 62
incapacitated officers have been transferred from the awaiting retireInent list, leaving at the present date 10 vacancies.
Transfers from the limited to the unlimited list on account of attaining 64 years of age will take place as follows during each year, to include
1896:

~!it ::~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::~ :::::~ :::~ ~ ::~ ~ :::::~g I ~!it :~ ~ ::::::~ :~ :::::~ ::~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::~g
It is believed that with careful administration the tmlimited retired
list, as now authorized, will be able to absorb all disabled officers as
soon as they are found to be incapacitated.
ARMY REGULATIONS.

The necessity for revision and reprint of the Army Regulations is
evidenced by the fact that 374 of the 1,861 paragraphs have been
amended since the publication of the Regulations of 1889, and in order
to make the book complete the amendments made must now be pasted
in, which is a very difficult matter. These numerous changes were
necessary on account of the adoption of better methods in Army administration and the enactment of many recent laws, as, for instance, to
provide for the examination of officers and to regti1ate promotions; discharge of enlisted men and to prevent desertions from the Army, etc.;
the substitution of post canteens for post traders; the administration of
company and other funds under: entirely new conditions; new and improved methods in the recruiting service, etc.
It has become, therefore, most perplexing to post and company commanders to know exactly what the regulation is on a given subject, for
many paragraphs have been amended several times, and in justice to
the Army at large the Regulations should be carefully revised by an
· expert and reprinted.
OATH OF ENLISTMENT.

The second of the Articles of War for the government of the Army
prescribes the oath to be taken by the recruit within six days after his
enlistment, and empowers any commissioned officer of the Army to
administer it.
While, in the abstract, the sacredness of an oath legally taken
retains its inviolability under any circumstances, however simple the
manner of its administration, it is nevertheless unquestionable that a
formal and imposing ceremonial does much to impress upon the individual the full sense of the solemn obligation that binds him; and
therefore I earnestly recommend that Congress be asked to authorize a
renewal of the oath of enlistment after the soldier has joined his regiment or command.
Such a requirement win, it is expected, prove of great benefit to the
service and ,!1id in keeping men true to their oath.
The individual oath of enlistment must, of course, be ' taken when
the recruit is accepted at the rendezvous, and therefore it is suggested
the ceremonial attending the renewal of the oath can best be observed
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and followed after a detachment of young soldiers has joined the regiment for which destined. Up to that time most recruits are under drill
and instruction at the depots, and so remain until they join a regiment
and become integral parts of a fighting force. If this view be concurred in the issue of the full-dress uniform should be delayed until the
recruit has joined his command, to first appear in it on the occasion of
renewing his oath of allegiance.
This occasion (now that at the majority of posts monthly musters are
·made) would naturally seem to be the first or second muster following
the arrival of the recruit at the post and his assignment to a company.
The troops at the post being paraded under arms, it is suggested the
recruits from each company be marched to the front, and, after a short
and suitable address by the adjutant or post chaplain, formally renew
their obligation in the presence of their armed comrades. Inspection
and muster would then follow a ceremony the details of which can
readily be arranged to make the occasion an impressive one.
PAY OF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

The absolute importance of efficient noncommissioned officers in the
line of the .Army has been represented in former reports, and especial
stress laid upon the unfortunate fact that the_inadequacy of the pay of
that class not only robs the position of its value, but actually deters
suitable men in the ranks from .-aspiring to promotion .
.A. bill embodying the recommendations made by this office was introduced in the last Congress, but from reasons not affecting its merits
failed to become a law. It i~ therefore earnestly recommended that the
attention of the approaching Congress be called to the eminent justice
of the measure. I reiterate the remarks on the subject made in report
of 1889, and now again recommend that at least the pay of the first sergeant and of the duty sergeant be increased.

'

The first sergeant of a company may truly be called the hardest worked noncommissioned officer in the Army. He has a direct responsibility for the proper
care and use of the arms, equipments, and other property of the company; he is
always on duty; must possess tact, sound judgment, superior intelligence, and have
a thorough knowledge of all details, orders, and papers pertaining to company administration. A good first sergeant is indispensi1ble to the making of a good company, for without him the best efforts of the captain would be rendered abortive.
Exercising a certain supervision over the duties performed by every member of the
company, he commands and instructs men in the ranks who receive more compensation than is allowed him, his pay being $6 less than that of a soldier detailed as a
mechanic and $1.50 less than is received by the private detailed ou duty as laborer.
Company sergeants, whG are charged with important duties in the internal economy
ofthe company, besides commanding guards, escorts, fatigue parties, etc., receive
$6.50 less than a soldier teamster in the Quartermaster's Department; while a private on extra duty receives $8.50 more than the pay of a corporal. These facts sufficiently evidence what little incentive is offered to noncommissioned ,officers toreenlist and remain in the service.
The class of noncommissioned officers in the Army occupies the intermediate
grade between the private and the commissioned officer, and it's duties demand men
of good capacity, strict honesty, untiring energy, and possessing high soldierly attributes. Justice to company noncommissioned officers demands that their pay
should assimilate to that allowed similar grades in other branches of tho service.

I submit that first sergeants and duty sergeants of companies, troops,
and batteries (1,910 in number) should receive the following rates of
pay: First sergeants $34, and sergeants $25 per month.
The increase of pay in these grades is $12 for first sergeants and
$8 for duty sergeants, and will increase the annual appropriation by
$201,168.
In connection with the foregoing, I beg to say that the highest in
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rank of the noncommissioned officers of the Army is the regimental
sergeant major, whose pay is now only $23 per month. This should be
increased to $36, the same pay as is now received by the sergeant
major of Engineers. The duties of a sergeant major are most responsible in the correct and safe keeping of the regimental records, and he
must be the highest type of the enlisted soldier to fulfill the military
duties of his position. In fact be is selected as and he should be the ideal
soldier and exemplar to the enlisted men of his regiment and a valuable aid to the regimental commander and his adjutant, and should receive
pay commensurate with his rank and important duties. I also beg to
recommend that Congress be asked to authorize the appointment of
fifty "post sergeant m~jors," with the same pay as regimental sergeant
majors, for assignment to important posts at which there are no
regimental headquarters. This grade of noncommissioned officers is
greatly needed to aid post commanders and post adjutants in keeping
the post records and also in the other duties pertaining to their posi·
tions, wh:i&h have now to be performed by men detailed for the purpose,
and are seldom sufficiently well done; due largely to constant changes
in troops from one post to another and · change in details. This would
not be the case were permanent post sergeant majors provided, similar
to post quartermaster sergeants, and for the same reason-for the protection of the best interests of the service.
The increase of pay of regimental sergeant majors and the appointment of fifty post sergeant majors will amount to $27,840 per annum.
When the Adjutant-General can state in the posters calling for recruits that there are 2,000 positions of noncommissioned officers in the
Army with pay and allowances that make them desirable, the disposition of good men to enlist will surely be greatly stimulated, and it will
be economy to secure such men even at the cost of $228,000 per annum.
CHAPLAINS.

Suggestions have reached me, as the official medium of communica·
tion with the War Department, from a source entitled to much respect,
as reflecting the best thoughts of army chaplains on the important
duties devolving upon them, and I beg to submit them for the consideration of the honorable Secretary of War, viz:
In conducting religious ex.ercises each chaplain should be authorized
to wear the vestments of his own church.
A form of service especially harmonized and formulated for use in a
truly catholic service in which all creeds and classes can join, and a
hymnal compiled for and adapted to religious, patriotic, and other occasions, are greatly needed in the Army.
Fully and most heartily concurring in the suggestions briefly presented above, I beg to recommend, with regard to the last proposition,
that the senior chaplain be charged with the duty of preparing such a
form of service, and that he submit the results of his labors to the Secretary of War with the view to its consideration and report thereon by
a board of chaplains to be composed of one chaplain of each denomination represented in the Army.
On the subject of wearing vestments in conducting religious services,
it is recommended that when the denomination of which a chaplain is
a member does not prescribe the vestment to be worn when officiating,
a suitable one be authorized by the War Department; for instance, the
Geneva gown. It is a long, loose overdress of varying style, worn on
distinctly official occasions by clergymen, professors, and students, and
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may be worn with propriety and advantage by the clergy of any
denomination. The gown is the emblem of civil power as opposed to
the sword.
CERTIFICATES OF MERIT AND MEDALS OF HONOR.

Section 17 of the act of March 3, 1847, provides that when any private
soldier shall distinguish himself, or may have distinguished himself in
the service, the President may grant him a certificate of merit which
shall entitle him to additional pay at the rate of $2 per month; and
Section 6 of the act of March 3, 1863, directs the President to cause
medals of honor to be struck, and to present them to such noncommissioned officers and privates as have most distinguished, or who may
hereafter most distinguish, themselves in action.
That a reward for any distinguished service should carry with it substantial advantage to the beneficiary was recognized by Congress in the
act first cited above, for that law prescribes that the certificate of merit
provided therein shall entitle the soldier who should peril his life or
perform any conspicuous act of daring to an increase of $2 per month
to his pay. The omission of a similar provision in the act of March 3,
1863, has worked unintentional, but not the less unjust, discrimination
against the enlisted man who by distinguishing himself in action has
won a medal of honor.
·
As the omission of this section of the act cited from the Revised
Statutes has rendered it obsolete, I beg to recommend that the law be
reenacted authorizing the issue of medals of honor for distinguished
service in action, and providing that enlisted men of the Army who
have received, or shall hereafter receive, a medal of honor shall be
entitled to $3 per month in addition to their pay, such increase to commence from the date at which the medal of honor has been or shall be
awarded.
The number of certificates of merit issued to men in the regular
Army since 1874 is 59. Of these men 23 are still in the service. The
number of medals of honor given to men in the regular Army since the
act of March 3, 1863, is 380, and of these men there are 76 now in the
service.
CIVIL EMPLOYMENT FOR HONORABLY

DISCHARGED~SOLDIERS.

I am strongly of the opinion that the Army would greatly gain in
popularity and efficiency from the recognition of the :Principle that
efficient service in the Army for not less than ten years Shall constitute
a claim. upon the War Department for appointment in certain subordinate civil positions under its control.
There is in the War Department quite a large force of men employed
as messengers, watchmen, etc., and the Engineer Corps, the Ordnance,
the Medical, the Quartermaster's, and the Subsistence Departments
have many places now filled by civilians which might well be given to
·discharged soldiers of honorable service who prove their competency
to discharge the duties of such positions. If this suggestion is approved,
applications should be accompanied by the certificate of the commanding officer of the applicant that his character is excellent and that he
is fitted in every respect to satisfactorily discharge the duties of the
position he seeks to obtain.
The adoption of the above recommendation may be expected to have
:a good influence upon the Army, by holding out a prospect to a worthy
soldier of long ·and faithful military service of an appointment to a very
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advantageous civil position; and there is no question that the training
to habits of exact and prompt obedience gained in the Army would
prove of much value to the Department, bureau, or office securing the
services of any of th~s meritorious class of men.
RECORDS OF THE REVOLUTION.

At the burning of the War Department building in November, 1800,
the greater portion of the rolls and returns pertaining to the Revolutionary war were destroyed. But many valuable records, embracing
orders, correspondence, rolls, reports, etc., escl}ped destruction owing
to their being at the time of the fire in the custody of other Departments of the Government. They are still scattered, and of course not
readily accessible for reference, and their arrangement is such, not being
indexed or any particular order observed in filing, that to obtain specific
information therefrom is necessarily a long and tedious operation.
The major and most valuable portion is in the keeping of the State
Department. The Treasury and Interior Departments also hold many
of the rolls, showing the names of both officers and enlisted men, as
well as other valuable papers, which are principally in the offices of the
Commissioner of Pensions and the Third Auditor. It is obvious that
after the lapse of a century the paper upon which these records were
originally prepared is very fragHe and the writing in many instances
quite indistinct and must now soon become illegible.
A complete record of the war in question, with names and services
of all the participants, can never be made, bnt sufficient interest and
value center in the documents still extant to warrant their collection
and preservation in one Department. It is suggasted that by act ot
Congress these invaluable records be collected, compiled, indexed, and
printed, for the reason that of late years an almost national spirit of
interest relative to the Revolutionary period has revived, especially
as regards the ' identification of ancestors who were engaged in that
world-blessing conflict, thus rendering themselves heroic and of precious memory to their posterity for all time. There is a constant and,
increasing demand for information of a varied character from these
old documents, invariably addressed to this Department, where it is
supposed by the public these records properly belong, but which can
only be referred to the different Departments where the papers are
kept, with small chance, as they are now arranged, that the information
sought can be given.
·
GOVERN]}fENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INSANE.

The following is a list· of persons committed to the Government Hospital for the Insane under the orders of the honorable the Secretary of
War from September 1, 1890, to September 1, 1891:
Officers of the U. S. Army ........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • •.
Officers of the U.S. Army (retired) ....................... -------·............
Enlisted men of the U. S. Army __ .... _... _........ _.......... _... __ .... . . . . . . . .
Enlisted men of the U. S. Army (retired) ............. __ ._ .. __ ......... _-·.....
Late soldiers U. S. Army .......... __ ..........•.. _.•...... _.. __ ............••.

3
2
46
1
1

Total ..•••.•••...•......••...•...•....•.••....•••,.......................

53

OFFICE WORK.

The clerieal force of this office remains s:ubstantially the same as at
the date of the last report, and has been usefully and actively employed
on the work pertaining to the administration of a,ffairs affecting the
military establishment, including the recruiting service, and also in
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urnishing information in answer to calls from the President, Congress,
tl1e various bureaus of the Executive Departments, and the Court of
Claims.
In addition to its heavy and important work, the appointment, commission, and personal division of this office has prepared and rendered
355 reports in pension cases, affecting the claims of volunteer officers who
had service in the general staff of the Army; and the work of the regular rolls division, in answer ' to calls for information, is shown in the
following table:
Bureau.

On hand
October
1,1890.

Received.

Finished.

On hand
September
1, 1891.

Commissioner of Pensions...........................
Second Auditor.. ... ..... ... .........................
Third and Fourth Auditors..........................
Second Comptroller..................................
General Land Office .....•.........'...................
Paymaster-General .... .. .... .. . ..•.. ...•.. ....... .. .
Quartermaster-G-eneral ..............•......•........
Commissary-General of Subsistence . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

.. .. .. ......
10,880
10,880
...... ......
8, 500
8, 500
12
... ... . ... . .
12
...•••......
29
29
...... ......
44
44
25
..•..• •.....
25
33
--·-----····
33
72
...... ... ...
72
1-------1--------1-------1------Total .....•......••••••.........•.••...••...............•..
19,595
19,595

A great mass of papers, measuring about 930 cubic feet, consisting
principally of quartermasters' and commissary accounts pertaining to
the Confederate archives, had not up to June 1 last received careful
examination, as ·no part of the clerical force of this office could be diverted for the purpose from the current business since the transfer of
these records to it, February 4, 1888. Under the direction of the Secretary of War the examination of these records was commenced on June
5 last with a force of 3 clerks. This force has been increased from
time to time by details from other bureaus of the Department, and at
this date 23 clerks are engaged in this work of withdrawing vouchers
for supplies furnished the Confederate Government. Four hundred and
seventy-one cubic feet of papers have been examined up to date, which
contained about 100,000 vouchers. These have been indexed and placed
in jackets (envelopes) for easy reference. It is estimated that 461 cubic
• feet of papers remain to be examined, and the work of eliminating the
vouchers from these papers and indexing them will probably be finished
by December 1 next.
The establishment of a ·branch office of the Government Printing
Office in the" Speiden building" to take the place of the several small
printing offices of the bureaus of the War Department has, in my
opinion, proved entirely successful, evidenced, so far as this office is ·
concerned, by the expeditious manner in which the daily special orders
have been printed as well as the manner in which all the work required
by this office has been done. Tlle Adjutant-General's Office has gained
by this change the services of 9 clerks, who were urgently needed
in the examination of Confederate archive papers, and are now so employed.
.
In closing this report, I take sincere pleasure in recording my appreciation of the general intelligence, zeal, -and fidelity of the clerks of the
Adjutant-General's Office.
Respectfully submitted.
J. C. KELTON,
Ron. REDFIELD PROCTOR,
.Adjutant-General.
Secretary of War.
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THE ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., October 12, 1891.
Hon.

REDFIELD PROCTOR,

Secretary of War:
SIR: I have the honor to submit my report for the year ending September 30.t 1891:
Commissioned officers tried by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and submitted to the Secretary of War for action
of the President ....••....................................... __ .. . . . . . .
8
Records received, revised, and recorded, not requiring the action of the
President, (convicted, 8; acquitted, 2) ....................... _. . . . . . . . .
10
Cadets of the United States Military Academy tried by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and submitted to the Secretary of War...........
1
Records received, revised, and recorded, not requiring further action, (convicted, 2) .......................... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
2
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1, 878
Military convicts tried by general court-martial (convicted, 7; acquitted, 1) .
8
Total tried by general court-martial ..•.•••.••••..••••..•....•••....•.. 1, 907

Statement of the number of trials by general court-martial for the last twelve years.
Year endi~~eptember

1880 .•••.•••••••••••••.•••
1881 ..................... .
1882 ..................... ;
1883 .................... ..
1884 ..................... .
1885 .................... ..

Strength of Trials by
the Army
g~::::;!
June 30martial.
26,474
25,737
25,647
25,552
26,424
26,898

1,543
1,792
1,850
1, 985
2,280
2,328

•
St
th f
Year ending September
ren~0
30~:ne 30_:
1886 •••••••••••••.•••.•••
1887 .................... .
1888 .................... .
1889 ··•••••••••••··•·····
1890 .................... .
1891 .................... .

26,254
26,540
26,881
27,519
27,105
26,174

Trials by
general

court-

martial.
1,983
1,640
1, 730
1,999
1, 782
1, 907

Showing an increase this year as compared with last year of 125 cases.
2
Records of courts of inquiry received, etc ...•.•.......••....•.•....•••..••..
Reports made upon proceedings of courts-martial ...................•..•••.•
160
Reports made upon petitions for clemency ................................. .
955
110
Reports made upon cases referred by the record and pension division ....... .
371
Reports made upon miscellaneous subjects ................................. .
240
Legal papers examined and reported upon ..••..••...•...•..••..•.•.•••••••.
121
Legal papers prepared ..••••.•.••..•......••••••••••...•••.••••••••..••••..
Miscellaneous letters, etc .................................................. . 1,913
Official applications from the War and Treasury Departments and Pension
415
Office for abstracts of proceedings of trials answered .............•...•••..
211
Copi(I.S of records of proceedings of general courts-martial furnished ...•...•
Ofthese, 189 copies, containing 9,085 pages, were furnished to the parties
tried, and 22 copies, containing 1,225 pages, were furnished to the Pension
Office and other executive office~ and departments; total pages ...•....... 101 :no
319
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Number of convictions of various offences taken from the records of
general courts-martial received at this office during the past year:
Absence without leave ...•.•..• -.. . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • •.• • • • • . • . . . • • • • . • • . .
Allowing prisoner to escape................................................
Assault and battery----....................................................
Assault with deadly weapon .•.•..••..• -.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Assault with intent to kill . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Attempt at suicide . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Breach of arrest. . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Burglary . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conspiracy . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . •
Desertion .............. -.............. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . •
Disobedience of orders of commissioned officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••
Disobedience of orders of non-commissioned officer.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disrespect to superior officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . •
Drunkenness ..................... - .... - ...... - ....•..... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •
Drunkenness on duty ...... -•...•...•........ -. . • . . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . .
Embezzlement, etc . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Escaping from guard or arrest ...... ...... .... ...... ..•. .•.... .... .... ..••
l!"""ailure to attend drill, roll-call, etc.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • •
Forgery ............. - ....................•.... -............ -. . . . . . . . . . . • . •
Indecent exposure ofperson ...............................•.... ----~- .•..•.
Larceny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
Malingering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . • • •
Mayhem ....... - ........ -- ... - ......... -.............. -. -... . . . . . . . • . . . . • • .
Neglect of duty...... . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • .
Perjury ............................... - ........ -.. --. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quitting guard or post as sentineL... . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Resisting arrest.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • •
Selling or losing clothing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . • • . . . . .
Selling, losing, or wasting Government property...........................
Sleeping on post ......................·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • . •
Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman (not included under previous heads) _... _......•.......•............................ _... ___ . _. . . . . .
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline" (not included under previous heads) . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • .
Miscellaneous offences (not included under any previous head)..............

412
8
114
24
13
1
38
2
3
393
118
175
56
201
206
39
25
215
4
3
76
2
1
75
1
64
65
74
47
36
16
524
10

. The number of trials by garrison and summary courts-martial in the
various departments in which the courts were held is as follows:
Department of Arizona ...•...•..••...•.•.•..••..••.. _............. _ •..••••.
Department of California ......•............•.........................•.•..
Department of the Columbia ....... _ •••.•.•. ,..•.•...... _...............•...
Department of the East .......•...•.........•.•..••.....................•..
Department of Dakota .....•...•.•...•..••..•..... __ ... __ ................•.
Department ,ofthe Missouri ...•..••.......................................•
Department of the Platte ...•...•.....•....••.... _......................... .
Department of Texas ...•.............. _. _....... _......................... .
At posts not in any of the above departments .... : ......•...................

1, 452
836
1, 298
2, 921
1,508
2,187
2,460
1,173
1,305

Total ............................ _. _.................•...... _ . . . . . . • . 15, 140
Total cases tried by inferior courts-martial last year .....•. _.. . . . . . . • . . • . . • . 11, 574
Difference . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • .

3, 566

Increase as compared with last year:
Cases tried by general courts._ .......•••..•......... _•.. _.. . . . • . . . . . . . .
Cases tried by inferior courts...... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . • . • . . . • • . . • .

125
3, 566

Total increase. . . • • . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . • . . • • • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • .

3, 691

The number of trials by inferior courts-martial resulting in acquittal
was 344, and the number of different enlisted men tried, 9,181-many
having been tried more than once.
During the period covered by this report an important reform in the
administration of military justice has taken effect. What led to it was
the want of uniformity of punishment which had become an intolerable
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evil in our Army and could not be checked. As far as possible to
equalize punishment it had become necessary to maintain a close supervision over the subject at the War Department and to have constant
recourse to the pardoning power, and scarcely a day passed without a
batch of orders being issued for this purpose. It was seen, however,
that this was not the proper way to reach the evil; that in fact it was
an abuse of the pardoning power, and ought to be regarded as a temporary expedient only. At one time it was thought that the cure
might be effected by a revision of the Articles of War, but the subject
was not brought to the attention of Congress in this· form, and as
events have proved it was not necessary, for a reform which has now
been tested and has been found to be entirely satisfactory has been
accomplished much more easily in another way-by an act of Congress,
(of about four lines, as printed in the Statutes,) viz. :
That whenever by any of the Articles of War for the government of the Army the
punishment on conviction of any military offense is left to the discretion of the
court-martial the punishment therefor shall not, in time of peace, be in excess of a
limit which the President may prescribe.

As thirty-two of the thirty-four Articles of War relating to the punishment of enlisted men leave the measure of punishment to the discretion of the court-martial, the needed modification of the articles could
very well be made in this way; and accordingly the President has.
issued his executive order, published in General Orders, No. 21, 1891,
Headquarters of the Army, prescribing the limits · of punishment for
the offences of enlisted men which are of most common occurrence.
This order has been in force since March 28, and although in putting
forth a new measure introducing such radical changes as this it was
to be expected that experience would show some defects, none that I
have been able to recognize as defects have been brought to my attention. It is true that there was at first some misgiving as to the result
of the greatly reduced punishment for desertion, whereby in certain
cases the deserter was to be retained in the service and not in all cases
dishonorably discharged, as was lately the practice; but that appre. hension must have disappeared in view of the continual decrease of the
crime of desertion in the Army. No one, I think, can now doubt that
the whole system is, in the first place a rational and humane change
from a conception of military punishment which the country and age
had outgrown, and in the second place a perfectly successful change.
It has gone into effect so quietly-there was so little friction even in
the starting of the machinery-that it has not attracted much attention; yet it marks a most important era in the history of the administration of military justice in the American Army. It may be thought
that I am overestimating the value of this change, but with the records
of all the trials by general court-martial passing through my hands and
with the opportunity thus given me of comparing the present with the
former system, I feel sure that such is not the case. · Orders mitigating
sentences are, it is true, still issued from the War Department, but that
is principally due to the necessity of reducing to the limit of the
present system punishments which had been awarded under the old.
Wb.en that shall have been fully done recourse will no doubt much less
frequently be had to the pardoning power, and it will probably not
· often be considered necessary to modify the action of the courts.
My attention has indeed lately been attracted to the number of trials
for disobedience of orders and other offences involving a failure of re. spect for authority, and I feared that in compiling the statistics for this
report I should find that these offences had increased in number, but
there is no material difference in this respect from last year. Nor, if
WA~ 91-YOL I-21
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there were, could it be attributed entirely or even properly to the reduced punishment of the executive order, because this order does not
undertake to place any limit of punishment upon disobedience of orders
which is in practice the most serious of these offences, and for other
offences involving defiance of or disrespect _to authority courts-martial
seldom award the full measure of punishment allowed.
The good effect of the adoption of the new scale of punishment is not
yet to be found in a reduced number of trials by general court-martial.
There has, in fact, been an increase this year, and one which is particularly noticeable with regard to the offence of desertion, but it must be .
remembered that many of the offences for which soldiers have been tried
during the past twelve months were committed at an earlier date. Thus
of the 393 trials for desertion 248 were for desertions occurring before
October 1, 1890, when the twelve months began. Moreover, the executive order did not take effect until March 28, 1891, and it is now too
soon for its influence on the number of trials to be apparent. That there
will be a much better showing next year as to the number of ·trials I
am quite confident, but the improvement I have referred to exists, notwithstanding that it is not yet to be discovered in a decrease of their
number. It is an improvement in the justness of the tria] by court-martial, leading one to .the conviction-to the knowledge, I might say-that
soldiers are now being tried with greater fairness and humanity, and on
that account with what will prove to be better effect. The ·improvement has already taken hold, and in due time will make itself manifest
in its results.
Another noticeable change in the administration of justice in the
.Army is the substitution of the summary court for the garrison and
regimental courts-martial. This measure has given general satisfaction
throughout the Army, and is now in successful action. The number of
trials by summary court this year is materially greater than the number
of trials by garrison court-martial last year, but this is easily explained
by the fact that on account of the convenience and promptness of the
tria] by summary court soldiers are now brought before it for a large
number of slight derelictions of duty which under the garrison courtmartial system were passed over without trial. So that the increase in
the number of trials by inferior courts-martial must not be understood
as indicating an increase in the number of actual offences.
In one particular the summary court act seems to be generally regarded as defective. Under the garrison court-martial system the post
commander had the power to remit and mitigate the sentences of garrison courts, but he has no corresponding power with reference to the
summary court, and the sentence of this court when once approved is
beyond the reach of all authority except the pardoning power of the
President. It therefore has happened in several instances that this
power had to be invoked, and this it is believed should not be made
necessary. Besides, it must sometimes happen that it can not be reached
in time to remove an undeserved punishment.
I have in former annual reports called attention to certain articles
of war which need amendment. Agreeably to instructions received
last year I shall in due time submit a separate report with a draft of a
bill for this purpose.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
G. NORMAN LIEBER,
.Acting Judge-Advocate-General.
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Extract from the report of Lieut. Col. Thomas F. Barr, deputy judge-advocate-geneml,
judge-advocate Department of the East.
*
*
*
*
*
The increased number of cases tried by general courts-martial, as noted, is
accounted for by the fact that the strength of this command has been greater by
more than 20 per cent than it was during the preceding year. Of the cases of
commissioned officers tried, three were referred for trial to this d.-\partment by
higher authority. The cases of enlisted men tried for desertion were in large proportion of men belonging to other commands, but who surrendered or were apprehended within the limits of this department. The large number of cases determined
by summary courts, so greatly in excess of cases tried before garrison courts in the
preceding year, is not, in my judgment, an unsatisfactory indication. Inquiry has
informed me that it has been the practice since the creation of summary courts to
send all cases of which such courts can take cognizance before them, even when
the offences alleged are of the most trivial character, and such as post and company
Jommanders theretofore dealt with without the intervention of a court, by the denial of good conduct privileges, restriction to post, etc. The small forfeitures of
50 cents and of -$1 imposed in many instances show this. The operation of the
law has, in my opinion, been markedly successful. In but few instances have
enlisted men demanded a trial by a superior court, and so far as I have been able to
learn, the men have no complaints to make against the law. There have been complaints on the part of three post commanders that either the interpretation placed
upon the law is erroneous or else it is defective in restricting their power to mitigate
and remit sentences. There is no restriction in the statute of the character complained of. There is no provision contained in it conferring the power to pardon or
mitigate, without which such authority could not lawfully be exercised; and it is
, fully within my knowledge that the law was purposely so framed. It was the object and intention of this legislation to vest exclusive power to adjudge a penalty in
the court itself before which alone the inoidents of an offence should be recited and
the offender summarily dealt with. The officer at a post superior to a court can have
nothing before him except the nature of an offence _charged and the penalty awarded.
The Jaw, therefore, and wisely, in my opinion, confined his authority to a simple ap~
proval or disapproval of a sentence, thereby providing a check against excessive
punishments. This power has been judiciously exercised, and the fact that no complaint has come from enlisted men is thought to be a high indorsement of the law.
The code of prescribed penalties has, in my judgment, proved generally satisfactory in practice. It is recommended that the sentences of deserters who surrender
to civil authority should be made to embrace a forfeiture of any amount paid as a
reward for the return of the deserter to the military service.
It is also recommended that the prescribed penalties under the seventeenth article
of war, as controlled by the fact which restricts a court to simply confirming the
charges against a soldier in his clothing account, be modified. To adjudge by a sentence that a certain thing shall be done which would be done if there were no such
sentence detracts from the dignity of at court's proceedings. The seventeenth article of war is mandatory in its provisions, that a soldier who violates its provisions
shall suffer such stoppages as may be sufficient to repair the loss or damage shown.
The old practice to stop the amount of the established value of the clothing when
it had been sold or lost by a soldier was a harsh one. To prohibit any stoppage
appears to conflict with the law. The arbitrary value at which clothing is issued to
soldiers does not represent its real cost to the Government: and when it is improperly disposed of~ the Government is a loser. To that extent a stoppage should be
made while the article in question remains in force in its present shape.

Extract from report of Lieut. Col. H. P. Curtis, depz(,ty jt~dge-advocate-general, judgeadvocate Department of Dakota .

•

•

*

*

The table which closes this report presents the called-for comparison as to the
number of trials between the old system of garrison and regimental courts-martial
and the present one of summary courts-martial, and of itself demonstrates the preference among enlisted men for the latter method of procedure.
·
It cannot indeed be otherwise. Their exemption from arrest. and confinement in
the guard-house, the general mildness and uniformity of punishment, and the promptness of the now system in the administration of justice, all unite to popularize and
bring into favor with the soldiers of our Army the recently adopted system of summary courts-martial.
I believe I am justified in reporting without hesitation that they regard the change
from the old system to the present one as one greatly to their advantage and in-

terest.
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Extract f1·om 1·ep01·t of Maj. Edward Hunter, judge-advocate, U. S. Army, judge-advoeate
Department of California •

•

*

I am required to state "how the enlisted men seem to regard the change from garrison to summary courts, whether favorably or otherwise."
·
The non-commissioned officers and other intelligent enlisted men from whom an
expression of opinion was asked, spoke as follows:
(1) "The men like the summary court system far better than to be tried by a gar·
rison court."
(2) "The summary court gives more satisfaction to the men in general, on account
of the speedy transaction of the affair. From my point of view, trial bv summary
court is decidedly preferable to trial by garrison court-martial. But I fail to understand why if the officer on duty as summary court is the accuser, the next ranking
officer should not constitute such court. As it stands now, especially at a one or
two company post, the post commancler is in half the cases the summary court, and
approves his own sentence."
.
(3) "Men are now triecl for slight offences, such as 'having blouse unbuttoned,'
'missing a roll call,' and five such convictions warrant dishonorable discharge,
though the man may have had long and, faithful previous service. Three at least of
the fiv-e previous convictions cited against a man should be by general court-martial."
(4) "Before the summary court was in vogue a commanding officer would not
notice, other than by a few words of reprimand, if at all, the slight infractions of
discipline which he now feels called upon to submit to a summary court."
('5) "The summary court is in many ways a good thing, especially in conjunction
with General Orders, No. 21, current series, War Department, which shows a man the
full measure of punishment which such court can give him."
In view of the fact that it is held that from day to day, between date of sentence
and date of remission, the sentence of a military court is fully operative and
beyond remission, I recommend that the act of Congress be so amended as to
require the transcript of the record of summary court to be furnished department
headquarters weekly instead of monthly, as at present.
Such rendition will, it is thought, by facilitating earlier discovery and report, in-.
crease the chance that some portion of an unjust sentence may remain unexecuted,
and give more opportunity at time of examination to redress the wrong, at least
while the officer commanding the garrison in which the summary court 1s held shall
be without the power to pardon or remit any punishment which such court may
adjudge.
I venture .t o suggest that the thirty-eighth article of war be amended by inserting after the word "service," in line 2, the words "or suffer such less punishment
as a court-martial mav direct."
I offer this suggestion because experience a~td reflection convince me that it is a
judicial discretion and power that may safely be granted to such a tribunal as a
general court-martial.

Extract from report of Capt. H. K. Bailey, acting judge-advocate, Department of A1·izona

*
*
Trials by general courts-martial have materially decreased, while proportionately
there has been a slight increase in the number of trials by inferior courts. The unfortunate circumstances which led to the trial of 31 enlisted men of Company E,
'l'wenty-fourth Infantry, creates an erroneous impression in considering the total
number of trials by general courts-martial, and particularly those occurring at San
Carlos, the place of trial, which is one ofthe most orderly posts in ilhe department.
I tis observed that trials by general courts-martial are constantly decreasing, which
would indicate an improved state of discipline.
.
The beneficial effect of the summary court upon the discipline of the Army is quite
apparent, and it is believed to have met the purpose for which it was established.
No complaint has been received touching its administration, and, judging from the
small number of cases appealed, it is presumably indorsed by the enlisted men.
The provisions of General Orders, No. 21, current series, Adjutant-General's Office,
so far as they reach, are believed to have had a favorable effect upon the Army. Its
provisions should, however, be extended so as to include all of the Articles of War
which leave the punishment discretionary with the court; the differences still existing in the sentences awarded seem to demand st~.ch action. It is observed that t4~
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maximum punishments authorized by the order are invariably imposed, indicating
that they are not considered excessive, if sufficient.
Under the provisions of paragraph three of this order, many worthleSil men have
been discharged who have long been a burden to the service and an eyesore to their
more worthy companions.
The act of Congress, approved .June 16, 1890, providing for the discharge of certain enlisted men, and the rules made in conformity with sections 2 and 4· thereof,
promulgated in General Orders, Nos. 80 and 81, series 1890, Adjutant-General's Office,
has had the effect of reducing the number of desertions in this department to 1.9
per cent of the average strength of the command during the past year. The number of desertions has been 102 less ~han last year.
Many men who have taken advantage of the privileges of these orders under the
mistaken idea that they could better their condition in civil life have applied f8r
reenlistment before the expiration of the year from date of discharge. Many of
them were given excellent characters on their discharges and undoubtedly would
continue to so conduct themselves as to merit a like character were they again in
the service. It is believed that it would be a wise policy to materially modify the
restriction imposed, if not to do away with it entirely.
It is gratifying to note that the many efforts made to have the judge-advocates'
offices supplied with suitable law books have met with success, and that they are
now provided with at least a fair working library. It is hoped that the necessity of
continuing the purchase of the latest editions of such works as are required for the
proper transaction of the business of these offices will be fully impressed upon Congress and a suitable annual appropriation made for the purpose. I desire to again
invite attention to the embarrassment which judge-advocates of courts are often
subjected to by their inability to compel a civilian witness to testify when brought
before the court. It is earnestly recommended i;hat a law granting to courts-martial
the power to punish for contempt a contumacious witness be speedily enacted.
I respectfully renew my recommendation that department judge-advocates have a
clerk assigned them who will be under their exclusive control, subject only to the
provisions of paragraphs 156 and 158, Army Regulations.

Extract from repm·t of Capi. H. C. Ca'rbaugh, acting judge-advocate, Department of
Texas.
}ITo direct comparison can be made between the total number of trials given in this
report and that given in the report rendered last year, as the average enlisted strength
is nearly 500 less this year than last year :resulting from marked decrease in the strength
of the various organizations serving in the department, and from the transfer of the
greater part of the Fifth Infantry from the department during the year, and as the
total number of trials last year included nearly all trials had by inferior courts during
the month of September, while for the same month this year none have yet been received. 'raking into consideration these variations the number of trials as compared
with the enlisted strength shows an actual increase in trials by inferior courts from
47 per cent for last year to 67 per cent for this year,-the average enlisted strength
for these years being respectively 2,250 and 1, 750.
During July and August of 1889-'90 there were 163 trials by inferior courts in an
average enlisted strength of 2,150, while during the same months of 1890-'91 there
were 232 in an average enlisted strength of 1,560. In other words, trials by inferior
courts for those months were nearly doubled this year as compared with last.
Trials by general courts-martial have decreased from 175last year to 166this year,
but as compared with the average enlisted strength have slightly increased, but this
increase is more than accounted for by the more extended cognizance of offences
taken by such courts and by the continued and large increases in trials for disrespect,
for insubordination, and for disobedience to boJuh commissioned and non-commissioned
officers-both before general and inferior courts. These offences probably follow
from a large number of comparatively new men entering the service, as well as from
the gradual disappearance of many well-clisciplined men, and could doubtless be remedied by in creasing the importance of the position of non-commissioned officer,-not
only in a -pecuniary way, but by systematically instructing them so as to increase
their intelligence and self-respect and thus their moral ascendency over the men.
To this, however, should be certainly added continued and thorough disciplining of
recruits, as recruits, upon their arrival at their posts and before being absorbed in
the company and allowed to undertake company and post duties. To secm·e this
discipline the Regulations of 1795 recommend detail of an officer and several noncommissioned officers all especially qualified for this ~urpose. If embodied in the
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present regulations and rigorously adhered to, this provision would do much to insure eheer1ul and complete snbordination.
Thongh the number of trin,ls lJy inferior courts has increased, the number of different enlisted men tried has decreased, thus indicating that the clnss among which
offences are committed is growing smaller aml that the general tendenc;y to commit
them is ueing reduced. From the great number of trials, it seems that the responsibility for discipline has to a great extent been transferre<l from company and post
commanders to summary c_vurts, and that quick methods of trial are, in a measure,
made to take the place of «hecutive management, discretion, and tact; but I think,
however, the conclusion that it is no more wise or necessary with enlisted men thau
with officers to court-martial them for each and every failure to come up to therequirements of the service will ultimately prevail.
"'With the radical changes that have been made in connection with the administration of justice by military tribunals during the past eighteen months, especially the
encouragement of the use of counsel at trial, the summary court, ::md the various
provisions of the executive order, have arisen needless as well as neceRsary technical
discussions of matters in and before courts. The records show that counsel .frequently
delay courts through immaterial matters which would not be tolerated by the same
officer either as a member or as judge-advocate of the court.
As to the change in system from trials by garrison and regimental courts to trials
by summary courts, the general opinion by officers and enlisted men is that it is a
good one. This further appears from the fact that only seven demands of removal
from summary to garrison courts have been made, of which four occurred at one
post.
Upon these changes and systems certain representative line officers have freely
expressed themselves and they are quoted as follows:
"The detail for a general court-martial should be reduced to nine or seven and the
maximum should always be granted and selected by lot from the names of at least
twice that number. The judge-advocate should be required to retire when a court
is closed-remaining he leams the opinions and views of individual members. There
-t>eems to be no cleanmderstanding how far the summary court shall prosecute, if at
all, and something definite should be laid down. Though of the least jurisdiction
it has the most absolute power. Its decrees must be enforced or annulled in toto.
Cases have come under my observation where the court could not consistently act
otherwise and yet the cases merited mitigation, but the commanding officer could
only approve or disapprove. '!'here is ·a firm conviction amon{)"the non-commissioned
officers that the schedule of sentences is disproportionate ancl unfair to them. That
the introduction of counsel in minor. cases has bad effect-tends to foster the evil
spirit of law versus fact; it befogs justice; that the practice of g eneral courts-martial of 1865, used as a last resort, was simpler and better than those of 1891; that
the summary court is regarded a,s an excellont institution in its simpler form as originally conceived, now much hampered in its workings by involved orders and decisions; that the enlisted m en seem to like the summary court-they are intelligent
and highly appreciate its promptitude and its curtailing effects upon guardhouse
confinements."
In forwarding records of previous convictions there has been during the year in
numerous cases substa,ntial adherence to the old regulation that evidence of them
would only be forwarcleu when desired by the officer preferring or forwarding the
charges, and a signal failure to appreciate that the use of them is now governed by
fixed and exact rules of practice through which they become a fundamental part of
our military system of adjudging sentences. This failure has been so marked that,
to insure their uniform use before summary courts thrmwhout the service, I would
recommend that the indorsement on the blank transcript furnished from the office of
the Adjutant-General be added to so as to include the statement that ' 1 all existing
previous convictions within the two years have in each case been submitted to the
court." I would also recommend that such action be taken as may be necessary to
enable the line officer, where there is but one present with a command and he is the
accuser, to act as a summary court, and that commanding officers l)e given power to
remit sentences adjullged by summary couTts in their commands. It has, I believe,
been practically demonstTated in this department that both powers are for the best
interests of the service.
In tn:.th it may be said that the failuTes of the law organizing the summary courts,
namely: To definitely fix its jurisdiction, as done for the field officers' court in the
eightieth article of war, by kind of offence; to limit its punishing power; to make
it applicable in war; to insure a court in isolated posts and detachments where most
heeded; to allow mitigation of sentences; to permit any one but the second officer
in rank to act, except the post commander in certain cases, and to give the right to
compel the attendance of witnesses-all warrant its being superseded by a revision
of the eightieth article of war so as to create a court applicable alike in peace and
in war.
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The reports of summary courts further show a failure to adjudge uniform penalties, and that in many instances forfeitures are trifling and amount only to official
recognition of the offence without the qualities of punishment. 'rhere is also a
marked change in the character of punishment from confinement to money :fine. I
can not believe that these results are intended or are for the better.
Adequate sentences uniformly applied to similar cases and ouly lowered through
circumstances which are positively extenuating, reduce the tendency to commit offences, while confinement of old offenders, administered in appropriate places under
well-ue:fined rules strictly followed, must result in greater reformatory good than
general use of money forfeiture alone. In this connection I would add, as disciplinary punishment is only prescribed and not executed by military tribunals, and
as the chief and resulting virtue must necessarily be deriverl from the aUm.inistration of such punishment, that Lam of the :firm conviction that uniformity in guard
houses, in guard-house discipline and in methods of guarding and working prisoners,
should be strictly enforced throughout the service, so as to cause the former to be
reformatory and to be avoided. In reference to this one officer suggests "that bunks,
mattresses, reading matter, games, and all such comforts and amusements be excluded from prison rooms and cells of the guard house; that prisoners be allowed
only the necessary blankets to keep them warm, and that they sleep on the floor or
on a banquette such as is provided for the use of the guard. We sometimes meet
with men with so little ambition that they would rather be in the guard house than
do their duty."
Under existing orders in this department this office is charged with the custody
of reports of boards of survey held on deserters. From these and from the records
of trials for desertion it is found that of the sixty-eight desertions sinc.e January 1,
1891, eighteen have been apprehended and convictfld and eleven have surrenderednone of the latter were recommended for restoration to duty without trial. The apprehensions and surrenders in general occurred within about ten days after desertion. During the year from January 1 to December 31, 1890, there were only eighteen convictions for desertion, while from January 1, 1891, to the present date there
have already been thirty-six. In connection with this should be noticed the fact
that of the one hundred aud twenty-six desertions which occurred in the last fiscal
year, two-thirds occurred before January 1, 1891. As the offer of $60reward for the
apprehension of each deserter went into effect about the latter date it is safe to conclude that the present methods of preventing desertions and of securing the return
of deserters are resulting in increased certainty of arrest with corresponding decrease in the number of desertions.
These reports also set forth that about one out of seven alleged deserters were
known to be indulging in intoxicating liquor when last seen, but very few of them
drunk. Drunkenness is, however, the usual defense interposed on these trials, and
in order that it may be well considered a copy of General Orders No. 91, series of
1881, Adjutant-General's Office, on the subject of what constitutes desertion is always
transmitted to each member of every general court-martial convened in the department.
As the duties of the judge-advocate of a department are such that if mistakes occur
in them, they are frequently of grave consequence and liable to strong criticism, I
would recommend that measures be consummated by which that officer, of his own
motion, can command and secure intelligence and reliability in clerical service,
coupled with fair ability in stenography and typewriting. This would result in
efficient help and in frequent saving to the Government.
In my opinion the privilege of direct official correspondence with the Judge Advocate-General granted by regulation to th~ judge-advocates of departments could
well be extended to include legal matters and intended operations of laws, regulations and orders from the War Department. This extension would at least be conducive to uniformity of recommendations throughout the service, especially if a copy
of such correspondence were transmitted direct to each department judge-advocate.
Judge-advocates of general courts-martial are frequently called upon under regulations and otherwise to administer oaths to both civil and military persons outside
of trials before mHitary tribunals. The binding force of the oath administered
should be established by statute and falsity in it be, in like manner, mad.e a crime.
A general power by those officers to administer such oaths would save expense, inconvenience, and resulting delays.
The substantial a<lditions to the libmry during the past year have been accompanied with the securing, for the judge advocate's office, rooms well :fitted for the purpose. The usefulness of both is being practically demonstrated by an increasing
number of calls on the part of officers on duty at and about department headquarters
for information from the volumes therein. With occasional additions to the library
it is certain to be recognized and used, as containing sufficient information to determine correct rules of action in most military and quasi-military matters. In this
connection I would suggest that a small awount of money ought to be and could be
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well spent in binding orders now on file, as well as those received each year, in this
office.
In general it may be said that the administration of justice by general courts-martial in the department is now satisfactory. Members evince interest in determining
correct conclusions of fact and l31w, while the necessity for and advantage of detailing officers of wide experience as judge advocates has been demonstrated and is being
followed as closely as the limited number of officers present for duty in this department will admit.
·
In view of the recent rulings by Federal judges as to the force and effect of sections 5342 and 5391, Revised Statutes of the ·United States, that many crimes, especially assault with intent to commit murder or manslaughter with a dangerous weapon
in a place over wnich the United States have exclusive jurisdiction, can not be tried
by Federal courts, I would urge such action as will secure a reenactment and revision of those sections in language which will put beyond question the right of said
courts to try and punish all crimes committed in such places.

Ext1·act from report of Capt. C. McClu1·e, acting judge-advocate, Department of the Colurnbia.
Under date of January 28, 1891, I made a report to your office upon the practical
working of the act of Congress establishing the summary court; and as the above
data appear to sustain the views expressed in that report, they are substantially reiterated as follows:
The small number of "removals" clearly indicates that the enlisted men are thus
far well satisfied with the summary court, or rather that they greatly prefer it to
the garrison court-martial.
While the summary court is undoubtedly regarded with favor by both officers and
enlisted men, the prevailing criticism on the part of the former is that it has been
too lenient in the matter of punishment. That the average punishment adjudged
by it has been less than that which would probably have beenimposed by the garrison court must, I think, be conceded. But I do not consider this apparent leniency
the sole cause of the noticeable increase in the number of trials.
Under the old system company commanders were averse to bringing their men before garrison court-martial for many minor offences which could, by the deprivation
of privileges, etc., or by release from confinement without trial within eight days,
be disposed of.
That the practice of releasing men from confinement without trial was encouraged
by a majority of the post commanders in this department conclusively appears from
the fact that during the year ending September 30, 1890, seven hundred and ninetyseven cases (478 men) were tried by garrison courts-martial and 428 were released
without trial. (See last a.n nual report of my predecessor, Capt. Birkhimer.)
Under the present system there has been a. gratifying improvement in this respect,
and it is only a question of a short time before the summary court will have caused
the abandonment of the practice referred to.
And while under the old system company commanders did in practice dispose of
not a few slight offences by the deprivation of privileges, etc., I apprehend that now,
practically all such cases are willingly transferred to the summary court.
That the number of trials by summary court in this department would exceed the
number had by garrison courts-martial during the corresponding period last year
was inevitable, and for the reasons already indicated, to wit:
First. The apparent leniency of the summary court, together with the prompt and
speecly trial required;
'
Second. The great decrease in the number of men released from confinement without trial; and
Third. That practically all minor infractions of discipline would be brought before
the summary court.
This court, so far as obtaining cognizance of all minor offences is concerned, has
surely accomplished all that its most ardent advocates could have desired. It now
remains for it to adjudge punishment sufficiently severe to exercise a deterring influence.
The matter of adjudging such punishments, notwithstanding the limitations prescribed in General Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1891, is largely
in the hands of the officers ttcting as summary courts. Previous convictions should
be considered, and an old offender punished as such in every case. The regulation
respecting evidence of previous convictions seems to contemplate that such evidence
shall accompany the charge submitted to the summary court, but it was surely not
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intended to include previous convictions of record in the summary court docket
book and of which the court may take judicial notice.
In my opinion, this court with its simple and summary mode of procedure, can
not be too highly commended. I am not prepared to assert that the maximum punishments prescribed for most of the minor offences cognizable by it are too light. I
am inclined in the 6ipinion that the evil-if it be one-of too many trials by the summary court must be overcome by a proper consideration, with proper limitations,
of previous convictions.
PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS.

The schedule of maximum punishments, published in General Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, so far as it is applicable to :firsi offences, does
not, in my opinion, require amendment; but I am strongly of the opinion that the
provisions relating to previous convictions require material amendment, and for
these reasons, to wit:
(1) An inferior court-martial should not be without power, in the cases of old
offenders, to adjudge for minor infractions of discipline such as absence from rollcalls, etc., the limit named in the eighty-third Article of War.
The summary courts in this department during the period (ten and a half months)
covered by this report have tried 547 men with a total of 1,184 trials. Ninety-six
of the 547 were tried four or more times with a total of 497 trials. Special attention is invited to the fact that of the 1,413 offences brought before these courts
855 were for violations of the thirty-second and thirty-third Articles of War.
(2) While court-martial should have power to discharge from the service men who
persistently defy the requirements of discipline, as evidenced by previous convictions, yet for obvious reasons such courts should not be prohibited fTom adding confinement at hard labor to dishonorable discharge.
.
(3) Five previous convictions should not sus~ain a sentence of dishonorable discharge unless one at least by a general court-martial is included.
4. In every trial by court-martial, after a :finding of guilty where a discretionary
punishment is authorized, evidence, if any, of all previous convictions had within a
prescribed period should be submitted to the court to aid it in determining upon its
sentence. Discretion as to whether such evidence shall in such case be submitted
can not be vested in any one without preventing, to the injury of the service, the
impartial administration of justice.
.
It is therefore recommended that sections III and IV of the executive order published in General Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's Office, current series, be amended
to read substantially as follows:
III. (1) When a soldier shall be found guilty, by an inferior court, of an offence
or offences for which, upon :first conviction, the maximum punishment authorized
does not exceed that which such court may adjudge, his punishment therefor may
exceed the prescribed limit by one-half, it it shall appemr that during his current
enlistment and within two years preceding his trial he has been once convicted of
one offence or more, and said limit may be increased by one-half for every such
previous conviction; provided, that upon proof of four or more previous convictions
the court may in its discretion adjudge the limit named in the eighty-third Article of
War.
(2) When a soldier shall be found guilty by a general court-martial of an offence
or offences as aforesaid, his punishment therefor, on proof of one or more previous
convictions within the two years aforesaid, may be the prescribed limit increased by
one-half for each previous conviction; provided, that the punishment thus determined shall not exceed six months' confinement at hard labor; provided further, that
upon proof of :five or more such previous convictions, including one or more by general court-martial, dishonorable discharge with forfeiture of all pay and allowances .
and six months' confinement at hard labor may be adjudged.
(3) When a soldier shall be found guilty of an offence or offences for which upon
first conviction the prescribed maximum punishment exceeds that which an inferior
court may adjudge and does not include dishonorable discharge, upon proof of one
or more previous convictions within the two years aforesaid, the punishment therefor,
if the prescribed limit be less than six months' confinement at hard labor or its equivalent as hereinafter provided, may be said limit increased by one-half for every such
previous conviction; provided, that the punishment thus determined shall not exceed
six months' confinement at hard labor and a forfeiture of ten dollars per nionth for the
same period; if said prescribed limit shall be six months' confinement at hard labor,
Ol' more, or the equivalent as hereinafter provided, it may be increased one-half by
reason of previous convictions; provided further, that upon proof of five or more
previous convictions, including one or more by general court-martial, dishonorable
uischarge with forfeiture of all pay and allowances and nine months' confinement at
hard labor may be adjudged. When found guilty of an offence or offences for which,
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without previous convictions, dishonorable discharge is authorized, previous convictious may be considered in determining whether the prescribed limit of punishment shall he adjudged.
(4) After arriving ~Lt the findings, a court may be opened to receive evidence of
previous convictiOllS. These convictions must be proved by the records of previous
trials, or duly authenticated orders promulgatmg the same, showing the actual
offences of which the soldier was convicted, except in the cases of convictions
by summary court, when a. duly ant.henticated copy of the record of said court
shall be deemed sufficient proof. Charges forwarded for reference to a general
court-martial, or submitted to a garrison or regimental court-martial, must, in
every case where discretionary punishment is authorized, be accompanied b,v the
proper evidence of all previous convictions had within the period hereinbefore prescri l1ed. Charges submitted to tt summ~Lry court will be accompanied by similar
evidc·nc·e, except that evidence of previous conyictions by the summary court before
which the accuseLl may be arraig-ned need not accompany said charges. A summary
court may ·t ake judicial notice of the previous convictions of record in its own docket
book.
The foregoing provisions of this section are subject to the modifications imposed
by paragraph II, section 1, of this order.
VI. The following substitutions for punishments named in sections 2 and 3 of
this order are authorized at the discretion of the court.

*

*

*

*
DESERTIONS.

From the appendix relating to desertion the following data is obtained:
Year.

Desertions.

Trials.

Appre- Surrenhensions. ders.

---------------------------------------------------------------------1888-'89----.-----.---- ... -- .. ---.- •........... -------- .. ----.
188!J-'90 ..... -.- .•.. ---- ... - ....... , .. - ..... - ......•• -- ...... .
1.8()0-' 91 . -- . - - ......... - ..........•..........· .... - ....... -.- - .

109
91
106

26
12
27

16
8
19

10
4
8

Total .................................................. -so6~-----6-5- -----43- ----2-2

Of the 106 desertions this year, 64 were from the band and seven troops of the
Fonrtb Cavalry serving in this department. Forty-five of the 64 were from the
hand and troops A, c. D, and H, Fourth Cavalry, composing the garrison of Fort
·walla Walla, Wash.
The forcible and unlawful taking from the county jail in the city of Want. ·walla,
Wash., of a citizen prisoner by soldiers of Fort Walla Walla, and the killing of said
prisonf\r by said soldiers in April last, with all the attendant circumstances, are
facts with which you doubtless have, from the records on file in your office, become
familiar.
In my opinion, the increase (15) in the number of desertions in this department
over last year may be largely attributed to the efforts of both the civil and military
authorities to bring to trial the soldiers implicated in that killing.
As to the "causes which induce desertions'' I have nothing new to submit. 'J:'he
subject has long since been exhausted.
In my opinion, it should never be forgotten that desertion is one of the worst
crimes known to the military code. There may be circumstances which in some
cases extenuate it, but rarely, if ever, can there be any justification of it. This
distinction is not always kept in view by those who are seeking for the "causes of
desertion."
In eighteen cases in this deJI'artment during the past year" dissatisfaction with
the milit:ny service" is assigned as the " cause" of the desertions. Now, dissatisfaction with. the service may result from a grievance of which t-he soldier may properly complain, may be made a pretext for desertion, but it ought not to be called a
"cause of desertion." Will not the average soldier reason that if dissatisfaction
with the service is a "cause of" it is a cause for desertion, justifies it, and that it is
for him to determine when the necessary degree of dissatisfaction exists~ Just so
with many other generally reputed "canses of desertion." Will not therefore the
frequent official publication as" causes which induce desertions," of facts which are
only excuses or pretexts for committing the crime tend to increase rather than de
crease the number of desertions~
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While there have been one hundred and six desertions in this department _this
year, there have been but nineteen apprehensions; and during the past three years
there have been three hun(lred and six desertions and forty-three apprehensions.
By reason of these facts, I submit as pertinent to the subject under consideration,
the following extract from an article written by me upon this subject for the public
press in 1889.
.
"There is, however, one real 'cause' which, in my opinion,has never been sufficiently urged, to wit: That so many deserters escape apprehension and punishment,
and not, as many claim, that the average punishment inflicted is too light. It is
less a question of increasing punishment than of increasing the number punished.
The certainty of punishment is ever more important than its severity. If four-fifths
of our deserters were apprehended and punished as we now punish those apprehended, the number of desertions would soon become very small compared with what
it is now. We would hear far less about the causes of desertion. They would
become what they in most cases are-complaints to be considered or grievances to
be redressed.
"As a sure cure for desertion the following remedies have often been suggested:
(1) That a soldier in time of peace be permitted to purchase on proper terms his discharge; and (2) that recruits be obtained principally from the rural districts. To
these most excellent remedies I would add as supplemental thereto and more important than either, so far as preventing desertion is concerned, the following: (3) That
fur the apprehension and delivery of ever deserter, exclusive of the actual expenses
thereof, a reward of at least $100 shall be paid."
Recent legislation and regulations have supplied the first and second remedies,
and most excellent results may be anticipated. The third remedy has only been
partially supplied.
Everything that can be done to remove excuses for desertion should be done, but
the odiousness of the crime should be maintained; and this can best be accomplished
by liberal rewards for apprehensions.
.
In the recent trial of an officer at Fort Walla Walla, Wash., by a general court-martial orrlered by the President of the United States, a civilian witness for the defense
was asked a question by the counsel for the accused, which the witness, without assigning any reason, expressed an unwillingness to answer. A member of the court
thereupon obj ected to the question and the objection was sustained. The court
thus avoided making an order which it would have been powerless to enforce.
Moreover, as judge-advocate of the court, I invite attention to the fact that in
that trial the prosecution would have hopelessly failed as to the most serious offense charged had the civilian witnesses for the prosecution, by taking advantage
of their privilege under the law, politely declined to testify against the accused.
The propriety as well as the necessity of a law providing means for compelling
civilian witnesses to testify before courts-martial is so patent that a recommendation that such a law be enacted seems superfluous.
I acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of the liberal allowance of law bookssixty-seven volumes-furnished this office during the past year. To keep "liP the law
libraries at the different department headquarters a fixed allotment per year should
be available, to be expended through the Judge-Advocate General's office.
I desire to report that at these headquarters one general service clerk performs
the clerical work of both this office and that of the inspector of small-arms practice.
The amount and character. of the clerical work in a department judge-advocate's
office require, in my opinion, that one clerk shoulq. be assigned exclusively to that
office.

Ext1·act j1·om the report of Capt. E. H. C1·owder, acting judge-advocate, Department of the
Platte.

*

tf

The increase in the number of trials by general courts in this department over
that of last year is due partly to an increase of nearly 400 in the average enlisted
strength of the department, lmt is, I think, mainly accounted for by the fact that
unrl.er the provisions of General Orders No. 21, Adjutant-General's office,' current
series, fixing maximum punishments, a greater number of the more trivial offences
of soldiers must now be referred to the general court than formerly. Reference is
here made to the latter part of paragraph 6, page 7, of the aforesaid order, which
provi(les as follows:
"Wherever the limit herein prescribe({ for an offence or offences may be brought
within the punishing TJOWer of inferior courts-martial, as defined by the 83d Article
of War, by substitution of punishment under · the provisions of this section, the
aforesaid courts shall be deemed to have jurisdiction of such offence or offences."
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This rule is understood to require the reference of all cases of the class named to
the summary court for trial, and that whenever the prescribed limit of punishment
for an offence or offences is in excess of the punishing power of the inferior courts,
such offence or offences should be reserved for trial by general courts. As ihus understood, the order has been enforced in this department, and many cases which,
prior to March 30, 1891, were referred for trial by post commanders to summary
courts, are now, under the rule above quoted, required to be forwarded for trial by
general courts. The result has been to increase the volume of business transacted
by the general courts.
While the general effect of the aforesaid order and the legislation to which it relates has been to make the administration of justice much more prompt and certain
than formerly, with reference to the cases so transferred, there has been greater delay
than when trial was had bv the inferior courts. In this connection I have the honor
to recommend that, in case an attempt is made with the next Congress to secure an
adequate revision of the Articles .of War, legislation be urged extending the jurisdiction of garrison and regimental courts-martial so as to enable these courts to impose
a sentence of sixmontbs 1 confinement at hard labor, with forfeiture of pay for the
same period. I am u~able to discover any reason why such courts, as at present
constituted, can not, under the guidance of existing orders :fixing maximum punishments, be trusted to impose punishment to the extent suO'gested.
The statistics of this office prove that more than one-half the cases now tried by
general courts could, under the legislation proposed, be heard and :finally determined by garrison and regimental courts, with the result in all these cases of reducing to a minimum the time between the commission of the offence and the punishment of the offender.
During the year just closed 1,389 different men have been tried by inferior courtsmartial. Of the total number of trials by these courts as set forth above, 136 were
by garrison courts-martial. Of these 50 were tried between October 1 and 15,
1890, the date of organization of the summary court. Seventy-two were tried between October16andDecember 31,1890, and but 14 between January 1 and September
30, 1891.
From this statement the deduction seems legitimate that the summary court has
steadily grown in favor among the enlisted men in the department, there having
been but fourteen appeals from it to the garrison court during the last nine months.
I recommend further that steps be taken to define accurately the limit of jurisdiction of the summary court. The language in the act ceding jurisdiction is indefinite, and with respect to all those military oftences not enumerated in the code
of maximum punishments, is not uniformly construed throughout the Army. As the
jurisdiction of this new court is held to be, with the exceptions stated in the act
creating it, exclusive of the jurisdiction of other military courts, the necessity for
taking steps to define with accuracy the oft'ences within its jurisdiction is obvious.
Many much-needed works on both civil and military law have been received during the past year, but the office library is yet deficient in many respects. There are
no reports except the United States Supreme Court Reports, vols. 1 to 23 inclusive.
This series should be completed, and a eomplete text of the opinions of AttorneysGeneral should be furnished.
·

Extract from the report of Capt. E. Riee, aeting jutlge-advoeate, lJepat·tment of tlte
Missouri .

•
From these figures it would appear that this year about 80 per cent of the enlisted
men in the Department have been tried by court-martial, and that last year the percentage was about 52. But when it is considered that many men are tried more than
once, and some as often as eight times, the actual number of different men tried is
about 45 per cent of the command.
To make a comparison as to the number of trials between the old system of garrison and the new system of summary courts, the following tables have been prepared
from the records of this office to include the :first six months of each of the years 1890
and 1891.
These tables show that under the new system the percentage of trials for minor
offences is greater than under the old system, and the principal causes seem to be,
:first, that many cases are now brought before the summary court that under the old
system would have been disposed of by the company commander with a reprimand
or deprivation of privilege; second, the arraignment of all those cases which formerly would have been released without trial after a confinement of one or two days,
and third, the comparatively light sentences awarded by these courts.
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That the summary court is well received by the enlisted men is clearly shown by
the small number of objection& offered and requests for trial by court-martial, only
15 in this department since the new system went into effect.
There has been a considerable decrease in the percentage of desertions in this department over last year. The number for that year was about 7 per cent of the
command, and that for this year is about 5 per cent, which indicates that the recent
legislation looking to the improvement of the condition of the soldier is having the
desired effect.
The code of punishments as published in General Orders No. 21, current series,
Headquacters of the Army, has served to reduce the great diversity of sentences
awarded for identical offences, and the provision of section 3 of that order has provided a way to lid the Army of the incorrigible element, which has been taken advantage of to a considerable extent in this department.
I believe it would be to the interests of the service to have General Orders No.
21, current series, Headquarters of the Army, printed on the last leaves of the guard
report books hereafter issued to the Army.
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THE QU ARTERM.ASTER-GENERAL.
QU.A.RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L'S OFFIOE,

Washington, .D. 0., October 3, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891:
By acts of June 13, 1890, August 30, 1890, and March 3, 1891, there was
appropriated for the service of the Quartermaster's Department for
the fiscal year 1890-'91, the sum of ...• _..• _..•..•••....••• _... _... $9, 533, 437. 44
During the year there was deposited to the credit of said appropriations, amounts received from sales to officers, etc., the sum of.... _.
372, 380. 65
Making a total of .. -- .. - - •... - - ................. _...... _. . . . . . 9, 905, 818. 09
Of this amount there was remitted to disbursing officers. $9, 024, 710. 10
There was paid out on ac~unt of settlements made at
.
Treasury of claims and accounts . _••••.. _... . . . • . . • •
31, 531. 10
9, 056,241.20
Leaving a balance available for payment of outstanding obligations
incurred or fulfillment of contracts properly entered into within the
fiscal year . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .

849, 576. 89

On the 1st of July, 1890, there was on hand from regular appropriations for the service of the Quartermaster's Department, pertaining
to the fiscal year ending June 30, 1890, the sum of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
And from appropriations pertaining to previous fiscal years, including
those for specific and indefinite purposes, the sum of.... . . • • . . . . • • •

989, 897. 38

82, 639. 65

Making a total balance on hand, from all appropriations, July
1, 1890, of . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 072, 537. 03
For specific purposes there was appropriated during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1891 . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1, 659, 074. 35
During the year there was deposited and transferred to credit of the appropriations other than those for 1890-'91 (shown above) the sum of..
540,641.52
Making a total of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 272, 252. 90
Of said amount there was remitted to disbursing officers
the sum of . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$865, 581. 78
Th e was paid out on account of Treasury settlements
dld transferred the sum of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
970, 765. 75
There was carried to the surplus fund the sum of......
180,647.05
2,016,994.58
Leaving a balance of...... . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • . . • • . • . • . .

1, 255, 258. 32

The items of appropriations, remittances, etc., will be found in detail
in the accompanying report of the officer in charge of the :finance branch.
WAR
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The business of the Quartermaster's Department for the last fiscal
year is given in detail in the reports of the officers in charge of the several branches in this office, which reports are herewith transmitted.
Attention is specially invited to the following:
ARMY SERVICE MEN, QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

Under the act of Congress approved June 20,1890, the enlisted men
belonging to the organization known as the Detachment of Artillery at
West Point, N. Y., were mustered out of the service, and in accordance
with said law were immediately reenlisted as army service men, Quartermaster's Department. Capt. W. H. Miller, acting quartermaster, on
duty at West Point, N. Y., was assigned as commanding officer of said
detachment. The total strength of this detachment, when complete,
consists of 117 men, as follows: One first sergeant, 6 sergeants, 8 corporals, 102 privates, and is composed of clerks, mechanics, overseers,
laborers, teamsters; etc., who perform the same duties as those previously performed by the detachment of artillery, which consist mainly of
taking care of the buildings and grounds at the J\-Iilitary Academy. It
is reported that the men composing this detachment are adapted physically and otherwise to perform the duties required of them, and that
they are performing the same in a satisfactory manner.
The eighty post quartermaster sergeants provided by l~w to assist
post and other quartermasters, in lieu of citizen employes, have rendered satisfactory service during the past fiscal year.
CL01'HING AND EQUIP AGE SUPPLIES.

The appropriation for the last fiscal year for clothing and equipage
for the Arrr;ty was $1,150,000. In addition to Ws the further sum of
$187,702.18 was appropriated by act March 3, 1891, to meet the large
demands on the Department occasioned by the Sioux Indian campaign
last winter. There was also placed to the credit of the appropriation
the sum of $166,035.26, on account of issues of clothing and equipage
to the militia; and the sum of $61,664.13 was credited from sales to
officers, etc., making a total of $1,565,401.57.
Of this sum there was expended during the fiscal year $1,489,011.31,
leaving a balance in the Treasury on June 30, 1891, of $76,390.26, all of
which will be required to meet outstanding indebtedness.
During the last winter campaign against the hostile Sioux, the resources of the supply depots were severely taxed to meet the urgent
need for tents and extra warm clothing, but from reports since received
it is shown that these supplies were promptly received in the field, and
gave good satisfaction.
The issues to the militia under the act of Congress amending seotion
1661, Revised Statutes, and under the special acts of Congress approved
May 14 and August 30, 1890, amounted during the year to $176,093.75.
The following issues, etc., represent a total loss during the last fiscal
year to the clothing appropriation:
To the militia of the District of Columbia .-...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
To the Indian prisoners of war, Moun~ Vernon Barrack.s, Alabama.... . . . .
For prisoners' clothing, military prison, Fort Leavenworth, KanEr........
:For prisoners' clothing, Alcatraz Island, CaL...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sale of leather cuttings at military prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., proceeds credited to miscellaneous receipts_ ... _.. ___ ... __ ................
Sale of condemned clothing, equipage, and materials, proccells credited
to miscellaneous receipts ..•. _................................•.... _...

$7,
. 54:
7, 5 6. 92
1, 031.73
1, 004.12
1, 152.66
16, 324. 58

Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 34,875.55
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The subject of improvement of the ·boots and shoes for the enlisted
men of the Army is still under consideration by the· Department. The
question as to what particular kinds are best adapted for the Army is
a difficult one to solve.
By reason of the reduction of the working stock on hand at the supply depots, · as explained in my last annual report, and the constant
annual losses from the clothing appropriation on account of gratuitous
issues, etc., it is earnestly recommended that the sum of $1,300,000,
~timated as necessary for the purchase and manufacture of clothing
for the Army for the next fiscal year, may be granted.
NATIONAL CEMETERIES.

There are 82 national cemeteries and 74 superintendents.
During the fiscal year 9,977 headstones were provided to mark the
graves of soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in national, post, private,
city, and village cemeteries.
Under the acts of Congress approved March ·2, 1889, August 30, 1890,
and March 3, 1891, the sum of $2,092 was paid during the year for the
burial, in the Arlington National Cemetery, of indigent ex-Union soldiers, sailors, and marines of the late civil war, who died in the District
of Columbia.
The following roadways to national cemeteries, authorized by special
acts of Congress, were completed during the past fiscal year:
Roadway to Antietam National Cemetery, at a cost of.... ----·· .••.••••.. $5,199.60
Roadway to Marietta, Ga., National Cemetery, at a cost of.............. 8, 254.60
Roadway to Corinth, Miss., National Cemetery, at a cost of...•...•.....• 9, 771.53
Extension of roadway to Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery, at a cost of.. 5, 988.12
TRANSPORTATION.

The regular appropriation for transportation of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, was $2,600,000, but by act March 3,1891,
an additional sum of $935,016.86 was appropriated to supply deficiencies for extraordinary expenses caused by the Indian campaign.
During the past fiscal year the Quartermaster's Department provided transportation for 362,715 persons, 9,930 animals, and 113,152
tons of freight, at a cost of $2,140,693.04.
The cost of the principal movement of troops during the year, exc1usive of deductions on account of land-grant and bond-aided railroads,
was $134,843,40. In addition to this the cost of transportation of troops
and stores to seat of Indian war, and return of troops to posts, aggregated the sum of $543,324, making the total amount expended in the
principal movement of troops during the year $678,167.40.
' Fifteen thousand and sixty-eight persons, 5,708 animals, and
49,940,112 pounds of freight were transported during the year over
the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches and leased lines.
The settlement of the accounts of these bond-aided Pacific railroads
has continued to be made during the fiscal year, under the provisions
of the circular of the honorable Secretary of the Treasury of June 23,
1887.
The cost of maintaining, including repairs, of nine steamboats in service for the year was $86,706.79.
The sum of $33,898.35 was expended during the year for transportation of troops in connection with summer encampments, practice
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marches, field maneuvers, and instructions, and the sum of $30,325.98
for transportation of enlisted men to engage in target practice and rifle
competition.
The telegraphic service has continued during the year without actual
cash outlay to this Department. The Western Union Telegraph Company, having refused to accept the rates fixed by the Postmaster-General for Government telegrams, has furnishad no accounts for these
services.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

During the fiscal year there were 44 team horses and 1,082 pack
mules purchased, at a cost of $182,610.47, and 1,268 cavalry and artillery horses, at a cost of $170,216.14.
The expenditures during the fiscal year for horse and mule shoes,
horseshoe nails, etc., amounted to $19,685.59; for wagons, carts, etc.,
$23,656.82; for miscellaneous supplies, $7 4,355.22; for stoves, ranges,
and extra parts, $43,508.32, and for table ware and kitchen utensils,
$29,792.98.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

The sum of $725,000 was appropriated for barracks and quarters for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891. · Of this amount the sum of
$307,767.47 was expended on the construction of barracks, officers'
quarters, storehouses, etc., and the remainder was expended for the
repair, alteration of buildings, and for rent, etc.
For the construction and repair of hospitals, expenditures to the
amount of $100,000 were authorized, and also the sum of $12,500 for
the construction and repair of hospital stewards' quarters.
,
Under the act of Congress approved .August 30, 1890 (sundry civil
bill), making appropriation of $690,000 for the construction of buildings
and the enlargement of such military posts as in the judgment of the
Secretary of War may be necessary, the following apportionment was
made:
Fort Logan, Colo .. _.... . . . . . $28, 191. 80
Fort McPherson, Ga .... ----. 47,094.17
Fort Riley, Kans . --- ... ---.. 40,513.90
Fort Sheridan, Ill _____ . _.... 202, 057. 81
Fort Sam Houston, Tex...... 57, 266.10
Fort Thomas, Ky _.......... _ 52, 133. 36
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo . . . . . . 57, 961. 68
Fort Niobrara, Nebr ___ . _... _ 7, 693.51
Fort Robinson, N.ebr _.... _... 38, 850. 00

Fort ~nelling, Minn . . . • . • . • . $24, 041. 50
Fort Warren, Mass . . • . . . . • • . 26, 000. 00
Fort Myer, Va...... .... ..••. 20,150.00
Fort Niagara,N. Y ....••...•. 38,117.83
Miscellaneous expenditures_ _
200. 00
BalanceonhandJune30,1891. 49,728.34
Total .. _•...•••••...•.. 690, 000. 00

The buildings authorized at the posts above named, with the exception of those authorized at Fort Warren, Mass., have been contracted
for, and many of them are in course of construction.
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR MILITARY POSTS.

Fort Crook, Nebr.-N o buildings have yet been constructed at this
post, but the work of preparing plans and estimates for the same are
in progress. The total cost of the work at this post is, by act of Congress approved March 3, 1891, limited to $500,000.
Fort Myer, Va.-With a view to the enlargement of this post, to
accommodate two additional troops of cavalry, as provided by act of
Congress approved June 13, 1890, one double barrack and two brick
stables have been constructed, at a cost of $32,600, the sum appropriated therefor.
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Fort Braay, Mich.- The sum of $120,000 was appropriated for the
construction of this post, the total cost of which is, by act of March
3, 1891, limited to $250,000. During the fiscal year the land purchased
for the site has been cleared and the necessary filling and excavating
done requisite to the commencement of building operations. The construction of a part of the work, has been authorized.
Fort Bliss, Tex.-The act of Congress approved March 1, 1890,
appropriated the sum of $150,000 for the purchase of a site and for the
construction of this post, the total cost of which is, by the act of Congress approved March 3, 1891, limited to $300,000. Nothing was done
during the fiscal year in the way of building. Attention is being given
to the preparation of plans and estimates.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.-Congress, by act approved February 16,
1891, authorized the enlargement of this post to a twelve-company post,
and for the beginning of the work appropriated the sum of $200,000.
The Secretary of War was authorized to accept, free of cost to the
United States, a donation of not less than 500 acres of land, for a target
range and other military purposes, at or near the post at Plattsburg
Barracks, N. Y. This land has been selected, and as soon as the United
States is given a clear title to the same the work of construction will
commence.
The work on the reservation of the Presidio at San Francisco, Cal.,
authorized by acts of Congress approved June 4, 1888, and March 2,
1889, consisting of the construction and improvement of roadways, cultivation of trees, the water supply, etc., has progressed very favorably
during the past fiscal year.
·
The sum of $140,352 has been expended during the year for roads,
walks, and bridges, and $13,365.75 for wharves.
,
RESERVATIONS.

During the fiscal year the following reservations or parts thereof have
been turned over to the Interior Department for disposition under the
act of July 5, 1884, or as otherwise provided by law:
Fort Maginnis, Mont.
Hot Springs (block No. 94:), Ark.
Point Roberts, Wash.
Fort Mojave, Ariz.
Fort Verde, Ariz.
Little Rock Barracks, Ark.
Greenwood Island, Miss.
Fort Lowell, Ariz.

Fort McDowell, Ariz.
Fort Totten, N.Dak.
:F'ort Bridger, Wyo.
Fort Elliott, Tex.
Fort Bidwell, Cal.
Fort Crawford, Colo.
Fort Gibson, Ind. T., except part used
as national cemetery.

The sum of $241,031.79 was expended during the year for water,
sewerage, plumbing, etc., and $72,358.98 for lighting..
INDIAN CAMPAIGN IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

During the Indian disturbance in South Dakota last winter the
Quartermaster's Department promptly met every demand made upon
it. The troops operating against the hostile Sioux were abundantly supplied with all the necessary clothing for active winter service, and the
animals with proper covering, and both men and animals supplied with
every article of quartermaster's stores that was necessary for their protection and comfort.
The officers intrusted with the work of the Quartermaster's Department in connection with this campaign rendered faithful and efficient
service.
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NEW RECORD SYSTEM.

On the 15th of November, 1890, the system of keeping the records
in this office was changed to what is commonly known as the " card

system."
At the time of the change the files of the office, in many of its
branches, were encumbered with cases not disposed of-laid aside for
future consideration or buried under later accumulations. The disposition of these cases in connection with the current work, and the hesitation inevitable upon the discarding of old and the adoption of new
methods, taxed the clerical force of the office quite severely for a time,
until the routine became familiar and the work was brought up to date.
All classes of business now receive the prompt attention and action
formerly accorded to " special cases."
Respectfully submitted.
R.

N. BATCHELDER,

Quartermaster- General, U. S. Army.
Hon.

·

REDFIELD PROCTOR,

Secretary of War.

List of papers accompanying the annual report of the Quartermaster-General for the fiscal
year ending June 30~ 1891.
1. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludin~ton, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S.
Army, of the operations of the inspection branch of the Quartermaster-General's
Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
2. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, of the oper~tions of the finance branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
3. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S.
Army, of the operations of the money and property accounts 1;>ranch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
A.-Statement showing number of money accounts and returns of quartermaster's
storel3 received and disposed of during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
B.-Statement showing the amount received from sales of quartermaster's stores
to officers and soldiers during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended under the various appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, and supplement pertaining to the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1890.
D.-Statement showing number of civilian employes employed by the month, as
reported by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on their report of persons
for .June, 1891.
E.-Statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in the Quartermaster's
Department during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
.
4:. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, of the operations of the clothing and equipage returns branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
5. Report of Lieut .. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, of the operations of the clothing supply branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during.the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and materials on hand
at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department June 30, 1890, the quantities purchased, manufactured, received from posts and depots, taken up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended, issued to the Army and militia, and the quantities remaining in the depots June 30, 1891.
B.-Statement of amounts received and remitted by the Quartermaster's Department on account of clothing and equipage during the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891.
6. Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster-General, U. S.
Army, relating to the care and maintenance of national cemeteries during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891. ·
A.-Statement of disbursements of appropriation "National cemeteries" during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
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7. Report of Maj. James Gilliss, quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of
the transportation, regular supplies, and claims urtder act July 4, 1864, branches,
during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
8. Report of Capt. W. S. Patten, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of the operations of the miscellaneous claims branch and mail and recoru division of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
·
9. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U. S. Army, of the operations of the barracks and quarters branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office
during the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
A.-Statement showing property rented by the Quartermaster's Department during
the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
10. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U.S. Army, of the operations of the reservation branch of the Quartermaster-General's Office during the
:fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
A.-Statement of expenditures authorized for water, sewerage, plumbing, etc.,
chargeable to appropriation for "Army transportation," for the :fiscal year ending
J nne 30, 1891.
B.-Statement of expenditures authorized for lighting, heating, etc., chaTgeable
to appropriation for regular supplies, for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
C.-Statement showing military reservations turned over to the Interior Department or otherwise disposed.of since 1858.
D.-Statement giving alphabetical list of military reservations, showing location,
size, how occupied, accommodations for officers and men, etc., on June 30, 1891.

1.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., September 4, 1891.
I have the honor to submit my report of the operations of
the inspection branch of this office during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1891.
This branch of the office takes cognizance of all matters which relate
to the personnel of the officers of the Quartermaster's Department, such
as their assignment to stations, furnishing bonds, etc., and to matters
which pertain individually to clerks and employes in the office of the
Quartermaster-General, and of the Quartermaster's Department at large.
The biennial and annual reports, monthly roster, returns of officers
of the Quartermaster's Department, monthly and semimonthly pay-rolls
of clerks and employes in the office of the Quartermaster-General, are
all prepared in this .branch, and action is also taken upon all matters
which relate to the application, examination, appointment, and assignment to duty of post quartermaster sergeants, U. S. Army.. The services performed by the post quartermaster sergeants during the past
fiscal year have been generally satisfactory.
All books, orders, circulars, and other printed matter for the use of
officers of the Quartermaster's Department are distributed from this
branch, and during the past fiscal year 111,806 of such orders, etc.,
were so distributed.
By act of Congress approved June 20,1890 (G. 0. 72, A. G. 0.), it was
provided that the enlisted men known as the "artillery detachment," at
West Point, N.Y.," shall be mustered out of the service as artillery men
and immediately reenl\sted as Army service men in the Quartermaster's
Department, continuing to perform the same duties, and to have the same
pay, allowances, rights, and privileges, and subject to the same rules and
regulations and laws, in the same manner as if their services had been
continuous in the artillery."
Upon the passage of the above law steps were immediately taken to
GENERAL:
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organize the detachment of Army service men, Quartermaster's Department, in accordance therewith.
Capt. W. H. Miller, assistant quartermaster, on duty at West Point,
was assigned as commanding officer of said detachment. He re})Orts
that the number of men of the artillery detachment who were reenlisted
as Army service men, Quartermaster's Department, when the latter was
.organized, were as follows:
First sergeants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sergeants ...•.•...... _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Corporals...............................................................
Privates .••••..........•................................................

1
6
8
93
108

Total number of men transferred and uischarged from the detachment since
organization to June 30, 1891 .......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

33

75
Total number of men enlisted and transferred to the detachment since organization to June 30,1891 ....•• •••• ...••. .....• ...• ...• ...... ...... .••. ..•••.

34

Number of vacancies existing in detachment June 30, 1891.... . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . .

109
8
117

The total strength of the detachment, when·complete, consists of 117
men, as follows :
First sergeants . . • . . . • . • . • • • • • . . . • . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . . • . • . . . •
Sergeants. . . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • . . • . • • . . . • . . . • . • • • . . • • . • • . • • . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . •
Corporals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Privates . • • • • • . . . . • . . • . . . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . .

1
6
8
102
117

This detachment, as now organized, is composed of clerks, mechanics,
laborers, teamsters, overseers, etc., who perform the same duties as
those previously performed by the detachment of artillery, which consist mainly of taking care of the buildings and grounds at the Military
Academy.
Capt. Miller reports that the men now composing the detachment
of "Army service men, Quartermaster's Department," at West Point,
are generally well adapted, both physically and otherwise, for the
duties they are required to perform, and, with few exceptions, they have
and do perform said duties in a satisfactory manner.
With a view to improving and maintaining the efficiency of this
detachment, instructions have been given Capt. Miller, the commanding officer, in filling future vacancies, to enlist therein only yOlmg, ablebodied men who are suitable for the duties that will be required of
them, and who are not under 21 nor over 35 years of age. In the case
of the reenlistment of persons hereafter joining the detachment, the
age limit is fixed at 48 years.
Such further instructions as may from time to time appear necessary to increase the efficiency of this organization will be given to the
officer commanding this detachment.
The officers of the Quartermaster's Department, regular establishment, are as follows:
One Quartermaster-General, 4 Assistant Quartermasters-General, 8
Deputy Quartermasters-General, 14 quartermasters, 30 assistant quartermasters, 2 military storekeepers; total, 59.
Very respectfully,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. .Army.
The QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. J. ARMY.
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2.
Annual report of the finance branch for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891.

This branch has charge of matters relating to the procurement and
distribution of funds, the compilation and preparation for Congress of
the annual estimates of funds for the service of the Quartermaster's
Department and for funds required for tho Quartermaster-General's
Office, the examination of estimates of funds received from disbursing
officers and the issues of requisitions in favor of such disbursing officers,
the action upon settlements made at the Treasury of claims and accounts
pertaining to the Quartermaster's Department, the abstracting of weekly
and monthly statements of funds for comparison with the Treasury
records, and the conducting of the necessary correspondence and the
keeping of the prescribed records and necessary memorandum books
connected with the foregoing.
From the balance books, upon which all debits and credits are recorded, the following statement has been prepared:

~

Annual1·eport of the finance bmnch fm· the .fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
Placed to
credit of Placed to
appropn- creditof
ations dur- appropri- Total to be
ing th~ ations by accounted
year, bemg Treasury
for.
Amount. I Date of act. the pro- transfer
ceeds of warrants.
sal!\s to
officers.
Appropriated.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
July 1,
1890.

Appropriations.

-----------------11--------1

I

I

I

I

Requisitions is·
sued on
settleRemitted to ments
disbursing made at
officers.
Treasury
of claims
and accounts.

I
I

~

OJ

Amounts
charged
against
appropriations by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

1-----1----1

Amounts
carried to
surplus
fund, act
June 20,
1874.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
June30,1891, Total acavailable for counted for.
outstanding
obligations.

I

1------

~
t;l=j

I'd

1888.

0

60 per centum of arrears
of army transportation
due certain land-grant
raihoads ...• _............

0

~
~

396. 731 Sept. 30, 1890
=..=·=··=··=·=--=--=!!==$10.
= = = ===== ====

$10,396. 73, .•••••.•••• ·-1$10,396. 54, .••.•••.. · / = = = = = = = =$10,396.73
===

1888 and prwr years.

·I· .......... ·I· ........:.. .

Regular supplies .....•.•.
Incidental expenses .••...•.•••••.....•.•••••.••••.•
Barracks and quarters ....
Transportation of the
Army and its supplies ..
Clothing, camp, and garrison equipage ......... .
Construction and repair

N ~ii~~:r~:~t~~i~~:
50 per centum of arrears
of army transportation
due certain laud-grant
railioads .............. ..

:::: :: .............

Total

I ••••••••••••• I· •••••••••••••

~

$1, 411. 371 ......... .
270.28. ···•••···
61.70 ..•..•.•..

1, 411.37
270.28
61.70

2, 642.39 •..••...••.

2, 642. 39 ........................ ·•· ....... ..

2, 642.39

2, 794. 41 •.••..•.••.

2, 794. 41, ............. , ......... ·•· ........ .

2, 794.41

4~: ~~I::::::::::

4~: ~~ ::::::::::::: :::::::::1:::::::::

40.00

3.78 ......... ..

3.781·············1••········•········--

3. 78

7. 71

t;l=j

r:n
t;l=j

a

~
t;l=j

~
~
0

l%j

I

Regular supplies .......•.
Incidental expenses ...... .
Transportation of the
Anny and its supplies ..
Clothirig, camp, and garrison equipage .•.•••.•.•..
Total

l%j
~

11

7,231. 64, ... ·······.,,====1====

1, 258. 651 .•••••.••.
74,776.48 ......... .

~
~

1,258. 65
74,776.48

$50.08

579.82

537.~1~
50.08

537.01

529.74
1-----11·----- - - - - -

7, 231. 64

77, 151.96

1888-'89.

Regular supplies . ...•....
Incidental expe11ses ...... .
Horses for cavalry and
artillery .............•..
Barracks and quarters ..•.
Transportation of the
Army and its supplies ..
Clothing, camp, and garrison equipage .......... .
Construction and repair
of hospitals ............•
National cemeteries ...... .

116, 606. 791
382.80.

29, 621. 621 ..•••••••.
28.78:......... .

ll5
655.56, ......... .

1~:~~1 ::::::::::

116,606.79
382. so

1, 870.541 ...•••••. -1114,736. 2J ••.•••••••..
320. 05 . . . . . . . • . .
62. 75

1, 290.341.....••••.•..
2, 4!)7. 681.•••••••••••.
55, 125. 091' ..... : • .••••.

1, 290.34
2,497. 68
55,125.09

41,165.51 .••••••••••••

41,165.51

815. 89, .•.•••••••••• ,..•...••.. ,..•••••••.
1, 495.81 . •• • • • • • • •• . •
744.47 .••.••.••.

815.89
1, 495.81

r~~i~!~F~~!~~~~~:~~~ ~~-

405.68

shooting galleries and
ranges . ................ .
Quarters for hospital stewards

4. 75. 45 __ • ______ .
16. 54 . • . . • • • • • •

I

I

4, 496. 05

4, 971. 50

385. 56 . • • • . . • • • • • • •

402.10

. . . _ . ___ . _ _

1

I 58,'673.il ......... -1 159, 616. 92

I

6, sa9. 16

225, 159. 19

I:)

q

~

8
t:rl

l:lj

~

p..
m

1889-'90,

Regular supplies . . . • • . . . .
52, 884. 94
Incidental expenses . . . . . .
23, 728. 06
Horses for cavalry and
artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •.•.•..... -I- ••••••••••
Barracks ancl quarters ... :
3, 828. 52
Transportation of the
Army and its supplies ..
Clothing, camp, and garrison equipage ......... .
Construction and repair
N ~fi~~:f~~~~-t'e~i~~.::::::

riati~~~e~!~fe~~~~ ~~-

shooting galleries and
ranges ................ .
Quarters for hospital stewards

65, 759. 70, .•••••••••
16,502.14 .•••••••••

118, 644. 641
40,230.20

3, 258.44, .•••••••••
8,414.57 .•••••••••

1~: ~~: ~~ -

52,249.77, .••••••••.

138,215.82

118,644.64
40,230.20

l:lj

~~: ~gl::::::::::······· .....

a, oo8. 44
10,463.44

3, 258.44
12,243.04

g;

11, 592. 721126, 198. 57, ••••••••• _,_ ••••••••••

424.53

138,215.82

····i; ioa: oo

63, 970. 38,.•••••••••

64,241.59

58,436.13

2, 757.84, ..••••..•.

3,047. 62

64,241.59

1. 041.45, ..••••••••
1, 632.96 .•••••••••

1, 355.81
2, 352.78

1,293. 31
258.87

a:~:~~!::::::::::

..•.. i,"752~ 97

1, 355.81
2, 352.78

34. 00, ••••••••••

202.49

202.49

574.03, .••.•••••.

705.96

735.62

66.'23

zt:rl

~

267.52

,--

136,528.241

Transportation of the
Army and ita supplies ..

I

l:lj

163. 71, ••••••••••

1890-transjer account.

8
t:rl

94,979.60
21,876.96

$19, 297. 791 4, 367. 25, ..•..••••. , ..•.•••••••
11,982.05 6, 371.19 ..•••.•••..•••••••••••

381, 748.00

~

1====1====

·············1

2.SO

~

-J

Annual1·eport of the finance branch for the fiscal year
A. ppropriated.

I

Appropriations.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
July 1,
1890.

In.........

Amount.

I
1890-'91.

l

000.001 Juno 13, 1890
............ j$2,678,
87,746.25 Mar. 3, 1891
675,000.00
Juno 13,1890
Inciflental exptmses .....•. . . . ..... .. . ..
9, 312.
3, 1890
1891
132,
000. 00 M~.
June 13,
Horses for cavalry and ar- }... ........
tillery ..................
70, 000. 00 Mar. 3, 1891

Regular supplies ...••.•..

~

(:::::::::

r

"I

Placed to
credit of
to
appropri- Placed
credit of
at10ns dur- appropriTotal to be
ingthe
by accounted
year, being ations
Treasury
for.
transfer
~~!/sr~f warrants.
sales to
officers.

eN

June 30, 1891-Contmued.

I

Reqni•i·
tions
issued on
Remitted to 1 settltdisbursing
ments
officers.
made a~
Treas.my

I

o;~~!~s

~

Amounts I

charged Amounts
agains~ carried to
al?propn- surjlus
~Ions by fun ' act
'Ireas~y June 20,
,_;~~~!!~~- 1874 ·

IBalance in

00

'

Treasury
unurawn
June30, 1891, Total acavan able for counted for.
outstanding
obligations.

counts.

~
trj

"0
0

~$116, 784.98 .. ......... $2, 882, 531. 23 $2, 635, 631. 81 $4,857.02 .......... . ........... $242, 042. 40 $2, 882, 531. 23
602.95 .......... .................
684,499.29
667,093.14
16,803.20
684,499.29
}
187.14
~ 2, 742.86

Barracks and quarters ....
725, 000. 00 June 13, 1890
948.29
Transportation of the
600, 000.00 June 13,1890
Anny and its supplies ..
935, 016. 86 Mar. 3, 1891 } 23,934.03
Clothing, camp, and garri- ........... 1, 150, 000. 00 June 13, 1890
son equipage ............
187,702.18 Mar. 3,1891 }227, 699. 39
Construction and repair of
hospitals ..........••.... ...............
100, 000. 00 June 13, 1890
11
National cemeteries ......• .................
100, 000. 00 Aug. 30, 1890 ...............

}

endi1~g

..............

125.00 ..........
204,742.86
173,459.59
725,948.29
697,895.78 ...............................
3, 558, 950. 89 3, 107,048.60 25, 538. 571..........

..................

............

31, 158.27
204.742.86
28,052.51
725,948.29
426,363.72 3, 558, 950. gg

16. 06 ..........

................

76,390.26 1, 565, 401. 57

1, 565, 401. 57 1, 488, 995. 25

~

8

0

l'%j

8

P:t

t?=:t
Ul

t?=:t

a

p~ffo~~f~~~~~~~:~t_s_ ~~- ...............

61, 160. 00 .... do .......

................ . ..

61,160.00

.................

106.171

61,160.00

...............

10,000.00 June 13, 1890

1. 73

10,001.73

9, 797.07 . ............................. . .............

204.661

10,001.73

~
>~

.................

12, 500. 00 .... do .......

82.12

12,582.12

12,025.92 .................................... . .................. .

556.201

12,582.12

0

. .......................

372,380.65

Shooting galleries and
ranges ..................
Quarters for hospital stewards ....................
Total ...............

...............

Certified claims.
Regular supplies .•••••.••.
Incidental expenses ......
Hors~s for cavalry and

art1llery ................
BarrackR and quarters ....
Transportati?n of . the
Army and 1ts supplies .

...... ... . . .

9, 533, 437. 44

~E:. }r,~ ~~- .........

1, 879.68
3Z:
206.91
7, 994.03 Sept. 30, 1890
204.81 Mar. 3, 1891 ..........
3, 624. 36 Sept. 30, 1890 }
}...........
373. 00 Mar. 3,1891 -- .... • • ..
•. 267. 60 Sopt. 30, 1890 ~
}- .•••••....
18, 610. 56 Mar. 3, 1891 -- ........
$1 011 82 { 123, 020. 15 Sept. 30, 1890
37. 590. 88] Mar. 3, 1891 ..........
'
· 1

..............

J

100,000.11
100,000.00

.......... !

. ..............

61,053.83 . ...................................

9, 905, 818. 09 9, 024, 710. 10 31, 531. 10 ......... ·1
· ......... -I

2,086. 59
8, 198.84

.............

73,829.77 ---·------ ................ ...............
391.50 .......... .. ...............
97,879.34

3, 997.36

...................

2, 063.

······'-···""·"

8, 198.

..................

161,870.65

$23.

3, 997.361.......... ........... .............

................... 160, 411.

uj..........

128. 00 .. .. • .. .. .. ..
447. 12J

100,000.11
100,000.00

849, 576. 891 9, 905, 818.

J
.
.
.
.
.
J
"I·...... ...........................

J.........

23,878.16 .. ................... 23, 750.16 .. .. .. .. ..
$247.80

26,170.34
1, 729.16

1, 011. 82

o9

2, 086.50
8, 198.,.

3, 997.36
23, 878. 16
161, 870. 65

1-3

l'%j

~

Cl~~~~~i;~~· ~~-~ ~-~~~i: .I}· ......... ·I~
Construction and repair
of hospitals ............ .
National cemeteries .... -~
· Military post at Fort D. A.
Russell, Wyo .......... .
Military post at Fort Robinson, Nebr ....................••••.
50 per centum of arrears '}
of army transportation
~~
due certain land-grant · · · • • • • · · · · t
railroads.

532. S31 Sept. 30, 1S90 \
2. 22 ~ar. 3, 1S91 }· •••..• ···I······· ...

535.05

535. 051······ .•••

7. 20
1. 00

1 ••••••••••••

Total

309. so

309. SO! .... do ...... .

1, 330.01
14,500.12

--

1---------------------1, 011. S2

216,714. 7S

!:)

4, 500.00

4, 500.001 .•••••••• •I• • • • • • • • • •

4, 500.00

~

2,000. 00

2, 000. 001 ......... •I . . . . . . . . . .

2, 000.00

pj

Indefinite or special.
Approaches to tl1 e national
cemetery, Culpeper, Va .
Army and Navy Hospital,
Hot Springs, Ark .... ···I············
Barracks and quarters,
Fort Myer, Va ......... .
Battle lines and sites for
tablets at Antietam ..... ,.•...••..... ,
· 1 f · d"
t ld'
5
B una
o m 1gen so 1ers ..••....•... · (
Confederate cemetery near
Columbus, Ohio ....... .
Fort Brady military post,
Michigan .............. .
Headstones for graves of
-soldiers ................ .
Improvement of national
park, Mackinac, Mich ...
Levee at Brownsville na·
tiona! cemetery, Texas .. ........... .
Military posts . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 Sl, 239. 69
Military post near New·
port, Ky., site .......... .
Military post near Newport, Ky., buildings .....
Military post at Fort
Omaha, Nebr ........... .

M~1!~Ju ~-~~~ .~-e-~~. ~~i: ·1

Military post, Fort Bliss,

Mfiit~ry: · :P~~t: ·:F~~t ·siX·

32,600.00

32,600.00

• • • • • ..

15,000.00
1, 500.00

15, 000. 001 Au.g. 30, 1S90 . . . . . . . . . . . ,. · · · · · · · · ·
1, 000. 00 .... do .......
500.00 Mar. 3, 1S91 1s-· · ··· ·· ·· · · · · ·······

t

107,697.60

107,697.60

so, 394. S6
973, 9SI

so~:~~~: ~g

20,212.30

123, 3S3. 54
90,937.69
150,000.00
4. 861 15, 000. 00

so, 394. S6

215. 291 ......... .

973, 981 • •

o • •

• o •• •

1, , , , , , ,

973, 9S

o, •

53~:~~~: ~g, ..7," 374~ ool$i55,oo(i 00

50, 097, 631. • • • • • • • • • • • .1 36, 75S, 121. • • • • • • • • •

' ooo. ool. · · · · · · · · · · · ·

ney,Nebr ....................................... .

~

>

l/2
~

trj
pj
I

75.46

90, 095. SS1 •••••••...••.
150

32, 600, 001 • • • • • • • • .. I " ' •

~

10,000 001 ..........

113,622.24

I • • •

• • • o • •

~

!Z
trj

~

3, 735.00
S06, 623.42

11,972.05

11,972.05

• •

13,339.51

50,097.63
123, 3S3. 54

1 . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . . . . . . .

113, 3S3. 54

1, 493. 921 .......... ' .......... .

346.66

90,937.69

1,041,00 .......... l . . • • • • • • • • l • o o • • · . . •••

14S, 959.00

150,000,00

~

15,004. S6

15.004.80

c:..t;J

S9, 097. 11

~

~

Annual report of the finance branch jo1· the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891-Continued.
Placed to
credit o_f Placed to
appropn- credit of
ations dur- apprcrpri- Total to be
ing th~ ations by accounted
year, bemg Treasury
for.
Amount. I Date of act. the pro- transfer
ceeds of warrants.
sales to
officers.
.Appropriated.

Appropriations.

---------1

Balance in
'.rreasury
undrawn
July 1,
1890.

1-----1

I

Requisitions issued on
settleRemitted to ments
disbursing made at
officers.
Treasury
of claims
and accounts.

I

Amounts
charged
against
appropriations by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

Amounts
carried to
surplus
fund, act
June 20,
1874.

1----1-----1---1---1----

Military post, near Denover, Colo .............. ..
Military post., Atlanta, Ga.
Military post, Fort Snelling,Minn ............... !............ !............. !.............. !......... ,.l15,000.00
Military post, Platts burg,
N.Y ................... .
National cemetery, Hampton, Va ................ .
Officers' quarters, military
post at Columbus, Ohio.
Pnrchase of :Fort Brown
reservation, Texas ..... .
Purchase of land adjoining military post at
M ~i dison Barracks, N.Y.
Purchase of land for tar·
get ranges, ]'ort McPherson, Ga ........... .
Purchase of land adjoinin cr military reservation
at West Point., N.Y ................. .
Road from Natchez to the
national cemetery, Mississippi ......... ~-· ..... 1
106. 29 ............. .
Road to the national cemetery, Presidio of San
Francisco, Cal .......•..
Road to the national ceme·
tery at Hampton, Va .... 1
2, 000. 00, ............ .
Road from Staunton to th~
national cemetery, VirR;~d\~ th~-~~ti~~~i ~~~~: ., 6, 000. 001 ............
tery, Port Hudson, La..
13,500.00 .............................................. ..

Ol
0
Balance in
Treasury
undrawn I Total acJune30, 18~1, counted for.
available for
outstanding
obligations.

-------$5.83
75,000.00

$5.83
75,000.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

200,000.00

200,000.00

9, 750.00

10,000.00

471.90

492.00

160,000.00

160,000.00

~
t;lj
~

0

~

0

~
~

I:Q
t;lj
t/1

t;lj

Q

PO
t;lj

7, 000.00
16,500.00

~

p..

~
0

404.30

'I'·; .......... 'I" ....... "I" ....... .

106.29

106.29

5.09, ...................... 1. . . . . . . . . . . . .

16,890.41

2, 000.00

2, 000.00

o, ooo. ool
13,500.00

100. oo..•.•••.••...•••••••• ·•······ •••••

13,400.00

6, 000.00
13,500.00

~

~

!d

Repairing road~ to nat1onal cemetenes . . . . . . .

4, 555.75

I

15,000.00 Aug. 30,1800

19,555.75

~~;~;~~~~ ~~~~~1~, N~j~ ....................... :............... .

Road to the national cemetery near Fredericksburg, Va......... . .. . ... . .•••• .•••••
Road from Marietta to
the n~tional cemetery,
Georgia ................ .
.Road from Antietam to
the national cemetery,
Maryland .............. .
Road to the national cemet ery near Pineville, La . .
Road from Alexandria to
th_e ~a;tional cemetery,

1

8, 000.00 1 Aug. 30,1890
8, 264. 77l.••. do ....... ~ ...........

5, 000. 001.... do ...... .

1 ......... .

3.121......... .

9.101.......... 1··· ...... ..

10,541.96

451. 44,• • • • • • • • • • • • •

I • • • • •

8, 000.00

3, 500. oo,.......... l··········l· ........ ..

8, 264.77

8, 264. 77 ,.......... ,.......... ,.......... .

5, 003.12

5,000.00,.......... , .......... 1.......... .

11.12, ........ ..

Total indefinite, .... 1

9,001. 69

19,555.75

451.44

451.44

4, 500.00

8, 000.00
8, 264.77

3.12

5, 003.12

11.121 ........... ..

11.12

7, 000.00

7, 000.00

12.95

12.95

.0

R~~{f:~~~ N~~~-B~r~~. t~.
the national cemetery,
North Carolina ......... ·I·········· ..

Ritle range, Fort Sheridan,
IlL .................... .
Relief of the estate of
Charles F. Bowers ..... · I • • • • • • • • • • • •
T ents for sufferers from
flood in Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana ..
Water supply. Fort D. A.
Russell, Wy ........... .

"J' • ' • I • " • • ' " " " " "

10,000.00
230.00

~1-3
t?;j
~

~

Ul

1-3

_5, 708. 371........ ..
.
1

62. 32,......... .

2, 958. 151

5, 708.37

t?;j
~

2, 958. 15

0

42, 958.11!155, ooo. oo!-2,-0-86-,-59-o-.5-9

1

761,436.621

13, 199, 25, 1, 110, 849. 101 2, 086, 590. 59

Army transpoTtation, Pacific railroads.

1·.._._. ____ ·1·__ . _. _.. .

5, 861. 061.June 30, 189~
65, 710. 94 .... do........
51.17 . . . . .. . .. .
93.07... ... .. ..
192,077.27 .... do........
3, 464. 00 .... do........ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5, 861. 06
65,762.11
192,170.34
3, 464. 00

I

t?;j

1

·1·_.... ___ ... _

_...... _. _... 5, 861. 06 ......... ___ ... __ ..•
. . . . . . .. . . . . . 65. 762.11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. • .. . . . .
............. 192, 170.34 . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . ... . .
. . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 464. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5. 861. 06
65, 762.11
192,170.34
3, 464. 00

zt?;j

~

~::d ;;;:.;::: ::::::I ;.·;;;~~;:;;lu. ::: :::: ::j: ::: :::::: 1757, ::: :j ;;;~ ~;: ~ 13, :::: ::: :: ;~ ~~;;;: ;; ::: :: ::I ~;~;~:;; ;~~ ~;: ;;~~;,·; ;;~ ~;:;; 13, :::: ::: ::
N OTE.-Of the amount appropriated for claims for "quartermasters' ~tores and commissary supplies" by act of May 1, 1882, $90 has been paid through this office during the
fiscal year.
.
The sum of$525.27, appropriated for "20 per centum additional compensation," by act of March 3, 1891, has been paid on settlements made at Treasury.
Of the $81,781.30 appropriated for ·'horses and other property lost in the military service ' (certified claims), acts of September 30, 1890, and March 3, 1891, the sum of
'78,479.44 has been paid through this office during t.he fiscal year.

C).:)

01

,.....

The records of this branch show the following amounts remitted from regular and from indefinite or special appropriations:

C,.\:)

Ol
t,:)

Remitted from 1·egula1· appropriations.

Divisions, departments, etc.

Regular
supplies.

Cavalry
Incidental
and
expenses. artillery
horses.

Pay of
Transporta-l Clothing, Construc-~
.
superin.
51 Shooti_ng Quarters
tion
ancl
Natwnal
tendent
Barracks
tion of
· camp
ce~eof
gallenes for hasand
the _..A.nny and garrison repair of
and
pital
quarters. and
sup- equipage. hospitals. tenes. national
cemeranges.
stewards.
plies.
teries.

I

I

1~s

---------------------1

I

I

Total.
~

1---t---1---1----

t::j
~

0

~

f--3

0

~

f--3
~
t::j

289, 030. 42 1 52, 633. 50
189, 128. 58 39, 075. 48
---

00
t::j

I

113,317.88 132,723.47
167,661.12 . 3o, 347.34

Q

~

t::j

1

f--3

19,083.00

---------··
59, 894. 99 I
34., 512.97
26,246.26
91,599.47
9, 335.56
30,454.27
10,863.68
12, 059.83
22,950.58
456.83
3, 154.32
1, 947.92
6, 922.46
5,154.11
1, 332.93
1, 182. 671
11,383.30
60,552.05

153.00
68.00

70,095.72
79,450.24

1, 546.10
4, 591.20
34, 863. 39
24,464.10 ................ 4, 323.77
2,
046.74
27,929.86
33,618.38
47,074.93 .............. 1, 694.00
16,617.97 88,999.82 17,813.28
23,719.48 ................. 13,166.88
4, 533.94 ................... 4, 000.00
5, 220.12 ............... 17,280.00
10,644.79 ................
48.00
1, 910.00 ................. 3, 686.24
3, 966.63 ......... . ...... 7, 912.27
315.00 ............... ................
2, 504.85 .................. ................
2, 302.79 . . . . . . . . . . 1
176.05
3, 607. 00 .................
300.00
2, 520.83 ............. 2, 400.00
5, 745.00 ................ 3,249. 61
3, 601.32 ............... 3, 157.50

4, 621.95
3, 948.15

1, 138.54 ,1, 473.65
1, 323. 07
84. 50

40. 00 • . . . . .. • • .. I, 594. 90
$900. 00
146, 520. 67
63,606.02 1,089,827.05 ........... 4,447.47 2,280.00
46, 666. 25 . ----- ----.-- - ••••.. - •. - 41, 503. 50 21, 240. 00
185, 306. 36
133, 648. 04 ...... - ... - 2, 131. 12 3, 840. 00
208, 105. 72
11, 191. 78 .......... - 10, 534. 00 10, 414. 00
69, 840.04
179,494.42 .. --- ... -.- 1, 074.64
720.00
21, 320. 94
11. 50
5, 033. 55 - .•••• - .. - ••.••. - •••

r: ~gt: r: :::::: :: :::::
7,285.47

12.00

~~~: ~g

890.25

I"-.... -.- ---.......

249, 951. 25
--·------- ------·---1,223,461.38
.•••••.. - - -......... 199, 250. 99
- ..... - . - - - ..... - .. - 465, 293. 92
...... - .. - ...... - . • . 373, 012. 13
...... - .... -........ 318,469.73
-...... . • . . • • • • • • • • •
45, 763. til

::........................................
:: :::::: ::: ::::::::::: ::: ::: ::::::::::,

... ~:~~~~~~~- ::::::::::::: .... ~~:~~~- :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
24,778.3~

64,411.73 ---·------- ..••••..•.•••••..•..
1,174.46 ............. 4,545.00 ---------- ---------·
96. 251 .. ---- - .• --.- . -.- -- . - - - - 36, 444. 71 21, 659. 83
652. 00 ---.---.-- ---------.
28, 285. 15 ..... ---.-.--

7i:~g~:~i

619,223.57
737,428.84

-·······-- ···--·---- ~
---·-·-··- -·--·----·
---. -.- - - -,--- - - - - - - --- .. ----.
53. 50

~~: g~: ~~

14,240.79

4~J~~:~~
98,6ly.4o
13,352.41
63, 440. 72
35, 094.] 5

::::::::::::: --~::~~~~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::, l~~:i~!:~~

;>-

~

0

~

~
~

FortThpmas, Ky .••.•••.•••••••••• \

16,280.46

2,709.21 .•.•.•.....

2,529.93

46,327.341 ....••.••••.• 18,244.00 •••.•..••..•..••••••.••••••.•. 1,175.56

87,266.50

lll~J.;·~·':iiiiiii! ----:1:f--~:~:~: i i i ~li ! ~ ~-l: :~; : ·:. !iti: !iiii liiiii[i ~i;ij!tiiitiiii!il: iiii;iiiii;t!ii!!i ! iiiitiiiii ~:~':I

s

CO Rock Island Arsenal..............

1 ~:i:;;l;;t..tr~~~~~:::·.:::::::::::

1, 195.02

~:~~:~

226.85 .•.... .. • . . . . . .• • ..• ..

~~:f8

::::::::::: ::::::.;::::

1, 667.45 ••••••. •.. . . . .•...•...•.

~~~:~g

c3

Total depots, posts, eto ••• . ..

t'4
.,....

Grandtotal •••••••••••••••••. 2,635,631.81 667,093.14173,459.59 697,895.78 3,107,048.601,488,995.25
I

L
~

419,038. 52 228, 941.71

92,592.66 120, 357.11

134.00 . • • .••.. .. . ..• . .• . . . .....•••..

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

975,175.34 1, 478, 636. 52

3, 223.32

~J:~:~~

32,156.83 97,864.34 61,053. 83 . . . . . • . . . . 1, 229.06 3, 507,045.92
73,829.77 97,879.34 61,053.83

.

9,797.0712,025.92 9,024.710.10

/:)

~
~

1-3
t?=.1
~

~1-3

t?=.1
~
I

0
t?=.1

!Z
tr_j

P:l

~'

C>!l

V1

C>!l

c:J,:)

Rernitted j1·orn indefinite or special appt·opt·iations.

01
~

Divisions, departments, etc.

I

Division of the Atlantic ..••.••••..••.• I

Improve·
ment
national
~ark,

Is and of
Mackinac,
Michigan.
$973.98

Military
posts.

$38,132.83

Levee at
Rifle range Brownsville
at Fort
National
Sheridan. Cemetery,
Texas.

Road from Road to the Approaches
Military
HeadRepairing Antietam national
to _the
Burial
post
to the
stones for roadstonacemetery
natiOnal of indigent
at Fort
national near Fred- cemetery,
tional
ldi
Omaha, .of graves
Culi?eper,
so
era.
soldiers. cemeteries. cemetery, ericks burg,
Nebr.
Maryland.
Va.
a.

I

·-·········· ................. .................. ·-····-····· ............ ,............ .............. . ........... !............

~
i?j
~

0

~

~

0

~
~

til

i?j

Ul

i?j

0

~
i?j
~

p:..
~
~

0
Grand total ..................... !

973. 98

I 53o, 627.18 I

9, 748. oo

I

a, 735. oo

I

10, ooo.oo

I

20,212. 3o

I

10,541.96

I

s, ooo.oo

I

3, 500. 00

1----;500:001

~

1,500. 00

~
~

Remitted j1·om indefinite or special approp1·iations-Continued.

Diviolon~ department., eto.
Divieion of

~e

National

I oemetery,

llan-aoks

I"""'

Horsvs

to the

Army

I q-te~, c=et~ry,
and

national

and Navy

Hampton, Fort Myer PresHliO of
Va.
Va
• Son ]"ran.

AUantm •.•••••••.••••• 1•••••••••••• 1•••••••••••. I

"""'to the RoOO from
national

Marietta

Military

to .the

po.t n..,.

n.,p;ta!,

cemetery,
Port

natiOnal

Sprin.,,

Hndson,

cemetery,

Hot

''''~.~-~ ~ -~~: ~·: !..~.·-~~··..
.1 ..•

... I. ...

....

Chicago,
Ill.

[

0

iJ

mili"th
t

P"t

:~ -·.I

"•

propert

:.J.

Bli • T

M"PK! '

1. •• ••• • •• •• 1••• :•.

and other

Milit

""·I

l.,t in Jie I

•••••••••••.•

military

TotaL

oervioe.

::~~-~)d

I $39,106.81

~-: :~. ~:~ ~t~; ~: :. J

65,957.05
58,109.18

124,066.23
28,191.80
61,651.10

19,913.30
150,622.33
42.00
16,885.32
2, 000.00
84,749.17
12,216.77
226,785.92
4,0,311.04
18,119.20
10,860.00
1, 041.00
583,546.05
250, oo

·I

32, 600. oo

f

16, 885. 32

I

2, ooo. oo

I

100. oo

I

8,264. 771 89,097.11

I 10,860. oo I

1, 041. oo

I

75,125.37

I

~

~
1-3

t;:;j
~ .

~

t;J>'
00.

1-3

t;j
~
I

0

t;j

zt;j

~

r>

836,561.99

Respectfully submitted.
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster- General, U. S. Army.
Qu.A,RTERMASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE,

September 2, 1891.
~
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3.

w.AR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S. OFFICE,
Washington, D. G., September 25, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the money and property branch of this office during the fiscal year 1891.
The duties of this branch are the administrative examination of the
money accounts and returns of quartermaster's stores rendered by officers servil;tg in the Quartermaster's Department before their transmission to the accounting officers for final action.
It also takes action on certificates of deposits of funds pertaining to
the appropriations for the Quartermaster's Department received from
sales to officers and soldiers, sales at auction, and other sources, and
upon boards of survey and inventory and inspection reports of quartermaster's stores no longer fit for issue or use.
The accompanying statements exhibit in detail the work of the
branch, and are marked:
.A.-.A statement showing number of accounts and returns examined,
etc.
B.-.A statement showing the amounts received from sales of quartermaster's stores to officers and soldiers.
0.-.A statement showing in detail the amounts expended under the
various heads of appropriations for the fiscal year 1891, and supplement
pertaining to fiscal year ended June 30, 1890.
D.-.A statement showing the number of civilians employed by the
month, etc.
E.-.A statement of amounts expended by each officer serving in the
Quartermaster's Department.
Very respectfully,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster- General, U. S. Army.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S . .ARMY.

A.-Stateme'f!,t showing the numbm· of money aecounts and retu1·ns of quartermaster's stores
received and disposed of du1·ing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891.
MONEY ACCOUNTS.

On hand July 1, 1890. . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • .
Received during the year . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

1, 255
2, 737

Total . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • • . .
Examined and sent to Auditor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . .

3, 992
2, 704

Remaining on hand July 1, 1891. .• _••.••.•.•..•..•• _. • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 288
PROPERTY RETURNS.

On hand July 1, 189(). . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 1, 554
Received during the year ..•••.............. _............ _... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3, 448
Total . __ .......... _................ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Examined and sent to Auditor ......................... _.... ~. . . • . • . • • . • • • • .

5, 002
3, 077

Remaining on hand July 1, 1891...... •••••• .••••• •••• •••••• •••••• ....... ••••

1, 925

QUARTERMASTER-GENERA!...
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B.-Statement showing the amonnt received from sales of quartet master's stores to officers
and soldiers of the At·my during the fiscal yea1· ending .Tune 30, 1891.
From returns made to this date there has been received from such sales. $165,781.81
This amount has been credited to appropriations as follows:
Regular supplies ...................... ___ . _.. __ ... _.... _............. .
Incidental expenses .............. _...... ___ ........ _... _. _____ ....... .
Cavalry and artillery horses ......................................... .
Barracks and quarters .............................................. ..
Transportation of the Army .......................... _.............. ..
Clothing and equipage .............................................. ..

125,539.77
5.72
552.80
1.04
192.32
39,490.16

Total ...•••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

165,781.81

•
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C.-Statement showing in detail the amm£nts expended j1·om the va1·ious appropriations
ntents, independent posts, and geneml depots of the Anny, as shown by the accounts of
this office up to and including September 15, 1891.
REGULAR SUPPLmS.

Division, department, and post. I-----.-------,----F_o_r_a__,g,--e_.- - - , - - - - - - . , - - - - - I
Hay.

Oats.

Corn.

Bran.

Barley.

Straw.

•••••• ••••••
--·--- ---------------------------------------

$894.77
995.42
757.30
408.02
444.09

Department of the East.
Hedquarters, Governors Island, N. Y _. _. __ .. .. . . . . •• .. . . . $3,267.12
$3,981.11
$196.15
$293,32
New Orleans, La................
2, 806.76
2, 59G. 47 ............ --- .......
Boston,Mass ...................
3,433.67
4,310.05
156.66
212.50
Baltimore, Md. ---- ..... _____ . __
2, 037.85
2, 43G. 92 . --.........
22.66
Buffalo,N.Y ---------------•--2,119.65
2,786.44
83.41
74.84
Washington Barracks, D. C..... ------------ . --- .. ------ ------ ...... ----------

~:c'k~~~tfa~:a~~~·lY_:::::::::

------------ ....... --.

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ................ - -- ................................................. --- ... .
MountVernonBarracks,Ala...
67.36
85.58 ------------ ------·--- -----------42.12
Madison Barracks, N.Y ........ -----------· ........................ ----- ---- -------·---- ........ ..
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y-----.-- ..................... --- ......... ---------· -----------. ----- .. - ..
Fort Monroe, Va .. _. .... ... . . . .
1, 344.27
688.14
321.14 . --- .•.•.. ---- •• •••. •.
387.51
Fort Warren, Mass .............. -- ...... -- .............. ------ ..... ----------. ----·--- --. ---------.
Fort Preble, Me ................ - -- ...... -- ................................................ ------ -- .
Fort Trumbull, Conn ..•........ -- --· -- .. -- .. -- .............. ------- ---------- ---·- ------- -------- -·
Fort Adams, R.I .. ------------- .. --------- ...... ------ .. ------ ..... ---------- ------------ ------.--FortMyer, Va ----------------------------- -----------· ---------------------- ---·-------· ----------

~~~~ ii:~~il1~~~:&: y:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
Fort Wood, N. Y ......... __ . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ........ .
Fort McHenry, Md ................................................................................ .

~~~~~~:i~:~dL&.--y·::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~::a;~Jf~~h_::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Mackinac, Mich ........... ---------------·---------------------------------------------------·
Jfort Porter, N.Y ......... ------ .. -------- ....... __ ................. ---- .................. ---- ..... .
Fort Ontario, N.Y..............
31.31
62.08 ---- •. ---- .. ------ ..•. ------------ ---- ..... .

~~~~ ~l::?~~~~~. ~~:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::::: ::::::: :: :

Fort Barrancas, ]'la ....... ___ ... -- ......... ___ ... ___ . __ ............. _____ ......................... .
In the:field.....................
530.15
746.62 ------------ ---------·
$93.00 ---~-----TotaL ........ _... . . .. . . ..

Div·ision of the Missouri.

15, 638. 14

Headquarters. Chicago, TIL.. . . .
4, 845. 85
Fort Sheridan, IlL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491. 74
Do---------·---·--------------------Total. .......... -----·--..

Department of the Missouri.

17,693.41

757.36

3, 636.35
214.20
178.49

1, 964.56

1=======1=======1======1

5, 337.59

4, 029.04

.........................
40.50
2, 005.06

1=======1=======1======1

Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo . . . 48, 419. 25
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.--- ... ------......
Denver, a,1o .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .
456. 56
LittleRockRarracks,Ark ----87.75
Fort Riley, Kans .. --- ....... --1, 973.15
Fort Lewis, Colo...............
4.41
Fort Reno, Okla................
5, 419.09

---

603.32

93.00 j 3, 929.23

I

--··········
. ....................... 136.94
................. ....................... ..................
512.34
40.05

349.40

552.39 ...........................

486.34

33, 099. 68
34, 677. 33 8, 885. 68 ... _........ 4, 707. 53
2, 464.10
1, 254.69 .. _____ ... ---- ................. .
816. 96
47. 65
86. 99
5. 40
19.49
28.63
17.86
4.31 -----------20,40
6, 113. 62
1, 583.38
390.23 ----.. •••...
6. 00
7.14 ...................... ------------ ......... .
5, 087.55
2, 180.95
27.00 ---- .. -----. ---- .... ..

i~~~
~~1.~~~~~-:~~:::::::::::: 26;: ~~- ::::: i~~: ~~: :::::i~~: ~i: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
Fort Crawford, Colo .................................................... _.......................... .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .................................. __ ..... _..................................... .

&~l~~~o~f!~·-~~ ~.: ::::::::::----- i26:97-- ---- -ii: 62------ i99: 43· :::::::::: ::::::::::::1::::::::::
1

~~rlpE~~~:,·~:1~:::::::::::::: -·---- ~::~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
TotaL. ....•.... -...... . ..

9, 394, 21

5. 40

I 4, 753. 42

56, 782. 01

48, 386. 14

40, 204. 91

Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr....
Fort Robinson, Nebr...........

65, 488. 33
506.62

84, 661. 29
330.57

15, 521. 58 4, 010. 78 • • • • • • . • . • . . 4, 098. 41·
.36 ---·---·-- ----···--·-- ......... .

FortNiobrara, Nebr............

147.03

Department of the Platte.

I

~~~ ~~~~: ~:~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
18.64 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
rnade for· the Quartermaster's Departrnent for· the fiscal year 1891 in the divisions, depar·tofficers, frortt July 1, 1890, to July 1, 1891, and, so far as accounts have been r·eceived, in

REGULAR SUPPLmS.

Fuel.
Stoves.
Lights.
l---;---...,------1·-----.,.- - - -- 1------,-----,----1 Station·
ery.
Heating.
Cook.
Wood.
Coal.

$2,038. 13
6, 964. 99
4, 270. 46
2, 304. 59
3, 413. 76

$17,719.01
10, 667. 15
16, 518. 37
9, 913. 33
23, 494. 60

510.00 .......... ..

$3,179.02
69.40 :::::::::::
376.90 ······•····
169.31
672.29
515.20
93.86

"""$2.'73' ::::::::::
14.69 ····•••···
17. 00 ........ ..
48. 80
$303. 86

:::::::::: :: :::::::: :::: ···a: s5i: 65 · :: :: ::: :.::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
717.14

9, 277.52

1,880.70 .......... .

75.47
416.95
290.68
275.65
1, 296. 0~
112.51
225.42

800.00 ........ ..

20.75 ..•••.••••

105.00 ....................................................... ..
•........... ......•. ....
46.32 ................•...... •···•···••
............ ............
106.22 ............................... ..
72.91 ................................ .
5. 25
10.00

$164.70
7.48
5.12
16.75
2, 708.42
361.27
6. 24
6. 95
19.50
12.60
7.14
117 66
13.46
5. 40
2.10
24.96
3.92
6.45
6.05
2.94
6. 64
4. 09
13.01
12.47
5. 55
2. 35
686.13
4.18
3.91
7.84
4.50

$114.13
54.75
45.84
22.82
57.44

Adver·
tising.

$544.99

19.67 ..........

.25 ......... .

26.67 ......... .
1.90 ........••
2. 50 ····•··•·•

l------1-------l·--------·l- -------·l--------l- -------------------------544.99
20, 339. 32

87, 589. 98

13, 572. 25 ......... ..

903.97

303. 86

4, 249. 78

345.97

1====1====1====1====1====1= = = = = = =
205. 89
2, 448. 01
306. 00

5, 135. 12
2, 268. 14
162. 03

313. 60
26, 706. 39
30. 25

30.50 ..........

559. 85 1, 690. 81
990. 15
8. 03
8. 62
2.71 .................. ..

l--------l--------l·--------l--------·l--------l--------------------------2, 959.90

7, 565.29

27, 050.24

570. 59

30.50

1, 699. 43

990.15

1====1====1====1= = = = 1 = = = = = = = = =
19,870.28
167. ()3
262.61

38,371.90
983.86
1,488. 26

260. 00 .. .. • • .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. • • .. . .. .. . 2, 375. 41
2, 062. 29 .. .. . .. .. ..
26. 00
. 75
41. 83
272. 89
535. 71 . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .
131. 34

...... 39:oo· ::;::::::::: ...... 5o:o2· ::::::::::: ....... i.'5o· ::::::::::
... i;65o:79. :::::::::::: ...... 5i6o· ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
5. 50 ······•··••· ···· · ······· ··········· ....••...... ····•·•·••
122.00 ........................................................ .

·· ·· ·i44: 55· · · · ·· 849: 6o - ~ :: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
• • • • •

~~~~ :~.

13.35
6. 95
33.22
19.40
10.00
10 82
2.10

1, 035.21

18.75 ..........

3.00 .................. ..
1. 95 .....•.•••...•..••••

:_i5_· _::_:_::_::_:_:: _::_::_:_::_::_:

: : : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : _. ._. ._·3_·

22,477.11

41,693. 62

2, 960.62 .. . .. .. ....

27.50

. 75

145. 77

50,622.90
95.50

65,692.26

1, 793.62 ......... ..

56. 67 15, 187.00

2.10
29.95
15.73
19.87
3.89

2, 798. 39

1,536.14

1, 035. 21

606.23
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C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·ont the va1'iou8
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post. I------,.-------,-----F-o_r_a,g_e._ _ _~----,-----l

le_y_._ 1 .~st_r_a_w__.

---------------------I--H--a_Y_·__·I----0-at_s_.___ _ _ _
c_o_rn_.__ j_E_r_an
__._ ___E_M
__
1

1

Department of the Platte-Con' d.

~~~~~1~~~!e1tw:Y~::::::::

Fort McKinney, Wyo . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Washakie, Wyo...........
FortDuChesne, Utah..........

·····$io:oo·
......883.
$6:oo·
:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
962. 95
21 .......................................... ..
968.14
21.75

1, 584.66 ........................................... .
6.25 ............................................

1

!~~\~~~~~~~~~jj jj ~ ~~~~~;:~~ ;:; ; ;:;~;;; jjjjj ~iii ii ~ jj~jjjjj i ::: j jj~j::: :~ :~;:m
TotaL .. . . . . . . .. . .. • . .. . ..

68, 119. 26

87, 517. 00

$15, 521. 94 $4, 010. 78 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 115. OB /

I

Depa;rtment of Dakota.

~~:tc~~!~~~~~t~-~~~·-~~~~- ::

Fort Missoula, Mont .. . . . .. .. . .

!: ~~~:6. g~80

7

91

i~i: gg --~~::~~: ~~- .~~-~~~: ~~- :::::::::::: .~~-~~~:~~.!

'
....................................................... .

~~~~ f:~~~~~~~~:::::::::: ::: ... ::~:~:~~- ·----~~:~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::'

FortAssinniboine, Mont .......................................................................... .
Helena, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 458. 25
14, 178. 68
4, 732. 52
555. 97 . . . . . . • . . . . .
238. 00
Fort Buford, N. Dak . . . . . . . . . ..
38. 08 .. .. . • .. • . . . . ......................................... ..
Fort Pembina, N.Dak ............................................................................ .
Fort Yates, N.Dak.............
832.83 ...................................................... ..
Fort A. Lincoln, N.Dak ........................................................................... .
Fort Totten, N.Dak .............................................................................. ..

~mll~~~i~l:~~i~~~:·:~~~~~:: ...... ~rir :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

l''ort Meade, S.Dak............
Fort Bennett, S. Dak ."....... . . .
Fort Snelling, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo .... .. ..
In the field .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . .
TotaL .. .. . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . .

188.47
26.91
4. 99 .......... ]······ ............... .
843. 44 ....................................................... .
5, 966. 53
60. 13
80. 61 . • • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . .
11. 84
49.17
66.64 ........................................... .
1, 436. 69
6. 00 ........................................... .

98, 834. 78

106, 712. 46

21, 285. 85

3, 376. 99 .. .. . .. . • • .. 1, 951. 90

Depa;rtment of Texas.

~~:fcfa~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~: ~~~~ .. ~~·-~~:: ~~ ... ~~·-~~~·-~~ ... ~~·. ~:~: ~~ .. ~: ~::: ~~. :::::::::::: ... ~::: ~~.

Fort Brown, Tex ................................................................................. ..
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .................................................... -.. - ... - . - -... ---- -· · · · ·
Fort Hancock, Tex ............................................................................... ..
Fort Bliss, Tex .................................................................................... .
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ............................................................................... .
Fort Davis, Tex ........................................................................ -- -- -- -- -- -Fort Elliott, Tex ....................................................................... -- .. ·--- · ...

8=r~eriff~¥;~~~~~~~:::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ............................................... ---.- -----.----- · ·--- ·- ·- · ·
Total............. . . . . . . . .

36, 764. 14

32, 969. 15

26, 143. 65

6, 544. 79 . . . . . . . . . . . .

144. 22

Department of California.
Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal....... .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. 20, 125. 21 12, 001. 35 .. • • • • • • • .. .
864. 93 $12, 250. 33
Fort Gaston, CaL..... . . .. .. .. . .
638. 21
419. 07 ................................ -.
Fort Mason, Cal ................................................................ -- ...... -Fort Bidwell, Cal... . . .. .. . . .. ..
65. 82 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
17. 93

........ ..
--- ...... .

-- · · · · · · · ·

......... .

11~~~~~~ 1~l~~d..FJ:r~i_s_~~~-~~~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

ll~i~/i~:~~~~~~~~~:::::::: :::i,:~~~-:i~: ::::::~~-:~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::i~~6.:ii: ::::::::::1·
Total.....................

22, 088. 59

12, 509. 60 [-- . .. .. .. .. .

864. 93

14, 248. 37 ......... .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iations made jo1· the Qua1·tc'rmaster's Depa1·tnwnt, etc.-Contiuue<l.
REGULAR SUPP.LIE8.

Fuel.

Lights.

Stoves.

I

Stationery.

l-----,------l-------,------l------;-----,-----1

Wood.

Coal.

Heating.

Lamps and Mineral
lanterns,
oil.

Cook.

Light.

Adve.rtising.

1----1----

----·$36: oo · :: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::: ::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::::: :::::: :: :: ···$34: is· :: :: :: :::: :::::: :: ::
680.28 ............ ............ ....... .•.. ............ ..........
215.45 ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
12. 00 . - ....•...... - •.•.......... - . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

23.01 ................... .
10.23 .................. ..
19. 58 .... - •..............

:::: :: ::: ::: -· · · ·$73: 56- ::: ::: ::: : :: : :::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :: :::: :::::: _. __ ~~·- ~~ .

: :: : : : : : : :

: : : : : : : : : :

:::::~~-:~~: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::,::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::,:::: :~:~~:1 : ::::::::: ::::::::::
1

51,287. o9

82, 104. 81
421. 19
............
84. 00
............
.......... ..
11,751.17
1.00
2. 55
············
............
11. 67

65,765.82

$1,793. 621...........

$56.67 _l $15,187.oo

1

$606.23

58, 648. 01
3, 655. 99 . • • . . • • • • • •
35. 94 9, 259. 25
400. 13 2, 598. 88
273. 46
.. -.-.- ..•••.....• -- • - .. - ••..• --. -....• - •..•••.... -.-.. . .
20. 16 ............ -..... -.
............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
14.60 .................. ..
5. 00 ...... -.. -- ....•.... - ........•.. - . - - ... -- -...
16. 66 .....•........•.....
............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
9.26 .................. ..
-·--··--···· ·····-·····- ·····-····· ............ ·····--···
10.00 ·····•···· ---· ...•..
70.42 ......................................................................... ..
...................... ,. ........... ............ ..........
9.00 .................. ..
- •.. - •.. -- ... - . - .... -. -- . - .. -- .•. -- - ..•.••..... -- -.-- -- -5. 07 ... - -- .. -... -- ... - ..
-··-·----·-· ··--···-·--- ·········-· .........•.. --------··
10.00 ·········- .. . ......•
............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
9.56 .................. ..
..••..••... - . - .......•........... - .. - -- ...• -- •..•..... -..
1. 46 . - -............ - ...•

-· ·· ·i99.' 2o · :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :::::: ::::: :::::::::: :: 1:: :: :: :: ::
· · ·· · ·ii' 58· -· · · ·soo.' 3o · :::: :: :: :::: :::::::: ::: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :::: ::::
---i:23i.'39- :::::::::::: ...... i7.'io· ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
... 6: sis.' 46. :: :::: :: :: :: ....... 5.' 5o. :: :::: :: ::: :: :::::: :: :: :::: :: ::::
102, 638. 02

186.70 ,$1, 536.14

59, 023. 73

3, 678. 591 ........ -..

35. 94

i 9, 259. 25

~: ~~

:: :: :: :::: :: :::: :: ::

4~: ~~ :: :: :::::: :::::: ::::
~:~~ --·--7:7o· ::::::::::
s~: ~~ :::::::::: ::::::::::
664. 47

2, 606. 58

273. 46

::~:~:~: :::~~~-:~~: :::::~~:~~: : : : : : :!: : :~ :~ :~:~.:~':·:~: ·--~::~. : :~ ~:~ : ::::~~:~

-·--·······............
............
............
............

.. ······-···
............
............
............
............

...•..•.••..
............
............
............
............

······•••··
...........
...........
...........
...........

········-·-............
............
............
............

.. ...•••..
..........
..........
..........
..........

16.14
5.20
7.15
6.06
14.60

········-- .. ····--··
................... .
.................. ..
.................. ..
.................. ..

................... ...................... ...................... ................... ....................... ................... ................... ................... ................ ..
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........

5.83 .................. ..
1.93 ................... .

............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........

5.09 .................. ..

................. ................... ....................... .................... ....................... ................................. ............... ................ ..
44, 291. 72

8, 782. 33

3, 228. 05

46, 949. 15

205.49 ......... ..

106. 00

4, 500. 00 ,1, 025. 05

1.25 ............................... ..

365.21

278.60

248. 40 .. .. .. .. ..
121. 34
3.36 .................. ..
8. 88 .......... ···••··•·•

...............................................................................................................................................
............
········-···
............
.. .. .. . . . . . .
2, 208.87
5, 436. 92

............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
··-··--·-··· ..........•... ···•·· ... ·······•···· .....••...
............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
803. 28 .. -- • -- .• - .................. - .. - .•.....•••• -..............•...••.•.. , ................................. ,
47, 752. 43

1. 25 ..........

24.99
20.83
12.32
7. 26
16.77

.................. ..
·······-·· ........••
.................. ..
-..... . • . .
23. 10
................... .

-1---................... 342.81 .. .. .. .. ..

144. 44
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REPORT OP THE SECRETARY OP WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amo1tnts expended from the vm·ious
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post·I-------;-----.,..---F_o_r_a....,g,...e_.· - - - - - - - - . , . - - - - I
Hay.

Department of Arizona.
Hea!Iqtiarters, Los AI1geles, CaL $87,036. 22

Oats.

Corn.

Bran.

$9, 969. 13

$22, 513.82

$7,590.13

Barley.

Straw.

$70,718. 57 $4,275.35

1

::~ 0~!~o~afri~~~: ~~~~: ::::::: :::::::::::. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Fort Huachuca. Ariz ............................................ ·.................................. .
Fort Thomas, Ariz ................................................................................ .
Fort McDowell, .Ariz .............................................................................. .
Fort Apache, Ariz..............
11. 76 .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. ..
35.55 .•••......
Fort Verde, Ariz .................................................................................. .
Fort Mojave, Ariz ...................•.......................................................•••....
Fort Bowie, Ariz ...............................................................••..................
Fort Lowell, .Ariz ................................................................................. .
Fort Grant, Ariz .................................................................................. .
Santa Fe, N.Mex............... 27, 606. 53
5, 794.47
13, 836.97 2, 542. 92
1, 675.17 3, 728. 05

:: : : : : : :~·~·~• •~.: :.:··: ~:.~::: : •:•: ::~:::1::::·: •

I!~ r~~~~~:. :~ ~ :~~~~: ~ ~:

Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114, 654. 51

Department of the Co.l~bmbia.
Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash..................
Portland. Oregon...............
Fort Spokane, Wash............

~~~:~~~~·-::J~-w~h:::::::

Fort Townsend, Wash.. . . . . . . . .
Boise Barracks, luaho..... ... . .

i~~h~~~l.d~~:.~~~~~- :::::::::::
Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Independent posts.
West Point, N.Y...............
Atlanta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio . . . . . •
Hot Springs, .Ark...............

J

15, 763. 60

36, 350. 79 10, 133. 05

72, 429. 29 ts, 003. 40
1

10,730.54
29,458. 62
286. 00

14,345.89 .. . . .• . . .. . .
489.61 .. .• .• .. .. . .
731.36
27, 511. 64
6.15 1, 812.72 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 326. 22
196. 21 ......•.••.........•...•.........•..........

..... 653-"ii- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ...... i9."i7. ::::::::::

22. 81 .•...................•...•..••.••.•••..•..............•.
151.48
114.14 .......•....••..............................

~~: :~

41, 769. 29
5, 211. 84
328. 58
513. 52
375.82

~~: ig

1

42, 265. 90

:::::::::::: :::::::::: ······7o."7o· ::::::::::
6.15

5, 835. 00
845. 74
510. 73
7. 64
702.35 . .. . • • . . . . . .
388.47 . . . . .. . . . . . .

2, ao2. aa

89. 87

1

2. o57. 58

===1=======~
. ::1========

1, 542. 92
129. 57 1, 161. 99
. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37. 35
. .• • • . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . • . . .•• . . . .. . . .

97. 92
67.81

j;~~\J;i~es1~~~N.'Y..'iia:;b~~:: :: :::::::::::: ... ~:~~~:~~- ... ~: ~~~: ~~- :::::::::: :::::::::::: . --~~~: ~~.

Willets Point, N.Y. Harbor ....................................................................... .
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans .......................................................................... ·.......... .
Sault de Ste. Marie, Mich....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 35 ..................... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. . . . . . . . .
2, 694. 93
2, 789. 09
410. 55
121. 48
12. 93
278. 85
U.S. Powder Depot, N. J . . . . . . .
61. 23
116. 64
16.00 ............................... .
Fort Snelling Orunance Depot,
Minn ............................................................................................ .
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ........................................................................... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa . . . . . . . . .
136. 84
158. 83 . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . .
34. 65
Kennebec Arsenal, Me.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9. 08
.Allegheny Arsenal, Pa . . . . . . • . .
142. 42
193. 95 . • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
12. 15
Indianapolis .Arsenal, Ind . . . . . .
97. 07
109. 50 . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. 40
Watertown Arsenal, Mass......
270.20
323. 10 . •• • • • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. •. . . .
63.39
Benicia Arsenal, CaL . . . . . • . . . • .
228. 70
62. 55 .•••••..............•......•...•............
Augusta Arsenal, Ga...........
102.57
136. 89 . ..• .• .•.... . .. . . . • . • . .••• .• •••...
20.97
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.......
150.26
255.76 . ..•.• .. . . .. . .. . .. . . • . .•. .•• .•. . . .
26.15
Rock Island Arsenal, ill........
85. 07
147.12 . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . .
14.13
Springfield Armory, Mass . . . . . .
290. 74
318. 42 . . . • • . . . . . . . .. . • . . .. • . . . • . . . . • . . . .
76. 02
U. S.legationsatLondon, Paris,
.Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna.
5. 03
3,09
19.84
Total .................... .

1---------1---------1---------1-----10,694.82

General depots.
New York,N. Y .......•••..•••.
Philadelphi:i, Pa ............... .
Washington, D.C ............. .
Jeffersonville, Ind ............. .
St. Louis, Mo ..............•....
San Francisco, Cal ............. .

1, 971. 29
515.29
9, 779.05
458.93
2,439. 97
1, 208.24

Total. .••.••••••••••.•••..

16,372.77

15,488.38

6, 480.85

3, 365.05
138.42
702.98 ....................
17,939.72
196.06
483.71
8. 00
2, 117.67 .........................
1, 750.57 .......................
26,359.70

342.481

1, 665.75

1

142. 50

2, 277.18

485.40
128.48 ..................
................... ........................ 137.47
153.89 ....................... 2, 876.57
6.40

··----------

.................... ........................
.................... .. ......................
288.77

52.98
317. 16
45.61

......................... 3, 915.19

363

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, ete.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Fuel.
Wood.

Stoves.
Coal.

Heating.

Lights.
Cook.

J;.amps and Mineral
lanterns.
oiL

Light.

Station·
ery.

.Adver·
tising.

1----·1-----1-----1-----1-----1---- - - - - - - - - ~

$4,490.00

$62,751.92

$13. 25

$17.50

$782.20
34.34
12.60
28.21
4.18

$949.85

$274.14

13.56 .................. ..
4.40 ................... .
8. 06
9. 79
13.62
11. 74

7,902.20 ........................................... ..

15,743.23

............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ ..........

8.42 .................. ..
21.04 .................. ..

:::.:~;:~: ::;;~~;:~: :::::::::~: ::::::::::r:::::::::: :::::;:~:1
21, 568. 43
32, 283. 65
8.25
............
30.75
............

1, 130. 09
1, 275. 25
............
............
............
............

489. 45
2, 486. 30
............
............
............
............

.. .. .. .. . ..
.. .. . .. . .. •
...........
...........
...........
...... ·. ....

$62. 50
6. 00
............
............
............
............

·········- ......... .
·········- .... ·-·· ..
.•.•.•..............
.. . . .. .. ..
13. 70

.:::

::~;::: ::::::~

.. .. .. .. ..
24. 08
3. 75 .. .. .. .. ..
..........
8.34
..........
4.86
..........
18.77
..........
8.06

495. 69
383. 09
3, 530. 84
................... .
................... .
.................. ..
................... .

.. .. 'i~f~f ::::::::::::,:::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ----~~:-~~- :::::::::: ::::::::::

'::::: ::::.:1...::97::::.1::::::::.:: ......:.::......~.::. 4::: 4,02:.:: :::::

95. 03
943. 62 .. .. . • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . ..
3. 92
478.80
4, 136.43 .... .. .. .. ..
$208.78
32. 50 .. .. .. .. .. 2, 281.69
627. 50
1, 573.17 .. .. . .. .. .. .
13. 45 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . 1, 539. 79
.. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . • .. . .. ..
988. 19
80 40
41. 33 .. .. .. .. ..
38. 13
.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. ..
690. 45
164. 43
64. 59 1, 284. 84
90. 27
.. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • • .. .. .
188. 00
110. 20 .................. -...
15. 00

53. 90
. 20
7. 00

.. .. .. .. .. ..
17. 00
.........••............ '

8. 00
84. 22 ...... - . - .

3, 546. 40
140. 27 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1. 30
44. 75 • • . • . . . . . . .
10. 50 .......•...... -. . . . .

32. 16

2. 00
12.43
7. 87
13 67

~ :~:;: :· ::: ...:::~~:. :;; ;: ;;::~: ;:: ;;~;]~ :::;: ~ ~ ~ ~: ;;;~::::; :;;:7~;; :;:;;7_ ~. ;::;:35:70

.

65.88
1,047.68
249. 34
.... .. ... .. .
. . . .. • . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .
....................... 1, 745.77
......................
1, 491.61
345.00
204.60
127.35
1, 772.09
.........................
898.44
......................... 1, 235.36
212.76
3, 563. s1

99.60
1

26,166.60

.................... :.. ............ .......... .......... ..........
. . . ••. . •. • ••
12. 00 .••.••...•....•...... 55. 87 . • • . . . . . . .
• • . .. .. .. • . .
2. 07 . .. .. • • .. • . . .. . .. . • .. .
148. 39 . • • .. .. .. .
...

................................................................................................................................................... .

............ ........... ............ ..........
............ ........... ............ ..........
............
8.05 ............ ..........
.. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .

2.04 ................... .
1.05
.98 ........ ..
1.96 ..........
7.48
1. 30 . .. .. .. . ..
24. 95

:::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ----~~: ~~l--~~~: ~~5, 464. 39

826. 40

us. 92

1, 653. 32

1, 945.16
3, 014.26
4, 698.54 8, 086.45
297.921 18,285.47
51.10
182. 07 . .. .. .. . .. ..
. 58
1, 889.52 .. .. .. . .. .. .
1, 995.56
18,415.95
28.00
56.00 .. • .. • .. .. ..
731.15
.......................
3, 472.61
860. 76 16, 826. 90
148. 33 46, 802. 00
609.14
1, 338.15
1, 133. 39
1, 439. 54
92. 86
16. 01
242.70
9, 006.94
567.49
1, 965.43
274. 25
264.00
3, 196.421 52,408. 6!

4.'36
19. 05
4. 55

4, 534. so

I 23, <18t 20 1·

5, 213. 98 55, 900.19
1

'· 737. 531

3. 25

313. 00

268."

482.07 8, 817. 30
678. 12
768. 90
167.90 1, 309.04
588. 55 14, 522. 55
151. 86
409. 32
696.85 4, 179. 98

560. 37
133. 10
67. 22
348. 20
16. 80
40.67

I 2, 765. 35

30, 007. 09

1, 166. 36
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended front the vm·ious
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post.

1

Printing.

Paulins.

I

Lawn
.
mowers. Engmeers. Firemen. Watchmen.

Department of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Isl·
and, N.Y................... . . $2, 424. 44 . • •• . • • . • . . .
New Orleans, La................ .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .

$24. 77
$270. 00 . . . • • . • • • .
$180. 00
96. 00 ................................. .

~~~:~f~~~~ : : ·:.F: ~ ~:~ :~i ~r: ~i:f: ;;;;;·H·t$~,!49; ~!~i i ..!::

: : : : [ : :; _: : [: : : :

rr~f~~·fm: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~: ~ :~ ~[ ~ r;:~i~~[ ~~~~:m ~:

Fort Preble, Me ................ ,................................................................... .
Fort Trumbull, Conn ............................................................................. ..
Fort Adams, R. I ................................................................... ; ....•••••••••..

r~~t~fi~Id~~~~·-~~-::::::::: ::: :: ::: ~:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :: :: :::: :: :::::::: ::I:::::: :::: ::
Total.....................

2, 428.44 .. . . . . . . . .. .

482.50

1, 660.00

667.491

180.00

Division of the Miasotwi.
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill......
1, 435. 02 . . . . . • . . . .. .
35. 00
7. 00 ..................... .
Fort Sheridan, Ill ... , ............................................................................. .
Do ......................................................................................... ..

TotaL...................

1, 435. 02 . . .. .. . . . • . .

Department of the Missouri.
Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo....
1, 902. 81
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . .. . • . .
1, 471 64
Denver, Colo . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Rock Barracks, Ark . . . . . . . • • .. . • . . • .

35. 00

7. 00 .......... ,.......... ..

=======1========1=======1

...................................................... ..
. . .. .• • .. .. .
115.65
1, 305. 00 ..................... .
. •. •. . •. •. . .
118. 00 .................. .. ............. ..
•• . •. •. . •. . .
6. 50 ................................ ..

j~~~ ~~~~~~~!~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::.::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Reno, Okla ................................................................................... ..

~~;~ ~Tif.~Jt~!~~·:~::: ~::: ~:: ~ ~: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::::::::::

Fort Crawford, Colo .............................................................................. ..
Fort Gibson, Ind. T ................................................................................ .

&~ei~o~l~~:-~~~-::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Camp Wade, Okla ................................................................................. .
Fort .Elliott, Tex .................................................................................. .
Total.....................

Department of the Platte.

3, 374.. 45 .. .. .. . . .. ..

240.15

1, 305. 00 ..................... .

===1====1

Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr~...
3, 153.29 . . . . • . ••••••
134.15 ••• • • • ••••.• • • • •••••..
1, 275.00
Fort Robinson,Nebr ............................................................................. ..

j~~~ ~~~Va: ~:t~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Niobrara, Nebr ............................................................................... .

IE !'&~Ii~~~:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1•opriations made fm· the Qum·termaster's Depa'rtment,

etc.-Conti~ued.

REGULAR SUPPLmS.

Labor.

............
............
............
............

Other employes.

Foragemasters and
agents.

Scales.

Typewriter.

............ ............ ............ ............
$4.35
............
$3.00 ............ ............
90.00
............
3.20 ....................... . .......... ..
............ ............ ............ ............
80.75

All expenses
not otherwise
enumerated.

$297.50 .......... ..
2.50 ........... .

$230.35
46.95
138.15
20.49
51.34
88.70
7, 437.91
151.25

1,166.72 .............................................. ..

327.20
1, 315.23

$300.00

$36.00

Rubber
stamps.

5.50 .......... ..

.. . • .. .. .. . .
33. 75 ........ -...
$900. 00 .. .. .. .. .. ..
94. 50
............ ............ ............ ............
215.00 .......... ..
............ ............ ............ ............
147. 00 ........... .

1, 550.51
125.85
4.00
6.25
800.00
3.50
90.00
2. 50
224.00
30.50
45.03
30.65
57.84
33.01
60.00
81.50

36.00

1, 500.47

11.70

900.00

662.00

65.88

2.00
26.60 ...................... ..
10. 61 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. •
963. 22

65.88

12.61

26.60 ........... .

963.22

12,952. 7,1

188,315.49

492.75
19.60

1, 355.39
7, 311.11

23,557.68
40,723.04
719.98

512.35

8, 666.50

65,000.70

172.42
376.63
744.21

193,967.92
12,904.71
5, 088.38
165.45
11,257.46
179.15
15,351.20
431.90
915.50
1, 998.00
2.10

208.46
160.65
.................................... ..
.................................... ..
..................................... .
.................................... ..

300.00 ......•.•..... ·····•·· ..
900.00
409.50
900.00
600.00

$35,426.36
24,501.10
30,256.11
17,448.01
33,204.30
4, 279.32
9, 586.19
159.99
6. 95
541.76
6, 322.20
7.14
18,112.84
493.81
176.07
8.35
1, 170.75
12.92
85.42
513.00
296.37
556.41
1, 300.09
156.02
402.04
36.20
107.35
1, 293.44
236.80
66.41
162.25
9. 75
1, 379.77

269.60

............ ............
9.00 ............ ............
181.42
89.00
2,264.00
8. 75 .................................. ..
. . .. . .. . .. . .
360. 00 .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .
15. 20
560.00 ........... .

Total
amounts.

..................................................................................................................................................................................
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ..............
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ..............

:: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: ..... 225." 00. :: : : : : :~ : : :: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: : :
89.00

3.184. 00

3, 564.00

863.33

17.751

6. 50

3, 334.50 .......... ..

2, 800.00
1, 000.00

20.00

3.00
1,334.17

~~~: ~g

196,62

1, 662.37

244,068.90

249.00

1, 127.85

321,870.43
1, 963.00
15.73
19.87
1, 177.06

1,007.50 ..................................... .

186.53
2, 549.45
3,002.67
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post.
Printing.

Lawnmower.

Paulins.

Engineers. Firemen. Watchmen.

Department of the Platte-Con'd.
FortDuChesne,Utah ............................................................................. .

8i!~~~~~~~:.~~~::::

::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: ~:::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Bellevue Rifle Range, Nebr ....................................... -·····-·--·- .................... ..
In the field ........................................................................................ .
TotaL....................

$3.153.29 ....... .... .

$134.15 .... .. .... .. . •. . .... ..

$1,275.00

Department of Dakota.

~~:tc~:~:~~~~~£~~~-~i~~::: .. -~·-~~~--~~. :::::::::::: .... ~::~~ ... !~·-~~~: ~~- .. ~:~~: ~~- ::::::::::::
Fort Missoula, Mont ................................................. _.................. _......... .

~~;~ ~:z~~~~~~

:::::::::::::: :: :: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: :: ::::::::::::

Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ........•...... ~ ............................................... _..... ~ ...•.
Helena, JY[ont ........................................................................... _......... ..
Fort Buford, N.Dak ............................................. _ ................................. .
Fort Pembina, N.Dak ................................ ___ ..................................... ·..... .
]'ort Yates, N.Dak ................................................................................ .
Fort .A..Lincoln,N. Dak ........................................................................... .
Fort Totten, N.Dak ...................... _........... __ ...................................... _.... _

~~~Ps;'ll~!S:~~J:~·--~--~-~~:::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Randall, S. Dak .................................................... _... _ ..................... .

B[~i~~~{WH :HHHH~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~~~:: :::::;::~:: :H~E :He+:
TotaL....................

2, 216. 32 . . . . . . . . • . . .

27. 20

2, 160. 00

759. 00 ........... .

~: ~::: ~~.

~~: ~~

~·-~~~--~~-

~~~--~~

Department of Texas.

~~:tdc!:~~T~~~ ~-t~~i-~, ~~~:

~·-~~~: ~~.

-- :::::::::::: ....
....
...
....
Fort Brown, Tex ....................................................... _......................... ..
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ........................................................... _............... .
Fort Hancock, Tex ................................................................................ .
Fort Bliss, Tex .................................................................................... .
Fort Mcintosh, Tex .............................................................................. ..
Fort Davis, Tex..................................................
60.00 .......•....••....••..
Fort Elliott, Tex . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ..

8::~!~1~~ ¥:r~:_ ~~~-::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
CaiDp Pena Colorado, Tex .................................................... _.................... .
Total.....................

1, 197.05 ........... .

50.00

1,080. 00

420.00

1, 120.00

= = = I = = = =I
Department of California.
Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
2, 514. 01 ...................................................... ..
Fort Gaston, Cal. ............................................. _....•...•........•...•••..•......•...
Fort lias on, Cal . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
18. 00 ................................. .
Fort Bidwell, Cal. ......................... _ ...................................................... ..
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. • . . .. .. .
148. 00
.A.lcatraz Island, CaL _....................................................................... _..... _

~~~i~~~~~~~ks~~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Angel Island, Cal ................ _................................................................. .
TotaL_ .•.••••.••.•.•.••...

Department of Arizona.

2, 514. 01 ------ -- ---- .

18.00

148.00

•===1====1

Headquarters, Los Angeles, Cal.
2, 793. 17 .....••••....•••••••••••••••••••...••••...•.•..•••••••..
WhiptJle Barracks, Anz ........................................................................... .
San Carlos, Ariz ................................................................................... .
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Qua1·termaster's Depat·tment, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLms.

Labor.

Other employes.

Rubber
stamps.

Scales.

Typewriter.

.All expenses
not otherwise
enumerated.

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::· ------$334:47'

Total
amounts.

$59.58
358.58
84.02
4.10

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .. · ...... 8.'67. · · · .. · · ·28o: 66
1, 543.58

331,571.68

19. 55 ..... -...... .. .. .. .. .. ..
168. 66
2, 437. 33
. .. .. • ... . • . . .. .. • .. .. ..
............
113.00 ............
900.00 ..................................... .

351,715.41
1>, 973.75
21.40
5, 895.49
9. 26
304.50
37,001.29
768.08
7.62
849.89
51.56
13.13
6.58
243.64
27.88
1, 589.75
845.94
9, 196.92
. 119.81
8, 674.00

$3,564.00

$953.33

$6. 50

$t, 969. 50

$20.00

$249.00

900.00 .................................... ..
. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
282. 50 . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. • • .
12. 00
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............
16.28
............ ............ ............
720.0 ..................................... .
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............
7.06
............
42.00 ............................................................. .
3.00 ......................................................................... .
900.00 ....................... .

116.50

900.00 ............ .............

12.05

............................................................................................................................
........................ ·--·--·"----

261.43 ......................................................................... .
264.431

155.00

19.55

780.00

14.65

4,602.50 ........... .

168.66

2, 601.22

247. 50
1. 288. 70
720. 00 .... .. .. .. ..
675. 00
225. 00 ........................ ..

423,315.90

168,889.25
927.00

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ......... i6.'i4
............ ............ ............ ............ ........................ ..............
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ..............

...................................................................................................................................................

............ ............ ............

603.40 ..................................... .

5.20
7.15
6.06
678.00

:::::: :::: :: : :::: :::: ::: : ::::: :: :::: · · ·· ·36o.' oo · :::::: :::: :: : :::: :: :: : : : :: :::: :: ::: ::: · · · ·· · · ·365:83
............ ............ ............ ............ ........................ ..............

1.93

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .......... 5.'o9
780.00

980.00

14.65

2, 358.40 1

225.00

6.00 ....................... .

247.50

252.25

1, 288.70

170,901.65

29.50

24.75

99,571.77
1, 060.64
659.38
83.75
1, 852.95
20.83
100.16
922.82
5,489. 85

252.25

172.09

109,762.15

·8.00

548.88

275,224.38
814.34
732.60
756.21

.......................................................................................................................................

•• .. .. .. .. ..

602. 50 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. • • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .

• BO. 00

...........................................................................................................................
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............
............ J

2,262.50

50.00 .......... ..

6.00

127.25

999.96 .......... ..

320.00
780.00
720.00
728.00
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division department, and post.

Lawn·
mowers. Engineers. Firemen. Watchmen.

Paulina.

Printing.

Department of A.rizona-Cont'd.
Fort Thomas, Ariz ......••...................•.............•........•.....................••••..•..
Fort McDowell, Ariz .....•...•......................•..........................••....•....••••••.•.
Fort Apache, Ariz ........•.......................••...........................•.....•.....•..•.....
J!'ort Verde, Ariz ........••...•.........•....................................................•....•.
Fort Mojave, Ariz ....................................•.............................................
Fort Bowie, .Ariz ............•....................•.............................................•...
Fort Lowell, Ariz ................................................................................. .
Fort Grant, Ariz ............................................................................••...••
Santa Fe, N.Mex ............................................................................•......
Fort Selden, N. Mex ............................................................................... .

~~~~:fa~!=a~~~:M:~:~:::::::~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Union, N. Mex ...........................................................................•....
Fort Stanton, N.Mex ...................................................................••..........
Total ..............••..••.

$2,793.17

············1·-········ ············ ·········· ···········-

Depattment of the Oolumbia.
Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, ;wash..................

!
3, 454.08 .. .. .. .• .. ..

$8.00 •.•.•••••.••.••••••.•..••••••.•••.

i~~t s~~ir2::.w~;h:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .....:·.~~- ····$67o:oo· :::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

Fort Canby, Wash.............. .. ....•... .. ...... .... .. .. ...••. ..
225.00 ..••••••••..••••••....
Fort Walla Walla, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
293. 00 ••••••..•.•••..••.•.•.
Fort Townsend, Wash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240. 00 ..........••..•.••....
Boise Barracks, Idaho.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
546. 75
$58. 50 ......•••...
Fort Sherman. Idaho .............................................................................. .
In the :field ........................................................................................ .
Total.....................

3, 454·. 08 .........

---1

17.50

1, 974.75

58. 50 ........... .

Yu:.;;;;::~:"~:: : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::I:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
~~~~ftt~PJ.:~~~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ··- 2:~r~g- ::::::::::::::::::::::
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20. 00

900. 00

560. 00 .•.••••••...

Willets Point, N. Y. Harbor ....................................................................... .
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .
300. 00 ••••.••••••.
Sault de St. Marie, Mich .••....................••..•............•....•...•.....••.......••..••......
Jefferson Barracks, Mo......... . ... . . ...... .•.••. ••.... ..••. .• . • . . ..... .... .. ...... •••. .•.. .. ..•... ,
U.S. Powder Depot, N. J ......................•.....•...............•.........•.............•......
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
Minn ........................................................................................... ..
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ........................................................................... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa ............................................................................ .
Kennebec Arsenal, Me..........
1. 50 ..••...•.••..•••..•......•..••••...•.•..•••..•.•.•••••..

r;~i~~:~Ku"!"~~~~al~~d':::::: ....... i:25· :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Watertown Arsenal, Mass ....................•.....••..............•.•••.... : ...............••.••••
Benicia Arsenal, CaL .............................................................................. .

~1~i~r~~:1;:~~1~~r:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~r~l~::~1o!::0L~~~;~sPa~i;, · · · · '· • • · • · · · · • • • • · · • · · · · · · · • · · · • • · · • • · · · · ·• • ....•....••..•...••.....
1

Berlin, St. Petersbu10g, Vienna.................................................................... .
Total ..................... j

General depots.

2. 75 . . . . . . • . . . • .

20. 00

3, 816. 33

860. 00 .•••....•.••

986. 81

1, 100. 00

229. 66 I

1

1

New York, N. Y. . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • .

$195. 00

Ye1!~1~!~i~~i~~::::: ::::::::: ..... ~~f gfl::: :ii~i: ~i: :..~~:: ~~- :::i.: ~~~: ~&: :::i~&: ~~: ':: ::::::::::

~~L;;::~·:~~:::::::

: : : : : : ::~~ ~:(::;~;~;~: 2,:.: :::;~~:~:(~::;;::::::;;;:~:I
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QUARTERMASTER-GEN:ERAL.
app1·opriations made for the Quartermastm·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Labor.

Other
employes.

Rubber
stamps.

Foragemasters and
agents.

Scales.

Typewriter.

$60.00
60.00
720. 00
300.00
134.00
666.48
536.00
740.00
306.24

$130.00 ...••...•.•.

All expenses
not otherwise
enumerated.

$175.00

7. 51
720.00
720.00
420.00
735.00
$50. 00

130.00

$127.25

s, 665.12

6.00

.•..•...

····I

$3.00

737.39

380. 00
2, 720. 00 . . • • • • • • . • . .
1, 620. 00 . • • • • . . . . . . .
8. 25
2, 229. 35
.........................••••••••••. ··------·--$10.00 --·····--·-·
997.07
......•.....
300.00 -··········· ·•·········· ·········-·- •••••.••..•.
57.50
78. 25 ....••. -- ....•.... - .....•.............••••.. -. • .
6. 25
.. .. .. .. . . ..
·-------····
140.00 ···•·•••····
420.00
300.00 ········---·
65.00
....... -.. . .
40. 00 . . . . . . • . . . . .
120. 00 ....•........•.••.....••..•...•.......
.... -.•.......................••......••. -.. . . . .
33. 22 . • • • • • . . . . . .
58. 50
..... - • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . .
1, 276. 55
3, 278. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 160. 00

343.22

Total
amounts.

$64.18
60.00
1, 085.87
304.40
134.00
674.54
545.79
753.62
79,161.22
7. 51
728.42
747.04
422.70
765.50
362,982.32

60,870.41
100,717.71
1, 526.30
314.36
1, 939.80
430.87
975.63
1, 697.76
373.78

4, 690.22

168,846.62

··-·········
2. 25 .••••.•••••.
. .•...... - ...••..••..••.•• - •.•.•• - ..
600. 00 - ••.•• - ..• - .••••••••. - •.
- ••......•...••...... - ..••••..•.•••.
·-··········
55.00 •••..••.•••.

81.25
181.24
576.35
266.39
6, 351.75
345.01
72.03

23,145.99
2, 142.27
10,523.02
5, 154.07
21,330.99
3, 111.29
447.23

.••.••... -..
900. 00 .••..... - . . .
900. 00 . . • . . • • . . • • .
100. 00
. •. .. . . .••. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 50 .•..•.... - . . . • • • • • • . • • • •
110. 00
.•••• -......
600. 00 . • • . • • • . . • . .
865. 00 .••••••.••••.••.•••..••.

6, 038.63
127.16
220.31

11,951.60
380.48
11,899.19
292.00

380.00

..... ······· ··•········· ··•··••··••·
255. 00
38. 80 . . • . • . • • . . . .
540. 00
1, 102. 00 . . • . • • • • . • . .
71. 75
24. 75 .•....•.....
.••..•...•.. ·•·········· ..•...•.....

..........................................................................

.••.•••..•...••..........•..••....•.
····•·······
12.00 .......••••.
·••··•···••· •........... .••..••..•..
··········-· ············ ········-···

·•···••·•••·
····-·······
.••••••.••••
.•...•..•••.

8.25

----·----------------··· ·------------·

•••.•••..••. •••.•••••••.
.50
....•.•.•••..••.•••..•.. ···········-··
•••.•••.••.. .••.•••.•••. .
7. 00
•••..•...••. .••..•...••.
• 75
1.00

866.75

2, 677. 55
2.50
==1=====1

2,365. 00

57.25

210.00

•••. . ••. . ••.
2, 883. 59
84. 42 . • • . • • • . • • • .
54. 20
435. 28
··········································-·····
66.00
258.00
39. 20
1, 200. 00 . • • .. • . .. • . .
374.00
340.00
942.00
.••..••.. ••.
153.75
10.10 .....•...... ·•••·••··•·· .••..•......
.• - ••••.••.... -.... . . . . .
15. 85 ..••.••••.• - •••..• -.. . . .
4. 10
58. 50 . • • •• • • •• • • .
22.00
297.41
• • . .• • • .. . • . . • • .. . . . . . . .
340.00

3, 979.34

208.07

1, 200.00

WAR 91-VOL I--24

142.20

1,368. 79

2.40
12.99
1, 475.56
1, 140.50
691.78
377.98
2,402. 46
1, 785.90
812.06
2, 349.10
1, 171.01
1, 923.79

17.70

532.72

14,287.07

105,056.38

4, 734.21
23,172.19
257.51
2, 615.60
1, 685.38
1,173. 92

62,979.35
28,681.32
56,922.45
90,446.94
11, 832.01
21,916.66

33,638.81

272,778.73
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.·- Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian employes.
Division, department, and post.
Postage. Printing. Adyertis- Extra duty.
mg.
\Clerks.

Messengers.

Depa1·tment of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Isl$2,700.00
and,N. Y ........ :............
$20.00 ...•••.••. ............ $1,165.95 $17,266.49
405.00
4, 399.92
New Orleans, La ......................................................... ..
900,00
3, 949.98
Boston, Mass .............................................................. .
600.00
3, 399.96
Baltimore, Md..................
2. 00 ...........••..••......· .......... .
720.00
3, 000.00
Buffalo, N. ¥ .............................................................. .
Washington Barracks, D.C.... .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 082.10
1, 644.96
495.00
Newport Barracks, Ky . . . . . . . . .
2. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
$41. 35
829. 35
Jackson Barracks, La ............. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458. 33
St. Francis Barracks, Fla....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
580. 25
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560. 50
Madison Barracks, N.Y........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 252. 48
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y...... ...... .. .. .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
479.72
2, 799.96 ........... .
Fort Monroe, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..
1, 386. 00
Fort Warren, Mass............. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
619.95
Fort Preble, Me ...................................... -.........
535. 40
Fort Trumbull, Conn........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
421.93
Fort Adams, R. I ........................... -. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 019. 75
FortMyer, Va................. .......... .......... ............
707.73
Fort Thomas, Ky.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313. 20
Fort Hamilton, N.Y............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. .... .... ..
1, 033.50
FortWood,N,Y ............... .......... .......... ............
457.50

~~~~ ~~~;1~·:.l:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Wads worth, N. Y . . . . .. . ..
Fort Wayne, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Brady, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Mackinac, Mich.. . . . . . . . . .
Fort Porter, N.Y...............
Fort Ontario, N.Y..............

. . . . . . .. . .
. . .. . . . . . .
..........
.. .. .... ..
. . . . .. .. . .

..........
. . .. . . . . . .
..........
..........
. .. . . . . . . .

.. .. . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . . . . .
............
........ .. ..
. . . . . . . . .. ..

1. 00 . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .

~~~~ ~~~h~;;~};~~: :::::: ::: :: :: :::::::: ::-:::: :::: :::::: :: :: ::

Fort Barrancas, Fla . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
In the field..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
TotaL ................... .

25.00 ..........

41. 35

~~~:~~

755. 50
961. 00
605. 98
380. 09
638. 30
469.45

~~~: ~g

442. 25
127. 57

20, 297. 78

36, 461. 27

5, 820.00

17,885.73
1,433. 32

1, 626.00
90.00

19, 319. 05

1, 716.00

Division of the Missouri.
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill ................................................ ..
Fort Sheridan, Til . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120. 81
457. 00
Do.......................................................
277.15
TotaL ................. : ..................... .

120.81

734. 15

Department of the Missouri.
Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo....
10. 00
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . .
5. 00
Denver. Colo ............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Rock Barracks, Ark . . . . . . . .. .. . . ..

. . . . • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . • ..
7, 800. 00
1, 100. 00
. . •. . • •• •. . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 451. 80
3, 568. 31
630. 00
........ ..
12. 00 . . . . . . . . . . • .
2, 400. 00
500. 00
...... .. .. .. .. ........
97. 20 ...................... ..

~~~~ ~!;:r~.~~1~ ::::::::::::::: -·---2: oo- :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Reno, Okla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 50 ...•..•............ -·.
Fort Logan, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~~ ~lll,P6I:1!~~~ ~: :::: ::::: ::: :::::: :.:: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Crawford, Colo............ .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

&~t~i~o~~~·-~~~::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

~~i: ~~

....
-~~~~-~~- ::::::::::::
.....••...•...••..••....

~i~: g~

::.......................
:::: :: :: :: ::::::::,::::.

1, 433. 60
979. 10
1
'
141.95
79. 52

~~~:~g

.....•..•••...•.......•.

....................... .

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Camp Wade, Okla ................................................................................. .
Fort Elliott, Tex . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
Total .................... .

27.50 ..........

12. 00

178. 10 ...................... ..
10, 139. 21

14, 168. 31

2, 230.00

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr ............................................... . 19,077.18
2, 210.00
Fort Robinson, Nebr........... .. .. ...... .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 620.65
200.00
Fort Sidney, Nebr.'............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
1, 126. 65
Fort Omaha, Nebr..............
6. 00 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .
2, 095. 05
Fort Niobrara, Nebr............
5. 00 .......... ............
1, 800.42
83.33 ..... ,. ......
Fort Bridger, Wyo............. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
305.80
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo........
5. 00 .. .. . . .. .. . .. . • • . . • • • .
1, 659. 30 .........................................
Fort McKinney, Wyo..........................................
1, 118.20
27.77 ••••••••••••
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

app1'opriations ·made jo1· the Qua1·termaste1''s Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
'
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian employes.
Storekeepers.

Draftsman. Laborers.

W

hm.

ate

Horse and mule-

Spies,
Wagon and
en. guides, etc. x!~~~~:s.

Shoes and
shoe nails.

Recovery
of•

.. . . .. --.- -- $1, 065. 00 -- . - . -.- --..
$90. 00 .... -- .. -- .... ---- ................... - - .. -.---.--- ••
------------ ........ ---$900.00 .... . ... : ... ............ -------------- .............. ----------··
.. -- -- - ... -- - - . - -. -- - .. - .. -. ---- -- -360. 00 . - . - -. - .. - .. -. -. ---.-. - .. - . - .. -. -- -- --.- ---. -- -- -- •.

120.00 .................... : .............................. .
............ ............ ............ ............

$1,100.00 ·············· ........................ ..

456. 00 . - .. - ..... - - - . - - - - -.... - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. - . . . . . . . . . . . ....•. - ....

~~

:::::: ~ ~ :: --.~.-~~~--~~ T-.~.-~~~--~~. -----~i~--~~- ---~.-~~~--~~- :: :::::::::: :::: :: :: :: :::: :: :::::::: :: ::
505.60
126.00
60.00

-- ..... - - - - tl

329. 89 1-... -.... - -.

1, 691. 66 .

$109.56 ........... .

691. 60

109.56

I·.......... .

I
$700.00

660.00 ............ ----········ ········---- ....................................... .
1,125.00
500.00 ................................................... .
74.00
30.00 -- ...... ---- -------- ... - .. • ... ---- -- ...•....••.•........ ------ ·····- .••••.

1,200.00
40.00
1, 236. 40
800.00

....................................... .
...................................... ..
. - .... -- . - .... -- ......... -.- ... - ....... .
...................................... ..

············ ........................!................................................................

·······-···- .............

---------·-· -----··-----

------------ ................. ··--··-------- -----·······

::::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::I:::::::::::: ::::::.:::::::: :::::::::::::: ~ ~:::: ~~~-: &&
700.00

764.00

1, 125. 00

500.00

3, 276.40 ........................... .

2, 863.25

1, 384.17

1, 200.00

916.50

418. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
438. 73
85. 00
1, 054. 50 - . -..... - - . . . . . .. - .. - .. - •. - . . . - - - . - .•• -•

=======1======1======1=======1=======1==

45.00
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W .A.R.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES,

Civilian employes.
Division, department, and post.
Postage. Printing.

Advertis- Extra duty.
ing.

Clerks.

Messengers.

Depa;rtmentof the Platte-Con' d.

i~~nruaa~!~~.'b-f~b.:::~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

2~~I~:i~

::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~~~~~~~~~~~m~: E:c-:cHj :::::m::j: :·:'::#:ti· ::::L;:;;: :::~m:~~j·
Total.....................

$16. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

15, 779. 72

50. 00 . . . • . . . . .. •. .. .• . . . . . .
2. 50 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

82. 95
2, 474. 80
860. 60

19, 777. 44

$2. 210. 00

Depat·tment of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn . .
Fort Custer, Mont..............
Fort Missoula, Mont . . • . • • • • • • .

j~~~~~~!~M:~~~~~::::::::::::: -·---5~iiii" :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Assinniboine, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Helena, Mont................... . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Buford, N.Dak.....................
Fort Pembina, N.Dak......... .. .. .. ....
Fort Yates, N. Dak . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Jfort A. Lincoln, N. Dak. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Totten, N.Dak........... .. ...... ..
Camp Poplar River, N. Dak.... . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sully, S.Dak..............
1. 00
Fort Randall, S.Dak........... .. .. .... ..

. . . . . . . . •.
. . •. . . . . . .
...•......
.. .. .... ..
..........
..........
.. .. .... ..
..........
. . .. .. . . ..
.... ......

i~tt;fi~ld~~~~~~:-~:~.:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
TotaL................... .

'~i~:~~

1

'~i~:~~

::::::::::::

•. . . . • • . • . . .
1, 398. 90
999. 96 ........... .
.. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .
1, 800. 00
600. 00
......•. ....
1, 217.15 ....................... .
.. ...... ....
532.90 ......................•.
.. • . .• • • • . . .
1, 527.25 ..........•...........•.
............
814. 51 ..........•.•...••......
.... ...... ..
235.10 ....................... .
. . .. . . . . . . . .
616. 00 ......................•.
.. .... .. •. ..
1, 027.75 ....................... .
..•..... ..•.
374.15 .................•......
1
'
1. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
1, 618. 60
2, 809. 96 ........... .

i~;~ We~::;;t~s~t::k ::~::~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Snelling, Minn . . . . . . . . . • . •

1

17,791.58
2, 400.00
1, 200. 00 .•........ . .
957. 36 ...•....••..

61. 50

1
••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

I~~:~~ 1:::::::::::: ::::::::::::
:i~:~~ ····-7oi.95- ····--i9.'83.

18, 193. 77 ·I 28, 578. 54

3, 019. 83

Department of Texas.
Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex.
24. 50
$21. 78
533. 15
12, 949. 91
1, 869. 00
FortClark,Tex................
2.00 ..•.•.................
1,683.95
500.00 ........... .
Fort Brown, Tex. .. ............
5. 00 .. .. .• .. .. .... .. .. .. •.
785.07 ....................... .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . .
2. 00 . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . .
1, 248. 15 ....................... .
FortHaucock, Tex.............................................
480.55 ..............•.•.•.....
Fort Bliss, Tex................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
594. 85
666. 65 ......•.....
Fort Mcintosh, Tex............ .. .. .... .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .... .. . . •.
982.45 ....................... .
Fort Davis, Tex................ . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. •.
1, 605.25 ...•....................
Fort Elliott, Tex ...........••................................••......................•.........•...
Fort Ring_gold, Tex............
1. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
956.90 ..............•.....•...
Camp at ,l:!;agle Pass, Tex....... •... .... .. .. ......•. .. .•.. ..••..
477.70 .•.••........••.•.......
Camp DelRio, Tex ............. ----------~----------~---·········
239.75 ....................... .
Camp Pen a Colorado, Tex . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434. 45 .............•..........
TotaL...................

34. 50 ......... -I

21. 78

10, 022. 22

14, 116. 56

1, 869. 00

9. 785.58

1,355. 00

Department of California.
Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal...........................
Fort Gaston, CaL...............
Fort Mason, Cal............. . . .
Fort Bidwell, CaL..............
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL.
Alcatraz Island, CaL . . . . . . . . . . .

20.00
•• .. . . .. ..
. •. •. . . . . .
.. ...... ..
. . . . •. . . . .
••. . . . . . . .

................................. .
.. .. .. •. .. .. .. .. .• .. •.
528.80
. . . • . . . . . . . . . . •. •• . • . •
1, 304. 85
.. .... .. .. .... ...... ..
208 50
. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . • •
2, 429. 00
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
810. 10

~~~i~~~~!!cir~~~s~~~~~ ::~::::' .... ·;,: 00. :::::::::: ::::::::::::
Angelisland, Cal............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total. ......•.••••.••.....

27.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 549.98 ........... .

~~~: ~~

990. 20

7, 128. 30

11,335. 56

1, 355.00

Depa-r tment of .Arizona.
Headquai ters, Los Angeles, CaL
30. 00
Whipple Barracks, Ariz........
16. 00
SanCarlos,Ariz.................
7.00
FortHuachuca,Anz...........
3.50
Fort Thomas, Ariz............. ........ ••

................................. -~13, 229. 59
2, 260. 00
. . . . •. . . . . . . . • •• . . . . ••
1, 489. 70 ....................... .
....•••.......••••..•.
1,441.80 ...•....................
.....•........•.....••
1,278.73 .•••••..•.......•.......
•••••••••. •••• •••••••.
211.10 •••••••••••••••••.•••••.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
I

appropriations made for the Qua-rtermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Horse and mule-

Civilian employes.
Draftsmen.

Storekeepers.

Laborers.

Spies,
W tch
a men. guides, etc,

Wagon and
forage
masters.

~:~:~ill~.

Recovery of.

$674.00
900.00

:::::::::: :· ·· ·· $i39."5o· :::::::::::: ·· ·· ·$63." oo · ·· ·-··so: oo · :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·- ·· · ·$2o: oo
$2.863.25

1, 790. 67

$1, 200. 00

1, 119.50

5, 511. 99 ..... - • - ..... .

$438.78

130.00

···-··--····
540,00 ··-········· ··-········· ·-·-···--··· -·-·-······-··
17.15 ····-············-·-·-· ............ ·······-···· ·--··----·-·
2,71'7'.96 ·-············ -·-·-·--······ -···········

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ···i;757."oo· :::::::::::::: ········27:5o· ······-4o:oo
. . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . -- -. -. . . . . . ..•••.••• -780. 00 - ••••••••••• -. . - - ... - . . . . . . . • .•. - ...... .
720.00
50.00
. . . . .••• •. .. .. .. . . ·- ...... ·- •.•......... -· ·- .••••..•....•.•••. -· -· -· .•••..

:: :::::::::: :::::: :: :::: :::::: :: :::: :: :::::::::: · · · · ·576." 67 · :::: :: :: :::: ·: :: :::: :::: :: :: · · · · · · ·25: oo·
:::::::::::: ::::.::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·· ·· ·698." oo· i:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

:.i!i-1\iiiiiiiiiiiii iii\ \! iiiil!i\ ::::::;r::~
1

i: :: [\ l! i!!i ii!l \\ i\ [\!! ii ii !iii ii ii ![ !,!.58l..!:::
. . .. . . .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. ..

900. 00

1, 166.66

4. 55 ....••.. -· •. ·-·- .• ·--- ..
544. 55

I·. ..........

3, 533. 671

1, 000. 00

1, 000. 00 ... - •. -.-...

1, 358. 38

1, 329.50

n, 733. 12

1, 333. 50 .••••••••..

[1, 377. 50

1 .... ·- •. -· • • . . . . . . . . . . . . -·..

!. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

J....... -.. -..

30.00

764. 65

233. oo

60. 65

60. 00

133. 33 ..• - - ••• -. • • • . . - .•.• - ...•• - • . .••• - -. - •••

:: :::: :: :: :: :::: :::: :::: :: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: :: :: :::: :::: :: :: :::: :: :: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: .. -- ...25:00
353.51
1, 166.66

1, 353. 51 . . . . • • . . . . . .

1, 377. 50

133. 33 . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ..... - . - .....

25.00

=====1========1========1=========1=======

.. -.- .• --.-.
1, 138. 33 .. - •••••• --. -- •• -.-.-...
257. 00
$190. 00 . • • • • • • • • • • . • .
35. 00
--·-·····-··
6. 00 -·-········· .•••••••••••............ ···-·-··--···· ·----·-----·-· --··-· ···-··
- •••• - •.• - - . . . - - . - . - . - • • - - - ••••••• - . • • • • • • • • • • • .
770. 00 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •••••.•..•. - . . .•••..••. - •

··········· .....•...................................................................................
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail t~ amounts expended j1·om the variou1
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Division, department, and post.

.Advertis· !i
Postage. II Printing.\,
ing.
.

·.:

I

Civilian employes.
Extra
duty.

Clerks.

j Messen1 g&a.

Departmental .Arizona-Cont'd.

~~~~~~~b';,e~r~~~::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
1~~!~:~g
·-----------1-·-·········
.. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
109.30 :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Verde, Ariz...............
$1.00
Fort Mojave, Ariz.............. .. .. . . . . . .
Fort Bowie, Ariz...............
10. 00
Fort Lowell, Ariz .... .. . .... .. . .. .. . . . . ..
Fort Grant, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 00
Sant.a Fe, N.Mex...............
25. 00
FortSelden,N.Mex............
2.00
Fort ·wingate, N.Mex..........
10. 00

~~~~ ~~T:~:N~M~~~ :::::::::::

Fort

. ..... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

......... -I-. . . . . . . . . . .
..........
$6. 00
......................
1
......... - ~ --..........
1

~: ~~ :::: :::: :: :: :: :::: :: ::

s~::::~· -~~ ~~~::::::::::: 1~::

::

II'

:::::::

::1·... ;:;;.

-... ·.·.._.__.._._._ ._ ·.1..••• .-.--... ·.·. -.-. •__-

63.10
1, 152. 70
670.80
1, 404. 93
421. 20
174.30
1, 250. 45

............ ;.......... ..
............ , ........... .
$3, 125. 04 I
$480. 00
............ : .......... ..
............

1,

:: :: :::::: ::I:::::::: ::::

~~g: ~~

14,:::::

Department of the Columbia.

J ........... .

rI ~;.·;~. ;;.---~~
I

Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash..................
24.00 .......... ............
3,170.42!
Portland, Ore~-- .......................................................... j

7,800.00
3, 700. 04

I

~~~~1~?.~·~:[[ [~[;_·:ll\:::1::::l:il:: i:i:::::::::1.. -~ ~!~ ~:,~;:~1:
Independent posts.

.1;;

==1==

I

WestPoint,N. Y............... .......... .......... ............
Atlanta, Ga . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .
Columb-?-s Barracks, Ohio ................ ,.......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
8

7,426.631
143. 371
1, 366. 70

~~;~ :Ki1:/,k-!~::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: .... ·924: 62. i
1

Davids Island, N.Y. Harbor.... .. .. .. .. ..
Willets Point.N. Y.Harbor .... ..........
Fort. Leavenworth Military
Pnson, Kans .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Sault de St. Marie, Mich........
4. 03
.Jefferson Barracks,J\IIo ...................

¥~~t ~~:li1~~~id:~~/:D~p~t:.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.......... ............

720.00
720.00

:,,:44,_·00:

j
3,153.32, .......... ..
4, 100. 00 .
910. 00
1, 599. 96 1- .......... .
1

i; ~~~: ~~

1

~~~: ~~

2, 212. 50 . 1, 599. 96 .......... ..
1,909.90 1------------~-----------1

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

127. 75 .
. .. . . . . . . . . ..• .• .••. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .
----------~-----------2,809.52 11

1, 800. 00 1- .......... .
1, 800.00
400.00
900.00 ........... .

--------- .. --------. ---------.-- --..... ---- -~--- .. ------- ------------

Minn.........................
2. 00 .... .. ... . ...... .... ..
104.80 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbia .Arsenal, Tenn........ .... . . . . . . ...... . . . .
13.40 .................................. ..
Frankford .Arsenal, Pa ........................................................................... ..

~~i~%~£i~¥·:::r::::;::t::::::~:: .m:::::::: :::::@i~:,m::::::::t:mm:::
.Augusta.A.rsenal,Ga........... ..........
$7.20 ........................ !
Watervliet.Arsenal,N. Y....... .......... .......... ............
99.40 1
RockislandArsenal,lli........
8.00 .......... ............
54.251

~~~l~~!l1o!::L~h~~~p~;i~,-

Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna.
Total.. ............... ____

350.00 ,........... .
9.10 .......... ..
50.40 !........... .
8. 00 ---- .. - •.. --------- .. -~----. ...... .
300.00 ~,~---- ...... ..
99. 63 .. . .. .. • .. .. . .. • .. .. ..
31. 85 ...................... ..

126. 66

1

7. 20

13.40

! 17, 377.99

i1

18,962. 78

.

2, 510. 00

15,153.55 1
18, 916. 41 1

2,652.48
3, 195. 00

General depots.
NewYork,N.Y................
Phila~elphia, Pa................

66.50 ..........
122.60
87.15
24. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. . . .. .. • • .. .. .

St. Louis, Mo............ .. ....
San Francisco, CaL..... .. .. .. ..

20.00 .......... .... .. .... .. ...... ......
36. 50 .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

j';ff,~~~~-~~~~~i~d: ~:: ~ : ~ ~ ::: ::: ..... 2: 58. ::: : :: : : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : i~; ~gg: ~~
Total.....................

149.58

122.60

I

87.15

I

i 1,i: 080.00
~~~: ~~

10,399.92 .
9, 499. 95 I

1, 555. 00

I

10,902.48

83, 539.13
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
c~ppropl'iations

made for tke Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Horse and mule-

Civilian employes.
Wagon and
forag·e
masters.

Draftsmen. Laborers.

Shoes and
shoe nails.

Recovery
of.

$900.00 ...................................... ..
$10. 00 - .•.••.•••. - . - .. - .••.. - .••

60.00 ......••.•••.. ·•·•••••······

$25.00

542.50 ...................................... ..

.. ------ ............... -- -· ....................... - ......... ·r ................................. -.... -- ........ -· .... -- ........ - ......... -- ........... - ............. ..
• • . . . . . . . . . - I $1, 144. 33 . - ........ -- ...... - .... -

-----·------'

:<

2, 529. 50

200.00 ............. .

60.00

=__

<21.75 -----------· =:_=_=__:=_=
__==_=
__=_l==c:7=0=0.=0=0=I====4=0.=0=0=I====$9=.=75=I=_=_==
__:::::.=
__=_=
__

t:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::/~:~': ::::::::::::

............ ! ........................................................................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

............ !............ ............ ............

3.00 ....................................... .

. . . . . . . . . . . . !. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
............ !

421. 75 •.. - - ... -- -- ..•• - .....• -

703.00

40.00

35.25 .... -- ......

::::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: --------

-'~ ~0.

::::::::::::

····$65o: oo · ::::::::: ::: :::::::::::: ::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::

............

4.20 .......................................................................... ..

$163. 33 ... -... -- . - - - -- - •..•. -... - -.- - -. - .. -- .. - - .. -- .. -.•••

:-::-:-:_:: :1::::::::::- :::-::::-::- -:::::: _:::- ::-::-::--:: ::::-:--::-:: 1:::--::-:- -: ,:--:-:::::::
65o. oo

1

............
j,
...................
............
,
.....................
......................
....................

r--·--------1

4.20 ........... .

7.00 .......... ..

163. 33 -•.. - - . -- - - - -- -. -- ... -- .. -

309. 00
$586. 64
830. 00 -.... • .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. ..
614. 64 .......... ..
195. 00 ••• -... - •••. - .•... - -. - . . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . • • • .
13. 05 - .. -... -.•••
3, 605. 50 .•. -. • • . . • • .
90. 00 .••.... -- .. - ... - .. - .. -..• - .....• - - - -- . - - - . - -... -.•. -

~~~: ~~ ~: :~:: :~- ~~ ~~~: ~~.
1. . .

5, 155. 32 j

...

4, 586. 60

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : ..... ::

4, 494. 75j ..........

--1--......... ...

::~: :~-

14, 699. 83

: : : : : : : : : : : : •

i........... .
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the t1arioua
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

n·lVlSIOn,
· · d epartment 'and post · 1 - - Interments--.,.-------1

Telegraph
and tele·
Tele·
Of
Of enlisted phone oper- grams.
officers.
men.
ators.

Hire of
telephones.

Subscription to
newspapers.

DepMtment of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y..................... .•.... .... ••..•••••• .. $1,057.49
$24.70
$12.50 .•.•........
New Orleans, La...........................................................
2.85
$6.00
:Boston, Mass ..................................................................................... ..

~~~~~~: ~~:: ~ ~:: :::: ~::::::: :: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::::::: .... -~~~--~~ ........4:00-

~i~!~fa~~i~~!~~~:~:::::
:::~~~:~~: :::::~~~-:~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::i~~-:~~:
::::::::::::
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ..
6. 00 .... ......
-~

~~drs~:;~~~~~N~}s:_~~--: .... :~--~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~t~~!~o!av:~~~~::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ·· ·- ·· 25:oo· ::::::::::::

Fort Warren, Mass ................................................................................ .
Fort Preble, Me............................................................
84.00 .......... ..
Fort Trumbull, Conn .............................................................................. .
Fort Adams, R.I...............
75. 00 ........................................................ ..

!~~~ I!=l~IJri i:::::::::::: :::::::::: : : : ~~-: ~~: :::: :::::: : :::: ::::::I:::: :~~~: ~~: ::::::::::::
~!~~~~~~iEl!~_:;::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
!~~~ :Ec~:~~~-c:~:::::: ::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Wood,N. Y .................................................................................. .

Fort Porter, N. Y.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 00 ......................................................... .
Fort Ontario, N. Y ................................................................................ ..

~~~~~~~h~~~!.~~:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ..... i37.'5o· ::::::::::::

Fort Barrancas, Fla .............................................................................. ..
In the field ....................................................................................... ..
Total...... .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .

185. 00

35.00

1, 057.49

24.70

1

663.10

10.00

Dtvision of the Miisouri.
Headquarters, Chicago, TIL..... . . . • . • . . . .
60. 40
127. 50 . . . . . • • . . .
315. 83
6. 00
Fort Sheridan, Ill . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. ..
15. 00 ............................................. .
Do ......................................................................................... ..
Total .............................. .

75.40

127.50 ..........

315.83

6.00

DepMtment of the Missouri.
Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo.... .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . ..
50. 00
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
160. 05
. 50
Denver. Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
Little Rock Barracks, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~~ r~~r~.~~~~

133. 33
6. 00
228. 15
5. 00
60. 00 ........... .
4. 00 ........... .

::: ::::::~::::: :::::::::: .... --~~--~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: .... --~~--~~- ::::::::::::

Fort Reno, Okla................

75. 00 ........................................................ ..

!~~~ ~~f.~Jt~~~-~~~:::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::~~-:~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Crawford, Colo .............................................................................. ..
Fort Gibson, Ind. T............. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. ..
10. 00 .......... ..

f!~\:!~1.~;7~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~:::

Total...... . . .. . .. . . .. .. ..

: : : : : : ~: ~~ :~ : : : : : : : : : : ~: ~: : : : ~:: : : : r:::::: : :
85. 00

85. 00

230. 05

. 50

515. 48 .I

11. 00

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr ................ :... .. ....
362.94
10.00
495.75 ........... .
Fort Robinson, Nebr ............................................................................. ..
Fort Sidney, Nebr........................
25.00 ............................................. .
Fort Omaha, Nebr..............
140
37.00 ............ ..........
144.00 .......... ..
FortNiobrara,Nebr............ ..........
70.00
120.00 ................................. .
Fort Bridger, W;iio .............................................................................. . ..
FortD.A.Russe , Wyo..............................
48.00 ••••••••••
106.00 ........... .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made fm· the Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES,

Affidavits.

Shoeing.

*[.91. 00 - - ---- - - -. -- . .
-- -- - .. - - - -- -$24. 00
3. 00
18.15
2.10 ..............
..................... - . - .. ..
...•..•... -- -.
164. 00
6. 50
206. 83
..............
67.16
-......... . . ..
51. 08
.............. ..............
.............. ..............
. . . . •. . . •. . . . .
33. 03
.......•.... -- • . • . . . • . . . . . . .

Office furniture.

Other employes.

Deserters.

All expenses
not otherwise
enumerated.

$887. 26
$2. 75
$1, 710. 00
$91. 00
54. 75 . . . .. .. . . .. . . .
150. 00
643. 72
143. 00 .. .. .. .. .. . . • .
570. 00
9. 35
44.50 ·•••••••·•••··
330.00
27.75
6. 00 . . • • • • • • . . . • . .
120. 00 .......... -- . - ..
41. 50 ..... - - .. - . - -- . . • . • . . . • . . . • .
24. 75
444. 70
238. 40 . . . . . . • . • . • . ..
150. 20
.......................................... ··••····•·······
.......... -- - - .... -- -- - - .. -90. 00
14. 50
5.00
100.00 ..............
374.79
.............. ..............
180.00
25.23
...•.••.••.... -.-..... . . . . . .
30. 00
105. 40
. . . • . . •. . •. . . . . ••••. . . •••• •.
120. 00
648. 00

-•.•••.•... - -61. 25 - - -..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
60. 00 .••.••.•..•.••••
. 25
58. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . .
120. 00 .....•..........
-......... -- ................ - . . . .. • . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
210. 00
92. 00
...•....... - -........ - ... - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
60. 00
550. 00
3. 50
82. 62 -- ....... - . - ......... - -. . . . .
120. 00 •.•••...... - ... .
. . . . . . . . . . .. ..
153. 00
3. 45
92. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 75
.....•. ------- -----.-.-----.
1. 25 ....................•...•.....••••...... - ...
1. 05
86. 20 ·- •••• - .. --- ............... - .. : . ......... 30. 50
...•.. - ..... - 206. 40 ........... - - - ............ - - .......·. . . . . . . . ........ - . - - - . ......... - -- -164. 50
45. 00 -- . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. .
212. 55
126. 64 ............ -- ............. - - ....•....... 199. 55
1. 90
..............
107.16 ..........................................
30.95
4.00 .......................................... ·············· .............. ..
......... - -...
32. 60
2. 50 ......... - -- . .
30. 00 • - •••••••.•. - .. .
..............
26. 50 ......... - ........ -- -. -- -- - 90. 00
. 90
..............
60. 00 ........... -..
40. 00 ......... -.-..
250. 97
..•..••............•...... ·- .... ..•... .... .. ...•.. ..•. ..
90.00 ·••••••••·······
.............. .............. .............. ..............
120.00 ............... .
.............. .............. .............. .............. ..............
99.53
113.30

1, 729.12

1, 678.91

7. 75
21.00

477.33
70.00
56.60

357.84
26.50
2. 00

28.75

603.93

386.34

....................

4, 200.00

3, 632.39

80,538.56

209.04

570.00
30.00
60.00

283.81
1, 917.82
46.53

23,925.72
4, 945. 67
502.28

209.04

660.00

2, 248.16

29,373.67

-·------------------------·

.. - .. - ... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - ....•.. -. . . .
8. 80 . - - ... - .... - . .
• 40
30.00 ......................................................... .
. ---· ••..... ..
. 75
4. 70 -------------- ............................ ---------------·

.........................................................................................
. ••.• - ........ - .... -. ------· . - .... -. ---- ..•••.. - .. ----..

44.25
33.75

1

$26,184.14
6, 586.24
5, 953.48
4, 506.81
3, 850.00
1, 327.35
4, 179.29
694.49
741. 83
2, 215.29
1, 457.71
648.15
5, 434.96
619.95
740.65
600.18
1, 396.75
1,478. 48
519.32
1, 332.70
458.75
887.50
783.80
1, 177.55
1, 289.09
744.09
384.09
723.40
587.85
1, 106.97
1, 138.35
562.25
227.10

473.15

113. 40 .
713. 90
2, 306. 83
510. 00
196. 75
57.00
6. 35 .......... --..
282. 88
2, 497. 33
630. 00
1, 134.41
.50
34. 10
134. 10
1, 530. 00
3~0. 00
704. 72
. 50
16. 80 ....... -- ............................ -- - - .
51. 30
5. 25 -.............
84. 64 ....... -.-.-..
30. 00
65. 35
2. 00 ...... - . . . . . . .
12. 00 . --.-- ... ---:.
60. 00
2. 00
79.25
30.00 ·--- •. ---- .... ..
154.25 .. - ... ------ ... - ....... - .. ..
48.00
29. 40 . - •••••. -- . - - .
5. 00 . - - . . . .. . . . . . .
94. 50
27.75
18.00
120.00 ..•..• - .•• - .. - .•

245.35

Total
amounts.

13,657.21
13,298.78
6, 435.42
179.80
1, 529.55
759.15
2, 982.60
1, 226.00
2, 539.15
1, 849.90
141.95
98.72
851.33
274.70

--------·----- ..................................................... .
120.00 ..... -- ... - .. --.

343.10

382.65

1, 227.52

6, 347.96

1, 800.00

2, 249.43

46,167.36

562.50

543.45

594.50
.50

1, 320.00

1,024. 55
30.50
3.25
10.00
242.62

33,550.82
2, 939.90
1, 154.90
2, 432.05
2, 873.70
305.80
2,138.80

·· ·· -- ··29: 5o· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
·····---5i:5o· :::::::::::::: ·········4:oo· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·········i25:oo·
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W.A.R.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·o·m the various
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES,

lVlSIOn, d epart ment , and post ·

j)" • •

IntermentsTelegraph
_____
and tele7
Of enlisted
phone
men.
operators.

____
1

1

Of
officers.

Telegrams.

Hire of
telephones.

Subscription to
new~:~pa

pers.

Department of the Platte-Con'd.

~~~~~ie~~:if~::::::::::

:::::::::: :::::~~~:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~i~~~;~~~~~;iiiii :::i:::::: :..:::;p;: •••:::::: :~:::::::· ::::$lm~~: ::ii::::::::
Total.....................

$140. 00

204.75

773.27

$10.00

960.75 -- ......... .

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . .
8. 46 . . . • . . • • • • . .
83. 92
'FortCuster,Mont.............. .......... ....•....•.. ............ ..........
Fort Missoula, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

296. 20 ......••.•..
40.00 ........... .
30. 00 ..........••

j~~~ §~~~~M:~~~~::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Assinniboine, Mont ........................... _.............................•...........••....
Helena, Mont ...............•..............................................................•••......
Fort Buford, N.Dak ........•.................................................•.................•..
Fort Pembina, N.Dak .................... ··-···--·-·- .............................•................
:E'ortYates,N.Dak ............•.......... ~ ....•....................•.................... -··-···--·-·
FortA.Lincoln, N.Dak .............•.... '·····-····· .......•......•...... . ........................
Fort Totten, N. Dak ............... ·.... __ ............................................ __ ........•.•.
CampPoplarRiver,N.Dak .............. -·-·-·-·---- ............................................. .

j~~~ ~~~~~; ~-a~~k::::::::::: :: :::: :: :: ...... ~~--~~. :::: :::::: :: :::::::::: :::::: :: :: :: ::::::::::::

Fort Meade, S. Dak .........•........... _ . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 00 ...... __ ..
225. 00 ........... .
Fort Bennett, S. Dak ......•...................•.....................•............................••

i~~~ ~~tl~\~~t:!~wy~·:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: .. ----~~--~~- :::::::::: .. ---~~~~~~- ::::::-::::::

In the field . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

75. 00

362. 50 ................................. .

Total. .........•••••.•••............

96.96

482.50

~~:t~i~~~~~~~a~~~~~~~:~~~: :::::::::: ...... ~~~~~-

~~: ~g

83.92

726. 20 .... -- . -....

Department of Texas.

:::::::::: .. ·--~~~~~~- .: ::::::::::

Fort Brown, Tex ................................. _.............. _ ........ ·.. _..... _. _.............. .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .................. _ ........ __ .................... :. . .
48. 00 __ ......... .
Fort Hancock, Tex .........••........................ __ .....•.................•.................••.
Fort Bliss, Tex . ......... _.................. _.. _.. _........... _... . . . . . . . . . .
66. 00 __ .......••.
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ....................... _.... _.... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
55. 00 ........... .

j~~~ ~~I~~i, ~:~::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
~~~~PR~t}~~{!;:l:~,-T~~·:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Camp Del Rio, Tex ....... _........... .. ................................... __ ......................••
Can1p Pena Colorado, Tex ...................................................... ____ ............... .
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . .

Department of California.

75.00

147.91 ......... .

313.00 ........... .

======ol==~~~l======== l =======l======== l ========l

Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . •........ __
186. 89 . . . . . . . • . .
218. 78
$5. 00
FortGaston,Cal ...........•.•......................................................................
Fort Mason, Cal ........................ _..................................... _.•...................
Fort Bidwell, Cal ...............•........................•••.......•.•...•....................••...•
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. .................................................................... .
Alcatraz Island, Cal. ..................... _. _. _. _.......... _. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
120. 83 .....•.•••..
San Diego Barracks, Cal. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _.. _. . • • . . . . . • • . . • . .
48. 00 _...••••..•.
Benicia Barracks, Cal ....•...••• _.... _.... _. _...•.•... _.......•...••. _..... _
53. 30 ........•..•
Angel Island, Cal...............
75. 00 .. ___ .. _.................•........ _............•..........
Total. ................... .

75.00 ·-------····

186.89 ......... .

440.91

5.00

Department of Arizona.

E:8l~i:::;~~·:r~t:::::::: ::::::~~t ::::::~:~~~: ::::::~~~: :/~~:~: ::::::::::::

•
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QUARTERMAS'rER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermasters' Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.

.

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Shoeing.

Affidavits.

.. .. .. ..

0

•• 0

......... 0

....

Other
employes.

Office
furniture.

0

0

.. .. .. .. .. •

•

:: :

:

:

:

:

:

:: :: :

:

0

....... :;:

186. oo

~~

0

0

•••• -.---- •••

0

0

:

:

--

:

:

•• --- 0

:

:

102. 7o

:: :

:

$213. 33 -- .. .. .. • • .. ..

..

$3. 00
$16. 55
22. 00
4. 00
.............. .............. ..............

0

•• 0

•••

:

:

:

0

0

0

0

0

-

0

------

0

0

0-- 0

:

:

:

:

:

:

$547.45

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

1, 703.33

:

-

0

:

:

-

0

:

:

--

:

:

--

Total
amounts.

$50. 00
9. 75

--.--.

880. 00 -15.00 ..............

--..

:

.Ail expenses
not otherwise
enumerated .

Deserters.

•

- . - . - •• --

-

0

0-

0

0

3.00

l :::::::::::::::

:

$1,320. oo

$3,666.71
1, 375.50
4, 750.10
2, 050.55
81.00

:~g: ~1

=1=='=49=8==·6=7= 1==5=8,=8=84=.2=1

1

1

35. 50
118. 50
-

•••••

0

0

0

0

0

0

-

0

155.00
-----.- •• 0

•

0

0

$23,052.43
6,880.11
2, 031.46
5, 807.15
2, 566.01
3, 698.86
2, 435.15
1, 824.32
564.40
2, 253.25
956.51
238.10
616.00
1, 198.45
390.15
3, 743.15
787.05
7,490. 43
1, 235.45
3, 507.16

165.27
14. 25

0

.85
..............
3.50
..............
28.00
..............
..............

1, 017.10
21. 00
30. 00
513. 30
3. 50 .......... - .. 270. 00
38. 60
1. 50 -.-- -- 180. 00 -.-- • - • - . - 39.85 ..............
457.00
60.00 .............. ..
25. 00 . - .• ------ •• - .. ---.--- -- - .. 201. 50
20. 85
.............. .............. ..............
445.00 .............. ..
..............
35.15 .......................................... ..
2.00 ........................................................ ..
1.50 .............. ..............
30.00 .............. ..
...................................................................... ..
.............. ..............
92.00 ............................ ..
.............. .............. .............. ..............
3.00
0

•••

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

•• -

--

0

--

•

-

3.00 .............. .............. .............. ..............
23.20
12.00
4.00 ........................................................ ..
6.00
2.50 ..............
60.00 .............. ..

.............. 1

·· ·· ·· ·- ·3: 5o· · · --····iii: 3o ·1·- ·· ·· ··- 9: 5o· · · ·-- ·- ·6o.'oo -~ ...... ·36o.'oo · ......... i36.'2o·
........ ·a:oo·l ....... 4i4.'io· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ......... i42.'5o·
452. oo

1_ 1, 069.25

733.21

=

63o. oo _

1, 636. 5o

1

877.65

63. 25
366. 75
712. 84
2, 134. 67
990. 00
1, 391. 83
..............
3.00
2.25 .......................................... ..
14.50 .... -- ·--· ....... ····---- ---- -·---- ...
.50 .......................... :
12.50 ............................ ..
0

1. 00

-0-.-.

••

-·

•

0

••

--

-·

86.50 ............ ..

0-0--.--

•••••••• -· ••••••••

--

-·

90.00 .... -- ...•....•.

71,275.59

28,216.08
2, 287.53
804.57
1, 311.15
480.55
1, 505.00
1, 037.45
1, 641.00

···-----36:25' :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
........ i7:5o · :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
68: 5o· ·· · · ·· i,'o4i 9o
::::::::::::::

..............
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

133. 00

58.25
•••••••

"I

~~--~~

483.

0

~.............
:

:

~

:

:

27.50

305. 50
--·-··

••••••••

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:: :

:

:

:

:

:

801. 59 .

2, 147. 17

63.42

1,456. 68

187.26
10.00
56.25
70.00
498.00
200.00
148.40
45. 00
2.50
121. 89 ..............
103.20 ---· ····--···· --·-----·· ....
••

887.00

393. 14
--·····-··---·

·

·

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

~

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

535.95

!~~: ~g

1

14.00 ·····--·--··--

13.50

:

·· ·· ·· ··

.............. .............. ................

0

0

------ ••• -

63.42

453. 18
--·-········--

I, 460. 33

39, 593.13

540.00

142.15

17,464.99
528.80
1, 967.11
289.75
5, 072.48
1, 130.93
560.00
746.44
1, 611.91

--·---·---·---

465.00

............ ..

525.50

. - -- -- --.-.--.
10. 00
............................ ..
90.00 -----·---·-· ... .

2, 012.18

405. 90
••••••••••••••

I, 080. 00

00

630.00

1, 142.65

29,372.41

270. 00

1, 023. 15
10.50

20,464.31
1. 522,20
2, 221.30
1,282. 23

········----

········. :-.~~-1:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: :_::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF.WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the various
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Division, department, and post., ___
In_t_e_rm.,--e_n_ts____ Telegraph
,and
1
Of offi- Of enlisted telephone
cers.
men.
operators.

Telegrams.

Subscription to
newspapers.

Hire of
telephones.

Department of Arizona-Cont'd.
Fort Thomas, Ariz ............................................................................... ..
Fort McDowell, Ariz ............................................................................. ..
Fort Apache, Ariz ................................................................................ ..
Fort Verde, Ariz . _............. _................................................................. ..
Fort Mojave, Ariz ................................................................................ ..
Fort Bowie, Ariz ................................................................................. ..
Fort Lowell, Ariz ............................ . ..................... . .............................. .
FortGrant,Ariz ................................................................................. ..
SantaFe,N.Mex............... .......... ............
$6.55
$9.58 ...................... ..
Fort Selden, N. Mex .............................................................................. ..

i§ f.~!~Jri:~: ~~~~~~ ~~: ~~ ~: ~: ~~: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ :~ ~: ~l ~: ~~::::: ~ ~ ~ : ~:: ~~ : :::::~~::t :~: : ~~ ~ ~
Total...............................

$15.00 j

175.97

10.08

313.60 .......... ..

Depa,rtment of the OolU'mbia.
Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash..................
$75. 00 .. . .. .. .. .. .
929. 93
280. 93
328. 33 .......... ..
Portland, Oregon .................................. :..
30.25 ..........
90.00
$5.00
Fort Spokane, Wash ............................................................................... .

j~~~~~~·:a~~~-w~:h:::::::

:::::::::: ...... i5.'oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::: .....i37.'2s·
::::::::::::
79.80 ....•••••...

Fort Townsend, Wash.......... .. .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .. .. ..
Bois~ Barracks, Idaho .......... . ......... ···········- ~ ----------··
5.00
0

~ th~~cld~~ -~~~~- .:::::::::::

1

Total.....................

55.00 ........... .

::::.:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

75.00

15. 00

960. 18

285. 93

690.41

5. 00

Independent Posts.
West Point,N. Y............... ..........
10.00 ............................................. .
Atlanta,Ga .................... .......... ............ ............ ..........
12.50
5.00
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. .. ..
75. 00
50. 00 . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
72. 00 .......... ..
8

~g;t :Rf1~llk:!~::::::::::::::::

+g:~~

4

~:g~

:::::::::::: :::::::::: ..... 224.'4o· :::::::::::·:

Davids Island, N. Y.Harbor.... .......... ............ ............ ..........
60.00 .......... ..
Willets Point, N.Y. Harbor ...................................................................... ..
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison,Kans ................. .......... ............ ............ ..........
50.00 ........... .
Sault de SteMarie, Mich ........................................................................... .
J e:tferson Barracks, M o ............................................................................ .

~t~~;;~~~t~;

; ; ; ;]: : ; :;: ;: ; ; ; : : ·: ;.:;; ; . ; ; ; ; ; ; ·; ; ; : ;

KennebecArsenal,Me.......... ..........

15. 00 ............................................. .

~~if~!~~li!1~~:!'alai~d:::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

WatertowuArsenal,Mass ........................................................................ ..
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. .............................................................................. .
Augusta Arsenal, Ga .............................................................................. .
Watervliet.A.rl!enal,N. Y .......................................................................... .
Rock Island Arsenal, lll........ ..........
35.00 ............................................. .
Springfield Armory, Mass ........................................................................ ..
U. S.legations at London, Paris,
Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna .................................................................... .
Total. .................. :

225.00

157.34 .................... ..

5.00

418.90

==

General depots.
New York,N. Y................
150.00
25.00
121.99 ........ ..
Philadelphia, Pa................
75. 00
30. 00 .. .. .. .. . .. .
. 50
Washington, D. C . ... . . . .. .. ...
150.00
65.20 ..•••. .•. •. .
12.14
Jeffersonville, Ind........................
382.92 .................... ..
SaintLouis,Mo ................
100.00 ................................. .
San Francisco, Cal...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
900. 00
Total.....................

475. 00

503.12

1, 021.99

12.64

4, 180.73

306.07
396.00
410.00
109.12
200.00
146.72
1,567. 91

75.00
16.00
1

4, 271.73
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations madejo1· the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Affidavits.

Shoeing.

Other
employes.

Office

furniture.

Deserters.

All expenses
not otherwise
enumerated.

...............................................................................................................................
$21.50 ••••..•....•.......•......•...••..••.•.•......••.•.•.•..••••••••...••.•.

........................................................................................................................................................
··········-- .. ·•····••·•••·· ·•••···••·•··· ....••.•.••... ..•.•. .•.....•
$7.50
10.00 .. -········· .. -- ............•• -- .... ------ -· .......•......•••• ---- ...•.•
•• ---- . - -- . - -.
$34. 66 ...•.......• -.
$80. 00 ..•...... - .. -- - .••.••.••...•.•

····--··2i."o<> ······--i7."65- :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ······-$6o."oo· ·······-··s9."oo·
...•• - • - - - - - - 12. 00 . - . - . - .. - - - - - - • • . • . . . • • . . • . . . ...•... - - •.• 5. 35
14. 50 ... - .• -•.• -...
$5. 00 -•...... - .... - ••.•.••.••.••...•.••••. - •...••
27.00 ---· ......•..... -· .••. ------ --···· .• -- .. -- ••...•..•.•...•.•.•.•••.•...•.
402.00

457.45

2.00
. 75

4.20

458.18

485.90

330.00

Total
amounts.

$211.10
116.45
2, 270.30
110.30
80.60
1, 172.70
785.46
1,414.93
4, 346.02
193.65
1, 847.45
1,483. 69
535.30
983.80

1, 135.50

41,041.79

1, 088.15
379.58

16,159.64
5, 974.25
1,060.45
904.50
2, 017.48
849.30
813.28
1, 535.76

============--1========1========1========1========1========

-----·-·······
43.55
-... -....... - - . - .. - . - - - - - . - .
--·····-······
170.10
-................ - ... - . - .. -.
-....... • • . . . .
. 75
2. 75

2. 75
2.00
4. 00
2. 75
54. 50
21. 25

218.60

337.93'
227.25 ·······-······
333. 13 .......... - .• 690. 00

.......•......
7.15 ....•...••..•.
5.00
. ...•. - - . - .. - . . ....•......• - . . • . • . • . . . • • • •
745. 00
.................•.......... -············· ·············-··
3. 00 -- . - . - ........... - ..... - -. -.
12. 88
.•... - •. -- -- -- .•. - --.- -- -. -- ..•.. - ..• - ..• 233. 19
674.06

234.40

690.00

-.............
47.12 ••.•.•.. --- .. 90. 00
41.13
...••..•...•..
22.50
74.30 ··········-···
474.93
-.-- -- - - --- --90. 25
495. 00
810. 00
22. 50
58. 00 --- .. - - • - -- - . 1. 00 - ..• - - - - ..... - .••••••••. -. - .. 67. 50
1. 50
2, 762.50
60. 00
7. 90
- - •....•• -- • . .
2. 25 -. - •.•.•. -. • • . . ... - •.••...• 62. 02

2. 75 ..•....••.•••..•.••.. ------- ··••····•··••· ···········--9. 50 -••••..•• -....
324. 12 - ........ -- .. 32. 65
21. 50 ..••...•• -. • • .
122. 50
1, 320. 00 .••.•......•• -

1. 50 ..••.•••••.••..•.•.•.••.•••.
6.00

2,463. so

44.00
31.70
26. so

29,314.66

10,777.95
5, 744.60
4, 585.41
2, 296.79
7, 213. 26
3, 962.18
1, 909.90
2, 024.50
2, 602.00
5, 200.32

5.00 ··········-··- .•.••••••••••••.

276.63
13.40

7. 50 ...•.. - ••..•.....•.....•.•...•••.•.•...•...••••••••••. ···-

28.50

.•••.••••...•..••••••••.. ··6. 50
. 50 --············ ...•....•.....
·•···• ... ---.4. 00 - ......••..•• 2.50 .......••....• ·········--··18. 00 - - ...•.•. -- . • . -..••. - . . . . . • .
19. 50 ...•...•• -- .•...•....•. -.•..
6. 93 ······•••··••· .••.••.....•..

......................... .......................

.......•...•.........••.•••...••••.••••.•••.
····•···•···•· .....•.....•...•.•••.•••••.•..
.•••.•.•..... - - ..••.... ·- ••. - ..•••••••••.••.
·····-······-- ..•........... -···············
60. 00
240. 00 .•••••••••.••••.
- .... - .... - .• 30. 00 .•.•••••••••••..
·············- ...........••..•.•••.••••.••..
64.40 .. .......................

7.50
124.40
50.80
359.70
426.50
197.15
314.93

157.29

451.91

175.93

137.00

715.48

4, 782.20

1, 260.65

868.27

48,568.33

12.00
31.00
4.00
12.25
22.00
]9.29

167.47
188.74
899.00
150.00
128.65
713.38

3, 636.80
148.02

600.00
420.00
360.00

267.81
1, 948.21

351.22
28.65
1, 395.00
1, 377.88
1, 278.00
15.50

4, 905.09
256.56
89.66
3, 027. OS
812.57
906.64

34,879.03
23,917.93
25,194.57
41,199.59
16, 631. 95
23,434.08

14,355.091

4, 446.25

9, 998.20

165,257.15

100.541

2, 247.24

98.74

..,_,. I
7, 861.15

--------·-·--·
1, 140.00
--------·---2, 520.00
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W A.R.

C.-Statement showing in

deta~l

the amounts expended from the varioua

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent ofPurDivision, department, and post. chase of
Quarterstools. 1 - - - - - , - - - - - - 1
Offices.
enFor offi- For
listed
cers.
men.

Storehouses.

Stables Adverand
tising.
grounds.

----1-----1----------

Department of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y .......... ---------- ......... -------------------- ............................... $124.68
New Orleans, La.............. . . . .. .. . .. $105. 00
$90. 00 $1, 290. 00 $1, 800. 00 ................ ..
Boston, Mass ............................................... 1,839.96
90.00 ................. .
Baltimore, Md .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
166. 67
96. 00
929. 17 .......................... ..
Buffalo. N.Y...............................................
750.00 ........................... .

:e~~~~~~~r~:~l~~~~y ~.".?.::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ..... :~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::

Jackson Barracks, La ............................................................................ ..
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ..............
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ........ . ............. --------- ......................................
Madison Barracks, N. Yo..................................................................
6.50
0

••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••• •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

0

~~~-\t~::o~av~~~~~~~:-~.: ::: ::::::::::::::::::: · -"i6.'7iJ<'ort Warren, Mass ............ $34.28 ......................................................... ..

·ao:oo·: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ·

li~i§;t:1't:: - ·: : : :- ::_: ••••- ·:•:••: :_:: : •: : ::••::I•:·• _::-•: $;·~: :~:·•~:
:-oo

Fort Wood, N.Y ........................................... ------Fort McHenry, Md ............
9. 50 .................... ----------- ........................... .
0

•••

.......................... ..

j~~~~~~;~~~t~:J:y=:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: --~~~~~-

~~~~
t:~~ri:~~ti~~:::::: :::: :::93.58
:i_: bb: :::::::::: ::·::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::~~:~~:
Fort Porter, N.Y..............
......................................................... ..
Fort Ontario, N.Y ................................................................................ .
Fort Niagara, N.Y........................................................................
4.13
Fort McPherson, Ga...........
69. 19
432. 00
314. 00 ..................................... ..
J<'ort Barrancas, Fla .............................................................................. ..
In the field ....................................................................................... .
Total....................

213.55

703.67

560. 00

4, 888. 82

1, 890. 00

$7. 50

242. 02

Division of the Missouri.
Headquarters. Chicago, Ill ................................. 15,222.00 3, 000.00 1, 650.00 ....... .
240. 00
32. 00
310. 00 ........................... .
J<'ort Sheridan, IlL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160. 00 . . . . . . . . . .
24. 00 ........................... .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

400. 00

32. 00

15, 55'6. 00

3, 000. 00

1, 650. 00 . - .... -.

Department of the Missouri.
Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo................................
402.00 .................... 470.41
Fort Leavenworth, Kans -----3.19
162.00 ..•.......
438.60 ........................... .
Denver,Colo ...................
11.00
800.00 .......... 1,120.00 .................... 14.70
Little Rock Barracks, Ark ...................................................... : ................. .
Fort Riley, Kans ............ . .......... ·····----- ................................................ .
Fort Lewis, Colo ................................................................................. ..
Fort Reno, Okla .................................................................................. .
Fort Logan, Colo.................................
86.50 ..................................... ..
Fort Supply, Ind. T .............................................................................. .
Fort Sill, Okla ................................................................................... ..
0

j~~~ g~b:o~~~~- ~

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Oklahoma City, Okla...................

76.00

5

g~!~-~2d~~aok!~::::::::::::: :::::::::

100.00

10.00

--~-------

................. .

~:~~ ·---~~--~~- ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::r::::::::

Fort Elliott, Tex ............... ~ ...................................................
Total....................

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr. . . .

14.19

1,659.26

240.63

j ....... .

1,970.60 .................... [ 485.21

===== ======== ===== -- - -- - - - - - -------I

203. 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .

,

9, 561. 00

0

502. 89

499. 99

147. 02

!illiT~t~~~]L_~: -~- 00. _. _ i_._ 00 .. ~! -~ l l lj_ ·:jU!.;:.::jjlj jOO L1[:\\j m:jjj_
_._I

3S3

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
I

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Plasterers.

Painters.

Other employes.

$1, 440. 00 - ... -- .. -- ... - ........ --

$720. 00

$2, 260. 00

Carpenters.

Masons.

............ ------------ ............ ............
1, 707.53
73. 00 -.. - .. -- -- .. -- .. -- .... -- .... -- .. -- -- .. -- -- .... --

· · · · -3o3: oo- :::: ~ : :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :::::: :: ::

-- .. -~~~--~~- -- -- !~:~~ ~~- :::::::::: :: :::::::: :: :: .~ .----~: ~ ~~-

-------- .. -- - ..... -- ............ ---- --- .. - .... -- .... ---- .. --

Cons!~ction !¥o~h~;~i::
repairs.

$17,730.05
499.99
15.35

$5.50

386. 82
7, 520. 31
1, 616. 24
2, 868. 08
2, 019. 99
11, 334. 79
4, 704. 27
1, 000. 00
18, 490. 13

- - -- -- -- - - -- ---------------- -- -- -- -- - - - -- -- -- -- -- -- --.------ -- -- - -- -- ---- -- ---6. 00
-------- -- -- --- .... -- -- .. --

3, 153. 41
12, 677. 50
2, 734. 50
9, 434. 50
2, 000. 00
5,865.17
2, 158. 38
719.37
69.8. 94
3, 180. 42
4, 896. 96
1, 596. 34
4, 175. 52

-- ---- -- -- - - - -- -- -- - -- - -- --- -- - .. - -- -- - ---- -- -- -- -- - . - .. -- -- - - -- - 24.36
- .... - -- - - .. -............. .
-. -- -- - -•- - - - -- ---- -- . - ----- -- -.-- -- -- --- -- ---- .. -- ----- .. --------

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: J:::::::::::: -----i.- t~r ~f :::::::::::: J
.... -~;~: ~~- :::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::::~~~-: ~~: :::::::~~ ~~: ~: H~j~ I::::::::::::::

...... -- .. -- ---- -- ------ - .. --- .. ---.. -- -- • -- -- . -- -- -- -- .. .. -- -- - -- -- -- ----- .. ----- ------ ------ --------- .. --- ... ---- -- ----- .. - -- -- .. -- ---- ....
.•... - .•.• -- ••••. - ............ -- . - ------------------------- ............
.... -. -- - .. - . - . - .. ---- -- -.--.- .. -- . ............ ............ ............

.. ------ ----- - -- -- - -- --- ------ ----- ---- ---- --- ... - -- -- -180.63
-- . - -. - .. - . ............

-- ...... ---- -- .. - -- -- ----- -- -- --------- -- -- -.. -- . - -- .. -.
............
-. -- -- . - . . . .
............

----··u:oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
2, 487. 09

375. 00 .. ----- .. -- -

1, 024. 54

4, 010.03

................................................................................................................
76.00 ····-·-·---- ------------ ------··· · ·· -----------76.00

129,136.87
3, 335.65
2, 921.95
41.80

35. 86

............................
72.00
56.00

128.00
6, 299.40
:··········· j··········-- ------------ ----------··1===1===
I

::::
:sio:oo:l:: ::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::"09:50: ::: :~~~:~~:
................................................................................................................

9, 428.00
23,025.35
447.24
2. 50
257.59
261. 00
3, 921.60
606.56

amTooutanlts.

enumerated.

...........................
10.25

.........................
. .......................
.........................
............................

$22,280.23
3, 78,1. 99
1, 9J5. 31
1, 191.84
1, 136. 82
7, 600.00
3, 323.77
2, 9H. 08
2, 019.99
11,637.79
5, 369.60
1, 000.00
18 566 84
' 34:28
1, 992.15
1, 000.00
3, 567. 22
1, 516.99
129. 65
3, 153.41
12, 677. 50
2, 744.00
9, 493. 00
2, 000. co
6, 098.66
2, 158.38
726.37
792.52
3, 204.42
4, 901.09
2, 411.53
4, 175.52
145, ?74. 95
2'3, 207.65
3, 575. 95
357.80
27,141.40

10,471.06
24,958.89
2, 392.94
2. 50
257.59
261.00
3, 970.70
693.06

------4o: oo · ------ ·1.-so- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1.60
..........................
:::::::::::: -- ---i2o."oo · ---- ·$3o:oo· :::::::::::: ------ 99."66- :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ------249:66
:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ::·:: :::::::::::: ·--- -- '7io: oo· :::::::::::::: · · ·· · ·896.-oo
35. 00 ------ .. ---- .. -- -- .. ---- .. --- .. ----- - --------- -175. 90 ---- ...... -- -.. -- ... - .. -50. 00 ---- .. -- ... - --- ..... -- -- -- ---- •••••• -- ...... -.--..
4. 00
685.00

177.50

245.99

114. 00 ---- ..... - .. ------- .. --.

30.00

2, 208. 60 -......... -- -.---.- .... .

709.50

33.00

270.21

130. 50
456.40

789. 20
151. 09

38,835.74

15.85

45,093.69

39,672.80
1, 226.02
50.50
63.74
996.00

189.68

50,776.69
1, 741. 51
250.00
63.74
3, 694.00

199.50

·::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: -----i; 047: 3o · :::::::::::::: ----a: 467: ao
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W .A.R.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the vat·ioua
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent ofDivision, department, and post.

PurQuarterschaseofl--------.-----1
tools.
enOffices.
For offi- For
listed
cers.
men.

Storehouses.

Adv-erSt!~~es tising.
grounds.

----1-----1----------

Department ofthePlatte-Con'd.

~~H~t~!~i~::~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

t~1i~~~f*~~~:E ::~:~::~: ::H:::: -:~:::::~~ :::~~~:f: :;:$;;::r:::E:r: .:·.: : •
Total . . . . .. ... . . . . .. • .. .. $203. 13 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 12, 544. 80

594.95

535.99 $147. 02

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.. 563.70 ••••••••...•••••.••..•••••..•...•••••.....•••..............
Fort Custer, Mont ..................................................... . ................. . ........ .
Fort Missoula, Mont .................••............................................................
Fort Keogh, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 50 ....... .
Fort Shaw, Mont ................................................................................. .
Fort Assinniboine,Mont .......................................................................... .
Helena, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550. 00
50. 00 .•.•..............
Fort Buford,N. Dak ......................................... . .................................... .
Fort Pern bin a, N. Dak ............................................................................ .
Fort Yates, N. Dak ...................•......................................................... . ..
Fort A. Lincoln, N. Dak ........... . .............. . ........................................ . ....... .
Fort Totten, N.Dak ... . ................•................... . .......................................
Camp Poplar River, N.Dak ..............................................•.........................
Fort Sully, S.Dak ...................•..•..•............................................ . ...........
Fort Randall, S. Dak ...............................................· ............................... .
Fort Meade, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 00 ....... .
Fort Bennett, S.Dak ...•...•.......................................................................
Fort Snelling, Minn............ . . . . . . • . .
$12. 00 .•••••..•..•••••••••..•••....•............•......
1

~~h;fi ;ldw~:~~~·.::.~~:::::::: ::::::::: ·---~~--~~- :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
Total....................

563.70

72.00 ··········

550.00

50.00

52.50 ....... .

= = =1====1= = = =1==== --------------- -----------

Department of Texas.

¥~::~~~;~~¥~~~~-~~~~~~·?:~~: ...~~: ~~ ..... ~~: ~~ ...!~~~-- ~~ ... ~~ ~~~: :~ .. ~~ ~~~: ~~ .. ~~ ~~~: ~~. -~~~: ~~.

Fort Brown, Tex............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180. 00 ...•...••....••...•.....•..............
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............................................... . ........................... .
Fort Hancock, Tex . . . . . . . • . . . .
51. 22 .•..•..•....•....•...•.....................................
Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
104. 00 ........•...................

~~~~~~;l!~T~~~~~-::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ····s4."oo· ::::::::

~§~~ji~~jg,; ~;::~: ::: ::~ ~ ::::: :::: ::~::: :; :;is: ~o; ::~: ::::::: ::; ~:': ~ :::: ~ ~: ::: :~ ~ :~::

CampPenaColorado,Tex...... ....•.... ..........
53.67 ..•...........•........................
- - - - - - - --------1- - - - -1· - - - - -1·-----Total ....... .•.. .. ..... ..
84.92
36. 50 1, 2~8. 67
1, 420. 20 1, 200. 00 3, 136. 63 188. 45

Department of California.
Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . • . . . . • . . .
24. 00 10, 024. 00 • • • • • • • • • .
903. 00 ..•.•••.
Fort Gaston, Cal. .....••.........•....•...•..................•.................................•...
Fort Mason, Cal .................•....•....•••...............•••••••••........•....................
Fort Bidwell, Cal ........................••..........•....•...••....••.•............•..............
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ................•...........................•.........................
Alcatraz I sland, CaL .............................................................................. .
San Diego Barracks, Cal....... . . . . . . . . . 2, 073. 40 . . • • . . • • • •
825. 00
75. 00 ....••....•.•••.••
:Benicia Barracks, CaL. . . . . . . . .
50. 00 •...•.••.....••••....••...•••...•..••...•..•...••...•......
.Angel Island, Cal. ................................................................................ .
Total....................

50.00

----1-----1- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - 2,073.40

24. 00

10, 849. 00

75.00

903. 00 - - - . -- ..

Department of Arizona.
Headquarters.Los Angeles, Cal.
83. 91
759.17 .••••••• •.. 6, 738. 50
45. 00
451. 67
15. 20
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .......................................................................... .
San Carlos, Ariz ......•••.....................................•.•..........•.......................
Fort Huacbuca,.Ariz .••..••••....•.•.••...•..........•.••......•.•••••....•.•••.......•............
Fort Thomas,

Ariz............. .... ..... ... ....... .......... ..................................... ..
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriationB made for the Quartm·master's Department, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS,

Carpenters.

Masons.

Plasterers.

Painters.

Other em- !Construction All expens.es
Total
ployes.
and repairs. n~~~~~~~d~ amonnts.

.
$275.83
300.00

$666.66 ...................... ..
173,25 ...................... ..

$480.00
437.50

$1,517.71
1, 330.10
495.13
2, 199.68

1, 504.40

48,598.98

$389.18

68,535.96

31,696.66
5, 633.55
30.69
1, 533.06

849.39

33,279.75
8, 595.77
617.69
2,453. 46

$1.793. !54
2,476. 76
1, 405.88
2, 570.68
248.86
47.00

3, 030.42

953.91 ........... .

$33.00

.. -.- ........... -- .. -....... ------- ..... -- •••• -170. 00
1, 384. 94
81. 28 .. -.. - --- - .. .. .. - .. - .. ..
1, 496. 00
221.00
301.00 ............
65.00 ........... .
807.40
40.50 ............
70.00 .......... ..

·--·· ·36:oo· ·----· si32 · :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·----- ·2o5: oo · :::::::::::::: ------323:32
· ·- · ·79o: i3 · ·· ·· · ·i5: oo · ··· ·$i5o: oo · · ·· · · ·4i: iiii · :::::::::::: · · ·· ·2; ii2i: 4o · :::::::::::::: 3, 600.00
017.53
161.10
661.61

322.00 ............ ............
120.00
75.00 ............ ------------ ............

110.00 ............. .
164.44 ............ ..

713.10
901.05

-----224: 59· :::::::::::: ..... ios: 5o· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ....... iis: oo · :::::::::::::: ...... 446: o9
26.00 ............ ............ ............ ............ .............. ..............
............ ............ ............ ............
1,667.43
3,758.29 ..............

26.00
5,475.72

· -·i; o2o: iio · :: : :::::: : :: ::: ::: ::: ::: : :::: : : :: :: : · · · ·· ·s7: 33 · ·· · · ·i; 333: s5 · ·· · · · · · ·ii: oo · · · -·2; 464: is
............ ............ ............ ........ . ... ............
5, 332.77

917.10

253.50

176.00

3,540. 76

1, 413.00

95.00 -------------46,699.94

860.39

35,653.82
390.00

9.50

50.00 .......................... ..

...............................................................................................................................................
............ ............ ------------ ............ ............
763.81 ............. .
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ..............
48.00 .

155.00
59,068.66
43,763.80
390.00 .
180.00
50.00
51.22
104.00
763.81
102.00

..... i45:85. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......42.'5o· :::::::::::::: ........aii:oo· ...... ass."5o
53.67
1,558.00 ................................... .

92.50

36,807.63

93.50

45,847.00

10,951.00

------6i:5o· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ......2i:oo· :::::::::::: -----4;s77:i7. :::::::::::::: ·--·4;959:67
15,267.84 ............ ..
4,505.31 ............. .

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·····a: 64o: 66 · ::::::::::::::
61.50 ....................... .

21.00 .......... ..

28,290.98

........................................................................................................................

12,784.57
1, 651.28

943.71 .............................................. ..

42,347.88
369.07

1,104.03 ............. .

W.A.E 91-VOL 1--25

15.267.84
4, 505.31
2, 973.40
3, 690.66

21,247.09
2, 594.99
1,104.03
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the va1·ious
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent ofDivision, department, and post.

PurQuarterschase of 1 - - - - . , - - - - tools.
enFor offi- For
listed
cers.
men.

Offices.

Storehouses.

AdverSt:~~es tising.
grounds.

----1-----1-----------

Department of A.rizona-Cont'd.
Fort McDowell, Ariz .................................................. --·--····- ................. .
Fort Apache, Ariz ......................................................................... ----·-··
Fort Verde, Ariz ........................ -·-····· .................................................. .
Fort Mojave, Ariz ................................................................................ .
FortBo"\vie,Ariz ................................................................................. ..
FortLowell, Ariz .............. $129.38 ......................................................... ..
FortGrant,Ariz ........................ ---------· ................................................ .
Santa Fe, N. Mex . . .. . . . . . .. .. .
81. 95
$170. 00
$598. 65
$486. 39 ........................... .
FortSelden, N.Mex ................................................... ---·------ .......... ----·---

~~aii~~t~::~~::::~

Total ....................

:::y· r:~::::- ::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
304.53

929.17

598.65

7,224.89

$45.00

$451.67

$15.20

Department of the Columbia.
Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash ................. --------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ................•.
Portland, Oregon..............
18.90 ...••..... .......... 1,376.00
720.00 ................. .
Fort Spokane, Wash .................... ----·----- .......... ---·------- ........................... .

~~~~~~~r·~ii~~w~~b.·:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: --··uo:oo· :::::::::: .... 2o:oo·

::::::::

Fort Townsend, Wash ............................................................................ .
30. 00 ............................................... ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho.......... . . . . . • . . .
Fort Sherman, Idaho .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
16. 00 ..................................... ..
In the :field ....................................................................................... ..
TotaL--------------···-

1K90

30_00

i6.00

I 1,616.00

720.00

I

2<l-OO --------

Independent poBtB.

~I~!{:?n~=~:~~~~~i~~~:::: :::~i:~~: :::::::::: ::::~~:~~: ::::~~~:~~: ::::::::):::::::::: ::::::::
HotSprings,Ark ................................................................................. .

~~~\:Siies)~~d~N::Y:E:~~b~~:::: ... 3i:7i. :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: "3i:iio·

Willets Point,N. Y. Harbor............................................................... 80.40
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison,Kans .................................................................................... .
Sanlt de St. Marie, Mich....................................
270.00 .......................... ..
Je:fi'erson Barracks, Mo.------ .................... --------- ....................................... .
U. S.Powder Depot, N.J ......................................................................... ..
:Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
Minn ................................. ---------- ................................................ .

~~~~~FJ:d~::::~i,1e:.~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::!::::::::

Kennebec Arsenal, Me .................. ---------- ................................................ .

~tlfJ~~~{f~~.r.,~:::::: :~ : : :

t::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::~:: : : : : : : : : : : :.

~~~~~;~!A.~~:~a?,N.'.Y:::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
Rock Island Arsenal, ill ......................................................... ·---·--·-- ....... .
SpringfieldArruory,Mass ............... ---------- ............................................... ..

U. S.legationsatLondon, Paris,

Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna ................... ---------Total .............. ------

72.71 ......... .

92. 00

1, 212.26 ........................... .
1, 782. 26 .. - ............... -- 1 112. 30

Yo:~:~~~~~~:~~-.......

New
89.14 ---------383.59 ............•••.••••• 1, 350.00 I....... .
Philadelpbia,Pa ............................................ 2,150.04 .......................... ..

J!fi!~~~~~W_~;in~-:: ::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: __ -~~~: ~~- ::::::::::: :::::::::: _~~-~::: ~~- --~~: ~~.
St.. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

99. 10 . . • • . . • • . . . • . • • . • • • . 15, 400. 08 . . . . . . . • . . 1, 080. 00
36. 75
9, 999. 96 1, 699. 09 ................ ..

San Francisco, CaL--.......... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .
TotaL...................

188. 241--.... .... .

642. 59,27, 550. 0811, 699. 09

4, 307. 63

86. 41
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iatiunfl made for the Qum·tm·maBtm-'8 Department, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Carpenters.

I
J....

Masons.

Painters~

Plasterers.

Other
employes.

Construc~ion
and reparrs.

:0¥
~~e~~fs~
enumerated.

amToountalts.

$753: oo·j:::: :::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: -.. ·$5; 567.-9i- :::::::::::::: ---$6; 32o: 9i

............ 1--- ..................... ------------ -----------· -------------- .............. -----------. . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 100.4.7

$309.00

$180.00 ........... .

$177.00

3, 272. 37 . 1, 014.. 00
174.38
490. 97
$1,222-.74
25.00 .............................................. ..

6, 094.55

1, 323.00

351.38

I

70.00

670.97

1, 222.74

52.50

156.00
11.00

40. 00 -- .. -- - .. - ..

40. 00

1-- ..... --- --

57.00 ....................... .

127. 00

52.50

167.00

398.83
669.82
161.70
1, 783.24

............. .
............ ..
............ ..
..•....••.....

398.83
799.20
1, 928.17
3, 120.23

3, 849. 27
2, 698.70
49.50
501.00

$14.67

10,038.40
2, 732.99
49.50
501.00

31,219.85

383.74

80,835.34

5, 768.66 ..........................
8, 348.19
36.75
1, 507.34 ........................
394.44 ..........................
571. 35 .........................
598.00 -------------2. 203.88 -------------2, 263.59
23.00
21,655.45

59.75

6, 047.1G
10,499.84
1, 518.34
394.44
928.35
598.00
2, 233.88
2, 302.59
24,522.60

269.80 ..........................
1, 672.99 ...........................
3, 815.59 ............................
138.45 ------·------3, 119.38
47.19
7, 720. 03 .. .........................
3, 439.26 .............................

269.80
2, 453.02
3, 981. 59
175.95
3, 166.57
7, 811.14
3, 519.66

. . . ' .- - ...... -- ..........................••......•...•............... -.. . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . .
650.01 ............ ............ ............
42.00
4,605.53 ..............

270. 00
5,297.54

16.10
62.05
172.21
137.67 . ... . .. .. .. .
75. 00 ......... --.
50. 00 ... -..... - ........ - -- - . ............ ............ ............ ............
37.50
27.50 .......... ..

---·--------1--· ·-----·-- ----·------- -···----------·------·-- ---·--·------- ............
169. oo 1
96. oo ...... _.. _..
31. 06
121. oo
403. 50 ...... _.... _..

r' ................................. ..

820. 56

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::::i~~ ~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::::i~~ ~~
1, 212,26
1, 066.221

940. 50
............
............
56. 99
45. 00
1,080.80
2,123. 29

233.67

25,220.53

47.19

29,014.09

.. . .. . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. • • ..
651. 50
366. 00
............ ............ ............
315.00
............ ............ ............
561.66
. .. . . . • .. . . . .. .. .. . .. • . .
200. 62 ........... .
.. .. .. .. .. ..
5. 50 .. .. .. . .. .. .
325. 00
.............................................. ..

1, 800.18
1,495. 51
8, 125.95
728.29
17,106.04
159.49

216.57
99.90
31.90
233.56
374.56

5, 797.48
4, 060.45
10,905. so
1, 219.46
34,097.47
13,313.90

······---·--1

29,415.46

956.49

69,394.56

50.00

5.50 1

74.66 1

852.151

262.55

1, 567.66
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended jt·om thtJ variov•
CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

Purchase
Division, department, and post. of cavalry
and
artillery.

HOSPITALS.

All ex-

Advertising.

~~h!~!,.fs~t
enumer·
ated.

Total
amounts.

Extra
duty.

Advertising.

Depa1·tment of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Isl·
,
and, N.Y ........................................................................................ .
NewOrleans,La ......••.•.•................ ···--------- ...••. ··-··· .••••..... . .......•...••••••••
Boston, Mass_ ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . .
$820. 00 . . • . . . . . . . • .
$10. 00
$830. 00 . . • . . • • • • . . ••••••...
Baltimore, Md .................................•••.•••...•••••.•.•...•.••......•....•••••.••••••••••

;:;~r~r~~~~i:.~~~~:~~::::

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Jackson Barracks, La ...............•.•.... -.........................•...•••.•....•••••...•••••••..
St. Fra,ncis Barracks, Fla ..................•..•..•••.•••.•............•.•.•••.......•••••.•••••...•.
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ......•.................•..••.••....•....•••••••.......••.•.•••••••••..
Madison Barracks, N.Y ...................................••••••.......••..••....•••.•••••••••••...

~~~~t~~~o!aV!~~~~ -~:-:.::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
Fort Warren, Mass .................•...........•..•..............•.....••.......•••.•.••••••••.•.••
i~~~¥~~~~~~c~~~::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ...$i4."oo· ::::::::::

Fort Adams. R. I ..........................................•.......................................

~~~~1~:t1t;:~t.:;::::::::::: :::::::::~::

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~~~t:2~ :~ :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: : :~ ~: : .: :[ ~- ~ : : :~ ~ [: ~ ~ : : }!!::::
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::~::::::::::

1ru
~~~~ !~rf::::::::

!!!- !! !!.! !!l!

Fort Barrancas, Fla ...............•.••.•............•...••••............................•....•..•••
In the field . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......••
TotaL .........•.•........

820.00 ........... .

10.00

830.00

14.00 ·······-··

Division of the Missouri.

:t: : : :

Headquartrrs, Chicago, ill ........................................................................ .

Forts!::~·:~:::::::::::::: ::::::::: ]:: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::

H~:::.::::, o;t~:o:i:,s::~

.. ...•.•••.•.

-I· ....................... -........ -........:.. ·'· ........ .

Fort Leavenworth, Kans ....................................•.................................•....

~~f~~Ef~~~~~~ ~~~: : : : : : : : J: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : <: : : : : :~;:i~:

tia fi.~~~(<::j;;;;:: ;;;;:·:;;;;;; ::;:;:;;;;:; ;:;;:;:;;;;: ;:;;:;:;: ;; ::::;;_:;};;:;;; ;;
Fort Crawford, Colo ...........................•..............................................•.....
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .................................•.........•.•....•............•....•..•.•......
Oklahoma City, Okla ..•.............•........•.................•..................•....•...••••....
Guthrie, Okla .............•..................................•.•...................•...•.......••.•
Camp Wade, Okla ....................................................................••..•.•.•••.•.
J<'ort Elliott, Tex ........•...... 1••••••••••••.....•••••••••••.•..•.••••••••••.••...•••••••••••••••••.
TotaL . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

52. 00

11. 70

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters, Omaha, N ebr . . . . 23, 029. 70
$129. 49 . . . • . • • • • • • . 23, 159. 19 . . . • . • . • • .
27. 08
Fort Robinson, N ebr ..............................................................•..•..••.••...•••

~~a i~S?.lt.WF~~:
: : : :~ ~~~~~: :j j: :~ ~j ~j :j~: :::::::::::: :: ~jm:::\:~~~~ ::~f~~mm
Wyo..................................
ll'<11tMcKinney,

138.40

138.40

L._ ................. '
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·op1·iations made for the Quartm·mastm·'s DepaTtment, etc.-Continued.
HOSPITALS.

Masons.

Uonstruc~ion
~ :0¥ :~ens!'ls I
Purcha~e
- • "P"""· ••...;.";:l~l amo=t•.l•f mater>al.

Laborers.! Other em-

1

CLOTHING.

Total

ploy••·

• . •••• _•• _. ______ • _•••.. __ . _•• __ •• _
. • . . •• •• . . . . . • . • . ••• . . . . . . . . •• . . . . •.

$26. 71
$15. oo
194. 06 - - -•. . .... -. . .

Manufac-

tore.

I........................

$41. 71
194. 06 i -• -• • • • • . • • • . •••••..••••

. ::::::::::::~:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::::::::::::

68. 50

389. 00 I 14, 402. 16 ......... . .. I

13, 930. 66

1====1====1====1

61.00

i

:::::::::::r :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ::::::1:::::::::::::·,:::::::::·:: ::~~::·:r:·::::::::
I

1'~~~: ~g I"I......53i." 00. i: i~~: ~g :: :: :::: :::: ........ i." 00

::::::::::::!::::::::::::I::::::::::::

:: :: :::: :: :::: :::: :: :: :: :::: :: :::: ::I .....~·-~:~:-:~- :: :::::::::::: ...~·-~~~:-:~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::
:::::::::::: :::::::::::l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~-: ~~: :::: ~ ~: ~ ~~-~~~I~~:~~~~-:~~: :::::: : :::: ::::::::::::
:::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ·····iss: oo·1:::::::::::: :: :::::::::::::: ·····2o7: oo · :::::::::: :: :: ::::::::::

••••••·••••• •••••••.••.••••••••••••• !•••••.••.•.......••••••••••• ••••••···• ·• ····••···•·· .•...•..••••

: :::

J:: : : ~:~;f :~: :~:~~ ~ ~:.::::::~:IT: ~:: ~::: ~:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

~: ~~~ ~ ~~ ~: ~: ~~: ~ ~~ ~~:::: ~:
. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

155. oo

I

I

.:::::::!!!!/!!!!:::.:::: :::::::::...r:::

4, oo3. 16

i

I

539. oo

::1:~ ::::::::::

4, 760. 86 . . __ . _.....

.

I

:~ ;~:~:~ ......:~.~.(~;~: ::I: : :

·I

1. oo

.

66'!' : ::::::::::::
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W A.R.
C.-Statefnent show·ing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the 1'a1·ious
CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

Purchase
Division, department, and post. of cavalry
and
artillery.

Total
amounts.

enumerated.

HOSPITALS.

Extra
duty.

Advertising.

Department ofthePlatte-Con'd.
Fort Washakie, Wyo ..........•....•...••........•.•....•.•....•................••.••..••..•••••••.
Fort DuChesne, Utah ............................................................................. .

: : : .:

t~~~ji~~~~~~~;:: :~ ~: ~: i: ,: :::: ~ ~: :: ~: :::: ~: .. :. ~- :::: ~: .. ~:.' :. ~: :::: ~: ·: :::::: ~~ .
TotaL •....•.......•...... $23,029.70

Department of Dakota.

$129.49

$138. 40

$23, 297. 59 . -----.-..

$27. 08

1=======1========1========1=======!=======1======

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.. . 16, 896. 00
61. 64
165. 00
17, 122. 64 ..•.•..•...•...•.•..
Fort Custer, Mont ................................................................................. .
Fort Missoula, Mont ..•............................................................................

~~~~f:~~~·~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Fort Assinniboine, Mont .......................................................................... .
Helena, Mont ...................................................................................... .
FortBuford,N.Dak ............................................................................... .

i~~~ l~~~¥oi!f.~:~:: ~~:::I::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

:Fort Totten, N.Dak ........... · [·· ................................................................. .

1Hi~f~1.]~~:!it~ ~;~: : : :~ ~: ~ :~1: :::::::::: :~:::::::::: :~ :;.~..~ :::::;~: ~:
i ::

Total.. ................... J 16,896.00 !

Department of Texas.

61.64

165.00

43.78

35.00

17,122.64

30.00

........ ..
1

I

Headquarters,SanAntonio,Tex. ! 10,750.00

10,828.78 .....••..•

57.25

i~H~ll~~:~:f~~;~~~::~::::::r:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

ii~,I~~!~[: :~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ !~ : ~ ::::::::~:: !!:::: : ;;':!: :~: ::::::::
::::::1:: ::

TotaL....................

10, 750. 00

:: ::::

43. 78

35. 00 1 10, 828. 78

22. 49

57. 25

Department of California.

I

-

Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . ..
9, 082. 75
150. 60
100. 00
9, 333. 35 ................... .
Fort Guston, Cal. ................................................................................. .
Fort Mason, Cal .................................................................................. .
Fort Bilhvcll, Cal ................................................................................. .
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL .................................................................... .
Alcatraz Island, Cal .............................................................................. .
1

t~i~~ifa~;~;:~.kc~f.~ . ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
Angel Island, CaL ................................................................................ .
Total . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..

9, 082. 75

150. 60

J

100. 00

I'

9, 333. 35 .......... ' ......... .

n,:.:=.~::~:::·cru .................... J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~~~~!i~~lG:H::: i:::i:i.:_i: .::::::i:. :l.. ::.....::f:ii::::::...:::::::..: : : : :~
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
CLOTHING.

HOSPITALS.

Masons.

Laborers.

Other em- Construc~ion :c;~l ~t}fe~~fs~
Total
Purchase
ployes.
and reparrs. enumerated. amounts. of material.

.······------ ------···--- -----·-·····

$13.30

99.00

112.30

$254. 02 - - -- •• - •••• - ••
175. 00 - • - - - - • - - - -- --

Manufacture.

$254. 02 - - - - ••••• - • - - - - ••.••••••
175. 00 . - .. - - . • . • . . . .• - - - - - -- ••

5, 529.69

$23.43

5, 580.20

$660. 35 - - - - - - - - - - ••

1, 922.37
275.00

12.04

1, 934.41

257. 52 -.-- .••. -- ••

275.00

8.00 ........... ·..•

8.00 ----·--·---· ·----- --·-··

$73. 00 -..•... - . . . . . • . - -.. - - ..... - -

86.30 ------·---·- ·-··-----;·•

6.08

212. 71 - - -- - - .•• - •...
63.75 ·----··--·---138. 52 - - • - - - - - - - ... -

212. 71 . ----.-- .. -- -- -.. - -. - .. 63.75 ------·--··· -· -- -·-·---·
144.60 ------ ·--- -- ---.---- -· --

344.09

22.00 -----···-·-- .
172.00 ···-·-·····---

22.00 ······--·--- -----------·
615.09
9. 85 ........... .

2.10
46.00
324.83

2.10
46.00
354.83

423.17

3, 187.28

12.04

3, 764.79

72.00

7, 912.36
48.00

33.00

8,074.61 ....................... .
48. 00 ........... - --- - -- -- ---.

267.37 ----------··

:: :::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: -· -· -- -269: 5o- :: :::::::::::: ·- ·- -269: 5o· :: :::: :::::: ---- --$io: oo
:: :::::::: :: :::::::::::: :: :::::::::: · · · · ·- -io6:7s- :::::::::::::: ---- ·ioa:7s- :::: :: :: :::: :: :: :: ::::::
- - - - - - - - . - - - . - - • - - - - - .. - - . - - ... - - - . - •. - - • - •.. - - . - . - . -.. - ..••• - • .

13. 00 - . - - - - - - - - . . - . - .. - ... - - •

- - ...... - . - 12. 00
183. 99 . - .•..• - - - - - - - - - - - •• - ••...••
$10. 00 .. -- •• -- -- . - ....... - . --.
14. 00 -............ .
---·-------- ···-····-···
4.50 .......................... ..

195. 99 -..... - - •. - - .••. - - ...•••
33.49 ··-·····--·· ·-···--···-·
4. 50 -· -· -· .......... ---- ·-··

10.00

12.00

260.49

• 8, 350.64

33.00

8, 745. 87 -- ... ----.- .

10.00

1. 00

498. 00 - .. -. - - -. -- - - 262.78 ····--·-···-··

498. 00 - - - - - - - - . - - 2. 00
262. 78 - - •••. - - • - - - - - - - . - - - - - .•

3.00

3. 00

39.00

760.78

3.00

763.78

39.00

753.75
298.75

• 20

329. 23 . - .. - ... -- - - - -

3. 00

753. 95 -.- ........ - -- ---- -- -- ••
298. 75 ---. -•.•.•. - -- ---- -- -- .•
329. 23 .. - ••...•• - - - - ......... .
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement 8howing in detail the amount8 expended from the various
CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES,

Purchase
Division, department, and post. of cavalry
and
artillery.

HOSPITALS.

All ex-

Advertising.

~~h~~~i~:
enumerated.

Total

amounts.

Extra.
duty.

Advertising,

Department of Arizona-Cont'd.
Fort Apache, Ariz ............................................................................... ..
Fort Verde, Ariz .................................................................................. .
Fort Mojave, Ariz ................................................................................ .
Fort Bowie, Ariz ................................................................................. ..
Fort Lowell, .Ariz ................................................................................ ..
l<'or.t Grant, Ariz ................................................................................. ..
SantaFe,N.Mex ................................................................................. .
Fort Selden, N.Mex ............................................................................. ..

~~H~~~~~~~e:~:::::::::

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~!~~-~~~: ::::::::::

Fort Stanton, N.Mex ............................................................................ ..

n.,::~;::; ~ ~;,~,;:;~...

............ .......... ·t·.... .................. st. n

Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash .. .. . .. .. .. . .. • .. $4, 970. 00
$95. 06
$3. 00
$5, 068. 06 .... • .............. .
Portland, Oregon ................................................................................ ..
Fort Spokane, Wash ............................................................................. ..

~~~~~~~r·~i~--w~~b::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Townsend, Wash ........................................................................... ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho..........................................................
31.50 ......... .
Fort Sherman, Idaho ............................................................................ ..
In the :field ........................................................................................ .
Total....................

Independent poBtll.

4, 970.00

95.06

3.00

5, 068.06

31.50 ......... .

1=======1======1=======11======~1=====!1 =====

West Point, N.Y .................................................................................. .

ft~~t~~~;;~:fu ~: : : :;~:; :: : : ~ ~ ~ ~:·:~~~~~ ~m~: : : :~~- ~m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : :::~;:

Willets Point, N.Y. Harbor ...................................................................... .
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans .................................................................................... .
Sault de St. Marie, Mich ........................................................................... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .. .................................................................... - .... -.
U.S. Powder Depot, N.J .......................................................................... .
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
Minn ........................................................................................... ..
ColumbiaArsenal,Tenn .......................................................................... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa ...................................................................... -- .. - ..
Kennebec Arsenal, Me ............................................................................ .

fn i~~!:~ru:r.A;~:~J,i~<i:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::~:::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

1

Watertown Arsenal, Mass ......................................................................... .
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. .............................................................................. .
Augusta Arsenal, Ga ............................................................................. ..
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y ...................................................................... -.- ..
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill. .......................................................................... .
Springfield Armory, Mass .................................................................. - ...... .
U. S. legations at London, Paris,
Berlin, St.Petersburg,Vienna ..................................... ···----·"--· .................. ..
Total .................... .

892.50 ....................... .

892.50 ......... .

36. so

General depotll.
New York, N.Y................
1,497.15
48.60 ............
1, 545.75 ................... .
Phihtdelpbia, Pa .................................................................................. ..
Washington,D.C..............
1,999.00
47.74 ............
2,046.74 .................. ..
Jeffersonville, Ind ................................................................................ ..
St.Louis, Mo ................... 93,307.50
146.99
2,055.57
95,510.06 ................... .
San Francisco, Cal. ................................................................................ .
Total.....................

96, 803. 65

243.331

2, 055.57

99,102.55 ................... .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
CLOTHING.

HOSPITALS.

Masons.

Laborers.

:;-£

Other em- Construc~ion
~[£e~~:fs~ Total
ployes.
and reparrs. enumerated. amounts.

$402.50

170.59

573.09

............ .•..••..•••• •.•.•..•.••.
• • - - • - • - - •• - .. - • - • - - •• - • - - . - - . - - - - - .

Purchase Manufacof materiaL
ture.

$402. 40 - ••••••• --- •• -

$804. 90 - • -- ••••• - - - - - •• - - - - - - - -

72.79 ..•.••.••.....

72.79 ············ ........... .

61. 76 - - - . - - - -- - -- - 453. 06 - • - -- - - -- - - - - -

232. 35 .. - .• - - . -- - - . . ...... - - . 504.17 .. -- .................. --

2, 371.74

$0.20

2, 996. 14 . - - - - . -.. - . . . . - - -... - ...

27.13 ------·------812. 10 - - - - - - - - - -- - • 552. 00 - - - - - - - - • -- - - -

27.13 ....................... .
812. 10 •• ------ ...... -.--.--.-552. 00
$25. 00 ... - - .... - •.

172.70 ...•..••....•.
231. 62 - - - . - -- - - .. - - .

172.70 ....................... .
263. 12 •••.•.. - - .. - . - ... - .. - . - -

:: :: :: :: :: ::I:::: :: :::::: :: :::::::: :: .......~:~--~~. :::::: :: :::: :: .--.-~:~--~~. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
------······1------·-···· ............

2,416.05

...............

2,447.55

25.00 ........... .

$9.00
33.55
4, 543.99
1, 121.95
687.40
699.50

:::::::::::::::::::::::: ·--i;5i2:i5. ··--·a:oai:s4· ::::::::::::::
- • - •• - •.. - - - •• - . - . - . - .. - •• - .. - - . - - - .
............ ............ ............
•••.•••••••..•••. -- ---- .•••.. ----.--

1, 112. 70
6. 00
687.40 ..•.••••...•..
699.50 - ••••••••..• --

. - - •.••••••• - - - .. - •.•••.•• - . - - - .. - - . . - - .. - - .. - . - . - .••••••• - • - - • - - - - . - -- -- - - .

41, 898. 78

79. 39

....................................................................................................................................................................................
.••.•••.••.. ............ ............

120.17 ..............

120.17 ...................... ..

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::::::::::::

1, 512.15

5, 651. (l1

!

6.00

7, 206. 56

41,898.78

88.39

..................................................................................................................................... -----····--·

............ ............ ............ . .. .. .. ....... . ............. ............

945,586.72

135,919.21

590.59 1,085,520.32

1 160,672.80

:~~:~~ ~~~ ~~ ~ :~~:~~ :::~~r~:~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ :::::: :~ii: i~: :::::: ::~~~#: :::::~i~ ~: ::~J::~~::~: : :~~;;i:;;
------·----- --·--··-----1------------1

523.10

1

67.49

1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the various
CLOTHING.

Division, department, and post. Advertising.

Clerks.

NotothInspec- erwise
.
Other
Total
tors. enumer- Reparrs. employes. amounts.
a ted.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Department of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y.........................................................
$9.00 .••.•.•••.
New Orleans, La ...................................................................... .
Boston, Mass ..........•......•.........................................................
Baltimore, Md ......................................................................... .
Buffalo, N.Y .......................................................................... .

::e~~:~t;3~r~::~:~~¥?.:.~:::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ··$i2."5o· ---~~~~~- ::::::::::

Jackson Barracks, La ...............·.................................................. .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ............................................................. .
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ......................................................... .
Madison Barracks, N. Y .............................................................. .
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y ... :.---------...................
33.65
3.65 ...•....•.
Fort Monroe, Va ...................................................................... .
Fort Warren, Mass............. .. .... .. . .. ...... .. .... ..... ...... .. .
17.00 ...••.....
Fort Preble. Me ....................................................................... .
Fort Trumbull, Conn........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00 ..•.•••...
Fort Adams, R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 00 ..••..•...

~~~~I~;~~I:~i.:;::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: i--5~:~~- ::::::::::

Fort vVood, N.Y ...................................................................... .

j~~:~~~~;r:i\~~fly:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~:::::

Fort \Vadswortb, N.Y..............................................

j~~~ :~~a~~'MIYf~~~ ::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::

~!:~~

50.00 ..•.......

ii: ~~ ::::::::::

Fort Mackinac, Mich ................... . .............................................. .
]'ortPorter, N.Y...................................................
7.50 .....••...
Fort Ontario, N.Y .................................................................... .
:Fort Niagara, N.Y ................................................................... .
Fort McPherson, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. 00 . . . . . • . . . .

~~h~fi~1a~~~~·.:.~~:::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::1--·~:~ ~~ · ::::::::::
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

42. 50

$9.00

69.00
12.50
17.00
20.00
33.65
17.00
14.00
12.00
51.00
2.00
51.00
51.00
34.00
50.00
14.00
22.00
7.50
15. 00

--··· ~:~ ~~-

415. 15 ......... .

518.65

¥~:t~~:~:J!!,
r~~~~~~:·.~~::::: :::::::::.:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::
Do .............................................................................. .

5, 208.33

Division of the Missouri.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-----1

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 5, 208.33
=========i

H:;:;:::::.o~t~hL:::,s::i~-.

~---.-I-.----.- ... --.- .. --....... -......... -..

--.---.-- .•. ----- .. -..
FortLeavenwortb, Kans ....................................... :...
9.00 ......•...
10.00
Denver, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15. 40 . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • .
15. 40
Little Rock Barracks, Ark ....................................................................... .

~~;1 m~,~t~•

:•· :_-:_ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : •_::::::.t::~:;: : : •••••• :::::~m

l<'ortSill, Okla ..• .................................................................................
Fort Crawford, Colo .............................................................................. .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .............................................................................. .

&~l~~-Y~ao~~~r. ~~~~::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::

:::::::::::

Camp Wade, Okla ................................................................................ .
Fort Elliott, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
TotaL....................

15.40 ...................

----~---- 1

51.25 ..........

-~

Department of the Platte.

¥~:f~~ti!~~~.~~t~a~~~~-r_:::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: .... !~~~~- ----~~~~~~
j~~~~~~h~:~~t~:::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::

Fort Niobrara. Nebr .............................................................................. .

i~;~~c~~iJ.l~;t~~~:::~::: ::::::::1::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::~:~~: ::::::::J ~:::::~-:~~~
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·op1·iations made for the Quavtermastm·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE .ARMY.

Shooting
Hospital
Rail.
Water.
galleries
stewards'
and ranges. quarters. 1 - - - - - - , - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - ; - - - - - 1 Expressage.
Passc11gers.
Freight. Passengers.
Freight.

Wagon.
Freight.

$8. 10 ..•......•....•..... :. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .
$60. 00
. •• • • • . •. . . •
$49.30
$2, 520.01
$6, 605. 66
$36. 50
$2,110. 62
$0.25
1, 170.75
1, 505. 43
. •• . ••. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .
1, 072. 37
12. 00
1, 001. 58 . . . . . . • . . . . .
706. 40 .
14, 956. 62
5, 931. 86
845. 75
336. 91 . . . . . . • • • . . .
2, 206. 92
. • • •. . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • • • .
1, 229. 67 . . . . . • . . . . . .
561.65
. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • •
869.90
1, 397.56
725. 75
99.38 ...•......•. ··••·········· ......•..... ···•·•········ ...•..•........•..•.•......... ······
............................................•.••.........•...••... ·••··· .. .. .. ...• .• .. ..
417.15
248. 35
1, 219. 95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .
5. 00
50. 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • .
210. 80
••··••······
39.48 .............. . .....•..... ·····•·•·•···· .........••...........•.. . ••..•.•.••

:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ...... 222: 83

86. 00
50. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . .
642. 02
118.94 ................................•...................................•.•.••......•......•
23. 45
794. 00 ........................................................................... .
3. 18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197. 40
16. 40
59. 47 . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 75 . . . . . . • • . . . .
445. 62
491.63 ..••••••••..................••...•.......................•.............•...............•

······a4."9s· :::::::::::: ........ 49."2o· :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
196.20 ...........................................•............................•.......•.....••
•... .. .. . . ..
1, 196.87 ..•...........................•....................................... ····••
105.22 ........................... ' ..............•.•.•.•.........•.......................•.•..•
4. 50
95.65 ......••..........•.....•..................•....................•..••.....••
2. 24 ...............•.•...............•......... : . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

45. 00

:::::::::: :: ...... 26." 00. :::::::::: :: :: :::: :::::: :: :: :::: :: :::::: :::: :::::: :: :: :::::::: :: ........ i." 75
534. 01

792. 13 . . . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . ....•.••.•.

139. 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
400. 00
2, 000. 00 ......•..•............••
.... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .. .. .. ..•. .... .. .. .. ...... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
870.00
2, 248.25

4, 266.56

•• . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •• . • • • • •
10. 25 . . . . . • • . . • • .

19, 901. 16

109, 167. 43
1, 061. 80

15, 007. 45

2, 020.00

64, 803. 56
14. 50
8, 559. 28 . • • • • • • . . • . . . .

6, 681.53

. 25

7, 763.29

309. 09
959. 69
2, 568. 87
35. 00 ......•...•......•....••

············ !············ .......................... ·············· ............ ············ ············
10. 25

•• . . . . . . . . . .
587. 29
•. . . . . . . . . . .
•...........
646. 00
1. 15

I·...........
. . .•. . . . . . . •
45. 00
887.20
····•·······
. . . . •. . . •• . .
............

110, 229. 23

. . . . •. • . . . . . . .
57. 55
45,085. 51
....•..•......
. . . • •••• •. . . . •
. . . • •••• . ••. . .

73, 362. 84

. . .• •• • • •• ••
. . . . . . . . . . •.
138, 935.41
····•··•···•
. • . • . . •• . . . .
. • . • •. •• . . •.

14. 50

344. 09

• . • • •• • • • • •• . • . . • . •• •• • • • .
. . •. •• • • •• •• . . . . •. •• •. •. . .
. . • • •• . . • . •• • . . . . • .• •. . . • •
.....•.•..•......•.•.•....
. . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . • •. . .
•• •• . . . •. • . . . . . . •. •••. . • ••

I

959. 69

•• •• •. . . . • . .
878. 31
229.78
·••·····•···
•• •. . • •. •• ••
. • . . . . • • •• •.

2, 568. 87

17,391.56
2, 493. 49
854.92
.50
458. 27
889. 45

: : :;}:~Y ~5':'": -~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~- ~- -~ : ~ ~- -~ ~ :- . :~ ~ :. :~ . ~ : ~n~~ ~<7~~;

:::::::::::1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
l------l- - - - -:· - - - - -1- - - - - l - - - - - -l- - - - -.- - - - - ·l- - - - ===1,=42=1=.3=2=1===
1,=7=32=.=20=1===4=5=,1=4=3.=0=6=1: :=1=38=,9=3=5=.4=1=1=··=·=··=·=··=·=··=·=··=1=··=·=··=·=··=·=··=·1: ===1,=1=4=
1.=1=9=1==2=4=,7=6=0.==13
1, 059. 60

25. 751

3, 336. 19

9, 563. 92 . . • . . • • • • • • • • .

611. 45

6, 127. 70

80, 296. 06

!: ~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: ...... i95." 28

7

~:~~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ····a:oi7."36
·· · · ···9:oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
46. 50 . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1, 04S. 95
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended j1·om the varilJIUtJ
CLOTHINS.

Division, department, and post. Ad vertising.

NotothCl k
Inspec- erwise R
.
Other
er s.
tors.
enumer- epaus. employes.
a ted.

Total
amounts.

------------------1--------------------------------1--------1----------1
Department of the Platte-contd.
Fort Washakie, Wyo .....•.•........•....•.......••..•...............•..........•••...
Fort DuChesne, Utah ....•.•..........................................•......•.......

~i~J¥g;~~~~~H~ :~:~m~~ ~~H~:: ~:::::::: ~~:::~::: -~:~H~ :~~::~::::

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------1

Total................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$1. 00
$669.96
$8.61
==========!

Department of Dakota.

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . $661. 35
Fort Custer, Mont..................................................
Fort Missoula, Mont ....... .... ......... ......... ......... .........

~~~~ ~:~~~M:~~~~::: ~:::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::::: :::::::::

357. 00
49.50
75.33

~~: ~g

Fort Assinniboine, Mont....... ..... .. .. ..... .. . . .. .. ... .. .. ... .. . . 102.07 .....•..•.
Helena, Mont ............................... ; .......................................... .
FortBuford,N.Dak ................................................ 147.00 ..•••••••.
Fort Pembina, N.Dak.......... ......... ......... ...... ... .. .......
75.52 ..••..••••
Fort Yates, N.Dak .......................................... ~ .. .. .. 100.00 •••••••••.
Fort A. Lincoln, N.Dak........ .. ... .. .. .. ... .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . ... .. ..
38.00 ..••.•••..
FortTotten,N.Dak .................................................................. .
Camp Poplar River, N. Dak ......................................................... ..

j~~~~~~~:u~.~-~~k::::::::::::: ::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Meade, S.Dak............. . . . .. .... ... .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ..
Fort Bennett, S. Dak .......................... · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · -- · ·--

~~:gg

·--·6o:oo·

140.30 .••.....••
11. 00 ~ - · -- -- ·-- ·

E~t!n~fif·~~~~~~~~::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: --~~~:-~~- ::::~~-:~~:
TotaL.................... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . ..

661. 35 I, 433. 64

J

1, 275.87
49.50
75.33
50.00
62.30
102.07
147.00
75.52
100.00
38.00
24.00
90.00
150.15
11.00
193.50
18.62
1

100. 50 -2-,-46-2-.8-6-

Department of Texas.
Headquarters, San Antonio, Tex. .• . .... .. ... ..•. .. .. ..•.. .. .. . .. .. .. ..... .•..
16.00
Fort Clark, Tex ...................................................................... .
Fort Brown, Tex ..................................................................... .

~~~~ ~~!g~,si<>e~ ~~~::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: .... ~--~~- ::::::::::

Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•.
Fort Mcintosh, Tex .................................................................. .
Fort Davis, Tex . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . • • . . . .. .. .. . ..
8. 43 .................. .
Fort Elliott, Tex . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . • . .. .. . • • . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ........ .

16.00
17.00

8.43

8::r~~1~~I:;~.:~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Camp

~ena

Colorado, Tex ................ : ........................................... .

Total.. .. ."................ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Department of California.

8. 43

7. 00

I

16. 00 --4-1-.4-3-

1

- - - - - - - - - - ----------------

Headquarters, San Francisco,
CaL ... _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . __ • • • . . . . . . _. __ • _. _. _... _. _ ___ . . . . . . . .. __ .. __ _....... __
Fort Gaston, Cal .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......•..
Fort Mason, CaL........ . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . • • . . . .. . • . . • . .
12. 00 ••••••....
Fort Bidwell, Cal .................................................................... .

if.:!'fJ§f;~~:~;~:-~~:: :::~::::: :::~::::~ : : : : : ~~~~::::: :::'~~~: ~~:~~~:::~

Angel Island, Cal .....•.................. _........................................... .

13.00
2.00
22.00
39.00

----------------------- -----1

TotaL . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .
34. 00 .. . .. .. . . .
76. 00
==========!

Department of Arizona.

1

!f§~~!i:t~rr~~s~~~~~~~:-~~ ~:
~~~ ~~i~:zt.1t::_:::: :::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::: J:::: ::::: ::: :~-:~~J: ::::::::1 :::::: :~-:~~:

::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·opriations made for the Q1tarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Hospital
Shooting
Rail.
Water.
galleries stewards'
uarters. 1 - - - - - . . , . - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - 1 Expressand ranges.
age.
Passengers. .Freight. Passengers. Freight.

Wagon.
Freight.

$72. 10 . . • • • • • • . . • . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • • • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. • • • • • • ..
$9. 80
5.25 ....................................................................................... .
7.88 ................................................................ ·r..........
915. ·32
............................................................................ .J...........
61.00
2.32 ....................................................................................... .
...................................... ! ................................................. .

1, 296. 10

$25. 75

1

$3, 336. 19

-====---==== ============ ~====
1,

$9, 563. 92 . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

$611. 45

$6, 121. 70

5, 784.99
91,328.76

o~t ~~ !.. _.. ~:~·-~~ _... _~~~ ~~~--~~ _.. ~~·-~~~--~~ _......~~~--~~ .... ~·-~~~--~~.... ~·-~~:·. :~ __ ..~~·-:~~~ ~~
~: ~~ I-· •· •·49: 5o· :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: : : :: : : 20, 97~: ~g

3.83
10.13
. .. . .. .. .. ..
3.83
23.36
4. 70
2.35
............
2.34
3.30

...................................................................................... ..
....•...•..•...•.......................•..•..•.........................................•
. .. .. .. . .. ..
4, 686. 89
166. 82
80. 50
87. 42
208. 06
2, 829. 66
93.54 .......................................................................... ..
...................................................................................... ..
.. .. .. • . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • ..
16, 085. 00
...................................................................................... ..
............ .............. ............ .............. ............ ............
9.00
...................................................................................... ..
............ .............. ............ .............. ............ ............
45.00

~: ~~ ·· ·· ·266: 4o · :: :: :::::::::: ·· ·· ··35: oo · :: :::::::::::: :: :::::::: :: :::::: :: :: :: ·· ··i; 938: 5o

1.10 ....................................................................................... .
7.02
9.00 .............. ............ .............. ............
3.70
28,207.64
2.55 ...................................................................................... ..
2, 930.20
1, 233.01

34, 333.53

840.37

47,045.37

615. 54

3, 108. 34

1, 709.70

94,983.37

i=========i-==-~~====i=========

741.94
1, 324. 08
13,330.98
22,565.19
56.00
1, 319.27
299.38
10,400.02
4.90 ...................................................................................... ..
............
35.00 ........................................................................... .
............
10.00 .............. ............ .............. ............ ............
75.00
18.62 ....................................................................................... .
............ ............ .............. ............ ..............
4.25 ............
9.75

-- -

24.34
1.00
5.29
1.00

l-------

797. o9

-

-- -

--

- --.-

--

- - --

........ .......... ..................................
.........
.... -... .....
............................ . .................... ...... ...... ................. .
....................................................................................... .
...................................................................................... ..
...................................................................................... ..
...................................................................................... ..

.............. - ..............

-~--

:- ----l------i- ----l·----------:--------l--------l---------

1

1

1, 369. o8

13, 330. 98

22, 565. 19

56.00

1, 323.52

299.38

............................................................................... .... 4~...

10,484.77

12, 112. 23

•••••·s7: 27 · ·•·i; 2oo: oo · :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::::::::: :: ::::::::::::
360. 93 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

1, 528. 50 ...................... ..

~~: ~& .:::::::::: :: :: :: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: ........ 25.' 00. :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :'!.. : : : :: : : : : : : ::

~: g~

:

540.91:

! : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . .

1, 200.00 ,.. .. .. ...... .. ...... .. ....

25.00

~--~:.

: : : : : : : : :: : :

1, 535.11 .. ..........

5,

o8~: ;g

17,180. 9!)

1, 268.17 .. .. • • .. .. .. 40, 520. 75
6.00
3, 012.00
6, 549.99
141.00
108.52
50.75 ............................................. ......................................... ..
106. 95 ...........................
.........................................................
..................................... .
5.55

--------------

,

--·---------
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REPORT O:F' THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from the various
CLOTHING.

Division, department, and post.

Advertising.

Clerks.

1

Not oth·

erwise R
·
Other
Tot.al
~fs~c- enumerepans. employes. amounts.
ated.

------------1---- ----------------- ----Department of A.rizona-Cont'd.
Fort Apaehe, .A.riz ......••..••.....•.......•.................•.........•........................•..
Fort Verde, Ariz . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . ................................................................. .
Fort Mojave, Ariz ...•.••••........•..•...............•...........•...............•................
Fort Bowie, Ariz ...•.•••••.••......•..............................................................

~~~~ ~~=nef~'frf!z_ :::::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ···$iii." 00 :::::::::: .... "$:ii." 00
Santa Fe, N.Mex .....••.......................•...............•..................................
Fort SAlden, N. Mex·.. • • . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
2. 62 . . . . . . . . . .
2. 62

j~~~ ~~~~d~eN~M~;~-:::::::: ~ :: :: ::::: :::::: ::: :::: :::: : :::::::::: :::: ::::: :::: ::: ::: :: :::::: :::

Fort Union, N.Mex ...................................•..........................................
Fort Stanton, N.Mex ..................................•.................................. . .......
TotaL ...••.•..•..........

····---~,---······

.........

··········J

37.62 ..........

37.62

Department of the Columbia.
Headquarters, Vancou-ver Barracks, Wash .................................... . .•..............................................
1

i~~~ s~~j(~~-:.gw~~h::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::~
i~~~ ~~~r·J~fi~~ w--~;b.::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::1:::::::::: .... --~~--~~

~~~:jf~~~~r.*~>:::::~: ::::~~::: ~:::::~: :::::::: ~::~::~~:\:::

'·::' ::~:: :~::1 :::/:~

Total. .......••........... ~~~~~~~ ~.:..:...:.-=-=- ~ ~~

~Ei~::~;::~::::::: : : : : : : : : : :::::::::::::::::::1 :::::::: ::::~;;:~ ·· ·;r~

Hot Springs, Ark ................................ . ...... · · .......... . ............................. .

~~~U;i~es1~~d.N.".Y:·E:~~b-;;i:: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::
WilletsPoint,N.Y. Harbor .... . ................ -- -·-·-··..........
11.00..........
11.00
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $418. 46 ......... $2, 649. 94 $19, 887. 13 . . . . . . . . . 2, 349. 98 67, 283. 68
Sault de St. Marie, Mich ......................................................................... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo . ................................................. . ........................ .
U.S.PowderDepot,N.J ...................... . .......... . ....................................... .
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depot,
J'.llinn .................................... :...... ......... .......... . . .......
2.50
2.50
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn ............... . ......................................................... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa ............................ _....•..........................................
Kennebec Arsenal, Me ........................ . .................................................. .

~~~~l~~~i~~~::J ::~~::~~ ::~~::~)~::~::~ :~::~~:~~ :::~:·· :: : ~:~ ::~::~~~:~

:

&1A~S1~~~~~.L .::~:: ~ :~::~: H~~~ -~~~:~~~:~ ~::::::: ::~~:~::: ~:::~:~~

Berlin, St.Petersburg, Vienna ......... . ....................................................••....
Total.....................

--------

418.46 ......... 2,649.94 ......... .

11.00

2, 363. 98

67,317.68

General depots.
New York,N.Y................

3.501········- ......... ..........
2.90......... .
6.40
3
.:
...
Je:ffersonville, Ind ....................... 1,266.69 ....................• . ...... 1,333.34
2,600.03
St. Louis, Mo . .......•.......... ,
92. 30 3, 800.01......... . . . . . . . . . .
527. 88
729. 2fi
11,506.52
San Francisco, CaL.............
393. 76 3, 899. 951 2, 400, OZ • • • • • • . . . . 3, 547.82 17, 087. 28 185,658.95!

~:~~t~~~t~~:E~c- :::::::::::::: .~·-~~:-.~~~ ! ~~~~ :~ -~·-~~~--~~:::::::::: ~~~--~~~~ -~:: ~~~--~~ ~·-~~~·~:~:::

TotaL.................... 2, 137.05112,950. 38 7, 602. 53/ 19, 887.13 4, 317. 081 36,243. 5111,309,443.67/
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·opriations made for the Qttarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

s!~~~~a;,

Shooting
galleries
and ranges.

quarters.

Rail.

Wagon.

Water.

1----------1------~----1

Passengers.

Freight.

Express·

Passengers. _Fr_ei_g_h_t._ ___a_g_e_._ __Fr_e_i_g_h_t_._
1

1

$3.78 ...................................... .. ............ --······~·-· ••••••••••·· ········'····
31.40
200.00
6.00
.• ..... . . . ..

............ ············ · · ............................................................. .
............ ······ .... . .. .. ....•.......... . ........ . ........................ . ..........•
············ .................... . ........................ . ... . J •• · • · · • • • • · • •• •• · · · · • • · •
............
$17.50
$41.87 . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
$92.85
$1,596.47
$7,170.26

536. 47
$75. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 100. 00
6. 24 ............ ·············· ......•.................... . ................•...............•.
153.38
1 - - - - -1- - - - -1· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - -i- - - - -1
·----

81.00

1, 209.04

2~~: ~~
,,

·· ·· ··

6, 591.86

3, 029. 50

$141.00

4s: 86- ·· · · ·· ·379:93 · ·· .. ·957:32 .,. · ·· ·· ·i95."io ·

1, 361.02

1, 4~~: g~

1, 596.47

48,791.01

,. ·····32:98 · .... 4; osa: 67

23~J~ 1
:::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

24. 93 1
75. 00 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
195. 08 . . . . . . . . . . . .
240. 19
30.80 ...................................................................................... ..

.. .. ...~-.:~ ..... -~~~·.:~. , :: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::j:: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
622. 28 I
273. 65 I
379. 93
957. 32
195.10 i 1, 728: 59
32. 98
4, 326. 86

.......': ~. :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ........~': ~J-····s.: oo· ...... 20:45. ·· ······s:;;
• • • .. • • . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . .

13, 171. 43

663. 04 . . . . . • • . • .. • • . . • • • • . . . . . . .

10. 40

4. 12

...... 58: 3ol ::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ...... ·4: 75· .... i; oos: 24

::::::::::: :1· ····i9o: oo · :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
I
............................................................................... . .................................................................................................................................

I.

............

............

..............

............ 1 ................................................. .

............ ............ .............. ............ .............. ............ ............

::::: ::::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::::::: :::I :::: :::::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

379.36

1f~: ~g
181. 59
5il. 68
14-0.95
225.35
1, 514.49

........................ ........................ . .......................... . ....................... ............................. .......................... .. ..................... ........................
59.30

190.00

.......................... .........................

~~~~: ~ ~ ::~ ~ ~[:: ~ ~~: :~:

l

~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~

13,171.43

I

24,819.27
2, 211.71
8, 660.54
9, 957.03
26,984.14
866.30
73,498.99

663.04

11.00

12,282.79
2, 553.88
2, 428.50 ............................
517.00
3, 709.95
58.20
20,535.56
82.76
35.906.99
3, 344.63
522.45

I

78,208.42

3, 734.29

52.00

35.60

8, 584.90
128.12
209.05
16.29
6.45
1, 604.45

178.05
102.32
338.05
194.77
1, 397. 09
3, 244.51

5, 798.22
1, 271. 31
1, 904.25
1, 366.03
2, 558.01
2, 818.72

10,549.26

5,454. 79

15,716.54

3, 670.58
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement Bhowing in detail the amountB expended from the varioua
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Stage.

Transportation employes.

Vessels.

Division, department, and post. - - - - 1 - - - - - - . - - - -- 1 - - - - - - , - - - - - - , - - - - - 1
Passengers.

For ~ur- For charterEnlisted
chasmg,
.
f
For reCivilians. men on ex- operating, Ing rom pairing.
private
tra duty. and maintaining.
parties.

Department of the East.

'

Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y .............................. $14,388.54
$103.50
$3,552.75 ............ $3,270. GO
New Orleans, La .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .
900. 00 .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 156. 09 . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . ....
Boston, Mass...................
$2. 50
2, 303. 04
• 70
7, 518.96
$625.44
827.44
Baltimore, Md ..................................................................................... .
28. 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332. 75 .........•...••.......
Buffalo, N. Y.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Washington Barracks, D. C..............
1,930. 00
630.40 ................................. .
Newport Barracks, Ky......... .. .. . .. .. .
5, 005. 13
525. 62 ................................ ..
.Tackson Barracks, La.......... . .. .. .. .. .
1, 200. 00
409. 37 ................................. .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .
90. 00
464. 05 ................................. .
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 105. 20
2, 932. 55 ..............•.•.•.............•.
Madison Barracks, N.Y....... .. .. .. .. ..
840.00
661.05 ................................ ..
Plattsburg Barranks, N. Y..... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .
396. 67 ................................ ..
Fort Monroe, Va .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
6, 795. 82
828. 55
539. 28
84. 00
441. 13
Fort Warren, Mass..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
370. 10 ................................ ..
Fort Preble, Me . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
840. 000
346. 25 ................................ ..
Fort Trumbull, Conn .......... : .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
331. 07 ................................ ..
Fort Adams, R. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 853. 25
873. 25
540. 00
49. 50
50. 00
Fort Myer, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 109. 69
688. 18 ....•..•....................•.....

j~~Bi:u~n~~_-y:::::::::::: :::::::::: ..... 995."25.

Mt~g

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Fort Wood, N .' Y............... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
88. 90 ................................ ..
Fort McHenry, Md.. .. . .. .. .. .. .......... .. .. .. . . . . ..
440.20 ...•................•.............
Fort Schuyler, N. Y............ . . .. .. .. ..
1, 720. 00
379.05 ................................. .
FortWadsworth, N. Y......... ..........
800.00
529.55 ............ ............
60.00
Fort Wayne, Mich . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
949. 50
429. 97
15. 00 ..................... .
Fort Brady, Mi.cb .............. .......... ............
347.15 ................................. .
Fort Mackinac, Mich....................
660.00
362.95 ................................. ,
Fort Porter, N. Y.............. . . . . .. .. ..
40. 00
363. 95 ................................ ..
Fort Ontario, N.Y...................................
127.75 ................................ ..
Fort Niagara, N. Y .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 408. 00
382. 55 ................................ ..
Fort McPherson. Ga .. .......... .. .. .. .. ..
1, 080. 00
537. 55 ................................ ..
Fort Barrancas, Fla.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
304. 10
150. 00 ..................... .
In thefield ....................................................................................... ..
Total.....................

31. 30

47,013.43

14, 534. 38

7, 945.96
14,989.53
330.00

259.70
186.15

23,265.49

445.85

Division of the Missouri.
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill . . . . .
1. 00
Fort Sheridan, Ill ....................... .
Do ............................... ..
Total. .................. ..

1. 00

13, 804. 83

758. ..

I •. "'· "

Department of the Missouri.
Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo.... .. .. .. . .. .
7, 080. 04 ............................................. .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.......
120.20
11,450.67
464.10 ................................ ..
Denver, Colo...................
148.25
6,399.95 ............................................ ..
Little Rock Barracks, Ark..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
67. 55 ................................ ..
Fort Riley, Kans....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5, 245. 33
241. 15 ................................ ..
Fort Lew1s, Colo .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
5, 228. 00
268. 45 ................................. .
Fort Reno, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64. 50
8, 078. 20
2, 428. 20 .....•.•.•.••.••••.•..•..•••••••..
Fort Logan, Colo........... .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
2, 971. 32
539. 70 ................................. .
Fort Supply, Ind. T............ .. .. .. . .. .
7, 842. 25
1, 083. 76 ................................ ..
Fort Sill, Okla . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
447. 70
4, 581. 00
1, 150. 90 ................................ ..
Fort Crawford, Colo......................
601.50
97.30 ................................ ..
Fort Gibson. Ind. T.......... •• .. .. .. .. ..
280. 00
21. 70 _............................... ..
Oklahoma City, Okla................................
249.20 ................................ ..
Guthrie, Okla .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
122. 50 ................................ ..
Camp Wade, Okla ............................................................................... ..
Fort Elliott, Tex .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
969. 00
151. 80 ...........

-1-- ................... ..

Total.....................

Department of the Platte.

780. 65

60, 727. 26

6, 886. 31 .. -. -. -- ............... - ......... -

25, 725". 81
4, 715.82
1, 826.00

1, 754.25
446.25

=======1========1:=======1========1=======1======

Headquarters, Omaha, N ebr . . . . 4, 691. 31
Fort Robinson, Nebr ................... ..
Fort Sidney, Nebr ....................... .

7.50 .................... ..
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartennaster's Depa1'tment, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Means of transportationwagons, carts, drays, ambulances, etc.

Harness.

Draft horses and mules.

For purchases For repairing
(including ve(including Numberpurhicles and
services and
chases.
parts of ve- miscellaneous
hicles).
purchases).

Payments.

Stabling,
watering,
attending,
etc., pnbhc
animals.

For purchas-

in~andmanu-

h~:_~~i~~d Forrepairing.
harness material.

$1,078.20
213.57 ...... '$i3i.'65' :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
2.50
1.75 .............. -------------5.30 ·····---------3
$740.00
18.75 --------------1
175.00
500.00 -------------- -------------317.50
164.35
2
450.00

:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ......... $2:2e
-----·-------- --··----------------------- --------------------------$3.67
.......................... ..
$2.40 --------------

-- ·· ·· -- -si: 3o- :: :: :: :: :::: :: : -· -•--· --- --i- -------i5o: oo- :: : : :: :: : : : : :: :: : : :: : : :: : : ::
·- ··-- .. 'i9:74- ----···--5o: oo· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
-- ---· --i96:oo· ::::::::::::::: ---- ·- ·· ----2· .. -----4oo:iiii- ________ ~~--~~.I::::::::::::::
•• - •• ----------

42. 40 .. -----.-.- ... ---. -------- -- •. ----- ... -- . - .. -- .. --.--- ..

. 50
10.10

31.34
15.70

...... -.-28: i5- ....... -.iii: so- :: :::::::::::: :: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::: :: ::::::
······-····----

5.15 ...................................................... ..

...................... .......................... ....................... ....................... ......................... ....................... .

...............
149.50 ...................................................... ..
...............
33.40 ............................ -------------- ····---------...............
131.50 ....................................................... .
20.94 ...................................................................... .
...............
55.00 .............. -------------- --------··--·- --·-··-···-··--

................................................................................................................................................................

...............
...............

33.50
18.50

10.00 .............. -------------· -------------- --····--·----10.00
1
125.00 ..............
9.35

·· · · · · -· ·92: oo · -· -· -· · ·244: 5o- :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: :: : :
2, 043.95

1, 540.00

10

2, 040.00

52.40

13.02

111.90

1, 149.60
43.15

424.05
188.65
15.50

2
1

388.00
175.00

26.90
29.01
73.26

5, 573.61

67.38
92.37
7. 50

1,192. 75

628.20

3

563.00

129.17

5, 573.61

167.25

43.20
483.41
177.26

338.65
431.98
35.32

63.00
6.00

105.55

3. 25
3. 95

.........................

:=========1========1============1========1========1===============
21.42

......... 77:52· ......... s2:ai· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ........ 4o:oo· ::::::::::::::

7. 20
37.50
52.55 .................................................................... ..
40.75 .............. ..............
182:10 ............. .' ............. .

• .. • • • • • • • • .. ..
95. 20 ............ -- ........ --.. ..
9. 70 . - -.-- -. - ... ..
...............
3. 75 .............. ... : .......... ........................... .
............... ............... .............. ..............
34.08 ............. .
29.75

781.39

2, 717. 22

1,110. 76 ........................... .

214. 77

203

27, 582. 00

334.88

126.97

51.90

209. 28

1, 180. 29

46.00

:::::::::::::: : j •••••••..• ~-: ~~. :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from t"M va1"iov•
TRANSPORTATION OF THB A.RMY.

Transportation employes.

Stage.

Ve8sels.

Division, department, and post. - - - - 1 - - - - - - - : - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - : - - - - - , . . . - - - - 1
For ~nr- For charter-

Passengers.

m~~~~o~~~!ti!g, p:ifa{!0p~- PFjri~e-g.
tra duty. and I,nain-

Civilians.

taining.

Department of thll Platte-Con.
FortOmaha,Nebr ......•••••.............
FortNiobrara.Nebr............
$10.00
FortBridger,vVyo............. ..........
FortD. .A..Russell,Wyo .•••••••..........
FortMcKinney, Wyo....................
Fort\Vasbakie, Wyo.....................
FortDu Chesne, Utah...................
FortDouglas, Utah......................

~!~~~~~:e~::~~~y*~~~=::::

$2,788.29
7,196.84
1,024.83
14,788.97
4,765.62
3,219.96
4,381.84
2,798.33

$1,799.09
1,960.18
182.40
1,341.60
1,625.73
834.75
2,189.30
1,623.90

ties.

•.•••.•••••..•..••..••..••••••••••
•.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.
.•••••••.....•..••..••••••••••••..
.••..•.••.•.•.......••••••••••••••
.•.••••••••••.••••.•••...••••••.•.
...••••••••.••••.••••.••.••••••••.
.•••.•...•••••.•.••••••.•••...••..
.•....•.•.•.•.••....••••.••••.•.•.

:::::::::: : :~·:~~~:~~: :::::~~-: ~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

In the field...............................

171.05 ...•.....•......•.•••.......••..••••..••..•.•.

TotaL ..•••.....•.•••..... 4, 701.31

75,353.30

14,012.95

$7.50

:===I====I

Department of Dakota..
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn... 1, 693. 72 15, 920. 01 . . . . . . . . . . . •
1, 073. 86 .•.••••••••••••.•••••.
Fort Custer, Mont.............. .. .. .. .. .. 13,442.32
743.40 ...........•..•••.•.••...•..••••..
FortMissoula,Mont........... ..........
7,112.31
774.20 .......•.•••••..•.....••••••.•.•..
FortKeogh,Mont..............
20.00
8,388.87
1,233.25 ....•.•..••...••..•...•...••..••..
Fort Shaw, Mont...............
7.00
5,339.32
614.80 ..•..•.•••••.....•.••••....••.....
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont....... .. .. .. . . ..
9, 211.67
1, 136.05 .•..•.•..••...•.••••••••..••..•...
}ldena, Mont...................
135.50 ..•................. ·....••.•••••••..........••••.•.••.•...
I<'ort.Buford,N.Dak............ ..........
8,820.94
273.00 ....•.••••••.•..••.•••••..••..•...
I<'ortPembina.N.Dak.......... ..........
2,686.46
465.38 ....••••••.....•••••••••..•..••••.
FortYates,N.Dak............. ..........
8,987.25
451.15 ....••••..••.....•••••••....••••..
Fort.A..Liucoln,N.Dak........
5.00
3,487.67
379.05 ..••••••••••...••••••.•..•••.•....
Fort Totten, N.Dak......................
1,000.00
2.45 ..••••••••••.•.••••••.•.....••.••.
CampPoplarRiver,N.Dak.... ...•......
2,5BO.OO
239.75 ••••.•••••••.••••••••••••...••••..
I<'ortSully,S.Dak.............. ..........
5,276.46
521.55 •.••••..•••.•.•••..•.•••...•••••••
FortRnn<lall,S.Dak .....•••••.
30.00
3,599.96
303.95 ...••••.•.......•••.••....•.......
Fort. Mea<lt>, S.Dak .......••..•........... 10,876.18
1,223.50 ••••..••••••..•.•..•.•.......••••.
Fort Bennett, S.Dak.....................
1,784.65
341.60 .•.•••••.•.....•.•.••..•....••••••
Fort Snelling, Minn . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 468. 56
1, 245. 75
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo..................
3,162.00
43.05 :::::::::::: ·····$:i5."oo· ::::::::::
In the field...............................
4,817.16
457.00 ............................••...•
TotaL . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • . . 1, 891. 22

126, 961. 79

I

10, 448. 88

1, 073. 86

35. 00 ......... .

Department of Texa,s.

~~:t6Y:~t~~~'l~~~~~~:~~~: -~·-~~~:~~-

1

~::~~:;g ··---~~~--~- :::::::::::: ::::::::::

~:~~:g~

FortBrown,Tex............... ..........
2,750.00
957.95 .........•.....•.....•......••••..
FortS::unHouston,Tex ..•.............•.
1,631.00
1,332.45 ..•..•.........•.•••.••........•.•
Fort Hancock, Tex............. .. .. .. .. ..
567.95
921.75 ........••.....•..•.••••....••••..
Fort.Bli11s, Tex ...............•........•.•• 1,256.67
640.15 .....•.•....•.•..•..•.•••..••.•••.
Fort Mcintosh, Tex............ .. .. .. .• ••
1, 728.00
1, 204.75 ..•....•.•....••.••••••..••.••••..
Fort Davis, Tex................ .. .... .. ..
3, 330.00
1, 313.50 ....••••.•.......••.••••.....••...
Fort Elliott, 'l'ex ...................•...............................................................
Fort Rin~gold, Tex . . . . . • . • . . • . . . • • • . . . . .
3, 118. 00
1, 543. 72 •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
CampatEaglePass,Tex....... ...•..••.. ............
527.30 .•.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Camp Del R1o, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . .
150. 00
138. 25 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578. 00
951. 40 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••

·1

Total..................... 1, 342. 15

32, 242. 01

Department of California.
Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 11, 726. 68
Fort Gaston, Cal . . . . . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . .
1, 380. 45
Fort Mason, CaL............... . . • • . . . . . .
12. 25
Fort Bid well, Cal............... . . . . • • • • • .
518. 50
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 788. 65
.A.lcataz Island, Cal ...........•..•.....•..............
San Diego Barracks, Cal........
32. 50
79. 00
Benicia Barracks, Cal. .•.•..•........................
Angel Island, Cal . . • • . • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 043. 00

I

I

14, 330.42

330. 66 •••••.••••••••••••• ___ I

15,140.62
321.60
600.25
170.15
l, 229.95
253.75
385.00
292.50
677.95

220. 00 $4, O'M. 63

:::::::::::: ·······s:oo· ::::::::::

-------I---------1--------~--------I·--------·I-------

Total ••••••••••••••••••••• ==3=2=.5=0=l,l=2=8,=54=8=.=53=l==3=,9=3=2=.1=5=!===1=5,=1=40=.=62=1====22=5.=00==1:=4=,0=24==·=63=-'
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iations made for the Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Means of transportationwagons, carts, drays, ambulances, etc.

Draft horses and mules.

For purchase Forrepairing
(including
(including N b
vehicles and services and
u.ilia:~l.urparts of ve- miscellaneous
purchases).
hicles).

Harness.
Stabling,
watering,

For purchasattendin~,
etc., public in1 andmanuanimals.
ha~~~~~~d For repairing.
harness material.

Payments.

::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ........$5:75" :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

:::: :::: ::$5.00
:: :: : ········$so:7. 55·
:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: : : · · · · · · ·228: oo · :: : : : : :: :: : : :: :: :: : : :: :: :: ::
75 ......•. . .................•................•.....•.••••...•••.•..••.••
•. . . . . . . . . . . . . •

16. 75 . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

421. 50 . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . ............ .

59.10 ..•........... ·····•········ ..............................••..•....•.•
............................... .......................... ......................... ............................ • J ............................................................ .

. . . . . . .. .. .. . . .
2, 722.22

3. 60 ...................... -- --..
383. 5:!

203

1, 929. 57
58. 25
19.50 ···············
........................... --.. .. . . . - .•.•. -.
14. 50
.•••••....••... ·•··•······•··•

63. 50 .. -.............. - .. -.... - .•

$27,582.00

928.03

$1,180.29

1

$46.00

2
450. 00 ....... - - . -.. .
680. 12
52. 63
-------------- .....•....••.•
547.25 .............. ···········•••
.................. ------ ....
3. 00 ......................•.•.••
-- .•.... -.....•..... -.. - .. . .
97. 30 .. -........ - ....•... -.. -.- .•
··········-··· ····•···••••··
289.25 ........................... .

::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: --------4ii:oo· :::::::::::::: :::::: ::::·::::
1,014.47 -------------- ............. .
165.95 ·············- ............. .
385.89
417.58
4. 70
10.65
306.12
6. 25
4.50

119. 70 ...• -•....•....•. -.- •..•••••
22.10 .............. ·•··········••

..................... -·---------···1, 949.07

214.551

1,308. 20

492.01

6

602.00

8

1,052. 00

15

7, 225.00

I

3, 298.91

680.12

52.63

620.00

17.55

90.10

···•···•••·····
27.00 ..................................................................... .
..••..•.....•.• ....•.•........ ··•·····•····· .............. ···•·•·••••··· •.•..•...•..••
1.00

;; ;; ~ :~ ;; ~ ~ ~ ::::::::,~:!!::: ~: H~~ - :~ -~ :~ ; ~: ~ ~[ :~ ; ; ; :,~(::;r;;:;li ~ :[: ~: i[ :~ ~ ~ ~ :~f~f
1, 308. 20

• • • •• • • . • • • • • • •

687.11

102. 00

I

858. 39

I

15

7, 225. 00

17. 55

136.10

24

5, 145. 00 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••

··········2:50 ... -- .. ""225: 75" :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :: ·: :::::::::: ..•.. ·····6: 50
...............
62.50 ·••••••••••••• ....................................................... .
............... ............... ..•...••..•.•• .............. ..............
7.00 ............. .

.. .. .. -· ..................... -- .............................................................................................. - -................. .
...............
••••.••••••••..

---------- ;~ ~-

14.00 ............................ -------------- ........................... .
22.00 .............. ·•·•··•·•····· ------------ - --------------- ..••..•••...•.

.:::: 1· -------- -~

r---;_-;;;~;;-:::::::::::::: ---------;~~- _,_ ------·:~
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W .A.R.
C.-Statement showing in detail the amownts expended from the vat·ious
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Stage.

Transportation employes.

Vessels.

Division, department, and post.
Passengers.

D~partment

Forpur- F
h t
Enlisted
chas~g, :~ fr~~r- For remenonextraduty. ~Edr!~' priva;te par- pa1ring.
taining.
ties.

Civilians.

of Arizona.

Headquarters,Los An~eles,Cal. $3,262.81 $25,284.38 ...........................................................
$25.00 ....... . ..
Whipple Barracks, Ar1z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 273. 33
$1,596.60 ................................ ..
San Carlos, Ariz.... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. • .. .
3, 934. 00
1,439.88 ................................ ..
Fort Huachuca, Ariz...........
2. 75
4, 532.00
928.00 ................................ ..
Fort 'rho mas, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 873. 94
361.30 ................................. .
Fort McDowell, Ariz . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
475. 32
104.15 ................................ ..

~~~~~:£~~1-~_z_::::::::::::: ::::::::::

5,~:~:~g

1,011.85
98.10
106.10
663.10
572.15
1,379. 74
555.60
193.30
2,190.02
1,735.00
582.25
859.80

................................ ..
................................ ..
................................. .
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................ ..
................................. .

69,793.62

14,376.94

25.00 ........ ..

Fort Mojave, Ariz.............. .. .... .. ..
200.00
Fort Bowie, Ariz .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
4, 196. 00
Fort Lowell, Ariz .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2, 672. 00
Fort Grant, Ariz .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
3, 880. 00
Santa Fe. N.Mex............... 1, 231. 23
2, 783. 00
:Fort Selden, N.Mex ............................... ..
Fort Wingate, N. Mex .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. ..
3, 844. 00
Fort Bayarcl, N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 146. 00
Fort Union, N.Mex............ .. . .. .. . ..
1, 605.00
Fort Stanton, N. MeL .. . • • .. . • . .. .. .. .. ..
3, 022. 00
Total................... . . 4, 496. 79

Department of the OoZumbia.

=====1=======1=======1======1=======1,=====

Head11uarters, Vancouver Barracks, \Vash.. ... •. . ... . .. . . •. .. . . .. .. .. 15,969.42
2, 342.29 ................................ ..
Portland, Oregon .. . . • • . • • . .. . ..
301. 00
1, 599. 63 .. . .. .. .. . ..
$150. 00 ..................... .
Fort Spokane, Wash............ . .. .. .. .. .
4, 584. 00
2,107.13 • .. .. .. .. ...
4. 25 ......... .
Fort Canby, Wash............. .. .. . ... ..
630. 00
544. 30 .. . • .. .. .. ..
40.00
$30.00
Fort Walla Walla, Wash....... .. .. .. . . ..
5. 606.31
1, 836.78 ................................. .
Fort Townsend, Wash .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
546. 57
824. 19 ................................ ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 931. 41
346. 10 ................................ ..
Fort Sherman, Idaho . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . ..
3, 916. 50
2, 114. 84 ................................. .
In the field ........................................................................................ .
Total.....................

301. 00

34, 783. 84

10, 115. 63

382. 50
10, 600. 88
80. 00

3, 193.99
1, 052.60
1, 137.90

150.00

44.25

30.00

Indepmcknt posts.

West Point, N.Y............... .•••...•..
Atlanta, Ga . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . • . . . . . ..
Columbus Barracks, Ohio . .. . . . . ... .. .. ..

81.00 ........... .

138.05

~gi~tS:Kf-1~/,~!-~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::: 8, ~g: ~g
i99:85. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::
Davids IRland, N.Y. Harbor....
280.00
5, 251.66
964.15
43.03 .. ... • •.••••
287.96
Willets Point, N.Y. Harbor.... .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
1, 572. 35
16. 80 ..................... .
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . . . .
1, 200. 00 ............................................. .
Sault de Ste. Marie, Mich....... .. . .. .. • ..
320. 00 ............................................ ..
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.. . • .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .
1, 800. 00
1, 310. 84 ................................ ..
U. S. Powder Depot, N. J .......................................................................... .
Fort Snelling Ordnance Depo.t,
Minn. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . •
792. 40 ............................................ ..
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn .. . • • . . . .. .. .. . ••
9. 75 ............................................ ..
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ..
999. 96 ............................................. .
Kennebec Arsenal, Me ........................................................................... ..

.....

~r~~~~:=~~D:i~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Benicia Arsenal, Cal............ .. .. . • .. ..

232. 50 ............................................. .

~~1~:;ii~~~!~aY'N:Y::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::

Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ........................................................................... .

~~~~%::~1o~I.~~fo~~s:P~~;

····.. ···· ·······.. ··· ················· ···· ··· ····· ···· ··· ···.. ·····

Berlill, St.Petersburg, Vienna .................................................................... .
TotaL...................

280. 00 j 30, 417, 83

j

9, 431. 68

140. 83 :.. • . .. .. .. ..

426. 01

j
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OB' THE ARMY.

Means of transportationwagons, carts, drays, ambulances, etc.

Draft horses and mules.

For purchases For repairing

~~bl~i!~~d s~~~~~:;':!d
parts of vehicles).

$1,568.13

miscellaneous
purchases).

Numberpurchases.

Payments.

$268.51 .............. ••••••••••••••

Harness.
Stabling,
watering, For purchasattending, ing
and manuetc .. public
facturing
animals.
harness and For repairing.
harness material.

$1,335.97

$364.07

$127.80

......... 50:75. ::::: :::::: :: :: :::: :: ::::: ::: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::: : : ::::: ::

·········7s."i2. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
326. 02

5. 65 • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . .

1, 092. 08

10. 50

23.25

2,023.02

274.16 .•.•..••••••••.•.•.••.•..•..

2,428. 05

374.57

151. or;

1, 275.10
500.58
3. 75
194.00
178.64
189.26
447.00
1, 348.10

204.38
20.50

82.00
108.45

357.30

4,136.43 ........................... .

224.88

95.30
344.38

439.68

892.15
288.90

190.45

::::::::::::::: ··· · ·· · ·i42: io · :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ······ .. is: oo·
14.65
...............
13.96
...............
...............

109.41
15.20
23.00
12.00
21.90

....................................... - ............... .
.............. ..............
80.89 ............. .
...................................................... ..
...................................................... ..
...................................................... ..

I

1, 538.35

4. 50

42.00

3, 363. 83 .. .. • • • • .. . • • • . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. • • • • • • . .. .. .. • .. • .. .
22, 601. 71
...............
1.50 ....................................................... .
9.60 ...................................................................... .

::::::::::::::::
::::::: ::::::: :::::::
. . . ;:~:~........ -~~:;;· : : : : : : ::§·. . . ·~: ~- . . -~~;~:;;·j·.......;~:~·
:::::::::::::t~~~~~~~~:::~:
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ltEPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W.AR.

C.-Statement showing in. detail the anwunts expended fron~ the various
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Stage.

Transportation employes.

Vessels.

Passeng.,.,
·

Civiliano.lImon
on extra duty.

For pur- For charterchasing,
ing from
For reopemt;ng, private par- pairing.
and mainties.

Division, department, and post.
Enlisted

ta.ining.

General fkpou.

~~ilaJ'e~~ti;:P~::::::::::::: ::: ····$2:5o·
Washington, D.C..............
3. 00
Jeffersonville, Ind........................
St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
San Francisco, CaL.......... . . . 1, 438. 50

I

Total. .................... 1,444. 00

$~; g~~: ~~

:::::::::::: .!:~:~~~:~~- ..!:::~~:~. ~:~~~: ~-

25,433.75 ............ ..... ....... ............
389.12
23,646.03 ............................................. .
15, 334. 60
6, 757. 46

117,814.54
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Means of transportationwagons, carts, drays, ambulances, etc.

Draft horses and mules.

For purchases For repairing
(including
(including
purvehicles and services and Number
chases.
parts of ve- miscellaneous
purchases).
hicles).

Payments.

15
1
2

$2,923.50
225.00
410.00

642

101,306.10
225.00

$3,801.95
53,488.72
24,526.31
14,774.79

$369.31
107.38
338.25
495.79
219.33
242.05

97,430.27

1, 772.11

........ 838~50-

Harness.
Stabling,
watering, For purchasattending, ingandmanuetc., public
facturing
animals.
harness and For repairing.
harness material.

.................

$1,389.05

.................... ......................
......................
369.72
...................... .............. .... ......... ............................ 11,625.14
1
661

I

105,089.60

$1.00

8, 259.78
12,734.80

1. 00

34,378.49

............................

$52.58
7.00
267.24

-------------35.61
69.40
431.83
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statement showing in detail the arnounts expended from the vatious
TRANSPORTATION 01!' 'l'HE ARMY.

Water supply and sewerage.
Division, department, and post.
For water
rents and
taxes.

Wharves and
bridges.

Roads, harbors, and
rivers.

ForconFor rent
For con·
For
con:J~d~~~i
structing
of
For mate- and repair- structing wharves for repairs
rial pur·
andreandreing and
and
chased. for
moval of
digging pairing. wharfage.
obstrucwells.
tions.

Department of the EaBt.
Headquarters, Governors Island, N. Y . . • • . • • • • • • • . • . . • . • . $5, 472. 25
$973. 76
$1, 602. 22
$415. 00 . . • • • • . • • .
$75. 00
NewOrleans,La ............... --·--------·
1,124.25
4.75
575.00 .......... ----·---·--Boston, Mass...................
35.00
8,431.63 ....•...........•.••.. $1,020.00 -----------Baltimoro,Md.................. ............
71.85 -----------· .......•.. ---------------------Buffalo, N.Y................... .. .... .. .. ..
454.13
30.88 .. .. ...... ..•.••....
64.00
WashingtonBarracks, D.C .... -----------487.50
234.35 1,075.00 •.••••.••• -----------·
Newport Barracks, Ky.........
957. 71
4, 334. 81
309. 11 . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . 25, 053. 75
.Jackson Barracks, La.......... . . . . . . . . .. ..
1, 004.37
693.32 •. .••••. •• .. .••• ••••
26.80
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . . . . . •
125. 00
871. 75
150. 00 ....••..•.•.••••.•••............
Mount VeruonBarracks, .Ala...........................
245.00 .........•.••.••..••.....•......
Madison Barracks, N.Y............................................
239.45 ..••••..•.............
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y.....
500.00 ..•.........
314.75 ............•.....•.............
Fort Monroe, Va............... . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 816. 50
347.15
512. 00 .. • • • .. • • •
1, 000. 00
Fort Warren, Mass.............
150. 00
547. 76 . . .. . . . .. . .. • .. .. .. .. . • . .. .. .. • .
899. 50
Fort Preble, Me............................
48.12
131.24 ............................... .
Fort Trumbull, Conn.. • • . . • . . •
300. 00
2. 25
28. 13 .............................. ..
~'ort Adams, R. I...............
1, 327. 70
91. 00
537. 50 • • .. . .. . • .
125. 04 .......... ..
Fort Myer, Va ................. ............
68.56 .......................................... ..
Fort Thomas, Ky...............
80.59
116.00
98.68 .............................. ..
Fort Hamilton, N.Y...........
1,672.70
484.38
186.85
240.00
443.00
Fort Wood, N. Y.. . . . . . .. . • .. . .
56. 00 .. .. .. .. . . ..
1, 250. 00 ............................... .
FortMcHenry,Md.............
180.00 ............
34.00 ............................... .
Fort Schuyler, N.Y....................................
3,666.00 .......... ..........
98.60
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y.........
222. 31
256. 01
5, 713. 80 .. • . . .. . .. .. .. . • . • . .
116. 70
Fort Wayne, Mich.............
450.00
63.00 ............ .......... ..........
290.75
I•'ortBrady, Mich..............
75.00 .... -------- ---- ...................................... -}'ort Mackinac, Mich .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
69. 20
418. 00 .. . .. . .. . • . • . • .. • • • .
347. 50
FortPorter, N.Y..............
225.00
137.00
1,074.95 ............................... .
FortOntario,N. Y.............
400.00
139.00
367.43 .......... ..........
257.50
FortNia;gara, N.Y............
6.00
410.07
345.00 ............................... .
}~ort Mc.rherson, Ga....................................
198.00 ............................... .
Fort Barrancas, Fla. .. .. • • .. .. .. . .. . • .. • .. .. • . .. .. .. .. ..
343. 00
695. 35 .. . . .. .. ..
135. 00
In the field ........................................................................................ .
Total.. . . . • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . .

12, 235. 26

22, 002. 90

18, 324. 11

I 3, 511. 80

1, 385. 04

28, 808. 10

DiviBion of the Missouri.
Headquarters, Chicago, Ill.....
1, 099. 61
398. 20
1, 191. 59 ............................... .
Fort Sheridan, Ill .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
5, 364. 98
5, 589. 78 .. . .. . . • .. .. .. .. • • .. 30, 981. 90~
Do .......................................................................................... .
Total................. .. ..

Department of the MiB1ouri.

1, 099. 61

5, 763.18

6, 781. 37 .. --...... .. .. . • . .. •

30, 981. 90

1========1========1========1======1======1========

Headquarters, St. Louis, Mo .. .
6, 748. 69
Fort Leavenworth, Kans....... .. .. .. . . . . . .
Denver, Colo...................
187.50
LittleRock Barracks, Ark.....
180.00

2, 200. 00
8, 847. 96 .............................. ..
1, 051. 65
2, 094. 08 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
81. 93
1, 282.36
354.24 .. ........ .. .... .. •.
3, 752.74
17.00 ........................................... .

i~~~ ~~~1~. ~~los:::::::::::::::::::::::::::-----~~~--~~- .... --~~--~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Reno, Okla................ .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

1, 144. 81 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

484. 50

!~~~ ~if.~kl~~-~~:::::::::: : :::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ::::: ~~~-:~: :::::: :::·::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Crawford, Colo ............................................................................... .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .............................................................................. ..

a~:e?~tru~·-~~~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Camp Wade, Okla..............
18.00 ....................................................... .
Fort Elliott, Tex ........• .......................................................................... .

Total.....................

7, 134.19

5, 099. 93

J

13, 049. 83 . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..

4, 319.17
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL
appropr·iations nl,ade JQ'r the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OJ' THE ARMY.

For reimbnrse-1 B
ments of trav·
oxes, can·
Lumber,
Tolls on
Advertiseturnpikes, ments, publi· eling expenses v~~tfcl~so;grer All expens!ls rope, and purferries, and cations, and and payl!lents packing and not otherwise cp.ases of
from :private
protecting enumerated. miscel!anebridges.
printing.
fupds for pub·
freight
ous articles.
lie purposes.
•

$100. 00 . . • • • • • • .. • • • . .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. . • . . .. .. .. • . ..

$216. 47

:: :: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: ·· · · · · · · ·$i3: iio ·1- ...... ~~~--~~. ::::::::::::::
.

67. 90
$15. 10
2. 00 . . . . .. • • • • .. • •
17. 40
20. 00
4. 50
13. 75 .....•.••..•••..•...•.••.•••
120.00 ........... .............................................. .
309.50 ......................................................... .
20. 00 . . • • .. . . • . • • . . . • . • . . . . • • .. . • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • •
465. 00

..............................................................................................................
1.00 ......................................................... .
.............. .............. ................ ..............
230.15

Total
amounts.

173.00
2, 326. 10
10.08

$32,216.50
16,747.51
26,037.43
25,324.17
6, 232.92
5,013. 25
38,154.71
4, 406.86
2,241. 60
4,619. 64
2,397. 25
1,505. 75
13,941.35
2,017. 36
2, 224.87
978.91
7,967. 55
1, 940.33
496.82
5, 723.68
1,444. 90
903.70
5, 897.05
8, 621.82
3, 494.52
951.56
2, 013.23
2, 326.40
1, 437.78
2, 692.12
2, 340.05
6, 497.45
880.08

12,003.87

239,689.12

9, 457.95
2, 374.64

205.741.04
69,744.79
612.41

11,832.59

276,098.24

$1,008.81
116.60
957.09
126.56
301.66
36.00
297.58
583.00
330.00
336.89
455.45
70.50
635.00

·· ·· · · ·i26: oo · :: :: :: :::::: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :: :: :::::: · · · · · · ·io5: 92 ·
25. 28
. . .. . . .. .. . . . •
..............
28. 00
39. 00
..............
100.00

• . • • • .. • • • • • ..
• . • • • • .. .. • • ..
..............
. .. • .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
..............
--· : --------··

. . .. • . .. .. • • • • • • . .. • • • • . .. . • • • . • .. . • .. . . . • ..
36. 68
• . .. .. .. .. • . . • .. . . • . .. .. . . .. . .
909. 94
162. 00
................
19.95 ..............
15.00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
20. 00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 082. 30
................ .............. ..............
50.00
........................................................ ..

........ i7:4o· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ....... i35.'oo· ....... iioii.'os·
69. 00
5. 50 .. .. .. .. .. • . • . • • • • . . . • .. • • . • • •
.............. .............. ................ ..............
.............. .............. ................ ..............
60. 00 .. .. • . .. .. .. .. • . • . • • • . • . • • • • .. • . • • .. .. . . .. • •

. • . • • . • • • . .. ..
..............
..............
• .. • • • • • • • • . ..

1, 200. 86
455.91
110.58
415. .50

:::::::::::::: ........ 6i.'75' :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ........ 78:75'
15.00 .............. ............ ..•• •• ........ .. .. ............ .•
.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
143. 90
.............. .............. ................ .............. ..............
1, 118.08

86.85

~.9.35

142.50

34.80

16.75 ..............· ............ ..

142.50

34.so

1

1

99.50

2, 117.86

16.75

I

43,112.49
22,896.90
198,400.39
295.65
6,508.13
6, 548.70
14,995.19
3, 855.87
9, 985.59
6,319. 60
698.80
303.70
354.10
126.25
52.08
1, 150.55

19. 50
178. 09 .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • • .. . • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • ..
93. 00
46. 95 .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
39. 00
3. 60
131. 85
3, 058. 18
.. .. .. .. .. . .. •
32. 20
20. 65 .. • .. .. • • .. . ..
1. 75
881. 13
.............. .............. ................
3.60 ..............
27.00
10. 80
68. 50 • • • • • • • .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. .. . ..
83. 05
. .. • .. . .. .. . . .
.... .. . .. .. ... ..............
27.50 ..............
11.20
86.60
.............. ..............
24.50 .............. ..............
45.99
1. 50 . . .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
30. 00
90. 50
.............. ..............
62.32 .............. .......... : ••• ..............
120.00 ..............
20.00 ........................................ ..
.. -.................................... ··-· ................... ..................... ...................... -·
2.00 ....................................................................... .

--

189.95

221.09

2i2. 47

--

7.20

.... .

174.80

4, 365. 45

1

I

315, 603. 99
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Statement showing in detail the amounts expended from tlte varioUI
TRANSPORTATION OJI' THE ARMY.

Water supply and sewerage.
Division, department, and post.
For water
rents and
taxes.

Wharves and
bridges.

Roads, harbors, and
rivers.

For conFor conFor rent structing
For
construct.
i
ng
of
roads
and
Formate- and repair- structing wharves for repairs
rial puring
and
andreand
andrechased. fordig:ging pairing. wharfmoval of
age.
obstrucWellS.
tions.

Department of tM. Platte.
Headquarters Omaha N ebr
.
$338. 64
$2, 069. 31
FortRobinso~,Nebr : ...... :::. ............ ............

$3, 109. 57 .............................. ..
299.00 ............................... .

i~~i 8~~1:~: ~~~~:::::::::::::: ···2; 9o5: oo · :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :: ::::::::::::

Fort Niobrara, Nebr .............................................................................. ..

~~~~~l~¥~i;\~;t~~::::::::

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::~6.:66: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~~~}j~~~~~~~~:::::

:::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: ::::: ::::::

Fort Washakie, \Yyo........... ............
12.00
921.11 ....................
Fort Du Cbesne, Utah.......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
Fort Douglas, Utah .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
237. 24
316. 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

TotaL .. • . . .. • • • • . • .. • . .. .

Department of Dakota.

3, 243. 64
2, 318. 55
4, 735. 68 ........ --1-.. . .. .. ..
1========1=======1========1======

$1,063.89
1,500. 00
9. 00

2, 572. 89

Head51.uarters,St.Paul,Minn...
136.92
10,340.43
1,456.32 ..........
$48.84 ........... .
Fort Custer, Mont ................................................................................. .
Fort Missoula, Mont ............................................................................. ..

~~~ f:~!~i:t~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ... :·.~~:~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont................... ............
30.00 .............................. ..
Helena, Mont ..................................................................................... ..
Fort Buford, N.Dak ............................................................................... .
Fort Pembina, N.Dak ............................................................................. .
Fort Yates, N.Dak.....................................
65.00 .......... ,..................... .

~=;t~t~:t~:~~:~~:::::

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~~~~~;;x~~~R-~~k:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Meatle, S.Dak ............................................................................... ..
FortBennett,S.Dak ....................................... .. : .... .............................. ..
FortSm•lling,Minn............ ............
177.07
526.66 .......... ..........
4,362.85
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo .......................................................................... ..
In the field.....................
25.00 ...................................................... ..
Total. .................. ..

161.92

12,017.50

2, 077.98 ........ ..

Department of Te:za..

48.84

4,362. 85

======I======I

1, 815. 60 .............. --....
59. 82
4.25 .............................. ..

Fort Brovrn, Tex.......................................
25.00 .............................. ..
Fort San1 Houston, Tex ........................................................................... ..
Fort Hancock, Tex ............................................................................... ..
Fort Bliss, Tex.................
1,375. 00
7.53 ........................................... .
FortMclntosh,Tex............
15.00
256.90
927.21 .............................. ..
Fort DaYis, Tex .................................................................................. ..
Fort Elliott, Tex ................................................................................. ..
FortRin!;p:old, Tex.............
23.65 ...................................................... ..
Camp at ~a~le Pass, Tex .. .. .. •
86. 68
88. 88 .. • • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. •
26. (() .......... ..
Camp DelRio, Tex ............................................................................... ..
Uamp Pena Colorado, Tex ........................................................................ ..
Total. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Department of OaliJornia.

7, 000. 33

2, 102.30

2,772.06 ......... .

26.40

1=========1========1========11=====1========

59.82

Headquarters, San Francisco,
Cal...........................
l,U2.10 ............
180.00 $3,700.00 1,196.13 ........... .
Fort Gaston, Cal............... ............
22.00 ............................................
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made/fn' tke Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION 01!' THE ARMY.

~:;t~~?t~~~- :Boxes. canLumber
Tolls on
Advertise- eling expenses vas, ~nd other A.ll expenses rope and p'urturnpikes, ments, publi- and payments artic:les for not otherwise chases of
ferries, and cations, and
from private P;~~{~c~h.~d enumerated. miscell_anebridges.
printing.
f~nds for pubfreight
ous articles.
he purposes.
'

$168.59

$1,318.31

$70.00

$403.49
110.00

$14,348.68
109.49
36.46
83.00

23.53

53.50 ........................... .
26.67 ............ -2. 65

235.00
174.05

.............. ........... ..
16.50 .............. ---- .......... ··-----------$5.00 ..............
21.00 ......................................... .
30.00 .............. ................ ..............
3.50
19.00

168.59

513.49

1,446. 98 1

25. 00
226. 03
48. 87 . • • • • • . • • • . .. •

1,342. 00

7,376.14
269,367.32

2, 424. 07
3, 948. 00

6, 162. 76
2.00
1,150. 65
20.00
197.50

140,429.66
18,830.09
7, 906.21
32,483.74
6, 312.67
10,377.72
8, 510.85
9,191.19
3, 228.64
26,930.37
4, 246.57
1,042. 70
2, 820.55
6, 859.10
4, 365.21
20,975.84
2, 138.90
46,632.99
3, 302.30
9,140. 11

1,020.12

15,224.88

365,725.41

758.44

3,636. 60
934.50

90,331.85
5, 935.25
3, 732.95
3, 858.77
I, 516.70
3, 333. 35
4, 550.11
4, 652.40

99.68

48. 50 .. .. .. • • .. .. ..
365. 88
80. 75 • • . . .. • .. • .. .. .. • • • . • • • • .. • •

~~: ~ ·•···· ··ai.'42. ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·9:75· :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·· ·· ·· 'i92.'9o·
3.45 .............. ................ .............. .............. •

58.85

·········s: oo· :: :: :::: :: :: :: ··········22: 5o· :: :::: :: :: :: :: ·· ·· ·· · · ·a: so· · · · · · · ·2Bo: oo51.25 ........
76.80
327.50
11.00

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

oooooooooooooo

oooooooooooo••--

oooo . . oooo . . . . . .

0000 " " ' " ' ' '

"

....

00000000000000

00000000000000

"

............ ..

000000 " ' 00

"'

0000000000....

oo . . . . . . o o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o o o o o o

00000000"'""'

000000000000

........

....

0000 . . 0000

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0000000000000000

......

559. 00

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

615. 50

· · · · · · · ·39: is· :::::::::::::: · · · · ·· · · · ·92.' 5o- :::::::::::::: · · · · · · · ·ao: 24 ·
36.00

197.90
31.25

oo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . .

--··••oooooooo

00 . . . . 00 . . 00 . . . . 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .

oooooooooo

00000000000000

"000000000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 000000

.80 ..
71. 20 ...........
13.72
..............

oooooooooooooo

00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00 . . . . . .

oooooooooooooo

.......................................... ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo.ooo

106.75 .......................... ..

739.24

257.45

360.75 ............ ..

10.00
10.00

150.28

283.58

26.94

:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .. "'""'724: 48' ........ 95."84.
. .............................................
~

..............

--··

-....... -.................................................. -........ -...... -- ........ -.. -- .... --

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00000000

ooooooooooo#oo

-------------- .............. ................ ..............
98.00
.............. -------------- ................ .............. ..............

20.00

150.28

73.52

283.58

26.94

75.10 .........

ooooo

$184, 136. 09
6, 989.56
2, 527.52
7, 575.38
12,190.13
1, 207.23
16,419.07
8, 042.22
6, 074.26
8, 525.89
5, 925.79
2, 063.44
314.60

16,347.68

11. 00 -- .... -... -- .......... - .....
35.00

Total
amounts.

1, 580.92

39.00
320.25
8.90

180.00

4, 887.17
1, 02<1.10
303.10
1,649. 40

5, 215.09

125, 775. 15

1,673.46 ............ ..

56,481.47
1,724. 05

•
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-State.ment showing in detail the amounts expended from the varioua
TRANSPORTATION 0:1' THR ARMY.

Water supply and sewerage.

Wharves and
bridges.

Roads, harbors, and
rivera.

For conFor conFor rent
;~d~~~a
structing
of
For
conFormate- and repair- structing wharves for repairs
rial purandreing and
and
a.nd rechased. for
moval of
digging pairing. wharfobstrucwellS.
age.
tions.

Division, department, and post.
For water
rents and
taxes.

Department of Oalifornia-Con'd
Fort Mason, Cal................ . .. . . . ......
$20.00
:Fort Bidwell, Cal............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l'rl'><i!lio of San Francisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.00

~~~ag;~~~Jl~~:.~c<rr~·u;i::: ::::: .... $34i."4o· ::::::::::::
l~enicia

$1,038.82
$12.50 .•••••••••.•••••••••••
59. 50 ...........•••..•••.......••.•••
130. 50 ............................... .
3

~~: ~~

:::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::

::::::j

Barracks, Cal..........
345.87
.50
26.50 .......... -········· ~ ---·········
.Angel Island, Cal ....................................................... _. . . ...... . ..... -···········
Total.....................

1. 799. 37

77. 50

165. 00

1, 439. 79

1, 840. 12

3, 712. 50 $1, 196. 13 /-.......... .

Department of Arizona.
Headq uarters,Los Angeles, Cal .

141. 20 ........•..••.....•...••••••.••.

~~jl)~;ro~1~~~~~:~~~~:::::::: :::::::::::: ···---~~:~. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Huachuca, Ariz........... ............
149.00 ........................................... .
Fort Thomas, .Ariz .........••......................................................................
Fort McDowell, Ariz ...................•....•.•.•..................................................
Fort Apache, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 00 ...•...••..............•.....••.
Fort Verde, .Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .
Fort Moja"\"e, Ariz ......•..••.••...•......•....•...........•........................................
l!'ort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... .
Fort Lowell, .Ariz ..••.•......••.•.•..........••....................................................
Fort Grant, .Ariz .......•....•......................................................................

~{,~~as~~e~; ~~M~i:·::::::::::: ...~·-~~~:~~- ··---~~~:~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Wingate, N. Mex . • • . . . • • . .•• • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54. 00 .............•••..•..•..•.......
l!'ort Bayard, N. M.ex . . . . . . . . . . . . • ••• • • .. • . .
23. 95
152. 00
75. 00 ......•......•.......•
Fort Union, N.Mex .•••••••......••...•.......•....•..............................•••.......•.•.•..
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ...•.........••••........•.....................................................
Total . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .

2, 365. 00

I

1, 956. 22

422. 20

75. 00 . • . • • • • . . . . ••.......•.

Department of tM OolumbiG.
Headquarters, Vancouver Bar·
racks, Wash..................
100.00
3, 751.05
740:46 2, 796.89 ••••••••••
$324.66
Portland, Oregon............... ..•. .. ...•..
4, 300 39
1, 170.29 .••••..•.. .•.••• ••• .
18.90
Fort Spokane, Wash ....•.••••..•..................................................................
FortCanby, Wash.............
500.00 .•••••.•••..
36.00 .: •.•••••...••.••••..••.•••••••.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.......
239.00 . ••• • • • . • . • .
930. 00 ............................... .
Fort Townsend, Wash.........
784.10
10.00
285. 00
54.15
43.35 .•••••.•••..
Boise :aarracks'-Idaho . • • • . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
39. 90 ..................... .
Fort Sherman, .tdaho .•.••••. ••. .•••.....•..
304.00
507.00 ••.•.•.....•••••..•..•••.••..••.
In the field . . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... .
Total. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . .

Independent poatl.

1, 623. 10

8,365.44

3, 868. 75

2, 890. 94

43.35

343.56

=======1======1========1========1~=====

West Point,N. Y............... •••..•••.••.

~=~J~~~:o~·~::::::: ···;;~nr
~~~i~iies1~d~N.".Y.":Ha:;li~~:::: --·2;so6:aa·

500.00

.. :!:5
~~i:~~

60.00 ·••••••••·

·········-~·-··········

,J~:~ ::::::::::::::::::: <~i;~::
~:~::~!

·i;s66."oo· ·2;ooo:oo·

5,66I.oo

Willets Point, N. Y. Harbor . _.. . • • • . • • . . . . .
2, 654. 70
33. 00 ...•.•.•...•... _.•..••....... - ..
Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, Kans ............•••.•.••............... _......•....•.. _.....•.•..........................
Sault de St. Marie, Mich ...••••......................................•..•...........................
Jefferson Barracks, Mo. . • • • • • • .
3, 782. 08
80. 00
33. 93 • . . • • • . • . . . . . • . • • • • .
52. 50

i~~~~~~~t~;rmi•~i : i~:- ~;. : i:~ ~ :. i:~ ·ii:::~- : : : :~: . ::..:~ : -:~: -~ :~ ~ -~; ~
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

For reimburse- Boxes, canments of trav- vas, and other
Lumber
Tolls on
Advertise· eling expenses articles for All exhpen~~s rope and purturnpikes, ment.s, publi· and payments pacldng and notot erWise chases of
ferries, and cations, and from private
prot.ecting / enumerated. miscellanebridges.
printing.
fupds for pubfreight.
ous articles. 1
lie purposes.

--.----- ... -- .. -- ... -... ---.
$1. 25 . ----- .... -.-.
$9. 00 • --.---- •. - •.•.
-------······· .............. ................ .............. ..............
$275.00
·---·-.-. ~- --· ............... ·- ·- ···-- -·---- ·--- ·-. -- .. - .. ·--- ... -- .. --· ---- -·. -- .• --·
. -.-.-----.-- .. -- .. --.------ . -------.- •. - --- ------- ---.-- .
486. 00 ------- --.- --.
.. ----. -- .. -- .. -- ......... - . - --.----.- .. -- - .. --.--- --.--..
80. 00
8. 00

Total
amOlmte.

$1,928.82
1, 086.65
16,719.60
1, 131. 75
982. 70

:::::::::::::: ..... :::· ::::::::::~:::: :::::::::::::r:::~:::~: ······-~:::· --8:-:-::-:-:~-~
I

i

;;;;;;;S~~t~~:~~@f: ~~~~:~~~:sm: ~~~~:::m~~~ ~~:~:~~~~m~ ~~~~~~mn~ Jm:~
!!:: !! !!! -~ !~ ~ ~!~ :~ ~ ~ -! l: :;~ ; ;;~; :-:· l : ~- ~l ~u ~l: .l ~ ~ ~ !~ ~m~~ ~mm: ·~ ~ n

J

....••. - ••• ·- ....• ·- .. -·- --· . -- .. - .... ----- .. ·---·.-- ... . .
136.88
52.50
.............. ..............
3.60
50.00 ····--········ ----·······--·
.•.•... ------· .............. ................ ..............
58.60
10.47
.............. ·······--·---·
11.50 .............. ..............
4.80

5, 527.24
17,498.36
262.37
7,204.32

:::::::::::::l:::::::::::: :::::::::: :i:~: :::::::::::::: ::::::: :;;:~: ....... ~Hf __!_;_g~-~-:~-~
=

81. 13

!

21. 86

436. 80

89. 26

313. 68

1, 993. 09

163, 208. 30

252.54
1, 002.63
9. 50

30,098.27
16,716.46
7,152.13
1, 974.30
10,549.46
3, 738.98
2, 964.41
8, 224.20

!

..............
77.07
435.73 ·------··---·1,199.08
97.70 ··········--·-'
11.50 ·---·--------· --·-···--·---·
443. 50 . ---.--- .. ---. - .. -•• - .. ------ .. --------.-.-. --------.-----

· ••·- --4io: 38· ::: : :: : : ::: : : : -· · ·· · -·· ·25: iio · ::: : : : : : : :: : : : ::::: ::: ::: ::: -· · ·- --43i: 2o••• -- - . . . . . . . . . --- -- • - --- - - ...... -- -- - - . - - - . . -.- - - - - - . - - - •

25. 00

253. 19

---·- --·si: 26· :::: ::::: :: ::: : :: :: : : :: :: :: : :: ::: : :::: : ::: :: ::::: ::::::::: --- -· · · --2: 5o·
982.84

77.07

472.23 ............ ..

1,224. 08

3. 70 --------- ..• -. - ••••• --.-- .. - .... -.-.-- •. ---. - ••• --.-- .... .
..............
31.32
11.25 ·····--·-----· ............ ..
88.00 -------.- .. --. ·--- •• -·-·.---- .. -------- ·-.-.
957.25

:::::::::::::: ·------ ·i5: 9s· :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ·-· ----5oi: 75·~
10.00

187.85

4.80 ·······-··---·

4.55

------.- ...... ·--- .. ------ -· ------ ··----.- .. ·-·-··-···--··
212.50
.............. ..............
1.25 ........................... .

1, 951.56

81,418.21

411.85
61.28
4.45
20.00
40.59
249.67
319.19

4, 802.54
27,013.18
19,468.52
1, 174.38
17,096.35
27,576.70
4, 617.94

5, 794.72
31.34
578.68

33,172.76
354.09
7, 647.63

49.50

841.90
9. 75
1, 382.92

3. 60 .............. ·-----·-········ ................................. ~ ...... ..

4,5,g()
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C.-Statentent showing in detail the anwunts expended j1·om the various
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARli:IY.

Water supply and sewerage.
Di\rision, department, and post.
For water
rents and
taxes.

Roads, harbors, and
rivers.

Wharves and
bridges.

For conFor conFor rent
;~~~t~~~
For
constructing
of
Formate- and repair- structing wharves for repairs
rial puring and
andreand
andrechased. for
digging pairing. wharfmoval of
age.
wells.
obstructions.

Independent posts-Continued.

~~!!~~~t;::~lk~f::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Benicia Arsenal, CaL .... -- .. -- ...... -- -- ......... -- . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. -- . . . . . .. .. __ .............. ..

~~1~:!fi~1~~~·af.N-::Y::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Rock Island Arsenal, IlL .... -- .... -- .. -- ..... -- ... __ ...... __ .. __ ..... __ .. . ... _. __ ....... __ ........ .
Springfield Armory, Mass ................ -- ...... ____ .................... __ .. ____ .. ______ . __ .. __ .. .
U. S. legations at London, Paris,
Berlin, St.Petersbm·g, Vienna .. --.-- .............. -- .. -- .. -- .......... __ ........ ____ .. ____ .. ____ ..
Total .. ____ ... __ ..... --...

11, 706. 77 $1, 866. 00 $2, 000. 00

$20, 652. 44

11. 75 11, 029. 16

58.13
169.00
1,212. 05

$8, 538. 52

$8, 538. 52

New York, N. Y .... -- .. -- .. --..
Philadelphia, Pa................

2, 981. 41
181. 00

Ht. Louis, Mo ... -- .... -- ... ----.
San Francisco, CaL . . . . • . . . . . . . .

501. 00
2, 522. 69

8, 284.71
1, 474.56
85.68
6, 268.31
9, 950.65
9, 820.16

330.15
82.25

Total ................. --..

6, 186.10

35, 884. 07

582.25

General depots.

}~;r~;~!~~;oJle~i!k ~ -_ ~: ~ ~::::::: ::::::::::::

86.35
83.50

11.82
552.00
87.50
11. 75 11, 029. 16

2,090. 50

RECAPITULATION.
Divisions, departments, independent posts, and general Regular supdepots.
plies.
Department of the East ..........•..•.•.................. -Division of the Missouri.--.-- ...... -- ..... -- ......... --...
Department of the Missouri . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of the Platte ... -- ....... -- ............. , . . . . . .

$188, 315. 49
65, 000. 70
244, 068. 90
331, 571. 68

~~i~~!::~H~ ~=~~~:i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~g; ~~t ~

Department of Arizona .. ---...............................
Department of the Columbia...............................

~ne~~~!Y~~~~~o~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::

362,982.32 1
168, 846. 62

Incidental
expenses.

$80, 538. 56
29, 373. 67
46, 167. 36
58, 884. 27

~~J~~:!~

41,041.79
29, 314. 66

~~~; ~~g: ~~ I 1~~; ~~~: ~~

Barracks and
quarters.
$145, 574. 95
27, 141. 40
45, 093. 69
68, 535. 96

!~J!~J~

50,835.34

24, 522. 60

~~; g~!: ~

l.'otal ................................................ 1-2,-442-,600-.-5-2.,. -63-9-,-38-6-.9-2-l--60-7-,3-76-.-13-l
I
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Qua1·termastm·'s Depa1·tm,ent, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

I

Forrelmbu,.. Boxoo oan
Lumber,
Advertise- m.ents of trav- vas, and oth~r~
•.rolls on
ehng expenses articles for All expens.es rope, and purments,
publiturnpikes,
kin
d not otherwise chases of
fcnies, and cations, and and payments
from private P;otec1i~ enumerated. miscel~aneprinting.
bridges.
f~ds for pub- 1
freight
ous artiCles.
lie purposes.
·

$37.00

Total
amounts.

$152.45

:::::::::::::: -------$46:25 · :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: -·---·--i4: 25· · --··· · ·242: o9
·-------·--·-2.60 ............................................ ·-----·--·------- ....... -- ... -- ... -- .. -- ....... -......... ------.-- .. --. -- ...... - .. -- ... -------.---.
------··-·-·-·
7.47 --------------·· -----------·-· .............. ------·------·

:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: : ~::::~;:~l--- <::~;- - - - -.1~
$105...

.....,

,.,... __ . _. __ ..... _.

11. 8o
150. 00

l,lo9. 37
18.42

~kg~

1~~: ~g

189.69
$661.79
142. 18
12, 507. 99
37
;:
1,
36. 60 ...... - - .. .. ..
186.60
2, 298.19

75. 00
73.00

852.30 1

g~

I'

50. 40
60.09

2, 058.23 1

940.571

i~: ~

1. ,._ ••
1
637 ._ 42 ~
699 39

1

·.... i; 454.
553: 7o .,,
51

16,912.06

28!l.78
140. 95
232.82

:::-;;

,_ .... 21

1... ,,._ ..

5, 255.76
1, 462. 43

132,276. 9~
57, 455. 69

~~~: ~~

1~~: ~~~: ~i

4, 507. 04

19,
1, 560. 77
3, 643. 65

230, 129. 25
71, 997.23

7, 852.061

31,891.28

688,917.34

RECAPITULATION.
Cavalry
aud artillery
horses.
$830.00

Hospitals.

I

Shooting
Quarters IT
.
Clothing and galleries
and' for hospital ransportatwn
equipage.
ranges. i stewards. 1 of the Army·

I

$14,402.16

5, 068.06
892.50
99.102.55

5, 580.20
3, 764.79
8, 745.87
763.78
2, 996.14
2, 447.55
7, 206.56
590.59

$518.65
5, 208.33
67,65
669.96
2,462. 86
41.43
76.00
37.62
29.00
67,317.68
1, 309, 443. 67

166,475.47

51,258.50

1, 385, 872. 85

..................... ......................
.........................
4, 760.86
23,297.59
17,122.64
10,828.78
9, 333.35

..........................

Total.

I

$2,248.25
10.25
1,421. 32
1, 296.70
1,2.'l3.01
797.09
540.91
1,209. 04
622.28
59.30

$4,266.56

I

--------------1
1, 732.20 I
25.75
84o. 37 1
1,369. 08
1,200.00
81.00
273.65
190.00

......................... .......................
9,438.15

9.' 978.61

1

$239, 689. 12
276,098.24
315,603.99
269,367.32
365, 725. .U
125,775.15
87,574.48
163,208.30
81,418.21
148,078. !)3
688,917.34

$676, 383.74
402,832.59
658,915.97
759,229.43
944,809.23
403,899.18
280,970.96
622,391.55
312,542.63
406,383.67
2, 605, 484. 59

2, 761, 456. 39

8, 073, 843. M
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expendedfrom theva1"ious appro
depa1·tments, independent posu, and general depots of the Army, as shown by the accounts
:REGULAR SUPPLmS.

Division, department, and post. I-----:-----,-----F....,o_ra_ge_._ _- : - - - - - - - - Hay.

~ran.

Com.

Oats.

Barley.

Straw.

Department of the Erut.
Headquarters, Governors Island,N. Y ........................................................................................ .
Boston, Mass .................................................................................... _..
Baltimore,Md..................
$20.66 ......................................................... .
NewOrleans,La ...............
74.55
$32.24
$6.17 ............ ............
$18.20
Buffalo, N.Y...........................................................................
20.86
Washingtonllarracks,D.C ............................................................ ---------·-·
FortMonroe, Va ................................................................................... .

~~rl~~;r~:ra!~~1~~:'.::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Jackson Barracks, La ............................................................................. .
Fort Trumbull, Conn .............................................................................. .
Fort Adams, R.I .................................................................................. .
Fort Hamilton, N.Y ............................................................................... .

f;]Ji!:1~~~;,~_:;~:::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Warren, Mass ....................................................................... __ ..... _..
Fort McPherson, Ga ............................................................................... .

~:~n~c~~~~~~Jr:Wk~::Ai~·:: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1
i~ t~~~~1d:~·-~--~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
TotaL .............••.....

95.21

32.24

6.17

Divi&ion of the Missouri.

1------------ ············

39.06

I

I

~::t~~:~~~.<fi!i~~~~: ~==== :: :::::::::: :::::::: =: :::::::::::=I====:::::::: :::: =: :::::: :::::::::: =:
TotaL .................... ~ ............ : ......... !.................................. ..

I

Department of the Missouri.

Htadquarterth~ depot,lstt~ ________ .. ____ ........ ___ ..... __ _. __ .............................. ..
8
L~~I:,n;g~
~- .': -~ . . . .
2, 513. 80 7, 866. 50
2, 571. 61
$890. 92 • • .. • • • • • • ..
352. 63
Denver, Colo ..................................................................................... ..

__ '...

:5

~~~~ ~~~!,·~~~T- :::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
~~~l~~'c~~~~i~d.:T:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total..................... 2, 513. 80

890.92 .......... ..

352.63

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters and depot, Omaha,
Nebr ......................... 1,967.2813,429.06

2, 571.61

83.96 ............ ............

300.00

I 3, 429. 06

83. 96 .......... __ .. .. .. .. .. ..

300. 00

7, 866. 50

=====1======1======1=======1=======1======1

1m ~~~~~:~m~~~ ; ;e:;;l ~~~~~::: \: : : ~ ~::::: m~:: ::m·:~m: mm ::~::: m:::
Total..................... 2, 206. 53

Department of Dakota,.

~:!~~~:::: -~~·.:~~: -~~-~:::

1

6, zg~: g~

111~111111111 ~ ~ I~

I 4, ~~~: ~g

1, oz~: ~~

_____ :~~: ~~ _:::::::::::: _____ :~: ~~_

IiIiIi 1111111111iIi1111111111111111,111111iIIIIi 11111111111i
Camp:::·~~~::::::::::::::: -~: ;;~: ;~ ·: ~: ~~ ~. ;~:~ ~: ~:1" .... ;~: ~-~
•.. ;:

1

••••••

:::::::::::
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

p1'iations for the Quartertnaster's Depart'ntent for the fiscal year 1890, in the division,<J,
of officers received since pt·eparation of annual report for fiscal year ending June 90, 1890.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Fuel.

Stoves.

Lights.

l - - - - . . . . - - - --1- - - - - - - - ; - - - - - l - - - - - - - - . . , - - - - - l StationLamps and Mineral Light.
ery ·
Heating.
Wood.
Coal.
qook.
lanterns.
oil.

Advertising.

I

- - - - 1 - - - --1----

-----~~:~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: """"ii6: 66" :.:::::::: ----~::~?
-----ii7:oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
678. 13

$1, 243. 16 - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- • - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - -- - • - -.- - - - - - - . - - - -- - - - - -

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ---- ·$45: oo· ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
------------ ------------

10,304.54 ----------- ...•••..... . ----------

3,947.00

$1.90 ----------

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·$3;54s:oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
::::::::::::
:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::,:::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
•.••••••••.••••••••••... -----------841.98 ------------ ---------3.91 ---------- ••••••....
:::::::::::::::::::::::: ·····ua:35- ::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
2.75 ········---- ------------ ----------· ...•........ ---------- ----------- ·--------- ------·--·
868.19

1,243.16

10,592,89

------····1

4,389,98 ------------

3,967.57

1.90

57.57

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ···o; iii:ao· ··· ·•;.,;: oo· :::::::::::: ::::::::::1::::::::::: ...36': 96......96:48
---------···············

9,123.60

482.00 ......................

!...........

367.96

66.48

---.----.-.
.1. .. 4,440.40
---.-.--- ......••....••.•..•••...••...••••..
892. 52
1.10
$1. 50 ------ •• -- ---------- .
148. 57 . -- ... - ...
735.88
·····----2.00 .•........
705.17
•••••••••••. •••..••..••. •••.••••••••
20.60 ------·----- •••.••••••••••••••••.•••..•........•••..•
•••••••...•. .••••••..••. ......••.•.. .•.•..•.... ..•.•••..... .......•.. •..........
35.40 ......... .

735. 88
4, 440. 40
892.52
21.70
1.50
1 =1== 1 = = 1 = = 1 = = 1

825.29
26.45

-·········1
I

2.00

183.97

705.17

270.82

6,404.45

::::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
851.74 1
5, 758.35

6,404.45 ...................................
2,413. 32

443.95

··········I···········..........

5. 14 $2, 190. 50

52.96

270.82

243.38 .•..••••••

2.00 •·•·•••··••· .•...•...... ··•·•······ ....•....... ·········· ··········· .•..••......•..••.••

::::::~~: ~~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::I ::::::~~~: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
:~:: : ~E :~~~ ~: ~~~: : : : : : : ::mm::: :::::m:::::r::m::: ::mm::
1

: :·. ::::.- . ::::::::

.

6,822.31

2,481.32 ••••.•••... .

443.95

5.14

2,191.23
1

WAR 91-VOL I--27

52.96

243.38 ------····

=
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expended from the various
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post. I-------;------.----F-.o_r_ag_e_._ _.....,-----.------l
Hay.

Bran.

Corn.

Oats.

Barley.

Straw.

Department of Teza8.
Headquarters and depot, San
Antonio, Tex .••••••••.••..••.
Fort Brown, Tex ....•..•••..••.
Total . . . . • . • • • • . . . • • . . • . .

Department of Oalifornia,.

$419.51
60.00

$938.50

$144.68 .•••••••••••••••••••••••

479. 51

938.50

144.68 ....................•...

=====1======1=======1=======:1========1======1

Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, Cal................ 3, 279.72 $1,286.80 .. . . . . .. . . . .
209.33
$1,815.01 •••••..•••••
Fort Mason, Cal ........................................•.••..........•.••...............•....••••••
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .•.........
Fort Gaston, Cal . . . . . . . . • • • . • . .
156. 24
103. 32 ...............••........•.•.....•..••.••..•••.•
Fort Bidwell, Cal..............
174.50 ........................•.•••..•...••..•...•...••.....•••.
Benicia Barracks, Cal .••••...•..•••....•...........•.....•.•••..•••••••••...••••.•••••.•.••..••••••
Alcatraz Island, Cal. •.••••..••..•..••..•.....•..........•...••..••..•...........••.....••..•••.....
Angel Island, Cal. ......•..........••.....••.............•...................•..............••.•••.
Total • . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . • . . 3, 610. 46

209.33

1, 390. 12

1, 815.01

=====1========1========!======1=======1

Department of Arizona.

Headqnarters, Los .Angeles, Cal. 8, 905.34
98.46
3, 144.97
2, 997.65
16,463.77
$701.68
Santa Fe, N. Mex .......•••.... 12, 065. 72
809. 24
5, 506. 86
503. 52
3, 440. 48
984. 27
Whipple Barracks, Ariz ..•••••.••.•••........•.................•..................•.........•••...
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ...•••.•••..•••••.........••.......................••...•.••...•...••••........

~~ ~~~~~j;~~~~~jm: j~ j~ ~ ~: :~ :~j~ ~ r~~~~~~:jj: :::::.~ ~ ~ j ~j j_ j~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~j~

Fort Lowell, Ariz ...........••............•.••.............•••.....•••.•.•..••••••.••...••.•••.•••.
· Fort McDowell, Ariz ....•...•......••..•........•.. ·.............••••••••••.••••••••....•.••..••••..

[~~~~~l:~~: ~: ~: ~- ~~~:~jj~~: :::jj::J::::j: j.j:\:.:::~:ijji- :~i:j:::~j~- ~j::~i~:~~~:
Total ...••••••••••••...•. 20, 971. 06

907. 70

I

8, 651.83

I

3, 501.17

19, 904. 25

1, 685.95

Department of the Oolumbia.
Headquarters and depot, Vancouver Barracks, Wash.......
5. 00
15.00 ......•.•••••.••.....•••....•.•.••••.•.•.••••...
Portland, Oregon..... . . . . . . • • • • 2, 520. 41
541. 50 . • • . • • • • • . • •
84. 00 • • • • • • • • • . • •
58. 88
Fort Walla Walla, Wash . •• • •.
5. 00 ..........•••.••••••.••...•.••...••.•••••••••••••••.••....
Boise Barracks, Idaho .••.••........................•..•..•••••••.•.••••...••...•.••••••..••..••••..
Fort Spokane, Wash............
8. 40
5. 70 .•...•••••......•••.•....••..•••••••••••••••••..
TotaL . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • 2, 538. 81

Independent pom.

562.20 ........... .

84.00 ····•·······

58.88

=====1======1=======>======1=======1======1

Atlanta, Ga ...••.••..•••••••••••••.•.••...•••••.•...••.••••••••.••••••••••.......••.••...••..••••••
West Point, N.Y .••••••.••..•••..••.•••••..•••••••..•.•••••.••.••••.••••.••..•.•••••••....••.•••••.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .•••.•••..•••••••.•••••••..••••••••••••.•.•••••.•.••..•••.•••.•.•.•.•••.•.
Davids Island, N. Y ..•••••••••••.••••.••••••••••.•.•••••.•••••••••••••.••••••.•..•.••••••••..•...•.

}".l,";~:~=~~~:::::::::
General depots.

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :r: : : : : : : : : : :

New York,N. Y ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••...••...••..•.••••••
Philadelphia, Pa ...••••••••••••...........••.•••••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•...•....•........•.
Washington, D. C . . . .. • • • •.•••• 1, 125.02 . . . . . . . • . . •• •• •• . . • • .• • • •• •• . . . . ••
2, 365.96
993. 3g
Jeffersonville, Ind ..•••...••••••......................•....•....•.••••••••....•........•......•.•.•.
San Francisco, Cal . . . • • • • .•• • • .
110.40
173.00 ••.•....•.••.•.•...•..••..•...•••.•.••••...•••••
St. Louis, Mo ....•..........•.•...•........•...•.•.....•......••.•••......•...•....••....••••..•..••
Military Prison, Fort Leaven-

l". ;;.:::::::::::: :::::::::::: . .;:~:~· . . .;;;:;;·

wo:~:::::: ::::::::::::::r;: ~;: ~ ;~:
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Fnel.
Stoves.
Lights.
l - - - - - - , - - - - - - - l - - - - - . - - - - 1 - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - l StationLamps
and
Mineral! Light.
ery.
Heating.
Cook.
Wood.
Coal.
lanterns.
oil.

Advertising.

----1----

••••••• , ............................................................. $4,402.64

$7.50

$129.44

1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1---- - - - - - - - - ..................................................................... 4,402.64

7.50

129.44

1====1====1====1====1=====!======
$1, '"' 12

"' 132.10 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

J. .... ,._

00

.... 00

67• ..,

2.42 ................... .
• 73 .................. ..

25.70 ........................................................ .

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: "'''$94: 98.: :=:: :::=:: :::::= :=:::: ::::::::::

1 - - - - · 1 - - - - -1- - - - - 1 - - - - - l - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1, 357.82

3,132.10

22.15

94.98

498.00

67.90

1=====1========1========1=======1========1=========================
1, 060.82
55.08

30.55 ......... .

1, 970.39
178.14

961.84

8.41 ................... .

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::I:::::::::::: ::::::::::: :=:= := :::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
···- ......... --- ..................... -·---- --- -.......... --- ........ --- .... ---- ..... --------- .... -- .... -- . -- ---------- -- ... ---- 1.02 .................. ..
...

...

1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1·--- - - - - - - - - 1, 115.90

39.98 ..........

2, 148.53

961.84

1========/=========l========i=======l==========l===================
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ .......... .......... ..........

9.90

::t:S~~: : : :S~~~: : ~~~~:~ :~ ~: ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~. :~ ~: ~~ : ~~ ~: :~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~ :::: :i::i: ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~H~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~
3,066.61

159.00 ............ ........... ............ ..........

4.14 ..........

9.90

::::::::::::
:::::::::::: .. -~·-~~:~..!~: ~~: ~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: ....:~:~~J: ::::::::
::::::::::
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ .......... ..........
45.53 ......... .
59.82 .................. ..
1 .. ""63."84"
1.00 .................. ..
:::::::::::: ::::::::::
............ ............ ............ ........... ............ .......... .......... ..........
42.57

:::::::::::: ::::::::::

:: -~

----~~~:~~-

- - - - 1 - - - - ·1- - - - - 1 - - - - ·1- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1, 705.07

103.32

1. 479.46

45.53

42.57

=I==

...................4."i7" ::::::::::::::::::::::: .. !~·-~~·.::.(:::::::::
-·---957:79'"'
29.94 ------------ -------··-- ------·--·-- ---------.. . .. .. .. .. •
3, 789. 03
8, 249. 06 . . .. .. .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. 4, 210. 75

23.2511,680.70
1

~:~~ ---~~~--~~-

124.20
558.82
190.42

23. 50 .. .. .. .. .. . ......... 11, 169. 27
470. 03 .. .. .. .. ..
54. 00 8, 609. 99

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::1----..._~- :::::::::: ----- ~-"
957.79

3, 823.14

8, 249. o6j 4, 210.75

1, 1n. 10 .........

·I

141.16 21,863.46

910.19

~-------~-----~---~--------------~--------------~----~------
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W A.R.
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expended from the various
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post.

Printing.

Lawn
mowers.

Engineers.

Watchmen. Other employ6s.

Rnbber
stamps.

Department of t1u Ecut.

Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y.....................
$385.98 ....................................................... .
:Boston, Mass ..................................................................................... ..
BaJ.timore, Md .................................................................................... ..
New Orleans, La .................................................................................. .
:Bu:ff:tlo,N. Y ...................................................................................... .

~*i~1-;;~·:~:~~~~ :::::·~~ ~: :::~f: ~~~~~~ ~~~: ~~~::~~::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::

JacksonBarracks,La ............................................................................. ..
Fort Trumbull, Conn ............................................................................. ..
Fort.Adants,R.l ................................................................................. ..

: : : :: : : : : ::~::~: : : :

g!fJ.~~:~:~~:~::::~: : : : : : ::r~~:::~~~ ~~:~:~: ::::~:::::: ~:

~~~~~ffB~lllll~:~~~~~llP~·ll:~:: : : :~: ~:~: : ~: : ~: l~ ~ : ~ l~ l l ~ ~ :l l~ ~ :
TotaL....................

900.78

24.00

.IXtlision of the Mwouri.

------····1.·---·---···· ....................... .
I

¥::tdS'h:ri~!!;~~~~~-o:~:::::: -----~~:~~- ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::
I
I

Total.....................

238.74 ..........

----------1-----------·1....................... .

Department of tlu Mi1souri.

H~:r:.:$.~~~~~~~~~~~}

~~:~~

:::::::::: ..!~~~:~~- :::::::::::: .....!~:~~- ......!~:~~-

Denver. Colo ................ ; ..................................................................... .

[~~;:~!:~:~:::~:~~:~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::1::::::::::: :(::~~:::::
Total .....................

1,047.79 ..........

Department of the Platte.

155.00 ............ j

85.00

1.30

I

Headquarters and depot, Omaha,
Nebr.........................
238.72 ....................................................... .
Fort Robinson,Nebr ............................................................................. ..
Fort Washakie, Wyo ............................................................................. ..

i~~N~u8~~n~,tu~h:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Niobrara,Nebr .............................................................................. ..
Total .................... .

238.72

Department of Dakota.

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn..
227.53 ...................................................... ..
Helena, Mont ..................................................................................... .
Fort Custer, Mont ............................................................................... ..
Fort Meade, S.Dak ............................................................................... ..

i~~~~g;k~~~~k::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Yates, N.Dak ...........................................................................·... ..

i~~ f:rfj~TI~ss.~~k:t_:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Shaw, Mont ................................................................................. ..
Fort Pembina, N.Dak ........................................................................... ..

~~~:s~~;i~~~a~:V~·::::::::::

Camp:::::~~:.::::::::::::

:::::.::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

.~;:~· ::::::::: [:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iations made jo1· the Quartermastm·'s Department, etc.-Continuell.

I

REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Forage
masters and
agents.

I

Typewriter.

Scales.

All expenses I

. . • . . • • . . •• . . . . . • .. • • .. • • . . • • • . • • •• . . . . . • . . . • . . .•. • .
::::::::::::::
:::::::::::: :::::::::::: · · ··· · · ·$o~42.
.••.•••..••... .••..••..•.. .••••••.••..

Total

~~~~~~~~ I amounts.

. • ••• •••·••· .. . .••••••.••• • ••••••••••. . ••.. ••.••••••
·••··••··•••·· ·••··••·••·· •••.••••••... .••.•••.•••••

INCIDENTAl. EXPENSES.

Postage.

A..dvertising.

Extra
duty.

$513.86 . ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ..••.••••••••
16.66 .•....••••.• ·••·•••·••·· .•...•••.••.
1,

29!~~~:: 0~5~b

:::: • •. ·:.:: :::: ::··.•.:: ::::1:::::::::::::::::::::: ·_ .

:::::: : ·.·. :::: : _:_ ::::::

15.00

::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: : ....... ii5~ 6ij 14j~~: i~

::::: :::::: :1:::::::::::: ::::::::::::

:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::-::::::: .......:~~~~~- ..... :~~~~~- ::::::::::::1:::::::::::: ······$37:oo

t

:~ ~~~ ~mm~ ·I:~~~ ~ :~::: :~ ~ ~ ~m ~ ~ :::::::~::: :::;:;;;·:: :~ ~ :~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ :E~m ~ ~: :~ ~ : ~:~~:;~

::::::::::::: t ::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... -~·-~~:: ~~- ...~~::: ~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
..•...•...•... :. .•..••.•.... ••..••..••... ...•...••... . ••..••.••.. .••..••... .. .••.. .•.••..

..•••••••••••. !..••.••••••••••••••.••••.••.••••....•..••••••••••• ··•••••••••• ··•••••·••••

50.00
46.05

::::::::::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .······2: 75": ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::
2, 411. 42

24, 630. 14 .....•..................

1, 084.00

673.18
10,689.60

1, 084.00

11,362.78

1,847. 89
30.70
87.97
2, 304.46

3, 337.92
20,932.36
108.57
2, 339.86

8.40

4, 271. 02

26, 738. 71 . . • • • • . . . . . . . •....•.....

8.40

1=======1=======1=======1========1=======

1==========1=======1========1==========1=======
. _. _........ _. ........ _______ .... __ .... _... _........

224.55

13, 519. 58 . _•••• _••••• ___ •• ___ • __ •• _••• _••• __ •

:::::::::::::: :::~::: ~:: ~ ~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .....2:~: ~~. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

.

......................... 1....................................................................................................................................................................... ..

................................................ .......................... .............................. ......................... ................................................. ..................... .
. . . •. ~ . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . ••. . . •.

$ti9. 50

2, 4!81. 87

·······$75:oo· :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
75.00 ....••...... ·········••• ..•...•••••••.
75.00 .•••••.••....•..••....•• ··•·•·•••·•••·

13, 785. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ....•....••

26, 201. 71
1, 545.92
76. 67
75. 00
217.16
18.24

$10. 00
'············
. • • • • • .. • • . .
. . •••• ••••. .
. •·•••. •.. . .
···••••·····

....................... .
...•.•.••••.••.•........
. . . • •. •••• ••
166. 55
. • . .. • • . • • • •
196. 52
. ...•• .•..••
236.95
.••.•••..••.••••••.••...
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statenumt showing in detail amounts expended from the variouB
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

Division, department, and post.
Printing.

Lawn
mowers.

Enginears.

Watchmen. Other employes.

Rubber
stamps.

Department of Texas.
Headquarters and depot, San
Antonio, Tex.................
$158.35
$168.78 .••..•.........••••••..••••..•......••...•....
Fort Brown, Tex .................................................................................. .
Total ................... .

158.35

168. 78 ---------- . --.-.-.- .. - ----------.- .. -.. ------ -

Department of California.
Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, Cal...............
467.38 ...................................................... ..
Fort Mason, CaL ............................................... -----~------ ....................... .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. • ..
$40. 00
$50. 00 ........... .

IS~~!~~~~~~~H~: ~ :~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ :~~~ ~~~~~ f~~H ~·~ m~m~~::fii~~~~m mmm:-:
Total....................

467.38

-··-------1----·-----

40.00

50.00 ........... .

Department of Arizona.
Headquarters,Los.Angeles,CaL
372.06 ....................................................... .
Santa ~e, N. Mex ................................................................................. .

fo~~p~~e~:~~~~~~i!.~i~_::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::.:::::::::

Fort Wingate, N.Mex ..................................................................... -- ..... .
Fort Bayard, N.Mex .................................................................. - ------ .... -Fort Selden, N.Mex ............................................................................. ..
Fort Stanton, N. Mex .......................................... ------ .... -- -- .. ·- ---- ·- ·---------- ·
Fort Union, N.Mex .................................................................... --- -· -------

~~~~ tJ>!~h~· lri~~::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: : :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~£l~~:l,~J.-U~! ~l~:-~ i ~il Hl!!!!i i!/!:i~ !~H~H! ;%!!-~!!~ ~ ~:- -! !~
Total ................... .

372. 06 -- -- - . - - - . . -- -- --- - . -- - -- - - -- - - . -...... -- - . . -... -. -- -- ..

1========1=======1======

Department of the Columbia.
Headquarters and depot, Van131.68 ...................................................... ..
couver Barracks, ""\Vash.......
Portland, Orf\gon ........................................................... ------ ........ · · · .••.•..

~~~ie~~fa~Y~!~~~::::~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::i§~.:~~: ::::::::::::
TotaL ................... .

131.68

150.00 .... -- ......

Independent post8.

~!:~~~~~.N-:Y::::::::::::::: ....... ~:~~- :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~J1!{~1:t.1-¥:':~~i;::::::~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Jefferson Barracks, Mo ..................................................... ------ .. ---- ·-- ·-------Total .................... .

2.00 ...................................................... ..

General depots.
New York,N. Y .................................................................................. ..
Philadelphia, Pa...............
7.76 ....................................................... .
Washin_gton, D. C . . . . . ...... . . .
53.79 ................................ -- .... -- .... ---- ·· · ·---Jeffersonville, Ind ....................................................................... --------- ..
San Francisco, Cal .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
85. 08 .. . . .. .. .. .. • . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ ..
St. Louis, Mo ..................................................................................... ..
Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth,Kans .................................................................................... ..
Total .....................

l

61.55

85.08 ............................................ ..
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartm"master's Departrnent, etc.-Continued.
REGULAR SUPPLIES.

I

Fomgo
· masters and
agents.

Scales.

Typewriter.

t

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

..All expenses

Total
amounts.

~~;:~;~te~.e

$21.40

.Advertis-

Postage.

Extra
duty.

ing.

$6,390.80 ............
$42.24 ...... ••••••
60. 00 -.......... - ••••.•.••• -.
$85. 75

21.40

6,450.80

30.00

42.24

85.75

12,137.36 ................................... .
15.00
185.95
80.35
260.29 ...................... ..
28.75
200.20 ....................... .
80.40
2.75 ....................... .

:::::::::::::: .... -$8i 33. :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: --- .. i75: 75. :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
.............. ............ ............ ..............

::: :·:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .........2:75.
:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ----- ·94js· ::::::::::::
83.33 ........... .

12, 871. 33 . - ••...•••.

32. 75

241.15
1, 099.00
..................................... .
............ ............
198.00
..................................... .
..................................... .

36,948.68
24,642.31
60.00
258.00
68.41
60.00

. -.................................... -........ --

390.45

:~: ~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::: . -.... :~: ~~- :::::::~: ~~: ::::::::::::

3.15
129.00
88.00
101.50
129.95
29.05
58.25
59.00
178.90
43.35
36.00
88.10
70.25
44.75
86.95
21.00
349.23

7.00 ........... .

1. 516.43

$60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

60.00
60.00
60. 00
60.00
60.00
. 60.00
60.00
60. oo

........

:::::::::::: ::::::::::::
1

-I--.. --.. -- --

..... ,...... ............
............ ............
. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • • .. . . .
........................
............ ............
............ ............
............ ............

..............
..............
50. 00
··•··•········
..............
..............
..............

60.00
60.00
110. 00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
61. 02

. ___ .. ___ •_.. ___ •• ___ .............. _..

······$5:oo· ::::::::::::
....................... .
....................... .
...................... ..
....................... .
...................... ..
....................... .
.•••••••••.• ---·····---............
. . ____

.

_

. . _.

1

840.00 ...................... ..

..............
..............
60.00
..............

1. 588. 15

62, 688. 42

............ ............
3,419.27
............
$6.85
876.06
..................................... .
............ ............
85.00

60.00 ........... .

6.85

4, 380.33

3, 580.85
7, 313.31
65.00
85.00
168.24

15.30

11,212.40

94.. 80

79.50

2, 930.99.

1, 874.35
1, 874.35

..............
572.84 ........... .
. . • • .. • • • • .. • - .. -... .. .. . •
139. 65

546.30
13,651.50
939.99
1, 344.55
791. 00
3, 683.05

1

............ ----········ 1············

9,054.60 ............

~; ~~g: ~~

87.50

!........... .

::::::::::::
... -.. i2: 85·J:::::: ::::::
................................... .

1, 032. 231.-----.--- ... -.... -.- ....... - .•• --.-

'· 032...

74,944.74 ............
1

I

::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::::

5, 252.30

25,148.25
14,643.90 ................................... .
3, 756.75 .................................. ..

21,988.62

,,

45.53
294.02
1, 939.19
42.57

. 100.35 --···· ••••••
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail amounts expendedjr01n the va1·iou1
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian employes.
Division, department, and post.
Messengers.

Clerks.

Laborers.

Storekeepers.

.. _hm
Spies,
W aw
en. guides, etc.

Depart1nent of the East.

Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y .............................•....•.•........•.•.•.•.•••••••......•••••••••••..••••••••..
Boston, Mass ....•••.•.•.•..............................•..••........••.•••..•.•..•..••..••.••••.••.
llaltin1ore, Md .......••.••................................•...•..••.••••.••...•...•.•••...•.•••••...
New Orleans, La .••....••.................................•..•.........••....••.....••..•.••••••••.
Bufthlo, N. Y ......................................................................•...•...•••••••..

~;~\fo~~!~~~~~~·-~:~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
~~;p>;~;r~~~~~~~~!.::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

.Jackson Barrack'!, La .........•..............•.............•.•.......................••..••••••••••.
.Fort TrnnlbLlll, Conn ..•.•••.••.....................•.........•....•.....•.........••••..•••••••••••

JJi~~~:.:~:~ Hi~ H~ ~::. ~ ~: ~:~ ·:m:: ::~:::: :~ ~:~mm ~ ~ ~ ~~m~~E :~~m~m~:

Fort 'Varren, Mass ...............•.................•......••••...•..••..........•....•..••.•••. •••.
Fort MePherson, Ga .....................................••••••.•.•.•.•..•...••..•••••....•..••.•••.

rro~l~n1c~~~~~~~;:~~k~:Ai~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....$ioo:oo"
1
±~~~t~~~~!fa :~·-~--~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Total. ...•••••••••.•••••...........

·I· ........... .......... ............ ............

100. 00

::;~:fiii;,~~;~7~:::: ::::::::::I:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
i

Total. ....•..••••••••..••..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.!.=.:.:..:..:...:.. . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . ••. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . ••. •. . . ..•.•..•••.

Department of the Missouri.

H~L~~~,~~~~~th~K~:s~:~~fst~~5. _!~~~: ~~ ___ ... ~~: ~~ __ .. !~~: ~~ ..... !~~~: ~~..... !~:~: ~~. ::::::::::::
0UlS 1 ..lllO •••••••••••••••••••

Denver, Colo .....••...•••.•...........••....•.•••••.......•.•..•........•.......••••••...••••••••..

~~~:~ ~~~~;~d.~T·:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
6~l~t'J;;~·c1t~~i~d.:T:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
TotaL...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . .

200. 00

I

45. 00

30. 00

100. 00

120. 00 .•••••••••••.

H}fg,~;:;~~:.~;;~ ........ ..!........... ...................... ............ 1~00

Fort l{obhuwn, Nebr ...••••••....•..............•...........•••.............•.....•.... ··•·•· ·••···

~~~H E~~:r~~~!~i~~~:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Niobrara, Nebr .••••••••••..........................•...••...••.........................•......
Total. .......•••.••••..•............ ,.........

---1------- ·· -1······ ·· ···· ···· ·· ···· ··

100.00

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn .............•••••••••.....•.•.••......•.••.....••••••.•.•.......•....

·: : :;:

lfE~i~~~tt~ :~~: ~ ~: ~: :~:iii~:~~:~ .·i: : i::: ~~: :::: ~:i: ~ : : ~: i::E : : ::!n!_

Fort Yates, N.Dak ........................................................ ,................•..•....

_

~~~~i1~l.~; ·:~ ~ll.:.J'lJ :uU~i ~;: ;: :.J~ ~ ~~iHI~iHi!/ ~;:.!!/;
Total •••••••••••••••.....

i:

400.00

!············ ··········I············J············

435.33
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·opriations made for the Quarterrnaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Horse and muleInter-

Shoes
and

shoe
nails.

Recovery
of.

Telegraph
and tele-

~ffi~~~f. P!~~~r~-

Hire of
Teletelegrams. phones.

A.ffi·

davits.

Shoeing.

Office
furnitUl'e.

Other employes.

----1----1----1-----1---1------ - - - --------

::::::::: :::::::::: ... $7i: 00. :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .... $7:65- :::::::::: ::::::::::
........................................................................................................................................................................................................
- --·-- ----- -· ------ ------- -·- ------------ ---·- --- ----·-- --- ·-······--

10.00 - ----····· --··------

: : : :: : : : : ::::: : :::: :::: ::: : : : · · -· ·$ii oo- :::::::: :::: :: :::: ::::: ::::: ····-i: 5o· ::::::: ::: :::::::: ::
------··· ---------- ---------- ------------ ----···· ----------

$0.25 --··------ .•• ·...•••. •••··•••••

...............................................................................................................................................................................................
- --·-···· --·······- ····------ -------·-··· ••••.••. ·········- ·••••••••• •••.••••••

$6.50 ••••••••••

................................... .................. ........................ .................................... ..................... ...................... ....................... ................... ..
···------ --··------. --------· ·----------- ---·--·-- -----·--- .•...•••.•

71.00

12.00 .•...••. ···-------

.25

16.50 •.••.••••• ·•••••••••

35.65

6.50
9.20

.·······t········· .......... ············ ........ ··········:········· ..........
------···
-------- .
- - - . -- - - .
·········
- ······•·

.••.......
. ---. - --•- • - -- - - - - ······-·-·
---------·

--·---···- - - • -.••• . - •. - - - - - ·········- -·-------

43.74 -·······
- - - - - - - • - - - - - •• -••• - - - •. - •• - •• - ••••••• ...•...•.•••••••.•..
...•..••.••• .•••••..

9.20 •••••••••.

$75.00 -········· •••••••••• •••··•••••
$195.00
•••• - ••• - •
2. 00 - ••• -. • • • •
202. 30
- - - -- • • • • • - • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •
341. 28 - •••••••••
·••··••••• ·••··••··· .•.•.•••••
837.39 .••••••••.
.•..••••••
.50 .••••••••.•••.•••••. ·••·••••••

:::::::::I:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
~~~ ---------·

43.74 ........

75.00

2.50 .••.••••.. 1,380.97

195.00

----1----1·----1-----1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ===1===:1====1:=======
33.85 .•••••••••

.................................. - .... -...... - ............ - .................
---.---.- • ---.-.--. - - . - ••• - - - - .. - - - - $85. 00
- - - -. - - • - . - - - - - - - - .
. - ... - • . . . . - - . - . . . .
---······ ·······•··

-- .•.•••• - •. - - • - - - - - - --. • . •.
- .. -.••• - . - - - -• - • - --·-······

75. 00
- - - •.• --- - - - - ••.• - •. - - -•••••••••. -..•.•.••• - •
··········--

15.45

247.68

9.00

·-·- ........ -............................ -.................................... --· .. .

..• -••• - -•••••.•• - . -.• --- •• ..•.••• - . - - . . • . • . •
20. 00
.• - .••••••• - - - •• - - - - • - - - - - • ••• -.•• - -• - • • • • • • .
5. 50
. • • •• • • • . . • • • • • • • .
79. 00
•••••••. ••••.••••.
8.50

.•••••••• -.•.•..•• .••. - . - - . 4. 00
- - •. - . - - - 4.00

- ••.••• --- -..•••••••
- - •. - ••. - - - •• - ••••••
- •• -.•••. - - •••••••••
-- - - - - - - • - .••.••••••
- • - ••• - •• - ••••••••••
.•••••.••.••••••••••

4. 00 ••.••••••......•.... ------····
- - - --8-3.-00--._-_-__-_-_-__-_,:---7-5._0_0_ 1___-_-_-_.-.-_1--3-3-.8-5-l--1-17___0_0-'1 .--2-3-.4-5-l--24-7-.-68-1----;--oo
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statmnent showing in detail amo'unts expended from the variom
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Civilian em.Ploy6s.
Division, department, and post.
Messengers.

Clerks.

Laborers.

Storekeepers.

W ... _hm

a""

Spies,
en. guides, etc.

Department of Te:ea6.

Headquarters and depot, San
Antonio, Tex . ................ .................................................................. ..
Fort Brown, Tex ................................................................................ ..
Total ------ .............. ------- ... ------------ -·---- ---. ---------·-· ...................... ..
Department of California.
Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, CaL . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. - -. . .. .. .. . ......... ..
Fort Mason, CaL .............. . ................................................................... .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. $116. 6'7 .................................... - ................... ..
Fort Gaston, Cal . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... .
Fort Bidwell, Cal ................................................................................. .
Benicia Barracks, CaL ............................................................................ .
Alcatraz Island, Cal .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ......... -. .. .. .. . .. . .. -- - -.. -- - . ---- - - .... -- ---- -- --- .. .
Angel Island, Cal . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . ..... -.. . . . .. ......... .

Total ...... ..... . . .. .. . . .

116.67 ............................................ - ............ .

Department of Arizona.

fa~t~<IF:~N~s:&fe~s-~~~~~~·.?.~1: :::::::::: :::::::::::: __ -~~~~~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ..... !~~~~~-

~~r.if?;~TH~ ~ :~: : ~: ~:·-~~ :~ ~ ~~~~ ~: ~ ;;m:~: ;;~~~:m:~ ~ .;:~ ;~ m: ~ ~ ::~:::i~~~·

Fort Stanton, N.Mex ......................................... . ............ ------ ............ -----.

i~~t~~~~h·e~.A.~:~:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ...... 75:oo·

Fort Lowell, Ariz ....................... . ........................................ ---- ............. .
Fort McDowell, Ariz .................................... -- .................. ----------- ------ ..... .
Fort Grant, Ariz .................................................................................. .
Fort Bowie, Ariz ....................... . ....................................... -- .. -........... : ..

i[tJi~t~t;.: ~<::: :::: :::~:: :::::::::::: :~: ::::~:
Total ............................ _. . ... .. ......

I

r::::: : ~~: : : : : : : : : ; :·:oo;

50.00 . ... .. .... . . . ... . . ..... .

250.00

Department of the Oolumbia.
Headquarters and depot, Vancouver Barracks, Wash ........................... -................................... · ......... ..

E~!#.~~~t~~ :~~::: : ~: ~: : : :(~ : ~::::: : : :~ : ~: :~ ~~ : ~: ~: : :~:::: : : : : :~ ::~: : :

-.-1------ ................ ·.................... ·-· ·---···... --

Total ............................
Independent posts.
Atlanta,Ga ...................................................................................... ..
West Point, N.Y ................................................................................. ..

~if~~~~;~T:::::· ::!!:!!!!: ·-:::::::: ..1!:!::::.::_::::::::.:-f:::::::.:: :·:::·-~:·::
General depotM.
NewYork,N. Y................ ..........

$39.32 ............................................ ..

lfi:~~ri~~-:~:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

~:1~Vlrr:~~.;~~ ~i~~~~~~~ ~~ ~: ::::::1:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
worth, Kans .................................................... -....... -- .. ---- ............ -- .. · ·
Total ............................... J

39.32 ..........

-----·---·--J--·---................. .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

Horse and muleShoes
and
shoe
nails.

Interment of

~;_eg officers.

~~dt~~-h

Tele-

Hire of
tele-

P:~a~r~~- grams. phones.

Affi.
davits.

Shoeing.

Office
furni-

ture.

Other employes.

----1-----1-----1-------------------

. - - • -- •• - ••• - -•••• - - • - . • • • • . •
$12. 0(1 . - • . • • • .
$0. 80 - - - . - - •• - • - ••. -.•. - • - • - ..•• - - - ••• -••••••
$5.00 . - •...•••• ·----- ·---- .. -. ·- ••.. --------.
$3.75 . --.------ -······ -- ..• - ··-----

- - - - - - - - - ----1----1------------------.80
12.00 ---··--·
5.00 •••··••••·
3.75 ---------- ·--···---- -···-----=================1=======1:=====1======1======1=======1:======:1======
15.00 ·····--·

21.91

32.00 ---------- --········ ••••••••••

. - ...••... -·-·.- ·-. ---------- . --- ... --- .... - ·---. ----.---- .. ---.- •• -. --------- .. -- -----·-

$130.00

:~ :~-:::r::~:::-: ~ : : -~ ::~: ::~~-~::.:-: :~::::-: :: _~~-;~•: : : : :- .: :f:: f:•::::::: ~ ~: ::=H:::
--------- '- --------- ---····-··
15.00 ---~-----a2.00~~13o:Oo
---~---=====-=-=1=====1===
--~--

--=====
26.75

33.25
24.00

32.75 ·······-·· ····-·-···
1.00 ·--······· ••••••••••

. • • . . • . . - . - - - . - .. - ..• - . - •• - - 25. 00 . - - .. - . . . - - . - - - - - .
36. 00 - -- - - - •• - . . - - - . - - - - . - . - - - - • - - .
---·-···· ------·--- ---·------ ------·----- ---·---- ---·------ ---------· ---------·
$3.00 -··-------

. --·- ---- .... iil: 78. :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
25.00 . --·---- ----·-----

36 00 -···----·· -····-···· ----------

4.00 ----···· -······--- ·······---

11.90 ····-·····. ··-------

- - - -1- - - -1- - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13.78 ··--------

54.00 ..•.•.•.

26.75

129.25

45.65

3.00 ·······--·

·····-·-· ..••...••. .••••••••.
1.73 ·-··-·-- ····-··-·· ·-·····--- ---------- •••••••••. ---·······
-······-· ·-----·--- ········-· ···-···-··-- ··-·-··32.20 ---------- -···-··-·· ----······ ·--·--·-··
--------- ·----····· ---------11.44 •••••••• -·····---- -···-·--·· .••••••••. --········ --------··

----l----l-----l-----l----l-----l----·1-----------13.17 ---·-·-·
32.20 -------··- ·----·---- -----··-·· ·-·------·
====1=====1:===1=====1=====1======1=== =
==
...............................................................................................................................................................................
-- •.•.•...• ·····- •• --·· •• ·- -· .• ---- .... -- ·- -· ----

5. 00

4. 75 ------ •. -- . --.---- •• ----.--- ••

----------1-----1-----------------------

..................................................................................

5.00

4.75 ··-·····-· ----······ ···-···--·

$33. 75 . - . - •. - • . . . - . - •••••. - . - ... - - - - - . . - - -•• - .
26. 85
• 75
12. 50
193. 50
. -- ·-- --. ··---·. ·- .. - ······-- ·-·- -- ···- ... -- ·-.-. ----· ·-...
43.00 ...... ---.
17.65
. - .........• -- •• --- . - .• -••••.. ----------. $26. 14
115. 00 .. ---.---.
100. 80 -- ... -. --.
8, 348. 75 .••..• -. • • - • - -- •••• - - ••..•. -- - . . . • - - - - .
9. 28
4. 25 .. - ... - - • .
884. 04
-···---·· ····------ ---------- -----------· ····--··
8.95 ------··-- ---------172.00
·••··•••· ··-·-··-·· ···-··---· ----····-··· -······· ·····-··-· ·--·····-11.25 ------····

.••. - ••.••
.•.• -- .•••
--.-- •. - ••
•• - - - . - - . -···------···--····

----------1-----11----------------------8, 382. 50 . - •..• - - - . • ••• - • . • • • . -. - - - .. - - . .

26. 14

160.08

48.00

124.55

1, 267.19 . -.•..••••
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C. SuPPLEMENTAL.- Statement showing in detail amounts expended front the various
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

BARRACKS AND QUARTBBS.

Rent ofDivision, department, and post.

Deserters.

All expenses not
otherwise
enumerated.

PurQuarterschase of 1 - - - - - - ; - - - - - - 1
tools.
For
For
enlisted
officers.
men.

Total
amounts.

Depa1·tment of the Ea~t.
Headquarters, Governors Isl·
and,N. Y ••••....•....•••..•. . ......••.................... . ............••.••••••••••....•••••••••.
:Boston. Mass...... .. ...........
$60.00 .... .. ......
$138.65 ..........••••••••.••..••••••••...
:Baltimore, Md .................... . ............ . . . ........... . .....................•.....•..........
New Orleans, La...... . ..................
$77.00
77.00 ••••...................••••••••••.
:Buffalo, N. Y . ........................................ . ................... _..............••....•....

~~~~~~;~~.lf-~~-a-~~~·-~--~.: :::····so: oo· :::::::::::: ·-·· ··ao:oo· ~ ---$5o: 48 · :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

J~~~~~;;:~~~~::::::::::
:::::::::: ::::::~~~~~: ··---i~~:~~-. 25 ::::::::::
:::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Trumbull, Conn........... . . • . . •• • . . . • • . . . . . . . . .
......... • .....•....•....•.•••....
Fort Adams, R. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . .
91. 50 ......•.•.......•••.....••..•.....
Fort HaJnilton, N.Y .......•..........•••.................... . .......•.....................•........
Fort McHenry,Md ........•..........•••........•....................•.•.........•........••.......

fu:O:Ji!~YB~~~~t~:N::Y:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: ····---~~~~- :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Warren, Mass .... . ...................•........... . ..... . .. . ........... . ......••...............
Fort McPherson, Ga.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225. 50
225. 50 .............•..•••...••••..••••..
Fort Schuyler, N.Y..................................
66.50 .....•.•. . ......•••••..•••.•••....
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala... .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. • . .
146.05 ..•••••.•....••.••••....•••.•.....

i:\~!k~1~~·-~--~::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total. .......•......•...•.

90.00

392.50

50.48 .......•.•..............

932.45

Division of the Missouri.

~~:f~h:tcr~~JJt~~~~~:~::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ....... ~:~~- :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Total..................... .•......•... ... .... ...

9. 20

Department of the Missouri.

!·········· ........................
/

H~~r:.~i~~~~~~;~~~~?.~~~} ····ao:ao·

1

~:~g

~~~:~ :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Denver,Colo .......•....•...•.. .......••.
587.50
928.78 ......•.............•••••••••.....
Fort Riley, Kans............... .......••.
118.16
963.95 ......•.........••••••••••..••.••.
Fort Reno, Ind. T ........•..•.. .•••..•••. .•.......•..
.50 •.••.•••...•....•••••..•••..•••...
Fort Lyon, Colo .......................•..................•..........................•..... : ....... .
Oklahoma City, Ind. T .•...••..........•........ . .......••...•••....................................
Total.....................

30. 00

725. 56

2, 956.17

J ................................. .

Department of the Platu.
I
Headquarters and depot, Omaha,
Nebr.........................
6o.oo .••..••..••.
16~.co ..................•....••••..••...
Fort Robinson, Nebr ................. . ......••.•.•.••..•.•.........................•...........•••..

~~~!
!~~;~;~~~r~:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::~:~~= =======~:~~: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Niobrara,Nebr ...•...••.............................................. . ........................
Total.....................

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn . .

60.00

8.50

168.50 ...................•.. ········-~--

30. 00

12. 00

357. 98 ...... , ..................•.•...•..

=====1=======1:==========1

~:~tcat;:e~~ii~;i· ::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ···· "459:88·1:::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Meade, S. Dale......................
5. 00
Fort Keogh, Mont........................ ...•.. ......
FortBuford,N.Dak ........... !.......... ............
Fort Yates, N.Dak....................... ...... .•.•..

368.52
506.95
85.00
9. 50

••••.••.........••.•..•••••••••••.
..•••..................••••••••••.
.•••..................••••••••••••
...•..................••••••••••..

~~~~~:!J~il~~t~~kt::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

a~g:~

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Shaw, Mont ........................................................................•.•.•••....
Fort Pembina, N.Dak....................
38.00
38.00 .•.•..................•••••.••.•••

8E!~~!i~·~.r.::::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ------::-:::::::::: :::::::::::
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .
30. 00
55. 00
2, 278. 28 , ......... ·I ·.--.--.. ---

r::::::::::
- - - • • • • • • • • •

1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent of-

Offices.

Allex.A.dver- CarpenOther C?nstruc- penses not
Stables tising.
ters.
Masons. employes. t10n ~d otherwise
Total
h~~~=~and
reparrs.
enumer- amounts.
grounds.
ated.

- - - - - - - - - - -----------1----1·----1-----1---•••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••. - •• - • • • . -•••••••• - • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . $1, 575. 00 • • • • • • • • • . • . $1, 575. 00
. • • • • . • • • . . • • . • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • • . •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .
212. 65 . • • • • • • • • • . .
212. 65

--

.................................... -........................................ ..........................

---- ...................... "'" .............................. -.

. • • • • . . • • . . . • . . .. . . .. • . . . • • . • • • •.. • . . .. • . • • • . . .. .. • • • • • . . .. • • • • • • .

168. 68 .. .. • • • • . • . .

·:-

.......... .
219. 16

.......... ,................................................................... ············ ......... .

l l l l l! l l~! i! l ~
1

1

!!! ! 1111! Ill : IIIII I !!11111111 !I! 111111:

:,:

~;~:1 1 !1 1 ~1 ~,:.~~

. • • • • .. • • . . • • .. • . . . .. . . . • . • . . • . • . • • . .. . . .. . .. . .. • • .. . • • . .. .. .. . • . .
40. 00 . .. • • . • • • • . •
. . • • . . • • . . . . . .. • • . . .. . . . . . . . . • . .. . • . . .. . . • • • • . .. • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • . . 3, 680. 94 • • • • • • • • • • . •
. • • . • . • • .. . • • .. • • .
$19. 00 • • . . • • • • .. .. • • • • • . .. • • • • • • .. . .. .. • • • • . . .. . . . .. • .. . .. • .. • • • • ..
19. 00 . . • .. .. . . .. • .. . • .. .. . .. . . • . . . .. . . . . • • . 21, 051. 88

21,121.36

5.00

5.00

5.00 ........... .

5.00

79.00 ......................... .

60. 00 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. 15, 268. 58

.. .. .. • • .. . • • .. .. . . .. .. • • • • . . . .. .. • . . .. • .. .. • . . • .. .. • • .. .. • • • • • • ..

:

40. 00
3, 680. 94
19. 00

:~~~ ~:~ ~~~ ~~:: ~:: ::~~ :~ :~~: ~: ~

18. 40

6, 575. 00 . • . .. . . • .. . .

15, 425. 98

6, 575. 00

: : : : : : ::~: : : : :~ ~: r:::: ~::: : : ; ;:;;:: : : : : : ::;~:;;

................................................................. ·I 6, 735. oo

.......... !........................................................

1,999.85

. .. .. . .... . .
375.05

6, 735. oo
2,374.90

. . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. . -...... . .. • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

~:::::

$135. 00 .. • .. .. • . .. .. • .. . .. .. ..

135. 00

:::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::~·~ ~~~~~: : :!~~: ~~: :::::::::: ~:i;~~~-:~~: :::::::::::: -. ~.-~~f gg

.......... ........ .......... ........ .......... ..........

83.33 ........... ............

83.ll3

.......... ,........................................................................................ .

I~~~~~~~~~~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;;;~~~~ ~~; ;;~~ ~~~~ ~~; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :; ~·: ~~~~ ~~

I==J::::::::J::::::::::,! ::~::::: 11----~_-;;-~~~ --~~;:~- -----;;~:~ ~

~ --

,.

=:.:==

I
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statetnent showing in detail amottnts expended from the variOUI
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES.

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS.

Rent ofDivision, department, and post.

All ex-

~th:~~:

Desertera.

enumer-

amToountalts.

ated.

PurQuarterschase of 1- - - - - - - ; - - - - - - 1
tools.
For
For
enlisted
officers.
men.

Department of Tea:M.
Headquarters and depot, San
Antonio, Tex ..•.•.•..•••..•...••••••••..•••••••.•..
Fort Brown, Tex .••••••.•••••....•....•.......•.•.•..

$55.04
94.50

$48.00

Total •••...••••.•.•••.•....•...................

149.54

48.00

Department qf California.
Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, Cal................ . • • . . •• • • .
$23. 00
91. 91 ...••.•••......•.........•.•.•.•.•
Fort Mason, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . •• . . . . . . . . .
15. 00 .•.•....................•.....•...
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.. . • . . . •• • . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
432. 62 .•...............•...........•....
Fort Gaston, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 35 .............•..........•..•.••...
Fort Bidwell, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . .
28. 75 .........................•........
Benicia Barracks, Cal..........
$30. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
119. 90 ...................•...•.•........
Alcatraz Island, Cal .............................................................................. .
Angel Island, Cal .....•.•.•......................•......•..........................................
Total ...••..••••••••••...

30.00

23.00

768.53 ...................... ······ ..... .

Department of Arizona.

~::ta~6~~~~~~s-~~~~=~~·-?.~: ....~~: ~~ ....... ~~: ~~.

2

~~: i~

$~g: gg ······55: 00·

Whipple Barracks, Ariz . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Fort Huachuca, Ariz........... . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . .

129. 00 .•.•.•............................
88. 00 ......•......•••.•..•..••....••...

Fort Stanton, N. Mex . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Union, N.Mex............ . . . . .•.... . . . . . . . .. . . .
Fort Apache, Ariz............. ..••... .•. . .. .. . . . . . ..
Fort Lowell, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7. 50
Fort McDowell, Ariz.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Grant, Ariz............... .••..•••.. ..•.•. .•....
Fort Bowie, Ariz......................... ..•.••......
Fort Verde, Ariz............... • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •
San Carlos, Ariz. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
San Diego Barracks, Cal . . • . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . • • • • . . .

59.00
314.90
50. 85
36. 00
88.10
70.25
44. 75
163. 95
36. 90

!~~~!:i~~~~Ne~~~:::::::

Fort

::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

:::a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:

Department of the Ool'Uif1lllia.

~:72. 03g~ ....••......•.•...................
:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
...............•.•.••.....•.......
.....•.............•..............
.•...•..................••........
.•.••........•....................
...••.........••.....•.......••...
.....•.......•.•..................
..•.•.............................
.....•............................
132. 00 ........... .

_·_·_· ~-~-~0-··-~-·-·_· ·-·-~7-·~-~-~·-J--2,-:-;-::-:-:-1-~~-~-~-:~-~-~-~~
3_.

_·

=======1========1=========1

..... ~~;~ ~~

l .....~~ ~.
I

..........

H~~~~~~~~~. w~~ ~~:.
8.00
9.73 .••••••.•..•••••.•••••.••••.......
Portland, Oregon...............
30. 00
41. 60
103. 80 .••.••.....•••••.•••.•.•..........
Fort Walla Walla, Wash....... .•.•... ••. .•••.• ..••..
26.74 .••••• •. . . ..•.•• .••. .•
20.00
Boise Barracks, Idaho .••.••.•........•••..•.•••...•...•...........••........•.•••..•.•.............
Fort Spokane, Wash........... .......... .•••.. ......
79.50 .....•......•••...................
Total .......•.•••••••••••.

3o.oo

1

49.60

219. 77 . . . . . • . . . . . -... - ... - ..

20.00

Independent po1U.
Atlanta, Ga .........••..••..••...••••••••.•••........••••••.........•.•......•••••..••..•••••••....
West Point, N. Y. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
34. 80
34. 80 .•.•.•.....••••••••••...•••••.....

g~~d~I:l~nar-Wk~-~-~-~:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ·······9:75· :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Willetts Point, N.Y ..•••••.•...••••..••...••..........••......•..••••.........••••••.•.......•.•..
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ..•...••..•.....••.................•...••...............••....•.....•........
Total ...........•.•••.............•.

34.80

44.55 ·········· .......•................

General depots.
New York, N.Y.........................
8, 899.03
9, 293.20
Philadelphia, Pa • . . • • • • . • . • • • . . . • • • • • • • • . . .......... .
60.65 .................................................
Washington, D. C.............. .••••••••.
85.00
339.79 ··••••·••• .•.•••.•••••
21.00
521. 47
J e:ffersonville, Ind.............. . ••• ••• • • .
9, 767.79
San Francisco, Cal . . • • • • • . • . • . . . • . • • • . • . .
1. 30
182.25
St. Louis, Mo ........................••..............
11.25
Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kana .............•...........................................•..................•.........
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . .

9, 506. 80

19, 654. 93 . . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • .

21. 00
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
\

appropriations made fm· the Quartermastm" s Depa1·tntent, etc.-Continued.
BARRACKS .AND QUARTERS.

Offices.

_______________________,_____
-------··.- $175.00

____,____

,_;_

$59.78 -······· ---------- -------··- -------·-- $7,460.76 ----.--------

7,743.54

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - ·l- - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - -l· - - - -1- - - - -1- - ....... ·-· 175.00

59. 78 --- - - . - - -- -- - - - - . - -- -- - - - . .. - -- - - - - - - -

7' 460. 76 . . . . .. .. . . . .

7, 743. 54

$680. 00
15. 00
30. 00 . -- - - .. - -- - - ..... - - - - - - - -- -- - •• - - •••• - - - - - -- -- - - 26. 42
70.00
15.00 ---------- ·------- .......... - ------------------- ----------- -----------.......... -------· ---------- -------- ......... . · --·------ ---------744.42 ------------

776.42
170.00
744.42

============

:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ""'73.'25' :::::::::::: ..... 73:25

:::::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::~ :· :::::::::::::: :: :: ::··s: o66: 24-

: : : : : : : : :: : :

· ·

s: o66: 24

:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::~~6.:6~ _::::::::: :::::::::: ::: :;~;:~~l ::::::::::: ::::~ii.:~~
..........
- 750. 00

-------- ~

----------

----so.ool----w.oo

== ----so.oo .... --...........-..

1

75.00

207.00

101. 42

10, 854. 65

1.50

1. 50

....... . .. .. .................... . ..... .. ...................... ... .... ..
9, 621. 23

============================l======l======l=======lo=====

:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ..... i7:i9' :::::::::::: ..... 37: i9
:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::: :::::::::: .. 5; i55: 57. :::::::::::: .. s: i55: 57

------... 'I" .. -.... -... ---.-- .----- -. ---------. ------ --... ----- ---.

5, 172. 76

---------- -------- ---------- -------- ---------- ---------- --------··

321.50

1. 50

5, 194.26
321.50
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C,

SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail

amounts expended from the various

CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

Purchase
Division, department, and post. of cavalry
and artillery.

Adver·
tising.

All expenses not
otherwise
enumerated.

Total
amounts.

HOSPITALS.

Extra
duty.

Advertising.

Department of the Ea8t.
Headquarters, Governors Isl·
and, N.Y ........................................................................................ .
Boston, Mass ..........•.........•...........•.•...••..........•.........•.......•...............•..
J3al tim ore, Md. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

~i~~~~':iciili:~ : :l:ill·:: :::::ill:: ::::::: : :~ ::::::li!l::1:::::::::: ::::!~-~!

~~~~ :t~~il~~~·J::y:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::1
:::::::::: ::::::::::::

~Eli!:~:L~~~~~:~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::\::::::::::::::::::::::

~f~~~f:~E;f:~~ ~ i: : _ _~: ~ -: : :~: ··: ~: :~: : :~: :~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : : :. : : ~: ~ : ~:
Total..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

97. 20

Ditririon of the Milaouri.

J:ff~:ri~f!::~~~~~~·-~~:::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Total ........................................................................................ .

Department of the Missouri.

Hfr~1:.~~~~~~~~~~~~~?} :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ~~:~g
~~~~ ~~~:r:~'d~~·:::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
6kl~~~~ncft~~hd.:·T:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

Denver, Colo ..................................................................................... ..

Total ..................................................................

-1--........

130. 95

DepaTtment of the Platte.
Headquarters and depot, Omaha,
Nebr ............................................................................................ .
Fort Robinson, Nebr ............................................................................. ..
Fort Washakie, Wyo ............................................................................. ..

~~~~:g~uaha:~~~~i~:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
Fort Niobrara,Nebr ............................................................................... .
Total ........................................................................................ .

Department of Dakota.
Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn ..................................................................... .
Helena, Mont ..................................................................................... .

~~~ ~~~: w.:o:k::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::
0
~~~?f:rfr~.~ D~k:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Yates, N.Dak ................................................................................ .

r.............................................

j~~~:~~ii~k~~~t::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Shaw, Mont .....................................

~~1!!~~~~~:::::::~~-: - - ~ : \:~ ·:. :~ ::t!:.::::·::::1:::::·:.2.: : :·: _:(·: : : .:.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

appropriations made for the Quartm·rnaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.

I

HO,P<TA,.s.

- --

I

;;;_O"PIDNG.

.All ex- I
Pur1 c(:mstruc- II penses.
Total
chase Manu- .Advertwn ~nd 1 n~t othei· l amounts. : of ma- [facture.; tising.
repairs. wise enu1 terial.

I

IShoo~
I
o:_~r I Tot;u

ing

.

~al- Hospital

P:wkl:~~~s ~~~';;
ers. ploy"s. ;' amt s.
quarters
.,
ranges.
·

--~- ~------.

merated.

I

15,870.34

1

8. 90

15,976.44 .... . ...... .. ..... ... ..

J .......

J .......

.1. .. .. .. .

51.78 • 1, 250.32

,~l:::::·::::~l:::-::1.::·:- ·: : l :::: l ::_! : ~-: :l: : : : i :::>:
__:;:::;:::1::;;;:

;:i:i1_: ;: ~ l:uJi:; ;::;~::~;~I
::

iiii

:i iiii;:;:::$.;
1

~:1:'I~:I ::;i;i:i;

·I 4. 00 ........ .. .... . . 4. 00 ! 161.85 1·....... .
==~-----l=l=l ==!==l=l=i=
10, 6<>0. 39 \-- ......... 10,781.34

1

............. ..

1

1

:[[·2~"[\[[_[\[) l[[[[,j)l.l::::::J[\\[ \[• ::::: -•:i:: ::: ::• :: :•:.: ~ ···:_.))!·\: ·: :! :•::J_:],.
397.25 1

'

'"'-" 1................

! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .

63.50

30.00

762.02 ........ ... ,

762.02 1~1~~,~,~~~,

- - -,

WAR 91-VOL I--28

1

I

32.091

127.22

=-----~-
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF W.A.R.

C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement bhowing in detail amounts expendedjt·om the vat·iouB
CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES.

. . • d epanmen
_..
t , an d pos t · of
Purchase
D lVlSlon,
cavalry
and artillery.

.Advertising.

.All expenses not
otherwise
enumerated.

I

HOSPITALS.

Total
amounts.

Extra
duty.

.Advertising.

D epaTtment of Texas.
Headquarters and depot, San
.Antonio, Tex .................................................................................. ..
Fort Brown, Tex ................................................................................. ..
Total ................................ ········-- ~ ----····· · ·· ............ , .......... !.......... ..
D epa1·tment of California.
Headqu"<to» wd dopot, Sw

===

~l~~~f~~;·m: ~1~ :

277

0

Total .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .... ..

$1;

\®o ,:::::::::

' - - -- ,- - - -

I

:~ : : :~ : ~ $l.·}: :~ao~o :1 :::l~ l!!: ~:
00

::

•

1, 277. 00 .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ..

: ::

1, 277.00

1

30. 00

1--......... .

Hea~:::;~::~~: ~~:~::Cal. I...................................... ·....... ···· .... ·.1. .... ·.... ..

Depa1·tment of the Columbia.

I

I

i~I~~~~t~~~T:l •~: •: · · ~- :·~:.: • :· ~:·:~: :• ·: ~ ~ -· ·:·: t·-·: ·~ ~ - -·~-·: :_.

~r~:~it;ii::~;_:J.;; . ; ; ; : ;:;:.;:; ; ;_::;:;;;;;;!;:;:;;;;;;J;..:....J;.:_;.;:;; ·

Davids Island, N. Y ............ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.......... ..
"\Villets Point, N. Y ............................................................................... .
J ef:l'erson Barracks, Mo ........................................................................... ..
Total ...................................................... . j ................................. .
General depots.
New York, N.Y ................................................................................... .
Philarlelphia, Pa. .................................................................................. .

~'i~!ri!~~~:t:
:::::::::::.,::::::::::
J::::::$53.::::28 ::::::::::::
:::::::::::: ::::::::::1::::::::::::
St. Lums, Mo . . . . .. . . .. .. .... ..
7, 131.47
$129.721 7, 314.47 ..................... .

~~t;;?, I~~~~·--~~~~.~~~~~~: ·j--............................................................ ~ .... .
To:al ....................
7,131.47
53.281
129.721 7,314.47 .......... ~ ........... .
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued,
HOSPITALS.

CLOTHING.

- - - - - , - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - l - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - ; - - - - . - - - 1 ShootAll exPurI
ing o-al- Hot-spital

C?nstrucpenses
Total
chaseof Manu- Adver- Pack- Other
twn ~nd no~ other~ amounts.
mate- facture. tising. ers. 1em6
reparrs. :::at~d-rial.
p oy s.

Total
am'ts.

1~~s

~~-d_';;

ranges. quarters.

1 - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - l · - - -- - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - --

$76.00
I, 330.72
I, 406.72
l====l====!====i=====i====i== ==i==

====

=

·-----·--·- ............................... 4,231.04 ------·· ---··- -----··· 4,231.04
........... ........... .......... .......... ........
I4.70 ...... $I5.00
29.70

::::::::::: :::::::::::1:::::::::: .~~;~;~*~~-

,::.: ;;:~ ;~:
I

... ;; ...:::.:: 1:::::::: ~
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Statement showing in detail anwunts expendedj1·om the tla1'iott3
TRANSPOR'l'ATION OF THE ARMY,

Rail.

Water.

Wagon.

Division, department, and post. 1 - - - - - - - : - - - -- !-- - - - - ; - - - - - l Express·
age.
Passengers.

Freight.

Passengers.

Freight.

Freight .

.

Department of the East.

Headquarters, Governors Idancl,N. Y ................................. -............................................. ····· · ···Boston, Mass...................
$177.88
$1,678.59
$12.00
$215.02
$87.40
Baltimore, Md...... ... . . . ......
4, 91:1.01
2, 914.29 ... . . . . . .. ..
113.67 .•••..•••...... __ . __
New Orleans, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
320. 9-i
2, 143. 0-i
2. 50
45. 00 . . . . • . . . • .
83. 50
Buffalo, N. Y . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
lol. 97
207.51
155.02
52.07 ................... .
Washington Barracks, D.C .... _... ___ ... __ ...... -.... - ........................................... .
Fort Monroe, Va ___ ....... __ .. . ...................... __ ........................................... .

~~~)f~;r~~~~~~~'i~~~~::: ~:~ ~: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

: : : : : :::~::~~~~~~ <~~::::~: :::::::-]::::;, ;,
~ ~: ~: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~~ ~ :~ ~ ~ ~ : : : ~ ~::::: ~ ~~::: :~:~ ~:: ~ J:: ~: ~::.

iEl:S~f~:r;·::~~:~~:::: ::~~::::::

~3~~~i!~~:~ ~: ~ ~ ~~ ~:

!~Il~t~~Er~~~:~~~;; ~i~~ ~ ~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: !~~~~I:::::::::

i:~h~ ~~1d.~~·-~·-:.:::::::::::: ~ :::::: :::: :: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: i:::: ::::: :
Total.....................

6, 943. 43

5, 573. 80

169. 52

425. 76 -~--1:001221.65

~;;;;~:;;~;~;:::: 1~33':98. ..·~15': 93 :::::::::::: ::::::::::::I::::::::
J. 14:00
-1-- .... -- --I
...

Total.....................

1, 331. 98

14. 00

8, 157. 93 .......................

Department of the Missouri.

I

·

'

Hi!~r~~F~~~~~~~~~a~?~?~ . - .-~: ~ ~~- ...... ~~~ ~~- :::::: :::: ::::::: ::::::: ..... -~ ~~. 6~~: :~
Denver, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
166. 75
9, 416. 48 . . . . . . . . . • . .
45. 39
6. 00
~~~~ ~~~~:~d.~T·:~::~::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::. :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
6hl!£'!~~·c~f~~ fud~ T:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :1::::::::::
TotaL............. . . . . . .

224. 05

9, 449. 91 . . . . . . . . . . ..

Department of the Platte.
Headquarters and depot, Omaha,

igf~#~~~~~: ~ ::~: :~: ~: ::::::: ~ <~~ ;]~:::::
1

·:: ::

45. 39

. 30

I
I

714. 27

: : : : : : ::~:: : : ~:;~: :;::;~:~::

Fort Dn Chesne, Utah ............................................................................. .
FortNiobrara,Nebr ............................................................................... .

T.otal •....•••••••..••..•..
Department of Dakota.

282.17 ....................... .

1. 25

24. 40

3, 218. 35

i=======i======i~======i=======i======i======

Head'quarters, St. Paul, Minn.. ...... ...... ............
2. 80 ............ ..........
26.39
Helena, Mont ........ _.................... _ . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
1. 35 . .. .. . . • . .
224. 99
Fort Custer, Mont ..................................... -........... -.............................. .
Fort Mearle, S.Dak .....•..........................................................................

~~~f~r!r~.~~~~k~::::::::::: ::::::::::::
FortYate!>,N.Dak .........................

1
:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: :·:::::::::

1------------ --········-- ............................... .

~~~~ ra~rJ~R~s.~~k~- ::::::::::,:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

I
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1·iations made for the Qum·termaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Stage.

Transportation employes.

Means oftransportation:
Wagons, carts, drays,
ambulances, etc.

Vessels.

Draft horses and
mules.

For purFor pu;- "!or ~epairof
Passen- Civilians. m~~~e!. chasin.g, opFor
c~h~d~~~n~:~~~~ No.
purgers.
tra duty. a!~~~f~- repairing. vehicles and and miscella- chases.
. .
parts of
neous purtaimng.
vehicles).
chases).

f::f

Payments.

--------r---------r------------~----1---------1-------------------------

...•.. -.. - -......... . . . • . . . • • • . .
$36. 69 -... . . . • • .
$40. 00
$0.50 ···•••·•·· ...•.•.••••• -·······-··- -·-·····-· -----·-·-··$91.77 .......•... $90.00

$33. 80 - •......... - - . - .. - .. - - - - •. - - •.... -

220.00

80.00 ···-···-····

67.00 ·-········-·

74. 00
31. 50 .......... - - .•. - • - . . . . - . - - - - ...••.
20.00
57.50 ................................. .
90.25 ........................ ·····-···- ........... .
.50

494.25

202.80

36.69

158.77

40.00

19.75
19.75

15.50 1,171.61 ............ ............ ..........
124.10 ................................ .
•••·••·•·· .......... ............ ............ ..........
1,499~95 ...... , ......................... .
9.00 ............................................ ---···-····· ......
•
......... .

.......... _......... ............ __ .......... _....... _. ............

$2o4: oo · :::: :. :::: ......... .

~ .~~ ~~~~ ~~. ::::::::::: l::::::::::: :::::::::: ... ~~ ~~~~ ~~.

. ....~~~~ ~~.:::::::::: :::::::: :::

-

I

I

: : ~:~: : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::':: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ :~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~: ~: ~ ~:::J:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

............................................................................... i ................... .

.......... .......... ............ ............ .......... ............ --·····-·--··1--······-- ......... .
84.50 ·······••• ..............................................

15.50

195.00 ........... .

84.50 ........ ..

57.70

······--·····i·--·····-- ......... .
325.93 ................... .

...................... .................. .......................... ........................ ..................... .......................... .............................
858.16
680. 00
666. 66

.................. .............. .

50.75 .................................................................. .
210. 40 ................................................................. ..
73. 50 ............ -.................................................... ..

255.00 .............................................................................. .
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statement ihowing in detail amounts expended from the t'a?·ious

.

TR.A.NSPORT.A.TION OF THE .A.RlliY.

Rail.

Water.

Wagon.

Division, department, and post.

Expressage.
Passengers.

Freight.

Passengers.

Freight.

Freight.

Depa1·tment of .Dakota-Cont'd.
Fort Shaw, Mont .................................................................................. .
Fort Pembina, N.Dak ......... . ................................................................... .

g~~st~~~~~:~i~i{~~i::::::

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::!~~~-:~~:

Total. ............................... . ........... .

$2.80

$1.35

376.38

Department of Texas.
Headquarters and depot, San
Antonio, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$746. 45
$6, 280. 35
16. 00
192. 18
$21. 10 2, 068. 97
Fort Brown, Tex............... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
92.87
Total. .................... .

Department of California.

Hl.OO
746.45
6, 280.35
192.18
21. 10 2, 161. 84
======------=========''====~==='===========' ========'=======

Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, CaL............... . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . 1, 357. 73
Fort Mason. Cal. ................................................................................. ..
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ..................................................................... .
Fort Gaston, CaL ................................................................................. ..
l!~ort Bid,vell, Cal ................................................................................ ..
Benicia Barracks, CaJ. ............................................................................ ..
Alcatraz Island, CaJ. .............................................................................. .
Angel Island, Cal. ................................................................... - ............ TotaL.................... .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. .... .. . .. .. . . . . . 1, 357.73

Department of Arizona.
Headquarters, Los Angeles, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 25
3. 00
658. 29 . . . . . . . • . .
438. 50
Santa .Fe, N. Mex .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2. 50 .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
787. 36
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .......................................................................... ..
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .............................. .
Fort Wingate, N.Mex ............................................................................ .

j~~~ ~:la~~~·:.·::e~:::::::::::

:::::-::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Fort Stanton, N. Mex ................................................................... . ......... .
Fort Union, N.Mex ............................................................................... .
Fort Apache, Ariz . . • .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
929. il8
Fort Lowell, Ariz ....................................................................... . ......... .
Fort McDowell, Ariz ............................................................................ ..
Fort Grant, Ariz, ................................................................................ ..
Fort Bowie, Ariz .................................................................................. .
Fort Verde, Ariz .................................................................................. .
San Carlos, Ariz .................................................. - ~ -- ............................. .

~~~t4~~':n~!~i~s.' ·~~:·::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::I::::::::: l :::::::::
Total.. .. .. . • • • .. .. • • • .. ..

2. 50

. 25

3. 00

658. 29 ........

--I 2, 155. 24

Department oj the Columbia.
Headquarters and depot, Vancouver Barracks, Wash ......... . ............................................................... .

~~~~~w~h~W:li~: w-~h:: ::::: ..... ~~~~ ~~.... ~: ~~=~ ~~

.......~=~ ~~......~=~~ ~~.......:~~..~: ~=~~ ~~.

Boise Barracks, Idaho ............................................................................. .

FortS:::~~:.~~~~~~~~~~::~:: .... -~~~~ ~~-~---~:~~~~~~- ...... ~~~ ~~- .... -~~~~ ~~- ...... ~~~- ,-~: ~~~~~~-~
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL,
app1·opriations made jm· the Qum·termastm·'s Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Transportation employes.

Stage.

Means of transportation:
"\Vagons, carts, drays,
ambulances, etc.

Vessels.

For purFor puropchase~
(mpassen- Civilians. mEennliosnteedx- chasing
·ati~ 0 .
For
cludmg
gers
anedi mai.~n'- repairing. vehicles and
tra duty.
. .
parts of
.
tammg.
vehicles).

Draft horses and
mules.

!for ~·epair!ng services
(mc~ud- No. of
mg
purand miscella- chases.
neous purchases).

Payments.)

~----- l------· 1------- l---------l------l --------ll---------------------

- -

$15. so $2, 65<1. 82 I
$::::.:4. 65
$84. 5o .......•..
= == = ======1-=====1

212. 00 . -- - - - - - - .
340.00

1--------1--------- - - - - - - - - - -

15.75
113.50

$57.70

$325.93

$3.10

$6.00

------ ~--------l---------·l ---------l-------- 1 --------- l ----------

212. oo
340. oo
129. 25
===== '=====1======1=====1==== 1

$27.50 ........................ .
. ......... 1, 245.00
244.00
85.00

130. 80
33.60
25.90
10. 50

--------------

3.10
6.00
----------- - -- = = =

19

$4, 110. 00

......... - • - . - . . . • • • • . . ...... - - • . . . . - - - - ...• - .•
.............................................. .
.•.•...•.•........•••. ····-- ............. - .... .
..••...•. - ..... -.- •••.......••. -..
118. 00

------------l--------l--------l--------l- ---------1--------- --------------

....... _.·I 1, 574. oo

==-=2=oo=.=80=1=·=·=··=·=·=··=·=·=·=·I ==2=7==
· =5o= I=·=· =
· ·=·=··=·=··=·=-l===1=18=.=o=o =====1=9= ==4=,1=1=o_._o=o

290. 50 2, 013. 33 --- •• --.---- ------ . ----- ---- •. - •... --.........
36. 25
375. 40 ...........• -- •............... - •...•.••.•......••.••• - ....• - •.•......
260.00
154.50 ............................................... -·-----··· ........ ..
400.00
70.95 .......•.•.. ····-····· ...••••••••. ·---········· ·······•·· ..•...••••
249.90 .................................................................. .
435.00
265. 00
163. 15 - --. - ..••• -- ..• -.- •••. - •..•. - ••. -- .•• -.- •••• -.- .•••...• -. - - •••..•••
31. 51 .. -. -. - ......•.•. - ••...•.•••.•.••.... --- ------ . . •• - ..•• - ..•..•.. - ••
71. 85 ..... ------- ------ . - - . - ••• - .. -- .. - ---- - . -.----. . -- --.- •.. - - • ---.--.
255. 00
195. 00
84. 50 . - . - -- --- •• - --.- -- . - -- --.- -- .•. - - .. - . - -- - - .. -- - - .•.... - •..•. - ...•••
568. 33
98. 35 - -- - -- -.---. ---- -- . - -- --- ...... -.- ------ .. -.... . • - - . - - •... - • - .. - .••
280. 00
42. 00 - .. - ••••• - - • -• - - ..• - • - .•.• - •. - •• - - - ••••••. - • - . - •••.. - . • . . - • - - - - .. - •
42. 50 -.--.- ••••..•.....•• - - .... - .••.•• - .•••. -. --- •. - .•• - .•. - - . - • ---.- .••
210. 00
280. 00
210. 00 --.-.- .•.... ----.- .••...• - •••• - ••. - .. ---.-- •• -. . ••. --- •• - - •.. -.- •••
360. 00
56. 70 - ••• -- .• ---- -.-- -- .•• - . -.- •..••. - ..••••.•.• - •. - - ••....... - ....•.•••
140. 00
41. 00 ....••.•••..........•.....••.•••. - • - ....• - .•. -- •••..•.•...• - .• - ..••

::::::: ::l--~:~: ~~-

~~ 6,091.66

1

1

~~: ~g 1::::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::::t :::::::::

1,525.29 ............ .......... ............

0

36.25

i--14 il:::n:· :·::·:::·::· ::::··.·:::: ::::_:·::: ::·· ·_:::::: :::.·.:::::.::
.:

121.40

I

948.33

219.70

~~-=-=--:..:.

~~~

1------------ ................ ------!------ ......................... ..
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SUPPLEMENTAL.-Sta.ternent showing in detail amounts expended jt·otn the vm·ious
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Water.

:Rail.
Division, uepartment, and

po~t.l -------.----- 1 ·-----,-----l

Wagon.
Expressage.

Passengers.

Freight. Passengers.

Freight.

Freight.

Independent posts.
Atlanta, Ga .... . ................................................................................. ..
vVest Point, N.Y.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .... . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
$0.85 ......... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio......
$308.66
$59.17 ................... . ....................... .
Davids Island, N. Y ............... . . .. ........ . .................. . . · ' ............................ .

!.if.:::!~;~~~~:::::::j ::::;::;;I :

,: ,; : ::: :- -: :- : ::::: ;;: :::::: :.

General depots.
New York, N. Y .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .

4, 987.51

9, 077.56

$170.84

$1,120.99

. 70

Philadelphia, Pa .......................... .
17.00
49.97
5. 74
1. so
Washington, D.C........... . ..
6, 798. 68
183.49
2, 883.05
1, 839.21
99.49
Jeffersonville, Ind..............
884.16
3, 972. 62
15.00
4. 95
San FranciRco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 35
25.00
58.41
43.10
217.65
St.. Louis, Mo............. . .....
1, 375.75
1, 863.65
148.51
16.19
Military Prison, Fort Leaven'vorth, Kans... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ .
Total................... . .

14,126.45

17,905.26

411.33

3, 204.73

293. 60

$491.07
109.50
4, 956.52
38G. 44
308.57

6, 251. 10
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
app1·opriations made for the Quarte.rnw.ster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE .A.RlllY.

Stage.

Transportation employes.

Vessels.

Means of transportation:
Wagons, carts, drays,
ambulances, etc.

Draft horses and
mules.

For pur- For repairFo~ purchases (in- ing (includFor
eluding ing services No. of
Passen- Civilians. !e~l~~~~- chasiii:I!;, oppurrepairing. vehicles and and miscellagers.
tra duty. a erdtm~,
chases.
n . ~ainparts of
neons purtammg.
vehicles).
chases).

Payments.

$72.60 ............ ------------ .......... ------------ ............................... ..

~:::::::::: ~::::::::::
,........ ..

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

72.60 ............ ------------ .......... ----- - ------ ....... ·····- ------ .... -·-·······

31.66 ........... .

$21.64

$816.52 ........................................... ..

· ··$si: 5o· -· · -92.' 67- :: :: : : ::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : :: :: :: ::: : : : ::: : : : :: :: :: _· : ::: : : : ::: : : :: : : :: :: : : : : ::
................................ ------------ .......... ............
$90.34 .................. ..
75.00 ---------- ............................................................................. ..
72.00 ............ ............ .......... ............
22.15 .................. ..

156.50

196.33 .......... ..

21.64

816.52 .......... ..

112.49 .................. ..
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Staternent showing ·in detail amounts expended jTom the various
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Harness.

Water supply and sewerage.

Stabling,
Division, department, and post. watering,
purattendiug, For
etc., puolic chasing
and
matlUanimals.

For conFor
structing
For water material
For
and
n~palr
and
purf~~~~~~sg repamng. rents
in~an~ for
taxes.
chased.
and harness
~e'li~~
material.

Depar-tment of the East.
Headquarters, Governors Island, N.Y...................................................... $1,481.43 .................... ..
Boston, MaRs................... .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . • ..
5. 00
$88. 75 .......... ..
Baltiluorc, Md ....................... -..... -..................•........................ -.......... .
New Orleans, La ...................................... - .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
9. 00 .......... ..
Bnttalo, N.Y ..................................................................................... ..
Washington Barracks, D. C ............................................................ -------~----

~~~~1~~~110:~r:~"t·s~ ":Ky.::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... $4: oo' :::::::::::: :::::::::: "$4; 3o9:54'

Fort Bnrrancas, Fla ...............................................·................................ .
Jackson Barracks, La..................................................................
12.45
Fort Trun1bull, Conn .............................................................................. .
Fort Adams,R..L.............. ............ ............ ..........
12.50 ..........
2,007.40
Fort Hamilton N.Y.............................................
316.54 ..................... .

~~~g~ca~~~.M~id::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: .... 6i:u5· ..... i57:92.
Madison Barracks,N. Y ........................................................................... .
Fort \Varren, Mass.....................................................................
197.00
Fort McPherson, Ga ............................................................................. ..
:Fort Schuyler, N.Y .............................................................................. ..
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala .. _ ................................................... _....
145. 00
Fort Niagara, N.Y ............................................................................... ..
In the field ....................................................................................... ..
TotaL.................... . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

4. 00

1, 815. 47

Division of the Missouri.

I

158. 80

6, 829. 31

I

Hcadq narLers, Chicago, IlL.... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
48. 50 .............. _..... ..
Fort Sheridan, Ill ................................ -..... -.. -...... .. . .. . .. .. .. 9, 700. 00
18, 269.74
TotaL......................................................

48.50

9,700.00

18,269.74

Depa?·tment of the Missouri.

HLLeae~~~~M~;~~h~R:a~;~o;~rs~~{:
::::::::::: ...... !~::~. :::::::::: :::::::::::: ---~~~: ~~~J~~: ~~
-~
OUlS,

0 ....• ••.•••••••.••

Denver, Colo................... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 676.75
Fort Riley, Knns ................................................................................. ..
Fort Reno, Inu. T ................................................................................. .
Fort Lyon, Colo .................................................................................. ..
Oklahoma City, Ind. T ......... ----·- ............................................................. .
Total ..................... =.=--=·=--=·=--=·=--=l===9=.7=5=!-- .................. -- 1==12=6=.=20=!==4=,4=9=8=.6=9=l
1
Department of the Platte.
Headquarters and depot., Omaha,
Nebr..................................... ............ ..........
20.17 .... ...... 11,767.25
Fort Robinson,Nebr ............................................................................. ..

:

i~f:if~~~\1;:·::-:::~::: ~:~ ~~~: ~~~:~:::~~~ :::::::~:~ :::::::~~:~~ ::~:::::r::: ~~
Total......................................................

Department of Dakota.

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn ..........................

20.17 .......... j 11,829.25

I

I

,
..........

44.98 ,

78.13

50.00

IE~mft~L~~~~~~~J.:: : ~~~: :~: : : ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ :~ ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ t ~~~~~J: ::~~~i:~~:
1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Wharves and
bridges.

For C<?nstructmg
all:d.repamng.

Roads,
harbors,
and
rivers.

For reimbursements. of
travelmg
expenses
public~- and payre!~rof rofu~s r~~d and tions, and . ments.
wharves pairs and bridges. printing. from pn·
vate funds
and
removal
for public
wharfof obpurposes.
strucage.
tions.
Tolls on
turnFor constructing pikes,
ferries,

Advertisements

1

Boxes,
canvas,
All ex- Lumber,
and . penses Irope, and
other arti- not otherpurTotal
cles for
wise
ch.ases of amounts.
packmg enumer- miscella~~~tl~o- ated. a~t~~l:s.

freigh~.

---- ---- ----- --------1----- 1---- ---- ---- -- --

::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: ___ !~~:~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-·-$56: 5o- $~:~~i:i!

---------. -----.-- .. -- .... --. -.---.-.-. -.----- ...... - ......... - . . -.-- .... ----.-. --.-- .. -.. 7, 940.97
5. 00 3, 861. 67
$1, 173. 00 - ..... - - .. ---- ... -. - .. -.- .. - ...... -- -- .. ---- . -- - - . .. - - -- - - - ... --- .. - -.
- .. - - . . . . . . .... - - - . - - - . - - . - . . . .. - . - . . . . . - . - . - - . . . . - . - . - .. - . . - - .. - . - - . . - - . - - . . . . . . ....... - .
577. 07

::::~:: ~~: :~:~ ::~ ~;~;:;; ::~;:;; ::;~: ,; ~~~~::~~:::[~:: ~~~ ::~~~::~:: ::~:: ::~ ' :::!: ~

::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: :'::::::::::: ::::::::: ... -~~: ~~- .. -~:~--~~

:::::::::: ::~~~:~~: :~~~~~~~~t::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: !~:~~~:~~~ ::::~~:~~: -~:-~~~~~~
::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::!~::::~: ~~: :::::::::: :::::::::::.:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :~~Jg

:; ;,·; : : ;: :. : : :

::::::: :: : :::::: ::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: ::::::: :: :I:::: :: :::::'I: ::: ::: ::: :::::::::: .. -.~~: ~~.

:;:61;:;0: :::,;:;,: :,,;,.-;;: ::::4:.: ~~~==~=
I

:::::::::: ::::::::: "9;85j: i3. :::::::::: -...

~~:~~_I::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

1~~: gg

35. 60 9, 612. 51
8. 20 37, 848. 82

--------------------1
- ----1·----1----1----1---9, 851. 13 ..... - .•. 43.80 47,461. 33
24.50 .................
....... .

I .

:I:::::::::~: ~::::::::: :::::::::: ::::;;:~: ,!: ::::::
1

::::::::: ::::::::: :;::;;: ;: ::::::::: ::: iiO: 25

......•... - .................. - ...............•.•...••............•....• --...... .

256. 75

460. 75

::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::(:: ::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::::,:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::: i~_:66
···--·········-···· 1,055.70 ..........

========== .=::=:::::::=:: ========== =====

110.25

8.12

7.00 .......••. 1,615.00

12.00 .•.••.•••• -·-·······

284.35 21,183.02

1. 40 15, 419. 61

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ -:::-:~~-:-~~

---~ ---

8. 12

12. 00 - .. - .... - .. -..... . ..

1.40 15, 481. 61
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C, SuPPLEMENTAL.-Statmnent showing in detail anwnnts expendedj1·om tlle various
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Ha.rne~s.

Division, department, and post.

Stabling,
watering,
purattending, For
etc., public chasing
animals. and ID~~;fiU·

fha~~~!

and harness
material.

Water supply and sewerage.

For COll·
structing
For water
For_
For
and
repairrents and matenal
ing and for
repa.mng.
taxes.
c?a~d.
1

~e~l~ .g

Department of Dakota-Cont'd.
Fort Buford, N.Dak ............................................................................... .
Fort Yates, N.Dak ................................................................................ .

~~~~ ~~~:~t~. ~~k~:::: ~ ~::::: ..... ~~~ ~~. :::::: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::::: ::::: ::::: :::::: ::: :::

:Fort Shaw, Mont...............

18.50 ...................... ................................. .

iilifvg!:t~:k:::::::::: : : : :
-I
Depa1·tment of Texas.
I
Headqnarters aud depot, San
TotaL. ..................

:_:·:::::·:::: : : : : : :::::::::::::::::::::r:::::: ::

100. 00

1

1

•••••••••••

-I-..... ....

$44. 98

$78. 13

1

I

$2, 645. 00

I
F!-~~~~~\:1~-~_fe~- :::::::::::::: ..... ~~:·.~~ . ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1::::::::::1
.----~~~~ ~~TotaL .................... ~

I

187.20 . . ................................

Depa1·tment of California.
Headquarters and depot, San
Francisco, CaL. . .... . ................... . ......................

----------1_ _ 1~

2.40 ..................... .

~~~;f~~~~~~~'l)7 ~ ~: l i: ~: ~ ii:i:ii: ~ iii::i:::i: :::::: 1 ~ ~ ~: i:: ~ ~ :~ i: :~ ~:
ii ::

82-! 1<

1;

Total.......................................................

84.54

i

---------- !------······

I

Department of .Arizona.
1
Hca.dquarters,Los Angeles, CaL
103. 22
$4. 65 - ...... --- - ·- ... -- ·-- - ~
18. 40 · · · · ·- · · · · ·Santa .Fe, N.Mex..............
74.05 ...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
'WbipplH Barracks, Ariz ...................

-1-- ......... l ....................... --.. ---- ........... .
1

TotaL....................

237. 27

.

I

4. 65

j..........

H;.;;;~~~,;;;~ - - - - -

I

~~!l's;::~~:~::

I :::::;~ ;;v-~:::: ~

61. 35

18. 40

300. 00

- - - - - - '- - - - - _ _ _ _:_ _ - - - - - - - - I

Portland, Oregon . .............
.75 ~ ------···-·· i ··-------- ................................. .
Fort \Vall<t Walla, Wash...................
71.05 .......... ............ ..........
755.40

: : : : : : : : ::~;

:~:::: ~::: ~: :::::::::: : : :;;; ~
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
appropriations made for the Qua1·termaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Wharves and
bridges.

Roads,
harbors,
and
rivers.

For reimburseTolls on Adver- ments of
tisetraveling
For conturnments, expenses
structing pikes,
For roads
ferries, publica- and payaml
For con- rent of for retions, and ments.
and
structing wharves pairs and bridges.
printing. v~~efJ:d~
andreand
for public
pairing. wharf- removal
of
obpurposes.
age.
structions.

Boxes,
ca~;ds,

All exother arti- penses
cles for Inot~therpacking
wise
and -pro- enumer
tectirw
ated.
freight.

Lumber,
rope, and

cl1i~er~ of

Total
miscella- amounts.
neous
articles.

-------------1-----1-----1----1----1----

:::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ---·$7:5o·: ::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
--······-- --------- ---------- ----------- ······--$3.50 --·--···-- ---------- -----·····
----·----- ---·-···· ---------6.35 ---------- -------·--- ---······· ---------- ·········- .. -.- -- .. - -- . -- ... -.-- - - - . - -

25. 50 - - -.--- - . - ------ •••.. ---- -. --- . --.--- . - . - . - . -.--- - -

$291.50
7. 50
22.00
6. 35
150. 50

::::: :::::I::: ::: :: ::::::::::: --·- ~~--~~- i:::-::::::: ~--~~ ~~- :::: :: ::::~ --~~~~~ ~~ ·--~~~~~ ~~ ·-~.-~~~--~~
.......... --------- .......... ········-- $102.74 --········· ·········- .......•.. 3,000.00 13,0-18.22
....... -. . - - . -.... - - - - - - - - - . - - - . -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - . - .... ' - - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - .
546. 37
102.74 ----------· --·-·----- ·········- 3,000.00 13,594.59

$16, 045. OE •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

47.05

73. 00 --- - . - - -- - ---- •••• -.

119. 98 21, 782. 71

·--·3s7."oo ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·i:762."so
- - ... - - --- - . - . -- - - - - - - ----- - - - - .. ---- -- --- - - . - ... ------ -- -- - ------ .• - - .. -- . -- - . .
8. 00
- . - ... --.- - -- -... - . - . - .. ----- - . - .. -- - - - ---- --- -- - ---- -- -. - .... --- .. - - . -------. -20. 00
. - .. -- - - . - - . -. -- - - . - . - -.--- -- - -- .. -- - - - - .. - --- -.- .. -- -- -. --. -----.- -- - . --- --- - - . - - . -- - - . - -

16,432.05 ......... ---------- -------·--

47.05

73.00

------·-·-1----------

147: 98 24,172.65

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::: :::::: : ::::::::::: --. ~~~--~:- --. ~~~~ ~~- --- -~ - ~~ ., :::::: :::J::: : :::: ~~: ~i
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
--·-···· ·- ·····--·- ---------· ·-·------- ------- .............. -------·-· ----------

45.00

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
. -.-. - -.-. - -- --. - - - -.-.- . - -- ... -.- .. -. - --- - --- - - - ---- - - • - - -- --.---. -- .

300. 00

1, 166. 20

•
23.00

~=l====--u1.67

685.11

24.20 ......•••.

==-========= ===== ~ -======= ===== ============ ====

300.00

285. 60
130. 90
210. 64

4, 492.46
1, 256.92
414.50
737.45
684.90
428.15
76.51
326.85
279.50
3, 062.26
022.00
256. 15
490.00
416.70
181.00
296.00
155.35
310.88

1,270.55 14,187.58

======= = = ==========

:::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ···--s.- 4o- :::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ···· ·3:5o · ·7; 359."58
-----···-- ------------------- ·····----- ---------- ······---- - -----·---- ·········-

: : :-·: : : -~I

:::_~

67.50

1,473.83

- - -·: .:.: :I :::::: _:(:::::::. ·;::': ·:.::::
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
C,

SUPPLEMENTAL. -Statement

showing in detail am01mts expended from the va1'io us
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY,

Harness.
Stabling,
Division, department, and post. watering,
attending,
etc.,pubhc
animals.

For purchasing
and ID3?U·

fh~~r:~sg

and harness
materiaL

Water supply and sewage.

For water
For
rents and
repairing.
taxes.

For conFor
structing
material and repairpuring: an~l for
chased.
diggmg
we1ls.

Independent posts.
..A. tlan ta, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... $2, 245. 73
$4, 021. 40
\Vt~~>tPoint,N. Y .............. ------······ ............................................ -----------Columbus Barracks, Ohio ......................................................................... .
DaYids Island, N.Y ............ ------------------------..........
$323.26 ..........
1,648.00
\Villets Point, N.Y ............ ------ ............................................................. .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ............................................................................ .
l----------------·1-------·1--------11 - ------ --------323. 26 2, 245. 73
5, 669.40

TotaL ..................................................... .

General depots.

I

~~uaXc~~1;i:,r·p;::::::::::: ::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: .... ~--~~- ___ ~~ ~~~: :~. ____ ~~--~~- ::::::::::::
}~~~~~~~~1IT~~n~::::::::: ::::: .... !~~~: ~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: ____ .~~~: ~~-

sanFranciRco, Cal ............. ---------------------------------39.55 ---------------------St.Louis, Mo ................... -------·------------·------------144.50 ---------------------Military Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans ................•. ------ ............................................................. .
TotaL .................•..

208. 16 ------ --.---

4. 23

2, 309.79

50.00

513.30

REC.A.PIT UL..A.TION.
Divisions, departments, independent posts, and general
depots.

Regular supplies.

Incidental
expenses.

Barracks and
quarters.

Division of the .Atlantic and Department of the East . . . . . .
Di dsion of the Missomi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dr1mrtment of the Missouri .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
Department of the Platte..................................
Department of Dakota .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
Department of Texas......................................
DiYit;ion of the Pacific and Department of California . . . . . .
DP}lartment of .Arizona......... .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Del>artment of the Columbia .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
Im ependent posts ...•.................. --------...........
General depots.............................................

$24,630.14
$932.45
$21,121.36
11, 362. 78
9. 20
5. 00
26, 738. 71
2, 956. 17
15, 425. 98
13, 785. 28
168. 50
6, 735. 00
28, 420. 76
2, 278. 28
5, 263. 23
6, 450.80
149.51
7, 743. 54
12,871.33
768. 5J
2, 50~. 30
62, 688. 42
2, 172. 86
1ll, 854. 65
11,212.40
219. 77
5, 194.26
5, 252.30
44.55
831.78
74,944.74
19,654.93
4, 718.88
--------------------1----------1
Total................................................
278,357.66 .
29,354.78
80,397.98

•
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

app1·op1·iations made jo1· the Qum·tm·master's Department, etc.-Continued.
TRANSPORTATION OF THE ARMY.

Roads,
harbors,
and
rivers.

\Vharves and
bridges.

For con·
strncting
and reo
pairing.

-

For reimburse·
Tolls on .A.dver· ments of
tisetraveling
For conturnments, expenses
pikes,
For :~~d~t~~~ ferries,
publica- a!deEtl"
rent of
for reand
wharves pairs and bridges. tw~s,_and from pripnntmg. vate funds
and
removal
for public
wharfofobpurposes.
age.
structions.

Boxes,
canvas,
and .

.All ex-

Lumber,
rope, and
~~:~· £~~~-not ~ther- chi:~ of Total
packing
Wise
miscella- amounts.
and pro- enumerneous
tecting
ated.
articles.
freight.

0

- - - - - - - - · - - - -1- - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1- - --

penses

-

---- - ------

$1, 600. 00
oooooooooo ooo oooooo oooooOooOo ooOOOOooOo ...•...... oooooOoooOo oooo oooo••
Oo oooOOOOoOo .......... oooo oO..
$450. 00
0

0

•••••

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

oo

0

0

000 0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••• 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0000

1, 600. 00

0

0

oO

0

0

450.00

40. 00

15.00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Oo
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

oooooo

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•• 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00 0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••• 0.

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•• 0

0

0

0

0. 0. 0

•• 0

0

•••• 0

0

0

0

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

oo
0

0

0

0

0

0

00

•

••••••••

00

••••••••••••••••••

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

0

0

0- 0

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•••• 0

0

0

0

000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•• 0

0

0

0

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

oo oooo OoOo
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$91.00
21. 00
28.50

$24. 46
149.50
0

0

00 1 0000

0

0

0

00

•••• 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$17.85
5. 45
47.20
0

51. 99
14. 10

0. 0

0

0

0

0. 0

0

0

•

0

0. 0

0

0

0

•

0

•• 0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

oOoo Oo
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00 • •

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0000000000

0

0

00

.. 0

•

0

0

0

0

0

0

•••••• ••

••

0

0

•

0

0

0

0

•• 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.:...:..:...:.:~~

$778. 60

0

$31. 00 $7, 970. 73
oooo
.85
367.83
2, 421. 26
206. 94
206. 94

••••••

0

0

-0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

•••• 0

0

0

••

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

237.94 10,967.61

0

$0. 50

0

••• 0. 0

0

0

••

0

0

0

•• 0

0

0

0

0

0.

0

0

0

•• 0

•

0

0

0

••

629.96 19, 692.77
5. 34
240. 26
17,881.27
29. 43 4, 996. 50
61. 81 1, 816. 90
3, 965. 42
0

0

0. 0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

•• 0

•

0

REC.A.PITUL.A.TION.
Cavalry and
artillery
horses.

$15, 976. 44

Shooting
galleries and
ranges.

Clothing and
equipage.

Hospitals.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$51.78

0

7, 314.47
8, 591.47

33,920.08

0

$1,277. 00

0.

0

0

0

0

0

••

0

00

0

0.

0. 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.

0

0000000000000

0

0.

••• 0

0

0

0

0

0

66,875.68

0

0

••

00

000

0

0

0.

247. so

.Army transportation.

$1,250.32

$4. 00
10,781.34
161. 85
307. 25 oooooooooooooooo
762. 02
32. 09
1 406 72 oOOOOOooOOOoooOO oooooooooooooo
'505: 88
2. 00
oooo
2. 08
3, 599.95
Oo .• ooooo
302.18
188.30 ........... 0.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
66,869.68
0

Hospital
stewards'
quarters.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

63.50
127. 22
63.90
75.00
91.87
1. 21
;,:n. 50
'204. 52

0

Totals.

$36,985.66
47,461.33
21,182.02
15,481.61
8, 229.02
13,594.59
24,172.65
14,187.58
9, 590.41
10,967.61
4S, 593.12

$100, 948. 15
58,838.31
77,251.07
36,631.14
45,112.62
29,409.09
42,176.69
93,597.41
26,520.23
17,816.04
222,095.82

250,446.60

750,396.57
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REPORT OF THE SECH.ETARY OF WAR.

D.-Slalt'11Wnl showing the number of civilian~:~ mnployed by the 1nonth and paid by

the

Quartermaster's Department in the divisions depaTtments, and general depots, independent posts, and recruiting depots of the At·my, on what cl1dy employed, their 9rade ancl
monthly pay, and the app1·opriation f1'0tn which paid, as 1·eported by officers of the Departments, on thei1· reports of persons and at·ticles hired for June, 1891.
DIVISION OJ!' THE ATLANTIC AND DEPARTMENT OJ!' THE EAST.
~

Incidental expenses.

cS00.,.;

gg~

;.=:;..;

A_..,

Posts.

0

=~

~

~s

~~
~0$

*'rri

~

*'

,....

.,.;

$a>

""",....
... *'
E< .s
$ "§

~

i

.,.;

(h-

*'§

0

*'
i...

~

,....,

~

<D

""',....,

*'
i...
5

00

0

cO
cO
~

""'
..,;
""'

AQ;>

~

.,.;

0

0

~

~

Q)

Q)

...-

"",.... *'
""',.... b.O .....b.O
*'
.s-~ ... ,t::l... ~ ~
~ 0$
~

,....

Q)

Q)

0

0

]
...0$
$
$
0$
0
0
0
~ ~ ~ H
A
- - - - - - - - -0 -- - Q)

Q)

0

~

H

-

~

~

:i1

Q)

-

-

~

Headquarter~:~, Governors Island,
N. Y 0---0·------o·o·----------- ---·-4
5
1 ..••..
1
1
1
1 ... .
Baltimore,Md .................... ---·-·
1
1 ..................................... ---- ... .
'Bu.li'alo,N.Y ..................... ......
1 ...... ......
1 ............. ---- .... ---- .. ..
:Fort Monroe, Va ........
1 ......
1 ......
1 ....
New Orleans, La.......................
1 ......
1
1 ............................... ..
Boston, Mass ...........
1 ...... .. ....
1 ................................ .
Atlanta, Ga............................
1 ...... ......
1 ............................... ..
MountVernonBarracks,..A.la ........................................ 1 ..................... ..
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Total. __ .................... - - 1 -9-~--7 ,--2 _ 5___1_ --1 -1---1 - 1~-1-~-1 ~-1
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t~l~~i~~R~:;~~~~.:i~::~~~~:::~~:
..~.1:::: :::~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: ::i: ::::
F(Jrt Tho1uas,
Ky.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1___1___1___1___
2-1

Total .......................

-41l_2___

2_1_1

1

l-1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statement showing the nnmber of civilians e1nployed by the month and paid by the
Quartennastm·'s Depat·trnent, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF TiiE ATI.ANTIC AND DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST-Continued •
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DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC AND DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement showing the nurnbm· of civilians ernployed by the month and paid by the
Q1tartm·1nasteT' s Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC AND DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA-Continued.
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1 .... 1
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Total .......•..............

,-1,-2-~-1~-1~-1 ~ -1 -1~l-1~-1~-1~ -1~-3 ~ -7
Army transportation.
Steamer McDowell.
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1 .. .. . . . . . . . .
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DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.

Incidental expenses.
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1 ... .

1 ..... .... .... .... .... ...... ......

1 .............. !.. ..

1 .... ----~- ......
1 ..... .... .... .... .... ...... ......

1 ................. .

§~~aG:J:~if-~~~:::::::::::::::: ·---~- i. ::::~·-·· ::::1:::: ::::::~----i- ·---~-~:::::: ~ :::: ::::1::::

...
J<'ort Wingate, N. Mex . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .
1 ........... .
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1 ..... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... ......
1 .... ....
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1 ..... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... ......
1 .......... ..
TotaL ...................... __9___2_4j4-2jl--_2-,--1---6- ~--3-~-l - 1 - l
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMEN'f OF ARIZONA-Continued.

Army transportation .
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Total ..........•..•.•..•.... -2--2--2--1--1---3 12~-7- ~--2 --3~--1 ~--5 - - 3
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
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Total . ..............••.•••.. - 1 -2-,-1 -1-2·,-1-. IS~--2 - - 1 - - 1 -1---1~--1
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement showing the number of civilians ernployed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI.

Incidental expenses.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Staternent showing the numb'm• of civilians employed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DIVISON OF THE MISSOURI-Continued.
Army transportation.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the ntonth and paid by the
Qua1·tm·mastm·'s Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statement showing the n1trnber of civilians em,ployed by the rnonth and paid by the
Quarterrnasters' Depart'rnent, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
Army transportation.
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- - -- ---- ------ Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn..... . . • • . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 1 .......•.•...•.•. , .•..••

~

i~~~~~~!~~J5!k~~:~::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

~

~

:::::: ·--~- .... --~- ..i. :::: :::::::: --·~

FortCuste1.Mont................
1 ...................•.... _____ .... ---- ........ ---- ____ ..••
Fort Shaw, Mont,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ........•.. , . _. _..................•...•....••

>: :} ~~~J::::~t::~~~ :~~:: ~~:~ :::: (::~ :;: :J::::
----1---i~i~~~l:t·D.~k~~llHJH: ::x ::J: ;;}: H: uuH.< ll~ :
i~aigr:~~t~·~~~~::~~::~

FortM;.,oula,Mont.............

1 .........................................

1 ....

1

: ::::

TotaL ..........•.•..••.....

-3-~--3~--2,_7_(_1 - 1 -1- -1-~-3,-3 - 1 -1---1
1

.Army transportation.

Posts.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ! 1 - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HeadSuarters, St. Paul, Minn . . . . . . . . . .

1

2

1 ...... .....

1 .... ....

2 ........... .

i~~i y~~~~~~-~~:::::::::::::: .... i. ::~::: :::::~ :::::: :::::: ::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: --~- ... 7

Fort Custer,Mont................ ...... ...... ...... ......
1
1 .... 1 ............ 11 ... .
FortShaw,Mont................. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .... .... .... .... 6 ....... .
FortBuford,N.Dak ......................................................... 1 ........ 7 ... .
Fort Assinniboine, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . 8 ....... .

i~~t ~:~a~:~¥fat:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::: --~- ~

:::: :::: :::: :::: 1g

Fort Missoula. Mont............. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . ... 6 ....... .
FortAbrabamLincoln,N.Dak... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .... .... .... .... .... ....
1
Fort Randall,S.Dak ............. ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... .... .... .... .... .... ....
3
FortPembina,N.Dak ................................................................... 3 ... .

~~PB~~~~~~~~n~k:~~~~:::::::: ::::::1::::::,:::::: ::::::,:::::J::::,::::,::::,:::: ::::1:::: --~····I·· .... ······I·· ................. ··I···· .. ..

Fort Sully, S.Dak ..............................

26

Fort:::•ton~:=~~-:::::::::: ~~~~=i~~=if~ii~l~~fifh~l~~~
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D.-Statement ahowing the number of civiliana employed by the month and paid by tht
Qu,m·te1·maate1·'a Depa1·tment, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued •

.Army transportation.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- -----------------------------Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn..................

3

1

1 . .....

2

1 ............. .

~~~~~~£!~~~~~~~: ::::::::::::: :::: ""i' :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ----i- :::::: :::::: ----i- :::: -- -~

i~~~~~:~z:~~r~~:::::::::::J::~: ::i: ::::~: :::::: :::::: ::::~: ::::i: :::::: :::::: ::::~: --~-1 ::::

FortAssinniboine, Mont ..................................................... ···'·· .... ..

1

~~~~~~~~~: ~on!k:::::::::::::: :::: --i- :::::: :::::: :::::: ----i- :::::: :::::: :::::: ----~- :::: ···i

~~~~~~~.~~l~~~~~~i~~ -:N-::0-~k:: :::: :::: ----~- :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ~: :::: :::::: --~- ---i

Fort Randall, S. Dak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Total ...................... - 1 - 3 - · -2 - - 3 - - 1 - - 3 --2~--2~--1, -......
3~-3~-6
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.

Regular supplies.

Incidental expenses.
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5
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1
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FortMc~inney,;.Vyo ......................... ------ ...... ------ -·--- -··· ---- ···· 1

I----1···· ····

I

~~~~:i~b~1~~1~N~~~~::::::::::::: :::::: -- --~- ----i- :::::: :::::: ::::~ :::::::: :::: :::: ~ ~~J.i.~~ ~
Total.. ..................... ,
1 I 2
21 4 51 2 1 1 I 1 1 ~-~1_! ~
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~~~~~~~!~~~;N-~~~~::::::::::: : :::::: ::::::1:::::: ::::1:::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ----~- .... i. ::::
Fort\Vashakie, \Vyo ............ ......

j~~~B~I~R~~~e~eR,t~y~:::::::: : ----~-

1 ............ ...................................... .

:::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ... i.

:::::: .... i. ---~

TotaL ..... .. ............... --1-,--1-~--7- --1 ~ -1- 2 - 1 - 1 - 2 -4---1---2---1
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statement showing the nurnber of ci·vilians employed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE-Continued •

.Army transportation.
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. .. . . ... . .. ... . . . . .. . . .
....................... . ... .

:Fort Washakie, Wyo...... . . . . . .
Fort Du Chesne, Utah...........
Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo . . . .. . . .

1 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . •. .
2 ........... . ... .
1
2
1
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 7 .. .. 2 ... .

i~~~~fdf~;~,N~t~~:::::::::::::: __l_ :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::,:::: :::: :::: ::::
Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
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Incidental expenses.
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th~

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS-Continued.
Ba~~~ks Army transpor-

Incidental expenses.
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GENERAL DEPOTS, AS PROVIDED BY ARMY REGULATIONS, 1065.
Regular supplies.

Incidental expenses.
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-------------·1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - New York, N.Y.................
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1 .•....

2

1

J?i~~!~N~~:~:::::::::::::::
:::: ::i: ::i_: ::::: ::::~: ::::::::::::
San Francisco, Cal ................................................. .
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Total ....•....•.•.•••••....
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D.-Statement showing the nu'mber of civilians e·mployed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Depart'ment, etc.-Continued.
GENERAL DEPOTS, AS PROVIDED BY ARMY REGULATIONS,

1065-Continued.

Army transportation.
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D.-Statement showing the number of civilians employed by the rnonth and z1aid by the
Quartermaster's Depat·trnent, etc.-Continued.
BY ARMY

GENERAL DEPOTS, AS PROVIDED

REGULATIONS,

1065-Continued.

Clothing and equipage.
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D.-Statement showing the nu1nber of civilians ernployed by the rnontk and paid by the
Qua1·tennaster's Departrnent, etc.-Continued.
RECRUITING DEPOTS.
Regular supplies.

Incidental expenses.

.Army transportation.
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RECAPITULATION.
From what appropriation paid.

Division of the Atlantic and Department of the East:

¥:&fe~t:l~i~~~;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::

Ban·acks and quarters .............................•.......
A.rmy transportation ........... . .......................... .
Total. ................•....•..............................
Division of the Pacific and Department of California:

¥:&d~~t!1~ii)i:~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Army transportation ..•...•................................
Total ....•...•.•.••.•....•............•...................
Department of Arizona:

Number
of
Monthly pay. Yearly pay.
employes.

1

$75.00
4, 109.66
180.00
3, 131. 66

42
3

51

97
7,496. 32
----= - =
4
14
42

299.99
1, 458.31
2, 953.33

60
4, 711.63
- - - - ======

$900.00
49,315.92
2, 160. 00
37,579.92
89,955.84

===
3, 599.88
17,499.72
35,439.96
56,539.56

===

Army transportation ...................................... .

r:c~d~~~u~:r~~~s;e~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

9
16
56

540.00
1, 869.96
3, 265.00

6, 480.00
22,439.52
39,180.00

Total. ...........•................•.•.•...................

81

5, 674.96

68,099.52

¥:ad~~t:1EF~~~~e~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.Army transportation ...................................... .

8
12
37

420.00
1, 279.98
2, 212. !!9

5, 040.00
15,359.76
26,555.88

TotaL ................................................... .

57

3, 912.97

46,955.64

Division of the Missouri:
Incidental expenses ......••................................
Army transportation ...•.••••............•.................

16
12

1, 601.64
722.33

19,219.68
8, 667.96

Department of the Columbia:

Total. .•......•..•..••....................................
Department of the Missouri:
Regular supplies .......................................... .
Incidental expenses ..................................... . . .
Barracks and quarters .................................... .

27,887.64
28
2, 323.97
- - - - -============= =--====

t1~~lu!~'l:~ao:~~1;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

106
4

900.00
2, 008.31
50.00
5, 203.31
416.66

Total. .•.........•....••..................................

151

8, 578.28

.14
26
1

10,800.00
24,099.72
600.00
62,439.72
4, 999.92
102,939.36

Department of Dakota:
Regular supplies...........................................
8
580. 00
6, 960. 00
Incidental expenses............................ . ...........
45
3, 769. 96
45,239.52
Barracks and quarters........ . ............................
4
293.33
3, 519.96
Army transportation ..................................... --~~~~~~9. 28
, TotaL.................................. . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . .

226

13, 273. 23
1

159, 278. 76
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QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

D.-Statement showing the numbm· of civilians employed by the month and paid by the
Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continued.
RECAPITULATION-Continued.

From what appropriation paid.
Department of the Platte:

Number
of
Monthly pay. Yearly pay.
employes.

5
39
4
89

$450.00
3, 186.63
295.00
5, 456.63

$5,400.00
38,239.56
3, 540.00
65,479.56

137

9, 388.26

112,659.12

6
32
2
33

315.00
2, 287.63
149.00
11824.99

2, 580.00
27,451.56
1, 788.00
21,899.88

73

4, 576.62

53,719.44

8
103
1
2
141
84

626.66
9, 343.28
150.00
180. 00
8, 192.96
6,114.11

7, 519.92
112,119.36
1, 800.00
2, 160.00
98,315.00
76,969.32

339

24,607.01

298,883.60

.Army transportation ...................................... .

7
3

523.31
158.33

6, 279.72
1,899. 96

TotaL ................................................... .

10

681.64

8, 179.68

¥:tid~~t!f~i~i:~s-~~ :::::: ~::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

.Army transportation ...................................... .

3
5
7

185.00
531. 66
510.00

2, 220.00
6, 379.92
6, 120.00

Total. .................. ~ ................................ .

15

1, 226.66

14,719.92

66
357
1
16
746
88

4, 391.65
31,970.33
150.00
1, 147.33
42,261.47
6, 530.77

51,499.50
383,643.96
1, 800.00
13,769.96
507, 137.12
81, !J6!J. 24

¥:~:l~~t!tE~~i:~~~~:: :: :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :: ::

Barracks and quarters .................................... .
Army transportation ...................................... .
Total. ................................................... .
Department of 'l'exas:

¥:!id~~t~l~~~!!;~~ ~::::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~: :: ~::::: :::::: :~:::: :::::

Barracks and quarters .................................... .
Army transportation ..........................•............

Total. ................................................... .
General depots:

¥:~d~~t:l~i~~~s-~~:::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: ~:::: ~: :: ::::::

Cavalry anu artillery horses ............................... .
Barracks a~~.d quarters .................................... .

tl~~1i~~a:~o:~!~~:g~- ~:: : : : ~:::: : ~:::::: ~:::: ~ ~::::: ~:::::
Total. ................................................... .

- - - -- - - - - - - - - -

---- -----

-------

lnd~~~jf::faf~~~~nses ...........................•............
Recruiting depots:

Total amount by appropriation:

¥:!id~;t!f~J'~i:~s-~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cavalry and artillery horses ............................... .
Barracks and quarters .................................... .

&~~Ji!~~~ao:~:~~:g~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total. ................................................... .

------ -------86,461.55
1, 039, 819. 78
1, 274

E.-Statement showing the amou·nts expended by officers of the Qum·termaster's Depm·tment
during and on account of the app1·opriations jo1· the fiscal year 1891, and balances in
their hands so jar as shown by accounts received at this office.
Names of officers.
Atwood, E. B., major and quartermaster.- ..................•....•.......
Anderson, H. R., lieutenant Fourth Artillery ......................... .
Anglnm. D. F., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry ........................... .
Atkinson, B. W., lieutenant Sixth Infantry ........................... .
Ames, R. F., "lieutenant Eighth Infantry .............................. .
Adams, G., lieutenant Fifth Artillery ................................. .
Albright, F. H., lieutenant Ninth Infantry ............................ .
Allen, H. T., lieutenant Second Cavalry ............................... .
Aleshire, J. B., lieutenant First Cavalry ............................... .
.Andrus, F. B., lieutenant Second Infantry ............................. .
.Arnold, I., jr., major, Ordnance Department ........................... .
Bingham, J.D., c'?lonel and assistant quartermaRter-general. ......... .
Belcher, J. H., maJor and quartermaster ............................... .
Barnett, C. R., captain and assistant quartermaster ...................•
Bird, C., captain and assistant quartermaster ......................•..•
Booth, C. A.., captain and assistant quartermaster.- ....... " ........... .

Expenditures.
$78,644.15
4, 282.66
1, 568.49
3, 522.75
4,435. 42
37,055.75
. 8, 372.48
523.20
30,519.46
5, 670.22
36.14
8, 508.90
124,127.40
96,837.60
42,851.89
l3f>,020. 94

Balances.
$1,535.55

409.46
300.04
149.13
1, 616,64
26,553.71
2, 337.79
125.04
5, 529.72
13,832.04
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E.-Statement showing the a'mounts expended by officers of the Qua1·tennaste~"a Department
during the fiscal year 1891, etc.-Continued.
Names of officer&.

Expenditures.

Barrett, A., captain and military storekeeper, Quartermaster's Department ......... ........................................................
$136,350.47
Baker, F., captain, Ordnance Department . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ..
2, 873.48
Bryant, C., ma.jor, Ordnance Department...............................
1, 258.40
Backus, G. B., lieutenant First Cavalry . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .... ....
175.00
Buck, W. L., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
722. 30
Beach, F. H., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
3, 655. 41
Biddle, W. S., jr., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
2, 524. 32
Brooke, E. H., lieutenant Twenty-first Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 516. 83
Bailey, H. L., lieutenant Twenty-first Infantry.........................
3, 977. 65
Beach, W. D., lieutenant Third Cavalry .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... . ...
1, 596.47
Borden, G. P., lieutenant Fifth Infantry................................
1, 688.44
Brown, R. P., capt-ain Fourth Infantry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ...... ... .
793.41
Brown, E. T., lieutenant .Fifth .Artillery................................
1, 15L 00
Browne, E. H., lieutenant Fourth Infantry.............................
5, 019. 07
Baldwin, J . .A.., captain Ninth Infantry................................
777.62
Brett, J. E., lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry........................
492. 90
Borup, H. D., captain Ordnance Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225. 05
Barroll, M. K., lieutenant Fourth .Artillery.............................
9, 196. 84
Bennett, W. C., lieutenant Sixth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
4, 621. 02
Barbour, J. L., lieutenant Seventh Infantry............................
643.00
Blake, E. M., lieutenant Fifth Artillery .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .
470. 46
Butler, J. G., major Ordnance Department .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
1, 006. 39
Burnham, W. P., lieutenant Sixth Infantry . . . . . . .. .... .. .. .. ...• .• .. ..
7, 603.07
Bigelow, J., jr., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry..............................
5, 341.37
Bingham, T. A., captain Engineer Corps .. .. .. . .. .. ............... .... .
586.04
BecKurts, C. L., lieutenant Sixth Infantry..............................
252. 75
Bailey, C. J., lieutenant :First .Artillery . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .
525.38
Brant, L. P., lieutenant First Infantry.................................
1, 053.60
Bettens, P . .A.., jr., lieutenant Ninth Cavalry ......................................... ..
Beall, F. M. M., lieutenant Fifth Infantry . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
207.32
Chandler, J. G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quarter~aster-general . .
297, 538.00
Campbell, L. E., captain and assistant quartermaster...................
204, 965.55
Clem, J. L., captain and assistant quartermaster.......................
37,393. 4.6
Chase, C., captain and assistant quartermaster.........................
17, 57 G. 94
Comly, C., major Ordnance Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385. 55
Clifl"ord, J. C., captain Ordnance Department............................
725.12
Cotter, J, lieu~enant Second Infantry...................................
12, 798. 14
Catlm, E. H., heutenant Second Artillery . .. . .. .... .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .... ..
2, 593.40
Cummins, A. S., lieutenant Fourtl: Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 436. 40
Cooke, G. l!'., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry.............................
9, 642. 76
Crawford, C., lieutenant Tenth Infantry................................
361. 20
Clark, S. E., captain Second Infantry....................................
331. 09
Cochran, C. H., lieutenant Seventh Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288. 62
Chynoweth, E., lieutenant Seventeenth Inf~ntry........................
18, 384. 71
Chatfield, W. H., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry.......................
2, 817.85
Clark, W. 0., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 216. 81
Clark, C. C., lieutenant Ninth Infantry..................................
169. 10
Clay, T.J.,lieutenant Tenth Infantry...................................
700.15
Clagett, J. R., lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry........................
423. 70
Chandler, E., lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry.............................
1, 221. 50
Cowles, W. H., lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry...........................
5, 457. 83
Coates, E. M., major Nineteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
525. 50
Croxton, R. C., lieutenant l!'ifth Infantry ................... ~...........
457. 65
Carleton, G., lieutenant Second Cavalry.................................
4, 003. 53
Clark, W. F., lieutenant Seventh Cavalry...............................
93.75
Dandy, G. B., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general.....
325,088.05
Davis, R. P., lieutenant Second Artillery................................
17,042.43
Davison, L. P., lieut~nant Eleventh Infantry . ... . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. • ..
:no. 56
Davis, T. F., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry..............................
406. 58
Devol, C. A., lieutenant Twenty-fifth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 702. 43
Day, M. W., captain Ninth Cavalry... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..... . ... .. .. ..... ..
8, 081.07
Dougherty, W. E., captain First Infantry...............................
450. 72
Ducat, A. C.,jr. lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry...... ... . . . . .. . ••..
1, 503.00
Daniel, L., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 844. 65
Dun~, B. w.,_lieutenant Ordnance_ Department..........................
572. 88
Dye1, S. .A.., lieutenant Twenty-th1rd Infantry..........................
141.90
Dean, J. T., lieutenant Third Infantry . .. . . . .... .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . ... . . . . . .
768.72
Dravo, E. E., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry ................................................. .
Evans, W. P., lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry ....... ........ .. . . . ......
11,256.46
Edwards, F. A., captain First Cavalry..................................
2, 892. 53
Elting, 0., captain Third Cavalry . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
763. 82
Eldridge, B., lieutenant Tenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • .
4, 525. 99
Emery, J. A., lie~tenant Eleventh Infantry.............................
3, 199. 32
Ed wards, E. A., lieutenant Twenty-fifth Infantry.......................
2, 833.44
Foster, C. W., major and quartermaster................... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
259, 544. 42
Furey, J. V., major and quartermaster..................................
274,595.03
Forsyth, L. C., major and quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38, 432. 1;.1
Floyd, D. H., captain and assistant quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213, 455. 58
~rencb, ]'.H., lieutanant Nineteenth Infantry..........................
738. 59

Balances.

$9.00
233.08

93.06
19.26
7.20
7.10
377.23
42.80
19.35
5.69
3.55
957.37
151.25
30,966. so
34,365.79
2, 030.62

19.00

11.33
937.65
24.75
19,443.45
106.25
86,690.34
2, 392.51

5, 064.22
48.67
43.40
100.00
379.64
511.45
614.51
51.40
105,311.84
92,543.54
606.46
18,117.03
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E.-Statement showing the amounts expended by officm·s of the Qua1·te1·nwster's Department
d1wing the fiscal yea1· 1891, etc.-Continued.
Name of officers.

Expenditures.

Farnsworth, C. S., lieutenant Twenty-fifth Infantry ..................•..
$8,954.07
:Flynn, W.F., lieutenant Eighth Cavalry .............................. .
30,361.61
Fuller, E. B., lieutenant Seventh Cavalry .............................. .
21.886.22
Foster, F. W., lieutenant Fifth Cavalry------ ......................... ..
35,524.16
Febiger, L., lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry ......................... .
5, 442.22
:Finley, L., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry ................................... .
3, 738.19
508.00
Fenton, C. W., lieutenant Ninth Infantry------------·····- ............ .
3, 429.73
Foster, A. B., lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry ..................... ..... .
7, 151.79
Farber, C. W.,lieutenant Eighth Cavalry ...... ------------- ........... .
French, J. T.,jr., lieutenant Fourth Artillery .......................... .
226.09
2, 259.85
Gurovits, 0., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry ............................. .
2, 952.88
Grealish, M. J., captain Ordnance Department ......................... .
Gorgas, W. C., captain Medical Department ............................ .
876. 85
Guard, A. Me. C., lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry ...................... .
482.56
Galbraith,J. G., lieutenant l!'irst Cavalry .... .......................... .
9, 658.12
6, 031. 36
Greene, L. D., lieutenant Seventh Infantry ............................. .
George, C. P., lieutenant Eighth Infantry .............................. .
14,921.70
Gallup, C. C., lieutenant :E'1fth Artillery ............................... .
6, 888.46
Gerlach, W., captain Third Infantry ................................... .
1, 419.49
Gatley, G. G., lieutenant Fifth .Artiflery ............................... .
1, 673.95
Geary, W., lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry ............................ .
653.06
Getty, R. N., lieutenant Twenty-second Infant.ry ..................... .
5, 723.72
467,982.87
Hughes, W. B., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermnster-general ..
46,683.93
Humphrey, C. F., captain and assistant quartermaster ................. .
65,878.29
Hathaway, F. H., captain and assistant quartermaster ................ .
34,540.07
Haynsworth, H.J., captain and assistantqnartermaster ............... .
Hoyt, G. S., captain and assistant quartermaster ....................... .
13,879.04
Hyde, J. McE., ca:ptain and assistant quartermaster ................... .
38,675.94
Hull, G. A., captain and military storekeeper, Quartermaster's Department..................................................................
25,231.49
Heath, F., captain Ordnance Department...............................
28,888.89
Hinds, E., lieutenant Second Artillery..................................
5. 965.19
Humphrey, H. D., lieutenant Twentieth Infantry.......................
1, 131. 08
Hale, H. C., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry................................
471.70
Hall, C. S., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry..............................
74.13
Hart, W. H., lieutenant Fourth Cavalry ............... ------ ...... -----593.08
Hersey, M. L., lieutenant Ninth Infantry ....... ------------............
389.00
Hunter, A.M., lieutenant Fourth Artillery.............................
296.25
Hutton,J.A., lieutenant Eighth Infantry...............................
4, 732.50
Howland, C., lieutenant Fourth Infantry................................
5, 378.88
Rein, 0. L., captain First Cavalry......................................
461.50
Hubert, E., lieutenant Eighth Infantry.................................
1,470. 24
Hardin, C. B., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 126. 28
Hovey, H. W., lieutenant Twenty-Fourth Infantry.....................
1, 876.20
Hobbs, C. W., lieutenant Third Artillery .................................•.............
Hornbrook, J.J.,lieutenant Second Cavalry ........................................... .
Ingalls, C. K., captain and assistant quartermaster.................... . .
89, 526. 65
Irwin, F. G.,jr., lieutenant Second Cavalry..............................
1, 077.75
Jacobs, J. W., captain and assistant quartermaster.....................
130,083.03
Jones, F. B., captain and assistant quartermaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44, 544. 13
Johnson, A., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry..............................
64.38
Jones, 8. R., captain Fourth Artillery . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . .. ..
4, 059.73
Johnson, F. O.,,lieutenant Third Cavalry...............................
6, 469. 31
Jones, W.K., lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry..........................
26.88
James, W. H. W., captain '.rwenty-fourth Infantry......................
1, 065.96
Jervey, H., lieutenant Engineer Corps..................................
2, 813.70
K~k, E. B., major. and quartermaster...................................
219,316.64
Krmball, A. S., maJor and quartermaster .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . ..
8, 926.55
Kress, J. A., ma.ior Ordnance Department...............................
48.00
Kingsbury, F. W., lieutenant Second Cavalry...........................
5, 687. 85
Kirliy, H., lieutenant Tenth Infantry....................................
4, 567.29
Kriig, F. V., lieutenant Eighth Infantry................................
5, 105.41
Kimball, W. A., lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry........................
1, 560. 48
Kirkman, G. W., lieutenant First Infantry.............................
305.97
Koester, F. J., lieutenant Tenth CaYalry.... .. .. .. .... .. .. . . .. ... . . . . ...
271.90
Krayenbuhl, M.G., lieutenant Fifth Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
5. 25
Lee, J. G. C., major and quartermaster..................................
12,851.13
Lord,.J. H., major and quarterma~ter...... .. .. ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . ... . . .
231,296.98
Loveridge, E. L., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry .........................
7, 321.66
Lewis, E. M., lieutenant Eleventh Infantrv . . .. .. . ..... .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . 1
397.19
Lloyd, E., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry.:..............................
3, 714.64
I.ondon, R., lieutenant Fifth Cavalry...................................
2, 825.50
Lacey, F. E., jr., lieutenant Tenth Infantry.............................
854.85
Logan, T. H., captain Fifth Infantry....................................
807.00
Lassiter, W., lieutenant First Artillery . . . . . .. .... . . .. . . .. .... .. ....•..
7, 369.95
Leavell, B. W., lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry......................
696. 95
Lyman, C. G., lieutenant Seconcl Cavalry................................
5, 497.02
Lan~llorne, G. T., lieutenant 'l'bird Cavalry . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . ........ .. .
3, 344.84
Lewis, T. J., lientenent Second Cavalry . . . ....... ...... ..•.......•... .•.
8, 508.33
Ladd, E. F., lieutenant Ninth Cavalry ...•••..••. ,. •. ..... .. ...•.. ..•...
6, 437.38

WAR. 91-YOL I--30

Balances.
$49.49
3, 166.70
4, 757.75
786.78

111.57

420.68
472.70
349.50
61.77
1,496. 86
102,472.07
9, 417.02
5, 608.73
242.78
587.48
2, 914.52

35.64

4, 886.47
30.08
315.34
723.76
179.19
591. 87
26,693.22
1,427. 50
167.24
3, 500.36
109,465.48
107,590.82

79.35
172.36

15,221.68
40,200.62
503.29

201.14
540.31
209.85
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E.-Statement showing the amounts expended by officers of the Quar·termaster's Department,
dur·irbg the fiscal year 1891, etc.-Continued.
Names of officers.
Lit.tebrant, W. T ., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry .....•......................
Moore, J. M., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general .... .
McGonnigle, .A.. J., major and quartermaster ........................... .
Marshall, J. M., captain and assistant quartermaster .................•.
McCauley, C. A. H., captain and assistant quartermaster ............... .
Miller, C. P ., captain and assistant quartermaster ...................... .
Miller, W. H .. captain and assistant quartermaster ..................... .
Moro-an, .A.. S.M., captain Ordnance Department ....................... .
Mac~lin, J. E., captain Eleventh Infantry .............................. .
Martin, M. C._, lieutenant_Twenty-second Infantry ..................... .
May, W. T., lieutenant F1fteenth Infantry .............................. .
Moon, H. B.,jr., lieutenant Twentieth Infantry ........................ .
Mosher, T., lieutenant Twenty-second Infantry ......................... .
Mann, '\V . .A.., lieutenant Seventeenth Infantry ................... _..... .
Mallory, J. S., lieutt>nant Second Infantry ............................. ..
Miller, S. W., lieutenant Fifth Infantry ................................ .
Murphy, J ., lieutenant :Fourteenth Infantry ....... . ................... .
Mason, J. S.,jr., lieutenant First Infantry .............................. .
Mott, W., lieute~ant Eighth, Infantry ............ ·-·-··--·-·· .......... .
Mercer, "\V. .A.., lieutenant Eighth Infantry ............................. .
Maney, J . .A.., lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry ............................ .
M~Ca]:t"!ly, D._ E., lieutena;nt Twel~th Infantry ...•................ _..... .
Miley, J.D., lieutenant Fifth .A.rtillerv ................................. .
Merillat, .A.. C., li~utenant Fifth .A.rt~fery .............................. .
McFarland, M., ?entenant ::ventl·first Infantry ........... . .......... .
Morgan, G. H., lieutenant 'Ihrrd Caval-ry ............................... .
Mac Nutt, Ira, captain Ordnance Department .......................... .
Niles, L., lieu~nant Second Artillery .................................. .
Neall, J. M., lieutenant Fourth Cavalry ................................ ..
Normoyle, J. E., lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry ..................... .
Osgood, H. B., captain Substance Department ........ _. _............... .
Oyster, J. S., lieutenant First Artillery .....................•............
0 1Brien, M. J., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry ......................... .
O'Brien, J. J., lieutenant Fourth Infantry .............................. .
O'Neil, J.P., lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry .......................... .
Perry, .A.. J ., colonel and assistant quartermaster-generaL .............. .
Pond, G. E., captain and assistant quartermaster ... .... ............ .... .
Pullman,J. W., captain and assh;tant quartermaster ................... .
Pope, J. W., ~aptain and _assistal?-t quarte1master .. . . . .............. .... .
Palmer, G., lieutenant Nmth Infantrv .................................. .
Paxton, .A.. R., lieutenant .F ifteenth Infantry .......••................. ..
Peirce, W. S., lieutenant Second Artillery .............................. .
Patterson, R. H., lieutenant First Artillery .......... .. ............... .. .
Pitman, ,J ., captain Ordnance Department ............................... .
Powell, P . P ., lieutenant Ninth Cavalr;y- ............................... ..
Pen·lleton, E. P. 1 lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry ..................... .
Palmer, .A.. M., heutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry ..................... .
Post, J. C., ma;jor Engineer Corps ................ ..... .................. .
Penney, C. G., captain Sixth Infantry ................................. .
Poore, B. .A.., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry .............................. .
Perry, J . .A.., lieutenant Tenth Infantry ................................ .
Plummer, E. H., lieutenant Tenth Infantry ............................. .
Pitcher, W. L., captain Eighth Infantry ............................... .
Robin~;on, .A.. G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general. . .
Rockwell, .A..l!'., major and quartermaster .............................. .
Ruhlen, G., captain and assistant quartermaster ....................... .
Rock well, J .,jr., captain Ordnance Department ...............•.........
Reilly, J. '!·• :J?-Ia.ior Ordnance ~epartment ....... - .................... ..
Rogers, J. S., lieulenant Twentieth lnfa.ntry ........................... .
Rivers, T. R., lieutenant Third Cavalry ................................ .
Robertson, E. B., captain Ninth Infantry ............................... .
Rexford, W. H., maJor Ordnance Department .....•......................
Rowell, C. "\V., lieutenant Second Infantry ........ - ................... ..
Reilly, H. J., lieutenant Fifth Artillery ................................ .
Robins, E. S., lieutenant Third Cavalry ................................ .
Rodgers .T. F., captain and military storekeeper, Quartermaster's DeJJartment ............... .............................................. .
Reichman, C., lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry ...................... .
Roach, G. H., lieutenant Seventeenth Infantry ......................... .
Hipley, H. L., lieutenant Third Ca.valry ............................... ..
Sawtelle, C. G., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general. .. .
Scully, J. "\V., major and quartermaster ................................ ..
Smith, G. C., ma;jor and quartermaster .................................. .
Simpson, J., captain and assistant qua.rtennaster ...................... .
Summer hayes, J. W., captain and assistant quartermaster ............. .
Stevens, R. R., lieutenant Sixth Infantry ............................... .
Rmith, J. H., captain Nineteenth Infantry ............................. ..
Smith, E. D., li~utenant Nineteenth Infantry ......... : ................. .
SharJle, .A.. C.. lieutenant Twenty-second Infantry ..............•...•.••.
Sickel, H. G., lieutenant Seventh Cavalry··---··-··--·--------·------·--

Expenditures.

Balances.

$5,894.41
343,071.46
37,378.25
32,158.27
209,710.28
190,279.89
16,746.98
880. 23
11,645.05
38,602.61
4, O:l9. 67
2, 320.84
1, 293.93
53.10
84.00
3, 619.53
7, 353. 55
768.70
2, 301.85
11,391.29
6, 253.07
3, 412.29
3, 097. 26
5.00
80-t ::10
325.22
137.73
14, (i05. (i5
630.48
l, 052.00
17,773. 05
9, 512.06
1, ()60. 49
12,220.84
583.08
42,099.87
83,285.41
27,414.16
06,453.94
8, 819.16
12,385.10
2, 028.31
12,709. 10
261.00
996.77
184.55
8, 021.43
506.40
3, 155.72
5, 859. ()H
2, 722.25
68,087.48
3, 861.84
35, 4<i9. 69
220, 835. 00
8, fJ92. 92
3, 2{:i2. 04
591.12
14,932.90
1, 379.79
4, 501. 07
1, 513.60
227. fJ1
1, 901.60
1, 410.00

.......................

18, 443. 11
3, 731. 57
4, 636.99
535. 15
559, 486. 03
81, 930. 29
168, 038. 21
74, 048. 41
161, 904.59
11, 928. 32
100.65
2,838.40
3, 080. 18
2,044.25

..• -...... - - ..
113. 78
............ ..
148. 75
31, 485. 22
11, 766. 90
38, 218. 32
1, 105. 53
5, 095. 66
3, 291. 34
............ ..
............ ..
1, 084. 42
[--------·····-

$2,906,41
34,300.36
3, 748.86
3, 05:3.01
78,623.19

......................

1,450.17
54.27

............................

...............................

............................

................................
...............................
...............................

..............................

.............................
357.63
...........................

............................

383.37
............................
13.27
...........................

.............................
.............................

...........................
221. (i6

...........................
...........................

47.89

...........................
..........................

............................
330.51
..........................
55,665.19
10,489. :!9
3, 287.73
1, 04(i. 77
727.44

--------------

............................

31.31

.............................
............................
............................

............................
86.51

............................
............................
............................
............................

............................
6,057. 43
3, 929.36
61.52
63.60

.........................

173.63
6. 80
63.86
.............................
..........................
80.85
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E.-Statement showing the amounts exp&nded by officm·s of the Quartermaster's Department,
during the fiscal year 1891, etc.-Continued.
Names:of officers.

Expenditures.

Scott, H. L.,lieutenant Seventh Cavalry ...... -.........................
$7, 921. 30
Safford, M. B., lieutenant Thirteenth Infantry . . . . . • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13, 466. 18
Stevens, C. J.,lieutenant Ninth Cavalry .. . .. .. . . • . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . ..
1, 359. 66
Sarson, H. R, captain Second Infantry..................................
5,325. 33
Sample, W. R., lieutenant :Fourteenth Infantry..........................
3, 070.16
Starr, C. G.,lieutenant First Infantry...................................
16, 569. 55
Scott, G. L., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry...................................
861. 09
Shollenberger, J. H., lieutenant Tenth Infantry ............. -...... --...
3, 307. 05
Stotsenburg, J. M.,lieutenant Sixth CaTalry .................. -... -.....
18, 621. 82
Smith, W. H., lieutenant Tenth Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 209. 29
Stottler, V. E., lieutenant Tenth Infantry...............................
968. 88
Tompkins, C. H., colonel and assistant quartermaster-general...........
49,963.21
True, T. E., captain and assistant quartermaster........................
344, 687. 46
Turner, R. B., lieutenant Sixth Infantry .................... - . . . . . . . . . . .
52, 654. 15
Torrey, Z. W.,lientenant Sixth Infantry................................
10,246.07
Tag$art, E. F., lieutenant Sixth Infantry....... . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
617. 58
Taywr, C. W .,lieutenant Ninth Cavalry ..................... -..........
975. 93
Trout, H. G., lieutenant Ninth Cavalry..................................
6, 038.88
Thurston, W. A., lieutenant Sixteenth Infantry ....... - ....... - ....... -.
2, 477. :~2
Thompson, J. K.,lieutenant Twenty-third Infantry.....................
6, 087.59
Tayman, C. E., lieutenant Twenty-fourth Infantry......................
1, 363. 68
Townsend, T. G., captain Sixth Infantry................................
1, 109.19
Tyson, L. D.,lieutenant Ninth Infantry ......................·...........
7, 901.54
Thompson, C. B., lieutenant :Fifth Infantry . . . .. . . ..•• ... .• .. . . .. . . .. . . .
1, 176.34
Townsley, C. P ., lieutenant Fourth Artillery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 945. 99
Tillson, J. C. F.,lieutenant Fifth Infantry .. .. . .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
167. 63
Turner, W. J.,lieutenant Second Infantry .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .
734. 77
Varney, .A. L., captain Ordnance Department............................
2, 196. 05
Vance, Z. B.,jr.,lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry........................
264.28
Von Schrader, F., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry..........................
870. 71
Vodges, C. B., lieutenant First Infantry.................................
2, 626. 45
Weeks, G. H., lieutenant-colonel and deputy quartermaster-general.....
197, 303. 96
Williams, C. W., captain and assistant quartermaster...................
49, 296. 34
Wheeler, D. D., captain and assistant quartermaster....................
144, 851. 28
W eston, J. F., captain Subsistence Department ..................... -. . .
4, ~0 5 . 59
W ilson, J. L., lieutenant Fourth Art-illery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 o
29
Woodward, C. G., lieutenant Third .Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
145: 41
Webster, F. D., lieutenant Sixth Infantry...............................
14, 813. 64
West, B. K., lieutenant Sixth Cavalry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5, 084.83
Williams, .A., lieutenant Third Infantry......................... . ......
20,649.03
Wood, P. G., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry...............................
25, 813. 38
Wilhelm, W. H., lieutenant Tentl1 Infantry...................... . ......
153. 65
Waterbury, W. M., captain Thirteenth Infantry........................
132.16
Woodbnry, T. C., captain Sixteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 455. 65
Wood, W. T., lieutenant Eighteenth Infantry............. .. ............
8, 864.63
Wheeler, W. B., captain Eighteenth Infantry...........................
649. 05
Walsh, R. D.,lieutenant Fourth Cavalry................................
13,738.82
Wever, B.S., lieutenant First Infantry..................................
893. 75
'\Votherspoon, W. W ., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 994. 31
Wilson, J. E., lieutenant Eleventh Infantry.............................
406. 30
Waring, J. K., captain Second Infantry.................................
3, 966. 24
Winn, F. L.,lieutenant First Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155. 16
Witherell, C. T., captain Nineteenth Infantry...........................
406. 30
'\Valtz, M. F.,lieutenant Twelfth Infantry..............................
1, 105.53
Wills, J. H., lieutenant Twelfth Infantry...............................
4o, 400.47
Warwick, 0. B., lieutenant Eighteenth infantry .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . ..
681.60
Weaver, E. M., lieutenant Second Artillery ........................................... ..
Yeatman, R. T.,lieutenant Fourteenth Infantry........................
25.17
Zinn, G. A., lieutenant Engineer Corp~..................................
7, 519. 09
Zalinski, M.G., lieutenant Second .Artillery.............................
664. 49

s:

Total .. . • • • •• • • • • •• .. . • . • . • . . • • .. . • . . . • . .. • • • . . • • • • .. • • • • • • . . • • .. .

86

8, 139, 312. 85

Balances.
$5,876.68
287.19

453.08

98,887.61
16,381.16
43, ~24. 26
2HO. 72

1,147. 98

12.82
57,391.71
502.63

158.94
364.84

243.16
2,680. li9

53.19
155.50
344.04
232.36

1, 428, 678. 05
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4.
WAR DEPARTMENT
QuARTERMAS1'ER GENERAL's OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., September4, 1891.
Report of Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Deputy Quartermaster- General U.
S. Army, of the clothing and equipage returns, Branch G,for the fiscal
·
year ending June 30, 1891.
In this branch returns of clothing and equipage are received, registered, and examined. After examination and the correction of errors
they are forwarded to the Second .Auditor of the Treasury for final
settlement.
There were employed during the year nine .c lerks. The amount of
work done in the branch is shown by the following statement:
Wo1·k done in Bmnch C during fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
Returns on hand June 30, 1890 .. ____ ...... _- __ ............ _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Returns receiv,e d during fiscal year ............... ···---....................

1, 436
3, 949

Returns examined during fiscal year ....... _.... __ ...... _. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5,385
3, 912

Returns on hand for examination June 30, 1891 ...•.•· .. _. _....... . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 473

Letters and indorsements written ........• _._ ... __ ... _... _._............ . . . . 6, 169
Letters and indorsements recorded .. __ ....... _..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597
Auditor's settlements registered ......................... __ ... ___ ........ _.. 1, 572
Transfers of clothing and equipage verified .................. __ ......... _.. 29, 435
Sales verified .............•.. _......................... :. _.......... __ . . . . . 1, 622

Respectfully submitted.
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army.
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.AR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENER.il/S OFFICE,

September 1, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the clothing
and equipage supply branch for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
GENERAL DUTIES.

This branch of the office transacts the business of procuring and issuing to the .Army of the United States, and to the militia of the several States and Territories, the clothing and equipage, in accordance
with existing laws and regulations.
Such articles of clothing as overcoats, dress coats, blouses, trousers
of all kinds, fatigue and summer coats, overalls, stable frocks, dark-blue
flannel shirts and drawers are manufactured at the general depots at
Philadelphia, Pa., J e:ffersonville, Ind., and San Francisco, Cal., from
materials purchased under contracts.
The materials are cut at the depots referred to and are given out to
tailors and sewing women to be made up into garments.
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All the tents required for the Army are manufactured at the Philadelphia depot.
The greater portion of the boots and shoes, as well as the corn brooms
(except those required for the Division of the Pacific) and barrack chairs
needed for the Army, are manufactured at the United States Military
Prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., from materials purchased by the
commandant of the said prison by contract, after advertisement, from
the lowest responsible bidders.
The system adopted. by this Department of manufacturing the tents
and principal articles of clothing, as above indicated, has proved to be
to the best interests of the service, as the work is done under the direct
supervision of the officers of the manufacturing depots, thereby insuring
satisfactory workmanship.
All other articles of clothing and equipage not enumerated above
were purchased under contracts at the general depots of the Quartermaster's Department.
By reference to the accompanying statement, A, all the articles of
clothing and equipage purchased and manufactured during the last fiscal
year may be ascertained.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.

The annual appropriation by Congress for the purchase and manufacture of clothing and equipage; for packing the same for transportation;
pay of employes connected with the inspection, preservation, and shipment of supplies; civilian instructors at the United States military prison
at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and all other incidental expenses connected
with the supply of clothing and equipage for the Army, amounted to the
sum of $1,150,000. In addition to this sum there was appropriated by
Congress (act of March 3, 1891) the further sum of $187,702.18 on
account of deficiencies created by the very large demands occasioned by
the Sioux Indian campaign last winter. There were placed to the credit
of the appropriation the sums of $166,035.26 on account of issues of
clothing and equipage to the militia, and $61,664.13 from sales to officers, collections by Pay Department on account of clothing drawn by
the enlisted men in excess of allowances, and from miscellaneous sources,
making a total of $1,565,401.57.
The total expenditures amounted to $1,489,011.31, leaving a balance
in the Treasury on the 30th of June last of $76,390.26, all of which, together with credits yet to be received from collections by the Pay Department, will be needed to meet outstanding indebtedness. The sum
of $10,058.49 remained due at the close of the fiscal year on account of
issues to the militia, which, however, has since been placed to the credit
of the appropriation.
The accompanying statement, B, shows the receipts and expenditures
in a tabulated form.
The following is a statement showing the remittances made on account of clothing and equipage during the last fiscal year:
Division of the Atlantic __ ..... _.. __ ......•... ____ ..•.•.....••.••....
Division of the Missouri. ... _.......... ___ •. _. _.... _...•.•.... _.. __ .•
Department of the Missouri ..•.• _. __ . __ ..... ___ .•. _..... _. _..•..... _
Department of Texas._ .... _. _.....•. _........ __ . __ . _... _...•....••••
Department of the Platte .. ___ • _. __ .......... _....••.•..........••••
Department of Dakota._ ...... _. _..... _. _......... _.......•... _•••••
Department of. California .......•...• ---· .... --·- ____ -----· .••..••••
Department of the Columbia_._ ........... _..... __ .. ___ ....••..•••••
Department of Arizona .........................•.. ---· ..........••••
New York Depot ...•..••••.•••••.••••••••••• ···--- •••••••.••••••••••

$688.00
5,208.33
33.50
41.00
1,050.00
3, 116.90
122.00
31.00
68.00
40.00
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Philadelpl1ia Depot __________ . ____ ....... _...... _... _... ~ ........... $1, 089, 827. 05
J ef:l'erson ville Depot. _... __ ...... _..... _..... _......... _.... _. . . . . . . .
133, 64:8. 04
St. Louis Depot ____ . __ . __ . _.. _... ___ ....... __ .... _..................
11, 191. 78
San I<'rancisco Depot ___ .. _.... _. _...... _... _. _.... ___ . _____ ..... ___ .
179, 494. 42
Columbus Barracks __ . ____ .... ____ ............ _____ . _____ . __ ........
11.50
'Villetts Point_ .. __ ....... ___ .. _.. _..... _.. _..... __ .... __ .. _. _... ___
12. 00
}' ort Leaven worth _.... _.... ____ . _.. ____ ... _..... _............. ___ .. ____ . 64, 411. 73
To other officers _.... __ .... _....... _......... _......... _. .' ... __ .. _..
16. 06
Total ..••••.•••.... __ .... _...•. __ .... _. __ . ___ ... __ •.. _.... __ •.
ISSUES TO THE ARMY.

1, 489, 011. 31

'

The accompanying statement, A, shows the quantity of each article
of clothing and equipage issued to the Army.
All the estimates for supplies received at this office have been filled
with promptness and dispatch, so far as the limited working stock
would permit.
During the last winter's campaign against the hostile Sioux the resources of the supply depots were severely taxed to meet the urgent
needs for tents and extra warm clothing, such as blanket-lined overcoats, blanket-lined caps, fur caps, and gauntlets.
Reports of officers, received since the close of operations, show that
the supplies were promptly received in the field and gave good satisfaction.
ISSUES TO THE MILITIA.

The following is a statement of the value of the articles of clothing
and equipage, regular supplies, and means of transportation comprising the issues to the militia under the act of Congress amending section 1661 of the Revised Statutes:
States and Territories.

(,'lotbin~

Regular
supplies.

and eqmpage.

$3,199.29
2, 187. :!8
5, 347.52
2, 533.16
36.00
4, 397.86
16,604.34
7, 096.46
97.96
8, 072.61
10,345.00
3,594. 77
2, 460.71
Maine .................................. ·---------·--·--·----·---·
9, 877.31
5, 785.18
5, 698.84
4, 558.11
3, 497.53
Missouri _••.•••. __ •.. _. ______ . ______ ••..... ___ . ___ .... __ ... _... __ . 15,818.67
1, 864.62
Nevada . --- _-.- ••.. _...... ------- •.... ---. _- .. -- __ ... _.. -- __ ... -.
2, 818.22
New Hampshire ____________ ·-----·---·----·---- ......... -···----1, 434.01
8, 513.28
602.49
North
Dakota
...... ·-----------··---- .. ------ .. ---- .. ·--- __ ..... ._
Ohio .....
________________________________________________________
19,349.24
5, 500.31
Routh Carolina._. __ ... ---_.---._ .. -- __ .. _.-.- .. -----------_.---.South Dakota .... _.... _.. _.. _. _.. __ ... _. _. _. ____ ...••....••.•.•. _ 3, 105.45
4, 183.30
Tennessee ...• __ .---.- ... -- .... --.------------------------------.654.49
Texas.-----------.-----.-.-.-----------------------------------··
Vermont ...•... _. _.... ___ • _............... _.....•.•••.•••••.•.•..
644.66
3, 625.39
5, 1!!3. 31
6, 514.19

.Alabama.-- ....• ---. __ --·._._._ .. __ -_.--_--.--_--------------.--.
.Arizona ..... -- .... -----.------ .. - ..•. ---.----.-.-. ·-----. ---- .. .
Connecticut ... _--.-----·------.----.------------.-·-----.---- ... .
Jh~laware ... - .... -----.-- .... ---.-- .. ---- .. --.---------.- -----.-. ·
District of Columbia ..•... __ .. _. ___ ---_-_------_--------------.-.
l!l,tllo. -------·--·---··--------··-----·--·-------------------··--·
Illinois ...•...•••. -.- •. --- .. -- .. ---- .. -----.-- .. --- ... -------.-. ·
Indiana .... ------------ ..... _- .. __ .. _- .. -- __ -.---- .. -------- .. --.
Iowa---------------···--·--·-···-···------··-- - --·--------··-·-··
Kansas. _•..••• __ •. _. ___ . _. __ .. _...•.•. - ••....• --- .. -.- ... - - - .. -- .

Transportation.

·--- ·$3o: 46. ::::::::::::

lc;~!~i~~~ .:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~r;~~~~;~tt~-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~i~~:n~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~h.rc~~~r~~-:

$243. !lO
106. 78 . - - - - • -- - - - -

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~;!tr}i~i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::

TotaL .•••. ___ ---·-···· ..... _. ______ ---- __ •••. --······ ••••.• 175,211.56

I

137.241

243.90
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The cost of packing the clothing and equipage supplies, which is included in the foregoing statement, amounted to $2,175.45.
The value of the clothing iRRued to the State of Maine during the
past fiscal year under the special acts of Congress, approved Mary 14 and
August 30, 1890, amounted to $882.19, ·and this amount has been duly
placed on the books {)f the Treasury to the credit of the appropdation.
There is now on the statute books a law (act of March 1, 1889) which
authorizes the i:.;sue to the militia of the District of Columbia of quartermaster's and other stores purchased from the appropriations for the
support of the Army. •
The following is a. statement showing the value of the property issued
to the militi~of the District of Columbia without reimbursement to this
Department since the reorganization of said militia:
1889. Clothing and equipage (joint resolution of July 23, 1888) __ ... _. __ . $28, 961. 01
Clothing and equipage (act of March 1, 1889) .... _. _. ______ . _____ _ 20,417.11
1890. Clothing and equipage (act of March 1, 1889) _... _________ .. ______ 18, 132. 08
Stores (act of March 1, 1889) ..... ____ .... __ ...... _. _.. __ ... _.. _.. .
1, 995. 14:
1891. Stores (act of March 1, 1889) . _.. _.... ___ .... __ .. ___ ... _. _.. _____ .
886. 48
Clothiug and equipage (act of March 1, 1889) ........ __________ ...
7, 765.54
Grand total . _.... ___ . __ ....•.. _. _.. ___ . _..... _. _. _. _____ . _.

78, 157. 36

In view of the limited appropriations for clothing the Army it is
thought that no more such issues should be made unless Congress shall
appropriate funds to replace the supplies.
ISSUES TO INDIAN PRISONERS.

There were purchased during the last fiscal year for the Indian prisoners of war confined at Mount Vernon Barracks, Alabama, clothing
and equipage supplies to the value of $5,640.35. There were also issued
to them from the stock on hand at the general depots articles to the
value of $1,95.6.57.
None of these amounts have been reimbursed to the appropriation for
clothing the Army.
THE FORT LEAVENWORTH MILITARY PRISON•

. The following articles of clothing and equipage for supply of the .Army
were manufactured during the last fiscal year for the quartermaster's
department at the military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., from
materials purchased under contract, at a cost of $65,047.20; or, adding
the value of prison labor ($7,039.25), at a total cost of $72,086.54, viz:
Articles.

Number.

Material.

Prison
labor.

q~~~~~n

Royalty.

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - ---11----1----- - -- - - - - - - - -

Boots:
Mounted, partly machine-sewed
bottoms ................ pairs..
Mounted, partly machine-sewed
bottoms, viscolized leather,
pairs ...........................
Brass-screwed ............ pairs..
Shoes:
Campaign,partly machine-sewed
bottoms ................ pairs..
Campaign, partly machinesewed bottoms, viscolized
leather ................. pairs..
Post, partlymachine-sewed bottom3 .................... pairs..
Post, brasss-screwed ......... do..
Brass-screwed, old pattern .. do..
Corn brooms .................... No..
Barrack chairs:
Vulcanized fiber seats ...... do .. l
Perforated veneer seats ..... do..

3, 413

$10, 275. 00 $1, 132. 96

$328. 50

$110. 98

$11, 847. 44

151
129

472.86
350. 74

60.50
26. 75

19.20
16. 36

4.90
. 33

557.46
· 394.18

24, 560

43, 290. 13

4, 588. 04

2, 476. 51

796. 50

51, 151. 18

366

726. 85

88. 00

46. 53

11. 85

873. 23

25
25
1
13,981

54. 54
49. 69
1. 53
1,459.58

5. 00
2. 15
. 83
2. 50
2. 15
. 06
. 25
. 08
491.25 .......... ..........

62. 52
54. 40
1. 86
1,950.83

2,534
2,487

2,871.19
1,678.25

324.54 .......... ..........
319.46 .......... ..........

3,195.73
1,997.71

1
Total ......... -~~~
61, 230. ~6

i 7, 039. 25

2, 891. 48~-925. 45

7z:"086. 54
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There were also manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth Military
Prison, for the Commissary Department of the Army, during the last
fiscal year, 10,686 large and small whisk brooms, at a total cost of
$573.29, for which the appropriation has been reimbursed.
There was realized at the Fort Leavenworth Military Prison during
the last fiscal year, from the sale of scrap leather, the sum of $1,152.66,
all of which had to be covered .into the Treasury of the United States,
and could not be used again.
The following is a statement of the quantities of clothing and equipage that were turned over to the Military Prison at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans., during the last fiscal year, amounting in value to .$1,031.73, for
which the Department will not be reimbursed, viz:
.A.l.·ticles.
Shoes:

No.

.

.

8::~!~f~; ~i.~~~ii~~d -1~-ath~;: .·::: .·:::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :~.d~~~:

Brass-screwed .................................................... do .. .
Boots:
Brass-screwed .................................................... do .. .
Cavalry ........................................................... do .. .

Co~b;~Jsv.i~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~ .·.-.·_-_·_-_-_-_·:.·:.·:.·:.·:.·:.·:.·:. ·:.·:::.·:.·::.·::.·.--~~:::
Screws ............................................................. gross ..

232
14
23
1
18
1
1,032
62

Price.

Amount.

$1.98
2.39
1. 63.

$710.82
33.46
37.49

2. 29

2.29
58.14
3.69
123.84
62.00

3. 23
3.69
.12
1.00

Total ................................................. :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

1, 031. 73

CLOTHING FOR MILITARY PRISONERS .A.T .A.LC.A.TR.A.Z ISLAND, CAL·
IFORNIA.

The War Department having directed that the prisoners confined at
the Alcatraz Island Military Prison be clothed in the same manner as
those at the military prison at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., there were
purchased from the clothing appropriation the necessary materials
required in the manufacture of the following garments, amounting in
value to $780.87, exclusive of prison labor, which the prison authorities
estimate at $223.25, viz:
Articles.
Coats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .
Shirts.........................................................

~~~~s:::.· ~:~~~

:::::::::::::::::::: ::; ::::::::::::::::::::: :: ::

Cost
(labor).

No.

Materials.

140
170

$208.06
222.66
188.20
35.13
94.00
32.82

$70.00
17.00
88.50
13.00
24.75
10.00

$278.06
239.66
276.70
48.13
118.75
42.82

780. 87

223. 25

1, 004. 12

~~~
S~e~~\1!,~=~~~·-~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::: :: :: :: i~~
Total ......................................................... .

Total.

COLLECTIONS BY P.A.Y DEPARTMENT.

It appears, from a statement of the Paymaster-General, U. S. Army,
that the collections from the enlisted men by the Pay Department during the last fiscal year on account of clothing drawn in excess of regulation allowances amounted to the sum of $98,418.30, while the sum of
$269,359.06 was paid to the enlisted men during the same period for
clothing undrawn.
Said collections in 1887 amounted to the sum of $135,068.06. It will
be seen that there has been a considerable falling off ill these collec-
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tions, which demonstrates the advantage to the enlisted men serving
their first year's enlistment, of changing the method of settling their
clothing accounts, as inaugurated last year.
Formerly the recruits were, in most instances, compelled to overdraw their allowance during the first six months. By giving these men
during this period about two-thirds, and during the second six months
the other third of the first year's allowance, they were thus enabled to
draw from the Pay Department nearly their entire pay, thereby making them more content. It further shows that the quantities of clothing allowed to the men are fully ample for the needs of the service.
SALES TO THE NAVY DEPARTMENT AND MARINE CORPS.

There were sold during the last fiscal year to the Navy Department,
for cash, at a total cost of $875.94, 998 rubber blankets, from surplus
stock on hand; and to the United States Marine Corps, 1,000 pairs Berlin gloves and 58 yards kersey, finer quality, at a total cost of $212.96.
SALES OF CONDEMNED CLOTHING.

There were sold at auction during the last fiscal year, at the general
depots at Philadelphia, Pa., Jeffersonville, Ind., San Francisco, Cal.,
St. Louis, Mo., and the Fort Leavenworth military prison, condemned
clothing, equipage, and materials, including cuttings, etc., to the amount ·
of $16,324.58, which was covered into the Treasury to the credit of miscellaneous receipts .

•

RUBBER BLANKETS, PONCHOS, AND OVERCOATS.

The supply of rubber blankets left in store at the close of the late
war has become exhausted. There were on hand at the close of the
last fiscal year about 10,000 rubber ponchos, which are being issued to
troops of all arms of the service, without charge, as heretofore authorized by the Secretary of War.
Reports regarding the 300 rubber overcoats procured and sent out
for trial by troops, as indicated in the annual report of the clothing,
supply branch for the previous fiscal year, have been received. It would
seem that they have not proved entirely satisfactory, especially to the
cavalry arm of the service.
TRUMPETS AND BUGLES.

The subject of providing a suitable trumpet will, it is thought, soon
be determined. It has been reported that a G trumpet, with an F
slide and a detachable F crook, is the best adapted for all arms of
the service, except for light artiller,y, for which a small Bb brass bugle
has been suggested as being more suitable. Several of these bugles
have been procured and issued for trial; but reports thus far received
differ, and it having been suggested that an Ab trumpet would be still
better adapted than the Bb bugle, a sample has been purchased and is
now on trial in one of the light batteries. It is hoped that a final conclusion will soon be arrived at.
BLANKET-LINED OVERCOATS.

During the last winter campaign an opportunity presented itself to
thoroughly try the canvas blanket-lined overcoat adopted as a substi-
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tute for the buffalo overcoat. It has been found superior to the latter.
It is equally as warm, and not as liable to absorb and retain the water
as the pelt or fur.
WOOLEN SOCK-TOPPED BOOTS.

There were purchased for the troops concentrated about the Pine
Ridge and Rosebud agencies during last winter 5,000 pairs woolen socktopped boots, at a cost of $1.04 per pair. They were issued for wear by
such troops as were exposed to severe cold, and are reported to have
given sati8faction . .
STANDARD SAMPLES OF CLO'l'HING FOR OFFICERS.

During the past fiscal year the necessary standard samples of uniform
clothing for officers of the Army, to complete the records of this office,
were procured.
MUSLIN AND SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS.

The muslin and summer undershirts issued for trial by troops stationed in hot climates have given great satisfaction, so much so that it
has been determined to procure another supply.
BOOTS AND SHOES.

The Department is still engaged in experimenting, with a view to
improve the boots and shoes for the enlisted men of the Army.
•
The question of what particular kinds are best adapted for the Army
is quite a difficult one to solve, and is now being studied.
BARRACK CHAIRS.

Reports from the Army having shown that the barrack chairs require
further strengthening, authority bas been given to the commandant of
the Fort Leavenworth military prison to provide additional iron rods by
which the front is more securely fastened to the back of the chair. It
is believed that a pattern possessing greater strength and being less
costly than the present standard can be obtained. Efforts will be made
to procure such pattern.
TENTS.

From the various requisitions received at this office during the last
fiscal year, it has been observed that the tendency of the Army is towards the conical wall tent for use of the enlisted men, instead of the
common tent. There will be no objections to furnishing the~e tents
after the common tents now in use shall have become unserviceable.
In November last Capt. G. A. Hull, U. S. Army (since retired), submitted to this office the model of a shelter tent which he considered an
improvement. upon the one heretofore in use.
Each shelter tent half is provided with a flap, and by buttoning two
halves together the tent will be closed on one side, thereby giving the
occupants partial protection from wind and rain. By buttoning four
halves together quite a roomy tent, closed on both sides and affording a
perfect protection against inclement weather, is had.
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The equipment board of this office having carefully examined into
the merits of the same, recommended its adoption in lieu of the shelter
tent formerly in use, and orders have been given to manufacture 2,000
for issue.
CLERICAL WORK.

The nature of the clerical work of this branch of the office requirel5
that it be continually kept up to date. The clerical force proper consists of four clerks.
CONCLUSION.

In closing this report the attention of the quartermaster-general is
respectfully invited to the accompanying detailed statements, viz:
A.-Statement showing articles of clothing, equipage, and materials
on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department June
30, 1890; the quantities purchased, manufactured, received from posts
and depots, taken up, sold, transferred to general depots, expended,
issued to the Army and the militia, and the quantities remaining in
depot June 30, 1891.
B.-Statement of amounts received and remitted on account of cloth·
ing and equipage during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891.
Very respectfully,
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army.

A.-Statement showing a1·ticles of clothing and equipage and matm·ial on hand at the issuing depots of the Qna1·tennaster's Department June 30, 1890, the
q·uantities purchased, manufactu?·ed, 1·eceived f1'0in posts and depots, taken up, sold, t1·ansjm·1·ed to general depots, expended, iE?sued to the Army and the
militia, and the quantities 1·emaining in depots June 30, 1891.
On hand
I .June 30,
1890.

Articles.

lru,

chased

•

Manu- Received
Received
from
Gained. Total
facfrom
received.
tured. ~eneral
posts.
epots.

---- ---

~~b!~8::: ::::::::: :~~::::

'·"'!··········

.... ~:~~~- ::::::::::

Trans- Expended Issued Issued
ferred to
or
to the to the
~eneral dropped. militia. Army.
epots.

---- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - ---

Helmets:
7,893
4,093
12,000 .............
Untrimmed --------'·· ... number ..
16,485 ..............
5,423
1, 288
Cork ...........•..••..•..... do ..•.
3,656
5,967 ............
3, 303
Helmet hair plUIUes ...•..•...•.. do ....
6,178
1,890
3,977 ..........
cords and bands ......... do ..•.
4,000
20,915 .................. ............
top bases .............•.. do •...
1,550
8,441
998 .........
plume sockets ........... do ....
11,486
2,400
2,000 ..........
spikes ................... do ....
3,300
20,126
3,898 ...........
eagles ................... do ....
2,400
24,805 ................... ..............
scrolls and rings ......... do ....
7,610
45,896
16,893 ............
side buttons ............. do ....
92,530 ................ ..............
13,000
numbers ................. do •••.
256
7,785
977 ..............
devices .................. do •••.
..............
chin straps .............. do ..............
20,448
Forage caps ..................... do....
19,857
35,011
2,943
Fur caps ........................ do....
6, 572
8,332
731
1,590
Canvas caps ..................... do....
4, 334
17,004
Campaign hats .................. do....
19,484
27,162
834
977
cords and tassels ..... do •••
26,583
1,200
5, 000
Forage cap crossed cannon ...... do....
5,648
5,000
3,800
sabers ....... do....
5,891
4, 000
7, 831
25,000 ....... ...
rifies ........ do ....
729 .................. ...............
8
castles .............. do ....
453
2,034 ..........
113
shells and flames .... do .•••
627
2,500 .............
64
crescents ............ do ....
1,451
100 ...............
1
wreaths ............. do ....
31,618 .............. ............. ..................
164,830 .................. ...........
8, 000
2,857
1,500 ............ ..................
lyres ................ do ••••
2, 000
letters ............... do .••. 173,930 ................ ...........
Overcoats:
10,626 .............. 11,980
3,018
Kersey, made ................ do ....
616
unmade .............. do ....
2,253 ...............
391
Buffalo ...................... do ..•.
425 ................. ................ . ..................
Rubber ...................... do ....
124 .................... ............. ..................
818
Canvas, blanket-lined ....... do ....
1,723
45 .•.•.••...
29
Cape linings ................. do •...
772
Uniform dress coats:
832
100
MuRicians', made ............ do •...
23 ..........
unmade ..•.•••.. do .. ~

·I

Sold.

121 .. ........
649 ............
87 ..............
36 .. ............
65
10
65 ..........
72 ...............
216 .............
4 ........
306 .............
2,131 ...............
138 .............
41
717
99
463
366
1, 088
439
4
268 . ..........
27
19
30 .. .............
22 .. ..............
51 ..............
142 . ..........
5, 723 . ..........
60 ..........
3,434 .. ..............

.

386 .. ..............
363 .............
683 ...............
50 ...............
1,679 ............
8
73
79 ···-····
20 ........

111
7, 998
2, 762
24,107
1
192
5, 420 . ........... 8, 859
23,845
934
452
3, 205
2
13,013
1, 012
12,081
1,885
2
404
48
4,000
2, 969
1
24, 990
129
750
3
486
11,054
18
2,400 .. ................ 2,628
15,958
129
27,540
3,300
10
2,786
3,400
2
608
27,209 . .............
3,639
10,110
3
5,909
70,705
1,964
2
11,500
12
107,661
62
258
990
9,156
4
41 ................... ............. .............
41
9, 921
11
594
19,750
76,033
139
4,213
500 .............
17,946
830 .............
1
18
7,118
43
18,831
1
2,333
64,016
125
553
834
1
29,482
51
319
1,200
7
12,284
8
3,800
6
340
14,695
3
3,000
6
6,795
37,099
82
22
100
783
4
4
6
100
2,630
1
547
6
3,213
50 ...............
33
104 ................
1,603
18
21 . ............... ..................
31,760
17
404
178,553
201 22,845
8,000
462
1 .......... ..................
4,417
62
179,364
2,000
159 41,895

.

26,010
100
3, 011
21
3,623
617
11 ....................
1,108
174 ........... ................
25
6,786
818
89
29
927
229
2,207
43 ........

100

................

1

1,306

4

100

551 . .............
.................. .. ...........
................. ..........
..................
1

..................
20

56

. ............

Total
issued.

Remainingon
band
.June 30,
1891.

-------6,110
4,845
1,859
1,969
4,034
2,245
2,839
4,217
2,216
7,388
0,104
1, 075
.. .............
28,417
7,373
2,014
18,085
1,581
2,147
3,442
5,399
479
164
57
213
272
13,365
208
17,745

~

-::J.
OJ

7,125
16,982
19,326
4,519
6,452
6,561
6,809
5,272
13,938
11,052
3, ()13
7,441
8,073
7,885
10,442
17,098
20,983
6, 226
43,656
27, 049
19,582
88,079
6,767
2,389
41 . .............
17,340
5i; 693
12,225
5,721
2,863
4, 255
24,723
39,293
26,388
3,094
8,563
3,724
7,099
7,596
21,896
15,203
()87
96
2, 355
275
2,553
660
1,235
368
31,450
310
133,738
44,815
3,746
671
117,503
61,861

8, 011
780
414
170
3,822
704

12,429
1,969
425
170
4,666
926

13,581
1,654
683
4
2,120
1

183
23

568
43

1,63~

~
t:':j

"'0

0

~

8
0

~

8

I:Q

t;tj.

00
~

a

~
t;tj

8

:;...
~
~

0

~

:a:;...
~

N oncommissionedstafi and privates
made ................... number ..
unmade ................... do ....
Blouses:
Made ........................ do ....
Unmade ..................... do ....
Canvas fati~e coats ............ do ....
Summer sac coats .....••....... do ....
Lin en collars .................... do ....
Stable frocks .......•............ do ....
Overalls:
l\lonnted ................... pairs ..

7, 902
2, 329

10,141
566

Trousers:
Summer ...........••••...... do ...
Mounted, made .•..•••....... do ....
unmade .•..•.•.... do ..•.

1

.................. 12,122

1, 348 .................... 1, 537
19, 175 ................... 10,149
5, 881 ................... 10, 683
28,622
18,210
7, 600 ............... 13, 923
16,586 ................. 17,414
34
519 ................
21,096 ...............
4, 690
144 .................... ................
22,680 ...............
27, 359

::

StoW~Ji!~ ............••.•.•.... do ..•.

8, 345
377

14,194 ................... 23,498
3, 740 ............. 19,421
17,070 ............. 17,174
691 ................ 2,066
124,980 .............
87,861
10,192 .................. 3,811

~l~~:~~~:::: :::::::::::::: :~~::::

Foot, ~!~ ~d~-:::::::::::::: ~ ~~::
Canvas fatigue ...... -••..... do ...•
Linen ....................... do ....
Leg~ins, canva"' ................. do ....
Lacmgs for leggins ........•..... do ....
Suspenders ...................... do ..•.
Shirts:
•
Fl=el, dark bluo,modo .. numOO< ..
unmade .. do ..•.
U~dershirts,_ knit ............... do ....
Sh1rts, muslm ..............•.... do ....
Drawers, Canton flannel .•...... pairs ..

.................
................

1

1, 316
652

801 . ..........
970 .. .............

18,364
4,328

1, 779
78

1, 322
653

1
751

6,830
10,784
3, 035

6
1,163
1
434
1, 330 . .............
748 .. ..............
888 .............
1, 351 ................

45,691
34,380
38,609
3, 505
256,709
20,715

188
70
49

7,362
10,803
2, 438

1,131

524
62

42,980 .. .................
5,111 . ...............

3, 231 ..............
15 .............
480 ................

29,463
581
480

................
42; 980
5, 361
3, 969

................

445
534
266
1, 087
794
1, 247
182
150

6,027
7, 361
10,351
4, 513
3,471
598
9, 391

41,425

161,766

..............

·------6
............

............
........... .... .... .. ................. ..............
2, 900
350 ............
1, 810 ...............
143 ..............
1, 645 .. ............

5, 500
59,085 ................. 17,530
23
2, 410
2,341
30,050
60,204 ................
56,041
1, 643
7,124 ............... ...................
24,300
49,604 ................ 55, ~37

53,269
220,160 ............
Cotton ............•••••...... do ....
68,751
680,216 ...........
Gloves, white, Berlin ........ number ..
Mittens:
11,340
4,998
Woolen ......••..•...••...•.• do ....
5, 300
Canvas ..•...•....•.•...•.... do ....
6,027
Gauntlets:
5, 331
9,078 ..............
Fur ....••...•......•.•••.... do ....
10,445
Leather ...........•..••..... do ....
8, 276 ...............
Boots:
129
Brass screwed ...••....••••.. do ....
8,261 ...................
3, 564
Sewed .. ...................... do ....
15,193
59
Woolen sock top .•.••.•..... do .... ..................
5, 000 .............
.Shoes:
Brass screwed .......•...••. do ....
9,688 ..............
1
Post ...........•.......••.... do ....
979 ...........
50
3, 306 ............... ...........
Field ••......•..••...••...... do ....
62,911
1,002 24,926
Campaign ...........•....... do ....
5, 542
Overshoes, arctic ••••.••••...... do ....
9, 998 ..........
2, 512
30,227 ••••••••
.Barrack shoes .•••••••••••••. . •.. do .••.

.............
.............
................
.............

68,400
121,451
497, 000
500

................... ..............
1, 290
458

I

236

83,925
4, 917
147, 940
8, 767
130,667

...............

272,049
396,387
1 1, 251,480

774 ..........
531 •. ·••·•·

17,112
12,358

94
657

..............
..............

19,056
23,852

411
3, 824

1, 064
4, 446

.............
...............

9, 865
27,086
5, 000

2,149 ...........
1,482 ............
2, 337 .. ...........
9, 398 ...........
781 ...........
187 .••••..•

11,888
2, 511

50

...........
................
20,430
5, 020
22,201

9, 96(}
2, 211

9, 515
201
lti

16, 315
17,002
15,077
2, 091
49,023
3, 679

33,380
29,207
17, 640
2, 091
92,587
8, 872

12,311
5,173
20,969
1,414
164, ]22
11,843

60
20

............

167
35,885
109
24,191
771
58,270
65
26,830
49
38,724
1, 333 ...............
27
35,327
144 ................
549
53,289

4,553
4,474

..............

8,404
2,117

48
6, 677 .. ................
21
6, 998
13,744
............ .................. .................... ...........
.................... .................. ............... .. .............. ...................
3, 330 .. .............. ---------- .................. .............. 2, 204
2, 204

:t., 507 ..............

5, 512

u:

.. ~: 12'1 '·

'·"'I

118,667
21,344
55,127

5, 557 ··-·-----603
5, 295
1, 331 .. ...........
9, 605
4
7, 289
4, 560
672
802
2, 800 . ................
26
103 .....................
4
8,560 .. ................. 11,738
..................
144 . .............
12
4,400 .............

.

54
5, 500
2, 410
7
371
29,000
25 .. .................
24,300
71
200
3, 576
4,585
242

...............

68,400
121,951
528,260

8, 801
10, 123
21, 880
13, 717
16,566
257
9, 324
.. ............
9, 613

1
60 25,044
2. 441 ........
31
4 1...•.... 43,565
6 .•...••. 5, 631
................ .............. 57,252

............... ............... 101,852

13,787
14,423

5,269
9,429

16
11

402
4, 724

............... . ...........

874
5, 091
5, 000

50 . ............
38
1,181 . ..................
13
281 . .............. ...............
27
27,055
3
260
5, 090
4
·21, 501 ••••••••••
33

. ........
. .........

473
151
303
.•••••.. ,34, 522
•••• •••. 8, 033
5 23,856

.............

53,266
28
75,000
3,105
49,044

11,319
9, 641

9, 091
9, 319

5

30,659.
4,889
72,940
5, 662
81,623

5, 793
2, 717

1 .•. ···•·
104
1

1:;

~

pj

1-3
t?j
pj

~

>

U1

5, 551
2, 217

4,553
4,952

2

38,715

101,597
129,613
417,705

142
47

............ ................. . ............. -·-·····

1,126
20,757
7, 333
18,721
7, 014
19,283
969
5, 678

170,452
266,774
833,775

. .............. .. ........... 141,247
. ............. 8, 388 292,542

.................. ................. .............
500 . .............................

]5, 128
16,858
39, 549
19,816
19,441
364
29,649
144
14,574

15,719
581
480

1, 2921
9, 833
5,000
561
1, 345
584
61,607
13,387
45,395

1-3
t?j
pj
I

0

t?j

zt?j
pj

I>

~

8, 573
17,253
11,327
1,166
5, 059
57, 060
7, 957
9, 732

~
-1
-:J

A.-Statement showing a1·ticles of clothing and equipage and matetiaZ on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermastm·'s De]Jartment, etc.-Continued.

~

-:r

00

Articles.

On hand
I June 30,
1890.

I

Purchased.

I

Received
Manu·
Re?eived
.
from
Total
from Gained. received.
fac~eneral
posts.
tured.
epots.

Sold.

TransI"neO Issued
ferred to Expendodl
or
to the to the
~eneral dropped. militia. Army.
epots.

•

Wool .....••....•.•••.... number ..
Rubber ...................... do ....
Ponchos, rubber; ................. do ....
Chevrons:
Gold lace ................... pairs ..
Cloth ........................ do ...•
Brassards .................... number ..
.Aiguilettes and shoulder knots .. do ....
Hospital Corps devices .......... do ....
Trouser stripes:
Noncommissioned staff ..... pairs ..
Ser,geants ................... do ....
Corporal~ ................... do ....
Officers ...................... do ....
Hospital Corps ...••......... do ..•.
Facings for dress coats .......... sets ..
Blouse trimmings ............... do ....
Trouser trimmings ..........•... do ....
Bar rack bags ................ number ..
Bunks, iron ...................... do ..•.
Bunk slats ...................... do ....
bottoms, woven wire.do ....
Iron bedsteads w it h bunk bottoms
.............................. number ..
Mattresses ...................... do ....
Mattre:>s covers ................. do ....
Pillo,vs .......................... do ....
Pillowcases ...................... do ....
Pillow sacks ..................... do ....
Bed sacks ........................ do ....
Bed sheets .... ................... do ....
Mosquito bars ................... do ....
Mosquito head nets ............. do ....
Pots, iron ........................ do ....
Kettles, camp .................... do .•..
Pans, mess ...................... do ....
.Axes ............................ do ...•
.A.x helves ....................... do ....

~t~~f:::::::.::::::::::::::::::~~::::

9, 025
22,976
10,200 .............
14, 336 .............

.........

8, 250

4,004
7,448
88
692
38

19
1.......... 2,432
.......... 18,636
6, 936
.......... 1,477 .............
I
150 ..............
10
, ..........

369
3, 277
3,491
59

, ..........
1..........
..........
..........

462
4,964
9,559
872

::::~.:~~~:1 ::::::::::

1, 274
257
746
4, 366

2,150

............

1, 900

--···--·--!···------·
1,122 ..........
1, 574 ..........
614 ..........
2,112
2, 000

208 . ...........
94
8

..........
3,361
119
............. . .............. ...............

...........

709
1, 009
4, 998
3, 000 ...........
16,143
..............
1, 510
8,500
2, 439
26,122 12,255
2, 081
...............
2, 313 .................. 2, 702
14,089
1, 000
11,961
8, 274
.............
774 ................ ..........
877 ............... ..............
1,467
3, 700 ..............
49,686
1, 263
5, 998 ...........
2,331
15,501 ..........
816
13,423
981

........

125
1, 456
3, 926

..................
745

120
1, 300
2,100
3, 500
15,250
400
1, 000
4, 000
3, 000

...............

............
................
600
2, 050
4, 950

...............
1,500

2,427 ............
453
1,565
80 .. ...........
31 . ..........
3 ........
61 .............
146 ................
803
391
................. ...............
15 1........

.... ~·- :~: ..... ~~~.

....~.-~~~·I ::::::::
18 ........
2, 902 .. ..........
108
149
241
195
115
452
596
996
341
20
60
10
27
63
249
176
4

. ........

. ...........
.. ...........

...........

.............
. ..........
............
...............

..........
. ...........
.. .........
71
283

..........
...........
. ...........
9

Remainingon
hand
June 30,
1891.

---------

---------------~lankets:

Total
issued.

pj

40,459
13,774
14,344

9, 500
28
2, 765
4,361
1,109 . ..............

150
8,882
35,038
1,867
1, 645 .. ..............
873 .. ............
51 .............

368

.............
1

2, 717
686
183

.................

1,167
1
4,490
................... ................
48
...............
213
.. ............
2
19
6,761

17,277
5,001
2, 571

29,890
12,813
3,864

10,569
961
10,480

2,231
8,604
1, 362
203
42

3, 567
21,723
1, 410
416
44

5,315
13,315
235
457
7

283
1, 017
131 ................
29
574
734.
4, 603
1,895
1, 453 ............... 1,447
7, 948
9, 843
445
8,141
14,572
3,598
18,170
1,196
3, 533 ................ 1, 702
7
20
896
35
931
869 ....................................
5
10
10
15 ................ .................... .................. ..............
1
702
5,555
334
5,500
873
11,055
3. 590
2 .......... ................
254
257 ..............
1
257
704
746 .. ............
5
746
37 .................. .................
1, 880 .............. ................ 4,103
5, 994
1,959
7, 953
11
7 ........ l, 846
1,911
4, 393
629 .................
2, 482
................
..................
.
.............
632
...............
...............
.
..............
632
1,600 ............ ............ 2, 338
1,699
5,637
3, 277
8, 914
2,936
9,447
18,484
13,705
56,181
2, 933
6, 011
32,046
11,615
794
937
5, 248
50,496
9, 374
23,031
992
15,917

13
33
10
28
236

..............
407
132
21
3

170
1, 300
2,100
3, 000
15,450
400
1, 000
3,500
3, 000
..........

................
200
2, 551
..................
250
2, 834
................ ............... 6, 608
................
50
4.129
...............
50 25,932
163

................

200
750.

129
3,413

74
79
79
6
25

1,602
3, 455
8, 627
26
1,696

...............
50 15,199
................. . ............ 5,473
............... ...........
211
. .......... .............. .................
2
15
25 ...............
5
98
1, 298
10
1
1

600
2, 050
4, 950
............ ................
17
1,500

1
7
27

............
18

2, 934
4, 417
8, 718
7,207
41,668
892
5, 570
18,881
8,494
214
17
1,426
2, 287
5,592
13,684
32
3,256

2
5, 030
9, 766
6,498
14,513
2,041
1, 041
13,165
3,121
580
920
3,822
48,209
3, 782
9, 347
960
12,661

tx:l

I-'d

0

pj
~

0

~

~

~

Ul

t.".l

a

pj

t.".l

~

f:l:opj
~

0

~

~

.........

2,000

110
47
39

100 .............
54
2,338
3,198 ...........
56 ................. ...............
5,991
500 ...............
3,473
3, 600 ......... ,
78
100 .............
235 .................... ...............

20
1,150

45
104
21
22
98
16
36

Hatchet helves ..• ..••...••••.... clo ...• · 10, 093

~~~:t:~~:r:::::::::::::::::: :~~::::

Shovel~l~~~- ~ ~ ::::: :~:: :::::::: :~~::::

Shovel handles .••.••...... ...... do ....
Pickaxes .....•................. do ...•
Pickax helves .•••••..•.••...... do ..••
1

.~ ~~~~:::::::::::::::

~~::::

Drums
:: ::
Drumheads:
Batter ....••....•............ do ....
Snare ...•••••.••.•.....•.... do ...•
Drum

:~!fsg~:

:~~::::

:::::::::::::::::::
sticks _.•.... _......•.... pairs .•
stick carriages .....•... number ..
snares .................... do ...•
cases .......•••.•......... do . .••
knee rests ....••..•...•... do ...•
Trumpets .................•.•.. do ...•
Trumpet mouthpieces ....••..... do ...•
crooks ............... do ... cords and tassels ..... do ....
Fifes ............................ do .••.
Music pouches .....•............ do ....
:Books:
Company, letters sent ....... do ....
index ... do ....
Company, letters received ... do ....
index ... do ....
Company order .............. do ...•
Post, letters sent ........ -· .. do .•..
index ...... do ....
Post, letters received ......•. do .•••
index .. do ....
Post order ....... .... _. ..•... do ....
Post council of administration, number ............•.••••..........•.•
Regimental, order ...•••.. number ..
letters sent ...•. do .•• letters sent, index,
number .•...••....••
letters received, number .........•.......
letters received, index,
number ....•.....•••
Tents:
Conical wall .........•••. number ..
Sibley ...••••.•••••••••.••... do ....
Hospital •••••••.•••..••••.... do .••.

12,

:!~

557
1,965
111
211
3, 920
2, 425
3, 854
53
9
442
54
230
1, 746
2,106
110
109
92
135
147
46
82
80
97
76
96

2, 000

::::::~~~:

350
1, 700
10
10

6 .....••. .................
6 .•••.•.. ................

................ ............ ..................
.................. ................ ...................
................... ...............
1
............. ............
50
.............. .............. ...............
..............
10 . ...............
.....•.... .............. .................
450 .............
223
................ .............. ................
200 ...............
153
525 ............
1,665

................ ............. ..................
253 .............
13
150 ............
220 .............
100 .............
80 ............
450 ...............
150 ...........
110 ............
130 ............
150 ............
200 ............

130
130
85
91
360
110
100
110
92
55

...........

85
35
54

50
20
20

............

..............

30
30
35

67

20

..........

35

20

...........
..............

53
67
161
25
148

20

............
..............
...............

530
199
75

35
40
559
96
63

. .......
...........

. ...........
..............
89
59

. .............

.. ............

.............
. ...........
. ............
.. .............

125
117
61
116
89
50
92
23
1'
43
6
33
51
51
85

.. ..........
4
···-····

9
5
9
10
3
3
3
4

······•·
...•....
........
.. ..........
········
........
··-··· ..
.•...•..

11

. ............

..............

·•······

...............
.. .............

.............
............

1 ........

8 .•......

............ .........

16
4
2 ·••··••·
2 •••.••••

14 203
54
2, 000
w
938 . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

1, 201
3, 037
9
38

.... .............
1
20
.................. ...................
20
..................
10
42
...................
44 ·-----··

143
147
20
2
27
10
38
10

184
215
97
46
322
69
68
61

...... :. :::::::~::
219
15
20
6, 790
10
1,150
77 .............. .. ................
6, 952
6
350
8,930 ...............
1, 700
204 ...... ......
10
281
21
10

688
2, 088
172
327
3,981
2,525
3,946
90
10
1,158
60
616
3, 987
2,157
461
398
447
329
328
859
345
293
341
319
359
165
105
111
124
110

2 .••.••••

129

20
48
25
...............
238
..............
24
7

.................
50

.................

··· ·······

............... .................

14
200
2 ..........
125
14
82
1, 665
60 ..................
..............
13

............

.............
.............
..............
.............
..............
...............
..............
.. ..........

.............

...........

..........
...........
............
.............
..........

8

1,~~~

1

18

371

4

. ............

·---~~~-

12.7!~

2 .•••••••

56
18
67

.... ~~~6
31
.. ..............
76
76
6
131

5,323
23
1,078
6
53
3, 484
....................
1,633
4,813
25
200

1~

.. ...............
7

..................
.. ... ...........

.. .............
.. ................

...................

251
12

3, 215
11
12
2, 286

·-------

55
2
1
8
6 .•......
39
5
................ .. ............ ............... .. ...............
262
1
423
900
6 ........ ..............
8
6
3
133
281
1
137
452
2, 337
37
4
53
154
.............
32
131
176

..................
...............

504
1,873
75
281
3, 649
2,456
3, 878
29
10
258
52
335
1, 650
2, 003
285

.................... ...............

133
185
97
108
195
81
76
95
85
71

270
284
199
205
570
191
180
205
176
126

128
163
130
123
289
154
113
136
143
233

30 .. .............. ...............
24
4
2
35
2
2

30
28
25

60
58
64

105
47
47

130
92
91
85
360
110
100
110
90
55

35
34
40

7
7
11
11
14

8, 880
915
11,563
41
166
3, 306
77
5, 319
4,117
179
81

..................
1
1
................. ............ .
4 ........

................. ...............

1 .....••.

............
.............
..............

2

28

65

59

4

28

66

44

4

579
10 . .........
96 ................ ..............
63 ...............
34

30

74

55

381
77
42

971
173
143

343
165
228

10

d

>~
~

t:j
~

~

>-
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~
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~
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A.-Statement showing a1·ticles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issuing depots of the Quartermaster's Department, etc.-Continueu.

~

~)

0
Articles.

On hand
June 30,
1890.

---------------1
"Tents-Continued.
Wall ..•.•.•......•••••... number ..
Common ......••.•.......... do ....
Shelter halves ....•••.•.••••. do .••.
"Tent flies:
Hospital ..•.••••••.•.•••..•.. do ....
Wall ........................ do ..•.
"Tent poles:
Conical wall and Sibley .. number ..
Shelter ...................... do ... .
Hospital, upright .......•... do ... .

~i~;i~~~~::::::::::::: :~~: :::

Wall,
Common, upright ............ do .. ..
ridge ..••.•........ do ..•.
·Tent pins, all kinds ............. do ... .
straps ..................... do ... .
slips, metal ............... do ... .

::::::

::::ss~~~~!:::
:~~::::
stovepipe joints ....•...... do .. ..

tripods ..........•.•••..... do ... .
chains .........•........... sets ..
pole sockets ..•....••... number ..

Fla~~st ......................... do ... .

Garrison .................... do .. ..
Storm and recruiting ........ do ... .
Field hospital .........•..•.. do ... .
General hospital. ...•..••.... do ... .
·Colors:
NationaL .................... do ... .

~:!~~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::~~: :::

Guidons:
Artillery and cavalry ........ do ... .
Ambulance .................. do ... .
Cases ........................ do .. ..
:Standards ....................... do .. ..

I Total
Received IReceived I
Manu-~
from
from Gained. received.
general
posts.
fac-

Purchased.

tured.

I
982
722

182
800

156
986
8831 .••..••.
100
50
300
600
1, 000
500
191,977
1,150
40,100

220
700
6,000

154
736
1,183

84
201

63
125

264
116

I

43,096
397
72
50
25

1, 050
5,048
810
1,312
200

260
337
390
92

214

51

530
58
12

101
43

9

11

2,574

51
420
74
176
185
34
100
187
60
333
53
1, 627 ...... .
14
811
4, 864
1, 634
25

671
1,442

19
77
47
120
24

~~

I

Trans-~
ferred
to Expended! Issued Issued
general
or
to the to the
depots. dropped. Militia. .Army.

Total
issued.

1891.

•----•----•---•----•---•----•----•---•--- •----·----

754
2, 722
21,790

501
10,829
624
508
1, 769
3, 778
16,705
'), ::!:!5
165,058
332
17,380
7,436
46
408
1, 821
858
164
55

Sold.

depots.

Remainingon
hand
June 30,

7 ....... .

2~~4 ......
'""276'..1
51 ....... .

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

4

4

157
50
225
3

1
1
10

2 ....... .

2~ :::::::: ....... 5o·J·····--i7 ...... 54·

I

9
134 . . . . . . . .
20
1 ...... __
4
48 .................................. .
9 .................. ·······•·· ..........
7
1
1 1.......................... ..

2,110
4, 880
31,5i7

98
36
292

200
700
6,000

485
2,112

2
80

84
182

1, 699
11, 439
1, 085
692
2, 987
6, 206
19, 332
10, 610
406, 629
1, 904
57, 552
7, 493
71
1,490
7, 661
2. 056
1, 870
355

25
25

4691
629

2,405
97
485

1,590
1, 939
20,977

520
2, 941
10,570

107
661

290
1,409

195
703

1
264
10 . . .. . . • .
401
. . .. . . ..
116
267 . . . .. .. . 5, 180
8 .. .. .. • • . . . . . • . • . . ..
324
102
21
162
55
4 .. • . • .. . ..
13
671
32
:)31
452
107
1, 442
50
1, 862
794
87
1. 678
743
161 . . . . . . .. . .
79 .. • .. . . .. .
86
839
373
3, 410
40, 096
2, 079 72, 230 194, 340
1
397
10 . . .. . . ..
360
. • • .. .. .
72
43,447
200
2, 339
.. .. .. • .
75
7% . . .. . • . .
9
........ .......... ........ . ........
4
........ 1.................... 1........
590
...... .. ..........
527 ...... •. 4, 739
1
337
10 . . . . . . . .
350
. • .. • .. .
390
795 .. . . . .. .
18
........
92 .......... ........
31

442
13
58
16
24
128 ........ ..........
33
1
26
5
913
11
115
33 .. .. .. .. . .
81
224
122
36
23
10 .......... ........

i; ::::::::1 ::::::::::
::::::::::4
50

227

798
549
12,280

5,876
651
450
888
1, 951
16,663
9, 233
94,474
1,136
11,494
6,614
67
900
2,395
1,358

0

667

0

2, 669
1, 377
312,155
768
46,058
879
4
590
5, 266
698
1,203
123

232
61
40

13
5
132

9
10

119
42
14
1

45
10
2

lg ...... ~. :::::::::: :::::::::: ......i ....... ~.

~

0

1, 023

g ···--·~69
109
22

~

676
434
242
2,099
4, 255

381
88
68i
178
34

1641······ .. ...•. .. . . .
6
4
20 .......... ........
52 ........

~

5, 563

270
54
527
15
1

8

~
0

229

46
2

95

1

"':j

~

t;r:j

m.
t;r:j

~

t.'-1
~

~
~
~

"':j

~
~

Standard pikes ....•....•••••• number ..
Color cords and tassels ..•....... do ....
cases ............•.•••••••. do .••.
slings and belts ...•••••••.. do .•..
staffs .............•••••••.. do .•..
~ Halyards:
P>
Garrison and post ...••••..•. do .••.
~
Storm and recruiting .....•.. do .••.
<::
Devices .............••.•.•.. do .•..
~ Stencils, complete ......••••••... sets ..
1 Stencilplates .._.............••... do ....
8

g~~!t~lo:~-~-~~ . .t~~~~--------~~~~~::

<j
~ Scrubbingbrushes .•••••..•..... do .•..

l
H

~

.Alphabets:
l-inch .•...•••••••••••••.•••. sets •.

j-;noh ••••.••.••••••.•...••• do .•..
Numbers:
1-~nch
~-1nch

....••••••••••••....... sets .•
1-6
........•.••..••••.... do ....
Barrack chairs ...•.•.••...•. number ..
Card-holders .................... do .•..
Hantllitters .................•.. do .•..
Buttons, coat, large and smalL .. do .••.
Cloth:
Dark blue, 6-4 ••..••••..•••. yards ..

1
150
82
!)7

................. .............
119

50

201 ...............
143
2,171 ....................
500 ...........
440
60
165
6
3
5,000 13,981
10,905
8,000
7,677
32
19

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J::::::: ~:I;;;;;~~;
105

. ..............
123
2
15,000
1, 000

.............. .............
3
............ ........... . ...........

21 ............. ..............
25 ............... ...............
616 .............. 5, 021
1,849
10,020 .............
235 ............ .............
171,648 1, 137,744 .........

..........

...............
6

...............
2, 900

...............
333,299

1,586

19

8 .•••••..
3 •·••·•··

··········!········
5
1
3
44
220
1
1

Blanket lining ...•••.••.••. do •..
Doe11kin, sky blue .........•..•.. do .•..
Drilling ..........•....••....•... do .•..
Duck:
Cotton ..............•.••.... do .•.
Brown ....••..•.•..•.••••••. do .•..
White ....••••••••.••••.•••. do ••.•
Flannel:
Canton ....•...............•. do ••..
Dark blue blouse (as. fine) .. do ..•.
lining ..... do .••.
Dark blue shirting and cape lin-

20,804
3, 964
7,430
3, 055
1, 004
51,761

123,781
15,351
59,232

179,010
88,257
40,004

25,218
28,221
3,717

147,963
96,935
73,961

J eans~gl:;~t --: ·_ ·_ ·_: -. -. -. ·• ·.: •• ----:---. --~~~~~: :

50,667
52,853

84,766
39,692

Kersey:
Sky blue, 6-4, •••••••••••••••• do ..•.
Dark blue ...•••.•••...•.•... do ....

........... ................ ..............

32,989

116,290
2,499
'· 204

........ .............. ...............

Lac~~~ld:::::::::::::::::::::: :~~:::: ····6;267"

Leather:
Counter ......•.•••••.•••• pounrl.s ..
Viscolized ....••.•••....•.... do ....
Sole, cropped ..••••••.•...... do ....
Wax upper .••••••.•.. square feet ..

2, 799
33,708
44,651

........
.•••••..
.•••••.•
........
·······5
5

1
200
2
2
8

580

144

............. ................ .............. ............

............ ............. . ............ .............
......... ............... . ............. ..............
........... ............. . .............. ..............
............. ............... . ............ 3,108
.......... 21,360 . ........... 7,425
...............
50 .............. ...........
............. .............. ................

............................ -·······
...............
1 -· --···· .. ............
..••••.•.. .................. .............. . .........
••.•...... ................
2
1
50 ................
161
25

·a
457
102
127
8
9
2,174
35
5 ···•·•··
1 ...............
·••••··•··
940 .............
400 .. ............
50
188 ........... ............ .................. ..............
72
166
96
1
5
12
4
14
2
6
2 ·······- -- .................
11,358
44,930 ..............
469 .. ............. 26,216
1,000
16,897 ...........
146 .. ............ 10,308
41 .. ...........
25 .. ........

2
7
30 . ............
6
39 . ...........
2
10
2,014 ... ........
7, 651
121 . ...........
14,890 . ...........
.
.............
237
2 -------5, 675 33,264 1, 681,630
6,480

8, 216
1,247
1, 734
2,100
4
11,478

it~~f~!: ·_ -_ -_ ~: :~ ~:: :::::::::: :~~:: ::

68

1
201
2
84
353

31,330
5, 211
9,164
5,155
1,008
66,347

41

331,576
103,658
99,277

346
192
26

. .............
794
1
1
29

. ..........

12
5
11
2,112
2, 900

. .................
311,699

220
1, 228
170

10,364
956
1,188

187,472
148,874
so, 037

114
103
7

.........

1, 054

156

93
303

136,736
92,848

125
21,654
9 ····------

.............

2,478

1,546

3,166

156,469
2,499
4,204
8, 286

17,493 ...........
1,130 ...........
49,488 ...........
133,000 ............

2, 019

............... ................ .............
................ ................. .............
................. ................. ............

............ ............. .........

20,292
1,130
83,196
177,651

...........

6.887
5,443

14
9

27
16

12
4
1 .•••.•..
16
4
6,416
4,
290
4 -·-----................
............ 3,372
6,272
...............
20
93
73
3,888 31,104 1,295, 446
942,275

18
23
1, 235
8,618
144
38~, 184

~
~

00.
~

59,341

7,467
978
2,496
55
114
7,006

224,693
84,883
99,236

106,883
18,775
41

................ .. .............
1 ····•···

2
3

2, !)54
17,493
2,614
125
3,001
56
. ............... 4, 7!ll 1,850
11
. .............
5,100 ............ .............
100 .. ............... .. ............. . .........
500
58, 7!l8
55
·-------·..
.............
283
---·------ 224,409
50
64
84,740 ..........
18,325
77,800 ........... 3,111

3, 707
21,534
1,001

13

208
2,133
490
116
48

249
41
450
72
118
10
38,043
11,454

856
859

..........
..........

132

79
109

4

8 --······-- . ...........

.........

.............

1
201
2
5
244

3, 707
1,534
402

1, 776
602

..................
2,019

40 . ...........
10 . .............
495 ··········
14

··········

............

23,863
4, 233
6, 668
5,100
~94

9, 665
5, 364
516

152,077
112,665
75,834

35,395
36,209
4,203

26,591 .. ...........
1,806
56,410

985
1,503

49,355
59,728

87,381
33,120

128,633 13,063
1,191 . .........
3,215 ...........
1,130 .........

1,635

..........
..........

145,239
1, 794
3,228
3,149

11,230
705
976
5,137

18,860
1, 029
51,942
140,858

1,432
101
31,254
36,793

138,591
100,020
74,784

18,820
1,019
51,447
140,844

5 644
125

.............

........... .........
.......... ...........

.......... ..........

................

l

,!:)

q

~

t::_j
~

~

~
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.A.-Statement showing articles of clothing and equipage and material on hand at the issuing deposits of the Quartm·master's Depa1·trnent, etc.-Continued.

~
.::J:)

to.:)

Articles.

On band
June 30,
1890.

Purchased.

Manu-~
fac- Received
from
Received
tured. general I from !Gained. I Total
depots.
posts.
received.

Transferred
.to IExpendetll Issued IIssued
general
or
to the to the
depots. dropped. Militia. Army.

Sold.

Total
issueu.

Remaining on
hand
June 30,
1891.

--------·------\---l---l---l---l---l---1---1---l---l---l---l---l---

Leather-Continued.
Pebble grain .. __ ...... square feet._
W elt ...................... pounds ..
Muslin, unbleached __ .. _. _____ .yards ..

~~~~l~-~:::::::::::::: :::::::: ::: ~~: :::

4,120

7, 214
12,421
5, 655
13,205

20,200
1, 500
70,448
65,376
46,630

18, 887 . . . . . . . . . . 2, 114
19,632 .. ........ 2, 962
8, 000 1 .......... 1
442

l·······l

24,320
8, 714
103,870
93,625
68,277

23,515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7, 568 . --0.--0--- .....
55, 053 ..
6, 065
63, 293
125
23
38,984 1
62 1
84 1

55 ..........
5
18,886
23
19, 633
18
8, 000

00-

-

-

-

23,535
7, 623
80,009
83,097
47,148

785
1, 091
23, 861
10, 528
21,129

Band inlitruments.
Altos ........................ nun1ber..
Bassos,Eb ....................... do....
Baritones ........................ do. ...
Clarinets ........................ do....
'l'rombones ...................... do....

27 .................................. ..

4 ........ ---------- ................ ..
17 .................................. ..
37 .................................. ..
34 ........ ..........
2 ....... .

8

5 . li I:::::: :::::::::::::::/:::::::::
~!J;~;f~r~;;;;·~:-(ri":\'Jf::: ·:~j:::;;::::: .!1: 1~; j::::::: ~: :::::::ii: :::::97~
~i!~iL~~~;:::::~:::::::::JL: ::::::::~: ~::1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::~::
f!~f~~::::~~~:: ::::::::::jL· . .

'

4
16 .
1
34

1
:

1
:::;

31 .......... ................ ..............
.................. ...................
20
18 ........... ................... ..................
71 ............ .................... ...................
.............
44 ..............
42 .......... ............
19
26 .......... .... - ........... ............
12 .............. ................. .............
11 ............. ............ ................
.............. ..................
9
34 .............. .................. ..................
13 .............. ............... . ............
1, 920 .............
171
118
5, 280
1, 533
8
277

········

e

~

00

••••

e

•

•

•

•

•

~

•

•

~

~

::::::::::1::::::::::

~

~

0

...........
..............
............
...........
..........

::::::::::1::::::::
.............

--

~

t."i
"'d
0

............
...........
...........

.........

.............

........ !

31
20
17
68
30

i~

20
10
10
8
30
9
1, 201

171
118
3, 203
879
8
253

I

31
20
17
68
30
39
17
20
10
10
8
30
9
1, 201
171
118

3,

2031

~

1
3
14
3
2
6

2
1
1
4
4
719

2, 077

::g .------~~:

~

~

t?=_j

U2
t?=_j

0

~

t?=_j

~

~
~

0

~

~
~

Respectfully submitted.

W .A.R

M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster- General, U. S . .A..
DEPARTMENT, QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S 0FFIOE,

Washington, D. 0., Septern.ber 1, 1891.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

483

B. -Statement of amounts received and remitted by the Quarte'rmallter's Depa1·trnent on
account of clothing and equipage during the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891.
Appropriated by Congress:
Annual appropriation .......•.. $1.150, 000. 00

I Remitted for purchase

and manuufacture of clothing and equi-

~~~~tM?'~ch. 3; isiii:::::::::::: ···is7: 7o2: is· Bli~~~~-i~ · -fi~~~~-~:-~~a.- ·a.~"a- -~~ ·

Received from issues of clothing
and equi1mge made to the militia
of tbe States and Territories. ___ ..
Received from other resource!~......

$1, 489, 011. 31

contracts not yet complete.- •••..

76,300.26

Total __ .......••• . . . • • • ... • .. .

1, 565, 401. 57

166,035.26
61, 66±. 13

Total ....•.••••••• _..•.... _•• _ 1, 565, 401. 57

I

Respectfully submitted.
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deptttty QuartermastM·- General, U. S. A.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Qu..A.RTERMASTER-GENERAI}S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., September 1, 1891.

QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., August 31, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit the following report, pertaining to the national military cemeteries, for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1891.
At the commencement of the year there were eighty-two national
cemeteries, and no changes having occurred, the number remains the
same.
Number of interments to June 30, 1891Known ... : .......................................................... _ 178, 957
Unknov.·n....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149, 158
Total ... _.. _..... ____ ... ___ .. ___ ... ____ ... _________ . _. _. _. ____ . ____ . 328, 115

At the close of the last fiscal year there were 74 superintendents in
service. During the year 2 other superintendents have been appointed,
3 resigned, 1 has been discharged, and 1 died; leaving the number in
service at the close of the year, 71. There are also 2 assistant superintendents on probation, whose terms of probationary service will expire
at an early date.
Removals of remains of officers and soldiers have been made from
abandoned posts to other post or national cemeteries, as follows, viz:
From Fort Lapwai, Idaho, to Fort Walla Walla, Wash., post cemetery.
From Fort Yuma, Ariz., to San Francisco, Cal., national cemetery.
From Forts Bridger and Laramie, Wyo., including the remains of those
killed in the Grattan massacre, near Fort Laramie, August 19, 1854,
to the Fort McPherson, Nebr., national cemetery. From Fort Warren,
Mass., to Fort Winthrop, J\fass., post cemetery.
Remains of United States soldiers, discovered from time to time in
places not set apart for burial purposes, have also been removed to tl~e
nearest national cemetery; other removals have been authorized but
have not yet been reported, viz, from ],ort :McGinnis and Camp Poplar
lUver, Mont.; Forts Abraham Lincoln, Totten, Pembjna, and Hice, N.
Dak., and Fort Bennett, S. Dak., to the Cnster Battlefield, Mont., national cemetery; and from Fort Hale, S. Dak. 2 to the Fort McPh~~·son,
Nebr., national cemetery.
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Headstones.- During the year 9,977 headstones to mark the graves of
United States soldiers, sailors, and marines buried in national, post,
private, city, and village cemeteries were provided from the appropriations for that purpose, completing the contract made June 1, 1890, with
Messrs. Gross Bros., of Lee, Mass. Proposals have been invited for
furnishing 15,000 additional headstones.
On Memorial Day, lVIay 30, appropriate services were held in nuarly
all the national cemeteries and the graves decorated with flags and
flowers. Large numbers of persons were in attendance and good order
prevailed.
At the Arlington, Va., national cemetery, necessary repairs have been
made to the lodge, outbuildings, and drainage. The inclosing wall on
the east, south, and west sides of the extension of that cemetery has
been completed and the grounds cleared, laid out, drained, and seeded.
Driveways have been laid out, guttered, and graveled.
At the Brownsville, Tex., national cemetery, a contract has been
made for the construction of the levee, authorized by act of Congress
(sundry civil) approved August 30,1890, for the protection of that cemetery from overflow of the Rio Grande, and the work will be commenced
at an early date.
At the Chalmette, La., national cemetery, the inclosing walls at the
entrance to the cemetery have been extended to the roadway and the
front iron fence removed and reset.
At the Chattanooga, Tenn., national cemetery, a new entrance has
been constructed in the north wall, and provided with a pair of ornamental wrought-iron drive gates, with walk gates to match.
A beautiful and appropriate monument has been erected in this cemetery by the State of Ohio, in memory of the Ohio soldiers who were
executed at Atlanta, Ga., in 1862, for having accompanied J. J. Andrews
on a secret military expedition. This monument is constructed of blue
Westerly granite, and is surmounted by a facsimile in United States
standard bronze of the locomotive" General," captured by the "Andrews
raiders" at Big Shanty, Georgia.
Under the act of Oongress approved October 1, 1890, that portion of
the military reservation lying outside of the national cemetery inclosure has been transferred to the city of Chattanooga, for use as a public
park.
At the Fayetteville, Ark., national cemetery, necessary repairs have
been made to the lodge and outbuildings and a portion of the inclosing
wall repointed. A new tool house 20 by 10 by 10 feet has been constructed of brick with stone foundations, and in keeping with the structures in the cemetery.
At Fort Gibson, Ind. T., national cemetery, the north wing of the
superintendent's lodge has been taken down and rebuilt.
At Fort McPherson, Nebr., national cemetery, a barbed wire fence
has been erected around the reserved lot outside the inclosing walls,
and the burial sections within the cemetery inclosure enlarged to receive the remains of the United States officers and soldiers ordered to
be removed there from abandoned posts in the Department of the Platte.
At Fort Smith, Ark., national cemetery, an additional water supply
has been obtained by connecting with the city mains .
. At the Gettysburg, Pa., national cemetery, a new brick outbuilding
of appropriate design has been erected.
The site for the monument to be erected in that cemetery by the State
of New Y orlc, in memory of the dead of that State, has been selected,
and the work is now in progress.
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.At the Hampton, Va., national cemetery, arrangements are in progress
for the purchase of 8 acres of additional land, authorized by acts (sundry civil) approved .August 30, 1890, and J.VIarch 3, 1891, for the enlargement of that cemetery.
.At the Mound City, ill., national cemetery, a new brick latrine has
been erected for public use .
.At the Nashville, Tenn., national cemetery, the rebuilding of the remainder of the inclosing wall (1,400 linear feet) has been completed .
.At Shiloh, Tenn. (Pittsburg Landing), national cemetery, about 450
feet of the inclosing wall along the road to the river landing bas been
· reenforced by the construction of a wall of rubble stone 12- feet high,
laid in cement mortar; and for the convenience of visitors by boat a
flight of iron steps has been erected at the southeast corner of the cemetery, near the landing, and a brick walk laid from that point to the
terrace, a distance of 154 feet .
.At the St. .Augustine, Fla., national cemetery, a contract has been
made for the construction of an inclosing wall of concrete. The work
iR now in progress, and will be completed at an early date .
.At the San Francisco, Cal., National Cemetery the necessary repairs
have been made to the lodge and the grounds properly cared for. .At
the commencement of the year work was continued on the tunnel in the
ravine above the catchment basin; total length of tunnel, 121 feet 6
inches. The quantity of water obtained from this source being without
favorable indications, the work was discontinued. Test holes were
bored for water in close proximity to the water hole on the fiat above
and south of the tunnel. .At a depth of 21 feet a water-bearing strata
was reached, which proved to be 25 feet 6 inches thick, the water flowing over the top of the well at the rate of 7,200 gallons per day. At
this place a windmiU and pump have been erected, and a reservoir is
in course of construction of 40,000 gallons capacity, and there is every
reason to believe that a permanent supply of water for all purposes for
the national cemetery has been obtained.
Soldiers' lots.-In the soldiers' lot in the .Alton, TIL, City Cemetery, an
appropriate monument has been erected (by the G . .A. R.), consisting
of a Parrott gun mounted on a rough granite base, inscribed "The
Union Dead," 1890.
·
Burial of indigent soldiers.-Under the acts of Congress (sundry civil)
approved March 2, 1889, and .August 30, 1890, and deficiency, approved
March 3, 1891, making appropriations for expense of burying in the
.Arlington National Cemetery, or in the cemeteries of the District of
Columbia, indigent ex-Union .soldiers, sailors, and marines of the late
civil war who died in the District of Columbia, accoulLS have been paid
during the fiscal year for the burial of 49 such persons, at a total cost
of $2,092.
Roadways.-By act of Congress approved December 11, 1890, an appropriation of $7,000 was made for the construction of a gravel or
macadam road and approaches from the national cemetery near .Alexandria, Va., to that city. Route, from the intersection of Wilkes and
.Alfred streets in the city of .Alexandria, Va., thence by said Wilkes
street to the corporation boundary, and thence, by extension of same
street, to the national cemetery. Distance, 2,200 feet.
Measures have been taken looking to the acquirement by the United
States of the necessary right of way, and it is believed that the matter
will be settled satisfactorily at an early date.
Under the act (sundry civil) approved August 30, 1890, an addi·
tional appropriation of $5,000 was made for completion of the road from
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...\_ntietam Station, on the Shenandoah Valley Railroad, via the turnpike, through the village of Sharpsburg, Md., to the Antietam, Md.,
National Cemetery. Length of road, 9,300 feet.
The construction has been completed at a cost of $5,199.60, which included a portion of the unexpended balance of previous appropriations.
The road to the Corinth, Miss., National Cemetery, for the construction of which an appropriation of $10,000 was made by act of Congress
approved April 2, 1888, has been completed, with exception of an additional layer of gravel 3 inches thick and 12 feet wide, to be placed the
entire length of the road later in the season. Length of road, 4,864
feet, extending from the north gate of the cemetery to the intersection ·
of Filmore and Wicks streets, in the city of Corinth. Amount expended,
$8, 756.33. Estimated cost of additional layer of gravel, $1,015.20.
Under the act (sundry civil) approved August 30, 1890, an appropriation of $4,500 was made for purchase of right of way and improvement
of the means of approach to the Culpeper, Va., National Cemetery.
Route from the cemetery entrance, by a 30-foot lane, to the Richmond
and Danville Railroad crossing, thence by Stevens s·treet extended to
its intersection with East street, a distance of 825 feet, exclusive of railroad crossing. Expenditures, $4.,050.33, including $1,800 for purchase
of right of way. The work is now in progress, and will be completed
within the amount available for that purpose.
The road to the Florence, S. C., National Cemetery was practically
completed during the previous :fiscal year. The only work done on it
during the present year was placing a layer of red clay 1 inch thick
over the entire surface, ali a cost of $283.75.
Under the act (sundry civil) approved August 30, 1890, an appropTiation of $8,000 was made for macadamizing and permanently improving the public road leading from the railroad depots in the city of Fredericksburg, Va., to the national cemetery near that city. Route, from
the cemetery via Frederick street to its intersection with Princess
Anne street. Distance, 3,500 feet. The work is now in progress, and
wHl be completed at an early date, at a cost within the amount appropriated. Expenditures during the :fiscal year, $4,167 .82.
Tb~ road to the Marietta, Ga., National Cemetery, for the completion
of which an appropriation of $8,264.77 was made by act (sundry civil)
approved August 30, 1890, has been completed. This road -is 1,676 feet
in length, and extends from the gate of the National Cemetery to the
court-house in the public square at Marietta, Ga. One thousand one
hundred and thirty linear feet of this road, with exception of sidewalks,
was constructed during the fiscal year el).ding June 30, 1889. Theremaining 546 feet, with the sidewalks, the entire length of the road, and
the rebuilding of the retaining walls, have been completed, at a total
cost of $8,254.60.
The extension of the road to the Natchez, Miss., National Cemetery
from the intersection of Oak and Cemetery streets to the intersection
of Pearl and Monroe streets, in the city of Natchez, and for the construction of which an appropriation of $6,000 was made by act of Congress approved February 1, 1888, has also been completed, at a total
cost of $5,988.12.
An appropriation of $13,500 having been made by act of Congress
approved May 14, 1890, for the construction of a road to the Port Hudson, La., National Cemetery, the necessary right of way has been
obtained and a contract made, tlie work to be commenced July 15,1891,
and pushed to completion as rapidly as possible.
By act approved April9, 1890, an appropriation of $11,000 was made for
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the purpose of constructing a macadamized road from the city of Staunton, Va., to the national cemetery, in the connty of Augusta, in that
State. Route, from railroad station at intersection of Greenville avenue and county road; thence by said road to the southeast corner of
the cemetery grounds; distance, 6,100 feet. The work is now in progress, and will be completed within the amount appropriated. Expenditures during tbe year, $1,690.46.
An appropriation of $10,000 has also been made by act (sundry civil)
approved March 3, 1891, "for constructing and completing a gravel
road and the necessary bridges from the national cemetery near Mound
City, Ill., to Mounds Junction, on the Illinois Central Railroad. The
necessary survey has been made since the close of the :fiscal year and
plans and specifications for the work prepared.
Under the acts (sundry civil) approved March 2, 1889, and August
30, 1890z making appropriations for "repairs to roadways to national
cemeteries which have been constructed by special authority of Congress," necessary repairs have been made to the roads leading to the
Antietam, Md.; Chalmette, La.; Natchez, Miss.; New Berne, N. C.;
Richmond, Va., and Vicksburg, Miss., national cemeteries.' Of these
repairs the most extensive have been the following, viz:
Antietam, Md.-Amount expended, $1,358.02. This road is now in
fairly good condition, but about 1,115 feet of coping is required for retaining walls, at a probable cost of $800. Other repairs of a miscellaneous character, amounting to about $230, are also necessary.
New Berne, N. G.-Amount expended, $2,222.59. There is still some
work to be done, mainly resurfacing with shell rock, for which, in part
at least, funds are on hand.
Vicksburg, Miss.- Amount expended, $4,059.50. Three thousand :five
hundred and fifty cubic yards of gravel were placed upon the road and
thoroughly rolled, a drain of vitrified pipe, with brick headings, put in,
and the ditches and drains thoroughly cleaned. Five hundred cubic
yards of gravel will be required to complete the repairs to this road.
A statement showing the expenditures on account of the national
cemeteries during the year is submitted herewith.
Very respectfully,
•
M. I. LUDINGTON,
Deputy Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL U.S. ARMY.
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A.-Staternent of disbursements of app1·opriation fo1' national cemeteries du1·ing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891.
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Name of cemetery.

Tools,
stores, and Improve·
Employes. Imiscellane- ment dof
ous exgroun s.
penditures.

Inclosures.

CoD;struct10n.

I Repair.

Gates.

!~r~~~e
Outhouses
Trees,
Drainage. furniture
Repair
sta-l plants, etc.
and stoves.
lodges.of j (sheds,
bles, etc.).

I

1
1----------

_____

I1-----

$57.60
Alexandria, La........................
$300. 00
$64.92
$12.95
$20.15 l·····$25.'aa·l------$~f~~
Alexandria, Va........................
367.00
50.00
26.00
Andersonville. Ga . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
618. 79
61.00
354.52
509.93
1. 50
.Annapolis, Mel........................
74.00
31.51
4.00
Antietam, M(l.........................
416. 00
53.75
33.00
Arlington, Va........ ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
7, 360.00
822.60
5, 386.23
Balls Bluff, Va .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. ..
25. 00
50.00
Barrancas, Fla . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
305. 00
17. 88
Baton Rouge, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360. 00
20. 00
8. 00
Battle Ground, D. C................... . .. .. .. .. . ..
13. 38
30.37
Beaufort, S. () . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588. 00
215. 00
149.75
Beverly, N . .J.......................... ............
7.10
24.00
Brownsville, Tex . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .
420. 00
37. 50 , .......... ..
Camp Butler, ill.......................
323. 87
45. 95
3. 00
Camp Nelson, Ky . .. .. .... ... .. . .. .. ..
215.00
77.74
Cave Hill, Ky .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. ..
62. 99
1. 00 J
137. 50
Chalmette, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
918. 25
22. 87
203. 50
Chattanooga, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 382. 33
81. 71
231. 15
City Point, Va........................
270. 00
26. 30
52. 00
Colclllarbor, Va .... ....... .... .. ... .. .... . .. .. . ..
15.30
44.50
Corinth, Miss .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .
758. 00
235. 00
195. 00
Crown Hill, Ind ...................... ................................ __ ..
Culpeper, Va. ..... .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .
179. 00
30 73
11. 50
Custer Battlefield, Mont .................................................. , ............ ,........... .
44.90 I
25.00
Cypress Hills, N. Y .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..
960. 73
100. 00
Danville, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100. 00 •............•... ____ .. _
...... !............ !............ !...........
26.50
Danville, Va .. . .. .. . . . .. .. ............
131.00
29.55
64. 60
21.00
}'ayetteville, Ark .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. ..
216. 00
95. 05
95. 05
12.00
Finns Point,N. .J...................... ............
92.47
50.00
25.00
15.00 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Florence, S. C .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
147. 64
30. 00
50. 00
25.
00
30. 00 I
42.50
50.00
Fort Donelson, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120. 00
33. 90
100. 00
Fort Gibson , I. T......................
200. 00
74. 95
25. 00
433.00
9. 90
10.00
37.72
Fort Harrison, Va.....................
25 00
8. 43
45. 00
..................................
Fort Leavenworth, Kans..............
500. 00
10. 34
100. 00
FortMcPher:'!on, Nebr................
200.00
45.90
47.50
6. 95
19.50
Fort Scott, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2-!D. 00
67. 75
20. 00
Fort Smith, Ark . .. .. .. ... .. ..... .. .. .
275.00
112.63
5-!. 00 ........... ..
~--····;; ;.;·
Fredericksburg, Va _... .... .. .... .. . ..
554.00
28.741
53.00 ~-- ........ ..
19. 50
1, 288. 00
Gettysburg,Pa........................
471.50
76.66
259.50 ............ 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . .
37.05
Glendale, Va .......................... ............
16.10
15.40 ............ ............
3.00 ............
(.05
4.40 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
15.00
5. 00 l
Grafton,"\V.Va........................
180.00
44.45
•17.50 ................................... .
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Hampton, Va... ..... .. ...... .•..... ...
481.00
41.33
Jefferson Barracks, Mo................
1, 120.50
28.10
Jefferson City, Mo.....................
100. 00
12. 66
Keokuk, Iowa.........................
87.00
21. 19
Knoxville, Tenn.......................
189.00
73.86
Lebanon, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
119. 00
15. 00
Lexington, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00 .•••.......
Little'Rock, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 75
48. 52
Loudon Park, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196. 62
6. 99
Marietta, Ga ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 032. 98
63. 70
Memphis, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 220. 00
39. 66
Mexico City, Mex.....................
264. 00
25.11
Mill Springs, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
104. 00
38. 11
Mobile, Ala . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66. 00
42. 35
Mound Citlr, lll . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
447.50
16. 70
Nashville, :renn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 830. 83
27. 53
Natchez, Miss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568. 00
42. 14
New Albany,Ind......................
248.75
36.69
New Berne, N. C ..•... ....•• ••••..•• •.
180.00
17.60
Philadelphia, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
810. 00
79. 36
Poplar Grove, Va . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
270. 00
44.97
Port Hudson, La . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
299. 00 I
53. 15
Quin.cy, lll....... ... .. ....... .. . . . . . . .
25.00 ........... .
Ralmgh, N. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200. 00
25. 00
Richmond, Va ........................
440.00
17.89
51.60
Rock Islan~J ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salisbury, .N.C........................
210.24
31.07
30.00
San Antonio, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89. 50
8. 00
69. 50
San Francisco......Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500. 00
25. 00
24. 92
SeYen Pines, v a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 00
4. 18
16. 80
Shiloh, Tenn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348. 00
40. 00
163. 50
Solcliers'Home,D.C...................
900.00
69.20
200.00
Springfield,Mo........................
249.37
77.00
91.05
St. Au.gustine, Fla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75. 00 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~i~~~~ilh;:,aT~;~ ·::::::::::::::::::::

Vicksburg,Miss ......................
Wilmington,N.C .....................
Wiuchester,Va.......................
'\Voodla1\'ll1 N.Y......................
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I

30.00

25. 00
2~00
21.~
4~00
~00
14.10
94.00 ··•··· ...... ,
10.00
7. 30
24.00 •••••. ......
11.85 ........... .
45.00
4.00

1. 50
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134. 00
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24.30
............
13. 62 . . . • • . • • . . . .
40. 00
............
30. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80. 00
. . . . . . ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21. 00
19. 70
5. 50
. . ••. • . . . . . .
30. 00 1. . . . . . • • . . . .
24. 70
40. 58
14. 25
............
100.00 ' ············
15.00
10.00
100.00
.....•...... ............ ............
5.50
19.00
20.00
. . . . . . . •. . . .
24. 00 I.............••..•••••..••••....••...•••........
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2,829.00
71.25
200.00 •............
203.00 ' ............
265.00
24.95 1
50.00 I
75.00
109.00
43.00
43.60 .......•.......•........ ' ............ ............
20.00
21.85 ••••..•.•.•. . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.50
31.45
34.00 .........•••
10.00 ' ············
4.00
20.00 ••.......... ....•.•.•... 1
17.50
120.00 ....••............. ... ·· ' ···· .......••......... --~·-·· •..••.•..••...........••....... .1 .••••....•••
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37, 636. 61

4, 325. 11

I

10, 211. 871 13, 948. 01

I

2, 252. 90

I

614. 80

3, 275. 80

I

3, 107. 57

I

1, 518. 58 --1,-5-67-.-72-1

640. 68
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A.-Statement of dtsbtwsements of app1·op1'iation for national cemetel'ies dU1·ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891-Continued.

Name of cemetery.

Flagstaffs
and monuments.

I

Alexandria, La ....................... -~
$6. 851
.Alexandria1 Va........................ ............
.Andersonville1 Ga.....................
240. 00
.Annapolis, Ma .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5. 00
Antietam, Md.........................
10.00

r:..D

c
Water
supply.

$5. 00
50.00
59. 79
35. 00

Interments.

Fuel.

Forage.

II

Shoeing
animals.

$32.90
90.00

!........... .

12.25
120.26
299.33
125.14

10.25
27.00
2.50

240.26

24.00 ··········· ..

,.~1-=Ull.
$606.60
773.00
2, 525.44
231. 35
650.85
26,428.52
25.00
411.43
766.45
158.75
1, 365.08
855.63
796.38
487.79
426.14
591. 78
1,529. 88
3, 775.35
637.84
255.66
1, 671.56
10.00
279.13

'"'i;446:33
100.00
416.08
1, 040.24
236.09
431. 14
383.90
808.59
219.45
831.58
740.30
420.68
844.48
872.31
2, 224.23
204.55
301. 3!5
796.48
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3. 57 .......................................................... ........................................ ..
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Total .••.•••••••.•••••••••• ••••. I

~

886. 08

I

2, 040. 921

197. 471

4, 509. 071

3, 686. 791

237. 90

I

24~. 31 I

61. 90

I

1, 184. 82

I

391. so

I

1, 184. 82

I

391. 50

1

1, 440. !>i
363.06
367.39
403.68
183.97
70.00
1, 060. 91
314.20
2, 151.98
1, 659.71
539.92
412.00
311.70
941.16
5, 526.16
862.14
399.79
439.00
1, 431. 76
735.97
642.16
205.00
390.92
698.06
134.00
409.36
354.32
854.49
120.06
859.04
1, 514.20
529.06
99.00
441.27
757.35
4, 220.63
297.75
445.39
120.00
131.17
233.90
1, 889. 82

~

~
~

1-3

t::i

~

~

>

00.

1-3

t::i

~
I
Q

t::i

~

r>

92, 539. 41

The balance of the appropriation ($100,000) is in the hands of officers of the Quartermaster's Department, and is required for the payment of outstanding indebtedness.
Jof=lo.

c.=>

1-4
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7.
· Report of Maj. James Gilliss, Quartermaster, U.S. Army.
wAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, September 7, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1891, I have been on duty in this office in charge of
matters pertaining to transportation, regular supplies, contracts, and
the adjustment of claims against the Quartermaster's Department
which accrued during the war of the rebellion, and respectfully submit
the following reports of the branches of the office in which work pertaining to these matters has been performed:
TRANSPORTATION BRANCH.
The Quartermaster-General, through this branch of the office, exercises a supervision over all matters connected with transportation for
the Army, both for its troops and supplies, whether by rail, water,
wagon, or stage. Transportation for the other Executive Departments
is also provided by the Quartermaster's Department when called upon.
The officers of the Department are kept advised of all legislation, decisions, and regulations affecting the transportation service, and the
proper methods for the statement and settlement of transportation
accounts. Such accounts as can not be paid by disbursing officers for
any reason, technical or legal, are adjusted through this branch. The
interests of the United States growing out of Army transportation over
the lines of the bonded Pacific railroads are supervised, and the accounts
therefor, involving over half a million dollars annually, are settled
through this branch of the office. Here all estimates of funds required
for the transportation service, and all reports of the expenditure of same,
are prepared for Congress, and numerous calls of the Court of Claims
and the other Departments as to alleged services of claimants upon
vessels and military railroads during the rebellion are answered. This
branch bas also cha.r ge of such matters as remain unadjusted pertaining to United States military railroads and to Southern railroad companies which became indebted to the United States for railway material
purchased at the close of the war.
The following table shows that during the year the Quartermaster's
Department has provided transportation for 362,715 persons, 9,930 ani.
mals, and 113,152 tons of material.
The cost of this transportation, as shown by the aggregate of accounts
paid by disbursing quartermasters (see report of accounts branch under this head), and the sum of the accounts, including those of the
bond-aided Pacific railroads, settled through the transportation branch,
and cost of maintaining and chartering vessels, was $2,140,693.04.
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Railroad.

Water.

Stage.

Wagon.

Government vessel.

Total.

------- ---Patsengers.
Officers .....................
1\ien ........................

1, 875
34,208

134
2,840

1
5

30
1,915

44,276
277,431

46,316
316,399

Total .................

36,083

2, 974

6

1, 945

321,727

362,715

Ho1'8es ......................
Mules ......................

5,968
3, 326

280
105

33
47

159
12

6,440
3,490

Total .................

9,294

385

80

171

9,930

Subsistence .................
Quartermaster's ............
Ordnanctl ...................
Medical .....................
Signal Service ..............
~hscellaneous ....••.•.••...

31,360,035
40,881,822
11,020,972
1, 340,665
518,789
18,750, 125

2, 406,686
1, 423,740
2, 558, G28
176,381
79,162
2, 911,858

20,311,428
34,583,138
2, 731,214
1, 766,907
195,433
39,248,519

113,683
46,984
1, 1<12
2,472
37
62,766

2, 763,114
2,s8o, 8o7
2, 325,504
51,338
1, 265
6, 090,079

Total .................

103, 872, 408

9,556, 455

98,836,639

227,064

13,812,107

Animals.

Stores.

56,954,946
79,516,491
18,637,440
3, 337,763
794,686
67,063,347

1

226, 304, 673

PRINCIPAL MOVEMENTS OF TROOPS.

The principal movements of troops during the year, with cost of same,
exclusive of deductions on account of land-grant and bonded railroads,
·
have been a8 follows:
Troops.

Movemoot.

I

1st Ar~illery...
2d Artillery ...
4th Artillery ..
1st Cavalry....
2d Cavalry.

Cost.

···J

Light Battery E, from Department Platte to _Depar~ent of the Missouri.
$569.13
.Battery F, from Fort Leavenworth to Excelsior Sprmo-s, Mo ............ .
144.56
Five batteries,_ changing_ station_inJ?epartmentoftheEast............... .
4, 277.40
55(i. 28
Three compames, cbangmg statwn m Department of Dakota ..........•.. 1
One company, from Department of Dakota to Department of the East ... -~ 2, 770.58
10,466.27
H::i~arters and six companies changing station in Department of Ari-

3d Cavalry ..... J Three companies, changing sttl.tion in Department of Texas ............. .
4th Cavalry .... One company from Department of California to Department of the Colum1

1, 175.81
319.59

' T wo
bia.companies,
·
· s t a t'1on ill
· D epart ment of Ca liforn1a
· ............ J 5, 583.33
ch angmg
One company, from Department of the East to Department of California .
1, 563. GO
5th Cavalry .... J One company, chanP,;ing station in Department of the Missouri, and two 1 1, 996.60
companies, changmg station from Department of Texas to Department 1
of the Missouri.
I
6th Cavalry ..• -~ One company, from Department of the East to Department of the Platte . · 3, 299.50
1, 152.23
7th Cavalry.... Two companies, changing station in Department of the Missouri. ....... .
8th Cavalry.... One company, changing station in Dopartment of Dakota ...............•• 1
921.04
3.429. 44.
One company, from Department of Dakota to Department of the East.
5, 886.12
9th Cavalry ... Seven companies, changing station in Department of the Platte ........••
One company, from Department of the Platte to Department of the Mis233.14
souri.
One company, from Department of the Platte to Department of the East .. 1 4, 015.00
·
lOth Cavalry ... 1 Headquarters and six companies, changing station ill Department of Ari· 1 1, 974.04
1
zona.
1st In_fantry... Two compani~s, chang~ng stat~on ~n Department o~ California .•...••.•••. 1 1, 622. '73
3d Infantry.... Four compames, cbangmg l!tatwn ill Department of Dakota ............••
6, 141,06
5th Infantry .... 'l'hrec companies, cha11ging station in Department of Texas ............•.
3, 942.58
I Headquarters and six companies, from Department of Texas to Depart6, 537.39
ment of the East.
6th Infantry... Headquarters and nine companies, from Department of the Missouri to
9, 469.89
Department of the East.
J
1
2, 355.35
7th Infantry ... • Five compauies, from Department of the Platte to Department of the Missouri.
•
8th Infantry... Two companies, changing station in Department of the Platte ........... .
2, 002. 2~
9th Infantry... Four companies, changing station in Department of Arizona ............ .
7, 268.45
6. 551.15
lOth Infantry .. J!'our companies, changing station in Department of the Missouri, and
headquarters and three companies, changing station in Department of
Arizona.
340.94
11th Infantry._,1 One company, changing station in Department of the East .............. .
12th Infantry .. , Headquarters and one company, from Department of Dakota to Depart2, 163.04
ment of the Missouri.
13th Infantry .. 1 Six companies, changing station in Department of the Missouri- ......... .
2, 057. 61
51.77
14th Infantry .. J One company, Department of the Columbia to Department of the Mis!
so uri, and one company changing stntion in Department of the Misf!ouri.
15tlJ Infantry .. ! lleaclqtlarters and two compml.ies from Department of Dakota to De:paxt-~ 10,240.68
ment of the Missouri, and five companies from Department of the East
to Department of the Missouri.
99.91
1'/tr. Infantry.. Two companies, clun!ginp: stp.tio? in Department of the Platte .....••.....
4.69.51
19th Infantry .. One cerupany, changmg statwum Department of the East .............. ..
1

I

·I

1

!

I

···1
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Troops.

Movement.

20th Infantry._
21;t Inf:llltry __
22tl In fan try __ _
23d I11fantry __ _
24th lufantry __
25th lnf<wtry ..

Cost.

Two companies, changing station in Department of Dakota...............
$310.09
1, 250. 74
I!'i ve companies, changing station in Department of the Platte............
Two companies, changing station in Departmont of Dakota...............
1, 272. 92
Four companies, e~hanging station in Department of Texas .. ___ ••.••....•.
2, 6{6. 76
Four companies, changing station in Department of .Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 272. 56
One company, changing station in Department of Arizona................
490. 38
Trnnsportation of troops in Department of the Missouri to funeral of Gen.l15, 952. 08

I Sh~:: -~~ ~-t~ ~~~~~

.. - ....... - .. -.- .. ---.---- ..... -- .... -.--- .. --.---. 134, 843.40
In addition to the foregoing, the cost of transportation of troops and stores to seat of In-~
dian war, and return of troops to their respective posts, aggregated .......... _........... 543, 324. 00
Showing total amount expended in the principal movement of troops during the year .••... 678,167.40
BONDED PACIFIC RAILROADS.

Fifteen thousand and F;ixty-ejght persons, 5, 708 animals, and 49,940,112
pounds of freight were transported over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches and leased lines, during the year.
The service performed by each road is shown in the following table:
Company.

Persons
transported.

I
I

.Animals
transported.

Freight
transported.

--------------------------------------------1·----------------I--------UnionPacific ..................................................

C~~~~a~~~t!~~~: ~~~~~- ~~~~~: -~~~~~~~- ~~ _t~~. ~~~~~~~ -~~.

Number.
Number.
8,583,
4,231

Pounds.
28,473,025

.
21. __ .• __ . ___ . 1
326
Centml Pacific (branches and leased lines), operated by the
Southern Pacitlc Co . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .
3, 461 I
684 1
15, 606, 630
Sioux City and Pacific ........................................ ·1-----3,_0_22_·, -_____7_9_3+1____
5,_8_60_._13_1
Total ............... ~~-·- .............. -- .......... - ..... ·1

15,068

i

5, 7081

49,940,112

One thousand four hundred and sixty-five accounts of these railroads
aggregating $512,547.47, were received at this office during the year for
settlement through the Treasury, as required by law. Of this amount
$296,548.99 inured to the Union Pacific, $214,208.40 to the Central Pacific (branches and leased lines, operated by the Southern Pacific Company), and $1,790.08 to the Sioux City and Pacific.
Of these accounts 429, aggregating $38,052.72, were for transportation performed for other Departments of the Government under law of
July 5, 1884, and of this amount $23,191.14 was for service over Union
Pacific, $14,848.13 over Central Pacific with leased lines and branches
(operated by Southern Pacific Company), and $13.45 for service by Sioux
City and Pacific Railroad.
The following is a statement of the analysis of the accounts of these
companies for the year, showing amounts for troops and stores and for
bonded and nonbonded service respectively:

Company.

Amount
of accounts Estimated
received amount
Portion
ProporPortion
ofac- inuring
in Quarter- counts
for inuring for tion submaster- not rentroops.
stores.
sidized.
General's dered.
office.

Prop ortion unsnbsidized.

Total
amount.

Union Pacific ........... $296, 548. 99 $66, 919. 93 $169, 312. 72,$194, 156. 20 $289, 535. 87,$73, 933. 05 $363, 468. 9::1
Southem Pacific Co., operating the Central Pacific It. R .............. 214, 208. 40 108, 961. 41 128, 379. 74 194, 790. 07 124, 809. 881!!8, 359. 93 323, 169.81
1, 790. 08 2, 055. 83
2, 450. 27
1, 395. 64
Sioux City and Pacific ..
3,449.031~ 3, 845.91

---

TotaL .... ··-----·· 512,547.471177,937.17 300, 142. 73 390, 341. 91 417, 794. 781272, 689. 86 690, 484. 64:
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Settlement of the accounts of the bond-aided Pacifie railroads has
continued to be made during the year under the provisions of the circular of the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury of June 23, 1887,
published in the Report of the Quartermaster-General for 1889.
VESSELS IN THE SERVICE OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEP.A.BTMENT.

This Department has kept in its service, for use at points where constant service is required, nine steamboats owned by the Department,
the cost of maintaining which, including repairs, for the year, was
$86,706.79, as will appear fl'om the following statement:

I

I

By whom employed. ·

Name.

Amount
paid for
Amount f running
Total
paid for 1 expenses,
repairs. including expensea.
! crews'
wages.

Where employed.

1

I

General McDowell I Chief ~uartermas- San Francisco Harbor, CaL $3, 904. 63 1t$24, 262. 31 $28, 166. 94
: ter Division .Pa1 cific.
ChesterA.Arthur . 1 Depot quartermas-1 New York Harbor........
278.00
12,365.56 12,643.56
1
ter.
.
1

I
~~i: ~~ I t~; ~~~: ~~

i

Ordnance ..... ----~. ~-i;~!o q~~~t~~~~t~~: i· F~~t<tfo~~~~.-v~::::::::::l
GeneralWool* .... · Depot quartermas-1 NewYorkHarbor ........ 1,091.00
ter.
'
Monroe ............ ! Post quartermaster .! Fort Adams, R.I .........
34.94
Resolute ......... - I Depot quartermas- 1 Boston, Mass ............ ·11, 091. 95
. ......... I Post
ter. quartermaster ·I: Davids
. Island, N.Y. H....
Hamilton
343. 39
Atlantic .......... -1- ... do ............. -- I Gov~rnors I sland, N.Y. H .: 2, 195. 00
:
!{DaVIds Isl:rnd, N. Y . H .. }'
Thayer ............ !.... do ............... , Fort Hamilton, N. Y.H . . 1 1,075.00
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y.H 1
(
BelleoftheBay ... l .... do ............... ! St.FrancisBaJ.Tacks,Fla .. J
(II)

!

I

I

I

- ----- _____ l___ _

!

l

I
1

5,260.071 5,295.01
§7. 913. 65
9, 005. 60

1

I

390. 00
I 11,3, 585.
56

I

829.96

!

(II)

.

~; ;~~: ~~

3,274.01! 4,365.01

I
.

3, 733.39
13, 780. 56

1

1,904.96

!

<II)

:---~' ----:----

Total .............. ~--~11, ~42. 64

75, 564. 15 _I 86, 706. 79

*Transferred to the depot quartermaster, New York City, January 12, 1891. Crew paid to January
31, 1891.
tCrew, $12,131.96; dockage, $1,440; water, $360; coal, $9,018.55; stores, $1,311.80. Paid for temporary
hire of substitute, $895, not included.
tPaid for temporary hire of substitute $285, while under repair. Boat transferred April 4, 1891, to
En"'ineer Department.
§$625.44 paid for substitute while repairing.
ll None reported.

In the spring of 1891 it was found that the services of the steamer
General Wool could be dispensed with at Fort Monroe, Va., with a
saving to the United States, and she was ordered to New York Harbor to replace the steamer Ordnance, a smaller and less efficient boat,
which was kept in service of the Ordnance Department exclusively, but
maintained by the Quartermaster's Department.
The steamer 0'1'dnance, with all her appurtenances, was, on March31,
1891, transferred to the Engineer Department for work connected with
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the construction of fortifications and for general duty upon river and
harbor improvements, to be kept without expense to the Quartermaster's
Department.
In June, 1891, by direction of the honorable Secretary of War, a contract was entered into with John A. Dialogue, of Camden, N. J., for
the construction for use of this Department in New York Harbor of a
new steel hull, twin-screw steamer of 500 horse-power engines, upon
plans and specifications prepared by Mr. Edward Burgess, of Boston,
Mass., to cost $57,000.
This new boat is required to take the place of the steamer Chester A.
Arthur, which has been in use by this Department in New York Harbor since June 30, 1876, when she was purchased, secondhand, for $26,000,
and which, through constant service, has become unfitted for the work
required of her, especially in winter time, and the cost of her annual
repairs made it a matter of economy to replace her with a new boat,
which has been specially designed for the work required by the Department, and will be completed under contract in the spring of 1892.
The following is a list of vessels temporarily used during the year by
charter, showing cost of such service to be $6,386.75:

I

Tonnage.

Period of service.
When char·
tered.
r--------From- j
TO-

Sonoma....................... Steamboat......

305.00

Oct. 31,1890 Nov. 24,1890 Nov, 27,1890

llaltic ............................. do . .. . . .. .. . .
Ed win Hawley .................... do . . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas Hunt................. Steamboat......
Black Bird .......•..••............ do . . . .. . . .. . .

63.60 Oct. 18,1890 Oct.
55. 65 Oct. 21, 1890 Oct.
429.52 Feb. 19, 1891 Feb.
339.48 May 30,1891 May

Name.

Class.

I

§~~~::::::::::::::::::~: Eff~::::~:~ :~:i *:HI~ ~~ :~: i~ I if[ ,HI!
if~~~~!~~-~:::::::::::::::::: ~~~n·i~~~h:::

18,1890
21, 1890
19, 1891
30,1891

Oct.
Oct.
Feb.
' May

18,1890
30, 1890
19, 1,891
30,1891

~g:z~ -~~~Jo ~:~~~~- -~~ao ~:~~~?. -~~~ ~~·-~~~~

Kate Carmon ..••.............. Steam tug ...... Unknown .June 6,1891 .June 6, 1891 , .... do ...... .
Oclemena ......•.............. Steamboat .......... do ... .A.ug. 25,1890 I.A.ug. 25,1890 I .A.ug. 25,1890
Wherechartermoney By whom employed.
is payable.
~an

Francisco, Cal... Chief quartermaster
Division of the Pacific.

~~~~~~:~~~~~~:::T:::~~ ::::::::~::::::
.New York City ...... Depot quartermaster.
Do ..........•........ do .............. .
Do ........•••••...... do ...•....••.....
Do ......•••.•••..•... do •..••.••...•...
Do .....•••••••••..... do •..............
~ort

Adams, R. I . . . . Post quartermaster.

Rate of pay.

Per day.
$55.00
70.00
90.00
75.00
$57 for 12 hours, $5
for each additional hour.
57.00
57.00
$150 for 12 hour11,
$15foreachadditional hour.
$200 for 12 hours,
$15foreachadditional hour.
$2.75

Fort Barrancas, Fla .•... do • . . . . . . • . . . • • • . $200 per month.

Total
earnings.

$220.00
Do.
Do.
Do.
In place of steamer .A.tlanttc, including engineer
and fireman.
57.00l In place of steamer Ora...
228. 00(
nance.
202.50

420.00
180.00
75.00
2, 088.00

230.00
52.25
2, 400.00

Fort Monroe, Va ........ do ............... $4 per hour.

84.00

New York City ....... Post quartermaster, $150 per trip.
FortOntario,N. Y.

150.00

.

Remarks.

6, 386.75

When steam launch was
not running.
Freight and passengers between Forts Barrancas,
Pickens, and Pensacola.
Employed at intervals set.
ting targets.
Transportmg Companies
.A., C, Eleventbinfantry,
from Fort Ontario to Fod
Niagara, N.Y.
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SUMMER ENCAMPMENTS AND RIFLE COMPETITION,

From reports received it is shown that there was expended during
the fiscal year 1891, in the transportation of troops in connection with
summer encampments, practice marches, field maneuvers, and instructions the sum of $33,898.35.
Also for the transportation of enlisted men to engage in target practice and rifle competition the sum of $30,325.98.
Summer
camps.

Where expended.

Rifle competition.

- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- Department of the East.......................................................
Department of Missouri . .....................................................
Department of the Platte....... . .............................................
Department of Dakota........................................................
Department of Texas............ . ............................................
Department of .Arizona.......................................................
Department of California.....................................................
Department of the Columbia.................................................

$7,784.81
171.76
2, 776.64
6, 199.24
14,765.03
1, 008.22
12.10
1, 180.55

$8,549.44
2, 904.80
6, 123.02
8, 100.99
1, 791.03
2, OJ5.17
52.17
780.36

1----1----

Total... ... . . .. . ... .. ...••.. .... .... .. .. .... ...... .. .. ... . .....•••.......

33,898.35

30,325.98

TELEGRAPHING ON ARMY BUSINESS.

This service has continued during the year without actual cash outlay to the Department, owing to the fact that the Western Union Telegraph Company, which exercises a practical monopoly in services rendered, has refused to accept the rates fixed by the Postmaster-Gen~ral
for Government telegrams sent during the fiscal year 1891, and has pre- ·
sented no accounts for these services.
The rates fixed by the Postmaster-General, which were published in
last annual report of the Quartermaster-General, have remained the
same during the year 1891.
INCREASED EXPENDITURES FOR ARMY TRANSPORTATION.

The extra expenditures on this account have grown out of the Indian outbreak, the massing of troops and munitions of war at Rushville,
Nebr., and the return of these troops to their proper station; the building of a new steamer for use in New York Harbor, the supply of the
more important permanent military posts with roads, water, and sewerage. These have, however, been all met by the funds appropriated,
so that no deficiency exists on account of this service for the fiscal year
1891.
ACCOUNTS AND CLAIMS FOR TRANSPORTATION.

The records show that 3,913 accounts and claims, amounting to
$950,012.05, were received and examined for settlement in this branch
during the year.
Of these 1,747, amounting to $417,369.59 were chargeable to the appropriation for army transportation for the several years in which the
services were performed; 1,465, amounting to $512,547.47, were for
transportation over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their leased lines
and branches; 654, amounting to $19,037.73, exclusive of 429 accounts
of the bond-aided Pacific roads, amountin~ to $38,052.72, were for transportation for other departments and payable by the several departments
mterested, and 47, amounting to $1~057.26, were for the transmission
WAR 91-VOL I--32
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of telegrams on official military business, principally over lines of the
bond-aided Pacific railroads and chargeable to the appropriation for
incidental expenses.
REGULAR SUPPLIES BRANCH.

This branch has charge of all matters relating to the proc-urement
and distribution of supplies, including means of transportation, stoves,
and heating apparatus, and repair and maintenance of same, for heating barrack~;; and quarters; of ranges, stoves, and apparatus for cooking;
of fuel and lights for enlisted men, guards, hospitals, storehouses and
offices, and for sales to officers; of equipment of bakehouses to carry on
post bakeries; of the necessary furniture, text-books, paper, and equipments for the post schools; for the tableware and mess furniture for
kitchens and mess halls for enlisted men; of forage and bedding for the
public animals of the Quartermaster's Department, and for the authorized number of officers' horses; of straw for soldiers bedding; of stationery and blank books for the Quartermaster's Department, certificates
for discharged soldiers, blank forms for the Paymaster's and Quartermaster's Departments, and of the necessary correspondence connected
with the work of this branch.
This branch has also charge of matters relating to all contracts to
which the Quartermaster's Department is a party.
The following statement shows the number of cavalry and artillery
horses purchased during the fiscal year, their aggregate cost, average
cGst, and place of purchase:
Cavalry and artillery h01·ses purchased (by department ot· post).
For what department, depot,
or post.
Division of the Atlantic -.....
Department of the Missouri ..
D e]>artment of Dakota ........
Deparbuent of Texas .........
Department of tl1e Columbia ..
Department of Arizona ... _...
Department of California_ ....
Department of the Platte .....
WestPoiM, N.Y .. . ..........
Jefferson Barracks, Mo •.. -...

Cav- .Artil- Total cost. Average
ah·y. lery.
cost.
34 $11,832.67
4.0
169
64
36,559.55
224. ........... 23,696.00
86 ---··-· 10,750.00
39 ...............
5, 208.00
*264 ---·-·· 33,576.44
13,281.91
47
34
195 ........... 24,464.00
5, 343.82
35 -----·5, 503.75
37 ··-··--

Total ..... _.....•....... 1,136

132

170,216.14

$159.90
156.90
105.78
125.00
133.54
127.18
163.97
125.45
152.68
148.75

Where purchased.
St.Louis, New York, and Boston.
St. Louis, Mo.
In department.
Do.
Do.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.
In department.
St. Louis, Mo.
Do.

134.24

* Includes fifty ponies purchased in department.

The following statement shows the number of cavalry and artillery
horses purchased during the fiscal year, their aggregate cost and average cost:
Cavalt·y aud at·t-ille1·y horses purchased.
For what military division .

No.

Division of the A.ltantic ............................ ------ ••••••••••• ....
DiviRion of the Missouri. ............ ____ .. ___ .. ----.....................
Division of the Pacific ........................ ------ ... . . . . ....... ... .. ..

Total cost. A.;~~r~e

109
775
384

$17,176.49
100,973.30
52,066.35

$117.58
142.06
105.59

TotaL .•••••••..••••............ ----- .•.•...............•......•••.• 1, 268

170,216.14

134.24

I

A. verage cof!t of cavalry horses ...•••..........•...........•....•••..•..•••••.•••.••••••••••••. $129. 38
A. verage cost of artillery horses . . • • .. • ... • • . . . • . . . ••. • • . . • ••. •••••• .• ••• . • ••. •• •• •••• ••••••••• 175.91
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The following statement shows the number of draft and pack animals purchased during the fiscal year, their distribution, aggregate
cost, and average cost:
Mules and team ho1·ses pu1·chased.
Mules.

Horses.
Eor what department, depot or post.

Total cost. A~~~~-ge No.

No.

Total cost. A~~~tge

Division of the Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14
$2, 580. 25
$184. 30
13
$2, 090. 40
$160. 80
Department of the Missouri................
2
450. 00
225. 00
100
15, 185. 00
151. 85
Department of Dakota......................
2
450. 00
225. 00
300
56, 856. 00
189. 52
Department of Texas.......................
2
289. 00
144. 50
50
7, 2:.!5. 00
144.50
Department of the Columbia............... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47
7, 173.07
152.61
Department of Arizona.....................
1
175. 00 . . . . . . . . . . 201
31,255.00
155.49
Department of the Pl:ttte.. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
2
3;37. 00
168.50
301
42, 320. 00
140. 59
Department of California................... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
50
8, 941.25
178.82
Washington depot..........................
4
860.00
215.00
2
297.00
148.50
Jeffersonville depot.........................
1
180.00 ...........................•.......•..
Philadelphia depot..........................
1
225. 00 .......•.........••..........•.•••.••.
San :Francisco depot ... . . . .... .. . ..... .....
1
225.00 ..................................... .
New York depot............................
4
900.00
225.00 ........................... .
Hot Sprinss, Ark .... -.-- .. --.-...............
1
175. oo .................................... ..
Jefferson Barracks, Mtssoun ............... .... .. ....... .... . ..........
16
2, 356.00
147.30
WestPoint, N.Y...........................
3
582.00
194.00 ........................... .
He:.dquartcrs Division Missouri............
2
388. 00
194. 00
1
148. 00 ......... .
Willetts Point, New York Harbor..........
3
600. 00
200. 00 ........................... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio...............................................
172.50 ......... .
Fort Sheridan, IlL......... . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
1
175. 00 .................................... ..
Total.................................

44

8, 591.25

195.25 1, 082

174,019.22

160.83

The following is a statement of the sales of public animals jn the different departments and at general and other depots during the fiscal
year, as reported to this office, showing the number of each class and
the total amount realized:

Where sold.

Cavalry and artillery horses.
No.

-----------------------------------1---Division of the Atlantic........................
Department of tl1e Missouri....................
Department of Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of Texas...........................
Department of the Columbia...................
Department of Arizona.........................
Department of California.......................
Department of the Platte.......................

42
318
194
131
66
272
28
104

I Amount.

Draft horses.
No.

Amount.

$2,150.90
9
$288.10
10, 829. 95
3
202. 00
6, 2-!2. 50
2
109. 00
3, !l63. 65 ...... .... . ..... ..
1, 806.00
7
162.00
11, 718.40 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
1, 229. eo
4
197.00
3, 154. 75 .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .

~~r:J~1~t>i~ ~:~~1::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::
Willets Point, New York Harbor.....................
West Point, N.Y...............................
15
San l!'rancisco depot............................ .. .. ..
Hot Springs, Ark............................... .. .. ..
Atlanta, Ga............................................
JeffersonBarracks,Mo..........................
3
New York depot................................
11

...... ......

Total ..................................... 1, 184

42, 587. 15

889.50

.. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. . .. .
............
74.00
528. 50

~

3
1
1

6

~h: ~~

Mules.
No.
2
123
90
78
77
145
35
90

Amount.
$31.00
4, 629. 50
2, 533. 00
3, 377.00
1, 572.75
7, 210. 50
939.00
2, 849. 75

___ .~ _.... ~:~--~~

117.00 .............. ..
16.00
2
54.00
24. 00 .............. ..
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
1
42. 00
...... ............
1
40.00
................................. .
93. 00
1
12. 00
39

1, 835. 10

649

23, 484. 50
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The following is a summary of the number of animals purcharsed, sold,
died, etc., during the :fiscal year and remaining on hand at its close, as
indicated by reports received at this office:

I

Cavalry
and
Team Mul
artillery horses.
ea.
horses.
On han<l July 1, 1890...... . . • • • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • .
Purchased..................................................................
Taken up..................................................................

5, 945
1, 268

281
44

4,151
1,082
3
5, 236

3

Total tobeaccountedfor..............................................

7,216

325

Sold .....•.....••...•...........•.........................•.....•..••.•••...
Died ...............................................................••......
Lost and stolen ...............•...•.....•...........•.....•.......•.•••.•...

1,184
248

39
10

Total sold, died, etc . . . • • • • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • . . . . .

1, 434

49

794

On hand July 1, 1891 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • .

5, 782

276

4,442

649

2 ••••••••

142
3

WAGONS, CARTS, ETC.

During the :fiscal year ended 1890-'91 there were purchased:
Kind.

No.

Total
cost.

No.

Kind.

Total
cost.

---------------------1----1---------------------------------Buckboards .........•.•••••.••...
Hand carts ...........••.•........
Wag,on~:

::Spnng ...........••....•••...
Delivery ............•...•....
Express ...........•.....•....
Depot .................••.....
Ambulance ..•......••..••.•..

7
69

$615.00
957.77

8
2
1
1
15

1, 753.00
200.00
138.30
185. 00
3, 195.00

Wag-ons:
Escort ....•••••.••••.••••.... _

D~:C~r"t~- :::::::::::::::::::::

80
80
25

Sleigh ........••.••...•..........
Travois ....••..••..••..••..••..•

1
1

$7,700.00
7, 936.00
899.75
27.00
50.00

Total.. . . • • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 656. 82

ILLUMINATING SUPPLIES,

During the :fiscal year 1,018 lamps (pendent and bracket), 1,226lanterns (assorted), 138 street lamps, 192 lamps (assorted), 25 lamp posts,
and the necessary chimneys, wicks, and the various parts required for
expenditure and repairs, were purchased at general depots at a cost of
$10,627.98. Fifteen thousand two hundred and seventy-seven gallons
of gasoline were purchased at a cost of $2,316.74. ],our hundred and
sixteen thousand eight hundred and forty gallons of minera~ oil were
purchased at a cost of $58,157.34. Expenditure for gas and matches,
$3,253.16. The aggregate expenditure on account of said illuminating
supplies was $7 4,355.22.
The money received from sales of illuminating supplies to officers
reverts to the appropriation for regular supplies.
VETI~RINARY

SUPPLIES.

During the fiscal year veterinary supplies were purchased as follows:
New York depot ..........•••............................•••
$3,729.31
Washington depot . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . .
7. 35
n

•••••••••••

Total .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••

3.736.66
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Estimates for annual supplies and miscellaneous requisitions have
been received and acted upon during the fiscal year as follows:
From Division of the Atlantic .. __ .... ____ ....... _____ ... ___ ... -- ... - ... ---.. $95~
From Division of the Missouri . __ .. _ . ____ . _______ . ___ . __ ........ _____ . . . . . . . 1, 170
From Division of the Pacific ____ . ___ . ___ .• _... _....... __ .. __ ... _. __ . . . . . . • . .
510
Total . _•• __ ...• _. __ .•• _______ • ___ •• _. _. ______ • __ ••.•• -. . • • . . • • • • • • . . . . 2, 638
CONTRACTS.

During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, 1,402 contracts were received, examined, and filed in this office. Six hundred and thirty were
for 54,200 cords of wood, 161,047,475 pounds of coal, 20,540 bushelE! of
charcoal, 17,450,090 pounds of corn, 22,660,070 pounds of oats, 6,023,000
pounds of barley, 3,449,100 pounds of bran, 63,238,600 pounds of hay,
5,902,000 pounds of straw, 50,000 pounds of middlings, and 50,000
pounds of shorts; 4 for indefinite quantities of fuel, forage, and straw;
29 for horses and mules; 7 for grading; 21 for printing; 146 for construction and repairs of buildings; 87 for transportation; 122 for leases;
25 for water and water supply; 6 for wagons and carts; 8 for wagon
parts, etc.; 1 for manning pack train; 146 for clothing, camp and garrison equipage; 3 for books; 29 for services; 12 for shoeing public animals;
1 for meals, lodgings, and stablings; 27 for plumbing; 5 for fences, etc.;
17 for roads and walks; 3 for harness materials, etc.; 8 for building
materials; 7 for telephones; 2 for natural gas; 9 for table ware and
kitchen utensils; 1 fer gravel; 7 for mineral oil; 13 for heating apparatur; 4 for gas; 2 for lamp chimneys; 1 for cooking apparatus; 2 for
sinking wells; 2 for paulins; 2 for navigating steamers; 1 for army
ranges, etc.; 1 for plumbing materials; 1 for coffins, carts, and wagon
parts; 4 for work on national cemeteries; 2 for rubber hose; 3 for lockers, and 1 for lamps, etc.
Stoves and ranges and extra parts therefor were purchased at general
depots during the fiscal yen,r to extent of $43,611.57, as follows:
Kind.

No.

Total cost.

~~~~t~f :~g;::
2~~
1
~~~!:!e·s- ~~-d h~~t~;~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~: ~: ~: :::: ~ ~ ~: :~ :~ :~ :~ :~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ :~ ~ ::~ : ~ : :~ :~ :~ :: :: :: ~i

Cost of repairs of stoves, etc . ......................................•................ ---.--

$1, 405.68
2, 858.55
15, 101.55
3, 2-H. 50
21,004.29

TotaL ....................................... _. .................................... _

43,611.57

:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Statement of horse and mule shoes, horseshoe nails, and shoeing
tools purchased during the fiscal year, as follows:
Articles.

Pounds. Total cost.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----Horseshoes .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . • . • , .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
Mules hoes . ............................................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
Horshoe nails...................................................................
Toe calks ........................................ _. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

144, 077
95, 325
47,725
12, 875

Shoom:.:~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

. .

$6,146.33
4, 662.45
7, 430.93
584.40
861.48
19, 685.59

1
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The following-described articles of tin and sheet-iron ware were, under authority of the Secretary of War, manufactured at the Fort Leavenworth Military Prison during fiscal year ending June 30, 1891:
Fu1·nittwe for stoves and ranges.
Civilian
labor.

Prison
labor.

$1,172.27
153.26
395.23
1,170.26

$199.52
73.27
82.35
258.01

$145.00
53.25
60.88
187.25

$1,516.79
279.78
538.46
1, 615.52

1, 033
18
546
718

225.94
1. 24
160.78
328.07

85.99
1. 05
39.90
81.87

62.50
. 75
28.74
59.50

374.43
3.04
229.42
469.44

216
29

32.56
10.65

18.57
5. 73

13.50
4.13

64.63
20.51

45.99
4. 25
8.84
3. 52
23.23
5.36
. 68
.47
10.83
75.73
.14
15.45
1, 200.29
215.48
2.35
4.13
10.23
9. 92

37.13
2.46
2. 80
1. 03
7.21
2. 23
.55
.17
7.21
14.86
. 36
7.08
107.42
150.49
1. 72
2. 42
3. 00
5. 50

27.00
1. 75
2.00
. 75
5.25
1. 63
.37
.13
5. 25
10.75
.25
5. 00
78.07
109.37
1. 25
1. 75
2. 00
4.00

110.12
8.46
13.64
5.30
35.69
9.22
1. 60
. 77
23.29
101.34
• 75
27.53
1, 385.78
475.34
5.32
8. 30
15.23
19.42

No.

Material.

1,161
427
318
935

~f:!. ~~~-~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::: ~

~~ile~ ~~~~:::::: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::

Articles.
Boilers:

~~l\~;~~-~~~-~~~-~
~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::
Square .........•............................

Total cost.

Bake pans:

Sheet iron .................................. .
Teakettles (army range) ........................ .
Steamers:

Pots:
Coffee ...................................... .
295
Tea ........................................ .
20
Tin ......................................... .
24
Pot covers (army range) ..................... ... .
8<1
Dish vans ...................................... .
30
Suacepans ..................................... .
25
Stewpans ...................................... .
4
Steamer lids .................................... .
12
Dippers ........................................ .
129
Cotiee urns ..................................... .
48
Strainers ........................................ .
6
Cooking vessels ................................ .
24
Stovepipe (joints) .............................. . 12,375
Stovepipe (eluows) ............................. . 3, 501
Flue stoppers (assorted) ....................... .
60
Collars ......................................... .
312
Stove drums, sheet iron ........................ .
12
Buzzaoott ovens, sheet iron ..................... _
3

TotaL ....................................................•.... , .•..............•••

·I

7, 359.12

HARNESS.

Under authority of the Secretary of War harness was manufactured
at Fort Leavenworth Military Prison for the Quartermaster's Department during fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, as follows, viz:
Prison Total cost.
Material. Civilian
labor.
labor.
1-----1--------1-----

No.

Articles.
Single sets harness:
Ambulance, wheeL..........................
Ambulance, lead . .. . . . .... .. ....... .. . . . . . . .
Wagon, wheel...............................

Sets'i:":ff~~~;,e~!t·:::::::: ~:::: ~ ~::::::::::::::::

260
213
367

6

gg

Extra parts for same ... ................... ............. .

$3.248.81
2, 371.15
5, 125.09
6, 261.03
629.50
850.16

$421.82
291.00
172.33
228.17
38.26
48.42

$617.50
426.00
252.25
339.00
56. 2&
171.30

$4,288.13
3, 088.15
5, 549.67
6, 828.20
724.01
1, 069.88

1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - -- -1- - - - - TotaL..... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21, 548. 04

Statement showing pay'rnents made by quartermasters for pu1·chases for the Army at general
depots fo?· use thm·eat, and for shipment elsewhere, dnring the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891, from app1·op1·iations pertaining to that period:
Depots.

I
------.

Regular
supplies.

Barracks
and
quarters.

Incidental
expenses.

Army
transpo'rtation.

I

Total.

Jeffersonville ................•.••....... $50, 646. 23
$8, 468. 65
$1, 304. 01 $77, 464. 83 $137, 883. 72
:-;t. Lonis ............................... . 11, 368. 93
799. 13
4, 708. 74 146, 629. 28
16:3, 506. 08
Now York ............................. . 45, 399. 68
2, 783. 19
1, 451. 28
26, 074. 78
75, 708. 93
Philadelphia ........................... . 16, 594. 99
272. 06
972. 52
Ul, 600. 77
31, 440. 34
San Francisco ...............•........... 31.716.50 j--9,_4_3o_~__8_2_:_ _ _
6o_._49_ 1_ _
53_,_2:J_o_.3_1_ _ _9_4,_44_3_._12
Total. ........•.••.........•.••.... 155. 726. 33

1

21. 758. 85

1

1

s. 497. 04 1316. 999. 971

502, 982.19
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Purchases have been made in the departments and at general depots
for post bakeries, schools, and gardens as follows:
For bakeries ......••...•.............•..•....•.....•.....•....•....••••.
For schools . _________ . _____ . ______ . __ •• ___ •.• _. _....•.....•. _.. __ .....•.
For gardens __ .. _.................... _..... -- .. ----- -•. - ... -.--. ---- ----

$296.23
5,244.42
8.97

Total .. ____ .. _.. _.. ____ . ____ . _____ ... ___ ..... __ . _______ • _______ ... .

5, 549. 62

Statement showing the total cost of all tablewa1·e and kitchen utensils purchased.
Philadelphia depot ........ ___ .... __ ... ___ .. __ •... _...... _......• _•• _... $29, 434. 25
St. LoniH depot .................................... ------ ...•...... ---358.73
Total ...• _.. _.•.... _• __ . _. _. _.• __ .. __ •••... __ . __ •.•. ___ •• __ ..• __ .

29, 792. 98

MESS TABLES, BENCHES, MESS STOOLS, STABLE BROOMS, COMPANY FIELD DESKS,
AND ROPE MATS.

There were manufactured during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891,
at :B'ort Leavenworth Military Prison, viz:
Articles.
Mess tables..................................................
Mess beuches.......... .... ...... ...... .... ...... .. .. .. .. .. ..
Mess stools.............. . ...................................
Stable brooms .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Company field desks.........................................
Mess-table legs and braces, sets . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. ..
Mats (rope), assorted.........................................

No.

Material.

Prison
labor.

347
110
1, 978
400
48
6
152

$1,482.98
161.24
561.35
104.64
268.53
7. 32
19.09

$320. 75
49. 00
44. 50
20. 00
70. 00
3. 00
90. 13

Total . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . • • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.
$1, 803. 73
210. 24
605. 85
124. 64
338. 53
10.32
109. 22
3, 202. 53

CLAIMS UNDER ACT JULY 4, 1864.

The duties of this branch are as follows:
First. The investigation and adjudication of claims for quartermaster
stores taken, or furnished, for the use of the Army during the war of the
rebellion, in States not in insurrection, as provided for in act of July 4,
1864, section 300 A, Revised Statutes of the United States.
Second. Many of these claims are being called up by the Department
of Justice and by the Court of Claims under the provisions of the act
of March 3, 1883, commonly known as the " Bowman Act," and tliis
office is called upon to furnish the evidence in these cases and to transmit the papers when they are on :file. The time of the clerical force of
the branch is largely occupied in replying to these calls, 600 of which
were received and disposed of during the fiscal year. Besides this,
many inquiries from members of Congress, claimants, and others are
received, to which appropriate replies are made.
Third. The examination of certain miscellaneous claims, consisting of
(1) cases based on certified accounts and known as" regular-purchase
vouchers," and (2) cases known as " soldiers' claims," being for private
horses turned into regiments and appropriated to the public service,
or for horse.s lost in the service by officers and soldiers.
Most of these miscellaneous claims are referred to this office by the
Third .Auditor of the Treasury, and after receiving an administrative
examination in this branch are returned with an appropriate report
in each case for settlement by the accounting officers of the Treasury
under any law applicable.
The third section of the act of March 3, 1879, provides that all claims
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not presented and filed under the act of July 4, 1864, prior to January
1, 1880, shall be forever barred. Consequently no new claims under
the act of July 4, 1864, are being received.
During the war, however, many claims were presented to certain
military boards and commissions appointed by department and district
commanders, and received a greater or less investigation but no final
and complete action. The Quartermaster-General in 1880 held that the
presentation of claims before such boards and commissions was such a
presentation and filing as to save them from being barred under the
third section of the act of March 3, 1879. During the past fiscal year
two of this class of claims have been called up in this office by the
parties interested.
Many claims were filed prior to January 1, 1880, and returned for informality or additional evidence. These claims can still be refiled or
revived by additional evidence in case the original papers have been
lost. Five claims of this character received final action during the past
fiscal year.
The clerical force in this branch at the commencement of the fiscal
year consisted of one clerk of class two, one of class one, and one at
$1,000, the clerk of class one being on temporary duty. He returned
to the branch to which he belonged October 1, 1890. Another clerk of
class one was transferred to iihis branch August 21, 1890, and remained
until the 21st of November following, when she was transferred to
another branch of the office, leaving the force of the branch during the
remainder of the fiscal year, one clerk of class two and one at $1,000.
The following statement shows the number of claims reported on
hand July 1, 1890; number of claims presented to military boards and
commissions and called up in the Quartermaster General's Office during
the fiscal year; number of claims adjudicated by the Quartermaster General; the amounts approved in whole or in part; the amounts disallowed, and the number and amount of those remaining on hand July 1,
1891:
Number of claims remaining on hand July 1, 1890 ...............................
Amount .. _... _. ____ . _. _. _....................... : .. _..... _.. _.$66~ 634. 32
Military board claims called up ...... ___ .. _............ __ . _... _.. _........ _.. _.
Amount .. _. _.......... _.... _..................... _........ ___ ... __ 900. 00
Number of claims re:filed or revived .. _............ _.......... _....... _.. _. _.. . .
Amount ...•.• _.. _.. _..•.......... _. _.••........ _..... _.......•.. 1, 431. 80
Total on hand and received during the year------ ...... ------ ____ ...... -------Amount ............ _. _. _. _.. ____ ...... _. ____ ..... _. _. ____.. __ ... 68, 966.12
Upon the foregoing, action was taken as follows:
Approved in whole or in part ..••.. ------------ ............ ·-----..............
Amount __ .......... _....... _.... _.......... _..... _..... _.. _...... 2, 161. 30
Upon these claims there was allowed._ ................................. 1, 687. 20
And disallowed ................................•............ _........... _474. 10
Rejected_ ............•.................. _.........•......... _.....••••.. __ ... __
Amount _...................•...... _.....................•....... 1, 995. 00
Total on which action was had ......................................... ____ .. __
Amount ....·.................... __ ......•....................•... 4, 156. 30
Remaining on hand July 1, 1891.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amount ...•••.•••••.•.•...•.........•.. _..•...•.. _.••.....•.... 64, 809. 82

46
2
5
53
8

6
14
39

On the claims (39) reported as on hand no final action has been taken,
because in most cases neither the address of the claimant nor of any
attorney in the case is known. But few of these claims are likely ever
to be called up. Some, however, have been suspended at the request
of claimants to afford them an opportunity to furnish additional evidence.
Respectfully,
JAMES GILLiss,

Major and Quarterma.ster, U. S. Army.
The QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY.
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8.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., September 15, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the mail and record division, records and files and miscellaneous claims
branches for the year ending June 30, 1891.
MAIL AND RECORD DIVISION.
This division commenced operations on November 15, 1890, it being
the desire of the Quartermaster-General to discontinue the keeping of
a separate record in each of the twelve branches of his office by consolidating all into one set of records.
After careful study and consideration it was determined that this
could be best accomplished by a system of card-records similar to that
successfully employed by Maj. Ainsworth in the record and pension
division of the War Department.
All necessary cards and blanks having been previously prepared and
arrangements made, on the 15th of November last the various branches
discontinued keeping any record, and all record has since been kept by
this division.
The card or slip upon which the record is made accompanies the
case from its entry in the office until action is completed or the case
again leaves the office, acquiring in its progress through the office a
complete history of all action taken.
Upon action being taken, or the case leaving the office, the slips are
filed as the record, the case card having been previously stamped with
the same number given to the case when received.
One series of numbers was adopted, to be continued without regard
to year.
All original papers, maps, plans, documents, etc., pertaining to any
case are filed separately from the record but under the same number
taken by that particular case.
A card index is used, the cards being filed alphabetically.
Cases are indexed under station, subject, name, or any or as many
heads as seem desirable in a particular case.
Where a case is purely personal it is sufficient to index it under the
name, the index card being filed in its dictionary order.
The method of subject index is best explained by supposing a case,
as of plumbing in hospital at Fort Sheridan.
The general index card, corresponding to the case card, would be
headed--·
Sheridan, Fort, III.,
Hospital,
Plumbing.
Two cross-reference cards would be made, one-Hospital,
Plumbing,
Sheridan, Fort;
and the other--Plumbing,
Sheridan, Fort, ill.,
Hospital.
The general index and cross-reference cards being :filed, the case would
be indexed in three places, namely:
Under S: Sheridan, Fort; in the subdivision, hospital; subdivision,
plumbing.
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Under H: Hospital; in the subdivision, plumbing; subdivision, Sheridan.
Under P: Plumbing; in the subdivision, Sheridan, Fort; subdivision,
hospital.
The general index card is never placed in the index case until the
case has been acted upon. Its presence in a special file, kept for the
purpose, indicates that the case is still unfinished, arid by these cards
the condition of the office as to unfinished business can always be ascertained.
In cases where no cross-reference cards are made a duplicate general index card takes the place on the file, temporarily, of the general
index card.
All mail for the Quartermaster-General's Office is received by this
division, opened, stamped, briefed, entered, and indexed, after which
each case as ready is sent, accompanied by its record card, to the branch
to which it pertains. After the action has been determined in the
branch and, as in the case of a letter or indorsement, the same written
in rough upon a slip attached to the card, the case is returned to the
mail room, where the action, as indicated, is put in form of letter or
indorsement. For this purpose the copyists and typewriters are in one
ruom under charge of a competent clerk.
The letter or indorsement having been written, it is sent to the officer for signature, returned to the mail room, press-copied, and mailed,
the record at the mailing desk showing by Fhat mail the communication leaves the office.
The communication having been disposed of the record card, with
slips attached, is filed in its numerical order. Any further correspondence in connection with this case that may arise will call out the same
record card, and upon it will be continued the record of any further
action taken in the case, and as it always aceompanies the case through
the office, record of all previous action is at hand. This is a manifest
advantage over the book system where the record would have to be
copied from several entries made in different portions of a book with
no assurance that all were found. The card when filed is a little record
book of its own case and nothing else.
To accomplish the rapid movement of papers through the office a sixminute messenger or mail service has been provided in connection with
this division. The work is accomplished by five messengers.
There are a~out f0rty stations, consisting of boxes divided into three
compartments each, and marked "in," "up," Md "down," placed upon
the desks of clerks. These are visited every six minutes by a messenger,
a:ffordi ng means of frequent and rapid communication between all parts
of the office .
Each station is supplied with a box •c ontaining jackets or cards, upon
which are printed in black the number of other stations, while the number of the sending station is printed in red, to insure the return of the
jacket.
At the time of the change the files of the office, in many of its branches,
were incumbered with cases not disposed of-laid aside for future consideration, or buried under later accumulations. The disposition of
these cases, in connection with the current work, and the hesitation
inevitable upon the discarding of old and the adoption of new methods,
·taxed the clerical force of the office quite severely for a time, until the
routine became familiar and the work was brought up to date. All
classes of business now receive the prompt attention and action formerly
accorded to " spemal cases."
During the seven and one-half months this division has been in opera-
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tion the following is the number of communications received and the
number of indorsements and letters sent out:
Origin a1 cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 18, 316
Received back .......................................................... --- 8, 876
Letters and indorsements written ......................................•... 25, 648
RECORDS, FILES, AND CLAIMS BRANCH.

This branch is charged with the care and preservation of the general
records and files of the office, from the date of its organization, June
15, 1818, and takes administrative action upon miscellaneous claims
and accounts presented for payment for services rendered as civilian
employes, and for extra-duty pay of enlisted men employed in the Quartermaster's Department; reimbursement of expenses incurred by officers, soldiers, and civilian employes, for which the appropriations of the
Quartermaster's Department are accountable; expenses of burial of
officers and soldiers; rewards for apprehension and delivery of deserters, and the expenses incident to their pursuit; rewards for recovery of
lost or stolen public animals, and such other claims and accounts as do
not specifically pertain to other branches of the office.
It is charged with the supply of reading matter to military postlibraries for the use of enlisted men of the Army, and with the preparation and record of requisitions for printing and binding for the Quartermaster's Department.
MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS AND ACCOUNTS.

At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on hand, awaiting action, 193 miscellaneous claims and accounts, amounting to $42,765.70;
there were received during the year 1,176 claims and accounts, amounting to $261,034.33.
During the year final action was taken in the office upon 1,106 claims
and accounts, amounting to $241,183.35, leaving on hand at the close
of the year, awaiting action, 263 claims and accounts, amounting to
$62,61<1.68.
The following is a statement showing in detail the number and amount
of the claims and accounts received and acted upon during the fiscal
year:
Number.

Amount.

On band .July 1, 1890, awaiting action:
187 claims amounting to ......................•.....•...•..•...... $42,662.33
193
6 accounts amounting: to . ........................................... $103.37
There were received during the :fiscal year:
882 claims amountin~ to .....•........•••.•.....••....•••........ $211,342.58 ~ 1 176
294 accounts amountmgto ...........••.••.••••....••.....•....... $!9,691.75 _5__
'

$42,765.70

-1----

Total on hand and received...........................................

261, 034 . 33

1, 369

303, 800. 03

===I====

Final action was taken during the :fiscal year as follows:
Claims approved...........................................................
8
Claims referred to other Departments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17
Claims referred to Third Auditor for action of accounting officers..........
463
Reduction on claims approved and referred ........................•.•................ 1
Clai::ns rejected.............................................................
333 I

t~ci~~~~~ at!~~~~~~t~-~pj_;;~~;d~~~~~~: ~ :~:~--~~::: :::: ~~ ~ :::::::::::: ::~:~ ~~ .... --~~:.I

1,132.12
4, 940.27
77,539.25
23,566.34
89,048.44
16,625.15
135.51
27,621.72
574.55

Accounts referred to other departments....................................
Accounts rejected..........................................................

67
9

Total upon which :final action has been taken .......•.••.............

1, 106

Remcf:i~f~~-~~~-~
~~~:-~·- ~~~~-= ..... ................................... ········1
Accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

248
15

57, 11s. 49
4, 838. 19

Total . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . • • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .

263

62, 616. 08

I

1

241, 183. 35
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During the fiscal year fifty-one miscellaneous claims, amounting, as
presented, to $9,134.76, which had been filed in the office prior to July
1, 1888, and are not included in the foregoing statement, were finally
acted upon.
NEWSP .A.PERS .A.ND PERIODICALS.

There was expended during the fiscal year for the supply of newspapers and periodicals for military post-libraries, the sum of $4,155.75,
and arrangements were made for the supply of reading matter to military poRt-libraries during the current fiscal year at a cost of $3,737 .55,
a reduction of $418.20 in the cost of supply during the present fiscal
year.
This reduction is due to the abandonment of several military posts,
and the reduced number of companies composing the several regiments
of cavalry and infantry.
Reading matter is now being supplied to 117 military posts garrisoned
by 398 companies or detachments of troops.
Selections of newspapers and periodicals are made by the post
authorities from a list of all the popular current publications, and the
following is a list for which the most numerous requests for supply were
received, viz :
Copies

.Army and Navy Register .... ---- __ ------ .•.•••.. -------- .......• -------------Harper's Weekly _____ . _____ ... __ .... _____ ..... _. _. __ . _...... __ .... _. . . . . . . . . . .
Puck ..... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper----------.-------------------- .... ------

80
66

95

Daily New York Herald ..... -------------------------------------------------Daily St. Louis Globe-Demouat .... -------------------- _---------------------Monthly Cosmopolitan .... ---------------------- ____ --------------------------

27
25
30

Frank Leslie's Monthly ............................. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Harper's Monthly .. __ .• _____ ... __ ... _____ .. __ ....... ____ . ___ .......... __ . . . . . .

27
22

42

~~~\~e K~~s-;s· city- i~i~~~ ~ ~ ~: :::: ~ ~:: ~::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: ~::::::::::: ~~

~~~~!;;'~~:fz~~~n~- ::::::: ~::: ~:: ~::::::::::: :::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~
PRINTING .A.ND BINDING.

There were 483 requisitions issued on the Public Printer for printing
and binding required during the fiscal year, and the cost for the work
done in the office of the Public Printer for the Quartermaster's Department was $9,993.24.
Very respectfully,
WM. 8. PATTEN,

Oaptain and Assistant Quartermaster, U.S. Army.
The Qu.A.RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L.
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9.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
QuARTERMASTER-GENERAL's OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., September 17, 1891.
I have the honor to submit the following· report of the
work done by the barracks and quarters branch of this office within the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1891:
GENERAL:

Under the head of barracks and quarters, Congress provided by the act making appropriations for the support of
the Army, approved June 13, 1890 ___ -- _______ . __ -- ____ .. -----· ··---- $725,000.00
Add amount credited to the appropriation during the year.... . . . • . . . • .
948. 29
Total to be accounted for ... _••....... _..... ____ .. ____ .... __ . ___ . 725, 948. 29
Remitted to officers for rent .............. _.. __ ........ _... $118, 655. 22
Remitted to officers for repairs, constructions, labor, etc... 579,240.56
697,895.78
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1891. _.... . . . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • • . . • • . • • • . . • • •

28, 052. 51

NEW CONS'l'RUCTIONS.

During the year there has been authorized from the appropriation for
barracks and quarters the construction of public buildings at different
military posts, consisting of barracks, officers' and non-commissioned
officers' quarters, storehouses, stables, etc., at an estimated cost of
$290,863.47.

For the construction and repair of hospitals there has also been authorized from the appropriation for that purpose expenditures amounting to $100,000, and for the construction and repair of hospital stewards' quarters, from the appropriation "for construction of quarters for
hospital stewards," $12,500.
REPAIRS.

Based upon proper estimates, there has been authorized for repairs,
alterations, and improvements to public buildings, and for the purchase
of building materials and tools at various posts, expenditures amounting to $264,836.86.
The manner in which this money has been distributed to the different
military departments and divisions is set forth in the annexed statement:
Recapitulation of the expenditures authorized fm· construction, repairs, etc., from the appropriation for ban·acks and quarte1·s 1890-1891.
Designation.

Con•knotion.l
$93, 154. 67

1

40,167.731
48,672.73
30,753.10
87.00

Repm ••
$88,195.71
30,221.12
27,615.31
25,258.89
3, 048.50

1

86,143.82

10.788.361
4, 874.83

16,580.30
22,681.51

119, 680. 56

15,663.19

39,261.81

36,486.00
25,879.05

12,691.86
38,543.66

290,863.47

264,836.86

I

Total.
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In addition thereto, expen'ditures were authorized for barracks and
quarters construction, repairs, etc., at the independent posts, recruiting
stations, depots, etc., as shown in the following table:
Designation.

Construction.

Columbus Barracks ..•......•.•••..................•.....................
Davids Island............................................
$3,400.00
Jefferson Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9, 740. 00
Hot Springs Army antl Navy Hospital ...... --·-····-- .................. .
Willets Point ...................................... ---...
199.00
Jeffersonville depot ................................ ---- .......•..........
Philallclphiu depot ................................. ----..
1, 200.00
New York depot ......................................................... .
San Francisco depot . .................................................... .
2,365. 00
St. Louis clothing depot..................................
Total ..........•.......•..•...•............•........

16,904.00

Repairs.

Total.

$3,981.64
4, 327.54
4, 706.38
176. 05
3, 32o. 66 1
1, 694.00 1

$3,981.64
7, 727.54
14,446.38
176.05
3, 519.66
1, 694.00
2, 224.00
491. 95
108.00
3,122. 55

1, ~~:~~I
108.00
757.55
20,587.77

37,491.77

Thefollowinglistshowsthedifferentbuildings which have been authorized to be built at various posts, the expenditures therefor being included
in the foregoing statements under the head of construction:
Designation.

Post.

Material.

Amount
authorized.

-----------il-----------------1----- - - Division of tho Atlantic:
l!'ort Adams.------···· ...
Fort Barrancas . . . . . . . . . . .
:Fort Columbus...........
Fort H amilton ............
M:11\i,.; nn Barracks ........
l!'ort McHenry............ 1

$475.00
176.13
9, 617.00
155.00
1, 730.20
3,427. 64

Band stand .........•. ··--------············· Frame ..••.
Two instrument houses on tar~et range ........ do ...... .
Qnarters for two officers outsiue of fort ........ do ...... .
Shcllerforrangefinders -------------······- ... do ...... .
Stable ........... ---------------------------- ... do ...... .
Three single sets non-commissioned staff- ... do ...... .
1 o!flc_ers' quarters.
Fort McPherson---- ...... Bmldm~ for rock crusher .................•.... do ...... .

208.18
181.04
485.50
16,705.03
6-16.48

0

~~::::::: :::::::::::1 ~~;l::i~~fo';~ a~b::e "i~~;~~-: :::::::::::::: :: :~~ :::::::
1

Fort Monroe .............. • ~wo d~1~ble sets ?fiicers' , quar~rs. ·:· ....... ... do ...... .
Mount Vernon Barracks .. 1 Convm tmg marned mens quarters mto offi- ... do ....•..
cers' quarters.
Do .......••......... 1 -w:ater-closets for officers' quar~crs. ·: ...... ·I- .. do ...... .
Do. . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . Kitchen and mess room for In dum pnsoners. 1 ••• do ....•..
Do . ................. Storehouse t:or Ind~an pr~soners ................ do ...... .
Do.................. 1 Bakehouse for Indwn pnsoners ......................... .
Do .................. , One hundred cabins, superintendent's house ... do ...... .
an<l oilice, and guardhouse, for Inuian pris1
oners.
Do .................. Converting storehouse into captain's quar- ... do ...... .
tors.
Fort Myer....... ..• . . . . . . SerYants' quarters ............................. do ...... .
Do .................. Addition to non-commissioned staff-officers' . .. do ...... .
I
qnarters.
Do .................. Two uouble sets officers' quarters . ---- ...... Brick ..... .
Fort Thomas .. ---- ....... Bauu stand ...... ---- ....................... _ :Frame ...•.
:Fort N iap:ara . . . . . . . . . . . . . \V a,gon shed . ................................... do ...... .
Fort Ontario .............. Porches for officers' quarters ................... do ...... .
Fort Schuyler---···------ Extension of officers' quarters-----------·--·i---llo ------Fort Wayue .............. Stable . .. --------- ... ------------------·----· Brick------~
Fort Wood .....•.•........ One double set officers' quarters, anrl one Frame .....
double set non-commissioned staff-officers'
quarters.

156.16
1,444. 58
781.22
383.00
5, 175.00

l

2, 361.05
280.74
1>15. 72
29,628.00
42i'i. 00
145.00
279.00
:!, 467.00
2, 100. 00
12,206.00

- 93,154.67
---

TotaL .....•..........•.. " •..•••••............. . ..... !
Department of Dakota:
Fort A ssinniboine . • • • . . . . Reconstruction of granary................... Brick .....•
Fort J3uford .......••..... Stable guardhouse . . .. . ...................... Frame .•••.

Fort

: :::

i1~~~::: ~: ~: :i i~\!~f~:~:::;;;;:

: : : : : : : : ' d~~: : : :

Do .......•...•...... , Post hall and school building.--- .......... - -I Frame ...•.
Do .............•.•.. Root hous~ ---··:·-------------········------ ... do ...... .
Fort Keogh ............... Quarters for Indian scouts ............ --- ... Log ....... .
Do············------~ Addition to cavalrybarracks .........•...... j Frame .... .
Do ...•••.•••••.•.•.. Root bouse --------··-·-···-·---·········---- : .. . do-------~
Do . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • Oil and lime house .••••.•••••••••••••••••••• -I B:~:ick .•••••

571.35
616.42
3, 171.43
1, 258. :!5
1, 135.03
4, 987.56
808.26
383.00
2, 563.62
1, 586.02
5!10. 64

659.44
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Post.
Department of Dakota-Cont'd
]'ort lrleade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do .......•..........
Do ..................
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Pembina.............
Fort ~nrlling . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do..................
Do ..................
Fort Yates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
]'ort Yellowstone ..••.....

Designation.

Amount
authorized.

Material.

Addition to barracks...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frame .... .
Chapel ......................................... do ...... .
Non-commissioned staff-officers' quarters ....... do ...... .
Root house ..................................... do ...... .
Completion of store-house ...................... do ...... .
Powder magazine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brick ..... .
Bakehouse ..................................... do ...... .
Gnardhouse ...... . ............................. do ...... .
Quarters for Indian soldiers........ . • . . . . . . . Frame .... .
Root house ..................................... do ...... .

$4,206.29
1,197.14
849.35
628,00
324.27
836.47
1, 917.17
11,425.00
503.82
49.10

Total ..................••••..........................

40,167.73

Department of the Platte:
Fort Douglas . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 sets non-commissioned staff officers' quar- Frame . . . . .
ters.
Do .........•........ Raisii1g wings of 10 sets officers' quarters ... Stone......
Do .................. Building for officers' mess and bachelor offi- ]'rame.....
cers' quarters.
Fort Niobrara . . . . . . . . . . . . Converting old storehouse into gymnasium ..... do . . . . • . .
Do .................. Root house ..................................... do.......
Fort Omaha ..................... do ...................................... Brick......
Fort Rn bins on . . . . . . . . . . . . Construction and extension of cavalry stables Frame . . . . .
Do.................. Guardhouse .................................... do . . . . . . .
Do .................. Infantry barracks ..........•................... do.......

5, 580. 00
13,900.00
9, 743.00
434. 99
298.63
38.74
2, 940. 00
8, 470. 00
6, 664.77

~~~~~~~~J~~ki~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::: .~~~~Jt~~-s-~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~ .st~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~

~~~: ~g

Fort McKinney ................. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frame . . . . .
Total...... •.. . •.. .. . . . . .. . . .. • . . .. •. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .

134. 35
1----

Division of the Missouri:
Fort Sheridan.. . . . . . . . . . . . Temporary gun shelter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Frame ...•.
Department of the Missoun:
Fort Leavenworth ....... . Kitchen and addition to officers' mess build- Brick ..... .
ing:.
Fort Reno ............... . Bathhouse . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. do ...... .
Do ................. . 2 double sets non-commissioned staff <:Jfficers' Frame ...•.
quarters.
Do ................. . Guarrlhouse ..........••..........•.......... Stone ...•..
Do ................. .
:~ :~ :~ ~:::: -~ret~~:::::
Do ................. . g~:a~[e:i~~~~~::
Ice bouse .................................... Frame .... .
~~~~ ~lie! ~ ~
~ ~ .B akehouse ...... : . ...................................... .
Do ................ . Double set non-commissioned staff officers' Frame .... .
quarters.
Fort Supply ............. . Administration building, barrack building ... do •......
and bathhouse.

:: :: : ::::: : :

:::::::::: :: :: ::::

Total ..•..•.................•....•............•......
Department of the Columbia:
Boise Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . Wash and bath house for cavalry barracks. . Frame .....
Do ........•.•...... 1 set officers' quarters ....................... Stone and
brick.
Do ......•.•........ Root house ......................•........... Stone ..... .

48, 672.73

87.00
6, 856.00
1, 516.19
3, 196.00
4, 077.00
2, 818.00
. 493.99
995.00
1, 141.70
2, 000.00
7, 659.22
30,753.10
585.00

Fort Spokane ............. Quartermastei'S' storehouse ................. Brick ..... .
Fort Townsend ........... Roothouse .................................. :E'rame .... .
Vancouver Barracks ........... . flo ......................................... do ...... .
Vancouver depot......... Additions to officers' quarters .................. do ...... .
Fort Walla Walla ........ Root house ...................................... do ...... .

5, 560.22
348.92
182.73
4.00. 00
1,498.50
15.00
232.58
1,474. 41
491.00

Total .....••..•••.••..•........••....................

10,788.36

Storehouse addition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frame .... .
Gun shed ....................................... do ...... .
Ordnance storehouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. do ...... .
Shelter for su·ge guns .......................... do .....•.
Quarters for post quartermaster sergeant ..... do .....•.
GUI!<!hed ...............•....................... do ....•..

785.28
467.00
817.00
112.55
1, 200.00
1,493. 00

Total. .........••...••....•..•...•...•........•.••••.

4, 874.83

~~~~ ~~~~- :::::::::::: ::::: :~~----~:·.~ ~:~·-·.·.-.-.~~-.-.-.-.:~--~·.-.::::~:::: ~ ~: -~ld~~~:: :::

Department of California:
.A.lcatraz Island...... . . . . .
Do . . . . . . . . .. . . .• . . .
Do . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Fort Mason ...............
Do .................
Presidio of San Francisco.

Department of Texas:
Fort Clark ..........•••...
Do .........•••••••..
Fort Hancock .....••..•...
Fort Mcintosh . . . . . . . . . . .
Camp Pena Colorado . . . . • .

6 double company privies ...•...•••••••••... Frame .... .
Shop buil<ting .....................••.•.••.•. Stone .... .
Root house .......................••..•...... Brick ...•.
Double set officers' quarters................. Frame .....
Root house .......•.•..•••••••••••••.••••••••..• do •••••••

1, 564.07

a, ooo. oo

101.18
8,895. 00

85.00
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Post.

Designation.

Department of Texas-Cont'd.
Fort Ringgold .......•....
Do . . -...............
Fort Sam Houston.. . . . . . .
Do ..................
Do ...•..••.•...•.•..
Department of A~izona:
Fort Apache ..............
Fort Huachuca ......•... _
San Carlos ................
Do ..................
Do .............•....
Do ................. _
Do .......... _. . . . . . .
Fort Stanton..............
Fort Wingate .............
Do ..................
Do ......•••.•.......
Do ......••••.•......

Amount
authorized.

Material.

1 set officers,. quarters ....................... Brick ..••••
Shop building .................................. do ...... .
3 cavalry 3table!" ................. __ . . . . . . . . . Frame ... .
Gun shed.----- ...... -· ...... -·-----_-_-· .... Brick ...••.
Railing and lattice work for new mess halL ....••••......

6,125.00
1, 250.00
8,400. 00
6, 340.45
725.30

TotaL................................. . . .•... .......

36,486.00

Guardhouse . ................................
Addition to officers' quarters ................
Gun shelter ....................•........•.•.
2 temporary storehouses ...............•....

Stone .....•
Adobe ....•
Frame .•..
Frame and
canvas.
9 sets temporary quarters for officers .. _.••.. Frame ...
6 dormitories for troops . . . --- __ -- ... _.......... do . .....•
12 sets temporary quarters for officers_ ..... . · Adobe .... _
Shelter for ice machine............ . ......... Frame ... .
Guardhouse--·· ........•...•.............•.. Brick .....•
2cavalrystables -···········-··············· Frame ... .
Addition to subsistence storehouse ..... ,, •.. Adobe .... .
Pump and boiler house .................•.... Brick ...•••

2, 000.00
631.56
320.50
774.50
905.00
500. 00
5, 000.00
289.93
9, 510.00
3, 099.84
2, 347.72
500.00

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . •
Recruiting stations, depots,
etc.:
Davids Island ........... . Stable.- .......•••.•••••••••••.•...•........ . Frame ... .
Jefferson Barracks_ ...... . Cavalry stables _..... -................... _.. Brick_ .... .
Philadelphia depot ...... . Alterations in officers' quarters at Schuyl- . _.do ...... .
kill Arsenal.
St. Louis depot .......•.. _ Converting shed into stable for sick horses ..... do .....•.
Willets Point ...•..••..... Aduition to officers' quarters................ Frame ... . .

25, 879. 05

TotaL ..•••..••••..••••...•.•..•••• _... .....•. ...•..

16,904.00

3, 400.00
9, 740.00
1, 200.00
2, 365.00
199.00

Authorizations have also been made from the apppropriations for
Army transportation and regular supplies for construction of buildings
pertaining to these appropriations as follows:
From the approp1·iation jo1· A.1·my transpm·tation.
Post.
Division of the Atlantic:
Jackson Barracks ....... .
:Fort Mackinac -······ .•..
Madison Barracks ....... .
Fort McPherson ......... .

Designation.

Amount
authorized.

Material.

BoatJ1ouse ................................... Frame .... .
.A.dflition to w:-tgon shed ........................ do ...... .
Addition to boathouse ...•••.......•........... do .....•.
Garbage furnace ---. _.-- .... -- .... -......... Brick_ .... .
Acldition to engine house ...................... do ...... .
Latrine ...........•............................ do ....•..

$425.00
90.37
65.00
1, 500.00
476.85
1, 656.00

Total ........••••.....•..••••.••.•• - ••...•...• - ..••.•

4, 213.22

Department of the Platte:
Fort Douglas ............. 2 company water-closets ..••••...•.•........ Brick ..... .

2, 058.58

~~~: w~~:~o~t:h'::::: ::::

Department of the Missouri:
Fort Riley_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shelter for rock crusher and engine_... . . . . . Frame .... _
Fort Supply .•.•••..•..... 7latrine builuings ............................. do ...... .

179.00
831.23

!----Total. .......... --.-----------------·-·· ·-- • • • · • • • • • ·

1, 010.23

Division of the Missouri:
Fort Sheridan ............ Garbage furnace _..•.......•...........•.•.. Brick ..... .
Department of Texas:
Fort Clark .............•.. Double bathhouse ...... ·--~-- ...•.•.... . ... Frame -· .. .

1, 371.75

Department of Arizona:
FortApache .............. Bathhouse .......................••......... Adobe .... .
Fort Grant .....•..••..••. Company bathhouse ........................ Stone ..... .

1, 860.75
632.55

TotaL ........................................•.......

2, 493.30

IndWrn~~~~~?:~~~-~~~:: ••••••

997.00

Wagon shed .....•..••••...•.•..•••..••.•••. Frame.....

66.00

Grand total............................ . .•••••••••••

'=====
12,210.08
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From the appropriation for regular supplies.
Post.

Designation.

Material.

Division of the Atlantic:
Fort Adams ............. . Coal shed .............•................•..•..
.Jackson Barracks ....... . Oil and paint bous~ ..........•...............
Madison Barracks ....... .
Mount Vernon Barracks .. g~~f~~:d·
Fort Thomas ...•......... Coal bunker .....••...................•......

Frame .... .
Brick ..... .
Stone ...•..
Frame .....
Stone and
wood.
Do .....•....•...•...•. Oil-house ......•..••...............•......... Stone and
brick.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Department of the Missouri:
Fort Riley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
Division of the Missouri:
Fort Sheridan . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of the Columbia:
Fort Sherman . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vancouver depot ....•.•••.

Amount
authorized.
$800.00
525.00
698,00
324.50
3, 500.00
750.00

TotaL .........••................•...•........•......

6, 597.50

Grainhouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . • . . Stone ...••.

4, 800.00

Forage storehouse . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Brick ..•...

14,873.00

Coal and wood shed . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . Frame .....
Hay barn ..............•.........•••..•....•.... do ....•..

951.50
1, 510.00

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .
2, 461. 50
Independent posts, etc.:
==
.Jefl:'erson Barracks........ Coal and wood shed . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . Frame.....
80. 50
Willetts Point ..•..•...••. Wood shed ..•.......•..••..••........••..•..... do.......
66.00

:::~

-;,:;:.;: : : : : : : : : : : : : :l::::::::::::1

28' :::::

MILITARY POSTS.

For the construction of buildings at and the enlargement of such
"military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary of War may be
necessary," Congress appropriated in the act making appropriations for
sundry civil expenses of the Government for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1891, approved August 30, 1890, the sum of $690,000, which
has been apportioned as follows:
Post.

Designation.

Fort Logan ...•••.••••... For one set commanding officer's quarters, two cavalry
stables, and advertising.
Fort McPherson ...•..... For two double sets officers' quarters, one single set field officers· quarters, two single sets non-commissioned staff officers'
quarters, and miscellaneous expenses.
Fort Riley ....••...•..... For cavalry drill hall, magazine, two double 8ets noncommis·
sioned staff officers' quarters, and miscellaneous expenses.
Fort Sheridan .....••.... For cavalry barrack wing, two sets captains' quarters, two sets
lieutenants' quarters, two cavalry stables, one mess hall, one
double set non-commissioned staff officers' quarters, services
of architect and inspector, payment of balance due on contracts of Reichelt & Co., Treasury settlement No. 5741, and
miscellaneous expenses.
·
Fort Sam Houston ...... . One set line officers' quarters, two barrack buildings, one mess
hall a11d kitchen, and advertising.
Fort Thomas ........... . For two single and two double sets officers' quarters, one mess
hall and kitchen, one set of quarters for engineer, extra
masonry for officen,' quarters, printing, and advertising.
Fort Yellowstone •••..•.. For two double sets officers quarters, two single sets non-commissioned staff officer's quarters, one barrack building, one
commissary and one quartermaster's storehouse, one cavalry
stable, one granary, one guardhouse, one office building, one
bake house, five dry earth closets, and miscellaneous expenses.
Fort Niobrara ....••.••••. For one school and chapel building, one double set officer&'
quarters, and miscellaneous expenses.
Fort Robinson .......... . For one single and five double sets officers' quarters ........... .
Fort Snelling _.......... . For six single sets officers quarters and services of architect ..
Fort Warren ...........•. For one set field officers' quarters and one double set officers'
quarters.
Fort Myer . - _........... . For one cavalry drill ball ..................................... .
Fort Niagara ........... . For two single barracks, two double sets officers' quarters, one
wat er -closet building, and advertising.
Miscelaneous expenditures_ .................................. .
Balance, .June 30, 1891 _..••...••.•••••••.••....•••.•............
Total .......•.....

WAR

·r ...... _. ........................................................

91-VOL I-33

Allowance.
$28,191. so
47,094.17
40,513.90
202,057.81

57,266.10
52,133.36
57,961.68

7,693.51
38,850.00
24,041.50
26,000.00
20,150.00
38,117.83
200.00
49,728. :J4
69o, ooo. oo
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The cost of the new constructions authorized during the year at the
different military posts, hereafter designated, is chargeable to the
$690,000 above referred to, except for the plumbing, heating, and gaspiping, which, unless otherwise stated, is to be taken from other appro·
priations of the Quartermaster's Department.
FORT LOGAN, COLO.

Work of construction has been continued at this post as follows, with
the view to its enlar.e;ement:
One commanding officer's quarters, No. 20 (brick), plumbing included ...•.. $12,947
Heating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
700
Two cavalry stables, Nos. 61 and 62 (brick), plumbing included............

13 647
15, 200

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . .

28, 847

FORT MCPHERSON, GA.

During the year the following-named buildings, which were contracted
for prior to July 1, 1890, from funds of other fiscal years, have been
completed at the cost named below:
One administration building, No. 21 (brick) ......................... _.. __ $10,998
Plumbing ........................•....................•...•.............. _
328
Heating and gas-piping ..... ·:............................................
85
11,411
Four double sets company officers' quarters, Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 14
(brick), each -- .. -- .................. - ..• _....... _............. $13, 850 $55, 400
Plumbing in each ........... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710
2, 840
Heating and gas-piping in each..................................
1, 300
5, 200
63,440
One double barrack, No. 26 (brick).... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . $25, 855
Plumbing . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 980
Ranges and gas-piping . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500
28,335

The following were unfinished at the close of the fiscal year, but work
upon them is progressing, viz:
One field officer's quarters, No.5 (brick) ...........•.......•......•..••... $10,830
One double set company officer's quarters, No.9 (brick).................... 14,842
One commanding officer's quarters, No. 10 (brick) ...... _.......... •. . . . .. . 12,789
One double barrack, No. 24 (brick) . _...... __ ................... _........ .. 24,710

The Secretary of War allotted for the erection at this post of one set
of field officers' quarters $10,000, two double sets of company officers'
quarters $30,000, and two single sets non-commissioned staff officers
quarters $3,600; total, $43,600. The contract for the work was not,
however, let during the fiscal year.
FORT RILEY, KANS.

At this post the following-named buildings have been contracted for:
One cavalry drill hall (stone) ...............••....... _......... _. . . . . . . . . . $29, 955
One magazine (brick) ... _........ _...... _......... _....... _...............
2, 990
'l'wo double sets non-commissioned staff officers' quarters (brick)..........
6, 530
Plumbing in quarters.....................................................
1,171
Total. - ................. _......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Of these only the magazine has been completed.

40, 646
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FORT SHERIDAN, ILL.

W ~rk at this post has been continued during the year and the buildings
named below, which were contracted for from the special appropriation
of $300,000, provided ln act of September 22,1888, have been completed:
Barrack wing for six companies, No. 48 . . . . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .
Storehouse, No. 35.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • .
Guardhouse, No. 33. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartermasters' stables, No. 38 ................ _. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Two sets field officers' quarters, Nos. 8 and 9 ........... _....... _.. . . . . . . . . .
Seven sets captains' q uarbers, Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourteen sets lieutenants' quarters, Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
Shops, No. 36 ...... _............... _............ _.... ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ....
Bakery, No. 34 .................. _................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$63, 102
12, 700
13, 340
8, 280
20, 502
51, 051
93, 646
6, 821
4, 356

These figures do not include cost of heating, plumbing, and gaspiping.
.
This post is to be enlarged by the erection of the buildings enumer- .
ated below, for which contracts have been made during the fiscal year,
and the structures are now in progress of construction.
Cavalry barrack wing for six companies, No. 50 (brick) ................. $68,510.00
Plumbing ...•. _...... _.••••......................... _.. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 10, 940. 00 ·.
79,450.00
Two sets captains' quarters, Nos. 53 and 54 (brick), at $9,702 ...•. _..•.•• _ 19,404.00
Plumbing in each, $795 ........................................... _.... .
1,590.00
Heating in each, $1,085 ................... _.......•••........•..........
2,170.00
23,164.00
Two sets lieutenants' quarters, Nos. 17 and 56 (brick), each $7,997 ...... .
Plumbin~ in each, $808 .............................................. .
Heating In each, $889 .•••..••..•••.••...•.. _.......•....•.... _......••.

15,994.00
1,616.00
1,778.00
19,388.00

One mess hall, No. 47 (brick) ....•.....•.•...•.......•..................
Plumbing .......... _....... _........................ _............. _. __ .
Cooking apparatus .... .... ...• .... .... .... .... .... .... ..••.. .... ......

42,402.00
2, 233. 08
2, 825.00
47,460.08

The steam heating plant for this building was constructed at a cost of
$23;358, which also supplies the heat for infantry wing of barracks.
Two cavalry stables Nos. 42 and 43 (brick), at $21,000................ .. .
Plumbing in each, at $735.... . . • • • • . • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . • . • • •

42,000. 00
1, 470. 00
43,470.00

One double set non-commissioned staff officers' quarters, No. 52 (brick)..
Plum bing ..•...•.. -•... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

6, 783.00
687. 21
7,470.21

FORT SAM

HOUSTON~

fEX.

By General Orders No. 99, dated September 11, 1890, the military
post at San Antonio, Tex., was, by direction of the President, to be
thereafter designated as " Fort Sam Houston."
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The buildings authorized and contracted for at this post during the
year were the following :
One mess hall and kitchen, No. 15 (brick), including plumbing .......•..... $22,131
Additional cost of foundation . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
3, 600
Heating and cooking apparatus .... .... .•.. .... .... .... .... .... .... ..••... 12,892
38,623
?ne set line officers' qua~te~s with outbuildings, ~o. 25 (brick) .•••....... (
rwo barracks and outbmldmgs, Nos. 9 and 10 (bnck) ...••...••••..•.•... ~
Plumbing in all ............... _.... _•.................•• ___ ..•• __ .....•...

The mess hall has been completed.

31' 500
1, 775
33,275

FORT THOMAS, KY.

By the orders referred to above, the new military post near Newport,
Ky., was designated as "Fort Thomas," in honor of the late Maj. Gen.
George H. Thomas, U. S. Army.
This post is to be enlarged by the erection of the buildings here
named, contracts for which have been executed during the fiscal year:
Two single sets officers' quarters, Nos. 30 and 31 (brick), each $6,249 ..... $12,498.00
Two double sets officers' quarters, Nos. 32, 33, 34, and 35 (brick), each
$10,412 ... - ................ - -.......... -.-. --- .. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 824. 00
Plumbing and gas-piping in alL ................................ _.......
2, 820. 00
Steam heating and ranges ...• _... - ••.............• - •....... ~..... • . . . . .
4, 554. 00
One set engineers' quarters, No. 25 (brick) . . • . • . . . . • •. . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . .

40,696.00
1, 705. 00

One mess hall and kitchen, No. 26 (brick)._ .... _................ _....... 16, 247. 50
Plumbing and gas-piping ...........••...... _...........................
618.00
Steam heating and cooking ......•...•...•..........•.•...• ·----·....... 3, 735.00

The engineers' quarters have been completed.

20,600.50

FORT YELLOWSTONE. WYO.

By direction of the President, communicated in General Orders No.
45, of May 11, 1891, the military post at Mammoth Hot Springs, in the
Yellowstone Park, heretofore styled Camp Sheridan, is to be hereafter
known and designated as Fort Yellowstone.
The following buildings at this post have been authorized during
the year and are now under construction:
Two double sets officers' quarters (frame).
Two single sets non-commissioned staff
officers' quarters (frame).
One barrack (frame).
One commissary storehouse (frame).
One quartermaster's storehouse (frame).

One cavalry stable (frame.)
One guardhouse (frame).
One office building (frame).
One bakehouse (frame).
One granary (frame).
Two earth closets (frame).

The total contract cost of these buildings is $57,461.68.
FORT NIOBRARA, NEBR.

At this post there has been contracted for during the yearOne school and chapel bn ilding, No: 61 (frame) .........•.•...•..••.• -... $1, 593. 35
One double set officers' quarters, No. 62 (frame) ............. - ••••• ~...... 5, 946. 00

The first named building has been completed.
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FORT ROBINSON, NEBR.

At Fort Robinson there have been authorized and contracted for
during the_yearOne set .field officers' quarters (frame) . -- ....•.• ------------- ------.----- ~ $38, 850
Five double sets officers' quarters (frame) ..................•...... ___ ... 5
Plumbing in all.... . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . • . . . • . . • • • • • • • . . . • • • • . .
3, 54 7
42,397
FORT SNELLL"'iG1 MINN.

There are being constructed here, under contracts made during the
year at the prices stated belowSix single sets officers' quarters (brick) ................. ---- •... ---- .....•. $23,894
Plumbing ............................ ----·-------------- .... ---- .... ----..
3, 330
Heating . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . . .
930
28,154
FORT WARREN, MASS.

For the construction of one set field officers' quarters and one double
set line officers' quarters, the Secretary of War authorized an expenditure of $26,000, but all bids received being excessive, no contract was
made for the work during the year.
"
FORT NIAGARA, N. Y.

During the fiscal year just closed there were contracted for at Fort
Niagara, and are now being built:
Two single barracks! NOS. 33 and 34 (brick) ...•..... -.• -..•..........•. $19, 764. oO
One water-closet bmlding, No. 35 (brick)...............................
1, 750. oO
Plumbing in alL.......................................................
1, 156. oO
Heating and ventilating in all . . . . • • . . . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • . . • • • . . . . • • . . . .
3, 024. 00
25,694.00
Two double sets officers' quarters, Nos. 31 and 32 (frame) ..•• ---· •...•••
Plumbing .................................... _.. _.•....................
Heating ......•••......•.•.............•.....••••.....•..••...•.••••...

16,547.50
1,702.48
1, 486.16
19,736.14

FORT MYER, VA.

There is being built at this post under contract made in this year,
from the $690,000 appropriated for military posts.
One cavalry drill hall (brick) ............. ------ ............ -----· ...•.... $20,150

For the enlargement of Fort Myer, to accommodate two additional
companies of cavalry, Congress provided by act of June 13,1890, $32,600.
With this money there are being constructedOne double barrack (frame) .................. ~ . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $17, 990
Two stables, Nos. 4 and 5 (brick)......................................... 14,610
32,600
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK HARBOR.

The two brick barracks which were contr~cted for at this post prior
to July 1, 1890, have been completed at a cost of$28,098.40.
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FORT CROOK, NEBR.

By act of Congress approved March 3, 1891, the name of the new
post of Fort Omaha, the construction of which was authorized by the
act of July 25, 1888, was changed to Fort Crook, and the total cost of
the same was limited to $500,000 by the former act.
No buildings have yet been constructed at this post, but the work of
preparing plans and estimates therefor bas been in progress. A fence
has been built around the reservation costing $2,035.15.
NEW POST OF FORT BRADY, MICH.

The act of July 8, 1886, appropriated $120,000 for the construction of
a new post near the village of Sault Ste. :Marie, to be known as Fort
Brady, the cost of which being limited to $250,000 by the act of Mareh
3, 1891.
During the year the land purchased for the site has been cleared and
the necessary excavating and :filling done, requisite to the commencement of building operations.
Bids for the following-named buildings have been invited and opened
during the year and their construction authorized:
One set :field officers' quarters No.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . .
Two sets captains' quarters Nos.1 and 4 .................................
Two doul>le sets offtcers' quarters Nos. 3 and 5 ...........................
Mess hall with one wing of barrack No.12 ..............................
Shops No. 16 .... _.. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Scale house No. 24......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7, 611. 00
13,792.00
20,097.00
35, 1!25. 00
2, 648. 00
525. 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79, 798. 00

These :figures do not include plumbing or heating.
For a sewer system there has also l>een authorized.......................
And for water-supply system._. __ ... _. _.. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .

5, 004. 27
2, 880. 31

NEW POST OF IfORT BLISS1 TEX.

The act of March 1, 1890, provides for the sale of the site of Fort
Bliss, Tex., and the purchase of a new site within a distance of 10
miles of the limits of El Paso, and the construction of a new post to be
known as Fort Bliss, and appropriates $150,000 for the purpose. Nothing has been done during the year in way of building, bu.t the preparation of plans and estimates has favorably progressed.
The act of March 3, 1891, limits the total cost of this post to $300,000.
PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, N. Y.

The act of Congress approved February 16, 1891, provides as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Ame1·ica in Congress assembled, That to enable the Secretary of War to enlarge the military post at Plattsburg, N. Y., to the capacity of twelve companies, and for beginning the construction of the necessary buildings, barracks, quarters, kitchen,
mess hall, stables, storehouses, and magazines, there is hereby appropriated, from any
money in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
$200,000.
SEc. 2. That the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to accept, free of cost to
the United States, a donation of a tract of not less than 500 acres of land for a target
range and other military purposes at or near the post of Plattsburg Barracks, New
York: P1·ovided, That in his judgment the said tract of land is found to be in all respects adequate and suitable to meet the wants of the post and that the title shall
have been declared valid by the Attorney-General of the United States: And provided
ftwlher, That no part of said sum hereby appropriated shall be expended until the
aforesaid tract of land shall have been conveyed to and accepted by the United
States.

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.

Gl!)

The land for a target range and other military purposes has been
selected, and as soon as the Government is given a clear title thereto,
the work of construction will commence.
RESERVATION OF THE PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

By act approved June 4, 1888, Congress appropriated $10,000 for
construction and repair of the roads leading from the entrance to the
reservation of the Presidio at San Francisco, Cal., to the national cemetery on the same, and the fencing and protection of the reservation;
and by act of lYiarch 2, 1889, an additional sum of $38,000 was appropriated for continuing the work, ap.d for planting trees and construction of a road way connecting the Fort Mason Reservation with reserervation of the Presidio.
The expenditures made from these appropriations and the work accomplished during the year, according to the report of Maj. J. H. Lord,
quar~ermaster, U. S. Army, are as follows:
The balance on hand July 1, 1890, of the $10,000 appropriation, was
$786.44, which was· all expended during the fiscal year in cultivating
trees, fencing, and boring test holes for water supply for the national
cemetery.
From the appropriation of $38,000 the sum of $22,770.43 was expended during the year. The entire balance remaining on hand June
30, 1891, anounting to $8,662.89, will be required to meet outstanding
indebtedness. The expenditures made during the year and outstanding indebtedness, amounting altogether to $31,433.32, have been incurred
as follows:
For the construction and improvement of road ways ... _.... _.....• __ .. . . $17, 109. 06
For cultivation of trees and for fencing ............................ _... 10, 64-0. 63
For water supply for national cemetery ......... _.. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .
3, 368. 90
For miscellaneous work . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..
314. 73
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

31, 433. 32

Work on the roadway, commencing "at the westerly line of Walnut
street and extending westerly and parallel to the southern boundary of
said reservation to the easterly line of First avenue," was continued
during the year and completed in January, 1891.
Final payment was made February 3, 1891, the total cost of the work
being $5,650.
Another roadway, 800 feet in length, was constructed, "to connect
road built on southern line of reservation with road leading to Central
avenue," at a cost of $1,590. It was completed in J anuaP"J and final
payment made February 3, 1891. At the end of the year both of these
uew roads were reported in good condition.
The work of macadamizing a roadway "on Lombard street, in the
city of San Francisco, extending from the east line of the Presidio Reservation to the west line of and c01mecting with the macadamized
roadway on Van Ness avenue," was c;ommenced January, 1891, and
continued as fast as the city authorities had the road sewered, graded,
and prepared for macadamizing. At the end of the year five blocks
had bljen completed, and the work on the remaining seven blocks was
being rapidly pushed to completion. The total cost of this work is estimated at $9,286.59, of which $3,329.22 had already been paid to the
contractors at the end of the fiscal year.
The sum of $792 was paid during the year for the services of an inspector of construction and repair of roads.
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Fifty thousand trees were purchased and planted during the year,
and are doing well. The trees previously planted are reported in a
flourishing condition. .A large number of the Catalpa variety, however, have mysteriously disappeared. The seedlings in the nursery
have done well during the year and are being transplanted.
Three thousand six hundred feet of barbed-wire fence have been
built along the line of new roadway, 3,000 feet taken down and reconstructed, and 6,000 feet erected for the protection of young trees, besides various repairs to reservation fences.
Expendit-ures authorized for wha1'1'es, roads, walks, gt·ading, bt·idges, and vat·ious other
expenditures, chat·geable to the app>·op1·iation for Army transp01·tation.
Roads, walks,
grading, and Wharves.
bridges.

Post.
Fort Adams, R.I..............................................
Fort Barrancas, Fla .........••.•.............................. -~
Fort, Coluntbus, N.Y..........................................
Governors Island, New York Harbor..........................
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~~~~-~~c~~~~~~~iib~::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Madison Barracks, N.Y.......................................

$815.00 ..... . ...............•••
1, 182. 25
$710. 75 ...••••..•••
80.00 ...............•..••.•••
173.00
440.00 ........... .
!150. 49
736. 00 ........... .

~~~: ~~ 1··· .. ~~~: ~~-~

245.00
270.00
15, 698. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fort McPherson, Ga . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

¥!~n!fe{~4i~~~~~~~~ ~~1~~~::::~:::::::::::::
~~~~
~!~~[~: ::t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::
Platts burg Barracks, N. Y............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Miscellaneous.

:::::::::::::: .....

$4~~: g~

590.00
1, 500. 00

~:-:~~:~~·I:::::~~~:~~: i~~: ~g
~~~: ~~ ::::::::::::I:~:~~:~~~:~~
i........... .

33,

330. 00 ...•........
163.50 ......................•.

Fort Preble, Me................................................

i~~~ ~~d~~~e~;t~·J: y-::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i~g: ~~

"I

.... -~~~:~~- ···· i;65o:oo

Fort \.Varren, Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524. 75
Washington Barracks, District of Columbia.................... .... .. ...... .. ...... .... ..
1, 890.00
Fort vV ayne, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379. 65 J • • • • • • . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . •
Fon WoOd, Now Yo'k H~bo' ____________________________ ----58.
15.00 '
50.00

~~l.t~~;n~t~·i/)HHH-HHHH .i:~:~ l~~HHJ:\.~-~
~~\! ~}r~w~r~i~w::-::- _: _- u:~:·-j --·- -j:~-j •••••:~~~:ft·: _:::_:::: :1:::::~s;~

Fort Snelling, Minn ........................................ _..
5, 229. 02 . . . . . . . . . . . .
755. 00
FortYates,N.Dak............................................
71.25 ........... . ...... . .... .
Fort Clark, Tex ......................................... _......
120. 84 . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 400. 00
]'ort Davis, Tex ................ _....... _......................
60. 05 ....................... .
Fort Mcintosh, Tex............................................ ......... .. .. . .... .. ......
1, 102.52
Alcatraz Island, Cal .......................... _................
570. 00
3, 700. 00 ........... .
Benicia Barracks, Cal ........ _.................................
146. 55 ............ ............ .

i~!rf;:;~~:~~~~~~-~~-~-~ ~-~-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::::::: ~~~: ~~: ::::::::::::1-··-i," ~~f ~g
~~~~
~!~:~Th~~:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~6: ~~: :~ ~ ~ ~:~~~~~:I::::~-:~~~:~~
]'ortSpokane, Wash...........................................
473.87 ............ [........... .

~~~~:f~~~~~~;a!~~~~~h:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. ·.·.. 488.' i6 .... ~'-~~~:~~. I :::::: ::::::
VancouverDepot. WaRh .................................. ,.... ..............
D. avids Island, New York Harbor ........................ ···--- ~
5, 950.00
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578. 25
West Point, N.Y.............................................. . . ... .. . . ... . .
Willets Point, New York Harbor..............................
690.00
.Jetl'ersonville Depot, Ind .................................... --~
12. 00
Philadelphia Depot, Pa ...... _................... __ .. . . . . . . . . . .
1, 233. 50
TotaL ........................ _............. _.............

140, 352. 00

I

3,000.00 .........•.•
1, 866.00 .........•••
...............•.....•.•
60.00 ........... .
...... ......
66.00
----------- · ------ · · · · · ·
............
310. 00

I 13, 365. 75~~51. 52
-
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"For shelter and shooting galleries and ranges, and repairs thereof,"
Congress granted $10,000 in the act making appropriation for support
of the Army, June 13, 1890, which sum was apportioned in the following
manner:
Station.
Division of the Atlantic.
Department of Dakota.
Department of the
Platte.
De.ep~rtme~t of the
M1ssoun.
DepartmentofTexas.
Department of the
Columbia.
Department of California.
Department of Arizona.
Division of the Atlantic.
Bellevue Range,
Nebr.

Designation.

Amount.

Station.

Apportionment ... $1, 700. 46
.... do .....•.....•• 1, 084.96
.... do.............

594.64

l.... do .............

1,539.89

1

.... do.............

897.94

l.... do ........•....

455.09

.... do.............

485.22

.... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 323. 07
!
Cardboard ...... .
8.10
Rent of range.....

600. 00

I

Amount.

Designation.

Bellevue Range, Mineograph for
Nebr.
use on range.
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Office tables, tools,
lumber, fiour,etc.
Presidio of S a n Repairs .......... .
Francisco.
St. Francis Bar- .... do ...........•.
racks.
Fort Niagara...... Hire of saddle
horses.
Do ............. Repairs .......... .
Fort Ringgold ..... Flour ............ .
Jfort Hancock ......... do ............ .
Do ............. Repairs .........•.
Fort Logan . . . . . . . Lease of range ....
Fort Snelling .......... do ..........•..
Washington l~ar- Repairs .......... .
racks.
Fort McPherson ....... do .........•...
Fort McHenry ........ do ............ .

$26.50
102.00
196.50

8.or
64.{)0

204.50
6.19
3.67
25.()1
100. 00
200.00
80.16
98. 0)
196. 2Q

Total. . . . . • . . 10, 000. 00

In the above-mentioned act, Congress also made a special appropriation of $10,000 for the rifle range at Fort Sheridan. From this fund the
following expenditures have been authorized:
$300.00

Grading and seeding grounds ........................................ .
Excavation of target trench and construction of rubble wan, targethouse and two visitors' stands._ . _................................ _..
Construction of range house ...... _................................... .
Purchase oflumber for use on range. ___ . _............................ .
Balance June 30, 1891. .. __ ............................................ .

5, 821.00
3,627.00
59.42
192.58

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 000. 00

The trench, wall, target house, and visitors' stands were completed
during the fiscal year.
HOSPITALS.

For construction and repair of hospitals, including the extra-duty pay
of enlisted men employed on the same, Congress in the army appropriation act of June 13, 1890, provided $100,000. This fund has been
disbursed by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on estimates
approved by the Surgeon-General of the Army, as follows:
Department and post.
Division of the Atlantic:
Fort Adams ...................•..
Fort Barrancas .........•.•.......
:Fort Columbus . . ................ .
.Jackson Barracks ...... .......... .
Fort McPherson ................. .
Fort Mackinac ................. ..
Madison Barracks ........ " ..... ..
Mount Vernon Barracks ...•......
Fort Myer . .................•••••.
N ew~rt Barracks .......•••......

j~~~ o~t~ri~~ ::: ~::::::: ~ ~::::::::

Plattsburg Barracks ..••..••••••••

Amount.

$400.00
348.15
49.65
896.54
1,909. 00
171.25
107.09
48.29
192.00
130.73
302.00
133.63
374..00

Department and post.

Anwunt.

Division of the Atlantic-Continued:
Fort Porter ..........•...••••...•.
$268.00
St. :F rancis Barracks ..........••••
371.85
Fort Schuyler ................... .
206.95
Fort Thomas ........... .......... ! 18,444.05
Fort Trumbull. .................. .
77.76
Fort Wadsworth .................. '
690.50
Fort Warren ................... ..
137.61

j~~~ :;~~3~:: ::::::::::::::::::::I
Total ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ii
1

204.99
3,835. 00
29, 299.04
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Department and post.

Department of Dakota:
Fort .Assinniboine .....•••••......
Fort Buford ...................•..
Fort Custer ...................... .

Amount.

Fort Yates ...................... .
Fort Yellowstone ................ .
'.rotal .........•...•...•..•....

~~~P:P~!Ki~;~~-- ~~i-~~~::::::::::::
j~~l ~~~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::

Department of the Platte:
Fort Duchesne ................... .
Fort MeKinney .................. .
Fort 1\iohrara ................... .
:Fort Omaha ..................... .

~~~t ii~~~~l~~~-~~::: ::::::::::::

Fort Robinson ................... .
Rosebud Agency ................ .
Fort D. A. Russell ............... .
Fort Si<lney ...................... .
Fort Washakie .................. .

8, 836.31

Fort Apache ..................... .

. 175.00
211.26
20.00
6.50
214.91
36.44
2, 557.18
375.13
3, 300.00
30.00
325.00

Total ........................ .

3, 938.40

Department of California:
Alcatraz Island .................. .
J<'ort Gaston ..................... .
Camp at Monterey ............... .
Presidio of San Francisco ....... .

501.18
25U. 00
3.00
900.00

Total ........................ .

1, 654.18

1, 013. 00
975. 40
69. 40
3, 377. 40

4, ~~~: ~g
21. 00
1----

Department of Texas:
Fort Clark ....................... .
Fort Davis ....................... .
Camp Del Rio ..................•..
Camp at Eagle Pass ............. .
Fort Mcintosh .................. ..

Total .................••.•..•.

I Department of Arizona:

3, 942.85

Department of the MiAsouri:
Fort Leavenworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort I ..ogan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
Camp at Oklahoma City..........
Fort Reno . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . ..

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

$389.36
7, 985.74

Fort Huachuca .................. .
Fort Lowel~ ....•.................
San Carlos ....................... .
San Diego Barracks ............. ..
Fort Stanton ..................... .
Whipple Barracks .............. ..
:Fort Wingate .........•.•.••......

7, 251.42

Fort Supply . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. ..

0

j~~~ ~~~fit J~s·t~~:: ~ ~::::::::::::

1, 375.00
743.10
207.00
541.19
40.00
7.44
253.03
167.39
334.25
270.00

Total ....................... ..

~~~~ ~y1e~::::::::::::::::::::::::

Amount.

Department of Texas-Continued.
$6!)6. 80
450.00
671.93
97.86
900.00
69.59
135.02
500.00
9. 94
337.27
74.44

~~~~ ~~~~~::: ::::::::::::: :~:~~::

Department and post.

11, 248. 30

48.00
111.49
40.20
61.52
200.00

i~~i ~:I:[~ :::::::::::::::: :.:::::

Department of the Columbia:
\
Boise Barracks ..................
Fort Sherman .................. ..
Fort Spokane ................... ..
Fort Townsend ................... 1
Vancouver Barracks.' ............. j
Fort Walla Walla ................. .,

·1

500.00
900.00
1, 109.00
323.05
32.50
106.40

Total ........................ .
2, 970.95
====
Independent posts, etc.:
I
Columbus Barracks .........••.... , 24.537.00

ii~~k~rf~~~n!,;;:y ~~d N~ry H~~: ·
pital ............................ l

687.52

Jefferson Barracks .............•..
West Point Cadet Hospital ....•..
Willets Point .................... .

4, 544.00
120.73
269.80
699.50

Total. . .. . . .. . • . . . • • .. . • .. . ..

30, 858. 55

Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100, 000. 00

Included in the foregoing are new hospital constructions at the following posts:
Fort Logan, deadhouse, etc., brick--··-·········-----------------------Fort McPherson, laundry building .... _.......................... _......
Fort D. A. Russell, addition to hospital, brick .. ___ ... _. _............... __
Fort Robinson, isolation ward, frame .............................. -----·
Fort Sam Houston, summer ward, frame ....... __ ...... _.•. _...... __ ... _
Fort Sam Houston, dispensary wing, frame . ___ ... ____ .... __ . _... _.... ___
Fort Reno, deadhouse, frame .............................. _. _..... _ . _. _
Fort Spokane, deadhouse, laundry, and wood house building, frame . . . . . .
Fort Riley.. laundry building, stone. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .
Fort Riley, deadhouse, stone ......................................... _..
Fort Wood, provisionary hospital, frame . .. . • . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . • • .
Fort Barrancas, stable and storeroom, frame.............................
Fort Thomas, 24-bed hospital, brick ........ ____ .........................
Columbus Barracks, 48-bed hospital, brick ....... ------ ................•.
Pine Ridge Indian Agency, field hospital, frame ........•........ ---- ....
Rosebud Indian Agency, field hospital, frame ... __ ........... __ .........

$960.00
1, 390. 00
2, 230. 00
2, 484.33
5, 387. 00
1, 075. 00·
550. 00
934. 00
2, 847. 00
1, 265. 00
3, 835. 00
265.75
18,244.00
24,537.00
186.06
375. 13

Of the buildings enumerated above the following have been completed during the fiscal year: the deadhouse at Fort Logan; summer
ward and dispensary wing at Fort Sam Houston; dead-house at Fort
Riley, and the field hospitals at Pine Ridge and Rosebud agencies.
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The act of August 30, 1890, authorized an expenditure of not exceeding $25,000 for the erection of a hospital at Columbus Barracks,
Ohio.
HOSPITAL STEWARDS' QUARTERS.

In the Army appropriation act of June 13, 1890, the sum of $12,500
was also provided for the construction of hospital stewards' quarters,
including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men employed thereon.
This money has been apportioned by the Secretary of War to the
posts named below under the provision of law "that the cost of construction of quarters at any one post shall in no case exceed $800, except
where a post is situated at a city of more than 50,000 inhabitants the
cost of construction of such quarters may be not to exceed $1,200."
_ _ _ _ _ _s_ta-ti-on_·-----1-Am--ou_n_t_.-ll------8-ta-ti_·o_n_.-----I-Am--o-un_•_
•.
FF orrtt BBorowwnie ._ -. _· .· _· _· .· _
.._._ ._ ._ .__· _· _.._-. -. -. ._.__· _· -._·.·I
$9. 50 Fort Reno ...... _................. _..
90. 00 Fort Robinson.......................
0
Fort Buford .......................... ;
516. 25 Fort Sam Houston...................
.Jackson Barracks.....................
1,200.00 II Fort Schuyler.......................
Fort Keogh.......... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ..
175. 001' Fort Sherman .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .
Fort Leavenworth.................... 1
45. 00 Fort Snelling........................
Fort Logan ........................... 1i 1, 154.00 Fort Thomas........................
Madison Barracks ....................
39. 48 Fort Townsend......................
Fort Mason...........................
1,200.00 1 Fort Trumbull......................
Fort McPherson......................
53.50 I Fort Wayne.........................
Fort Meade .......... ·................. 1
450.00 Willets Point ... .'.... ......... .. . . ..

;~~1~i~~re~:::::::::::::::::::::::::!

Fort Ontario .......................... ,
Fort Preble...........................

$800. 00
300. 00
1, 390. 00
1,200.00
250. 00
22. 35
1, 197.92
75. 00
3.54
164.38
190.25

8g~:~~ 1 ~~!n!~~~-io,-i89i::::::::::::::::
2~~:gg
26. 25
1---800. 00 II
Total .......................... ·j 12, 500. 00
1

Losses by fire.
Building.

Post.
Fort Mcintosh ............. .
Fort Grant ................ ..
.T efferson Barracks .......... .
Fort .Abraham Lincoln ..... .
Davids Island .............. .
Fort Apache ................ .
Vancouver Barracks ........ .
Fort Sheridan ............. ..
Fort Snelling ............... .

Extent of damage.

Pump and boiler house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Partially destroyed.
Officers' quarters ........................ About $475.

~~T~fK~s~g_1~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::: Dest~~~d.
Shop bmlding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Five sets officers' quarters...............

Do.
Do.

b~~;~~k·s·:::
Aboft$2, 150.
Barracks . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. Destroyed, with ~xception of
kitchen in rear.
Fort Spokane ............... . Officers' quarters, No.14 ................. About $400.

¥:£:n:i;y

::::::::::::::::::::I

1

A statement is herewith submitted, marked A, of the property rented
by the Quartermaster's Department during the fiscal year as shown by
estimates of funds.
Very respectfully,
c. P. MILLER,

Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U.S. Army.
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A.-Statement showing property rented by the Qua1·termastm:'s Department during the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, and total amount paid, as shown by estimates of funds.
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC.
Post or station.

Designation.

.Amount.

- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~--Fort McPherson, Ga........... Quarters for one maJor .•...•..•••••..••••.••••••••••••...
Quarters for one hospital steward ...................... ..
Quarters for two musicians ............................. .
I Quarters for one musician, from August to March ...•••• ,
Yorktown, Va ................. Quarters for soldier in charge of monument ............ ..
Columbia Arsenal, Ten11-....•.. Quarters for onlnance sergeant ......................... ·J
Southport, N.C ..................... do ................................................. ..
New Orleans, La .............. Storehouse for quartermaster's and subsistence depart-~
ments.
Offices for quartermaster's, subsistence, and pay departments.
Baltimore, Md ................. \...... do ................. : ................................ .
·
. Office of paymaster at Pittsburg, Pa ................... ..
Boston, Mass ................. Offices for quartermaster's, subsistence, ordnance, and
, pay departments.
·
i Offices for inspector of ordnance ....................... ..
Providence, R. I ............... [...... do .................................................. .
Buffalo, N. Y ................. -I Offices for quartermaster's department .................. .
Atlanta, Ga ................... Offices for pay department .............................. .
•
O~ces for quartermaster'~ department .................. .
1
Madison Barracks, N. Y ....... i Hire of grounds, on practiCe march of troops ........... .
Newport Barracks, Ky ........ Hire of stable ........................................... .
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich......... Office for constructing quartermaste! new Fort Brady ..

·I

·I

Total Division of the .......................................................... .
Atlantic.

$528.00
126.00
280.00
84.00
60.00
120.00
!)6. 00
1, 800.00
1,080.00
1, 000.03
300.00
1, 629.96
175.00
125.00
750.00
300.00
300.00
45.00
7.50
270.00

1----

9, 076.49

DIVISION OF THE MISSOURL
Chicago, m ...................

·I Offices
for headquarters and depot quartermaster, and I
storeroom for depot quartermaster.

.

I
Highland Park, ill.............
Fort Sheridan, lll........... . . .

'I

Offices and storeroom for depot commissary of subsistence.
Stables for quartermaster's department ....••..•.••.....•
Office and stable for constructing quartermaster at Fort
Sheridan, ill.
Quarters for post hospital............ . .. . . • . . . • . .. • • • . • • .
Quarters for post quartermaster sergeant...... .. • • • • . • • •
Quarters for post surgeon................................
Quarters for post commander . .. • • • . . • . .. .. • • . . . . .. . .. . ..

14,472.00
3, 600.00
1, 800.00
240.00
84. 00
30. 00
245.00
260. 00

Total fo: Headq~ers Division of the Missouri. •• -~--20-,-7-3-7.-0-0

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
St. Louis, Mo ................ --1 Headquarters Department of the Missouri ............. .
Stable for Headquarters Department of Missouri ....... .
Denver, Colo................... Office for quartermaster's department ................... .
I Office for pay department ..............•..••.............
Office for subsistence department ....................... .
Leavenworth, Kans............ Office for pay department ............................... .
Office for tactical board ................................. .
El Reno, Ind. T................ Office for transportation agent, quartermaster's department.
Miami, Tex.................... Office for transportation agent, quartermaster's department.
Minco, Ind. T .................. · ...... do ................................................. ..
Panls Valley, Ind. T ................. do ................................................. ..
Woodward, Ind. T ................... do ................................................ ..
Camp Wade, Okla............. . Accommodation for the sick ..........................•..
Quarters for three officers in Kingfisher ............... ..
Quarters for officers in Kingfisher ......•••......•..••.•.
Quarters for hospital in Kingfishei· .................... ..
Gutluie, Okla.................. Quarters for three officers ............................... .
Oklahoma City, Okla........... Quarters for three officers and one noncommissioned
staff officer.
Sheridan, Col • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. Quarters for commissary serg-eants and sergeant maJor
stationed at Fort Logan, Cow.
Total Department of the Missouri ................ ..

10,800.00
500.00
960.00
480.00
480.00
300.00
378.00
10.00
20.00
126.00
14.00
240.00
20.00
140.00
10.00
10.00
41'5. 00
533.00
60.00
15,560.00
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A.-State'rnent showing property 1·ented by the Qua1•termaster's Department du1·ing the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Designation.

Post or station.
Headquarters Department,
Platte.

Amount.

Offices, etc . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . .. .. .. .. . . .. . • • .

$9, 360. 00

Stable lot .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . ..
Salt Lake City, Utah . . . . . . . . . . Paymaster's office........................................
Cheyenne, \Vyo ...................... do...................................................
Omaha, Nebr .................. Office rooms for Capt. C. F. Humphrey, assistant quartermaster.
Ogden, Utah . ... .. ...... .... . . Quartermaster's storehouse, etc..........................
Price, Utah .......................... do ...... -----------···-----·---------··------··--·---

500. 04
360. 00
480.00
175.00
335.00
360.00

~~~~ef>o~~f~8.-ut~h:::::::::::: ·iii;~ ~r- ~~~P'b;i-~~~~d.· ~i ·M:;;;;~y; ·ui~h,- ~~ ·:P~~~ii~~ ·

~t ~g

march.
Rushville, N ebr . . . . . .... .. • • . . Quartermaster's warehouse . . . . . . . .. . . . .... • . . .. . . . .. .. ..

36. 00
1----

Total Department of the Platte . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . .

11, 683. 72

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

I

Helena, Mont ................. . OfficeR for paymaster and quartermaster, storehouse for
quartermaster's department, and stable for quartermaster's dep:trtment.
Department of Dakota .....•... Quarters for officers and men on detached service ...... --~
Camping ground for troops on detached service..........

880,00
50.00
50.00

----Total Department of Dakota.......................
980. 00

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Pen a Station, Tex. . . .. . . .. . .. .. Office of qnartPrmaster's agent . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .... . .. .. ..
San Antonio, Tex.............. Quarters for two commissary sergeants..................
Quarters for quartermaster sergeant.....................
Quarters for chief musician .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .
Quarters for post quartermaster-sergeant.-- ............ -~
Quarters for two principal musicians ................... _
Quarters for ordnance sergeant..........................

~~~-tt~-Jl·s:~~~:: :::::::::::::: ~f~~~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

96. 00
288. 00
24. 00
144. 00
96. 00
288. 00
144. 00

~gg: gg

~~ [~~t~~~tt ~ -----1-~ ~: :~fii
7.\\\\\\:\\~ :\\\~: :\\~~ \~~\\\\~ L\\\\E)
!i.I
....
----1

Camp Nevill Springs, Tex
do ........ -- .......... ---- ......................
275.00
Fort Bliss, Tex ................ , Barracks, quarters, etc .................................. • 2, 100.00
El Paso, Tex . .......•....••.... i Office for con~tructing quartermaster.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
104. 00

--1 §tlbli~~~~tf~~~i~~s- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

i&~: gg

~:::; 3?~~~: :£:~:::::: :::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1~6: gg

Total, Department of Texas........................

7, 171.36

Marfa, Tex ... __ ..............
Presidio Del Norte, Tex........ Shelter for troops .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..

!!0. 00

1----

HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC AND DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Headquarters Division of the
Pamfic and Department of
California.

Offices for headquarters..................................

12, 000. 00

Stabling . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. ..
Mojave, Cal ................... Office for quartermaster's agent-----·...................

1, 083. 00
60.00

TotaL...............................................

13, 143. 00
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A.-Statement showing p1·operty rented by the Quarte1·mastcr"s Department du1·ing the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Post or station.

Destination.

Amount.

Portland, Oregon ...•••••.••... Offices for quartermaster and paymaster ..............••.
Storehouse for quartermaster's department ............. .
Offices for depot and purchasing commissary of subsistence ................................................ .
Walla Walla, Wash .....•••... Offices for paymaster ................................... .
Spokane Falls, Wash .....•.... Quarters for enlisted men traveling on orders ........... .
Waitsburg, Wash ............. .
Boise Barracks, Idaho •••.••••.

$840.00
720.00

8~~,r~:~iot~u~~f~~~~i ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: :::::: ~ ::::::::::::

560.00
240.00
13.50
1!l. 50
20.00
50.00

Total Department of the Columbia ......•..•........

2,463. 00

DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.
Seligman, Ariz ................. Office for quartermaster's agent ........................ .
Wilcox,Ariz ......................... do ................................................. .
Bowie Station, Ariz .................. do ................................................. .
Holbrook, Ariz ...................... do ................................................. .
Phrenix,Ariz ........................ clo ................................................. .
Hackberry, Ariz............... Storeroom for quartermasters agent .................... .
Tucson, Ariz .. .. .• . • •• • . • .. . .. Office for quartermaster's department .................. .
Stable for quarterma~ter's department .................. .
Carthage, N.Mex.............. Office for quartermaster's agent ....................... ..
Storehouse for quartermaster's department ............. .
Albuquerque, N. Mex . • • . • • • • . Office for quartermaster's agent ..............•..........
Office for paymaster .................................... .
Silver Citv, N.Mex ..•.•....... Office for quartermaster's agent ..... ·: ................. .
Los Angeles, Cal............... Office headquarters Department of An zona ............. .
Stable and grounds for quartermaster's department ..... .
Office of attending surgeon ....... -.... · · .......... · ....
Santa Fe, N. Mex . . . . .. . • • . • • • . Quarters for conmissary sergeant ....................... .
Santa Fe, N.Mex .............. Quarters for hospital stewaril ........................... .
Quarters for non-commissioned staff officers ............ .
Office for disbursing quartermaster ..................... .
San Diego Barracks, Cal .... -- ~~~~:~ ~~~ ~ffis~e~:l.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$45.00
60.00
30.00
45.00
.45.00
60.00
60.00
124.00
45.00
30.00
45.00
360.00
45.00
7, 200.00
360.00
175.00
135.00
30.00
630.00
225.00
900.00
2, 100.00

Total Department of Arizona ...................... .

12,749.00

·I

GENERAL DEPOTS, ETC., OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEP..A.RTMENT.
1

Philadelphia depot .......... .. Part of building, No. 1428 Arch street, offices and stable. 1
Office of attending surgeon ... . . . .... .. .... .. ...••• .... ..
Total for Philadelphia depot ......................

··I

$2, 150. 04
36.00
2, 186. 0~

336. 00
New York depot ............. .. Quarters for two hospital stewards at medical purveyjng ,.
de11ots, at $14 each per month.
Quarters for hospital steward in attending surgeon's
168.00
office.
•
Stable at No. 122 West Eighteenth street .............. ··1--1_,3_5_o_.o_o

Total for New York depot..........................
Washington depot ............ . Lots !l and 10, square 231, occupied by Subsistence Department.
Lots 50 to 58, inclusive, square 100, occupied by Quartermaster's Department.
Quarters for hospital steward, Army Medical Dispensary.
Lots 49 and 63, square 100 occupied by Quartermaster's
Department.
Office for military attache, London, England ....•....•••
Office for military attache, Berlin, Germany ............ .
Office for military attach.S, Dusseldorf, Germany ....... .
Office for military attache, St. Petersburg, Russia ..•.•••
Office for military attach,e Paris, France .............. ..
Office for military attache, Vienna, Austria ............ .
Total for Washington depot ...................... ..

1,854. 00
$243. !)6
1, 500.00
252.00
125.00
144.00
360.00
60.00
403.20
120.00
144.00

1----3, 352.16
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A.-Statement showing propm·ty rented by the Quartennasters Depa1·tment during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891, etc.-Continued.
GENERAL DEPOTS, ETC., OF THE QUARTEMASTER'S DEPARTMENT-Continued.

Designation.

Post or station.

.Amount.

----------------------:---------------------------------------------San Francisco depot ... ; . . • . . . . Offices and storerooms for Medical, Subsistence, and
Quartermaster's Departments.
Storeroom.for quartermasters' supplies........... . ......
Storage for turpentine, oils,_etc.... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .

$9, 999. 96
1, 500.00
720. 00

Total for San Francisco depot . . . . . . .. . .. • .. . . . . . . . .

12, 219. 96

St. Louis depot................ Office and storeroom, Medical Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Offices, storerooms, and stables for pay and Quartermas·
ter,s Department.
Office and storerooms for Subsistence Department.......
Office, storerooms, and \lorral for Subsistence Department.

2, 058. 37
3, 107. 12
$100. 00
160. 00

Total for St. Louis depot ...... ..••••.. ..... .. .... ..

5, 425 . .;a

West Point, N. Y .... .• . . • .. .. . Quarters for one lieutenant..............................

48.00

Total for West Point...............................

48.00

RECAPITULATION.
Division, Department, etc.

.Amount.

Division of the Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Headquarters, Division of the Missouri ................................................ __ .
Department of the Missouri.................................................... . ........ . .
Department of the Platte .............................. . ........ . ....................... ·. ..
Department of Dakota.................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . ..
Department of Texas......................................................................
Headquarters, Division of the Pacific and Department of California. .......... . ...........
Department of the Columbia........................ .. . .. . . ................................
Departm ent of Arizona....................................................................
Philadelphia depo: . .. . .. ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

$9, 076. 49
20,737.00
15,566.00
11,683.72
980. 00
7, 171.36
13, 143. 00
2, 463.00
12,749. OU
2,186. 04

~tt~]ii~~'lt;t;;;H~i::H:!2 ;~;:~_;.H~iiinin:.~~::::~:~~~ H~:~ ~~] l ~~ l!
-

118,655.22

1

10.
W .A.R DEPARTMENT,
QU.A.RTERM.A.STER-GENER.A.L's OFFICE,
Washington, D. 0., September 14, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the reservation branch of this office for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891.
To this branch is assigned the duty o:t collecting, recording, and filing complete title papers of all lands under charge of theW ar Department, purchased or appropriated for barracks, posts, cantonments, or
other military uses except such as are designed for permanent military fortifications, or for armories, arsenals, and ordnance depots;
also collecting and compiling such information in regard to each reservation and station as is considered particularly useful or interesting as a permanent record for future reference. It also has charge of
all matters relating to waterworks, and water supply, sewers, se-werage, baths, laundries, and plumbing sanitation as applied to the use of
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water; also heating, lighting, fire protections, military post records,
maps, topography and surveys, and of conducting all correspondence
in connection therewith.
At the close of the last fiscal year the question of the acquisition of
about 101 acres of land adjoining or near the post of Madison Barracks,
N.Y., for a rifle range and for drill and camping grounds, was pending,
and the purchase has not yet been completed, though the several tracts
required have been selected, most of the deeds procured and submitted to the Attorney-General for his consideration, with request that
other deeds be obtained if those submitted are not sufficient, and that
the necessary stevs be take to obtain proper title (by condemnation, if
necessary) to the remaining tracts. While the negotiations were pending Congress, by act of February 24, 1891 (General Order 27, 1891), increased the appropriation of $7,000 provided in act of March 2, 1889
(General Order 26, 1889), for the acquisition of land to $10,000.
· The question of the acquisition of land in Campbell County, Ky., for
a rifle range for Fort Thomas, Ky., which was pending at the close of
the last fiscal year, has been concluded by the purchase of 169 acres of
William Taliaferro, for $11,830. The title has been approved by the
Attorney-General, the deed recorded in Campbell County, Ky., and the
title papers filed irr this office.
By act of May 21, 1890 (Public No. 125), the Secretary of War was
authorized to sellall that certain parcel of ground belonging to the United States situate in the city
of Pittsburg, Pa., at the northwest corner of Penn avenue and Garrison alley, in the
Fourth waru of said city, fronting 100 feet on the west side of Penn avenue and
extending northwanliy, preserving the same width, to low-water line of the Allegheny River, subject however to such public easements as exist thereon and thereover.

The Secretary of War, having obtained the opinion of the AttorneyGeneral as to the title of the United States to the easements referred
to, directed the Quartermaster-General to carry out the provisions of
the law. In compliance therewith the depot quartermaster, Washington, D. C., was directed, on June 19, 1891, to take the necessary action.
Mr. John Twohig having offered to sell to the United States for
$20,000 the site of Eagle Pass, Tex. (62.94 acres), part of old Fort
Duncan, that amount was asked of Congress, and accordingly the
sundry civil act of March 3, 1891, appropriates $20,000, "to enable the
Secretary of War, in his discretion, to purchase a site for a military post
at Eagle Pass, Tex." Protest having been made against the purchase
of that particular tract, on May 22, 1891, the Secretary of War suspended action in securing title.
The act of March 1, 1890 (General Order, No. 25, Adjutant-General's
Office), authorizes the Secretary of War to select and acquire title to
suitable grounds of not less than 1,000 acres within 10 miles of the city
of El Paso, Tex., and to construct thereon a military post to be known
as Fort Bliss, and appropriates $150,000 to enable the Secretary to
comply therewith: Provided, however, That title to the land shall be
obtained without expense to the United States. In compliance therewith title has been acquired to 1,268.18 acres, without cost, and provision has been made for a temporary water system payable from said
appropriation.
The appropriation of $16,500 by act of June 27, 1890 (General Order
69, Adjutant-General's Office, 1890), for purchase of land for target
ranges at Fort McPherson, Ga., remains unexpended. The amount appropriated was less than the amount for which estimate was made, and
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no action has been taken by the War Department so far as kno~n to
this office.
The act of February 7, 1891 (General Order 19, Adjutant-General's
Office, 1891), authorizes the Secretary of War to accept, free of cost, a
tract of not less than 500 acres of land for a target range and for other
military purposes at or near the post of Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y.
The act of March 3, 1891 (General Order, No. 35), authorizes the Secretary of War to proceed, in accordance with sections 4, 5, and 6 of the act
of February 22, 1867, to secure the land; all expense, however, to be
borne by the citizens of New York.
The site has been selected, and on May 22, 1891, the Secretary of War
requested the Attorney-General to take early action to acquire title by
condemnation.
Leases of land for military reservations in Texas have been vacated
as follows: Fort Davis, 640 acres, of John James, at $900 per annum;
Camp Del Rio, 2,391.5 acres, of John Twohig and the Beauregard heirs,
at $239.15 per annum; Camp Langtry, parts of surveys 619, 620, and
621, Presidio County, of C. Torres, at $100 per annum.
During the year reservations have been turned over to the Interior
Department for disposition under the act of July 5, 1884, or as otherwise provided by law, as follows:
Fort Maginnis, Mont., containing 31,059.21 acres, by General Order
91, Adjutant-General's Office, August 15, 1890.
Hot Springs, Ark., containing all of square or block No. 94 on the
official survey of Hot Springs, Ark., by General Order, No. 96,
Adjutant General's Office, August 28, 1890.
Point Roberts, Wash., containing 1,472 acres, by General Order,
No. 107, Adjutant General's Office, September 25, 1890.
Fort Mojave, Ariz., containing 14,697 acres, for Indian-school purpose~ so long as it may not be required for military occupation by General urder, No. 111, Adjutant General's Office, September 29, 1890.
Fort McDowell, Ariz., post, building~, etc., for Indian-school purposes, so long as not required for military occupation by General Order,
No. 115, Adjutant General's Office, October 4, 1890.
Fort Totten, N. Dak., post, buildings, etc., for Indian-school purposes, so long as not required for military occupation, by General Uru(jr,
No. 115, Adjutant General's Office, October 4, 1890.
Fort Bridger, Wyo., containing 10,240 acres, by General Order, No.
123, Adjutant General's Office, October 15, 1890.
Fort Verde, Ariz., containing 9,293.79 acres, by General Order, No.
123, Adjutant General's Office, October 15, 1890.
Fort Elliott, Tex., containing 2,560 acres, by General Order, No. 123,
Adjutant General's Office, October 15, 1890.
Little Hock Barracks, Ark., containing 36.01 acres, by General Order,
No.123, Adjutant General's Office, October 15, 1890.
Fort Bidwell, Cal., containing 3,090 acres, by General Order, No.
135, Adjutant General's Office, November 22, 1890. (Garrison has not
yet been withdrawn.)
Greenwood Island, Miss., containing 100 acres, for disposition under
act of July 5, 1884 (or as may be otherwise provided by law), by General Order, No. 147, Adjutant General's Office, December 26, 1890.
Fort Crawford, Uolo., containing 5,472 acres for disposition under
act of July 5, 1884 (or as may be otherwise provided bylaw), by General
Order 148, Adjutant-General's Office, December 31, 1890.
Fort Gibson, Ind. T., containing 5,541 acres, for disposition under
act of July 5, 1884 (or as may be otherwise provided .bY law), exWAR 91-VOL I--34
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cept the national cemetery in the southwest corner, 600 by 500 feet,
by General Order 15, Adjutant-General's Office, February 13, 1891.
Fort McDowell, Ariz., containing 25,628 acres for disposition under act of July 5, 1884 (or as may be otherwise provided by law), by
General Order 22, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891.
Fort Lowell, Ariz., area not stated, for disposition under act of
July 5, 1884 (or as may be otherwise provided by law), by General Order
24, Adjutant-General's Office, March 6, 1891.
Other general orders affecting military reservations have been published during the year as follows :
No. 99, Adjutant-General's Office, September 11,1890, designates the
new military post near Newport, Ky., as " Fort Thomas," in honor of
the late Gen. George H. Thomas, U. S. A., and the post at San Antonio,
Tex., as " Fort Sam Houston," in honor of Gen. Sam Houston, the
first governor of the State of Texas.
No. 119, Adjutant-General's Office, October 7, 1890, directs that the
military works at Forts Pike and :Macomb, La., be abandoned and
the reservations and buildings thereon turned over to the Quartermaster's Department. What actiOn if any has been taken under this
order does not appear. Fort Pike is in charge of a corporal of Company B, Fifth Infantry, and Macomb is in charge of an ordnance sergeant.
.
,
No. 35, deficiency act of March 3, 1891, provides that the total cost of
Fort Bliss, Tex., shall not exceed $300,000; Fort Brady, Mich., $250,000;
Fort Omaha, Nebr., $500,000; cllanges the name of Fort Omaha to Fort
Crook and appropriates the sum of $20,000 to enable the Secretary of
War, in his discretion, to purchase a site for a military post at Eagle
Pass, Tex. (old Fort Duncan).
No. 37, page 5, publishes act of February 27,1891, granting right of
way to the Junction City and Fort Riley Street Railway Company into
and upon the Fort Riley, Kans., military reservation.
No 45, of May 11, 1891, changes the name of Camp Sheridan, in the
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, to" Fort Yellowstone."
No. 50, of May 28, 1891, directs the withdrawal of the garrisons and
the abandonment of Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak.; Fort Lewis, Colo.,
and Fort Shaw, Mont.
No. 53, of June 4, 1891, enlarges the military reservation of Fort
Sherman, Idaho, by the addition of an adjoining tract, containing 42.65
acres.
Act of February 21, 1891 (Public No. 88), authorizes and directs the
Secretary of War to cause an examination to be made for a suitable site
for a military post and harbor defenses at or near the city of San Diego,
Cal., and to report to Congress, etc.
Act of February 28, 1891 (Public No. 104) incorporates the Washington and Arlington Railway Company and grants it right of way through
the Arlington estate, outside of the cemetery grounds, Fort Myer.
In compliance with thP- request of the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Interior, on the 27th of February, 1891, assigned .a tract of
land containing about 22.5 acres in the Yellowstone Park, Wyoming,
for the use of the military authoTities foT the purpose of the erection of
buildings for shelteT for a tToop of cavalry, and gave permission to use
the water from Clematis Creek in the Park to supply the garri&on. The
buildings are in course of construction, but no provision has been made
for a water system.
Owing to lack of funds for the purpose by the Interior Department,
custodians were employed and paid by this Department to the close of
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the fiscal year, for the care of' reservations that have been turned over
to that Department, as follows:
Per
month.

Fort :ijridger, Wyo .......•..••...• ---·----------·----·--------------------..
J!'ort Maginnis, Mont.... . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Crawford, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:F ort Elliott, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Rock Barracks, Ark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Verue, Ariz...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Lowell, Ariz ................................. ------------ .... ---------Yuma Depot, Ariz ..... ---- .............. ------ .... ---- .... ------------------

$75
100
45
60
60
60
60
60
25

The Secretary of the Interior has been requested to relieve this Department from any further charge on account of these custodians, and as
funds are now available, it is presumed that no further payments will
be required by the Quartermaster's Department.
In addition to the foregoing, custodians are employed and paid by
this Department as follows:
Per month.

Camp Del Rio, Tex .... -------------------------------------------- .•••.. ------ $30
Yerba Buena Island, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .. . 25
Fort Union, N. Mex . ................................................. •• . • . • • . . 60
Camp at Kingfisher, Okla .... -------------- .... ------ .... -------------- .... ---- 45

The garrison has been withdrawn from Del Rio, and the lease of
2,391.5 acres of land, on which most of the buildings are located, was
vacated May 1, 1891. The United States owns 407.93 acres. What
disposition is to be made of it is not yet known at this office.
Yerba Buena Island is an engineer station. It has not been occupied
by troops for many years, and the sale or other disposition of the buildings was authorized ten years ago.
Fort Union reservation appears to be owned by private parties-Moro
grant. The question of its disposition is now under consideration, this
office having recommended to the Secretary of War that the question be
referred to General Land Office for the settlement.
Instructions have been given to discharge the agent at Kingfisher.
Fort Marcy, N. Mex., is not to be turned over to the Interior Department and an agent is in charge of the reservation without pay.
Forts Selden and Cummings, N. Mex., are in charge of enlisted
men. The latter has not been garrisoned for several years, and its
transfer to the Interior Department has been recommended by this
office.
Attention is invited to statements A, B, C, and D, accompanying this
report.
A shows the expenditures that have been authorized for water, sewerrge, plumbing, etc., chargeable to appropriation for Army transportation.
B shows the expenditures that have been authorized for lighting,
heating, etc., chargeable to the appropriation for regular supplies.
Cis an alphabetical list of tlle military reservations that have been
turned over by the War Department to the Interior Department, or
otherwise disposed of by the War Department, since 1858, with date of
relinquishment, authority therefor, etc.
D is an alphabetical list of military reservations, showing location,
size, how occuppied, accommodations for officers, men, etc., on June 30,
1891.

c. P. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, U. S. Army.
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A.-Expenditures authorized jo1· 1t'ater, sewerage, plumbing, etc., chargeable to the approp1·iation for A1·my tmnsp01·tation for 1890-'91.
Station.

Amount.

----------------------------1-----

I

~~~~ ~~o~~,'~.yy- ~ ~ ~::::::::::::::::

Jackson tarraeks, La ----- _----·- ___ _
:Fort "'aync, }lieb __________ . __ ••• __ _
'Vaslrlngton Barracks, IJ. C._. ___ . ___ _
Newport Ban ack», Ky ___ . __ . _.... ___ _
:Fort McPherson, Ga _____ ....... _.... _
Fort Trumbull, Conn- __ - __ ......... __
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ----····
Fort Barrancas, Fla. ______ --···-····-l•'ort McHenry, M«l ----- _··--·-·····-·

~~~:t
i~ta~·s::R: 1: ::::: :::::::::::::::
Platts burg Banacks, N. Y ______ .. _. __

FortPorter,N. Y -------------·····--Fort- Mackinal', Mich. _______ ..... ___ _
FortOntario,N. Y ------------·--·--·FortW'oo<l,N. Y.llarbor -----··-----:Fort Brady, Mich ... ___ ---······--·· __
Fort Montgomery, N. Y. ______ ...... __
Total . ___ . ___________ ...•..... __

DPpartment of Dakota.

$9, 121.55
4, 774.36
4, 619.90
5, 524.76
1, !)85. 94
1, 219.87
4, 44C.l2
401.19
674.63
9, O-t2. 07
6, 125.06
1, 846.78
1, 410.37
1, 725.94
422.26
7, 081. 97
491.:!7
1, 724.00
2, (lf(5, 50
487.70
3, 024.40
803.75
100.26

Fort Leavenworth, Kans ............ .
Fort Sill, Ind. T ..................... .
For Lewis, Colo ..................... .

$4,971.38
1,022. 96
172. 00

Total ......................... .

56,929.42

Department of Texa..
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............. .
Fort Mcintosh, 'I.'ex ................. .
Fort Brown, Tex .................... .
Fort Davis, 'l'ex __ ................. ..
Fort Ringgold, Tex ................. .
Fort Clark, Tex ................... ..
Fort Hancock, Tex ______ ........... .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ........... _

1, 085.88
170.40
249.02
2, 4!ll. 8!)
413.17
913.38
12, 711. 29
2, 287.98
950.80
40.48
123.55
6. 65
1, 280.39
1, 947.1!
13.50
8. 71

Total _......................... .

24,694.81

Department of Arizona.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 112.65
301.66
9, 8!l:l.15
98.65
745.54
5, 000.03
54-.50
26.50

Total . .' .............••.• _...... .

20,145.79

1:!9. 7H
13.00
2, 405. :!8
265.00

Depa1·tnunt of the Missouri.
23,522.56
2, il14. 62
:!, !169. 91
12,603.20
8, 352.79

434.00
328.11
145. il9
1, 085.78
23. 78
774.18
216.65
13.00
948.68
156.98
1, 217.58
6, 200.00
11, 544. 13

Department of California.
Benicia Barracks, Cal ............... Alcatraz Island, CaL_ ... _.......... .
Fort Mason, Cnl ................... __
Angel Island, CaL ................. -Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ...... .
Fort Gaston, Cal._ .................. .

260.24
564.30
1, 653. 50
628. 65
1, 309.65
47.01

Total...........................

4, 463.35

Depart-ment of the Columbia.

Department of the Platte.
Fort D.A.RHRSP1l, "Wyo ............. .
Fort. Niobrara, Kebr ............•.....
Fort Dnu~J:·s, "C'tah .............••....
Fort Sidney, NPhr .................•..
Fort Omaha, X1'br _.................. .
Fort Robinson. Nehr .....· ............ .
CampPilot Bntte,Wyo .............. .
Fort Bridger, \\rvo .............•.• . ...
Omaha. Depot, Nebr .. _............... .
Fort Dn ChNm<>, Dtah ......••...•....
Fort \\'ashalde, Wyo ................ .
Fort McKinney, 'Vyo ........ : .••....

9, 393. 16
996. 72
115.72
550.88
468.11
1, 176.02
72. !l1
71.20

Total ......... _.........•...... _ 12,844.72

Fort Marcy, N.Mex ................. .
Fort. Apache, Ariz. ___ .............. .
1, o3o. 45 'Vhipple Barrncks, Ariz . -.......... J!'ort H nachuca, Ariz._._ ............ .
869.61
Fort Thomas, Ariz .................. .
7!!5. 01
Fort Bowie, Ariz. ___ -- .............. .
1, 584.60
Fort Grant, .Ariz .................... .
568.90
7. 50 }'ortMohave, Ariz .................. .
Fort Bayard,N. Mex ............... .
75,398 021 Fort Stanton,N.Mex .........•......
Fort 'Vingate,N.Mex .............. .
San Carlos, Ariz .................... .

FortAssinniboino, Mont. ______ ..... __
Fort R:mtl:lll. S.Dak .. ___ . ______ ..... _
:Fort Pemhina, N. Dak ··-··- ...... __ ..
Fort Keogh, )font _____________ ... ___ _
F01·t Buford, N.Dak ...... ---·-- ..... .
Fort Meade, S.Dak.-----·--- ........ .
}'ort 1:-inelling, Minn ..... - .. -- .... ____ _
Fort Custer, '\font . __ --- ___ .. --_ ... __ _
Fort Missoula, Mont .. _........ _.. _. __
Fort Totten, N. D.1k ................. _
Fort Shaw, Mont ................... ..
St. Paul, Minn ____ ................... .
Fort Yatrs, N.Dak .................. .
Fort Sullv, S. Dak --- ................ .
Camp on l'Oillar Ilin~r. ].font _....... _
Fort Abraham Lincoln, N. Dak ..... .

Fort Sheridan, TIL ........•...........
Fort ],o~an, Colo_ .........•..........
Fort Rilt•y, Kans .........••..........
FortSupply,Iud. T ........•..........
Fort Reno, Ind. T .................... .

Amount.

Department of the Missouri-Cont'd.

Div·ision, of the Atlantic.
Fort Warren, Mass_ ................. .
Fort Cohm1lms, N. Y. Harbor ........ .
Fort Monroe, V:t. ___________ ...... ___ _
Fort Schuyler, N.Y. IT arbor . ----- .. - _
Fort Hamilton, N.Y. Hrrrbor ____ . ____ _
St. Francis Barra0ks, Fla _. __ .- ...... .
Fort \Va<lswortb,N. Y.llarbor ··--···
Fort Preble, Maine --· ___ ----- __ ..... .
Madison Barracks, N. Y ·-----·--···--

Station.

Vancouver Barracks, Wash_ ........ .
]'ort Shel'lllan, Idaho.-- ............. .
Fort Townsend, \Vash- ..... . ....... .
Fort Walla 'Valla, ·wash ............ .
Fort Canby, \Vash .................. .
Fort Spokane, Wash ......••.........
Boise Barracks, Idaho ........•......

3, 533.99
1, 064.83
1. 439.07
3!)9. 55
1, 921.67
1, 197.90
1, 751. 21

Total ...................•...... -

11,308.22

Independent postll.
Allrgheny- Arsenal, Pa ............ _..
Jefferson Barracks, :Mo...............
DaYids Islantl, N.Y. Harbor . . . . . . . . .
Colurnbus -l~arracks, Ohio- ....... -...
I J effersomille Depot, Ind ............ .
Philaflelphia Depot, Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
San ]'rancisco, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Louis Depot, Mo. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
We!'lt Point, N. Y ____ .. .. .......... ..
Willets Point, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chicago, Til . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • . . • . . .

I

27. 00
6116.20
8, 224.90
3, 323 . 10
395 29
1, 610. 60
210. 00
561. 13
500.00
8, 185.11
50. 00
1------

'.rotal ...................•...... _ 23,703.33

----

Aggregate...................... 241, 031. 79

QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
B.-Expen£littwes aztthorized for lighting, heating, etc., olta1·geable to the approp1·iation for
1·egular SUJJplies for 1890-'91.
;~

Amount.

_____________
s_ta_t_io_n_.____________ __A_m
__o_uu
__
t._ J____________s_t_a_tx_·o_n_.___________
1

1

Madison Barracks, N. Y ............. . $3,880.67
98.70
Fort aneu, Mass .................. .
Governors Island, N. Y ......••...•...
2, 589.00
1, 272.00
.l!'ort Schuyler, N.Y., Harbor ......... .
Fol't Hamilton, N.Y .. Harbor ....... ..
351.50
Fort Wadsworth.N. Y., Harbor ...... .
57.50
:Fort rl'hom as, Ky .................... .
4, 585.88
\YasLington Barra<"ks, D. C .......•...
120.32
Newport Banacks, Ky ........•.......
18.65
1\fount Vernon Barracks, Ala ........ .
84.00
63.20
Fort Porter, N.Y ................... ..
Fort Ontario, N.Y ................... .
41.77
12.82
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ............. .
Fort Totten, N.Dak ........•.........
5.00
St. Paul, Minn ....................... _
86.46
Omaha Depot, Nebr ..........•........
690.00

''r

Fort Sheridan, ru....................
Fort Logan, Colo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:b'<P-11 Riley, Kans . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .

FOCi; Reno, Ind. T .. ............... ...
Fort Leavenworth, Kans . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sill, Ind. T.. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .
Fort Clark, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pn'>sidio of San Francisco, Cal.......
J efl'erson Barracks, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Davius Island, N.Y., Harbor.........
Columbus Barracks, Ohio............
Jeffersonville Deport, Ind............
Willets Point, N. Y ., Harbor.........
Boise Barracks, Idaho . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . .

$50, 353. 00
866. 50
2, 023. 30
52.60
1, 733. 81
114. 00
324. 00
60.00
45. 60
869.05
620.70
1, 334.45
9. 50
195. 00

1----72, 558. 98

C.-List of milital'J/ reservations turned over by the War Department to the Interior Department, o1· otherwise disposed of by the War Depm·tment, since 1858, with date of relinquishment, authority therefor, etc.
Name of post.

Date of relinquishment.

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Abercrombie, Fort, Dak . . • . . :Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ...•.. Portion east of the Red River of
1~~/~·orth. G. 0. 19, A. G. 0.,
Do ....................... July 14,1880 ActJune10,1880 .... . Reservation abolished. G. 0. 55,
A. G. 0., 1880.
Do ..................................... Act July 15, 1882 ..... . Reservation abolished. G. 0. 85,
A. G. 0., 1882.
Arbuckle, Fort, Ind. T ......• July 9, 1870 Indian treaty of Apr.
28,1866.
Atkinson, Fort, Iowa . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. Act June 7, 1860 .... .. 12 Statute, 28.
Austin, Tex ............................... Act Mar. 5,1888 ...... . Arsenal block. For educational
B~fs~~~s only. G. 0. 30, A. G.
Baton Rouge Barracks, La ... Aug. 22,1884 Act July 5, 1884 ..... .. 44i~~ ~cres. G. 0. 102, A. G. 0.,

4

Do ..................................... ActJune12,1886 ... .. By Secretary Interior to State
:fs~~~ersity. G. 0. 55, A. G. 0.,
Benton, Fort, Mont .......... ,Jan. 5,1883 Act Aug. 4, 1882 ..... . G. 0.110, A. G. 0., 1882.
Bidwell, Fort, CaL . .. . .. .. . .. Feb. 13, 1885 Act July 5, 1884 ..... .. Portion, 123.26 acres. G. 0. 16, A.
G. 0., 1885.
Do ....................... Nov.19,1890 ...... do .............. . Remainder, 3,090 acres. G. 0. 135,
A.G.0.,1890. Garrison not withdrawn.
Bois Blanc Islaml, Mich . .. .. July 22, 1884 ...... do ............. .. 9,i~~-:3 acres. G. 0. 80,A. G. 0.,
Bois6, Fort, Idaho............ Sept. 19, 1874

Wood and saw mill reservation.
Not formally reserved.
Do ....................... Apr. 19,1884 Act Feb.14, 1853. Sec. Hay reservation in excess of 640
9, 10 Stat., 159.
acres.
Bragg,Fort,Cal ........................... ActJuly27,1868 ..... . On Mendocino Indian Reservation. G. 0. 74, A. G. 0., 1868.
Brady, Fort, Mich ............ Jan. 21,1878 Act Mar.1, 1869 ..... .. Not to exceed 1 acre to Baptist
Missionary Society. G. 0. 23,
A. G. 0., 1869.
Do...... . .. .. . . . .. • .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . Act Mar. 3, 1875 ...... . Grants 1.26 acres for school purposes. G. 0. 41. A. G. 0., 1875.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo . . . . . . . . . . Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ...•.. Portion, 496 sqnare miles. G. 0.
19. A. G. 0., 1871.
Do ....................... Feh. 15,1872 ...... do ............. .. 11-fodifies G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Bridger,Fort,Wyo .......... July22,1884 ActJuly5,1884 ..... . Coal reservation. 99.17 acres.
G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 1884.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo .......... Oct. 14,1890 ...... do ............. .. 10,240 acres. G. 0. 123, A. G. 0.
1890.
Brooke, Fort, :Fla ............ Jan. 4,1883 ActAng.18, 1856 ..... . 148.11 acres. 11 stat. p. 87.
Butler, Fort, N.Mex ......... July 22, 188! Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 76,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
188,!.
Cady,Ca1np,Cal ................ do-----·-- ...... do .............. . 1,562 acres. G:O. 80, A. G. 0 .•
1884.
Cameron, Fort, Utah ......... July 2,1885 ...... do ............. .. 23,378 acres. War Dept. circular,
July 9, 1886.
I
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C.-List of military 1·eservations turned over by the War Depa1·trnent to the Interior Department, etc.-Continued.
N arne of post.

Dat6 of relinquishment.

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Cantonment, Ind. T. --------· Sept. 7,1882 Act July 31, 18R2 ..... . For Indian schools.
Carlin (near), Nevada . . . . . . . . Mar. 20, 1888 Act July 5, 188-! ...... - 920 acres. War Dept. Circular,
March 26, 1888.
Cascades, Fort, Wash ..•..... Feb. 2,1867 .................. ----·. Private claim.
Churchill, Fort, Nev ......... Jnne 15,1871 ------ ................. . No formal reservation.
Collins, Fort, Dak ...•........ July 16,1872 Act May 15, 1872 ..... . G. 0. 35, A. G. 0., 1872.
Colville, ]fort, Wash ......... Feb. 26, l887 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 1,070 acres. War Dept. Cir.
Ma!'ch 1,1887.
Covington, Fort, Mfl . . . . . . . . . Jan.
1869 Act June 25, 1868 .... . G. 0. 39, A. G. 0., 1868.
Coeur d'Alene, Fort,Idaho .. April27,1886 ActJuly5,1884 ...... . Winter pasturage, 640 acres.
War Dept. circrilar,May 3,1886.
Craig, Fort, N.Mex .......... Mar. 3, 1885 ...... do ............. .. 24,895 acres. G. 0. 21, A. G. 0.,
1885.
Crawford,Fort,Iowa ...................... ActJuly1,1864 ...... .
Crawford, Fort, Colo ......... July 22,1884 Act July 5, 188* ....... Portion. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 1884.
Crawfonl, Fort, Colo ......... Dec. 30,1890 ...... do .. --------· .... Remainder, 5,472 acres. G.0.148,
A. G. 0., 1890.
Crawford, Fort, Wis .................... __ . Act March 3, 1862 .... .
Crittenden, Fort, Utah.---- .. July 22,1884 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 94,550 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Crittenden, Camp,.A.riz ------ .•. do .............. do---· .. --·------ 3,278.08 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Crook, Fort, Cal------------- .............. Act Feb.15, 1881 ..... . Act restores to public domain.
G. 0. 25, A. G. 0., 1881.
Dakota, Fort, Dak ------ ..... ·------ __ ..... Act July 14, 1870 ....•.
Dalles, Fort, Oregon . . . . . . . . . Mar. 28, 1877 Act Mar, 3, 1877 ...... . G. 0. 24, 1877.
Date Creek, Camp, Oregon ... Dec. 7,1874 Act June :.l2, 1874 ..... . G. 0. 88, A. G. 0., 1874.
Dodge, Fort, Kans ........... Jan. 12,1885 Act July 5,1884 ...... . 12,000acres. G. 0. 6, A. G. 0.,1885.
Douglas, Fort, Utah ........................ Act May 16, 1874 ..... . Not to exceed 20 acres for a public cemetery. G. 0. 47, A. G. 0.,
1874.
Do ....................... Apr. 17, 1885 Act Jan. 21, 1885. (21 Portion (151.81 acres), private
Stat., 284.)
claim. G. 0. 35, .A.. G. 0., 1885.
Drum Barracks, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . Act Feb. 25, 1873 ..... . To be reconveyed to Banning and
'Vilson.
Ellis,Fort,Mont ............. July 26,1886 ActJuly5,1884 ....... 32,116.10 acres. War Dept. circular, July 29, 1886.
Elliott,Fort,Tex .....•••..... Oct. 14,1890 .•••.. do--·-···-··----· 2,560 acres. G.O. 123, A. G. 0.,
1 1890.
Fayette, Fort, Pa .......................... Act May 21, 1890 ...... Public, No.125.
Fetterman, Fort, Wyo ------· July 22,1884 Act July 5, 1884 ....... 45!~~~-56 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
Fred Steele, Fort, Wyo ....... Aug. 9,1886 ...... do ............... 24,833.29 acres. Except cemetery
site. War Dept. circular, Au·
gust 12, 1886.
Galveston, Tex ................... _........ Act July 15, 1870...... Lands donated to city. G. 0. 100,
A. G. 0., 1870.
Gibson, Fort, Ind. Ter ............ ·--------· Act July 5,1884 ....... 5,541acres. NationalcemeteryexCOl)ted. G. 0. 15, A. G. 0., 1891.
Goodwin, Camp, Ariz ........ July 22,1884 ...... do ............... 5,760acres. G.0.80,A.G.0.,1884.
Grant(old),Camp,Ariz ...... July22,1884 ...... do ............... 2,~~1J.Oacres. G.0.80.,A.G.O.,
Green,Fort.R.I. .......................... .A.ctFeb.23,1887 •••••• To city of Newport as a public
park. G. 0. 25, A. G. 0., 1887.
Gratiot, Fort, Mich . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 9, 1880 Act July 20, 1868 ..... . Portion. G. 0. uO, .A.. G. 0., 1868.
Do .......•..••••••••............•...... Act Mar. 18, 1870. 20.9 acres. G. 0. 49, .A.. G. 0., 1870.
Amends act July 20,
1868.
Do ..................................... Act of Mar. 3, 1873 .... . Cemetery grounds. G. 0. 45, A.
G. 0., 1873.
•
Do ..................................... ActJune16,1880 ..... . Remaimler. G. 0. 55,A.G.0,1880.
Greenwood Island, Miss . . . . . Dec. 26, 1890 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 100 acres. G. 0,147, A. G. 0.,1890.
Hall, Fort, Idaho ............. Apr. 26,1883 Act July 31, 1882 ..... . For Indian schools.
Halleck, J!'ort, Nev......... . . Oct. 11, 1886 Act July 5, 1884 ...... . 10,900.93 acres. War Dept. circular, Oct. 28, 1886.
Hamer, Fort, Fla ............ Feb. 26, 1876 Act Aug. 18. 1856 .... .
Hancock Barracks, Me ........... _......... Act Mar. 14,1872 ..... . Sale authorized.
Harker, Fort, Kans.. . . . . . . . . July 12, 1880 Act June 15, 1880 ..•.. G. 0. 55, A. G 0., 1880.
Hartsuff, Fort, Nebr ......... July 22,1884 Act July 5, 1884 .••.... 3, 251.41 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Hays, Fort, Kans ......••.... May 13,1886 Act Juue 11, 1884 ..... Portion, not to exceecl165 acres.
G. 0. 53, A. G. 0., 1884.
Do ....................... Nov. 2, 1889 Act July 5, 1884 .••••.. Remainder, 7, 600 acres. G. 0. 81,
A. G. 0., 1889.
Hoskins Fort, Oregon ....... Feb. 16,1891 ........................ No formal reservaton.
Hot Springs, Ark ............ Aug. 27,1890 .Act July 5,1884 ....... All of square or block 94. G. 0.
.
96, A. G. 0.,1890.
Houston, Fort, Tenn ....................... Act June 23, 1874 ..... Donated to Fisk University for
euucational purposes. G. 0.
86, A. G. 0., 1874.
1
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C.--Lis tof ntilitary 1·eservations turned ove1· by the War Department to the Intm·ior Department, etc.-Continued.
Name of post.

Date of relinquishment.

Howard, Fort, Wis ................•.......
Do ... __ ._._ .... __ ...... -- __ .......... __
IIualpai, Fort, Ariz ..... -- ... Apr. 22,1874
Huml>oltlt,Fort,Cal ......... Apr. 6,1870
Independence, Camp, CaL .. - .July 22,1884
.Jesup, Fort, La . .............
.rones, Fort, CaL. -...... - ... .rupiter, Fort, Fla............
Kearney,Fort (old), Iowa .. -Kearney, Fort, Nebr-. . . . . . . .
Keogh, Fort, Mont...........

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Act Mar.3,1863 ..... ..
Act .July 4,1866 ...... .
.................. _.... .
-----------------------Act .July 5, 1884 ...... .

Portion.
Remainder.
No formal reservation.
No formal reservation.
5, 210.38 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884 .
Mar. 25,1871 Actl!'eb. 24,1871. ... .. G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
May 27, 1870 -..... -- -.. - .... -...... . No formal reservation .
Mar. 16, 1880 Act Aug.18, 1856. (11 9, 088.38 acres. Except lightStat. 87).
house lot.
__ ..... . _.... _ Act Apr.15, 1874 ..... .
Dec. 2, 1876 Act .r uly 21, 1876- .... _ G. 0. 111, A. G. 0., 1876.
. . . . . . . . . . . • . . All~~~~! 30, 1890. Pub- Portion, east of Tongue River.

Key Biscaine, Fla ...•.•.... - .ruly 9, 1870 Act Aug. 18, 1856 .... .
Klamath, Fort, Oregon ....... May 4, 1886 Act .July 5, 1884 ..... . 3,335.68 acres. War Dept. circular, May 6, 1886.
Lane, Fort, Oregon .......... Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871. ... . G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Lapwai, Fort, Idaho......... .rune 5, 1882 Act .ruly 31, 1882 ..... . Post reserve for Indian schools.
Do ......... __ ............ May 7, 1884 Act Feb. 14, 1853. (10 Hay reservation in excess of 640
Stat., 159) ......... ..
acres.
Laramie, Fort, Wyo . . . . .. . .. . .. . • .. .. . . .. . Act Aug. 14, 1876 .... . Restores a portion to public domain. G. 0. 90, A. G. 0., 1876.
Do ....................... .Tune 9,1890 Act.Tuly5, 1884 ..... . G. 0. 60, A. G. 0., 1890.
Larned, Fort, Kans .......... Mar. 26, 1883 Act Aug. 4, 1882 ..... . G. 0. 110, A. G. 0., 1882.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans .... Dec. 23, 1868 Act .July 2, 1868 .... .. Sale of 20 acres in southeast corner to Leavenworth Coal Co.
Do ..................................... ActFeb.9, 1871 ...... . Sale of 128.82 to Kansas Agricultural and Mechanical Associa·
tion. G. 0. 14, A. G. 0., 1871.
Do_ ........ __ ............ . . .. .. . . • .. .. . Act Mar. 2, 1889 ..... . Lease of 9.75 acres to Leavenworth Water Co. while lands
are used as a military site. G.
0, 39, A. G. 0., 1889.
Little Rock Barracks, Ark .. Oct. 14, 1890 Act .July 5, 1884 ...••• 36.01 acres. G. 0. 123, A. G. 0.,
1890.
Logan~ Fort, Mont . . . . . . . . . . .rune 4, 1881 Act May 8, 1880 .•.••• Sale at auction. G. 0. 38, A. G. 0.,
1880.
Louisiana, State of _....•... - Sept. 23, 1886 Act .July 5, 1880 ..... . Ten reservations on Gulf Coast,
6,170.79 acres. War Dept. cir·
cular, Sept. 28, 1886.
Lowell, Fort, Ariz....... . . .. Mar. 5, 1891 Act .ruly 5, 1884 ..... . Area not stated. G. 0. 24, A. G.
0., 1891.
Lyon, Fort (9ld), Colo ....... .July 22, 1884 ...... do ............. .. 38,000 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Lyon, Fort, Colo ............. Dec. 2, 1889 ...... do .............. . 5,874 acres. G. 0. 9, A. G. 0.,
1890.
McDermit, Fort, Nev ........ Dec. 1,1886 ...... do ............. .. Hay reservation, 6,400 acres.
War Dept. circular, Dec. 3,
1886.
Do ....................... .Tuly~4, 1889 ...... do ............. .. Post reserve, 3,974.40 acres. G.
0. 67, A. G. 0., 1889.
McGarry, Camp, Nev...... . . Mar. 25, 1871 Aot Feb. 24, 1871 .... _. G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
McDowell, Fort, Ariz_ ...... _ Oct. 1, 1890 Act .r uly 31, 1882. (22
Stat., 181) ......... .. Post, buildings, etc., for Indian
school1mrposes until required
for military purposes. G. 0.
115, A. G. 0., 1890.
McDowell, Fort, Ariz_ ...... _ Mar. 2,1891 Act .July 5,1884 ...... . Containing 25,628 acres. G. 0. 22,
A. G. 0., 1891.
McHenry, Fort, Md _..... _.. _ ............. _ Act .rune 19,1878 _... .. Site for a dry dock to Baltimore
Dry Dock Co. G. 0. 44, A. G.
0., 1878.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo ....... .Tan.16, 1889 Act .July 5, 1884 ...... . Portion, estimated 640 acres. G.
0. 5, A. G, 0., 1889.
McPherson,Fort,Nebr ...... .Tan. 5,1887 .... do ............... -. 19,500 acres, all except national
cemetery tract. War Dept. circular .Tan. 10, 1887.
McRea, Fort, N.Mex. __ ...... .July 22,1884 __ .. do ................ . 2,560 acres. G.O. 80, A. G. 0., 1884.
Mackinac, Fort, Mich .... _....... ·...•... . . . Act Mar. 1, 1879 ...... . Portion, to Messrs. Wendell, Van
Allen & Bailey. G. 0. 19, A. G.
0., 1879.
Maginnis, Fort, Mont ........ Aug. 14, 1890 Act .ruly 5, 1884. _.... . 31,059.21 acres. G. 0. 91, A. G. 0.,
1890.
Mason, Fort (Point San .rose), .............. Act .July 1, 1870 ...... . Portion, to the city and county of
San Francisco, Cal. G. 0. 87,
Cal.
A. G. 0., 1870.
Missouri River, island in, Mo . .July 22,1884 1 Act .July 5,1884 ...... . G. 0. 80, A. G. 0., 1886.
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C.-Li8i ojmilita1·y t•eservations turned over by the War Depm·tment to theintm·ior Depm·tment, etc.-Continued.
Date ofrelinquishment.

Authority for relinquishment.

Remarks.

Mojave, Fort, .Ariz........... Sept. 29, 1890

Act July 31, 1882 (22
Stat., 181).

Oglethorpe Barracks, Ga ..... Apr. 7, 1884
Pagosa 8prings (old Fort July 22,1884
Lewis), Colo.
, PikesPeak,Colo ............. Jan. 16,1889
Plattsburg .Barracks, N.Y .................

Act Apr. 7, 1882 ...... .
ActJuly5,1884 ...... .

14,697 acres. Indian school purposes until required for military occupation. G. 0. 111, A.
G.O., 1890.
G. 0. 46, A. G. 0., 1882.
21,838.08 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G.
0., 1884.
8,192 acres. G. 0. No. 5, of 1889.
25 acres to theN. York and Canada R. R. Co. G. 0. 66, .A. G. 0,
1872.
2 acres etc. to R. R. Co. G.O. 70,
A. G. 0., 1879.
1,472 acres. G. 0. 107, .A. G. 0.,
1890.
Portion to city of San Francisco.
G. 0. 44, A. G. 0., 1876.
Portion. G. 0. 47, A. G. 0., 1874.
Portion (24,503.53 acres north of
Missouri River), not already
transferred under act of May 18,
1874. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0., 1884.
Portion opened to settlers.

N arne of post.

...... do .............. .
Act June 8,1872 ...... .

Do ..................................... ActJune30.1879 ..... .
Point Roberts, Wash.. . . . . . . . Sept. 23, 1890 Act July 5. 1884 ...... .
PresidioofSanFrancisco,CaL ..........••.. Act May 9,1876 ...... .
Randall, Fort, Dak ......................... .Act May 18,1874 ..... .
Do ....................... July 22,1884 ActJuly5,1884 ...... .

Randall, Fort, S.Dak ..........••••••.•..... Act0ct.1, 1890. (Public 343.)
Ransom, Fort, N.Dak ........ July 14,1880 .Act June 10,1880 .... . G. 0. 55, A. G. 0., 1880.
Reading, Fort, Cal ............. ~........... Act Feb. 15, 1881 ..... . Restores to public domain. G.
0. 25, .A. G. 0., 1881.
Reynolds, Fort, Colo ......... July 18,1874 .Act June19, 1874 ..... . G. 0. 88, .A. G. 0., 1874.
Rice, Fort, S.Dak........... July 22,1884 .Act July 5,1884 ...... . Estimated at 102,400 acres. G. 0.
80, .A. G. 0., 1884.
1
G. 0. 87, .A. G. 0., 1870.
ii:lfe~~l~:rt~ i~!n.~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~ :: ~::::::::::: tgfn~ulJe!~i!I?o~ ·. ~f- Reduces area, etc. G. 0. 29, .A. G.
0., 1867.
Mar. 2, 18G7.
Ripley, Fort, Minn ......................... .Act Feb. 28,1873 ..... . Portion. G. 0. 28, .A. G. 0., 1873.
Do .................•..• July 2,1880 .Act .Apr.1, 1880 ...... . Restored to public domain. G.
0. 22, .A. G. 0., 1880.
RushLakeValley,Utah ..... July 22,1884 .ActJuly5,1884 ...... . 5,131.47 acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0.,
1884.
Sabine, Fort, La .........•.... Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0. 19, .A. G. 0., 1871.
St. .Augustine, Fla . . . . . . . • • . . Oct. 15, 1883 .Act .Aug. 18, 1856. (11 .1619 and .12786 acres. Hospital
Stat. 87.)
lot and blacksmith's shop lot.
Do.................... Mar. 18,1886 .Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Old powder-house lot, or govornor's garden lot, 10.29 acres.
Do ..................... Nov. 18,1886 ...... do ...........•... Dragoon barracks lot, 1.15 acres.
War Dept. circular, Nov. 20,
1886.
Sanders, Fort, IVyo ........................ .Act June 9,1874 ..... . Reduces area. G. 0. 60, .A. G. 0.,
1H74.
Do ..................... .Aug. 22,1884 .Act July 5, 1884 ..... .. 19,342 acres. G. 0. 102, .A. G. 0.,
188-i.
Seclgwick,Fort,Colo.andNebr July 22,1884 ...... do .............. . 40,960 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Selden, Fort, N.Mex .....••.. .Apr. 9, 1890 .Act July 31, 1882. (22 G. 0. 44, .A. G. 0., 1890.
Stat., 181.)
Seward, Fort, Dak .......... July 14,1880 .Act June 10,1880 ..... . G. 0. 55, .A. G. 0., 1880.
Sheridan,Camp,Nebt. ....... July 22,1884 .ActJuly5,1884 ...... . 18,225 acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0.,
1884.
Smith, :Fort, .Ark .....•....•.. Mar. 25, 1871 .Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0. 19, .A. G. 0., 1871.
Sisseton, Fort, Dak .......•.. Apr. 22,1889 .Act July 5,1884 ...... . 81,920 acres. War Dept. circular,
May 1,1889.
8nelling, Fort, Mi.nn ....•.... Dec. 23, 1873 Act May 7,1870 _.••••• Reduced to 1,531.21 acres. G. 0.
66, .A. G. 0., 1870.
Soldiers' Key, Fla ............ July 9, 1870 .Act .Aug.18, 1856 ..... .
Stambaugh, Camp, Wyo ...... May 3,1881 ...................... .. No formal reservation.
Stanton, Fort, N.Mex ........ Aug. 7, 1872 _.Act May 21, 1872 ..... . Reduces reservation. G. 0. 35,
.A. G. 0., 1872.
Steilacoom, Fort, Wash .................... .Act .Apr.15, 1874 .... .. Donates portion to Washington,
for use of insane asylum. G.
0. il2, A. G. 0., 1874.
Do ..................... July 22,1884 .Act July 5,1884 ...... . 289 acres. G. 0. 80, .A. G. 0.,1884.
For
Indian schools.
Stevenson, Fort, Dak ........ .Apr. 19, 1883 .Act July 31,1882 ..... .
Sullivan, Fort, Me ........... July 22,1884 .Act July 5,1884 ..... .. 12.5 acres. G.O. 80, .A. G. 0., 1884.
Sumner, Fort, N.Mex........ Mar. 25, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..•••• Except national cemetery. G. 0.
19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Sulphur Creek, Wyo ......... July 22,1884 .Act July 5, 1884 ...... . Coal reservation. G. 0. 80, .A. G.
0., 1884.
Thornburg, Fort, Utah .......... do ............. do .............. . 21,851 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
T%~~orks Owyhee, Camp, .... do .•••••••••••• do .............. . 4,800 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.
1884.
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C.-List of military reservations turned ovm· by the War Departrnent to the Intm·ior Department, etc.-Continued.
N arne of post.

Date of relin- Authority for relinquishment.
quishment.

Totten, Fort, Dak....... .. . . . Oct.

1, 1890

Act July 31, 1882. (22
Stat. 181.)

Uncompbagrecantonmenton July 22,1884 Act July 5,1884 ..•••..
Colorado.
Verde,Fort,Ariz ................ do ............. do ...•......•.••.
Do ......••••.......... . Oct. 14,1890 ...... do .............. .
Wallace,Fort,Kans ......... July 22,1884 ...... do ........•......
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash .... Oct. 26,1875

Act Apr. 29, 1872 ...•..

Do .........••.•••••........ do----·-- ActJune8,1872 -----Do ......•........•.... . May 3,1880 ...... do--------------Do .................... . ... . do ... . ......... do .............. .
Wallen,Camp,Ariz .......... Apr. 22, 1874 -·····-------·-------···

..

~ !~~:~~~r.P~ ~~~--~-:::::::: ~ -~ ~:! ~: ~~:?.. A~t -:M~~."4,"i868~::::::

Remarks.
Post, buildings, etc., for Indian
school purposes, until required
for military purposes. G. 0.
115, A. G. 0., 1890.
Portion 4,000 acres. G. 0. 80, A.
G.0.,1884.
Garden tract, 3,000 acres. G. 0.
80, A. G. 0., 1884.
9,293.79acres. G. 0.123, A. G. 0.,
1890.
8,926.09 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Portion of hay reserve. G. 0. 35,
A. G. 0., 1872.
Timber reserve. G. o, 66, A. G.
0., 1872.
Remainder of bay reserve.
Portion of post reservation.
No formal reservation.
Do.

Wayne, Fort, Ark ........... M ar. 26, 1871 Act Feb. 24, 1871 ..... . G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .... . Oct. 21, 1875 Act June 22, 1874 .... . Portion. G. 0. 88, A. G. 0., 1874.
Do....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 22, 1884 Act July 5, 1884 . .... .. Timber reserve, 720 acres. G. 0.
80, A. G. 0., 1ti84.
WhiteRiver, Camp on, Colo ...... do ............. clo. --- .......... . 40,960 acres. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884.
Wilkins,Fort,Mich ............. do------- ...... do .............. . 148.35 acres. G. 0. 80, .A.. G. 0.,
1884.
·wmow Grove, Camp, Ariz ... Apr. 22,1874 ...... ____ .. -----· ------ No formal reservation.
Wilmington Depot, CaL ..... ---- - - ........ Act Feb. 25,1873 ..... . '£o be reconveyed to Banning and
Wilson. G. 0. 45, A. G. 0., 1873.
Yuma,Fort,Ariz ............ Dec. 7,1874 ActJune 22,1874 .... . Portion. G. 0. 88, A.. G. 0., 1874.
Yuma,Fort,Ariz. and CaL ..•Tan. 9,1884 ········ · --------------- Indian school purposes.
Do . ...........•........ July 22,1884 ActJuly5,1884 ...... . Inoperative. G. 0. 80, A. G. 0.,
1884-.
Zarah. Fort,Kans ............ Mar. 25,1871 Act Feb. 24,1871 ..... . G. 0.19, A. G. 0., 1871.

D.-Military 1·esm-vation show·ing location, size, how occupied, etc., on June 30, 1891.
Abraham Lincoln, Fm·t, N. Dak.-Latitude, 46°47'; longitude, 100° 50'. On the Missouri River 6t miles from Mandan, on Northern Pacific Railroad, and 9 miles from
Bismarck. Contains 23t square miles. Accommodations for 11 officers and 210 men.
At late ordnance depot one additional set of quarters and barrack accommodations
for 17 men. Water supply pumped from Missouri River. Surface drainage. No
sewer system. Not garrisoned. In charge of paid custodian. (August, 1891.)
Adams Fm·t, R. I.-Latitude, 41° 28'; longitude, 71° 22'. On Brenton's Point, 3
miles from Newport, which is the post-office, railroad, and telegraph station, and
from which the post is reached by boat or road. Contains 138t acres. Present
garrison headquarters and 4 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for 16 officers
in cottages and 7 in casemate~. Accommodations for 208 men. One barrack building
lor light battery outside of fort and casemates, occupied by 3 foot batteries. Water
\lupply from Newport city waterworks. Sewer system.
Alcatraz Island, Oal.-Latitude 37° 49'; longitude 1220 27'. In the Bay of San
Francisco, 4 miles northeast from the city. Post-office at the post. Railroad and
telegraph station, San Francisco. Government steamer to post daily except Sunday.
Reservation, the whole island, about 12 acres. Present garrison, two batteries of artillery. Accommodations for 10 officers and 73 men, one double barrack. Salt water
supply pumped from the bay by steam power. Fresh water brought from San Francisco ou steamer and stored in cisterns. Sewer system.
Angel Island, Oal.-Latitude 37° 48'; longitude 122° 28'. In the bay of San Francisco, 7 miles northeast from the city. Post-office and telegraph station at the post.
Railroad station San Francisco. Government steamer to post daily except Sunday.
Reservation, the entire island, about 640 acres. Present garrison, headquarters and
5 companies of infantry. Accommodations for 13 officers and 204 men, six barracks.
·w ater supply from springs conducted by gravity to reservoirs, whence distribution
is made to all parts of the post. Sewer system.
Apache, Fort, A1·iz.-Latitude 33° 40'; longitude 109° 55'. On White Mountain
River, in Apache County, 90 miles from Holbrook, on Atlantic and Pacific Railroad,
and 339 miles from Prescott. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Buck-
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board daily except Sunday from Holbrook. ReRcrvatimJ, 7,421 acres. Present garrison, 4 troops cavalry and 1 of infantry. Accommodations for 17 officers and
420 men, seven b anadn;. \Vater supply pumped t'rom east fork of White River to
a reservoir :md distributed by pipes. Partial sewer system.
Assinniboine, FoTt, Mont ,:_Latitude, 48 ° 30'; longitude, 109 ° 45'. On Beaver Creek,
lt miles from station of same name, on Great Northern Railroad, 209 miles from
Helena and 996 from St. Paul; post-office, telegraph, and milroad station at the
post; reservation, about 704,000 acres; present garrison, 2 troops of cavalry and
head<]ntuters and 7 companies infantry; accommodations for 36 officers and 605 men;
ten barracks; water supply from Beaver Creek, forced by steam power into a distributing tank; no sewer system, natural dminage; night soil removed by scavengers.
Barmncas, Fm·t, li'Za.-Latitude, 30° 19'; longitude, 87° 16'. On north side of
Pensacola Harbor, 9 miles southwest of Pensacola; post-office, \Yarrington, Fla.;
telegraph station, Pensacola n.avy-yanl; railroad station at Pensacola, special boat
to post; reservation contains about 2,500 acres; present garrison, 2 batteries artillery; accommodations for 11 officers and 186 men.; one barrack building designed for
4 companies; water supply from well and cisterns very deficient, new system by artesian well being constructed; no sewer system.
BayaTd, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 32° 47'; longitude, 108° 11'. Nine miles from
Silver City, on Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad; })OSt-office and telegraph
station at the post; railroad sbtion, Silver City, stage daily except Sunday; reservation, 13 square miles and 520 acres; present garrison, headquarters, 4 companies
infantry, and 2 troops cavalry; accommodations for 19 officers and 400 men; 6 barracks; water supply pumped from springs to reservoir and distributed through iron
pipes by gravity; sewer system.
Benicia BmTacks, Cal.-Latitude 38° 2'; lon.gitutle 122° 7'. Post-office, telegraph,
station, and boat landing, Benicia, distance 1 mile. Railroad station, Central Pacific,
Army Point, distance 1 mile. Reservation 98.78 acres. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 122 men; four barracks. Water
supply from Benicia \Vater Company; sewer system.
Bennett, Fort, S. Dale.-Latitude 44° 43'; longitude 100° 39'. On the Missouri River,
7 miles above Fort Sully and 30 miles from Pierre. S.Dak., on the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad; 455 miles from St. Paul, and 781 from Chicago. Post-office at the
post, telegraph station Fort Sully; stage from Pierre daily except Sunday. On Indian
reservation. Present garrison, 1 company infantry, and 1 company cavalry. Accomotbtions for 4 officers and 61 men; one barrack. \Vater supply hauled from
Missouri RiYer by water wagons; no sewer system. To be abandoned under General Orders, No. 79, Adjutant-General's Office, 1891.
Bidwell, Fm·t, Oal.-Latitude 41° 52'; longitude 120° 6'. In. Surprise Valley, 193
miles from Reno, Nev., on Central Pacific Railroad, 452 miles from San Francisco,
8 miles from the Oregon line, and same distance from the Nevada line; post-office
at the post; telegraph station Alturas, Cal.; dail;v stage from Amedee Sta.tion, Ual.,
distance 135 miles. Reservation, 3,091 acres. Present garrison, 1 company of
cavalry, antl1 company of infantry. Accommodations for 8 officers, and 127 men;
two barracks. Water supply from a monntain stream, distributed by gravity;
natural drainage. This reservation was turned over to Interior Department by
Genernl Order 135, Adjutant-Genernl's Office, 1890, but the garrison. has not yet been
withdrawn.
Bliss, Fo1't, Tex.-Latitude, 31° 44'; longitude, 106° 29'. On the Rio Grande, 1t
miles above El Paso, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office,
telegraph, and railroad station, El Paso, Tex. Reservation, 134.85 acres. Present
garrison, 2 companies inf<1ntry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 130 men, 2 barracks. ·w ater supply from El Paso City water works. Sewer system. Title has
been acquired to 1,268.18 acres for a new post.
Boise Ban·acks, Idaho.-Latitnde, 42° 32' ; Jong-itnt1e, 116° 10'. On the Boise River,
2 miles from Boise city, and 36 miles from Idaho City. Post-office, telegraph, and
railroad station, Boise Uity. Reservation., 640 acres. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry and 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 130 men, 2 barracks. \Vater supply from rese1·voir, fed by springs, distributed through iron pipes
by gravity. Authority given to connect with Boise City water works. Sewer
system.
Bowie, Fm·t, .Ariz.-Latitnrle, 32° 10'; longitude, 109° 23'. In Apache Pass, 13 miles
from Bowie Station, on the Southern Pacific H.ailroad. Post-office and telegraph
station at the post. Daily buckbonrd from Bowie Station. Reservation, 36 square
miles, or 23,040 acres. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 10
officers and 160 men, 3 barracks. Water supply from Bear Springs, pumped by
steam power to reservoir, and ilistributed b,v gravity. Sewer system.
Bmdy, Fm·t, Mich.-Latitufle, 46° 30'; longitude, 84° 20'. Within limits of city of
Sault St. Marie, on right bank of St. Marys River. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad ~tation, Sault St. Marie. Boat lands at post in summer. Rese1·vation, 26t acres.
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Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 6 officers aucl 73 men,
one double and one single barrack. Water supply from Sault St. Marie water works,
hauled by teamsters. Reservation on which to construct new post, 75 acres, purchased in compliance with act of July 8, 1886. New post in course of construction,
and an expenditure of$2,880.31 has been authorized for a water system, and $5,004.27
for a sewersy!!tem, from the appropriation of July 8, 1886, General Orders 52 of 1886.
Brown, Fm·t, Tex.-Latitude, 25° 53'; longitude, 97° 21'. On the Rio Grande, adjoining the city of Brownsville. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Brownsville. Reservation, 3581 acres, owned by private parties. Occupied and used by the
United States since March, 1846, without payment of rent or taxes. Appropriation
for purchase at $160,000. Payment suspended by authority of resolution of Congress.
Suit pending in court of claims to compel payment. Present garrison, 1 troop
cavalry. Accommodations for 20 officers and 244 men, 4 barracks. Water supply
pumped fi·om Rio Grande into distributing tanks. No sewer system. Open drains.
Buford, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitude, 47° 59'; longitude, 103° 58'. On Missouri River,
2 miles below the mouth of the Yellowstone, on the line of the Great Northern Railroad, 660 miles from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station at the
post. Reservation, about 506,04-2 acres. Reduced by General Orders 68, of 1891, and
area not stated. Present garrison, 1 troop (cavalry) and 2 companies (infantry).
Accommodations for 20 officers and 326 men, 6 barracks. Water supply pumped
from the Missouri River into an elevated tank and distributed by iron pipes. Partial sewer system.
Canby, F01·t, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 17'; longitude, 124° 3'. At the mouth of Columbia River, on the north bank, 14 miles from Astoria, 7 miles from Fort Stevens, Oreg.,
98 miles from Portland, Oreg., and 130 miles from Fort Vancouver. Post-office and
telegraph station at the post; daily steamer from Portlan(l to Astoria, and thence
by st('am tug to post. Reservation, 588.2 acres. Present garrison, 2 batteries of
artillery. Accommodations for 7 officers and 120 men, 2 barracks. Water supply
from springs pumped to reservoir and distributed by gravity; sewer system.
Carroll, Fort, Md.-Latitude, 39° 15'; longitude, 76° 35'. Post-office and telegraph
station Baltimore, distant 6! miles from Light-street wharf. Reservation, 4 acres.
Not garrisoned. In charge of Engineer Department.
Caswell, Fort, N. C.-Latitude, 34°; longitude, 78° 1'. Oak Island, North Carolina, 2 miles from Southport and 22 miles from Wilmington. Post-office and telegraph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily from Wilmington to Southport. Reservation about 2,325 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Clm·k, FoTt, Tex.-Latitude, 29° 17'; longitude, 100° 25 1 • On Las Moras Creek,
adjoining the town of Brackettville, 9 miles from Spofford Junction on Southern
Pacific Hailroad, and 143 miles from San Antonio._ Post-office, Brackettville, Tex.;
telegraph station, Fort Clark, via Spofford Junction; daily stage from Spofford
Junction. Reservation, 3,963.2 acres. Present garrison, all of the Eighteenth Infantry. Accommodation for 35 officers and 748 men, 13 barracks. Water supply
from Las Moras Springs pumped into tanks and distributed by iron pipes. Partial
sewer system.
Cla1·k's Point, Mass.-Latitude, 41° 35'; longitude, 90° 54'. Four miles from New
Bedford, which is the post-office and telegra}Jh station. Reservation, 60 acres. Not
garrisoned. In charrre of ordnance sergeant.
Clinch, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 30° 41'; longitude, 81° 28'. On Amelia Island, Florida,
3 miles from Fernandina, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, 400 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.-Latitude, 39° 57'; longitued, 82° 59'. Post-office aml railroad station, Columbus, Ohio, telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 77 acres,
3 roods, 8 perches. Recruiting depot. Accommodations for 15 officers and 555 men,
3 barracks, 1 of which will accommodate 400 men. Water supply, Columbus city
waterworks. Sewer s:vstem.
Colnmbus, Fort, N. 'y. H.-Latitude, 40° 42'; longitude, 74° 91 • On Governors
Island at junction of North and East rivers, 1t miles from New York City. Postoffice, New York City; telegraph station, Governors Island. Government steamer
from New York City. Contains about 651- acres. Present garrison, 3 ba,tteries of
artillery. Fort Columbus will accommodate 7 officers and 174 men, barracks for 3
small companies. Governors Island (Headquarters Division of Atlantic) has accommodations for 18 officers. ·water supply from Brooklyn city waterworks.
Sewer system.
Constifllfion, Fort, N. H.-Latitmle, 43° 4'; longitude, 70° 49'. On Great Island, N.
H., 3 miles from Portsmouth; post-office, New Castle, N. H.; telegraph and railroad
station, Portsmouth. Stage or steamer from Portsmouth. Reservation, 3t acres.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Cunnnings, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 32° 27'; longitude, 107° 35'. Situated in Grant
County, N.Mex., 5 miles from Florida, on Atehison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.
Reservation, 36 square miles. Not garrisoned, In charge of enlisted man.
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Custer, Fort, Mont,-Latitmle, 45° 44'; longitude, 107° 31'. On the Big Horn River,
33 miles from Custer t::ltation, on the Northern Pacific Railroad, 838 miles from St.
Paul. Post-office and'telegraph station at the post. Daily stage and mail from Custer station. Reserva.tion, 36 square miles. Custer battlefield 1 square mile. Present
garrison, headquarters 4 troops cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 22 officers and 565 men, 10 barracks. Water pnmpedfrom Little Big Horn
River by steam power to an elevated tank and distributed by a system of iron pipes.
Natural drainage. Partial sewer system.
D. A. Russell, Fm·t, Wyo.-Latittl(le, 41° 8'; longitude, 104° 50'. On Crow Creek,
3 miles west of Cheyenne, which is on Union Pacific Railroad. Post-office, tele~ntph, and railroa(l station (Cheyenne and Northern) at tbe post. Post reservation,
4,512 acres. Hay reservation, 2,5±0.64 acres. Present garrison, all of 17th Infantry. Accommodations for 33 officers and 439 men, 9 harmcJ·s. The water supply
system is received from Crow Creek by percolation through the gravel strata into
five wells, from whence it is pumped into two reservoirs and distributed to the post.
Sewer system.
Davids Isl,and, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 53'; longitmle, 73° 48'. At the southwestern
extremity of Long Ishmd Sound, 3 miles from New Rochelle, vVestchester County,
N. Y.; 22 miles from New York City. Post-office at the post. Telegraph station, New
Rochelle, N. Y. Horse cars and boat to the post. Reservation, the entire island,
al1out 86~ acres. Hecruiting depot. Accommodations for 10 officers and 632 men,
12 barra.cks. "\Vater supply from New Rochelle wa.tenYorks. Sewer system.
Davis, Po1·t, Tex.-Latitnde, 30° 36'; longitude, 103° 36'. In Jeff Davis County,
Tex., in a pass of the Aeache Mountains, 22 miles from Marfa, on the Galveston,
Ilarrisburg and San Antonio Railroad. Reservation, 300 acres, owned by the United
States. Accommodations for 21 officers and 296 men, 8 barracks. Water pumped
from Limpia Creek to tanks and distributed throug·h iron pipes. Sewer system.
Not garrisoned. In charge of paid custo<lian. (July 20, 1891.)
Delaware, F01·t, Del-Latitude, 39° 35'; longitude, 76° 34'. On Pea Patch Island,
Delaware, 1t miles from Delaware City and 42 miles from Phil:ulelphia. Post-office
and telegraph sta.tion, Delaware City. Daily steamer from Philadelphia to Delaware City. Reservation, about 90 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance
sergeant.
Del Rio Carnp, Tex.-Latitu<le, 29° 22'; longitude, 100° 46'. On Galveston, Harrisburg an<.l San Antonio Railroad, 1 mile from the station. Reservation, 407.93 acres,
owned by the United States. Accommodations for 4 officers and 40 men. (Estimated.)
Not garrisoned. In charge of paid custodian.
Douglas, Fort, Utah.-Latitu<le, 40°46'; longitude, 111° 56'. Eastofandoverlooking Salt Lake City. Distance, 3 miles. Post-office, telegraph and railroad station,
Salt Lake City, which is on Utah Central and Rio Grande Western Railroads, 37
miles from Ogden on Union Pacific Ra.ilroad. Horse cars from Salt Lake City to
post. Post is also reached from Salt Lake City by trains on Salt Lake a.n d Fort
Douglas Railroau. Reservation, 4 square miles, less 151 acres surrenuered by act of
Congress. Present garrison, headquarters and 9 companies infantry. Accommodations for 27 officers and 531men, 11 barracks. "\Vater supply piped by gravity to
reservoir at post and distributed through iron pipes. Sewer system.
Duchesne, FoTt, Utah.- Latitude, 40° 16'; longitude, 109° 52'. On the right bank of
the Uintah River, about 8 miles above its confluence with the Duchesne River, and
on the road between Our:1.y, about 20 miles <listant, and "\Vhite Rocks, about 15
miles distant. Post reached by wagon and stage from Price Station, distance 88
miles, on Denver and Rio Gmn<le "\Vestern Railroad. Freight goes by this route.
Post-office :mel telegraph station at the post. Reservation provisional, 6 square
miles, within the limits of the Uintah Indian Reservation. Present garrison, 2
troops ca.valry and 3 companies infa.ntry. Accommodations for 19 officers and 315
men, 6 barracks. Water snp1)lieu by water wagon. No sewer system.
Dutch Islancl, R. I.-Latitmle, 41° 30'; longitude, 71° 24'. Five miles from Newport. Post-office, Jamestown, R.I. Telegraph station, Newport. Steam ferry from
Newport to .Jamestown, 4 miles, and private boat thence to post, 1 mile. Reservation, 75 acres. Not garrisonell. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Eagle Pass, Tex.-Latitude, 28° 42'; longitude, 100° 30'. In Maverick County, part
of old Fort Duncan. Reservation, 62.94: acres, leased. Present garrison, 1 troop
cavalry. Accommodations for 8 officers and 61 men, 2 barraeks.
Finns Point, N. J.-Latitudc, 39° 32'; longitude, 75° 45'. On the Delaware River, 6
miles from Salem, N.J., whh·h is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, 10L:35 acres. .!:TOt garrisoned. In charge of Engineer Department.
Foote, Fort, j1fd.-Latitncle, 38° 48'; loncritude. 77° 41'. On the Potomac River, 9
miles from Washington. Post-office, at the post. Telegraph station, Alexandria, Va.
Steamer from ·washington, D. C. Reservation, about 66t acres. Not garrisoned.
In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Gaines, Fort, AZa.-Latitude, 30° 15'; longitude, 88° 4'. On Dauphin Island, Ala.,
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30 miles from Mobile by boat, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station.
Reservation, alJOnt 983.9 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Gaston, Fort, Cal.-Latitude, 41° 4'; longitude, 123° 37' . In Hoopa Valley, Humboldt County. Post-office, Hoopa Valley, Cal. Telegraph station, Eureka, Cal. , Biweekly steamer from San Francisco to Arcata, distance 204 miles; thence by wagon
road via Willow Creek, distance 53 miles. Reservation, 451t acres. Present gnrrison, 1 company infantry. .Accommodations for 5 officers and 64 men, 1 barrack.
\Vater supply from a mountain stream by iron pipes, distributed by gravity. Natural
draiuage. Post recommendeu for abandonment.
Goose Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 31'; longit,Ide, 122° 58'. In the Strait of San
.Juan de Fuca.
Gorges, Fort, Me.- Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 70° 13'. On Hog Island, Portland
Harbor, Maine, 2 miles ft·om Portland, which is the post-office, t elegraph, and railroad
station. Reservation, about 1i acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Grant, Fort, .Ariz.-Latitude, 32° 37'; longitude, 109° 45' . In Pima County, 27
miles from Wilcox, on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station, at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Wilcox. Reservation, 42,341
acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 3 troops cavalry, and 2 companies infantry .
.Accommodations for 23 officers and 240 men, 7 bauacks. Water supply piped from
reservoir feel by streams. Sewer system.
Griswold, Fm·t, Conn.-Latitude, 41° 22' ; longitude, 81° 8'. Groton Heights, 1
mile from New London: Post-office, Groton, Conn. Telegraph and railroad station,
New London. Ferry from New London to post. Reservation, 14 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.-Latitncle, 40° 37' ; longitude, 74° 1'. On shore of Long
Island, 5t miles south of New York City, commanding the Narrows. Post-office and
telegraph station, at the post. City railroad from Brooklyn, distance 6 miles. Reservation, 98 acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 4 companies artillery .
.Accommodations for 19 officers (2 in casemates) and 250 men, 4 barracks. Water
supply from Brooklyn City waterworks. Se.wer system.
Hancock, Fort, Tex.-Latitnde, 31° 20' ; longitude, 105° 55'. Situated on the Rio
Grande, 54 miles southeast of El Paso, anu 1! miles from Hancock Station, on the
Southern and Texas Pacific Railroad. Post-office, at the post. Telegmph and railroad station, Fort Hancock Station, distance 1! miles. Reservatwn, 469.2 acres.
Present garrison, 1 company cavalry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 63 men, 1
barrack. Water supply pumped from a well into settlmg tanks and distributed by
iron pipes. Tile drains leading to cesspools; no other sewerage.
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz.-Latitude, 31° 33'; longitude, 110° 16'. In Cochise County,
7 miles from Huachuca siding, on theN ew Mexico and Arizona Railroad. Post-office
and telegraph station, at the post Daily buckboard from Huachuca siding. Reservation, 70 square miles. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry and 2 companies infantry. .Accommodations for 22 officers and 360 men, 6 barracks. Water supply
piped from springs 3 miles distant to clistributing reservoirs. Sewer system.
Independence, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 21' ; longitude, 71°. On Castle Island,
Boston Harbor, 3 miles from Boston, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Government tug from Boston. Reservation, 12 acres. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant. .Accommpdations for 1 field and 6 company officers in
cottages outside the fort, and for 80 mt!n, 2 batteries, in casemates.
Jackson Barmcks, La.-Latitude, 29° 57' ; longitude, 90° . On the east bank of the
Mississippi River, 6 miles below the city of New Orleans, whichisthepost-officeand
railroad station. Telegraph station, slaughter house, St. Bernard Parish, La., street
cars from New Orleans pass the post. Reserv;;ttion, 87.87 acres. Present garrison,
2 companies infantry. .Accommodations for 11 officers and 96 men, 4 barrack buildings accommodate 24men each. Water supply pumped from the Mississippi River.
Surface drainage by brick-lined drains.
Jackson, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 21'; longitude, 89° 26'. Seventy-three miles from
N ewOrleans; post-office, Neptune, La. Telegraph station, Quarantine, La. Steamer
triweeklyfromNewOrleans. Reservation,740.97acres. Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance sergeant.
Je,tf'erson Barmcks, Mo.-Latitmle, 38° 28'; longitude, 90° 17'. In South St. Louis,
on the Mississippi River. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, at the post. Reservation, 1,379.06 acres, with 118.15 acres in adverse possession by different parties.
Recruiting depot. .Accommouations for 14 officers and 437 men, 5 barracks. Water
supply from St. Louis waterworks. Sewer system.
Jejfc1'son, Fort, Fla.-Latitude, 24° 38'; longituue, 82° 52'. Garden Key, 71 miles
from Key West. Post-office and telegraph station, KeyWest, Fla. Boat from Key .
·west to post. Reservation, 5 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. There are two substantial three-story brick buildings; one for officers' qu arters, 63 rooms; the other for soldiers, 50 rooms.
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Johnston, Fo1·t, N. C.-Latitude, 34°; longitude, 780 5'. Twenty-six miles from Wilmington. Post-office and telegraph station, Southport, N. C. Steamer daily from
Wilmington. Reservation, 43,560 square feet. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. One set of officers' quarters used as signal office. No barracks.
Keogh, Fort,Mont.-Latitude, 46° 23'; longitude, 105° 57'. On the Northern Pacific
Railroad, 747 roBes from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, and railroa,d station, at the
post. Reservation about 90 square miles. Present garrison, 2 troops cavalry and
headquarters and 8 companies infantry. Accommodations for 27 officers and 535 men,
9 barracks. Water supply pump eel from a well near the Yellowstone River and distributed through iron pipes by direct pressure. Partial sewer system.
Key West Bar1·acks, Fla.- Latitude, 249 33'; longitude, 81° 48' . Post-office, telegraph
Atation, and boat landing, Key West. Reservation, 22.79 acres. Not garrisoned.
in charge of ordnance sergeant. Five sets of officers' quarters and two barracks.
Four sets quarters and one barrack in good condition. Others need repairs.
Knox, Fm·t, Me.-Latitude, 44° 34'; longitude, 68° 48'. In Hancock County,! mile
from Bucksport by ferry. Post-office, Prospect Ferry, Me. Telegraph and railroad
station, Bucksport. Reservation, 150 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance
sergeant. No quarters for men or officers.
Lafayette, Fo1't, N. Y. H.-Latitucle, 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 2'. Six miles from Brooklyn. Post-office and telegraph station, at the post. City railroad from Brooklyn.
Reservation about 2 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of commanding officer at
Fort HamHton, N.Y.
Leavenw01·th, I!'m·t, Kans.-Latitude, 39° 21'; longitude, 94° 551• On the Missouri
River, above and adjoining Leavenworth City. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station, at the post. Post reservation, about 5,960 acres; timber reservation across
the river of about 939 acres. Present garrison, 1 battery of artillery, 4 troops cavalry, headquarters and 7 companies :infantry. Accommodations for 88 officers and
685 men, 11 barracks. Water supply, Fort Leavenworth Water Company.
Leavenwm·th Milita1·y J'?·ison, Kans.-Latitnde, 39° 21'; longitude, 94° 55'. On the
Fort Leavenworth Reservation. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Fort
Leavenworth.
Lewis, Fort, Colo.-Latitude, 37° 1'; longitude, 108° 1'. On Rio de La Plata, in La
Plata County, 12 miles west of Durango, on the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Post-office and telegraph station, at the post. Stage from Durango. Reservation,
47.4 square miles. Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 21
officers and 290 men, 8 barracks. Water supply raised from La Plata River by steam
pump to reservoir and distributed by iron pipes. Surface drainage, except partial
underground sewer system for hospital. Garrison to be withdrawn by October 1,
1891.
Livingston, Fm·t, La.-Latitude, 29° 15'; longitude, 90°. On Grande Terre Island.
Post-office, Grand Isle, La. Telegraph and railroad station, New Orleans. Steamer
weekly from New Orleans, distance 95 miles. Reservation, 610 acres. Not garrisoned. Turned over to Quartermaster Department in 1888, and now in charge of
light-house keeper.
Logan Port, Colo.-Latitude, 39° 40'; longitude, 105° 1'. On Bear Creek, 7t miles
south of Denver. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad (Denver -and Rio Grande) station, at the post. Reservation, 640 acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 6
companies infantry. Accommodations for 19 officers and 289 men, 6 barracks.
Water supply pumped from an artesian well to a reservoir and distributed through
iron pipes. Sewer system.
Mackinac, l?m·t, Mich.- Latitude, 450 51'; longitude, 840 41 1 • On Mackinac Island,
in the Straits of Mackinac, overlooking the village of Mackinac. Post-office and
telegraph station, Mackinac Island, Mich. Boat from Mackinaw City (11 miles) and
from St. Ignace (5 miles). Steamboats from Chicago, Detroit, and other lake ports
arrive daily. Military reservation proper, 103.41 acres. National park, under the
immediate control of the military authorities, 821 acres. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 7 officers and 92 men, 1 barrack for 2 companies. Water supply pumped from springs to reservoir and distributed by iron pipes,
Sewer system.
Macomb, Fort, La.-Latitnde 30° 5'; longitucle 890 51'. One and a half miles from
ChefMenteur. Post-office, Lee La. Telegraph station, ChefMenteur, La. Reservation, 1,364.71 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Macon, Fort, N. C.-Latitude 30° 41'; longitude 76° 40'. Two miles from Morehead City. Post-office, Beaufort, N. C. Telegraph and railroad station, Morehead
City. Reservation, l~ square miles. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant. Four sets of officers' quarters, and two sets of non-commissioned officers'
quarters, all in bad condition.
Madison Ban·acks, N. Y.-Latitude 43° 57'; longitude 76° 15'. On the south shore
of Black River Bay, about 10 miles from Lake Ontario, at the town of Sacketts Harbor, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 39tacres.
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(Purchase of additional ground pending) .. Present garrison, headquarters and 6
companies infantry. Accommodations for 18 officers and 381 men; one barrack for 3
companies and one for3 companies aml baud. \Vater supply pumped from the bay.
Se wcr system.
Marcy', Fort, N. JJfex.-Latitude 35° 41'; longitu(le 103° 57'. Situated in the town
of Santa Fe, which is the post-office, telegraph, anti railroad station. Reservation.
about 17t acres. Accouunotlations for 9 officers and 123 men. \Vater supply from
Santa P6 Water and Improvement Company. Partial sewer system. Not garrisoned.
In charge of paid custodian.
Marion, JJ'ott, Fla.-Latituile 29° 53'; longitude 81° 17'. Situated in the town of
St. Augustine, Fla., which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 22i acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of commamling officer, St.
Francis Barraeks .
.Jfason, Fort, Cal.-Latitu<le 37° 1'; long;itude 122° 20'. At Point San Jose, or
Black Point, on San Francisco Bay, within the limits ofS:m Fran risco. Post-office,
Station A, San Francisco. Telegraph station at the post. Hailro:ul station, San
Francisco, distance 3 miles. Street cars to post. Reservation, 55 } acres. Present
garrison, 1 company artillery. Accommodations for 6 officers aud 66 men; 1 barrack.
Water supply from the Spring Valley Water Company. Sewer system.
McClm·y, F01·t, Me.- Latitude 43° 5'; longitude 70° 45'. On Kittery Point, 1\fe.,- 4t
miles from Portsmouth, N. H. Post-office, telegraph, aml railroad station, Kittery
Point, Me. Reservation, 15 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
McHenty, Fort, Md.-Latitude 30° 15'; longitude 76° 35'. On Whetstone Point, in
the city of Baltimore, which is the post-office, telegraph, andrailroadstation. Reservation, 34t acres. Present garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for
13 officers and 174 men; 3 barracks; 3 sets of quarters within an1l10 sets without the
fort. \Vater supply from Baltimore City waterworks. Sewer system.
Mcintosh, Fort, J'ex.-Latitude 27° 30'; longitude 99° 29'. In Will County, on the
Rio Grande, 1 mile from Laredo, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Reservation, about208 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 1 troop cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations fot· 12 officers and 184 men; 3 barracks. Water llumpd fi·om well on river bank to an elevated tank and distributed
through iron pipes. Surface draina3e.
McKinney, Ji'o1·t, 1J7)Jo.-Latitude 44 23'; lon~itnde 106° 46'. On Cle:u· Fork of Powder River, at base of Big Horn Mountains, 14~ miles from Douglas City, on Fremont,
Elkhorn aml Missouri Valley Railroad. One hundred and sixty miles from Custer
Station, Montm1.a, on Northern Pacific Railroad, antl 90 miles from Moorcroft, Wyo.,
on Burlington and Missouri Railroad. Daily stage from each. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Heservation, 39 square miles. Present garrison, headquarters, 3 companies infantry and 3 companies cavalry. Accommo1lations for 20
officers and 378 men; 7 barracks. Water pumped from Clear Fork of Powder River
into a tank and distributed by pipes. Surface drainage. Post recommended for
abandonment.
McPher:5on, Fort, Ga.-Latitude 33° 48'; longitude 84° 31'. Situated south of and
4 miles from the center of the city of Atlanta, Ga., which is the post-office, telegraph,
and railroad station. Reservation, 236.41 acres. Present garrison, heaclql1arters and
7 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 22 officers and 40! men; 8 barracks. Water supply pumpecl from two nonflowing artesian wells to elevated tank and distributed by system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Meade, F01·t, S. Dak.-Latitucle 44° 25'; longitude 103° 28'. In Meade County, 3
miles from Sturgis, on the Fremont, Elkhorn an<l Missouri Valley Railroad, and 797
• miles from St. Paul. Post-office at the post. Telegraph aml railroad station. Sturgis, S.Dak. Postreservatiou, about12t squaremiles. \VootlatHl timberreservation
of 27,293 acres. Small addition to reservation purchased in 1889 for increasing water
supply. Present garrison, headquarters and 7 troops cavalry. Accommodations for
25 officers and 566 men; 11 barracks. Water comes from 2 springs, and is pumped
into a reservoir and distributed hy iron pipes. Surface drainage.
§l(tfl,in, F01·t, Pa.-Latitude 39° 53'; longitude 75° 13'. On Mud Island, Delaware
River, 5 miles from Philadelphia, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Reservation, about 317 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance
sergeant.
Missonla, Fort, Mont.- Latitude 46° 50'; lon[!;itude 114° 50'. On Bitter Root River,
1 mile from Bitter Root, on the Missouri and Bitter Root Valley branch of the Northern Pacific Railroad, 4 miles from Missoula, Mont., on the Northern Paeific Railroad,
and 1,254 miles from St, Paul. Post-office at the post; telegr:tph and railroail (Northern Pacific) station, Missoula. Reservation, 610 acres, and 560 acres not reserved,
held by military oecupancy. Present garrison, headquarters and 3 companies infantry. Accommo1lations for 13 officers an(l243 men; 4 barracks. Water supply
pumped from Bitter Root River and distributed through pipes by direct pressure or
from a tank. Surface drainage.
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Monroe, Fort, Va.-Latitude 37c; longitude 76° 18'. Situated at Old Point Comfort,
commanding the entrance to Hampton Roaas. Post-office and telegraph station at
the post. Steamers daily from Baltimore, -washington, Norfolk, an<lNew York, and
r:4ilroad (Chesapeake and Ohio) from Richmond. Reservation, about 267 acres.
Present garrison, 6 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 45 officers, 14 in case-mate81 and 366 men; 1 barmck for 6 batteries. Two double sets officers' quarters in
course of construction. Water supply pumped from a system of driven wells. Sewer
system constructed by engineers considered defective. Act of March 2, 1889, appropriated $25,000 for a new sewer system, but no action has been taken so far as
known to this office.
Montgomery, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude 45°; longitude 73° 20'. Situated on Rouses
Point, N.Y., 191 miles from Albany, N.Y. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Rouses Point, N. Y., 1t miles from the post. Reservation, 600 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Morgan, F'o1·t, .A.Za.-Latitu<le 30° 14'; longitude 88° . Situated on Mobile Point,
30 miles from Mobile. Post-office, H erUllon, Ala. Telegraph station at the post.
Steamer from Mobile. Reservation, 322.42 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of
ordnance sargeant.
Moult1·ie, Fort, S. C.-Latitude 32° 45'; longitude 79° 51. On Sullivans Island, 5
miles from Charleston. Post-office, Monlt~ieville, S. C. Telegraph and railroad
station, Charleston, S.C. No reservation; 4acresheld. Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance sergeant.
Jl(ount Vernon Barracks, .A.la.-Latitude 31° 12' ; longitude 88° 2'. At the town
of Mount Vernon, 28 miles north of Mobile. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station, Mount Vernon, Ala., one-half mile from the post. Reservation, ~tbout 2,160
acres. Present garrison, three companies infantry. Accommodations for 11 officers
and124 men; 2 barracks. Water supply raised by steam pump from reservoir feu
by springs and distributed by iron pipes. Sewer system.
Mye1·, F01·t, Va.-Latitude 38° 53' ; longitude77° 3'. On Arlington Heights, 4 miles
from the Capitol building, Washington. Post-office and railroad station, Washington, D. C. Telephone to post. Reservation for the post, 186 acres, a portion of
the Arlington estate, the area of which is 1,073.4 acres. Present garrison. 3 troops
of cavalry. Accommodations for 10 officers and 289 men; 4 barracks. :Four additional sets of officers' quarters in course of construction. Sewer system. Water
supply from 3 dug and 12 driven wells.
Newp01·tBan·acks, Ky.-Latitude39° 5'; longitude 84°29'. On the south bank of the
Ohio l~iver, at the junction of the Licking River, in the city of Newport. Post-office,
telegraph, and railroacl station, Newport. Reservation, about 6 acr~s. Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 5 officers and 62 men; 1 barrack for
2 companies; orignally quarters for 10 officers and 2 companies infantry. Sale of old
post authorized by Congress. Water supply, Newport City waterworks. Sewer
system.
Niagam, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude 43° 18'; longitude 79° 8'. On the Niagara River, at
its junction with Lake Ontario, 14 miles below Niagara Falls, 7 miles from Lewiston,
N.Y., and 36 miles from Buffalo, N.Y. Post-office, Youngstown, N. Y. Telegraph
and railroad station, Lewiston, N. Y. Reservation, 288t acres. Present garrison, 2
companies infantry. Accommonations for 9 officers and 122 men; 2 barracks. Water
supply pumped from the Niagara River and distributed through a system of iron
pipes. Drainage into Niagara River from each building.
Niobmra, F01·t, Nebr.-Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 100° 46'. On the Niobrara
River, 4t miles from Valentine, on the Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 54 square miles,
452 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 6 companies cavalry and. 2 infantry. Accommodations for 25 officers and 461 men; 9 barracks. Two additional sets of officers'
quarters in course of construction. 'Vater comes from springs and is pumped into
tanks and distrilmted by pipes. Partial system of sewerage.
Ogleth01-pe, F01·t, Ga.-Latitude, 32° 2'; longitude, 80° 34'. On the west bank of
the Savannah River, 3 tnilcs below the city of Savannah, which is the post-office,
telegraph, and railroacl station. Reservation 200 feet on the Savannah River, running back 345 feet. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Oklahoma, Cantp at, OkZa.-Latitude, 35° 27' ; longitude, 97° 30'. On Southern Kansas
branch of Atchison, 'ropeka and Santa Fe Railroad, 32 miles from Fort Reno. Postoffice, telegraph, ,and railroad station, Oklahoma City. Reservation, 160 acres.
Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 71 men; 1
barrack. No water or sewer system.
Omaha, FO'i't, .JYeln-.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96°. Four miles from the city of
Omaha. Post-office and telephone at the post. Railroad station, Omaha. Reservation, (old), 82.50 acres. Present garrison, all of ~econd Infantry. Accommodations
for 25 officers and 487 men; 10 barracks. Water supply from Omaha City waterworks. Partial sewer system. Act of July 23, 1888, authorized sale of Fort Omaha
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and purchase of a p.ew site of not less than 320 nor more than 640 acres, and appro·
priated $200,000 for the new post, not more than one-third of which shall be expended for the site. A site of about 546 acres has been acquired. Buildings not yet
erected. Test wells are being sunk preliminary to provision of a water system.
Omaha, Depot, Nebr.-Latitude, 41° 20'; longitude, 96°. In Omaha City. Reservation, 5 acres.
Onta1·io, Fm·t, N. Y.-Latitude, 43° 27'; longitude, 76° 30'. On the Oswego River, at
its junction with Lake Ontario, adjoining the city of Oswego, which is the postoffice, telegraph and railroad station. Reservation about 76 acres. Present garrison, 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 63 men; 1 barrack.
Water supply from Oswego waterworks. Sewer ~System.
Pembina, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitude, 48° 57'; longitude 97° 12'. On the Red River
of the North, 2 miles from Pembina, on the ·winnipeg branch of the Northern Pacific
Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Pembina. Reservation, about
1,920 acres. Accommodations for 7 officers and 104men; 2 barracks. Water supply
pumped to tank and distributed through iron pipes. Surface drainage. Garrison
withdra.wn. In charge of a detachment.
Pena Colorado, Cantp, Tex.-Latitude, 30° 15' ; longitude 103° 13'. In Presidio
County, 4 miles from Marathon, on Galveston, Harrisburgh and San Antonio Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Marathon. Reservation rented
by the United States. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry. Accommodations for 4
officers and 41 men; 1 barrack.
Phmnix, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 41° 38'; longitude, 70° 55'. At Fort Point, Mass.
Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Fairhaven, Mass. Reservation, 2 acres.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Pickens, Fort, FZa.-Latitnde, 30° 19'; longitude, 87° 17'. On Santa Rosa Island,
10 miles from Pensacola. Post-office, Warrington, Fla. Telegraph station, Pensacola navy yard. Railroad station, Pensacola. Reservation, all of Santa Rosa Island (unsurveyed). Not garrisoned. In charge of OI'dnance sergeant.
Pike, l!'o1't, La.-Latitude, 30° 11'; longitude, 89° 38'. On Petites Coquille Island,
7 miles from Lake Catherine station, on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad.
Post-office at the post. Telegraph station, Millers Bayou, La. Reservation, all the
public land within 1,200 yara.s of the post. Not garrisoned. In charge of corporal
of the Pifth Infantry.
Pittsburg, Pa.-Latitude, 40° 32'; longitude, 80° 5'. Reservation part of old site
of Fort Fayette. Fronts over 100 feet on Penn street, running back to the Allegheny River. Sale authorized by act of May 21, 1890. (Public No. 125.) ·Depot
quartermaster directed to take necessary action.
Pilot Butte, Ca'rnp, Wyo.-Latitude, 41° 12'; longitude, 111°. Post-office, telegraph,
and railroad station, Rock Springs, Wyo. No reservation. Present garrison. 1
company infantry. Accommodations for 6 officers and 96 men; 2 barracks. Buildings belong to and are kept in repair by the Union Pacific Railroad Company.
·water furnished by Green River Water Company and paid for by the Union Pacific
Railroad Company.
Plattsbur·u Bar1'acks, N. Y.-Latitude, 44° 41'; longitude, 73° 25'. On west shore of
Lake Champlain, at the town of Plattsburg. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station, Plattsburg, N.Y. Reservation, about 173 acres. Present garrison, 1 company
infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 100 men; 1 barrack for 2 companies.
Water supply, Plattsburg waterworks. Sewer system.
Popham, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 50'; longitude, 69° 55'. On Hunniwell Point, 12
miles by water and 15 by land from Bath. Post-office, Popham Beach, Me. Telegraph and railroad station, Rath. Reservation, 2t acres. Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance sergeant.
Poplar Rive1', Ca'rnp, Mont.-Latitude, 48° 6'; ·longitude, 105° 12'. Situated at Montana, Poplar River station of Great Northern Railroad. Seven hundred and thirty
miles' from St. Paul. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Poplar River Station. On Indian reservation. Present garrison, 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for o officers and102 men; 2 barracks. No water system.
Portet·, Fm·t, N. Y.-Latitude, 42° 53'; longitude, 78° 52'. On the right bank of the
Niagara River, within the limits of the city of Buffalo, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 28t acres. Present garrison, 2 companics infantry. Accommo<la tions for 9 officers and 124 men; 1 barrack for 2 companies. ·w ater supply, Buffalo city waterworks. Sewer system.
Preble, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 3'; longitude, 70° 14'. On the east side of Portland
Harbor, at Spring Point. Two miles from the city of Portland, which is the postoffice, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, about 24 acres. Present garrison, 1 battery artillery. Aceommodations for 5 officers and 65 men; 4 barracks, 1
used as post hospital and 1 as storehouse. Water supply pumped from springs.
Sewer system.
P1·esidio of San Fmncisco, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 47'; longitude, 122° 26'. In the north·
W .AR
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western suburbs of San Francisco. Post-office and telegraph station at the post.
Railroad. station, San Francisco, 4t miles from the post. City railway to the post.
Heservation, 1,465.81 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 6 batteries of artillery,
1 troop cavalry, and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 39 officers and 562
men; 12 barracks. Water supply from the Spring Valley Water Company, pumped
by steam power and windmills to reservoir. Sewer system.
Pulaski, Fo'rt, Ga.-Latitude, 32° 2'; longitude, 80° 34'. On Cockspur Island, 14
miles from Savannah, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation not surveyed. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Randall, Fm·t, S. Dak.-Latitude, 43° 1'; longitude, 98° 35'. On the Missouri
River, opposite White Swan, 24 miles from Armour, S.Dak., and 45 miles from Springfield, on the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad. Post-office at the post. Telegraph and railroad station, Armour. Stage and mail daily, except Sunday, from Armour. Communication with Running Water, S.Dak. (36miles), by wagon transportation. Reservation, about 144 square miles. Present garrison, 1 company infantry.
Accommodations for 14 officers and 244 men; 5 barracks. Water for domestic purposes pumped from the river and distributed by water wagons. Water for other
purposes supplied from artesian well. Surface drainage.
l.ed Bank, N. J.-Latitude, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1'. On east shore of Delaware
River, 8 miles below Philadelphia. Reserve, 100 acres.
Reno, Fort, Okla.-Latitude, 35° 35'; longitude, 98° 1'. On the North Fork of the
Canadian River, 32 miles from Oklahoma Station, on the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage from
El Reno,Okla., on Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, 5-!miles from the post.
Reservation, 9,493 acres, and wood reserve of 9 square miles. Present garrison,
headquarters, 6 companies cavalry and1 company infantry. Accommodations for
18 officers and 394 men; 7 barracks. Water supply pumped from North Fork of the
Canadian River into wooden tanks and distributed through iron pipes. Artesian
well has been authorized. Sewer system.
Riley, Fo1·t, Kans.- Latitude, 39° 4'; longitude, 96° 47'. On Kansas River, 3t miles
from Junction City, on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroa.d station at the post. Reservation, 19,899.22 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 8 troops cavalry and 3 batteries artillery. Accommodations for
46 officers and 736 men; 14 barracks. Water pumped from 8 Wagner tubular wells to
reservoir and distributed by a system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Ringgold, Fort, 1'ex.-Latitude, 26° 23'; longitude, 98° 47'. On the Rio Grande, 23
miles from Sam Miguel, on Mexican National Railroad, Post-office, Rio Grande City,
Tex. Telegra.ph station at the post. Stage from Brownsville, 117 miles; from Pena,
76 miles, on Texas Midland Railroad, and from San Miguel, Mexico. Reservation,
350 acres. Present garrison, 1 company infantry and 1 troop cavalry. Accommodations for 10 officers and 203 men; 4 barracks. Water supply is pumped from the Rio
Grande to reservoirs and distributed through pipes. Sewer system.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude, 42° 40'; longitude, 103° 28'. On White River, on
line of Fremont, Elkhorn and Missouri Valley Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and
railroad station at the post. Post reserve, 20 square miles. Wood and timber reserve, 16 square miles. Present garrison, headquarters, 6 troops cavalry and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 24 officers and 486 men; 9 barracks. One field
and 10 company officers' quarters, and 1 infantry barrack in course of construction.
Water pumped from spring to an elevated tank and distributed by iron pipes. Sewer
system.
St. Francis Bar1·acks, Fla.- Latitude, 29° 53'; longitude, 81° 17'. Southeast of and
adjoining St. Augustine, Fla., near the Matanzas River. Post-office, telegraph, and
railroad station, St. Augustine. Reservation proper, about 5t acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for 9 officers and 99
men; 3 barracks. Water supply raised from an artesian well by hydraulic ram; 5
cisterns also in use. Sewer system.
St. Louis Arsenal, Mo.-Latitude, 38° 28'; longitude, 90° 17'. In the city of St.
Louis, on the Missouri River. Reservation, 31.8 acres. St. Louis clothing depot.
Water supply from city of St. Louis waterworks.
St. Philip, Fort, La.-Latitude, 29° 25'; longitude, 89° 30'. Post-office, Neptune,
La.; telegraph station, Quarantine, La. Steamer triweekly from New Orleans, 73
miles, and from Bohemia, on New Orleans and Gulf Railroad; distance, 25 miles.
Reservation, 640 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Sa1n Houston, Fort, Tex.- Latitude, 29° 27'; longitude, 98° 28'. In Bexar County
1 mile north of San Antonio, which is the post-office, telegraph and railroad station.
Reservation, 472.21 acres. Present garrison, 4 troops cavalry, 2 batteries artillery,
headquarters, and 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 26 officers and 742
men, 13 barracks. Additional quarters for 15 officers at department headquarters.
Water supply, San Antonio Water Company. Drainage by means of a system o-1
vitrified pipes.
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San Carlos, Ariz.-Latitude, 33° 10'; longitude, 110° 25'. On the Gila River,
within the limits of t.he "'White Mountain Indian Reservation, 10~ miles from Bowie
and 106 miles from Wilcox on the Southern Pacific Railroad. Post-of:fice and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from :Bowie, via Fort
Thomas, anu triweekly from Wilcox, via Forts Grant and Thomas. Present garrison, 2 troops of cavalry aml 2 companies of infantry. Temporary quarters for 12
oflicers. Accommodations for 200 men, 4- barracks (dormitory for 50 men in course
of construction). Water supply ha,uled from a well 1 mile north of the post, and
distributed by water wagons. Six thousand two hundred dollars authorized for a
water-supply system. Natural drainage.
San Diego Ba1-raclcs, Cal.-:-Latitude, 32° 43'; longitude, 117° 9'. In city of San
Diego, Cal. Post-office, telegraph, railroad station and boat landing, San Diego.
Reservation, 2 blocks, 200 by 300 each, and wharf lot, 75 by 1,000. Present garrison, 1 company infantry; accommodations for 52 men, 1 barrack. Officers' quarters
rented in San Diego. Water supply from San Diego \Vater Company. Sewer system connected with city sewers.
Sandy Hoole, F01·t at, N. J.-Latitude, 40° 25'; longitude, 74° 1. Post-office, New
York City; distance, 22 miles. Telegraph, railroad station, and steamboat landing,
Sanuy Hook, uistd.nce 2 miles. Reservation, about 1,366 acres. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
San Juan Island, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 37'; longitude, 123°. Reservation, about
640 acres.
San Pedro, Cal.-Latitude, 33° 40'; longitude, 118° 40'. In San Pedro Bay. Reservation, 4-1.25 acres, more or less.
Scammel, Fort, Me.-Latitude, 43° 39'; longitude, 79° 13'. In Portland Harbor, 2
miles from Portland, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation, 11 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 49; longitude, 73° 48'. On Throggs Neck, 3t
miles from \Vestchester ~tml 17 miles from New York City. Post-office, telegraph,
and railroad station, \Vestchester, N.Y. Reservation, 52 acres. Present garrison,
2 batteries artillery. Accommodations for 9 officers an<l 63 men, 1 barrack, 20 men
in tents. Water supply from New York and Westchester Water Company. Sewer
system.
Sequoia National Park, Cal.-(Camp at Mineral King). Post-office, Three Rivers,
Cal. Telegraph station Visalia, Cal. Private conveyance to camp from Exeter station, 48 mil t>s, on Southern Pacific Railroad. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry.
Sewall, Fort, ..ilfa.ss.-Latitutle 42° 30'; longitude 70° 33'. Situated 1t miles from
Marblehe:ul, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad station. Reservation,
small trad, an<l in litigation. Not garrisoned. In charge of town of Marblehead,
Mass., by authority of act of Congress (Public, No. 19 of 1890).
Shaw. Jr'ort, Mont.-Latitude47° 30'; longitude 111° 48'. On the Sun River, 17t
miles funil mm and 24 miles from Great Falls, on the Montana Central Railroad.
Post-o1llce arul telegraph station at the post. Daily stage from Ulm. Reservation,
about 29,843 ac·ros. Present garrison, 3 companies infantry. Accommodations for
13 officers and 132 men, '1 b:uracks. Water supply pumpe(l from Sun River into a
tank and hauled to posts in wagons. No sewer system. Garrison to he withdrawn
by Angnst 1, 1891. Chief quartermaster authorized to appoint a custodian.
Shaillan, Fort, nz.-Latitude 42° 14'; longitude 89° 30'. On Lake Michigan, 25
miles north of Chicago. Post-office, telegraph, and-railroad station at the post. Reservation, 632t acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 8 companies infantry.
Accommodations for 23 officers and 362 men, 6 barracks. Quarters for 4 officers and a
barrack for 6 companies, nearly completed. \Vater supply pumped from Lake Michigan into reservoir and distributed by a system of iron pipes. Sewer system.
Shennan, Po1·t, Idaho.-Latitude, 47° 42'; longitude, 116° 38'. On Creur d'Alene
Lake, at its outlet, Spokane River, one-half mile from the Creur d'Alene branch of
Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office, Sherman; telegraph and railroad station,
Creur d'Alene, Idaho. Reservation, 682.65 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, 2
troop& cavalry, and 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 18 officers and 264
men, 6 banacks. Water supply pumped from Spokane River. No sewer system.
Ship Island, Fm·t at, Miss.-Latitude, 30° 20'; longitude, 89° 7'. Situated 15 miles
from Biloxi, which is on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad. station, Biloxi, Miss. Special boat to post. Not garrisoned. In
charge of ordnance sergeant.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr.-Latitude, 41° 9'; longitude, 102° 58'. On Lodge Pole Creek,
acljoinin()" the town of Sidney, Cheyenne County, on the Union Pacific Railroad. Postoffice, tcleg-raph, and railroad station, Sidney, Nebr. Post reservation, 1 square
mile. Timber reservation, 5 square miles. Present garrison, headquarters and 3
companies infantry. Accommodations for 15 officers and 245 men, 5 barracks. Water
supply pumped from a well to a tank and distributed by iron pipes. Surface drainage.
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Sill, Fort, Okla.-Latitude 34,0 40'; longitude 98° 23'. On Medicine Bluff Creek,
65 miles from Henrietta, Tex., ou the Denver and Fort Worth Railroad. Post-office
and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage except Sunday, from Henrietta; and
from Minco, on the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, distance 57 miles. On
Indian lands, 36 square miles reserved. Present garrison, 5 troops cavalry and 4
companies infantry. Accommodations for 20 officers, 9 companies, 1 single and 4
double barracks. Water supply raised by steam pump from a reservoir fed by springs
and distributed from tanks by a system of pipes. Sewer system.
Snelling, Fort, .i lfinn.-Latitude 44° 53'; longitude !-)3° 11'. At the ,junction of the
Minnesota ancl Mississippi Rivers, on Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, 7
miles from St. Paul and 8 miles from Minneapolis by the course of the river.
Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station at the post. Reservation, 1,531. 21 acres.
Present garrison, headquarters and 8 companies infantry. Accommodations for 30
officPrs (1 :tdditional at ordrf:mce depot) and 486 men, 8 barracks. Six company
officers' quarters in course of construction. Water supply pumped from a spring
by steam pump, and distributed from reservoir by system of iron pipes. Sewer
system.
Spokane, Fort Wa-3h.-Latitude 47° 50'; longitude 118° 18'. On the Spokane River,
three-fourths of a mile from its ,junction with the Columbia, near Miles, Wash., 25
miles from Davenport and 50 miles from Sprague on Northern Pacific Railroad. Postoffice and telegraph station, Miles, ·wash. Daily stage except Sunday from Davenport. Reservation, 640 acres. Present garrison, 4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 19 officers and 364 men, 6 barracks. Water supply pumped from Spokane River. Sewer system.
Stanton, Fm·t, N. Mex.-Latitude 33° 29': longitude 105° 28'. On the Rio Bonito,
Lincoln County, 8 miles from Lincoln, and 100 miles from Carthage, on Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Pe H.ailroad. Post-ofl.ice and telegraph station at the post. Daily
stage from Carthage. Reservation 16 square miles. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry, headqua1·ters an(l 1 company infantry. Accommodations for 13 officers and
2!)2 men, 5 barracks. Water supply pumped from a deep well and distributed from
·
a reservoir by iron pipes. Partial sewer s;vstem.
Stevens, Fort, Oregon.-Latitude 46° 31'; longitude 125° 1'. On Pqint Adams, Columbia River, 7 miles from Astoria, 105 from Portland. Post-office, telegraph station, Astoria, Oregon, telephone to post. Steamer daily from railroad station, PortJnn•l, to Astoria, thence by steam tug daily except Sunday, to post. Reservation,
6 tO acres. Not garrisoned. Transferred ·to Engineer Department and in charge of
' ordnance sergeant. Four sets officers' quarters and one barrack.
Sully, Fort, S. Dak.-Latitnde, 44° 20'; longitude, 100° 10'. On the Missonri
River, 23~ miles from Pierre, on the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad; post-ofl.ice
and telegraph station at the post; railroad station, Pierre, daily stage except Sunday to post; reservation, about 27,000 acres; present garrison, 4 companies infantry;
ac<'ommodatious for 13 officers and 203 men; 4 barracks; water supply pumped from
a drive-well gallery to a reservoir, and distributed through iron pipes; surface drainage.
Sum~te1', Fort, S. C.-Latitude, 32° 45'; longitude, 79° 51'. In Charleston Harbor,
5 miles from Ch.trleston; post-office, Monltrieville, S. C. 1 telegraph and railroad
station, Charleston; reservation, about 125 acres; not garnsoned; in charge of ordnance sergeant.
Supply, Fort, Ind. T.-Latitude, 36° 30'; longitude, 99° 30'. Pifteen miles from
'Voodward, on the Southern Kansas Railroad; post-office and telegraph station at
the post; railroad station, Woodward, daily stage to post; post reserYation, 36 sqna;re
miles; wood and water reservation, 27 square mileR, all on Indian lands; present
garrison, headquarters and 2 troops of cavalry, and 4 companies infantry; accommodations for 17 officers anll 390 men; 7 barracks; water supply from springs on Water
Cress Cafion; sewer system.
Taylm·, Fort, Fla.-Latit.ude, 24° 33'; longitude, 81° 49 1 • Near Whitehead Point,
1 mile from Key 'Vest, which is the poRt-ofJlee, telegraph station, and boat landing.
Rese'(vation about 200 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance sergeant.
Thoma8, Fort, .A1·iz.-Latitn<1e, ~!d 0 51'; longitwle, 109° 48' On the Gila River, 35
miles west of San Carlos. Post-oflice and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage,
except Sunday, from Bowie station, on Southern Pacific R:tilroad, distance 70 miles,
and from 'Vilcox, 69 miles. Reservation, 10,4.87 acres: Accommodations for 11 officers and 96 men. Three barracks. Recommended for abandonment, but held as an
outpost to .Fort Grant. \Vater supply.
Thomas, Fm·t, Ky.-Latitude, 39° 51 ; longitude, 84° 29'. Three miles from Newport, on the highlands overlooking the Ohio River. Post-office, telegraph and railroad st:.tt,ion, Newport. Reseryation, 111 acres, 2 roods, 39 poles. H.ifle range, 169
acreR. Pl'esent garrison, headquarters anil 2 companies of infantry. Accommodat,iom; for 9 ofticers and 192 men. Two double barracks. ·when mess-hall, 1 double
barrack, and 2 single and 2 double sets of officers' quarters now in course of construe-
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tion are completed, there will be accommodations for 15 officers and 360 men. Water
supplied by Uovington Uity waterworks. Sewer system.
Townsend, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 48° 7'; longitude, 122° 44'. At the entrance to
Puget Sound, 3 miles from Port Townsend, 66 miles from Seattle, and 93 from
Tacoma, and 130 from Olympia. Post-office and telegraph station, Port Townsend.
Reservation, 615.1 acres. Present garrison, 2 companies infantry. Accommodations
for 5 officers and 87 men, 2 barracks. Water supply pumped from springs by steam
power. Natural drainage.
Tmrnbull, Fort, Conn.-Latitude, 41° 21'; longitude, 72° 6'. On the right bank of
the Thames River, 1mile below the city of New London, which is the post-office, tele• graph, and railroad station. Reservation, 13t acres. Present garrison, 1 battery
artillery. Accommodations for 8 officers and 71 men, 2 barracks. Wat~r suply from
New London city waterworks. Sewer system.
Union, Fort, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 54/; longitude, 105° 9'. In Moro County, 9 miles
from Watrous, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Post reservation,
511 square miles. Timber reservation, 53 square miles. Accommodations for 30
officers and 349 men; additional accommodations at arsenal for 3 officers and 1 troop
cavalry. Water supply pumped by steam power. Natural drainage.
The reservation is within the limits of the Moro grant_, for whieh a land patent was
issued to claimants in 1876. Not garrisoned. In charge of a pai(l custodian.
Vancouver Ba1-racks, Wash.-Lat1tude, 45° 40'; longitude, 125° 32'. On the north
bank of the Columbia River, 18 miles by water and 6 miles in a direct line from
Portlaml. Post-office and steamboat landing at Vancouver. Reservation, 640 acres.
Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry, headquarters, and 6 companies infantry. Accommoclations for 26 officers and 528 men, 10 barracks; additional accommodations for 14
officers and 2 noncommissioned officers at department headquarters and depot.
Water supply pumped from an artesian well to a reservoir and distributed by
gravity. Sewer system.
Waclswol'th, Fort, Nmv York Ha1·bo1·.-Latitude, 40° 37'; longitude, 74° 3'. On Staten
Island, commanding the Narrows, entrance to New York Harbor. Post-office, Rosebank, Staten Island, N.Y. Telegraph and quarantine station, Clifton, Staten Island.
Reservation, about 100 acres. Present garrison, 3 batteries of artillery. Accommodations for 15 officers and 183 men. No barracks, batteries quartered in casemates.
\Vater supply from springs pumped to a distributing reservoir. Sewer system.
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.-Latitude, 46° 6'; longitude, 118° 24'. One mile from
\Valla \Valla, on the Northern Pacific Railroad. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station, Walla Walla, Wash. Reservation, about 613 acres. Present garrison,
headquarters and 3 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 16 officers and 260 men, 6
barracks. Water supply from springs distributed by gravity. Sewer system.
Warren, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 19'; longitude, 70° 59'. On Georges Island, in
Boston Harbor, 7 miles from Boston. Post-offif'e and telegraph station, Boston.
Daily steamer. Reservation, the whole island, about 18 acres. Present garrison, 2
batteries artillery. Accommodations for 11 officers (8 in casemates) ami 100 men
in casemates. Water supply, from 10 cisterns and 4 wells. Sewer system.
Washakie, Fm·t, Wyo.-Latitude, 42° 59'; longitude, 108° 54/. On the Little 'W ind
River, 147 miler:; from Rawlings, on the Union Pacific Railroad. Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage from Rawlings. Reservation, 1,405 acres, on
Indian lands. Present garrison, 1 troop cavalry and 2 companies iufautry. Accommodations for 9 officers and 158 men, 3 barracks. Water pumpe(l to tank by
steam power from south fork of Little Wind River, an1l distributed by iron pipes.
No sewer system.
Washington Ba1·racks, D. C.-Latitude, 38° 53'; longitude, 77° 3'. On Greenleaf's
Point, D. C. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad station, Washington, D. C. Reservation, about 69 acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 6 batteries ~irtillery.
Accommodations for 26 officers and 312 men, 2 barracks for 3 batteries each. \Vater
supply, Washington City waterworks, owned by United States. Sewer system.
Washington, F01·t, Md.-Latitude, 38° 43'; lonp:itnde, 77° 6'. On the Potomac River,
13 miles from Washington, D. C. Post-office at the post. Telegraph and railroad
station, Alexandria, Va. Steamboat from Washington. Reservation, about 50 acres.
Not garrisoned. In charge of ordnance-sergeant.
Wayne, Fort, Mich.-Latitude, 42° 23'; longitude, 82° 58'. On Detroit River. 3t
miles from city hall in Detroit, which is the post-office and telegraph sta,tion. City
rail way to the post. Reservation, about 63 acres. Present garrison, headquarters, and
4 companies infantry. Accommodations for 15 officers and 231 men, 1 barrack for 5
small companies. Water supply from Detroit city water works. Sewer system.
West Point, N. Y.-Latitude, 41° 23'; longitude, 74° 41 1 • On the west bank ofthe
Hudson River, 51 miles above New York City. Post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station at the post. Reservation, 2,330 acres. Unitecl States Military Academy. Accommodations for 50 officers and 312 men1 _5 barracks. Water supply piped from
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springs by gravity, and distributed from reservoir through iron pipes. Sewer sys·
tern. Present garrison, E, Engineer battalion and detachments.
Whipple Bm-racks, Ariz.-Latitude, 34° 29'; longitude, 112° 30'. One mile from
Prescott, Ariz. Post-office, ·whipple; telegraph and railroad station, Prescott. Reservation, about 1,730 acres. Present garrison, headquarters and 6 companies infantry. Accommodations for 20 officers and 203 men, 5 barracks. Water supply
pumped from a well on Granite Creek to a reservoir, and distributed by iron pipes;
sewer system.
Willets Point, N. Y.-Latitude, 40° 47'; longitude, 73° 47'. On the East River, 2t
miles from Whitestone, Queen's County, 17 miles from New York City. Post-office
and telegraph station at the post. Railroad station, ·whitestone, N.Y. Reservation, about 136.35 acres; engineer station. Accommodations for 29 officers and 400
men, 3 double barracks an<ll band barrack. Present garrison, headquarters, A, B,
C, and D, Engineer battalion. Water supply from Flushing village water works;
sewer system.
Winfield Scott, Fo1't, Cal.-Latitude, 37° 49'; longitude, 122° 48'. Golden Gate, San
Francisco, Cal. Post-office and railroad station, San Francisco. Telegraph station,
Presidio of San Francisco. On the Presidio reservation. Not garrisoned.
Wingate, F01·t, N. Mex.-Latitude, 35° 30'; longitude, 108° 27'. Situated on Bear
Spring, 3 mileR from Wingate, on the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad. Post-office and
telegraph station at the post. Reservation, 130 square miles. Present garrison,
headquarters, 4 companies cavalry, and 2 companies infantry. Accommodations for
22 officers and 386 men, 8 barracks. "\Vater supply pumped from a spring into a reservoir and distributed by iron pilles. Sewer system.
Winth1·op, Fort, Mass.-Latitude, 42° 21'; longitude, 70° 1'. On Governors Island,
Boston Harbor, 2 miles from Boston, which is the post-office, telegraph, and railroad
station. Steamboat to post. Reservation, about 60 acres. Not garrisoned. In charge
of ordnance-sergeant.
Wood, Fort, N. Y.--Latitude, 40° 41'; longitude, 74° 11'. On Bedloe Island, in
New York Harbor, 3 miles fi·om New York City, which is the post-office, telegraph,
and railroad station. Ret:Jervation, about 12 acres. Present garrison, 1 company
infantry. Accommodations for 4 officers and 52 men, one barrack. Water supply, 4
cisterns. Sewer system.
Yates, Fort, N. Dak.-Latitude, 46° 11'; longitude, 100° 34'. Standing Rock, N.
Dak., 58 miles from Mandan a.nd 60 from Bismarck, ~ Northern Pacific Railroad.
Post-office and telegraph station at the post. Daily stage, except Sunday, from Bismarck. Reservation, 1 square mile, on Indian l:tnds. Present garrison). 3 companies infantry and 2 troops cavalry. Accommodations for 19 officers and i522 men, 6
barracks. "\Vater pumped by steam power from 22 drive wells to tank and distributed by iron pipes. Surface drainage.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. -Latitude, 42° 51'; longitude, 102° 39'. On Beaver
Creek, 8 miles from Cinnabar, on Yellowstone Park line of Northern Pacific Railroad. Dlll'ing winter trains run on this branch line Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. Post-offiee and telegraph station, Mammoth Hot Sprin~s. Old reservation, 25
square miles; new, 22.5 :wres, set aside by Secretary of tne Interior for use of
military authorities. Pre:;ent garrison, 2 troops cavalry. Ac<·ommodations for
2 officers and 60 rne11 at old post, 1 barrack. Two double sets officers' quarters, 2
single sets non commissioned officers' quarters, and one cavalry barrack in course of
construction at new post.
Yosemite National Pa1·k, Camp in, Oal.-Post-office and telegraph station, Wawona, Cal. Railroad station, Raymond, via Barenda station, on Southern Pacific
Railroad, distance 40 miles; triweekly stage to camp. Present garrison, 1 troop cav-

alry.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE CoMMISSARY-GENERAL oF SuBSIS'l'ENCE,

Washington, D. 0., October 6, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsistence Department for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1891.
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhihits the aggregate fiscal rrsonrces and
expenditures of the Department for the year mentioned and the balances at the close of the fiscal year:
RESOURCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1890, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 . . • • • . • . . . . . • . • . . • • • .
$195, 934. 59
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...... .•.•.. .... .....
164,367.67
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified cla..ims,
acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 1890 ......... __ ..
7.50
Relief of Peter Marek and others, act April 4, 1888.
2, 541.41
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tribntaries,joint res. of April25, 1890 .....
40,000.00
$402,851.17
Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Department and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, with the 'I' reasure·c,
assistant treasurers, and designated depositaries, and in their personal possession on June :·30, ltl90, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 18r39 ....•...••••.•..•••..
$2,380.03
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...•..........•.••...
265,438.72
Commutation of rations to. prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1,
18H5, acts February 1 and March 30, 1888. __ .. __ ..
1,036.37
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1,
1886, act of October 19, 1888 .. _. _.. _. __ ... __ ..... .
492.50
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and to soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
acts March 2,· 1889, and April 4, 1890 .. _......•...
4,239.87
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and to soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act April 5, 1890 ...•.. _.......•.... __ .. __ .....•..
8,897.75
Relief of sufferers from overflow of MissiAsippi River
and its tributaries, joint res. of April25, 1890 .. __ ..
8,535.38
291,020.62
Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal year 1890,
since carried to the credit of the appropriation, as follows:

129.42

Subsistence of the Army, 1889 .•••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Amounts appropriated for the Subsistence Department for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891, act June 13, 1890 __ . $1,745,000.00
Subsistence of the Army, 1C:l91, deficiency act of
March 3, 1891 ................•.... __ ••..••••....
200,000.00
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, deficiency
act Septem her 30, 1890, and act March 3, 1891 __ .
8,025.22
Twenty per cent. additional compensation, certified
claims, deficiency act September 30, 1890, and act
March :3, 1891, being p9rtions pertaining to the
286.40
Subsistence Department.-----------·-----··----Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
4, 051.00
1890, act April5, 1890, war warrant No. 36.-----Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlouj:!;h, certified claims,
act August :30, 1890, war warrant No. 36. _........
47,013.25
- - - - $2,004,375.87
Amounts collected from various sources and refunded to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on the books of the Treasury
during the :fiscal year 1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1888 and prior years......
$6,742.97
Subsistence of the Army, 1888 and prior years, trans2,899.25
fer account----··-----·------------·-----.-----236,1)3
Subsistence of the Army, 11:!89. -------- ··---· ......
Subsistence of the Army, 1889, transfer account ..•••
30.. 32
5,534.46
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ...... ·----· ........ .
Sub~;istence of the Army, 1890, transfer account ...•
.20
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ........... _....... .
3,937.63
19,381.46
Amounts from appropriations for "commutation of rations to prisoners of war and soldiers bn furlough" (acts February 1 and March 30,
li:l8H, and October 19, 1888), tran~;ferred on the books of the Treasury
to the following appropriation, viz:
Commutation of rations to prisouers of war in rebel States and
1,464.51
soldiers on furlough, certified claims, act March 2, 1889 ....... -Amounts received by officers ot the Sn bsistence Department and by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department from sales of subsistence stores to the following purchasers during the :fiscal year 1891, and
taken up for immediate di~;bursement under the following appropriations:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891: Sales to officers, $323,894.94; to
enlisted men and to companies, detachments, and hospitals,
$450,369.66; to civil employes, $16,833.63; to Fort Leavenworth
military prison, $9,900.40; to U. S. Geological Surve.v, $49.38;
to Quartermaster's Department, $109.43; to headquarters of the
Army, $7.59; to Indian agents, $396.37; to Grand Army, $6.60;
of surplus and condemned stores and property at auction,
$1,621.12; of boxes, barrels. etc., $78.29; of garden seeds and
803,710.89
agricultural implements, $443.48; total. ...................... .
Amounts taken up by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department
on account of reclamations for stores lost, damaged, etc., and in correction of errors in their accounts, etc., during the fiscal year 1891:
Subsistence of the .Army, 1889 ................. ---$0.23
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ....... -----· ...• ---176.49
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • • •
3, 081. 09
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tribut.aries, joint res. April25, 18~0 ---·-·
. 50
3,258.31
.Amounts in hands ofrApresentatives of deceased officers to be collected:
Subsistence of the Army, 1878 ..•••••. _. ••. ••. . .. • •
$109. 84
~ubsistence of the Army, 1882. ...••• .••••• .••• ••••
248.63
Subsistence of the Army, 1tl90.... •• • . • • • • • ••• . ••• •
3, 464. 45
3,822.92
.Amounts charged against officers (deceased and resigned) on account
of funds alleged to have been lo.,t by theft, etc., as follows:
3,000.89
Subsistence of the Army, 1879 and prior years •••••••••••••••••••
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Amounts charged against officers still in service on account of funds
and stores alleged to have been lost by thefli, etc., and for which relief can only be obt;ained in the Court of Claims, under sections
1059 and 1062, Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1880.... .• . . . . • . ••. . . . . . .
$393.96
Subsistence of the Army, 1882 . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . •
39. 18
Subsistence of the Army, UlB6............. . . . . . . . .
2, 455. 82
Subsistence of the Army, 1889. .... ..•••. ...••. ....
82.37
$2,971.33
Total resources • .. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • .

3, 535, 987. 39

EXPENDITURES.

Amounts expended on the books of the Treasury from the appropriations
of the Subsistence Department during the fiscal year 1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1888, and prior years,
transfer account ..•••.....•.....•..•••••..••....
$8.84
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 .•••••.•••••.•••......
373.28
426.46
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ..................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1R91. ••....••..........•••
426.18
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
acts March 2, 188!J, and April 4, 1890 .............•
148.87
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, deficiency
act September 30, 1890, and act March 3, 1891 .....
7,414.32
Twenty per cent. additional compensation, certified
claims, deficiency act September 30, 1890, and act
March 3, 1891, being portions pertaining to the
Subsistence Department ...............•.....•...
286.40
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
1890, act of April5, 1890 ..•••................•...
51.00
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act August 30, 1890 ............................. .
13.25
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries, joint res. of April25, 1890, transferred for relief of drought sufferers of Oklahoma
Territory, per joint res. No. 44, September 1, 1890.
44,800.00
53,948.60
Amounts disbursed by officers of the Subsistence Department and officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department during the :fiscal year
1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 . • • ••• • • • . • • • • • . . •• . .
$87, 862. 84
SubsistenceoftheArmy, 1891 ..................... 2,471,943.17
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1,
1885, acts February 1 and March 30, 1888 . . . • . . .
42.83
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in reuel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1,
21.53
1886, act October 19, 1888 ...... .... .... .... ....
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
acts March 2, 1889, and April 4, 1890.... . . . . . . . . .
2, 751. 33
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act April 5, 1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .
11, 345. 92
Commutation of rations to pri8oners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act August 30, 1890 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40, 003.70
Relief of sufferers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries, joinu res. of April 25, 1890 . . . •
3, 153. 09
2,617,124.41
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department
in correction of errors in their accounts during the :fiscal year 1891:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891...... . • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • ••• •

158. 46
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Amounts in hands of representatives of deceased officers, and amounts
charged against officers (deceased and resigned) on account of fund~
alleged to have been lost by theft, etc., hereby dropped from this
annual statement, as follows:
Sub~istence of the Army, 1878 ....•............•...
$109.84
Subsistence of the Army, 1879 and prior years ..••••
3,000.H9
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 .....••••...••••....••
318.04
Subsistence of the Army, 1882 ..••••.•••••••••..• _••
287.81
Amounts transferred on books of Treasury, act March 3, 1875 (18 Stat.
L .. 418):
Subsistence of the Army, 1888 and prior years, transfer account ........•....•••..................••••
$2,890.41
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 and prior years ....•.
30.32
Subsistence of the Army, 1890, transfer account ..••.
.20
Amounts transferred on the books of the Treasury from the following
appropriations to the appropriation "Commutation of rations to
prisoners of war and soldiers on furlough, certified claims, act March
2 1889," viz:
'Commutation of rations to prisoners of wa:r in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough prior to July 1,
1885, acts February 1 and March 30,1888.........
$993.54
Commutation of rations to prisoners of warm rebel
States and soWiers on furlough prior to J nly 1,
1886, act 0 Ltober 19; 1888...... .... ...... .... ....
470.97
Amount dropped from this statement as not pertaining to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department:
Relief of Peter Marek and others, act April 4, 1888 ........... _.••
Amounts carried to the surplus fund, on June :30, 1891:
Subsistence of the Army, 1888, and prior years ....•
$6,742.97
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 ............. __ ..... .
U8,307.62
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, deficiency
act September 30, 1890, and act March 3, 1891 ....
610.90

$3,716.58

2,920.93

1,464.51
2, 541.41

205,661.49
Tot,al expenditures...... . . • • . . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . • . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • .

2, 887, 536. 39

BALANCES.

Amounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations of the Subsistence Department on June 30. 1891, as follows:
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act March 2, 1880 ................•...........•..
$1,902.01
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ....... ----·· .....•..
344,570.10
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. ............. ___ ... .
77,518.6,.
Helief of su:ffe.rers from overflow of Mississippi River
and its tributaries, joint res., April :.!5,1890 .....••.
582.79
Amounts to credit of officers of the Subsistence Department, and of
officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, with the Treasurer, assistant treasurers, and designated depositaries, and in their
personal possession on J nne 30, 1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1891. _...... ..• . . . . . . . .. .
$198,360.70
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act March 2, 1889, and April 4, 1890...... . . . . . . . •
909. 67
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act April 5, 1890 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
1, 551. 83
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and to soldiers on furlough, certified claims,
act August 30, 1890...... .••••• .••••• .•. ... ..•••.
6, 996.30
Amounts refunded to the Treasury near close of fiscal year 1~91, but not
carried to the credit of the appropriations by J nne 30, 1891, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1890 ..... _...............
$6, 122. 39
Subsistence of the Army,"1891.... ••• . ••• .• • ••• • •• •
7, 322.45

424,573.55

207,818.50

13,444.84
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.Amounts charged against officers still in service on accmmt of fmHls
and stores alleged to have been lost by theft, etc., anu for wllich relief can only be obtained in the Court of Claims, nuuer sections 1059
and 1062, Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
$75.92
Subsistence of the Army, 1880 ................... ..
2,4;)5.82
Subsistence of the Army, 18f16 ................... ..
82.37
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 .................... .
$2,614.11

Total balances ............................................... .

648,451. 00

SUPPLIES.

The Subsistence Department is charged with the duty of purchasing
and issuing to the Army such supplies as enter into the composition of the
ration, and of procuring and keeping for sale to officers and enlisted
men such articles as may from time be designn,:ed by the inspectorsgeneral of the Army. These supplies are purchased as near the poin.ts
of consumption as practicable, regard being had to their quality and
prices as compared with those of stores at more remote points, and to the
cost of transportation from place of purchase to place of issue or sale.
The greater portions of the supplies have during the past year been
procured as usual in the large markets of the country, such as New
York, Chicago, San Francisco, St. Louis, New Orleans, etc., but fresll
meat, and, to a great extent, flour and fresh vegetables, have been
obtained from dealers and producers at or near the points of issue.
Vegetables for issue, in several varieties, have been furnished under
section 5 of the act approved June 16, 1890. The proportions in wllich
the various kinds were to be issued having been fixed by the Secretary
of War, as required by the act, immediate steps were taken by the Department to supply them to every post. Three different proportions
for issues were adopted, and it was enjoined that, in supplying vegetables, the preferences of the troops should be considered as far as climate, resources of the vicinity, trausportation facilities, and season
rendered practicable. Contracts were made for their deli very at the
posts from time to time as required in cases where they could be obtained advantageously in tbe Yicinity, and, in other cases, tl.ey have
been procured ;n sections where they are largely produced and transported to the posts. The addition of 1 pound of vegetables makes the
ration a liberal and, I believe, a very satisfactory one.
Statement of the avemge contract p1·ices per pound (independent of quantifies JJW'chased),
in each State and Te1-ritory, for the f1·esh beef supply in the fiscal years 1891 and 18!J2.
State or Territory.

Maine ........................... .
:Ma!l>~achusetts ................. ..

Rhode Island ...•.......••.....•..
Connecticut ................... ..
NewYor.K. ....................... .
Pennsylvania ................... .

tfi~~~~~r~r c~i~~i,i; ~: ~:::::: ~::::

Virginia ......................... .
llliuois .......................... .

~1~:~ff:i::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Minnesota ....................... .

Nebraska ....................... .
Kansas ......................... .
Indian Territory ................ .
Wy01uing . ..................... .
Dakota, North .....•..............
Dakota, South .................. ..
New Mexico .................... .
Georgia ........................ ..

Average price
per pound.

State or Territory.

.A. verage price
per pound.

1891.

1892.

1891.

1892.

Cents.

Gents.

Cents.

Cents.

7.56
9. 58
8. 37
13.50
7. 05
11.75
8. 25
5. 00
3. !l7
6. 50
7. ~!)
5.:17
4. 35
5. 61
C!S
4. 95
7. 81
7.11
7.02
5. 64
10.00

11.50
9. 73
!l. 25
13. 25
8. 9-t

10. 37
8. 50
7. 20
6. 8:.!
7. 00
!l. 26
7. !J!l
5. 45
6. 64
4. 6!l
4. 10
7.60
7. 92
6.6!J

~:~g II

Alabama........................
Loui»iana ................. .... ..

5. 00
6. 50

Arkar•sas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
4. 56
Texas .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
5. 59
TllnnPAAee....................... ........
Kentucky....................... 11. 00
Ohio ...... .... .... ......... ... .

!JJ<liaua . .. .... .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..

('olora!lo . .. .. .. . .... .. . .. . . .. .. .
Utah...... ................. ...
Montana . .... ... . . .... .... .. .. ..
Califomia......................
Arizona . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
Washington.....................
I(laho . .. .. • . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. ....
OT'egon . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

J<'Jorid:t .........................
Wisconsin.......................
Oklahorua . ... ..................

fi. 70
7. 00
6. 42
6. 50
6. 89
7. 61
5. 57
8. 68
7. 12
11. !l9
12.25
8. 00
7.17

5. 50
6. 50
5. 68
!l. 50
!l. 16
7. 74
7. 00
7. 75
8. 35
6. 50
7. 34
4. 50
7. 38
7. 41
10.93
5.19

Average price ............. -7:311-7.78
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ADVERTISEMENTS .AND CONTRACTS.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, 423 newspaper adver..
tisements and 591 circulars and posters inviting proposals for subsistence suvplies were reported to this office. There were also reported
3,931 contracts of various kinds for fresh meats, fresh vegetables, complete rations, and other subsistence supplies required for the Army.
ISSUES TO INDIANS.
Subsi~tence supplies were issueu to Indians and transferred to the
Indian Department during the year as follows:

Stores and property transferred at Fort Mojave, Ariz., to superintendent
and special disbursing officer of F01·t Mojave Imli'ln school.............
$792.13
1)0, 000 pounds flour transferred to Lieut. 0. P. Johnson, acting Indian
agent, for itssue to White Mountain Apache Indians on San Carlos Reservation . . • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 060. QO
Apache Indian prisoners at Fort Union, N. Mex . . . . . . . . .•• . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . 1, 573. 03
Apache Indiau prisoners a,t .Fort Grant en route from Fort Union to San
Carlos, Ariz ........................ ----...............................
14.14
Apache Indian prisoners at Fort Wingate, N. Mex., late at Fort Union, N.
Mex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
418. 75

The value of the above issues and transfers has been reimbused to
this Department. except $236.37 of the last item.
Otller issues were made to Indians, as follows, for which no reimbursement has been requested or made:
White Mountain Apaches at Fort Apache, Ariz .......................... .
$352.08
Chiracahua Indian prisoners of war at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ..... . 18,309.64
Sioux Indian prisoners of war .......................................... .. 23,917.68
Indian prisoners, of various tribes, at different posts ..................... .
Hm.o8
Indians visiting military posts, under Army Regulations 1395 and 1396 .... . 2,279.03
MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES AND EXPENDI'l'URES.

Issues were marle to teachers of Indians at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., to the
value of $!:J5.84, all of which has b een reimbursed to this Department from the appropriations for conting-encies of the Army.
There were issued to destitute citizens at various posts during the fiscal year, upon
the orders of commanding officers, 4, 735 rations, most of the issues being due to the
recent Sioux calltpaign.
For liquid coffee there was expended $9,:~77.15, being an increase over previous
year of $1,293.82, largely due to the movements of troops made necessary on account
of the campajgn above mentioned.
Fc:>r extra-duty pay the amount expended was $21,947.7u, a decrease from previous
year of $340.42.
For advertising $10,441.39, an increase over previous year of $2,623.35.
For cooked rations $65,188.ti0, an increase over previous year of $17,123.16.
LOSSES OF STORES AND PROPERTY.

The value of the stores reported lost by accidents, wastage in transportation, wbile in store, etc., from July 1, 1890, to May 31, 18U 1, was $8,207 .65.
Sales of condemned and surplus supplies.
Subsistence stores.

Condemned.~ Surplus.j Total.

1
-0-ri-g-in_a_lc-o-st..-...-.-----.-.•.-...-___-___-_-----.-.-----.---------.--.-.-. .-.-__-__-_-_.-.--.-.-. -$1_8_,1-D-5.-3-0
.Amount realized from sales ......................................... _
Loss................................... ...... ...... ....... ...

$530. 37

I$18, 725. G7

1, 18~~~~~~K
17,013.12

264.46

on

17,277.58

Of subsistence property, tile amount realized from such as was condemned was $1GG.G3; from such as became surplus, $6.40.
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ARl\IY COOKS AND BAKERS.

On account of the importance of the matter, I venture to renew the
recommendation so frequently made by the Cowmissar,\ -General of Subsistence during the past ten years that some provision of law be made
for the enlistment of cooks and bakers for the Army. Under the present system, temporary details of men are made from time to time from
the companieR to serve as cooks and bakers. The men so detailed are
often inexperienced, llave little fondness or aptitude for the duty, and,
from the temporary nature of the employment, take but little interest
in it. It matters uot how great in fJuantit,v or how good in quality may
be the raw articles of food furnished by the Subsistence Department,
the soldier will not be properly and wholesomely subsi.ste<l if the articles are not properly cooked. As stated in the report of the board on
Army cooking, convened by General Orders, No. 117, headquartPrs of
the Army, series of 1877: •'An important aid to good soldiering is good
cooking. This can not be obtained without good cooks, and good cooks
can uot be obtained without education and adequate compensation."
It woul(l be in the interest of the Government and of the well being of
the soldier if provision were made by law for the ~pedal enlistment of
men as cooks and bakers. Of cooks there should lle one for each company, troop, or battery, and of baken.;; one for each garrisoned post. I
eon11uend the matter to the speciai attention of higher authority, believing it to be one of the greatest importance for the health, comfort,
and efficiency of the enlisted men of "the Army.
COMMISSARY SERGEANTS.

Number of commissary sergeants in service at the commencement of
the last fiscal year ..........................................••....
D nring the year the following casualties occurred:
Died ...... ----·· ...........••••....•.............. -----·········
Discharged .........•................•...........•........ ---···
Retired ............••......... : . ...••••...•...••••.....•..••••..

117

1
1
13
15
102

Appointed during the year ..••...••••....••.......•....••......•••••

9

Total in service June 30, 1891. ..•.•••••...•••••••.•••••.•••••••

111

ACCOUN'l'S AND RETURNS DIVISION.

Accounts and returns on hand June 30, 1890, received, examined,
etc., during fiscal year endeu June 30, 1891:
On hand June 30, 1890, accounts current...... . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • • •
Received d nrin g the year.. . • • . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • . . . .

242
2, 372

On hand June 30, 1890, returns of subsistence stores ....•....•••..••••
Received during the year ........•..•••....••..........•••....•.....

218
1,762

2,614
1,980

On hand June 30, 1890, returns of subsistence property...... . . • • • . . . . . none.
Received during the year............................................
765
765
Examined during year ending June 30, 1891 :
Account current (accompanied by 36,674 vouchers) .......•••..•••••...••. 2,113
Returns of subsistence stores (accompanied by 29,478 vouchers) ....•....• 1, 554
Returns of subsistence property (accompanied. by 1,6tiu vouches).........
630
On hand June 30, 1891, awaiting examination:
Account current -···· ...... ...••. ...... .••• ...••. ... . ..•••. •••• .••••. •.
501
Returns of subsistence stores .. .'.........................................
426
Returns of subsistence property.........................................
135
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The accounts and returns received were rendered by 515 officers.
In counection with the examinations 4,427 letters and 1,363 indorsements were written and recorded, and 122 papers copied.
CLAIMS DIVISION.

Act of July 4, 1864, (Sec. 300 B, Rev. Stats.).-At the commencement
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891, there were no claims on hand
awaiting examination under section 3, act of July 4, 1864, and the
acts amendatory thereof, but during the year two (2) claims-one found
among the miscellaneous claims not acted upon, and another received
from the Third Auditor of the Treasury, were examined and decided
under this act, thereby leaving no claims of this class on file.
In connection with this class of claims, 246 reports were rendered
upon requests therefor, made by the Department of Justice and Court
of Claims.
Jo-int resolution of J 'uly 25, 1866, and third section of act of Jl{arch 2,
1867.-At the beginning of the fiscal year there were on file in this
office 758 claims for commutation of rations of Union soldiers while
held as prisoners of war, and during the year 1,309 more were received,
making a total of 2,067 claims of this class for examination.
Of these 1, 773 were examined and transmitted to the Third Auditor of
the 'l'reasury; 1,048 recommended for disallowance, and 725, amounting to $14,836.75, for payment.
In addition to tllese, 1,707 old claims were reexamined and transmitted to the Third Auditor of the Treasury, of which 1,65~ were re~om
mended for disallowance, and 55, amounting to $1,036.00, for payment.
M ~iscellaneous clai1ns.-'fbere were at the commencement of the fiscal
year 1,519 miscellaneous claims on hand, and during the year 864 more
were received, making a total of 2,383 claims of this class for examination.
Of these 2,195 were examined and tramnnitted to the Third Auditor of
the Treasury; 1. 700 recommended for disallowance, and 495, amounting to $10,640.75, for payment.
In addition, 188 old claims were reexamined and transmitted to the
Third Auditor of the Treasury, of which 126 were recommended for
disallowance. and 62, amounting to $1,604:.50, for paymenr .
.Letters and indorsements.-ln connection with these three classes of
claims mentioned, 18,608 communications were sent out during the
year.
DUTIES AND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPART·
MEN'l'.

A roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30,
1891, showing their stations and duties on that date, is hereto appended.
Very respectfully, your obedient sen?ant,
B. Du BARRY.

Commissary- General of Subsistence.
The SECRETARY OF W .A.R.

COMMISSARY -GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.
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Roster of the Subsistence Depart·ment, U. S. Army, June 30, 1891.
Name and rank in the
Department.

Rank by brevet.

Duty and station.

COMMISSARY ·GENERAL
OF SUBSISTENCE.

Brigadier-General.
Beekman Du Barry .•. . •••••••••••• ·-··. ••• • • . Commissary-General of Subsistence.-Washington,
D.C.
ASSISTANT COMMISSA·
RIES·GRNEUAL OF
SUBSISTENCE.

OoloneZs.
George Bell ............ Bvt. Brig. General,
April 9, 1865.
Michael R. Morgan•.... Bvt. Brig. General,
April9, 1$365.
Lieutenant- Oolonels.
JohnP.Hawkins ...... Bvt. Maj<:>r-General,
March 13, 1865.
Michael P. Small . ...... Bvt. Brig. General,
April9, 1865.
Thomas C. Sullivan ..• .

Purchasing and Depot C. S. at New York City, N.Y.
Chief C. S., Division of the Missouri.-Chicago, Ill.

Chief C. S., Division of the Pacific and Department
of California.-San Francisco, Cal.
Chief C. S., Division of the Atlantic and Department
of the East.-Governors Island, New York, N.Y.
On leave.
Chief C. S., Depa-rtment of Dakota, and Purchasing
and Depot C. S. at St. Paul, Minn.

COMMISSARIES OF SUB·
SISTENCE.

Major1.
John W. Barriger...... Bvt. Brig. Gtmeral, Chief C. S., Department of the Missouri, and Pur.M arch 13,1865.
chasing and Depot C. S. at St. Louis, Mo.
Thomas Wilson ........ Bvt. Brig. General, Purehasing and Depot C. S. at Chicago, Ill.
March 13, 1865.
William H. Bell ................................ 1 Chief C. S., Department of the Platte, and Purchasing
and Depot C. S. at Omaha, Nebr.
Jeremiah H. Gilman ... Bvt. Lt. Col., Dec. 31, Assistant to the Commissary-General of Subsistence.
1862.
-Washington, D.C.
Samuel T. Cushing ............................ Purchasing and Depot C. S. at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans.
William A. Elderkin .......................... . Chief C. S., Department of Arizona.--LosAngeles,Cal.
Charles B. Penrose .... Bvt. Lt. Col., Nov. 11, Purchasing and Depot C. S. at Baltimore, Md.
1867.

William H. Nash ............................... Chief C. S., Department of the Columbia, Vancouver
Barracks, State of Washington.
Oaptains.
Charles P. Eagan ............................. . Chief C. S, Department of Texas, and Purchasing
and Depot C. S. at San Antonio, Texas.
John F. Weston .............................. . Assistant to the Commissary-General of Subsistence.
-Washington, D. C.
Charles A. Woodruff ......................... .. Purchasing and Depot C. S. at San Francisco, Cal.
John J. Clague . ....... . ...................... .. Purchasing and Depot C. S. at Boston, Mass.
WeHR Willard . ....... . ....................... . Assistant to the Chief C. S., Department ot Texas,
San Antonio, Texas. On leave.
Henr_y G. Sharpe . ............................. . Purchasing anrl Depot C. S. at Portland, 0r'3 gon.
Frank E. Nye ................................ .. Purchasing and Depot C. S. at Washington, D. C.
Charles Hay .................................. . Purchasing C. t;, at Denver, Colo.
Dou~rlas M. Scott ............................. . Purchasing aud Depot C. S. at New Orleans, La.
Wm.L. Alexander ............................ . Depot and Post C. S., Fort Monroe, Va.
Henry B. Osgood .............................. . As~istant to the Chief C. S., Department of the Platte,
Omaha, Nebr.
Oskaloosa M. Sn1ith ........................... . Temporary duty in office Commissary-General of Sub·
sistence.-Washington, D. C.

OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, D. 0., June 30,189L
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SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., September 22, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a statement of disbursements made during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, from the appropriation made by act of Congress, approved June 30, 1890, for the expenses of the Medical Department of the Army, and the balance on hand
at the close of said fiscal year, viz:
Medical and Hospital Department, 1891:
Appropriation by act approved June 13, 1890 .••••• ·----· ---- ..••.. $215,000.00
Refunded during the year .••••. ------ .••••..••....• -----·.........
1, 036.29
Total to be accounted for ...••...• _••.••••..•• _.. . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . . 216, 036. 29
Disbursed during the year:
For medical and hospital supplies .•.••.. _•••...•••• $65, 141. 33
Expenses of purveying depots.... • . • • • • . . . • . • • . . . . .
124. 17
For I><LY of employes ...•....••••..•••••.••• _•.•• _.. 42, 637. 61
Medical attendance and medicines.................. 11,084.01
Advertising ........••••.• __ •• . .• _•...•.••... _.. . • .
136. 80
Miscellaneous expenses...... . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • . • • .
953. 53
- - - - 120, 077. 45
Balance on hand June 30, 1891 . • • ••• •••• ••• • •• . • • • •. • . . • . . • .

!>5, 958. 84

Nearly aU the balance remaining on hand at the close of the fiscal
year has already been or will be expended in payment for supplies contracted for, and for other obligations incurred prior to July 1, 1891.
The approximate money value of the medical and hospital supplies
actually issued during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1891, was $172,000.
I have the honor to submit also a statement showing the expenditures during the last fiscal year from the appropriations for the Medical Department for prior fiscal years, and the balance on hand June
30, 1891, viz :
Medical and hospital department, 1890:
Balance on hand July 1, 1890. . . • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . $82, 077. 79
Refunded during the year .•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••.•••••. _...
5, 988. 50
Total to be accounted for .•••••.••• _•••.•••• _.. . • • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • . 88, 066. 29
Disbursed rluring the year:
For medical and hospital supplies . _.................... $67, 745. 70
Pay of employes·---······· ········....................
100.00
Medical attendance and medicines . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • 2, 075. 28
Miscellaneous expenses._ ••••••••.•••• _•••••• _. • • • • • • . .
300. 96
70,221.94
Balance on hand June 30, 1891.... •• • ••• • • • • •• . . . • • . . • • • . . • . . .

17, 844. 35

===
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Medical and hospital department, 1889:
Balance on hand July 1, 1890 ..••...•..••.•.••••......•.••......•.. $11,394.56
Di~:~bursed <luring the year .............•.•.....•...•.... $3,560.00
Carried to surplus fund J nne 30, 1891...... •••• .... • .. .. .
7, 834. 56
- - - - 11, 394. 56
Medical and hospital department, 1888 and prior years:
Certified claims :
Reappropriated by acts approved September 30, 1890, and March
3, 1891.---- ·--· ··-··· -----· -----· ·----- ·----- -----· ---------Disbursed during the year ................................... ..

794.16
794.16

Library of the Surgeon General's Office, 1890:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. ..
Disbursed during the year ......................................... .

. 571.16
571.16

Library of the Surgeon General's Office, 1891:
Appropriated by act of ,June 13, 1890. ••• . • • .. • .• • • • • .... . • • •• . ••••.
Disbursed during the year . • .. •• . . . •• . . • • . .. • • .... .. .. . . • ... .. ... . .

===

10,000.00
8, 458. 92

Balance, June 30, 1891 ............. ·.--· .... .• .... .. • .. . .... .. • • . .

1, 541.08

Army Medical Museum, 1890:
Balance from previous fiscal year.... . • .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . .
Disbursed during the year.... . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . • • • • .. . • • . • . . . . . . .. •

1, 032. 54
1, 082. 41

Balance, June 30, 1891 ...... .... .•.• ...... .•••. •••. •••• .... ......

.13

Army Medical Museum, 1891:
Appropriated by act of June 13, 1890 ...... .... •••• •••• ••.. •••• .••..
Di~:Jbursed during the year..........................................

5, 000.00
4,145.17

Balance, June 30, 1891.... ...• •••• •••• •.•• ...... .... ...... .... ....
Medical and surgical history:
Balance from previous fiscal year ................................. ~
Carried to the surplus fund.... . .. . .. • .. . .. • • • . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
Building for Army Medical Museum:
Balance from previous fiscal year .... ...... ...... .... . ..... .... ....
Balance June :30, 1891... ... . . .. . . .. . . .... ... .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. ...

854.83

====
2, 711.94
2, 711. 94
1, 184.05
1, 184.05

An aggregate reduction of about $100,000 will be made in the estimates of appropriations for the next fiscal year for the entire expenses
of tlle Medical Department. This reduction is based on the probable
requirement~ of the service, taking into consideration the abandonment
of twelve posts during the past year.
The Examining Board of Medical Officers convened in New York City
i11 March was also assigued the duty of examining and improving the
means of transportation of the sick and wounded of the Army, the equipment of the Hospital Corps, and the revision of the Standard Supply
Ta.ble. the last edition of which was issued in 1883. Good progress has
been made in this last important work, which will be ready for publication in the autumn.
'fhe first ice machine was purchased by the Department in 1886, and
was in operation late in the autumn of that year. Others have been
iRsued since, and at thA present time eighteen posts on our southern
border and in the Indian Territory have them. At first there was some
difficulty in securing proper local management and care of the apparatus, but at the present time they are generally welt managed and in
a satisfactory condition. Several requests have been made during the
past year for the erection of these machines, but were disapproved because in each case it was ascertained that ice could be procured in the
vicinity by purchase.
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.A.rf1icialli1.1bs, fntsses, applian.~es,

etc.

Artificial limbs, 1888 and prior years:
Transfer nccount under act of March 3, 1875 .•••••.••..•.•.••••••.•
Disuursed during the year ... _•..•••••••• _•............ ____ •.• _••.•
Artificid limbs, 1888:
Balance from previous fiscal year ..•••• ·----· ....•..........•.. --·Carried to the surplus fund .••••. ·-·--··----- ...••. ----·· ..••.. --·-

515.33
15.33
. 4,479.4~
4,479.4~

Artificial limbs, 1889:
Balance from previous fiscal year .••••. ·----··----· ••••.••••..•••••
Disbursed during the fiscal year.........................
$169.01
Carried to the surplus fnnd ...•.....•••.•••......•••.... 4,545.29

8,875.17
4,714.30

Balance, J nne 3, 1891 ••••••••.••.••••••••••••• __ ••••• -. _•••••••••

4,160.87

Artificial limbs, 1890:
Balance from previous fiscal year._ .••..•••.•.•••. _....•••.....••••
Disbursed during the year .....•........•...•...•.......•..........

3. 6:35.49
2,218.93
1,416.56

Balance, June 30, 1891 .•••••.•.....•••••.••...••••••••••••.•.••.

===

Artificial limbs, 1891:
Appropriated by act of August 30, 1890..... • • _... • • • • $400, 000. 00
Appopriated by act of March 3, 1891 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . 125, 000. 00
- - - - 525,000.00
Disbursed during the year .••• ...• •..• •••• .••••. •••• ....•• ...•.• 508, 56~. 88
Balance, June 30, 1891 .••••• .••••. •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••.

16,432.12

===
Appliances for disabled soldiArs, 1889:
Balance from previous fiscal year .• __ •..••• _..••••••.•• __ ...•.•••••
Carried to the surplus fund ..•.....•..• __ •...••••...•..••••..••...•

604.95
604.95

Appliances for disabled soldiers, 1890:
Balance for previous fiscal year .•.•...•••..•••.••••.•• _••..•••..•.•
Disbursed during the year .•••••••••..••...•••••.•.••....•....••.•.

6!16.44
173.63

Balance, June 30, 1891 .•••••.•••••••••••.••••• ·---·· ••••••••••••• --522.

8i

====-=
Appliances for disallled soldiers, 1891:
Appropriated by act of August 30, 1890 ..•••..••• _•.•• _•••••••...••
Disbursed during the year ..••••...•......••......•....•••••..•••.•

2,000.00
1,870.49
129.51

Balance, June 30, 1891 •••••••••••••.•.••••.••••.•.••.•.•••••••..

==
Expended in furnishing trusses to disabled soldiers under the Revised
f:;tatu teA, sections 1176 to 1178, and act of March 3, 1879 . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Support and medical treatment of destitute patients in the city of Washington:
Appropriated by act of August 30, 1890 •••• •.••.. •••. •••• •••• .•••••
Disbursed during the year.........................................

There were furnished to disabled
ing the year ending J nne 30, 1891:

~oldiers,

13, 031. 95
19,000.00
19,000.00

seamen, and marines dur-

Trusses .••••..•••••.••.•.•••••.••••••.•....••••...•••....•.•.•• _.. • • • • • • • • • • 1, 848
Special appliances ...•..••••.•••.•...•.. ·----· .••••. ...• ...••• .••••• •••• ••••
196
Artificial arms, in kind......................................................
18
Artificial legs, in kind .••••. ········-···-·-··················-···············
513
Commutation in place of artificial limbs or apparatus .•••••....•.••.• _. _.•• _. 7, 790

Sections 4'787-4789, Revised Statutes, provide for the issue of an artificial limb or the payment of its commuted value once every five years
to those who have lost a limb or the use of a limb in the service of their
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country. An amendment tc these statutes was approved March 3,
1891, making the period for the renewal of thelimbthreeyearsinstead
of five; but although this amendment necessarily added two-fifths to
the usual expenditure for artificial limbs, Congress made no appropriation to meet the additional expense. A careful examination of the lists
of those living and entitled to limbs or their commuted value, shows
that in addition to the claims paid out of the appropriation for the year
ending June 30, 1892, now exhausted, there will be matured before the
date mentioned4,518 cases, at $50 each ...•••..•••••.•.•••.••••..•••••.••••••.•••••.••••. $225,900
210 cases, at $75 each . . • • . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • . . . • . • • . • • • . . . • . • • • .
15, 750

----.

Total . • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • . . • • . • 241, 650

This will necessarily constitute a deficiency for the year ending June
30, 1892.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM.

The total number of specimens received during the fiscal year was
964; total number of specimens in the Museum June 30, 1891, 30,241.
The fo1Jowing statement shows the. details of additions, transfers, etc.,
in the di:iferent sections :
Pathological section:
In museum J nne 30, 18!:10 • . • . • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9, 986
Received during the year..............................................
154
In museum June 30,1891 .••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••.. 10,140
Anatomical section:
In museum June 30,1890. .... •••• .••••• •••••• •••• •••••. .••••. ..•• .•••••
Exchanged during the year .... .... .... ...... .••••. ...... ...... ..•• .•..

3,296
8

Received during tbe year ...•.. .... ...... ..•••• ...• .••••. ...... .... ..••

3,288
27

In museum June 30, 1891 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••

3, 315

Section of comparative anatomy:
In museum June ~0, H:!90 ......•••••.••••. -----· •.•••• .••••. ...... ......
Received during the year..............................................

1, 717
0

In museum June 30,1891. .••••• •••••• •••••. •••• .••••• •••• •••• •••• •••.

1, 717

Microscopical section :
In museum June 30,1890 .••••.•••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••. 11,366
Received dnring the year..............................................
504
In museum June 30, 1891 ....•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11,870
Miscellaneous section :
In nlUf3eum June 30, 1890. •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••• ••••••
Received during the year..............................................

1, 227
105

In museum J nne 30, 1891...... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 332
Provisional pathological section:
In museum June 30, 1890 .•••..••••••••••• --·· •••••• . ••••• •••• •••••• ••••
Transferred from provisional anatomical section........................
Received during the year..............................................

1, 050
1
110

In museum June 30, 1891...... .••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••..

1.161
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Provisional anatomical srctiou:
In 1nuseum June 30, 1890. •••••• •••• •• •••••• •••••• •••••• .••••• •••••• ••••
Transferred to provisional pathological section.........................

643
1

Received during the year...............................................

642
64

In museum June 30, 1891 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• --~--- •••••••

706
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Total number of specimens in museum June 30, 1890 ..•••••.•••••••••.•••••• 29,285
Exchanged during the year.... • • • • • . • • • • • • • •• • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
8
Tolal number received during the year ................... .. v••·

•••••• •••••••

29.277
964

Total number in museum June 30, 1891. ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30,241

Tbe following are some of the more interesting specimens added to
the museum collection during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891:
(1) Right tibia and fibula showing syphilitic inflammatio11.

Presented by Surg.
W. H. Forwood, U.S. Army.
(2) Portion of frontal bone from a colored boy, aged 15, showing circular depressed
fracture by a stone. Presented by Dr. R. H. Munson, Washington, D. C.
(3) Lower two-tllir<ls of left femur, fmcture1l in middle third, from a soldier wounded
at Ant.ietam, Md., September 17, 1862; amputated April 26, 1888. Presented
by Mr. A. H. Gibbs, Washington, D. C.
( 4) Integuments of abdominal wall, heart, and pericardium, lungs, portion of liver,
and kidneys, from a case of general cancer in a white woman, aged 34. Presented by Dr. T. C. Smith, Washington, D. C.
(5) Lower end of ileum, crecum, part of colon and vermiform appendix, from a case
of peritonitis in a white boy aged 15. Presented by Dr. H. D. Fry, Washington, D. C.
({l) Specimen of congenital absence of anus in an infant. Presented by Assistant
Snrg. T. W. Raymond, U.S. Arm.v.
(7) Right femur from a case of rickets in a child, aged 47 months. Presented by
Dr. Mary A. Parsons, Washington, D. C.
(8) Section of femur showing healed shot fracture, from a soldier wounded at Chancellorsville, Va., May 3, 1863; died January 23, 1891, from absorption of pus
from wound. Preseuted by Dr. George P. lkirt, East Liverpool, Ohio.
(9) Two transverse sections of an osteo-sarcoma of left thigh; presented by Dr. C.
G. Stone, Brightwood, D. C., and plaster cast, colored after nature, of thigh
and upper part of leg, showing full size of osteo-sarcoma.
\10) A series of uterine and ovarian tumors, removed by operatiou. Presented by Dr.
J. Taber Johnson, Wa&bington, D. C.
( Ll) Palmar half of right forearm and hand, showing elephantiasis; from a colored
man uged 36. Presented by Acting Assistant Surg. D. S. Lamb, U.S. Army.
(12) Bullet containing piece of molar tooth, from a Confederate soldier wounded at
Petersburg, Va., March 31, 1865. Presenterl by Dr. R. Fraser Michel, Montgomery, Ala.
(13) A series of specimens of tumors of uterus and ovary. Presented by Drs. G. C.
Freeborn, J. S. Ely, and W. P. Northrup, through Dr. T. M. Prudden, New
York.
(14) Portion of spleen with portion of omentum adherent, showing cancer nodules,
from a white man aged 44. Presented by Medicallnspector Henry M. Wells,
U.S. Navy.
(15) Two hypertrophied mammary glands, combined weight 45 pounds. Presented
by Dr. C. B. Porter, Boston, Mass.
(16) A series of twenty models of female pelves, showing deformities. Purchased.
(17) A series of twenty-five wax luodels, showing different diseases of the eyes and
eyelids. Purchased.
(18) Thirty-six wax composition casts of various parts of the body showing diseaees
of the skin, cancerous and syphilitic diseases, lupus1 etc. Purchased .
(19) Plaster cast of the brain of the blind deaf mute, Laura Bridgman. Presented
by Prof. G. Stanley Hall, Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
(20) A series of six models, life size, of uteri, showing pregnancy, rt~spectively, at 1,
·
2, 3, 4, 8, and 9 months. Purchased.
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(21) Tongue, fauces, larynx, etc., of a horse, showing cancer. Presented by Veterinary Snrg. C. B. Robinson, Washington, D. C.
(22) Operating table made for Francois Magendie in U~31, and used by Claude Bernard. Presented hy Dr. Austin Flint, New York.
(23) Seventy medals relating to medicine and medical men, medical schools, vaccination, etc.
LIBRARY.

The following table shows the additions made to the library during
the fiscal year:
Description.
Medical journals . .••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••.•••••.
Medical transactions ••••••.•••••••••••••.••.••••••••.••••.
Bound theses .......•••••.•••••.•••••..••..••••••.•.•.•.••.
Bound pamphlets .•.•••••••••••••••.••...••••••••.••.••••••
Other medical bo(lks .••••••.••••••••••....•.••••••.••..•• .
Total. •••••.••. ·•••••.·•••· ................... · ·• ···-·

On hand
Added during
Total
.Tune 30, 1890. fiscal year. .rune 30. 1~91.
29,017
4-,156
1,574
1, 925
61,214

1, 031
149

:;;J,048

4, 305
1, 574.
2, 039
64,003

......................
1.i.4
2, 789

- - 97,886
- -- - -4,083
- - - - 101,
-969

Medical theses ................................ , .......... .
:Medical pamphlets ....................................... .

48,724
96,203

2, 077
8, 317

Total. .............................................. .

144,927

10,394

-=====-==
50,801

104,520
155, 3:?1

Of the total number of single pamphlets on hand there were bound
during the year 3,09G in 44 volumes.
There were presented to the library during the year 529 books and
6,466 pamphlets aud journals; also, 5 portraits.
Volume .XII of the Index Catalogue, including from "Reger" to
"Shuttleworth," forming a ·volume of 1,004 pages, has been printed,
and the edition win. be distributed as soon as bound to those institutions and persons who have received the previous volumes. The preparation of the manuscript of Volume XIIl is already well advanced.
PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL.

Under the provisions of the act of August 30, 1890, making appropriat,iou of $19,000 "for the support and medical treatment of 95
medical and surgical patients who are destitute iu the city of Washington, under a contract to be made with the Providence Hospital by
the Surgeon-General of the Army," a contract was duly entered into
with the institution named, and has been ful tilled to my satisfaction
and without complaint on the part of the persons sent there for treatment. 'rhe following is a statement of the amount of relief afforded
under the appropriation:
Number of patients in hospital July 1, 1890 ............................... .
Number of patients admitted during the year ...•.•.•••....................•

98

934

Total number of patients treated ............ -----· ...•.............. 1,032
Average number of patients admitted per month .................. ---- .... .
78
Number remaining in hospital June 30, 1891. ........•••..........••••...••.
~5
Total nnmiler of days' treatment afforded ................................. . 35,782
Average number of days' treatment per patient .......••....••........•....
~4i
Average number of patients treated per day ............................... .
us
Longest term of treatment .......................................... days ..
365
Shortest term of treatment ........................................... day ..
1
Number of patients in hospital during the whole year .....•.•............•.
23

The patients included in the statement represent all classes of diseases,
acute and chronic, except those of a cou tagious nature. The patients
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shown as having remained in hospital during the whole year are
able, without home or friends.

incur~

ARMY AND NAVY GENERAL HOSPITAL, HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

At the beginning of the year, July 1, 1890, the number of patients in hospital
was...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
Admitted during the year ..•••• --~~~- ....•.••••....•...•..•••...••..... ·----·. 123
Total .........••....•................•.•............••••..•..•.......... 162
Returned to duty.......................................................... 69
Left hospital on sick lea.ve and for station or residence..................... 15
Discharged on expiration of service. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . •• . . . . . ••••
3
Discharged on surgeon's certificate of disability ---- .•..•. .... .... .... ..... 34
Died . _................•..... _. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . .
5
Transferred to other hospitals............................................. 2
-128
Remaining..............................................................

34

The results of the special treatment at this hospital by baths, etc.,
continue to be very satisfactor.v, particularly in the various forms of
rheumatism. Of the total number of cases admitted, 60 per cent were
rheumatic diseases, and 62 per cent of these were returned to duty.
Diseases of the nervous system constituted 17 per cent of the admissions; one half of them were returned to duty-a very favorable
result when it is considered that seven were cases of locomotor ataxia
or tabes, frequently thought to be incurable; several cases of neurasthenia or nervous depression, brought on by the great strain of our
modern life with its increased mental activities, were also treated successfully.
A small percentage of diseases of the digestive and respiratory systems was admitted; the results in these were also satisfactory.
Of the total number admitted, 56 per cent were returned to duty,
and this rate would be larger if allowance were made for patients who
left the hospital on sick leave benefited by treatment and able in a short
time thereafter to return to duty.
In most of the caEes returned to their stations tbeirfutureterm of duty,
whatever it may be, is so much gained by their treatment here. Necessarily, in a certain proportion, there is a return of the disease. Patients
who leave the hospital to all appearance sound, may retain their rheumatic diathesis, ready to be roused into activity by exposure to cold
or wet, or imprudence in diet. It would be interesting to trace the
future history of tbese caseH, which could be properly done only by
following them up after they leave the Army, as most of them will do
in a few years. There were four readmissions this year of enlisted
men, all for rheumatism and neuralgia.
The steam heating introduced in the Administration building and
North ward iu the latter part of March, 1890, has been in regular use
through last winter, and has contributed much to the comfort of the
patients. The only means of heating the rooms before that was by opeu
gTates. and as there was no way of heating the balls and passages they
were always cold in severe weather and a constant danger to invalids.
In winter the temperature is frequently down to freezing and occasionally to zero. The buildings of the hospital seem to have been con stl'ucted for a Florida climate, and it has required much care and several alterations to meet these severe weather changes. By next winter
the steam heating will be extemled to all the other buildings.
A covered pa&Sage has been constructed, 165 feet long by 10 feet
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wide, connecting the main building with the bath house; this enables
patients to pass to and from their baths without exposure to thA weather.
It is a frame building, ornamental in appearance, and harmonizing with
the other structures. Nearly all the rooms in the buil'ding have been
papered or calcimined this year and the wards painted inside.
The work on the hospital grounds has been suspended this year for
lack of appropriation, except so much as was necessary to protect the
work already done. The boundary wall along the street front requires
an extension of 180 feet to complete it; and also coping and iron railing
similar to the work already :finished along the front. There are also
some sidewalk concreting and brick gutters required to complete the
work on the plan originally laid down, and necessary to protect the
surface already :finished from damage by heavy rains. Estimates for
these purposes have been already forwarded.
The large reservoir, capacity 250,000 gallons, mentioned in the report
of last year, bas been constructed on the reservation by the Interior
Department; it receives all the hot water issuing from springs below
the level of the bath houses and which formerly ran to waste.
The total flow of the hot springs has been estimated lately by an
engineer officer of the U.S. Navy at 1,250,000 gallons a day. The number of bath tubs supplied in the various bath houses is 409, not including this hospital, and there is also a free Government bath house in
charge of the Interior Department, with three large bathing tanks, in
which about 500 baths are given daily. It was intended that all the
bath houses should be supplied by the pump from this reservoir, but as
it is found that they get a sufficient supply for the summer season by
natural flow from springs above their level, the pump is not in operation and may not be required even next winter.
It was expected that the hospital would be authorized to draw its
water supply from this source and save the expense of pumping, but it
seems now as if it would have to continue drawing from its own spring
and operating its own pump. The access to the springs is by a dark
and inconvenient passage, under a bath house, as stated in the report
of last year. Representation has been made to the War and Interior
Departments, and it is hoped the matter will be rei?edied.
HOSPITAL CORPS.

Under the .Army Regulations governing the allotment of Hospital
Corps members, the number demanded by the distribution of troops of
the line, the arsenals, engineer stations, West Point, recruiting depots,
and other independent commands, is as follows:
Hospital stewards-----------------------------------·---------------· ...• ____ 14f>
Actiug hospital stewards ..•••. ---------··-----------·----------------- ____ ---- 100
Privates._... ___ . ____ •.. - _.•.•....•.. -..••.....•....•.. _..•. _ .••••. _..... • • • . 5GO

There are now in service :
Hospital ste,vards ---------- -----· -------------- ---· -------------------------- 124
Acting hospital stewards .... --------------------------·--~-·------------------ 71
Privates_._ ..... _.•••....•..••• - .••••••..•••....... _.. _..•.. _•. _.. _..... • • • • . . 530
Vacancit~s

exist for :

Hospital stewards -------- ..•• ---------- •.••••.• : ••..••••.•••••• ·----· -- .•••••
Acting hospital stewards .... -----··-----·-----------------·----------·-------Privates._ .•.. - ..•••.. _.•••. _...... _.••••...... _ .•.••. ____ -. _. _____ ..••..•.•• _
Civilians--------·----- •••...•••. ·-----------------·---------------------·---.

21
29

:10

10

Five hospital stewards were tried by general court-martial for various
offenses, 1 being sentenced to dislwnorable discharge from the Army.
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One acting hospital steward was tried for a minor offense. Twenty-one
privates were tried, of whom 1 was acquitted, 14 received minor sentences, and 6 were dishonorably discharged.
The number of members of the corps who were discharged by expiration of service and did not reenlist was 105, or 62.87 per cent of those
discharged.
The number of desertions from the corps amounted to 10 during the
year, or 1.3 per cent of the force.
The percentage attained by the candidates examined for promotion
was as follows:
For hospital steward:
95 to 97 per cent ..••••••••••••••• .,......................................... 5
90 to 95 per cent • • • • • • •• • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 6
85 to 90 per cent . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • • • 9
80 to 85 per cent........................................................... 4
75 to 80 per cent . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
70 to 75 per cent . • . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • . • . 5
For acting hospital steward:
95 to 98 per cent . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . • • • . • • • • . • • •• • • • • • . . • • • • . • • 7
90 to 95 per cent . . • • • . . . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . • • . • . • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 11
R5 to 90 per cent .••••...•••.......••••.••••.•••..••....••.....•..••..••.••. 11
80 to ~ per cent . . . • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • • • • . . • • • • . 6
75 to 80 per cent . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . 2
Below 75 per cent .....•.••...........•...•.......•.•••.•.••.•••.••....•. none

Table showing loss and gain to· the Hospital Corps for the year ending June :JO, 1891.
Hospital
&tewax·ds.

Acting
hospital
stewards.

Privates.

Matrons.

GAIN.

In service July 1, 1890 .................................
137
Reenlisted.............................................
22
Promoted after examination...........................
20
Rejoined from desertion...........................................
Do tailed from privates of Hospital Corps.............. . • • • . • • .. . • .
Transferred from the line.............................. .. . • • • • • . . • .
Enlisted............................................... ......•.....
Reenlisted from other corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . • .. • • . . .
Reduced from acting hospital stewards................ ...... ......
Appointed............................................. . .. . . ••. . • . .
Total to be accounted for .•...••...•..••...•..•..
Total gain ...................................... .
LOSS.

62
562
160
4
39
................................. .
.•.•.. ......
4 ......... .
38 ..................... .
. • • .. • .. . . ..
210
..••••.••.•.
8 ....•...•
. . • .. . . .. . • .
13 ........ ..
...•.. .•••.•
3 ......... .
. • .......... . .. . . . .. . . . .
104

179

104

839

42

42

277

264
104

131
10
6
100

120

1=======1======:1========

Discharges :
Expiration ofservice ..............................
27
9
For disability. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . • • . . . . .. . • . . • • • • .
2 .......... ..
By sentence of general court-martial...............
1 ....
By order...........................................
10
2
Promoted.............................................. ...... ......
19
Retired ......................................
12 ........... .
Died...................................................
2 . .......... .
Reduced to private .. . • • • . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. • .. . .. ..... • . . • .. • .. . .. .
3 ....
Transferred to the line of the Army .......................................... .
Deserted...............................................
1 ........... .
Dropped ...................................................................... .
0000

00..

••••

3!l
4

••••••

Totalloss ....................................... .
In service June 30, 1891 .....•..•••••••..•••••.••..•••••

5
00 . .

4 ......... .
9 ......... .
1 ......... .

----11----1-·------55

33

124

71

309
530

120
144
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Recm·d of examinations in Hospital C01-ps for year ending June 30, 1891.
H
. l Acting
ospita hospital
stewards. stewards.

Number of applications ......

48

Withdrawn.................. . .•. .....•
2
Deserted . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . .
1 . . . . . •. . . .
Not entitled to examination.. ••• ..••..•
1
To be examined in next class.
1 . •• . .. . . . .
Examination authorized ....•• _
: ~~ ~

Hoopital Acti_ng
stewards. 8~~~~:d~.
Examination authorized .....

42

45

====

Declined examination.......
2
Died . . • . . . . . • • . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • • •
Failed.......................
7
Found qualified.............
33

3
1

4,

37
45

CIVILIANS.
Applications received ...•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••...•••••.•••••.••••••••••• 20
Failed to accept conditions .•.•.•••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.••••..••••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••• 20

Mernbers of the Hospital Corps on duty in Sioux campaign.

~~~F~~a~~~~:fds~~~~~~ ~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~:: :::::::::::::::: ~~
Privates ............................................................................................ 80
At

1

<it::~~r.'tr:!::~:K~t~- .=. __ .................................................................. ______

1
Acting hospital stewards ....................................................... ·-· ...... ·-··.. 2
Privates ........................................................................................ 12
Casualties:
Hospital steward killed......................................................................... 1

The services of the Hospital Corps during the Sioux campaign have
demonstrated its value as an organization for the care of the wounded.
On the battle-field at the action on Wounded Knee Creek two of its
members rescued a wounded officer from extreme peril under circumstances which fully entitled them to the certificate of merit which they
received as their reward, while the services that the remainder rendered
were so orderly and well regulated that not only our own woundeJ men
but wounded Indians were, with great promptness and dispatch, removed and cared for in the field hospitals which were extemporized for
their benefit.
To increase its efficiency the Major-General Commanding approved my
recommendation for the establishment of companies of instruction for
the Hospital Corps at military posts west of the Mississippi, and for this
purpose they are now in process of organization at Forts Hiley, D . .A.
Russell, and Keogh. Each company will be fully supplied with the
necessary field equipment, including tentage, field hospital furniture,
etc., and the men will receive daily instruction by object lessons in first
aid to the wounded, in the management of field hospitals, in cookery,
and in such military duties as are necessary to secure the highest state
of efficiency for field service.
To further increase its efficiency it appears to me needful to offer inducements to desirable men to enter its ranks. Under the old svstem
of details for hospital duty the hospital attendant received $23.50 per
month; as a member of the Hospital Corps he gets only $13. Hence,
men who would like to enter the corps will not do so because they can
do better financially by remaining with a company and becoming corporals and sergeants; and many desirable men leave the corps on
the expiration of their term of service,-of 131 men discharged by
expiration of term during the year, 105 did not reenlist. The Medical Department is thus in the position of teaching special duties to men
who do not stay with it after they are taught. I therefore urgently
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recommend that $6 be added to the pay of the private of the Hospital Corps, and trust that favorable action will be taken on the recommendation.
MEDICAL OFFICERS.

The requirements of the Army as regards medical officers during the
past year have been as follows:
Number of permanent posts and stations ..•••..•.•••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••... 122
Number of temporary posts and substations.................................... 28
Total .•••••.•••••••••••.••• ~ •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.. 150

There were 143 medical officers reported to this office as having been
on duty with scouting parties and other field service during the year.
Army medical examining boards were convened in New York City on
the 15th day of October, 1890, and the 16th day of March, 1891, and
remained in session one month each, for the examination of candidates.
The fo1lowing is a recapitulation of the work performed by the boards
dnring their sessions:
Number of candidates invited to appear for examination ...•. .• • •.. •••••• ..••

50

Number of candidates found qualified .. • ••• .• • • •. . .• • ••. •• • ••. . • . .•• .•. . .. . .
Number of candidates rejected ....•. + .•...•••...••••..•• -~....... .. . . .. .. . .
Number of candidates rejected for physical disability........................
Number of candidates who withdrew after partial examination...............

5
19
12
8

Total number examined...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . •
Number of candidates who refused examination..........................
Number of candidates who failed to appear for examination..............

44
1
5
50

Deaths.-Since the date of last report, 1 surgeon-general with the
rank of brigadier-general, 1 surgeon with the rank of major, 1 assistant surgeon with the rank of captain, 1 colonel, retired, 1 captain, retired.
Retirements.-One surgeon-general with the rank of brigadier-general, 1 assistant medical purveyor with the rank of lieutenant colonel,
1 surgeon with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, 2 surgeons with the rank
of major, 4 assistant surgeons with the rank of captain, 2 medical storekeepers with the rank of captain, 1 captain and assistant surgeon with
the rank of major, 1 captain and assistant surgeon wholly retired.
Promotions.-One lieutenant-colonel and assistant medical purveyor
to be surgeon with the rank of colonel, 1 surgeon with the rank of
lieutenant-colonel to be surgeon with the rank of colonel, 2 surgeons
with the rank of major to be assistant medical purveyors with the rank
of lieutenant-colonel, 2 surgeons with the rank of major to be surgeons with the rank of lieutenant-colonel, 7 assistant surgeons with
the rank of captain to be surgeons with the rank of major, 6 assistant
surgeons with the rank of first lieutenant to be a~sistant surgeons
with the rank of captain after :five years' service. (Act of June 23,
1874.)
Appointments.-One chief medical purveyor to be surgeon-general
with the rank of brigadier-general, 1 surgeon and colonel to be surgeon-general with the rank of brigadier-general, 1 surgeon and colonel
to be chief medical purveyor, 4 assistant surgeons with the rank of
first lieutenant. •
it

One assistant surgeon with the rank of :first lieutenant has not yet accepted his

~ppointment.
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Vacancies.-There are now eleven vacancies in the Medical Department, and one approved candidate who has not yet accepted appointment.
Noneffective medical otficers.-There are eight medical officers on sick
leave of absence, two of whom have been found incapacitated for active
service and recommended for retirement by army boards. There are
three medical officers on ordinary leave of absence.
INSPECTIONS BY MEDICAL DIRECTORS.

The inspections by medical directors of departments required by paragraph 1662 of the Army Regulations have been generally made, and
their reports indicate a high state of efficiency in the personnel of the
Department. The records of the various hospitals are as a rule correctly kept, the reports and returns required by the Department are
duly rendered, the medical supplies are abundant in quantity and excellent in quality, and the duties of the officers and men have been performed to the satisfaction of their superiors.
The general health of the troops and the sanitary and hygienic conclition of the garrisons will be treated of further on in detail.
Concerning the drHls by the Hospital Corps and company bearers for
field service, Col. Joseph R. Smith, me(\ical director of the Department
of Arizona, reports as follows:
For the regular attendance of the hospital corps at drill and instruction, and for
their proficiency therein, the post surgeon alone is responsible, and must be censured
for their want of proficiency.
Not so, however, with the company bearers. }'or their attendance or nonattendance
the responsibility rests with the commanding officer of the post or the company commander, one or both.
The records show that in some cases the bearers have not been designated as required by Army Regulations, par. 1574, and in the great proportion of the cases the
concurrence of the post surgeon, required by the Marne regulations, is entirely
ignored.
Almost always the commanding officer fixes the time of drill according to Army
Regulations. 1575; yet t.he company bearers fail to appear at the hour fixed, and
though in many cases the post surgeon reports the absence, yet the matter is not
remedied.

*

•

•

*

I add, that every commanding officer and company commander whom I know, who
has personally witnessed the drill, has agreed to its importance, and felt inclined to
compel attendance of his company bearers.

As to discipline he says :
It is respectfully submitted thart drunkards should be at once dishonorably discharged, and the attempt to discipline them abandoned. This, because such grave
consequences are liable to follow their neglect or error in the hospital ward; that it
is a moral crime to thus expose the helpless sick to such danger. A drunken nurse
in one minute of error may cause injury that can never be remedied.
Every year's experience still proves the advantage to the service resulting from
the addition of the Hospital Corps to the Army organization.

On the subject of surplus medical and hospital property Col. Smith
also adds:
A great part of this has accumulated in consequence of the abandonment of neighboring posts, whose property had to be transported to the nearest suitable place to
be cared for. It is not easy to decide what is the best disposition to make of this
property in every case. At the great majority of the military posts, or in their
vicinity, there is no demand whatever for such property, and a sale at auction would
realize but a moiety of their value. Concerning some, it is doubtful whether at a
purveying depot they would sell for enough to meet the expense of transportation
from post to depot.
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IDENTIFICATION OF DESERTERS, ETC.

It gives me great pleasure to be able to report the successful institution by this otl:iee of a system which, if efficiently carried out, will do much
to suppress desertion and prevent the enlistment of men of bad character. This system is based on the possibility of identifying an individual
by the permaueut marks or scars that he bears on his body. Every
one bas some congeuital marks on his person, and there are few who
have attained the age for military service that the accidents of life have
not marked or scarred in one way or another. Moreover, many of the
men who enlist have been at considerable trouble, thoughtlessly of
course in tllis connection, to secure their own identification by indelible
tattooings. An appreciation of these facts led the officers in charge of
the administrative and sanitary divisions of ~his office to believe that if
an accurate record of these personal marks could be made there would
be no difficulty in recognizing a deserter or any other individual whose
identit,y was in question. Tl1ey held that if they were in possession of
an "outline figure card," back and front, for every man in the Army, on
which was represented accurately all personal peculiarities, no one who
bad deserted or was discharged for special cause could come in as a recruit without being connected with his former record. To put these
views into thorough working practice they required a card for every
man in the ranks, a card for every recruit as soon as enlisted, and a
prompt notification of all changes in the personnel of the Army, particularly by desertion and discharge for fraudulent enlistment. With
this armamentarium they held that no one whose card was on file could
come in as a recruit without immediate identification. "Repeaters," as
they are called, are the worst class of men that enter the ranks. They
exercise an evil influence over the young soldier, such as in prisons is
exercised by the hardened criminal over the young ancl thoughtless
offeuder. To identifv and exclude such men from the ranks would undoubtedly be a valuable service, and authority was therefore granted to
the offieers who proposed the system for their exclusion to proceed with
it; but as the preparation of cards giving the personal markings of
every man involved a great amonut of labor, the authority was restricted to calling only for the cards of those who were enlisted subsequent to the issuance of tlle order.
On Aprill, 1889, the order was issued. Several months were passed
in the accumulation of cards, and many monthH necessarily elapsed before any considerable number of those wlwse cards had been collected
had deserted. or been diseharged for fraud in their enlistment. Nevertheless, so rapid was tiJe desertion movement in our Army that this office
conceived itself in a position to cope with it about the beginning of the
last fiscal year. Since then34: recruits have been identified as deserters,
26 as ex-convicts, atHl lG as frauds of a minor grade, making in all 76
cases of identification. These results show that if instead of laboriously
and tediously gathering its data to enable it to beg·in its work, this office
bad been authorized to start with an outline figure card for ~very enlisted man, a much greater and more immediate good would have been
accomplished. In progress of time, however, working on these lines,
every man will be represented in this office by his card, when it will be
impossible for a man who has a ·bad record to come into the ranks undetected. So much has been accomplished under all the difficulties
attending the laborious starting of this system that I have no hesitancy
in recommending that facilities be granted for its perfection by calling
for the cards of all men now in service.
·
·
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RECRUITING.

During the year 19,926 recruits were examined; white 18,437, colored 1,489. The rejections numbered 13,135; white 12,179, colored 956.
Of every thousand candidates for enlistment 659.2 were refused, the
white rate of rejection being 660.6, the colored 642.0. To defects of
vision and eye diseases were attributed the disability of 86.5 of every
thousand Cllndidates; to diseases of the digestive system and dt>velopmental diseases, 50.7 each; to genito-urinary diseases, 37.2; to <liseases of the circulation, 31.9. Age was the cause in 45.7 of the thousand,
35.5 being too young and 10.2 too old. Height, under or over, in 22.8,
and weigllt or size in 43.:1; while 15.4 were refused on account of character, and 16.9 for deficient lnwwledge of the English language. Further details may ue found in Table XXII*.
In his sanitary report for December Maj. D. G. Caldwell, depot surgeon at Jefferson Barracl<s, Mo., states thatDuring the year 1,101 recruits were examined on their arrival from the various
rendezvous, and 57 for enlistment at this depot. Of those examined upon arrival 70
were rejected and brought before a board ot inspectors; of the 57 examined for enlistment 13 were rejected. Defects, which were not considered actually disqualifying, were noted and recorded in 137 cases of acceptt>d recruits. This course was
dictated by a desire to retain in the Army all men likely to render satisfactory service. I am of opinion that a somewhat better class of recruits has been secured during the past year, and that the system of summarily discharging men found on trial
to be worthless or incorrigible has proved to be of great benefit to the service.

HEALTH OF THE ARMY.
~rhe rate of admission to sick report during the year, 1,384- per thousand of strength, is somewhat higher than the rate for the previous
year, 1,315; but the number of men constantly sick, 42.71 per thousand,
compares favorably with 44.12 in the previous year, and 43.49 as the annual average of the decade. The number of days lost on account of
sickness averaged 15.6 as compared with 16.1 in the previous year, and .
with 15.9 as the average of the previous decade.
The principal causes of the1,384 admissions per thousand of strength
during the year were: Injuries, 244; diseases of the digeRtive system,
171; influenza, 168; diarrhmal diseases, 124, and diseases of the respi·
ratory organs, 111. Considered in relation to nonefl'ectiveness, injuries
took the first place, having been the occasion of 7.85 of the total of
42.71 constantly sick per thousand of strength; venereal diseases took
second place as a disabling cause, accounting for 4.86 of the noueffective rate; disorders of the digestive system came tllird, with a none:fficient rate of 3.35; diseases of the respiratory organs, chiefly bronchitis,
fourth, with a rate of 3.34, and malarial diseases fifth, with a rate of
2.79. Malarial fevers, which came second in the list of causes of aumission last year, have no place this year among the five promineut
causes. They would have taken fifth place, however, with 93 per thousand of strength, but for the accidental interposition of influenza. It
is to be noted that injuries caused only 244 admissions per thousand of
strength as compared with 249 in the previous year, although the present record includes a total of 116 gunshot wounds, most of which occurred during the Indian troubles near Pine HidgeAge.::w y in December
last.
The mean strength of the command from which medical reports were

*Page 144.
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receive<! <luring the year amounted to 2-t-,234 men-white, 21,910; colorect, ~,324. The admission rate for tlJe white troops was 1,~47, as compared with 1,319 for the previous year, and with 1,529 for the previous
decade; while the corresponuing rates for the colored troops were 1, 733,
1,281, anrl 1,688. The number of colored men constantly sick was 48,
and the number of days lost by sickness 17.4 for each man.
The causes of admission were the same among the colored as among
the white troop~ ; but malarial fevers and alcoholism were les~ frequent.
Influenza, diseases of the digestive system, diarrlJreal diseaRes, headache, neuralgias, and rheumatism were much more prevalent among
them than among the whites. There was also a rate of 105 of venereal
cases per thousand of strength among the colored men as against 72
amo11g the white troops.
In comparing our sick rate with those of the last publif-lhed record of
tlle British armv on borne stations it is found that our admission rate
is higher, because in our Anny every man who is excused from any part
of his duty, no matter bow trivial the disabling· cause, is taken on sick
report; but t!Je non efficient rate, which is a more accurate exponent
of sickness, was less with us, we having· 42.71 per thousand of strength
constantly skk as compared with the Britisll rate of 44.45.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Av~rago

Army.

Mean
Df\aths.
Con- sick time
Strenll:th. Admis- 1----,---~--1 Disst:mtly to t'::nh
swns.
n·Jsease. 1 llJury
.
T 0 t· 1 charges. nonef- sol<her.
·
a ·
'foeti ve.

I

---------1~--

United States, 1890 . ....••..
Unitetl States, 18'19 ........
United Slates, 1879-1888 ....
.A ustria-Hnngary, 1889 .....
Belgium, 1l:lg9 . .....•.•.•..
Great ~ritain (homo), 1888 .
Prussia, Saxony, Wiirtemberg, 1887-'88 ............

---· ------ -- ---

24, 234
25, 00~
2:J, 828
281, 569
46,471
101,6!15

1, 384.25
1, 315.02
1, 544.22
951.29
1,3:W. 57
740.89

5.25
3. 95
5. 98
4.41
3. !)()
4. 72

3.45
2. :j8
a. :!5
l. 89
. 411
. 80

8.69
6. 33
9. 23
6. :lO
4. 3!l
5. 52

23.01
22.79
:n. 9!l
44. 73
17.02
15.91

42.71
44.12
43.49
3!l. 51
27.26
44.45

15.6
16.1
15.9
14.4
10.0
16.3

417,10!

804.13

2.38

. 86

3. 24

32.20

29.16

10.9

In the army of Austria-Hungary the causes of admission in order of
• prominence were (1) diseases of tlJe integument, (2) those of the digestive system, (3) bronchitis and pneumonia, (4) injuries, and (5) venereal
diseases. ln t!Je army of Belgium the can~s were (1) diseases of the
digestive system. (2) injuries, (3) diseases of the integument, (4) bronchitis and pneumonia, and (5) venereal diseases. In the army of Great
Britain on duty in t!Je United Kingdom tbey were (1) venereal diseases,
(2) injuries, (3) diseases of the uigestive Syt-item, (4) integumentary diseases, and. (5) bronchitis and pneumonia; all(l in the army of Prussia
(1) integumentary diseases, (2) injuries, (3) diseases of the digestive
system, (4) bronchitis and pneumonia, and (5) rheumatism. In all
these armies, and in our own, to11Sillitis or quinsy formed a large proportion of the cases recorded under the heading of diseases of the digestive system.
T!Je death rate of 8.69 per thousand of strength represents 232 deaths,
203 whites and 29 colored; but as 92 of these resulted from injuries, 85
white and 7 colored, the death rate from disease was only 5.25-4.88 per
thousand for the white and 8.74 for the colorP.d troops. The lowe~t
annual dP.ath rate from disease in the history of our Army was that
recorded in the last annual report, 3.95; the second best rPcord was
that of the year 1885, when the rate for disease was 4.76. The rate for
the present year is but little in ad vance· of the latter, notwithstanding
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that the troops were 0onsiderably exposed during its progress on account of the operations against the Sioux In'dians.
.
Among· the principal causes of death were typhoid fever, credited
with 13 deaths; disease::; of the uerYous system, such ae- apoplexy, insanity, paralysis, etc., with 21; puhnonaryphthisis,19; pneumonia, 14;
gunshot womuls, 61; drowning, 12, and other injuries, 14. The death
rate amoug the white troops was ti.40 per thousand, among the colored
tr&ops 11.5~. The rate from injuries was larger among the whites, 3.52,
than among the colored, ~. 7d; but, as usual, the rate from disease
among the latter. 8.74, was nearly double that furuished by the white
troop~.

The discharge rate of the Army, 23.01 per thousand of strength, represented G14 men, G-1~ white aud 72 colored; 62 of the 614 resulted from
injury, 552 from disease. Uf the latter 71 were caused by venereal disease, G7 by epilepsy, insanity, and other diseases of the nervous system,
56 by heart diseal:le aud other afl'ectious of the circulatory system, 42
by pulmonary ph thiHi~, aud 52 by muscular and chronic articular rheumatism; and in a<lditiou to the injuries above mentioned 32 were occasioned by rupture, au accident pure all(l ~illlple, yet placed by medical
stath;ticians amoug di~eases of the organs of rligestion. The ratio of
discharges amo11g the whites was ~2.4:3, amoug the colored 28.61.
The relative number of discharg-es has been materially lessened during the past two years. 'l'ile rate now reeordeu, 23.01, per tlwusanu of
streugth, compares satisfactorily with that of last year, 22. 79, and both
are a great impro\'elllcnt on tbe average annual rate of the decade,
1879-1888, 31.99. 'fhis saviug of men to the service has been the result
of two causes, the care exercised by medical directors in having every
doubtful case treatt•d under their personal observation prior to discharge,
and the beneficial effects, particularly in chronic rheumatism, of trea·tment at the Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.
The discharge rate of the army of Austria-Iluugary in 1H~9 was 44.73;
of the army of Prussia, Saxony, Wiirtembl·rg, iu 1887-'88, 32.20; of
the Belgian army, 17.02, and of the army of Great Britain~ on the
borne stations, 15.91. The most striking point observable in comp~tr
ing the discharges from our A..rmy with those from the armies of Europe
is one that was specially noted and commented on in the last annual
report from this office, the small number of discharges for venereal
diseases from the European ranks. While we discharged 71 men ua ring the year ou account of these diseasl'S from our mean strength of
24,234 men, the British discharge<l only 98 from their home strength of
over 101,000; Austria-Hungary 20 from its strength of over 280,000;
Prussia 17 from its army of over 417,000, and tlle Belgians none from
their army of over46,00V; and this is not because such diseases were rare
in those armies, for, as already stated, venereal diseases did not constitute among our troops one of the five principal causes of admission to
sick report, while in the European armies cited, with the exception of
the Prussiau, they were thus prominent: In the British army they came
first with a rate of 224 per thousand as compared with 75.21, the rate
ot our Army, or 1 affected out of every 4 in the British ranks during
the year, against 1 in 13.3 among _our troops.
HEALTH OF THE MILITARY DEP.A.R'£MENTS.

The statistics of the various departments show considerable variation
in all the rates. The admissions ranged from 1,134 per thousand of
strength in the Department of Dakota to 1,626 in that of Texas, tile
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Army averaging 1,384. Tbe death rate varied from 2.59 per thousand
living in the Department of California to 11.65 in the Department of the
Missouri, the Army average being 8.69. The rate of discharge for disability ran from 14:.4~ per thousand in the Department of the Platte to
30.25 in that of California., the average of the Army being 23.01. The
noneffective rate or number constantly sick per thousand of strength
varied from 32.63 in the Department of Da~ota to 50.75 in that of Texas,
the Army average being 42. 71. The duration of each case on the sick
list varied. but little from the average of 11.3 days. It was shortened
in the Department of the Platte to 9.9 days and lengthened in that of
the Missouri to 11.5 days. Giving il.ne consideration to all the rates it
is evident that the best record is presBnted by the Department of the
Platte and the worst by the Department of Texas.
If venereal diseases, alcoholism, and vaccinia be omitted from the
statistics the admission rate is found to vary from 807 iu the Department of Dakota to 1,216 in the Department of Texas; the death rate
from 1.73in the Department of Ualifornia to H.6J in that of the Missouri;
the rate of discharge for disability from 10.48 in the Department of
the Platte to 24:.20 in California, and the number constantly sick from
21.96 in Dakota to 34:.50 in Texas. The Depart1ueut of Dakota appears
from these statistics to be that in which the soldier is least exposed to
the causes of disease and the accidents of a military life, and the Departments of Texas and Arizona those iu which these causes are at their
maximum.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.

In this department, strength 5,527 men, the admission rate was 1,517
per thousand of strength as compared with 1,384 in th.e Army as a whole;
the death rate 6.15 as compared with 8.69; the discharge rate 23.5~,
diff'ering but little from the Army average of 23.01; the noneffective
rate 44.77, a little larger tllan the Army rate of 42.71; and the number
of days' treatment of each case 10.8, the general average being 11.03.
The principal items constituting the excess of a.dmissiorJs in this department were vaccinia 80 per thom~and against 32 in the Army; venereal diseases, 107 as against 75; tonsillitis antl digesthre troubles, 191
as against 1.71, and alcoholism 57 as against 41.
Omitting the smaller posts, the ratios (lf wbieh have little practical
value, it is found that tue increase in the admissions in this department was chiefly due to the rates of Fort McPherson, Ga.., 2,489; Jackson Barracks, La..; 2,163, Columbus Barrack~, Ohio, 1,876; Willets Point,
N.Y., 1,812; Fort Monroe, Va., 1,709; DaYids Island, New York, 1,643,
and Port Hamilton, N. Y., 1,626.
The largest non·effeeti ve rates were recorded at Columbus Barrack~:;,
Ohio, 77.55; Jackson Barracks, La., 70.64:; Mount Vernon Barracks,
AI~ .., 68.57; St. Francis Barracks, Fla., 66.7G; Fort Mcllenry, Md., 63.73,
and Fort McPherson, Ga., 61.16.
The best record was shown by Fort Adams, H I., 782 admissions and
?.5.38 constantly sick.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.

In this department, showing 3,052 men, the admission rate was 1,251,
the death rate 8.19, the discharge rate 14.42, the noneffective rate 33.96,
aurl the number of days of treatment to each case 9.9.
The principal items which caused the lower admission rate were 54
cases of malarial disease less per thousand of strength than the aver-
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~ge of the Army, 29 less of venereal disease, 29 of influenza, and 27 of
vaccinia. On the other hand, the rates for alcoholism and rheumatism
were somewhat greater than t.he Army average.
'l'lte highest rates in this department were given by Fort vYashakie,
Wyo.~ 3,036 adp1issions and 49.98 noneffective; and by ].,ort Robinson, Nebr., 1,896 and 44.51. The best record was given by Fort Omaha,
Nebr., 672 admissions and 31.83 noneffective.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

In this department, strength 4,132 men; the admission rate was 1,134,
the death rate 13.31, the discharges for diRabilit.y 16. 70, the noneffective
rate 32.63, and the number of day's treatment to each case 10.5.
The chief causes of the lessened admission rate in this department
were 72 cases of malarial disease, less than the average of the Army,
42 of diarrhceal diseases, 36 of venereal, 23 of diseases of the digestive
system, 18 of alcoholism, and 15 of boils, abscesses, etc.
The highest rates in this department were given by Fort Maginnis,
Mont., admissions 1,737, and no11efl'ective 45.35. On the other hand,
Fort Keogh, Mont., had only 674 admissions and 25.66 noneffective.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

In this department, strength 3. 776, the admissions were 1,381 per
thousand of strength, the deaths 11.65, the discharges 26.48, the num. ber constantly sick 43.33, and the duration of each case 11.5 days.
There were 90 cases of malarial disease per thousand of strength
more than in the Army at large ; but as an offset the rate for influenza
was 39 per thousand of strength less; for boils, abscesses, etc., 26, and
for alcoholism 18. The rates of diseases of the respiratory organs and
of the digestive system were also somewhat less than the average.
The posts which mainly contributed to sm;tain the high rates in this
department were Fort Sill, Okla., with 2,552 admissions and 47.41 noneffeetive, Fort Elliott, Tex., with 1,984 and 76.71, and Fort Reno, Okla.,
with 1,922 and 56.5:3. The best record was given by the prison guard
at Fort Leavenworth, with 939 admissions and 18.53 noneffective.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

In this department, strength 2,095 men, the highest departmental
admission rate was found, 1,626; the death rate was 6.68, the discharge
rate 26.25, the noneffective rate 50. 75, and the duration of each case
11.4 days.
The excess of admissions in this department consisted mainly of 151
cases of malarial disease per thousand of strength more than in the
Arm:r at large, with au excess of 77 diarrhceal cases, 43 venereal, 36
headaches and neuralgias, and 28 ephemeral fevers; diseases of the
digestive and respiratory organs were, however, a little less frequent than
the average.
The posts which mainly contributed to these high rates were Fort
Sam Houston with ~,431 admissions and 63.25 noneffective, Fort Brown
with 1,881 and 65.23, and Fort Ulark with 1,669 and 65.25. The best
record was given by Fort Mcintosh, 738 admissions and 25.iH noneffective.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

In this department, strength 1,157 men, the admission rate was 1,201,
the death rate 2.59, the discharge rate 30.25, the noneffect,ive rate 36.54,
and the average duration of each case 1 L.l days •
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The principal differenceR between the diseases of this department and
those of the Army at large may be expressed by the 8tatements that
there were in it ~4 cases of malarial disease per thousand of strength
less than the average, 66 less of diarrhmal diseases, 17 less of vaccinia,
10 less of alcoholism, 27 iess of headache and neuralgia, and 48 less of
diseases of the digestive system. On the other hand, there were relatively more of certain other diseases, the chief items bdng 26 more of
dermatitis from heat and other causes of tegumentary irritation, and 19
of diseases of the respiratory organs.
The highest rates were recorded at the Presidio of San Francisco,
admissions 1,413 and noneffective 45.96. ThB best recoru was given by
Angel Island, 920 admissions and ~7.44 noneffective.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.

In this department, strength 1,464 men, the admission rate was 1,331,
t,he death rate 7.51, the dischargt· rate 20.49, the noneffective rate 40.18,
and the averag·e duration of each case 11 days.
Although the admission rate differed but little from the average of
the Army, there were many differences in the character of the prevailing diseases. Thus, per thousand of strength, the Army average exceeded the cases in this department by 35 of influenza. 37 of mala.rial
diseases, 41 of diarrhmal diseases, 12 of venereal diseases, 24 of vaccinia, and 9 of boils, abscesses, etc., while as an offset there were 80
cases more of diReases of the respiratory organs, 21 of alcoholism, 8 of
rheumatism, and 16 of injuries.
The post which had the highest rates was Fort Sherman, Idaho, with
1,83~ admissions and 4i.15 constantly sick.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.

In this department, strength 2,984 men, the admission rate was 1,568,
the death rate 9.38, the discharge rate :39.49, the noneffective rate 46.90,
and the average uuration of each case 10.9 days.
The diseases that prevailed to a greater extent than in the Army at
large were influenza, with an excess of 126 cases per thousand of
strength over the general average, injuries with an excess of 51, diseases of the digestive system with 43, headache and nt>uralgia with 13,
and rheumatism with 34. On the other band, the Army average exceeded that of the department by 29 cases of vaccinia, L9 of diseases of
the respiratory system, and 25 of malarial disease. This department
had formerly the reputation of being a notoriously malarious region ;
but by sanitary measures at the occupied posts and the abandonment
of those in insalubrious localities the department has now a better record
in this respect than the aYerage of our military stations.
The posts which contributed most to the high rates of the department
were Fort Apache, Ariz., 2,372 admissions and 55.51 noneffective; Fort
Grant, Ariz., 2,208 and 50.30; Fort W1ngate, N.Mex., 1~ 788 and 60.82;
Fort Stanton, N. Mex., l,G62 and 67.83, anu Whipple Barracks, Ariz.,
1,685 and 61.80. The posts with the best records were Fort Huachuca,
Ariz., with 702 and 22.02, anu Fort Union, N.Mex., with 775 and 26.53.
HE.AL'l'H OF INDIVIDU.A.L POSTS.

Reports were received during the year from 139 military stations;
14 of these were garrisoneu by 400 to o42 men each, average 474; 11
by 308 to 393, average 347; 19 by 200 to 296, average 251; 31 by 100
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to 198, average 138; and 64 by 5 to 99, average 54. Those having a
strength of over 200 men had rates of admission and nonefficiency
greater than the average of the Army, while the smaller posts as a rule
bad lesser rates. This is to ue attributed in part to the fact that at the
large posts men with trivial ailments were taken on sick report, while
at the smaller posts, where every available man was required for duty,
the same ail1pent would be treated without a formal recognition on the
sick reports.
·
Of the fourteen large posts four bad rates of admission and noneffectiveness considerably larger than the aYerage of the Army: Fort Sam
Houston, Tex., bad 2,431 admissions per tlwnsand of strength and 63.~5
constantly sick; Columbus Barracks, Ohio, 1,87() and 77.55; Fort Clark,
Tex., 1,669 and 65.25; and Davids Island, New York, 1,643 and 52.45.
Fort Monroe, Va., gave also a bigher record than the Army as a whole.
WBlets Point, N. Y., bad a larger admission rate, and Fort Leavenworth, Kans., a larger lloneff'ective rate, with the higlJest death rate of
the fourteen posts, 15.36 per thousand of stre11gth, one-third of which
was due to inj aries.
At Fort Sam Houston malarial and typhoid fevers, diarrhreal and
venereal diseases made up the excess both of ad missions and nonefficiency. The large rates at Colnm bus Barrael\:s, Ohio, were due to tlJe
vaccination of recruits and the prevalence of ,·enereal diseases. The
latter occasioned 380 admissions per thousand of strength, with 24.74
constantly sick. Singularly enough, with this record alcoholism furnished a rate of only 18 as compared with 40.73 in the Army as a
whole.; injuries were infrequent at this depot. At Fort Clark, Tex.,
malarial fevers and Yenereal diseases occasioned the increased rates,
the former causing 451 admissions per thousand of strength, and 18.38
of none:fl'ectiveness, and the latter 153.85 and 12.69. The excess of admissions at Davids Island, New Yorlr, was chiefly the result of vaccinating the newly enlisted men; at Fort Monroe, Va., it was due to diarrhreal troubles; at Willets Point, N. Y., to diarrhrea and alcoholism,
with rheumatism and bronchitis as probably the indirect consequences
of the latter. The high rate at Fort Leavenworth was attributable in
part to typhoid and malarial fevers, but chiefly to injuries.·
Columbus Barracks, Ohio, Jefferson Barracks, 1\io., and Fort Leavenworth, Kans., gave the highest rates of discharge for disability, 63.75,
41.87, and 40.96, reRpectively. At Columbus Barracks the absolute
number was 32-3 for injuries and 29 for diseases, of which 21 were due
to venereal; at Jefferson Barracks 17-1 from injury and 7 from venereal,
and at Fort Leavenworth 24-3 from injuries and none from venereal.
The best record among the large posts was presented by Fort Omaha,
Nebr.; admissjon rate 672, noneffective rate 31.83.
Of the eleven stations garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each, Fort Sill,
Okla., and Fort Grant, Ariz., bad the largest admission rates, 2,552 and
2,208, respectively, while Fort Wingate, N. Mex., and Fort Custer,
:Mont., had the largest noueffective rates, 60.82 and. 57.91. Malarial
fevers and diarrbrea constituted the excess at Fort Sill; influenza, diseases of the respiratory organs, and injuries at Fort Grant. Influenza,
venereal diseases, rheumatism, and injuries occasioned the large noneffective rate at Fort Wingate; influenza and bronchitis, eye d.iseases
and injuries, at Fort Custer. Fort Keogh, Mont., presented the excellent rates of 674 for admissions and 25.66 for noneffectiveness, and this
although the admission rate for alcoholism, 51.87, was considerably
above the average. Fort D. A. Hussell, Wyo., and Fort Meade, S.Dak.,
also had good records, the former 1,052 admissions, with 27.61 of non-
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effectiveness; the latter 854, with 35.34. At Fort D. A. Russell the
largest item on the sick reports was an admission rate of 135 for bronchitis, as compared with 74 for the Army as a whole; of venereal diseases, only one case was recorded at tllis post during the year. At
Fort Meade only four cases of alcoholism were reported, but two of these
terminated fatally, the only deaths that occurred at the post.
Fort Robinson, Nebr., had the highest death rate of these eleven
posts, 25.45 per thousand, the ab1:1olute number being 10-2 from injury,
3 from pneumonia, 2 from diseases of respiration, 2 from diseases of the
kidneys, and 1 from typlwid fever. Fort Grant came second, with a
rate of 21.41, yielded by 7 deaths-2 from injuries, 2 from heart disease,
and 1 each from typho-malarial fever and diseases of the respiratory organs and kidneys.
Fort Sill and Fort Wingate had the highest rates of discharge, 36.36
and 33.43,respectively, the absolute number in both instances being 12.
Of the nineteen stations garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each, Fort
Apache, Ariz., had an admission rate of 2,372, with 55.51 constantly noneffective, but the highest noneffective rate was shown by Whipple Barracks, Ariz., 61.80, with an admission rate of 1,685. The rates at Fort
Reno, Okla., and at Fort Sherman, Idaho, were also unusually high.
At Fort Apache influenza, malarial fevers, diarrhcea, rheumatism, neuralgia, diseases of the digestive system, and injuries occasiqned the
increased admission l'ate; but injuries and malarial fevers contributed
most of tbe inefficiency. At Whipple Barracks the high rate was
caused by a general increase of all diseases; the admission rate for alcoholism was unusually large, 157.67, with 1 man per thou~and constantly
sick. At this post five cases of typhoid fever, two of consumption,
and four of heart disease added materially to the ntte of nonefficiency.
The causes of the increased rates at Fort Reno were malarial fevers,
diarrhcea, catarrhs, diseases of the digestive system, of the integument,
and injuries; at Fort Sherman influenza, alcoholism, rheumatism, l>ronchitis, digestive disorders, and injuries.
The best record among these nineteen stations was given by Fort
Huachuca, in Southern Arizona; admission rate 702, with 22.02 noneffective, and this although its admissions for influenza alone constituted 225 per thousand.
Washington Barracks, D. C., Whipple Barracks, and Fort Apache,
Ariz., bad the largest rates of discharge, 66.67, 58.09, and 45.45, respectively, the absolute numbers being 17, 14, and 11 men. Seven of
the 17 at the first-mentioned post were due to heart disease.
Of the thirty-one posts garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each, Fort McPherson, Ga.; Fort Washakie, Wyo.; and Fort Bowie, Ariz., had admi~:;
sion rates of over 2,000 per thousand of strength. At Fort McPherson
diarrbreal and venereal' diseases, alcoholism, rheumatism, and bronchitis contributed to the excess; influenza and injuries at Fort Washakie, and tonsillitis, other diseases of the digestive system and injuries
at Fort Bowie. Leavenworth prison had the best record among these
posts; admission rate 939, noneffective 1~.53. Fort Adams, R.I.; Fort
Sheridan, Ill.; Angel Island, Cal.; Fort McKinney, Wyo.; Fort Union,
N.Mex.; and Forts Mcintosh, Bliss, and Ringgold, Tex., had also good
records during the year.
Of the sixty-four small posts having a strength of less than 100 men
each, Jackson Barracks, La., had the highest rates; admission 2,163,
noneffective 70.64, due mainly to malarial, venereal, and diarrhceal diseaees, alcoholism, and injuries. San Diego Barracks, Cal., appears on
this list as having the highest noneffective rate, but this was because
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men affected with rheumatism, bronchitis, and consumption were transferred to that station, to give them the benefit of its temperate ~nd
equable climate. During two and a half years, ending June 30, 1X91,
20 cases were treah>d, and of these only 3, or 15 per cent, were cured.
Of 9 cases of phthisis the result was favorable in none. In view of this
experience Col. J oReph R. Smith, medical director of the department,
bas recommended that no other suth cases be transferred to this post.
Of aH the military stafiot1s in the country Fort Sill, Okla., bad the
highest rate of admission to siek report, ~,552 per thousand of strength,
closely followed by Fort McPherson, Ga., Fort Sam Hou8ton, Tex.,
Fort~ Apache and Grant, Ariz., and Jackson Barracks, La.
Omittmg San Diego Barracks, which was in a measure a general hospital, Columbus Barracks~ Ohio, had the largest noneffective rate, 77.55
per thousand of strength; Fort Elliott, Tex., followed with 76.71; Jackson Barracks, La., with 70.64:; MountVernon Barracks, Ala., with 68.57;
and Fort Stanton, N. Mex., with 67.83. The rate at Columbus Barracl{s has always been high, but at the other posts mentioned there bas
bet>n much variation during the past few years, showing that the high
rate of the present year is due to the special conditions of the year
ratl11Pr than to the localities or the permanent local conditions,
At the three recruitiug depots the admissions were considerably increased by the results of vaccination. Derlucting these, Jefferson Barracks \Vould have the low rate of 833 per thousand of streugtb, of which
167 were occasioned by \Tenereal diseases. The small rate from diseases
iu gt>11eral was dne t? the freedom of the post from influenza, and low
rates for diarrhmll, rheumatism, bronchitis, diseases of the digestiveorgans, and alcoholism. With a similar dt>duction Davids Island would
show an admission rate of 1,205 07, 105.99 of which were venereal cases.
vVith supprPssion of the vaccination Columbus Barracks would have bad
a11 ad mission rate of 1,555.77, 380.4:6 of which were caused by venereal
<li~t>aseR, yielding a discharge rate of 4:1.83 and a noneffective rate of
~4-. ~ 4 per thousand of strength. But for this class of diseases the recruiting· clepots, particularly Jeift-'rson Barracks and D!lvids Island, would
base compared favorably with any of our large posts.
THE PREY..A.LENCE OF SPECIAL DISEASES.
SPECIFIC FEBRILE AND ACUTE INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

The specific fpbrile and acute infectious diseases had high rates during the year, 177.89 ad missions per thousand of strength; but if the
rate for influenza is deducted from this there is left a rate of only 9.94:,
5.24: of which were due to typhoid fever and 2.48 to measies.
Oerebro-spinrtl jever.-One case, terminatiug·favorably, was reported
from Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak.
Dengue.-Six cases occurred at Fort Mcintosh, Tex., and 1 at St.
Francis Barracks, Fla.
Diphtheria.-On1y 5 cases occurred among the troops: 2 at Fort
Porter, N. Y.; 2 at Fort Trumbull, Conn.; and 1, fatal, at Frankford
Arsenal, Pa. The second case at Fort Trumbull was in the per&on of
the private of the hospital corps in attendance on the first. Deadly
:)Utbreaks of this disease among the children were reported from Jefferson Barracks, Mo., Fort Hamilton and West Poiut, N.Y. At the :fir~t
mentioned post 4 cases, 3 of which were fatal, were developed in the
family of the quartermaster sergeant twenty-four days after moving
in to a set of quarters which had been visited by the disease in 1886.
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A rigid quarantine was established, and the building was afterwartls
thoroughly disinfecteu. Three families suffered at Fort Hamilton, in
one, 8 cases with 2 deaths; in another, 3 cases with 2 deaths, and iu a
third, 2 cases, with recovery in both. At "W...est Point the disease was
first reported as virulent in November, 1889, when all the 6 children of
one family were taken sick and 4 died. The next outbreak was in February, 1890, when almost simultaneously two families, living half a mile
apart and having no intercourse with each other, became prostrated.
Of 15 children in these 2 families 13 suffered from the disease and 5
died. A fatal case occurred. in another family in March, and 1, ending
favorably, in April. Capt. W. F. Carter reported on these cases as
follows:
The disease made its appearance in the more modern and substantial as well as in
the ol<lest and most dilapidated buildings on the reservation and in houses widely
apart. The first case appeared in the house of Sergeant Emerick. This family
lived in the south side of the second building on the south end of a row of nine
houses comprising a settlement known as '' Logtown." These buildings are old
frame structures, each divided into two sets of quarters. They are arranged in a
straight line along the brow of a hill which rises rather abruptly (the road intervening) in front, and falls away quite precipitately in rear along the whole line.
From Emerick's house the disease extended to the house of Private Brannigan, who
occupied a colllparatively new brick builuing standing by itself and in an apparently
healthy locality. It is believed, however, that the Ct>sspool in rear of the quarters
was at the time in bad condition. The next cases occurred in Private Dwyer's
quarters, a brick structure situated near the northern extremity of Logtown. The
next appearance of the disease was in the family of Private Eiseman, of the band,
wbo occupied two rooms situated near the cente 1: of the band barracks, a substantial
brick bnilding. Subsequent to this a case developed in the Cadet Barracks. This
case was removed to an upper small room in the Cadet Hospital. The building
occupied by the Emericks is, as already stated. an old frame structure. Beneath it is a
cellar coextensive with the superstrnctnre. The cellar walls are of stone. The walls
of the house are composed of clapboards outside, latlls and plaster inside, and tlle
intermediate framework. The set, or half the house, consists of one room on the
first and one on the second floor. Back of tlle lower room, and overhanging the
slope of the bill, is a small addition comprising two small rooms. The cellar, being
cut into the side of the hill seems to intercept the natural springs in the soil, and is
therefore more or less damp or wet. It bas no means of ventilation except the door
and a small opening in thf' upper part of its wall. Both the door and this opening
are probably kept closed in cold weather. The heavy sills supporting the framework of the house have become rotten; they have given way under the weight of
the bouse, allowing it to settle down more or less upon the cellar wall. The plastering is old, c"'.cked, and imperfect. The floors are presumably old an<l more or less
porous. As this is an old building, it is reasonable to infer that the soil about it baR
to some extent become fouled. The above description applies to all the houses comprising the older portion of Logtown. The stone buildings occupied by Brannigan
and Dwyer are good, substantial structures, in fairly good cond1tion. Eiseman's
quarters (in the band barracks) are in goorl condition. The rooms in the cadet
barracks and in the cadet hospital are in excellent condition. In stating the condition as good and excellent, reference is bad to the state of general repair and
cleanliness.
I premise my recommendations with the statement that every house and room in
which diphtheria occurred were thoroughly clea• ed and disinfected. In most cases
the walls and woodwork were scraped and thoroughly washed with disinfecting
fluid and the rooms fumigated with sulplwrous acid. This work was doue under the
intelligent direction and faithful supervision of the medical officers of the pmlt, to
whom eyery possible assistance was given by the superintendent of the Al.lademy and
the post quartermaster. To the prompt and thorough sanitary quarantino measures
adopted is due the fact that diphtheria and scarlet fever did not extend more widely
over a somewhat promising field. It might seem that ample precautions bad been
taken to eradicate the specific poison of this disease; but it should be borne in mind
that the specific morbific agent in diphtheria is possessed of great tenacity and virulence. It clings to solid and semisolid. uodies, and in this way is transmitted even
after a long time. There is hardly any disease which can cling so tenaciously to
dwellings and furniture.
• * * PosH•·ssing, therefore, a knowledge born of bitter experience as to the dangers tbat rnn.y linger after an epidemic of diphtheria,
I think we would not do more than prudence dictates if we take additional sanitary
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precautions before the beginning of cold weather, as during the winter season, whe~.
ventilation of these houses will be cut off by the closure of doors and windows, the
condition becomes much more favorable for the development of this disease. It is
therefore recommended that in the separate brick buildings and in the rooms of
private Eiseman, the walls, the ceilings, and all wood work (including doors and windows, door, window, and mantel facings, baseboards, cornices, and floors) be again
thoroughly washed down with disinfectants; that the solution be thrown into cracks
and crevices, about all facings, basel10ards, mantels, floors, etc. ; that all the furniture, carpets, bedding, and drapery be removed and thoroughly shaken or t•eaten,
aired or ~:mnned, and, where practicable, washed. After the washing with the disinfecting solution the walls may be again whitewashed and the woodwork painted.
It is not thought necessary to apply t,hese measures in the rooms of the cadet barracks and hospital, as the work is believed to have been done thoroughly in the first
instance, and the rooms have sincP. been cleaned and painted. In the case of the
house in which the four Emerick children died, I can not but express the opinion
that it is unsafe. The rooms of this house were, I think, fumigated; but fumigations are of doubtful efficacy in an old building having so many inaccessible ~revices
in and behind the plastering and between it and the clapboards and in the interstices of the decaying timbers. Besides this, and were there no specific poison about
the structure, there are more or less active chemical changes going on iu the old
woodwork and in the organic matter about the premises, a condition which in itself
may stand in a causative relat,ion to the disease in question. In my opinion this
house should be abandoned, and for the reasons stated in this report. I think all
the old buildings of this class should be vacated and torn down as soon as it is possible to procure other quarters for the families now occupying them. I do not believe it would be economy to attempt to put them in good condition.

Scarlet fever.-Only 6 cases of scarlet fever occurred among the
troops: 2 at Fort Keogh, Mont., and 1 each at Columbus Barracks,
Ohio; Fort Logan, Colo.; Fort McHenry, Md., and Fort Magiunis,
Mont. This fever was present also at Davids Island and Watertown
Arsenal, N. Y.; at Newport Barracks, Ky., and Forts Davis and
McPherson, Tex.; but onJy 1 case or 1 family was affected at each.
Prompt isolation confined the disease, and disinfection of the person,
clothing, bedding, and dwelling prevented its recurrence. At West
Point, however, these measures were not so successful. The epidemic
was carried over from the previous year. Eight cases occurred among
the children in January, and in April 3 cases among the cadets.
Measles.-Sixty cases of this disease occurrrd among the enlisted
men: 21 among the recruits at Columbus Barracks, Ohio; 6 at Fort
Barrancas, Fla.; 5 at Fort Buford, N. Dak., and the remainder scattered
among 16 different posts, where prompt isolation and disinfection prevent~J its spread from the 1 or 2 cases first attacked. 'fhe measures
adopted to repress the disease at Colnm bus Barracks failed so far as tile
recruits were concerned, but were attended with best results among the
families and children; only 9 chihtren became affected, 5 in tue fa,rnilies
of officers and 4 in those of eulisted men. At Fort Niobrara, Nebr., an ·
officer's child in the prodromic stl'lge of the disease atte11ded school, and
12 children, representing 9 families, became infected. Tllirty-three cases
resulted from this invasion, 30 among the families and 3 among t!Je
soldiers; all ended favorably. At Fort Buford, 16 chiltlreu became
affected ; at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., 5, and at J acksou Barracks, La., 4. Several cases occurred among the families of quartermaster's employes at Fort Riley, Kans.
SmaUpox.-One case of confluent smallpox occurred in an enlisted
man at Fort Marcy, N.Mex., and a case of varioloid at West Point, N.
Y., in an officer's child. Proper sani.tar·y measures prevented any undesirable developments from these cases.
Typhoid jever.-There were 127 ea,ses of this fever during the year,
13 of which were fatal, 7 cases with 1 death having occurr·ed among the
colored troops. The disease was reported from 38 posts. Fort Sam
Houston, Tex., had 29 cases in July and Aug-ust; Fort Elliott, Tex., 1~;
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Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 8; Fort Custer, Mont., and Fort Walla Walla,
Wash., 6 each. Five posts had 5 cases each, one post 4 cases, two 3
cases, six 2 cases, and nineteen 1 case each.
The admission rate for the Army as a whole was 5.24 per thousand of
strength. The rate for the infantry was a little higher than the average;
for the cavalry considerably higher, 7.36; and for the young cavalry
officers considerably higher than for their men ; for the artillery notably
lower, 3.04, tllan the average; and for the Hospital Corps and its officer~
who were in constant contact with ~be cases, only 1.19. Men between
the ages of 20 and 24: had the largest rate, 10.61, and the officers of that
age suffered more than their men, 33.90. The Irish, German, and English in our Army bad about the average rate, the native Americans
somewhat less, 4.8!J; Canadians and natives of the continent of Europe,
Germans excepted, nearly double the average rate.
The medical officers at some of the posts, as Fort Myer, Va., Fort
Sherman, Idaho, and Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., hold the disease
to have been imported. Others, as those at Fort Niobrara, Nebr.,
Whipple Barracks, Ariz., and Fort Leavenworth, Kans., allow the local
origin of the cases, but are undecided as to the manner of the inva~ion.
At Fort Elliott, Tex., Actiug Assistant Surg. Whitney shows the
immediate cessation of the outbreak on the closing up of a polluted
well; Capt. ·Bushnell, at Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo., argues that the disease is'occasionally propagated by infected dust settling on the water
supplies; Capt. Merrill, at Fort. Reno, and Capt. Rafferty, at Fort Sam
llouston, Tex., also considered the water supply to be implicated in tile
propagation. Some of the cases at the last-mentioned post were afterwards acknowledged to have been adynamic remittents .
.FoRT Er,uorr, TEX. (Acting .Assistant Burg. Whitney).-Heretofore the water
supply has been obt2.ined from a well near some old disused privy vaults in the
neighborhood of the post hospital. The infection of such wells is usually only a
f)Uestion of time, dependent on the character of the soil and the direction of surface
and subsoil drainage. That this well has become infected is shown by the history of
tho recent outbreak of typhoid fever. The post surgeon reported under date of July
19: ''The first case appeared June 28, and there are now under treatment thirteen
cases." The well was closed July 19, and one case only, July 21, has appeared since.
As no change in the sanitary condition of the post has been made, except the discontinuance of the nse of the well water, it appears conclusive that the well was tho
source of infection.
CAMP PILOT BUTTE, WYO. (Capt. G. E. Bushnell).-A great danger arises from the
dust as the carrier of the poison of typhoid fever, which is the disease most prevalent
in Rock Springs. It is the universal practice here to throw all kinds of slops and
refuse upon the ground adjacent to the house. The ground is thus soon saturated
with organic matter and becomes a breeding place for the germs of disease. The discharges of typhoid-fever patients are often thrown recklessly upon the ground, where
they dry and are disseminated by the winds. During the frequent dust storms water
barrels and food exposed to the air are liable to become infected, and thus the disease
is spread indefinitely. Although this theory will not account for all cases of the disease, it is borne out by many facts upon which it is unnecessary to enlarge further
than to say that the town of Green River has the same water supply, but is comparatively exempt from the disease. This shows that the infection is not iu the water
as delivered to the consumer at Rock Springs. The immunity of the Chinese froru
typhoid fever, notwithstanding their filthy surroundings, is to be ascribed to their
habit of eating only thoroughly cooked food and drinking only tea. The practical
deduction is that the water barrels used to conta.in drinking water shvuld be well
covered and protected from dust.
FoRT Rmw, OKLA. (Capt. J. C. Men·ill).-The death of Private .Ackerman, Troop
K, Fifth Cavalry, on June 27, caused, as the autopsy showed, by typhoid fever, again
brings up the snbject of the had water supply of this post as used by all except the
commissioned offieers; but the work now in progress on a new and deep well renders any further remarks snperfinous unti I the result is known. I have verbally
renewed the recommendation marie by Capt. Hoff, in March, 1888, that the well on
the west side of tlle para1le ground be permanently closed. The water at that time
was shown by an analysis made a.t the Surgeon-General's O.tllce to be impure and sus·
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picious, if not actually dangerous, and the surface drainage of the past two years
has certainly not rendered it less so. There is little doubt from statements made t.o
me by Private Ackerman before his death, that his disease was contracted within
this post, and not at Reno City or El Reno; but whether from the well or river water
it is Impossible to say.
~,ORT SAM HOUSTON, TEX. (Capt. Ogden Ra,tferty).-Duriug the absence of the
troop~ at the target range at the fair grounds at San Antonio, Tex., the garrison was
thoroughly policed, and the privies in the rear of the barracks were cleaned, the
floors cemented, the walls washed and disinfected, and iillstructions given for a complete removal of the sewage by the dry-earth system, with final disposition at the
new Government crematory. The hospital was cleaned, and the tents erected in the
yard for the sick were supplied with additional air-spaces by means of poles and tentflies, over which, in the heated part of the day, a continuous spray was caused to
play.
Notwithstanding the precaution taken, on the return of the soldiers (July 13) after
an absence of seven days, the sickness continued and increased with a marked ratio.
Toward the latter part of July ~orne of the hospital cases that at first were believed
to be remittent fever, began taking on typboirl symptoms. At this time considerable
trouble was experienced in arriving at diagnosis, owing to the absence of diarrhrea and
delirium and the beneficial result~'> obtained from heroic doses of quinine and brandy.
Later in the summer the true state. of affairs became apparent, the thermometric
charts showmg clearly that the febrile cases were casPs of true typhoid. Dismissing
at one~ the various theories that have proved so perplexing in locating the cause of
thiH sickness, we will consider the one that, on mature deliberation, seems to be t.he
most probable.
On consulting the register it will be found that but one of the 28 cases dia~nosticated as typhoid fever antedates the encampment of the soldiers with the
Statt> troop<> at the fair grounds, and more will be written of that case later. Not
only do the Sau Pedro Creek and acequia, but also the Alamo acequia and other
st.reams, ~mpty into the river above the fair grounds. To prove that typhoid fever
was positively present at t.he time in the city,_ you are invited to consult the statements of mort.ality furnished by the city board of health. During the month of
Jnne, 1890, there were 4 deaths from enteric fever, in July 7, in August 12. Now,
taking the lowest percentage of deaths that occurred during several epirlemics, as
furnished by Dr. Austin Flint, which was 16 per cent, one can readily see that there
must have been at least 143 cases in the city during the summer, and, considering
our own 28 cases, with TiWO relapses, without a death, the figures are probably below
the actual number.
The history of all our 28 oases, with five exceptions, shows that these men were at
the encampment, that they used the water taken from the river for drinking ana
cooking purposes beforl3 the pipes from the reservoir were brought into camp, and
that during the whole encampment they frequently bathed in the river. Five of the
men whos£'1 cases were diagnosticated as typhoid fever were not at the encampment,
and, so far as cau be learned, drank nothing but reservoir water that was taken
from the pipes of the city waterworks. * * *
Having found, of the 5 cases in men who were not at the encampment with the
milit-ia, that 4 were remittl3nt fever and that a reasonable doubt may be expressed
in the diagnosis of the fifth case, your attention is invited to a consideration of the
following well-known facts:
(1) That, with the above-mentioned exceptions, every man with typhoid fever was
at the encampment and drank the river water. (2) That typhoid fever was present
at the time in tht-> city. (3) That the city is without a system of sewerage. ( 4)
That it is a common sight to see the Mexicans washing clothing in the river and
creek that flow through the city. (5) That these acequias flow through the yards
of many ign Jrant people. (6) That the encampment was below the junction of all
these water ooursts with the river. (7) That the city waterworks, which are at
the bead of the San Antonio River, are on grounds from which the public are excluded.
After a consideration of these data, together with the knowledge that not a case
occurred among the light battery men who were present at the encampment, but
forbidden to use any but tho hydrant water, you will agree with me probably in attrilmting this sickness to the water taken from the river during the encampment
with the State forces at the fair grounds.

Influenza.-The epidemic of this disease, the so-called grippe, was developed in Boston and New York during the last week of December,
1889, and thence it spread with few exceptions to our military stations
during the course of January and February, 1890. The epidemic reached
its height at a given place on an average of 12 days from its invasion
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and lasted about 3o days. The average number of admissions among
the white troops was 155.36, among the colored troops 286.58 per thousand of strength; average of the Army, 1H7.95. The average duration of
('aclJ case was 5.9 days; six deaths resulted directly from the disease,
fi \Te among the white and one among the colored men in a total of 4,070
cases. During the visitation from 5 to 90 per cent, average about 33
per cent, of each affected command suffered, but it prevailed as extensively among the camp attaches and in the neighboring civilian settlements as at the posts. The Department of Arizona had the largest
admission rate from this cause, ~94 per thousand, and of the posts Fort
Grant in this department had the largest rate, 654; Fort Washakie,
Wyo., and Fort Maginnis, Mont., had also large rates, 630 and 631 respectively. At a few of the stations the medical officers did not recognize the presence of this disease, as at Fort Schuyler, Allegheny
Arsenal, Newport Barracks, Fort Thomas, and St. Francis Barracks in
the Department of the East, at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., Fort McKinney, Wyo., Forts Pembina and Sully, Dak., Forts Reno, Brown, Davis,
Mcintosh, and camp at Eagle Pass, Texas, and Fort Gaston, Cal. At
some of these stations tht< medical officer is positive in his assertion that
no epidemic influence was felt. At Fort McKinney, for instance, Captain
Suter reported that no case had occurred differing in any way from t1Je
ordinary pharyngeal and bronchial catarrhs always prevalent at his
post during the winter. At Fort Davis the post surgeon gave emphasis to his exemption by attributing it t.o such causes as altitude,
etc.; and at Fort Sidney, Nebr., the medical director called upon the
post surgeon to justify his conclusions concerning the absence of an
epidemic influenza by charting the curves of all catarrhal diseases of
the air passages for the corresponding seasons of 1888-'89 and 1889-'90
and this chart he says must be accepted as supporting the reiterated
opinion of an intelligent medical officer on the point at issue. Nevertheless it is possible that the disease may have visited some of the posts
mentioned without leaving its mark upon the records, for I find Capt.
P.R. Egan, at .Fort Mcintosh, remarking in February:
During the past month an officer, on a bunting leave, returne<l to this post with a
certificate from a neighlJOring physician that be was suffering from la gripp':l. The
symptoms were those of gastro-intestinal catarrh and rachialgia. His convalescence
was uot osreciall_v protracted. No other member of his family was affected. In another household the father, who is subject to "bilious attacks," suffered from gastrointestinal catarrh. This was followed by coryza and conjunctivitis. His convalescence was rapid. Two of his children suffered from naso-laryngeal catarrh soon
afterwards. The previous month, however, all his five children were treated for
similar catarrhs. In yet another family the mother was taken sick with severe chest
pains, and catarrh of the respiratory mucous membrane extending to the larger
bronchial tubes. Her recovery was somewhat protracted. Her husband suffered
about the same time from coryza and supraorbital pain, but no other memuer of the
family was attacked. Several of the enlisteu wen suffered from colds, but only one
so severely as to require excuse from dnty. In no case was there evidence of an
epidemic influence. Whether these catarrhs were anything more than the ordinary
colds due to the sudden changes of this climate and season is a matter of doubt.
If, as claimed by the local physicians, they are rlne to a great wave of influenza
passing round the world, then influenza on the Baltic, the Danube, and the Seine
must be essentially different from influenza on the Rio Grande.

The noteworthy symptoms affecting the nervous system were fron taheadache, lumbar pains, aching in the lower limbs, insomnia, and prosl
tration. Nasa.l, laryngeal, pharyngeal, or bronchial catarrhs were essentials; and accelerated action of the heart was followed by depre~
sion. The temperature ranged from 1000 F. to 104.60, and in one case~
with senondary pneuruonia, to 105,8°. Anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and
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constipation were generally present. The complications were bronchitis, pleurisy, pneumonia, inflammation of the middle ear, and erysipelas
of tlJe head. Relapses or recurrences were not uncommon. OonvalescerJCe was often protracted.
Early in the year, and while the details of the epidemic were fresh
in memory, a call was ma(le by this office for special reports from every
military Htation; and that the reports might be susceptible of comparison one with the other certain points were presented for special investigation and report. Much labor was spent upon these reports by
medical officers, but the investigation was unproductive. Two of our
medical directors who slJowed ~pecial intf':rest in the results of observations came to exactly opposite conclusions regarding the propagation
of the disf'ase. One held it proved lJy the progress of the epidemic
through his department that the disease was spread by the diffusion of
its germ through the atmosphere; and although it may be contagious,
this is not the ehief mode of the propagation. The existence of au atmospherio wave or cloud, so to speak, of microscopic germs he held to
be no more impossible than the diffusion of smoke from burning
forests mrer an immense extent of territory or the occasional migration
of myriads of locusts darkening the sky and covering the earth. The
other showing that the disease traveled westward notwithstanding a
west wind and that its invasion was later in the season in proportion
to the length of stage travel to reach the post, and that the more distant
posts escaped the epidemic entirely, came to the conclusion that an
epidemic wave was wholly inconsistent with the facts and that propagation could be explained only on the assumption of a personal contagion canied from place to place by rail or other means of personal
transportation.
MALARIAL FEVERS.

The admission-ratP of malarial diseases has fallen during the year to
92.93, as compared with 120 in 1889, and with 162.03, the annual average of the preceding decade; the number constantly sick, 2.79, is also
an improvement on the rate of the preceding year, 3.25.
The cavalry suffered more from these fevers than the other arms of
the service. Its rate waH 128.22, the rate of the infantry a little below
the aYerage, of the artillery a little above, and the officers in all considerably less than the men. As regards age the highest rates were
given by men of 20 to 24 years, 135.23, while officers of the same age
gave only 50.85. The rates of the native Americans were about the
same as the average of the Army; those of the Irish and Germans in
the ranks were somewhat higher.
The record of Fort Brown, Tex., was much improved during tbe year.
Instead of 1,676 admissions per thousand of strength, as in 1889, it had
only 325.91, and instead of 38.58 of non-effectiveness, it had only 8.32.
This alone does much to account for the lowering of the malarial rate
of the Army. Seven posts had relativeJy more admissions and noneffect.ives than Fort Brown. Fort Sill, Okla.~ and Fort Clark, Tex.,
had the highest rates amoug the large posts, the former 754.55 admissious and 12.12 non-effective, the latter 451.14 and 18.38.
DIARRH<EAL DISEASES.

These diseases gave rise to an admission rate of 124.29 as compared
with 118.40 during the previous year and 185.15 during the previous
decade. The average number of days qqrin~ which each c~se was
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under treatment was 4.3 for diarrhrea and 14.6 for dysentery. They
affected the enlisted men more than the officers, the cavalry, and particularly the artillery, more than the infantry; men from 20 to 29 more
than those who were older. The native American h~Hl the average rate;
all other nationalities bad the rate smaller except the English, Irish,
and Canadians. Fort Sam Houston, Tex., with an admission rate of
430.70, and a non-effective rate of 5. 75, and Fort Sill, Okla, with 384.84
and 7.13, were the posts at which these diseases were most prevalent.
RHEUMATISM.

This constitutional affection gave an admission rate of 83.19 during
tbe year, as compared with 93 during the previous year and with 110.73
during the previous decade. The non-e1l'eetive rate was 4.05, as compared w1th 4.78 and 3.01, respectively, during the previous year and
decade. The posts that had relatively the largest number of admissions were Fort Canby, Wash., Rock Island Arsenal, Ill., Forts Apache
and Grant, Ariz., and Fort Washakie, Wyo., the rates ranging from
171.17 at the last to 222.22 at the first mentioned station. The posts
with the largest number non-etl'ective were Benicia Barracks, Cal.,
Rock Island Arsenal, III., Fort McHenry, Md., Fort Grant, Ariz., and
Fort Snelling, .Minn., the rates varying from 8.41 to 11.32.
VENEREAL DISEASES.

The admission rates were 72.02 for the white troops, 105.43 for the
colored; total for the Army, 75.22, as compared with 84.66 during the
previous year, and with 79.76 as the annual average of the previous
decade. The non-effective rate was 4.86, as compared with 5.61 of the
previous year, and the number of discharges 71 men, equivalent to a
rate of 2.66 per thousand, was considerably better than the 3.52 of the
year 1889.
The cavalry and infantry had less, the artillery more, than the average number of cases. 'fhe highest rates were found among the re·
cruits, 191.93, and among men from 20 to 24 years of age, 143.15. The
native American had a larger rate than men of any other nativity
excepting the small French element in the Army.
The post that gave the highest rates was Columbus Barracks, Ohio:
admissions, 380.46 ; non-efl'ecti ve, 24.7 4, and discharges, 41.83. J efl:'erson Barracks, Mo., gave 167.49, 10.31, and 17.24; Davids Island, New
York, 105.99, 5.86, and no discharges. Of the 71 men discbarged, 21
cases occurred at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, and 7 at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
ALCOHOLISM.

The rates of admission were 44.45 for the white troops, 5.59 for the
colored, equal to a total of 40.73 for the Army, as against 41.43 in 1889,
and 56.68 the annual average of the previous decade.
The cavalry had the best rate, ~0.44; the engineers by far the worst,
147.89; the infantry and artillery rates are nearly one-third higher
than the average. Among the enlisted men drunkenness appears to
increase with age. Thus the rate for men of 20 to 24 years is 13.30;
25 to 29, 25.52; 30 to,j~4, 47.55; 35 to 39, 86.13; 40 to 44, 111.'36; 45 to
50, 103.02, aud 50 to 54, 158.08.
The rate of the native American, 37.95, is under the average, as is
also that of most men of Continental Europe; but the. Irish rate, 89.54,
WAR 91-VOL I--38
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bringR up the average. The absolute number of reported cases was
987, only 13 of which occurred among the colored troops; 5 ended
fatafly and 4 were discharged as unfit for service.
In the appendix will be found* a list of our military stations arranged
in the order of the prevalence of alcoholism at each during the year.
It is satisfactory to note that so many of the larger posts are at the
lower end of the list.
PULMONARY CONSUMPTION.

The rates for this disease differed but little from those of 1889 or of
the preceding decade: Admissions, 3.26, as compared with 3.32 and
3.55; deaths 0.71, as comparea with 0.44 and 0.57; discharges, 1.57, as
compared with 1.50 and 2.08. The absolute number of cases was 79,
11 of which were among the colored men; 42 were discharged; 19
died; average duration of treatment in each case, 92.5 days.
The admission rate was largest in the artillery, 4.94. It was largest
among men between the ages of ~0 and 24, and appeared to lessen in
frequency with advancing age. T!Je rate of the native .American did
uot diffpr much from the average of the Army, but the rate of the Irish
suit l ier, 4.91, was more than double that of the Datives of Germany, 2.03.
The 79 cases were taken on sick report at sixty different posts. The
largest rmmber at any one post was 4, at Fort Robinson, Nebr., and at
Furt Clark, Tex.
PNEUMONIA AND PLEURISY.

Ninety-six cases of pneumonia occurred during the year, of which 14
were fatal, as compared with 130 cases and 19 deaths in 1889, an(l with
181 cases and 39 deaths in 1888. The colored troops contributed 19 of
the cases and 5 deaths. The average duration of treatment was 37.5
days.
The admission rate of the Army was 3.96 per thousand of strength, a
little lower than this for the infantry, a little higher for the cavalr,y and
artillery. Age did not appear to influence tile liability to attack.
Irishmen were relatively less frequently its victims than men of other
nationalities. Twelve cases with 3 deaths were recorded at Fort Robinson, Nebr., 6 with 1 death at Columbus Barracks, Ohio; 5 with 1 death
at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; and 5 with no death at Fort Douglas,
Utah. Six posts reported 3 cases each; ten, 2 cases each; and thirty,
1 case each.
Pleurisy caused 65 admissions, 2 deaths, and 3 discharges. Fort
Robinson, Nebr., bad 10 of these cases, all among colored ruen.
INJURIES.

The admission rate for injuries, 243.71, is much the same as that for
1889, 248.72, or of the decade, 245.67; but on account of the casualties
in the Sioux campaign the dea~h-rate was higher than usual, 3.45, as
compared with 2.38 in the previous year and 3.25, the average of the
dt>cade.
Of the 243.71 admissions per thousand of strength about one-half resulted from sprains :- :1d contusions, and one-fourth from cuts and lacerations.
Heatstroke occasioned a total of 73 admissions, and frostbite 60; 2 of
*Page 105.
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the former and 1 of the latter were afterward discharged for disability;
no death was recorded from either of these causes. There were 62 dislocations with 3 consequent discharges, and 166 fractures with 2 deaths
and 17 discharges.
One hundred and sixteen cases of gunshot wound were entered on the
reports, resulting in 7 deaths and 20 <lischarges; but in addition there
were 54 cases in which death was instantaneous or followed so soon
after receipt of the injury that the men were rwt taken on sick report.
The number of these casualties was therefore 170, of which 2 with no
deaths, occurred dnring the firing of salutes; 10 with no death during
the reloading of cartridges; 6 with no death at target practice; 10
with no death while hunting; 23 with 7 deaths jn personal encounters;
35 with 6 deaths by accident; 15, all fatal, by suicide, and 69 with 33
deaths in the fight with Indians near Pine Ridge Agency.
Twelve deaths from drowning were reported ; of these 3 occurred
while boating, 6 while bathing, 2 by other accidents, 1 while trying to
desert, and 1 in the e:fl'ort to save other lives.
Sixteen cases of su-icide were reported during the year: 1 officer and
15 enlisted men; infantry, 13; cavalry, 2, and general service, 1. Gunshot was the means selected in 15 cases, and poison in 1 case; in 6
the cause was alcoholism, in 3 temporary insanity, in 2 despondency,
in 1 distaste for the service, in 1 nervous depression following influenza~
in 3 uncertain. The nationalities were, United States, 9; German, 2;
Norwegian, 2 ; and Irish, Scotch, and Canadian, 1 each. The ages 2.~,
26, 32, and 34, 2 each; 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, and 39, 1 each. Four
occurred in May, 3 in February, 2 each in January and November, and
1 each in April, June, July, September, and December. Three occurred
at Vancouver Barracks, Wash., and 1 each at Fort Apache, Ariz.;
Fort Wingate, N. Mex.; San Antonio, Tex.; Fort Reno, Okla.; Fort
Gibson, Ind. T.; Fort Lewis, Colo.; Fort Niobrara, Nebr.; Fort Riley,
Kans.; Camp Poplar River, Mont.; ]~ort Sully, S. Dak.; Fort Snelling·, Minn.; Col urn bus Barracks, Ohio; and Fort. Niagara, N. Y.
Tllree attempted suicides were reported, all ~.nlisted men, 1 infantry,
1 cavalry, and 1 artillery. Alcoholism is reported as the cause iu one,
insanity in one; in the third the cause is not stated. The attempt was
made by poison in one case, and by cutting the throat in the others.
The nationalities were American 2 and Irish 1. The ages 22, 27, and
4.0. The cases occurred at Washington Barracks, D. U.; .Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; and Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. The months were
March, July, and August.
Tbe total suicides and attempts at suicide numbered 19; 3 in th~
first year of service, 5 in t.he second, 4 in the thir<l, 3 in the sixth, 2 in
seventh, and 1 each in the tenth and twelfth. These suicides constituted 0.66 per thousand of the strength as compared with 0.77 iu 1889,
and with 0. 76 as the annual average of the decade 1879-1R88. Tbe rate
of suicide in the army of Austria-Hungary in 1889 was 1.51; of the Belgian army for the same year, 0.25; of the British army in 1888, 0.18;
and of the Prussian army in 1887-'88, 0.53.
INFLUENCE OF SEASON ON THE PREVALENCE OF DISEASE.

The admission rate of the Army for all diseases and injuries for the
year was 1,38~.25 per thousand of strength, equal to an average month'ly
rate of 115.35. Viewing the admissions by months an unusual augmentation of the rate is found in January, 24:6.~0, the result of tile epidemic
of influenza then prevailing. The rate fell in February to 111.29, and
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continued to fall until the minimum of 91.94 was reached in April, after
which it gradually rm;e to a maximum of 125 in July, with a subsequent
fall to 93.38 in November, and 93.9l in Decem9er. There was little
variation in the monthly rates for alcoholism, venereal diseases, and
injuries, so that when these are withdrawn from the rates for disease,
in general, the curves of seasonal variation are but little changed from
the positions already stated. Unusuall.v high, 219.33, in January; falling suddenly in February, and gradually afterwards to a minimum of
6L.88 in April, rising subsequentl.v to a maximum of 88.11 in July, and
then falling· gradually to 64.63 and 63.45 in November and December.
Tbe rate of non-effectiveness for all diseases followed somewhat similar curves, with the exception that its minimum was not reached until
May, and its summer maximum was more protracted and fell more
slowly in the later months of the year. The minimum rate for alcoholism, venereal diseases, and injuries was 12.22 in June, the maximum
14.16, in March. With so litt.le variation in the rate from month to
month it is evident that the witbdrawal of these rates from those yielded
by all diseases and injuries would not materially alter the seasonal
curves of the latter. (See table X.*)
SUMMER ENCAMPMEN'l'S.

Reports were received concerning the condition of certain regiments
of the Pennsylvania, Iowa, and Michigan National Guard during their
summer encampments.
Maj. Charles H.. Green leaf reported his attendance at the encampment
of the Pennsylvania National Guard at Mount Gretna, Pa., July 19-~5.
1890, where 8,429 troops were under canvas. The general police of
camp was well conducted, but many of the interiors were untidy and
several of the latrines 11eglected and offensive. The ad vantages of
ditching their tents as a protection against rain had to be suggested.
The food as a rule was restricted to the army ration, but in its preparation tbe plan adopted was one worthy of consideration by other troops
than the Pennsylvania National Guard, as conducive not only to economy of the ration, but to excellent results in the preparation for the
table. Each company hired one or more cooks known to the officers
and men to be competent in their calling, and the advanta,ges of this,
according to Maj. Greenleaf, were apparent not only in the contentment of the men with their meals, but in their freedom from those disorders of the digestive system that are usually so frequent in such
camps when the cooking is intrusted to incompetent men. The hospital
corps lacked organization for field service, and the medical officers were
equally lacking in the experience needful to perfect their organization.
Advantage should have been taken of tbe aggregation of troops at
Mount Gretna to establish a brigade or division hospital, such as would
have been necessary in active warfare, but the short duration of the
encampment did not permit this radical change from the regimeutal
system, which was the only on~ with which these medical officers were
familiar.
Maj. R. H. White reported his field service at Mount Gretna, Pa.,
with a command of 381 United States troops. A hospital was established July 15, and from that date to July 3l the average number sick
daily was 9.8, or 2~ per cent of the strength. The daily mean temperature was 59.44° F., the miuimum 46o, and the maximnm 860; rain fell
"Page 90.
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on seven of the seventeen days. On July 21 the members of the hospital corps under Steward J. H. Grant gave an illustrative drill, which
was attended by the medical officers and hospital corps of the division of
National Guard, and next day these officers assembled at the hospital
to examine its arrangements, furniture, and management.
Maj. Hartsuff reported his services with troops of the Iowa National
Guard at Cedar Rapids and Des Moines, Iowa. Headquarters, band
and four companies of the Second United States Infantry encamped
near the former city on August 3, where they were immediately joined
by the First Iowa National Guard, clothed, armed, and equipped like
United States infantry.
Sick call was sonnded regularly every day, but at first no attention was given to
H; t.he sick went to the surgeon's tent at all hours. The companies bad no company
sick books, and the surgeon no morning-report book; indeed, neither of the doctors
had ever seen or heard of a blank book, or a blank of any kind, pertaining to the
medical department. A few medicines were purchased at a drng store for the occasion; no panniers of any kind anJ no instruments were provided. The surgeon hacl
never made an inspection of the camp, and bad never made a report of any kind,
except at the breaking of camp, when a short report as to number of sick only was
made to the brigade surgeon. No examinat.ion of any kind to enter the service,
either of officers or men, has ever been required or made; and of the rank and file at
least one-third are discharged, at their own request, each year. .Judging from appearances, a majority of the enlisted men would be rejected on physical examination.
The medical officers are appointed by the colonels, and, as tile colonels are frequently
changed (the First Regiment having had three within one year), the medical officers'
tenure of office is very precarious.

The five days of camp duty required by law in each year having expired, the First Regiment broke camp on August 10, and next day the
Fourth Regiment came by companies from various localities and occupied the recently vacated g-round. Only one mPdical officer was present
with this regiment and his only kuowledg·e of his duties was to prescribe for any of the men whenever, dnring the twenty-four hours of
each day, they came to him for treatment. At the close of the :five days
the _Fourth Regiment broke into companies and started for borne and
the United States troops proceeded to Des Moines, where, on the 23d,
they were joined by the Second Battalion of the Second United States
Infantry and by three regiments of the Iowa National Guard. Heavy
rains fell during the term of the encampment aud interfered with the
progress of military operations. With few exceptions the medical officers of the Iowa brigade bad never been in camp before and their
knowledge of their duties, as with tbe officers of the First and Fourth
Regiments, appeared to be restricted to prescribing for such sick men
as came to them and purchasing such medicines as might be required.
The surgeon-general of the State and his regimental medical officers
were greatly interested in the more extended views of the duties of an
army medicr~l officer presented by Maj. Hartsuff, and it is believed that
good was effected by this contact of the Medical Department of the
Army with that of the Iowa National Guard.
Capt. F. V. Walker accompanied the Second Battalion, Second United
States Infantry, to Spring· Lake, Iowa, and endea,-ored to give some idea
of their duties to the medical officers of the Sixth Iowa encamped at
that place. In an interesting report be has given~ with considerable
attention to details, his experiences with this regiment, which were essentially similar to those of Maj. Hartsuff with the First and Fourth
regiments. Capt. Walker's programme was to read a paper on the organization of the Medical Department, U. S. Army, and the duties of
its medical officers, to explain the use of the blank forms of the Depart·
ment, to conduct a series of drills, and to institute a short course of
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lectures on first aid in emergencies, but bad weather and military duties
prevented him from carrying out his plans. His paper is an excellent
resume of the subject, and was worthy of a larger audience. From
Spring Lake the battalion proceeded to the brigade encampment at Des
Moines, where Capt. Walker reported to Maj. Hartsu:ff. His report
shows how much more earne8tness is needful on the part of the medical
officers of the Iowa National Guard before any results of value to the
state or country can be expected. The character of his remarks will
excuse a rather long citation:
As early as possible Maj. Hartsuff, through the surgeon-general, F. H. Little, assembled the medical officers of the Iowa National Guard, and addressed them at length on
the subject of their duties as medical officers. He impressed 11pon them the importance
of a thorou~b acquaintance with these; be spoke of t.he necessity for efficient organization and methodical work; be showed them our blanks and forms of reports, and
urged them to prepare and adopt something similar, but adapted to their needs; he
called attention to the neglect, which was so apparent, of the proper policing of
camps, and advised them to make regular inspections and report. upon all violations
of sanitary rules. In fact, he touched upon many important subjects, with the idea
aml hope of stimulating and exciting them to proper action.
They expressed the liveliest interest in Dr. Hartsuif's remarks, and apparently were
very grateful to him for outlining their duties for them, and for the hints he gave.
The doctor offered to have an exhibition drill of the company bearers in order that
they might gain some idea as to its conduct. They accepted, and the next day I, under Dr. Hartsnff's orders, conducted a drill in their presence.
The effect of t.he doctor's advice was not immediately apparent. I do not think the
blanks were looked at a second time by any; nor do I think inspections were conducted any more diligently. The surgeon-general returned to his home, armed with
a set of the blanks and forms, and notes of the books, etc., he was advised to mako
requisition for. He expressed the determination to make a study of the subject with
the view to organize a corps and to establish some system. He is a young man and
apparently au energetic one, and the chances are that before the next encampment
he will have accomplished this, and be able then to test the practicability of his
scheme.
I could not help doubting the earnestness of the medical gentlemen of the national
guard. It appeared to me that they regarded tlle annual encampment in the light of a
picnic-an "outing," which offers them relaxation from work, a.nd wllich should be
spent in frolic and festivity. Indeed, I do not think this idea, this feeling, is confined
tu the medical officers, but is shared by those of the line, in fact, by almost every man
in uniform. There is everything to foster such a feeling, and it will exist so long as
these encampments are conducted as they now are. Certainly this is not the idea of
the State. She does not intend that the annual meetings of her solrliery should be
for fun or frolic, she expects a substantial return for her money, but she does not get
it. The men arrive on the ground and enter tents already pitclled for them; they
drill a little; they do a little guard dnty, but they are on dress parade most of the
time, and are fed by meals prepared by hired help, and cooked on modern ranges or
stoves, and finally march off t.he ground, leaving the tents still standing, and return to
their firesides with wonderful tales of how they "roughed" it in camp. What have
they learned f How much could have been taught them by other methods in the
time they have wasted Y These are questions which are beyond my province to discuss.
From this report it must be inferred that everything has yet to be done toward
effecting an efficient organization and establishing system in the medical department
of the Iowa National Guard. In a letter I received recently from the adjutant-general of Iowa, he said that it was contemplated to establiRh a hospital corps in tlle
medical department of the State service "prescribing thorough and systematic instruction in that duty." It appeat·s to me that it would be wiser first to organize a
medical department. At present the organization consists of a surgeon-general, who
receives his appointment from the governor; of regimental surgeons and assistant
surgeons who are practically appointed by the colonels of the regiments, and regimental hospital stewards. The power of the surgeon-general is vague and undefined.
He receives no reports (or did not before this season) from his subordinates, who, indeed, rather recognize their colonels as their chiefs than him. In my opinion this
regin1ental organization should be discontinued and a Stat.e medical department organized, with the surgeon-general at its head, who shall have c~ftrge of the administrative duties and who shall not be r emoved except for causes outside of politics.
Then there should be a corps of merlical m en, surgeons and assistant surgeons, who
should be selected only after a sufficient test of their abilities (and then it would soon
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become a desirable distinction to be enrolled in the State service). And afterward
a hospital corps could be organized. The medical department of the State forces
should be as di::~tinct and sepa1·ate as is the Medical Department of the U. S. Army.
I must make one more suggestion before closing this report. If it is contemplated
that in future encampmPnts of tile United States troops with the Na,tional Guard the
medical officers shall conduct litter and bearer drill, I think it would lm wise to send
along at least enough men of the Hospital Corps to form two sets of fours. The time
of the men of tile companies is so taken up by the various exercises that they are seldom available wh1:1n the surgeon would like to have theru. Then, too, members of the
Hospital Corps are naturally more efficient in these particular drills as they take decidedly more interest in them, than the company bearers. In Des Moines I found
that the men bad not been drilled at all according to the syRtem lately recommended
by the Leavenworth Board, and even in the old method some of them were newly
appointed, and consequently unfamiliar with the drill.

Maj. J. V. l.Jauder<laleaccoi!1panied headquarters, band, and four companies Nineteenth United States Infantry from Fort Wayne to Gognac
Lake, Michigan, where the Michigan National Guard was tound encamped.
During the hours tllat were devoted to drill by the regulars the time WitS occupied
by me with drilliug the men of the corps in the system contained in the report of the
Board convened at Fort Leavenworth .June, Hi90. The system of litter drill fol- ·
lowed by the State troops was that contained in the manual edited by Surg.
Smart. I spent some time in calling their attention to modifications of the above
drill given in the report above referred to.
I found them provided with a regulation ambulance issued to the governor from
the United States medical purveying depot, and they were making good and legitimate use of it in all their field exercises.
There seemed to be an earnest desire on the part of the medical officers of the
State troops to carry out all the exercises pertaining to their department to the
minutest detail in accordance with Army Regulations.

It may be here stated that the Hospital Corps bas now been provided
with a drill manual in which is embodied tlle matured views and experience of the medical officers of the Army. When the corps was organized a provigwnal manual was issued with full permission to medical
officers to deviate from its teachings in any way that would tend to the
welfare of the patient. Later a board of experienced officers was convened at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., to elaborate from the mass of
criticism on the provisional manual a drill system to take its place.
This board made haste slowly. It sent a copy of the report which
it purposed rendering to eve.r y medical officer of the Army with a request that the system be tried and freely criticize<l. Many reports
were received during the year and . the Drill Manual for the Ho8p-ital
Corps, as now autlloritatively issued, is the original report of the board
modified by a careful consideration of the suggestions of the most
active minds of the medical department.
OPERA1'IONS AGAINST THE SIOUX INDIANS.

On November 20, 1890. the conditions among the Sioux Indians at
Pine Ridge and Rosebud Agencies, 8. Dak., were such that the preseuce
of a force of United States troops became imperative. To meet the possibilities of the occasion, Medical Director Bache, Department of tlle
Platte, sllipped to Pine Ridge the tentage and materials for a hospital
of 25 heds; but as the situation at the Ros1 ·bud Agency became pacific,
t.he surgical preparations were concentrated at Pine l~idge, when· a
command of 77 offieers and 1,300 enli~ted men had been aggrt>g-att·t I.
The followiug citations are from Dr. Bache's report:
The medical organization conRisted of a division fh•ld hospital, Maj. A. Harts,,u,
surgeon in charge; Capt C. B . .Bwing, al:!siHtant surgeon, 2 non-commissiuu~~d
officers, and 10 privates of the Hospital Corpe. The tentage had been increased with
a final capacity ior 60 patients, and the equipment was considered fairly complete.
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With t.he two battalions of the Seventh Cavalry were 2 medical officers, 1 hospital
steward, and 4 privates of the Hospital Corps, 2 ambulances; Light Battery ]<j was
attached for medical service. With battalion of the Ninth Cavalry, 1 medical officer,
1 acting steward, and 5 privates, 1 ambulance, the Indian scouts were attached for
medical service.
The force operating to the north and west on the line of the Cheyenne River and
near Oelrichs, S. Dak., consisted of the Sixth Cavalry, two troops of the Eig-hth
Cavalry, a companyofCheyennescouts, and a battalion of cavalry (four troops) from
Port Leaven worth. This line was under the direction of the eli vision commander,
then at Rapid City, S. Dak., and its medical supervision rested with the Department
of Dakota. The First Infantry, from California, lay at Fort Niobrara, and the garrisons at Forts D. A. Russell and Douglas, under constant preliminary orders, had
not been called. With the First Infantry were 1 medical officer, 1 hosr1ital steward,
and 3 privates of the Hospital Corps; no ambulance. The medical effective force from
Forts D. A. H.ussell and Douglas had been fixed by instructions December 2-1 medical officer, 1 non-commissioned officer, and 5 privates from each-and 1 ambulance.
Provision was to be made for treating in the regimental field hospitals 3 per cent of
the command.

During the month of December, while pr~parations for an active campaign were in progress, it looked as if an amicable settlement would be
ultimately effected; but on the morning of the 29th an unexpected and
severe engagement took place between Colonel Forsyth's command, consisting of eight troops of the Seventh Cavalry, Light Battery B, First
Artillery, and Company A, Indian scouts, and a band of 400 hostiles under
the Sioux Chief, Big E'oot, at W outJded Kn~e Creek, 16 miles from Pine
Ridge. One United States officer and 29 men were killed and 2 officers
and 29 men wounded. The latter, with 28 wounded Indians, chiefly
women and children, reached the agency at 9:30 p. rn., where they were
at once provided for. The division field hospital received the officers,
and men, while the Indians were treated in tents and in a small church
tendered for hospital use by the Protestant Episcopal mission. A skirmish that night and another the following day added 1 officer and 7
enlisted men to the inmates of the hospital.
The anxiety of the medical department at this time lay not in caring
for the wounded already on band, but in being prepared for what seemed
to be imminent, a protracted campaign against 4,000 Indians, who bad
an effective war force of 600 to 800 men. To meet the possibilities of
the situation the medical director telegraphed for more medical officers,
members of the Hospital Uorps, and medical supplies, all of which were
promptly furnished by this office. The force thus placed at his disposal
enabled him to provide an effective service with each of the military
commands, including his :field hospital, and to organize a company of the
Hospital Corps, consisting of 1 medical officer, 2 non-commissioned officers, and 19 privates, from which could be drawn a working forue for any
emergency that might occur.
As soon as all operative proceedings bad been :finish<:'d in the hospital and the wounded were in condition to bear transportation, it was
determined to relieve the :field hospital by sending them for further treatment to their respective stations. Accordingly,on January 4, 2 men were
sent to Fort Robinson, Nebr.; 6 to Fort Omaha, Nebr.; and 21 to Fort
Riley, Kans. The transportation was by ambulance, 26 miles, to Rushville. and thence to destination by tourist sleeper on the railroad.
The occupancy of the :field hospital on the morning of January 4 was
46, on the 5th, 18; and it received no more casualties after this. In
addition to the resources already enumerated several large dormitories
of the Ogalalla school at the agency were immediately availableand supplied with beds and bedding; and an offer was made on the part of the
executive board of the Soldiers' Home at Hot Springs, S.Dak., of twothirds of the then new and completely equipped building, the estimated
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capacity of which available portion was 200 beds. The estimate of the
medical director was that there were under immediate control at the
agency 150 beds, at Forts Robinson and Niobrara 40 each, and the contingent of 200 at the Hot Springs, should the campaign be severe and
protracted.
There was, however, no call for these extra resources, for the hostile
Indians, after a period of doubt and hesitation, came into camp and surrendered their arms; after which the duty of the medical department
was to return wit.bout unnecessary delay to its ante-bellum stations.
Uommenting on the health of the command, Lieutenant-Colonel Bache
reports:
The :field hospital of the Seventh Cavalry, under Capt. John Van R. Hoff, assistant
surgeon, was a type of satisfactory method and contpletenP.ss, and an example to
which I feel safe in referring other medical officers for study and visible proof of
efficiency.

The wounds of the Indians were mostly severe and difficult to heal,
as all capital operations were refused, notwithstanding repeated explanation and urging through missionaries, interpreters,and friends. The
simplest handling was at first resisted or met with suspicion. In cases
of extensive injury to the large bones or joints septic fever came soouer
or later, and finally death.
Colonel Bache commends for their efficiency the staff of the field
hospital, the two medical officers in charge of the Indian wounded, and
those on duty with the Seventh and Ninth Cavalry.
The non-commissioned officers and privates of the Hospital Corps were an efficient
and valuable body of men. The officers to whom they were assigned for duty reported them as well trained and untiring. They were hastily gathered together
from many widely separated posts and without time to fnse together in their new
posit-ions, making their readiness for emergencies more conspicuous. I can testify to
their faithful service in nursing the Indian wounded under every disadvantage, and
the testimony of Captain Hoff as to the conduct of his men under a hot. :fire is such
as to satisfy those to whom the discipline, courage, and training of the corps is a.
fixed purpose worthy of every encouragement.

The testimony of Captain Hoff, to which Colonel Bache refers, is as
follows:
I have heretofore had the honor to submit many reports and suggestions regarding
the Hospital Corps under various conditions of service, in post, camp, and field, but
it was only recently I had an opportunity to see its working nuder the crucial test
of battle. It is but faint praise to say that it more than met my expectations. My
detachment was absurdly small in proportion to the amount of work required in the
engagements at Wounded Knee and White Clay. In the first named, Hospital Steward Pollak, Privates Costner and Girdwood, Hospital Corps (the two ambulances,
unfortunately, for want of my own men were driven by citizens), constituted the
detachment. Steward Pollak was killed early in the fight on December 29 (one
ambulance driver ran away with his ambnlance, bat ultimately returned and thereafter both did fair work), leaving Privates r.ostner and Gird wood alone to meet their
part of the requirements of a bloody battle. Their work was skill fully, tenderly,
courageously done, beytmd all praise and worthy of official recognition. When the
stress of battle was passed their efforts were supplemented by the coDJpany bearers
whose training made t.his assistance of great value. This is bome out by the statements of many line officers, and it may be safely said that hereafter, in this command
at least, there will be no skepticism as to the value of ":first aid" and bearer instruction.
The next day, in the White Clay affair, while I was attending to the wounded on
the skirmish line, the position of the am l.mlances was enfiladed by a sharp :fire. One
of the ambulances was partially wrecked by being overrun by the led horses, a11tl
both were incontinently abandoned by their citizen drivers. An officer (Lieutenant
Mann) having been reported wounded on the skirmish line, Private Costner, of the
hospital corps, though no driver, jumped upon the box of the remaining ambulance
and drove beyond the withdrawing skirmish line to the wounded officer, who was
picked up and carried to a place of safety. Two of the ambulance mules were
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wounded. Private Girdwood accompanied the ambulance and assisted il'l the loading.
Ou the same day Girdwood (mounted) nonchalantly brought my horse to me through
a sharp tire as the liue was about to fall hack. I mention these circumstances to show
the quality of courage which actuated thee.e men, courage not born of strife, but of a
high sense of duty, inherent indeed, but developed by the system of military discipline
obtaining in my detachment, without which I do not believe such results could have
been reached.

Col. Bache refers to the numerical inadequacy of the Hospital Corps
for field service, when based upon an allowance of so many men to each
post.
The Seventh Regiment of United States Cavalry, 8 troops, numbering over 500
men,and maneuvered as 2 battalions, entered the :field with 2 medical officers, 1 hospital steward, and 4 privates of the Hospital Corps. It. carried 2 ambulances, for
which civilian teamsters were supplied. It left its camp at Pine Ridge Agency as
battalions December 26 and DeGember 28, uniting at Wounded Knee, 16 miles distant,
on the evening of the latter day; both of its medical officers were present, the steward, and 2 privates, both ambulances. The remaini11g 2 privates were left in camp
in ch'"rge of the hospital containing some sick and the property. This regiment was
on the morning of the 29th suddenly involved in a severe engagement with the
Indians, losing 30 killed, and having on its bands 36 of its own wounded, besides a
burden of some 30 severely wounded Indians, chiefly women and children. The hospital steward was killed early in the action, and the hired drivers, although good
men, were frightened almost to the point of abandoning their teams and leaving the
:field. The primary work with this mass of wounded fell, therefore, upon the 2 medical officers and :l privates of the corps, reenforced later by the services of the company
bearers, when these could be spared fi·om the fighting line. That the work was done
at all, that it was well done, was due simply to the ability of the chief medical
officer, Capt. Hoff, and to the instinct of devotion to duty to which his whole training
and example bad compelled his men. Had that regiment been operating at a eli stance
from support or organized assis.tance, instead of having a receiving hospital within
easy reach, it is not hard to cast the sum of its suffering. I cite this regiment because the stress of fight fellnf1on it. and because its medical provision and organization was a model of thoughtful work; and yet, throngh the vice of our present system
of controlling post influence, it failed of three-fifths of its medical effective, and had
its hospital detachment been on the boxes of its ambulances it would have been left
with no force whatever.

To supply this command in southern Dakota men bad to be detached
from twenty different posts, from Fort Canby, Wash., to Hhode Island,
and it is readily seen that if instead of having to meet the needs of a
field command such as that at Pine Hidge Agency the Medical Department had been called upon to meet those of a command four or five
times as large it would have failed assuredly. To meet emergencies of
this character the department should have a reserve force, such as Col.
Bache formed when he organized his Hospital Corps company. These
reserve companies should be stationed at some of the largest posts, and
each should be practically a school in which hospital corps drill, nursing, minor surgery, and first aid in emergencies should be taught. Recruits should go to these companies for instruction, and the needs of
the Army for sanitary soldiers should be supplied from them. An effort is now being made to carry these views into practical effect.
The summer camps and field maneuvers of the last year or two, and
notably the campaign against the discontented Sioux Indians, showed
most distinctly the lack of provision in our Army for mounting those
members of the Hospital Corps that are required by law to be mounted.
At all posts and in all place3 where the law contemplates that any member or the whole of a detachment should be mounted, tlw necessary
horses shoul<l alwa.)S be tllere, as much the responsibility of the senior
medical officer as the horses of the cavalry troop are the car~ of the
troop commander. 'rhey should be stabled and cared for by the men of
the detachment, and exercised and trained under the direction of the
medical officer. It will be a certain increase of expense and an exten-
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sion of work, but wit.hout this absolute provision and control the Medical Department can never be able to give thorough satisfaction in the
field. Col. Bache's remarl{S on this subject fully sustain this statement:
I have already briefly stated in narrative my efforts to procure mounts for such
members of the ho~:~pital corps as are by regulation and antecedent military propriety reqnired to be mounted. These efforts were fruitless and mortifying. It
was not impossible to mount scouts, messengers, artists, and civil topographers; to
draw superfluous tentage and baggage beyond all allowance, but it wns impossible to divert the animals employed in these ways to a logical, military, and exacting purpose. The place of the ambula.nce is with the marching column, wbct,her of
foot troops or mounted. Wherever wheals can keep pace with the command, the
ambulance should go; but the ambulance should not serve as a transport for the
detachment of the hospital corps. Yon need it light and uuincumuered for ready
following. Yon need to spare every pound of draft. The spectacle of an ambulance making 45 miles in uine hours with cavalry, and loaded, as it were, to tile
water line, with a hospital detachment, is not exalting, and it is not military.
Chance mounts are of but scanty use, they are uncertain ; for every man dismouute<l
there may be a horse killed or disabled. Your men are not used to their horses, unused to the saddle, and their security and readiness are by so much diminished. To
have yonr mounted steward and orderly or whole mounted detachment efficient, you
should have the men familiar with their animals, accustomed to their care, intelligent of their needs and capacity. In other words, mounted detachments ~:~honld
always be mounted, for peace and therefore for war; in garrison and therefore for
the field. Here, as in other ways, our weights and measures for post administration
have scaled efficiency of equipment to the point of vanishing. Compromises have
been suggested more or less effective. To mount the detachment, or so many as can
be mouuted, upon the draft animals of the ambulance, as tbe cannoneer~:~ of the
horse artillery are mounted. The objection to this is, first, that in garriBon they are
not under your absolnle control, but may be, and prouably are, used for various purposes; your men are therefore unfamiliar with their individual mounts and the aniruals are not fitted for the saddle; second, that it does not provide for your steward,
for your orderly, nor for any separate flexibility; and third, that if wheels have to be
left and only packs taken, while the general transportation still follows slowly, your
men are dismounted at a critical time or left behind.
To hire mounts is another expedient, unwise, expensive, and frequently prohibitory. The cost is sometimes excessive, from $2 to $3 per day for each animal, the
minimum being 40 cents per day. Again, your men have no intelligent knowledge of
their animals, and with but temporary charge there would be but limited interest,
care, and acquired training.
If the sphere of the hospital detachment were limited to the actual ground in
which the amuu1ance could operate, that is, if it were like a hook-and-ladder company,
ther. to seat the men of the one as we seat men of the other, on their apparatus, would
be so far logical and operative; but if you still require the fire to be suppressed and
lives saved when you leave both transport and apparatus in the rear, it is a~ ways
absurd,"and will sometime be critically disastrous.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS.

During the year the medical department of the Army reported 204
surgical operations, 71 of which were necessitated by injuries and 133 by
disease. 'fhe number, character, and results of these are shown in the
following statement:
Nature of operation.

Disease or injury.

Rcn•ovnl oftu•not·s .......... --···········--·······
.!£nucleation ................... Seba("eous, 7; en-

Total.
1~

18

c_yHte<l, 2; fibrous,
3; lipoma, 5; p a-

]nlloma, 1.
Retnovalof.fort>igu boclieH .. ·-- - ......... . .......
.Bullutsandshot ·······---·-·· Shot wounds···-··-

OpcuiugoCnbscesses ----···- ··-·······--··--·-···Incision....................... Sub maxillary, 1;
cervical, l ; perityphlitic, 1.

R~~;.•· Died.

Remarks.

18 ...... F:we, 2; neck, 8; back,
2; cbest, 1 ; abdomen, 1 ; hand, 4.

4
4

3

3

4

Foot, 1 ; buttock, 1 ;
che::~t, 1; arm, I.

3

Face, 1 ; back, 1 ; abdomen,!.
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Number, character, and results of surgical operations-Continued.
Nature of operation.

Disease or injury.

Operations on the eye .....................•........
For pterygium .............•...••••.........•.......
Cataract .........•••••..••..•.......................
Enucleation................... Gonorrhrea ophthalmia.
Operations on the ear ............................ .
Paracentesis . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Inflammation ...... .
Operations on the nose ........................... .
Snoring ....................... Nasal polypus, 1;
nasal catarrh, 1.
Operations on the month ......................... .
Excision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tonsillitis .....•••..
Operation• on arteriel!l •.......•.............•......
Ligation ..............•..••.••• Pnncture,l. ....•..•
•
•
Laceration, 1. ...•...
Operat1ons on ve•ns .....••.........................
.I<'or varicocele .......•••••.....••••.••••.•.••••.....
Opt-rations on nerves ............................. .
Excision ...................... Neuralgia .•••••.••.
Operations on the respira- ..................... .
tory organs.
Trach~otomy ..•.......•...•... Diphtheria, 1; asphyxia,!.
Paracentesis .......•.•........ Pleurisy .•.•••••••••
Operations ou the diKe•tive ..................... .
or,KanSo

~~~~~r~:~: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Total.

3

R:;;~· Died.
1
1
1

Extirpation.

1

1

Middle ear.

2

2

1
1
1

1
~

1
1

1

~

1
1

1
1

Radial, 1 ; ulnar, 1.

2

Neuroma.

1
1
~
<)

4
2

1

2

2

1
2

1
2

10
18

10
18

Paracentesis abdominis .•.........••..•••••.••••.....
Operations on the urinary . •....................

16

?o~~:;icture, urethral

dilatation.
Internal urethrotomy . . . . . . . . .
Operations Oil the generative organs.
For phimosis .......•••••.•.•..

1

Gonorrhrea •.•......
..................... .

15
lii

1
3

1

1
6
2
2
1
1

1

24

24

~4

Operations on li111b!il ..............•.................

3ii

Am~~t~~~ -f~~·. ~~~~~:.::::::: ." . Sb~t ;;~~~d-::::::::
Forearm ...................... do ............. .
.Across han<l . . . .. . . . . .. . . . Fractme .......... .
Fingers . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . Shot, 8 injnry, 12;
frostbite, 2."
Thigh..................... Fracture ........... .
Leg........................ Shot.1; fracture, 3 .
.Ankle joint................ Frostbite .......... .
Toes . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Fracture, 1; frostbite, 1.
Amputation for disease ...•.............•...........
Part of hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ulcer .............. .
Ope•·ntionN_ou,tnnscles, tell• ..................... .
dons, nnd fascire.
For hammer toe ...•.••••••......•......•.•..........
Scraping muscles .............. Sinuses ...••........
Excision ganglion .................................. .
Opernlious on sldn, etc ........................... .
Ingrowing nails .........•...........................
Skin )!rafting ..........••..... Chronic ulcer ...... .
Cicatrix....................... Scrofulous ulcer ... .
.Aggr<·gate ...................•....................

a Death from pyremia.

15

10 . • • • • • . . . . . . . Circumeision, 10.

op::!~i!~.-8 ~~.-j~i~.-~-;;: :::::::: .~~~~~~-:~~~~~~~-: :::
Reduction of dislocation ...•.................••......

Incision. 8 ; ligation, 2.
Ligation, 13 ; excision,
1 ; cautery, 3; dilatation, I.

1

Gonorrhreal. ....••..

G onorrbreal, 2;
syphilitic, 3; COD·
genital. 2; not
stated, 3.
Balanitis.................. Gouorrhreal ..•..••.
Hydrocele ...•.•..•••••.........•........•.......
Testicle . . . • • . • . . • . . . . • • . . . Orchitis .........•..
Operations Oil bonel!l ............................... .
Removal ofportions .••••••.... Fracture,l;diseasel
Trephining . . . • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . . Fracture .......... .
Excision, elbow............... Shot wound ....... .

1

3~

l!'or fistula in ano .•••.•••••..•..•••••.••••..••.••••.•
Hemorrhoids .....••....•••.....•.•...•.•.•.••.•••••.

0

Remarks.

34

1
1
1
22

1
1
1

..........

-----a1
b1

4

1

1
2

1
1

Shoulder, 15 ; elbow, 7;
wrist, 1 ; knee, 1.

1
1
22

4

:J

Skull,1; finger, 1.
Parietal.
Primary.
Tibia.

2

2

2

Circumcision.
Tapping, 2; incision, L
Castration.

3

Intermediary.
Primary.
Do.
Primar.v, 18; intermediary, 2: secondary, 2.
Primary.
Primar_y, 1; intermediary, 1; secontlary,l.
Secondary .
Prhnary, 1; intermediary, 1.

------· .............
1

1
1
c1
1 ............ .

13

11
1
1

11 ..... .
1 ...... Thigh.
1
Excision.

--w11=~

b Double amputation.

=

c Death from asthma.
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VACCINATIONS.

The total number of pl'imary vaccinations reported was 1,224, of
which 729, or 59.6 per cent, were ~uccessful; 556, with 374 successful,
at the recruiting depots; and 668, with 355 successes, in the Army at
large.
The revaceinationsnumbered 6,230. Of these 2,518 were at the depot:-;
and 3, 712 in the Army at large ; 87 5 of the former and l ,177 of the latter,
or a total of 32.9 per cent, were successful.
Bovine virus was used in 1,105 primary cases, o81, or 61.6 per cent,
successful; and in 5,3!J6 revaccinations, with 1,854, or 34.4 per cent,
satisfactory.
Humanized virus was ~sed in 119 primary cases, 48, or 40.3 per cent,
successful; and in 834 revaceinations, with 198 cases, or 23.8 per cent,
satisfactory.
CIVILIANS ATTACHED TO OR WITH THE .ARMY.

The civilian attaches of the Army comprise the families of officers and
enlisted men, servants, employes of the various departments, together
with tlleir families, and all persons not included in the personnel of the
Army wllo are allowed to reside at military stations or accompany military command~. As shown by the consolidated reports of the departments, with a mean strength of 24,234 officers and enlisted men, there
were constantly present during the year an average of 14,450 civilians,
of whom 2,831 were adult males, 5,456 adult females, and 6,163 children.
Tile admissions to sick report for the year numbered, for the adult
males, 2,637; deaths, 38; for the adult females, 7,121; deaths, 49; for the
children, 6,979; deaths, 141, or an aggregateof16, 737 admissions and 228
deaths. The admission rates per 1,000 of strength were 931 for adult
males, 1,305 for adult females, and 1,132 for clliJ,).ren, or an average of
1,158; the death rate for adult males was 13, for adult females 9, for
children 23, average 16. For the previous year the admission rate for
adult males was 808, adult females 1,385, children 1,278, average 1,223;
and the death rates 6, 8, and 20, average 13.
Tile deaths and their causes are here tabulated :
Adult
Adult I .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _n_i_se_a_se_s_.---------l-m_a_Ie_s. females. Children. Total.
Specific febrile and infectious diseases.........................
1
Constitutional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Developmental.................... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .
3
Nervous . ... . ....................................................
3

10

45

5
2

14
5
11

2

fi§ft?~:~~~:~~~: :~~:~:: : : ~: ~~~~~ ~~ ~:: ::~ : : : : : ::::::~: . . .I

1

Total from disease ........................................ .
Total from injuries ............................................. .
Unknown ...................................................... .

29
8
1

4,5
129
3
12
1 ......... .

Total from all causes ..................................... .

38

~

:f

Urinary.........................................................
2 ................... .
Parturition and results . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . •• • .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 .•••• - •• -.

141

56
19

10
16

54
8
33
3
2
2

203
23
2

228

MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS.

On the consolidated reports there were noted during the year 52
marriages, of which 10 were of officers, 4.0 of enlisted men, and 2 of
civilian attaches.

'
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There were recorded also 488 births: male, 238; female, 250. Eighty-'
six were cbil«lren of officers, 342 of enlisted men, and 60 of civilian employes. Besides these, :.W births were reported among the Indian prisoners at :Mount Vernon Barracks-9 males and 17 females.
List of special1·eports received du1·ing the calendar year.
MEDICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Appel, A. H . • • . . . . . . Acting assistant surgeon . Acute apendicitis with perforation of vermiform
appendix; autopsy.
Epidemic influenza at Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Banister, W. B ..... .. Capt. and asst. surgeon'.... Epidemic influenza at Fort Grant, .Ariz.
Brickett, G. E ....... . Acting assistant surgeon . Epidemic influenza at Kennebec Arsenal, Me.
Bowles, S. W ....... . Acting assistant surgeon . Case of nervous exhaustion.
Bradley, A. E .••.... Lieut. and asst. surgeon ... Death from phthisis.
Coe,A.H ... ....... ,. Acting assistant surgeon .. Epidemic influenza at Fort Missoula, Mont. Case
of acute lobar pneumonia, treatment witll calomel
with remarkable result.
Cowdrey, S. G . ••.•.. - Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . Ca11e of smallpox. Recovery.
Corson, J. K ..•.•.. -. Major and surgeon ....... . Otitis media: death.
Epidemic influenza at, Fort Rherman, Idaho.
Comegys, E. T .•• . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... . Epidemic infltwnza. at Fort Bayard, N. Mex.
Craig, G. G . . . . . . . . . . Acting assistant surgeon . Autopsy; death from acute enteriti8.
Ebert, R. G . • • • • • . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon .... Operations of hospital corps in summer camp.
Suggestions r(:llative to the contents of the medical panniers.
Frick, A. P . . • . . • • . . . Actin~ aolsistant surgeon . Varcinationa at Fort Selden, N.Mex.
Epidemic iJ,fluenza at Fort Selden, N. Mex.
Fer~ruson, J. B....... Acting assistant surgeon . Thermograph in a case of remittent fever.
Forwood, W. H . • . . . . Major and surgeon ....... . Tertiary syphilis.
Fisher, W. W. R..... Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . EpidemiC of acute dysentery in camp on Tougue
River, Mont.; suggests tents for sick be of some
dark color.
Pulmonary oedema successfully treated with fluid
extract of jaborandi.
Gardner, E. F....... Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . Cancer of the omentum.
Gibson, J. R . . • . . . . . . Major and surgeon ....... . Death from phthisis.
'l'yphoid fever with catarrhal pneumonia; death.
Chronic inflammation of the bladder.
Girard,A.C ......... Majorandsurgeon ...... .. Aneurism of aorta.
Gorgas, W. C • • • . . . . . Capt. and asst. surgson .. Rapid delivery necessitated by puerperal convulsions.
Gray, W. W . . . . . . . . . Capt. and as~t. surgoon ... Croupous pneumonia involving both lungs; death.
Harvey, P. F .•••.•••. Major and surgeon .•..... Scarlet fever; r~markable susceptibility to the infection.
Haskins, H. S ... .... . .Acting asst. surgeon ..... . Death from meningeal hemorrhage.
Heizmann, C. L ... . .. Major and surgeon ....... . Fever cases at Fort Sam Houston, Tex., 1889 and
1890.

Clinical account, causes and treatment.
Horton, S.M......... Major and surgeon ..... . .Autopsy, diffused aneurism desceudiug aorta.
Holland, F. H . . . . • • • . Acting assistant surgeon . Acute articular rheumatism affecting all the ,joints
of arms aud lejrs.
Heyl, A.B........... Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Chrouic endocarditis.
Jarvis, N. S ...... . . .. Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Miscarriage with difficult removal of placenta and
tardy contraction of womb.
Kneedler, W. L...... Capt. and asst. surgeon ... . Serous apoplexy.
Epidemic of diphtheria at West Point N.Y.
Koerper, E. A . . . . . . . Ma,ior and surgeon ....... . Iufluenza and capill:uy bronchitis; death.
Lauderdale, J. V.... Major and surgeon ....... . Pneumonia probably following an iujury of the
chest; recovery.
La Garde, L. A . • • • . . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... . Typhoid fever at Fort Assinniboine, Mont., 1889.
Appr.mlicitis; recovery.
Stricture, urethrotomy; recovery. Pelvic celltllitis; laparotomy; recovery.
Mason, C. F • • • • .. . .. Lieut. arid asst. surgeon ... Epidemic influenza at Fort Washakie, Wyo., 44
thennographs.
Case of hemorrhage of the stomach with hrematuria; recovery.
Acute dyse11tery; recovery.
Results obtained from the ·'Erlich urinary test.
McCreery, Geo ...... . Capt. and asst. surgeon .. .. Thermograph in typhoid fever.
M,1Elderry, IT........ Major and surgeon... . .. . Scarlet fever at West Point, N.Y.
McClellan, E ............. do . ................ .. DeatH from chrome gastric catarrh.
Merrill, J. C . . . . . . • • . Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . Typhoid fe..-er.
Morris, E. R ............... do .................. . Eptdemic influenza at Fort Shaw, 'Mont.
Moseley,E.R ............. do .................. . Fevers at For·t ()lark, Tex., 1889 and 1890.
Remittent pernicious fever; death.
Screw worms in the nose and head ; death. An·
topsy.
Norris,]:; ........... Colonel and surgeon .... .. Pneumonia right lung; recovery.
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List of special1·eports 1·eceived during the calenda1· yea1·-Conmnued.
MEDICAL REPORTS-Continued.
:Name.

Rank.

Report.

0' Reilly, R. M . .•• . . . Major and surgeon ....... . Aneu!'ism of the thoracic aorta.
Perley, H. 0 .. . • . .• .. Capt. ami asst. surgeon . . . .Acute pleurisy , aspiration; recovery. .
Pope, B. F . . . • . . • . • . . Major and surgeon ..•••.. Typhoid fever and water supply at Whipple llarr acks, Ariz.
Rafferty, 0 ........... Lieut. and a~~st. surgeon .. Typhoid fevAr at Fort Sam Houston, Tex.
Rubinson, S. Q . . • . • • . Capt. and asst. surgeon •.. Four cases of continued fever; quinine and Warburg's tincture without beneficial result. Thermogt·aphs.
Snter, W. N.......... Lieut. and asst. surgeon . .. Append tc1tis ; recover.v.
Taylor, B.D .....••.. Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Epid emic influenza at Fort Sill, Okl.
Tilton, H. R . . . . . . • . . Major and surgeon ..•. .... Two revorts on the epidemic of influenza at West
Point, N.Y.
Trenia saginata; trr atment with extract of male
fern.
Turrill, H. S . . . . . . . . . Capt. ai!d asst. surgeon .. . Epidemic inflnllnza at Fort Spokane, Wash.
Vickery, R. S....... Major and surgeon ....... . .Aneurism of the aor1 a .
Idiopathic tetany ; Sllllden death.
Pulmonary tu bercnlosis; df'ath. Thermograph.
Waters, W.E .............. do .................. . Acute pharyngitis, metastatic inflammation of both
testicles ; r ecovery.
i'
Autopsy, thorax allll abdomi11al organs.
Case of insanity.
Weirick, R. S ........ Acting a11:iistant surgeon . AutopRy in a case of sudden death; cause not determined.
.
White, R. H .......•. Major and surgeon ....... . Acute d.1sentery. Thermograph.
Thermograph in typhoid and remittent fever at
Fort Mytlr, Va.
Wilcox, T. E......... Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Fevers at Camp George Crook, Nebr. QRinine
without apparent influence on course of disease.
Thermog;raphs.
Typhoid fever; recovery.
Thermograph.
'\Vinne, C. K ............... do .•......•••••.•••.. Continued fever. Thermograph.
Thermograph in case of pneumonia.
Wolverton, W. D.... Major and surgeon . ...••. Aneurism of the aorta.
Wood, :M. W......... Capt. aud asst. surgeon ... Influenza at Fort Randall, S. Dak.
Rattlesnake poisoning and its antidote.
Woodruff, C. E ............. do .......••••••.•.... Vaccinations at Fort Gaston, Cal.
Diseases of Northern California Indians.
SURGICAL REPORTS.
Banister, J. M . . . . . . . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Double rupture of the choroid.
Melanotic sarcoma of the choroid.
Case of drowning.
Cor busier, W. H .......... do .•••••..•.•...•••.. Stricture of urethra, external perineal uret.brotomy; death.
DeLoffre, A . .A ............. do .••..••••••.••..... Traumatic tetanus, chloral; recovery.
Opium poisoning; recovery.
Tubercular orchitis; castration.
Dewey, F. S.......... Acting assistant 11urgeon . Shot wound, brain; fatal.
Fisher, W. W. R..... Cnpt. aml asst. surgeon ... Empyema, incision, drainage; recovery.
France. J. M ......... Acting assistant sut·geon. Gunshot wound, thigh; recovery.
Frick, E. B . • • . • • . • . . Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Rattlesnake bite, injection permanganate of potash; tourniquet; recovery.
Gorgas, W. C . . . . • • . Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Diphtheria, tracheotomy; death.
Fracture of skull; fatal.
Gandy, C. W ............... do ............• . ..... Fracture of cervical vertebra; autopsy.
Gltmnan, J.D ........ Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. . Fracture of skull aud spine.
Girard,J.B .......... Majorandsurgeon ...... .. Gunshot wound of elbow.
Garrlner, W.H ............ . do ..... . .... . ...... .. Severe contused wound of scalp and results.
Harris, H. S. T....... Capt. and asst. surgeon ... Fracture of skull, trephining; death.
Hoft,.T. Van!{ ............ do ................. .. Punctured wound perforating spleen; autopsy.
•Tobnson, R. W ............. do .................. . Rupture of11mall intestine; autopsy .
La Garde, L.A ............. do ...•..•.....•...... .!.bscess of liver, incision; recovery. Paranephritis, incil'!ion; recovery. Astigmatism.
Lippincott, H........ M~jor and surgeon ...... . Enlargement of inguinal glands.
Kimllall,J. P ............. do ......... . ........ . Shot wound of hand, amputation; recovery.
McCaw, W. D ........ Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . Death from hydrophollia.
Moseley, E. B .............. do ................. .. Death from lightning stroke.
Merrili,J.C ............... do ................. .. Fracture of scapula.
·
Poiudexter, J. D . . . . . Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. . Gunshot wound of leg.
Shannon, \V. C •.•.... Capt. and asst. surgeon .. . Death from poisoning by clove tea used as an abo:r·
tifac1ent; autopsy.
Suicide bv laudanum.
Shot wound of t.high.
Rattlesnake bite, hypodermic spirits of ammonia;
recovery.
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List of special repm·ts received du1·ing the calendar year-Continued.
SURGICAL REPORTS-Continued.
Name.

Report.

Rank.

Snyder, H. D........ . Lieut. and usst. surgeon .. ,
Sand erson, J. L .. .. .. Acting assistant surgeon ..
Sewall, C. A .......... .... do ....... . .......... .
Suter, W. N .... . .. .. . Lieut. and asst. surgeon .. .
Taylor, B. D . . • . . • • • . Capt. and asst. surgeon .. .
Weirick, S. T ........ Acting asRistantsurgeon ..
Wilcox, 0 ............ Lieut. and asst. surgeon. __
Wood, M. W . • • . • . • • . {)apt. and asst. surgeon .. _

Suicide, gunshot wound of skull; autopsy.
Gunshot wound of leg.
Fracture of ribs.
Autopsy in a case of death from rupture of pulmonary blood vessels following injury.
Death from opium poisoning.
Stab wound of chest; autopsy.
Shot wound of abdomen ; death.
Rapid recovery from effect of ether.
Injuries to spine.

.

SANITARY CONDITION OF THE ARMY.
QUARTERS.

The quarters provided by the United States Government for its
troops have been improved recently in two ways, by building andrepair and by the abandonment of old and dilapidated structures or unhealthy localities. During the calendar year the garrisons were withdrawn from the following stations: Fort Klamath, Oregon, Fort Maginnis, Mont., in July; Fort Crawford, Colo., Fort Mojave, Ariz., and
.Fort Gibson, Ind. T., in September; Little Rock Barracks, Ark., Fort
Pierre, Dak., Fort Elliott, Tex., Fort Bridger, Wyo., Fort Selden, N.
Mex., and Fort McDowell, Ariz., in October; Fort Totten, Dak., and
Fort Verde, Ariz., in December. At most of these tlle quarters were
overcrowded and poorly ventilated, so that their abandonment has been
a clear sanitary gain, and will probably show its influence in diminished
sick rates hereafter.
From many posts the condition of the men's quarters is reported as
satisfactory; and sanitary progress is manifested by such reports
as that from Fort Hamilton, N·. Y., which announces that in October
the damp, moldy, and unventilated casemates, which for years past have
been nurseries of consumption and rheumatism, had been vacated by
all except the .band, prisoners, and guard, and the troops moved into
commodious barracks built on the open plain.
Nevertheless the reports for the year are by no means all satisfactory.
Overcrowding and its associated defective ventilation are the sanitary
faults that are most frequently noted ; but bad construction, inefficient
means of heating, undrained ~,nd unventilated sites, with rotting woodwork, leaky roofs and general dilapidation are occasionally recorded,
showing that although much has been accomplished of late years on
behalf of the comfort and health of the soldier and the attaches of our
military posts, we are far from being able to rest satisfied with present
conditions. Dilapidation and insanitary construction are reported from
Fort Union, N. Mex., }.,ort Omaha, Nebr., Fort Barrancas, Fla., Camp
at Eagle Pass, Tex., and Boise Barracks, Idaho, as follows :
Fort Union, N. Mex.-Quarters, dilapidated and leaky.
Fort Omaha, Nebr.-Dilapidated condition of nearly all the buildings at the post;
same as heretofore. As the post will probably be occupied for years, all the quarters
should be repaired.
Fort Barrancas, Fla.-The barrack building was excellently adapted for the
health and comfort of the meu at the time it was built, though it needs urinals and
latrines on the secoud and third stories. An elevator would be a great addition.
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The officers' quarters are old, dilapidated frame structures, poorly adapted to comfort or convenience. The natural ad v:mtages of location and surroundings are so
great that <t eom parati vely small expenditure could make the post comfortahle and
healthful. At preAent. it is neither.
Carnp Eagle Pass, Tex.-The buildings are old and the woodwork barlly decayed.
The veranda of the barracks and the passage from the srtnad room to the mess room
are sinking and separatmg from the main building, owing to decay of the supp"rts.
They have been repeatedly repaired, but are ~;o rotten that further repair is impossible without renewal of mncb of the underpinning. The con1lition is really dangerous. The roof pf the barrack is full of holes, and during the recent rains the men
Lave been obliged to get up at night and move their bunks to avoid the streams of
water corning through the roof. Man;y of the holes are so large that the swelling of
the f;hiugles during a continnon~:; rain will not close them. The rainy season will
soon he upon us, and if this leaky condition be not remedied the men will have two
months of discomfort, if there are no more serious results. The roof is thoroughly
rotten a111l f;ags down in many places. The shingles are so rotten that they will nvt
bold nails, and '"hen the eave troughs fill with water their weight drags ont. ma.uy
of tho nailti and they festoon the building in ratller an unsightly manner. If a ll<'W
roof can not he put on, I would respectfully suggest that the building be covered
with pauliuH befi>re the rains set in, an expensive process, to be sure, but justified,
in my opinion, uy the necessities of the case.
Boise 1Jan·ack8, ldaho.-No gf'neral terms can possibly define the sanitary coudit.ion
of the buildiugA here, !<O different are they in construction, plans, and snrronndings_
as well as in tbe possession or lack of conveniences for comfort. To begin with, the
quarters for tbe enlisted meu are with few exceptions as good as conld he expected
at such a pl:tee as this. They have good ventilation, good air space, good and safe
heating appliances, good cooking appliances, good light generally, and they are kept
in good, cleanly condition. ~ " .. The ofticers' quarters have rooms enough in
each of them, but the quarters are not well planned. They are drafty and i neonveniently coustructe1l. Their water-closet facilities are abomiuablt·, and the bath
houses attached to them are practlcally useless l.wcause of the danger of being chilled
after bathing in unhealthy rooms separated from tbe generally occupied parts of the
house. No good heating arrangements are provided for the bathrooms of either men
or officers. \Vater beaters in each rooD' would be a boon. * * * The married
soldiers' quarters are old and built oflogs. They harbor heclbugA and invite catarrhs.
Their condition has been set forth by my predecessor. I feel tllat I need not allnde to
them further now than to disparage them.

The difficulty of keeping the men warm in quarters is reported. from
Fort Pembina, N. Dak.:
The barrack rooms have been uncomfortable during the cold weather, as it has been
founJ impossible to heat them sufficiently. * * * I recommend that the squad
rooms be ~:;nitably ceiled and floored, and that the height of the rooms, which is now
14 feet, be reduced to 12 feet; such au improvement wonld. in my opinion contribute
ver~T materially to the comfort of the occupants antl at the same time afford sufficient
air space. It is absolutely necessary for the welfare and health of the command that
the barra.cks be made more comfortable than they are at present in cold weather.
* • .. The temperature of this post during the nights of the past month (Jan nary)
has averaged. 19° below zPro, on the night of the 25th it was-4fj 0 , and on the night
of the 27th-43°. Consequently considerable suffering from cold was experienced
by the inmates of the barracks.

The quarters of the officers and of the married soldiers are at some
posts not in good eondition:
F01·t Wadsworth, N. Y.-Complaint is made that some of the offiP.ers' quarters are
not in good condition on account of the leakage and water standing in the basements.
F01·t Stanton, N. Mex.-The quarters occupied by the married soldiers are old! dilapidated alHl very much in need of repair.
Fo1·t Du Cltesne, Utah.-The quarters are good except that several of those occupied
by married men leak badly.
Fo1·t Missoula, Mont.-Old log buildings are occupied by married enlisted men, the
floors of which are generally poor and very close to the gro~nd, leaving little or no
area for ventilation underneath In winter it is necessary to do laun(lry work withm
doors, and the soil in some of them has become polluted with waste water used for
this purpose.
WAR 91-VOL I--39
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Thirty years ago in the British service the dormitories of the men
had at many of the barracks an allowable occupancy which was lettered on the door of tlle room and was not permitted to be exceeded ;
and during all these thirty years we have recognized in this country
the ueed for a certain amount of floor space and of air space in our
sleeping rooms as preservative of healtll. Thi1:1 is very well as theoretical sanitary knowledge, but we profit little by it when we find our
troops crowded as at Fort Columbus, N.Y., in a minimum of 380 cubic
feet per man and a maximum of 460 1eet:
FORT CoLUMBus, N.Y.-Maj. J. R. Gibl!on: Limited capacity of the squad rooms
or dormitories of the three companies composing the garrison. These apartments are
overcrowded. The minimum cnbic air space per man is 380 feet (A battery), tile
m~tx:imurn 460 feet (C Battery).
FORT BAYARD, N. Mex.-Capt. E. T. Cornegys: The barracks are too small for the
full strength of t,he companies and troops. The infantry barracks are only la.rge
enough for 40 men, and the cavalry for 58 men.
ANGEL IsLAND, CAL.-Maj. C. E. Mnnn: My attention has been particularly calJecl
at the recent month1y inspection to the crowde<l condition of the barracks. As the
companies are now recruited to their full strength, very little floor space is left. between the bunks. As yet I have observed uo sickness in consequence, although there
have been mnch inconvenience and discomfort. At present I have no recommeoclation to make, but desire to suggest that in the immediate future the barracks will
have to be enlarged to fultill modern sanitary requirements.

Fort Thomas, Ariz., Lieut. E. L. Swift, referring to the crowded condition and faulty ventilation of soldien;' quarters, and suggesting that
an unoccupied set of quarters be placed in suitable repair, states:
I am informed by the post quartermaster that there is no material at the post to
effect this much-needed reform. In view of this I would recommend that the atteotion of the authorities empowered to grant the necessary material be called to the
spectacle of rooms crow<led with rows of heds, from l~ 1o 2 feet apart, the :'l.ir of
which at night reeks with the close, confined stench oft:~aturation with animal effluvia.
Twenty-one different mPn have be~n excused from dnty since the 15th of the month,
aud others have been treated without being excused.
WILLETS POINT, N. Y.-JI.faj. Clarence Ewing: 'l'Le barracks are continually overcrowded and there is no provision for veutilat•on . This same evil is the subject of
complaint during the whole year.

Deficient ventilation is, however, the chief subject of complaint with
regard to the barrack rooms. In many instances no provision has been
made for v·entilation, except such as is aft'orded by the doors, windows,
and the chinks of imperfect const.ruetion. These answer very well in
mild and warm climates, but at a majority of our posts something· more
must be done. Usually when special proYision is made for a fresh-air
inflow it is brought in by boxes uucler the floor, opening near the stove,
and the outflows are eitller in the ceiling leading to openings in the
ridge or in the walls near the ceiling and the floor opening into tlw
chimney flues. Many faults in attem~'ted systems of artificial ventilation might be pointed out, but those most common in our barracks
manifest an utter want of knowledge of this subject on the part of the
officers responsible for the construction of the quarters. There is frequently no provision for a fresh-air inflow, the opinion appearing to
prevail that if an exit is provided the foul air will go out and fresh air
will come in since natnre abhors a vacnurn; out it is not always clear
how nature cctn avail herself of the exits. There is no air current in a
bottle, although its stopper be removed, and there is oftentimes no air
current in a barrack room, although there may be a hole in the ceiling·
communicating with the external air. Not infrequently, however, the
ho1e in tlle ceiling communicates only with the dosed attic and does no
more for the ventilation of the room when it is open than when it is
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closed. When ridge ven-tilation, so called, is provided there is fre·
quently an utter lack of proportion between the registers in the ceil·
ing and the opening in the ridge; and so also, when shafts have been
built, they are frequently incompetent to perform the work for which
they were intended.
Take, for instance, the case cited below by l\lajor Woodhull at Fort
Sherman, Idaho, where to properly ventilate the barrack room 108,000
cubic feet of air per hour are required. The only arrangement for supplying this is a,n exit for the contained air when it is displaced by the
incoming air, for which incoming air there is absolutely no provision.
The exit consists of two registers 20 by 23 inches each, but so reduced
by iron latticework that both combined give but 135 square inches in
the clear. Assuming tuat there is a free ventilating inflow into this
barrack room, the contained air would have to whistle through the exit
at the gusty rate of 30 linear feet per second to accomplish the intended
object. When such insanitary architecture is perpetrated it well may
be said that some one conversant with the sa,nitary needs of the soldier's dwelling should have been consulted before the plans were approved and the money expended for the work. If it be lleld that Fort
Sllerman is an old post, and that nothing of the kind occurs at tlle
present day, I desire to invite attention to a barrack building recently
erected at Uolum bus Barracks, Ohio. This building consists of a center and two wings, the former of three stories containing orderly rooms,
offices, storerooms, etc., the latter, each of two stories, used as squad
rooms or dormitories. They measure each 68 by 30 by 12 feet, and are
each subdivided into fifteen cells or stalls, each 9 by 8~ feet, and separated from the others by a partition 8 feet high, leaving the upper 4
feet of each room common to all the subdiviswns. Such an arrangement of course adds materially to the difficulty of properly ventilating·
these barrack rooms, yet no provision whatever was made for ventilation. A little kuowledge of the need for fresh air, and of the means of
introducing it and of removing the respired air, would have modified the
plans for this barrack so that if the stall arrangement had been insjsted
upon for the sake of privacy, which by the way is inconsistent with the
family character of the military company or troop, there would have
been proper provision for the ventilation of the stall8 in the original
plans.
At the same post I :find recently constructed officers' quarters with
so little attention to drainage of site and the exclusion of subsoil tLat
60 buckets of water were bailed out daily from a hole in the cellar tloor
measuring not more than a cubic foot. Here were the causative conditions of rheumatism, pneumonia, and consumption for the families coudemned to occupy these quarters. \Vhen such sanitary faults come
within my cognizance in the reports of the medical officers of the Army,
I can not refrain from reiterating the recommendation made by the
Surgeon-General o.f the Army in the Annual Report for the year ending
June 30, 1888, p. 103, in the following language:
The formulation of a general plan for the improvement of the sanitary conditions
now prevalent throughout the Army, especially those connected with the constrnction
of quarters and with water supply, drainage, disposal of nightsoil, bathing facilitim;,
food, and clothing, is a matter of so much moment, and involves the consideration
of so many questions of a diverse natnre an(l the reconciling of so many confl.ictiu~
interests, that it ongbt to be intru~:~ted, not to any one officer nor to the officers of
any one arm or department, but rather to a board of officers, who should represent
different branches of the service, and should be selected because of their special fitHess for the duty required. No argument can be needecl to demonstrate the necessity
for a full representation of the Medical Department in the organization of such a
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board, for it is obvious that, by reason of his special training and experience, the opinion of the military surgeon and sanitarian upon almost any question likely to be
presented for the consideration of the board must be entitled to considerable weight,
while without his advice and assistance a satisfactory solution of many problems of
sanitation can not be hoped for.
I earnestly recommend the appointment of a sanitary board as indicated above,
and that this board be charged with a thorough investigation of and report upon
the sanitary conclit,ions prevailing in the military etStal>lishment. This report should
include a statement ofthe nature and probable cost of proposed improvements, and
upon it can be l>ase<l any action which may be deemed advisable. If it be found, as
it doubtless will be, that current appropriations are insufficient to meet the cost of
the changes recommended, Congress can very properly be asked to provide the necessary funds.

Generally when improvements are to be made the views of the medical officer are requested and have due weight in the decision of unsettled points; and in hospital construction the regulations call for the
opinion of the medical officer and constitute that officer the inspector
of the work on behalf of the Medical Department; but other buildings
anrl important sanitary works are sometimes planned and carried to
completion without reference to medical opinion. The need of subsequent alterations, so frequent in the experience of tbe past, would often
be obviated were the views of the medical officer to have full consideration before final action is taken in all such cases. In fact, medical
officers are maintained at military posts not so much for the treatment
of the individual sick, as to guard against sickness by recommendations
based on their knowledge of the causes of disease. Hence, if it be
deemed inadvisable to organize such a board as is recommended above,
I would suggest, in the interest of the service and for the protection of
the Government against possible mistakes, that the Regulations of the
Army be so modified as to place all buildings at military posts on the
same footing as hospital const.ruction, and in all such cases, before tbe
plans leave tJJe post, the local medical officer be requested to give in
writing his views on the sanitary questions of location, drainage, sewerage, ventilation, heating and lighting, and that the report of completion, so far as sanitary matters are concerned, be accompanied by a like
report from the medical officer.
Major Happersett entered a protest against the rough or sand finish
of tbe walls of the barrack buildings and water. closets of Fort McPherson, Ga., which appears to be well taken in view of the sanitary opinions
that are now dominant. Tbe inequalities of the sauu finish offer a convenient harborage for all types of bacterial uust, and certainly the hard
and smooth finish which he recommends is cleaner and necessarily more
healthy.
FORT McPHERSON, GA.-MaJ. J. C. G. Happm·sett: Except the officers' quarters
the inside walls of all buildings here have a "rough'' or ''sand" finish, which, for
barrack!< and ·water-closets especially. is extremely objectionable from a sanitary
point ot view, furnishing a safe and convenient harbor for all types of disease germs.
Investigation and experience have demonstrated that the smoother, harder, and
more illipE-rvious to moisture all such walls are rendered the safPr and better for
health. I would therefore recommend that the walls of the buildings intended for
occnpancy by troops ha.ve the customary hard finish, being far less objectionable
aud, as I am informed, not more expensive than the present method.
FoRT ::3HERMAN, IDAHO.-llJaj. A. A. Woodhull: The second matter for the consideration of t be con :manding officer itS the ventilation of the l>arracks. The men's sleeping
rooms, 1he so-called squad rooms, occupy tbe second story of the barrack building
and are uniform in plan, although two ha,Te higher ceilings than the other two. The
stnaller of these, 1:33 by 23 by 10 feet, 30,590 cubic feet, has adequate floor space and
eul>ic capacity for its average occupancy, but in common with the others has no
proper provision for the change of air. Taking a company of 54 men, with a nightly
average preRent of 36, and a maximum thus present of 4tj, we find that in order to
give each of the 36 men :3,000 cubic feet of air per hour (the proper allowance) the
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whole 30,590 cubic feet must be changed a little more than three times per hour, and
for more men the change must be made more frequently. There is no provision for
the direct admission of the external atmosphere, an{l what does enter makes its way
through undesigned openings in construction. The pn~snmerl Pscape of the contained
air is through two so-calleil. ventilators, 20 by 23 inch ' s each, covered with 1att,ice
work. Each of these bas 30 lozenge-shaped openings It inches sqna.re, or in both a
total of 135 square inches, somewhat less than a foot. Tllese openings communicate
directly with the attic, which is not accessible in any other way, autl the attic communicates with the outer air by small, slatted openlllgs at each extr~mit.y and midway on the two sides. The contained air in the squad room can not pass out through
these openings to any appreciable extent, and it it could they are too small to properly ventilate the room. There should be a minimum of 6 square inches per man for
formal exit, which makes allowance for imperfect construction and for the draft by
the stoves. For temporary relief, with little expense and trouble, I advise the introduction through the roof, just within the outer wall, near the eaves, of each side
of the squad room of 6-inch tuhes, to extend as high as the rillge and to be capped
sufficiently to exclude the rain. These are made of galvanized iron, but ordinary
stovepipe or tin water pipe will answer foi' the time. These can be put in without
difficulty and will materially add to the comfort and health of the men and relieve
the close and stuffy feeling that now prevails at night. A radical and permanent
improvement of the ventilation should be through the ridge, aud might properly be
a subject for the next year's estimates by the quartermaster.
FORT RENO, OKLA.-Capt. J. C. Mel'l·ill: Bad ventilation of barracks; sanitary
condition of tho} houses oceupied by enlisterl men wretched. The cubic air space in
most of the barracks is sufficient, pe1· se, averaging over 1;000 cubic feet per man, the
lowest being in the south and north dormitories of E troop, in which it is H84 and750
cubic feet, respectively, with a floor space of 74 and 64 square feet per bunk. Such
average air space is, however, practically much reduced by the defective ventilation. Where air shafts have been pnt in their size is wholly inadt>qnate; thus in the
dormitory of G company, which has a partial partition, bnt is practically one room
of 9tl by 28 by 12 feet (32,9~8 cubic feet), there a,re two slHtfts each 1 foot square
and a third 15 inches square. In a majority of the dormitories there is no shaft., a
hole in the ceiling opening into a dark attic. In B anfl G troops there iA a l:ttticed
opening in a hipped projection from the attic facing Aonth; the prevalling wind from
that direction has the effect of forcing the attic air down into the dormitories. No
inlets are anywhere provided. It is suggested that the hanging lamps be suspended
humediatt>ly under all shafts and ceiling openings to cause a certain amount of updraft during the evening; but it is again submitted that in all the barrack dormitories at this post the means of ventilation are altogether inefficient.
FORT RILEY, KANS.-The question of ventilation of the barracks is still a vexed
one.
FORT BOWIE, ARIZ.-Quarters good. The barracks are inadequate and poorly ventilated.
NEWPORT BARRACKS, KY.-Lack of proper and sufficient ventilation of the lower
dormitory of the men's barracks.
.
CAMP POPLAR RIVER, MONT.--Lieut. J. D. Poindexter : All the houses at the post except. the post hospital are imperfectly chinked and improperly ventilated. There
is in winter no way to fully ventilate the houses except to open the doors, and this
keeps the floors many degrees colder than the ceilings. It is not uncommon to :find
the temperature 30 degrees colder at the l:loor than it is 6 feet above. As a result o£
this, nasal and bronchial catarrhs and headaches preva.il to a far greater extent than
the sick returns show, for the men are not usually excused from duty when suffering
from these comparatively trivial complaints.
FORT MASON, CAL.-Capt. H. 0. Pm·le.11: Ventilation is poor and unsatisfactory, especially in the squad rooms and guardrooms of the post guardhouse. Two of the
squad rooms have ridge ventilators, but no means have been provided in any of the
rooms for the admission of air. The third squadroom has no ventilation other
than the ordinary windows and doors. The post guardroom, occupied by one non·
commissioned officer and four privates, is entirely lacking in proper means of ventilation. There is also need of more sunlight in the barracks. I would respectfully
recommend that all the windows in the squad room and post guardroom be utilizerl
as means for admitting fresh air by placing a tri;:tngular box frame in the window
casing of the upper sash of each window, and covering tho top of said box with fine
wire gauze; by this means the upper sash could be lowered 6 inches, and fresh
air coming in could be directed to the ceiling and properly djffnsed around the room.
FORT WASHAKIE, WYo.-Lieut. Chas. F. Mason: The natural conditions of this
pot'lt are certainly such as would give promise of the utmost healthfulness. Located
on a porons soil several feet above the river level, wtth excellent natura-l drainage
to that stream, with an abundant supply of pure water, dry air, comparative freedom from winds, and almost constant sunshine, we must consider the cause of dis-
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ease artificial and avoidable. Upon looking over the hospital records I find that the
excessive amount of sickness may be referred almost entirely to the following classes:
Rlwumatism, muscular an<l articular; follicular tonsillitis and neuralgia; the presence of follicular tonsillitis is especially marked. These diseases are closely allied
as to causative influences, and prominent among the causes in my opinion are systematic depression from slow organic poisoning and nndne exposure to cold. Now the
conditions of thiR post are just such as the nature of these diseases would lead us to
expect. In the first place, privy sinks have been in use here for years, and these
sinks are situated a very short distance from the barracks. The barracks themselves,
with one exception, are old adobe buildings whose walls have for years absorbed organin exhalations from their occupants. These barracks have no ve~tilation under
their floors and no special openings for the entrance of fresh air, though exits arl3
provided in the roof. The air from the outside being very cold, the windows are
kept closed, and as air must enter somewhere, much of it is ground air coming
through t.he floors and undoubtedly contaminated by the adjacent privy sinks. Again,
during the winter I have found, upon visiting the barracks and guardhouse, that, the
windows were all closed, the rooms very hot, the men lying scantily covered upon
their bed~:~ and the air close and offensive; in other words, the conditions were most
favorable for the deve lopment of colds, should a door be suddenly opened; add to all
this that the barracks have been at times overcrowded, and I think we do not have
to go farther to seek for the cause of disease. The guardhonse, especially, has been
frequently overcrowded. Each cell has no means of ventilation except one small
window, and this [ have always found closed. The causes of disease having been
ascertained, the remedies are obvious and have already been suggested. The old
adobe barrack" can never be nwde thoroughly healthful, but sub-floor veutilation,
introduction of fresh air into the squad rooms, and free use of whitewash will much
improve them; the guardhouse should be enlarged, but in the meantime can be much
improved by the measures indicated for the sqnad rooms. Measures have already
heen taken to substitute water-tight vaults for the present sinks. It is proposed to
have separate vaults for the urine, and to use in all a mixture of dry earth and sulphate of iron, the vaults to be emptied when full. While I do not believe this is the
best system of disposing of excreta, it is the most practicable one for this post at the
present ti.me.
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS.-Ma:f. A . .A. Woodhull: The ventilation of certain
buildings is not what it should be. The ventilators in the new brick barracks have no
direct connection between the ceiling and the squad room and the exits at the ridge.
The apparent openings iu t.he ceiling are much diminished by the ornamental iron
work, and there are not enon~h of them for the size of the room, especially with its
increased occupancy. So-called ventilating shafts in the infantry barracks from the
first sergeants' offices do not extend through the roof, as should be the case, and to
which attention bas been called. This is also true iu the officers' quarters at the west
end. I atn of opinion that the ventilating shafts in the infantry barr:;tcks should be
extended higher m order to secure better the effects of aspiration. Although the ventilation of those quarters has been much improved it is not yet adequate for the approaching season of closed .doors and windows.
COLUMBUS BARRACKS, OHIO-lnspector-Geneml R. P. Hughes: In the matter of
ventilation for the new barracks I oe::<ire to say that this building is too good not to
be attended to. It is heated by means of steam and the dormitories are reached by a
hallway. When the dormitory doors, which are swung on the center, and windows
are closed, there is no possible way for the ventilated air to escape or for fresh air in
proper qnautity to enter. The occupants of these rooms are constantly changing,
and are assembled from widely segregated districts. It is impossible to tell what
dangerous organic microbe may be set afloat in the con:finecl air space of these donnitories, and if an opportunity is not given for the escape of such organic matter serious
trouble may be the consequence. I think ventilating shafts could still be int.roduced
withont doing much damage to the building, and for slight expense, and I recommend that it be done.
Capt. A. A, De Lojf1·e: I have the honor to submit the following report, referring to
the indorsement of the Surgeon-General on copy of the report of Col. R. P. Hughes,
Inspector-General, U. S. Army, in the matter of ventilation of the new barracks at
the depot, under date of November 23, 1889. I will state, by the way, that this building bas been completed and occupied about six weeks, and that, at! the inspector ·
states in his report, no provision was maoe in the plan for artificial ventilation, although proper ventilation might have been secured at very little additional expense.
In order to uni!erstand the peculiar difficulties which are encouutercd in devising a
plan for artificial ventilation to this building it will be necessary to describe it. It
consists of a main building with two wings. The main building has three stories
and contains orderly rooms, offices, storerooms, etc., and in this report will not be
considered, Lecause the natural ventilation is sufficient. The wings of the main
building are each two stories in height and are used as squad rooms. They measure
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JO uy 68 7 by 11.11, ancl are subdivided into fifteen cells, each cell being Si by 9,
with board part.it.10ns 8 feet high, a doorway being placed in the center of the front
partition. These stalls contain each two beds, two wnnlrobes, a window, and are
occupied by two men. The air space per man, without taking- into account the partitions, the wardroues, etc., is Fll7 rnhic feet, hut deducting 75 cnuic feet per man for
the above articles, which estimate I do not l.lelieve to lle excessive, it leaves 742 cubic
feet ner bed.
The whole lmilcling is heated by steam. It is not possilJle to use the flue connected
with the sten.m apparatus as an aspirator shaft because it is attached to the main
building; hetwe, if artificia.l ventilation is deemed necessa;ry, an ab1)irn.tor shaft will
have to be provided. If the dormitories were only oue story in height the problem
might be easily solved by the donllle tube of McKinnel; but under existing circnmstauees I can not see how it is possible to dispense with an aspirating shaft, and it
seems to me that one might lJe adclcd to each wing without doing damage to the
lJuillling. .Just at this point, however, m•othcr ditficnlty presentFJ itself. Supposing
an aspirating shaft is built, it will he uecessary to provide for the admission of fresh
air, which may be done by surrounding one or more of the steam radiators with a
jacket and connecting it by means of a flue nuder the floor with the outside air. But
bow can air lle made to circnlate freely throughout a room which is partitioned otf
as before described? I do not believe it will be posRible. I must confess that I have
not hacl sufficient <>xperience in snch matters to be able to devise a plan for vent,ilating the dormitories in qnestion without nssistance of some one who bas malle the
snuject of ventilation a special study. If, however, the aforesaid partitions were
torn down, matters would llc much simplified. So mnch on tlH' snlJject of ventilation,
taking it for granted that in this case ventilation is nl'cessary. I think it was a
great omission that artificial ventilation was not provided for this set of lJa.rracks
when it was bnilt, but it having been omitted in this case, I think the necessity for
snpplyiug it now is not sufficiently apparent. It will be a costly affair, and may not
aftrr all attain the desire1l end. * " " I have been informed that the post 1putrtermast.er has bad on1ers to devise some means of ventilatiou for the aforesaid dormitories, anll t.hat he employed a plnmber to draw up the plans and specifications.
I tried to find ont what these planH were, but they bad gone to \Vashington and no
copies were retained at the post. The plan may be a valuable one for all I know,
but the chances are it will really prove of beneiit only to the contractor. " " "
I heg leave to sullmit the following report iu regard to tbe sn.nitary condition of at
least three of the set of officers' quarters recently completed: No provision was made
for draining the cellars of the aforesaid quarters, and in consequence thereof they
are extremely damp by reason of the floor or bottom lJeing saturated with water
which percolates through t~he ontside e 1rth. To give an idea of the amount of water
these cellars contain I will state that an officer who occupies one of these houses informs me that he has had his cellar bailed out every 11n.y for at least a week, and
that 60 buckets of water were taken out on an aver:1ge daily from a bole in the cellar
tloor not more than a foot square by a foot deep. Asi(le from dampness which is
cansecl by the cellar not being drained: the cold-air box leading to the furnace, and
which is constructed under the tloor of the cellar, is nearly half full of water all the
time, and in consequence a sufficient amount of air can not be snppli~d to the furnaces
for the purpose of heating the houses. I speak authoritatively whon I say that in
my own house fully 800 pounds of hard coal ha.ve been consumed in :3 days without
producing a sufficient amount of heat when the thermometer ranged- 250 F. The
furnace would be red hot., but not a particle of bot air would pass through abont
half of the registers; of course if cold air is not supplied to a fnrnacc one cau hardly
expect warm air to come from it. In ad1lition to these defects I will state t~hat the
floors of the cellars are lined with ordinary brick, which being porous absorb water
hke a sponge until saturated, and then of course the moisture finds its way throughout the house. Now, it seems to me that this state of affairs can not bo conducive to
a good or eyen fair sanitary condition of the aforesaid quarters, and I lleg leave to
request that immediate steps be taken to verify these statements, with a Yiew of
properly draining the aforesaid cella.rs, alld otherwise making such improvements as
may be necessary for the comforc and safety of the occupants of these quarters.

Much has been done during recent years to improve the condition of
the guardbou::~es of the Army, but from time to time insanitary conditions, insufficient accommodations, defective ventilation, etc., are recorded by medical officers with a view to improvement, and with the
result usually of some sanitary gain by the effort. The guardhouse
should be as clean and well ventilated as any building at a military
post. As Capt. Shannon observes: "The plainest fare, the hardest
bed, and the most rigid confinement should in no way interfere with the
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strict observance of hygienic details in the saniblry care of the prison and
tlle prisoners." At several of our posts the prison room is overcrowded,
unventilate(l, and foul, as may be seen from the following extracts: ·
CAMP POPLAR RIV:I!.:R, MONT.-Lieut. Poindexte1': Windows are much needed in the
post gnardLouse, and if these can not be supplied, stuffing the crevices between the
sasheH is desirable. The prison room, although sufficiently large, has no adequate
vent.ilation. The stove does well enough for an outlet, but the opening through the
guardroom door, which is used for au inlet, is worse tha.u useless, for the air of the
guardroom is even mo)'e vitiated than that of the prison room which it ventilates.
Two shafts, each 10 inches square, carried tbrongh the ceiling and 5 feet above the
roof, protected by a tower, would correct the defect. A flap could be used for partly
closing each in cold and gusty weather.
FORT Cu:::;TER, MONT.-Capt. W. B. Hall: All f,he buildiPgs are in good sanitary
condition exeept the gnardhouse, which is simply a disgrace to the service. To
place h in a clean, proper condition for occupancy would cost nearly as much as to
build· a new structure. Moreover the desigu is faulty in the extreme, there being
only one room for garrison and general prisoners
FORT NIAGARA, N. Y.-Maj. A. C. Girard: Condition of builrlings and quarters,
clean and well suited to the wants of the garrison, wit1h the exception of the guard
and prison rooms, which are insufficient in size and ill-adapted to the purpose for
which they are used.
FonT WINGATE, N.MEX.-Maj. P. J. A. meary: The guardhouse is in as good condition as snch a building can be kept, but it is badly constructed and badly ventilated, old and dingy, and ought to be torn down and a new one built. The prisoners
are wretchedly crowded.
FORT ADAMS, R. 1.-Ma.f. S.M. Hm·ton: The general prison room at the post guardbouse bas no proper ventilation.
ALCA TRAZ ISLAND, CAL.-Capt. W. D. Dietz: The sanitary rlefects of the prison are
especially apparent at tbis season of the year. The ventilation of the buildings is
very faulty. The corridors, kitchen. and mess rooms are d1sagreeably and dangerously drafty. The cells, when t,heir solid doors are closed, leaving only a few inches
space between the top and the lintel, simply can not be ventilated, and the prisoner,
when locked in for the night, is virt.ually boxed up for so many hours. Moreover, as
he is required to keep his nigLt vessel in his cell, the atmospheric conditions that must
of necessity occasionally prevail can readily be imagined. The guardroom also is
devoid of sufficient means of ventilation and the air in it is often exceedingly foul,
so mnch so that noncommissioned officers have complained of its sickening effects.
The facilities for heating, bathing, washing, and lanndrying which the prison affords
are likewise inadequate. The means available for solitary confinement are such as
have long been discarded in the lwtter class of civilian penal establishments.
FoRT APACHE, ARIZ.-Capt. W. C. Shannon: The guardhouse was evidently built
with the one single object in view, security. Ventilation is defActive, small airholes
and windows. The capacity is entirely inadequate. Tbe conveniences are the necessary bucket in a filthy, saturated corner of the prison room. The windows are too
small and too few in nnmber. * * * The air space of the guardroom permits of
450 cubic feet foreachoccnpant, not estimatingforthemembersoftheguardactually
on post, or for the sergeant sleeping in the guardhouse office. This is certainly limited, considering the absence of ventilation except by windows and the door. The
prison room admits upon a basis of average occupancy of 5:~0 cubic feet per man, an
amount too small considering the limited ventilation and the present objectionable
"convenience corner." The cells are relics of the snhterranean dungeons of the Middle
Ages; the fact that the punfying rays of the sun can never penetrate them is sufficient to condemn them. Fortunately, they are rarely used. If dark cells are necessities for disciplinary purposes, they might be constrnct.ed when required of removable
plank~", and with a positive assura t ce of efficient ventilation during occupancy.
It is
believed that the guardhouse should be the cleanest, thew hi test, and the best ventilated
structure in the post, that the plainest fare, the hardest bed, and the most rigid confinement 8hou1d in no way interfere with the strictest observance of the most minute
hygienic details in the sanitary care of the pnson and of the prisoners.
WHIPPLF. BARRACKS, Amz.-Ma}. B. F. Pope: Attention ia invited to the danger
of requiring prisoners to sleep on t.he floor of the prison room in the post guardhouse,
even when n. herl sack is used. There are wide cracks in the floor of this room which
are filled with decomposing organic matter, and there is at all times unavoidable
dampness from proximity of the tloor to the gronncl beneath. To meet this I would
respectfnUy snggest that. some kind of sleeping shelf or platform be provided for the
use of the prisoners, which wonld serve the purpose of a bed. Ringbolts could
be fa<;t.euP<1 to the walls. t_, which might he swung by iron books, ligbt movable plat~
forms, 6 feet long by :-w inches wide, and npon which the bed sack conld be placed.
Thes~ platforms should be taken out. during the day for cleauing, and then stored in
one of the cells lintil night.
.
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DRAINAGE, SEWERAGE, ETC.

The natural surface drainage at many of the posts is said to be efficient, as at Camp Del Rio and Eagle Pass, Tex., Fort Bayard, N.Mex.,
Fort Missoula and Camp Poplar River, Mont., Fort Buford, N. Dale,
Fort Meade, S. Dak., Fort Du Chesne, Utah, Boise Barracks. Itlabo,
Forts Apache, Huaclmca~ Lowell, and San Carlos, Ariz., ]'orts Canby
and Spokane, Wash., and Fort Mason, Cal. At others the natural incline is aided by surface ditches, as at Fort Custer, Mont., J:i""ort Lewis,
Colo., and Fort Pembina, N.Dak. ln some instances, as at Fort Davis,
Tex., these failed at times to carry off the surface water.
FORT DAVIS, TEX.-Gapt. W. G. Burden: During the months of September am1
October twenty-eight cases of remittent fever have occurred in this command, averag-ing 267 men, bewg nearly lOt per cent of sickness dne to this one cause. Most of
the cases were obstinate, lasting from three to four weeks, and having a lingering convalescence. It is believed that the cause of this large percentage of sick
is -known and removable. The post is situated at the month of a canon, dow11
which, during the rainy season, the water from an extent of mountain country it~
poured. An attempt has been made to prevent this water from flooding the post Ly
di!!;ging a ditch and throwing up an embankment. This has, however, proved ineffectual, as the soil of which the embankment is composed has no cohesion and breall~
at every freshet, the water floods the officers' quarters several inches above the
floor and carries surface washings with it under the floors, wh~ch lat.ter, not bPingventilated, are weeks in drying out ; then it flows across the parade, floods the mens'
quarters, and saturates the gronnd beneath them. 'l'he resulting underfloor dampness and the emanations lrorn the slowly drying soil and surface washings are certainly nnbealtby. This should be prevented. Something more than the loose soil is
needed in t.he embankment to prevent the water from breaking through; but as a
stone embankment would be costly, I wonld recommend that a board fence of sufficient height, well battenell, braced at the back with deep-set posts, a ditch in front,
and the soil banked up behind it be constructed for interception. Such a fence and
embankment could he constructed at comparatively small expense, and with a smalL
annual outlay for repairs would be effectual..,.

From a number of posts come complaints of the want of an efficient
drainage system. Slop water of all kinds is thrown upon the surface,
and altbongh this may have for a time no bad effect on the health of the
garrison, in progress of years the soil necessarily becomes contaminated.
The posts; which have no provision for carrying of!" the waste water are
also generally those where the field sink or earth pit has been dug, :fille<l,
and covered over so often that the lines of occupied quarters are surrounded at so many paces in their rear by a honeycomb of disused, hidden, and forgotten vaults tilled to the surface with foul organic matters.
The post surgeons at Fo:rt Barrancas, :F la., and Boise Barracks, Idaho,
make reference to these conditions in their report.
FORT BARRANCAS, FLA.-Gapt. W. G. Gorgas: '!'be latrines empty into pitR i kitchen
slops are carted ofr, and wash water is emptied on the ground under the houses, or
thrown out about the doors and windows. The post is exceptionally situated for a
drainage system. .,. .. .,. When one thinks that this system has been in use on this
same ground for the past 200 years, it is surprising that the soil is not a mass of decomposing organic matter. It is only the natural ad vantage of location, soil, and ·
drainage that bas allowed us to live so long in this way with comparative impnuity;
but its <·ontiuuance is a serious menace to the health of this community.
BOISE BARRACKS, InAHO.-Gapt. Marcus E. Taylor: The surface drainage here is
good in a way, but it lacks some main outlet. Furthermore, it bas t.wo serious defects which in sanitary supervision I can not overlook. One of them is the unilrained
depression southeast of the hospital that should have an outlet; the other is a grave
defect in the drainageofthe officers' quarters. These are built upon a steep bJllside,
with the rear of the quart.ers looking to the bill. Additions have been made, and
these have pretty nearly run into the hillside. The additions are fairly in the
ground, and under the floors is neither drainage nor ventilation. Dampness, colds,
coughs, rl.Jenmati&m, and di}Jhtheria take the place of drainage and ventilation. An
• Fort Davis was grdered to be abandoned July 3, 1891.
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adequate system of Rewerage is ba<lly ncede<l at this post, with galvanized iron re
ceptacles for garbage to he regnlarly reruovcd to an aut.horized dump pile. Privy
vaults and cesspools may lHl endured by the b11man system for a while, but hardly
forever. * * " The surface drainage at this post would strike a new comer as begood, hut investigation properly condncied will disclose the ausence of drainage
inrr
0
by method. The indefensible pract.ice of privy vaults that are not carerl for even
t.brough the snbterfnge of putting disinfectants upon their disgusting contents, the
cess-pit system for slops that intensifies every imaginable protest against polluting
underground air by privy vaults, untrapped and unprotected connections, with
abominatious like them, disclose a sanitary surprise.

The substitution of the dry-earth system by pail or box for the sink
or earth pit llas been a ~-;anitary measure of great value at many posts,
as at Fort Sheridan, Ill., Forts Melntosh and Elliott, Tex., Fort Lowell,
Ariz., Fort Marcy, N. 1\>lex., Fort McKinney, Wyo., and Fort Yates, N.
Dak. Sawdust was used as an efficient substitute for dry earth at Fort
Missoula, Mont. The metal pail bas proved greatly superior to the
wooden receptacle. The wooden boxe~ at Camp Eagle Pass, Tex.,
leaked badly during the year. The post surgeon at Fort Bennett, b.
Dak., has urged the adoption of the dr,v -eartll system, and similar recommendations at Fort Buford, N. Dak., and Whipple Barracks, Ariz.,
have been carried into efl'ect. At .Fort Townsend, \Vasll., the sinks
gave place to a sewerage system with water-closets and ample flushing
tanks, and at Fort Wingate, N. Mex., tlle uew sewerage system wheu
completed is expected to be a valuable addition to the sanitatien of the
post.
The dry earth system entails labor, but is considered satisfactory
when properly carried out. Neglect gives rise to such reports as tlle
following:
MOUNT VERNON BARRACKS, ALA.-MaJ. P. J . .A. Clear,!/: All the privies were foul,
<.1mitting a sickening odor, and in several were large masses of maggots. Anything
more revolting it wonld he bard to imagine. These privies have w bat a.:re known ns
boxes, which are cleaned or emptiect by contract once a, week Dry earth is snpposed
to be thrown into them whenever used, except in the privy used by the enlisted men,
where it is supposed to be thrown in every morning. Bnt even where the earth is
thrown in it does not seem to suppress the foul emanations, partly becam,e the earth
is chiefly sand and partly because the boxes are wooden, old, and thoroughly saturated with tilth. The privies, too, are the most wretched struetlrres that could be
erected for sueh purposes. Some are worse than others, bnt for the most part tb<.>y
are quite Slllall and without windows or ventilating shafts, so that on entering one
bas t.o endnre the beat and filthy odor. Several of the boxes h•ak badly, which of
course makPs the vicinity always foul. The remedy for this ~tate of things is evi1lent.
The boxes Hhonld be cleaned daily. New boxes should be supplied, either of iron or
woorl, zinc-lined.. All the old privies should be torn down and Anitahle structures
erected. I recommend that these changes be effected wit.h a~ lrttle dela.y as possible,
for with such couditions at the beginning of summer one can readily imagine bow
much more aggravated they will be later on. I desire in this connection to recommend that a snitable strunture be erected for the storage of dr.v earth to be used in
the privies. The earth is now hauled aud dnmped under a shed which does not protect it from rain; consequently, wet and worthless earth is fr<.>qnently used.

The primitive character of the water-closet provision of (i'ort Hamilton, N. Y., was referred to in the last annual report from this office.
It has remailled unaltered during the past year, and that provided for
tlle prisoners at Alcatraz Island seems to be of an equally uncomfortable and dangerous character.
FORT HAMILTON, N. Y.- .M aj. Ez1·a Woodrl{ff: I respectfully invite attention to the
character of the men's sinks at the barra.cks of Ha.t,tery I and Light Battery K. They
consist of an immense trough with a beam or scantling laid aloug the front e<lge ou
which a man must sit. Everything behind iH open. It is a recognized fact that these
crude arrangemmrts are um~anitary in t.he highest degree; the whole spinal column is
subjected to dranghts of air, which may cause sciatica and muscula,r rbeumatiAm .
. The disgusting s.ights and odors and the lack of privacy condemn the plan utterly.
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It is a modification of the fence rail OlJ two crotched sticks over an open pit used in
the field.
ALCArHAZ ISLAND, CAL.-Capl. W. D. Dietz: The prison sink, situated at t.be
water's edge, is primitive in design, and in the inclement. season a fruitful source of
colds, dne to exposurt' to strong currents of wind which blow up t1rough the one large
unguarded opening in the seat.

At posts which have a water service and sewerage system much attentioll bas been paid of late yean~ by our medical officers to the plumbing. Many detects have been remedied, and in other cases in which
the rpuw<ly invoh~ed expenditure which placed it beyond the reach of
the }lOSt quartermaster and commanding officer, sJyecial reports have
been forwarded with estimates for a ~ystem that would meet the requiremeuts of mouern sanitation. The faults that are commonly reported
are leaks and breaks in house <lrains, the sealing up of such drains under cellar floors so that it is difficult to ascertain their condition, the
want of proper traps to prevent the ingress of sewer air into living
rooms~ the want of vents to these traps to prevent siphonage, the opening of such vents, when present, in position to taint the air of the
dwelling, and the want of adequate means to flush the soil pipe, sometimes arising from defective water supply, as notably at Fort Riley,
Kans., where the water so used. has to be hauled in barrels-sometimes from defective arrangement to utilize the supply, as where 1!-inch
pipe delivers into a 4·inch pipe.
There is no more important sanitary subject than this, so far as regards the local origination of disease; and medical officers are called
upon to investigate with the utmost care every point connected with
the plumbing and sewerage of their station, and report the result of
their investigation to this office.
Illustrations of the points referred to may be found in the following
extracts from sanitary reports:
JEFFERSON BARRACKS, Mo.-Maj. D. G. Cald,w ell: The men's sinks are old and leaky,
and have no satisfactory system for :flushbg. These sinks should be supplied with
iron tanks and an automatic system of flushing.
MADISON BARRACKS, N. Y.-Maj. J.D. Hall: The water-closets of the several barracks are deficient in size of pipes, not giving a free enough flush to clear the pans
thoroughly.
COLUMBUS BARRACKS. 0HIO.-Capt. A. A. DeLoffre: From longusetheclosets have
become foul, and in some instances leaky. They require a great deal of care to prevent the escape of sewer air; in fact, from a personal experience of over six months,
I do not believe it is possible to prevent a certain amount of sewer air from escaping
into a room every time a closet is flushed. The closets referred to are by far the most
imperfect ones at this depot, and in my opinion they can not be repaired in a satisfactory manner; they should be replaced by new ones of a more modern type as soon
as possible.
FORT RILEY, KANS.-Capt.R. R. Ball, commenting on the flushing of the waterclosets by a water supply hanleu in barrels, says: "This is of course inadequate, and
unless connections can be made with the water system at this post I would recommend that the connection with the main sewer be cut off and the old svstem of earth
closets be returned to. As it is now, the pipe leading to the main sewer is broken and
exposed, and the latrine stands half full of stagnant excrement. In the old earth
closets this would in a measure be corrected by fresh earth as an absorbent and disinfectant."
NEWPORT BARRACKS, KY.-Capt. H. J. Raymond: The Jennings water-closets in
the officers' quarters are old and worn out, and though frequently put in repair, the
·work, from the nature of the case, can be but little better than a temporizing measure. The water-closet in the post surgeon's quarters is especially defective, ar:d I am
aware that similar defects exist in most of the closets at the post. It is recommended
t lta.t th6y be replaced by closets of the flush-tank system.
FoRT MASON, CAL.-Capt. II. 0. Perley: The surface drainage is excellent. The •
nntural slope of the ground and character of the soil are such that all water is quickly
carried off. The sewage of the post is carried into the harbor by iron soil pipes.
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These are frequently flushed and kept in good sanitary condition. • • • The
plumbing was thoroughly investigated and tested with peppermint. The bath tubs,
kitchen sink, and wa-.h sink in the uarracks were not in good repair, improperly
trapped, without vents, and the soil pipe receiving the discharges from the~:~e fixtures
was not ventilated in any way. This drain connt'cts with that from the company
sinks, making safe and reliaule traps an imperative necessit.y. The hospital };las an
old zinc-lined wash sink, a zinc-lined hath tub, an old siphoned closet and urinal.
The soil pipe has no running trap or fresh-air inlet, and does not extend above the
:fixtures. There is a continued complaint from the hospital attendants and patients
of the odor in the bathroom, and disinfectants have to be frequflntly used. The
plumbing in officers' quarters No. 1 was found to be in good condition. The remaining five sets of quarters could not be tested with peppermint oil without opening the
main drains, as they had no fresh-air inlets, and in two cases the soil pipe did not extend
above the fixtures. In all of these quarters I found old" pan closets,"" knot traps,''
and the whole plumbing was in a decidedly unsafe and unsanii.ary condition. The
rain leaders in two of the sets served as ventilators, and discharged sewer air under
bedroom windows. There are five pit clvsets. They are made by digging a hole in
the ground and supporting the sides a.nd ends by boards. Four of these are in daily
use. They have not ueen cleaned out for some time, nor have they been regularly
disinfected. Five drains of vitrified ware, from 12 ·tp 4 inches in diameter, carry the
sewage to the beach. These drains have been broken, so that 2 of them discharge
on the beach above high water, and 2 open on the cliff at some distance above the
beach. There are no manholes or other means of ventilating them.
FORT SHERMAN, ]DAHO.-Maj . .A. A. Woodhull: Latrines, earth pits j drainage
into cess pits. It is probable that some of the kitchen waste pipes are coated
with grease containing othPr animal matter, and that this coating diminishes their
caliber and gives some odor. A strong, hot, al~a.line solution poured into them at
stated intervals will obviate or diminish this, and I recommend that instructions
to the following efl'ect be issued: Company, troop, and detachment commanders
and officnrs occupying quarters will cause their 4itchen sinks to be cared for in this
manner: Once each week, after the sink has been clea.ned, a quarter of a pound of
lye dissolved in 1 quart of boiling water will be poured gently. while still very hot,
into the waste pipe, and allowed to remain in the trap overnight. No other water
must be used in the sinks until the next morning. The contained grease will then
be dissolved and will be carried off when the trap is flushed next day. * " "
Relative to proposed sewer, especial attention is invited to the importance of the
pipe being sufficiently small. The constant temptation is to have the caliber of the
sewer too great, in which case the force of the flow is diminished and the wl:\ste
lodges instead of passing off. No material increase of the post need be anticipated
or provided for as with a growing town, and as storm water should not enter the
sewers, a very modera,te caliuer will suffice for the future as well as for the present.
A 6-inch main will be ample and a smaller one would probably suffice. In fact, on
the Long Island coast, a settlement of 23 country houses with water closets and bath
tubs used for 9 years, and probably is 8till using, a 4-inch sewer, laid across a
salt marsh for 2,800 feet, having a total fall of only 3 inches, in which no stoppage
has t>ccurred and no trouble of any sort has been met with. A 3-inch pipe from tbe
quarters and the same from the barracks will be sufficient. A too l;nge pipe will
admit bottles, brushes, shoes, and other solids that experience shows soldiers will introduce until well instructed in using water-closets and sewers. The most important point, however, is that of construction. It is vital that the sewer line have all
the proper accessories, and that the material be of first class, and also be laid by
skilled workmen under the careful supervision of an expert. Such mechanics and
agents are ~:~carce, uut a good sewer properly laid is indestructible except by violence,
while a poor line poorly built is a never-ending source of trouble, exposure, and
danger. I regret to say that poorly laid sewers are too common at military posts.
Unskilled workmen and inexpert overseers can not lay such a system. I recommend,
therefore, that the estimates provide not only for perfect material, but for expert
service as indicated.
UNITED STATES MILITARY AcADEMY, WEST POINT, N_ Y.-Ma}. Hem·y McElderry:
The drainage and sanitary ~ondition of the cadet hospital, officers' quarters, and
cadet sinks remain unsatisfactory-the same as already reported in my special and
last two monthly sanit.ary reports.
After the repairs made by the post plumbers of the water-closet pipes of the cadet
hospital were completed, as reported in my last sanitary report, the soil pipes
thronghou1i the hospital were again tested, and &everal of the water-closets were
found still leaking. It 1s probable, as reported already by the post quartermaster,
that the water-closets themselve:-; are defective, an(l that the leaks <>ccur around the
handles of the pull-np, the side watet· seal being siphoned out.
It has been observed that in many officers' quarters the soil pipe jnside the walls
of the house is of earthenware instead of iron, as it should be, and that the connec·
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tion of thl:' earthenware and iron pipe being made of cement is HaLle to leakage;
several leaks in the soil pipe in officers' quarters have occurred from this cause during the month.
The quarters occupied by Lieuts. Boughton and Alvord have .been filled with sewer
gas during the month by the svil pipes not being properly extended above the roof;
one of the soil pipes ending just below the roof, and the other extending a sbort distance above, being capped and a space left between the soil pipe aml the roof, and
the soil pipe not being trapped, the gases from the sewer readily found an entrance
into the hous~. I recommend that an examination be at once made of tbe mannerin
which the soil pipe extends above the roof in all the officers' quarters, and if any be
found thus defective, that the unsanitary condition of affairs be remedied.
There have been three cases of scarlet fever during the month among the corps of
cadets, viz: Cadet Louis H. Bash, fourth class; taken sick Apnll, now convalescent,
out of quarantine; Cadet Lonis B. Lawton, fourth class, taken sick April 5, now
convalescent, still in quarantine; Cadet Frank M. Caldwell, first class, taken sick
April 5, returned to duty April15.
Cadet Ernest B. Go!le, first class, was taken sick April 4 with diphtheria, and is
now under treatment, convalescent. The rooms and clothing of these cadets, and
that of their roommates, were, on the appearance of each case, immediately disinfected by burning sulphur and washing wit.h ~:~olution bichloride of mercury, and
every precaution taken by isolation and disinfection in hospital to prevent a further
spread of the disease. There has been one case of diphtheritic scarlatina at the post.
during the month, in the person of the elder son of Maj. Spurgin; he is now convalescent.
One ease of varioloid has occurred at the post dnring the month;· the son (a child
8 years old) of Lieut. Weaver, being takeo. sick with the disease AprillO, 18~0. The
case was slight, but well developed. The family were all promptly vaccinated, and
all unprotected persons at the post have also since been vaccinated or revaccinated.
In my opinion the last )t cases of disease were both caused by sewer gas. Tl1e
water-closet in Maj. Spurgin's quarters is an old-fashioned pull-up closet like those
ip the cadet hospital, and is liable to leak in the same manner. His 2 other younger
children have been several times sick with fever and sore throats since my arrival
at the post.
The case of varioloid occurred in Lieut. Weaver's family immediately after the
family had been quarantined for several weeks on account of fever with sore tl,roats,
which at first was feared might be scarlet fever, and while sewer gas was known
to be permeating the house.
The amount of the water supply seems to be ample for all purposes; the insufficient supply in certain cases for flushing the water-closets being due to the need of
modern st.yle of water-closets with cisterns and proper flushing appliances.
The quality of the water supply is apparently goocl; that is, I know of no cases
of disease that have occurred among officet·s and their families or cadets that could be
attributed to the quality of their drinking water.
The number of water -closets and urinals at the post, however, supplied directly
from the water pipes, are so numerous that under certain conditions it would seem
possible the supply might be contaminated.
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, N.Y., SOLDIERS' HOSPITAL.Capt. JV. F. Cm·ter: My inspections have been ca.refully made, aud the following are
the points to which it seerus most neces~ary tl1at your at.tention should be called:
(1) The waste pipe from the kitchen sink in the cavalry barracks is a small pipe
(lt or lt inch), which passes into a large pipe (31 or 4 inch), extending some few inches
above the cement floor; the small pi.re simply projects into the large one and has
no close connection with it. The large pipe could not be examined beneath the floor,
but in all likelihood it is provided with a trap somewhere between the end projecting into the .room aud the point at which it enters the main sewer or catcl1 basin.
At tl'e time of my inspection there was a dist.inctly disagreeable odor escaping from
the large pipe under the sink, and I was informed by the cook and sergeant in ~-barge
of the kitchen that they bad at times noticed the same odor, especially when hot
water was allowed. to flow into the sink. It is probable that t,he offensive gas proceeds from the large pipe under the sink, or it is possible that it comes from the main
sewer. The large pipe must inevitably become foul and offensive, Eince it can never
be flushed or scoured by the small stream discharged into it by the lt-inch pipe.
This should receive attention, as in cold weather, wl1en doors and windows are closed,
the air of the apartment may become dangerously pollnted.
(~) The waste pipe from one of the kitchen sinks in the artillery det.achment barracks has been batterP-d in near the floor so as to compromise the caliber of the pipe.
This should be remedied, as the pipe will not be properly scoured unless a full stream
of water be allowed to pass through it.
(3) It is recommended that the pit under the privy used by the band men and their
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families be thoroughly flushed. This, I think, should be done as often as possible.
Daily flushing during the hot weatller would not do more than keep them fairly
clean.
The examination so far made leads me to the conclusion that the entire sewerage
system of the post is defective in construction and decideclly wrong in principle.
There may be exceptions in the few instances of recent c:lOf!truction or repairs, j n
which the quartermaster has done the best that could be done in building np an old
and defective system. It is not expected, however, tltat more can be done by
th@ commanding officer and post quartermaster (apart from some slight changes or
improvements here and there) than to repeat the recomrnen1lation which they have
already made looking to the reconstruction of the entire s.vstem.
The house drainage, as far as I have examined, is radically wrong. In the barracks the waste pipes (which are generall,y lea(l pipes) from sinks aud basins run for
a greater or less distance to terminate in brick boxes or into the sewer itself. These
waste pipes in some instances extend from a fixture across the entire length or width
of the building, and in almost every· instance pa<;s rlirectly to and under the floor (be
it a plank, brick, or cement 1loor), by which they· are concea,led throughout the rest
of their course. So concealed, these pipes may become defective and leaky without
exciting suspicion. A striking illustration of this was afforded m the set of quarters
which I now occupy. Upon the assignment of these quarters to me the quartermaster
kindly offered to do all in his power with the limitecl means at his comrnanrl to re·
pair and improve the plumbing in the building. The waste pipes from the several
fixtures in ~he house were renewecl or repaired down to the floors, at which point they
all disappeared from sight, passing under the floors to converge to a common brick
basin (outside the building), into which a trapped branch from the sewer opens.
After the workmen had gone thus far it was deemed advisable to determine the condition of the pipes under the floors; accordingly they were successively subjected to
hydrostatic pressure by closin~ the onter ends aud filling them with water. The
first waste pipe tried was that from tho kitchen sink, and it was found that the water
receded almost as rapidly as it entered the pipe. The leak in this pipe was then
looked for, and was found nuder the floor of the laundry room. The pipe at this
point had been nearly cut in two, and by far the greater part of the waste from the
sink bad been discharged upon the gronnd under this floor. The soil under the floor
space was to a great extent saturated with filthy, offensive matter, and the floor
joists and flooring were more or less decayed.
In this particular case the fouling of the soil and decay of the woodwork had gone
so fat· as to emit a decidedly disagreeable odor. Capt. Williams, assistant quartermaster, seconded by the Snperintemlent, Col. Wilson, was prompt in remedying the
evil so far as possible; but he could not of course materially alter the plan of the
plumbing without incurring considerable expense.
VANCOUVER BARRACKS, WASH.-Maj. W. E. Wate1·s: The recent completion of three
buildings, divided into water-closets and urinals for eight companies, provides substitution for all the olct pit sinks connectecl with the barracks, a want that has been
felt at this post for a long time. As none of the new water-closets have been referred
to in detail in the monthly sanitary reports, I will furnish a brief description of
each.
The following were completed in 1887 : A water-closet, 21 yards in rear of the cavalry barracks, 6 feet by 18, and 14 feet high, with six iron hoppers and flushing tanks,
and one urinal trough, flushed by perforated iron pipes. In tbe same year two new
water-closets were constructed in one building, 18 feet by 19 feet, situated in rear of
barracks No. 41. They are of tbe same size, one-ha.lf t,hat of the bnilding, and each
contains Mott's iron privy sink. 17 feet long, with patent overflow plug and lever
attachment, and one plain iron urinal, 6 feet long. There are six privy stalls in each.
There was built at the same time, and in connection with the new guardhouse, in
188~. a water-closet and bat,hroom, 20 feet in rear of the guardhouse, connected
with it by a covered way, containing a Mott's iron privy sink, one iron urinal, and two
bathing compartment8, each containing an iron bath tub 8Upplied with hot and cold
water.
The following new water-closets have just been completed: One in rear of and
contiguous to barracks Nos. 34 and 36, which is 22 by 19 feet, and 14 feet high, with
cement floor, divided into three rooms, one for each of the barracks, and each furnished with a Mott's iron privy sink and the usual attachments, and an iron urinal
with flushing attachment. Each water-closet contains five privy stalls.
A similar building, divided and supplied as the one just del'!cribed, has been erected
m the rear of barracks Nos. 3B, :{9, and 40. In the rear of barracks Nos. 45 and 46 js a
smaller building, containing two rooms for water-closets au<lnriua1s for the occupants
of the adjacent barracks, fitted np as the others built this year. These buildings are
all of wood with snbstn.ntial brick foundations, and painted in keeping with the barracks and making a sightly appearance.
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W .A.'l'ER SUPPLIES.

The water supplies of the Army have been improved considerably
during the past few years, so that medical officers have had progressively
less and less to say about them until at last their reports become condensed into a satisfactory conjuuction of adjectives such as "pure and
plentiful," "excellent and ample," "sufficient and good." Of 79 posts
at which reference is made to the water supply, the reports are of this
brief but gratifying character in 59, and to only 3 of these has it been
considered needful to enlarge by special remarks: (1) At Fort Washakie, Wyo., manure was packed about the cli~tribution pipes to prevent
freezing, and in certain instances this packing was carried for some
'distance under the building, making the grouu<l air in such cases exceedingly offensive. This nuisance was in part abated by using sawdust to replace the original packing. (2) Analyses in the laboratory of
the Surgeon-General's Office condemned ~ of the 3 wells at Watertown
Arsenal, whereupon the commanding officer had these two closed; but
the third is sufficient for the supply of the garrison. (3) Vancouver
Barracks, Wash .. formerly derived its supply from the water mains of
the town and sufl'ere<i by the iucrease of the civilian settlement without
a corresponding expansion of the water system.;;. It is now independent of the municipal water-works, having 2 artesian wells, 2 pumps with
a combined daily power of 650,000 gallons, a tank of 50,000, and a reservoir of 626,000 gallons; the last two are connected with each other,
with both pumps and with the distribution pipes, so that if either well
or either pump becomes inefficient the other continues the supply, and
should both fail the mains may be filled from the town supply.
In 7 more of the 79reports the water is said to be good; but, although
in some of these instances, as at Fort Bennett, S.Dak., it is afffrmed to
be also ample, a doubt arises as to its sufficiency, inasmuch as it has to
be wagoned from its source for distribution. Fort Bennett derives its
ample supply from the Missouri. The water wagon is still an institution
at Fort Sully, S. Dale, Eagle Pa~s, Tex., and Fort Du Chesne, Utah.
It brings the supply of Fort Brady, Mich., from the city waterworks,
aud distributes from the artesiau wells at Fort Sheridau, Ill. It also
brought a supply of spring water for drinking at Fort Verde, Ariz., but
that post was abandoned in December, 1890, and there are now but
six posts at which the wagon i~ reported as in use.
·
In seven of the seventy-nine cases the supply is said to be insufficient,
but in only one of these is a slnr cast on its quality. (1) The exceptional instance occurs at Fort Schuyler, N.Y., where the cisterns and
wells which furnish the water of doubtful wholesomeness are now being
replaced by an artesian well. Rain water is always a good water if
proper precautions are taken for its collection and storage. Its sufficiency depends upon the preservation of the proper relations between
the garrison to be supplied on the one hand and the shedding surface
in connection with the minimum rainfall on the other. When attention
has been paid to all these conditions, as at Fort Gibson, Ind. T., and Jackson l3arracks, La., the water is reported as good and plentiful, (2) but
at Fort Barrancas, Fla., some of the points in relation to quantity have
been apparently neglected as the supply has been deficient; at no time
has there been a sufficiency for bathing. It has been suggested tllat a
plentiful supply could be easily piped from springs about half a mile
distant from the post or by sinking an artesian well, for such wells
* Vitle report for 188~, p. 83.
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have been a success in Pensacola and its vicinity. (3) The supply for
Boise Barracks, Irlaho, was formerly wagoned from the Overland Hotel
at Boise City. l{ecently a main was laid from the waterworks, but
this does not give a sufficient supply. (4) The drain on the pipes running through the city of St. Louis, Mo., reduced the water supply of
Jefferson Barracks so that at times in June no water could be drawn
from the hydrants; but as it was found that the pressure increased at
night a sufficiency was obtained to give an imperfect flush to the closets
and sewers and to permit a partial supply to be stored up for use on
the following day. (5) Fort Leavenworth,Kans., is similarly dependent
on its neighboring city for its water. On account of the costliness of
the present supply, its liability to interruption by the needs of the city,
and the possible danger of its contamination by the sewage of tile post,
which flows into the river above the intake, Colonel Woodhull suggested that it would be in the interest both of economy and sanitation
to provide reservoirs and pumps for this important station. B is recommendation meets with the approval of this office. (6) At Fort Assinniboine, Mont., the supply from Beaver Creek is so low dnring the
autumn months as to be a source of much anxiety. Oapt. La Garde
thus describes the condition of affairs:
On account of the low stage of water in Beaver Creek the water contains a great
deal oforganic debri~. Since the latter is a fruitful sonrceofthemalaria which prevails every autumn, I would recommend that the water for dnnking purposes be
boiled, aerated, and mixed with a liberal amount of ice. Ten per cent of the admis·
sions this month are due to fever and ague.
In August he remarks: The question of the water supply for this large and important post demands the immediate attention of the authorities. In order to mamtain
the normal volume of water in Beaver Creek I recommend the eonstruction of a number of dams at favorable points. By restraining water in the creek bed the underlyiug soil will remain more or less impermeable in dry seasons, like this, and the water
from thP, mountains will reach the source of supply the year round. There was a dnm
thrown across the creek bed about 7 miles above the post two years ago that served a
good pnrpose during last season. It was as late as the latter part of November before water came down in the dry season of ltl85. .L ast year the season was again
dry and the water came down rluring the latter part of September, as soon as the
frost had dt1stroyed all vegetation. The early appearance of the water last year as
compared to the time it made its appearance in ld85, is, in my opillion, to be explailled by the detention of water above the 7-mile dam. The bed above tbi~ point
remained wet constantly and when the water came down it made its appearance near
the source of supply at once, instead of being consumed on the way to fill the cracks
and crevices that must have obtained in a dry bed. The volume of water can be
increased only hy surface and artesian wells. Several of the former kind are now in
use, but the potability of their water is quo~;tionable since they are prone to cause
bowel troubles. The commanding officer informs me that be has recommended an
artesian well. If we should be so fortnnat Bas to hit upon good drinking water from
this source, the water supply of the post will then remain ~;olved.
In September he states: Notwith,.tanuing a number of good soaking rains during
the early nart of the month, the creek bed is as dry as it has ever been. The Chinaman's spring referred to in my last report, upon which the command has depenrled for
its drinking water, js about to run dry. It is safe to say it will have stopped flowing
two weeks hence. Unless active steps have been undertaken to increase the volume
of water for this post, I wonld recommend that a board of officers be appointeu to
thoroughly investigate the subject, and to recommend wha.t measures are best to insure a permanent water supply. No pains should be spared and no time lost in the
inauguration of active steps to remedy this alarming state of affairs. The time is
ripe for a full understanding of our situation, and I trust that a board may be sent
to judge for itself. A plentiful supply of good potable water stands preeminent in
determining the welfare and health of a community, and for that reason I deem
the slender thread upon which we now depend to be fraught with danger.
The post commander in forwarding the preceding report says: "The :flow of water
from the spring upon which the post bas for the past two months depended for its
water supply IS diminishing perceptibly, but by managing t') utilize more of the fiow
and possibly a further development of the spring, it is hoped we may get along until
the creek commences to :flow.''
·
The sanitary report for October contains a sketch showing springs in the vicinity
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of the post. In this report Assistant Surgeon La Garde remarks: ': Tl~e water from the
Chinaman's spring is practically exhausted, and because of its liability to contamination, recommendation was made to haul water from a distance of 2t miles above
the present source, where a good stream is now flowing. * * * The prospects of
auunctant potable water at our original source are very good." Capt. and Assintant
Surgeon Walter W. R. Fisher reports that there is a good flowing stream less than
3 miles from the post. In 1886 the water reached the post about November 21:3.

The seventh and last post at which an insufficiency is reported is Fort
Warren, the most important defensive work in Boston Harbor. During the month of July the cistern supply gave out and it became needful to purchase water in Boston, transport it by boat to the island, and
transfer it to the various cisterns by means of the post fire engine. The
insufficiency at this important post could not be expressed with greater
emphasis than by the statement of its failure when occupied by a merely
nominal garrison, notwithstanding the exercise of the greatest care in
husbanding its resources. Concerning this Capt. McCreery observes:
Money is being expended at present for the purpose of increasing the existing supply, but the work has been planned without a proper appreciation of the physical
problem to be solved, and the t>xpenditnre when made will be without result. The
use of sea water, by means of an extensive condensing plant, or the introduction of
the city water, will be the only satisfactory method. of overcoming the difficnlt.y, and
the preference should be given to t.he latter method. The city mains already extend
to Long Island. thence to Galloupes; and thence to Fort Warren is a matter presenting but few engineering difficulties, and the water supply would be assured. The
question is a grave one an<l deserves earnest consideration.

Doubt is thrown upon the quality of two of the seventy-nine supplies.
(1) The camps and other settlements in the canon above Fort Douglas,
Utah, continue to interfere to some extent with the purity of the small
stream which feeds the reservoir. (2) The water supply of Fort Apache,
Ariz., is led from the creek, by a ditch, to the pump. According to
Oapt. W. C. ShannonThe ditch is partly fille£1 with mud and washings from the hill along which it
passes. In many places the flow is obstructed by green, slimy moss, such as is seen
in stagnant pools and frog ponds, lodged wood, twigs, and decaying leaves. It has
been reported that the Mexicans, who have been making adobes along this waterway, use it for washing themselves and their clothing. This ditch also receives from
the creek the irrigation water from the company gardens and Indian farms. Considering the filthy condition of the ditch, the inflow of polluted water from the gardens, etc., the uses to which the Mexicans put the VI ater on its way to the post, it will
be seen that the supply is unclean, unwholesome, distasteful, and disgusting. It is
recommended that the ditch be at once cleaned, to remove all fungus growths and
decaying matter, and to give the water a swifter current; that the Mexicans be
moved to where they can not make use of the ditch as a lavatory and laundry. As
to drainage from gardens and farms, it is impossible to suggest a remedy so long as
the wa.ter supply is taken from the creek, as at present. The constnwtion of the
proposed supply (McMurray's system) should be hastened, that a wholesome water
may be supplied to the many people whose health is jeopa1·dized by the present conditions.

Three of the seventy-nine waters have been charged with the production of sickness: (1) At Fort Wadsworth, N.Y., the water, generally
good, becomes brackish in June and December from admixture of sea
water by high tides. At these times it is often unpalatable and causes
oiarrhrea. (2) The saline matters in the shallow wells dug in the bed of
the San Carlos River, Arizona, occasionally induce diarrhreal attacks.
(3) At Fort Elliott, Tex., there is stronger evidence of the production of
disease by the water supply. The water was wagon(>d from a well, a
8pring, and from Sweetwater Creek. The well was near some old and
disused privy vaults in the vicinity of the hospital. Typhoid fever appeared at the post and ceased after the deYelopm<>nt of thirteen cases
on closing- up the well.* This post was abandoned October 13, 1890.
*Vide supra, page 27.
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FOOD AND COOKING.

The reports of the past year appear to show that the Unitfld States
soldier has, as a rule, a sufficiency of good food properly cooked and
presented in an inviting manner in the company mess balls; for when
defects exist in relation to the ration or its preparation they are not
usually overlooked by medical officers in their sanitary reports. A
great improvement in the diet of the men has been made within the
past year, so that complaints are infrequent and defects are due to
local causes.
At Fort Stanton, N. Mex., complaints were matle as to the quality of
the beef iRsued during the winter and spring. '1 be medical director of
the department, after a personal examiuation of this post, became satisfied that in many instances the complaints were well founded and the
beef of such quality as would warrant its rejection. Nevertheless, such
beef i::; often received by tbe responsible officers, although proYisiou for
its rejection is found. in the body of the coutract made by thP sn bsistence department. Boards of survey in some caseR seem un\\ illing to
mulct the co11tractor in the sum be would lose were his beef rejected
and other beef purchased in open market. It is said in certain cases
that if the poor beef is rejected the troops would be for that issue deprived of tlleir meat ration because of the want of a market in which
to buy, and therefore the contractor's supplies are accepted. 'fhis
might be an excusable course where a single issue of beef is concerned,
but it is not so where there is ground for continuous complaint. In
such ~ase a market might be looked for before band.
If people in the neighborhood became aware of the facts and were told
that on the next occurrence of the kind the beef would be rejected and
other beef boug·ht in open market, it is probable that some one would
he found to make provision for the contingency,furnish the beef wanted,
and charge such price as would compensate him for the risk he rau in
providing it. The differeuce in price thus paid tor a few times by the
con tractor or Lis sureties, as a penalty, would be the surest means to
induce him to fulfill his contract.
At Jackson Barracks, La., the character and cooldng of the ration
were not considered satisfactory. The men complained of the cooking
and of the insufficiency of the meat supply. The bread also was not
good; the flour used bad been kept in tbA bal\e bouse for several months
and the warm moist atmosphere bad caused changes in it that prevented
the making of sweet, wholesome bread. The post commander, commenting on these criticisms, acknowledged the absence of competent
cooks, and explained that the want of ice is the cause of much loss in
the food supply. He said:
1

The men of both companies have been getting all their rations and more too, for
the company fnnds of both batteries have been constantly rednced by the purchase
of food. In other words, the purchases of food bave been greater than the savings.
This can noL last long, and as rations are limited in quantity and kind the men will
ha\ P to abille the situation or else contrll.mte to their mess fund as many other organil'lations do who who are stationed in the Sonth. As soon as it has been in operation loug enough the increase of the ration by 1 pound of fresh v~getables will,! think,
ll1Cll(lll1at ters.
7

This is the only suggestion of a contributed mess fund to be found in
the reports save in those from Alcatraz Island, Cal., and camp at Eagle
Pass, Tex., where exceptional conditions are present. Not long ago at
many of the posts in Texas the companies had to eke out their supply
of vegetables by assessment on the members. The post surgeon at Fort
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Ringgold, Capt.W. F. Carter, explains the cause of this improved condition. lie says:
We can but note the great benefit arising to the enlisterl. men under modern ana
progressive methods of dealing with the ration. The return of the savings upon
bread to the company funds and the restriction of these funds to the purchase of food
alone have secured a much better diet, and at no personal cost to the men as, in former
years, when almost tbronghout the department the men paid for t.heir potatoes from
tl1eir private means. Another source of revenue to the food fund has resulted from th"'
establishment of the post canteen. .. * * The question, at least, of the meanR to
purchase a suitable diet seems settled, and it can not but be sincerely hoped that the
canteen is a permanent esta.blishment in our Army, for it has brought a large measure
of contentment and bas proved an unexpected source of much needed revenue for
the improvement of the diet of the troops.

The conditions at Alcatraz Island were reported by Capt. Dietz as
follows:
The meat furnished to the various organizations has been of fair q nality; it is
probably as gootl as can be expected for the price, 5.:16 cents per pound. One shipment to the prison, however, was con<lemned as nnwholesome, a. large abscess of the
hip-jOint beillg found by the board of snrvey. The bread issue<l is good. A constant
and general complaint is made by pri::;onors that. they tlo not get enongh to eat, and
my observation leads me to believe tha.t this is a just one. The enlisted men in the
batteries state that the regulation ration is insufficient; the proportion of pork is
too large while that of beef is too small; and that in order to get t>nough to eat
they have to maintain for each batter)T a mPss fund, into which every man pays
monthly from 50 ct>nts to $1, the earnings of certain billianl tables being ahw covered
into this fund. In connection with this, it is to be remembered that there are no
vegetable gardens at the post, the products of which form such a desiralJle addition
to the dietary of more favorably located garrisons.
The prison mess not having, as formerly, au income accruing from the proceeds of
the shoe shop, tailor shop, carpenter shop, etc., is now limited to the bare army ration.

Later in the year Capt. Dietz expressed the satisfaction which the
issue of vegetables by a recent order had given to the men of this garrison.
At Fort Niagara, N. Y., the local cause which interfered with the
satisfactory character of the ration was the absence of a cellar under
the bakehouse. Maj. A. C. Girard reported thus:
The bread is improving since a bettf'r grade of flour was obtained, but it can nevPr be
really good so long as the present makeshift of yeast cakes takes the place of properly
fermented potato yeast. The objection seems to be the irregt1larity of tho temperature
in the rooms where the yeast is allowetl to work, in abs nee of a cellar. That there
should be no cellar in a newly built bakehouse is a strangA oversight, but I believe
the matter can be remedied by diggiug under the foundation from the outside. A
cellar tj by 6 by 6 wonld be large enough aud remove the last impediment in the
preparation of wholesome bread.

At the camp at Eagle Pass, Tex., the chief defects in the food supply
appear to have arisen from the spoiled conditiou of certain of the
canned supplies which were inadequate originally, a nine mouths' supply having been estimated for on the strength of the small garrison at
the time the requisition was made, while at the time the supplies were
being used the strengtll had been materially increased. The report of
the post surgeon, Capt. Paul Clendenin, is as follows:
The rations of the men are good an<l are well cooked, being supplemented by vegetables from the troop garden a.t l''ort Clark, and potatoes and onions purchased from
the subsistence department. The pork is rarely eaten by the men, indeed it is rarel;v
drawn fl'oru the comnn~sary, being tnrned in at once, and there it remains to be issued and sold back again and again until it spoils, despite the utmost care for its preservation, and when it becomes oftensive it is presented for the action of the board of
survey, and later of an inBpector, and thus disposed of. I venture to say that pork is
a more expensive part of the ration tha.u is bacon, which, by the way, is rel1sbed by
tue men, while the pork is repugnant to the vast majority of them, for the pork for the
moH~ part is finally condemned and t.hrown n.way. It is a. matter of regret that t.hero
is 110 post garden at thiB camp, but the whole reserva..tion lies on high ground back
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from the river, and nothing will grow here without inigation. The water supply is
wsufficient to furnish water for that purpose, nor is there material to build a fence
arouud the garden. The hospital corps live very poorly here, and are compelled to
contribute to their mess, and so do also the troops. 1\.. small number of men with but
f~w sick find it very bard to manage the ration to advantage.
The hospital corps
gets no fresh vegetables but the few that are given them through the kindness ofthe
troop.

The following remarks on the new mess hall at Jefferson Barracks
sltow the advantages which a large garrison bas over a small one,
although both are provided with the same ration per man:
The new mess hall is now in successful operation, and is a decided improvement
over the former company mess system. The food is well cooked and neatly served.
The whole command sits down to the tables at the same time, without any confusion,
and the uniformity in kind and quantity of food does away with any complaints as to
the inequality or cooking which so frequently occur in the separate messes in companies serving at the sartle post.

General mess halls have been built and the messes are in operation
at Davids Island, N.Y., Columbus Barracks, Ohio, Jefferson Barracks,
Mo., and Fort Riley, Kans. The advantag-es of a large mess over a
small one in improving the diet are evident when other things, such as
tlle general management, cooking, and attendance, are equal. Inasmuch, however, as it is easier to provide capable stewardship and good
cooks for small than for general messes, the chances are against the
ultimate success of the latter, unless special care or means are taken to
insure that the men on these important duties are fully qualified by
preYious training and experience. Maj. John Van R. Hoff gives expression to these views in a recent report, which shows the defects of the
system as manifested at Fort Riley, Kans.:
Attention is respectfully invited to the fact that, while the quality and quantity of
food supplied the command is above criticism, the cooking is not. As g~neral messes
are doubtless to become the custom at large posts, it would seem that sufficient experience must have by this time been had to justify them. But such experience certainly has not been gained at this post. After a trial of nearly two years I believe
no man here can say that the advantages of a general mess outweigh its disadvantage.::~; and I am sure I voice the opinion of every officer and man of this command
when I assert that here at least the new system has not equaled the old..
This certainly has not been due to any lack of effort npon the part of the officers
having the mess hall in charge, for no men could have labored harder than they in
the accomplishment of a thankless task, but it is due, I believe, to a want of knowledge how to properly handle the enormous masses of food nPeded to feed a command
of this size. To feed even fifty men requires knowledge and an effort. Multiply that
number by ten and then not only adaptability to the work is needed but long experience as well. If there are to be general messes, there sbou ld be established a class
of men-make them noncommissioned officers, if needs be-whose duties will correspond to those of the ste,vard of a large hotel; there must be cooks, trained in the manipulation of large masses of food, there must be waiters. In a word, every general
mess hall requires a corps of attendants which can not and should not be furnished
by details from the command. The mess ball should indeed be a school of cookery,
but tbe teachers should be experts and the scholars willing learners, not forced by
the inexorable mandate of the company roster.
CLOTHING.

There are not many complaints concerning the clothing in the reports
of this year, and such as are found are merely repetitions of those that
have appeared frequently heretofore in the annual reports of the Surgeon-General of the Army. From Texas, Arizona, and other hot climates comes a call for lighter underclothing, and from the Dakotas,
Wyomiug~ and the higher altitudes of the South, a call for drawers of
a heavier nonconducting material. Capt. Clendenin, at Camp Eagle
Pass, Tex. denounces the uudersbirt as too heavy and coarse to be comfortable iu the climate of Texas for nine months of the year, and sug-
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gests that during the three other months a light woolen shirt of filler
quality than that now issued would not be too thin~ inasmuch as the
overshirt worn is heavy. A considerable number of the men purchase
light cotton shirts for use during the greater part of the year, and thit!l
constitutes a serious drain on their scantyresourceE'l. Capt. P. E. Egan,
from Fort Mcintosh, Tex., presents similar views regarding the undershirt, adding that the Quartermaster's Department should furnish a
gauze undershirt for use in Texas, as the irritation of the knitted undershirt is intolerable to most men, and keeps the skin in perspiration for
months at a time. So also from Fort Gibson, Ind. T., Capt. Owen calls
for lighter drawers and flannel shirts, while Capt. N. S. Jarvis realizes
that there is something inconsistent, not to say unreasonable, in requiring troops at Fort Verde, Ariz., to wear canton flannel drawers and
heavy woolen shirts and socks, such as are issued to those serving at
posts in the far North west for use during the times tllat the cold waves
are materializing. Like Capt. Clendenin, he states that most of the
men purchase comfortable underclothes out of their slender income.
On the other hanrl, Maj. Lauderdale, at Fort Ontario, N. Y., in giving
credit to the Quartermaster's Department for furnishing clothing of
good materials and suitable for winter wear in the cold and damp climate of his post, can not refrain from the suggestion that the <lrawers
should. be of heavy woolen stuff. Acting Assistant Surg. Holland
and Capt. 0. F. Mason echo this suggestion from Fort Pembina, N.
Dak., a11d Fort Washakie, Wyo., respectively, the latter asserting that
the insufficient protection of the limbs by the present garment is a
prime factor in the production of rheumatism; and Maj. P. J. A. Oleary
coincides in these views from Fort Wingate, N. Mex., adding that attention bas been frequently invited to this subject.
Maj. Oleary is correct in his statement. If the records be examined
it will be founu that the medical officers of the Army have steadily an<l
persistently denounced the idea of a uniformity that would give the
same clothing, and insist upon its being worn, to troops on the burning
sands of southern Arizona and to those in the zero temperatures of the
tJanada frontier. Col. Vollum has said: *
The subject of the clothing of troops in this semitropical region is a matter that
evidently bas not received the serious attention that its importance demands. No
argument is needed to show that health requires cool, light clothing in a climate like
that of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, which is one of the hottest regions in the world
occupied by white troops.
In the early days of English occupation of India, the military commanders remained
for a time stiff-necked against any departure from the home woolen uniform, which,
owing to prej ndice against change, was worn for some time even in southern India;
but the suffering, inconvenience, and depressing effect of the heavy clothing, only
suitable for the climate of England, in time caused a reform, and quite naturally the
dust-colored light cloth of the natives was first put to use, but this gave way to white
drill trousers :tud calico jackets, which are now used for fatigue purposes throughout
Lower India, British West Indies, West Coast of Africa, Egypt, Hongkong, and all
other points occupied by English troops in tropical and semitropical countries. Holland, Germany, France, and all other 11ations clothe their troops serving in hot conntries about in the same manner as tbe English <lo in such climates.
The United States stands alone in the measure of forcing its troops to wear the
same nnitorm during all seasons and in alllatit.ndes; and in the twenty-four degrees
embraced within the boundaries of our country tbere are some places as hot as any
occupied by white troops anywhere in the world. In this tardiness in adapting tbe
clothing of our troops to the climate, we stand about where the English did in the
first days of their occupancy of India.
"
"'
"
Complaints of the oppressiveness of t.he heavy woolen uniform in this region in
summer date back in my memory to 1853-1856, when I served in this State. .At tbat
time the unsuitableness of the uniform, which was a.bont as heavy as it is now, was
a constant topic for grumbling and discontentedness.

* Report of the Surgeon-General of the Army, 1887, p. 79.
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Much has been gained since the ante bellum dates to which Col. Vollnm refers: at first in the North and Northwest, wherP. the intensity
of the winter's cold called with appreciable urgency for the needful prot,ection from it, and afterward in the South, where more slowly the
necessity for tlle adaptation of clothing to climate was recognized; and
now there seems little remaining to be accomplished other than to give
a practical response to the requests of these meclical officers for thinner
and less irritating underwear in the South and a better protection for
the lower lirubs in the North. No doubt this will speedily be effected,
and the Army of tne United States, although scattered over so many
degrees of latitude, with altitudes reaching as high as 7,500 feet above
the sea level, and with tern peratures as low and as high as those to
which the troops of all other nations are exposed, will have a schedule
of clothing which will be appropriate for every one of its subordinate
commands.
Another point which has been frequently referred to by medical officers is the summer head covering, particularly in warm climates. Capt.
Havard, from Fort Buford, N. Dak., states thatIn my opinion the summer helmet could be improved in shape.
visor is too short to give such protection to the face as it shonld.

The front brim or

And Capt. Clendenin, at Camp Eagle Pass, Tex., goes more into
detail on the subject :
I desire to compare the regulation white helmet issued to enlisted men with a
Chinese pith helmet worn by the officers at this camp when not on duty. The great
advantage of the~.,latter is the large crown with the distance from the head band to
the wall of the helmet, antl t,he wide brim shading the face and head all round. The
disadvantage of the regulation helmet is that it does not shade the eyes, face, an1L
neck; and the men do not like to wear it, judging from my own observat.ion that
they seldom do except when compelled to. The pith helmet is not as serviceable as
the cork one, as it does not stand wetting, but a coating of shellac or other varnish would add considerably to its durability. A cork helmet with wider brim and
greater air space would be an improvement on the present one, and would not weigh
over 7 or at the most l::l ounces. As a rule the men when permitted to choose wear
str::tw·bats in preference to the white helmet, ancl, wherever I have served, commanding officers have not jnsjsted on the helmet being worn except perhaps when on duty,
knowing how uncomfortable a head gear it is, with no p1·ovision jo1· shade to the eyes
in the bot glare of the sun in Texas, not to mention the stiffness due to the small
space between the head band and the unyielding wall of the crown. Such a helmet
as I have suggested is, I know by personal experience, infinitely more comfortable
than the regulation helmet, and is, from a sanitary point. of view, better than either
the present helmet or the straw hat, besides presenting a more soldierly appearance
than the latter.

On this the post commander remarks:
'rhe white helmet is not wbat it might be, and is popular neither with officers nor
men. It has all thefaultsrnentioned, and is easi.ly soiled and spoiled by one rain. Straw
hats are light, cheap, and afford shelter from the sun. The men at the camp all wear
the same pattern.

ThP italics in the above extract are not in the original, but have been
placed there to show how they bear out the views of Capt. Havard.
Looking at the page of the report of the Surgeon-General just cited,
we find Capt. W. F. Carter stating thatThe helmet would be the best covermg for the head I know for this climate if it
were made after the pattern of the English [Indian] helmet, bnt as issued to our
troops it is cut too short in front and rear. It does not protect the face and neck.

And picking up the next report Capt. Macauley is found to express
the same views: •
*Report of the Surgeon-General of the Army, 1888, p. 116.
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They also wore straw hats while I wore the regulation white helmet, which,
although as cool as the straw ''here the head proper is concernerl, is much heavier,
and by reason of its faulty construction .:loes not give the same protectiOn to the face,
ears, and neck.

These citations suffice to show that the defects of the helmet have
been pointed out long before Capts. Havard and Ulendenin referred
to them during the paRt year. They should be remedied.
Two references to the regulation blouse are found in the reports:
Maj. Pope, at Whipple Barracks, Ariz., considers that it is fitted so
closely to the body as to impede respiration during exercise, particularly at high altitudes (his post is 5,340 feet above the sea level) and he
suggests that lung expansion and abdominal movement should be unimpeded during exertion to avoid heart strain. He therefore recommends that during active drills, bayonet exercise, etc., the blouse be
officially loosened about the neck, chest, and abdomen, and that the
waist belt be fitted low down about the hips. Col. Woodhull's suggestion may, however, come in place here advantageously. He says:
The practice of allowing the guard to serve in their blue shirts, without coats, during the hot season, has conduced greatly to their comfort and is to be commended
from a sanitary point of view. I hope the day may come when a shirt dress will supplant every form of coat for the rank anc.l file under ordinary conditions of weather.
H.AJUTS, CLEANLINESS, E1'C.

Little is said in the sanitary reports concerning the habits of the
men. More may be learned from a study of the prevalence of alcoholism and venereal diseases in the Army and at the various military stations than from the special reports of medical officers. One thiug is
certain, that drunkenness is on the decrease among our troops. 1'he
averageanuualrate per thousa11d of strength during the decade 1K7U-'88
was, among the white men, 62.22; during 1889, it was 45.64:; and during
1890, 44.45. The colored soldier is seldom on sick report from this
cause; his average annual rate during the decade was 4.42, the rate of
last year was 2.07, and of the present year 5.59. The admission rate for
venereal diseases among the white troops during the decade was 77.33
annually; it was above this average last year, but fell during 1890, to
72.02. Looking over the past twelve years there is seen to have been a
manifest decrease in the prevalence of tllese foul and disal>ling disorders. The highest ad mission rate at any of the larger military posts
was 462 per thousand men in 1889, and 380 in 1890. The number of
men discharged from the Army annually on this account during the
decaue was 101.6; the number discharged in 1890, was only 71.
Every medical officer who refers to the canteen system approves of
it with the exception of Capt. H. P. Ball, temporarily in charge at Fort
Riley, Kans. :
The post surgeon is yet skeptical as to the sanitary value of the canteen. He has
treated more cases of alcoholism and has sewed up more cut heads in a given time
since its establishment than previous, ancl this does not argue in its favor. He is
unable to see bow giving the soldier double the quantity of beer for the same money
can conduce to his sobriety and efficiency.

Capt. Ball's remarks would have more value as against the canteen
if Fort Riley was a post with a reputation for alcoholism; but as a
matter of fact it had just six cases of drunkenness during the year in
its garrison of 649 men, or an admission-rate of 9.35 per 1,000 as compared with the average rate of the Army, 40.73. Only 13 posts had a
better record in this respect, and 108 had a worse. (See Table xvn.)
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These facts appear to argue in favor of the canteen, notwithstanding
the views of Capt. Ball.
On the other hand, there are many such reports as the following :
FORT WINGATE, N.MEX.-Maj. P. J. A. Cleary: The habits of the men are generally clean and soldierly. Since the post trade:r was prohibited selling light wines
and beer intemperance bas markedly increased.
ALCATRAZ IsLAND, CAL.-Capt. W. D. Dietz: The canteen recently established is
an appreciated innovation which will render the enlisted men more contented with
the monotonbus life at this rather circumscribed and lonely station.
FoRT BENNETT, S. DAK.-Acting Assistant Surgeon J. B. Ferguson: The canteen
system at this post, with the authorized sale of beer, has been a success. rl'here has
been no drunkenness from it, and I believe it makes the men more contented.
•
FoRT BUFORD, N. DAK.--Maj. Valery Hava1·d: There were four cases of alcoholism
and four of venereal disease under treatment during the same month, the greatest
number of both classes of cases recorded in any month this year. This sudden increase denotes a deterioration of habits due in my opinion to the exclusion of all
alcoholic drinks from the canteen.
FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZ.-Maj. J. H. Patzki: The canteen has a beneficial effect
upon the habits and contentment of the men.
FORT LKAVENWORTH, KANS.-Maj. A. A. Woodhull: It is worth remarking that
there have been more cases of alcoholism (never very common here) under treatment
within the pa&t six weeks than for a long time before. Whether this has more
til an an incidental relation with the stoppage of the sale of beer in the canteen I can
not tell.
FORT NIAGARA, N. Y.-Maj. A. C. Git·ard: A remarkable change has taken place in
the habit.s of the men as to sobriety since the establishment of the canteen. Signs of
intoxication Me rarely to be seen~ and the guardhouse is without occupants.
CAMP POPLAR RIVER, MONT.-Lieltt. J.D. Poindexter: I am of the opinion that in
· this respect the influence of the canteen has been for good.
FoRT WASHAKIE, WYo.-Lieut. Charles T. Ma.qon: Though it would be difficult to
show any direct effects of the canteen upon the health of the command, yet I am convinced that indirectly its influence has been favorable by giving the soldiers a place
where they can meet socially and without unnecessary restraint, where they can outain light refreshments when fatigued, and by keeping them from other objectionable
places. I believe their habits and health are both improved by the existence of the
canteen.

To determine the influence of the canteen on the habits of the men so
far as the 8tatistics of alcoholism would show it, the medical records of
our militar.y stations for the years 1889, 1890, as given in Table xvn, and
1891 up to June 30, were examined. Little value IS to be attached to
the record of a single post, as the canteen system may there be modified
by more powerful local con<lit~ons, as in Kansas, according to Maj.
Woodhull, by prohibition; but the aggregates of the Army might be
expected to give testimony of some value. '_1_1hese aggregates appear to
sustain the views of our medical officers who express themselves as in
favor of the system. They show that the canteen has relieved our military posts of one-third of the eases of alcoholism that formerly tended
to the demoralization of the individual, infractions of discipline, assaults,
iujuries, and death. They are presented below, together with the falling rates of a few of the posts. At Willets Point, a large post which
llas had a bad reputation for drunkenness, the impression made presumably by the canteen is distinctly marked.
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Annual admission rate for
alcoholism per thousand of
strength.
1889.

Posts with canteen .......•......•...••............•••••..•............
Posts without canteen ....••..•.•................•.........•...........

1890.

1891.

--- ----

42.95
54.78

41.76
61.04

39.82
60. 50

197. 52
118.72
44.95
130.43
lO·i. 44

127.66
80.00
113.74
40.82
73.81
35.35
16.26
28.57
30.77
28.57
11.52
17.93
4.93
45.05
77.21

70.18
50.96
41.16
39.22
31.96
25.52
18.31
16.80
13.88
8. 68
7.54
3. 54
0. 00
0. 00
o. 00

=
==
= - -70.46
157. 50
272.97

WilletR Point, N.Y ................................................... .
Fort Mackinac, 1\lich ................................................. .
Fort ~pokan<', \Vash ...................... ,............................ .
Fort Wayne, l\lich ........... . ........................................ .
:Fort Hancock, 'l'Px ...................... . ............................. .
Vancouver Barracks, Wash .......................................... .
Fort IIamilton, N.Y ................................................. .
Fort Bliss, Tex ........................................................ .
Boise Barrackll, Idaho ................................................. .
I<'ort Mcintosh, Tex .................................................... 1
Presidio of Snn Francisco, CaL ........................................ .
Davills Island, N.Y .... . .. . .......................... . ............... .
Uolum bus Barracks, Ohio ......... . ................................... .
J' etfer!lon Bat-racks, Mo .............................................. ..

~~r~nJh!:~na~~ ~~~:.c.~~·-~~-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I

7&951
93.22
79.22
100.77
114.05
25.91
20.03
4-.72
137.92
40.65

From a few posts come complaints of the inadequacy of the facilities
for personal cleanliness; but from the very infrequency of these complaints it will be apprecia.ted that as a rule military stations are satisfactorily provided in this respect.
CAMP EAGLE PAss, TEx.-Capt. Paul Clendenin: There is but one bath tub for
the trOOJJ of 50 or more men, and no means of beat.in,g the water. I am confident
that the requirements of one bath weekly is not obeyed by the men, for some have
come to me on sick report that to my positive belief have not bathed for a month.
Moreover, I do not think a weekly bath sufficient for a, cavalryman wl.Jo grooms his
horse twice daily and works about a dusty corral. He should be required to bathe
at least twice a week in winter and every day in summer; and facilities should be
provided for a daily bath for all if they wish. I would respectfully suggest that tv.·o
additional tubs be provided, with a barrack stove and large water heater to be placed
in the bath room, and that it be made the duty of the noncommissioned officer in
charge of the quarters to see tllat the fire is kept up during the winter and during
nortl.Jers; that the water heater be kept filled, and that t,be men bathe frequently.
I know tl.Jat the average cavalryman despises the idea of bathing in warm water,
thinking it. effeminate; but it is difficult, if not impossible, to take an efficient bath
hastily and shivering, and I am confident that men will bathe more frequently and
more carefully wbeu they can do so comfort<tuly. An interl:'sting point was brought
out in my inquiry reg-arding bathing. It appNtrs that many of the men will take a
washtub and give themselves a sponge rather than go into the general bath tub
which has been used by men with venereal diseases. On this the post commander
indorses as follows: Until there is a better water supply I see no way to have better
bathing facilit.ies. * "' * The tub in 11se exbansts the water supply, and this is
the reason why the other tub wa~:~ t urued in. * * * The men bathe in the river,
a thing I have encouragefl, for every Aoldier should not only be able to swim, but
have confidence in himself in the water. Noncommissioned officers in charge of
squads have special instruct.ions concerning baths and washing the feet, and although
there may have been some casPs of negligenf'e I have not detected them. As a whole
the men of this troop are the neatest and ckanest soldiers I have ever seen, and no
sicln1ess from any lack of bathing bas come to my notice.
FoRT DuCHESNE, UTAH.-Capt. C. E. Price: Very poor accommodations for bathing. Lack of bathtubs, lack of con veniencies for warming water, and room, and lack of
privacy makes bathing uncomfortable, so I have no doubt it is frequently neglected.
If the proposed waterworks, including bath tubs, are not to be put in very soon, tubs
shoulfl be procured for the company at once.
FORT I .. oGAN, CoLo.-Capt. Charles Richa1·ds: In the new guardhouse the bathing
facilitiPs are of but little nse in cold weather, there being no means for heating water.
The cleanliness of the prisoners is a sanitary necessity, and a hot-water supply shonld
not be regarded as a luxury. All deserters who have been brought to this post have
bet>n exceedingly dirty and generally infested with vermin. - That they may be
properly clea-ned they must be taken to one of the company bathrooms, where hot
water is obtainable, thus inflicting injustice upon the men of the companies, who
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run the risk of becoming infested with vermin. Some ·arrangement for supplying
hot water could easily be introduced.
NEWPORT BARRACKS, KY.-Capt. H. J . Rayrnond: The bathing facilities for the
enlisted men are wholly inadequate, there being about 80 !3oldiers dependent upon
two bath tubs in the company quarters. Two additional tubs are needed. The botwater supply is deficient, the water having to be heated in an ordinary wash boiler
at times when the range is not otherwise occupied. The practical result is that
bathing is neglected by many. Cleanliness of the skin conduces largely to the health,
comfort, and contentment of any company or command. A boiler attachment to the
kitchen range or ranges, with delivery pipes to the bath tubs, is recommended.
FoRT PORTER, N. Y.-Capt. E. F. Gm·drwr: The bathing facilities are not as gooll
as they should be. In this climate a cold bath is an impossihility for nino men out
of ten. The present facilities for heating water for bathing by boilers connected
with the company kitchen stoves are not sufficient, a.;; they can not furnish enough
of hot water for more than two or three baths in the courl-le of a day. Some kind of
boiler for heating water should be put up in the barracks so as to furnish at all times
an unlimited supply of hot water for bathing purposes for both companies.
FoRT WASHAKIE, WYo.-Lieut. C. F. Mason: I desire to invite attention to the
absence of any faeilities for bathing in the company quartere. The hot springs, 2
miles away, are resorted to by the men for this purpose, bnt the distance is so great
that they are not used with sufficient frequency dnring the winter months.
FORT BENNETT, S. DAIL-Acting Assistant Surg. J. B. Ferguson: To the need of a
good bathing room for the use of the enlitlted men attention is invited. Th13 one in use,
although better than none, is so small that there is scarcely room in it to turn around,
and being only a shed attached to the quarters, built of old material and without any
plastering, it can not, be otherwise but cold and drafty in winter, and liable to increase the number of men on sick report with coughs, colds, etc.
FoRT DouGLAS, UTAH.-Maj. W. D. Wolverton: Add~tional bath tubs are required
for the use of the troops at this post. placed in protlerly selected rooms. At present
only one bath tub is provided for each company in any small alcove or open room
available in the barracks, and usually protected from intrusion only by a. sn1nll cloth
screen. During winter the bathing places are not sufficiently warm to pro 1ect the
men from dangerous exposure. Frequent bathing is necessary to the health and
comfort of soldiers, and to insure this two bath tubs should be provided for the use
of detachment::> or companies of more t.ban 30 men, and three where companies or
batteries number more than 50 men. On t.bis report the medical director remarked:
Bathrooms should not be attached to separate company barracks in our large and
permanent posts. It is much wiser and more economical to provide this facility in a
building apart where the administration can be concentrated and direct. Such a
building should, in my opinion, contain a swim ruing pool, and for the most part tbo
ordinary bath tub should be dispensed with. In its stead the bath cell and water
jet should be used both as more cleanly in practice, simple in design, and economical
in use of water.

I strongly recommend the establishment at each post of a systematic
course of athletic exercises to improve the physique of the meu. Military drills have little influence in perfecting the physique, and after a
time they become monotonous, and being· looked upon as a task, fail
to interest the men. Only one medical officer during the past year
has referred to this subject in his reports, although I am aware that it
has occupied the attention of many.
Lieut. CHAS. F. MASON, Fort Washakie, WlJO., says: "During this winter systematic
exercise in the gymnasium has been at times compulsory, and though thP. conr:;e was
not maintained for a sufficient length of time to show any very marked change in
the pby&iq ne of the men, yet I am confident that during these periods there was mnch
less willingness shown in appearing upon sick report. A compulsory ,6raded course
in gymnastics, under the suporvision of a qualified officer, would be excellent prepaation for the summer marches. Such a course should embrace walking, running,
eaping, vaulting, and swimming, besides the exercise with fixed apparatus. It
could be held through the winter and spring months, and would form a most useful
and agreeeable substitute for some of the monotonou s and tiresome drills. There
can be no doubt that such a course would result in a marked improvement in the
physical condition of the soldier, and nlso in his cheerfulness and conteutmen~. The
modern soldier is liable to sudden calls for severe and prolonged strain, and he should
be fitted for such emergencies by the development of the bard mnscles, tmpple frame,
and increased heart and lung power which properly regulated gymnastic exercise
would give him."
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The need for the systematic development of the physique of our
troops is shown with emphasis by certain measurements of 161 colored
men, 80 of the Tenth Cavalry, and 81 of the Twenty-fourth Infantry,
taken by Capt. Ed ward Everts at Fort Apache, Ariz., in accordance
with orders from headquarters of the department. The object of the
order was to improYe the physical condition of the soldiers by two
months of svstematic and well-directed exercise, and to demonstrate
the rusnlts by accurate measurements taken lJefore and after the gymnaRtic course. Unfortunately the full intent of the order was uot carried out; the cause of this failure is not stated. The close inspection
given to these men in taking their measurements shows that their
physical condition was much below the proper standard. Stooping
shoulders, sunken chests, soft and weak mu~:~cles, and heavy dull appearance were noted with startling frequency. The forced respiratory
movement, as taken, represents imperfectly the possible respiratory
action of the lungs in most cases.
Average.

Maximum.

Minimum.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -1- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - 1. Age .......••.......•...........•...••....•............ years ..
2. Length of service ........................•..........•.. do .•
3. Weil!ht* ........................................... pounds ..

~: ~i~!fu~~~~~~~-~~f· ~~~k t::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: .!focl~::

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Clwst at inspiration! ............ .. ...................... do .. . .
Chest at expiration .................................... do .. ..
Ch('st nwveruent ...•...••. ..•........•.....•.......... do .. .
Waist§ ................................................ do .. ..
Cirl'umf.,rence of llic!·ps, fixed ........................ do .. ..
Circnmfer('nce of bH·e1•s, extended ..................... do .. ..
Circumfert>nre of forearm, extended ................... do ... .
CireunHPt·ence of hips ...... ......................... . do ... .
Circumference of middle 1high ......................... do ... .
Circumference of calL ........... ............ .......... do . . ..

30.1
7.8
'147. 92
67.55
14.49
37.16
35.64
1. 53
29. Sl
12.72
11.38
1l. 06
35.03
20.49
14.17

fi7
24
224.5
76.58
16.69
42.99
41.73
3.54
39.37
16.06
14.21
13.54
38.66
24.961
17.36

I

21
ll,z

lOH
til 30
12.44
3:l. 84
31.50
.12
21. 6!1
10. :l!)
9. ];{
9. i4
31. 9:!
i7. on
12. OL

• Averag:A of infantrymen: \Veigltt 151.6 ponntls, height 67.8:l inches. Of cavalrymen 14i.2 aml
67.2fi. 'l'h•rt' wne 9 nt~>n O\·er 6 feet in height and 1 nndAr 5 feet 3 inches.
t l.klnw tit.' roi<l cat·tiltt~<'.
+Horizontally o ,'t'J' or below nipples.
§This a.1lll the uHlaJurements following it were taken at tho largest circumference.

APPENDED PAPERS.

In closing I have the honor to invite attention to a series of tables
which give in detail tlle statistical data on which the statements of this
report are based. They consist ofI. A numerical view of the effects of di~f'ase,and injury on the Army
during the ca]('lHlar year 1890, as compared with the corresponding data
of the year 1889 and of the decade ending December 31, 1888.
II. The relative sickness of the troops, white and colored, in the various military departments.
III. The military posts in each department, a]phabetically arranged,
with mean strength, admissions for disease and injury; also deaths and
discharges, with ratios per thousand of strength for admissions ancl
noneffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and the meteorological
data for the year 1890.
IV. A general view of the results of disease and injury at each of the
various military stations, arranged in tlle order of tueir mean strength.
V. Twenty posts having the llighest rates of admission for the year;
the said rates compared with those of 18H5-'89, iuclusive.
VI. Twenty posts having tbe highest rates of 11oneftectiveness during
the year; the said. rates compared with those of 1885-'89, iuclu::;ive.
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VII. Twenty posts having the highest admission rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccina~ and alcoholism, together with their
ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant nonefl:ectiveness; also the
corresponding average rates of the Army.
VIII. Twenty posts having the highest nonefl:"ective rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, \accina, and alcoholism, together with the
average number sick daily, and average duration of each ease; also the
corresponding average rates of the Army.
IX. The military posts in each department, showing the rates of admission, death, discharge, and noneffectiveness for disease, not including venereal diseases, vacciua, nor alcoholism.
X. The monthly prevalence of disease among the white and colored
troops of the .Army.
XI. The rates, per thousand of strength, of admission, death, discharge, and none:ffectiveness of the Army and of the troops in the several departments for the year, as compared with those of the decade
1879-'88, and of certain foreign armies.
XII . .Admission rates for specific febrile di8eases in various armies.
XIII. Distribution of specific febrile diseases at United States military
posts during the year.
XIV. The distribution of pneumonia at United States military posts
during the year.
XV. Twenty posts giving the largest admission rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, diarrhmal and venera! diseases, respectively.
XVI. Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, (liarrhmal and venereal diseases, respectively.
XVII. The prevalence of alcoholi~m at the various posts and its
influence on the effective force of the garrison.
XVIII. Showing the relation of certain classes of disease to arm of
service and age of individual.
XIX. Showing the relation of certain classes of disease to nativity
and length of service.
XX. Showing the relation of certain specified diseases to arm of
service and age of individual.
XXI. Showing the relation of certain specified diseases to nativity
and length of service.
XXII. The causes and ratios of rejection among 19,926 recruits exam·
ined during the year; white, 18,437, colored, 1,489.
Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES SUTHERLAND,

Surgeon- General.

Hon.

REDFIELD PROCTOR,

Secretary of War.

APPENDED PAPERS.
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I.-A numerical view of the effects of disease and inju1·y on the A1·nty duri11g the
calendar year 18. 0, as cmnpareit with the corresponding data from the 1"e]J01"ts of
1889 and of the det•ade ll-379-'88.

TAllLE

United States A.rmy.

White.

Colored.

Total.

~26, 68<!
Average st.rengths Mshuwn lly returns of the Adjutant-General .... *24,167
*2,517
a~ shown. by reports of the Medical Dl'.parLment. r<~1, 910
t24, 234
t2, 324
All admissions to sick report during the yrar .......•••••..•......... 29,519
4, 027
33, 546
treated in hospital ..............••..... 14,090
l. 856
15, 946
treated in quarters .........••••........ 14,298
2, 067
16, 365
trtlated in field ..................•......
J, 131
10!
1,235
Ratios of all admissions per 1. 000 of mean strength .....•..••.....•..
1, 347. 28 1, 732.79
1, 384.25
for theprevious ~ear .......•.....••..•......
1. 318. 67 1, 280.93
1,315. 02
for the preceding decade .........•..........
1, 528. 91 1, 688. ::S2
1, 544.23
Admissions for disease ............................................. . 24,333
27,64.0
3. 307
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ......•......
1, 110.59 1,422. 98
1, 140. 54
for the previous year .....•....
1, 073.70
997.10
1, 066. 30
for the pt·eceding decade ..... .
1, 286.59 1, 411.10
1, 291l. 56
Admissions for injur.7 ............................................... .
5,186
720
5, 906
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ............•..
309. 81
2-!B. 71
236.69
for tbfl previous year ......... .
244.96
283.82
248.72
for the preceding decade ....... .
242.32
277.22
245.67
7!JR. 63
64:l. 08
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength of cases treated in ho11pitaL ...... .
658
of cases treated in quarters ...... .
889.41
652.58
675.29
of cas(·s treated in tield ........... .
44.75
50. !l6
51.62
Number constantly noneffective during the year .................... .
924.38
110.76
1. 03\ 14
ratios per 1,00U of mean strength ... .
42.19
47.6fi
42. 71
rHtios for the previous year ........ .
44.44
41.09
44.12
ratio!l for the preceding- decade ..... .
43.51
43.33
43.49
Number of days lost on account of sickness during the year ........ . 337, 397
377,827
40,430
average for each man of the A.rmy ............. .
15.4
17.4
15.6
for the previous year .....••...........•..••••..
16.2
15
16.1
for the preceding decade ...................... .
15.8
15 9
15.9
Average number of days each case was treated .........•.........•.
11.4
10
11. 3
for the previous year ................ .
12.2
12.3
11.7
for the preceding decade ...........••.
10.4
9.4
10.3
Average days treatment for patients returned to duty .........•.....
10.0
8.4
9. 8
lliRcharged for disability .....•..
80.4
73.5
74.:3
who died .................•••...
23.4
32.7
24.6
Number of discharges for disability ............................... .
542
72
614
28.61
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .......•.....
22.43
23.01
for the previous year ........ .
22.65
24.14
22.79
for the prtlceding decade .... .
32.13
30.67
31.99
Number of discharges for disease ............... _.... . ........•.•..
495
57
552
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ..........••.
20.48
22.65
20.69
1!l. 33
22.22
for the previous year .•.......
19.61
for the preceding decade ... _.
26.29
28.40
28.20
Number of discharges for injury .................................... .
6'~
15
47
5. 96
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ...........•.
1. 95
~- 32
for the previous year ........ .
3. 32
1. 92
3.18
for the preceding decade ..•...
3. 73
4. 38
3. 79
Number of deaths from all causes ..••.•..... -.. . . . . ...............•.
203
29
232
ra\ios per 1,000 of mean strength ................ .
8. 40
11.52
8. 69
5. !)9
for the previous year ............ .
9. 58
6. 3B
R. !)7
for the preceding; uecade ..•....••.
11.69
9. 23
22
Number of deaths from disease ...................................... ·
118
140
8. 74
ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ................. .
4.88
5. 25
3.64
6.90
for the previous year ..........•...
3. 95
for tl.Je preceding det.:ade .•..•.....
5.85
7.16
5. 98
Number of ceaths from injury................... . ..........•......
85
7
92
2. 7B
rat.ios per 1,000 of moan !>trongth ..........•......
3. 52
3. 45
2. 35
2.68
for the previorrs year .....•.••••••
2. 38
3. 25
for the preceding decade ......... ·1
3.121
4.531

•

*Usedl n computing the rat1os of deaths and di11charges for the wbule A.rmy.
t Used in computing all ratios for the Army except those of deaths and discharges.
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II.-The relative sickness arnong the troops, tvhite and colored, in the various military departtnents during the year 1890.
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III.-Military posts in each department, alphabetically a1Tanged; with mean strength,
admissions fo1' disease and inju1·y, also deaths and discha1·ges, with mtios per thousand of
~trength for admissions and nonejfectiveness, the avemges of daily sickness, and meteo?·ological data for 1~90.
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1
31.91..... ..

7
14
19
21

66 ,1, 404.26
96 1, 010.53
72 1, 31:13. 33
58 11, 8:2. 50
681 871. 79
15 535.71
1312, 015.38
4011, 290. 32
5811, 115. 38
119.1, 072.07
90 1, 016. 51

D. C . .. ...............

255

287

52

Watertown Arsenal,
Mass...... .. .. .. . .. .
Watervliet Arsenal,N. Y.
w·a_vne, Fort, Mich......
WestPoint,N. Y ........
Willets Point, :'.. Y . . . . .
'Wood, Fort, N.J........
Field....................

33
60
211
378
400
46
35

31
64
250
458
604
21
68

4
18
33
96
121
2
16

Total ...••..•.•..

~
p.

Feet.

5. oo
. 85
1. 70
5. 03
2. 99
38.93
6. 44
22.76
1. 83
8. 30
1. 42
6. 50
. 39
6.31
11. 50
2. 51
7. 56
19. 93

0

i

P

•

rn

154 781. n
20 681). 66
24 923. 08
1441, 674. 42
1211, 273. 68
9421, 876.49
1761, 073 17
713 1, 642.86
53 1, 394. 74
322 l, 626.26
461, 840. 00
199 2, 163. 04
29 1, 933. 33
1371,383.84
468 2, 489. 36
15ll, 606.38
3461. 395.16
740 1, 709. 01

lll
137
62
114
43

p

<V

't:1

39
4
1
16
14
72
26
881
3
53
4
33
2
20
60
26
51
107

197
29
26
86
95
502
164
434
38
198
25
92
15
99
188
94
248
433

:;;

Isis
.s s
a$'+-< ~
~ g ~ I >; -~ ';!
8~0 ~ A ~ ~ _! ~ ~
1=1 ~ ~

~ :.j

115
16
23
128
107
870
150
625
50
269
42
166
27
117
40S
125
295
633

Adams, Fort, R. I ...... .
Allegheny .Arsenal, Pa.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga .. .
Barrancas, Fort, Fla ... .
Brady. Fort, Mich ..... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio
Columbus. Fort, N. Y .. .
Davids Island, N. Y ... .
Frankford Arsenal, Pa ~
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y . .
lndinnapolisArsenal,Ind
.Jackson Barracks, La ...
Kennel>ec Arsenal, Me ..
Me Henry, Fort, Md .... .
McPherson, Fort, Ga ... .
Mackinac, Fort, Mich .. .
Madison Barracks, N.Y.
Monroe, Fort, Va .......
Mount Vernon Banacks,
Ala...................
Myer, Fort, Va...... . . . .
Newport Barracks, Ky..
Niagat·a, Fort., N. Y . . . . .
Ontario, Fort, N.Y ... ...
Plattsburg Barracks,
N. Y .. .. ... .. . .. .. . ..
Porter, Fort, N.Y.......
Preble, Fort, Me . . . . . . . .
Sandy Hook, N . .T .. .. .. .
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y . . .
Spring:fieldArmory,Mass
St.FraLcis Ba.rracks,Fla.
Thomas, Fort, Ky...... .
Truru bull, Fort, Conn . . .
Wadsworth, Fort, N.Y..
Warr·en, .F ort, Mass . . . . .
Washington Barracks,

§

Temperature.

25. 38
5
29. 48 .. . .
65.54
2
58.49
1
31. 49 . . . .
77. 551 32
39. 27
8
52.45
15
48. !6
41.91 13
56. 99
1
70. 64
2
26. 48 .. ..
63.73
5
61.16
1
26.73
2
30.50
1
46.04
3

In.

30 48. 8 93·
4 38. o7
704 .. .. 98 -2 53. 02
600 66.4 102 23 42. 98
30 69. 9 96 25 61. 15
600
88 -34 33. 37
740 53.3 97
4 51. 25
2
25 52. 8 91
~51. 32
22
30.50. 3 9:l
4146.69
50 54. 2 99
7 33. 88
.. • .
47 52.3 91
744. 84
. . . . 698 54. 0 97
4 54. S7
2
10 . . . . 97 25152. 60
1 200 41. 3 R8 -20 32. 66
....
3656.6 98 1246.96
145.8:1
21, 078
101 101
. . . . 728 40.3 81-14 28.50
1 262 .... 100-19 32.14
1
8 60. 7 96 22 46. 97

1
1
.. ..
2
....
3

1
2
2
2
1 ..
2
')
4 . .. .

155 66. 6 101
200 55.3 99
58R 55 6 96
271 49. 4 97
282145. 6 93
186 . . . .
660 47.1
38 ...

89

~~: ~~ ... 2 ....... 25 ~~J ~;

20 48. 97
12 39.31
7 47. 88
7 34. 62
0 40. 86
-15137.39
7146.55
... 48.25

~ ~~: ~d

20. 06 . . . .
1 250 48. 7
66. 76
4 ....
15
16.35 ............. 55.6
34. 19
1 .. .
2!'i 51. 8
29. 69
1
1 140 53. 1
34. 63
1
1
38 45. 8

95
95
96
95
97
90

0 54. 8S
28 52. 27
747.88
5 47. 70
7 53. 92
2 41. 79

3391,329.41 13.22

51.86

99

15 35.07

35 1, 060. 61
. 79
8211, 366. 67 l. 47
2831, 341.23 7. 98
5541,4.65.61 11.6:l
725 i1, 812. 50 17. 24
23 500.00
. 13
842,400.001 .55

23. 91 .. .. .. .. 100 49. 1 95
24. 57
2 .. ..
50
97
37.84
3 .. .
580 4o. 9 97
30.77
1
1 16747.3 98
43.10
4
1
80 52. 2 9~
2. 92 ............ 52. 8 91
15.58 ----~---- ..... ---~ .. --

0150. 21
-8 44.90
3138.44
-1 .50.16
-21- ....
8 51.32
---- .....

1

17

1

106 55. 9

-/5,G27/7,ls91,197j8,3s6 ~7.28 247.50 44.78)130 34)=
1

==1= =
1

DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Abraham Lincoln, Fort,
N.Dak.
.Assinniboine,Fort, Mont
Bennett-, Fort, S. Dak ...
Buford, Fort, N. Dak . . .
Custer, Fort, Mont ......
Keogh, Fort, Mont.. .....
Maginnis, Fort, Mont . ..
Meade, Fort, S.Dak .....
Missonla, ·F ort, N.Dak ..
Pembina, Fort, N.Dak ..
Pierre, Fort, S. Dak .....
"Poplar River, Carup
.Mont.

95

95

26

121 1, 273.68

3. 04

31.95

437
58
259
331
347
76
308
168
75
34
97

47:J
45
219
385
167
110
213
177
50
30
151

90
6
60
72
67
22
50
39
10
3
22

565 1, 292. 91 15.56
51 879.31 1. fi5
077_ ,
. .,
4.:71,380.66 19.17
234 674. 35 8. 90
132 1, 73ft 84 3. 45
263 853. 90 10. 89
216(, 285. 711 4. 86
60 800. 00 1. 15
33 970. 591
- 83
173 1, 783. 51 3. 25

35.61
26.64
32.86
57.91
25.66
45.35
35.34
28.93
15.38
24.01
33.47

27T
I

I

• No reports.

2

----1'12,720
· 914 41.41. !11051-34
o\ oo --10
10
8
6
1
2
7
3

9. 76
13.59
14.24
100-34 9. 66
105 -47 11. 52
<*> I <*> <*>
101-2916 23
10-l-18r3. 39
971-46 .....
(*) (*) (*)
~9!--46!11. 20

;~: ~ ~~b· =~~

21,510
11, 930
3, 040 45.2
1 2, 5l6 42. 3
1 4, 340 (*)
2 3, 624 46.4
1 3, 375 43. 1
3
...i 900 38.
(*)
~ 2, 030 39.7

18.11
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
TABLE

III.- Military posts in each depart·rnent, alphabetically arranged, with mean stTength,
adntissionsjm· disease and inju1·y, etC.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA-Continued.
~l=l
p.o;:

Cases.
Named of stations.

~l=l
§<l:)

Randall, Fort, S. Dak .. .
Shaw, Fort, Mont ...... .
Sherida11, Camp, Wyo .. .
Snelling-, Fort, Minn ... .
Sully, Fort, S.Dak ..... .
Totten, Fort, N.Dak ... .
Yates, Fort, N.Dak ...•.
Field ........•..........

<l:)

!=l.!::>

~s

El'<ii

l=l.._...C

<l:)

~

M

,o·

~<l:)

~
CIS

~

~

iS

102
159
65
290
112
65
287
767

103
154
60
235
83
61
376
53(1

Total. •••••..•.•.. 4, 132 3, 719

t>.
M

......,>:<::I

.~0~

~0

ooo>'<

·-ow
Eo'"

.-o ......

<tJ

~

.,;.-o

~~

b( ....

drrl
M"-<

~0
~

H

E-1

20
28
22
90
2<!
6
71
241

123 1, 205. 88 3. 55
182 1, 141. 65 5. 5~
8:! 1, 261.54 2. 56
325 1, 120. 6!> 10. 56
105 937. 50 3. 89
67 1, 1130. 77 2. 08
447 1, 557.49 14. 68
771 1, 005. 22 10. 79

~o,O
<l:>o..,
!=lo.bll
c ...... >:<

al

cb

l'l

;a·

0

l=l~.t ¢lt>,
~p,oo

':;:l<l:)!=l

cp!:f

bt:;::

~.; ~

~~

>:<4.>'+-<

~

,c:;>s

o...., o
0

s

'<<l:)3

~

E

-~

-

~

A

s

-- -

~

c;l

-

Feet.

69l

Po

0

;il

E-t

-

In.

il 31 ~·-~:~ ~~~

32. 63

M

-ce

104-24 14. 04
101,-3!J I~-~:
91 -3(1 28. 43
9!l-2:! 2i. 1<6
1oa -so 13. 28

34. 76 ---- --- -11, 245 48. 5
35. 06
4
2 3, 550 45. 0
39. 4.1
21. - - . - - - - - 36. 42
8
4 840 42. 7
34. 74
3
11, 678 45. 8
32.03----1----1,487 (•)
1
9

~!: ~~

~

·s.

·a8

-~

~

3

8::I

r::s

g

'0

~

iS

.::l

<l:)

al

d

Temperature.

0

M,O

---- --- -- --- -

9674, 686 1, 134. 08 134. 81

....~

M

(*)

.

(*)
8

(*)

~~~ ~~ :~--:~

55 .•....••......•.......

* No reports.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo .••..
D. A. Russell, Wyo .....
Douglas, Fort, Utah ....
DuChesne, Fort, Utah ..
Government Sawmill,
Utah.
Laramie, Fort, Wyo ....
McKinney, Fort, Wyo ..
Niobrara, Fort; Nebr ....
Omaha, Fort, Nebr .....•
Pilot Butte, Cam~, Wyo.
Robinson, Fort, ebr ...
Sidney, ]'ort, Nebr .....
Washakie, Fort, Wyo ...
Field ............•......

=~~li7."99

---·

14.2
348
423
260
14

113
289
369
316
11

37
77
93
73
8

150 1, 056.34 4. 36
366 1, 051.72 9. 61
4.b2 1, 092.20 15.80
389 1, 496.15 8. 27
.19
191,357.14

30.68
27.61
37.36
31.81
13.89

··--

.... .... .......

(*)

(*)

(*)

(*)

14
146
378
415
78
393
204
111
126

30
96
4.52
231
88
632
199
175
70

2
28
103
4.8
23
113
54
51
36

32 2, 285.71
.30
124 849.32 4. 49
555 1, 468.25 12.39
279 672.29 13.21
111 1, 423.08 2.11
745 1, 895. 67 17.49
253 1, 240.20 9.00
226 2, 036.04 5.5!l
106 841.27
.87

21.72
30.76
32.78
31.83
27.01
44.51
44 12
49. 9~
6.87

...... ...... 4.,241

(*)

(*)

(*)

(•)

1 6, 670
92
2 6, 021 45.1 104
4
34.,904 51.9 100 - 611.24
5 .... ·-··- 46.9 100 -23 5. 50

'

1
4
15

1 5, 175 46.4
2
~ ' ~~gl~t ~
....... 1.- .. - 41.4
3 10 3, 675 ...
14,326
5
3 .... 5,462 43.1
...... 1 .. - .. . ....

97-22 8.98
108 -34 14.79
101 -12 22.45
94-28 7. 20
102 -23 11.76
103 -13
93-24 7. 74

......

.........

---·
- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - ----- -----33.96 44 25 ----- ....... ......... ...... .. .......
746 3, 817 1, 2511.66 103.64

Total .......•••••. 3, 052 3,071

DEP A.RT:MENT OF THE MISSOURI.
27.62

2 .••. 6, 200

14.22
76.71
24.37
31.86
38.65

1
3

150

16 275.86
. 82
2!2 1, 983. 61 9.36
22 468.09 1.15
551,279.07 1. 37
406 11, (lOO. 00 15.69
I
73711, 257. 68 31.59

100
199

8
62

2. 13
8.64

18.53
43.66

60
101
330

90
283
65
460
617
80
86
717

12
55
23
109
21)7
9
12
125

32
209
49

3
22il
51

......

67

souri. •••.•.........••.
Elliott, Fort, Tex ..•••••
Gibson, Fort, Ind. T .....
Guthrie, Camp, Okla ....
Jefferson Barracks, :Mo
LPavf\nwor t h, Fort,
Kans .........•••....
Leavenworth, P ri 8 on
Guard, Kans ..........
Lewis, Fort, Colo . . . ...
Little Rock Barracks,

58
122
47
43
406

16 .....
201
41
21
1
42
13
346
60

586

587

115
198
59
278
78
296

58

15

Cl~~~fs~~::;d~~a}\~~~

Ark.

J,o~an, Fo~t; 6~)~:::::::
Oklahoma, Camp, Okla ..
RPno, Fort, Okla ........
Riley, Fort, Kans .......
Rock Islaucl Arsenal, Ill.
Sheridan, Fort, IlL ...•..
Sill, Fort, Okla ..........
St. Louis, Headquarters
Dept. of the Missouri.
Supply, ]'ort, Ind. T .....
l'ieltl ...................

6!~

Total .••••••...•.. 3, 776 4, 245

W .A.R

't··89.55

1. 84

Crawford, Fort, Colo ....

108 939. 13
261 1, 318. 18

10211, 72~. 81 3.35
338,1, 2lu. 83 16.26
881, 128.21 3. 09
56911,922.30 16.73
824 1, 283. 49 23.40
891,483.33 1. 82
981 970.30 2.25
15.65

""1"551.52

3
93.75
56 279 1, 334. 93
13 -~411, 306. 12

.06
7. 59
.82

971 5, 21611, 381. 36 163. 61

91-VOL I--41

*No reports.

53.91

2 661 48.8
3 2, 650 (*)
600 (*)
--·- 1 ........
1 .••.
62.2
17
2 475 57.1
24

92-11 ..

.....

9
..96-(*)5 32.6
(*)

( )
(*)

(*)

108
101

(*)

6.30.0 2
135.3"2

844 52.2

98- 8 27.8 0

2 ..•. 844 52.2
3
4 8, 500 44.3

98- 8 27. 80
89-17 24.2 7

56.70
2
58.49 ......
39.62 ...
56.53
6
36.45 11
30.37
3
22.30
2
47.41 12
1. 88
36.32
16.77

.........

9

2 290,62.8
6 .••.. 51.1
1- .. -- (*)
4 8, 200160.4
4 1, 300 51.0
1 528 49.7
1 .... - 48.5
41,200 61.0

. ..... ....... -·-·· 56.8

97 16 63.7 2
97-11 7.8
(*)

(*)

98
8 ...... 2,300 . ..... 105 3

43.33 100

44

(•)

'

105
028.7 !}
103 -12 22.09
102 -11 33.4 9
98- 7 38.94
630 90
103
4 37.69
1 .. ......
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

TADLE

III.-Milita1·y posts in each depm·tment, alphabetically armnged, with rneanatreuqth,
adntissions for disease and inju1·ies, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

I

...

~

<I) <I)

..

b.t

~8

I

<I)

Names of stations.

~

=

cS
<P

~

Bli!ls, Fort, Tex ......••.
Brown, Fort, Tex .......
Clark, Fort, Tex ....•••.
Davis, Fort, Tex ........
Del Rio, Camp, Tex .....
Eagle Pass. Camp at, Tex
Hancock, Fort, Tex . . ..
Langtry, Camp, Tex ....
Mcintosh, !fort, Tex ....
Pena Colorado, Camp,
Tex ...................
Ringgold, Fort, Tex .....
Sam Houston, lfort, Tex .
San Antonio, Hdqrs.

Fi~tl~~~~~~~-~~-~~~-a-~:

~

~~

'Jases.

<P
'"'
'8~
.,cS

'.,"' .... ..ci

.. 'C
,!d

-~0 ~

bl.''"'

oo~

a)

~
~

t>., ..;
......

..... o<D

<1)0

c.s"'
........

,.:.o..ci
<1)0-+J
.,o.t.JI
0 ......

""liib
P..P<"'

~~~
~:c

s

~

0

~

I

0

b(•.-<

'"',.0
..sed

ture.

.....

(£);:=

,.0

I Tempera-

Cl)

..;
~

"d

E

I

8., 8
i:S
2

s:i

.M

Cl)

~

s

s:i

~

~
·s.
'C)
<P

'p."'

·a 3
~0
'C .... ...,
§~~ ~
"'
"'
A -.- -~0- -~ - - ~ 0
~
A
~
::a
::a
Si
~
-- - - --- --- - so.~

Cl)

0

H

1231 106
135 20\!
481 701
201 210
13
21
56
91
49
45
10
13
130
83

14.
52
102
37

120 975.61 2. 76
254 :1, 881. 4!:! 8. 81
80~ 1, 669. 44 31.38
247;1, 228.86 10.11
211,615.32
.34
115 2, 053. 57 3.34
581,183. 67 2. 211
13 1, 000.00
.43
96 738.46 3.29

22.47
65.23
65.25
50.80
26.34
59.59
44.95

54
36
119
86
60T.285

7
43 7911. 30 1. 07
17 103 865.55 3.17
188 1,473 2, 430.69 38.33

32
83

rri

;a"'
'"'
<Zt>

5
41

Total ............. 2, o9sj2, 922

24
13
3
13

Feet.
6 .... 3, 600 65.0
1
3
50 ....
17
31, 000 · ·-·
2
14,928 (*)
··-· ....... 820 (*)
1 .... 800 71.8
• 1 .... 3, 000 ll2.1

~~:~~~---i

(*)

103
96
100
(*)
(*)

107
107
(*)

In.

15 .....
29 .....
24 21.66
(*)
(*)

(*)
(*)

17 21.09
7 4.89
(*)

(*)

3

380 72.2 102

2315.74

19.74
26.61
63.25

..... ---·

3,800 62.5 103
521 74.2 107
781 69.5 99

11 .....
2013.43
212ll. 77

.13
.87

3. 94
10.53

...... ......

484 3,406 1, 625.78 106.33

50.75

14

5
55

156.25
662.65

1
23

55

1
5

781 69.5

99

21 29.77

14

*No reports.
DEPARTM.ENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Alcatraz Island, Cal ....
Angel Island, Cal ....•..
Benicia Arsenal, Cal ..
Benicia Barracks, Cal. ..
Bid well, Fo:rt, CaL ......
Gaston, ·F ort, Cal ........
Mason, Fort, CaL .......
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ..............
Field ...................

921
188
52
76
71
40
64

86
139
32
84
83
39
56

13
34
8
13
15
7
10

455
119

488
95

155
3:>

1

99 1, 076. 09
173 920.21
40 769. 23
9711,276. 32
1011, 422. 54
46 1, 150. 00

·r

4. 09
5.16
1. 4(1
3.19
1. 65
1.10

031. •• ,_ ,
643 1, 413.19 20. 91
125 1, 050. 42 2. 06

44.43
27.44
26.87
42. (13
23.31
27.40
42.51

2
9
3
2
1
1
4

45. 96
17. 31

11
2

1

36.54

35

31----·

------------

Total ............. 1,157 1, 1021 28811,39011,201. 38 42. 281

.... 136 53.4
1 ... 55.4
1
64 57.7
....
64.ii7. 7
.... 4,680 (*)
.... 397 55.1
.... 113 5i.4
60

....

"!"'·"

851
91 2919.55
27::12.78
1001
1UO 27 22.78
(*)

105
81
Si

1*)1
(•)
24 57.98
35 23 42
28

.......

* No reports.
DEPARTMENT OF COLUMBIA.

'I'ownsend, Fort, Wash .

105
63
5
272
200
58

26
95
16
55
5 .••.
93
407
193
59
37
11

121 1,152. 38 3.471
71 1, 126.98 ]. 59
51,000.00
.10·
500 1, 838. 24 12. OJ
252 1, 260.00 8.91
4fl 827.59
. 97

33.01
2 ..... 2, 880,49. 11106 -12 11.22
25.22
1
179149.8 85 17 53.95
4, 200 (*) (*) ~*) (*)
20.27
44.15
5
3 2, 19R47. 0 98 -27
44.55
6
11,600 47.0 10 5 -22 13.86
16.77 ........ 135149.1 84
9 19.95

...................

420
318
23

425
334
20

5091, 211.90 16. 39
417 1, 311. 32 15. 17
.22
26 1, 130. 43

39. 02
9
6
47. 7l
7
1
9.41 ........

821

40. 181 301 11

JJ oif'e Barracks, Idaho ..

c au by, Fort, Wash .....
K lamath, ~·ort, Oregon ..
sberman, Fort, Idaho ...
f;
pokane, Fort,

Wa~h

..

v ancouver Barracks,
Wasb ........ .. . ... ...
w alla Walla, Fort, Wash

] ~ield

(•I

Total ............. ,1, 464ji. 571

84
83
6

m

---·---

1. 949 1,331. 2s 58.
1
1

*No reporta.

50150.7

~·-~~~(~--~
..... ,....

99
3 37.97
106-13 11.01
----1--··
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
TABLE III.- Military posts in

each department, alphabetically a1·ranged, tvitlt mean 8t1·engtk,
admis8ion8 for diseaae and inju1·y, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.
fD §
~S

Cases.

..ci
bt
§

~

~

Names of stations.

~

9

c:

~

w
(1,)

1

;:;:j

w

1

A

Fort, N.Mex...
Bowie,Fort,Anz . ......
Grant, Fort,Ariz .......
Huachuca,l!'ort,Ariz ...
Lowell, Fort, Ariz .... ..
McDowell, Fort, Ariz...
Marc_v, Fort, N.Mex....
Mojave, Fort, Ariz . . . . .
San Carlos, Ariz . . . . . . . .
San Diego Barracks, Cal.
SelrlPn, Fort, N. Mex . ..
Stanton, Fort, N.Mex..
Thomas, Fort. Ariz.....
Union, Fort, N. Mex . . . .
Verde, Fort, Ariz.......
Whipple Barracks, Ariz
'J."ingate, Fort, N.Mex.
] 1eld . .. . .. .. . . • . . . . . .. .

292
ll!J
327
275
110 1
52
110
28
250 .
61
17
133
106
142
52
24.1
359
8

~~~
.52 bt
~g §
·so_~
'd ,..., "'
~

~
w
0

Cl

'a'

8

H

Q~

~~

~ g .;i "'
c <=: ~ ~

~-;: ~
~~~

-= ~ 2, 371. 90

364
69
185
54
589 133
153
40
165
42
42
11
103
30
44
5
340
52
71
9
16
1
168
53
13&
22
751
35
37
9
329
77
516 126
2
2

433 11, 482. 88
2392,0::8.4u
72212,207.95
193 701.82
207 1, 217.65
53 1, 019. 23
133 1, 209.09
49 I, 750.00,
392:1, 568. 00
80 1, 311. 48
17 1, 000.00
2211, 1361. 65
157 1, 481. l~
1101 774. 6;,
46 884. 62
406 1, «iil4-. 65
642 1, 788. ilO
4 500. 00

~

c: rn

~~
~
-<tl

~ :;:: S ~
rn 0
-~
§ ~ ~ "'

0

~

ct--f

15.15
4.76
16.45
6.05
5. 82
1. 63
3. 45
2.11
8. 80
7. 47
. 36
9. 02
3. 76
3. 77
1. 12
14. 89
21. 84
. 05

Total. ............ 2,9M3,80S- 8754,6781,567.69139.94

,j

:S

o:l

riJ

(1,)

A

Cl

13. 4 3 - - : :

Temperature.

:3

~s

.;;
<!):;;

~ ~ ~ § ~;§

1

A-1>-a-ch-e-.-F-or_t_,-A-r-iz____.-.-_ _2_4_2 -4-69
l~~yard,

t-

fD

'S . :,

•

~
~

46.89

S
-~

\o,.

~

...,

cij

g

•

~

~

.§

sp.c

~

-~

""~ ~ ~

:;J

1

8

~ - 4 f.~1o 65. 3 --=~-8 2~n72

51.89
7
4 6, 040 . • . .
39.!J9
1
4,82660.9
50.30
6
74,85661.5
22.02
7
15,173 . ...
34.25
7
12,530 67.3
31.35
1
1, 800 (*)
31. 36
1
1 6, 846 49. 5
75.24 . . . . . . . 600 (*)
35. 21
7
1 2, 156 164. 3
122. 48
5
2 150 62. 6
21.43
11 14,250 (*)
67. 83
4
2 7, 500 52. 7
~5. 4!!....
1 2, 710 64. 9
26. 53
2 .... 6, 700 46. 6
21. 44
s .... 3, 1601 (*)
61. 80 14.1 1 5, 340 (*)
60. 8~ 121 2 6, 649 51.6
6. 51 .. • . .. .. . . .. .. ..

1

~

S

o

]

--~

8s

2s·==

!H
95
96
98
109
(*)

9 15.86
1817.65
1916.74
ll .. ...
20 20.23
(")

(*)

92 -4 12.11
(')

(*)

(*)

1091 20 18. 62
901 34 7. 83
(*)

(*)

(*)

90 j 6 11. 87
108• 18 13.93
95 -4 14. 73
( ') (*)
(*)
(*)

(*)

(*)

98 -8

1

1

* No reports.
IV.-Giving a genm·al "iew of the 1·esults of disease and injury at each of the
vm·ioua military stations, arranged in the nmnm·ical order of their mean at1·ength.

TABLE

GROUP I.-Fourteen stations, garrisoned by 400 to 700 men each. Average, 4.74..

..ci

.Admissions .

be

Constantly noneffective.

Deaths.

Discharges .

l=l

<l)

Military stations.

.b

"'~

4)

~

Fort Riley, Kans ..••••.......•.....
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...........
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ..•.•.....
Fort Clark, Tex ........... . ......•.
Presidio, San FranciRco, Cal. .....•.
:Fort Assinniboine, Mont ...........
Davids Island, N.Y ...............
Fort Monroe, Va ...................
Fort Douglas, Utah ................
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ........
}'ort Omaha, Nebr ...••••..••••....
J eff•·rson Barrack !I, Mo .........•...
·wmets Point,N. Y ................

Ratio
No. per
1,000.

No.

Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
per No. per No. per
1,000.

1,000.

1,000.

- - ---- - - - --- -- --- -- - -

642
606
586
502
4.81
455
437
434
433
423
420
4.15
406
400

824
1,473
737
942
8011
()43
565
713
740
462
509
279
406
725

1, 283.49
2, 4::!0. 69
1, 257. 138
1,876.4.9
1, 669.44
1, 4Ul.19
1, 292. 9L
1, 6t2. 86
1, 709. 01
1, 092. ~0
1, 211. 90
672.29
1, 000. 00
1,812. 50

23.40
38.32
31.59
38. !)3
31.38
20.91
15.56
22.76
19.93
15.80
16.39
13.21
15.69
17.24

36.45
63.25
53.91
77.55
65.25
45. !)6
35.61
52.45
46.04
37.36
39.02
31.!!3
38.65
4l3.10

4
5
9
3
3
1
1
2
1
3
6
3
2
1

Summary .................... 6, 640

9, 821

1, 479.07

321.13

48.36

44

- - - --- - - - - ---- - - - --

6. 23
8. 25
15.36
5. 98
6.24
2. 20
2. 29
4.61
2. 31
7.09
14.29
7. 23
4.93
2.50

11
23
24
32
17
11
10
5
3
4
9
15
17
4

17.13
37.95
40.96
63.75
35. 3l
24.18
22.88
11.52
6. 93
9. 46
21.43
36.14
41.87
10.00

6.63 185127.86
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TABLE

IV.-Gi-cing a general view of the 1·esults of disea8e and injtu·y at each of tlw
various rnilitary stations, etc.-Continued.
GROUP 2.-Eleven stations garrisoned by 300 to 400 men each.

~b.O

Admissions.

~

Military stations.

<11
~

a:>

~
Fort Robin~on, Nebr •.•••.•.••..••.
Fort Niobrara,Nebr .••••••..•.....
West Point, N.Y ..................
Fort Wingate, N.Mex .....•••......
Fort D. A.Rdssell, Wyo ..•••••..•.
Fort Keogh, Mont ...•.•.•...••••••.
Fort Custer, Mont. ..••••••.••......
Fort Sill, Okla .••.••...••.........•
]fort Grant, Ariz ........•••••••••••
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ...........
Fort Meade, S.Dak ..•••••••••.••••.

Constantly noneffective.

b
al

No.

Ratio
per 1,000.

Average, 347.

No.

Deaths.

Ratio
per
1,000.

No.

Ratio
per
1,000.

Discharges.

No.

Ratio
per
1,000.

- - ---- --- - - -- -- -- --

393
378
378
359
348
347
331
330
327
318
308

74.5
555
55!
642
366
234
457
842
722
417
263

1, 895.67
1, 4.68. 25
1,465. 61
1, 788.30
1, 05l. 72
674.35
1, 380. 66
2, 551. 52
2, 207.95
1, 311.32
853.90

17.49
12.39
11.63
21.84
9. 61
8.90
19.17
15.65
16.45
15. 17
10.89

44.51
32.78
30.77
60.82
27.01
25.66
57.91
47.41
50.30
47.71
35.34

10
2
1
2
2

25.45
5. 29
2. 65
5. 57
5. 75

1
2

3.14
6.49

Summary ••••••••••••.••..••. 3, 817

5, 797

1, 518.73

159.18

41.70

32

8.38

-:7 I 21.41
i:::~

3
4
1
12
4
1
6
12
5
7

7.63
10.58
2.65
33.43
11.49
2. 88
18.13
36.36
15.29
22.01

6~

16.25

6
7
8
12

20.27
23.97
27. ~9
41.81

7122.73

GROUP 3.-Nineteen stations garrisoned by 200 to 300 men each. Average, 251.

Fort Reno, Ind. T ..................
Fort Bayard, N.Mex ••••••••.•••••.
Fort Snelling, Minn ................
]'ort Yates,N. Dak .................
Fort Log-an, Uolo ...................
Fort Huachuca, Ariz ...............
Fort Sherman, Idaho ...............
Fort DuChesne, Utah .............
Fort Buford, N. Dak ...............
Washington Barracks, D. C .••..••..
San Carlos, Ariz ...................
Madison Barracks, N.Y ............
Fort A~ache, Ariz .................
Whipp e Barracks, Ariz ............
Fort Wayne,Mich .................
Fort Supply, Ind. T ................
Fort Sidney, Nebr ..................
Fort Davis, Tex ....................
Fort Spokane, Wash ...............

296
292
290
287
278
275
272
260
259
255
250
248
242
241
211
209
204
201
200

569
4:l3
325
447
338
193
500
389
279
339
392
346
574
406
283
279
253
252

1, 922.30
1, 482.88
1, 120.69
1, 557.49
1, 215.83
701. 82
1, 838. 24
1, 496.15
1, 077.22
l, 329.41
1, 56ll. 00
1, 395.16
2, 371.90
1, 684.65
1, 341.23
1, 334.93
1, 240.20
1, 228.86
1, 260.00

Summary .................... 4, 770

6, 844

1, 434.80

~47

16.73
15.13
10.56
14.68
16.26
6. 05
12.01
8.27.
8. 51
13.22
8. 80
7. 56
13.43
U.89
7.98
7. 59
9.00
10.22
8.91

4
56.53
51.89
4
36.42
4
51.H
1
58.49
6
22.02
1
44.15
3
31.81 ..........
32.86
1
51.86
1
1
35.21
30.50
1
55.51
4
61.80
1
37.84 .......
36.32 .....
4,4.12
1
50.80
1
44.55
1

I

·----

4.90
4,, 98
5. 00

7
5
5
8
17
7
1
11
14
3
8
5
2
6

7. 34

132

.......
..............

·----25.45

18.38
19.23
30.89
66.67
28.00
4.03
45.45
58.09
14.22
38.28
24.51
9. 95
30.00

- - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - 209.84

43.99

GROUP 4.-Thirty-one stations, garrisoned by 100 to 200 men each.

Fort Hamilton, N. Y ...............
Fort Lewid, Colo ...................
Fort Adams, R.I. ..................
Fort McPherson, Ga ..•...•..••..•..
Angel lslanCI, Cal. ..................
Fort Lowell, Ariz .................
Fort Missoula, Mont ...............
Fort Columbus, N.Y ...............
Fort Shaw, Mont ...................
Fort McKinney, Wyo ..............
Fort Bridger. Wvo .................
Fort Union, ~.Mex ............... .
FortM.ver, Va ......................
Fort Brown, Tex ...................
Fort Stan ton, N. Mex ..............
Fort Mcintosh, Tex .....••..•••••.•
Fort Bliss, TAx .....................
Fort Elliott, Tex ...................
Fort Bowie, Ariz ...................
:Fort Ringgold, Tex ................
Leavenworth Prison ...............
Fort Niagara, N.Y ................
Fort Sully, S.Dak ..................
Fort Washakie, Wyo ..............

13.51
13.70
13.79
3.48
21.58
3. 64
11.03
.............
3. 86
3. 92
4.00
'· 03
16.53
4.15

198
198
197
188
188
170
168
164
159
146
142
142
137
135
133
130
123
122
119
119
115
114
112

111

322
261
154
468
173
207
216
176
182
124
150
110
185
254
221
96
120
242
239
103
108
1~9

105
226

1, 626.26
1, 318.18
781.73
2, 489.36
920.21
1, 217.65
1, 285.71
1, 073. 17
1,144.65
849.32
1, 056. 34
774.65
1, 350.36
1, 881.48
1, 661.65
738.46
975.61
1, 983.61
2, 008.40
865. [)5
939.13
1, 131. 58
937. 50
2, 036.04

8.30
8. 64
5. 00
11.50
5.16
5. 82
4. 86
6.44
5.58
4. 49
4. R6
3. 77
5.10
8. 81
9. 02
3. 29
2. 76
9. 36
4. 76
3.17
2.13
3. 28
3. 89
5. 55

35

27.67

Average, 138.

41.91 ··-·· .............
43.66
4 20.20
25.38
5. 08
1
61.16
2 10.6!
27.44
5.32
1
5. 88
34.25
1
28.93
1
5. 95
:l9. 27
2 12.20
35.06
2 12.58
6. 85
30.76
1
30. 61-<
7.04
1
26.53 ........ ...........
37.20
2 14.60
65.23
7.41
1
67.83
2 15.04
25.31
3 23.08
22.47 ....... ...............
76.71
3 2'4.59
39.99 .......... ..........
26.61
8.40
1
18.53 ..... ...........
28.74
2 17.54
34.74
l
8.93
49.98 .......

.........

13
3
5
1
9
7
3
8
4
1

65.66
15. 15
25.38
5. 32
47.87
41 18
17.86
48.78
25.16
6.8a

2
2
3
4
i
6
3
1
1
2
2
3
3

14.08
14.60
22.22
30.08
7.69
48.78
24.59
8.40
8.40
17.39
17.54
26.79
27.03

....... ...........
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SURGEON-GENERAL
TABLE

IV.-Giving a general view of the results of disease and injury at each of the
various milita1·y stations, etc.-Continued.
GROUP 4-Continued.

~biJ

Admissions.

Constantly noneffective.

Deaths.

Dischar~es.

~

Military stations.

<tl

~

No.

~

ci!

<tl

~

Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ..... .
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ........... ..
Fort Marcy, N. Mex .............. ..
Fort Thomas, Ariz ............... ..
Boise Barracks, Idaho ........... .
Fort Randall, S. Dak .............. .
Fort Sheridan, Til ..•.•••.•.•..•••..

Ratio per
1,000.

No.

No.

Ratio
Ratio
per No. per
1,000.
1,000.

- - ---- --- - - - - - - - - - - - -

111
111
110
106
105
102
101

169
119
133
157
121
123
98

1, 522.52
1, 072.07
1, 209.09
1, 481.13
1, 152.38
1, 205.88
970.30

7. 62
3. 30
3.45
3. 76
3.47
3. 55
2. 25

Summary ..................... 4, 276

5,491

1, 284. 14

162. 40

GROUP 5.-Sixty-four stations, garrisoned by 1 to 100
]'ort McHenry, Md ..... : • ••••.•••.•
Camp l'oplar }{iver, Mont .......••.
:Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak . •...
:F'ot·t Brady, Mich ..................
Fort Porter, N. Y ..................
Fort Mackinac, Mich .....••..•••••.
Jackson Barracks, La ..............
Alcatraz Island. Cal ..•••••.••.•••..
Fort Barrancas, Fla ..•..••.••.••...
Fort Warren. Mass ................
Camp 'Pilot Butte, Wyo ............
Camp Oklahoma, Okla. .............
F ort Schuyler, N. ~ ................
l<'ort Maginnis, Mont ...•••.•• _..•..
Benicia Barracks, Cal ..•••••••..••.
Fort Pembina, N. Dak .............
'ort Bidwell, Cal. ........•.••••.••.
Fort Crawford, Colo . .. _............
St• .Francis Barracks, Fla. ..........
Camp Sheridan, Wyo ..............
Fort Totten, N.Dak .. _....•••.•••••
Fort Mason, CaL .....•....••••..••.
Fort Canby, Wash .................
N ewbc;n·t Bauacks, Ky . ............
San 1ego Barracks, Cal ...........
Rock Island Arsenal, lll ..••••..••.
Watervliet .AJ·!Ienal, .N.Y ...••..•..
Littlo Rock Barracks, .Ark .........
Fort Bennett, S.Dak ...............
Fort Townsend, \Vash .............
Chicago, Headquarters Division of
the Missouri
Camp at EagleP~~~; i;~~:::::::::::
Fort Preble, Me ...... . ............
Camp Pefia Colorado, Tex ..........
Fort Trumbull, Conn ..............
Fort McDowell, Ariz .••.••...•.••••
Fort Verde, .Ariz ...................
Benici:l Arsenal, Cal ..•...••.•••••.
Fort Hancock, 'I' ex .................
PlattRburg Barracks, N. Y _........
Fort Gibson, Ind. •.r ................
Fort Wood, N. J ...................
] ~ort Ontario, N. Y .................
Camp Guthrie, Okla ................
Ji'ort Gaston, Cal .••... _•.•••••••••.
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .............
ort Pierre, S.Dak .................
iVatertown .Arsenal, Mass .........
Sandy Hook, N.J · -·--· · ··· · -····-·
San .Antonio (l1eadquarters), Tex ..
St. Louis, Mo., Headquarters De·
partment of the Mis:;ouri.
Fort Thomas. Ky .... __ ....•••••••••
.Allee;heny Arsenal, Pa .••••••••••••

Ratio
per
1,000.

99
97
95
95
95
94
92
92
86
86

78
78
78
76
76
75
71
67
65
65
65
64
63
62
61
60
60
59
58
58
58
56
54
54
52
.52
52
52
49
47
47
46
43
43
40
38
3-t
33
32
32
32
31
29

137
173
121
121
96
151
199
99
144
90
111
!l8
68
132
97
60
101
73
131
82
67
66
71

107
80
89
82
102
51
48
16

1, 383.84
1, 783.51
1, 273.68
1, 27::!.68
1, 010. 53
1, 606.38
2, 163. 04
1, 076. 09
1, 67~.42
1, 046.51
1, 423.08
1, 128.21
871.79
1, 736.84
1, 276. 32
800. 00
1, 422.54
1, 089. 55
2, 015.38
1, 261.54
1, 0::10. 77
1, 031.25
1, 126.98
1, 725. 81
1, 311.48
1, 483.33
1, 366. 6i
1, 728. 8t
&79. 31
827.59
275.86

me~

37. 98

each.

37

8. 65

94

21. 98

Average, 54.

...... ....... 5 50.50
6, 31
73
3.
25 [ "'·
33.47
2 20.62 ...
3. 04 31.95 ..... ..........
2 21.05
2. 99 31.49 ........ ............. ........
1 10.53
1 10.53
3.13 1 33.28
2.51 26.73 ....... ----··2 21.28
6. 50 70.64
2 21.74
2 21.74
4.09 44.43 ......... ·-----2 21.74
5.03 58.49
2 23. 2.6
1 11.63
2. 98 3~.63
1 11.63
1 11.63
2.11 27.01
1 12.82 ........ .........
3.09 39.62
1 12.82
2. 62 33.58 ......... ------2 25.64
1 13.16
3.45 45.35
2 26.32
3.19 42.03 ....... ..............
2 26.32
1.15 ]5. 38 .......... ............. ......... ... .. ......
1.65 23.31 ......... ..............
1 14.08
1.84 27.52 .........
..... 2 29.85
4.34 66.76 ......... ..............
4 61.54
2.56 39.41 ........ ............
2 30.77
2.08 32.03 .......... .............. ........ .............
2. 73 42.51 ...... .......... .
4 62.50
1.59 25.22 ........... ..........
1 15.87
3. 22 51.92 ......... ..............
1 16.13
7. 47 122.48
5 81.97
2
1. 82 30.37
1
3 50.00
1.47 24,.57
2 33.33
3.35 56.70
2 33.90
2 33.90
1. 55 26.64
2 34.48 ......... ..........
.97 16.77 ....... . ............ ....... .. .. ..........
.82 14.22
2 34.48
1 17. :!4

------

----

32.791

-~~~ ~:.

115 2, 053.57
72 1, 333.33
43
796.30
58 1, llfi. ~8
53 1, 019. 23
46
884.62
40
769.23
58 1, 183.67
66 1, 40~. 26
22
468.09
23
500.00
73 1, 697.61
55 1, 279.07
46 1, 150.00
53 1, 394.74
33
970.59
35 1, 060. 61
58 1, 812.50
5
156.25

3. 34
1.72
1.07
1. 78
1. 63
1.12
1.40
2. 20
1.64
1.15
.13
2.15
1. 37
1.10
1. 83
• 82
• 79
.55
.13

93.75
1, 290.32
689.66

.06
.57
.85

3
40
20

9.01
68.57
2 18.02
1
9. 01
29.69
1
9.01
1
9. 09
31.36
1
9.09
1
35.49
1
9.43 ........ ............
33.01 ...... ...........
2 19.05
34.76 ....... ......... . ....... ...........
2 19.80
22.30
1
9. 90

59.59 ....... ............
1 17.86
31. 91 .......... ............. ......... .........
19.74 ......... ............. .,.. .. . ..
34.19 ........ -······
1 19.23
31.35 ·--·· ..............
1 19.23
21.44 ·---- ............
3 57.69
26.87
1 19.23
3 57.69
4!.95 ---·- ..............
1 20.41
34.92
1 21.28
24.37
1 21.28 ......... ...........
2. 92 ....... ..........
.........
4!).89 ...... ..........
4 · 93.02
31.86 . ......... ............
1 23.26
........ ............ 1 25.00
48. 16
1 26.32
2 5~. 63
24.01
1 29.41 ....... ...........
23.91 ....... ............ ........ ..........
17.04 .......... ............... ..... ............
3. 94. ........ ........... ... .........

------

127.40

1 88 ........
16.35
29.48 .. .i.

............ ....... ..........
........ .........
·Bi•a· ........
··-···
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TABLE

IV.-Giving a general 'IJiew of the results of disease and inju1·y at each of the
va1•ious military stations, etc.-Continued•

.

GROUP

~b(J

~>-:-Continued.

Admissions.

Constantly noneffective.

Deaths.

Discharges.

~

CD

Military stations.

~

No.

~

ciS
CD

~

Fort Mojave, Ariz .....•.••..••...•.
National Armory, Springfield, Mass.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga .....•....•..•.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ..••.•••••
Fort Selden, N. Mex ............... .
Kennebec Arsenal, Me .......••....
Fort Laramie, Wyo ..........•.••••.
Government Saw Mill, Utah ...•....
Camp Del Rio, Tex ....••••••.......
Vamp Langtr.v, Tex ............... .
Fort Klamath, Oregon .•••••.••.....

Ratio
per 1,000.

Ratio
Ratio
per
No. per
1,000.
1,000.

No.

No.

Ratio
per
1,000.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - 49 1, 750.00
2.17 75.24 ...... .. -.. - -... . ....... ...........

28
28
26
25
17
15
14
14
13
13
5

~

Summary .••••••.•••••.•••••.. 3, 474

15
24
46
17
29
32
19
21
13
5

535.71
923.08
l, 840.00
1, 000.00
1, 933.33
2, 285,71
1, 357.14
1, 615. 38
1, 000.00
1, 000.00

. 56
1. 70
1. 42
. 36
.39
• 30
.19
.34
• 43
.10

4, 340

1, 249.28

128.14

20.06
1 35.71
65.54 ... ..............
2
40.00
56.99
1
21.43
1
1 58.82
26.48
1 66.67 ........
21. 72 .......... .............. ........
13.89 ......... ............... . .......
26.34 .......... ........ . .......
33.09 ........ ............. ........
20.27 ........ ............. . . .....
36.89

30

8. 64

72

76.92
40.00
58.82
...........

..........
.. ..........

...........
...........
...........
20.73

GROUP 6.-Field.
Department of Dakota ...•••.•••..•
Department of the Platte ..........
Department of California .........•.
Department of Texas ......•.•••.•.
Department of the Missouri ..•...•.
Department of the East .......•.•••
Department of the Columbia .......
Department of Arizona •••••• : ..•••

767
126
Ll9
83
49
35
23
8

771
106
125
55
64
84
26
4

1, 005.22
841.27
1, 050.42
662.65
1, 306. 12
2, 400.00
1, 130.43
500.00

10.79
. 87
2. 06
. 87
.82
.55
• 22
.05

14.06
35 45.63
6. 87
1
7.94
17.31 ........ ..............
10.53 ....... ..............
16.77 ----- ..........
15.58 ....... ..........
9.41 ........ -........
6.51 ........ .............

Summary..................... 1, 210

1, 235

1, 020. 66

16. 22

13. 41

~

Hot Springs, Ark . • • • • • . • • . • • • .. • • •
47
18
382. 98
38. 19 812. 53
At large .............·..................... ~ ........................... ------~
Total for the Army . • . • . • . . . 24, 234133, 546

1, 384. 25 1, 035. 14

42. 71

36

1. 30

2

16.81

3

61.22

6

4. 96

....... ............
......... ...........
.......... ...........
........ .........

29. 75

3 63. 83
15_ ------~

1

........ ..........

31 659. 57
32::: ..... .

231 . . . . . • . 614 . _... .

SUMMARY OF THE SIX GROUPS.

Range of the several
means in each group.

Number of posts
in each group
and average
Ratios per 1,000 ofmean str·ength. Daily average
sick.
strength of
each.
Mean
strength
ConAver'All age for
Average
Admis~ stantly
DisNo. strength.
DOD· Deaths.
sions.
charges.
posts.
each
effect·
post.
ive.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- ---·- - - -

Group 1,
Group 2,
Group 3,
Group 4,
Group 5,
Group 6,

400 to 700 men .
300 to 400 men .
200 to 300 men .
100 to 200 men .
1 to 100 men ...
field ...........

14
11
19
31
64

474
347
251
138
54

·····-·-·-

6, 640
3, 817
4, 770
4,276
3, 474
1, 210

1,479. 09
1, 518. 73
1, 434.80
1, 284.14
1, 249.28
1, 020.66

48.36
41.70
43.99
37.98
36.89
13.41

-6.63
8.38
7.34
8.65
8. 64
211.75

27.86
16.25
27.67
21.98
20.73
4. 96

321.13
159.18
209.84
162.40
128.14
16.22

22.94
14.47
11.04
5. 24
2. 00

.............
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TABLE

V.-1'tcenty posts naving the highest adm·ission mies for the year 1890, also their
admission mtes fo1· the yem·s 1ee5 to 18b9, inclusive.

..

'
~b.()
~

Natpes of stations.

<l)

~
~

«:
<I)
~

Fort Sill, Okla.............
Fort McPherson, Ga.......
Fort Saw Houston, Tex....
.l!'ort Apache, Ariz . . . . . . . . .
Fort Grant, Arir. .... . .. . . .
JacksonBarraclts,La......
()amp at Eagle Pas.s, Tex..
Fort Washakie, Wyo .... ..
St. Francis Barracl>s, Fla ..
Fort Bowie, Ariz...........
Fort Elliott, Tex...........
Fort Reno, Okla. . . ••. ••••••
Fort Robinson, Nebr.......
Fort Brown, Tex ... . .. . .. .
Columbus Barraclol.Ohio ..
]'ort Sherman, Idaho . ... ..
Willets Pomt, N.Y. H.....
Fort Wingate, N.Mex.....
Camp Poplar River, Mont..
Newport .Barracks, Ky.....

330
188
606
242
327
92
5ti
.lll
65
119
122
296
393
135
502
272
400
i$59
97
62

Ratios per 1,000 of mean
strength.
cr3

..,.;,

~
0

·~

'8

"0

~

2, 551. 52
2, 4119. 36
2, 430. 69
2, 371. 90
2, 207.95
2,163.04
2, 053.57
2, 03ti. 04
2, 015.38
2, 008. 40
l, 98il. 61
1, 922.30
1, 895. 67
1, 881.48
1, 876.49
1, 83K. 24
1, 812.50
1, 788.30
1, 783. 51
l, 725. 81

cr3

~
~

~~£

~..!>

-o

~~

~""
~§a5

.~cE:E §
A

1889.

1888.

1887.

1886.

1885.

~.::

0

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

12.12 36. 36
10. 64
5. 32
8. 25 37. 95
16. 53 45. 45
21.41 15. 29
21.74 21.74
.••• .. 17.86
.... .. 27.03
.••... 61.54
... . . .
8. 40
24. 59 24. 59
13.51 20.27
25. 45
7. 63
7. 41 22.22
1
63.
75
5 98
·
18.38
11.0:1 10.00
2. fiO 33.43
l'i. !\7 .... .. .
20. 62 16. 13

47.41 1, 797. 10 1, 592.061, 744. 68 1, 6t2 2, 211
61.1~ 3, 416.67 .. .. . . . ..... I· .......... .
63. 2<J I, 262. 61 943. 60 1, 570.67 1, 192 1, 293
55. 51 1, 029. 41 933. 67 968. 42 1, 9:~4
941
50.30 967.851,010. !151, 703.52 1, 520 1, 448
70.641,875.00 910.45 88!.61 , 937 1,247
59.59 1,145. 45 788.46 821.43 1,143 ......
49.98 2, 007. 9! 1, 706.351,129.03 1, 008 1, 277
66. 7ti 1, 5ti8. 97 1, 378.791, 71H. 75 ' 1, 942 1, 705
39. 9!! 1, i!Oil. 92 884. P9 966. 67
482
735
76. 711, 7til. 91 1, 24fi. 81 884. 82 1 381
4R6
56.53 1, 474.511,378. 55 1, 607. 971 1, 543 2, 004
44. 51 1, 454. 33 925. f:6 1, 283. 08 1, 593, 1, :!97
65.23 3, 710.34 3, 812. 50 1, 583.33 1, 797 2, 181
77. 5512, 318.86 2, 075.6611. 942.36 1, 550\ 1, 8i:l2
44. 151,308. 94 1, 271.191, 031.75
916 1, 077
43.10 12,388.45 2, 24:1.7012, 342.13 2, 055 2, 7~2
60.821, O:l6. 46 955.41 1, 424.62 1, 538 1, 771
33.4711, 177.081, 37H. 95 1,886. 60 2, 030 1, 694
51. 92 1, 134. 62 581. 40 800. 00 1, 023
696

23:01

42. 711, 315. 02 1, 270. 73 1, 246. 88 1, 263 1, 355

U.S. Army .......... 24, 234 1, 384. 25.:..:..:..:.::.
8. 66
TABLE

~-~.

Admission rates per 1,000 of mean
strength.

1

VI.-Twenty posts having the hi,qhest non-effective rates for the yea1· 1890, also
thei1· non-effective 1·ates fo?' the years H:!85 to 1t389, inclusive.
Constantly non-effective per 1,000
of mean strength.

Names of stations.

San Diego Barracks, Cal ........ .
Columi.Jus Barmcks, Ohio .... . . ..
Fort Elliott, Tex ............... ..
Jackson Barracks, La .... - .... ..
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ... .
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ........... .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ........ .
]fort Clark, Tex ....••.....•...••.
Fort Brown, Tex ............... ..
:Fort McHenry,Md ..•.....•••••.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ..••......
Whipple Barracks, Ariz ........ ..
Fo1·t McPherson, Ga ....••..•••..
Fort Wingate, N.Mex ........... .
Camp at Eagle Pa~>s, Tex ........ .
Fort Barrancas, l!'la ....•......•..
Fort Logan, Colo ................ .
Fort Custer, Mont ................ .
Fort Reno, Okla ............... ..
l!'ort Apache, Ariz ..•.••••....••.

61
502
12:.!
92
111
133
65
481
135
99
606
241
188
359
56
86
278
331
296
242

U.S. Army.................. 24,234

122.48
77.55
76.71
70.64
68.57
67.83
66.76
65.2:>
65.23
63.73
63.25
61.80
61. lo
60.82
59.59
58.49
58.49
57.91
56.53
55.51

7.47
38.91
9. 36
6.50
7. 61
9.02
4.34
31.38
8. 81
6. 31
38.33
14.89
11.50
21.84
3. 34
5.03
16.26
19.17
16.73
13.43

42.71 1, 035.14

34.09 77.07
15.08 92.74
14.82 67.64
11.92 35.75
16.44 54.86
14.90 39.13
12.10 32.40
14.27 60.05
12.65 114.44
16.81 53.71
9. 50 50.64
13.39 56.20
8.97 72.80
12.41 33.03
10.59 60.17
12.75 4H.4~
17.t6 70.78
15.31 49.72
10.73 61. 55
8.54 36.53

53.87
81.87
29.95
17. 78
37.82
25.05
34.57
51. 7~
96.48
62.99
38.41
46.37

54.31
74. 51
29.73
19.07
36.71
39.50
40.95
36.45
76.94
59.67
51.59
35.05

96
63
18
28
41
36
44
57
75
30
39
23

37.30
38.15
33. 9R
76.95
49.58
46.85
27.GO

30.51
37.57
34.06
26.03
47.81
46.81
40.14

53
50
23 ......
3!!
45
46
37
41

42
56
26

11.26

41.91

42.38

39

41

44.12

I

132
82
18
66
48
39
44
57
i9
46
35
34
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VII.- Twenty post8 having the highest admission rates for disease. exclttding v~nereal
diseases, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with their t•atios for deaths, dischat·ges, and
constant non-effectiveness; also, the con·esponding average rates of tile Army, year, 1890.

TABLE

Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Names of stations.

Mean
strength. Admissions.

Deaths.

Discharges.

Constantly
noneffective.

-------------------------------------1-------l------------------- -----Fort Sill, Ind. T . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
330 2, 109.10
27. 27
36. 25
Fort Sam Houston,Tex ...........................
606 1,917.49
6.60
:n.35
45.78
FortApacbe,Ariz ................................
242 1,830.57
8.26
28.93
34.84
Fort McPherson, Ga . ... . . .••.•• ...... ...... ...•.•
188 1, 739.35
5. 32 ... . . . . . . .
30.72
FortGrant,Atiz..................................
327 1,663.61
15.29
12.23
32.09
St. Fr:mcisBarracks,lf!a..........................
65 1,046.16
61.54
49.97
Fort Elliott, 'l'ex ...•.• _...... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ••...
122 1, 598. 36
24.59
24.59
53.63
:FortH.obinson,Nebr ..........•..........•••..••..
3931,493.65
2U.36
7.63
32.32
Fort Bowie, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • .
119 1, 487. 39
8. 40
28. 21
Fort Reno, Ind. T............................. .• • . .
296 1, 483. 11
6. 76
16. 89
42. 39
Jackson Barrack!'!. La . . . . . ... . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
92 1, 450. 54
21. 74
10. 87
37.35
FortWasbakie,\Vyo .............................
111 1,414.41
18.02
30.21
CampPoplarRiYer,Mont.........................
97 1,340.20
10.31
19.57
Fm t Sherman, Idaho . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . • • . •• • . . . . . .
272 1, 338. 23
7. 35
11. 03
32. 32
MountVernonBarracks,Ala.....................
111 1,324.31
9.01
9.01
64.17
Fort Wingate, N.Mex.............................
359 1, 323. 12
22.29
37. 89
Fort Monr·oe, Va ...... ....•. ...•.• .... ...... .•....
433 1, 297. 92
4. 02
28.31
San Carlos, Ariz...................................
250 1, 280.00
4. 00
20.00
26. 35
FortHamilton,N.Y...............................
198 1.257.59 ..... ... ..
45.45
30.92
Fort Clark, Tex ................•..••••••.••.•••... --~ 1, 247~~--2~ -~~ ~ --42. 73
U.S. Army . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . .

24, 234

992. 16

5. 57

19. 68

I

28. 47

1

VIII.--1kenty posts having the highest non-effective t•ates fo1· disease, excluding
venereal disea.ses, vaccina, and alcoholism, together with the ave1·age numbe1· sick daily,
and average dttratioJ~ of each case; also the co1·responding average t·ates of the .At·rny,
year 1890.

TABLE

Names of stations.

Mean
strength.

Con·
stantly
non-effective.

61
111
122
65
133
606
99
241
481
296
331
86
201
359
76
92
292
278
330
43

116.51
6!.17
53.63
49.97
48.82
45.78
44.92
44.58
42.73
42.39
39.63
39.27
38.34
37.89
37.74
37.35
36.98
36.56
36.25
35.74

Average
Average number
number of days
of sick each case
daily.
was
treated.
-------

San lliego Barracks, Cal .................................... .
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ............................... .
Fort Elliott, Tex ......................................•...•..
St. Francis .Banacks, Fla ................................... .
Fort Stanton, N.Mex ............•.......................•.••
lt'.>rt Sam Houston, Tex ..................................... .
Fort McHenry, Md .......... , .•....•..•......•....•..••.•••.
Whipple BaiTacks, Ariz .................................... .
Fort Clark, Tex .....•••..•...•..........••...••......•......
Fort Reno, Ind. T ......••.••.........•...•...•.••••..........
Fort Custer, Mont .....•••.••.......................•••.•..•.
Fort Barrancaa, Fla. ......................................... .
Fort Davis, Tex .................••.......•....•....••..•....
Fort Wingate, N.Mex .•••...•........•..•.•....•............
Benicia Barrack;~, CaL ....••.•••••...........................
Jackson BarrackR, La ..• . ••..•.•......••••...•..•••..••...•.
Fort Bayard. N. Mex ......•.................................
Fort Logan, Colo ...........•..•.•..••....•.•...•.•••..•......
Fort Sill, Ind. T ...•.............•.•••..•....................•
Fort Ontario, N.Y .•••••.•••.....•..••••••••••.....••.•••••..
U.S. Army .•••••••••••• . ••••••••••.••.••••••.••••••••.

7.1
7.1
6. 5
3. 2
6. 5
27.7
4.4
10.7
20.6
12.5
13.1
3.4
7.7
13.6
2.9
3. 4
10.8
10.2
12.0
1.5

-----

3'9. 3
17.7
12.2
11.0
16.3
8. 7
15.9
14.5
12.5
10.4
13.2
12.6
15.3
10.5
13.3
9. 4
11.7
16.3
6.4
11.9

-------------24,234.
689.90
28.4.7
10.6
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T A nr.E IX.- The rnilitm·y posts in each depm·tment, showing the rates of ad'mission, death,
disclim·ge, and constant non-effectiveness for disease, not including venereal diseases, vaccina, nor alcoholism, year 18~0.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.

Names or" stations.

Mean
strength.

Admission rate
per 1,000
of mean
strength.

Death
rate.

Discharge Constantly nonrate.
efl'ective.

- - - - - - - - - - - - ----Fort McPherson, Ga .. _..•••••.•.••••••••.••••. _
Kennebec Arsenal, Me·---·····-···-----··---···
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ...................... .
St. Francis Banacks,F1a .........•....••••..•...
Sandy Hook,N.J ............................... .
Jackson BarrackR, L::.. ........................... .
Mount Vernon Banacks, Ala.--· ...••. ---··-·---~
Frankford Arsenal, Pa .............. __ . _.••.. _..
l<'ort Monroe, Va ... _.... __ ... _. _... ___ ••. __ ... __ .
l•'ort Hamilton, N.Y ........................... ..
Willets Point,N. Y .................. ·-·--··----]'ort Mackinac, Mich ..••••. __ • _.............. __ .
Newport Barracks, Ky ·-···--··--·-····--···--··
Fort Barrancas, Fla .... _.......... _..... _..... _..
We'it Point, N.Y ... . .......................... ..
Madison Barracks, N.Y ..... ·----· ............. .
.F ort Ontario, N.Y .................. --- ••. - ...• -.

~~~~ ki;!~Wl: -~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Columbus Barracks, Ohio·----- .•••••.••••....•.
\Vatervliet Arsenal, N.Y ....................... .
\Va,;hington Banacks, D. C .•••••.•..••••••.•••..
F'ort \Vayue, "l\1ich ............................. .
PlattRburg Barracks, N.Y .•••.••••••.•...••.....
Davids Island, N.Y ............................ .
An).!usta Arsenal, Ga ...••. ·----· ......•..••..•..
Fort Niagara,N. Y .....•••••.•.•.•.•...••••.....
Fort Brady, Mich ........... _•..•••.•.••.. --·.--·
]'ort Preble, Me ...... ·······-·--···-····-··-·--·
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ---··------- ··---··--··--·
]fort Columbus, N.Y._ •..•••••.•••••. _... _•...•.
Fort Thomas, Ky ........................ : ....•.
Fort Trarubull, Conn .......................... .
Watertown Arsenal, Mass .................... ..
Fort Porter, N.Y ......................... ··---·

~~~! 1'~~~~~·f~s-~:::: ~::~ ~·.::::: ~ ·. ::::::::::::

]'ort Schnyler, N.Y ............. ·-··········---·
S!Jrin)!field Armory, Mass·-·--··-··-------··--·
.Allt·gheny Arsenal, Pa ..•...••. ·-·-···--· ..•••.
Fort \Vood, N.Y ............................... .
Field .......................................... .

Department of the East .••.•. _••.••..••.•••.

188
15
25
65
32
92
111
38
433
19R
400
94
62
86
378
248
43
99
137
502
60
255
211
47
434
26
114
95
54
111
164
31
52
33
95
86
197
78
28
29
46
35

1, 739. 3!:
1, 733.33
1, 680.00
1, 646. 16
1, 468.75
1,456. M
1, 324.31
1, 315.79
1, 297.92
1, 257.59
1, 230.00
1,180.85
1,177.41
1, 139.52
1, 137. 56
1,129. 03
1, 093.03
1, 030. 30
1, 021.89
1, 013.96
1, 000.00
984.30
957.36
936.17
884.79

5.32
66.67
40.00

..................

...........
61.54

21.74
9. 01
52.63
2.50

2. 65
4. 03

14.60
3.99
3. 92
2. 30

.... 621 ..........

877.20
8. 77
863.16 ..........
796.30 ------ ....
783.78
9. 01
749.99
12.20
741.93 .............
730.77
727.28 ...................
705.27
10.53
11.63
697.68
548.21
5.08
525.64
464.28
35.71
4.48. 27 ...............
347.81 ..................
1, 742.1:S6 ...................

.................
10.87
9. 01
26.32
4.62
45.45
10.00
10. 6-!
16.13
11.63
2.65
4.03
46.50
20.20
7.30
15.94
33.33
66.67
14.22
21.28
11.52
76.92
17.54
9.01
36.58

..............
19.23

...............
11.63
20.30
12.82

.................

...........
..............
..............

30.72
23.93
49.75
49.97
14.21
37.35
64.17
45.35
28.31
30.92
26.36
15.01
32.18
39.27
23.75
22.72
35.74
44.92
26.22
32.24
17.90
34.17
28.84
23.72
27.49
64.91
22.80
18.81
15. 1!8
21.46
26.76
8.31
24.03
19.76
26.07
22.46
17.90
22.77
11.32
26.45
1. 25
10.09

-- --------------5, 527
1, 055.93
15.57
4.52
28.15

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE .

Fort Laramie, Wyo _ .......................... .
Fort Robinson, Nebr .....•••••.•••••..•..••.....
Fort \Vashakie, Wyo ............... ·-···--·····
FoTt.Du Chesne. l!tah. --· .••••••. ---- .••••.. _..
Fort. Niobrara, .Nebr........................... _.
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ....................... ..
.Fort Sidney, Nebr ............................. .
Government Saw Mill, Utah ................... .
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo ....................... .
Fort Don~rlas, Utah·-·····------------·--·--····

~~n el~~~;~~~~~::~:::::::::: ::::::::::==~

Field .....•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••

14
393
111
260
378
78
204
14
348
423
142
146
415
126

2, 071.42
1, 493.65
1, 414.41
1,130.77
1, 087.29
948.72
887.26
785.72
775.87
758.83
654.94
547.93
460.23
500.00

.........
.!. .........
,
20.36
7.63
18.02
15.38
2.65
10.58
12.82 ......... .
4. 90
14.71
2. 87
5. 75
7.09
4.73
7.04 ·----- ·--·
7. 23

28.92

18.98
32.32
30.21
21.95
23.71
19.00
31.26
5.87
19. 9-!
24.24
20.35
17.68
19.00
3. 59

---------1---------1--------------------Department of the Platte •.••..•••••.••..••.
3, 052
904.98
6.22
10.48
22.91
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TAnLE

IX.-The rnilita1·y posts in each depm·tmcnt, showing the mtes of admission, death
discharge, and constant nonlffectiveness jm· disease, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA .

Mean
strength.

Names of stations.

.Admission rate
per 1,000
of mean
stren1,rth,

Death Discharge Constantrate. ·
rate.
~fte~~h;e.

-------------------------------------l--------l--------1·--------------------Camp Poplar River, Mont ..••••.••••••.•••••••••
Fort Maginnis, Mont .....•..•••••••.•.•••..•••••
Fort Yates, N.Dak .....•••••..•••••••••••••.••..
Fort CnRtcr, Mont .............................. .
Fort Missoula, Mont .....•.....•.•••..••••••....
.Fort Randall, S. Dak ........................... .
Fort Shaw, Mont . _.... . • . .. • .. . • • ............. .
.Fort A.HsinnilJoine, Mont ...................... ..
Camp Sllel"iclan, Wvo ............................
]'ort Totten, N.Dak ............................ .

l

~~~~ f~:r~~~·g~-~i~~- ~ ::: ~=: ::::::::: :~::::::::::: 1

Fort Abraham Lincoln, N.Dak ..•..•...•....•••.
Fort Buford, N.Dak ............................ .

~~~~ ~~~~~~~s~n~k:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Bennett, S. Dak .••...•..••••.......••••.•..
Fort Pembina, N. Dak .......................... .

~?!{d~~~~-~~~-~~~~~=::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.·
Department of Dakota ................... .

97
76
287
331
HiS
102
159
437
65
65
34
2!)0
95
259
112
308
58
75
347
767

1, 340.20
1, 302.63
1, 13!). 37
1, 096.67
982.14
!180. 39
918.24
887.87
876. 94
876. !13
823.53
762. 07
757.90
741.32
669.64
649.::16
6:!7. 93
600.01
406.35
642.76

4,132

807.36

10.31
13.16
3.48

26.31
3l.36

2.88
2.61

2.88
1. 30

19. fJ7
28.44
34.20
39. us
18. ~0
26.22
27.76
21. :!5
27.52
28.87
17.81
24.94
21.11
20.70
22. GO
24.50
18.46
13.62
19.61
8. 33

5.95

5. 95

6. 29
2. 29

18.87
20.59
30.77

3.39

13.31

21.96

~.06

.............. ............

··----··-· ----······
10.34

24.14
21.05
27.03
8. 93
22.73

34.48

----- ------ ---- --------

DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Fort Sill, Okla...................................
330
2,109.10
27.27
Fort Elliott, Tex . . .. .. . .. • • . . •• .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .
122
I, 598. 36
24. 59
24. 59
Fort l{eno, Okla..................................
296
1, 483. 1l
6. 76
16. 89
Little Rock .Barrack!'~, Ark .. • . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
59
1, 305. 07
33. 90
:!.6. 95
Rock Island. Arsenal, ill .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .
60
1,183. 33
16. 67
50. 00
Fort Lewis, Colo .. .. .. .. • • .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . • • . .
198
929. 30
10. 10
15. 15
Fort Supply, Ind. T ...... ...... ............ ••••••
209
885. 18
28. 7l
Cam].; Guthrie, Okla .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .... • .. . . .. .. .
43
8~3. 73
23.26
Fort Leavenworth (post), Kans.................
586
878.ll5
10.24
35.84
Fort Riley, Kans................................
642
858 25 .... . . . . ..
14.02
:F ort Logan, Colo . • • • • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . • • • .. • • • . • •
278
820. a
17. 99 .. .. .. .. . .
}orr Leavt•nworth (prison), Kans...............
115
817.38
17.39
Fort Crawford, Colo............................
67
746.27
29.85
Camp Oklahoma, Okla. .. .. .•. • •• •••• ............
78
705. 13 .. • • .. .. .. • •• • .. .. ..
Fort Sheridan, Ill...... . .. • •• .. . . . • . . . • • • • • • . .. ..
101
702. 98
9. 90
19. 80
JeffersonBa.rracks,Mo ..........................
406
512.31
2.46
22.171
Fort Gibson, Ind. T...... •••••• .... .. .. . . •• ......
47
382. 96 .. . . .... .. .. .. . .. .. .
Chicago (Headquarters Div. Mo.), Ill............
58
275.86
34.48
17.24
St. Louis (Headquarter&). Mo. ... . ....... .•••••
32
93. 75 .... ... ... ... .......
Fielu ........................................ ····~--~~--959.181.:..:..::.:.:.=1-40. 82,_
Department of the Missouri...............
3, 776
990. 75
6. 62
20. 92

36.25
53. 63
4:-l. 39
38.40
26. 12
!:!5. 29
17.96
19. 30
35.48
22. 12
36. 56
13. 67
20.77
18. 30
13. 94
17.73
14. G9
H. :l2
1. 88
11.97
27.76

DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ....................... ..
Camp Del Rio, Tex ........ "·······------·--·--··
Fort Clark, Tex . _.............................. .
Camp at Ea~rte Pass, Tex ...................... .
l!'ort .Brown, Tex ............................... .
Fort Davis, Tex . .............................. ..
Fort Hancock, Tex ............................ .

~~~PBfr:~~J~i' ~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::

Fort Ringgold, Tex ...................... . .... ..
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ............................ .
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ..................... ..
San Antonio, Tex .............................. .
Field ........................................... .

606
13
481
56
135
201
49
1.3
123
119
130
54
32
83

1, 917.49
1, 307.71
1, 247.40
1, 232.13
1, 200.02
915.44
857.14
7fi9. 23
764.23
613.44
530.76
500.00
156.25
397.60

6.60

31.35

............... ...............
2. 08

29.10
17.86
7.41
14.81
9.95
20.41
................ ...............
40.65
8.40
8.40
15.38
7.69

45.78
22.13
42.73
25.59
34.34
38. i!4
32.59
26.13
18.24
20.64.
14.85
12. 6~
3.9!
6.55

.................
..........
........... ..............
........... ....... ....
- -4.29
- ------ ----- -3oi.50
Department of Texas .•••••••••••••••••••.
2,095
1,215. 75
21.96
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TABLE

IX.-Tlle milita1·y posts in each depm·tment, showing the rates of admission, death,
discharge, and constant none.ffectiveness for disease, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

Mean
strength.

Names of stations.

Fort Bid well, Cal...... . . . . . . . . .. • • . .. . . . • • • . • • • .
. •. • .. . . . • . •. .
PresHito, .~an Franmsco, CaL....................
Alcatraz Islancl. Cal.............................
:Fort Mason, CaL........... .•••.•..••••.•....•..
Fort Gaston, Cal . . . . . .• . . • . . • . . • • . . . . • • . . • • . . • . .
Benicia Arsenal, Cal ..••••. .•. .••. .••••• .••. .••.
.Angel Islam!, Cal . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .••. •• . . . . . •• . .
Field...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . • • • . . • • • . . . • . • •• • • .
Beni~i~ B~rracks, C~l.. .. ;.... .. . . .

Department of California..................

71
76
455
92
64
40
52
18tj
119

Admission rate
per 1,000
of mean
strength.

Death
rate.

Discharge Constantrate.
e~e~tl~~-

1, 112. 69
1, 039. 47
956. 05
2. 20
750. 00
703. 14
650. 00
615.38 ....•....• ,
601. 07
5. 32
705. 89 . . • . . . . . . .

14. 08
26. 32
19. 78
10. 87
62. 50
25. 00
38. 46
31.91
16. 81

1

15. 62
37. 74
27.93
1!l. 74
33. 23
15. 35
20. 13
13. 61
10. 97

I

22.60

1

------------------1--1, 157

831.46

1. 73 1

24. 20

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.

Fort Sherman, Idaho...... . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • . .•• • • .
272
Fort Klamath, Oregon . . . . . . . . ••. . •• . . • . . . . . . • . .
5
Vanconver Barrack!!, Wash.....................
420
:F ort Walla 'W:1lht, Wash.......................
318
Fort Spokane, W ai!h . .. .. • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • •• • • •
200
Boise Barrac i;Ft, Idaho ...... .••..••. .••.. .•. . . ..
105
Fort; Canby, Wash.... . ........................
63
Fort Townsend, Wash..........................
58
Field ........................................... ----=~
Department of the Columbia..............

I, 464

1, 338. 23
1, 000. 00
885.71
867.!l3
865. 00
828.57
809.52
517.25

_

782~
939. 88

7. 35 '1
11. 031
..... ._. - - · · · · . . ... . - ·
19 05
7 14
3.14
12.58,
20. 00 j
. .........
19.05 1
..........
15.87 j
.......... .... ..•...

=.:.:.:.:..:.:. ~=.:_: ,
4. 10

32. 32
20, 27
26.20
25.44
28. 87
26.54
14.17
8. 60
4_
. 7~

___

15. 03 1

25. 98

I

DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA.

~~!:~ &fa~t~1~tzr~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Mojave, Ariz ..••.. ••.••• •••••• .•.••• ...•..
Fort Bowie, Ariz . ...... .••••• ...... .•.•.. ..... .
Fort Win~ate , N.Mex...........................
San Carlos, Ariz . . . . . . .. . .• . • . . • . • . .. .. • • .. •. .. .
:Fort Thomnfl, Ariz..............................
Fort Bayard, N.Mex............................
Whipple Barrack>~, Ariz........................
Fort Stantou, N.l\1ex ... . . . ...... ........ .. . . .. .
San Die!!O Barracks, Cal........................
Fort Selden, N. Mex . . . . . • . • . • . . .. . • • . . . . .. . . • . .
Fort Lowell, Ariz...............................
Fort Marcy, N.Mex............................
l<'ort McDowell. Ariz . .. . . • . . . . . . .. • . . . . • . . . . .. .
Fort Verd(', Ariz .................... !.. ........
Fort Huachuca, Ariz . .... ...... .... .••••. ......
Fort Union, N.Mex ........ :....................
.lfield. . .. . • . .... . . . . . . . ... .. . . • • . .. • . . •• • ... • •. .
Department of Arizona ....••••.•••••••••

242
3

1, 830.57

119
359
250
106
292
241
133
61
17
170
110
52
52
275
142
8

1, 487.39
1, 323.12
1
1
1, 2!10. 00
1, 179.24
1, 150.69
1
1, 124.50
1, 090.23
1, 081.97
32.79
81.97
882. 36
58. 82
847.05
29.42
754.55
9. 09
9. 09
750. 00
19. 23
673. 08
38.46
527.27
21. 8l
422. 53 • .. •••••••
7. 04
250. 00 . . . . • .. .. . • • • • • . • .. •

~~

~; ~~~: Z~

8. 261.

28.93

.... ~~-. :~, .... ~:·.8. 40:~.
....... ···I
..........
22.29
4. 00 ! 20. 00
9.43 . . . . .. . . . .
13. 70
13.70
4. 15 l
53.94
......... .
30. 08

-~~984 w61.85~-- 5. 70

-22.78

~~: ~

61.15
28. 21
37.89
26. 35
27. 79
36. 98
44. 58
48.82
116.51
20. 30
21.75
2·UJ6
20. 60
10.60
16. 58
10.68
3. 77

-----a2.42
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TABLE

X.- The monthly pJ·evalence of disease among the white and colored t1·oops in the
Army during the year 1890.
Admitted to sick report.

Copstantly non-effective.

Ratios per 1,000 of
mean strength.

Number.

Days.

Ratios per 1, 000
of mean strength.

Months.

w-

~99 4, 853
86
740
685 5, 593
5~0 1, 877
Feb .. { ~ . 1 79
338
'I ·I 659 2, 215
w . 695 1, 615
Mar . C. .
91
222
T . 786 1, 8371
1
6
Apr
'
764 1,573
w- 714 1, (14
May. { C ..
6,1,
195
T . 778 1, 609
W. 6U 1, 575
J nne. C..
64
172
T • 705 1, 747
w. 793 1, 885
July - c-82
205
T . 875 2, 090
w- 622 1, 702
Aug. C..
74
202
T . 696 1, 904
w- 659 1, 594

Jan..

1w-

C..
T .

~

~.
.~(. T·:

~

1
1s

Sept·

Z~

r~~

5, 452
826
6, 278
2, 457
417
2, 874
2, 310
313
2, 623
2
'
2,337
2, 128
259
2, 387
2, 216
236
2, 432
2, 678
287
~. 965
2, 324
276
2, 600
2, 253

25. 97
35. 27
26. fl6
24. 79
32.48
::?5. 52
29. 94
37. 89
30. 69

g~: ~~: ~~

30.06
31. 58
27.47
31. 20
28. 82
28. 55
28 79
36. 89
36. 87
36. 89
29. 23
32.56
29. 55
31. 73

210. 43
303. 53
219. 33
80. 24
138.98
85. 77
69. 57
92. 42
71. 72

~~: ~~

61.!:!8
62. 55
83.69
64. 52
70. 81
76. 72
71.35
87. 69
92. 18
88.11
79. !19
88.87
80. 85
76. 75

236. 40 23, 062
338. 80 2, 438
2<16. 20 25, 500
105. 03 23, 392
171.46 2,432
111.29 25, 824
99. 51 23, 213
130. 31 2, 402
102. 40 25, 615
2
1
91.94125,419
94. 13 22, 607
111.16 2,330
95. 72 24, 937
99. 63 22, 243
105. 26 2, 242
100.14 24,485
124. 58 21, 496
129. 05 2, 224
125. 00 23, 720
109. 22 21, 278
121.43 2, 273
110. 40 123, 551
108. 48 20, 769

~~: ~~

i: ~~~

l ~ ·: 7~~ 1 ~~ 2 ;~g ~~: !~ ~~: ~~ ~i~: ~i 2~: ~~

~ w.
w-

601 1: 332 1: 933 28. 95
64.16
93. 11 20, 760
87
196
283 37. 89
85. 37 123. 26 2, 296
688 1. 528 2, 2161 29. 841 66. 27
96. 11 23, 036
559 1, 266 1, 825 27. 09
61. 36
88.45 20, 634
C .. 101
218
3191 4:J.42
93.72 137.15. 2,326
T • 660 1, 484 2, 144 28. 75
64. 63
93. 38 22, 960
618 1, 272 1, 890, 30.191 62. 15
92. 34i' 20, 467
C ..
75
172
247 32.75
75.11 107.86 2,290
T . 693,1, 444 2, 137 30. 45
63. 451
93. 91 22, 757
w. 7, 755 21, 764 29, 519 353. 95 993. 33 1, 347.28121, 910
C. . 979 3, 048 4, 027,421.261,311.53 1, 732.79 2, 324
T . 8, 734 24, 812 33, 546 360. 40 1, 023. 85 1, 384. 25 24, 234

Jet . . C..
T .

Nov.

{

Dec ..

{

Year

~

w-

1

1

8,470 35,598 44, 077 11. 86 49. 79 61. 65
5, 224 17.29 51.83 69.12
1, 307
3, 917
9, 786, 39,515 49, 301 12. 38 49. 99 C2. 37
8, 204, 21,910 30, 11412. 5:! 33. 45 45. 98
4, 063 21. 07 38. 59 59. 67
2,62H
1,435
9, 639 24,538 34,17713.33 33.94 47.27
9, 648 21 029 30, 67713.41 29.22 42.63
3, 766 21.47 29. 10 50. ()7
1, 599
2:167
11, 2!7 23, 1961 34, 443 14. 16 29. 21 43. 37
8, 960 17,827 2ti, 787 12. 991 25.84 38. P3
3, 298 17. 86 27. 45 45. 31
1,3001 1, 998
10,260 Hl,82fi' 30, 085 1:!. 45, 26. 00 39. 45
8, 810 16,499 25' 309 12. 57 23. 54 36. 11
1, 030
2,128
3.15814.26 29.46 43.72
9, 840 1H, 627 28,46712.731 24.09 36. 82
8,153 17, 177 25, sao 12. 22 25. 741 37. 96
2, 759 12. 27 28. 75 41. 02
825
1, 934
8, 978 19,111 28, 08912.22 26. 02 38. 24
9,413 18,850 28, 263 ,14.12 28. 29 42.41
2, 87113. 02 28. 62 41. ti4
898
1, 973
10,311 20, H23 31, 134114. 0:! 28.32 42.34
8,451 19, 079 27, 530 12. 81 28.92 41. 7!
2, 850 13. 82 26. 62 40. 45
974
1, 876
9,425 20,955 30, 380 12. 9L 28.70 41. 61
8, 260 18, 186 26, 4~6 , 13. 26 29. 19 42. 44
3, 059 15. 78 30.28 46. 05
2, 011
1, 048
9, 308 20,197 29, 505 13. 50 29. 29 42. 79
8, 250 17,499 25, 74912. 82 27.19 40. 01
3, 095 ] 3. 35 30. 14 43. 48
950
2,145
9, 200 19,644 28,844 12.87 27.481 40. :JC
8, 485 15, 335 23, 820 13. 71 24. 77 38. 48
1, 085
2, 268
3, 353 15. 55 32. 50 48. 05
9, 570 17, 6U3 27, 173 13. 89 25. 56 39. 45
8, 271 15,024 23, 295 13. 04 23. 68 36. 72
2, 9:!4 14. 58 26. 75 41. 33
1, 035
1, 899
9, 306 16,923 ?.6, 229 13. 19 23. !19 37. 18
103,384 234, 013 337, 39712.93 29.26 42. 19
13,486 26,944 40,430 15.90 31.76 47. 66
116,870 260,957 377, 827 13. 21 29. 50 42. 71
1
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XI.-The mtes, per 1,000 of lltrength, of ado~ission, death, cli.~olutrge, and non-effeot•
iveness of the U. S. A1·my, and of the troop8 in the seneral departments, for the year
1890, as oontpared with those of the deoade 1879-'88, and of certain foreign armies.

•rABLE

U.S. Army, colored.

Names of army or departments.

U.S. Army, 1890.

U.S. Army, white,
1890.

1890.

Mean strength (corrected
for time).

24,234.

21,910.

2,324.

§
~

Causes of admission to sick
report.

~
Q;

~~

~

~.;

~

~o

_j~ ~§~~

i=li=IO
- - -- - - --

1--- - -

Enteric fever . .. .. . • . .. .. . ..
Other specific contagious
and infectious diseases,
including erysipdas . .... .
Malarial fevPrsand resulting
conditions
......... ..
Typho-malarial fever . ..... .
Diarrhrea, including cholera·
morbns .................. .
D_vsentery ................ ..
Other miasmatic diseases .. .
Gonorrhrea and results .... .

--

1

~

~

~:.£

~.

~

a~ ~·g

-~
'8

~~

]-~ § ~

-~

~

..ri

Ai=~O

~

Ql

- -

~

~

~

~

~

~

'0

~

~.

~~ ~

~ ~ :g

"'

~

2~

§

<P

AHO

--------- ----

• 80

3. 01

175. 07 • 34 .. - .. 3. 02

163. 08 • 33 .. - .. 2. 96

288. 30

. 40 . - - .. 3. 55

92. 92 • 15 . 22 2. 79
.17 • 04.... . . 04

96. 581 . 08 . 25 2. 89
.18. ·-· ..•.. .04

58. 52

. 79 .. • .. 1. 86
.40 ..... .08

188. 55
5. 74
.08
35. 40
19. 72
20.09
32.44
l. 24
40. n
. 78

~1E~1 ~~~~:e~id~~~~~~~:::::

-~

--~---

5. 24 • 49

Vacciria .................. ..
Other entbetic diseases . ... .
Alcoholism . .............. ..
Other die tic diseases ....... .
Rheumatism (inc 1 ud ing
muscular) . . ............. ..
Other constitutional diseases
Developmental diseases .... .
Parasitic diR&l8es . ......... .
Headache and neuralgia . .. .
Other diseas!lS of the nervous system ............... .
Diseases of the eye ........ .
Disrase .. of the ear . ....... .
Catarrhs and common colds
Bronchitis ................ ..
Pneumonia ................ .
Pulmonary phthisis ...•...•
Pleuritis .................. .
Other diseases of the respiratory system ............. .
Diseases of the heart and
valves ................... .
Other diseases of the circulatory system ........... ..
Tonsillitis .............. ..
Dyspepsia, colio, and ronsitpation .................. .
Other diseases of the digestive system.
. ....... ..
Diseases of the kidneys .... .
Other diseases of the genitourinary system (nonvenereal ............. .. .
Diseases of the locomotor
system (excluding muscular rheumatism) ....... .
Diseases of the integumentar.v system ............ ..
All other diseases ......... .
Heat s1 roke .......... ..
Frost-bite and
general
freezing ............... ..
Contusions and sprains .... .
DiRlocations .............. .
Fractures (not gunshot) .. .
Incised, lacerated, contused,
and punctured wounds .. .
Shot wounds . .......... ..
All other injuries .......... .

§

~

g

. 76

.. .. . 11 1. 41
. ... .19 • 23
.......... 001
. • • . . 26 1. 84
.. .. 2. 40 1. 70
......... ]. 32
. ........ 1. 08
.04.. ... . 04
. 19 . 15 . 45
.... .30 .06
1

5. 48 . 50

116.431- •. . .12
5.661.... .17
.09 ... .
34.69. ... • 29
18.89 .... 2. 07
18.44- ... .
33.59 ........ .
1. 23 . 04 .... .

4~~~~ - --~~1 :~~

1. 45
138. 54 .. .. . .. .. . 1. 00
• 20
6. 45 .. .. . . 40 . 46
• 001 ......•........•....•..
1. 87
42. 17 .. ..
1. 53
1. 63
27. 54. . .. . 5. 56 2. 38
1. 21
35. 71
.. . .. 2. 39
1. 12
21. 51 .. • • .. •. - . 72
1. 29 .....
. 05
. 04
.49
5.59 ..... ....
.06
. 06
• 43 - .. . . • 40 . 02

83. 19 • 04 2. 06 4. 05
4. 75 . 30 . 52 . 43
.50 . ... . 71 .08
3. 42...
. 09
49. 89 .. .. . 19 . 92

76. 54 . 04 1. 99 3. 78
4. 75 . 29 . 50 . 40
. 50 . . . . 79 • 08
3.65 .... ... . . . 09
45.32 ... .17 .90

145. 86
4. 73
.43
1. 29
92. 94

9. 74
16.88
9. 04
21.50
74. 07
3. 96
3. 26
2. 68

10. 00 . 83
15.97 ....
9. 54-....
20.311- ...
74.85
3. 51 .37
3. 10 . 66
2.15 . 04

2. 48 1. 23
1. 37 . 78
.91 .41
. 21
. 21 1. 48
..... . 37
1. 66 . 78
. 08 .17

7.31
25. 39
4.30
32.70
66.69
8.18
4. 73
7. 75

. 79 2. 32 1. 21
.. .. 1. 46 . 81
.... .82 .42
. 22
• 22 1. 44
. 52 . .... . 41
. 71 1. 57 . R3
. 07 . 11 . 19

, 36

. 40

.... . 2. 78 6. 64
• 40 • 79 . 69
........... 03
..... ..... .04
. • • • . • 40 1. 06
.40 .79
.... - 2. 38
......... .
......... .
..... .40
1. 99
1. 19 • 79
. 40 . 40

1. 0-i

1. 08

.50
. 33
1. 02
. 75
1. 25
.35

• 34

• 26

5. 57 . 17

. 37

. 24

9. 90

.40

. 37

7. 01 . 26 1. 57

. 57

6. 89 . 21 1. 49

. 61

8. 18

. 79 2. 38

• 21

1. 69 • 22 • 52
33.59 .... .....

• 17
.48

1. 87 . 21 • 58
31.67 .... .....

• 18
.47

51.63 ..... .....

.61

59. 17 .. • .

• 78

56. 46 . - - .

• 78

84. 77 .. • ..

. 83

5. 98 . 19

• 30

. 25

.4<1 ........ ..
. 79

77. 94 . 34 1. 87 2. 08
1.98.49 .19 .19

75. 12 . 37 1. 94 2. 10
l.ti4 .50 .21 .17

16. 13 .. .. 1. 05

• 94

15. 65 . .. .

. 99

• 95

• 71 2. 07
.42
• 19
• 30 1. 08
.07 .08

4. 20 - - ..

• 70

. 42

5.16 .....

76.21 . 04
25.46 . 04
3.01 .. ..

77.86 .04
23.83 .. ..
3.24 .. ..

.17 2. 07
. 29 1. 07
.04 . 08

60.67 .....
40.88 . 40
.86 .....

2.48 ... .
128.28 ..
2. 56
6. 85 . 07

.04 .14
.19 3.14
.ll .17
. 64 1.14

1. 87 -- ..
125.96....
2. 56....
6. 80 . 08

• 04 . 11
.17 3.13
• 08 .17
. 66 1. 17

8.18 ..... ....
.39
150. 17..... • 40 3. 26
2.58 ..... .40 . 08
7. 31 ..... .40 . 94

56.20 . 11
4. 79 2. 29
39.53 . 98

. 07 1. 63
• 75 .51
• 45 1. 04

52.26 .12
4. 38 2. 32
39.62 • 99

• 08 1. 55
.54 .44
. 33 1.03

93.37 .......... 2.37
8. 61 1. 99 2. 78 1. 1p
38. 73 • 79 1. 59 ]. 19

4. 29 .. ..

104.56 .. .. .. 1.19 1. 90
5.16 .40 ..... .37

I

20.6l .... 1.59
• 79

.91
.41

• 40 2. 06
. 40 1. 22
.40 .10

~otal ~or ~li~ea~e ...... 1, 140. 55 5. 25 20. 69 34. 86 1, 110. 59 4. 8~ 20. 48 34. 51 1, 422. 97 8. 74 22. 65 38.15
'Iotalfor liiJUries . . •• . 243. 70 3. 45 2. 32 7. 85
236. 69 3. 5:. 1. 94 7. 68
309. 82 2. 78 5. 96 9. 51
1

Total for all oauses ••. 1, 884. 25 8. 69 23. 0142. 71 1, 347. 28 8. 40 22. 43 42.19 1, 732. 79 11. s2j28. 61 -!7. 66

\
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XI.-Therates,per 1,000 of strength, of admission, death, i!ischm·ge, and non-effectiveness of the U. S. Army, and of the troops in the sereral departments, fo1' the year
1~1l0, as compm·ed with those of the decade 1879-'88, and of certain foreign a1·mies.

TABLE

Names of army or departments.

U.S. army 1879-'88.

Mean strength (corrected
for time).

U.S. Army, white,
1879-'88.

U. S . ..!.rmy, colored,
1879-'88.

21, 542.

2,286.

23,828.

~

~

0

cri

Causes of admission to sick
report.

"'bl

~

-~

'8

"Cl

Q;l

cri

~co

1-<

'"'

~
0

"'
A

~~

cri
~

~:g
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~~

'8

0

~

<i!Q;>

,.;
Q;l

0

bf;

,;,

f3<il

"Cl

~

~
0

"'
A

0
~

p.,a)

-~

~11

~~
s::lco

~

0

~

,.;
Q;l

bll

J

..s"'<il

1-<

ol
,.<:l

~

~~

~~

>:lo

~~
~co

"' A 00
- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - -- - - - - - oC!j

Enteric fever ...... ------ ... .
Other specific contagious
and infectious diseases, including erysipelas ........ .
Malarial feverd and resulting
conditiont~ ......... _.......
Typbo-malarial fever.... .. ..
Diarrhrea, including cholera
morbm.....................
Dysentery ...................
Other miasmatic diseases. . . .
Gonorrhea and results .. . . ..
Syphilis and results.........
Other venereal diseases......
vaccina............. . .......
Other enthetic diseases......
Alcoholism..................
Other die tic diseases........
Rheumatism (including muscular .....................
Other constitutional diseases

~

4. 91 • 74
19.72 .18
162. 03 . 25
2. 31 . 27

. 04
.03
.18
. 004 ....

"'

~

5.12 . 75
18.78 • 17
162.43 .25
2. 38 . 24

• 03

110.73 .05
8. 78 • 20

107.14 .05
8. 64 .19

93. 03 . _...

--:iio'
:~~: ·--·a:5s
. 40
90. 07

11.52 .52 3.68
24.64. .... 1.29
8.49 .01
.83
100. 14 .. • .. . 03
69.66.10
.64
4.75.86
.16
3.55.57 2.u8
3.89 .03
.12

....
....
.. • .
.. ..
.. ..
....
.. ..
....
.. ..

2.97 ---• 65 . . ..

·.-iio., :_~_-_.:_
41

11.73 .54
24.20
8.97 .01
97. 95 . • ..
68.49 .Jl
4.46.76
3.50.54
3.54 .03

..q

.68

.........

.....

28.60

• 28

.04

158.63
1. 66

. :&.8
. 56

.12

......
......

3.74 ....
1.29
.88
. 03
.67
.15
2.07
.12

170.83
29.65
. 04
44. 48
55. 07
2. 1\J
10.02
3. 59
4.42
•. 96

93

.46

7.57 . 08

.48

11. 98

3. 42 • 32

1. 64

2. 80

4.90 .36

1.05
• 01

• 24

36

1

9.58 .40 3.10 ... .
28.82 ..... 1.35 .. ..
4.02 . . . . . . 36 ... .
120. 75 .. . .. • 04 .. _.
80.74 . . . . . . 40 .. ..
7.521.79 .24 ... .
4.02 .84 2.11 .. ..
7.13 .04 .12 .. ..

1.58

• 16

• 32 ••• -

. 24 1. 03 ... -

2. 93 • 36 • 52 .. -71. 21 . - • - . . - • - - ----

82.25 .....

.22

48.77 .57
1. 35 . 20

2.21
• 25

48. 62 . 59
1. 36 . 20

2. 26
• 25

50.08
1. 27

17.63.04

1.52

17. 34 . 05

1. 48

20.34 ..... 1.87 ··--

5. 80 . 01

1. 37

9R. 28 . 004

• 42
• 94
• 02

100.97 . 004
7. 84 • 05
1. 70 . 03

. 09
. 03
• 01
. 14

. 13
. 64
. 17
. 76

6. 33
150. :.!2
2. 44
6. 95

43. 5il . 15
5.571.54
27. 331. 27

• 34
1.12
• 61

7. 69 . 05
1. 59 . 03
8. 36
150. 23
2. 43
6. 66

79. Oti

....

- 5 s_- :~.~_:_:_ :~.~ : : ·_-~_:__~

-- · -i .
120

7. 99 . 09

5. 11 . 36 1. 10
53. 52 -- - -- . 01

.......

.08 .36 .. ..
.32 .20 ... .
. 04 ...... __ .
.. . .
20 .. _.
. 04 4. 14 ... .
............. .
.......... ___ _
.. .. .. ...... .
............. .
.... .. . ..• . .._._ •__•

144 6
04 3 42
10. 0651 • 28 1.19 ....

3. 36 • 31
55. 22 . • .. .

~

3. 02

.19 ........
. 004

169.87.09
.31
13.65.20
.19
. 03 . 04
40. 03 . .. .. . 31
35. 61 • 03 3. 53
1. 69 .. • .. . 03
9.27-----r-----2. 26 • 004 . 01
62.22 .19
.52
• 44 • 01
. 05

3.01
• 70 .. ..

0

0

.04

169.97.09
.31 ....
15.18.21
.19
. 03 . 04
40. 54
. 30 .. ..
a7. 48 • 03 3. 59 .. ..
1. 74 .. .. . . 03 .. ..
9.34 ..•.. ·----- ....
2. 39 • 004 • 01
56.68 .17
.47
. 49 • 01
• 04

~:;:~fJ~di~~:~~~~~~~~-::~~: ····3:34 :~~::

Headache and neuralgia. . . .
Other dis eases of thto nervous
system.....................
Diseases of the eye.........
Diseasesoftheear ....... . ..
Catarrhs and common colds.
Bronchitis...................
Pneumonia..................
Pulmonaryphthisis.........
Pleuritis....................
Other diseases of the respiratory system ............. ..
Diseases of the heart and
valves------ ............. ..
Other diseases of the circulatorysystem................
Tonsillitis---................
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation ........ - - -- . - - .. - - ..
Other diseases of the digestivesystem ................
Diseases of the kidneys......
Other diseases of the genitourinary system !non-venereal) ......... , .............
Diseases of the locomotor
system (ex:c~uding muscular rheumat1sm) .......... .
Diseases of the integumentary system ............... .
.All other diseases .......... .
Beat stroke ................ .
Frost-bite and general freezing .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . • . . .. . . . .
Contusions and sprains......
Dislocations ............... _.
FracturE-s (not gunshot.).....
Incised, lacerated, contused,
and punctured wounds . __ .
Shot wounds---------------All other injuries............

0

5. 77 . 004 1. :i4 . - - ~

.10
• oa
. 01
.14

42. 00 • 15
4. 89 1. 34
27. 811. 33

.43
. 97
.03
.11

.63
.17
• 79
. 32
1. 06
• 62

112.33 -- -· .

6. 12

.08 ·---

.48 1. 75 ....
.20 .32 ----

• 08 1. 59 . - --

72. 83 -- • . . • 40 -- - •
6. 25 .. - .. . 68 -- -• 52 .... - . - .. • ---27.46 • 04
150. 50 . 04
2.32 .. .. .
3. 9!l . 12

. 36
. 72
.16
. 44

....
-- ----·
-- - -

57. 73 . 16 . 44 ---.
11. 98 3. 46 1. 67 ---22.74 .72 .60 ....

Total for disease ...... 1, 298. 56 5. 98 28. :!0 ..•. 1, 286. 59 5. 85 28.40 .. _. 1, 411.10 7. 16 26.29 .••.
Total for injuries...... 245. 67 3. 25 3. 79 . . . . 2,1,2. 32 3. 12 3. 73 .. .. 277.22 4. 53 4. 38 ....

--------------------------

Total for_all causes .... 1, 544. 23 9. 23 31. 99 .... 1, 528. 918. 97 32. 13 .... 1, 688.3211. 69!30. 67 ....
1
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TABLEXI.-Tlterates, perl.OOO ofstrength, ojadntission, death, di-scharge, and non-effectiveness, of the u. s. Army, ana of the troops in the several departments, for the JjCa1'
18£)0, as contpa1·ed with those of the decacle ld79-'88, and of certain foreign armies.

Names ot army or departments.

AnRtria-Hungary, 18il9.

Belgium, 1889.

281,569

46,471

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

..

.,

..;

Causes for admission to sick
report.

·~

'§

.-c
-<t1

Enteric fever...................
Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including
erysipelas . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . ..
Malarial fevers and resulting
conditions....................

firtr~~-::1 ~~~~~:~~-~~~:::::·::::

D) sentery .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .
Other miasmatic c1iseases.. .....
Gonorrhreaan<lresults .........
Syphilis and results . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other venereal diseases.........

Cl)

..;
~
ce

~

1-4

-~

..c:l

'§

bJ)

ce
0

Great Britain,
1888.
101, 695
ai

~

.,;

~

ce
Cl)

-~

..c:l

'§

~

.,;

m
..c:l
~
Q)

.,;

=

1Ji
Cl)

=

1-4

bJ)

ce

417, 104

Cl)

0

!>!

·;_;
.,

1-4

ce

·a
.-c

..c:l

~

.-c
A
A -A- -.-c-<t1- -iS -<t1 ~ A
- - - - - -- - 10

Prussia, Saxony,
Wurtem ber~r,
1887-'88.

-<t1

o.()

.,;

1-4

~

aS
.::l

~

A

ce
q)

--

~

.03

7.38 .73 ....

1.24 .33 .....

18. 45 • 06

. 01

8. 04 .11 .. . . .

10. 98 . 16 . .. ..

6. 98 . 15 ......

34,. 57....

.09

.41.... ....

4. 94 . 01 .....

4. 71 ......... .

4.62 . 75

4.S8 .33 ......

--4s:os
·:oi --:oi ----:5s
:::: ::::: ·--4.-si
--::-------iii.' 56·::·::::::
. 70 . 09 .. . ..
. 02 .. .. . 02
• 71 . 04 . 07
. 14 ......... .
. 05
31.78
1R. 58
14. 93

. 04 .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
. 04.
....... 19.43 ......... 91.11!
--. • 07
5. 53 --.. . . . • . 106. 52
.. . . . .. ..
4..11 .. .. .. . .. 26. 96

. 04 1 . 04 ..... .
J5.73 1 ......... .
6. SO -.
• 04
4. S4 ......... .

. OS . . . ..
- -- .OS
. 11 . 93
.. .. .. • ..

·:oi ::::::

6~~~~ne~ih'~ti~-cii~~~s~~·::::::::: ....
·--·:27
Alcoholism .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .
. 12 . .. • 03
. 28 . 02 .. . ..
3. '7 . 03 . .. ..
• 24 . 01 .... ..
Other die tic clist>ases .. ..........
. SO . 02 .. • .. .. .. • • . .. .. . .. ..
. 17 .. .. .. . ..
. 13 . 01 .... ..
Rheumatism (including muscu• 37
lar) .......... . ............... . 28.17---- .34 16.12 . . . . . 17 36. 95 . 04 . 77 33. 23 . 03
9. 62 .. . . 3. 81
5. 51 • 22 . 43
Other constitutional diseases .. . 10. 05 . 2~ 1. 06
3.
06
. 48
. 22 . 01 1. 44
6. 68 • 02 1. 11
5
Developmental diseases ........ .
in
.. · ·:
26.08 . 01 ....
Parasitic diseases .............•.
H11adacb6 and ne:tralgia ....... .
9.17 . 49 2. 12
9. 88 • 23 1. 66
Other diseases of the nervous } 7. 361 - 50 1. 68
system ..................... ..
Diseases of the eye ............ . 50. 32 .. 5. 25 28. 58 ..
75 12. 03 .. -- • 59 28. 62 .. .. 3. 74
6. OS . 01 • 58 11. 46 . 01 1. 42
9. 79 .. .. 1. 16
Diseases of the ear ........... .. 15. 32 .. .. 4. 02
Bronchitis ..........•..•••...... 116. 60 .. .. 1. 00 26. 36 .13 1. 36 47. 201 . 07
50. 39 . 01 )
.57
.03
3.01
.17
.02
!U!5i
9.
76 . 83
u 63 . 48
Pneumonia ................... ..
3. 76 1. 18 2. 46
1. 53 1. 08 . 26
Pulmonar.v phthisis ............ .
4. 2011. 09
2. 35 .48
3.
77
.
06
2.
62
4. 67 . 12 15. 88
PleuritiR.... . ......•.....•....
4. 91 . 22 . 29
4.20 .lSI .11
Other diseases of the respiratory system (including ca2. 08 . 09
23. 37 . 03 )
5. 16 . 10
3S
6. 74 .. .. . 39
tanh and common colds) ..... .
DiseaseR of the heart and valves . }
8. 70 . 30 ~ 3 12 S 1. 84 . OS ~ 3. 24
9 10 17 2. 66 5 5. 75 . 19 1. 36
Other diseases of the circula.
.
~
. 77
. 37
1. 42 .11 ) .
l 1. 26 -- ..
to•·y system . ....... . ....... ..
Tonsillitis, other diseases of the
mouthandthroat . ..... . . . 53.36 ---- .13 19.73 .......•. 58.15 .... ~
~78.17----l
Other diseases of the digestive
. 9!
5. 49
system . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. • . 90. 30 . ~7 6. 59 45. 02 . 13 2. 35 30. 77 . 34
50. 00 . 15
Diseases of the kidneys.........
. 36 . 10 . 05
. 22 . 09 . . . . .
. 50 .16 ~
{ . 50 .11 ~
Other disea!:les of the genito-uri. 60
. 64
nary system (non-venereal) . . . 15. 79 . 02 1. 07
6. 28 . . . . • 62 20. 05 . 03
5. 99 . 01
Diseases of the locomotor syH1
1
tern (excluding muscuiar
rheumatism) ................. 25.19 .09 4.89
7.40 .02 .99
7.28 .08 .871 25.95 .061 5.30
Disellses of the integumentary
system........................ 182. 71
. 90 46. 82 . 04 . 65 71. 70 . 03 . 28 205. 40 • 02
. 40
All other rliseases .. . . .. .. . .. . .. 32. 55
8. 73 16. 76 . 86 . 45 27. 39 . 01 • 12 24. 22 .. .
. 32
Heat stroke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. l2 . --. . . • . .
. 28 ..•..........•........ :. .
. 21 . 01
:Frostbite n nd general freezing
3. 85 . 01 . 09
1. 48 -.- ....
!8. 37 ---Contusions and sprains .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. ..
17.99.... . ... .
9!. 98 . 02
Dislocations .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
. 73
. 29
. 49 .. .. . 0!
1. 06 .. .. ~
}'ract.ures (not gunshot) . . . . . . . .
2. 10 . 01 . 95
1. 92 . . • . . 02 94 42 &O
2. 82 . 02
73
InciRed, laceratc<l, contused, and
! ·
·
·
1
punctured wounds ........................... 26.88 . . . . . . J
26.21 .01 ·
Shut wounds .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ..
1. 26 1. 24 • 22
. 09 . 13 .. • ..
. 58 . 26
Allotherinjuries ............... 109.61 ~ 1.32 ~~~ ~~-------~~~--Total for disease.......... 833.62 4. 41 41.87 310.77 -!. 9616.48 646.47 4. 7215.18 6S5. 72 2. 38 31.47
Totalforinjuries ......... 117.671.89 2.86 58.58.43 .54 94.42.80 .73168.41 .86
.73

_.i7 ::::::::: ::::::: ·:o2 ::::: ::::::: :::: :::::

..5: I:::: ..'. ~

191.

4i .::: :::::

:::: -_-~; --~~;~

--I .
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1
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----------------------1

Total for all causes ..•.••. 951.2913. 30j44. 73j 369.35 4. S9l17. 02l 740.89 15.5215. ttl 804.13 3. 24 32.20
1
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A 11~tria-1Inngary.-The discharge rate is no doubt somewhat too high. The merlical report states
the number of discharges to have been 12,5!14, and referring this number to a total, consisting of t:lle
standing army, of the reserves, of the Iandwehr, etc., in all over 900,000 men, gives the rate as 13.!l.
But as 8,lti5 men, serving one year or less, were discharged from the standing army, and as many discharges from the same source must necessarily have taken place among men of longer service, it would
seem that comparatively few discharges occurred among men outside of those serving with their
colors, and that it would be more correct for the sake of comparison with our Army to reft>r all the dis·
charges to a mean strength of 281,569, Pqnivalent to that of the Austrian standing army for 1889.
Se,·en thousand nine hundred and thil'ty·tw() patients=28.4 per 1,000 of mean strength, were furloughed to their homes for recuperation from disease.
Belgium.- The total admission rate was 1330.6, of which 961.2 were treated in quarters and 369.4 in
hospital. As the diseases of patients of the former category are not given in detail, but are only
roughly stated as ftwers, conjunctivites, diseases of the eye, venereal diseases , and scabies, the Beigian statement of admissions is limited to the case& treated in hosvital.
One thousand six hundred and seventy-nine patients=36.1 per 1,000 of mean strength, were sent to
their homes to await recovery. About one-third of the discharges occurred among men serving one
year or less.
Prussia, Saxoxy, Wurtemberg.-About one· half of the discharges made were among men serving less
than one year and for disabilities contracted before conscription.
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XI.- The rates, per 1,000 of st1'ength, of adntission, death, discharge, and non-fjJectiveness of the U. S. Ar1ny, and of the troops in the sevm·al departments, for the year
1890, as compa1·ed with those of the decade H:!79-'88, «nd of ce1·tainjm·eign m·mies.

TABLE

Names ot army or depart·
ments.

Department of the
East.

Depart.ment of the
Platte.

IDepartment of Dakota.

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

5,527.

a. 052.

4, 132.
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ll.l
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Causes of admission to sick
report.
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---------Enteric fever ................ .
Other specific contagious and
infectious diseases, including
erysipelas .. .... • • .. • . . . . . .
Malarial fevers and resulting
conditions . ................ .
Tspho-malarial fever .......••
Diarrhrea, including cholera
morbus . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. •
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162. 65 . 54 . .. . . 3. 38

7. 211.31 .....

• 93

143. 51 . . .. . .. • . 1. 87

~

~

0

0

----

3.87 .... . ... ..
194. 11

.54

. 24 . .. . . 3. 25

87. 02 .. .. . 36 2. 73
38. 99 .. .. .. .. . • 78
20. 81 .. -.. .. . .. • 48
.54.... . .. . . .10 ··•··••· .••..•.....••. ·•····•· .••....... ··••·
157. 94 . .. . . . . . . 1. 92

112. 72 . .. . . .. .. 1. 04

73. 33 . .. . • .. . .

8l:::::f!s~~ti~d'i~~~s-~~::::: .... ~--~~ :::: ::::: . .".~~ ·---~~~~ :::: ::::: . .".~~ ·---~:~~ ::::~ .:.~

Gonorrhrea and results .. • .. ..
Syphilis and results .. . .. .. . ..
Other venereal diseases.......
Vaccina ................ .... ..
Other enthetio diseases.......
Alcoholism...................
Otherdietiodiseases....... . ..
Rheumatism (including mus cular) ... . .......... . .. .. . .
Other constitutional diseases .
Developmflntal diseases ..•.•..
Parasitic diseases ..•...•.••••.
H eadache and neuralgia ......
Other diseases of the nervous
system .................... ..
Diseases of thu eye ......... ..
Diseases of the ear ......... ..
Catarrhs and common colds .. .
Bronchitis ................... .
Pneumonia .................. .
Pulmonary phthisis ........ ..
Pleuritis .................... ..
Other diseases of the respiratory system ............ . .. ..
Diseases of the heart and
valves ..................... .
Other diseases of the circulatory system ................ .
Tonsillitis .................. _
Dyspepsia, colic, and constipation.........................
Other diseases of the digestive
.,system......................
Diseases of the kidneys.......
Other diseases of the genitourinary system (non-venereal)........................
Diseases of the locomotor system (excluding muscular
rheumatism) . .............. .
Diseases of the integumentary
system......................
All other diseases.............
Heatstroke...................
Frostbite and g-eneral freezing.
Contusions and spraills ..... ..
Dislocations ................. .
Fractur11s (not gunshot) ...... .
Incised, lacerated, contused,
and punctured wounds .....
Shot wounds .. . .....•..•••.••.
.A.ll other injuries ........... ..
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----- -- ----- ----~-----

2.89 .54 .... :
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• 67
15
•
.94
. 46
. 81
• 79
. 08
. 20
.04

5<t. 82
26. 59
25. 87
80.15
. 72
57.36
.54

.. .. • 54 2. 80
.. . . 4. 70 2. 05
. .. . . . .. 1. 64
........ . 3. 1il
. 18 .. .. . . 01
.36 .36 .69
. . . . . . . . . . 03

23. 92 . • .. .. .. . • 96
14. 09 .. .. • 66 • 95
7. 86 .. .. .. • .. • 48
5. 57.... ..... • 21
. 98 . . .. .. • . . • 03
49. 80 .......... 58
.33 ...... "·· .06

19.12
6. 29
14. 04
30.49
• 97
22.75
.24

.. • .. • 24
.. ..
• 73
..... ., ••.
......... .
......... .
.48 .... .
......... .

73. 99
5. 25
.18
6. 33
53. 55

.. .. 1. 09 2. 71
. 18 . 72 . 43
.... .18 . 03
.... ..... .16
.. .. • 36 • 80

99. 93
4. 26
1. 31
2.29
48.17

. 33
....
.. ..
....
....

76. 96
3. 63
. 24
1.94
44.05

.. . .. 1. 94 3. 33
• 97 • 2! . 26
..... , 73 .02
..... ..... .05
..... ..... .60

9. 95 1. 09 • 90 • 98
15.74 .... • 54 .71
9.95 .... .5! .48
9. 77 ........ . .10
96.80 ... . ... .. 1. 93
3.08 . 36 ... .. • 50
3. 44 . 36 2. 17 • 70
2. 71 .... .18 .28

8.19
16.71
9.17
20.66
72.74
7. 86
4. 91
3. 60

. 33 ....
.... 1. 31
. . . . . 66
........ .

1. 31 4. 14
• 66 . 58
1. 64 • 04
..... .11
..... .99

• 34
• 70
. 40
. 24
1.49
. 98 ..... • 76
• 98 1. 97 • 87
• 33 .33 .22

7.50 .48 .73 1.15
15.49 ..... .97 .63
10.41 ..... .97 .31
.27
22.51 ..... . . ..
62.20. .... .73 1.12
. 31
-l. 84 • 73 .... .
1. 94 • 24 • 73 .27
1.69
.11

• 54

• 27

3.93 .........

4.11

. 24

. 48

.16

9.23 .... 2.89

• 73

5.90 ....

7.26

.48

.73

.83

1. 63 . 36 • 72
43.96 .... .....

. 11
• 61

1.94 ........ ..
34.85 ......... .

.22
.49

66. 04....

• 65

41. 14 .. . ..

.49

7.42 • 18

• 36

81. 06 . 18 1. 63 2. 15
1. 81 . 54 .. • .. • 17
20.26 .... 1. 45
3.98 ....

.54

. 84
. 33

83.41 .. .. .. .. . 2. 34
28. 59.... . 36 1. 42
3.08 .......... 06
.54 ....... .. . 01
115.07 .... .18 2.80
1.63 . . . . . 54 . 03
6.87 .... • 72 1.08
49.57 .... .18 1. 42
1.27.54 .54 • 15
38. 53 . 73 . 1b . 76

.98

.98 .33 .... .
37.03 ...... ..

• 05
• 61

54. 39 .. ..

• 72

• 33

88. 14 . 98 . 33 1. 91
1. 31 • 66 .. • .. • 06
• 66

.35

6.55 ........ .

.52

9.83 ....

61.60 .. .. .. .. . 1. 60
25.88.... • 33 . 66
.98 .... ....
.05
5. 57
119.93
1.97
7.54
64.88

. ••...•.. .19
....... .. 2. 83
........ . .12
....... .. . 76
........ .. 2.12
2. 62 . 98 2. 29 • 86
40. 96 . 98 • 98 .95

. 24

71. 88 .. • .. 2. 90 L 75
1. 45 .. .. . • 24 . 11

13.31 .....
3.63 .....

• 97 1.12
.4~

. 40

50. 10 .. . .. .. .. . 1. 69
22.27 .. .. . .. •. . 1. 06
2.66 ........ . . 10
7.74
107.93
2.90
4.84
56.15
12. 83
38. 96

. . . . . . 24 . 51
..... . 24 2.46
....... ..
. 21
..... • 73 ]. 35
... .
1. 30
8. 71 • 73 . 61
• 73 . 4l- .92

Total for disease ........ 1, 300. 70 4. 88 21. 17 38.461,006.23 6. 2211.14 26. 09 900. 05 3. 87 14.28 25. 16
Total for injuries ....... ~6. 5R 1. 27 2. 3~ ~ ~2 ~~! ~ 1. 97 3. 28f~ -~4. 02 _9. 44 _2. 42 .!.:.!!_
1

Total for all causes ...•. 1, 517.28 6.15 23. 52:44.781, 250.66 8.1914.42 33.961,134.0813. 3116. 70[32. 63
1
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X I.-The 1·ates, perl,OOO of st1·engtk, of adrnission, death, discharge, and non-effectiveness of the U. S. A1·1ny, and of the troops in the several departments, for the ye04'
1690, as compa1·ed with those of the decade lt:S79-'88, and of certain foreign armies.

TABLE

Names of army or departments.

Department of the
Missouri.

Department of Texas.

Department of Cali·
fornia.

Mean strength (corrected for
time).

3,776.

2,095.

.1, 157.
~

~

Causes of admission to sick
report.
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2.59 . ....... . .31
Enteric fever ................ ..
14.32 ..•..•••. 1. 73
7.411. 32 ..•.. 1. 41
Other specifiG, contagious, and
infectious diseases, including erysipelas ............... . 136.12 .26 ..... 2.83 131.74 .48 .••.. 2.12 179.77 .86 .... . 3.U
Malarial fevers and resulting
conditions . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . 182. 73 . 26 • 53 4. 42 244. 39 . 48 • 48 9. 84
69. 14 .. • . .. • .. 1. 27
Typho-malarial fever ........................................... .. ............................. ..
Diarrhrna, including cholera
·
morbus...................... 111.74.. .. • 26 1. 69 191.40 ... • . . . . 2. 36
57. 91.... . . . . . . 74

8lb'!~~Ils~~ti~ '<ii~~~~~~:::::: .. --~·- ~~ ·~ :: ..'.~~. ---~~ ... -~--~~ :::: ..'.~ . _·_ ~~::::::::
5

Gonorrhooa and results........
S.\'Philis and results . . . . . ......
Other venereal diseases. . .. • .. .
Vaccina .......................
Other enthetic diseases .. • . • .. ..
Alcoholism . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . • ..
Other die tic diseases. . . . . . . .. ..
Rheumatism (including muscular) ...................... ..
Other constitutional diseases ..
DevelopmPntal diseases ...... ..
Parasitic diseases ............. .
Headache and neuralgia ..•••..
Other diseases of the nervous
system .................... ..
Diseases of the eye ........... .
Diseases of the ear .......... ..
Catarrahs and common colds ..
Bronchitis .................... .
Pneumonia .................. ..
Pulmonary phthisis .......... ..
Pleuritis ..................... ..
Other diseasee of the respiratory system ................. .
Diseases of the heart and valves
Other diseases of the circulatorysystem..................
Tonsillitis . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . • .
Dy_spepsia, colic, and constipa·
tion...... ..... .. .... ... ......

29. 39 .. •• . 26 1. 80
21.45 .• -- [ 3. 71 1. 66
23. 57 . .. . . • .. 1. 72
36.81 .••...•..• 90
1. 59 .. • . . . . . . • 03
22. 25 .. .. . .. . . • 31
1. 06·.... • 53 • 06
64. 3!>
3.44
.26
3.18
36.55

56. 80
29. 12
32. 46
9.55
2. 86
51. 07
• 48

. .. .
. ••.
. .. .
... .
.. .
• 42
. .. .

:::: ::::: :::::
• 95 3. 09
36. 30 . . . . . . . . 1. 97
1. 43 2. 88
15.56 . . • 2. 59 1. S'i
.. • .. 2. 22
23. 33 . . .. . .. .. 1. 29
. . . . . . 21
15.56 ..•.••... 36
. • .. . . 14 .. . . ................ .
• 48 • 53
30. 25 . .. . . .. . . . 23
. . . . . • 01
. 86 . . . . • 86 . 02

. - • . 2. 38 2. 46
79. 23 . .. . . 95 2. 29
4. 77 . . . . 1. 43 . 46
........ . . 10
.... 1. 32 .01 . ............ 95 .... .
........ . . 07
4. 30 .. - . . . . . . . 11
........ . • 61
85. 92 . . .. . . . . . • 911

10. 33 • 79, 1. 85 1.18
14.30. ... • 79 • 84
• 26
.24
58.52.. .. . 26 1. 27
3.44 . 53 ..... • 31
1. 85 . 79 1. 06 . 32
2. 38 . 26 • 26 . 06

2g:~~ ::::1 .. ::~

8. 21 • 53 . 53
5. 03 .... 1. 59

.45
. 35

2.65.26 .79
63 . .. • .. . ..

~4.

58.26....

• 26

Other diseases of the digestive
system.......................
72.30 .79 3.18
Diseases of the kidneys........
1. 32 . 79 . . • ..
Other diseases of t-he genetourinary system (non-venereal)
16. 68 . .. . 2.12
Diseases of the locomotor system (excluding muscular
5. 03 . . . . 1. 32
rheumatism) ............... ..
Diseases of the integumentary
110.
70 .. -- • 26
system ...................... .
All other diseases ........... --~ 11. 39 . .. . • 53
1. 59 . .. . .. . . .
Heat stroke .................. ..
. 53.........
Frostbite and general freezing .
142. 74 . . . . • 26
Contm~ions and sprains ..•.....
•. 50 . .. . . . . ..
nislocatiODK ............•••••••
7. 41 . • .. . .. ..
Fractures (not gunshot) .......
Incised, lacerated, contused,
and puncture.d wounds . .. .. .
54. 56 . 79 • 26
Shotwounds...................
4.772.65 .53
All other injuries... . .. .. .. • ..
41. 05 1. 59 . 53

10. 50 • 48
15. 75 . .. .
10. 50 .. • .
37.71>....
39. 62 . . . .
• 95 .. ..
5. 73 . 95
1. 43 .. •.

2. 39 ... .
4.30 ... .

1. 43 • 79
2. 86 . 79
• 95 . 54
···-- .34
. 48 • 89
.. . .. .08
4. 30 1. 41
.. . .. • 24

73. 46
6. 05
1. 73
. 86
22.47

. . ..
....
. .. .
....
.•..

3. 46 3. 01
. 86 . 64
1. 73 • 44
..... .01
.... . .58

8. 64
12. 96
3. 46
28.52
87.29
3.46
3. 46
4. 32

.. .. 1. 731 1. 45
. . . . 3. 46 • 91
. . . . 1. 73 . 20
. . • . . . . . . • 37
......... 1. 70
.... ..... .49
• 86 • 86 . 86
.... ..... .18

.48
.48

.20
• 26

3.46 .... .....
3. 46 . . .. 1. 73

. (,4
. 32

.25
• 35

1.91 .... 1.43
15.75 . .. . . . . ..

.14
. 18

1.73 . . . . . 86
20. 74 .. .. .. .. .

.16
. 35

• 81

63.69 .... ,... •.

. 81

31.98 .• .. •• . •.

. 31

2.!0
• 04

62.53 .48 2.39 1.68
il. 34 • 95 • 95 • 32

70.01 .... 2.59 1.72
2. 59 . .. • .. .. • . 03

1. 17

21. 48 . .. . . .. . .

19. 01 . . .. 1. 73 1. 03

. 51

3.82 ....

.48

. 91
.30

2. 59 .... 1. 73

.05

2. 4-4
92. 12 • 4-8 .•.. - 2. 60
95. 94 . . . . • 86 1. 65
• 63
;;2. 98 . . . . • 95 1. 73
12. 96 . . . . .. . .. . 61
. 02
10. 98 ....... -- . 32 . -- ................. ..
.05 .......................................... ..
4. 33 122. 67 . - .. --.-- 2. 89 146. 93 . . • • . 86 4. 32
. ~4
2. 39 . . .. .. . . . • 09
2. 59 .. .. .. . .. . 35
1. 35
7. 64 . . .. • 48 1. 29
4. 32 . . .. 2. 59 1. 15
1. 56
.45
1. 08

51. 07 . . . . . . . . . 1. 58
1.91 .48 . . . . . . 27
34. 37 1. 43 • 95 • 98

4-5. 81 .. . . . . . .. 1. 26
3.46 .......... 14
45. 81 . 86 . . .. . 1. 01

;rotal ~or ~i~11ase ......... 1, 1~4. 21 ~- 62 24. 89 34. 15 1, 394. 7? 4. 77 24. 82 43. 43
.rotalformJUl'les ........ 2:>7.15:>.03 1.59 9.19 23l.031.91 1.4-3 7.32

952. 4~ 1. 7~~26. 79 2.3. 32
248.9M .86 3.46 8.22

------------------------

Total for all causes •..••. 1; 381. 3G 11.65 26. 48 43. 33 1, 625. 78 6. 68 26. 25 50. 75 1, 20~. 38 2. 59 30. 25 36. 54
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XI.-The rates, per 1,000 of st1·ength, of admission, death, discha1·ge, and none.ffectiveness of the U. S. Army, and of the t'roops in the sevm·al depa1·tments, for the year
1890, as compa1·ed with those of the decade 1879-'88, and of cm·tain jm·eign a1·mies.

TABLE

Names of army or departments.

Department of the Columbia.

Department of' Arizona.

Mean strength (corrected for time).

1,464.

2,984.
~

.,;
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Causes of admission to sick report.
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.86
Enteric fever .•••••.....••.........
Other specific contagious and infectious diseases, including ery·
sipelas .....••••........... ......
143.43 .•••.. •••••••.
3.15
Malarial fevers and resulting con·
ditions...........................
56. 01 ••• • • • . • • • • • • .
1. 90
Typho-malarial fever ...............•.•••.....•••...••.•••...•..••.
Diarrhooa, including cholera morbus __ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • • • •
83. 33 . • • • • . . • • . . • • .
. 85
Dysentery .... .........••••.•..................•.•..••..••..••..••.
Other milismatic diseases..........
. ......••.•••.
Gonorrhrea and results.............
25. 96 • ••• • . . •• • • • .
1. 56
Syphilisandresults . ...............
29.37
2.73
3.01
Other venereal diseases............
8. 20 •••••• ..... • ..
. 35
V accina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • • .
8. 20 • • • • • • . • • . • • ..
. 18
Other enthetic diseases............
. 68 . • • • • . . • • • • • • .
• 01
Al1·.oholism...... •.. . •. . . ... .•. . . .
61.48 .•• •• . . • •. . . . .
. 72
Ot-n er die tic diseases . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 37
• 68
• 21
Rheumatismdincludingmuscular) .
90.85 ...... ..... ...
2. 65
Other constitutional diseases .. . . ..
4. 78
• 68
. 36
Developmental diseases............
. .................... .
Parasiticdiseases..................
2.73 ...... ........
.05
Headache and neuralgia . .. .. .. . • • .
35. 52 .. .. .. .. • .. • • .
. 81
Other diseaAes of the nervous sys·
• 68
tern ...•.......••..• - ............ .
11. 61
1. 37
. 65
25.27
Diseases of the eye ............... .
2.05
1.13
16.39
Diseases of' the ear ................ .
2. 73
.90
12.30
· catarrbsandcommon colds .••.•..•
.12
162.57
Bronchitis ........................ .
. 68
2. 60
5. 4.6 1.37 ....... .
Pneumonia ....................... .
.4.7
2. 05 1.37 ...... ..
Pulmonary phthisis .............. .
.41
2. 73
.16
Pleuritis ............ ··---- ....... .
OLher diseases of the respiratory
6. 83
.15
system·-·--·-----··---···--·····
11.61
Diseases of the heart and valves ..
.68
.36
Other diseases of the circulatory
system..........................
.. ........... .
Tonsillitis .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
26. 64 .. .. .. .. • .. • • .
• 43
Dyspepsia, colic, a.nd constipation.
58.74
• 68
1. 08
Other diseases of the · digestive
system ................... ~ ...... .
91.53
.68
2.05
2.47
Diseases of the kidneys ........... .
1.37
• 68
.51
Other diseases of the genito-urinary
system (non-venereal) . .......... .
12.98
.95
• 68
Diseases of the locomotor system
(excluding muscular rheumatism)
2. 73
.29
1.37
Diseases of the integumentary
system ......................... ..
55.33
. 68
2.05
All other diseases ................ ..
.41
10. 25 ... -. . -- .....
Heat stroke ...................... .
4. 78 .•.....••.....
.07
Frostbite and general freezing .... .
2. 05 ............. .
. 07
147.53 ............. .
Contusions and sprains ........... .
2. 86
Dislocations ...................••..
4.10 .
.46
Fractures (not gunshot) ••••••.....
6.15
2. 05
1.11
Incised, lacerated, contused, and
punctured wounds ...•.•.....••..
2.13
56.69 ...... •·•·····
Shot wounds ...................... .
. 68 2. 05
• 68
. 002
A.ll other injuries ................. .
1. 68
36. 20 1. 37 ..... - ..

1.68

.23

I ~ 299.60

.34

67.69
.34.

.67
.34

114.27
7. 71
. 67
31.17
19.44
22.12
3. 69
2. 01
36.19
2. Ol
117.63
7. 04
1. 01
2. 35
62.67
11.39
22.79
6. 37
28.15
45.91
2. 68
3.35
3. 69

3.96
.34

2.13
.16

.34.

1. 15
.46
• 01
1.49
1. 60
1. 71
.06
• 04
. 31
.09
4.59
.76
.32
. 05
1. 28

2. 68

1.01

• 34
1. 34
1. 68
.34
.34
. 67

.34

1. 68
3. 35
. 67

1. 85
. 99
• 41
• 27
. 83
. 30
1. 98
.12

. 34
• 34

1. 68

8.38
7.37

.34.
• 67

.34
3. 35

. 41
. 69

1.34
41.89
85.79

. 34

1.01
.34

.28
. 59
1. 30

1.68
• 34

2.26
.40

15.08

1. 01

1. 21

4.02

1.34

.21

63.00
34.52
2. 01
1. 01
160.52
1. 34
9. 05

.67

1. 77

85.79
3.69

.67

.34.

.il4

.67

1.33
.10

.11

.34
.67

1. 01

70.04 .......•...•••
7.04 1.68
1.34
42. 23 1. 34
• 34

3.31
.02
1.10
1. 99
1. 35
1. 33

Total for disease . . • . . . • . . . . . 1, 073. 08 4.10
17. 76
31. 80 1, 274. 46
Total for injuries ............ ~~ 3.41 _2~ _8~_293.23

5. 70
25.80
37.59
3.69, _a~_9.30

Totalfor all causes .......... 1, 331.28

9. 38

7. 51

20.49

40.18

1, 567.69

29. 4.9

46. 8!
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TABLE

XII.-Speci.fic febrile and acute infectious diseases in various armies.
[Admission rates per 1,000 of strength.]
United Htates.

Diseases.
1890.

1889.

Austria· BelHungium,
gary,
1889.
18791889.

Prussia,
Great Saxony,
WiirtemBritain.
ber·g.
1888.
1887-1888.

1888.

---------------1--- -------------------Cerebro-spinalfever.......... . • • • • • . • • .
• 04
• 09
• 02
.10
• 01
Chicken pox...................................
.04
.16 .........
.04
.08
Cholera ................................................................................. .
Diphtheria .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • . .. ..
. 21
.16
• 42
. 09
. 02
.12
..Enteric fever...........................
5. 24
5. 32
4. 91
4. 62
7. 38
1. 24
Measles................................
2. 48
3. 76
3. 43
. 49
. 41
1. 73
Mumps................................
.87
8.32
3.32
2.00
.41>
1.04
Scarlet fever .. • .. • .. • .. ... .. .. . .. .. . .. .
. 25
• 08
.18
. 26
. 20
2. 33
Smallpox..............................
.04
.16
.15
.35 }
{
.14
15

~;~~~ ;1~~~~-:: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: .... ·_ ~~0

Whooping cough.......................
. 21
, 04
Yellow fever .......................... . ,.... .. ... ,........

• 01
• 01
1. 07
4. 38
• 95
(*)

.86

:• 07~~ --·
··:o2· ... .'....... -~--~~.
.. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ..
• 01

.

01
.16
.20 ................................... .

*Mumps are enumerated under the digestive system.
TABLE

XIII.-Dist1·ibution of specific febrile d·iseases, etc., at United States military posts
during the year 1890.
Specific febri.le and acute infectious diseases,
excluding influenza, quinsy, and erysipelas.

Posts.

---------1------------------1
... ... . ..... 30 49.50 104
134 221.12
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .... ---· ... ... 29
1 ... . .. ... 22 43.82
29
51 101.59
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .. ·--- ... ... ---- 21
67
85 145.05
5
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .. ---- .. ... 8 4 1 ... .. . ... .. ..... 13 22.18
..
.
12
...
...
98.36
........
...
..
.
.
..
...
12
...
55
68 557. i:l8
1
Fort Elliott, Tex ...........
... ... . .. 4 . ....... 9 31.36 142
151 526.13
Fort Yates, N.Dak ..•...•.. . .. .. ... ... 5
.. . ... .. . .. ...... 8 21.16 67
......... ... ... 5 3
76 201.06
1
Fort Niobrara, Nebr
43
1 ... ... ... ... ....... 7 22.01
50 157.23
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ... ....... ·-· ... 6
~

Fort Barrancas, Fla ........ ........
Fort Buford, N.Dak ....... .......
Fort Custer, Mont .......... ......
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ..•..... .......
Fort Robinson, Nebr ....... ......
Fort Douglas, Utah ..... " ..
Fort Logan, Colo ......•....
Fort Sherman, Idaho ....... ......
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.... ........
:Fort Monroe, Va ..•...•.... ........
Fort Reno, Okla ....•••..... ---·
Fort Myer, Va ............ ........
Jt,ort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo .... ........
Vancouver Barracks, Wash
Field Department of Dakota ........
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont ... .......
Fort Canby, Wash .........
Fort Hamilton, N.Y ....... ---Fort Keogh, Mont .......... ........
Fort Marcy, N.Mex ..•.....
Fort McPherson, Ga ....... .........
Mt. Vernon BanackA, .A.la ..
Fort Niagara, N.Y ......... .......
Camp Pilot Butt,e, Wyo .... ........
Fort Porter, N. Y .......... .......
Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal. ...................... ......
Fort Sidney, Nebr .......... ---·
Fort Snelling, Minn .....•.. .......
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ...... ......
Fort Trumbull, Conn ....... ......
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y .. ·--·

... ...
... ...
...

6 ...

... ...

... ...

...

...

... ...

1
6

6 ... .. . ...
5 . .. ... . ..
... . .. ... ...
. .. .. . ... ...
... 1 ... . ..
... . .. ... --.

5
5
1 3 ... 1
1 4 .. .. .
5 ... . .. ...
3 .. . ... ...
4 ... .. . ...
1
2
3
--- ...

... .. .
-- . .......
.. . .. ......
... . .......
-- . .. .....

... . .......
. .. ... .. ......
. .. .. . ........

6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

.. . ...
... .. .. ..... .
... ...
.. . .. .
... . ..
.. ...
... .. ... ---·
... . ..
.......
... ... .. .....
...
...
l ... ... .. .... ........
... ... 1
1 . .. ... ... . ......
... . .. . .. ... .. .....
.. ... 2
... ......... 1 .. ... .,.. 1 .. .....
... ... .. .....
... ... ....... ... 2
. .....
-- . ... ........ 1 ... 2 1 ...
... ...
...
...
...
... ... 1
...
1
--... ... 2 ... ... . .. .. . .. . ........
... . -- 1 1 ... . .. .. . ... .. ......
2 ... ··- ... . .. ... ........
--. -- 2 ...... ... . .. ... ... . .. ---... ... 2 ... . .. ... ... ... ... ....... 2
.. . ... ... ---- 2
... ... 2 ·-2 . .. ... ... ..... 2
... ... ---...
2 . .. -- . ... --. ....... 2
... 2, .... . .. ... . .. ... ... .. .... 2
... ... 2 ... ... . -- ... ... .. ..... 2

69.77 .. ........ .. ....... . ......
6 69.77
23.17
57
63 243.24
18.13 129
1 136 410.88
46.15
1
8 61.54
1
15.27 120
2 128 325. 'iO
11.82
42
48 113.48
1
17.99
25 89.93
14
6
18.38
93
2 101 371.32
20.75
36 1:
41 170.12
9. 24 108
2 114 2na. 28
Ia. 51
4 13.51
:H. 90
23
26 189.78
8. 62
16 . .....
19 54.60
--~7.14
5 ll. 90
5. 22
3.91
4
1
4.58
99 226.54
97
31.75
5 79.37
3
10. 10
40 202.02
38
5. 76
6 17. ~9
1
3
18.18
9 181. 8~
6
10.64
39 207.42
37
2,1. :!lti. 25
18.02
3
19 ...
17.54
25 '219. 30
23
25.64
16 205.13
13
21.05
16 168.42
14

~~:

:::l-~-

4.40
9. 80
6. 90
15.04
38.46
33.33

83
24
47
18
4

1
3

86
5
26
49
20
6

189.01
24.51
89.66
3GB. 42
384.62
100.00
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
TABLE

XIII.-- Distribution of specific febrile diseases, etc., at United States military posts
dt~ring the yem· 1890.-Continued.
Specific febrile and acute infectious diseases,
excluding influenza, quinsy, and erysipelas.

Posts.

Fort Adams, R.I. .......................... 1 ............ .
Cl1icngo Headquarters, IlL. .. .. . .. .. . 1 .................. ..
FortColum1us,N.Y.H .............. 1 ...................·

E:;l~ D~l R~~·¥~:·~::::: :::~ ::: ::: 'i'. ~-: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::
1

1

J'r,l)lkford Arsenal, Pa..... . .. . . .. 1 ..................... ..
Fort Grant, Ariz ........................... 1 ............ ..
Camp Guthrie, Okla .................. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Hot ~prings,Ark ....................... 1 ............... .
J'aek~>OIJ Barracks, La ...................... 1
J'ef!erson Barracks, Mo .............. 1 ... ... .... ......... .
Kt•rmebec Arsenal, Me..... .. .. . . . . .. 1 ................. .

;f{;~~~~~~lt~~~I~ ;;i; .:: •·: <·:·: ::.[ .: .: .::~

Fort Mcllenry,Md ........................... 1

......... .

~~~~ ~~5l:.ns~YD~Y-~:::::: :::: ~:: ::: ·i·: ::. ~-: ::: ::: :::::::

Camp Pen a Colorado, Tex.. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. 1 ............. .
:Fort Pierre, S.Dak......... . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1 . - ........... .
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y.. .. .. . .. . .. ... 1 ................ .
San Carlos, Ariz ......................... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ... .... 1 ......................... .
Fort Suly, S.Dak ........................... 1 .... .. ..... ..
Fort Warren, Mass ................
... 1 ................... .
1
"\VashingtonBarracks, D. C .............. 1 .... ..... .. .... ..
Fort Wayne, Mich ...................... 1 ..............•..
Willets Point, N. Y .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1 ................... .
Fiel<l 1 epartment of the
East...................... .... ... ... 1 .................. .
Field Department of the
MiRsouri ..... ......................... . ... l ............ .
Field Department of California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
1
]
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5. 08
17.24
6.10
2. 30
76.92
26.32
3. 06
23.26
21.28
10. 87
2.46
66.67
5.05

22
3
12
44
1
15
213
1
1
15

1 10.53
1 4. 03
1 13.16
1 10.10
1 6. 85
l 3. 25
1 18.52
1 29.41
1 21.28
1 4. 00
1 15.38
1 8.93
1 11.63

36
29
46
24

1
l

1

1

3.9~

4. 74
2. 50

...
...
...
...
.. .
...
...
.. .

.. .
...
...
...
. ..
.. .
...
...

...
...
...
...
. ..
.. .
...
...

...
..
...
...
.. .
.. .
...
...

...
...
...
...
.. .
.. .
..
.. .

....
....
....
....
.. . .
.. ..
....
....

....
....
....
....
. .. .
. .. .
....
. ...

19
3
6
12
.75

1

5
3 ....... .
40 ....... .
44 .... 1

116.75
68.97
85.37
108.30
153.85
421.05
654.43
46.51
42.55
173. 91
4. 93
733.33
212.12

37
30
48
25
1
21
4
7
13
76
1
1
6
4
41
46

389.47
120. 97
631.58
252.53
6. 85
68 18
74. 07
205.88
276.li0
304.00
15.38
8. 93
69.77
15. 69
194. 31
115.00

28.57 ........... ..

28.57
1 20.41

8. 40 . . . . . . . .

:::: ::::::
:Fort Clark, Tex............ .... .. . ... . ... .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . ......
....
....
....
....
.. . .
. .. .
....
....

1

10
40

23
4
14
47
2
Hi
214
2
2
16
2
11
42

20.41 .... .. ..... ..

~~!!t~~~~tt~.~-~~~:::::: :::: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::::

l<'ortSill,Okla.............. ... ... ...
Fort Apachf:'l, Ariz............. ... .•.
Fort Riley,Kans. .••..•.... .... ... ...
:Fort Washakie, Wyo . ............ ..
.Fort Huachuca. Ari:a....... .. .. .. . .. .
Camp Poplar River, Mont.. .. .. .. . .. .
l''ort Missoula, Mont................
Fort Randall, S.Dak....... .... ... .. .

1
2

......
......
......
......
. .. .. .
.. .. ..
......
......

~~~~~~:!ic;vM~~::::::: :::: ::: ::. :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::

I•'ortOmaho,Nebr.......... .... ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... ......
Fort Bidwell, CaL.....................................................
l<'ort Thomas, Ariz............. ... ... .... ... ... ... ... ... .... .... ......
l<'ort Lowell, Ariz.................................... ... .... .... ......

~~~~ ~~~~}~.~-d.M~~::::::: :::: ::: ::: :::: ::· ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::

1

i~~ :::: --~-

112. _..... .
91 .... 1
85 .... ..
70 ....... .
70 ..... .. .
58 .. .. 4
51 . .. . 2
52 .... . ..
51.... 1

!~ :::: ::::
41
40
39
34

....... .
...... ..
....... .
....... .

~i ·::: .:::

Fort Bowie, Ariz ........ _ . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30 ....... .
Leavenworth Prison Guard, •
Kans ............................................................. ..
29 ....... .
28 ....... .
.Fort J,aramie, Wyo ............................................. : ... ..
.Angel Island, Cal ................................................... ..
27 .•.. ·--·
l<'ortDnCbesne,Utah ............................................... ..
25 ---· 1
Little Rock Barracks, Ark ..... ---~--· ----~--- .................... ------ · 251 ...... ..
23 ....... .
J{ock Island Arsenal, Ill ......... - . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. • . . ......... ..
l<'ortYerde, Ariz ........................... . ........................ .
22 ---· ... .
20 .... 1
Fort Crawford, Cal. .................................... _ ............ ..
21 ....... .
Fort McDowell, Ariz ..... . ................... . ...................... .

2 18.81
146 406.69
139 367.72
112 232.85
92 278.79
85 351.24
70 109.03
70 630.63
62 225.45
53 546.39
52 309.52
52 509.80
49 245.00
44 468.09
41 98.80
40 563.38
39 367.92
34 200.00
32153.11
31106. 16
30 252.10
29 252.17
28 2, 000k
27 143.62
26100.00
25 423.73
23 383.33
224:!a. os
21313.43
:!1 ·l03. 85

*Fort Laramie. This rate (2,000) is excessive. Post was abandoned in March, the avomge strangth
becoming only 14 for the year, while it was 77 during the prevalence of the diseat~e, January, 1890.
The rate to actual strength ia 363.63.
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XIII.-Dist1·ibution of specific jt3brile diseases, etc., at United States military posts
during the year 1890-Continued.
Specific febrile and acute infect.iour diseases,
excluding influenza, quinsy, and erysipelas.

Poet&

---------- 1 ~-------------------

Benicia Barracks, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .
Alcatrazisland,Cal. ........... --- ....... -·- ... -·- ................... .
Fort Bliss, Tex............ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .
Fort Shaw, Mont . ............. . .. ... ................................ .
Fort Mojave, Ariz...... . . . . . ......................................•...
0

~~~PT~~t!~~~.':ak ::~:::~

18
17
17
16
14
14

....... .
...... ..
....... .
....... .
... .
...... ..

:::: ::: ::· :::: ::: ::: ::· ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::

14 ...... ..

Fort Wadsworth, N.Y ...................... ; .................. . ..... .

14 ...... ..
13 . . . . . ..
11-... 1
12 ---· ....
11 .... 1

r1it~!%~~1~~:~;~1~i~~::
:::: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::
Fort Mason, Cal. ..................................................... .
FortUnion,N.Mex ...................•....•.........................

i~~~:::~:,i&~~:::::::::

:::: :::~::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::· ::::::
FortOntario,N.Y ..........................•........................
Benicia Arsenal, Cal ......... . ........•..............................

~~~tDJ~~;i:~~.r~ll~~·.?~~::::
0
~~~pp~~:~ a~~-~~~k::::::
~~r1P~:bt:,~nea~:~~~::::::

:::: ::: ::: :::: ::· ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::
:::: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: ::::::

:::· ::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::::
Fort,Selden,N.Mex .... .......................................•.......
WatertownArsenal,Mass ................................... .• ........
Fm·t Wood, N.Y ..................................................... .
J;'ortKlamatb,Oregon ................................................ .

7 5
11 ...... .
11 ...... ..
11 .•• .. ...
9 -··· ....
9 ..•. -···
9 .... -···
8 ..... ..
6 ..•.....
5 ....... .
5 ...... ..
5 ...... ..
5 ...... ..
4 .... --··
3 . ... ---3 ....... .

~~~PT~::::!K{,~xa~i;::::: :::. ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :::: :::: :::::: 3- --· •••.
2 ....... .
Fort Bridger, W_yo . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •....
San Antonio Headquarters,
2 •••..••.
rex--·········· ........................... ··- ...... ··- ........... ··Springfield National Armory,Mass............... .••. ... ... .••. ... ... .•. ... ... .••. .••• ......
2 ....... .
Boisenarracks,Idabo ......................................................... 1
NewportBarracks,Ky ......... -~- ... .... ... ... ... ... ... .... .•.. .••...
1 ....... .
Sandy Hook, N. J . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1 ....... .
Total .....•..........

7

5 127 60 21

6

1

5

2 235 - .••. - 4, 070

6

18 236. 84
17184. 78
17138.21
16100. 63
14 500.00
14 215.38
14 215.38
14126.13
13 109.24
12 206.90
12 480. 00
12187.50
12 84.51
11115.79
11224.49
11 255. 81
9173. 08
9147.54
9 89.11
8102.56
6 80. 00
51951.31
5 !l~. 59
5 294.12
5151.52
4 86.96
3 600.00
3230.77
3 51.72
2 14.08

59 4, 370

62.50
71.43
9.52
16.13
31.25

SURGEON -GENERAL.
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XIV.-Showin; the dist1·ibution of pneu,monia at United States milita1·y posts during the year 1890.
[Cases of pneumonia, complications of other diseases not included.]
Admissions.

Disyositions.

Both lungs.

Left lung.

Right lung.

- - - - - - ---;-.,----,-7'7"--l--,----,----;-l--:--,--..---:--l
rD
~
r-.
<I)
<I>
...<:l
,Q
P4
b.O
'i:; • §'
~
~

...

...

<l)<ll

<I)

cO

~

..0
<ll

-~

Gl

Gl

,Q

~

~

,Q

M

<ll

<1i

.0

.9

...

] ;t:;.a I~- &
I~ ~ ~ ~
c -d
0
-~ ~
~~I~
~

8

~
A A o
-- - ---

e::;::

~
~

Names of posts.

--

0<11

cl

'd

§

~
'0
'1;l

,Q

cl

-~
....

~~~

6
5
5

3 9 9 3 ......... 7 ......
6 ... 3 1 1 2 ............
1
1
5 .. -I 4
4 1 2
2
2

3
3

3 ... 2
3

Fort Robinson, Nebr .....
Columbus Barracks, Ohio
·Fort Doug]a,., Utah ......
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Fort.A.brahamLincoln, S.
Dak .. ................ .
Dakota, Field ........... .
David's Island, N.Y ..... .
Fort Omaha, Nebr ...... .
Fort Totten, N.Dak ..... .
VancQuver Barracks,
Wasb ..................
Fort Bayard, N.Mex.....
Fort Uuster, Mont ..•.....
Fort Grant, Ariz . . . . . . . . .
Fort McKiuno.v, Wyo ....
Fort M:.>arle, S. J)ak ....••.
Prc•sidio of l::lan .Francisco,

12

Fort Shaw, Mont.........
Fort Sherman, Ictaho....
Fort WHlla Walla, Wash
Fort Win!!;ate, N.Mex ....
Fort Assinniboine, Mont.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga.....
Fort Barmncas, Fla. . . . . . .
Fort Bennett, S.Dak ....
Benicia Barracks, Cal . . . .
Boise Barracks, IJaho....
Chicaj!o, Ill . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
Fort Davis, Tex ........
Fort D. A. Russeil, Wyo,
Fort Gibson, Ind. •.r . . . • .
Fort Lewis, Colo . . . . . . . . .
Lit til~ Rock Bks, Ark.....
lfort Maginnis, Mont.....
Fort Monroe, Va .........
Camp at Monterey, CaL..
Camp Pilot .Butte, Wyo ..
Fort Porter, N. Y ........
Fort Reno, Ind. T . . . . . . . .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill .
San Carlos, Ariz..........
St. Francis Bks, Fla. . . . . .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . .
Fort Sheridan, Ill . . . . . . . .
Fort Snellin!!;, Minn ......
Fort Sully, S.Dak ........
Fort Supply, S.Dak......
Fort Thomas, Ariz. . . . ..
Washin~rton Bks. D. C ...
Watertown Arsenal,Mass
West Point, N. Y .. . .. .. .

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2

1

3
3

3

3

3 ... 1 1 2

. ........... 1

2 1 1
2 ... 2
2 2

.:Ja.l.. •• • • • • .• • • • • •• • . • • . 2

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
...
1
1
1
1
1

-~-

...

r-.
<I)

<I)

c..
p. 1!:

.~

:9
~
~

0
0
~ 0
E-1 p H ~ E-1

- 7
2
1
2

-

-

-

4
2
2

a

4
2

c:l-;:::

... 4)
<ll
~

....

·o

~~

p.

'd

..

;:l

~ .....

~ ~

:g·F:<
....
<I)

1!:

~ H
- - -- 0 ..
H~

0

~

::l

<ll

-~
bS
+>
0

~

.a ...;b.O
.... .s ..
0 0 c
P=l E-iH
-- -

1 ............ 1 ..

2 .. 2 .......... 2 ..
4 ......•..••.....••

a•..................

2
1 ... 1 ................ .
2 ............. 1 .......... 1 ..

"2' 'i' ::: -~· ~ -~- ~ ::. ::: 'i' 'i' ::

3
3

3

2 ... 2 1
2 2 ...

~

<I)

,Q

..9 ..9

...... !!:
'do
~ .....

ri;

4)

1 ...... 1

::1::::1 ::::1::
:: ::
...... 1 ..

1 ....

1 ... 1
2 ............ 1 ......... . .. 1 ..
1 ........................ 1 .. _ 1
1 .. 1 ..

~ ::: -~- ::~ ::: :i:l:~: ::: :i: ~~:1! : :1 ~ : : :::: :::: : :: ::
: ... ::: ::: ::: -~.1::: ::: -~- ::: -~· ::: -~- :: :: :::: :::: :~ ~: -~

2 ... 1 1
1
1 ... 1 ... 1 ................. .
1 1 ...
1 ... 1 2 ............................ ..
2
1
1 ... 1 ... 1 ................. .
2 ... 2 ................ ..
2 .......................
1 .................. 1
............................ ..
1 ....................... . ............................ 1
........ 1 ......... 1 ... 1 ............................ ..
...... 1 ................................ . : .............. 1
......... t ............................................. 1
......... 1 ............ 1 ! ........................... ..
1
.................... . 1 ... 1 ................ ..
1
.................. 1 ...... 1 ........ . ....... ..
1 ............ 1 ...... 1 .. . ........................ ..
1 ................................................ 1 1 ..
1 .................... 1 ........................ 11 ..
...... 1 ............ 1 ........ . ......................... ..
...... 1 .................. 1 .............. 1 .......... 1 ..
... 1 ............ 1 ...... 1 ............................. .
......... 1 ....................... 1 1 ................ ..
... 1 ............ 1 -·· ............... 1 ................ ..
... 1 ............... . ..... 1 ... 1 ....................... .
......... 1 ...... 1 .................. 1 ................ ..
... 1 ..................... 1 ...... 1 .................... .
1 1 ........ . ... 1 ...................................... .
......... 1 ............... 1 .............. 1 .......... 1 ..
... 1 .................. 1 1 ........................... ..
... 1 ................. 1 1 ............................. .
......... 1 ............ 1 1 ............................ ..
1 ........... 1 .......... .. ......................... ..

~

:::::::::::::::1:::::::::::: ~ ::: ~ :: ::::::::::::::::

1
1
1 ..................... 1 ............ •.· .............. 1
1 ... 1 ............... 1 ... 1 ............................. .
1 ... 1 .................. 1 ............................... ..
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TABLE XV.- Twenty posts giving the highest aclntission mtes for ·m alarial diseases, rheu-

ntatisrn, diar1·hwa, and venereal diseases, 1·espectively du1·ing 1890.
I-MALARIAL DISEASES.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength. Admissions.

Names of stations.

Dis-

Deaths.

~~radf::.
bility.

Constantly
non-Effective.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Fort ~ill, Okla .................................... .
St. Francis Barracks, Fla ......................... .
Fort Clark, '.rex ................................... .
Newport Barracks, Ky .......•••.•.•.••..••.......
Can1p at Eagle Pass, Tex ......................... .
Jackson Barracks, La ............................. .
Fort Reno, Okla ................................... .
Fort Brown, Tex .................................. .
l<'ort Sam Houston, Tex ........................... .
Fort Apache, Ariz ............................. ..
Mount VP;rnon Barracks, Ala ..................... .
Fort Davis, Tex ................................... .
J efferRon Barracks, Mo .......................... ..
Fort Myer, Va ....... ; ............................ .
Fort. Lewil'!, Col .................................. .
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y ...................... ..
.Fort Hamilton, N.Y ............................. ..
Fort Barranc.aR. Fla ............................... .
Fort Rowie, Ariz .................................. .
Fort Elliott, Tex .................................. .

830
65
481
62
56
92
296
135
606
2i2
Ill
201
406
137
198
47
198
86
119
122

754.55
646.20 .................
2. 08
451.14
371.00 ...............
357.14 ....... . ......
336.96 ....... . ........
334.46
3.38
325. 91 ................
247.51
235.53
225.22 ...............
208. 95 ................
192. 12 ..............
175.17 .............
171.71 ..............
170.22 .................
161. 61 ...............
139.53 ................
134.45 ................
131.14 ...............

3.03

..................

12.12
26.05
18.38
4.33
8. 07
5. 33
10.49
8. :!2
10.59
7.87
19.58
15.09
5. 22
7. 60
3. 00
2. 74
4. 26
5. 77
1. 89
1. 50

222.22 ................. .............
216.67
50.00
214.87
4.13
195.72
3.06
171. 17 ............... .................
169.22 .............. ..................
168. 00
4.00
165.39
2.54
163. 93 ................. ................
159.65 ................ ................
157.89
13.16
3.45
148.25
142.75 .................. ..................
5. 05
141.41
1il8. 46 ............... ..................
138.30 ................. ............. . . . .
131. 61
19.23
128. 72 ................ ...................
128.68 .................... ...................
128.63 ................ ...............

3. 96
10.64
4.39
9. 78
4. 32
4. 21
4. 54
7.19
4.63
4. 5t
11.32
8.41
3.19
4.9i
3.54
3. 29
2. 95
4. 91
2. 56
5. 71

.............
...................

...............
...................
..................
3. 38

....................
1. 65
4.13

.................

................

.................
...............
..................
.................

................

.................
...................

ll.-RHEUMATISM.
[Muscular and articular.]
Fort Canby, Wash ................................ .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ...................... . .. ..
Fort Apache, Ariz ................................ .
Fort Grant, Ariz ................................. ..

~~~~ ~~~~:.~~·~~k~. :::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::

~~~tC~~~i~~~~zN"e"b~- ~::: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

San Diego Barracks, Cal .......................... .
Fort Bowie, Ariz ................................. ..
Benicia Barracks, Cal ............................ ..
Fott Snelling, Minn ............................... .
Fort Stanton, N.Mex ............................. .
Fo11t Lewis, Colo ...................... : .......... ..

~~~p:M~:h~~~~~;'d~o-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Benicia Arsenal. Cal .............................. .
Fort Sheridnn, Ill ................................ ..
Fort Sherman, Idaho .............................. .
Whipple Barracks, Ariz·----~---------------------

63
60
242
327
111
65
250
393
61
119
76
290
133
198
65
188
52
101
272
2U

III-DIARRH<EAL DISEASES.
ForL SHm Houston. '.rE>x ........................... .
Fort Sill, Okla .................................. ..
Fort Barrancas, Fla. . ............................. ..
Madison Barracks, N. Y ........................... .
FQrt Monroe, Va ................................. ..
Fort McPherson, Ga .............................. .
Jackson Barracks, La ............................ ..
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala .................... ..
Willets Point, N.Y. H ............................. .
San Carlos, Ariz .. . ............................... ..
Camp Pena Colorado, Tex ........................ ..
.Fort Hamilton, N.Y ............................... .
:Fort Niobrara, Nebr .............................. ..
Fort Reno, Olda ................................... .
Fort Robinson, Nebr .............................. .
Watervliet Arsenal,N. Y ........................ ..
Fort Myer, Va .............................. . ..... .
Fort Apache, Ariz ............
Fort Brown, Tex .................................. .
Fort DuChesne, Utah ........................... ..
0 .................... .

506
330
86
248
433
188
92
111
400
250
54
198
378
296
393
60
137
242
135
260

430.70
384.84
372.10
342.73
339.50
324.48
304.34
27·9. 27
270. 00
2fi2. 00
240.74
237. 37
230.15
229.73
223.91
216.67
204.38
190.07
185.18
165.38

1. 65

. .............. .................

................
..............
................
................
. ...............
. ...............

.. ................

....................

.................
..............
..................
................
................ .. ................
. ............... ..................

............. .
...............
................
..............

...................
. .. . .. . .
.................

---·

. .................

. .............. ..............
. ................ .................
.............. . ................
. .............. ...................
. ................ .................
................. ------ .. --.

5. 75
7.13
6. 82
4. 42
4.40
2. 80
4. 52
5. 03
2. 07
3. 25
4. 21
2. 37
1. 36
5.13
1.53
1. 55
3. 78
1. 31
1. 93
.83
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TABLE

XV.- Twenty posts giving the highest admission 'rates jo1• malm·ial diseases, 1'heumatism, diarThrea, etc-Continued.
IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES.
Ratios per 1, 000 of mean strength.
Names

Mean
Disstrength. Admischarges
sions. Deaths. for disability.

of stations.

Columbus Barracks, Ohio ......................... .
Camp atEagl~ Pass. Tex .......................... .
FortMcPhersou, Ga .............................. .
:Fort Barranoas, Fla .............................. .
Ji'ort Ontario, N.Y ................................ .
:Fort Brady, Mich ................................ ..
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .......................... ..
Jackson Barracks, La ............................. .
Jo'ort Br••wn, Tex .................................. .
Newport Barracks, Ky ............................ .
Fort Clark, Tex .................................. .
l'lattsburg Barracks, N.Y ........................ .
]i'ort Preble Me ................................... .
]'ort Sam Houston, Tex ........................... .
l•'ort Walla Walla, Wash .......................... .
.A lcatraz Island, CaL .............................. .
Ji'ort Grant, Ariz .................................. .
\Vasllington Barracks, D. C ....................... .
Fort Wayne, Mich ................................ .
David:s Island, N.Y. H ........................... .

TABLE

502
56
188
86
43
95
406
92
135
62
481
47
54
606
318
92
327
255
211
434

380.46
303.58
223.40
197. 68
186.04
178.95
167.49
lOB. 04
162. 95
161.29
153.85
148.93
148.14
141.92
135.21
119.56
119.27
117.66
113.74
105.99

41.83

............... ..............
5. 32
...............
23.26

................ ................
..............

17.24
10.87
7. 41
2.08

................. .....................

.......... ......... -- .
3.30
6. 29
10.87

---····-· ·--------·--··-··· ······-·............ ..........

Constantly
non-effective.
24.74
18.15
17.46
10.42
5. 61
6.08
10.31
16.40
14.04
6. 80
12.69
6. 59
6.19
8. 87
10.91
8. 40
7. 88
10.19
3.67
5. 86

XVI.-Twenty posts giving the highest non-t.ffective rates jo1· rnala1·ial d·iseases,
1'heumati811t, dia!Threal ~nd venereal diseases, respectively: dw·ing 1890.
I.-MALARIAL DISEASES.

Names of stations.

----------------------------------------l-------l---------·1--------------St. Francis Barracks, Fla ............................. ..
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. .......................... .
}'ort Clark, Tex ...................................... ..
"Fort Davis, Tex ....................................... .
]fort Sill, Okla ......................................... .
J?ort Sam HouRton, Tex ................................ .
}'ort Reno, Okla ....................................... .
F<•rt Brown, Tex .... ................................. ..
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex .............................. .
Fort Apache. Ariz ..................................... .
Fort Myer, Va:....................................... ..
Fort McPherson, Ga ................................... .
Fort Barrancas, Fla ................................... .
Fort McHenry, Md .................................... .
Boise Barracks, Idaho ................................. .
J ack;;on Barracks, La . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... ..
Fort Leavenworth (post) Kans ........................ .
.Jefferson Barracks,Mo ............................... ..
Fort Marcy,N. Mex .................................. .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .............................. .

65
111
481
201
330
606
296
135
56
242
137
188
86
99
105
92
586
406
110
502

26.05
19.58
18.38
15.09
12.12
10 5!l
10.49
8. 32
8.07
7.87
7.60
6.38
5.77
5. 65
5. 48
5. 33
5. 28
5. 22
4.33
4.32

1. 69
2.17
8. 84
3. 03
4. 00
6. 42
3.10
1.12
0.45
1. 90
l. 04
1.20
0.50
0. 56
0. 5E
0.49
3.10
2.12
0. 48
2.17

14.71
31.72
14.87
26.36
5. 86
15.62
11.44
!J. 32
8. 25
12.19
15.83
18.25
15.08
29.14
30.00
5. 77
15.48
9.92
19.33
14.14
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XVI.-l'wenty posts giving the highest non-effective rates for mala1·ial diseases,
rheumatism, etc.-Continued.
IT.-RREUMATISM.
[Muscular and articular.]

Names of stations.

Benicia Barracks, CaL ................................. .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill .............................. ..
Fort .McHenry, Md ................................... ..
Fort Gr::tnt, .Ariz ....................................... .
Fort Snelling, Minn ................................... .
Fort Sidney, Nebr ..................................... .
Fort Hobinson, Nebr .................................. ..
Fort Mead, S. Dak ..................................... .
Fort Wingate, N. Mex: ................................. .
Fort Douglas, Ut.ah .................................... .
Fort Thomas, Ariz ...................... .. .............. .
Fort Logan, Colo ....................................... .
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .............................. ..
Fort Elliott., Tex ....................................... .
Fort Bennett,, S. Dak ................................. ..

~~~~ ~!~~~~c~~~~~- .:::::::::::::: ·::::::: ::::::::::::

Fort Custer, Mont .................................... .
Fort Sheridan, Ill. .................................... ..
Fort Pembina, N. Dak ................................ ..

n~~~~:~t\\!e

Mean
per l,OOO Qf
strength.
mean
strength.
76
60
99
327
290
204
393
308
359
423
106
278
241
122
58
292

198
331
101
75

A veraJ/;e n~~\!':f~f
number d
h
sick
c?s~ ~~s
daily.
treated.

11.32
10. 6<t.
10.40
9. 78
8.41
7.51
7.19
6.64
6. 51
6. 48
6.46
6.06
5. 71
5. 61
5.48
5. 30
4. 94
4. 92
4. 91
4. 79

0. 86
0. 64
3.20
2.44
1. 53
2. 83
2. 04
2.34
2. 74
0, 68
1. 68
1. 38
0.68
0.32
1. 55
0. 98
1. 63
0. 50
0.36

8.11
7. 13
6. 82
6. 21
5. 75
5.48
5.13
5. 03
4. 52
4.42
4. 40
4. 21
3. 78
3.48
3. 44
3. 25
2.80
2. 76
2.66
2. 61

0.63
2. 35
0. 59
1. 27
3. 49
0.33
1. 52
0. 56
0.42
1. 10
1. 90
0. 23
0. 52
0.41
0.42
0. 81
0. 53
0. 31
0. 64
0. 72

77.00
6. 76
6. 69
20.09
4. 88
40.07
8.19
6. 58
5.43
4. 73
4. 73
6. 38
6. 75
8. 88
8. 50

24.74
18.15
17.46

12.42
1. 02
3. 28
1. 51
1. 90

23.73
21.82

1. 03

26.17
17.9:3
34.18
18. 25
20.70
22.36
15.88
37.30
26.66
~5. 67
31.25
10,'84
16.19
41.67
116. 00
16.6:3
12. 7fi
22.00
13.92
131.00

III.-DIARRH<EAL DISEASES.
Fort. Schu:-ler, N. Y ................................... .
Fort Sill, Okla ......................................... .
:E'ort Barrancas, ]'Ia ................................... .
Fort Sidney, Nebr .................................... ..
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ............................... ..
San Diego Barracks, Cal. .............................. .
Fort Reno, Okla ...................................... ..
Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala ......................... ..
Jackson Barracks, La ................................. ..
Madison Barracks, N.Y .................... . .......... .
Fort Monroe, Va ....................................... .
Camp Pen a Colorado, Tex ..•••.••.......•••...••..•....
Fort Mver, Va ......................................... .
Fort Riuggold, Tex ................................... ..
Fort Elliott, Tex ....................................... .
~an Carlos, Ariz .....
Fort McPherson,Ga ................................... .
Fort Wadsworth, N.Y ................................ ..
Whipple Barracks, Ariz ............................... .
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .................................. .
n ................................. .

78.
330
86
201
606

61
296
111
92

248
433
54
137
119
122
250
188
111
241
275

4. 71

3.15
28.00
6.88
29.1L

IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .............................. .
Camp at Eagle Pass, Tex ............................. ..
Fort McPherson, Ga .................................. ..
Jackson Barracks, La ................................. ..
Fort Brown, Tex ...................................... .
Fort Clark, Tex ...................................... ..
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ............................. ..
Fort Logan, Colo ...................................... .
Fort Barrancas, Fla .................................. ..
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ................................ .
Washington Barracks,D.C ............................ .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ................................ .
Fort Gibson, Ind. T .................................... .
Alcatraz Island, Cal .................................. ..
Fort McHenry, Md .................................... .
Fort Grant, Ariz ....................................... .

~~~~ ~F!ii"iJ;n;: ~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Apache, Ariz .................................... ..
Fort McDowell, Ariz .••..••.•••••••.•••••••..••••..•...

502
56
]88
92
135
48L
318
278
86
406
255
606
47
92
99
327
209
359
242
52

16.40

14.04
12.69
10.91
10.76
10.42
10.31
10.19
8. 87
8. 57
8.40
8. 33
7. 88
7. 65
7.38
7.02
6.95

6.10

3. 47
2. 99
0. 90
4.19
2.60
5.38
0.40
o. 77

0,82
2.58
1. 60
2.65
1. 70
0.36

28.52
36.73
31.45
30.11
29.44
43.68
19.24
22.49
31.63
22.81
147. 00
25.64
50.17

24.13
27.81
33.34
31.00
66.00
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TABLll

XVII.-Prevalence of alcoholism, at the varimts posts and its inflttence on the effective force of the garrisonSJ for the year 1890.

~b.O

Ratio per
1,000 ofmean
strength.

1

~

b.O
!:l

.::

Posts.

~
~

Cj)

~

~

>,a:i
~.!::

';)

<ilQ

rD
0

43
13
33
188
54
92
241
400
78
60
110
135
94
]4,2
211
65
29
133
31
86
99
67
47
95
95
62
200
64
272
54
420
95
260
56
28
14
423
259
111
52
278
35
201
204
75
76
347
97
481
101
348
318
86
287
111
378
248
23
119
433
606

~~
CCI)

"='

~

oo

279.07
230.75
212. 12
191.50
166. 67
163.03
157 67
157.50
j153. 84
150.00
136.36
133.33
127.66
126. 76
113.74
107. 69
103.45
97.74
96.78
93.03
90.91
89.55
85.11
8-l. 21
1 84.21
80.65
80.00
78.12
77.21
74.07
73.87
7:!. 68
73.08
71.43
71. ~3
71.43

3. 19
3.16
1. 41
2.11
1. 22
:l. 95
1. 06
1. 89
1. '0
1. 28
. 82
1. 58
1.25
1. 43
1. 18
!.til
. 57
. 97
.53
. 96
3. 87
1. 35
. 58
.52
1. 07
. 35
. 6~
. 64
.59
. 20
]. 28
.58
. 51
. 73
. 39
• 59

0~

4~.35

43.48
42.02
41.57
41.25

. 21
• 71
• 31
.49
. 42
. 26
• 25
.32
. 20
. 59
.57
.58
.51
.41
.41
.59
. 72
.46
.36
.39
.33
.47

~

rD

;
Cj)

·~

~

'!:3

~

"='

~

~

65.64 ,1."
. 67
66.19
63.06
. 81
57.69
57.56
57.14
54.72
53.92
53.33
52.63
51.87
51.55
4P. 89
49.50
48.85
47.17
46.51
45.30
45.05
44.97

Posts.

~+"

·§
---

Fort Ontario, N.Y ..•.........
Camp Del Rio, Tex ...........
Watertown .A.rst:>nal, Mass .....
Fort McPherson, Ga ..........
Uamp Pen a Uolorado, Tex ... . .
.Jackson Barracks, La .........
Whipple BarrackR, Ariz .......
Willetfl Point, N.Y . ... . ......
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo ...•... .
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill . ......
Fort Marcy, N. Mex ....•.....
Fort Brown, T ex . .. ...........
:Fort Mackinac, Mich ..••......
FortBritlger, Wyo ............
Fort Wayne, Mich .............
St. Francis Barrack~:~, .Fla ......
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa .•......
Fort Stanton, N.Mex .........
Fort 'rbomas, Ky . . _...........
Fort Barrancas, Fla ..... _.....
.Fort McHenra, Md . ...........
Fort Crawfor , Colo ..........
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y ....
Fort Br·acly, Mich •......••.....
..lfort Porter, N. Y .............
Newport Barracks, Ky ....... .
Fort ~okane, Wash ..........
Fort ason, Cal ..............
Fort Sherman, Idaho _.•..•....
Fort Preble,Me ...............
Vancouver Barracks, Wash .. _
F01t A. Lincoln, Nebr .........
Fort Du Chesne, Utah . ....... .
Camp at Eagle Past~, Tex ..... .
Fort Mojave, Ariz .............
Fort Laramie, Wyo ...........
.I<'vrt Douglas, Utah ...........
Fort Buford, N.D . .....•..... _
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y . .......
Fort Trumbull, Conn . ....•••..
Fort Logan, Uolo ..............
Field, Dept. of the East .......
Fort Davis, 1'ex ...............
Fort Sidnfl.V, Nebr . ........••..
Fort Pembina, N.Dak .........
Benicia Barracks, Cal. ........
Fort Keogh, Mont .............
Camp Poplar River, Mont .....
Fort Clark, Tex . ..............
Fort Sheridan, Ill . ........••• _
Fort D. A. Russell, 'Vyo .......
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ......
Fort 'Varren. Mass ............
Fort Yates, N.Dak .............
Mt. Vernon Barracks, Ala._ ...
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .. . ........
Madison Barracks, N. Y. . ....
Field, Dept. of the Colnm bia ..
Fort Bowie, Ariz ..............
Fort Monroe, Va ..............
Fort SamHouston, Tex ........

a

Ratio per
1,000 of mean
stre'ngth.

Fort Lowell, Ariz ......•..... .
FortH:mcock, Tex ...........
Field, De~t. of the Missouri ..
Fort Ver ~.Ariz .............
Angel Island, Cal. ............
Fort Columbus. N.Y .........
Field. De'[ht. of Texas . ........
Fort Was akie, Wyo .........
I Fort Hamilton, N. Y ......••.
l!'ort McKinney, Wyo ........
Fort Wingate, N.Mex ........
Fort Canby. ·wash ............
Fort Mcintosh, Tex ...••..•..
Fort Robinson, Nebr .........
Fort i>ierre, S. Dak ...........
Fort .Leavenworth, Kans .... .
l'resiclio of San Francisco, Cal
Boise Barracks, Itlaho ......•.
C~tmp Oklahoma, Okla ........
Fort Schuyler, N. Y .........
F16l£1, Dept. of Ualifornia .....
Fort Gaston, Cal ........ - ....
Field, Dept. of tbe Platte .....
Fort Gibson, Incl. T ...........
Fort Sill, Okla ................
Fort Union, N.Mex ..........
Fort Lewis, Colo .. ... ... . . ...
'Vashine;ton Barracks, D. C ..
Fort Randall, S. Dak ..•..... .
l!'ort McDowrll, Ariz ........ .
Col urn bus Barracks, Ohio ....
:Fort Missoula, Mont ..........
Fort Bennett, S. Dak .........
Fort Townsend. Wash .....• .
Fort Ringgold, Tex ...........
Fort Elliott, Tex .... . ....... .
San Diogo Barracks, Cal. .....
Fort Blit~s, Tex ...............
Camp Sherid>m. Wyo .........
Fort Totten, N.Dak ..........
Fort Supply. Ind. T ..........
Fort Bidwell, Cal.. ...........
Fort Snelling, Minn ........ . .
I Fort Meade, S.Dak ..........
Fort. Omaha, Nebr ....••..•• .
Davids Island. N. Y .........
Alcatraz Island, Cal. .........
Fort Riley, Kans ...•........
Fort Grant, Ariz .............
Fort Assinniboine, Mont .....
Fieid, Dept. of Dakota .......
Fort Sully, S.Dak . ...........
Fort Apache, Ariz ............
West Point, N.Y .............
Fort Myer, Va . ...............
Fort Huachuca, .Ariz .........
Fort Bayard, N.Mex .........
Fort Reno, Okla ..............
Fort Adams, R.I .............
.Jefferson Barracks, Mo .......
Fort Custer, Mont ...........

170 41.18
49 40.82
49 40.82
52 38.46
188 37.23
164 36.59
83 1 36.14
111 36. 04
198 35 35
146 34. 2;)
359 33.43
63 3L. 75
130 30.77
393 30.53
34 29.41
586 29 01
455 28.57
105 21!. 57
78 25.64
78 25.64
119 25.21
40 25.00
126 23.81
47 21.28
330 21. 21
142 21.13
198 20.20
25'> 19.61
102 19.61
52 19.23
502 17.93
168 17.86
58 17.24
58 17. 2i
119 16.81
12~
16. 39
61 16.:19
123 16.26
65 15.38
65 15.38
209 14.35
7l 14. 08
290 13.79
308 12.99
415 12.05
4:\4 11.52
92 10.87
9.35
649
9.17
327
437
9.15
767
9.13
112
1!. 93
242
8. 26
7. 94,
378
7. 30
137
275
7. 25
6.85
292
296
6. 76
197
5. 08
406
4.93
3. 02
331

>,4i

~ . e;
~~

<ilej)

"';.~

c<~>

oc

0~

-.56
.34

.11

. 47
.35
. 28
. 26
. 10
5. 05
. 30
.43
.57
. 19
. 28
.08
.36
. 23
.18

.14

. 07
.12
. 07
.24
. 23
. 32
. ::!1
1.40
. 26
.83
. 05

.17

.13
. 24
. 09
.12
.27
. 31
. 07
. 04
.1:1
.13
.12
.16
. 26
. 28
. 07
.12
. 09
.06
. 09

·.o.t

. 05
. (l7
.05
.08
. 04
. 03
.06
. 01
• 03
• 02
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TABLE

XVIII.-Slzowing the relation of certain classe.1
Arms of service. ·

Orders of diseases,
etc.

Total.

Infantry.

C

a1
av ry.

Ordnance.

Artillery.

Engineers.

Medical
Department.

Recruits.

All
other.

--------'---1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Specific febrile and
acute infectious dill·
ease~~.

Admissions :
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
N oneft'ectivenes~:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Deaths:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .

174.26
180. 72
1RO. 32

207.71
172.88
174.84

207. 35
240.35
238.89

240.00
175.63
180.54

75.00
244.93
229.37

6. 36
3. 61
3. 78

5,48
3. 56
3. 67

10.89
4. 38
4.67

10,52
3.43
3. 97

l.ti4
7.31
6. 79

.47
• 86
.82

. 75
• 69

55.63
95.37
92.93

60.30
84.02
82.67

86.96
130.17
128.22

2. 79
2. 79
2. 79

2. 56
2. 75
2. 74

3.82
3.35
3. 39

.4'i
.12
.15

.19
.17

2. 34
• 15
• 27

.24

.19

2. 34 ............ ..............
2.34
.87
1.52
2.06
. 96
l. 37

25.32 113.64
223.00 132.95
192.08 129. 9~
2. 01
4.26
3. 91

3. 36
2. 32
2. 48

82.16
82.16

41.38
29.70
31.17

2. 34
2.34

1. 30
. 66
• 74

-------

. .............
..............
............... ............. .. .............
............... ............ ...............

1.83
1.54

.liialarial disease8.
Admissions;
Officer8 ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Deaths:
Officers ........ ..
EJJlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

75.00
98.31
96.54

............... .. . . .. . ..... 45.46 ............. . ...........
~

98.48
89.44

2.92 .
3.09
3.08

-...

~

98.59
83.16

........ . .. .. .. .. .

1. 92
1. 75

~

1.59
1.35

~9.60

40.52

83.50
83.50

3'- 65
30.30

6. 91 . ............. ............
2. 77
.88
2.10
2. 'i7
• i7
1. 20

.............. ........ . ... .............. ............ .. ............. ...........
................ ............... ................ ·------ ................ . .......... .
.............. ............... ............... ............. .............. ..........
.15 ................ ............... .............. 1. 31
1.25 ..........

Typho-malarialfever.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ....
Total .••.••......
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .......... ..
Death11:
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..

.18
.17

.47
.45

.99
. 87

,05
. 04

.13
.13

.20
.18

.04

.15
.14

.04

Dia1-rhmal diseases •
.A(lmi!=<~ions:

Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ..•.........
Non eft'ectiven ess :
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
'l'otal ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men •••.

................. .............

65.68
128.13
124.29

78.73
120.69
118.31

76.92
147.30
144.13

100.00
185.93
179.40

25.00
108.59
100.92

295.77
249.50

53.03
35.36
38.14

1. 78
1. 63
1. 64

1.67
1.47
1.48

1. 70
2. 05
2.03

5. 29
2. 01
2. 26

.48
4.18
3.85

2.37
2.00

• 60
.30
.35

.33

• 28

.44

.38

• 09
• 08

.20 ......................................................... ..
.19 ......................................................... ..

• 001
• 001

,002 .......................................................... .
.002 ......................................................... ..

.................. ................

61..95
61.95

--------.73
• 73

40.59
35.50

.............
• 50
.44

1. 31 . .............. - .........

Septic disease.
Admissions:
Enlisted men .••.
Total ........... .
Noneft'tlctiveness:
Enlisted men .••.
Total ........... .

Venereal diseasC8 •
.Admissions:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ..•.

Total·-·········

8. 04
79.63
75.22

10.05
70.42
66.99

3.34
78.13
74.77

20.00 ·······•· ..... .... 7.58
104.48
2. 53
77.46 18.39
98.06
2.29
65.35 16.69

191. 93
191. 98

28. 71
25.11
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of disease to ann of sel'vice and age of indiv·idual.
Ages-years.

19 and
under.

60 and

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

183.03
184.61

184.87
150.46
152.30

198.20
165.73
16~. 78

157.30
162.79
162.30

182.74
114.46
126.07

111.11"
120.27
116.37

45.45
75.76
56.82

58.82
368.H
169.80

10.28
3. 39
3. 62

7.19
2. 62
2.86

5.80
3. 52
3. 74

5.28
3.13
3.33

4.85
2. 75
3.11

3.37
3.52
3.46

' 3.4ti
6.10
4.45

2.66
12.83
6.31

............... --·····--·
. 94

• 92

.92

.88

.66
• 61

70.37
70.37

50.85
135.23
134.40

67.23
97.69
96.70

42.02
76.41
74.58

81.08
76.35
76.80

16.85
57.66
53.93

65.99
56.19
57.86

32.41
41.24
37.48

118.18
45.45
90.91

1.11
4.15
4.12

1.88

2.03
2.03

4.91
2. 02
2.17

5.86
2.08
2.44

.26
1.25
1.16

3.46
• 93
1.37

1. 28
1.54
1.43

1.59
1.36
1.51

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

170.37
170.37

372.88
224.99
226.43

4. 25
4.25

16.07
4. 80
4.91

~1.091

3. 06

3.02

. ............
..............

. .. ....... -..

3.92 . ...............
1.57
.96
1.85
.76

over

............... . .............. ..............
13.89 .. ..........
............
4.37 . ........

.......... ..........
2.92 .................................................................... .
.43 ................................................ .
• 31 .......... ..........
.13
.38 ................................................ .
• 31

3.44

.16

• 26 ··-···--·· .•: ..... ..

.51 ·----·---· ·---···--·
• 50

,47
.42

.14
.14

.09
.09

.52 •••••••••.

3. HI .•••••••••.••••••••

........ , ................. ····- ............................... .

. 16
.15

85.18
85.18

84.75
160.83
160.07

84.03
133.56
131. 93

63.03
97.71
95.86

31.53
121.04
112.66

50.56
100.62
96.04

71.07
88.45
85.49

101.85
178.69
145.95

45.45
75.76
56.82

29.41
52. 6.3
37.74

.52
.52

. 70
1. 96
1. 95

4.67
1.33
1.44

.85
1. 50
1. 47

. 25
1. 70
1. 57

.75
1.58
1. 51

.85
1.42
1.32

.98
5.15
3.39

6.03
2.82
4.83

1.60

.47

.13

.22

1.29 ..............

..........

2. 26

.43

--· ........... .......... ..........

.28 .................................................................... .
• 27 .................................................................... .
.003 ................................................ .
.002 ................................................ .

• 002 ·---······
• 002 .•••••.•••

107.41
107.41

33.90
143.15
142.06

16.80
91.03
88.60

16.80
48.02
46.36

I

4. 50
28.86
26.58

.................................
10.18
9. 24

6. 24
5.18

4. 63
3.44
3.94
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TABLE

XVIII.-Showing the 1·elation of certain classeB of disease
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases,

eto.

Total.

Infan- CaT"alry
try.
·

Ordnance.

Artillt3ry.

Engineers.

Medical
Depa,rtment.

Recruits.

All
other.

---------1---- ------------------------Venereal dueasesContinued.

Non effectiveness:
Officers ........ ,.
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Discharges :
En listed men ....

.71

-.......... - . ······-··

. 33
5.16
4.86

. 32
4. 59
4.34

5.13
4. 93

.41
6. 88
6.39

2.89

1.68

2.62

1.91

35.88
33.67

18.23
17.20

17.29
16.52

25.92
23.95

10.10
9.18

1.19
1.12

.49
.46

.40

1. 29
1.19

.05
.05

~

.05
.05

4.15
3. 50

............ ..............

.06 ...... ...... ... .........
. 96
11.95
2.20
.82
11.95
1. 93
1. 31

18.09

84.51
7L 29

4. 24
3.58

280.12
280.12

2. 97
2. 60

1.84
1.55

.03
.03

10.57
10.57

• 07
. 06

Zoogenous dueases.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... .
N oneffectiveness:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .......... ..

.04
.04

.a!J

............... ............

............ ...........

• 38
.34

............. .............. ............ ............ . ......
... ... . .. .. . ............ ....... .. ................ . .......

Dietic di8easu.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlist_,d men ... .
Total ........... .
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ........ ..
EnliAted men ... .
Total . .. . ..... ..
Deaths:
Enlisted ....... ..
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

13.38 ............
60.47
20.44
20.12
55.87

.............. ............... .............. . ............ ...........

5.36
43.88
41.51

6. 70
59.64
56.63

. 08
• 53
. 50

.11

.16
.23
.23

................ ............... .................

.69
.66

• 20
.19

. 28
.26

.29
.27

............. .................. ........... . ........... .. .............. ...........

.49

.4:7

• 58

.76

90.48
87.77
87. !)4

127.30
91.98
93.98

63.55
100.93
99.25

6. 83
4. 33
4. 48

9. 21
4.65
4. 91

. 37
.34

• 37
. 35

2.81

2.52

.67
.48
.50

1.68
.60
• 67

. 42
.05
• 08

1. 05
.0-!
.10

'77

.81
• 75

55 56
50.46
. 61
.55

147.89
124.75
1.78
1.50

31.12
26.22

4. 71
4. 71

14.85
12.99

....... .. .............. . ............
. 31
.26

.12
.12

.35
.31

............. ................ ............... ............. .. ............. . .......
................. .

--- ..........

1. 31

140.00
81.86
86.28

50.00
113.64
107.81

12.66
147.89
126.73

53.03
6~. 23
60.78

43.77
43.77

13.79
24.75
23.38

6. 22
4. 56
4.64

10.11
4. 31
4. 75

2.47
6. 21
5.87

.07
3. 73
3.16

2. 26
3. 60
3.39

3. 29
3. 29

2. 85
1.19
1. 40

.H

.15

.38
.34

3.06

3.(3

............ . ...........

Oonstitutional dis.
eases.
Admissions:
Officers ...... ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N oneffectiveness:
Officers . ........ .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
•
.Enlisted men .. ..
Total ........... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

............... ...............
9.35

4.34

1.31
1.05
1.31

1. 84
1.54
3.12

.............

Developmental dis·
eases.
Admissions:
Otlicers ......... .
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .......... .
N one1t'Pcti veness:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total .......... ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

............................................................................................ .
.47
• 45

.41 ......... ......... ...... .
• 38 ......... -.... . .. . . .. • • • •

.67
. 67 .... ..

..................... . -.- ................ -......................... - ................. -- ..... .
.02
.02

• 21 ......... ......... .......
.19 ......... ......... .......

.10
.10 .......

1.03

.58

• 76

3. 65
3.42

2.22
2.09

3. 77
3.60

3. 29
3.04

2. 35
1.98

18.18
18.18

.99
.87

. 09
.09

.07
.07

• 06
.06

• 12

.03
.03

.49

.02
.02

1. 84

Parasitic diseases.
Admissions:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
N onefft>cti veuess:
Enlisted men .. ..
Total ........... .

.11

.4.11
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to arm of service and age of individual-Continued.
Ages-years.

19 and
under.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

4..;.8
4.18

.65
8. 79
8. 71

1.32
6. 06
5.90

• 31
3. 54
3. 37

.04
2. 01
1.82

• 79
.72

,56
.46

3.44

4. 99

3.15

1. 97

1. :!9

. 52

• 96

88.89
88.89

84.88
84.04

27.93
27.02

12.78
12.09

9.31
8.44

4.52
4.11

2. 46
2. 4.6

2. 97
2. 94

.93
.90

.35
.33

.26
.24

4. 20
25.52
24.82

4.20
47.55
45.24

. 02
. 26
• 25

.07
. 53
.:50

50 to 54.

60 a•d
over.

55 to 59.

• 27
.10
• 17

.................
...............
...............
.............. ..............

...............
..............
..............
...........

5. 20
4. 32

13.75
7. 89

................... ................
................ ...............

.04
.04

.12
.10

.13
.08

............... ...................

13.51
86.13
79.33

5. 62
111. 36
101.69

10.15
103.02
87.22

158.08
90.73

.16
. 75
.70

.23
1.49
1. 36

2.16
1.81

.................... ....................

.52
.46

.96
. 76

................... ...............

• 13
.13

.................. .....................
3. 70
3.70

13.30
13.17

................... ...................
. 02
.02

.18
.17

.08

. ...................

·····2:oi·
1.16

106.06
39.77

157.89
56.60

1,66
.62

1. 73
.62

................. ...........

.................
.................... ...................

.13
.13

• 78

.39

.22

.43

.52

.96

18.52
18. 52

60.85
78.31
78.04

42.02
75.00
73.93

67.23
62.93
63.16

40. 5i
127.56
119.41

146.07
132.28
133.33

157.36
136.32
139.89

125.00
213.06
175.53

100.00
378.79
204.53

58.82
263. 16
132.06

.61
. 61

11.56
3.18
3. 27

1. 36
3.96
3.88

5. 04
3. 99
4.05

• 78
5.44
5.00

9. 54
6.59
6.86

8.44
6. 56
6. 88

10.83
10.45
10.61

14.45
24.44
18.20

15.47
9.37
13.28

.16
.15

.13
.13

1. 29
1.14

1.57
1.39

1. 72

2. 76

3.45

5. 76

..................

................ . ..............

1.97

. 55 .. • • • • • .. . • • .. .. • • • •

• 51

... .............. ... .........
............... ............... .. -........

3.18
1.61
3.86

... . .. . .. . ...... :37. ...... :57. ::::::: :: : :::: ::: :: : ...... :57. ..... 2: os.
• 33

6.37
3. 21

1. 73

9.55

. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. ...........
................. ...... -..
~

13.89

50.00

.....a: 44. :::: ::::::
1. 97 ........ ..

................ :o2· ...... :oi· :::::::::: :::::::::: ...... :o2· ......:o7- ......:16· ......... .
.02

.04 .......... ..........

.02

.06

.44

• 78

.53

.22

..............

1. 05

1. 93

9.55

7.41
7.41

6. 06
6.00

4.11
3.98

1. 89
1. 79

2.33
2.11

. 57
• 51

2.08
1. 73

.08
• 08

.20
.19

.07
.07

. 07
.07

.10
.09

. 005
.004

.03
.03

29.41
52.63
37.74
18.37
26.37
2]. 25

. -........

27.78

.··-· ....... ............. . ...........
.............. .. . .. ... . .. .. .............
........... .......... .........
~

............ ....... ... ..... .....
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TABLE XVIII.-Showing the relation of ce1·tai11 classes of
Arms of service.

Orders of diseases,
etc.

Total.

Infan·
try.

Ordnance.

Engineet·s.

Medical
Department.

Recruits.

All
other.

--- - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - -

Diseasu ofthe nervous
6ystem.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enliflted men ....
Totnl ...
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

Cavalry.

Artillery.

75.07
58.61
59.63

100.50
57.53
59.96

63.55
65.56
65.47

60.00
67.87
67.28

100.00
55.56
59.64

12.66
89.20
77.23

90.91
32.53
41.72

47.81
47.81

27.59
25.74
25.97

8.16
1.73
2.13

13.61
1.85
2. 51

5.36
1. 67
1. 84

.40
1. 80
1. 70

2.12
1. 01
1.11

. 45
2. 67
2.32

11.39
2.09
3. 55

1. 58
1.58

5. 08
.65
1.21

4.GA
.45
• 79

8.19
. 47
1.04

. 29
• 27

5. 26
1. 31
2.10

.62
.62

2. 73

a. 36

2. 91

1.52

3.93

1.87

14.74
17.02
16.88

21.78
17.23
17.48

10.03
21.22
20.72

15.00
18.92
18.62

2. 56
.69
• 81

1. 90
• 91
.97

1. 22
. 59
.62

4. 79
.69
1. 01

1. 59

1. 96

1. -!6

l.U ............. .....

3. 35
9.41
9. 04

1. 68
11.18
10.64

8.17
7.81

15.00
8. 64
9.12

.11
.43
.42

. 03
. 55
. 52

.31

• 73
.18
.22

.............

.29

• 90

1.31

.44

.76

................. ..............

1. 34
2.46
2.39

1. 68
2.32
2. 28

.46
.12
.14

. 59
.10
.13

.16

.19

.29

125.34
110.54
111.45

165.83
115.66
118.50

150.50
109.42
111.26

5.47

3.:!4

6.34
3.18
3.36

4.33
3.13
3.18

.94
1. 51
1. 46

2.34
1. 03
1.12

2.44

2. 05

35.09
.38 ............. ...........
4.12 ........ ...
.34
2.17

..........
. 92

.77

Diseases 9f the '716.
Aclmis!lions:
Officers
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

............. ............ 7.58
20.20
18.li5

37.56
31.68

2.83
3.58

3.37
3. 37

13.79
3.96
5.19

.77

1. 43
.53
• 67

.12
.12

8.07
. 21
1. 20

............... ...
.53
.48

.65

- ..........

2. 62

16.43
13.86

7. 58
7. 07
7.15

~

2. 75

Diseases of the ear.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ... .
Total ............
N oneffectiveness:
Officers ...
Enhsted me~- ::::
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

10.10
9.18
• 28
. 25

""i:22"
1. 03

............... ...........
8.75
8. 75

.99
.87

. 31
.26

.83

. 01
. 01

2.62

.62

.83

Diseasu of the noae.
.Admissions:
Otlicei"s ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Nonpffeetiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men •••.

3. 34 .............. ...........
2. 04
5.05
4.11
2.10
3.80
4.59
1.14 ............
.13
.11
.18
.10

18.78
15.84

......... .......... ...........
......... .......... .........
............ ........... . .......
..........

............. .. .........

.......... ................ ..........
........ ........... ......... ............ ............... .............. .......... ........... ........
.36
.33

1. 25
1. 06

150.00
153.02
152.80

25.00
189.40
174.31

25.32
213.61
184.15

60.61
39,60
42.9L

50.50
50.50

13.79
2H.71
2tt84

8.96
4. 66
4. 98

1. 78
7. 51
6.99

• 73
5. 72
4.94

7.49
1. 33
2. 30

2.13
2.13

1. 21
.46
.56

.Diseases of the respirator~J system .
.Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
N oncffectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges:
Enlisted men ..•.

s. :to

····>:is· .... i. ;;1::::::::: ::::::::: ··;:ai · ····;:s;·
2. 06

1. 37 .. -- .. . • . . • • .. . • • .

~~

4.0

4.M

~H

1. 05

1. 87

2. 75
2. 31

l.n

1.~

.92
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disea.se to arnt of se1't'ice and age of individual-Con tinned.
Ages-years.
19 and
under.

20 to 24

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to

H._

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

5S to 59.

~v:~.d

6

29.63
29.63

84.75
65 1T
65.37

33.61
58.27
57.47

105. 04
49.21
52.18

72.07
61.92
62.87

112.36
!'i5.40
60.60

6i. 99
54.11
56.13

87.96
79.04
82.84

45.45
166. 67
90.91

29.41
105.26
56.60

1. 02
1. C2

9. 24
1. 45
1. 52

1.12
1. 35
1. 34

9. 50
1. 87
2. 28

4. 38
2. 33
2. 52

10.07
1. 97
2. 71

10.90
3. 52
4. 77

14.69
2.49
7.69

8. 64
6.35
7. 78

1. 85
3. 7G
2.53

............... ·4······· · ............... ................
................. ..................
.26
. 88
................... .................
• 25
.82

6.31
. 76

3. 92
.52
.92

7.07
1. 93
3. 03

12.94
6. 37
9. 63

.96

6.37

3.28

2. 36

2. 85

3.02

2.09

3. 70
3. 70

!6. 95
18. 36
18.31

33.61
20. 8"
21.26

16.81
14.67
14.78

27. 03
9.:11
10.97

5. 62
11.87
11.30

. 61
. 01

.42
.65
.64

2. !50
• 76
.82

6 50
. 65
. 96

2. 69
.34
.56

1. 25

1.84

1.53

.86

4. 20
9. 64
9.46

4. 20
7. 57
7.39

9. 01
8.38
8.44

.................... .. ................

12.63
12.51

.15
.28
.27

.38
.51
.5(,

. .................... ............. . ..

.70
• 70

.10
.41
.41

1.09

.92

.44

1. 89
1. 79

.............

................... ...................

3.12
3. 02

13.89

...........

11.45
9.50

41. 24
23.67

18.18
30.30
22.73

105.26
37.74

.09
.41
.38

.54
1. 25
1.13

2. 90
1. 66

8.44
2.82
6. 34

4. 90
1.76

1. 57

1.93

6. 37

13.89

7. 35
6.68

6. 24
5.18

.14
.13

.24
.20

1. 29

.52

.96

.93

11.24
3. 39
4.11

.................... ................ . .................
2. 86
2.83

................... .................

6.37

·-·--4:37" ................

............

9. 09
6. 87
3. 94
.05
• 03

.............

.................

5.68

................

• 15

................
...............

• 09

13.89

3.44
1. 97

................. ..................
.................... .................

................ .. . .. .-.--.
................. .............
.47 ................. .............
.01
• 27 ................
• 01
. .............. ................. ................ .. ............. ................... .............
.84

................. .......... . .... . ................... ............... . . ...... .........

3.88 . ...............
.17
.51

.15
.15

.16
.15

• 07
.07

• 16

.26

.22

37.04
37.04

152.54
117.88
118.23

109.24
106.62
106.71

105.04
107. 40
107. 2i

85.59
106.15
104.22

134.83
119.84
121.21

142.13
106.14
112.26

157.41
137.46
1<15. 95

154.55
212.12
176. 13

147.06
1.05.26
132.06

. 48
.48

1. 53
3. 04
3. 02

3. 70
2. 82
2.85

2.22
3.18
3.13

3.46
4. 36
4. 28

10.33
4. 32
4. 87

8.01
2. 23
3. 21

7.01
3. 32
4. 90

5. 68
15.48
9. 36

10.07
3.61
7. 75

. ............... --------- - . ................

.............
50.00
14.70

................. ................ ................. ................. ........... ... ..
1.40
1. 39

. 92
. 88

.66
. 61

3. 02
2. 66

7.84
2.62
3.23

2. 81

2.23

2. 63

2. 59

2.62

WAR 91-VOL r-43

1.93
1.52

. . . . . . . . . . . . . e.

6.37
3. 21

13.89
4.37

3.10

13.89
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TABLE

XVIII.-Sh011'ing the 1·elation of ce1·tain classes of
Arms of Rervice.

Orders of diseases,
etc.

Total.

Infantry.

Cavalry.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

Medical
Department.

Reomits.

All
other.

---------1----------------------------Di:>eases of the circulatory system.
AdmiAsions:
Officers .........•
Enlisted men ... .
Total . . . . . ..... .
N onrffectiveness:
OtlkerR .......•..
Enli!lted men ....
'.rotal ...••..•....
Deaths:
Oilicers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ...•...•..•.
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

10.00 .......... .
12.75
15.15
13.76
12.54

. .............. .............

6. 03
8. 88
8. 71

10.05
9. 57
9. 60

3. 34
7. 55
7. 36

1. 76
.67
. 74

3. 67
. 83
• 99

.34
.49
.49

1.40
.41
.49

1.17 . .......... ............ ..............
.44
.47
• 38
• 41
• 34 .................
. 52

2.28

2.33

1. 60

5. 72

7.03

151.47
171. 97
170.70

175.88
172.27
172.48

183.95
196.82
196.25

185.00
191.69
191. 19

100. 00
128.79
126.15

8. 30
3. 02
3.35

8. 70
2. 98
3. 31

8.59
3. 23
3.47

5.10
3. 61
3. 73

. 68
2.42
2.26

1. 87
.24
.38

3. 51 ................... ................... ................... ................ . ............ . ..................
2.17 .............. ...................
. 28 .................. -------··
4. 68
1. 75 ................ ....................
4.12
. 52 .................... ...................

2.35

1. 96

2.04

4.57

2. 68
6.1ti
5.94

5. 03
5.54
5. 51

6.60
6. 31

5. 00
10.28
9.88

.08
.56
• 53

.09
.45
.45

. 62
• 60

.04

. 09

22.12
17. &5
18.11

21.78
17.43
17.67

36.79
16.35
17.27

40.00
20.98
22.42

3.41
. 98
1.13

1. 97
. 93
.99

11.43
1. 15
1.61

2.10
. 92
1.01

2.34
.33
.49

1.17
• 37
.43

7.01
.15
.55

1.34

1. 03

1. 60

4.02
4. 31
4. 29

6. 70
4. 23
4.37

5.11

1. 67
1. 08
1.13

. 96
.87

11.74
9. 90

7.07
5.96

. ..........

·-----.16

.15
.12

4.04,
4.04

5. 94
5.19

...........
• 29
.29

.13

................ .. .......... . ............
.............. ............ . ............
................. .. ..............
................ ................

. 23
. 20
9. 62
.92
2. 31

1. 25 . ...........

Dil;eases of the digestive system.
Admissions:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
None:ffectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total .........••.
Deaths:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men .. ..
Total .......... ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....

37.97 128. 79
260.56 55.16
225.73 66.75
.45
5.89
5.04

4. 35

20.03
1. 64
4.53

3. 93

146.80
146.80

3<1. 48
6:l. 37
59.74

2.66
2. 66

6.16
1. 29
1. 90

2.50

4. 81
. 77
1.84

Diseases of the lymphatic system.
Admissions:
Ofticers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Nonefl"ectiveness:
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men .. ..
Total .......... ..
DiMcharges:
Enlisted men ....

.................. .................. .. ........... .. .............
5.05
4. 24
8. 75
4. 59 .................. 3.58
8. 75

. 34 ...................
1. 54
. 87
1.39
• 83

..................
""":iS"
................. .15

..

................ ...........
. 80
. 03
.80
. 02

Diseases of the genitourinary system.
AdmiAsions:
01ficers ......... .
Enlisted men····
Total ........... .
N oneffecti veness:
Ofilcers ......... .
EnliHted men ... .
Total ........... .
Deaths:
Ofiieers ......... .

Enlisted men .. ..
Total ........... .
Dischar).!es:
Enlisted men ....

25.00 ................ ................ .. ................ . ............
26.94
25.25
25.82 11.31
8. 91
21.78
26.94
9.54
25.23
7. 79
1.71 .....................
l. 13
1. 77
1.18
1. 49
17.04
2. 34.
4.12

...................

. .............. .
-·--·-1.13
.42
.35

1.13

• 30
• 2G

........... . ...................
. . ·: 92
1. 31
1. 05 ...................
• 77

1. 91

2. 34 ...................... ..............

6.17
5. 70

2.5S ........ .
2. 29 ........ .

3.12 . ...........

Diseases of the locomotor system.
Admissions:
Ofli<'ers ........ ..
J<~nliAted men ... .

Total .•••.••..••.

3.34
5.19

7. 58
5. 66
5.96

2. 02 ·······!
2.02 .......
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disease to arm of service and age of individual-Continued.
Ages-years.~

60 and
over.

19 an<l
under.

................... .................... ..................
3. 70
3. 70

9. 77
9. 67

7.09
6.86

.................. ..................... ..................
.26
.26

• 75
. 74

.47
.46

4. 20
7.10
6. 94

6.52
5.91

5. 62
15.26
14.38

20.30
17.69
18.13

4.63
13.75
9.86

18.18
15.15
17.04

.01
.62
.59

1.42
.37
.47

. 97
1.23
1. 21

5.60
1.55
2.24

3.89
1.21
2. 36

1. 74
.12
1.14

.....................................
.13
.13

9. 71

• 86
.76

2. 62
2.31

1. 93
1. 52

4. 82

2.81

1.71

1.53

1. 73

4.19

2.89

6.37

159.26
159.26

152.54
228.86
228.11

168.07
176. 52
176. 23

176.47
140.53
142.44

153.15
136.87
138.40

129.21
12!l.45
129.42

126.90
96.77
101.90

162.04
147.77
153.85

100.00
166.67
124. 99

2. 57
2. 57

8.13
3. 60
3. 64

3. 58
2. 82
2.85

8. 76
2. 79
3.11

9. 22
3.17
3. 73

12.34
2. 74
3. 62

J2.45
1. 80
3. 61

6.54
5.12
5. 73

2. 62
2. 94
2. 74

............. -..

. ................

.. .......

13.89 ·····-···

205.88
132.06
16.76
10.75

.......

3. 53

. 52
• 46

• 76

6.47
3.18
4. 82

2.59

3.14

.96

9. 55

16.81
5.44,
6.05

5.12
4. 64

2. 83 ........ ..
2.57 ........ ..

3.44 .................. .
1.97 .................. .

. 60
• 58

.52
. 42
.42

.40
• 36

.40 ......... .
.37 .••••••••.

.07 ·••••••••· •••••.•••
• 04 .••. ·••••• .••••••••

......................
.16
.15

. 26
.26

2.18

1. 97

2.63

3. 70
3. 70

8. 08
8. 00

7. 23
6. 99

.19
.19

. 87
. 86

.43
.38

~

20.83

.................... ................

14.70

13.89

................

.16

7.41
7.41

16.95
29.81
29.68

25.21
16.31
16.60

25.21
13.01
13.66

18.02
8. 38
9.28

11.24
11.30
11.30

30.46
14.57
17.27

18.50
10.31
13.81

27.27
30.30
28.41

18.87

.19
.19

.14
1. 41
1. 40

5. 86
1. 06
1. 21

4.81
. 66
.88

5. 50
. 69
1.14

1.22
.56
.62

1.49
.87
. 97

2. 61
.45
1.37

2. 09
1. 91
2.02

.16

3.53
. 96
1.52

4. 82

................. .................... .....................

.....................
3. 70
3. 70

.16
.15

.13
.13

3.12

1.05

---· ·-4.....04-.

21.01
4. 25
.4. 80

4. 00

2. 92 .. ...................
1. 29
.20
1.14
.66

. .................
5.44
5.15

.....................
. 52
.46

.43

.96

.. ................... .....................
3. 26
2.95

I

5. 65
5.14

1. 04

.86

9.71

....................

...

29.41

.24

................... .. .............
13.89 . --· ...........
4.37

...............

................. .. .. .... .---

4. 63 .. ..................
6. R7 ......................
5.92 ·-·····-··

...............

.................

······ ...
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TABLE

XVIII. -Showing the relation of certain classes of
Arm!' ot' service.

Orders of diseases,
etc.

Total.

In fantry.

Cavalry.

Artillery.

Ord·
nance.

Engineers.

Medical
Department.

.All

Recruits.

other.

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - Diseare1 of the locomotor system-Continued.
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total . ...........
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

.14 ................. ................

................

.12
.44
.39

............ ...........

.48•
.41
.42

1.11
.41
.45

• 48
.46

.45
.44

• 77

.75

1.02

1.14

28.82
79.32
76.22

33.50
66.99
65.09

26.76
106.59
103.01

60.00
99.55
96.54

12.66
112.68
97.03

15.15
18.39
17.88

................. ...............

65.66
59.64

1. 28
2.11
2. 07

2.34
1. 89
1. 91

. 91
2. 70
2.62

.99
2. 61
2.49

.17
3.08
2.63

• 27

.71
.64

............... . ..............

1. 20
1. 09

1. 74 ...............
1. 58 .............

.11
.12

............... . --· .......... ..........

.62

Diseases of the integumentary system.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Noneffectiveness:
Officers .........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers ..........
'l'otal ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

.47
.04

23.76
20.78

72.73
72.73

.70
• 61

1. 94
1.94

.............. ............... ..............

................ ...............

·-····-··
. --· .... -... ................. ................. ............ .. ............... .............
.29 ................ ............... ................ .............. .. . ......... ..............

2.34
.14

.20

.28

10.05
17.59
17.12

10.05
17.53
17.10

10.03
19.34
18.92

. 36
.41
.41

.31

.59
.35
.36

.18
.42
.40

.15

................

Unclassified.
Admissions :
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Non effectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Deaths:
Enlisted men . ...
Total ............
Discharges :
Enlisted men ....

.41
.42

.04

.14 ................

.04
.12

20.00 ............. .............. 15.15
9.39 12.73
7.58
17.28
7. 9:! 13.11
6.88
17.48

.09

...............

• 76

.16
.14

.24
• 20

........... .................

.15
.14
.12

·········!···--··
27.61 . 3. 96

. ..

~~-. ~~ .1.. ~--~~1.15 I
1.151

• 08
. 07

............... ..................

............... .. .............. . ........... .............. ..............
_____ , ___
.. ..........
.. .......... ................ ............

Totaljor diseases.
Admissions :
126.58 606.06 ...... ... .... .
400.00
943.14 1, 135.00
Officers .•.•••.... 545.17 1, 046.90
Enlisted men ... . 1, 1!:9. 92 1, 118.38 1. 304.20 1, 347. 59 1, 16i.14 1, 873.24 520. 51 1, 166.33
Total ............ 1, 140,55 1,114.32 1, 287.99 1, 331.43 1, 094.04 1, 600.00 533.97 1, 166.33
Non effectiveness:
3.88 54.09
10.89
57.56
61.25
54.49
Officers ..........
51.04
45.12
i2.51 16.62
39.17
39.60
32.83
35.20
Enlisted men ....
33.80
45.12
36.47 22.52
36.58
40.73
34.44
36.21
Total ............
34.86
Deaths:
5. 26
52.63
Officers ..........
12.63
16.37 . 14.02
2. 50
5. 24
2.17
9. 35
4. 57
4. 20
4. 81
4.60
Enlisted men ....
2.50
5. 25
1. 75
14.44
4.12
Total .....•...••.
5.10
5.35
5.25
Discharges :
33.69
13.04 20.96
23.36
21.56
21.70
29.72
Enlisted men .•..
22.49

144.83
343.56
318.61
24.67
10.05
11.88
14.42
9. 17
10.01
7.34

Total for injuries.
Admissions:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ............
Deaths:
Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Total ............
Discharges:
Enht~ted men ....

70.38
255.08
243.70

82.08
231. 7l
223.22

107.02
354.35
343.24

70.00
301.11
283.55

194.44
176.60

12.66
370.89
314.85

45.46
28.29
30.99

140.74
140.74

20.69
50.50
46.75

4. 35
8. 08
7.85

6. 47
7. 21
7.17

3. 24
11.64
11.27

5.84
9. 30
9.04

.73
4. 69
4. 26

10.69
9.13

2. 78
1.11
1. 37

4.48
4.48

.47
1. 75
1. 59

1.87
3.58
3.45

3.51
2. 05
:!.16

2.34
7. 72
7.40

1. 87
1. 87

. 93
• 77

2. 53

2. 61

3.06

................ ................ ... ........ .............
1. 91
1. 72

4. 68
4.12

3. 05

2.34

2. 62
2.10

........ ·-. ---·-· ..

3.50

J .......
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disease to arnt of service and age of individual-Continued.
Agel!-years.
19 and

under.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

60 and

over.

---------.------------1---------

......... .. .... .
.12
.12

..... ... .. .. . .
.19
.20

2. 95
• 53
.61

. 62

1.18

.................. ...................
.67
.63

. 36
.33

. 88

• 33
• 30

.23
. 18

.52

• 96

.08
.17
.13

............... ...........

................... .............

.................... ...............

.................. ................ - ........... ---

I•

122.22
122.22

67.80
111.48
111.05

33.61
84.08
82.43

42.02
56.78
55.99

27.03
58.19
55.27

22.47
54.27
51.36

30.46
42.66
40.59

18.50
44.. 67
33.53

15.15
5.68

18.87

2. 96
2. 96

. 60
2. 61
2.59

. 85
2.04
2.00

1. 72
1. 80
1. 80

.42
2. 57
2.37

4.11
1.43
1.68

1. 95
l. 51
1. 58

.18
1. 02
• 66

.37
.14

.41

................ ................. .................

............... ............... .. .................
................... .................
.13

2.92 ................ .
.20 . .................

.22

• 86

.................

. ................ ..............

• 96

16.95
25.60
25.51

12.61
17.72
17.56

8.40
13.72
13.44

9.01
13.04
12.66

16.86
11.87
12.33

15.23
10.41
11.23

4. 63
13.75
9.86

• 05
.05

.23
. 63
. 63

.68
.35
.36

• 07
. 27
. 26

.17
• 29
. 28

1. 54
. 53
.63

.13
.19
.18

. 04
.46
.28

.13
• 13

.64

................... .................. . ................. ................ . ...............
................. ................... . .............. -. ............... . ..............

3. 70
3. 70

................. ..............
................ .................

29.41

.................. ...............

52.63
18.87

.................

6. 79
2.43

.................. ............... . .......... .................... .. ..................... ................. ..............
............ .............. . ............... ................. ................. .................. ...............
.............. .................. .. ................. ................... . ................ .-.... ----- .
50.00

.16

.13

925.ll2
925.92

1, 101.69
1, 482. 15
1, 478.40

886.'56
1, 150.43
1,141. 82

882.35
920. 51
91il. 48

770.27
1, 035.85
1, ()10. 97

825.84
1, 009.02
992.30

918.78
875. 13
882.56

833.33
1, 240.55
1, 067.06

681.82
1,31R 18
920.45

617.65
1, 263.16
849.06

22. Ol
22.01

50.38
42.44
42.52

40.86
32.49
32.76

52.64
27.89
29.21

40.53
31.39
32.25

60.61
29.13
32.01

58.76
27.97
33.21

51.77
41.43
45.83

54.89
66.42
59.21

68.33
69.79
68.85

3.28
3.23

2. 92
3 15
3.14

5. 85
2.19
2.45

6. 31
7. 33
7. 21

15.69
10.47
11.09

14. l3
8. 8
9. 85

38.84
25.48
32.10

6. 37
41.67
17.47

20.83
50.00
29.41

6.87

26.52

21.03

18.19

19.84

23.04

18.32

54.14

125.00

100.00

177.78
177. 78

84.75
296.23
294.15

84.03
297.46
290.50

79.83
212.68
205.60

76.58
209.03
196.63

56.18
190.50
178.22

60.91
152.97
137.30

50.93
J85. 57
1:!8. 21

90.91
106.06
96.59

29.41
157.89
75.47

4.97
4. 97

14.63
8. 33
8. 40

4. 22
9. 36
9.31

2.10
7.14
6.87

3.81
6. 74
6.47

3.39
6. 78
6.47

4. 53
7. 77
7. 22

3.46
6.12
4. 99

9. 32
3.56
7.16

.32
1. 87
.8&

6. 87

6.871

3. 74
3. 70

8. 77
3. 81
4.02

3. 51
3. 26

3. 45
3.04

3. 92
3.14
3.23

]. 93
1. 52

3.44

2. 34

3.15

1.97

2. 59

2.62

1.93

.................. .............

.................. ..............
................ ..............
............... ............. ...........
3.18
1. 61
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TABLE

XVIII.-Showing the relation of certain classes of
Arms of service.
0

Names of disease.,
etc.

Total.

In fantry.

Uavalry. Art.illery.

Ordnance.

En~i-

neers.

Me<lical
Department.

Recruits.

A.ll

other.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !l'otal diseasl's and in·
juries.

.

Admi!\sions:
400.00
139.24 651.52
Ofli('ers .••.••.•.. 915.55 1,128. 98 I,Ofi0.17 1, 205.00
Enlisted mt>n .... 1, 415.00 1, ~!50. 0!) 1, 658.54 1, 6-i$. 70 1, 1l58. 59 2, 244. Ill 548.80
Total ............ 1, 384. 25 1, 337.55 1, 631. 23 1,614.98 1, 270.64 1, 914.85 564.96
Non (•lfec ti venoss:
60.80
60.33
10.89
55.38
67.72
4.61 56.87
Otlicers ..........
40.04
48.91
43.86
53.20 17.73
41.88
46.84
Eulisted men ....
40.84
45.60 23.89
49.77
Total ............
42.71
41.61
47.48
Deaths:
52.63 ··-···--· 5. 26
Officers ..........
14.50
19.88
16.36 .............
12.53
8.18
6.25
6.48
14.02
2.17
7.86
Enlisted men ....
18.56
8.69
7. 26
12.75
5.84
1. 75
7. 35
Total ........•••.
Discharges:
, Enlisted men .... 25.01 24.17 24.76 32.77 25.70 13.04 20 .96

. ............ 165.52
1, 307.07 394,06
1, 307. 07 365.36
............. 25.15

49.60
49.60

11.80
13.47

............ 14.42
4. 37 10.09
4.37 10.78

36.18

7.34
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
disease to a?·nt of sm·vice and age of individual-Continued.
Ages-years.

'

I

19 and
unuer.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

60 and
over.

------ ------ --------------- ---

1, 778.38
1, 772.55

970.59
1, 447. 8!)
1, 432.32

962.18
1, 133.19
1, 124. 08

846.85
1, 244. 88
1, 207.60

882. 02
1, ]!)fl. 55
1,170.52

979.70
1, 028.10
1, 019.136

884.26
1,426.12
1, 195.27

65.01
50.77
50.92

45. OR
41.84
42.07

54. 74
35.03
36.08

44.34
38.13
38.72

64.00
35.91
38.48

63.29
35.74
40.43

55.23
47.55
50.82

19.61
13.61
14.321
25.65

14.13
10.61
11.37

·········· 1, 186.44
1, 103.70
1, 103. 70

.............. .
26.98
26.98

.......... ... .................
6. 87
6.87

7. 02
6.93

11.70
6. 96
7.17

5. 85
5. 70
5. 71

6. 31
10.79
10.25

10.31

28.86

24.17

20.16

22.43
I

•

I

38.84
28.66
33.71

20.251

54.14

1

6!7. 06
77:!..73
1, 424. 24 1, 421. 05
1, 017.04 I 924.53
64.21
69,99
66.37

68.65
71.66
69.73

6.!l7
41.67

20.83
50.00
29.41

125.00

100.00

17.471
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XIX.-Showing the 1·elation of certain classes
Nativities.

Order~ of diseases, etc.

Total.

American

I

u__._s_.___ __r_r_i_s_h_.__ __G_e_r_m._a_n_.___E_n_g_li_s_h_._ _c_an
__a_d_ia_n_._

_______________________________ ___
1

1

1

1

1

Specific febrile and ae'Ute inject1:ous d,iseases.
Admissions:
Ofll cers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. __ ................. .
Non effectiveness:
Offirers .................. .

Enlh;ted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .......... ........... .

174.26
180.72
180.32

.

6.36
3. 61
3. 78

I

171.26
195.1-!
192.89

133.33
175.86
175-45

266.67
157. 62
158.16

250.00
161.42
162.18

285.71
131. i6
134.26

6.41
3. 77
4. 02

2.37
3. 74
3. 72

4.75
3. 05
3.06

4.45
3. 78
3. 79

7.04
3. 80
3.85

.47
' 86
.82

.49

..................... ....................

• 72

1. 78
1. 76

.94
.94

55.63
95.37
92.93

49.54
96.61
92.16

133.33
98.84
99.17

133.33
99.66
99.83

2. 79
2. 79
2. 79

2.84
2. 80
2.80

1. 28
2. 73
2.71

. 47
.12
• 15

.49
. 21
.2!

. 24

.14 .......................

.18
• 17

• 22
.20

.32 . .......................
. 32 .. ......................

.05
.04

. 06
.06

. 07
.07

.04
.04

• 07
.06

. 75

Malarial diseases.
Admissions:
OfiicerR . __ ............... _
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total._._ ................ .
Non effeeti veness:
Officers . ................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
DeaLhR:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Disc'bnrg-cs:
Enlisted men ............ .

: : : : : :r:: : : : :

....... ......... .......................

..................... ......................
95.34
94.52

103.53
101.85

2. 92 ................... ......................
2. 71
3. 61
3.83
2. 71
3.58
3.77

•

.............. - ..... ..................... ..................... ........................
....................... ..................... ...................... ....................
........................ ..................... ...................... .......................
.94

...................... .....................

Typho-malarial fever.
Admissions:
Enliilted men ........... ..
Total. ____ ............... .
N oneffectiveness :
EuliRted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

I·

....................... ......................
.-.................... ........................

....................... ...................... . ......................

...................... ....................... .. .......................

..................... ...................... .. .................. .............
................... ................. .................. ......... --- .....
~

Diarrhreal diseases.
A.dmissions :
Officers ................ ..
EnliRted men .......... ..
Total. .................. ..
Nonetfeetiveness:
OJlicers ................ .
Enlisted men ........... .
Total .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... .

65. 6ii
128. 13
124.29

63.691
131.08
124.71

66.67
147.95
147.17

66.67
106.78
106.57

125.00
137.59
137.48

142.86
157.65
157.40

. 55
1.96
1. 95

2. 40
2.10
2.10

1.96
2.69
2.68

1. 78
1.'63
l. 64

1. 77
1.49
1. 52

. 73
1. 92
1. 90

• 33

.41

.30

. 09
. 081

• 07
-07

.32 ................................... .
.32 .................................. ..

. 00]
• 001

• 001
• 001

.002 ................................... .
.002 .................................. ..

...................... ...................... .......................

Septic diseasl!ll.
Admis~ions:

EnliRted men ........... ..
Tot:1l .................. ..
N onefff:'ctiveness:
Enlisted men ........... .
Total ................... .

Venereal diseases.
Admissions:
Offlcers ................ ..
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total ................... .
None1'rPctiveness:
Ofticcr.:~ ................ ..
Enlisted ............... ..
Tota1. ....................
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... . 1

8.04
79.63
75.22

7. 79
93.80
85.66

58.09
57.53

. 33
5.16
4. 86

.34
6.23
5.67

3.37
3.34

2. 89

3.63

1.78

66.67 ...................... .
54. 58 I
61. 76
87. 06

:~ I. _____ ~~ ~ ~~ ___ ____ ~~~ ~~ _

54:
3. 52 1
3. 51

I

1.57

3. 56
3.

4. 66
4. 59

LOO

(.311

531

I

•
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SURGEON -.GENERAL.
of disease to nativity and length of service.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.

I

I

Scandina,__
v_i_a_n.__ ,__s_c_o_tc_h_._ _ _ sw
__
is_s_._, __.A._u_s_tr_i_an_._ Danish.

1,500. 00
141.28
147.25
73.97
3. 37
3. 68

166.67 ......................
107.30
82.47
108.78
81.63
4.57 .................. ..
2. 75
1. 75
2.80
1. 73

1,1>00. 00
171. 05
174.67

I French. I

................... ...................
183.49
183.49

148.93
144.33

19.18 ................... ................ .
3. 34
2. 81
3. 67
3.41
2.81
3.56

.A.ll
other.

Unuerl.l

59.61
59.34

............ ............ ............

81.55
79.50

108.25
107.14

57.02
56.77

31.25
185. 60
184.31

177.40
179. 75
179. 57

1. 10
2. 77
2. 75

5.65
3. 95
3. 97

6.:18
3. 54
3. 74

4.24 .......... ..........

64.22
64.22

31.91
30.93

over.

200.00
143.59
144;. 30

::: ::: ::::: : :: :::: :::: :: :::: :: :::: :: ::: ::: :::::: -. ----4: 24. :::: :: :::: :::::: :::: --- --i.' 72.
---~--······

1 and

1, 400.00
62.05
98.73

.48
. 68

1.69

. 67

120.29
119.27

56.85
90.43
88.03
2.85
2. 55
2.57
. 48
. 15
.18
.20

. 21
.20
.05
• Q5
• 05
. 04

......................
105.97
105.49

.......................
1.44
1. 43
2.04

::::::::::: ~

333.33
111.59
117.15

. ..................... .. ..................... ....................

13.24
1. 48
1. 78

...................... ..................... ...................

...................... .

77.32
76.53
.73
• 73

100. 88
100.44
1. 06
1. 05

114.68
114.68
1. 51
1.51

333.33
53.19
61.86

76.92
75.95

5.48
. 76
.90

. 5!)
. 58

.................... ....................... .. .................... ................... .. .................

150.82

1~~~~~--1
1. 91

67.12
123. 63
119.59

1. 89

1. 82
1. 57
1. 59

.49

.29

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

.11

.10

. 001
.001

.............................................................................................................
57. 40
57.15

68. 67
66. 95

25. 77
25.51

57. 02
56.77

77. 98
77.98

··-------·-··--·--· ............ .
127. 66
46. 15
162. 24
123. 71

45.57

160.86

~- 22

63.24
59.30
• 34
4.13

3 tj6

1. 71
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XIX.-Showing the relation of certain classe$
Nativities.

Orders of diseases, etc.

Total.

American

u.s.

Irish.

German..

English.

Canadian.

Zoogenous diseasu.
Admissions:
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total ................... .
N onPffecti veness:
Enlisted men ....•.•......
Total ................... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....... ..... .
Total .................. .

35.88
33.67

42.31
38.31

31.45
31.15

12.54
12.48

23.84
23.63

47.06
46.30

1.19
1.12

1.57
1.42

.83
.82

. 26
.25

.39
.39

1. 33
1.3-1

.04
.04

.....................
.......................

.30
• 29

....................... ............ !............
..................... ................... . .....................

Dietic diseases.
Admissions:
Officers ............. . ... .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total . ............•...•..
Non effectiveness :
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .................. ..
Deaths:
Enli~;ted men ........... .
'l'o~al .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

5. 36
43.88
41.51

5. 66
37.95
34.91

...................... ...................... ........ .. ........... .. ......................

,08
. 53
.50

.08
.46
• 43

..................... ---·-------· 1·······--··· .. .....................

.20
.19

• 21
.18

.59
.59

.................... ...................... ........................

.49

.69

.30

..................

1.00

......................

90.48
87.77
87.94

87.05
88.25
88.14

300.00
93.39
95.36

.......................

125.00
69.34
69.81

.......................

6. 83
4. 33
4.42

6. 23
4.37
4. 55

34.43
4.61
4.90

........... ..........

39.73
2. 47
2. 79

. .....................

4. 57
4.54

• 37

.34

.21
.18

.63
.62

1. 00
.99

----------··
.........................

2. 81

3.08 '

.67
.48
.50

. 71
. 30
.33

.................... .................... ....................... ...................

.42
.05
.08

.44
.02
. 06

................ ............... .. .... ........................

• 77

89, 54
88.68
1. 07
1.06

27.46
27.32
.34
.34

62. 84,
62.30
.82
• 81

30.59
30.10
.34
.34

I
....................... .................... ...... ...........

Constitutional diseases.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men . .......... ..
TotaL .................. ..
Noneffectiveness:
Officers . . ............... ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total ................... _.
Deaths:
Enlisted men ........... ..
. Total .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men . .......... ..

------------

......................
2.08

89.83
89.37

3.45

.....................

87.06
85.65
3. 97
3.91

4.36

Developmental diseases.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total . . . ................ .
N oneffecti veness:
Offict>rs .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Discharges :
Enli:~ted men ............ .

I

.96
.95

.68
.67

2.17
2.15

......................

......................

....................
........................

• 06
.06

.25
.25

.09
. 09

.41

1.49

1.26

2.01

....................
...................

3.65
3.42

3.85
3.48

1. 93
1.91

5.42
5.40

2.17
2.15

...................
........... ·-----

.09
.09

.10
.09

.10
.10

.12
.12

.04
• 04

...................

75.07
58.61
59.63

72.@9
61.99
63.02

100.00
56.80
57.22

200.00
53.90

8.16
1.73
2.13

8.08
1.63
2.23

22.74
1.85
2.05

Parasitic diseasu.
Admissions :
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. . ................. ..
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .

....................

Diseases of the nervom system.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ................. _..
N oneffecti veness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted wen ............. [
Total. ................... .

54.64

..................... .......................
47.67
47.26

• 73 . ...................
1.59
1. 20
1.58
1.19

37.65
37.04
5.09
1.14
1.20
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vj diRease to nativity and length of service-Continued.
Length of serviceyears.

Nati~ities.

dinaI Scan>ian.

Sc.otcb.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

Under 1.

1 and
over.

55.19
54.94

21.46
20.92

10.31
10.20

61.40
61.14

6-t.. 22
64.22

21.28
20.62

12.82
12.66

171.80
170.35

l<. 91
8. 27

1. 48
1. 48

. 75

. 23
.22

.R3
.83

1. 61
1. 61

. 44
.42

• 35
.35

6. 12
6. 07

. 2~
. 20

.73

--- ........ -- . .......................... ..................... ......................... ---------- · --------- · .................
....................... ·······----- ......................... ...................... .................. ..................... .................
.

. 05
.04

~

24.28
!l,i.l8

47.21
46.02

9.17
9.17

10.31
10.20

42.55
41.24

35.90
35.44

23.63
23.43

5. 48
47.90
44.87

.50
.48

.48
.48

.38
.37

. 56
. 53

.on

. 24
• 22

7.14
7.11

. 72
. 70

2.04
2.04

1. 23

.34

500.00
82.47
86.74

..................... .................. .
105.50
105.50

333.33
42.55
51.55

76.92
75.95

31.25
69.57
69.25

91.78
91.38
91.41

5. 48
6. 44
6. 43

--------------·-···--·
3. 61
4. 80

8.22
. 96
1.19

2.15
2.12

.95
3. 55
3. 53

6. 96
4.48
4.66

4. 78
4. 74

....................

83.33
82.96

4.79

-----------8.13

3. 61
4. 24
4.24

................ .................... ......................
.................... ..................... ...................

4. 24

2. 38

.44
.40

3. 20

2. '73

• 80
. 79

.44

.07
.07

.43
. 05
.08

• 74

• 78

.68

8.47 .......... ••••••·•··

. -- .. -..... --......................

..............

12.88
12.55

....... .........

. 21
.21

....................

166.67
42.92
46.02

55.19
54.94

..........................
2.8,!
2.83

.......................

...................
...................

..............

8. 77
8. 73

4.59
4. 59

2.56
2. 53

11.42
11.32

2.11
1. 96

.11
.11

.03
.03

• 27

.12

• 27

. 06
. 06

200.00
56.41
58.23

70.37
69.77

76.71
fi6. 28
57.74

·"I

................... ........................ . .................
51. 55
51.02

.91 ..........................
.93
3.48
3.42
.92

.42

43.86
43.67

59.63
59.63

. ..................
• 31
.31

3. 78
3. 78

333.33
95.74103.10
. 9i
3. 52
3.45

:: ~~ 1· · · · ·2: 00 ·
4. 77

1. 99

8.33
1. 68
2.15
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XIX.-Showing the ?'elation of certain classes
Nativities.

Orders of diReases, etc.

Total.

American

u.s.

German.

Irish.

English.

Canadian.

Diseases of the ne"'ous system-Continued.
Deaths:
Officers .....•.•••••.•••..
Enlisted men .........••..
Total ........•...•.•••....

....................... ...................... ................... .....................
4. 36
.31 ................
.89
.31 ......................
4.26
. 88

4.68
.45
• 79

4.94
.21
• 78

2. 73

1. 78

4.76

3.14

14.74
17.02
16.88

14.86
16.50
16.34

. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ...

66.67
17.29
17.54

....................... .......................

2.56
.69
.81

2.67
.62
.82

.....................

3.10
.89
. 90

.......................... ......................

.69
.69

1.59

1.10

2.08

2.51

3. 35
9.41
9. 04

2. 83
8.58
8.04

33.33
8.34
8. 58

.11
.43
.42

.10
.40
.37

• 55
.22
.22

.90

.89

.30

1.34
2.46
2.39

1.42
2. 52
2.41

.46
.12
~14

.49
.13
.16

.16

.14

125.34
110.54
111.45

118.90
118.06
118.14

266.67
113.29
114.75

466.67
85.42
87.35

125.00
113.76
113.85

285.71
110.59
113.42

5.47
a. 20
3.34

5.08
3. 26
3.44

27.58
3.62
3.85

7.67
2. 78
2.80

1.37
2. 4~
2.40

3. 91
2.91
2.93

.94
1. 51
1.46

. 99
1.57
1. 50

.....................

2.44

2.46

6. 03
8.88

5. 66
7. 92
7. 70

Dischar~Zes:
Enlit~ted

men .••••••.•.•..

4. 02

6.5!

Diseases of the eye.
Admissions:
Officers ..•...•••••.•••••.
Enlisted men .•••.•.••••.
Total. .........•.••.••••..
Non effectiveness:
Officers .....••.•••••••••.
Enlisted men .•••.••••••.
Total ...••••.•••••.••...•.
Discharges:
Enlisted men .•..••.••••..

~

17.97
17.80

19.50
19.33

16.47
16.20

• 73
• 73

.60
.59

4.02

4.36

Diseases of the ear.
Admissions:
Ollicers .......•• ..••.•••..
Enlisted men ..•..•..•••.
Total ..........•...•.•••.
N onefft>etiveness:
Oflieers ......•..••.••••..
Enlisted men .••..••..•..
Total ........••••••....•.
Discharges :
Enlisted men .••.....•..•.

....................... .............. . ....................
10.51
10.45

15.17
15.04

11.76
11.57

.............. .... ... ...... ..................
.43
.43

1. 24
1. 22

.'J7
.26

.63

3. 01

....................

Diseases of the nose.
Admissions:
Officers .•.•••.••••.•••••.
Enlisted men .•.•••......
Total ......•..•••........
Non effectiveness:
Officers .......•••••.•••..
Enlisted men ...•.•.••••.
Total. .•••••..••••.••..•..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ....•••.....

.................. ..................... ................ ..... -...........
1.08 ...................
3.39
1. 93
1.07 ......................
3.37
1.91
................... ........ .... .. -.. .................. ....................
.15 ................
.14
.09
.15 ................
.14
.09
.30
.31 ..................... ....................

Diseases of the respiratory
~;yBtem.

Admissions:
Officers ....•••.•••.••..••.
Enlisted men ..••••••••••.
Total. ... ....••..•.••...•.
N oneffectivene8s:
Officers ........••.••••.••.
Enlisted men ....••'•.••••.
Total. .....••.••••••.••...
Deaths:
Officers .....•.••••••••.••.
Eulisted men ..••.•••..•..
Total .....•••••••.••..••.
Discuarges:
Enlisted men ..•.•.•.•••..

1. 78
1. 76
2.08

.... ... .. . -- . - . ..................... ....................
...................
1. 57
1.56

2.01
1. 98

2.51

1. 00

...................
6.54

DiBeases of the circulatory
By stem.
Admil!!sions:
Officers ......•..••••.••••.
Enlit~ted men ..••...•..••.
Total. .........••...•••...
Nonetfectiveness:
Officers ...•..•..•..••...•.
Enlisted men ......••.....
Total .•••••••••••••••..••.

8. 71

1. 76

:;~I

...................... ................... ...... '8~67" .. ..................
11.76
11.23
11.86
11.12

1. 79 .............. .
.96
. 57
.68
.95

11.80

8.59

11.57

.................... ................. ....................
.94

.us I

.46
.46

.19
.19
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
of diseas11 to nativity and length of service-Continued.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scan dina
navian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

Under 1.

1 and
ove1.

l--------l--------l---------1---------l----------------------------l-------

.•...•••••• ~ ............ ............ ............ ........... .......... .......... ..........
............ ............
4.78
4.07 ........... .......... ..........
.25
............ ............
4. 74
4.0;) ........... .......... ..........
.24
6.13 ...................... ..

4.07

4. 24

7.13

4.18

........................................................... ............................. .
]9.87
17.17
10.31
13.16
18.35
10.64
23.08
13.28
1

19. 78

16. 74

10. 20

13. 10

18. 35

10. 30

22. 78

13. 16

4.78
.49
.89
2.44

15.07
17.76
17.57
2. 61
. 78
.88

4. 78

2.38

1. 23

1.66

3.42
8. 22
7.88

............................................................................................................................................................
• 11
.11

• 46
• 45

.

. 14
. 14

. 71
• 71

. 09
• 09

• 29
. . 28

2. 25
2. 22

. 97
. 96

7.13

1.97

.11

.33
. 31
.68

...........................................................................................................................................................

1.37
2.37
2.30

....................................................................................................................................................................

.46
. 12
.14,

6.62
6. 59

.42
.42

4. 29 ............ ...... ...... ..... ......
4. 18 . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. ..

.14 ............ ............ ...........
.14 ............ ............ ...........

10.64 ..........
10. 31 . -........

.06 ..........
.05 ..........

2. 92
2. 90

.15
.15

.20

79. 12

112. 97

92.78
91.84

83.33
82.96

82.57
82.57

333.33
127.66
134.02

5.32
5.30

4. 55
4. 44

1. 58
1.57

2.40
2.39

2.65
2.65

2. 74
2.18
2. 20

'""'79~48· "'"i15~88'

...................................
79. 49
78.48

107. 28
106. 37

128.08
111.19
112.40

1. 44
1. 42

3. 02
3. 00

5. 59
3. 23
3. 40

4.24 .......... ..........

.97

.96
1. 61
1. 55

7.94 ...................................................... .

2.46

2.44

9. 56
9.4,8

6.16
8. 75
8.56

. 66

1. RO
. 07

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: '"""4.'24' :::-::::::: :::::::::: ........ 98'
............ ............ .............. ............
6.13

2. 21
2. 20

17.17
16. 74

5.15
5.10

13.16
13. 10

4. 59
4. 59

10.64
10. 31

....... jf ...... T~f ----·--·:jf ...... 1~r ....... :~l--···jfi

200.00
2. 56
5. 06
20.27
• 19

.44

.66

.76
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TABLE

XIX.-Showing the relation of cm·tain classes
Nativities.

Orders of diseases.

Total.
American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Deseases of the circulatory
system--Continued.

Deaths:
Officers ....••..•...••••..
Enlh•ted men ........... ..
Total ................... ..
Disch:ll·ges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

1.40

.41

• 49

- -·-

1. 48 ....... - . - .... -...... ...
........... -.... ----- ....................... .
.48
• 89 ............ ------------ ...... -----·
. 88 .................................. ..
.60

2.28

1.99

2. 97

151.47
171.97
170.70

153.57
182.79
180.03

100. 00
163.03
162.42

133.33 .............................
]65. 76
158.31
164.32
158.19

142.86
124.71
125. 00'

8. 30
3.02
3. 35

8.49
3. 07
3. 58

5.66
3. 23
3. 25

3. 84 ............ ..........
3. 02
3. 02
3,00
3.03

21.13
2.02
2. 33

1. 87
. 38

1. 98
.14
.36

2. 36

1. 78

2.68
6.16
5.94

2.83
6. 66
6.30

....................... ..................... ........................ ....................

.08
• 56
.53

.09
• 66
.61

....................... ..................... ....................... .......................

.04.

.07

.................. ...................... ..................... ........................

3.14

3. 01 . -----------

DUeases of the digestive I'JIB·

tem.

Admissions:
Officers ................ ..
Enli>~ted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..
Non effectiveness:
Officers .......•..••••••••.
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..
Deuths:
Officers . ................ ..
Enli~ted men . .......... ..
Total ................... .
Dischal'ges:
Enlisted men ........... ..

.2~

........................ ....................... .................... .....................
.89
• 31 ....................... ......................

............... ................

.88

• 31

2.97

2.83

3. 01

4.36

Diseases of the lymphatic
system.
Admissions :
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ........... ..

Non~l~~~i~~~~~5;···· ········1 ·

Oilic(•rs .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .'
Discharges:
linlisted men ............ .

5.13
5.09

.60
.59

6.10
6. 07
.39
.37

Diseases of the genito-urinary
system.
Admissions:
Officers . ................. .
Enlist,ed men ............ .
Tot<Ll. .................. ..
NonPffectiveness:
OliicerR ................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ................... .
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted men ............ .

6. 50
6.46
• 25

.24

7. 06
6.94

.41
.41

.
22.12
17.85
18.11

21.94
19.46
19.69

33.33
11.87
12.08

66.67
19.66
19.90

........................ .....................

3. 41
• 98
1.13

3.44
.97
1. 21

. 91
.61
.61

12.78
1. 03
1. 09

..................... ....................

2. 34
.33
.49

1. 98
.41
.60

1. 34

1. 44

4.02
4.31
4.29

4. 25
4. 07
4. 09

..... . . ................ ...................... ................ ..................

.48
.41
.42

. 51
• 34
.36

...................... .................... ..................... ......................

.77

28.82
79.32
76.22

16.25
16.11
.90
. 89

14.12
13.89
3.k3
3. 77

......................... ...................... ........... . ............
100.00
.....................
• 31 ........................ ......................
.......................
2.13
. 31 .....................
.89

1.57

1. 00

2.18

Diseases of the locomotor system.
Admissions:
Otlic-ers .................. .
:Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .. ................ ..

N ondft>cti \'eness:
Otlicers . .... ........... ..
Enli>~tcd men ........... ..
TotaL .................. .
Dis(•bargei'!:
Enlisted men ........... ..

1. 93
1.91

.11

6.~4

6.41

6. 50
6.46

.11

.86
.85

.49
.48

.55

1.18

1.26

3.01

30.43
86.92
81.58

.....................

...... 7~:58"

DiseaJJes of the integumenta1y
system.
AdmiRSlOnss :
Otficpr·s .................. .
Eulisted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..

65.15
64.53

74.20

....................
65. 01
64.45

2. 35
2.31
.08
• OS

---····-----.

...... so:oo·)
78.70
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
of di8ease to nativity a.nd length of se1·vice-Continued.

Length of serviceyears.

Nativities.
Scan dina·
vian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
otlter.

Underl.

1 ani!
over.

1.43
.39
.49
4.78

8.13

4. 24 .......... ----------

.................... .................. ..................... ...................... .. ..................
145.71
145.05

111.59
108.78

154.64
153.05

162.28
161. 57

128.44
128.44

........................ ...................... ..................... .................... ....................
2.10
2.10

1. 03
1. 01

4.35
4. 31

2. 29
2. 27

1. 75
1. 75

9.57 .......... ..

4.24

··-- ---2~2i. ··---· ·s~5s· ·::::: ::::.:: ...... ·4~ 39·

:::::~::::·

2.05 .......... ..

2.20

8.37 ............

.02
.02

.3ri
• 34

.06
.06

2. 20

666.67
191.49
206.20

200.00
138.46
13!). 23

31.25
215.88
214.33

154. 11
163. 26
162. 60

3. 65
3. 76
3. 76

. 55
3. 54
3.52

. 51
3. 59
3. 57

8. 47

9.91

7.13

2. !ll

3. 31

. 25
. 24

1. 91
. 25
.30

3.44

2.15

10.31

5.06

7.63

2. 74
5. 8:)
5. 63

.9~

.18
.17

. 75
.75

.52
. 4!)

..... io: 64 · -----5.-i3 · .... ·.:;: 7o ·

4.37 ...........

. 31
.31

2. 71

• 08

• 74
• 74

.l'f6

• 25

15.45
15.38

12.88
12.55

20.62
20.41

...................... ....................... ........................
1.20
1. 20

1. 00
.97

1.29
1.27

13.16
13.10

------ ...........
.41
.41

22.94
22.94

10.64
10.31

10.26
10.13

31.33
31. 07

22.68
15.11
15.71

1. 90
1.88

3.48
. 98
. 90

..................... .. ............... . .................
1.50
1. 50

.47
.45

.55
• 55

------

.............................................................. -..
.................. ·- . -.......................................... ---"' ......... .
. ............ ............ ............ ...... ......
4. 24 ............................. .
............ ............ ............ ..... .......
4.24 .......... ------ ............ ..
8.47

. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. ..

.. .............. .. . . .
6. 62
12. 88
6. 59
12. 55
~

. ...... -.... - .
5. 15
5. 10

• 94

• 14

• 39

.58
83

•
. "i3: i6. ::::::: :~ :: :::::::::: """2: 56" ..... 5." 58'1
13.10 ........... ..........

.•.•. -. 2.' ii ......... :96 . ........ : i4 ......... :22. ~ :·:::::::::
2. 09

3.94

2. 39

~:::::::::

• 22 • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • .. .. • •

2.53

5.53

• 54

.48
.38
.40

• 74

• 78

. -.... :46 ....... :54.
• 46

4. 20
4.06
4.06

29.45
72.30
69.24
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TABLE

XIX.-Showing the relation of certain classes

--------------------~------.------------------------------------------.

Nativities.
Orders of diseases, etc.

Total.
American
U.8.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Diseases of the integumentary
system- Continued.
N oneffectiveness:
-Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. .... ~ ............. ..
Deaths:
Officers ................. ..
Total. ................... .
Discharges:
.
Enlisted men ............ .

1.28
2.11
2. 07

1.30
2.17
2.Q9

.47
.04

.49
• 06

.20

.14

2.47
2. 28
2. 28

................. ..................... ................. .
1. 34
1. 32

2.17
2.16

1. 66
1. 64

.................... ........................ ........................ .....................
..................... .....................
....... ~~ ~~ ·J: ~ ~ : : : : ~: : ~ :
.30 .......................

Unclassified.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
:Noneffect.iveness :
Otlice1s ................. ..
Enlisted men .......... ..
Total. .................. ..
Deaths:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total .................... .
Discharges :
Enlisted men ............ .

•10.05

................... .................... . ..................... .......................

17.59
17.12

10.62
18.72
17.95

.36
.41
.41

.38
.41
.41

.04
.04

:g~ 1:::~:: :::::: ....................... ..............................................

.12

.071

15.40
15.26

15.59
15.51

10.83
10.74

...................... .......................... .. ......................
.36
.36

.49
.49

.15
.15

25. P8
25 .46
.................
. 43
.42

'""'""''"'"'"''"'""'"''"'"

:::::::::::1::::::::,::·

.M

• 31

825.90
1, 223.78
1,186.12

1,166. 67
1,170. 73
1,170. 69

1, 466.61
1, 017.63
1, 019.90

1, 093. 17

1, (;89.15

R57. 14
1 087. 06
1, 083.33

50.54
35. 11
36.58

98.72
33.12
33.75

37.08
31.51
31.54

47.95
29.20
29.37

39.14
34-. 17
34. 2:i

Total for diseases•
.Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
545.17
Enlisted men ........... .. 1, 159. 92
Total. ................... . 1, 140. 55
NoneffeNh·eness:
Officers. _................ .
51.04
Enlisted men ........... ..
33.80
Total. ................... .
34.86
Deaths:
Officers .................. .
12.63
Enlisted men ............ .
4. 60
Total. .................. ..
5.25
Discharges :
Enlisted men .......... ..
22.49

12.85
4. 32
5. 36
20.771

625.00

...................... ............ [ ........... .
7.14
7.04

4. 08 i
4.o6

3. 01
2. 98

100. 00
4. 36
6. 40

24.09

25.44 !

27.11

32. 6S

1

Total jf!r inju.ries.
Admissions:
Officers ................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..
Nonefl'ectiveness:
Officers ............. ------~
Enlisted men ........... ..
Deaf~ost~l- · · · • · · .. · .... • .... • ·
· Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..
Discharges:
Enlisted m&i ............ .

70.38
255.08
243.70

68.65
264.83
246.26

133.33
278.88
277. 50

66.67
217. 63
216. R6

4. 35
8. 08
7. 85

3. 97
7.96
7.59

14.43
9. 92
9. 98

16.44

1. 87
3. 58
3.45
2. 53

I

1. 4R
3.43
3.19

~:~~I

250. 00 . ......................
237.27
268.24
237.38
263.89
21.92
7.22
7. 34

6.42
6. 31

........................ ....................... ........................ . ....................
3. 27
3. 23

4. 08
4. 05

5. 02
4. 96

2.60

2.68

3.14

2. 01 ..........................

894.55
1, 488.61
1, 432.38

1, 300.00
1, 449.61
1,448.19

1, 533.34
1, 235.25
1, 236.76

875.00
1, 330.44
1, 326.53

857.14
1, 35fi. 29
1, 347.22

54.50
43.07
44.17

113.15
43.05
43.73

53.52
39.00
39.09

69.87
36.42
36.71

39.14
40,60
40. 5G

2.18
2.13

Total diseases and injuries .
.Adruissions:
Officers .................. .
915.55
Enlisted men ........... .. 1, 415.00
Total. ................... . 1, 384.211
Non effectiveness:
Officers . .... ............ .
55.38
Enlisted men .......... ..
41.88
Total. ................... .
42.71
Deaths:
14.50
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ........... ..
8.18
. Total __ ................ ..
8.69
Discharges:
Enlisted men ........... ..
25.01

14.33 ................... ...
7. 74
10.41
H. 55
10.27
23.37

26.76

....................... . .....................
8.17
8.10

8. 03
7. 94

100. 0(1
6. 54
8. 5:3

28.581

29.121

32.68
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of disease to natirity and length of service-Continued.

I

Nativities.

Length of serviceyears .

.All
Scandina1 and
Austrian. Danish. French. others.
Scotch.
Swiss.
Under 1.
vian.
over.
1---------!--------l---- .----l--------l------- ------ ------ -------11-------

··· · · · ·i~~;· ···· · ·i~i4. · ··· · · · ·2: 2o· · · · · · · · ·:82 · ··· · · ·i."22 · ·· · · ·i: o5· ······a: 66
1. 11

1. 44

2. 18

• 81

1. 22

1. 02

1. 31
1. 96
1. 91

2. 90
2.88

3. 61

.48
. 04
. 25

.20

.9." i7 ..... 2i." 28" .... 28~ 2i ..... 29~74"

10.27
15.18
14.83

4.24 ..•..••••• ·••••••·•·

17. 66
17. 58

.

12. 88
12. 55

15.46
15.30

13.16
13.10

9.17

20. 62

27. 85

29. 49

·· ···jf ······ ·jf ······ ··:-ff ·----···:gf ·······:·gr ····-rfrl····--:~r ···-··:tr

.37
. 34
.34
. 05
• 04

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::;;:
1' 500. 00
955. 85
958. 24
73.97
35. H6
36.03

I
!

I

666. 67
909. 87
903. 77

500. 00
s4o. 21 ,
836. 73 1

18.72
27. 61
27.37

5. 48
27. 81
27.58

I

·I

1, 000. 00 .......... 2, 000. 00
1, ooo. oo
1. 022. 94, . 1, o42. 55
1, 000. 00
1, 022. 94 I 1, 072. 17

I
I

19. 18 1. . . . . .••. •.
25. 90
30. 19
25.86
30.19

2, 200. 00
917. 9.'5
934. 17

! 93. 75 !
i 1, 519. 91 1

1, 088.48

!

1, 072.28

i 1, 507. 90

39.45 I
32. 80 i
32.93j

21.00
30. 51
30.22

.10

II

7.11
48. 30
47.96 ,

.-------.--.---.- ... --. -----------I-----------..
------.----- ..... -·j; -·---.. -..I.-------.I
2. 05 .••• -- . --..
9. 57 I
4. 07
16: 95 .••••.• --. :-.-.- . --·I
3. 69
2.04 .•••••.•••••

20. 45

7. 94

•••• •• • . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .

~~~: ~~

~~~: ~~

·----- ·9.- 6!) ------ ii." 93 ·
9. a5

50

~: ~~

11. 64

9.48

4.05

16.95 ••••••.••.•••••••••. ,

I

I 36. 41
I
.
500. 00 •••••••.•...•••••..••••••••••. -- •••• -.-.---1-------...
~~!: ~~t~~: ~~
t!g: ig I ~~: ~~ ~~~: ~b I ~~~: ~~
1
~: g~ ·----- -4." 84- ------3: ~8 ·I·---- 4:55- ·---- 1: 9i- i-----s: 92 ·
19. 14

28. 46

6. 44

....... 3:97 .I:::::: :::: ::

4. 82

38.14

3. 28

9. 90

I

4. 41

1, 500.00
1, 17G. 60
1, 178.02

666.67
1, 175.97
1, 163.18

1, 000.00
1, Oil. 24
1, 040.82

73.97
45.56
45.68

18.72
39.53
39.01

23.29
34.13
34.02

~:~~

··· · · · · i 97·
10. 18
3. 83
24. 54

7. 94

28. 50

7. 82 :

8. 85

I· .-....8." i3. :::: :: ::::: :::: :: :::: .-...4: 75 ·I· .... 3:94.

-::: '... :·.-~:~_I::::::::::: :1·----- -~:~:.'::::::::::: ::::::::::

50

3.65

1, 000.00 ................... 2, 000.00
1, 197. 37
1, 169.73 1, 287.23
1, 196.50
1, 169.73 1, 309.28
19.18 ............ . .....
30.74
33.47
30.69
33.47

21. oo I
35.06
34.63

19. 14

WAR 91-VOL I--44

16. 95

28. 46

38. 14

9. 90

12.91
4. 78
5. 54
19.72

71.92
246.73
234.24
4.45
7. 92
7. 67
1. 91
3. 52
3. 37

:::

2.44

2, 200.00
1,112.82
1, 126.58

93.75
1, 817.05
1, 802.53

933.5t}
1, 335.21
1, 306.52

39.45
40.71
40.75

7.11
57.22
56.81

56.44
38.84
40.09

!

12. 15

51. 99
30.92
32.42

::::

4. 67

7. 54

14.82
8.30
8. 91

30. 88

39. 36

22.17

··· ·- · ·9: 57-J-····· i2: 2o· ·····iii.' !is· :::::::::: ···· ·4: 75 · ··· · ·1:63 ·
9. 481

861.64
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TABLE

XX.-Showiug the relation of certain spedjitd
Arms of sin·vice

Names of diseases,
etc.

1\Iecli-

Total.

Infan- Cavalry.
try.

Artillery.

Ordnance.

Engineers.

cal
DeTJartment.

Recruits.

other.

--------1------------------------Cerebro-spinal fever.
A.dmh•sions :
Enlisted men ..•.
~·otal ..........•.
NondiPetivcness:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ......••••••

.04
.01

.10
.10

.01
. 01

. 02
.02

• 67
.26
.29

.40
.38

.01
. 003
. 003

:~~~

• 22
. 21

.20
.19

.006
• 01

. 005
.005

Dengue.
AdmiRsions:
Officers ......•••.
Enlisted men .••.
Total .......•••••
Noll(•ffeetiveness:
Officers .......••.
Enlisted men .••.
Total ..........•.

12.66 ··--··. -----· .....•....
. 31 . --· •••.. ----· •..• ---- ...... --- .•. -·---· .. - --- .. _____ ._ ~~ _ : : :: :: :: : : : ::: ::: :
1. 98 _____ . _ .. ______ . _____ ..

:~~~ :::: :::: : :::::: :: : . -- .. :~~. :::

::::::::::::::~:: :::
1

Diphtheria.
Admis!lions:
En liMed men ..•.
T tal ..........•.
NonPffectiveness:
l~nli8ted men ....
Total
Deaths:
Enlisted men •••.
Total .......•.••.

.04
.94

.............

..................
.................

..............

.41
.38
.02
.02

.............. ................. .................
................. ............. .............

2. 53
2. 29

1. 41
1.19

.04

.03
• 03

.04
2. 34
2. 06

............ ..........

---···-·· . ..... -................ . ...........
................. . ..........

............. ............. ..............
-·······- ............ ................

Enteric fever.
Admissions:
Ofrieers .....••...
Enlisted men ....
Total ........•...
Non pffc>ctiveness:
OffiC<'l'S. -·· ·----EuliHted men ... .
'l'otal ........... .
Deaths:
Enlisted men:
Total .........•..

12.66

4.69
5. 28
5. 24

3.35
5. 94
5. eo

10. OS
7. 23
7.36

5. 00
2. 88
3. 04

10.10
9.17

1. 07
. 74• 76

. 61
. 80
. 79

3. 08
1.14
1. 23

. 97
.33
.38

.92

.53
.49

.47
.43

• 73
.69

. 38
.34

164.87
168.14
167.93

199.32
159. 38
161. 63

190. 63
227.94
226.29

230.00
162.90
168.00

75.00
229.79
2J5. 60

4.85
2. 55
2. 69

4-.58
2. 442. 56

6. 31
3. 02
3.16

9.40
2. 65
3.16

1.64
6.17
5. 76

.47
• 20
.22

. 09
.09

2. 34
.15
.27

................... ................... ............... ............ ................. .. ............
1.14 ...... ...... .. ............... .............. ................ . ..........
1. 03 ................ ............... ...... , .. .............. . ..........

1. 34
2. 55
2. 4-8

6. 69
.47
• 75

...................

2.22
2. 09

. 30
.11
• 13

.11
.10

1. 50
. 01
.08

.13
.12

. 92
• 87

. 81
• 76

1. 26
1. 20

2. 06
1. 90

1. 98

1.4-1
1.19

. 67
. 67

1. 98
1.73

.13

.18
.18

.lR
.17

1.39

.84

.22

.11

.................. ............. ...............

................ ................. ............ ...............

1. R3
1. 54

Influenza.
Admissions:
Oflicers ......... .
Enlistedmen ..•.
Total .•...•......
Noneffectiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ..•.
'I'otal ...•......•.
Dentbs.
OlfiPers ......... .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ..•.........

.............. 113.63
223. 00 127.29
188.10 125.14

63.97
6::1.97

41.38
2-!. 75
26.84

3. 36
2. 03
2. 24

1. 37
1. 37

1. ilO
. 37
. 51

.42
4-.26
3. 66

.llteasles.
Admissions:
Officers ..•..•.••.
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Nonpff,•ctiveness:
Oiliccrs ......... .
Enli:.ted men ... .
Total .......•••••

3. 70
3.42

................ .. .............

Mumps.
Admi!'Rions:
.IJ:nlisted men ....
Total .......•••..

... . .... .. -... ................
··- ......... ...............
.................. ..............
............. .................
................... ..................

1.41
1.19

15.49
15.49

.08
.07

. 70
. 70
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Ages-years.

19 and
utH1er.

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

6

~v!~~l

. 17
.17
.04
• 04

..... -- ................ -............... - . .

........."':

. 17
.17

.28
. 27

4.20
.47
. 67

.47 ·•••••·••· ...................................... .
.42 ................................................ .

. 001
. 001

. 003
. 003

. 07
. 01
. 01

.001 ............................................... ..
.001 ................................................ .

. 34
. 33

.14

.24

.14

22

.57
.51

• 01
• 01

. 01
.01

.01
. 01

.01
. 01
.52
.46

11.11
11.11

33.90
10.61
10.84

8.40
4.40
4.53

8.40 .......... ..........
5.08 ........................... ..
3. 08
3. 26
1. 13 .. • .. .. . .. .. • .... • ..
15.15 ....... ..
3. 36
2. 95
1. 03
. 86 .. .. .. .. ..
5. 68 ....... ..

1. 45
1.45

5. 25
1. 45
1.49

1. 54
.58
. 62

3.03 .......... ..........
.49 ........................... ..
.41
. 78
.17 .......... •••••• ....
.42
. 55
• 71
.15
.17 ...... .• ..
.16

.78

.77

.66
.63

.44
.41

144.44
144.44

322.02
202. 08
203.26

214.28
172.96
174.31

1i2. 25
142.42
144.00

198.19
Hi6. 89
160.76

157.30
155.45
155.62

177.65
no. 31
121.75

97.23
116.84
108.48

45.45
60.61
51.14

58.82
368.41
169.80

2.21
2.21

10.31
2. 85
2. 92

6. 85
2. 54
2.68

4.10
1. 96
2.08

5. 80
2. 50
2.81

5.28
2. 74
2.97

3.87
2. 58
2.80

2. 60
3.45
3. 09

3. 46
5.69
4.30

2. 66
12.83
6. 31

3. 92
.52
.93

.96
• 76

13.89
4.37

................... ................... .................. ................... .................
.16
.15

.13
.13

11.11
11.11

6. 23
6.17

8.40
1.56
1. 78

.58
• 58

.25
.25

1.89
. 07
.13

3. 70
3.70

1.68
1. 67

• 71
.69

.22
• 20

...............

---. ·---- ..... -.. -... -.... ----- ....... -.............. -..
1.18
1.12

. .............. ............... .. ...............
.................. ............... ..............
.................. .............. . ..........

------ ......... --. ---·-- . -.. -·--.

.93 ............................................... ..
.84 ...... : ......................................... .

............ - .............. -............................................... -................ -...... -...... --·
.08
.08

.71
.67

.05 ............................................... ..
.05 ............................................... ..

.47

.42

. 57
.51
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TABLE

XX.-Showing the relation of certain specified
Arms of service.

Names of cUseases,
etc.

Total.

Infan- Caval
try.
ry.

Artillery.

Ordnanee.

I

J

En~i

ueers.

Medical
Departmrnt.

Recruits.

All
other.

_________,____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Mumps-Continued.
Nonefl'e>criveness:
Enlisted men ....
Total ••••••......

.11

.03
. 03

.02
.02

.031
.03

.26
.25

.30
.29

.47
.45

. 006
. 01

.01
.01

.01
. 01

.26
. 25

.10
.10

.47

.45

.41
.38

.02
.02

. 01
.01

. 03
.03

• 05
. 04

.04
. 04

.10
.10

. 004
.00~

.01
. 01

.22
. 21

.30
.29

.16
.15

.41

.01
.01

. 01
• 01

. 01
.01

• 06
• 05

2. 01
2. 46
2. 43

5. 03
3. 02
3.14

2. 04
1. 95

2. 47
2. 28

2. 29 ..•. -....

1. 41
1. 19

2. 02
2. 02

1. 73

.11
.10
.11

.28
.12
.13

.12
.12

. 08
. 07

.18
.16 .........

. 04
.04

. 09
. 09

• 0:!
• 03

. 08
.07

.19
.17

.10

Quinsy.
Admissions:
Enliste;l men ....
Total ..••.....
Nouf'ffectiveness:
Enlisted men ....
Total .•.....•....

Scarlet ftver.
AdmisAions:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men ....
Total .........••.

............ ........... ............ ---·----·--··---· . ·-· ...... -. ------- ---·-·--............... ·-·--· ...... ............
~

............... ................ ............

. 99
.87
. 02
.02

Small·po:e.
AdmiR!lions:
EnliAted men ... .
Total ........... .
NonPfft>ctiveness:
Enlisted men ..•.
Total .......•....

Whooping cough.
Admissions :
En listed men ..•.
Total ........... .
Non effectiveness:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .

.38

Erysipelas.
AdmiRAions:
Officers ......... .
En listed men ... .
Total ........... .
'Nonflff<•ctiveness:
Otlicors ........ ..
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .
Death!!:
Enlisted men ... .
Total ........... .

2. 53 ...... -..

1. P8

Other specific febrile
ancl acute i11j'ectious
di:>eaAJe:>.

Admiasions:
Officf'rs ......... .
EnliRted men ... .
Total ........•.•.
Noncft'ectiveness:
Offief'rs ......... .
Eulisted men ... .
Total ........... .

• 67
. 04
. 08
. 02 ...........•...•..
. 001 ..•..........•.••.
.002 .••.•.••. ·••·••••·

Bronchitis.
Admissions:
Office•·s ......... .
Enlisted men ..••
Tatal ............ .

80. 4:l
73.65
74.07

105.53
79.08
80.57

93.65
61.62
63.06

JOO. 00
115.18
114.03

25.00
118.69
110.09

12. 66
190. 14
162. 38

45. 46 .... - .. 28. 29
35. 69
30. gg
35. 69

·16.
91)
16. 83
15. 58

I
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.Ages--years.

1!l and

60 and

Ul!der.

. 01
• 01

over.

• 05
• 05

.03
.03

. 34
. 33
. 01
. 01

. 001
.001

.51
.50

. 43
.41

.03
.03

.04

.01
. 01

.01
• 01

. 02
.02

.47
.45

. 93 ....................
.84 ........................

.02
.02

.01
. 01

............... . ..................... ................. .............
.................... .................. .................. ...............

-· .................. ............... ................... ................
..................... .................... ..................... . ... ... .... .·-·
.............. ....... .................. ..................... .................... . ..................
................... ..................... ....................... .................. ..................

.04

.17 .••••••••..••••••••..•••••.••. ········-· ..................................... .
. 17
. 02
• 02

............... ............................................................................................................................ -...................... .
~

• 51
. 50

.28
.27

.041
.04

.01
.01

'

2.02
2.00

2. 27
2.19

1. 89
1. 79

2. 79
2.53

........ -.. . . ........... -5.09
4. 62

~

4.16
3. 45

.......... ·········· ....... , ...................... ········ ··!··········

··••··•·•·

.05

.11

.11

.16

.20

I

.17

13. 891·····- .. ·- ........ .
3.44 .•.•••... . ·••••·••·
7. 89 .•••.•..•..••...••.
.77 ····••·••· ........ .
.OS .•••••.••......•••.

:;;;;;; ;; :::::: :;~:

:;; ::::::~;; ::::: :~:;: ;;; (::::~;; ::::::~ :~: :;;;;;:;;: :;: :; ;;:

16.95

.....................·..... :............ .! .............................. ·········

:~~
:

29.63
29.63

g~5

101. 69
77.97
78.21

.

:::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::1:::::::::: :::::::::. :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::

71.4-3

73.30
73.24

79.83
70.7:'1
71.22

54.55
65.18
64.14

95.51
78. 01
79.61

86.29
74.92
76.86

92.59
92.78
92.70

81.82
!36. 36
102.27

88.25
105. ~6
94.33
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TABLE

XX.-Slwwing the relation of certain specified
Arms of service.

Names of diseases,
etc.

Total.

Infan·\c
try.
avalry.

Artillery.

-~

Medi-I
Ord·
nance.

Engi·
neers.

I

Reu~- I cruits.

partment.

All

other.

---------1-------------------- ---------Bronchitis-Continued.
Non effectiveness:
Officers .......••.
Enlisted men ....
Total . ...•..•••••
Discharges:
Enlisted men ..•.

2.54

1. 71
2. 68
2. 60

l. 37

1.44

2. 47
1. 53
1. 59

2. 68
1. 0,1,
1.11

3. 50
1.84.
1.97

.24

.37

.15

1.34
3. 39
3. 26

1. 68
3.42
3. 33

3.62
3.45

5. 00
4.94
4. 94

. 94
. 82
.83

1.63
. 80
.85

• :!8
.80
• 78

. 29
1. 65
1. 55

.71

.94
.69

2.34
. 56
.69

]. 71

1.49

1.60

3.81

4. 67

2.68
4.04
3. 96

1.68
3. 73
3.61

6. 69
4.40
4. 50

5. 00
4.11
4.18

10.10
9.17

• 28
.41
. 41

.10
.30
.29

.49
.43
.43

1.10
.53
. 58

.57
. 52

.37
.35

. 73
.69

.38
3. 22
2. 78

............. ............. .. ..........

4. 75
.99
1. 59
1.31

1. 01
1. 01

• 49
.19
.22

............... ........

Pulmonary Phthisis.
Admi~sions:

Offi•·ers .......•..
Enlisted men ..•.
Total ........... .
Non1>ffectiveness:
Officers . ........ .
Enlisted men ... .
Total ....•..••...
DeatlH!:
Officers ......... .
Eitlisted men .•..
Total . .......... .
Discharges:
Enlisted men .•..

................ .............. .............
2.53
2.29

7.04
5.94

.............
.38
• 33

1. 60
1. 35

-······

.. ..........
• 99
.87

.48
.48

.............

2.11
. 33

............... ................ ............. .............. .........
1. 52 .............. ................ ...........
.73
.69
1. 37 ................ ............ ..........

..............

2. 02
2.02

-------

------.........

.6::!
.62

.92
. 77

1.28

.92

Pneumonia.
Admis~ions:

OfficPrs .......••.
Enli~ted men ..•.
Total . ......... ..

Non~>ff• ·etiveness:

Officers .......•••
Enlisted men .••.
Total ..••••...••.
Deaths:
Enlisted men ....
Total .....•.•.•••

.. .. . . -·-- ..
...............

..............

................ ................
3.51
3.19

.08
.07

............. ................ ...............
............. .............. ...............

2.83
2.38

............ ............
6. 06
1. 98
6.06
1. 73

. .............. ..............
. 22
.19

.47
. 47

.13

1. 31
1. 05

1.25
1.25

1.83
1.54

.11

Pleuritis.
I·

Admissions:
OUicers ·-····--··
Enlisted men . __ .
Total.-·--·. ___ ••
Noneffeetiveness:
Officers ......... .
Enlisted men ... ·1
Total ...... ---···
Death~:~:

Enlisted men .. -.
Total ..••••.•••..
Discharges:
Enlisted men .•..

I

Rheumatic fever.

!

Admis.sions:

I

~~~~:~·:d ;;.~;;:: ::1

Tot:tl ..........••
N onl:'fl',,ctiveness:
Otlicers ........ .
J;;nlhlteu men---·
Total .... ·-··--·
Deaths:
EHliRted men ....
Total ........ ---·
DisehargeR:
Enlisted men . _••

• 67
2. 81
2. 6B
• 591
.16
.191

1.68
2. 62
2.57

.. --4: o9 · ··- ·2:o6· .. ·io:io· · ---2:as · ··i:4i- · -··- ·- · · --·:99·

.65
. 20
. 23

2.36 ··-····-· --···· · ·· ··-·--· ····----· ···---·

.08
.07

3. 90

1. 19 . --.. • • • .

• 87

2.17 ••••••. -----···· ·-····-

.15

2. 68
5. 54
5. 36

3. 35
5. 90
5. 70

4.87
4. 65

. 48
. 59
. 58

.65

..... _.43'1
.41

. 005
. ·-· ..•••..•..
• 004. ·-· .. ··- ..•..•...
.09

1. 98

: ::~~;1:: :~!;: ::::i:~: : :~; : :~~~~~::: .: ~; :

.09

.12

9.17

.29
.27

.14
.14

.12

:~;

1. 90

.15

10.00
5. 76
6. 08

5. 05
4.58

4. 69
3. 96

5. 66
4. 77

8. 75
8. 75

1. 98
1. 73

1. 74 ......... ······-·· ................ --··--. 97
• 81
.67
.15
.43
• J3 I
. 97
.74
.56
• 36
.14
. 80

I

::: t::: : : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : .: : :
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~~d~~

I
20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30 to 34.

35 to 39.140 to 44.
I

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

55 to 59.

•

60 and

over.

------------1------1. 21
. 28
. 28

1. 25
1. 25

1.15
1. 35
1. 34

1.00
1.12
1.11

.13

............... .................. ................. .
..........

2.12
1.90
1. 92

2.14
1. 62
1. 66

1. 29

.52

4. 551

2. 84

4. 20
3. 31
3. 36

3. 72
3. 38

.90
.89

. 59
• 57

. 60
. 88
. 87

1.09

::::~::::: ..... ~:~~- ..... ~--~~.

.......... """"""."78' ...... .'39 ....... .'22

,J
. 94
1. 69

..1

516
2. 51
3. 65

•
8. ;)3
4. 64.

5.32
1. 05
3. 72

3.18

5. 62 , ............•........•.......
2. 83
1. 04 .. .. .. • • • .
30. 30
3. 08
• 86 ....... -..
11. 36

: 9!)

7. 05
1. 48
1. 99

.09
. 08

5.10
1. 91

. 96
. 76

13. !i9
4. 37

. 77

. 38

. 20

1. 29
1.14

7. 84
1. 57
2. 31

2.50

1. 58

1.53

1. 29

1. 57

.................. .... -........ -.. .................
4.11
3. 98

4. 20
3. 78
3. 81

4.66
4. 22

5.62
1. 70
2.05

5.08
3.12
3.45

................
. 36
.36

. 46
.44

24
.35
• 35

. 67
• 61

. 29
. 29
• 29

.47
• :}7
. 30

.62
.62

. 26
. 25

.22
• 20

1. 29
1.14

.52
.46

• 96
• 76

:::::: ::::I" .... E~~. ..... ~:- ~~. ..... f ~~. .....f ~g ......t ~~.

5. 08
6. 24
6.04

····••. ••. ....... ..
10
• 10

1. 97 ........•. ···•· .............•
. 33
. 04
. .. .. .. .. .. ..... ..
. 61
. 02

~

4. 55
4. 50

................
.13
.13

.

:::::: :::.

I

1. 98 .......... ..•....
. Hl
. 28
. 12
. 22
. 2G
. 11

·.·.·.·.•.·•·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.••·.·.·.•.·.·.

..1133

..........l

. 26

.16

·····;:;;·1---··;:;;·1--· .. 4." 82.

. 08
• 08

13.89

9.09
15.15
11.36

10.31
5.92

..................

1. 99
1. 78
1. 91

.44

.24

2. 74
. 98

fiO,OO
14.71

3.18
1. 61

3.44 ·······•·· .......•.
1.97 ................. ..

1--........ ·,· ...... .

1

.22 .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
• 20 ......................................................... .

3. 70

5. 33

4. 66

4. 20
4. 02
4. 03

6.98
6. 33

5. 62
7. 91
7. 70

5. 08
10.41
9.49

. 31
. 31

. 66
.65

. 53
.51

.64
.45
.46

.07
. 53
.49

1.15
. 97
.96

. 76
. 70

.71

:.-~:~.1
1.08
.62

9. 09
15.15
11.36
1.77
. 33
1. 23

.13
.13
• 16

.13

.52 ...................................... .
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TABLE

X,X.-Shou·ing the 1·elation of ce1·tain specified
Arms of service.

Namt·s of diseases,
etc.

I Total.

In"
,an- Ca,.-alry.
try.
•

A-t~l
r·Ord~----E·ngl-- . -,-~~~ir
De1 •

lery.

nance.

neers.

I

llart1
1 ment.

R

~-

crmts.

I -"'·II

other.

- - - - - - - ------ - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ----~--- - - - - - - JJlyalgia and

m'USCU.·

1

j

lar 'rheumatism.

1
i

AtlmiR~ions:

Otlicrrs . .•.••••..
Enlisted men ....
Totnl ...........•
NoJJPffectiveness:
i
Otlit'ers ....•..••. t
l"nlistod men. ···I
Total .......... . . ,'
Dischnrges:
Eulistcd men .. --i

55.63
53.60
53.73

80.40
55.46
56.35

50.17
64.77
64.11

65.00
51.42
52.45

25.00
75. 76
71.10

12.66
105.63
91.09

22. 7il
31.12
29.80

2. 04
1. 8ll
1. 84

2. 79
2. 03
2. 07

1. 53
1. 89
1. 88

2.12
2.13
2.13

1. 03
2. 79
2.63

.07
2.31
1. 96

1.60

.98

.93

1. 02

76

-4.67

2.17

I
I

Other rheumatism.

Admissions:
!I
Officers ........ ..
Enlisted men .. ..
Tntal . .. .. .. . ... .
Nonetf;ctiveness:. --I
Otfic(•rs .......... :
Enlisted men .... 1
. Tot.al ............ 1
D1sr.hnrg-es:
:
Enlisted men ..

Total rheumatism.

--I
I,

AdmiRsions:
J
Otlirers ........ ..
Enlisterl men ... .
Total ........... .
Noneffpc•tiveness .. ..
OffiC P l'S . . . . . . . . . .

RnliRted men .. ..
Total ........... .
Deaths:
EnliRted men . ...
Total ..........•.
Dischargfls:
Enlisted men ....

I

--- 16.83
ia~ s4: I ~:: ~~
14.72

1J~ ~-----:29'
. 29

2. 85
.40

.71

1. 25

I
25.47
24.01
24.10

38.53
26.76
27.18

10.03
26.10
25.38

40.00
20.98
. 22.43

2. 78
1. 55
1. 63

3.07
1. 66
1. 74

4.48
1. 85
1.96

3.51
1. 20
1.38

32.83
29.82

30.30 .•...••.........
4. 95
12.12
21.22
12.11
4. 33
22.65

35.21
29 70

.................. !

2.50
2. 27

. 75
.63

!

.35

1. 25

1.21

.87

1.14

4. 67

83.78

122.28

115.00
78.15
80.96

25. 00
113.63
105. 50

12. 66 I 53. 03
145.53 57.98
12i. 75 . 57. 22

37.71
37.69

13.79
21.78
20.78

7.37
4.05
4.31

1.03
6.10
5.64

.07 1 2.26
3. 73 I 3. 04
3.16
2. 92

2.54
2. 54

2. 85
.96
1. 20

9.34

4.34

2.50 ...... .

8~.15

~8.1~

83.19

89.23

!5.30
3.97
4. 05

6.47
4.33
4.46

6.06
4.17
4.25

.005 ............... ..
,004 .••• . ••..••••.••••
2.24

2. Oi

1. 31

·----·.40

1.14

60.20
95.74
94.14

2.17

2.08 1- -------1. 28
.75 1
.96 i
1. 28

'

I

.38
.34
2.29

1.31
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SURGEON -GENERAL.
diseases to m·m of se1't,ice and age of imliviclual-Continued.
Ages-years.

19 ancl
uud .-r.

- --

20 to 24.

25 to 29.

30to 3<1.

35to 39.

40 to 44.

45 to 49.

50 to 54.

- - -- - - - - - - - ----- - - - - - - -

55 to 59.

6(} and
over.

-- ---

7. 41
7. 40

16.95
41.26
41.01

33.61
45.65
45.26

37.81
55.-'59
54.65

40.54
66.11
63.71

89.89
83. 66
84.23

96.45
7<1. 9:J
78.59

55.56
134. 0~
100.59

63.64
181.82
107. 95

105.26
75.47

. 20
. 20

. 51
1. 10
1. 09

. 45
1.39
1. 37

1. 01
3. 05
2. 00

• 70
2. 69
2. 51

2. 75
2.85
2. 8!

3. 23
3. 97
3. 84

4.13
4. 53
4.36

1. 87
6.10
3.46

8.30
4. 90
7. 08

.31

.26

.66

2.59

3.14

2.89

3.18

33. !lO
18.69
18.84

4. 20
19.57
19.06

25.21
22.47
22.62

29.79
27.00

44.94
32.22
33.38

55.84
47.87
49.22

32.41
65.26
51.28

27.27
181.82
85.23

157.89
56.60
7.17
4.47
6.20

3.70
3.70

' 4.83

58.8~

50.00

.42
1.18
1.17

. 25
1. 55
1. 51

3. 38
1. 34
1. 45

1. 69
1. 53

2. 53
2. 74

4.45
1. 77
2.22

3.34
l. 85
2.49

5.01
18.01
9.90

.78

1.44

.66

.86

1.57

.96

6.37

13.89

14.81
14.81

50.85
65. 3~
65.18

37.82
70.04
68.99

67.23
82. 09
81.30

40.54
102.88
97.05

140.44
123.79
125. 32

157.35
133.20
137.31

87.96
206.18
155.82

100.00
371:!. 79
204. 5!

58.82
263. 16
132.07

.54

.93
2. 94
2.92

.70
3.47
3. 38

5.04
3.85
3. 91

. 78
4.92
4.53

8. 74
6. 31
6.54

8.44
6. 44
6. 78

7.47
7.47
7. 47

8.67
24.45
14.59

15.47
9. 37
l3.28

.02
.02

. 54

............... .................
............ .
l. 25

.13 . .............
• 13
1.84

1.31

.................. ............... ...............
---- .........
......

·-----

3.45

5. 23

3.86

::::::::::I:::::::::: 1::::::::: .
9. 55

13. 89

50.00

.'
'
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TABLE.XXI.-Showing the relcdion of ce1·tain
Nativities.

Names of diseases, etc.

Total.
.Am erican

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

Cerebro-spinal fever.
AdmisRions:
Enlisted men ..•.•.••.•••.
TotaL ................... .
Non elfcctiveness:
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL .......... ~ ....... ..

.04
.04

--

1. 08
1. 07

........... ·.... .. -......... -...... ................ -- .
~

• 01
.01

• 25
. 25

Dengue.
AdmiRsions:
Officers ................ ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Offi cers . .............. . . .
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .

.71

.67
• 26
.29

• 30
• 33

.01
• 003
• 003

.01 ........... . ................................... .
• 003
• 002 - .... - .... " ............ - . - ......... .
.004
.002 .................................. ..

.22 .
• 21

.22
.20

.32
.32

.34 ....................... .
.34 ....................... .

.006
.01

.01
.01

.01
.01

:gg! :::::::::::: ::::::::::::

.32 .................................. ..
.32 ................................... .

Diphtheria.
AdmisRions:
Enlisted men .... ~ ...... ..
Total ................... ..
Non eftecti veness:
Enlisted men ..•...•..•••.
Total. ................... .
Deat-bs: ·
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..

.04
• 04

......................

....................

.30
.29

Enteric fever.

II

Admissions:
Otlicers ................. .
Eniisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Noneffectiveness:
Offi cers .. . . ............ ..
Eulistedmen . ~ .......... .
TotaL .................. ..
Deaths:
Eulisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

4.69
5. 28
5.2<1-

4.95
4. 88
4. 89

5. 78
5. 72

5. 42
5.40

5. 42
5.37

9. 41
9.26

1. 07
• 74
• 76

1.13
. 74
.77

.65
. 65

• 75
• 74

.69
• 69

1. 43
1.41

.53
• 49

.41
.36

1.19
1.16

. 63
.62

164. 87
168.14
167. 93

161.36
1Hl. 39
179.50

133.33
Hi3. 99
163.70

266.67
148. 13
148.72

250.00
149. 50
150.37

285.70
115. 29
118.05

4. 85
2. 55
2.69

4.82
2. 64
2. 84

2. 37
2. 85
2.b5

4. 75
2.20
2.22

4.45
2. 49
2. 51

7. 04
2. 25
2.33

.47
. 20
.22

.49
.21
.24

.................... ................... .................... ...................
.30
.31 ................ .......... . ...........

1. 34
2. 55
2.48

1.42
3.99
3. 75

.................................... . .................... .......................

• 30

.13

. 32
.18
.19

.92
.87

1. 26
1.14

...................... .........................
................... . ......................

Influenza.
Admissions:
Officers ................. ..
Enllsted men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Deaths:
.
Officers ................. ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..

.29

.31

.

~-

.. -........ ..................

Measles.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Ofiicers . . ................ .
Enliat ed men ............ .
Total . ................... .

.11

.32 ...... ......
.32 ............
.01 ............
.01 ............

1.08 . .......... .
1.07 .......... ..
.06
.06

Mumps.
Admissions:
Enlisted mEm ............. .
Total. .................. ..

,

.

• 3~

.32

.34
.34

2. 35
2. 31
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SURGEON -GENERAL.

8pecified diseases to nativity and length of sen·ice.
Lengt.h of serviceyears.

Nativities.

1-8-c_~_~a_d~-~-a-

_,__
sc_o_t_ch_._, __s_w_is_s_._, _A_u_s_t_ri_a_n _. _,_n_an_i_s_h·_, __F_r_e_n_c_h_·J

.&;~,

Under 1.

1 and
over•

• 27
.26
.06
.06

-...................................................................... -........................ . ----- .................... -............... .

............ ............ ............ ............ ...........
............ ............ ............ ............ ...........

10.64 ..........
10.31 ..........

.53
.53

.004

.01
.003
.003

.27
.26

.21
.20

.003
.003

.01
.01

:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: · ·----:i2- :::::::::: ---·--: oo4
............ ............ ............ ............ ...........

.11 ..........

.68
• 21
.24

.05
.04
'

..................... - .. .. .. . . ... .. .. . . . .... -..... -. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. - ................ - ............... .

1.45
1.45

.89 ·•••••·••••·

.87 ·•····•··•··

9.17
9. 17

10.64
10.31

2.56
2. 53

31.25
7.97
8.16

4. 74
4. 70

.76
• 75

.35
,35

2.07
2.01

.33
• 33

5. 65
1. 06
1. 10

.97
. 68
. 70

1.23
1.21

.39
.35

4.24
4.24

500.00
1~5. 82
131.87

166.67
103. 01
104.60

........................

73.97
1. 82
2.14

4.57
1. 82
1.89

....................

77.32
76.53
1. 36
1.34

1, 000.00
162.28
165.93
19.18
2. 58
2.66

................. ..... . .........
169.72
169.72

127.65
123.72

200.00
141.03
141.77

163. 03
161.64

168.49
169.15
169.10

. ..................

..................
1.49
1.44

1.10
2.44
2.43

2. 28
2.26

4. 96
2.60
2. 77

2.32
2.32

............................................................. -........................ -................. -- .... -........ -... -- .. --- . .
............ ............ ............ ............ ........... .......... ..........

.25

............ ............ ............ ............ ........... .......... ..........

.24

. -- ...............

····-· ---- ........................
-----· ·--- ........................
... ·--- ........ --- . -.................. -.
5. 15 .. • • .. .. • • ..
4. 59 . .. .. • • • • . . .. • .. .. • .
8. 50
"'

. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. • .. .. • .. •
............ ............

5.10 ............
• 39 ·-----·~---
.39 ·••··· •••••·

~: ~~

4.1~

8.77
8. 73

~

11.04 ...•.••••••• ·••••••••••·
10.99 . • • . • • • . . • • . •••••• ••••..

4.59 .......... ..........

.14
.14

:::::::::: :~:::: :::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

8.43

.48
• 20
• 22

1. 37
1. 37
1. 37

.34

. 35

• 31
.07
.08

1. 86
1.84

• 74
.69
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TABLE

XXI.-Shou:ing the relation of certain specified
Nativities.

Names of diseases. etc.

Total.
American

u.s.

Irish.

German.

English.

.

Mumps-Continued.
NonrffPctivencss:
Enlisted mon .•••••.......
TotaL .................. .

Canadian.

.03
.03

.04
.03

.02
.02

.26
.2j

.30
.27

.~2

1. 08
1. 07

.006
,01

. 01
.01

. 01
.01

.01
.01

• 07
.07

.01
.01

Quinsy.
AdmiRAions:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ................... .
Non Ptlt.~cti veness:
Enlistetl men ............ .
Total. ................... .

.32

.................
...................
..................

................
I•

Scarlet fever.
Admissions:
Enlisted men.............
Total.....................
Noneffect.i veness:
Enlisted men.............
Total.....................

..................

.34
.34

1. 07
1. 07

..................
...................

.01
.01

. 09
.09

....................
......................

• 26
.25

.30
.27

. 02
• 02

.02
.02

.0£
.!)4

.07 .............................................. ..
.07 ............ ·••••••••••• ........................ 1•

. 004
.004

.01
.01

Admissions :
Enli::<ted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

.22
.21

.22
.20

.32
.32

• 34
.34

Enlisted men ............ .
Total. ................... .

• Ol
• 01

.02
.02

.03
.03

.01
.01

2.01
2. 46
2.43

2.12
2.15
2.14

...............

.......................
,01
.01

I•

Small-pox.
Admissions:
Enlistotl men ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Nondfectiveness:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. ................... .

Whooping cough.

Non<~ffectiveness:

Erysipelas.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .
Non effectiveness:
Ollieers . ................ ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..
Deaths:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total. .................. ..

.11

.12

4.17
4.13

..................................................................................

.11

.10

.11
.11

.08
.07

.14
.12

.67
. 04
.08

.71

.02
.001
. 002

.02 .............................................. ..
.002 .............................................. ..
.004 ............................................... .

• 15
. 15

• 07
. 07

. 18
. 18

. 05
. 04

Other specific febrile and acute
infectious diseases.
Admissions:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total ................... ..
N ondlecti vcness:
Officers .................. .
Enlisted men ............ .
Total. .................. ..

.07
.13

Bronchitis.
AdmisRions:
Officers ..•••..•••••.......
Euli~ted men .......••.•..
Total. ................... .
Nonelfectiveness:
Olticen:~ ................. .
EnliRted mon ............ .
Total. ................... .
Discharg-es:
Enlisted men ....•••.••••.

80.43
73. 65
74.07

75.73
77.67
77.49

200.00
82. 16
83.28

333.33
55.93
57.34

125.00
78.01
78.41

142.86
7"!.. 94
74.07

2. 54
1. 37
1. 44

2.17
1. 39
1.47

19.36
1.56
1. 73

6. 57
.86
.89

1.38
1. 33
1.33

1. !l6
1. 7:2
1. 12

,24

.27

............

31

............ .....
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disea8es to nativity and length of service-Continued.
I

Length of service-

Nativities.

1-------.--------.--------,--------.-------.------.-----Scandinavian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All
other.

years.

IUnder 1.

r·· . - .- - .- - -.- - - .- - .- - - .- - -.- - - - - :-

.05 .•••••.••.•..••••..•••..••••••.••... ••••••····· .•••••..•..•.•••.••.
• 05 •••••• -.---~

:::::::::::: ·::::::::::t::::
:::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
,

........................ ...................................................... .

........................ ············ ............ ···········!·----····· .... .

~~~~~:

.04
.04

.03
. 03

.27
• 26

• 26
.24

.002
• 002

. 01
• 01

.27
.26

.26
.24

.01
.01

.02
• 02

.27
.26

- ············ ············!··· .. ····· .. ············ .............................. .

.03
. 03

I

I

: : : : : : : : : : ::J: : : : : . : : : : : : : : : : : : :······: : :....:. :------··-·
::::
·--·--. ··--. ·-----·-----r -----·--... ·----------- .--~-----·

• 27
.26

.21
.20

. 02
• 02

. 01
. 01

----- nr -----Itt\:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: --··-nf
.05
.05

2. 5
2. 58
2.54

.11
.04 ·•·••·••••·· .......................................... .
. 03 ·•••••·••··· ......................................... .

........................ ············'············ .............................. .

. 08
.08

.11

• 25

. 05
. 04

• 24

.11

.••••• ·••·•• .............................. ·••··· .•••...••.. ··•·•••·•· .••••• •••. ..•..•....
. 68
....•...•.•..•••••...••..••••..•.•.. ·•••·• .••.•. ...••. .•••. .••..••••. ..•..••••.
. 27 ····•••·••
...... ·•••·· ...... ..••.. .•.•••.••••. .•••...••••• .•••.••••.. .•..•••••• .•••••.••.
.26
. 05
. 02

48. 57
48.35

···· ·· ·2: oi·

68. 67
66.95

56.70
56.12

48.24
48.04

50.46
50.46 '

85.11
82.49

56.41
55.70

. 01
. 01

• 001

78. 07
77.41

82.19
72 77
73.45

···· ...2: aa· ·.... ···i.· iii. ·· ·· · .. ·:;;5· .. · ···2: oa·l· ··.. i.'iis· ···"1."i5. · .... i_. 43·

~: :: .---... ~~ ~~- ....... ~~ ~~-~- --..... ~ ~~- ...... ~--~~.I ..... ~--~~ ......~~ ~~..... -~~~~-1

2. fi9
l. R•>

1.44

.2n
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TABLE

XXI.-Showing the 1·elation of certain specified
Nativities.

Names of disra.s os, etc.

Total.
.American

u.s.

I

Irish.

German.

English.

Canadian.

---------1--------1--------1------- - 1

Pulmona1'1J phthisi8 .
..A.dmiHs ions:
Otrict·rs ...••....•....••••.
Enlisted men ...•...••••••
Total . ................... .

N oneif,•e ti veness:
Utlicers . .....•...•...••.••
I~nliHtefi men ........... ..
TotaL ................... .
.Deaths:
Officers .................. .
I~nlisted mt"n ............ .
TotaL ................... .
Di;;cbarges:
Enlisted men ............ :

1. 34
3. 39
3. 26

1.42
3.40
3.21

4. 77

2. 03
2.02

3. 25
3. 22

2. 35
2. 31

. 94
.82
• 83

. 99
• 76
.78

1. 36
1.35

• 70
• 70

.45
.45

.16
.15

.71

. 94. 69

.99
. 69
• 72

1.19
1. 17

.31
.31

2. 01
1. 98

1. 71

1. 71

2. 08

1. 26

1. 00

2.68
4. 04
3. 96

2. 83
4. 73
4. 55

.28
. 41
. 41

. 30
.49
. 47

. 57
.52

.48
.42

4.91

4. 36

Pneumonia.
.Admissions:
omcers.- .. ----.- ........ .
EnliAHIC]Joten . ........... .

TotaL .................. ...
N o11Ptft>cti veuess:
Oflieers .................. .
Enl!-ted men ........... .
TotaL .................. ..
Dt>aths:
Enlisted men ........... ..
Total .................... .

-----uri------ I~ -------r:~I-----Ti:

----- --:~ --------::r ------ -:~ ~------ -::g
.59
.59

1.26 ...................... ..
1.25 ...................... ..

Pleuritia .
..A.dmi~Rions:

Officers ................. ..
E11liRted m Pn ............ .
Total . ................... .
Noncffectiveness:
Otlieers .. ............... ..
ll:uliRted men ............ .

Total .. ................. ..
Deaths:
EnliRterl men ........... ..
Total ..............••..•..
Dischargrs:
Enlisted men ........... ..

. 67
2.81

2. 81
2.61

• 5!l
.16
.19

.19

.08
.07

.12

Total ................. .
Nondf.- ctiveness:
Ofti<'PI"S . -- ........ ----- ..
EI1li><ted men ........... ..
T .. tnl . ................. ..
Deal hA:
Enlisted ruen .......... ..
T<lt:~l

.................. ..

DisC'!Ht r:.rPs:
Enlisted men . ........... .

1. 02
1. 01

4.33
4.30

2.35
2. 31

. ]5

• 09
. 09

. 16
.15

.19
.19

. 6!)
• 68

.31 ........... .

2.18

• 14
. 07

I
I

A.dmi•sions:
Euli.-tetl men . ........... .

4.17
4.13

.61

.12

Rhettmatic fever.
( )fliCPI'S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

• 71

2. 08

2. 68
5.54
5. 36

2.83
6.14
5. 83

.48
.59
. 58

.51
. 63

3. 56
3. 50

5. 42
5. 40

4. 33

4. 71

4. 30

4. 63

.49
.49

. 61
.61

. 43
.43

• 78
• 77

.005 ....................... .
.004 ...................... ..

. 31
• 31

. 12

• 31

• 61

.14 .......... ..

Myalgia and muscular rheumat·ism.

'

Ad mis'<iOliS:
Ollicers ................ ..
Enlisted men ............ .
Total .................. ..
NonPfli•ctivenel'>s:
Oflkors . ......... --·----·~
Enli'lted men ........... ..
Total . ........ . ........ ..

Dischat'!!<'R:
Enlisted men .......... ..

55.63
53.60
53.73

54.49
53.41
53.51

2. 04
1.113
1. ~4

1. 80
1. 82

4.84
2.09
2.12

.98

1. 03

• 30

2.021

133.33 ................
55. !)3
54.56
55.30
55.65

...................
48.75
48.34

------ 2.-~---07

---1. 08

2. 06

1. 07

1. 57 . .•••• - • • • • • •

..... -- .

..... .
65.88
6i. 82

------

~

1. 72.
1. 69
4. 36
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diseases to nativity ana. length of service-Continued.

L ength of service-

Nativities.

I

I

~years.

Scandina·
S t h
S .
A t .
D
b
F
h
All
Under 1.
1 and
___v_ia__n_._ ___c_o_c_ . - l---w-I_ss_.-I- -u-s__r_Ia~~ __a_n_Is_.-l--r_e_n_c_
_ . __o_th_e~ _ _ _ _o_v_
er_. _
1

............................................................................................................... . ......................................... . .................
8. 83
8.79

4. 29 . . • • • • . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . • . . • • .
4.18 ..... . .............................

10. 64, ••••••• - • .
10.31 ..........

3. 98
3.95

.......i gj .....••.. :52- :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ...... :55. :::::: : : :: --.... _- 652.91

.50 ............ ............ ...........

.54 ..........

4.09

. 64

1. 37
3. 27
3.13
.96
. 85

. 86

.49
. 49

. 95
. 73
. 76

1. 97

1. 66

2. 74
4. 00
3. 91

. 29
.41
.40
4. 24 •••••• •••. .•••.. •.•.
4. 24 .......... .•••••..•.

. 25
. 24

..................................................... .......................................................................................................................

.63
.58

2. •;n
2. 20

4. 29 .. • • • • . •• • ..
4.18 .. • • • • . • • • • .

13. 16 . • .. ... . . • . .. • • • .. . • . .. • • • • . • . .
13. 10 .. • . • .. • • • • . .. .. • • • .. . .. . • .. • • .

1. 33
1. 32

. 68
3.11
2. 04

. 21
. 21

.07 .......... ..
.07 ........... .

1.42 ...... . ....................... .
1.41 .............................. .

.11
.10

. 59
.17
.20

.25
. 24

. 05
. 04

.25

.10

...................................................................................................................................................................
8. 83
8. 79

4. 29
4. IS

5. 15 . • .. • • .. . • • .
5. 10 . ".... . • .. ..

9. 17 . • • • • • . • • .
9. J.7 . . • .. • . • . •

5. 13
5. 06

7. 70
7.64

2. 74
5.11
4. 94

1. 08
1. 08

• 14
• 14

.18 ........... .
.18 ........... .

1.12 ........ ..
1.12 ..••••••••

. 21
.21

. 91
• 91

.49
. 53
.52
-005
. 004

48.57
48.35

25.75
25.10

........................ ,
2. 81
• 31

500.00
30.93
35.71

52. 63
52.40

77. 98
77.98

5.48 ............ , .......... .
1. 84
• 80
1. 60

.......~~~~-1 ........~~~- .......~~~~- ·--····--~~~- .~~::

.25

.10

333.33
42.55
51.55

56.43
55.70

31.25
37.44
37.39

56.16
56. ~1
5ti. 76

8.22
. 96
1.19

1. 36
1.34

• 94
1. 05
1. 04

2. 06
1. 98
1. 99

................ ..... ····-·

.49

1. 07
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TABI"E

XX:J.-Sllo1cing the relation of certain specified
Nativities.

Names of diseases, etc.

Total.

AmCJican

u.s.

Irish.

German.

Cana(lian.

English.

----

Other rheumatism.

Admissions:
Offic<'rs ...•.•...•.....•...
Enlisted men .............
TotaL ....................
N oneff't·ctiveness:
Officers ...................
Enlisted men .............
Total. ....................
Discharges:
Enlisted men .............

25.47
2L01
24.10

22.65
23.89
23.77

166.67
30.49
31.79

.......................
25.42
25.30

2. 78
1. 55
1. 63

2.08
1. 61
1. 66

29.60
1. 60
1. 86

------·----1.57

1.14

1. 30

1.19

.94

1. 56

Total rheumatism.

Admissions:
OtlicPrs ....................
Enlisted men .............
Total. ....................
Nont>flectiveness:
Otlict>rs ...................
Eulisted men .....•.......
Total. ....................
Death s:
Enlisted men .•....••••••.
Total .....................................
Disch11rges:
Enlisted men .............

125.00 . .....................
16.(7
13.00
13.94
16.20
39.73
. 74
1. 08

.......................
1. 33
1. 31

.................... ......................
I

83.78
83.15
83.19

79.97
83.44
83.11

300.00
8fl.57
90.59

-----------86.77

5.30
3.97
4.05

4.61
4.04
4.10

34.43
4.18
4.47

.......................

. 005
.004
2. 24

...................... ....................
...................... ...................
2.47

1.49

86. il4
4. 26
4. 23
.31
.31
2. 83

125.00
66.09
66.59

......................

39.73
2.26
2.58

.......................

87.06
85.65
3. 8:33. 77

.................... . ...................
........................ .. .....................

...................

4.36
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disea.ses to nativity and length of service-Continued.
Length of service,
years.

Nativities.
Scan dina·
vian.

Scotch.

Swiss.

Austrian.

Danish.

French.

All

other.

Under 1.

................................................................................................. . ..................................................
24. 28
24. 18

12. 88
12. 55

30. 93
30. 61

30. 70
30.57

18. 35 -.... ---..
18. 35 .. .. .. • • ..

7. 69
7. 59

16. 99
16. 85

.......i:9o· ........:21· ....... 2:85· .......4:oo· ....... :55·:::::::::: ......:2o· ·--···:96'
1. 89

• 26

s. 98

2. 82

. 55 .. .. .. .. ..

• 19

8.13

................... ...................
81.68
81.32

42.92
41.84

.................. ......................
5. 79
5.77

• 72
.70

500.00
67.01

71.43
5.48
4.87
4.88

"""83:33"
82.97

. ..................
105.50
105.50

..................... .................... .
4.81
4.79

3.27
3. 27

1 and
over.

26.03
26.40
25.45

• 95

2.1l4
1. 67
1. 75

.74

1.22

333.33
42.55
51.55

69.23
68.36

31.25
62.13
61.87

84.94
87.:12
87.15

8.22
• 96
1.19

.94
1. 76
1. 74

2.92
2.90

5.39
4. 18
4.26
• 005
• 004

8.13
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4.24 ................... .

1.48

2.39
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TABLI•~

XXII.-Showi11,q the canses and 1·atios of rejections among 19,926 re01·uits examined during the yea'r 1890 (white, 18,437; colo1·ed, 1489).
White.

-d

8 .

oo
<:)·.-<

~

Causes of rejection.

·~-3

o~~
.....
'd8

<ll<U

~~

"a?

p::;

Malarial diseases ····--··7
Entbetic diseases. ____ - __ .
311
Dietic diseases
629
Constitutional dl~~~~~~~ ~ ~
24
Developmental diseases ..
894
Parasitic diseases . __ . _~ _.
18
Nervous diseases . ......•.
36
Diseas e >~ of the eye _______
1, 6:~6
Discasl's of the ear_ -----.
183
Diseases of the nose·----·
6
Respiratory diseases . . __ .
43
Diseases of the circulatory system - ............
605
Disca:-;es of the digestive
system _· -----. ___ · ----927
Diseases of the lymphatic
system _______ .. _. _. ____
25
Diseases of the genito urinary system . __ ._---.- - ·
690
Diseases of the locomotor
system . __ . . __ .. __. _. __ .
626
Diseases of the integumentarysystem --·-·--160
Results of injuries-·----·
146

%:ire~gaege: ~:::: ~::::: ~: ::

Over h ~igbt · -------···--Undor h eight .......••••••
Over weight-------··----Under weight-·····---·-Under size ................
Obe ~ ity

... ....................................

~d

...

-d

8 .
·.: §
p..·c

oO

a!

0

g

Q;)+'

a: a!

~ -!3
o8

......

'dol

..

""~
Q;)

Q;>i><l

...-<ll
0

·~t'

p::;d

-;
0

..,0

a!

10
326
632
27
903
18
40
6 1, 642
5
188
G
12
4
47

·-·4:

~

g~

'a?

White and colored.

...

1>.

.

0~

<7.)~

§·§

~Q;)

<Ill>,
..,
...

~d

aa! .

~-

Q;)'-

o~~
.....
'da!
'd8
Q;>;.<l
<lloj

p::; p::;
--- - ~

3
15
3
3
9

-~

<llM
+'<ll

~~

0

al:>.

"a?~

"a?
p::;

p::;

...
..,
Q;)

os
'dol

<llaS

~

0
~

......

~.s

~·::::

<7.)

0
0

0•""'

Q;)~

o!3
'd8

~

0

s=d
oo

§

~='lee

...

Q;)

~

.,:,

p::;

~

:3d

i

0
~

p::;

-- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -

0. 5
17.7
34.3
1.5
49.0
1.0
2. 2
89.1
10.2

g:~

-----

1
1
0. 7
7
1
51 34.2
50
361
.......
6
6
635
4. 0
2
1
3
26
::l.O
107 · ··-· 107 n. 9 1, 001
18
----- .......
----- ... . .. ·----15 10. 1
15
51
82
82 55.1 1, 718
5 ·-··5
188
3.4
6
1-- -i- ·-- ·44
-- -- 1 0. 7

4
16
3
4
9

4
6
5
6
4

-----

14

619

33.6

16

17

944

51.2

67

---·-----

I

11
377
638
30
1, 010
18
55
1, 724
193
12
48

0.6
18.9
32.0
1. 5
50.7
.9
2.8
86.5
9. 7
0.6
2. 4

16

:iO. 7

621

14

635

3l.lt

67

45.0

994 i 17

1, 011

50.7

......

25

1.4

14

-----

14

9.4

39

........

39

2.0

21

711

38.6

31

........

31

20.8

721

21

742

37.2

5

631

34.2

36

.......

36

24.2

662

5

667

33.5

166
150
193
621
68
328
87
524
204
4
5

9.0
8
8.1
14
10.5
11
33.7
87
3. 7
13
17.8
44
4. 7
10
28.4
30
11.1
8
0. 2 . .......
0.3
1

..........

. ........

8
15
11
87
13
44
10
30
8

5.4
10.1
7.4
58. 4
8. 7
29.6
6. 7
20.1
5.4

.......

1

0. 7

168
160
204
708
81
372
97
554
212
4
6

. ........

174
165
204
708
81
372
97
554
212
4
6

8. 7
8.3
10.2
35.5
4.1
18.7
4. 9
27.8
10.6
0.2
o. 3

6
4
193 ..........
621 ..........
68 ........
328 . .........
87 .. ...... .
524 . .......
204 ..........
4 ..........
5 ........ .

Tiliteratt" _------ _________ .
Imperfect knowledge of
335
En~lish. ·----- ------. -- ·
Mora depravity------. __ _ 125
Charactet· bad and doubtfnl. ... - - .. ---- ------ . __ .
116
Deserters and ex-convicts
23
DiseiJarged for disability
and by order . __. . -----8
Married, or having dependent relatives ______ ---- __
237
Declined , __ . _______ .. ____
165
General unfitness and unclassified . _____ ..... ___ . 2, 034

Colored.
h

1>.

1

..........

. ......
.........
.. .........
. . . ..

........

.......... . ...... .. .........
..

l

6
5
. ..........

. ........
. ........

. .......
.. .......
...

. ..........
...

......

...........

335 .18.2
125
6.8

2 . .......
22 ........

2
22

1.3
14.8

337
147 . .......

337
147

16.9
7.4

. .........

116
23

181 .... .
3 -----

18
3

12.1
2.0

134 .. .........
26 . ..........

134
26

6. 7
1.3

...........
...........
9

17

......... .

237
165

.........

6. 3
1. 2

0. 9 . ........
12.9
8. 9

47
13

1

1

0. 7

.. ........

47
13

31.0
8.7

...........

--·--1

8

10

284 . ... . ..
178 .. ........

18

o. 9

284
178

14.3
8. 9

----- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - ----------136 12, 179 660.6 951
5 956 642.0 12,994 141 13,135 6M.2

Aggregate-- ••••. __ . 12,043

2

2,036 110.4

188

188 126.3

2, 222

2

2, 224

111.6
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REPORT
OF

THE . PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
PAYMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., October 10, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as the annual report
from this office for the :fiscal year 1891 :
From the accompanying statements it will be seen that at the commencement of the year, July 1, 1890,
Paymasters were charged with balances aggregating ............••.
They received during the fiscal year 1891:
From the United States Treasury ..•................................
From soldiers' deposits ......•.•.•••................................
From paymasters' collections ...................................... .

$1, 164, 059.97

They are charged with an aggregate of..............•.....•••

16,611,754.42

14,773,777.28
403,766.89
270,150.28

This aggregate is accounted for as tollows:
Amount expended during the fiscal year 1891:
' Pay of Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13, 542, 826. 27
· Pay of MHitary Academy • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201, 221. 59
Pay of Signal Corps.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 864. 99
Pay of volunteers (Treasury certificates) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 357, 495. 56
Total expenditures during the fiscal year 1891 ............... . 15,106,408.41
Surplus funds deposited to the credit United States 'rreasurer during
fiscal year 1801 .................................................. .
66,012.16
Paymaster' collections deposited to credit United States Treasurer
during fiscal year 1891. ...............•........................•..
270,150.28
Amount allowed Maj. Wham, paymaster, by act of January 21,1891.
28,345.10
Balance charged to paymasters June 30, 1891 •.•••••••••.•••.••.••.•
1,140,838.47
16,611,754.42

Comparing expenditures as above set forth with those of the precedmg year it appear theExpenditures for pay of Army show a reduction of ..... _.. . . . . . . . . • .
Expenditures for pay of Military Academy show a reduction of . . . . .
Expenditures for pay of Signal Corps show a reduction of.. ----·....

$5, 628. 07
5, 096. 01
41,679.47

------

Total reductions .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expenditures for pay of volunteers (Treasury certificates) are increased by .....•••.............•..••••..••........•• _. . • . . . . . . . . .
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The decrease in expenditures to the Signal Corps is explained by the
fact that, excepting for the mouth of July of the past :fiscal year, the
officers of that corp A were not paid from Army appropriations.
The increase in expenditures to volunteers (Treasury certificates) is
largely due to the fact that fully $300,000 in claims of this cha.r acter,
which had been allowed late in the fiscal year 1890, remained on hand
unpaid at the close of that year. These claims when adjusted consequently appear as disbursements of the fiscal year 1891. The adjustment during the past fiscal year of an unusually large number of claims
for longevity pay helped to swell expenditures of this character. The
disbursements occasioned by Treasury certificates are, however, not
controlled by the War Department. They may result from new legistion, or they may be claims that have been permitted to slumber for
many years. The only connection the Pay Department has with them
is to make payment after the accounts have been stated and allowed in
the auditing offices of the Treasury Department.
The fact that funds for the payment of these claims were available
continuously throughout the entire year has proved very satisfactory.
It permitted the payment of claims immediatly after they had been
allowed in the Treasury Department. Many of these claims are based
upon service rendered many years ago; in such inst~nces the claimants
are necessarily aged and often needy. On June 30 last only those cases
of this class of claims remained unpaid in which the post-office address
of the claimants was not known.
The appropriations made for pay of the .Army and for the Military ·
Academy proved ample for the past year. The payments have been
eftected promptly and without loss of funds. The transportation and
escorts which have been furnished to paymasters when on official tours
have proved sufficient, and without exception the funds have safely
reached the appropriate points at which they were to be used. No inconsiderable share of the risk felt by the paymaster is that placed upon
him while the public funds with which he is charged are "in transit."
For these funds he is held responsible from the moment they are drawn
from the appropriate depository until they are placed in the hand of
the soldier at the remotest post. To illustrate: Fort Apache, Ariz., is,
by the route taken by the paymaster, 550 miles distant from the point
from which the funds used at that post are drawn; 365 miles of this
distance is by rail, the remaining 190 miles is overland travel with an
escort. (It was on tbil:; route that Major Wham was robbed of the
funds which have recently been credited to him as noted in this report.)
The time and circumstances of the periodical journeys made by paymasters are well known, and it is to be regetted that the remote and
isolated sections of the country are not the only ones in which their
movements are regarded with interest. It most certainly becomes the
paymaster when on his official trips to be cautious and equipped for
emergeucies. He js very properly relieved of the personal care of the
public funds while traveling on routes upon which express facilities are
availahle, but on overland journeys he must depend for protection upon
his own watchful vigilance supP,orted by that of a sufficient escort.
It is important that the escort should be ample and selected for the
duty in hand, and these points seem to have received the attention
they deserve.
Of the $15,106,408.41 expended during the year by officers of the Pay
Department, all has been properly applied with inconsiderable errors
in calculations or in judgment. It is the duty of the Paymaster-General and the accounting officers of the Treasury Department to discover
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these mistakes and secure their correction. The officers of t1lC Pay
Department have met their responsibilities manfully. And for this I
commend them, as I do, generally, for the fidelity, promptness, and
cheerfulness with which their service has been rendered.
There is a responsibility of another character placed upon the paymaster to which it may not be inappropriate to allude in this report.
I refer to disbursements based on accounts which have been especially
submitted to the Secretary of War, whose approval :such accounts receive, and their payment is secured only by his order. Yet expenditures,
thus guarded and effected, are disallowed in the final settlements made
in the Treasury Department, and are charged to the paymaster, whose
only offense has been his loyal obedience to the officer to whom he is
compelled to look for instruction and protection. The injustice of such
a procedure is glaring and the possibility of its recurrence needs correction. The following is an illustration:
In the trial of Cadet Whittaker, in 1881, a stenographic reporter was
employed and expert witnesses were called. There were at the same
time at the command of the army paymasters funds for the payment
of expenses resulting from trials by courts-martial. The accounts submitted for service in the trial of Cadet Whittaker were based on a contract which bad been approved by the Secretary of War. When these
accounts reached the paymaster, bearing the approval of the Secretary
of War and his order directing their payment, they were paid without
hesitation. These accounts thus supported stand to-day disallowed on
the books of the Treasury Department, chiefly on the ground that the
charges were excessive, and the officer who paid them is charged in
consequence with wrongful expenditures amounting to nearly $3,000.
This, too, notwithstanding the fact that these identical accounts having
been referred to the Court of Claims, under what is known as the Bowman act, the action of the Secretary of War in the premises was
approved, and as a consequence the action of the paymaster who made
tlle payment was sustained.
Another paymaster has a still larger sum disallowed in a settlement
of his accounts on precisely the same grounds as tlwse set forth above.
In tbiR case, also, a part of the sum disallowed grew out of the trial of
Cadet Whittaker; the remainder was for service in the later court-martial. It is at least singular that while these disallowances of the later
date are still adhered to in the Treasury Department in the accounts of
one paymaster, final action in the same office of the Treasury Department is exactly the reverse in the case of accounts submitted by another
paymaster. In these two cases the accounts were paid in the same
month; the services were rendered by the same stenographer, at the
same price, and in the same court-martial; the accounts could not be
more nearly parallel; full credits are given in one case, not so in the
other.
A bill looking to relief for these and other kindred matters was submitted to Congress during its recent sessio.n. This measure passed the
Senate, but unfortunately failed in the House. May I not with confidence ask the Secretary of War to give his counteuance and assistance
in a new effort to obtain relief from the embarrassments which have
sprung wholly from obeying orders issued in his office~
It is not difficult to see tllat the commission of a paymaster would be
imperiled should he, when such arconnts are presented, defy the Secretary of War by refusing to obey his orders. \Vere a parallel ease to
arise to-day my instructions would be to obey the orders of the Secretary of War, trusting to the courts or to Congress for ultimate pro tee-

,,
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As long as di::;lmrsing officers are held to this condition of d0uule
there must necessarily be confusion and uncertainty. The
authority, apparently paramount, created for the guidance and protection of the disbursing officer, authorizes and directs an expenditure;
another authority lies in wait and finally reviRes and as far as possible
vitia,tes and nullifies the antecedent action by charging the expenditure
to the disbursing officer. Serious embarrassments must result as long
as these conditions are continued.
It is due to the proper accounting officer of the Treasury Department
(the Second Comptroller now in office) to state that he expresses himself as believing that credits should have been given for the vouchers
above referred to, hut unfOI·t1mately he says this step is now forbidden
by a rule of his office precluding the opening of a closed account except
upon the presentation of new evidence.
Another example of expenditures which have been approved in the
vVar Department and rejected by the accounting officers of the Treasu1·y
Department is found in the matter of what is known as limited and unUm,i fe(l railroad passenger fares. ·The language of the statute fixing
allowances for mileage to army officers is: they shall recover "the cost
of the transportation actually paid by the officer" over the prescribed
route of travel. There is nothing in the law specifying the character of
the transportation to be paid for, but the officials of the TreaRury Department rigorously hold to the cost of "limited tickets." It follows in
many cases that officers who actually paid the cost of unlimited tickets
are not permitted to recover "the cost of the transportation actually
paid," as specified in the statute. If it should happen, as it frequently
has happened, that the officer has recovered the cost actually paid for
au unlimited ticket, the difference between the limited and unlimited
rate is charged to the paymaster, and he, in turn, seeks to collect the
alleged overpayment from the officer. Here, again, the officer is
aggrieved and feels that his legal rights have been denied, while the
paymaster feels that he has been saddled with an overpayment for
wldch be is not properly responsible.
This list of disputed mileage accounts will be far from complete without another illustration which has but recently shown itself.
Until the appropriation act for the fiscal year 1891 went into effect the
payment in mileage accounts of charges for sleeping and parlor-car service had for several years been expressly forbidden, as follows: These
earlier acts provided that the officer shall be paid "the cost of the transportation actually paid by the officer over said route or routes exclusive
of sleeping or parlor car fare and transfers." In the appropriation act
for 1891 the payment of sleeping-oar fare is not forbidden. Based upon
this change in the phraseology of the appropriation acts, a communication dated June 29, 1890, was addressed to the Secretary of War from
this office, in which the belief was expressed that in mileage accounts
during the then coming fiscal year 1891 officers should be permitted to
recover amou.nts expended for sleeping-car service. This communication, having been referred to the Second Comptroller of the Treaslu'y
Department for an expression of his views upon the matter presented, was
returned, admitting that sleeping-car service was transportation, and that
charges for such service on long journeys would be permitted in mileage
accounts. As a consequence sleeping-car charges were allowed uy paymasters in mileage accounts. This practice continued, without suspicion
tllat it was not precisely what the Comptroller contemplated until near
the close of the fiscal year and until nearly all the mileage accoun~s for
that fiscal year had been paid, when the Comptroller announced that be
re~pousibility
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had never contemplated the payment of charges for sleeping-car service
except for exclusively night service. I respectfully submit that this distinction between day and night service is not found in the statute nor
in the earlier expressions of the Comptroller. The Comptroller bases
his rule upon the fact that charges for parlor-car service are excluded in
the statute, and that during the day the sleeping car becomes in efl'ect
a parlor car. Had the later views of the Comptroller been understood
at the beginning of the past fiscal year accounts would have been shaped
accordingly.
Paymasters find greater difficulty in adjusting mileage accounts than
in all others combined. A Comptroller's settlement of a paymaster's
accounts recently passed through this office. Of the fifty-one accounts
to which objections are made in this settlement forty-nine are in mileage
accounts. It is next to impossible to adjust these accounts satisfactorily to the officer and yet meet the views of the auditing officers of
the Treasury Department. I therefore urgently renew the recommendation made in the last annual report from this office, and urge that
Congress be asked to base mileage accounts wholly upon the distance
traveled, instead of the present arrangement of 4 cents per mile and
actual cost of transportation. Whether the present allowance for travel
is adequate or not depends upon the character of the journey. The expenses incident to a change of stations, direct and indirect, are nearly
always largely in excess of the mileage allowance. Nearly 30 per cent
of mileage expenditures arises from change of stations. In a recent
communication the Inspector-General of the Army states that officers of
his department and those of the line of the Army habitually "lose
money" under their travel orders. In journeys of some length, involving short absences and no delays, the present allowance may be adequate.
It is undoubtedly the intention to repay officers who travel on public
duty the reasonable and necessary outlay occasioned by the journeys
required of them.
It is perhaps impossible to fix a rate that would in every case be absolutely just and equitable. But ·I am satisfied a fixed rate per mile
would be more satisfactory than the present system. As in last year's
report, it is recommended that 10 cents per mile be made the rate.
Under the existing arrangement governing mileage an officer may be
innocently, but none the less surely, embarrassed financially by frequent
orders requiring a change of station.
The fo1lowing analysis of expenditures based on travel dueing the
past two fiscal years shows the character of the duty upon which
officers are employed while on journeys entitling them to mileage:
The aggregate expenditures for mileage chargeable to the 1891 appropriations will be about $50,000 in excess of the corresponding expenditures for the preceding year.
The distance traveled under orders carrying mileage during the fiscal
year 1891 is about 3,100,000 miles, exceeding the travel of the preceding
year by about 540,000 miles.
The items showing the greatest increase are " for change of stations "
and "boards of examination." It can be safely asserted that more than
one-half this increase in mileage expenditures during the past year has
been incurred in giving effect to the act of Congress approved October
1, 1890.
Under the provisions of this act the number of officers placed upon
the retired list has been unusually large; promotions and transfers from
one regiment to another for many years have not. been as frequent. All
these changes involve travel and consequently mileage expenditures.
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This expenditure has also been swollen by allowing charges for sleeping-car service. The amount expen<led for ~leeping-car service is estimated to be about $15,000, or one-half a cent per mile for the entire
distance traveled.
Statement of mileage disbursements for fiscal yea1·s 1890 and 1891.
Appropriation
For-

~~~~~!a~ :r~;~~~~~~::::~:::: ::::: ::::::::~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

~~~~:~~~:~'! -i~8P"~citi~~ ~r- ~~~ks ;. "B~~~-a:8 -i~ -~~~~i~~ · ~~;gi·~~~~ ·

18\JO

including deficiency.

Appropriation
1801.

$4~: ~~~: ~i
15

' &lo.

$64,733.10
4, 80-L 93
16, 9-!6. 62

87

officers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 530. 34 .....•.......•..
Boards of examination: Boards to examine officers .....•............................
17, o:l7. 40
Board of Ordnance and Fortifications................................
2, 096.79
1, 663.21
Ordnance Department: Gun construetion; foundry, steel, powder,
and proving ground inspection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 056. 15
8, 001.52
Inspection: Disbursing officers' accounts; colleges; national cemeteries; battle fields; horses; public buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 482. ::!5
17,841.10
MA<lical boards and inspection by medical officers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 1n. 99
2, 710.57
Military Prison Commission and inspection of military prisons......
862. 4-i
757.26
Instruction and inspection of national gnard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 902. 67
1, 748.13
Retiring boards: Officers retired and ordered home...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 867. :l5
5, 79-L 62
Payment of troops....................................................
19, 56-!. 90
19, !)77. 68
]():3.59
Trea:mrer and professors Military Auademy: Military Academy duty.
239. 91
Courts-martial (to and from) ............................ _.............
16, 020. 78
17, 369. 01
Returnin~ from conducting prisoners and insano men................
19rl. 53
76.28
Boanls of survey •................................. . _......... _. _.....
122. 12
1, 199.32
Commanding generals and aids . ......................................
5, 814.00
11' 037.95
Riflt• teams ................................................... _.......
14,556.6:1
14-,113.07
Summer encampments ....................... __ ... ____ . ___ ... ___ ......
1, :Jon. 20
210.29
Instructions of Secretary of War duty not defined by orders .... _... _
8, G10. 65
4, 751.43
On public business-duty not defined by orders . _...... _..... _.. _....
10, 234.33
7,:Wl.59
World's Fair Commission .................................... _...................... .
1, 003. 00
Total. .............................................. ........... .

173, 760. 15

I

219,359.67

During the fiscal year 1891 there were 221 stoppages made agmnst
officers, as follows :
By request of theQuartermaster-GeneraL ............ _.... ___ ......... _............ _.. $2,095.54
Commissary-General .......... _..................... _.............. .
245,08
Chief of Ordnance ..................... _.. _........................ .
153.18
Chief Signal Officer .... _........................................... .
68f). G5
Accounting officers of the Treasury (section 176G, Hevised 8tatutes) .. 1,152.93
Ordered by the Secretary of ·w ar ............ _......................... _.
636.19
Disa.llowances in the Paymaster-General's Office ........ _ .......•... _ ... . 3,993.74
Total ........................ ___ .. _. _ ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 966. 31
Of this amount there wasCollected ..................................................... $5,047.33
Withdra.wn .... ---: ........................................... 2, 429.27
7,476.60
Balance to be collected or otherwise removed .......•...•...... _...

1, 489. 71

During the past fiscal year there was received from 630 enlisted men
who purchased their discharge $25,357.85. By direction of the Secretary of War this sum has been placed to the credit of "Transportation
of the Army, 1891."
Under the provisions of the orders of the War Department giving to
courts-martial authority to direct that certain portions of the monthly
pay of enlisted men should be withhel<l until their dh;charge, th6re was
received during the _past fiscal year the sum of $11,023.68. Of this
amount $4,949.05 has been repaid to the men from whom it had been
withheld.
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On the 30th of June last there were 47 posts at which bimonthly
payments were made; at all other points the troops were paid monthly.
Attention is invited to the following statement of work performed hy
the clerical force of the office duriug the year:
Paymasters' accounts recorded . _••••.•........................ : . .... -. -...
424
Paymasters' accounts examined .. _. __ ............................ - ... - . . . .
385
Paymasters' accounts revised and sent to Auditor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584
Paymasters' accounts on hand June 30, 1891 ------------------------------.
129
Letters received and entered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5, 778
Letters and indorsements written .... ----.------. __ .. __ ................... 11,412
Letters and indorsements recorded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 499
Letters briefed and indexed ... _............. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 62D
Inquiries answered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 488
Papers examined and disposed of. .. _... __ ...................... --- ........ 304,611
Treasury certificates paid ... _.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 11, 995
Checks drawn ........ ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 223
Treasury certificates on hand June 30, awaiting verification of claimants'
address. _..........•........ _................. _.......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
"328

I beg to can attention to the necessity for an increase of the clerical
force of the office. Two clerks, at $1,000 each, are aske<l for. The
services of these clerks are rendered urgently necessary by the great
increase of work resulting from the orders of the War Department, and
from legislation in reference to detained pay, retained pay, and the purchase of discharges by enlisted men.
The unusual number of paymasters' accounts reported on hand at
the close of the year is accGunted for by the greatly increased labor iu
their examination from the foregoing causes and insufficient clerical
force, while much clerical work has been done out of office hours. I am
confident that the best interests of the Government will be promoted by
allowing the small increase asked for, and the business of the office will
be more promptly performed. I am glad to be able to add, the office
force is composed of competent, willing, and worthy men.
The statutory tequirement that paymasters shall renew their official
bonds every four years results sometimes in inconvenience and expense
to the Government as well as to officers. Upon the expiration of four
years from the date of the acceptance of his bond the paymaster is required to transfer all the public funds with which he may be charged,
and he is not permitted to receive other funds until notified of the acceptance of a new bond. He is thus disabled for a period, at least, from
doing the duties of a disbursing officer. This may happen inopportunely, as was recently the case. It became necessary to send a paymaster from his own station to that of another, because the latter was
giving a new bond. Thus the Government was put to the expense of a
mileage account, and the paymaster no doubt incurred an expense he
would have avoided had he remained undisturbed at his proper station.
Further, it is a delicate service to ask of a friend to become surety on
an official bond, and as time elapses the number of those who cheerfully
and graciously consent to do this service does not increase. In his effort
to find sureties the paymaster feels that personal interviews will be more
effective and satisfactory than correspondence, hence he is induced to
take a leave of absence. He thus incurs an expense, and the period of
his absence from his appropriate duty is increased.
I am convinced the security sought by the Government would not be
materially impaired if bonds were required at less frequent intervals,
such intervals as should be determined by the Secretary of War, as is
now the rule in the Quartermaster's and Subsistence departments. As
*This number was reduced on

Septemb~r

1, 1891, to 66.
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far as has been learned, no complaints have been made that the interests of the Government are not amply secured by the practice followed
in these departments of the Army.
Paymasters ask to be placed in respect to official bonds on the same
.footing upon which other disbursing officers stand. To accomplish this
I respectfully recommend that Congress be asked to repeal section 1192
of the Revised Statutes.
·
Since the date of the last annual report no change occurred in the
list of officers of the Pay Department until July 2, 1891, when Majs.
Hall and Thomas were retired. By the death of Maj. John P. Willard, on the 1st of September, the number of paymasters is so reduced
that there is now but one major in excess of the organization prescribed
by the act of Congress approved July 5, 1884.
Attention js invited to the exhibits which are appended, showing in
detail the accounts with the several appropriations, the receipts and
expenditures of the individual officers of the Pay Department, and the
number of miles traveled to effect the payments, and the amount expendeu in field and office payments.
Very respectfully,
WJ.\-I. SMITH,

The SECRETARY OI•' "'\VAI~.

Paymaster-General, U. S. A.
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Statement of the account of the Pay Depa1·tment, U.S. Army, with the appro
In account with the Treasury.

I

Unexpend·) CollecRepayBalance in
ed balances tions de- ment in
the Treas- of Amount
appropria- deposited
posited
settle·
ury, July
tions.
by payby pay- ment of
1,1890.
masters.
masters. accounts.

Appropriations.

~

Pay, eto., of the Arm!,, 1891-. ..•.••...•.•..••.•.••••• $13,
825.79
$0. Ill! $95, 22'1.ul $170.30
Pay of Military Aca omy, 1891 .....•.••.. ........ .. .
229,518.96 ...... ......
24.82 ......•• ,.
Signal Service, pay, etc .. 1891. ..• •• ...... ............
*3, 342.20
*233. 65 ..............•••••.
Pay, o~c., !lf the Army, 1890... .. . •.•..•.•
$5,688.40
129,470.30. ... .. .•.. .. 22,726.58 ......... .
Pay of Military Academr, 1890... ...•.••
11,909.35
423.62. ... . . ... . . .
16.50 ..••••.••.
Signal Service, pay, etc., 1890.... .. .....•.
1, 752.00... .. . . . . . . . . .
455.75 .................... .
Pay, etc., of the Army, 11189.............. 374, 275. 60
15, 000. 00 . .. . . .. . . . . .
169. 04 .•••••••••
Pay of Military Academy, 1889 .. .. . .. . • •
18, 498. 08 . . . .. . . .. . .. . .
445. 41 ................... ..
Signal Service, pay, 1H89 . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. ..
11, 722. 03 . .. . . .. . .. .. • •
576. 60 ................... ..
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1888 and prior
years............................................................
17,091.21
395,52
10.00
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1871 and
prioryears............................. ............ .............. ............ ........... 1,178.98
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
lcgai heirs, 1871 and prior years........ . • • .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . • • • • . . . .. • .. .. . . . . . . . .. . • • . 1, 046.19
Bonnty under act of July 28,1866... ..•.. . ........ •.. ........... •.. ......... ... ........ ...
370.00

B'::~-~\r~~J!;~er~~~- ~~-t~ ~i~~~~~- ~~~~. _. __ •• _•••• __ •• _. _•• _••••• , ...... __ ........................ .

Extra pay to officers and men who served
in Mexican war....................................
2,484.101............ ...........
18.90
Three months' pay proper, act of July_3,
1884 ........... - ........ - ..................................................... ·••••• .•••..•.••••••.
CERTIFIED CLAIMS.

Pay, etc., of the Army...................
79.07
Pay of Military Academy .......................... .
Signal Service, pay ................................ ..
Support of fom· companies of volunteers
mustered at Camp Scott, Utah, act of
June 12, 1858 ...................................... .
Preycnting and suppressing Indian hostilitict~ ............................................ .
TwentypercentadditionalcomJ?Mnsation ...••.••.•••.

53, 698. 68 .......•. - ............. -........ .
3.39 ....................... ·•••••••••
301.09 ....................... ·•••••·••·

..••
•••••••••••••
Payment of mounted riflemen under Col.
john C. Fremont in 1846 .......................... .
Traveling expenses of 1st Michigan Cavalry ............................................. ..
Traveling expenses of California and
Nevada volunteers.. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . • • • • • . .. • • •
Pay of volunteers, Mexican war.....................
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers .. . . . . . . .
115. 04
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1890 . . . . .•.•........
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1891 . . . . . •. • • • . .. . . .

37.43 ··•••••••••• ........... ···•·••••·

p~a~~e~~~~~~~~- -~~. ~~~~

~~~~~

0

90.96 ............. ••·•·•••·· ··••••••••
23.67 ....................... ·••·•••••·
12.30 ............................... .

25.00 ............................... ..
200.70 ..•...•...•.•••..•••••• ·•·•••··•·
71. 15 ............................... ..
657.18 ................................ .
1, 904. 68 .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. • • • • • • .
289. 83
120, 6S4. 96
29,315.04 ................... ..
636, 152. 98 . . . .. • • .. .. • . .. • • • • • .. .
518. 85

B1~;;r~~i:S ~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~s-~~ao1.2o ......•..•••••.•••.•.•...•.••.•• :::...
1
B1~;!1~~:S~ f~~~~~·-~~~~~-~~~'-"-s· ~~. . . • • • • . .. • . . 102, 649. 23 17, 350. 77 . ... •• .. • ••

Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
legai heirs, 1891...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866........
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1890. . .
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1891...

• • . • • . .. • . • .
396, 025. 00
....... .. .. . .. . • • .. .. . . . . .
. •. • • • . . . . . .
5, 891. 31
. • • • • • . .. • . •
52, 902.13

25o.oo
100. oo

. • • • • • • •• • • • . • . • • • • • • • .
200. 00
. ••• •• •••••• . ••••••....
50.00
................................ .
................................ .

TRANSFER ACCOUNTS.

Pay, etc., of the Army, 1889 ......................... .
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1888 and prior
years ............................................. .
Pay of 2 and 3 years' volunteers, 1871 and
prior years ........................................ .
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
legai heirs, 1871 and prior years. . . . • • • • • •••••••••••
Total . .• • • • • •• • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . •• • • •

14.58 ....................... ·••••••••·

972.28 •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..
2, 093.83 : ••••••••••. ••••••••••..•••••••••
272.34 ................................ .

424, 346. 83 14, 799, 749. S4

65, 468. 45 118, 559. 63

4, 203. 05

*The figures above given under head of "Amount of appropriations" represent the amount subject
Signal Corps for the month of July, 1890, being / 6\ of the total amount appropriated for said items by
after the passage of said act, were transferred to the disbursing officer of the Signal Corps. Of this
accountspresentedinAu~t, 1890, prior to passage of said act; the unexpended balance thereof ($233.65)
Pay Department with satd appropriation closed.
t These figures represent amount in Treasury undrawn and redeposited (as above indicated) by the
from "Balance in Treasury July 1, 1891," in the preparation of the annual statement for the fiscal yeax
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priations subject to its control du1·ing the fiscal year. ending June 30, 1891.
In account wtth the Treasury.

Amount
Amount co~:~df~to
dra:w;n _by req- dra~~ ~y surplus
ms1t10n of reqms1tlon fund act of
Pay Depart- of War De- J u ' e 20
ment.
partment.
1 ~74 _ '

Total.

$13, 140, 223. 28 $13, 043, 500. 00
229, 543. 78
207, 000. 00
*3, 575. 85 .
*3, 000. 00
157, 885. 28
84, 000. 00
12,349.47-------------2, 207.75
2, 207.75
389, 444. 64
14, 500. 00
18, 943. 49 -- -- -- ---- . - -12, 298. 63
4. 25

Total.

$13, 457. 88 --------- .•• 1$13, 056, 957. 88
----------- -----------207, 000. 00
-.. -------- ---------- -*3, 000. 00
5, 333. 251_--- ---- ---89, 333. 25
----------- ·------------ --------------.-- .... -- -1-----------2, 207. 75
4, 437. 80 $370, 506. 84
389, 444. 64
------- ---18, 943. 49
18, 943. 49
-- . -- ... -- .
12, 294. 38
12, 298. 63

Balance in
. the hands of Total halBalance m paymasters ances J nne
the Treas- J nne 30
30 1891.
ury June
'
1891. '
30, 1891.

$83, 265. 40 $914, 176. 22 $997, 441. 62
22, 543. 78
31, 205. 20
53, 748. 98
t575. 85 -- -- - ------- .
t575. 85
68, 552. 03
38, 200. 35 106, 752. 38
12,349.47
6,720.34
19,069.81
----------334. 89
334.89
-----.----10, 219. 57
10, 219. 57
-- --------- --------- •. - ••.•.• -- --.
- - - - • -... - . -- • ---- -- --- •• - • -- -- -- •

17,496.73 .................................. .

17,496.73 .............. ...........

17,496.73

1, 178.98 ---- .• -- .. ---- -- ....... --

1, 178.98

1,178.98 .................................. .

1, 046. 19
370.00

1, 046. 19 ......... -- .......... -- .. -- .. - ... ..
370.00 .................................. .

1, 046. 19 -- .. -- ------- ..... - .... -370.00-- .. ------- ... .. .........

399.87
2, 503.00

2, 500.00

3. 00 ........... .

2,503.00 ......... ..

399.87

479.69

479.69

997.69

997.69

53, 440. 29
230. 94 ...... --- ...
3. 39 -- -- ... -- -- ...... -- -- -301. 09 .• -- -.. .. .. .. .• -- -- .. --

576. 26
682. 78
53, 671. 23
106. 52
3.39 ................................. ..
301.09 ................................. ..

90.96

90. 96 ......... -- .. -- .. -- - . --

90.96 ................................. ..

23.67
12.30

23.67 ..................... ..
12. 30 .......... - .. -- ...... ..

23. 67 ................... -- .. -- ...... , ...
12.30 ................................. ..

37.43

37.43 ...................... .

37.43 ................................. ..

25.00

25.00 ...................... .

25.00 ................................. ..

200.70

200.70 ...................... .

200.70 ................................. ..

17.15
657.18
2, 309.55
150,000.00
636,671.83

71.15 ...................... .
657.18 ·--·-·--- -- ........... .
289. 83
1, 924. 34 -.. -- ... -- ..
150,000.00 ......... -- ........... .
636, 518. 85
152. 98 -- ....... - --

53,777.75
3.39
301. 09

71.15
657.18
2, 214.17
150, 000. 00
636, 671. 83

.................................. .
........... ------------ -----------95. 38
6, 876. 67
6, 972. 05
• .. .. • • .. ..
736. 44
736. 44
. •• . •••••••
36, 802. 09
36, 802. 09

()57.26

250.00 ................. --····

307. 26

22, 036. 54

120,100.00

120, 100. 00 ........ -. . • ....... -- ••

120, 100. 00 .......... .

2, 751.98

2, 751.98

396,225.00
50.00
5, 891.31
52,902.13

396,200.00
25.00 ........... .
50.00- ..... --- ............. .
5, 891. 31 -... -. - - - . . .. -. - •• --- -.
52,902.13- ..................... .

396, 225. 00
50.00
5,891.31
52,902.13

54,236.08
' 2, 897.45
320.04
10,871.10

54,236.08
2, 897.45
320.04
10,871.10

14.58 ............. .

250. 00

.......... .
.....-..... .
......... ..
.......... .

22, 343. 80

14.58 ........... .

14.58 .................................. .

972.28 ............ ..

972.28 -···········

972.28 .................................. .

2, 093. 83 ... - ••••• -....

2, 093. 83 •••••• -.....

2, 093. 83 .. - ••••••• - • • • • • • • • .. .. .. ......... .

"· 412, : :

:1 ;~~~ ;~:~

28, : : : : ••

. ; ;: ; ;: ;: ;

~~;:~;:~I"· 2~ =~: ;~;: ~;: ;~: ~; ;~: ~;:

to requisition of the Pay Department for pay, commutation of quarters, and mileage to officers of the
the act of August 30, 1890, by which all disbursements for said service for the fiscal year 1891, from and
amount $3,000 was drawn on requisition of Pay Department for payments for July, 1890, and mileage
was deposited to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States August 29, 1890, and the account of tlie
Pay Department when its account with said appropriation was closed. This amount will be dropped
ending June 30, 1892.

Statement by appropriations of app1'oved and suspended disbu1·sements in paymaste1·s' accounts 1·ende1'ed during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891,
showing also the balance of suspensions 1·emaining June 30, 1890, 1·emoved du1·ing the fiscal year, and the balance remaining June 30, 1891.
Disbursements.

,-l
~

0

Suspensions.

I

Titles of appropriations.
Total.

Approved.

Suspended.

Amount of
Amount of
Amount of
suspension~ re- suspensions resuspensions re-,
Total
maining on
maining on
suspensions. moved durmg
fiscal ;year
books June SO,
books June S0,
ending June
1891.
1890.
so, 1891.

I

Pay, etc., of the .Army, 1891 .... : . .•••..•..••........•••••••...... $12, 531, 590. 98 $12, 525, 275. 55
$6,315.43
$3,530.33
$2,785.10
93.70
Pay of the Military .Academy, 1891.. .... ..• .• ..•••• •.•. •• . .......
176,689.82
176,596.12
5.83
87.87
Signal Service pay, 1891. ................... ·. .....•...•.•.•. . . . • • • •
2, 766. 35
2, 766. 35
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1890 .........•.•....... ~-........... . . . . . •
932, 726. 99
931, 901. 24
Pay of the Military .Academy, 1890 .. •••.. ..• ••..•.. .• ..•... ...•••
25,852.02
25,852.02
Signal Service pay, 1890...... .. . .. ........... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .••.. ..
1, 793.:.10
1, 793.30
Pay of the .Army, 1889............................................
23, 768. 75
23, 768. 75
Signal Service pay, 1889........ ..... .• .••.••... .. . . .•...••.. •.. . . .
4. 25
4. 251 .....•••.•... -~
48.52
48.521 .............. · -~
48.52
Pay of the .Army, 1888....... .....••••. ........•...•.•...... ...•••
296.95
296.95 ..................... ·· · · ·· · · . .............. ······ ....... ·· · ............. ···
Pay of the Army, 1888 and prior years............................ • ........ .• • • . . • •••••......... . . . . . • • . . . . . • .
6, 278.01
6, 278.01
1U. 06
6, 163.95
Signal Service pay, 1888 and prior years . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . • . . • • •
21. 82 1
21. 82 . • • . • • . . . • . . . • • .
21. 82
Pay, etc., of the .Army, certified claims...........................
53,118.96
53,118.96
Pay of Military Academy, certified claims........................
S. 39
3. 39
Pay of Signal Corps, certified claims . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • •
301. 09
301. 09
Pay of 2 and S years volunteers, certified claims..................
7, 442.14
7, 394. 88
Bounty to volunteers' widows and legal heirs, certified claims . . • .
16, 970. 61
16, 953. 94
Bounty act of July 28, 1866, certified claims........ . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
2, 668. 89
2, 668. 89
Pay of 2 and 3 years volunteers, certified claims, 1890.............
172,195.09
172,195. 09
Bounty to volunteers' widows and legal heirs, certifiedclaims,1890.
152,432.73
152,432.73
Bountl act of July 28, 1866, certified claims, 1890 ........•.•••. -·.
16,931.79
16,931.79
Pay o 2 and S years volunteers, certified claims, 1891.............
599, 689. 01
599, 689. 01
Bounty to volunteers' widows and legal heirs, certified claims, 1891.
341, 891. 67
341, 891. 67
Bounty act of July 28, 1866, certified claims, 1891 , . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • •
42, 131. 03
42, 131. 03
Pay to volunteers, Mexican war, certified claims..................
657.18
657.18
TravelexpensesofCaliforniaandNevadavolunteers,certifiedclaims
71.15
71.15
Travel expenses of 1st Michigan Cavalry, certified claims........
200. 70
200. 70
Payment of Mounted Riflemen under John C. Fremont (colonel)
in 1846, certified claims ......................................... .
25.00
25.00
Pay of companies of Texas Mounted Rangers, certified claims .•••
37.43
37.43
Twenty per cent additional compensatio~~- certified claims .....••.
12.30
12.30
Preventing and suppressing Indian hostilities, certified claims ..•
23.67
23.67
For four companies volunteers mustered at Camp Scott, Utah, act
June, 12, 1858, certified claims ........••••••......•.•••••••••••••
90.961
90.961 ............. .
Bounty to 15th and 16th Missouri Cavalry Volunteers .•••••.•••••
166. 66
166. 66 .............. ' ... ..
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war . : • •
2, 181. 10
2, 181. 10 ............. .
Three months' pay proper, act of July 3, 1884 .•••••••....••••.••.
1, 676. 45
1, 676. 45 ............. .

I

Total. •.•••••••••..••...•••••......••••••...•.• ··••••·••·•••· 15,106, 408. 41 1~099, 109. oo

1

7, 298. 81

9, 641.99

16,940.80

7, 387.61

9,553.19

t:d
t'j

'"d
0

~

0

l'%j
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Statement showing the balance in the hands of each disbu1'sing officer of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1890; the amount remitted to each fratn
the Treasz~ry, or turned orer by other agents during the fiscal year ending Jtme 30, 1891; the amount acconnted for by accounts an1l vouchers of
expenditu1·es, or by transfers or 1·eplacements in the 1'r·easm·y, and the bttlance remaining in the hands of paymasters to be accounted for in the next
fiscal year .

I

pj

~

~

Rank and"'""'·

t-1

i

~
~

Colonel and Assistant Payrnasters-General.
Smith, Rod:ne.y --.............
Ruoke,, W>ll>am A...........

Li<ut<nan<Oolon<l and n.,.
uty Paymasters-Gene1·al.

JWanoo
Romitted
Ar
in hand of
from
.
Army
~otal
Surp1us
my
each pay- the Treasury Received Soldiers' paymas- received and funds pa~asI m~t" on m tho Y""' from oth" dopoaiW. ''"' ool·
to 00
·"pbood ''". ool·
.June 30 , ending .June paymaslections. acc~unted m Treas- lecti?ns
1890.
30, 1891.
to".
for.
ury. ldopo,.ted.

I

I

T

Expendi'""''·

£

B•l•n~~----

rans erred in lland of
to other
each

I

Total

paY.";~"'"' paym~t" aO<~nnted

dunn 0 fiscal
Y=·

.June 30

for.

1891. '

I

I

$70, 677. 33 $2, 607, 000. 00 $233, 353. 24 $5, 049. 75 $6, 338. 73 I$3, 012, 419. 05 $445. 41 $6, 338. 73 $1, 078, 441. 54 I$1, 891, 029. ~5 I $36, 163. 52 I$3, 012, 419. 05
12, 965.15• 798,000.00 119,9811.41 ..........
250. " ' 931,195. "':1 ........
250.31
226,131. ~7
674,557.36
30,256.731 931,195.87

I

I

12, 628. 961 430. 908. 68
43, 615.48
703, 000. 00
59,355.86 1, 193,500.00

-

I

I
360, 320. 21
465,281. 89
608,923.60

519, 429. 67
264, 330. 44
641,474.49

53, 101. 98
933, 482. 47
45,923.38
783,763. 36
73,088. 58 1, 337,061.67

*Of this amount $28,345.10 was allowed by act of
May 11, 1889.

Co~gress

I

~

7, 636.911 658,856.47
960. 04
170,321. 51
7, 343.18
649,672.12
5, 570.94
434,533.16
3, 749.43
292,602.45
433,628. 56
6, 929.38
615,222.23
6, 615.01
261,524.40
8, 476.95
337, 035. 55
6, 873.83
227,976.67
8, 002. 89
8, 099.36
288,427.13
14,787.35
393,393.91
188,468.81
5, 780.54
6, 300.31
312, 654.27
7,450. 64, *289, 818. 89
5,466. 42
137,117.97
283,243.72
8,826. 97
2, 239. 03 1, 308, 203. 62
217,834.82
4, 941.38

m

1-3

trj
~
I

Q
trj

I

7, 636.91 1, 140, 655. 18-- ...... 960. 04
226, 913. 70 '- ....... 7, 343.18
698,082.77 ...... .......
5, 570.94
461,082.77 .................
3, 749.43
709,415. 69 .............
6, 929. 38
666,973.49 ..............
6, 615.01
770,213. 52 ..............
8, 476.95
328,32:-1.23 . ...............
6, 873.83
434,921.79 .............
8, 002.89
263,707. 04 ................
8, 099. 36
322,515.65 .................
14,787.35
490, 495. 85,. --. -.. -.
5, 780.54
214, 076. 02.- .•. - .. -.
6, 300.35
370, 502. 49 ... .•• - - ..
7,450. 64
350,744.13 ........ 5, 466.42
150, 453. 011
. 02
8, 826.97
324, 038. 60 - - .. -- - - 2, 239. 03, 1, 943. 098. 17 64, 300. 73
4, 941. 38
229, 165. 08 ........ _I

~

~

484, 708. 651 4, 605. 57
630. 611 933, 482. 47 -- •....• 6:30. 61
23,728. 23 5, 192.00 8, 227.65
783,763. 36 ---.--... 8, 227. 65
43,906.74 26,724.07 13, 575.00 1, 337,061.671- ........ 13,575.00

8, 297.58 12,055.80
24. 801.78 2, 973.00
128, 239.71 13,909.37
156, 500.00 10,026.00
29,206.97 3, 875.00
15,500.00 6, 907. 58
680,527.20 9, 027.50
287, 971. 66 8, 286.00
207, 279. 83 13, 215. 12
96, 136. 48,12, 822. 50
203,463.35 17,952. 94
15, 206. 23 21, 054. 97
195, 000. 00 13, 295. 48
274, 558. 52 6, 452. 00
199, 784. 74, 19, 163. 65
138, 013. 59 6, 973. 00
44, 390. 13 10. 821. 50
402, 956. 67 - - -- - .. - - -I
198, 607. 95 11, 758. 25

~

a::

I

I

Glenn, GeorgeE .............. I 87,664.89 1, 025, 000. OOj
176,000.00
22,178.88
Canby, .J.P ..................
27,590. 51
521,000.00
Candee, George W ............
15,985.83
273,000.00
Carey, A.B ..................
86,584.29
586,000.00
Willard, .J.P-- ........... - ...
21,636.531 616,000.00
Coxe, ]'. M ...................
Bates, A. E ...................
74, 043. 81 .. - - - - - - - - .. 23, 588.62 ........................
Wilson, C. L .................
14, 553. 01
193, 000. oo,
Eckels, W. H .................
13,745.17
133, 000. oo,
Roche, .J. R ...................
7, 000. 00
86, 000. 00
Towar, A. S ..................
Maynadier, William M ....•••
Arthur, William ............. --- ~~·-~~~ ~ ~~ -.. ~~~·-~~~--~~I
13, 191. 62 :
70, 000. 00
Keefer, .J. B ..................
96, 000. 00
Wham, .J. W ......••.•••••••. *28, 345. 10'
Sniffen, C. C ..................
::::::::::::,-.-266;
666:66
Baird, G. W ..................
Larned, D. R -- ............... 203, 533. 871 1, 334, 36.3. 60
2, 857. 50 · 11, ooo. oo·
Robinson, G. F ...............

~

385,613. 65
88, 548.15 1, 140, 655.18
44,208.90
11,423.25
226,913.70
9, 987.83
31,079.641 698,082.77
205. 21
20,773.46
4(ll, 082.77
394,340.69
18,723.12
709,415.69
200,674.27
25,741.281 666,973.49
140,850.76
7, 525. 52
770, 213. 52
58,321.88 . ...............
328. 323. 2:3
57,402.42
33, 609.99
434,921. 7!)
15, 6~8. 81
12, 098. 67
263,707.01
25,989.16 ....................
322,515.65
1, 500. 00
80,814. 59
490,495.85
15,000.00
4, 831. 67
214,076.02
36, 677. 56
14,870.35
370,502.49
18, 193. 90i 35,250.70
350,744. 13
861. 82
7, 006.78
150,453.01
5, 000.00
26,967.91
324, 038. GO .
374, 460. 54' 193,892.25 1, 943, 098. 17
2, ooo. oo;
4, 388.88
229,165. OS

approved .January 21, 1891, for relief of Maj. Wham, being on account of robbery of public funds reporte<l

ztrj
~
~

~
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Statement showing the balance in the hands of each disbm·sing officm· of the Pay Department on the 1st of July, 1800. etc.-Continnell.

I

Rank and name.

I

Balance
Remitterl
I
I .
'
in hand of
from
Received I
Army
~?tal
S'?-rplus .Anny.
eaeh pay: itheTreasury from other Soldiers' paymas- recened and,. fnuds 1 pay~nafl- Expendimaster on in !he year 1 paymas- deposits . ters' colto be
~epl~red ters. col- - turcs.
.June 30, endmg .June
ters.
1
lections. accounted
Trcas ·' lectl?ns
1890.

I "· 1891.

I

I____

-1
~).!)

L-:;

"
llalance
Translerred in band of
to 0 ~~er
each
pa~rr~tster~ pnymaster
dunn, fiscal .Tune SO,

1

'"·

1m
ucy~-f'P"'''"'·I

Y'"·

Total
accounted
for.

1891.

Majo1· and Paymasters-Cont'd.
Creary, William E............ $25, 282. 42 ' fl61, 000. IHl
$796.JI$i4, 663. 40 $10, 030. 98 $311, 772. SG .•••..... 1$10, 030. 981 $300, 661. 79'
Dodge, F. S....... .... .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
200,000.00
21,704.43 3, 536.00 7,125.19
235, 365. 62 ......... 1 7,125.191 194, 579.06
1
McClure, Charles.............
40,464.75:
95, 000. 00 164, 611. 58 18, 515. 51, 9, 095.42
327, 687. 26......... 9, 09.j. 42, 264,460. 99
Witcher, .J. S........... .. . . . .
21,631. 54
153,000.00
95,436. 29 6, 675.00 5, 615.42
282,358. 25 ......... · 5, 615.42
225, OHi. 54
Whipple, C. II................
23, 190. 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 497, 000. 00 13, 742. 06 6, 115. 20
540, 047. 65 . . • • . • . . . 6, 115. 20
491. 83:l. 35
Comegys, !Villiam H.........
28, 782. 76
56, 000. 00 223, 012. 37 20, 225. 611 11, 663. 141 339, 683. 88 . . . . . . . . . 11, 663. 14 1 273,
43
Bash, 'D. 1" . . . . . . . • • • • . • • . . • . •
34, 008. 32
232, 000. 00
91, 535. 97 15, 2~6. 321 11, 4:13. 92 ' 38-1. 22!. 53 . . . . . . . . . 11, 433. 92
303, 301. 86
Tucker, W. 1<'...... .... .. .. ..
17,121. 52 1,273,000. oo 322, H!l. 92 9, 650. 51 13, 086.3:1 . 1, 633, 278.28$1.266.00 13,086.33 1, 251,403.05
Muhlenberg, .J. C.............
18, 291. 13
267, 000. 00,1 21, 487. s1 . 16, 420. 61 4, 92!. 00
328, 123. 55.......... 4, !l24. oo l 270, 210. 53
Poole, D. C...................
11,420.61
15, 000. 00 118, 2-U. 21 1 7, 546. 57 4, 594. 53 1 156, 802. 92t ........ ·1 4, 594. 53[ 123,917.71
Smith, G. R...................
49, 432. 50 1 620, 000. 00 193, 163. 11 l!l, 909. 00 19, 497. 15, 902, 001. 76 . . . . . . . . . 19, 497. 15 1 764, 744. 77
Baker, .J. :P.. ... .. .. .... .... ..
9, 244.32............. 423,539.68 15,495.25 11, 896.10
460,175. 35 ......... ; 11.896.10
431,386.49

5~6.

Oaptain Ordnance Depart·
ment.
Crozier, William..............

I

3,000.00 ............. ............ .......... ..........

I

j

1

3,000.001" ........ / .......... ,

~
t::!j

$1, 080. 03
$3Jl, 772. 80
l, 049.31 . $32.612.06
233,365. 62
39, 579. 76
14, 551. 09! 327, 687. 2t1
30, 825.79
20, BOO. 50
28~, 358.25
16, 012. 37
26, 086. 73
5 !0, 047. fi5
2!1, 566. 981 :.H, 927. 331 s:;n, 683. RS
46. 527.14
22, 961. 6li 3~ I, 224. 5:3
337,445.351 32,077. 55. 1, 6'l:'i. 278. 28
29, 252.47
23,706. 33
328, 123. 55
8, 751.19
1!l, 539,49
136,802. !l2
55, 637. 29
62, 122. 55! 902, 001. 76
11,620.11
5, 272. 65 1 460,175. il5
1

•••••••••••• ,

;...:;
0
~

~

0

"':i
""3

0::
t;rj

m
M

1

0

18.971

2,981.031............ 1

3,000.00

Total ..••...•.••.••••••. 1, 164, 059. 97 14, 773, 777. 28 6, 388, 068. 03!403, 766. 89 270, 150. 28 22, 999, 822. 45 66, 012.16 270, 150. 28 15, 134, 753. 51 6, 388, 068. 03:1, 140, 838. 47l22, 999, 822. 45
1
1
1
1

~
t'%j

,...:;

>
~
~

0

hj

~

~
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Statentent showing the nuntbm· of pay t1·ips made, number of days consumed in travel, posts paid, and amount of field and office disbursements made by each
d·isbursing officer of the Pay Depa1·tment, du1·ing the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1891.

Paymasters.

Miles traveled.

I

No. of Days No. of
posts
pay
contrips. sumed. paid.

-----------~-------1

I fa~g;:·· IStage. IRailroad.! Steamer. !convey-~
Total.
ance.
Other

I

"Payments.

In field.

In office.

Total.

....................

$907' 911. 04
226,131.47

$1, 078, 441. 54
226,131.47

759: o5·
-~: i~t · ·-ii2;
273,282.07

360,320.21
352,522.84
335,641.53

360,320.21
465,281.89
608,923.60

120,897.81
537,958.66
10, 929
16,400.93
153,920.58
6, 304
190,401.38
459,270.74
15, 704
117,218.82
34
317,314.
6, 873
76,848.58
215,753.87
9,467
94,805.19
338,823.37
3, 005
282, 591.41
332,630.82
7, 492
150,636. 65
110,887.75
7,753
131,866.11
205,169.44
10,720
155,
924.30
72, 052.37
8, 601
210,854.18
77, 572. 95
3,473
242,251.92
151, 141.99
12, 518
46,819.83
141, 643. 98
10, 241
154,449.08
158,205.19
8,127
216,990.45
44,513.34
5, 037
114,062.04
23,055.93
7, 965
199,844.23
83,399.49
10,836
------- ············-· 1, 308, 205. 62
105,979.55
111,855.27
3, 322
169,148.57
131, 513.22
10,517
67,567.97
127,011. 09
9, 596
203,615.55
60,845.44
14,194
85,102.88
139,913.66
6,420
206,798.46
285,034.89
7, 139
83,824.15
189,702.28
10, 931
113,585.78
189,716.08
13, 560

658,856.47
170, 321. 51
649,672.12
434,533. H
292,602.45
433,628. 5~
615,222.22
261,524. 4C
337, 035. 5~
227,976. 6"1
288,427. 1~
393,393.91
188,463.81
312,654. 2i
261,503.7£
137,117. 9'i
283,243. 7~
1, 308, 205. 6~
217, 834. 8~
300, 661. 7~
194, 5';'9. 0(
26-1,460. !)~
225,016. 54
491,833. 3f
273,526. 4E
303,301. 8(

1---->---•----•----•---

I

Assistant Paymasters- General.
12

74

50

86 ·-·····--

7,887

46

12 I 8, 031

$170, 530. 50

'"C

.·--- ~~ -~- ... -~~ -~- .... !~ -~---·. -~~~-~: ::: ~i~:1· ·-· ~: ~~g·l: :::::::::1::::::: :1·
52!
27 I . 673 .. .. .. ..
10, 245
11 •.. .. .. ..
6
11
45
11
45 -.......
4, 630
1, 629 --.. .. ..
12
91
59
124 .. .. .. ..
15, 484
96 -------44
56
69
150 ----- .. 6, 084
639 ---- .. -18
47
25 .......... ........
!J,467 ..................
23
43
37
105
300
1, 938
582
80
12
118
75
62 .... .. ..
7, 068
338
24
................ -------529 ........
7,224 .......... -------17
74
44
162 --......
10,488
80 -------13
63
55
904 .. .. .. ..
. 7, 697 ... --- .... -- ... -..
13
80
29
1,360 ........
1,981 ..........
132
27
10, 769 --- .. -- ... -- ... - ..
12
142
49
1, 722
13
80
37
1, 233
4
8, 966
10
28
14
69
38
100 ........
7,895
132 ........
11
94
35
1, 972 - -- -. --3, 065 ... -- .. -- ... -- .. ..
11
81
39
647
182
6, 518
618 -.. --...
Baird, G. W ....... ... .. .. ... .... ... .. .............
9
85
44
888 ..... ...
9, 948 ..................
Larned, D.R ............................................................................................................
Robinson, George R . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . • .. .. •
27
59
44
78
300
838
1, 866
240
Creary, W.E .....................................
31
97
35
1,196
294
9,027 ..................
Dodge, F. S . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. ..
22
77
26
212 . .. . • .. .
9, 384 . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .
McClure, Charles.................................
14
97
46
1,175
164
12,635
208
12
Witcher,J.S.....................................
18
41
38
74 ........
6,292 ..........
54
Whipple, C. H ............................... ,....
16
71
57
193
147
6, 573
226 .. .. .. ..
Comegys, W. H .........•................... ..... • • .
13
129
40
402
1, 282
9, 225
16
6
Bash, -:D. N.. . • . • • • . .. • .. • • .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
11
99
32
530
16
12, 984 ...... -. .. •
30
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Statement showing the nwmbe1· of pay t1·ips made, number of days consumed in tmvel, posts paid, etc.-Continued.

Paymaster.

Payma•tm-ConHnuol.

of
I No.
pay
trips.

I

Tucker, W. F.....................................
Muhlenberg, J. C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Poole, D.C........................................
Smith, GeorgeR..................................
Baker, J. P .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. • • .. .

Oapta<n of
0

o,dnam•.

12
24
9
26
12

Days No. of
conposts
sumed. paid.

A.mbu- I
Other I
lance
Stage. Railroad. Steamer. convey-! Total.

I

Payments.
In field.

~---· ---~---~
60
27
70

65

82 ·

49
216 • • • • • • • •
23 . • • • . • . . . . . • • . . . . .
32
459
72
38
166 ........
36
769
535

I

In office.

1

3, 596
2, 445 .. .. . . ..
2, 696
3, 342 . . . • . • . .
5, 579
858 .. .. .. ..
6,404 ..........
16
8, 251 • • .. • .. • .. .. • • • • ..

I

6, 257
6, 038
6, 968
6,586
9, 555

~

~

I

Miles traveled.

-t

I

Total.

I

$180, 214. 79 i$1, 071, 188. 26 1 $1, 251, 403. 05
115. 076. 25
155, 164. 28
270, 240. 53
103,024. 23
20, 893.48
123,917.71
329,070.65
435,674.12
764,744.77
226, 891. 07
204, 495. 42
431, 386. 49
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PUBLICATION OF WAR RECORDS.
W .A.R DEP.A.RTMENT, W .A.R RECORDS OFFICE.
Washington, July 31, 1891.
SIR: The Board to whom, under your direction, the work of continuing the publication of the Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies has been intrusted, begs leave to submit the following report of
its operations during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891:
On July 1,1890, twenty-seven volumes of the records had been printed
and distributed. The appropriation for publication became a law on
August 30, 1890, and became available on the 1st of September following. The increased force authorized by the act was at once employed
and the work of publication was resumed, and has been continued without interruption during the year. As a result twenty-one books have
been printed and distributed, and four more have been put in type, and
are being indexed. These volumes contain the reports of the l\line Run
campaign of the Army of the Potomac, the operations on the Atlantic
seacoast in 1863, the Chickamauga campaign, the Chattanooga, Rossville, and Knoxville campaigns, including the battles of Missivnary
Ridge, Lookout lYiountain, and the siege of Knoxville, together ,vith
the operations of all the armies down to and including the Wilderness
campaign in Virginia, and the operations in the Shenandoah Valley,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania, up to August 3, 1864. The volumes rehtting to the Transmississippi region have been completed to include
June 30, 1864, and those relating to the Atlantic seacoast to November
30 of the same year.
The preparation of matter for publication bas been carried on steadily
during the year. The records and files of the War Department and tL.e
Confederate archives are being carefully and critically examined under
the direction of Mr. Leslie J. Perry, and a large amount of interesting
and valuable matter relating to the second series has been copied and
prepared for compilation. In the preparation of this series (relating to
prisoners of war), the Board has found it to be not only desirable but
necessary, in justice to all concerned, to go over the whole ground witJ1
extreme care and accuracy before sending any volumes to press. The
same sources have also been searched with a view to the completion of
the volumes of the first series, and the present outlook is such as to
warrant the Board in promising that the volumes covering the military
operations of the year 18G4 will be put in type during the year ending
June 30, 1892.
727
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The work on the atlas of maps and plans, which is to accompany the
volumes, has been begun, and a contract for the execution of the first
ti ve plates, in colors, by the most improved lithographic processes, has
beeu made and nearly completed. It is hoped that this work will be
well advanerd during the current fiscal year.
The iollowiug notes of work accomplished, iu the several departments
of publication, will convey an idea of the variety a11d amount of labor
required in connection with the preparation and publication of the sevm·al volumes. Two hundred and thirty-one thousand books have been
received, and 170,212 have been addressed and distributed; 1,100,000.
address labels have been printed; 5,984 books have been sold, and the
~~;mount received therefor ($4,199.25) has been deposited in the Treasury.
Fourteen thousand eight hundred and thirteen letters, Teceipts, and
cards have been received, and 7,396 have been written and sent. Sixteen books have been indexed; 240,000 cards have been used in the
preparation of the indexes, and 105,200 folios of reports and correspondence have been copied, compared with the originals, and converted
in~o printers' copy. Five thousand six hundred and fifty ga11eys and
14,119 pages of proofs have been received and revised in connection
with the books printed since September 1, 1890.
In closing it gives the Board great pleasure to recognize the efficient
assiHtance they have received from the officers engaged on the work,
and ii·om the employes connected with the different departments of the
office. Their labors have been zealous and untiring, and the services
l'endered by them have been entirely satisfactory.
GEO. B. DAVIS,
Major and Judge Advocate, U.S. Army.
LESLIE J. PERRY,
0i'l1ilian expert.
J. W ...KIRKLEY,
Civilian expert.
The SECRETARY OF WAR•
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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,

Washington, D. 0., October 26, 1891.
SIR: In obedience to the requirement::; of section 1 of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1883, making regulations for the Soldiers' Home
in the District of Columbia, I have the honor to submit the following
statement and accompanying papers as the report of the Board of Commissioner~ of the Home for the year ending September 30, 1891:
The gain and loss in the number of inmates have been as follows:
Regular.

~~r-

Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1·- - - - - - - Number on the rolls Septem bcr 30, 1890 ...........•....... ••••... -........
Number admitted........................................................
Numberreadmitted ················-·······-··· · ··········--·······-·-···

1, 183
273
144

60
299

1, 243

1, 600

359

1, 959

138

523
9

Diecharged, dropped, etc . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . .
385
Dismissed for cause . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
7
Died.............. . .......................................................
72
Transferred to the regular rolls ...............•••....••.••......• - .•••.............

Number on the rolls September 30, 1891 _.•••••••.•• -. ••••••. •••••••••• •• •

2

572
144

5

77

112

112

464

257

721

1,136

102

1, 238

The first admission in every case is temporary, and if after examination of the record the applicant is found entitled thereto regular admission is granted.
Of the number of men reported on the rolls September 30, 1891, there
were present 635; on outdoor relief, 413; on furlough, 61; under suspension, 13; in the Government Hospital for the Insane, 14. The aggregate is 47 less than was shown in the last report. A considerable
reduction in numbers was made by withdrawing the outdoor relief from
a number who are re<'eiving pensions. There were 178 dropped from
this roll during the year. The withdrawal of this benefit was found
necessary bec:::tuse the current revenue is not sufficient to supply it to
all who are entitled to admission to the Home but who do not wish or
do not need to become resident inmates, and except for veterans of the
war with Mexico and men who have served twenty-five years (not including retired soldiers), it was discontinued in the cases of all who
731
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receive pensions at the rate of $8 or more per month. The allowance
to pensioners who are not in the excepted classes above mentioned is
not more than enough with their pensions to make $8 per month, w)l:ich
is the maximum rate of outdoor relief to nonpensioners.
Of the 77 deaths reported 32 were of members absent on ouif. or relief, 4 in the hospital for the insane, and 3 absent on furlough.
Temporary relief to destitute discharged soldiers who were not entitled to regular admission was provided during the year to the extent
of 1,991 rations and lodgings for a brief period in 162 cases.
The treasurer's statement of funds in his care derived from the pensions of inmates shows on hand at last report $43,671.54; received during the year $85,902.70; paid over to pensioners and legal heirs,
$80,774.91, leaving in hand September 30,1891, a balance of $48,799.33.
No new building operations have been commenced since the last report. One small brick building for use as hospital steward's quarters
was completed in November, 1890, and the improvement of Scott building, under contract made in February, 1890, was completed in February, 1891.
The condition of the funds of the Home and the receipts and expenditures during the year are as follows:
THE PERMANENT FUND.

Balance in United States Treasury October 1, 1890 _--- ---- .•••••••••• $2,348,529.43
Settlements made and passed to the credit of the fund
during the year .. ___ .. ____ .... _.... __ ... __ .... _••••. __ $289, 186. 91
Withdrawn on requisitions for current expenses . • ....... 209,730.00
79,456.91
Balance in United States Treasury September 30, 1891 .••• .... . ••••••

2, 427, 986.34

ACCOUNT OF THE TREASURER OF THE HOME.

Remaining on hand September 30, 1890 __ ............... .
$987.28
Received during the year:
From the perman en t fund. _______ . _. __ ••. ____ .. _•••• 209,730.00
Interest on the permanent fund .. ___ .•.....•.... __ •.
70,479.13
Effects of deceased inmates._._ •. _........... _. _•••.•
825.37
Miscellaneous receipts ............................. .
1,698.72
Disbursements on account of:
.
Current expenses .........••••... _•• _ ••••••.••••• _•.
New buildings ___ .. ___ •. __ .. _......•....••••• _••. _••
Other permanent improvements .................... .

-----

$283,720.50

199,773.11
68,999.81
5,412.26
274,185.18

Balance remaining September 30, 1891 .. _••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••

9,535.32

The following is a comparative statement for the years 1890 and 1891
Qf items of current expense, with an aggregate each in excess of $5,000:
1890.

Subsistence ................................................................. .
Outdoor relief.............................................................. ..
of dairy, farm, garden, and grounds .. ....••••.•••••..•..••.•••••..
Extra-duty pay and monthly allowance to inmates .... _..................... .
E~penses

~~!fl!~-~ ~ ~::::: ::::: ~ ~: ~--: ::: ~.- ::::::::::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Laundry work .............................................................. .

$U, 735.60
34, a10. 81
26,622.40
23,970.63
16,344.20
8, 032.76
(4, 720. 71)

1891.
$47,211.26
42,092,43
23,545.51
25,956.20
13,600.49
8, 71P 15
6.~~
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The current expenses, in which is included all expenses except new
buildings and other permanent improvements, were $199,773.11, while
the current income, which includes amounts credited to the permanent
fund from monthly settlements of Army paymasters' current accounts,
interest on the permanent fund, receipts from miscellaneous sources,
and effects of deceased inmates (subject to demand of legal heirs), was
$183,211.08. The deficit of $16,562.03 represents that amount of money
taken from the reserve fund which has practically reached its maximum figure because under existing law all settlements of accounts for
time prior to March 3, 1881, have been stopped and all settlements for
the period since that date up to December 31, 1888, have been about
completed. There are but two sources of current income upon which
dependence can be placed for a definite amount. Tbe interest on the
permanent fund (about $72,000) and the contributions from the pay of
soldiers (about $36,000) give a fixed revenue of about $108,000 per annum. The remaining current revenue comes from fines and forfeitures
from the pay of the enlisted men-an uncertain quantity which is
destined to become materially reduced with every step of the rapid
progress now being made by the military authorities in removing the
causes of delinquency in the Army.
The first step in the interest of greater economy was made in the
withdrawal of outdoor relief from members who receive pensions and
are in sufficiently comfortable circumstances to remain out of the Home.
By this step a reduction of $2,500 was made in the expenditures for t.he
last quarter of the year. A revision of the list of employes and extrad)lty payments is now in progress, and other measures will be promptly
taken to keep the current expenses within the current income. One of
the exp~nses which demands consideration in this connection is the
support of men for whom permanent and certain provision is made independent of the Home. There are 449 men receiving the benefits of
the Home who also receive pensions of higher rate than $8 per month,
and there are 40 retired soldiers also in the Home whose pay and allowances average more than $20 per month each. Recommendation was
made in March last for legislation to relieve the Home in part from this
expense. It will be repeated immediately after the assembling of the
next Congress.
The treasurer's statements of accounts with the farm, the dairy, and
the garden show that the value ofthe products of the farm exceeded the
expenses by $2,570.59, with estimated products not yet gathered valued
at more than $3,000. The yield of the dairy was $2,688.26 more than
the expense of maintaining it, while the garden, with whi<'h is included
the expense of the ornamentation of the grounds, cost $73.82 more than
the value of the products credited thereto.
The act of Congress approved January 16, 1891, requiring the treasurer of the Home to keep current funds on deposit in the United States
Treasury has been strictly complied with.
All supplies for the Home that. could be purchased under contract obtained in accordance with law have been so pt1rchased. In March last
the meat contractor abandoned his contract and a new agreement was
made for the remainder of the fiscal year with another dealer, at an increase in cost of $2,505.62, for the recovery of which steps have been
taken to institute legal proceedings against the sureties of the failing
contractor.
The need of an increased water supply·at the Home is urgent, and in
March last authority was given to attempt to obtain it by boring. Definite limits were fixed in the agreement with the contractor with refer-
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ence to the cost of the work, and he has made four attempts, without
success, owing mainly to accidents, which prevented further progress
in one spot and required a new qeginning at another.
Good discipline has been maintained, as a rule, without undue restrictions. .A library of more than 5,000 volumes, 42 current weekly and
3 daily newspapers, and 16 magazines are provided for those who incline
to use thell}-; billiard tables and games of various kinds afford pastime,
and light employment with compensation to such extent as the interests of the Home will justify, are the aids which a kind administration,
under wholesome regulations, find best adapted to counteract the bad
influences of an otherwise idle life.
The act of Congress approved February 28, 1891, which prohibits
"the granting of liquor licenses within 1 mile of the Soldiers' Home"
has not been in force yet a sufficient length of time to test its influence
upon the inmates of the Home. The delinquencies chargeable to the
use of intoxicating liquor have so far not been affected.
Brig. Gen. Jedediah H. Baxter, Surgeon-General of the Army, one of
the Commissioners of the Home, died in this city December 4, 1890, and
was succeeeded by Brig. Gen. Charles Sunderland, who was appointed
December 23, 1890.
Capt. Robert Catlin, U. S . .Army (retired), was relieved at his own
request as deputy governor of ~he Rome, after a period of six years
service to the entire satisfaction of the Commissioners, and was sue- ·
ceeded by Capt. David .A. Irwin, U. S. Army (retired), July 31, 1891.
No other changes have occurred during the year upon the Board of
Commissioners or among the officers of the Home.
The accompanying papeTs are reports by the governor, the attending surgeon, and the treasurer of the Home; a statement of receipts
and expenditures; statements of the permanent fund and the interest
th~reon; statements of account with the pension money of inmate pensioners, and their rates of pension; the debit and credit accounts with
the farm, the garden, and the dairy, and a list of names, etc., of men
who have been admitted to the Home since the last report, all of which
require to be publisheu for distribution to the Army, as directed by the
section and act mentioned in the first paragraph of this report.
Very respectfully,
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Major- General Commanding the Army,
President Board of Commissioners.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.

GoVERNOR's OFFICE, U. S. SoLDIERs' HoME,
Washington, D. C., October 13, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to present herewith the annual reports
from the Home and to invite attention to their contents.
Several improvements have been made during the year, the Scott
building completed, the main sewer enlarged, which has done away
with the cesspool near the hospital, and some small water closets and
urinals have been opened in the buildings for use in bad weather. The
grounds have been considerably improved (see extract from report of
the gardener), and much needed painting done.
The great need of more water still presses.
The experiment of boring for water has not yet proved successful,
and I fear that we shall have to resort to digging another well.
_
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The farm, gardens, and orchards have proved unusually productive
as a whole (see treasurer's report of expenditures and receipts of all
kinds).
·
The dairy supply has been sufficient for cooking purposes and table
use notwithstanding the loss of :five cows by pleuro-pneumonia during
the grippe season last spring.
Considering the prevalency of the grippe this year the general health
has been good (most of the hospital deaths being from old age) until the
last few months, when the average number of cases has considerably
increased, though with slight increase of death rates. (See report of
Attending Surgeon Forwood.)
.
The usual interest has been shown by the inmates in the library.
(See librarian's report.)
The trials by the deputy governor for delinquencies and the number
of suspensions and discharges for cause have been up to the average.
The number of intoxications is exactly the same as last year, and I can
not too strongly urge the necessity that exists for an accessible inebriate asylum. Though under the pressure of circumstances, and
under the benign influence of the Woman's Temperance Union, which
gives weekly entertainments, many pledges have been given, reforms
have been but partial. In this connection permit me to mention the
injurious effect of readmitting inmates once discharged for drunkenness.
Such hopeless cases at once disgrace the Home and interfere materially
with the comfort and good name of the inmates generally.
For the interest and entertainment of the inmates I have started a
little museum, consisting of old-fashioned arms, military relics, and
some Indian curiosities. Should the post commanders on the frontier or
soldiers in service looking towards this Home after discharge desire to
add to the collection, the inmates would feel grateful to have such things
forwarded.
The quarters, food, clothing, and discipline continue to be good. .No
serious complaints have reached me except of the washing. There is a
certain amount of discontent among the low-pensioned inmates, but
this is not general. The main trouble lies in the unequal allotments of
pocket money, high pensioners, who it is felt have been otherwise amply
provided for, besides their support at the Home, receiving more than the
low or nonpensioners receive for the purchase of small articles. This
matter can only be corrected by a change in the law to the exclusion
of high pensioners, or their admissions under conditions.
Another alteration in the law will be required soon, viz, the removal
of the limitation on the settlement of soldiers' accounts in the United
States Treasury, now restricted so as to go no furth"er back than 1881,
leaving a large unsettled amount due the old soldiers and their Home.
The cost of labor, of living, and of many materials seems to be constantly rising in Washington. The Home has so far suffered that several of our contracts are higher, and it has proved hard to get job work
done promptly, particularly at certain seasons, without excessive prices
and delays. But on the whole our expenses have not increased as
much as might be expected, if at all, considering the large number of
commuters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. B. WILLCox,
Brigadier- General, Governor.

The PRESIDENT

OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,

Soldiers' Home, D. 0.
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[Extract from annual report of the gardener.]
•

SOLDIERS' HOME,

Washington, D. C., Septembe-r 30, 1891.
GoVERNOR: I have the honor herewith to submit to you my fourth annual report
as superintendent of garden and grounds.
Respectfully yours,
JOHN M. MAYNE,

Ga1·dener, Soldiers' Home.
Productions for park and grounds: 19,119 plants, trees, and shrubs.

*
MISCELLA~EOUS.

One hundred and seventy-five square yards stone guttering laid on various parts
of the grounds.
Three hundred and forty-five square yards brick pavement laid around Scott,
Anderson, and King builuings.
The road on east of annex and ground about the Scott building were graded this
spring and summer. The park and terrace south of chapel has been cleared of all
scrub trees, and underbrush has been partly grubbed out on slope. This will be
completed the coming year.
The upper lake has been dredged and 390 feet stone wall for the same laid, together
with dam beneath the bridge, which, it is believed, will protect the banks and prevent the lake from deposits of sand.
J<"ootpath from Whitney avenue to foot of Scott's Hill has l1een completed, and
owing to the low condition of the land has been tunneled and guttered; another
path from North Capitol gate to the Home with bridge has been partly laid out, the
work being completed by Road Sergeant Gaffney and party.
There was 3,000 square feet sod cut and laid on various parts of the lawns.
'fhere is 75 acres of ground to be mowed and kept up as lawns for 6 months during
the year; the grass of those lawns is sent to the dairy for stock feed.

[Report of librarian.]

Annual report of the librarian of Soldiets' Home, Washington, D. C., for the yea1· ending
September 30, 1891.
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Books on hand at lastreport,September 30, 1890......................... 1, 891
Books received since from various
sources ..............••• :..........
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1, 467

774

136

157

211
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6
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-- ---- -- ---- -- ---58

280

5, 279

12

279

----------------------

Total .. . . . . . . • • • • • • .. • • .. • .. . . . 2, 012 1, 493 84 7 153 169 217 280
36
59 292 5, 5.58
Condemned, lost, etc..................
13 .. ----. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . ..
5 .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .
18
Number of books on band ai date
(catalogued) . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 999

1, 493

847

153

169

217

275

36

59

292

5, 540

Periodicals for use in reading room:

~!E~;t~~~~~!

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::~:~: : :~:~: : ~::~:::::

3
33
9

16
Number of books issued during the year (13. 060 report of 1890) ............................... . 16,565
.A. verage daily issue of books (42 report of 1890) ............................................... . • 55
Daily average of inmates visiting reading room (estimated) .......................... , ......•..
150
Work done by bookbinder during past year:
215
~!b'.1Jn~o~~-:
274
Repaired .•••••••••••.....•.••..••.•.••••..........•.........•.....•••....... -- .... -- ...... .
14

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

ERNEST POLK,

Librarian.
WASHINGTON,

D. C., September 30, 1891.
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, REPORT OF THE ATTENDING SURGEON.

U. S. SoLDIERS' Ho:\m,
Washington, D. C., September 30, 1891.
8IR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the medical department
of the Home for the past year, ending September 30, 1891:
BARNES HosPITAL,

1891.

1890.

1889.

1888.

------------------------------------------------------l-------1-----------------Patients remaining in hospital from last report ..................... .
Patients a(lmitted to hospital during the year ...................... .
Total treated in the hospital .......... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Returned to the Home, recovered, mostly arute cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Returned to the Home, improved, mostly chronic cases..............
Returned to tlH• lionH•, unimproved, incurahh•.......................
Sent to the Unitrd :)tates Hospital for the Insane....................
Drserted from hospital . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Died in hospital.....................................................
Dead when brought to hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remaining in hospital at present date . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .
Total ..........................................................

65
352

75
379

57
275

80
281

4541
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194
120
6
5
3
37
1
88

159
89
116
124
112
119
10
22
19
6
5
11
4 _............. ..
~7
37
37
2
2
2
75
65
57

~

1

361

-rn -s32j----:i61

.Ages of patients admitted.
1891.

1890.

1889.

1888.

------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------Between ?.0 and 30 years ............................................ . 37
Betwern 30 and 40 years ............................................ . 53
Botw<'en 40 and 50 years ............................................. . 84
Between 50 aiHl 60 years ........................................... .. 110
Between 60 and 70 years ............................................ . 69
Between 70 and 80 years ........................................... .. 21
Between 80 and 90 years .................. : . ........................ .
4
Between 90 and 100 years ........................................... .
1
Of these pntients the age of the ;young<'st was ...................... . 19
93
0
I~~:a~ee u~!l~e/~~ff:n"7sa!d.~itt~d~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 50.40
Greatest number of patients at one time ... ·........................ .. 90
Least number of patients at one time ............................... . 56
Daily average of patients in ho!>pital .......................... ---- .. 73.04

38
55
72
78
76
26
6
1
21
93
50.65
80
61
72.30

33
42
63
70
51
15
1
0
21
81
48.92
76
57
65.24

26
38
72
62
58
20
4
1
23
93
49.56
80
55
69

Diseases jo1· which patients wtwe admitted to hospital.
Disease.
Abscrss:
Brain ................................ ..
Breast ................................. .
Abscrss or stump ........ -- ............... ..
Alcoholism :
Acute ................................ ..
Chronic ............................... ..
Aneurism of aorta ........................ ..
Asthma, chronic ........................... .

~~~o~~~~ ~~·-o-~r:~~~i-~~ -~~~~~~~:::: :::: :::::

Bright's disease, chronic ................... .
Bronchitis:
Acnte ................................. .
Chronic ............................... ..
Brain, COn CUSHiOn of....................... .
Bubo ..................................... ..
Burns ..................................... .
Cancer of bowels ......................... ..
Cataract ................................ .

WAR 91--YOL I - 4 7

No.

Disease.

1
1
2

19
11
3
2

1
1
2

3
~

1
2
1
1
4

I

Catarrh:
Bronchjal, acute ..................... ..
Bronchjal, chronic .................... .
Gastric, chronic ...................... .
Vesicle ............................... .
Chancroids ............................... .
Chancre and vhimoses .................... .
Cholera morbus ........................... .
Cirrhosis ofliver .......................... .
Colic, intesti.nal ......................... ..
Cornea, abrasion of .................•......
Conjunctivitis ............................ .
Contusion:
Ankle ................................ .
Knee ................................. .
Constipation, chronic ..................... .
Cystitis, chronic .......................... .
Contraction of muscles ................... .
Debility, senile ........................... .
Degeneration of spinal chord ......•..•••..

No.

2
1
4
2
2
1
7
2
2
1
1

2
1
2
2
1
19
1
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Diseases for which patients were admitted to hospital-Continued.
Disease.

Diabetes insipidus .. -------- .. ---- .. : •.• -- ..
Diarrhea:
.Acute··········-·····-···--·------·-···
~nhacnte .. ___ ... __ . _.. __ .............. .
Cltronic ................................ .
Elll}J.Yenm .. __ ...... __ .......... __ .. -- ..... .
Enteritis:
.Aen tc . _.. ___ ... __ . _.... _........... _.. .
Chronic ................................ .
Follh:ular .............................. .
Erysipelas:
Leg .................................... .
Face ................................... .
Eczt>nta ........ __ ................ -- .. , ..... .
Epilcps.v .............. _.. _................. .
Fever, intermittent......................... .
Fracture of rib ............................. .
Gang1enc of lung ..... -- .............. -- ... .
Gonorrhrea:
.Acute .. __ ........... _....... __ ........ .
Chronic ..... __ . _. _... _................ .
Goitre················-·····-·······-···-·-·
H:muatomaof thig~- .... ------------------ ..
IIernorrboid::; ............................ _. _

lf@l~::~:L::::::::-::::::::::::::::::-

HerpeR zoster ___ ........................ ___ _
Hydrocele . _. ____ .. _. _______ ... __ . ___ . _.... _

~~fr~td\c~~~~i:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Indi ges ti on :
Acute ....... _________ . ________________ _
Chronic ....... ------ __ ...... __ ---- _____ _
Insomnia-------------·----- .... -- .... -- ... _
Ir1flnenza .... _..... __ ............ __ .. ______ .
Influenza complicated by pnemuonia ...... .
Insanity .................................. _.
Iritis, acute._._. _________________ . _________ _
Keratitis, acute.----.--------·--- .......... .

tr;;;;-~~~i~~\~f~\~~::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

Locomotor ataxy. _____ -------·-----.·---- __ _
Lumbago ... ···---------------------.------.
Maling-ering.-------------- .. ---------- ____ _
Marasmus----------------------------·-- ...
Me.tsles ------. ----·------ __ --------- ______ .
Meuirre's disease.-----.--- ... ----- .... ____ .
Neuralgia:
J<'ace ... ___ -------------- .. _.... __ ------ _
Stump·-----------------·-----·-·------lntercostal ............................ .

No.

Disease.
Necrosis of tibia._. ___ ........ __ -------. __ .
Ob::;tructiOJl of bowels _. _______ ...... __ . __ _

4

g;~ );i~i~ o_f_ ~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::: ."::::::::
Osteitis, chronic. _______ ---- _____ . ___ . ____ .

~~~:~w,;~ftl~: -~~~t~:~ :~~ ~:~~ ~:: :~:::: ::::::::

Perityphlitis, acute ... _. _______ . _______ . __ _
I>hthisis pulmonnlis .. _..... ___ . _---- _____ _
Pharyngo-laryngitis, acute ·--------------

~fe:£iJ~tJt:~:
-~~~~~~: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~:::: ::::: ~ ~ ~::::
Subacute .. ----------. _____ . ----. _. ____ _

1
2

1
12

Pneumonia.:
.Auute ......... __ . _. _... __ ... _. _.... ___ _
Chronic, interstitial····---------------\oiR.o~i_ng by rh.ns toxicodendron. _______ ..
I I roctitJS, chrouiC. __ .... __ ... ---- .. -----. __
Rhcnmatism;
5
St1bacnte ___ . __ . __ . _______ ..... _.. _____ _
2
1
ChroniC.---------------------------·---01" heart ... __ .... ____ .... _. _________ .. __

No.

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
34
1
1

1
1

2
4
1
4
2
2
1

.Acute, muscular ..... . -----.--- ... ----_.
Sarcoma of leg. _____ ------------------ .. __ .
Sciatica, chrouic ............... __ ... ____ . _.
Sinus of stump. __ .--.-- ... ----- ..... -- ... -Sprain of:

1

1
12

4.
3
1
11
15
1

1

tI

1
1
3
1
3
2

1
1
1
1
1

6
15

1
1•
1
1
1

~~~V~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

liip .... - -------------------------------Stricture:

{5~.~71~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sypl1ilis:
I nmary ... __ .... -----. _____ . ____ . ----. _

sr~c~~i;~~ .~r;r~~i-~: :::::: ::~:::: :::::::::::
1

Ton,;illitis, acnte ......... ___ ..... __ . ______ _
Tuberculosi~, glaudulru:. --- ... --- __ .. _... _.
Tuhercular laryngitis.--.--.-- ... ------ ... .
Tumor of neck. ___ ... ---- .. ______ -----. __ ..
Uleer:
Leg ... ---·------------------------·----Lip --------------------------·----------

~,t~~~;~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Urine, retention of .. --------------------- __
'Vound:
Lacerated ..... ___ ----- ...... -----.·--- __
Lacerated and contused .. -- ... ------ .. __
Gunshot .........................•••• _•.

1
2
1
7
2

2
1
1

This list exhihits only the diseasas complained of by the patients at the time of
admission to the hospital, and docs not include the numerous complications nor secondary affections arising durin~ the course of treatment. The principal troubles
are chronic rheumatism, heart disease, consumption, hernia, catarrh, epilepsy, dispepsi~t, and constipation.
Many of the men are affected with two or more of these
diseases at the same time, and yet may be admitted to hospital for some minor complaint not connected with either.
'l'he 31122 cl;\.ses treated at sick call are not included in the above list of diseases.
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Necrology.

I Last served inAge.

Name.

3
1
2
2
2
2
6

L5
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
4

Nativity.

Fallen, Pd<'r ...........
Kenzie, W. J ...........
Markell, Isaac .........
Hunt. Olivi•r P .........
O!clfidd, Hi chard .......
Sullivan, 'l'imothy .....
Cannon, .Tohn ..........
Cross, J olm ............
Sehro<ler. I•'rederick ....
Cassi<l.v, Pl1ilip ........
KelJ~·,John ............
Carpenter, Patrick .....
Henry, Horace T .......

67 Ireland ...........
24 UBited States .....
63 .. .. do .............
71 . ... do .............
89
52 ~r:~~d~~~~:::::::
66 .... do .............
30 United States .....
68 Gennany .........
52 Ireland ...........
50 United States .....
83 Ireland ...........
73 United States .....

Chaperoux, Charles ....
\\'halon, Jamefl ........
Stewart, William ..... :
WehRter, Daniel .......
Mondezlensld, Felix ...
Kestler,Jolm ..........
Keegan, Peter .........
Bardy, Louis ........•..
Walter, George ........
McAul!'y, Robert ......
Rile.v, George .......•..
Stagg, Gc>orge H .......
Porter, Henry S ........
Boy<l,.Andrew .........
Morrissey, William ....
O'Mallev, Michael C ...
Bauer, Christian .......
Young, John ...........
Smith, John ...........
Dillon, Miehael ........
Hayward, OliYer C .....
Engleright, John M ....
,Tolmson, Charles ......
Reynolds, Thomas ..... ,
Cartman, Moses ........

83
78

71

48
94
58
33
64
58
52
54
71
58
48
39
30

D

1st Art ...
4th Cav ...
7th Cav ...
13thinf...
Ordnance.
12thinf...
7thinf....
5thinf....
9thinf....
2d Art ....
5th Cav ...
Ordnance.
5thLa.Inf.

H
I

A
A
E
F
I
B

··------·--

Germany .........
Ireland ...........

1890.
Oct. 6
Oct. 8
Oct. 10
Nov. 9
Nov. 10
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
Nov. 27
Nov. 28
Dec .. 4
Dec. 15
Dec. 17
Dec. 28
1891.
]'eb. 4
Feb. 4
Feb. 5
Feb. 5
Mar. 3
Mar. 3
Mar. 10
Mar. 19
Mar. 25
Apr. 5
.Apr. 5
Apr. 6
~r. 13
ay 10
May 12
June 6
July 5
July 13
July 31
Aug. 8
Au~. 22
Sep. 16
Sept. 18
Sept. 24
Sept. 24

D
I

2nd Art ...
4th Art--1stArt ....
United States ..... D
11th Inf ...
PolaD!l. ........... D
2ndCav ....
Switzerland ...•••• B
2nd Att ...
Ireland ........... ............... Q.M.Serg't
Hungary ......... E
14thinf...
Germany .....•... L
5thCav ...
Ireland ........... c
8thCav ...
United States ..... D
8th Inf ....
.... do ............. F
3rd Inf ....
.... do ............. ·----·
~hq~~~~:
Ireland ........... F
.... do ............. K
4thCav ...
.. .. do ............. E
1stArt ....
I
7th lnf....
w~~\~'di~~:::::: K 2ndCav ...
United States ..... H
23rd Inf ...
Ireland ........... I
5th Cav ...
2nd Art ...
England .......... A
Umted States ..... K
3rd Inf. ...
Gennany ......... L
1st Art ...
Eng-land .......... , A
15th Inf...
Russia ............ K j1st.Art ...

54 .... do .............

55
83
60
51
68
35
68
56

Regiment.

B

I

Cause of death~

Died.

Co.

B

I

Aneurism of aorta.
Tuberculosis.
Slucide.
Heart disease.
Old age.
Consumption.
Paralysis.
Consumption.
Pneumonia.
Cancer of the face.
Consumption.
Pneumonia.
Cancer of the stomach.
Old age.
Heart disease.
Consumption.
Do.
Old age.
Consumption.
Do.
Abscess of liver.
Cancer of bowels.
Pneumonia from grippe.
Do.
Aneurism of aorta.
Consumption.
Old age.
Aneurism of aorta.
Abscess of brain.
Cirrhosis of liver.
Chronic inf. of bowels.
Softening of brain.
Rhenmati sm of heart.
13right's disease,
Gangrene of lung.
Consumption.
Do.
Obstruction of bowels.

The daily average of inmates present at the Home was: For 1887, 651; for 1888,
676; for 1889, 688; for 1890, 698; for 1891, 718.

Propm·tion of deaths to 100 inmates per annnm.

2
1
4

1891 ....

-~~~~.. ... . :':~ 11889 .. ~::.........
.1, Per

1890 .... _______ . ____ ...

5. 30

1888 ___ . __ ... _____ • _..

,1 Per : :

5. 76

1~-1-8-87- - ~-~-~- ·- - - - - - - .~,~-P-er_c_:-•:-~

I

..
1886 __ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ _

5. 43

1

Number of prescriptions compounded during the year.......................................... 10, 848
Nnmber of applications for treatment at sick call............................................... 3,122
Number of out patients, connected with the Home, treated.....................................
198
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Annual statement of expenses from treasm·er's 1·cco1·ds.

------'

1891.

1890.

1889.

1888.
~

--~--

Average number of men, including attendants .... . -I

102. 54 •

Subsistence ........................................ .
Subsistence, inmates Government Insane Asvlum ..
Cost of meclicines ........................... : . ..... .
Attendants .....••................. .................
Ice .........••.•••...................................
Fuel ......•..•........•.......... , ................. .
Gas ......••..•...•...........•......................
Laundry ......•.....................................

$9,711. 03
3, 676.43
82-t 16
6, 182.87
378.19
1, 126.43
1, o:m. 50
377.14
76.13
89.19
Co1iins .....•. .......... .............................
229.75
Bedding ......•..••..... : ........................... . . - - .. -- . - - -.
Repairs ............................................ .
525.75
Forage for ambulance hors~s ....................... .
106.19
Instruments and appliances ........................ .
208.40
Books ..... .............. ........................... .
49. ilO
Furniture .......................................... .
394.43
Miscellaneous .••..••......••........................
47.85

:: :: :

: :: : : : : :::::

~~~~~~~~r ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:

~

Total ....•• ...•........•...........•......•...

25, 132.70

Cost per man per day .........••...•...•...... cents. ·1

67.151

90.24

96.33

$8,324. 84.
$7,707.48
2, 206.43
3, 168. 58
1, 4.U.17
841.86
4, 043.97
4, 634.00
342.22
345. 97
54.00
1, 567.77
787.01
791.25
178.85
180.13
40.35
76.02
136.75
72.16
421. OS
409.91
132.00
399.60
12.32
444.11
198.51
190.771
2. 63
93.69
4. 00
44. so
326.40
306.721
90.01
102.88

$8,674.24
3, 111.43
779.03
3, 772.26
231. so
2, 777.53
712.25
796.97
73.33
109.50
227.76
789.55
708.00
206.24
17.00
15.00

21,364. 62 1 18,755.02

22,496.49

100. 551

58.21

415.10

I

63.52

Monthly statement of expenses, Barnes Hospital, from October 1, 1890, to September 30,
1891, furnished by the treasm·er.
Amounl

I

October, 1890.

Subsistence ........................... .
Gas, September and October ........ ..
Ice, September an!! '.:'0tobor .......... .
Extra washing, September and October ................................. .
Forage, ambulance horses ............ .
Hay .................................. .
Pay, clinical assistant ................ .
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .
Horseshoeing ......................... .
Lye, matches, etc., September and October ..................•..............
Spectacles ........................... ..
Truss, .r. Urquli.art ................... .
Instruments ....................... - .. .
Kitchen utensils, etc .................. .
Repairs to invalid chair ............... .
Repairs to elevator ................. .. .
Medical and hospital SUPIJlics ......... .
Pay roll, extra duty ................. ..
Government hospital for Insane ...... .

$714.32
129. 00
62.10

Total .••.••....•.............. - ..

2, 953.64

i

I

. 63.86
7. 90
6. 73
100. 00
18.00
3. 00
11.80
19.71
3. 50
16.50
66.63
4.15
1. 05
lfi. 00
800.39
910.00

November, 1890.

1

Amount.
December, 1890.
Subsistence............................
(;as....................................
Ice....................................
Extra washi.n$.. ...... .... ......... ....
Forage, ambn1ance horses . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IIay ............. .... ................ ...
I'ay, clinical assistant............... ..
Pay, ambulance clriver.................
Horses boeing .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .

~i~~\~~fVo~~~ -~~i-~~i-1~~::::::::::::::::

38.38
48. 31
17.20
26. 88
1. 2:>
8.12
5. 04
774. 41

Total . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . • • . . .. . . . . . .

2, 138. 15

I Subsistence ...........................
Jamtary, 1891.
.
fd~s:: _-: .-:: .· ~ ·. ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ ~: ~: ::
Extra washin$ ........................ .

Spectacles .......................... .•.
Lye, matches, sapolio, etc .....•....•..
4 bose bibbs .......................... .
4 basin cocks ......................... .
Harness dressing ..................... .
Fuel .................................. .

Forage, ambulance horses ............ .
Hay .................................. .
Pay, clinical assi,Rtant ................ .
Pay, amb1~lance driver ..••.............
HorseRhomng ......................... .
Rpcctaeles ............................ .
6 boarcls and labor ................... ..
Me<lical and hospital supplies ....... ..
Trnsses ............................... .
Kitchen utensils, eto ................. .
1 stop cock ............................ .
Re11air of harness ........•............. .
Table ancl instrument case ........ .... .
Matches, sapolio,· blacking, etc ...•....
1 gas cooking stove .................. ..
Government Hospital lor Insane ..... .
Extra-duty pay, nurse ...•••......•....

'I:otal ••••••••••••••••.••••.......

2, 250.16

Total ..•••••••••••••••.••..•.•...

~~ili~~~~a\~~pit~-s~i;pii.e~-:::::::::

1~: ~~

F,a!nts,_ oils, .etc........................
I rnnmmgs for coffins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gilt rod, molding, etc...... ......... ...
Merlical and hospital supplies..........
I Ball cock and ball......................
Matches, sa polio, etc...................
Freight and tlrayage ................ ·...
I'ay roll, extra du_ty....................

775.33
91.00
21.83
28.77
7. 66
6. 73
100.00
18.00
3. 00
51.05
5. OS
5.18
3. 60
6. 00
. 50
1,126.43

Subsistence ........................... .
Gas .................... : .............. .
Ice .................................... .
Extra washing ....................... ..
Forage, ambulance horses ............•
Hay .................................. .
Pay, clinical assistant ................ .
Pay, ambulance driver ........•..••...•

$894.56
115.25
12.98
33.54
7. 90
fi. 73
100. 00
18.00
3. 00

795.19
132.75
20.21
23.12
7. 90
6. 73
100.00
18.00
3. 00
16.70
.86
23.25
9. 00
31.73
1. 95
2. 25
73.00
7. 75

22.00
962.86
3. 00

1

2, 261. 25
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Monthly statement of expenses, Ban1es Hospital, jl'ont October 1, 1890, to SeptC'mber 30,
18.?1-Continued'.
Amount.

I

Amount.
May, 1891.

February, 1891.

Subsistence .......•...•...•.....•......
Gas .........•••.......••...............
Ice .................................... .
Extra wash in~ ........................ .
Forage, ambUlance horses ............ .
Ray .................................. .
Pay, clinical assistant ........•........
Pay, ambulance driver ............... .
Rorseshoeing ...................•......
Painting, material and labor .......... .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Instruments .......................... .
Plate glass for case .......••...........
Lumber for coffins .................... .
Stationery and printing .............. .
6 tablecloths .......................... .
Spectacles ............................ .
5 door springs and checks ............ .
Lye, matches, soap, etc ............... .
Repair of clocks ...................... .
Pay roll, extra duty .................. .

$749.11
114.25
17.11
27.70
7.14
6. 73
100.00
18.00
3. 00
55.81
19.01
22.65
27.00
5.50
10.10
9. 75
13.73
12.00
7. 23
3. 00
757. 50

Total .........••..•••............

1, 986.38

Subsistence ..........•...•...•..••..•..
Ice ..................•.................
Gas .................................•..
Pay of clinical assistant .............. .
Pay of ambulance driver .........•....
Extra washing ..............•.........
Drayage on boxes, etc ................ .
J!'orage, amblllance horses ............ .
Hay .................................. .
Horseshoring ......................... .
Kitchen utensils, etc ................. .
3 ba:r:rels cement aml_rlrayage ......... .
Refnger::ttor, glass d1shcs, etc ........ .
1 slate slab ........................... .
Medical books ........................ .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Arch brick .................... ....... .
Elevator cistern ...................... .
Lumber, tacks, etc .................•..
Paints, oil, tile pipe, etc .............. .

$943.43
28.03
60.00
100.00
20.00
30.20
.95
7.90
6. 70
3. 00
38.48
11.50
19.10
7. 80
8. 20
8. 70
8.49
3. 94
12.00
4G.43
28.22
7. 95

Total .........••.•••.••• ·.•••.•...

1, 401.05

~ak~~~l:~~~~~~- ~:~~~::::::: .·:::::::::

March, 1891.

Subsistence .............••....•........
Gas ..........•.•..•...••.........•••...
Ice .............•.........•........•...
Extra washing ....................... .
Forage, ambulance horses ......•......
Ray .................................. .
Pay, clinical assistant ........•........
Pay, amlmlance driver ............... .
Rorseshoeing ............... ~ ......... .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Freight and drayage .................. .
Trusses ...................•............
Repairing cocks, etc .................. .
Gas fixtnres for dead house ........... .
Artificial teeth ....................... .
Medical books ........................ .
Stationery and printing ............... .
Matches, sa polio, soap, etc ........... .
6 plated knives ....................... .
Extra-duty pay, nurse, etc ...... ......•

726.68
107.50
17.83
26.22
7. 90
6. 73
100.00
18.00
3. 00
47.36
12.12
11.50
8.50
27.50
3.43
23.21
20.00
24.85
6.83
5. 55
1. 75
19.73

Total ..•..•...•••....•.....•..•..

1, 226.21

i~~h~~~~~rgJ~fifn·;: ::::::::::::::::::::

June, 1891.
Subsistence ........•..............•.•..
Ice .......••........ ........ .......•.•..
Gas ..........................•.........
Extra waRhing- ..... ................... .
Forage, ambulance horses .........•...
Hay ................................••.
Pay of clinical assistant ...... •..... ....
Pay of am lmlance driver .............. .

1,000 spit cups ........................ .
Stationery and printing ............... .
Gold and copper bronze .... ........... .
Medical and hospital supplies .......•..
Slate hearth, grate. gas stove, etc ..... .
Plumbers' materials ................... .
Materials for cotl:ins, etc ...........•....
25 feet wire rope ................... ... .
Truss ................................. .
Government Ilospital for Insane ...... .
Pay roll, extra duty ..........•....•••.

820.97
47.05
{;;!. 75
27.90
7. 90
6. 73
100.00
18.00
3. 00
9.40
8. 00
14.80
6. 25
16.33
31.85
5. 70
53.20
.50
2.50
886.43
800.31

Total . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . .

2, 920. 57

f~~t!~~-e-i~-~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::

I

July, 1891.

April, 1891.

Subsistence............................
Gas....................................
Ice....................................
Extra washing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forage for ambulance horses . . . . . . . . . .
Ray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, clinical assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, ambulance driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

806.22
91.75
26.55
39. 75
7. 90
6. 73
100. 00
20. 00

Government Hospital for Insane . .. . . .
Medical and hospital supplies . . . . . . . . .
Instruments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Trusses................................
Matches, sa polio, soap, etc . . . • . . . . . . . .
Repairs to elevator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lumber for coffins, slab, etc...........

917.14
12. 10
48. 45
5. 00
6. 71
148. 64
38.59

Rubber tubing.........................
Pay roll, extra duty ...................

~

Total............................

3, 078.49

~o:;tC:~~=i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Subsistence ..............••.•..........
Ice .................................... .
Gas ................................... .
Pay of clinical a!'lsistant ..... ... ... .... .
Pay of ambulance llriver .....•.........
Extra washing . ....................... .
:Forage, ~nbulance horses ............ .

0

~: ~~

1. 56

=

Total •••••••••••••..•••••... - .. -.

1, 211.59

~~~s~~i;~~i-~ · ·_·_·_·_·_·_·_-_·_·_·_·_-_·_·_·_::::::::::

~: :

~j~~ cl~~t~-~~-~~~~~~~~-::::: ::::::::::

Medieal an<l 'ftosl)ital Aupplies .......•..
Crockery, kitchen utensils, etc ......•..
Plumbing materials ................... .
Spectacles ............................ .
Stationery ancl printing ............. .. .
Hing-es, bolts, rope, lock, etc .......... .
Lumber for coilins ............. ....... .
5 gallons cylimler oil. ....... , ......... .
Freight Oil medical supplies .......... .
Rubber tubing ...................... .. .

788.21
3R 78
45.50
100. 00
20.00
27.42
15.11
6. 73
3. 00
32.94
56.47
7. 0()
13.89
2. 75
14.37
28.71
3. 00
6. 75
. 90

'

1
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Monthly statement of expenses, Barnes

~Hospital, fron~

1891-Continued.

October 1, 1890, to September 301

Amount.

Amount.
\

Attgust, 1891.

Su b~;istence.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1ce.....................................
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .
Pay of clin iral ::u;sistant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pa,v of amln_llauco driver . ..............

Extra waslnng.........................
::B'orage, ambulance horses..............
Iiny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . .

Se1Jtember, 1891.
$792. 09
39.86
45. 00
100. 00
20.00
21. 30
15.11
6. 73
3. 00
521. 86
6. 35

Subsistence .......................... ..
Ice . ................................... .
Gas ................................... .
Pay of clinical assist:mt ............... .
Pay of amlmlanco driver ........ : ..... .

~~;~:~~~~k~t't!.::::::::::::::::::::::::

$838.95
45.84
53.75
100.00
20.00
27.30
21.8.,1,
3. 00
42.00
30. GO
13. ti3
g_ 30
17.41
10.00
. 75
G. 50
6.41
2.10
5.43
. 50

Total . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ..

1, 254. 51

ii~~;~~i:c : ~: : :~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:~ ~ ~:

Hor"eshoeing..........................
'Medical and hospital supplies..........
Instruments .......................... .
Stationery.............................
Sapolio, SoaJ>, blacking, etc ........... .
Hinges, bolt, and lock ..... ------ .... ·..
2 ._ 3 5 i' Medical books _______ ................ ..
Spectacles . .......................... ..
6 83
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Plumbing materials....................
15.28 : Copying press, complete .............. .
Copper bronze and four lights . . . . . . . . .
3. 70 I 25 yards cord ........................ ..
Artificial teeth . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
30. 00
Trusses ............................... .
Splieing elevator rope..................
4. 00
Spectacles ............................ .
Leatber strips.........................
. 25 I l •'reight and drayage_ ................. ..
Pay roll, extra duty .................... _81G. 99 1
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 450. 70

The sanitary condition of the home and grounds has remained good during the
past -year. Some improvements have been made in the water supply and the drainage system. The recommendations made last year to extend the 8-inch drain pipe
fr·om the hospital to connect with the sewage system of the city and to do away
with the three great catch basins in front of the building has been carried out with
entire success. The tank in the top of the hospital which holds water to run the
elevator has been connected with a cistern built at the pump house so as to p1; np
the water back and mnke the elevator available at all times without waste. Quarters for the hospital steward have been completed and occupied since November, 1880.
A serious outbreak of epidemic influenza occurred among the inmates between _
March 16 and April 30, 1891, during which there were thirty-one severe cases, fifteen
of which were complicated with pneumonia, and two of the latter proved fatal. ·with
this exception there has been no prevailing disease, the large number of patients
treated being mostly those who suffered from the chronic complaints for which they
were di&charged the service. The number and gravity of these have been quite
marked for some months past, trying the capacity of the hospital to its utmost to
accommodate them. It is probable, however, that the present building will be sufficient in the tuture as it has been in the past, and that no addition or extension will
be required with the present capacity of the home buildings.
The water closets and bath tubs with all their connections m the east end of the
hospital should be removed and replaced by new ones of approved modern designs.
The oltl Demarest closets and the old style bath tubs have served 15 years and are
now not only obsolete but worn out in service. A bath room should be fitted up on
the third iloor at both ends of the building and bot and cold water extended to all
the three floors. These repairs are urgently needed at once; others of less importance, such as ka1sominin~ the rooms on the fourth floor, concreting the basement,
and putting a new and better refrigerator in the commissary storeroom, might wt1ll
be done at the same time.
Many permanent and much needed improvements in the internal economy of the
hospital have been made, and the whole establishment is now well organized and,
with the exceptions above named, in good running order. The heating, lighting,
and ventilating arr::mgements have given entire satisfaction and are probably the
best that could be devised for the purpose. There has been a great improvement in
the character and permanency of the employes about the building, especially among
those directly m attendance upon the patients. The wardmasters and nurses have
shown a laudable ambition to fit themselves for their work and to become interested
in it as a regular occupation.
The exp('nses of the hospital are only to a very limited extent under the control of
the attending surgeon. The slight increase over last year is more than covered by
the following four items taken from the treasurer's accounts. Increased pay of attendants, including ambulance driver, $1,548; increased expense for subsistence for
inmates at the Government asylum, $1,470; h1Creased number of men treated in hospital, $4.89; increased cost of beef on account of higher contract price, $474:.
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I havl'l again to commend the zenJ, energy, alHl ability of the rlinical asFdAtant, Dr.
George H. Penrose, and the faithfnl:md efficient services of Hospital Stewaru William
Grant, Druggist T. B. Leha,ne, and Commissary Sergeant Henry Shafer.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FORWOOD,
Su1'geon, U. S. A.1·my, Attending Surgeon.
The GOVERNOR OF THE HOME.

TREASURER'S OFFICE,
UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HoME,

Washington, D. C., October 10, 1891.
GENERAL: I have the honor to tmnsmit herewith the following reports for the
year ending September 30, 1891, viz:
Statement of receipts and expenditures with comparative statement for previous
year.
Statement of permanent fund anu interest account as shown by the warrant
division, Treasury Department.
Statement of treasurer's account with the inmate pensioners.
Statement of pensioners in the Home, rates of pensions, etc.
Statement of the number of inmates receiving outdoor .relief, rates of relief, pensions, etc.
Receipts and expenditures on account of the farm, garden, and uairy.
The improvements of the Scott buihling un<ler the contract with D. J. l\facarty
and the new quarters for the hospital steward have been completed, and :final payments made thereon during the year.
The 6-inch sewer pipe connecting the city sewerage with Barnes Hospital was
taken up and relaid with 8-ineh terra cotta pipe for about 3,000 feet.
Very respectfully,
RICH. c. PARKER,
B1·evet Majo1·, U. S. A1·my, Secretary and Treasu1·er.
Gen. 0. B. WILLcox, U. S. ARMY,
Governor of ths Home.

•

Annual report of receipts and expenditures on account of the United States Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, front October 1, 1890, to Septmnbe1· 30,
1891, by Bvt. Maj. B. C. Parker, U. S. Anny, se01·etary and treasnrer.
1890.

----------------1

Oct.

-=t

~+:>

~+:>-

1891.

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

May.

I

June.

~~~

Totals.

~~~ ----

Aug.

RECEIPTS.

From the United States Treasurer upon
a resolution of the noard of Commis-1
I
I
I
,.
sioners, approved l.Jy the Secretary of
W. ar ............... . .................... $33, 490. o.o•$20, 850. oo $34, 190. oo $8, ooo. oo .$16, ooo. oo $23, 100. 00 $4, 600. oo'$20, ooo. ool' $27, 600. 001..•....... $2, ooo. oo;$19, 900. 00'$209, 730. oo
From interest on the permanent fund .... 17,412.84 .................... 17,705.27 .................... 17,600. 38; .................... $17, 760.64 ......... .. ...... .. 70,479.13
From effects of deceased inmates, subject
·
to the demand oflegal heirs............
3. 79
2. 70
8. 26.........
9. 21 · 182.46.........
. 48..........
11.15
210.75
396.57
825.37
From miscellaneous sources .....••..••... ·
116. 38
76.95
127. 50
144. 29
65.76
103.47
40.10
101.13
329.73
164. 00
90.73
338.68
1, 698. 72
1
1

I

Total

:::~::~:: •••••••••••• :

I

~

"· 023. ,. "· 929. " ... 320.

1
Furniture for officers' quarters and expenses thereof. ........................ .
4.95
Compensation of the treasurer of the
Horne fund and of the clerk of the
Board of Commissioners . . .. . . . . . ......
175.00
TransportaLion furl!ished inmates en
route to the Home......................
38.05
Fuel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . .
Expenses of the hospital for medicines,
medical stores, spectacles, false teeth,
materials for co1lins, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54. 71
Expenses of tbe hospital for mess and
kitchen utensils, and all running- expenses and pay of clinical assistant....
183. 63
Refunded to clai.Ina11ts as heirs of deceased soldiers......................... .. .. ......
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates.........................
235. 33
Sul.JsistenPe stores, includino- special diet
an<l. stimnl~mts for the sick, and iee.... 4, 326.39
Clotlung for mmate~ ....... _. . . . . . . . .. . . . 2, 905. 90
Articles for the Home bakery, except
fl.onr, salt, hops, and potatOl'S . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . • • •
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blankets,
upholstering materials, etc .. ... ..... •• •
19. 22

"I"· ..

9. '" "·

"r·, _"'I"· "'· "I"· '"· "i "· "I'·
1

,,~· ,

" · ,.,_

935.

301.

"I"· .,. "282;733.22

~

t=j

1-d

0

~

J-3
0

~

J-3
~

t=j

00
t=j

70.00

28.46

179.25

175.001

175.00

175.00

2.00,........ ..

19. 39, .•••••••••

28.60,......... .

83.00

15.60

431.25

175.001

175.00

2, 100.00

107. 30
186.10
128.10
257. 50 ................. ..

754.13
8, 719.15

0

~

t=j

24. 03
4, 880. 00

29.65
30.95
1, 884. 15 . . . . . . . . •

175.001

48.95

60.89

114. 78

184. 75

236. 43

169. 08

3. 00

97.41

31.83

175.001

175. OOJ

1

I
138. 39

92.411

119. 18[

465. 751

175.001

74. 391·

551.861

60.92

1, 332.97

571.131

655. 401

360. 391

585. 31

4,430. 33

37.43.......... . .. .. .. .. .. . ..... ..
34.71
295.041- ................. .
I
I
•
·
I
2. 36 . . . . . . .. . .
90. 91
267. 211.................. -.. . .. .. .. .. .
. 25 ........ ..

499.42

4, 445.22 4, 210.44 3, 750.66 4, 262.76 4, 3£!).16 4,187. 56 3, 840.79 3, 858.44 2, 690.34 3, 806.16
1... · .... --~- .... -- .. · · · · ...... · ...... · · · 1.... · .... ·
1, 945. 39 - ...... ·- .... · .... · .. .. .. .. .. 6, 213. 901
.
10. 00 . .. .. • .. . .. • .. . . .. • . .. . .. .. ..
4. 16 .. .. .. .. ..
6. 00 ..........
1. 00 ......... .

47,211. 26
13,600.49

456. 02

23. 00

435. 00,

204.46

~-~

~
~

K1

0
85.431

10. 46 . . .. . . . .. .

1. 40

175.001

108.48 . .. . .. .. ..
15.78
85. 69 .. .. .. .. ..
485. 00 1, 212. 50 ............................. ]

81.99

828. 00

1

1

56.13

3, 671. ~4
2, 415. uO

175.00

16.901
784. 50

18. 90 . .. . . .. • .. .. • .. • • • .. 1

27.86 .. ... • • .. 1

195.17/

606. 52

22.56
2, 207.63

t-,:j

~

~

Farm, garden, and r1airy ntensils, seeds,
gnauo, mannrP, ct('., culth' ation of garden , ornamentation of ground!:!, and
pay off;mu, garden, and dairy and otller
emplvy(•s ........................... ' ... I 2, 321. Ovl 1, 849. 24 1, "''· 8711, 648.,.11, 699.•
2. 361.
2, 082.,1 1, 800. 71 2, 536.47 1, 882.211 1, 807. 5!) 1, 862. 6:{1 23, M5. 51
Mess and kitchen ntcnsils anu other articles, except bedding, for the Home .....
155.39
241. 07
10.20
13.75
6. 80
190.33
183.60
5.85
29.50
. 451
35.97
1, 026.86
153.95
Material anu labor for general r epairs to
builrlings, repair of roads and fences,
I·
purchase and repair of harness, vehicles, etc., and purchase of mechanical
tools .................................. .
187.97
211.87
131.07
114.78
169.49
18.02
697.43
555.95
168.90
3, 340.57
283.97
605.92
195.201
Forage and medicines for Home animals,
articles used in the stables, straw used
127.69
as bed din~ for inmates ................ .
159.56
177. 75
171.96
103.76
126.42
184.48
128.93
104.23
1, !l9!l.43
293.38
206.05
Expenses ot the library, governor's and
treasurer's offices, JlOstage and postoffice box rent, stationery, etc., for Commi:;sioner's office, freight, telegrams,
amusements ........................... .
56.53
221.86
360.46
180.16
108.61
410.99
119.76
101. S'd
218.20
82.18
121. 76
2, 099.91
117.571
Incir1cntal expenses: Removal of night
soil, rent of telephone, hack hire, advcri
tising, traveling expenses, professional
1
services, expenses of the Home chapeL-~
229. 00
54.50
92.30
50.60
50. 00
124.33
50.00
58. 28
104. !)2
196.28,
88. 00' 1, 163.21
65.001
Religious s.ervices........................
153. 00
155. 00
155. 00
l 55. 00
155. 00
155. 00
155. 00
155. 00
l 55. 00 .
155. 00
1, SGO. 00
155.00
155.00
Lauuury work ... . . ·.......................
881.07
474.56
469. 87
469. 25
496.82
494.87
450. 38
435.31
426. 37
403. 88l 814.17
6, 422. GO
606.05
Extra duty pay and monthly allowances
I
1
to inmates.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 4, 112. 93
231. 58 4, 061. 54
154. 00 4, 023. 67
178. 681 3, 988. 24
375. 50 4, 262. 62l.
164. 77 4, 244. 741
157. 93 25, ()56. 20
Comm11tation to members of the Home
.
573.33
rcsidiug outside........................
813.00
711.67 9, 194. 07
791. 67
677. 00 9, 574.00 1 905. 33
773. 80 10, 021. !16 1
538. 00 7, 518. GO 42, 0!12. 43
Gas .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508. 50
363. 25 1
432. 25
480. 00
411. 00
364. 50
301. 25
223. 00
195. 381
150. 87 1 176. 00
223. 00
3, 829.00
Board and medical treatment of members
of the Home iu the GoYemment llospi3, 676.43
F~~~_;:~_r :x.:~~e~~~~~!;;~~b~~s ~f'th~ :H~~~.
910.
962. 86·.......... . • • • . . • • . .
917. 1~ .•.. __ ....
ss6. 43 __ •••.•... ......... . _... _... .

.1

J

I

I

21J;.221

I

I

\

I

oo .... . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .

n'SHllllg outside........................
New buildings . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pel"!nanent improvements: N cw fences,
wells, repair of bridges, lamp-posts, etc.,

25. 00
100. 00
2, 420. 00 26, 102. 50

pJr~t~~ ~:':~f~,~~~-e-t~.::: :: :~~: :: ~~ :::::

i~~: ~~ ..... ~~~ ~~

25. 00
25. 00
1, 133.11 22, 718. 62

50.00
105. 37

40. 75
72. 7o
66. 75
25.00
25.00 1. . . . . . . . .
50.00
6, 346. 51 ....................................... , 8, 688. 701 1, 485. 00
1

2~~: 88 .... -~--~, - .... ~~--~~: ::::::::: ·-- -~~--~~ ·--- ~~~--~~-----~~--~~~ - ·~~ ~~~--~~ -~·-~~~--~~ 1···- -~~: ~~

Ul

0
t-1
t:!
H

t::j

pj
Ul~

t::1

0
~

~

505.25
68,999.81
5, 412.26
350.00

'l'otal expenditures................. 21, 263. 61 42, 947 ~ 45 27, 495. 06 33, 072. 46! 13, 570. 391 26, 577.12;21, 652. 72 10, 269. 83 - 28, 810. 27 11, 945. 60!23, 850. 47117, 730. 20 274, 185.18
1

-l

~-P-
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RECAPITULATION.
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand September 30, 1890 ..••.••............•.•••......•..•.•••..••••.•••••••.•• •
From the United States Treasurer, upon resolutions of tho Board of Commissioners, ap-

$987.28
209,730.00
70,479.13
825.37
1, 698.72

8

Ffo~i~~e~~s\h:n ~~~~~~~!e~~ft~~d·.·::: .-:: :.·:: :::: _-_-_-_·_·:_-_-_- .·:::: ." .·:::::: :::::::::::::::::

From effects of deceased inmates, subject to the demand oflegal heirs ........•..........•.
From miscellaneous sources ....••.•.......•...•.•.............•.................••.........

TotaL................................................................................ 283,720.50
EXPENDITURES.

Furniture for officers' quarters, etc ........................................................ .
Compensation of the secretary and treasurer nml clerk to Board of Commissioners ....•...
Transportation furnished inmates en route to the Home ..........•........................
Fuel ...................................................................................... .
Expenses of the hospital for medicines, medical stores, spectacles, false teeth, and materials for coffins ........................................................................ .
Expenses of the hospital, mess and kitchen utensils, pay of clinical assistant, and all contingent expenses ........................................................................ .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased soldiers ....................................... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates ....................................... .
Subsistence stores, including special diet and stimulants for the sick, and ice ............ .
Clo~hing for inmates ...................................................................•..•
Artwles for Home bakery, except flour, salt, hops, and potatoes ..........................•
Bedding for inmates. beadsteads, blankets, upholstering materials ........................ .
Farm, garden, and dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, etc.; cultivation of garden, ornamentation of grounds; pay of farm, garden, and dairy, and all other employes .....•.....
Mess and kitchen utensils and other articles except bedding for the Home .....•..........
Materials and labor for gencml repairs to buildings, repair of roads and fences, purchase
and repair of harness, vehicles, l).nd purchase of mechanical tools ........................ .
Forage and medicines for Home animals, articles used in the stables, straw used as bedding for inmates ......•.......................................... ........................
Expenses of the library, go~ernor's a.nd tre:tsurer·s offices, postage, post-offic~ box rent, statiOnery, etc., for Comnusswners. oflice freight, telegrams, etc ................ _............ .
Inci <leut~l expense~, removal ofni~ht s~~l, rent of telep~oue, hack hire, traveling expenses,
Pl:"O~esswual ~ervwes, expenses of the Home chapel, etc ......•...........•............

~~~~ff~~;s .~~~ki~~~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Extra-dut~

$431.25
2, 100.00
754.13
8, 719.15
1, 322.97
4, 430.33
499.42
606.52
47,211.26
13,600.49
22.56
2, 207.63
23,545.51
1, 026.86
3, 340.57
1, 999.43
2, 099.91

pay and monthl~ allowances t~ i!llllates.: ..................................... .
CommutatiOn to members of the Home resuhng outside .....•.......................•...•.•
Gas ....................................................................................... .
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in the Govemment llospital for the
Insane .................................................................................. .
Funrral expenses of members of the Home re~:~iding outside .............................. .
New buildings ............................................................................ .
Permanent improvements, new fences, wells, repair of bridges, lamp posts, gas lamps, etc.;

::

P1~:-~~~~lf; ~r~:r~~1~~~~: ~ ~:::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Balance on hand 8eptember 30, 1891 ....................................................... .

1, 163.21
1, 860.00
6, 422.60
25,956.20
42,092.43
3, 829.00
3, 676.43
505.25
68,999.81
5, 412.26
350.00
9, 535.32

Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 283, 720. 50
I certify that the foregoing account is correct.
RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. Army, Secretary and Treasurer.

ComparatitJe statement of money received and disbn1·sed on acc01(,nt of the United States
Sulcliers' Home, District of Colnmbia,jor two years, October 1,1889, to Septembm· 30,1891.
Received from October 1, 1889, to September 30, 1890 .......•••....••....••..••••...•••..••.•
Of this amount $3,015 are the proceeds of a note of Ascension Church, Washington,
D. C., taken in part payment for Young Men's Christian Association stock.
Received from October 1, 1890, to September 30, 1891.... •• . . . .. • . .. .. • . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. • . . . .
Expended from October 1, 1i!89, to September 30, 1890 . . .. • • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . .. .. . . . . • • . . . . .. . . .
Of this amount $3, Ol5 are the proceeds of a. note of Ascension Church, Washington,
D. C., taken in part payment for Young Men's Christian Association stock and
redeposited to the cre1lit of the permanent fund, the aetual expenditures of the Home
for the year ending September 30, 1890, being $260,307.80.
Expended from October 1, 1890, to September 30,1891 .•• ••• . .•• •• . ••. •• . .•• •• . .•••• .•••••...

$264, 310. 08
282, 733. 22
263, 322. 80

274,185.18

=======

The expe~ditures during the year ending September 30, 1890, for new buildings and permanent Improvements were.............................................................. 74,304.58
The running expenses of the Home for the year were . .. . • • . .. . . • . . . . . . . .. . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 186, 003. 22
260,307.80

The expenditures during the year ending September ;!0, 1891, for new buildings and permanent im-provements were................................................................. 74,412.07
The running expenses of the Home for the year were .. .. • • • • .. • • • • .. . .. .. . . .. . . • . • .. . .. .. . 199, 773. 11
274,185.18

Average number of inma.tes for the year . . . .. . .. .. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. • . .. .. • . .. .. . • .
717
Average cost of ration per mouth, including milk, vegetables, and fruit raised on the Home
grounds .............. :. ............................................................ ..... .
$6. 71
Average cost of ration per day .................................................... (cents)..
22.14
I certify the foregoing statement is correct.
RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. Army, Secretary and 11reasurer.
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Statement of the Solcliers' Home permanent .fnnd accottntfrorn October 1, 1890, to September 30, 1891.
Partial
amounts.

Date.
1R90.
Oct. 1
Ort. 24
Nov. 26 .
Dec. 27
1891.
Jan. 28
l~eb. 26
J\lar. 19
Mar. 27
May 6
May 27
June 24
July 28
Aug. 27
Sept. 25

C.:r.

Dr.

Bal:-tnce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • .. • . . $2, 348, 52&. 4iS
Amount of dcpo;;its . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
$31, 439. 21
...... do . ... . . . . . . . . .... .• . . . ..•..... .. . . . . . . .. . . .
44,995. 32
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • •
43, 813. 86
...... do . . . . . ... .. . . . .. . . .. . • .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . •.
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
...... do..........................................
...... do . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ..• . .
...... do . . . .. .. . . . ...... ...• .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
...... do..........................................
...... do··········-~---···························
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • •. . .
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...•.. do . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . ...•...

15, 194.36
4, 953. 37
17 724 12
7; 205:50
12,869.47
7, 192.03
26,2~2.62

56, 547. 55
11, 690. 36
9, 339.14
289,186.91

1890.
Oct. 1
Nov. 24
Dec. 15
1891.
Jan. • 23
Feb. 26
Mar. 18
Apr. 20
:May 21
June 19
Aug. 21
Sept. 22
Sept. 30

Less amounts paid from, p ermit fund.

33,490.00
20, 8ii0. 00
34,190.00

8, 000.00
16, 000.00
23,100.00
4, 600.00
20.000.00
27,600.00
2, 000.00
19,900.00
- - - - - $209,730. 00
Balance . ......................................... . . • . . . . • . • . . . . 2, 427, 986. 34

1-----------:-----------

Total. . . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . • 2, 637, 716. 34

I

2, 637, 716. 34.

- - --'----

Statement of the Solcliers' Home interest accozmt front October 1, 1890, to Septe1nber 30,
1891.
Partial
amounts.

Cr.

Dr.

Balance Oct. 1, 1890 ......................................••••.••..................•......
Interest on balance, $2,348,529.43, Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1890 ..••••.... $17, 754.88
Interest on deposits:
Oct. 29, to Dec. :n, 1890. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • .
165. 37
Nov. 26, to Dec. 31, 18\lO . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • •
133. 19
Dec. 27 to Dec. 31, 1890 . . .. . . . . ..• .• . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . •..•.•..
17.96

$17,412.84

....................

18,071.40

.....................

17,716.38

.......................

17,882.47

~i~: ~ :~ Y!J:~-:~-. }:~J.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - - - - .....................

18,274.84

Interest on balance, $2,380,2!7.82, Jan. 1 to Mar. 31, 1891 .......•.
Interest on deposits:
Jan. 28 to Mar. 31, 1R91 .....•••••....................•••••.•••
Feb. 26 to Mar. 31, 1891. ..•••..........................•••..•.
Mar.19 to M:u·. :n, l.il91 ...................................... .
Mar. 27 to Mar. 31, 1891. .......••...................••.••.....

17, 601. 93

Interest on balance, $2,378,225.17, Apr. 1 to June 30, 1891. ...•....
Interest on deposits:
May 6 to June 30, 1891. ..•.....•......•.......................
May 27 to June 30, 1891 .....•.••...•.......•.......•...••...•.
June 24 to J"tme 30, 1891 ....•...................•........••••.

17,789.12

Intrrest on balance, $2,372,309.29, Jnly 1 to Sept. 30, 1891 ........ .
Interest on deposits:

17,934.66

Less interest on principal paill:
Fourth quarter, 1890 ...................•....•....•...•........

§~~~~r~~~:~~~-~r~ I~9i:: ::::::::::::::::: ::~::: :::::::::::::::::
8

Third quarter, 1891. ......................•...................

78.70
13.84
18.96
2. 95

58.17
20.10
15.08

301.96
33. GO
4.62

366.13
116.00
121.83
21.46
$625.42

Less interest paid:
Fourth quarter, 1890 .......................................... .

§~~~~al~~~!~~~1. ~~oi:::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
8

Third quarter, 1891. .......................... . ..•............

17,412.84
17,705. 27
17,600.:38
17,760.64

1-----1

Balance ............................................................... .

70,479.13
18,253.:38

Total....................................................... . . . .• . • .. . • .

89, :!57. 93

I

89, 357.93
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The trrasnrer of the U.S. Soldie1·s' Home, District of Columbia, in account with the inmate
pen8ionersfor moneys received 11nder section 4, act approved Marett 3, 1883, and deposited
with the Treasu1·er of the United States.
Date.

Moneys received.

Amount.

I

Date.
1890.
Oct. 3

1890.
To balance on hand ..•....... $43,671.54

Oct. 1

To S. L. Willson's checks ....

Oct. 31

1, 049.10

Oct.

6

Oct.

6

Oct. 10
Oct. 31

Nov.30 .. .... do ......................

1, 391.28

Nov. 20
Nov. 20

Dec. 31 ...... do ...................... 17,597.99

Nov . 20
Nov. 20

1891.
.Jan. 31 ...... do ......................

692.10

Feb.28 ...... do ......................

1, 292.20

Nov. 30
Dec. 27
Dec. 29
Dec. 31

Mar.31 ...... do ...................... 19,669.66

1891.
.Jan. 6
.Jan. 31

Apr. 30 ...... do ......................

1, 179.54

Feb. 28
Mar. 31

May31 ...... do ......................

1, 181.82

Apr. 10
Apr. 30

.June30 ...... do ...................... 19,202.90

Apr. 30
May 16

.JuJy31 ...... do ......................

1, 570.60

May 20
May 31

Aug.31 ...... do ......................

1, 720.37

.June 30
.July 28

Sept.30 ...... do ...................... 19,355.14

.July 31
Aug. 14
Aug. 31
Aug. 31
Aug. 31
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Sept. 26
Sept. 30
Scpj;. 30

Total ................... 129, 574. 24\

- --

Moneys disbursed.

By amount paid Daniel
Ahern, pensioner.
By amount paid the estate of
D. Donovan.
Bi>r:fsufr~f,;id the estate of
Bl. amount I.Hli<l.J ohn S. Furmg, pensiOner.
By pension pay roll for October, 1890.
B)?amount paid the estate of
hilip McCu;;ker.
By amount paid the estate of
John Pickin.
By amount paid the estate of
Charles De Forest.
By amount paid the estate of
Charles De Forest.
By pension pay roll for November, 1890.
B ~ amount paid William
Vatson, pensioner.
By amount paid Patrick Corcoran, pensioner.
By pension pay roll for December, 1800.
B~ amount }J~id

to .John W.
oono, pemnoncr.
By pension pay roll for .Jannary, 18!11.
By pension pay roll for Fobnary, 1891.
By pension pay roll for
March, 1891.
.
B\V':mount pa~d to Frank .J .
1ese, penswner.
By amount Jmid to administrator of eorge H. Stagg,
deceased.
By pension pay roll for April,
1891.
By amount paid to .John WilHams, pensioner.
By amount paid to .Julius
Fuerst, pensioner.
By pension pay rollforMay,
1891.
By pension pay roll for .June
1891.
By amount paid to .Joseph
Art, pensioner.
By pension pay roll for July,
1891.
B).amount paid to Mathias
allesen, pensioner.
Bv amount paid to .James
lroey, pensioner.
B-\vamcmnt paid to .John
ard, pensioner.
By pension pay roll for AU·
gust. 1831.
By amonnt paid to Thomas
A. ·williams, pensioner.
By amount transferred to
the II orne f11nd, under section 4, act of March 3, 188:1.
B))'tmount paid the estate of
aniel Webster, deceased.
By pension pay roll for Septembcr, 1891.
By balance on hand deposited
in U.S. Treasury.

Amount.

$68.97
47.00
618.00
12.00
2, 093.21
25.00
22.00
46.00
10.00
561. i7
87.00
48.00
13,394.77
24.00
2, 571.77
1, 078.80
17, 083. 82
113.00
200.00
2, !113. 64
36.00
2. 00
1, 906.40
16,791. 4!l
4.00
1, 607. 26
40.00
314.00
25.00
3, 107.07
16.00
37~

8. 00

15,521.24
48, 79!). 33

----

Total. .................. 129,574.24

I

I certify that the fore~oing account is correct.

00

RICH'D C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S. .Army, Secretary and Treasurer.
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4-unual repo1·t of the number of pensioners in the U. S. Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, rates of pensions, etc.
Number.
Pensioners drawing:
$2 per month ..••..•.•••.•••••..••••
$3 per month .•••.•••.•••..••..•....

~~ ~:~ :~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::

$8 per month ....••....•.•.........•
$10 per month ......•••.•.•..•...•.•
$12 per month ............•......•..
$12. 50 per month ...•••...••......•.
$14 per month ..•....•...•........•.
$15 per month ...•••....•...........
$16 per month ..••......••........• .
$17 per month ..••.....•...•.....•..

Number.
Pensioners
$18 per
$20 per
$22per
$24 per
$25 per
$27 per
$30 per
$35 per
$36 per
$7~ per

16
2
69
82
222
64
155
1
37
2

41
63

drawing:
month ...•.................
month .................... .
month ...•....••..•........
month ......•..............
month ..•..................
month ..................... .
month .................... .
month .................... .
month .................... .
month .................... .

6
6
4
38
5
2

20
1
2
2

Total number of pensioners ..... .

840

Pensioners present in the Home:
Pensioners whose money is drawn by the treasurer ....••.•••.....•.......... : ............ 547
Pensioners who have assigned their certificates............................................ 30
-577
Pensioners absent:
On out<loor relief . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • .. . • • • .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213

g~;~~~~~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g

In Government Hospital for the Insane....................................................

Total number of pensioners September 30, 1891 . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total number of pensioners September 30, 1890 .. . • . . . • . • . . .. .. .. . • .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . • . • • • . •

8
--263
840
804

Alterations since last report, September, 30, 1890:
New certificates received for inmates ...................................................... 126
Admitted and readmitted .................................................................. 182
-308

t~:: ~~ g!!~~~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~g
Net gain during the year.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . .

Description of certificates:

-272
36
6

±~:~,i~~taf~~~ ·27; i89o· ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~

~:;~~a~i;Ji~:1~: ::i;;::::::::::::::: ~::: ::::~::::: ::::::-:::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: -840
i
13

Annual rep01·t of members of the U. S. Soldiers' Home recetvmg outdoo1· relief September 30, 1891, 1·~tes of relief, pensions, etc.
Number.
Number receiving outdoor relief$8 per month ...•.•..........•••.•••
$6 per month ...•••...•.........•...
$5 per month ...•••...•..•...•...••.

~~ ~:~ :~~\t· :::::::::::::::::::::::
Total number receiving outdoor
relief .......................... .
Number on outdoor relief September 30,
1890 ··••·········•········••·•••····•·

Number.
Receiving pensions, continued$12 per month ..................... .
$14 per month ...•.............•....
$16 per month ..................... .
$17permonth ..................... .
$20 per month .••...................
$22 per month ..................... .
$24 per month ............•.........
$25 per month ..................... .
$30 per month ..................... .
$35 per month ..................... .

330
11
1
41
30
413
492

Net loss during the year .••••..... _
79 I
Total nonpensioners ..•.••• : ••• ...
- - - - Pensioners ........................... .
Of the whole number receiving outdoor
relief there are nonpensioners ..•....
ReceiYing pensions-

:~~~ :~~ii :~~-~::::::::::::::::: ::

~~ ~:~ :~~!k :::::::::::::::::::::::

$10 per month ...•..•••.....•••...•••

200
12
1
35
33
88
6

I

Ofthis number there are Mexican war
survivors ............................ .
Men who have served 25 years or more .
Of this last number there are nonpensioners ..••..••••••••.•...•.•.•......

11
3

5
7
1
2

5
1
2

1

200
213
413
102
61
18

NOTE.-Thirty-two members of the Home on outdoor relief h:we died since date of last report, Sep·
tomber 30, 1800. One hundred and sixty-five members of the IIome on outdoor relief were tlroppe<l from
tho rolls after June 30, 1801, in comp'iance with a resolution of the Board of Commissioners, dated June
19,1891.
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Fa1·m account, United States Soldiers' Honw, District of Columbia, October 1, 1890, to
September 30, 1891, consolidated.
DR.

I

CR.-Continued.

. To I::tbor, fom!!"e. fn~l. fertilizers, imBy4,020 heads l~ttuce ...... ------. _...
$87.01
plements, seeds, an<l repair._ .. _____ ._ $7,515.86 !
1l6 bnslwls okra .................. .
1. 38
To uabnce to credit of fMm _...••.•... 2, 570.59 :
2Gf"6 bu>;hels onions--------------49.39
10,068 hnnchcr-; onions------·------164.53
927 bunches parRley. __ .. ____ . __ . __ .
37.97
o, os~: 45
11~ bushels pea:-;e ___ --------------11.88
537~ hushd:s par:snips .. ________ .. ..
279. 47
CR.
1,620} hnslwls white pot:lhws ..... .
1, 382.49
1(10~ bushel;; swcd potatoe:s. __ .. __ _
120.66
1~ bushels g-ret'll pepper.; ______ . __ .
By 507 bun cheF! aF!paragns ..•...•.••. -.40.56
1.11
6k bushel~'< radisheH . __________ . __ ..
141.30
22R:t bushels bee ts---------------·-4. 60
578 b •tshels radis1Ie->. ___ .. ___ .. __ ..
s.:n
177 htmches ueets -----------------11.56
1,406 uuncltes ro;wmary _____ . ___ . __
1,555 bushels cow beds ......... - •• 635.20
28.12
10.10
15~ iJnRhels Lima l•e:lns .. ----------1,546 bunches rhnuaru ------------!6. 38
1:3.00
13 uu~helil snap beans . -- .. -.. -----.
58,"6 bn,lwls salsif_v--------------- ·
58.31
98~ bn>;hCl>i spinnC'h. ______ ... ___ . _
50.32
21.024 hca<ls caubage --------------- 1, 082.00
8 bushels :-;ummer squash _______ __
417 cantaloupes ................... ..
30.58
2. :!0
7.1.600 pour11lR wilitt•r squash _____ _
36 buncl1es carrots ............. . ... .
. RO
!1!18. 01
2~LiH.
57.72
75frr bushelR carrots---------------46:1\;1 bushd'! tomatoes-----------·
3!12~ bu-,hPls turnips _____________ _
38.65
1,237 stalkR celerv-----------------114. ~2
78.Lwatermelons. ____ .---- .• ____ ._
3.10
4lt bushels cunun1bers .... --- ... _...
117.15
250 tons hu.y _...... _.... _. _. ____ __
58l {'I dozen ears green corn ..•..... _
61. II
-i, 000.00
308 egg plant ...... -.-:-. _........ ..
13.45
5:1.40
1,:!35 p01mrls horse-rad1sh .. -- .• -- .. .
10, OS6. 45
104.48
347i bushels kale-------------------

2

1

Estimate of vegetables in the ground on the Soldiers' 'Home farm, September 30, 1891.
2,000 bushels potatoes, white, at 60 cts. $1,200. 00
25,000 heads cabbage, at 4 cts .... -- .. -.. 1, 000. 00
2,000 ears green corn, at 10 cts. dozen._.
16. 67
200bushelsbeets,at50cts ------------100.00
75 bushels carrots, at 75 cts . • • • . • • • . • • •
5fi. 25
4,000 stalks celery, at 3 cts . -- ..• _..... _
120. 00
3,500 pounds hor:-;e-rarlish, at 4 cts.-.- -140. 00
20 uushels winter radishes, at 75 cts. ...
15.00
HiO. 00
(00 hns hels turnips, at 40 cts--.-.......
200 bushels sweet potatoes, at 75 cts....
150. 00

40 bushels tomatoes, at 40 cts ..••.... _.
10 bushels Lima bt"ans, at 60 cts _. _••• _
1,000 heads lettuce. at 2 ets. ____ . _______
5,000 pounrls pumpkins, at 1~ cts. __ ... _
15 bushels peppers, at ;)O cts ___ . _____ • _
1.000 bunches sage, at :l ets ... __ . __ . ____
1,000 bunches p:trsley , at :l cts.--- .. --..
40 bushels salsify, at $1 ___ .... ___ . _____
Total. .................. ----......

16. 00
6. 00
20. 00
75.00
7. 50
30. 00
ao. 00
40. 00
3, Hl2. 42

Garden account United States Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, October 1, 1890, to
Se]Jtentber 30, 1891, consolidatecl.
CR.

DR.
To labo-r, fertilizers, seeds, tools, fuel,
and implements.----··---··------- .•. $3,715.97

3,715. 97

By 4,189 quarts strawbflrTies ___ . _.....
627 quarts chenics ---------------108 <] uarts- blaekbnrries.- _- ____ . _..
150! bushels of pears-------------61 bushels apples-----------------140 pounds grapes._----_--- ___ . __ .
19,110 plants, trees, and Rhrnbs
raised in garden and greenhouse.
45 cords of wood, cut and stored ...
By balance to debit of garden expended in improYements of the
grounds ........ ---------- -------.

$203.23
37.62
8. 64
!l7. 56
22.10
4. 20
2, 031.30
247.50
73.82
3, 715.97

NOTE.-This department has the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, dowers, shrubs.
trees, and fruit.
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Daky accotmt United States Soldie1·s' Home, District of Columbia, October 1, 1890, to
Septe1nber 30, 1891, consolidated.
DR.
I
To labor, forage, tools, fn?l, and repairs. $5, 213. 57
To loss of five cow~ by tbseas~- - .....•. ,
175.00
To balance to credit of the dairy ..••••
2, 688. 26

·J

CR.
.By 24, 783k gallons milk ............ ..
Sale of 35 calves .................. .
Services of bulls ............. ... ..
Increase in value of 5 lwifers .....•
Increase in value of 8 calveR ..... .
1, 460 loatls manure to the Ilome
farm ........................... .

$7,101.91
191.42
27.50
125.00
120.00
511.00

8, 076.83

8, 076.83

Daily average yield of millr per cow, 1.61 gallons. Cost of production of milk per gallon, 17.81 cents.
The dairy herd on September 30, 1891, consi8ted of 44 milch cows, 16 heifers, 11 calves, 2 bulls.

List of names, etc., of men admitted to the benefits of the Soldiers' Home cluring the year
ending September 30, 1891.
(Those who have served twenty or more years are entitled by length of service; all others by disability.]
Last served in-

odcd

Service.

- - - - - §-;i
.;

Name.

No.

Com·
pany.

Regiment.

1 :Michael Murphy ... •••.•.. E ..... Fourteenth Infantry .....••.•..
2 Ottomar Hengstler ....... .A ..... Ninth Infantrl .................
3 Peter J. Nolan ............ E ..... Twenty-thircl nfantry .........
1
4 Stephen Lawless .....•.... G .....
5 Robert Dickson .......... ............ ~~d~~!~{~\ :~£~~~-t::::::::::
6 Frank J. Wiese .......... c ..... Tenth Infantry ................
Hospital Corps .................
7 Henry Baines .............
General service ................
8 Gustave Gunderson ......
9 KarlBawor ............... D ..... Ninth Infantry .................
10 Charles Bentz* ........... G ..... Fir~t Infantry .................
11 Thomas Burns t ...•....... H ..... Third Artillery ................
12 ' Patrick Coyne ............ D ..... Third Cavalry ..................
13 George \V. Davis* .•••.... B ..... Monntell Rifles .................
14 Willi<tm Lafferty* ........
Ordnance detachment ....•.....
15 Joseph Marsellust .•••.... F ..... Eighteenth Infantry ...••...••.
16 Christian Maier .....•.... B ..... ...... do .........................
17 George Reynolds* ..•..... H ..... Third .Artillery ................
18 Brian B. Tully ............ c ..... Fourteenth Infantry ...........
19 John Cross t .............. c ..... Fifteenth Infantry .............
G ..... Fifth Cavalry ..................
20
E ..... Second .Artiliery ...............
21
22 Michael Curtin ........... H ..... Eleventh Infantry .............
23 John H. Johnson ......... B ..... First .Artille~ . ................
............ J

J:~~~~ :?.oJ!~riii::::::::::

E ..... Seventeenth nfantry ..........
E!~hteenth Infantry ...........
.A ..... Fifth CaYalry ..................
K ..... Twelfth Infantry ..............
F ..... Second Infantry ........•..•....
E ..... Tenth Infantry ................
Post .. Quartermaster-sergeant ...•....
.A ..... Sixcll.fnfantry ............•....
I ..... Eighth Cavalry •............••..
I ..... Twenty-third Infantry ....•....
F ..... Thirteenth Infantry ........ •..
c ..... Engineers .................. ....
.A ..... Twent.h:fifth Infantry .......••.
fan try .................
K ..... Ninth
B ..... First Infantry .................
E ..... Fifth Infantry .................
4,0
G ..... Second Cavalry .................
41
.Band. Twenty-third Infantry .••......
42
c ..... Second .Artillery .........•.....
43
B ..... Third .Artillerl .........•.••...
44
I ..... Thirteenth In antry .•.•..••.•••
45
F ..... Mounted Rifles .............••..
46
B ..... Fourth .Artillery ...............
47
K ..... ...... do .........................
48 f:,1~B:~~~~~~*t ~:::::::: H ..... Fifth Infantry .................
49 RobertJ. Cunningham .... A ..... First Infantry ..................
50 Frank Forster ............ K ..... First Artillery .................
51 Moses Cartman t ... ....••. K ..... ...... do .........................
*In war with Mexico.
t Died since admission.

24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Hesset ...........
Thomas P. Gildea ..•...•.
Harrison ...•.••.
Thomas \V. E. Bedford ....
Michael Cnnningham .....
Timot~ Keanet ..........
Peter eegan t ... .........
I~ernard Lavery ..........
Peter McHugh ...........
Jeremiah O'Connor .......
.Albert Bernasco ..........
Samuel P. Harvey .....•.
Richard Hatcher ..•...••.
Taylor E. Demaree ........
John Hall ................
Jeremiah Hennephin *.•..
Joseph Maas ..............
Maximilian Miller ..••.•..
Peter McGill* ......•.....
Franz Ostermeyer ..••.••.
William H. Ray .......•..
Elon .A. Sample* .....•....
Philip J. Vogelt ..........
Augu~t

G.:~stave

·I

B .....

-&

P-1

~

i'::~

ct>s

0

ct>

Date of
arlmissi01i.

,.c.25

..

ai
~

b.O

~

1890.

6

24
19
24
20
1

22
5
1
1
17
1
14
5
21
5
21
3
6
20
8
22
23
20
2
1
22
30
22
30
20
5
20
6
15
7
21
22
22
5
7
24
3
5
5
13
20
-14
6

4
1
11
4
3
9
7
4
10
6
3
9
10
10
11
9
2
10
2
10
1
7
9
1
4
10
10
1
4
9
3
7
11
10
5
4
9

3
2
4
7
8
7
5
5

48
53
50
50
47
20
46
26
30
66
44
30
61
66
37
44
71
44
29
31
43
33
48
59
43
24
36
45
59
50
54
54
29
46
39
38
40
44
64
58
44
68
48
45
65
38
73
37
50
37
28

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oet.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov .
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

1
4
7
9
14
15
18
18
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
3
3
4
14
15
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
19
1
1

tReti.red.
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List of names, etc., of men

adn~itted

to the benefits of the Soldiers' Flo me, etc.-Continued.
t

Last served in-

N 0.

Name.

Company.

Regiment.

..;

rD
~

"

~

1-<

.........

d

§-d
~C)

~:B

>'l

Q)s

~

4
18
7
15
2
1
15

3

5
11
7
4
.......
11
6
10
···--10
4
11
1
11
1
4
5

.Toseph R. Sams hell t .•.••. E ..... Nineteenth Infantry ...........

23

-----·

1:~~~\fa~~e~-~~~~ ~:::::

TheodoreJ. Case ..........
SamuelS. Dewitt .....•••••
Joseph S. Moody* .........
James Moore ..............
William Phillips* ..•...•..
Roman Rutten ............
Richard M. Whelan .......
George W. Cornelius ......

E .....
B .....
B .....
H .....
L .....
H .....
G .....
B .....
A .....
A .....
G .....
G .....
B .....
F .....

...............

H .....
B .....
F .....
E .....
B .....
G .....
K .....

--18!!0.

Hospital Corps ..•..............
General service .................
Ninth Infantry .................
Hospital Corps .................
Seventh I ufan try_ ..............
Seventh Cavalry .....•..........
Ninth Infantry .................
Ordnance detachment ..........
Third Artillery ................
First Artille?; .................
Seventeenth nfantry ......... _
Second Artillery ...............
Seventeenth Infantry ......... _
Fifteenth Infantry .............
Ho>~pi tal Corps .................
Third Artillery .... _...........
Fourth Infantry ...............
Nineteenth Infantry .......... _
Secoml Cavalry_ ................
Ho'lpital Corps .................
Sixth Cavalry ..................
Fourth Infantry ................
:Fifth Infantry .................
Sixth Infantry .................
Seventh Cavalry ................
Fourth Infantry_ ...............
Twenty-fifth Infantry ..........

William.T. Young .........
Charles Barlow_ ..••••.•..
Edgar S. Hancock .........
.Tohn Gallagher ...........
George O'Brien_ ........ __
Joshua S.Rathfon ........
John Norton ..............
John Yeager ..............
James Byrnes ............
John Coacly ...............
Laurence Conly ....••••••.
John Connor_ ..........••.
John Donohue ............
John P.Eagan ............
Thomas Grover ...........
JohnNaaf ................
John Swartz ..............

Date of
admission.

e.o

0

Q)

~

52 '
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

..,j

Service.

2:l
23
1:~

1
20
20
20
20
22
27
18
~4

3

1
4
2
~

.......

5 ......
21
7
5 -----10
22
23
9
3
9

30
53
36
38
34
51
41
43
46
41
51
45
46
45
42
44
50
52
50
26
44
67
49
67
44
46
32

Dr c.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec .
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

43
26
49
44
46
73
62
32
57
32
43
43
48
60
61
58
55
70
63
51
29
59
44
52
39
47
32
52
5,!
43
67
43
48
44
57
49
32
45
45
68
44
47
27
61
56
24
30

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
.Tan.
Jan.
,Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
.Tan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan .
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb .
Feb.
Feb.
l!'eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
I•'eb.
Feb.
Feb.
:Feb.
:Feb.
:Feb.
Feb.
Feh.
Feb.
F eb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Ifeb.

DPC.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Df'c.

1
2
5
6

11
15
15

Hi
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
22
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

18!ll.
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

K .....
E .....
H .....
I .....

First Artillery .................
1
9
Twentf'third Infantry .........
20
1
Ninth nfantry .................
11
11
...... do .........................
8
11
c ..... Thhd A rtillcry ............... - 1
7
c ..... Eighth Infantry ................ 18
2
I ..... First Cavalry _.................
5
6
Joseph Michals ...........
Ilospital Corps .................
24
7
Michael W. Nolan ........ D ..... Seventh Cavalry ...............
3
6
Thomas Smith_ ....•...... c ..... First Infantry .................
15 -----·
Wesley R. Sparks ......... A ..... Ninth Infantry ................
11
Alex,muer Stuart ......... I .....
13
2
Patrick Tiernan .......... ................ ~~~~a~!rj~{;~h~~~t ~ ~ ~ :::::::
26
4
J'ames Connors* .......... I ..... Third Artillery ................
10 ...........
John R. Fowler ........... ............... Hospital steward ...............
26 -----Thomas M. Gehan ..•..... B ..... Fifth Infantry .................
24
7
Patrick McGuire* •••••••. .............. Ordnance detachment ..........
18
11
Daniel M. Uoss t * ......... G ..... :Fifteenth InJantry ............. _.....
10
Third Artillery . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..
22
• 8
.rohan Hansen .....•••.•.. I
John Bell ................. c ..... Engineers ........... _.......... _.....
11
5 ...........
Thomas Daniels .......... D ..... Second Artillery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
Charles H. Fairex .••••••. G ..... N incteenth Infantry . . . . . . . . • . .
4
General service ... , .. .. .. .. .. ..
20 ............
Frederick Hill. ......•••..
.Tames Burk .............. G ..... Seventh Infantry ..............
2
11
16
.Tames Armstron.e: ........ K ..... Fifteenth Infantry .............
8
Michael C. O'Malleyt ..... E ..... F!rst ArtiUery .................
8
4
William Robin ........... B ..... F1rst Infantry .................
22
6
James \V. Jones .......... G ..... Twenty-fourth Infantry ........
5
1
Martin Casey ............. D ..... Fonrth Artillery._ ..........•..
25
5
Charles H. Meyers* ..••••. H ..... Sixth Infantry .................
9
1
Frederick Arnold ........ Band . ...... do .........................
26
3
Thomas .r. Crooks ..•••..• E ..... Fifteenth Infantry ..........•..
19
5
John Fegan .............. H ..... Fourteenth Infantry ...•.......
12
1
Daniel Gallagher ....••...
General service ................
22
6
John McGrath ............ -G~:~:~ Eleventh Infantry .............
3 ...........
Frederick Schweizer .•.... B ..... Seventh Infantry ..............
1
2
E ..... Sixth Cavalry .. _...............
20
1
:::::::: G ..... Sixth Infantry .................
14
2
Simon B. Teen* ........... c ..... Third Artillery ............•...
7
1
Leonard Thomas ... .•••.. F ..... Ninth Cavalry .................
3 ...........
26
William D. Wallace ...•.. c ..... Eip:hth Infantry ...............
4
August Anderson ...•...• I ...... Twent:1-first Inf:mtry _... _.....
3
10
4
Alonzo Adams* .....••.... K ..... Third Infantry ................
5
Frederick Brinkman ..... E ..... Seconcl Infantry ...............
4
August A. Boerensen ..... E ..... Ninth Infantry ................
2
3
2
125 Frank Phelps ............ H ..... Fifth Infantry .................
Glen D. Manning .........
Frederick Schult .........
Fritz Schmitt .............
Charles Anderson .....•..
.Joseph C.Rall* ...........

~~~:: ~J~ltif:: ~::::::~

~!fi~:s~~~~~-

*In war with Mexico.

t Died since admission.

6
7
9
19
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
29
30
30
3
3
3
4

3
11

14
20
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

Fist of names, etc., of 1ncn admittecl to the benefits of the Soldier's Home, etc.-Contiuuecl.
Last served in-

I~§ .I Date of

Service.

1 - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1-----,-----:

No.

Name.

Company.

,;,

:;gf'l
~

Regiment.

~

~~
» f'l

<1)~

at!misSlOn.

~

---1----------------------[------l----------------------l----------126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
]54
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

Albert Richardson* __ .....
Isaac Smith* .............
Henry Keister .... ---· ....
William Connor ..........
.John Curran .. --------- ...
Patrick Day* .. -- ____ .....
Henry Demuth ...........
Ed ward Farrell .. _. _. __ ..
Philip Gaten .............
Dennis .Jolmson- ----- ....
Patrick Kehoe.----·-----William G. Lee* .. ---- ....
J!'rancis McCourt* __ ... _..
Angus McVigor .... ____ ..
.Joseph W. Williams ___ . _.
.James H. Holman-------Charles Davis-----·-----Peter Nailer .... __ ------ ..
.James Daily* ... ______ . __ .
Thomas Williams ........
Frederick '\V. Furnald ....
Thomas :Fleming .. ____ .. _
.John Morris ...... ____ ....
Henry Williams ....... _..
.James McConnellt ·-----.
Henry St. .John ...........
.Jolm H. Blake ..•. -----_ ..
Sidney .J. Loop* _________ .
.Jefterson Weeden .. ____ ..
.John O'Keetl'e .... ______ ..
Edgar L. Reid .. _. _. ____ . _
.John Lawrence ..••..••...
Uharles Hoefer -- _.. ______
Richard .J . .Jackson .......
Michael Doherty_. _____ .. _
Miehael Melia .. _____ .... _
William Keeley .... ---· ...

G .....
K .....
I ......
M
D .....
A ....
I ......
I .. ---H .....
B .....
M .....
L .....
G .....
H .....
F .....
L .....

Third Infantry .................
Sixth Infa11t~ ............ - ....
Seventh Cav< ry ...............
Secoml Artillery ..... _.........
Thinl Artillery ....... __ . _.... _
Sixth Infantry .................
General service ................
Second Artillery ...............
Sixth Cavalry .......... -- .. _...
Fomth Artillery ...............
Fifth Infantry ...... -- -- -- -- ...
Third Artillery ................
First Artillery ....... -- ........
Fifteenth Infantry ....... --- ...
Tenth Cavalry ...... ---.-- .....
.. . . . . do ... - .. -- .. -- .. -- -- - .. -- ..

~~d~~~~rJ~¥=~h~~~t::::::::::

1891.
1
22
20
20
10
20
23
1
19
16
12
2
1
2
3
25
15
3
19
9
2
5
21
3

G ..... F01uth Infantry------··---- ...
c ..... Third Artillery .. __ .......... __
A ..... ... . . . do ......... - .. -----.·--- ...
D ..... Sixth Infantr~ .. ____ ...........
D ..... Twenty-fourt Infantry ... ....
Ordnance detachment ..........
K ..... Third Artillerh ....... -- .......
E ----- Nineteenth In 'an try ..... _._ ...
M ---- Third Cavalry ...... ------··---- ..... ___
G ..... First Artillery ... - ... -- ........
1
. 2
G ..... Twenty-fourth Infantry ........
A ..... Eighteenth Infantry ............
20
G ..... Nintemth Infantry ........... _
2
D ..... Eighth Infantry ................
I ...... Sixth Cava~ra ..................
26
H ..... Twenty-th1r Infantry .........
5
A ..... Twenty-first Infantry .. -...' ....
5
H ..... :Fourth Artillery .... -- ... -- ....
10
1
K ..... Tenth Infantr): .. -- .... -------- ·
G..... Twenty-third nfantry ........ _
4
~~~el~ e~~io~~i~~.::: ::::: F .. __ . . Fourth Artillery __ .............
2
Frank Hawks ........ ____ K..... Eighth Cavalry .... ---- ....... 1
George L. Hicks __ .. ---- .. F..... First Cavalry .. ---- ............
1
William L. Sperry* ....... K..... Eleventh Infantry ........ _....
1
Anton von Uifalusy __ .... H... . . :Fifteenth Infantry .............
23
.Joseph Walton* .......... A. __ -- ~ S"'ond Arlm''Y --------------6
10
George Howard·--------- H ..... Twelfth Infantry ..............
Georfe F. Kane .. --· .. ___ . H..... Seventh Infantry ..............
20
Char es Mullen* ___ .. __ ."' B .. .. . Sixth Infantry .................
1
Paul Schmidt ........ ____ . Band . Seventeenth Infantry ..........
20
B ..... Twelfth Infantry ..............
20
~\1t~: 'br~:? ~ ~ ~:::::: ~ K ..... :Fourth Cavalry .... . ........... 3
.John F. Harvey .......... E ..... Eighth Cavalry .. _.............
14
Henry Scheut .... -- ....... A. ..... Mounted service ...............
30
Charles Schultz._ . _. ___ ... H ..... First Cavalry ..................
15
Orun:wce detachment ..........
20
.James Sankeh .. -- ........
.John McHug ....... __ .. _ F .. ·... Seventeenth Infantry ..........
16
.John Sparks .... __ ........ c ..... First Artillery .......... __ ._ ...
5
Albert G. Engle __ ..•..... c ..... First Cavalry ........... _......
.James Crerand ........... E ..... Twentieth Infantry ......... ___
17
.James Cairns ............. c ..... Nineteenth Infantry ........ _._
15
Nathaniel Davenport _____ D ..... Third Artillery . _...... __ --. _..
22
Felix Kelly ....... _. ______ K ..... ...... do .......... ·...............
20
Gilbert Lyman* .......... R ..... First Infantry ................ _
5
2
Michael Curtin---··--·-·· c ..... Fifth Cavalrh -- --···· ---· ......
Edward Miller ....... __ .. A ..... Second Cava ry ...... ____ ......
5
.James Lawton ............ H ..... Second. lnfa.ntry ...... ---- _____ .
16
Michael McGrane ....... __ H ..... Ninth Infantry ................
17
Henry Canty .... _.... __ .. A ..... Tenth Cavalry .................
14
Eighteenth Infantry .... _. _. ___
20
Thomas Hayes--·-···---· Band
.Joseph Kuhn .. ·---·-- __ .. L ..... Fifth Uavalry ...... ________ .. _.
5
Frank Smith ... __ ... ___ . _ B ..... :Fifth Artillery .... --_ .... ---- ..
13
D ..... First Cavalry ..................
6
Ye~~-lbls~~~~~~~l-s_::::::::: G ..... Twenty-thin~ Infantry .. _... ___ 13
Michael Uarroll .. __ •. _. _.. B ..... Third Artillery ...... ---- .. -- ..
3
Henry .J. Bowker ...•• _.. _ I ...... Third Cavalry ........ __ .......
13
George Fogarty ......... _, G ..... Thirteennh.Iriiantry ....... ____ . 19
*In war with Mexico.
t Died since admission.

::

WAR 91-VOLI-48

5
4
5
11

7
8
4
8
2
11
11
9
2

4
4
9
9
7
11
5
11
9
4
9
2
4
2

5
4
10
9
10
5
5

64
64
44
46
44
05
42
45
39
62
41
62
64
49
45
31
22
44
57
25
40
52
30
33
42
32
34
62
30
50
23
44
45
46
55
37
63
34
25
30
24
65
51
70
40
42
64
43
49

-----·----41
4
11
11
4

9
7
8
7
3
11
2
11
1
10
3
5
3
3
9
7
10

59
46
59
53
33
30
49
45
57
48
63
52
29
52
48
38
47
43
34
54
56
28
42
44

tRetired.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
I•'eb.
Feb .
:Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
:Feb.
Ft>b.
Feb.
Ft>b.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar .
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
~r.

ay
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
.June
.June
.June
.June
.June
.June
.June
.June

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
13
14
17
18
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
28
1
1
1
6
9
10
13
14
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
4
6
8
11
11
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
21
26
3
9
10
13
13
15
22
19

/
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BOARD OF VISITORS.
JUNE,l89l.

APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

1. ReY. FRANK A. O'BRIEN .•••••.•••••.•••.•••... KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN.
2. Colonel JAMES T. MURFEE ...••••••.••••••••• MARION, ALABAMA.
3. Hon. JAMES A. WAYMIRE ..•••• -----~ •.••.•... SAN FRANCISCn, CALIFORNIA.
4. Major JOHN M. CARSON, (Secretary) ..••••..•••. WASHINGTON, DIST. OF CoL.
5. Mr. DAVID W. PAYNE .......•••••••••..•.••... ELMIRA, NEW YORK.
6. General THEODORE S. PECK .•••.•••••••.••••• BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
7. Hon. ROBERT 0. FULLER ..................... CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS.
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

8. Ron. CHAS. F. MANDERSON, (PTesid"nt) ..•• .••• OMAHA, NEBRASKA,
9. Hon. JAMES L. PUGH ..••.••••••••.•..•••••.•.. EUFAULA, ALABAl\J.A.
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF• THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

10. Hon. JULIUS C. BURROWS .•••••••••••.••••••• KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN.
11. Ron. JOSEPH A. SCRANTON .•••••.•••••.••••. SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA.
12. Hon. SAMUEL W. T. LANHAM, ( Vice-P1·esident) WEATHERFORD, TEXAS.
756

REPORT
OF THE

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
:F OR THE YEAR 1891.

To the Secretary of War, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of
the House of Representat,i ves:
The Board of Visitors appointed to attend the annual examination
of the United States l\iilitary Academy for the year l891 assembled at
West Point, in the rooms provided for that purpose, on the 1st of June.
The authority for appointing this Board, the purpose for which it is
appointed, and the duties devolved upon it, are found in the two following sections of the Revised Statutes of the United States :
SEc, 1327. There shall be appointeu every year, in the following manner, a Dnarcl
of Visitors to attend the annual examination of the Academy. Seven persons shall
be appointed by the President, and two Sen.1tors and three members of the House of
Representatives shall be desiguated as visitors by the Vice-President or the President
p1·o temp01·e of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, respectively, at the session of Congress next preceding such E:!Xamination.
SEc. 1328. It shall be the duty of the Board of Visitors to inquire into the actual
state of the discipline, instruction, police administration, fiscal affairs, and other
concerns of the Academy. The visitors appointed by the President shall report
thereon to the Secretary of War, for the informat,ion of Congress, at the commencement of tlie session next succeeding such examination, and the Senators and Representatives design&ted as visitors shall report to Congress, within twenty days afte;r
the meeting of the session next succeeding the time of their appointment, their action
as such visitors, with their views and recommendations concerning the Academy.

In accordance with these provisions of law the. following named
gentlemen were appointed to constitute the Board of Visitors fo:r: the
year 1891, and requested to assemble at the Military Academy on the
1st day of June :
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT . OF THE UNlTED STATES.

Rev. FRA.NK A. O'BRIEN .........••. ·----- ------ ................ Kalamazoo, Mich.
Col. J. T. MURFEE ...................... -----· ........................ lHanon, Ala.
Ron. JAMES A. WAYMIRE ..................................... San Francisco, Cal.
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Maj. JOHN M. CARSON ...•.• ----. __ --- .. _--·. ___ ...•.• ---- ...... Washington, D. C.
Mr. DAVID W. PAYNE·-----·----- ____ ·----- ...... ------ .... ·----- .... Elmira, N.Y.
Gen. THEODORE S. PECK ...•••••.••••• ------ .....•.••••.......•.•. Burlington, Vt.
Hon. ROBERT 0. FULLER ..•••• ---- •••••• ------ .•.•.•••••...•.... Cambridge, Mass.

"

'

APPOINTED BY THE PRESlDENT OF THE SENATE.
Hon. CHAS. F. MANDERSON ..••••.•••.•••.•••..••••..••.•••••.••••••. Omaha, Nebr.
Hon. JAMES L. PuGH-----·-----------· •..•.•••••••••••••••••••.••••. Eufaula, Ala.
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Hon. JULIUS C. BURROWS ....•.•••.•••.•••.•••••••••...•••..•••• Kalamazoo, Mich.
Hon. JOSEPH A. SCRANTON .•••••.•••••••••.••••• ------ .............. Scranton, Pa.
Hun. SAMUEL W. T. LANHAM ..•••••.•••••••••••..••••.•••••..•• Weatherford, Tex.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.

An organization was perfected by the unanimous selection of Hon.
Charles .F. Manderson as president; Hon. Samuel W. T. Lanham as
vice-president; and Maj. John M. Carson as secretary.
U pou a call of the roll it was ascertained that all the members of
the Board were present except Mr. Waymire, from whom a telegra.m
was read explaining that he bad been unavoidably detained on the
roatl and would reach West Point the following day.
It was ordered that the regular meetings of the Board should be
held daily at 3 o'clock p. m.
The president of the Board was authorized to appoint the usual committees for the examination of the various departments of the Academy.
The secretary was directed to notify Col. John M. Wilson, Superintendent of the Military Academy, that a quorum of the Board of
Visitors was present, that the Board had been duly organized, and was
prepared to proceed with the business for which it had been appointed.
In ~ccordance with this direction the secretary addressed the following
letter to Colonel Wilson:
'
ROOMS OF TilE BOARD OF VISITORS,
West . Point, N. Y., June 1, 1891.
StR: I have the honor to inforre you that the Board of Visitors to the U. S. Military Academy for the year 1891, assembled this day at the place appointed for that
purpose, and organized by the selection of Hon. Charles F. Manderson as president,
Hon. Samuel \V. T. Lanham as vice-president, and Maj. John M. Carson as secretary.
I have also the honor to inform you, by direction of the Board, that any communication you may desire to make in reference to the affairs connected wit,h the Military
Academy will be cheerfully received and be given careful consideration.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN M. CARSON,
Secretary.
Col. JOHN M. WILSON,
Superintendent U. S. Military Academy•

•
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After a short recess the Board reassembled, when the president laid
before the Board the following communication from Colonel Wilson,
Superintendent of the Academy:
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., June 1, 1891.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledg-e the receipt of your communication of this
date notifying me of the organization of the Board of Visitors.
I skall be happy to afford the Board every facility for a thorough inspection of
the workings of all the departments of the Academy, administrative as well as those
of instruction, and in general to do everything possible to assist the Board in its
labors.
A programme of the examination has already been furnished each member. Notice
will be given from day to day of such military exercises as are ordered for the Board
of Visitors.
First Lieuts. FrankL. Dodds, Ninth Infantry; Joseph E. Kuhn, Corps ol Engineers;
and DanielL. Tate, Third Cavalry, have been detailed to attend upon the Board of
Visitors during their stay at the Academy.
I also take occasion to say that I hope the Board will communicate with me freely,
both personally and officially, upon any subject connected with the Military
Academy which may be of interest to its members in connection with their official
Yisit to West Point.
In conclusion permit me to Ray that I desire to call officially upon the Board of
Visitors at the hotel at 4:20 o'clock p.m. to-day. with the members of the Academic
Board and my military staff, for the purpose of paying our respects to the Board of
Visitors and to conduct them to a review of t;he corps of cadets given in their honor.
At the close of the review it will give me pleasure to receive the merubers of the
Board, their families, and friends at my quarters to meet the officers and ladies of
the post.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HEADQUARTERS

JOHN M. WILSON,

Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent.
Ron.

F. MANDERSON,
P1·esident Board of Visitors, West Point, N. Y.

CIIAS.

A copy of Orders No. 74, dated West Point, N. Y., May 14, 1891, was
also laid before the Board and copies furnished each member. These
orders announced the programme for the examinations of the various
sections and classes and concluded with the following order of military
exercise~ for the period bet. ween the 1st and 12th of June :
VI. The following military exercises will take place during the examination:

----l

Review . .......................................... ..
School of the battalion...... . . . . . .. . . ............. .
School of the battalion (skirmish drill) ........•....
Heavy artillery drill (sea-coast gun8) .............. .
School
of the battery (field at· tillery) ....•....•.....
A1'tillery ....••.••.....•.••••••••••.
Heav.v artillery drill (siege mortars) .•••••..........
of the soldier, mounted .................... ..
Cavalry ............................ { School
~chool of the company, mounted .............•......
b;rirlge. construction (pontoon bridgt>i ..•...
Practical military engineering ...... { M!l~tary
M1htary s1gnalmg ................................. .
Small arms .......................... .. Use of the sword and bayonet, military gymnastics ..

Infantry ........................

·l

June 1
June 4
Jnne 9
June 2
June t!
June 9
June 3
June 5
June 8
June 10
June 11

· This order of exercises may be changed on account of the weather or for other
causes.
VII. The members of the First Class will be graduated June 12, 1891.
By order of Colonel Wilson.
J. M. CARSON, JR.,

Second Lieutenant l!'ifth Caval1·y, Adjutant.
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The Superintendent, accompanied by his military staff and the mem·
bers of the Academic Board, called upon the Board of Visitors at their
rooms, and after an interchange of courtesies escorted them to the
parade ground to witness the review arra.nged in their honor. Hon.
Levi P. Morton, Vice President of the United States, having arrived
at West Point a. few hours prior to the time fixed for the review, upon
invitation of the Boal'd of Visitors participated in the ceremonies.
At the second session Hon. James A. Waymire appeared and assumed
his duties as a member of the Board.
The President announced th~ following as the committees:
A.ppointnwnts and Examinations.-Messrs. Pngh, O'Brien, and Scranton.
Discipline and Instruction.-Messrs. Murfee, O'Brien, &nd Peck.
Armament and Equipment.-Messrs. Peck, Manderson, and Waymire.
Buildings and Grounds.-Messrs. Payne, Lanham, and Fuller.
8upplies and Expenditures for Oadets.-Messrs. Burrows, Lanham,
and Carson.
Fiscal A.ffairs.-Messrs. Scranton, Fuller, and Payne.
The committees proceeded at once to inquire into the matters assigned
them respectively, and pursued their inquiries with commendable diligence. 'rhe results of these se'veral inquests will be found in the reports
made to and approved by the Board after full discussion.
PLAN OF PROCEDURE BY THE BOARD.

The plan upon which the Board proceeded to gain information about
the various departments of the Academy was adopted for the purpose
of ascertaining facts free from any influence of those connected with
the administration of its affairs. It is proper to state in this connection
that neither the Superintendent nor his assistants, at any time, except
when so requested, offered suggestions or performed any act intended to
influence the judgment of the Board or its members individually. Every
opportunity was offered and every facility extended for full investigation of each department of the Academy, and every officer when called
upon for information promptly responded. The committees daily prosecuted inquiries into the various departments, and at the regular
meetings of the .Board questions deemed important were presented for
general discussion. By this course of procedure every member of the
Board was made acquainted with the methods of each department of
the Academy through the investigations of the committees, the necessity
for changes when changes were recommended, and was thus prepared
to act intelligently upon all matters presented by the committees.
These regular meetings were found to be so interesting and instructive
tbat during the fifteen days the Board was at the Academy not one
meeting was dispensed with, and, with two or three exceptions, each
meeting was attended by all the members. Several of them were at-
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tended by the Superintendent and other officers of the Academy, from
whom the Board desired information upon questions under consid~ra
tion and whose attendance bad been requested.
The reports of all the committees were presented <luring the days
the Board was at West Point, their contents fully considered, and their
recommendations discussed and acted upon. The final adjournment
of the Board occurred on the morning of June 12. During the sessions a number of subjects were discussed and resolutions adopted
which have no place in the reports of the committees. These matters
are presented in the general report.
The Superintendent requested the Board to designate one of the
members to deliver an address to the graduating class on the day of
graduation, and in accordance with this request Hon. Julius C. Burrows was chosen. l{.ev. Frank A. O'Brien was also designated by the
Board to deliver a short address upon that occasion.
The secretary was selected to write the general report and authorized, in the name of the Board, to call upon the War Department, the
Superintendent of the Academy, and other parties from whom information deemed necessary in the preparation of the general report might
be obtained.

APPOINTMENTS AND EXAMINATIONS.
Cmnrniftee on Appointments and Exmninations.-Messrs.
and JOSEPll A. SCRANTON.

JAMES

L. PuGH, FRANK

~

O'BRIEN,

SHOULD THE CORPS OF CADETS BE INCREASED

¥

The Board devoted consi<lerable time to the question whether the
strength of the corps of cadets as now established by law should be
increased. This is not a new question. It has been discussed in Congress, in the pu hlic press, and in the reports of former Boards of Visitors. Opinion has heen divided touching the general proposition, and
varied as to the extent to which an increase should be made and the
methods for its accomplisument. On the one band many persons, influenced by the pride and enthusiasm incidental to a visit to West
Point during the annual examinations and exhibitions, coincide with
the opinion expressed by Gen. U. S. Grant upon the occasion of one
of his visits to the Academy, and after he had visited many foreign
countries, that there should be one thousand cadets at West Point.
On the other hand, less sentimental but more practical persons believe
that the measure of increase should not exceBd the capacity of the
preRent establishment. General Grant's expression that one thousand
cadets should be receiving instruction at West Point was doubtless
intended to express his estimate of the value of the Academy, and the
excellence of the institution as a school for military instruction and
training, and not a deliberate recommendation to increase the strength
of the corps of cadets to the large number stated in the expression so
often q noted.
To maintain one thousand cadets at West Point may not be imprac.
ticable but would he impolitic for several reasons, not the least of which
is that of expense. The work performed at the Military Academy is
admittedly of the highest importance and value to the nation. It
teaches young men the art of war, and gives its graduates training which
qualifies them to serve the countr.r in a state of war to the greatest ad·
vantage. The present capacity of West Point is equal to suppl,Ying the
annual casualties of the United States Army, but even should the number of graduates exceed this requirement the country would be largely
benefited by havil:;g in civil life, in every State of the Union, men who
have passed successfully through the Military Academy. r:ebese men
would naturally become identified with the National Gnaru, and, shonld
the emerg·ency arise, would become efficient instructors aud competent
762
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commanderR of newly formed regiments and brigades. The importance
and value of having among the body of the people men of military education and training is illustrated by the fact that during our civil war
many of the most successfnl and distinguiRhed officers in both armies
were men who graduated at West Point, but who were engaged in civil
life upon the breaking out of hosti1ities.
If we are to consider the Academy merely as the means of furnishing the necessary material for supplying the annual casualties of the
present Army in time of peace, no change in existing laws governing
this question is required. But the Military Academy has been established and brought to its present high standard of excellence and
efficiency by years of labor and experience and large expenditures of
money. It has capacity for training and educating at one time at least
400 students without material increase in the annual cost of its maintenance, and the Board believes it would be good policy to obtain for
tlw Army and the country the full fruition of the institution by increasing the strength of the Corps of Cadets so that it may be at all times,
after providing for casualties, nearly equal to the membership of the
House of Representatives.
STRENGTH OF 1'HE C.A.DE1' CORPS.

The strength of the Corps of Cadets is fixed by law at ''one from
each Congressional District, one from each Territory, one from the
District of Columbia, and ten from the United States at large." Under
the existing Congressional apportionment the maximum strength of tile
corps is 347. Under the apportionment act passeu at the last session
of Congress, and under the operations of which the Fifty-third Congress will be chosen, this number will be increased to 371. The intent
and purpose oftbe law creating the Academy and of all laws amendatory
thereof was clearly to educate at the institution a number of young
men equal to the me~bership of the House of Representatives plus
the uumber which the Presiuent is nuthorized to appoint. If this purpose could be carried out and the corps maintained at the legal maximum, the number of young men who should annually graduate would
be 87, of whom 40 or 50 would be needed to supply vacancies in the
Army. It is perhaps impossible that this number could be actually
graduated, because it is unreasonable to expect that there will not be
cases of deficiency; but that the number of graduates suould be
greater than it now is will not be denied by fair-minded men who will
give the subject even slight investigation.
The strength of the corps at this time, exclusive of the two young men
from Switzerland and Nicaragua who are receiving instructiou under
special act of Congress, is 284, or nearly 23 per cent. below the Htrength
fixed by law. This large percentage of deficiency is mai11ly due to the
s~lection of poor material by members of Congress, aided, in many
cases, by an entire failure to select. Upon the graduation of the class
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of this year there were 155 vacancies to be filled. For these, 138 principals were appointed, leaving 17 districts from which no appointments
were made. Of the principals appointed 9 failed to report at the
Acaderuy, thus reducing the number to 129, of whom only 90 succeeded
in passing the preliminary examinations. At the same time 64 alternates were appointed, of whom only 30 reported, and of these but 7
were admitted, so that, instead of a class of 155, we have only a class
of 97 to start upon the 4-years' course of study and training. This
delinquency is equivalent to a waste of 37 per cent. of the power and
energy of the institution, because the same forces used in the training
of 97 cadets would train 155.
AN INCREASE RECOMMENDED.

Much attention was given this subject by the Board. The committee
having· the matter in charge made careful inquiry into it, discussing it
with members of the Academic Board and the more experienced military officers on duty at the Academy, and it was also discussed with
the Board at two meetings, set apart for that purpose, by Colonel
Wilson and Professor Michie. As the result of this inquiry the Board
unanimously adopted the report of the Committee on Appointments
and Examinations, and agreed to recommend the passage of an act
fixing the strength of the Corps of Cadets at a maximum of 469. In the
selection of candidates for admission to the Academy, the Board recommends that in addition to the present allotment of 1 cadet to each
Representative and Delegate in Congress, 2 cadets be alloted to each
State at large, to be nominated by the Senators respectively, and that
the President be authorized to nominate from the country at large 20.
The practice prior to the passage of the act of June 11, 1878, was for
the President to nominate 10 cadets for each year. The act referred to
limited the appointments by the President to 10 for the academic term
of four years. Should this increase be authorized, and in the manner
proposed, there would be set apart for the House of Representativ{'s
361 cadets, the number authorized under the new apportionment act,
the Sen a to. 88, and the President 20, thus making the total number 469.
It is believed by the Board, based upon an examination of failures
among can<lidates and casualties among cadets, that the proposed
increase from 371 to 469 would be the means of maintaining the strength
of the Corps of Cadets at about the number originally intended, namely,
"oue from each Congressional District, one from each Territory, one
from the District of Columbia, and ten from the United States at
large." Under the apportionment act of 1891 the House will consist of
350 Representatives and 4 Delegates from the Territories, which gives,
with one from the District of Columbia, ~61 as the number of cadets at
the Academy exclusive of the 10 which the President is authorized to
appoint.
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SELECTION AND EXAMINA'l'ION OF CANDIDATES.

The present method of selecting candidates, and the time and manner of conducting their preliminary examination, were also made the
occasion of special inquiry and discussion by the Board. We believe.
that an immediate change in both these particulars should be made.
In the matter of selecting candidates the fact that so many of those
nominated by members of the House of Representatives fail to pass the
preliminary examinations, and the additional fact that many Representatives fail to nominate at all, or hold vacancies open for a year or
more in order to nominate a particular person, show that some action
should be taken to correct this abuse. The report of the committee
on Appointments and Examinations discusses this question, and the
special attention of the proper authority is earnestly directed to it.
Previous Boards of Visitors have discussed this general question and
all have recommended such action as would compel.Representatives to
make uominations of cadets at the proper time, and that such regulations should be made as will insure a larger number of admissions to
the Academy. The Board of Visitors for 1R87, of which Mr. George 'w.
Ohilds, of Philadelphia, was president, in discussing the method of
selecting candidates, directed the attention of the military authorities
and the country to the prevailing abuse with a force and directness
that should have commanded prompt action on the part of the President and the War Department. This is a matter within the province
of the President aml Secretary of War to regulate and correct. Meml.Jers of Uongress should be required, at the proper time, to nominate
candidates to fill vacancies at the Academy, and failing to do this, appointments should be promptly made 'by the President from the list of
eligible candidates filed at the War Department. The belief is general
that members of the House of Representatives possess the right to appoint eandidates for admission to the Military Aeademy. '.rhat such
right does not exist under authority of the statuteE is shown by the
report of the Board of Visitors for 1887, which says on this subject:
The opinion has obtained that members of the House of Representatives have the
t"ight to appoint candidates for admission to the U. S. Military Academy. This is an
error. The courtesy has been extended by the Prebident to Representatives of permitting them to nominate candidates, but they have no more right to make an ap,pointmenL than they have to appoint a postmaster or a collector of customs. The
law authorizing and regulating appointments to the Military Academy is found in
chapter 4 of the Revised Statutes, and the attention of members of the House of
Representatives is specially invited to it. It provides:
"SEc. 1315. The corps of cadets shall consist of one from each Congressional district,
one from each Territory, one from the District of Columbia, and ten from the United
States at large. They shall be appointed by the Pres·ident, and shall, with the exception
of the ten cadets appointed at large, be actual residents of the Congressional or Terri·
tol'ial districts, or of the District of Columbia, respect.ively, from which they purport
to be appointed.
"SEc. 1317. Cadets shall be appointed one year in adt,ance of the time of their admission
to the Academy, except in cases when, by means of Jeath or other cause, a vacancy
occurs which can not be provid-ed for by such an appointment in ad vance."
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There can be no difference of opinion as to the construction of the law above
quoted. The right to appoint is not only lodged in the President alone, but the
obligation to appoint is imposed. The recommendation of the Representative is in
no sense binding on the President, and gives the candidate so recommended by him
no legal right to priority in the consideration of the President. The practice of
appointing the person recommended by the Representative of the district in which a
vacancy exists bas been found, as a rule, to work satisfactorily; but the matter of
appointment to the Military Academy bas been so completely assumed as a right by
the Representatives that it has come to be considered as a personal prerogative, to
be given and withheld at pleasure. The result of this abuse-for it is an abuse-of
the privilege exte11ded by the President has been, and continues to be, detrimental
to the public interests and expensive to the public Treasury. The Board would not
be understood as recommending a withdrawal of the privilege of nominating candidates so long enjoyed by Representatives, and direct public attention to the matter
simply to correct a popular error and in the hope that it will result in the adoption
of a regulation by the President that will1·equi1·e Representatives to promptly recommend candidates for appointment to the .Academy with the alternative of a selectinn
being made directly by the President. The importance and necessity for the immediate adoption of such a regulation is shown by the fact that a large number of districts are constantly unrepresented at the Academy, by reason of the indifference
and neglect of members of the House of Representatives, and sometimes of the deliberate design of a Representative to keep the place vacant for a year or two in order
to accomplish the appoiutment of a particular candidate in furtherance of his own
political preferment.
DERELICTION IN NAMING CANDIDATES.

In this connection it may be urged that the custom of permitting
Representatives to ab:solutely determine the disposition of appointments
of cadets to the Military Academy has been of such long standing as
to have all the binding force of law. If this power was exercised by
the Representatives in the directjon of the public interest and in accordance with the spirit of the law, the plea of long continued custom
might be treated with respect. But when exercised at the whim of
the Hepresentative, or to advance his indiYidual interests, the authority which is alone vested in the President should be resumed by him
and exercised to promote and maintain those
Jerests which have
been persistently neglected by the Representative. The Board earnestly directs the attention of the President and Secretary of War to
this matter. We suggest that notification be given members of Congress that hereafter nominations for appointment to the Military
Academy must be made for vacancies that are to occur the year next
following on or before January 1, and that in all cases when nominations are not so made the President will exercise his authority to appoint.
The annual examinations take place in June. The law requires that
"cadets shall be appointed one year in advance of the time of their
admjssion to the Academy," except in cases where the vacancy is the
result of casualty other than graduation. Public notice could be given
through the newspapers of the prospective vacancies, and youllg men
residing in the districts in which vacancies are to occur possessing the
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prescribed qualifications invited to forward to the 'Var Department
applications and recommendations. In this way the President would be
enabled to select a young man for appointment in every district in
which the Representative was derelict. The fact that the President
proposed to exercise his authority in the premises would in itself be
sufficient to correct the abuse complained ·of.
PRESENT METHOD OF EXAMINATION DEFECTIVE.

Judged by its results the present method of examination of candidates for admission to the Academy is defective, and this opinion is
sustained by members of the Academic Board and others who have inquired into it. The large percentage of failures may primarily be
chargable to a lack of proper training of candidates, but whatever the
cause it should be remedied in order that the largest p0ssible amount
of raw material might be secured for the successful manipulation of
the institution. That. only 50 per cent. of all those admitted to the
Academy bas been graduated for many years may be regarded as areflection upon the preparatory schools and academies of the countr.v,
but cau not truthfully be said to be a correct estimate of the r~al character of their \vortb and efficiency. The Board believes that this great
deficiency is attributable to the lack of proper care in selecting candidates and not to an absence of efficiency in the public and pri,Tate
schools of the country. Candidates are frequently sent to West Point
whose lack of qualification would have been apparent before leaving
their bomes bad they been subjected to examination. In many
cases the failure of candidates is due to the absence of any training
rather than to the insufficiency or inefficiency of any particular school
or system. This would be remedied by holding the examinations at
stated times in the several States, in the manner recommended by Colonel Wilson wllen conferring with the Board and outlined in the paper
prepared by him and made part of this report.
NEW METHOD OF .APPOINTMENT RECOMMENDED.

The Board approves in the main the plan of examination recommended by Colonel Wilson and commends it to the attention of the
honorable Secretary of War. If adopted, with some change in details,
it would undoubtedly be attended with good results. We recommend:
(1) That hereafter Representatives be required to nominate candidates not later than January 1, and in all cases of failure to nominate
that the President designate young men for all districts that may be
deliuquent on that date.
(2) That examinations, physical and mental, be held at certain con
venient points, to be designated by the Secretary of War not later than
March 10, and that these examinations be conducted in the same
manner as examinations are now conducted at the Military Academy,
and under the direction and supervision of the Academic Board, the
examinatious to be held throughout the county upon the same days.
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(3) That the examination qm~stions be prepared by the Academic
Board, each set of questions to be inclosed and sealed and sent to the
Adjutant-General of the Army for transmission to the several officers
appointed to conduct the examinations.
(4) That officers of the Army, not to exceed two at each point, be
detailed to be present at the examinations, to whom the examination
questions shall be sent by the Adjutant-General in the exact condition
in which they were received by him from the Military Academy, and
by whom alone the seals on the respective packages shall be broken
on the day and in the place appointed for the examinations, and in the
presence of the candidates there assembled, to whom the questions
shall be delivered, one set of questions to each candidate in the order
in which the subjects shall be taken up.
(5) That these officers be restricted to the conduct of the examination; that their duty be simply to be present at all times during the
progress of the examinations, to see that each candidate performs his
work without assistance, and to receive and forward the papers when
completed to tile Superintendent of the :\lilitary Academy under such
regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War.
·
(6) That when the papers are received at the Military Academy the
Academic Board be required to proceed at once to examine and pass
upon them, the results of this examination to be reported by the Superintendent as soon as practicable to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
(7) That RepreHentatives be notified immediately by the AdjutantGeneral in case of failure of their candidates and requested to name
other candidates not later than May 1, such candidates to be examined
in the manner heretofore described, provided that can be done prior to
June 20, otherwise the candidates to report to the Adjutant of the Military Academy not later than July 1 for examination at the Academy.
(8) That candidates who successfully pass the examinations held in
their respective localities shall be admitted to the Academy without
further examination.
(9) That no person who has failed to pass shall be again nominated
for examination during the year for which such person faileil.
In order to preclude favoritism in the examination of candidates and
in passing upon their papers, the system now practiced at the Academy
of assigning a number to each candidate, by which alone his papers are
known to the Academic Board, should be followed. The numbers are
assigned by the Adj qtant of the Academy, and he is the only person who
knows the names of candidates corresponding with the numbers. This
information is held inviolate by the Adjutant until the final action of
the Academic Board, when it becomes necessary to associate the names
with the examination papers.
The plan of examinations recommended does not involve any change
in their scope or character as now conducted at the Military Academy,
nor does it in any degree lessen the authority of the Academic Board
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over them. It simp1,Y brings the piace of examination nearer. the home
of candidates and saves them the expense of traveling to and from
West Point in case of failure to pass. Many young men who might be
designated for appointment as cadets are not able to assume the expense
of a journey to vVest Point with the contingency of similar expense for
the return trip in case of failure, and nominatluns have been frequently
declined ou this account. This is particularly true of boys living at
points remote from West Point whose parents are unable to assume
the expense of traveling. Under the proposed plan of conducting the
preliminary examinations those who pass would know upon leavmg
their homes that they are to enter the ·corps of Cadets and remain at
the Academy at least for the period of six months, or until the regular
semi-annual examinati-:>n of the classes is made.
REPORT OF 'l'HE COMMIT'l'EE.

Following is the report of the Committee on Appointments and ,
Examinations, which was presented by Mr. Pugh and after considerable discussiop adopted:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS,

West Point, N. Y., June 8, 1891.
To the Board of Visitors:
The committee on Appointments and Examinations have had these subjects under
consideration, and find that tht~ ability of the Academy to c~rry out its objects and
insure its usefulness is far greater than the number of cadets now allowed by law to
enter the Academy. It is a great waste of the power and capacity now employed in
the institution to allow it to be expended upon the present number of cadets. It
is the opinion of the able and efficient Superintendent and faculty of the Academy
that the present number of cadets can be increased to 500 without any considerable outlay in the expenditure of Jtnoney, anti without any considerable enlargement
of the machinery and means of accommodation now belonging to the Academy. The
committee are therefor6 unanimous in recommending that the number of cadets be
at once increased to 500.
The most difficult problem for solution is where the power of selection and appointment shall reside and how it shall be exercised. The original and primary object of
the creation of the institution was to qualify officers to command a standiug army of
the United States. History has demonstrated the eminent success and usefulness of
the Acallemy, and the wisdom and patriotism that prompted its establishment and
continued and enlarged its existence, have been fully vindicated by experience.
Ou accouut of the exclusive military character and objects of the Academy the
power of appointment was vested in the beginning in the President; but that official
soon learued by trial that it was impracticable and inexpedient for him to exercise
the power efficiently, and for this reason he delegated the power of selection and
nomination to the members of the lower house of Congress. It is mauifest that the
intention and policy of the Government have been and are now that the beneficiaries
of the institution shall come from the people in each State and Territory without
discrimination or partiality. And no doubt the purpose of the President in conferring upon members of the HouAe the power of selection anrluomination was to popu·
larize the institution by extending and distributing its benefits generally and equally
among the people of the States and Terri tortes.
It is a fact that the candtdates selected by the members of the House have not in
very ~any cases been successful in standing the examinations and passing the tests
W.A.R 91-VOL 1--49
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of <]_llnlitication for aclmi-4:-;ion into the Aca<letuy. As a rnle it has been fonllll that
the maximum number of cadets alloweu by law has not been kept up by at least
one-third, thereby c1epriYil~g the conntr.Y of the henctl.b.; of its exp<'nditnre for onethird more cadets, and the cadets the111sel ves of the invaluable instruction and training provided for them and wasted on acconnt of their absence
For reasous satisfactory to the members of the Houso it has ueen decided by them
t.o improve the mode of st'lection a11d secure, if practieaiJle, a better class of their
constituents for nomination to the Prosiuent, and tllo change made b~~ the members
is to delegate their delegated authority to a board of examiners, to call before them
the Heveral applicants and ascertain their fitness to stau<l the examination of the
Academic Board at West Point and pass into theAc:uletny. The competitive system
tlws established has proven to be a great improvement upon the old mode of direct
appointment. It, however, continues·to be a fact that the number of cadets if! never
np to the maximum by a large proportion, ancl this derlciency is an evil that should
he corrected. Whether the trouble is in the power of selection or in the character
of the examination there is much difference of opinion. The power of selection ought
to be kept as near to the people of the several States as practicable, and so exercised as to secure an equal and fair distribution of the inestimable benefits of the
institution among all the people.
In relation to the examination of the candidates for cadetships, the committee find
that the practice of requiring the candi,lates to attend an examination at West Point
to determine their physical au<l educational qna.lificatious for admission into the
Acac1emy works great hardship to those who are found deficient. The plain remedy
for this evil is the formulation of some plan for the examination in each State on the
same day of all the candidates who may be designated by members of the House
jn their several districts as now authorized, and should the number of cadets be
ncreased as suggested, then the selection of tho~e to be examined to be made by tbe
:\I embers of the House and by the Senators from each State and the President of the
United States, or otherwise, as Congress may determine. It would be an easy matter
to discover the physical defects that disqualify, and an Army surgeon might be de1 ailecl to make the examination in each State for Lhat purpose at the same time and
place appointed for the educational examination.
It has been suggested by Colonel Wilson. the Superintendent, that the questions
uow required to be answered by the Academie Bo:1rd at West Point could he printed
and sent by an army officer to. each State sowe t.wo months before the time for entering the Academy, who would call each candi<late from the several districts on the
H:tme day at the capital of the State, or other convenient point, where the written
quest.ious wonld be delivere<l to each canc1idate, and witbont conference with each
ot.her or other person each candidate, without separating from the army officer, would
he required to write out his answers to each question, aud the answers delivered to the
army officer, who wonlcl seal tbem up and torwaru them to the Academic Board at West
Point. These answe1·s would be examined and the right of the candidates passed upon
lJy the Board, anu if fonnu qualifie(l the c:mdidate to be uotiiieu and his appointment
made at once wlthont any further examiuation on his arrival at West Point. If no
one is found q na.lified in any district from the list of those who have answered, another
oxa.mination shall he ordered, and so on until the maximum number is appointed.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMES

L.

PUGH.

FRANK A. O'BRIEN.
JOSEPH A. SCRANTON.
VIEWS OF THE ACADEMIC BOARD.

In order to obtain the views of the Academic Board on the question
of increasing the efficiency of the Academy, the secretary of the Board
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of Visitors was instructed to request that bo<ly to prepare a paper on
this subject. Accordingly the following letter was se~t to Colonel
Wilson:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS,

West Point, N. Y., June 6, 1 ;;;!)1.
SIR: The Board of Visitors have mstructed me to inform you that they woulll he
pleased to bave from the Academic Board a paper expressing the views of that boanl,
either individually or collectively, in relation to the methods of appointment, and
examination of cadets; whether any changes can be made in thelie methods which,
in their judgment, would tend to increase the number of candidates and thereby
tend to increase the number of graduates; ancl, also, as to the atlvisability, a.t this
time, of increasing the maximum strength of the corps to an aggregate eqnal to tLe
number of Senators, Representatives and Delegates in Congress, and ten appointments
by the President of the United States. In connection with the question of increasing
the preRent number of cadets, the Board would be plea.sed to have the opinion of the
academic authorities as to whether the proposed increase would involve any additions
to present facilities of the Academy for the imparting of instruction, and if so, what
the character an extent of such additions would be.
Very respectfully, your obeuient servant,
JOUN M. CARSON,

Sec1·eta1·y.
Col. JoHN M. WILSON,

Superintendent U. 8. Milita·r y Academv.

To the foregoing letter the following reply was received by the secretary of the Board from Colonel Wilson :
HEADQUARTERS

U. S.

MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., J1tne 24, 1891.
MY DEAR SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of the letter of the 6th
instant from the Board of Visitors requesting the views of the Academic Board of the
U. S. Military Academy relative to tbe existing methotls of appointments and examinations of canditlates~ and asking whether any change'! conhl be suggested which,'
in the judgment of the Board, would tend to incrense the number of gradna.tes.
Tbis letter was laid by me before the Academic Board at its meeting on the 9Lh instant, and it received most careful and thoughtful cousiueration. •
Taking np the various subjects mentioned: in their regular order, the Board roqnestli me to state its views as follows :
(1) The Acaueruic Board feels satisfied that with the Academy as now constitnted
the number of cadets can be increased, bnt such increase shonl<l be very gradual.
For the present the Board can only recommend that the privilege of nominating ten
cadets each year, instead of ten during four years, shall be restored to the President
of the United States. 'rhis power was held by the President until its revocation
by the act of Con~ress approved June 11: ltl78.
\2) The Board is in favor of some method of examining candidates at various
places throughout the United States, as outlined in general terms by the Snperintendent of the U. S. Military Academy, bnt believes that it will require time and consideration tc. develop the best scheme in detail.
(S) The Board respectfully states that at present it has no suggestions to make
as to the method of appointment of candidates for admission.
In submitting the foregoing views, in reply to the com\nunication from the Boarll
of Visitors, I have been rec1uesLed to state that a minority of the Academic Board is
not in favor of any increase of the corps of cadets at this time.
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Having expressed in the foregoing the views of the Board, I shall take adYantage
of your request for individual opinions and present my own, as follows:
(1) I feel assured that the entrance ex~minations can be comlncted without difficulty previous to the arrival of the young gentlemen at West Point, and I would
suggest that candidates should be required to report for physical examination to the
ncar~st. medical officer of the Army immediately after receiving their letters of appointment, and should they be pronounced physically disqualified for military duty,
their appointments can at once be revoked, and tlley would be Rpared further expense
and mortification; should they be pronounced qualified they should be admitted without
j1trther physical examination.
(2) Early in April of each year, upon some stated day, I would require all candidatAs
throughout the United States who hM·e letters of appointment and who have been
pronounced physically qualified, to appear for mental examination at certain geographical centers throughout the United States, such as Portland, Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, Washington, Richmond, Charleston, Atlanta, Mobile, New
Orleans, San Antonio, Memphis, Louisville, St. Louis, St. Paul, Chicago, Omaha,
Denver, Cheyenne, Helena, Salt Lake City, San l!'rancisco, Portland, Seattle, and
snch other prominent places as the Secretary of War shall indicate.
These examinations should be held under the direction of the Academic Board of
the U. S. Military Academy, and if necessary members of the Board could be detailed
to be present at the more important points.
The questions should be prepared here by the Aca<lemic Board, and the examina,
tion conducted under the immediate supervision of army officers, acting simply as
monitors. Each candidate should write. his name upon a slip of paper, and should
receive a number corresponding thereto; upon his examination papers his number
only should appear. The names with numbers would at once be sent under seal to
.the War Department, while the examination papers, with, numbers only, should
be sent airect to the ~uperinteudent of the Military Academy, for the action of the
Academic Board.
The Board, after carefully considering all the papers, can at once determine which
are satisfactory, and the Adjutant-General can be immediately informed of the numbers of the successful candidates .
• The young gentlemen can then be notified, their original signatures sent to the
Military Acadamy for comparison when they take the oaths of allegiance, and the
candidates will be preparecl to go on dnty upon their ~trrival at \Vest Point.
Appointments in place of those \Yho may have failed at this examination can be
made without delay, and these additional candidates, who will be few in number, can
be promptly examined by the Academic Board a'> soon as they report in June.
(:3) I am in favor of a moderate increase of the ':lumber of cadets at the Academy, believing thttt our plant is sufficient to turn out a larger number of gra'lnates
each year.
Such increase should be gradual, an<l I would suggest, at first, simply restoring to
the President the privilege of appointing ten cadets each year, of which privilege
he was tleprived by the terms of the act of June 11, 1878.
At present the maximum number of cadets authorized is 347; under the new apportionment it will he 372; with the privilege accorded the President which existed
prior to 1878, the maximnm number will be 402.
The present plant is amply sufficient to care for 402 cadets, and all that will be re·
quired will be the detail of a few more officers as instructors and the erection of
additional quarters for their accommodation.
Should the dem~nds of the country still render a further increase necessary, I
would suggest in the future, after the first increase has been thoroughly tested, tltat
the privilege now accorded members of the Honse of Representatives, of nominating
candidates from Congressional districts, be extended to the U. S. Senate, by giving
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C'ach State two cadniR at large., to be not11inntr1l by the Senators to the SC'cretary of
War.
. 'l'his increase would necessitnte a possible enlargemPnt of the cadet barracks and
chapel, an increase in the number of officers as instrnctors and qu:trters for their
accommodation, an enlargement of the stables and more horses, and an increase in
the lighting facilities of the post.
The new academic hniluing, the cadet mess ball, with some minor changes, ::md the
cauet hospital, would, in my opinion, need no enlargemf\nt so long as the maximnm
number of cadets allowc1l by law does not exceed 500.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JonN M. Wu,soN,

Major

Colonel of Engi1teers, Stl-perintendent.
M. CARSON,
Secretary Boa1·d of Visitors to the U. S. Military Acaderny,
West Point, N. Y.

.JOHN

The Board does not agree with Colonel Wilson that an increase in the
corps of cadets, fixing the number at 469, would require enlargement
of tlw cadet barracks. Tlle actual presence of 4GO cadets would perlmps necessitate an extension, but it is not prol>al>le that, even with
the adoption of the plan recommended for appointment and examination,
tlJC actual strength of the corps would exceed 400 at any one time.
The total number of rooms in the cadet barracks is 208, which will
furnish ample accommodation for 410 cadets. For the brief period that
the strength of the corps might exceed that number three cadets could.
be assigned to some of the room~ without sacrifice of personal convenience or risk to health.
VIEWS OF COL. SYLVANUS THAYER.

That the present methods of appointing and examining candidates
for admission to the Academy has for many years been regarded as
inetticieut and fauity is shown by a paper prepared by Col. Sylvanus
Thayer 26 years ago. Oolonel Thayer was for many years Superintendent of the Military Academy. His administration was so marked
by conspicuous ability as to gain for him the title of "Father of the
1\Iilitar,y Academy," and to secure a monument on the parade ground
in the form of a life-size statue erected by the graduates of the institution. The last visit made to the Milit~ry Academy by Gen. U. S.
Grant was to attend the unveiling of the statue of Colonel Tllayer. The
Board is indebted to Adjutant-General John C. Kelton for a copy of this
paper of Colonel Thayer. General Kelton bas given this general question much ol>servation and study. No officer in the Army has had
better opportunities for intelligent examination of the question, and
no military officer has exhibited greater 7-eal in all that relates to the
intellectual progress of the Army, the advancement of its morale, and
promotion of its personal comfort than General Kelton. · In a letter to
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the secretary of the Board of Visitors, directing attention to the paper
of Colonel Thayer, Adjutaut-General Kelton says:
WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT GENERAL's OFFICE,
Wa&hin!JtOtl, June 0, 1891.
DEAR MAJOR CARSON: My observation and study of West l'oint has long ago
com·iuced me that the method of appointing cadets is a failnre.
'l'lH' plan of Colonel Tilayer, the father of the Military Academy, proposed in ll:l6G,
mo,lifie,l to suit present conditions, would probably be a :-mccess in securing the best
reprt•seutation for each Congressional district, and be the means of greatly increasing the nnmbor who conld b e graduated.
If, in addition to this method of securing the best candidates, the course of study
at West Point shonld be divided at the end of the second year, giving all those
nJeJllbors of a class who show marked proficiency in mathematical studies, and who
h:1ve expectation for tile Engineers, Ordr1ance, and Artillery, the present four years'
course of instruction, and those who in the first two develop no special aptitude for
mathematics a drffereut conrse of study, but one more helpful in preparing 1)J.em for
commissions iu tile infantry aud cavalry, I believe many more candidate ..;ould be
graduated.
I am induced to senc1 Colonel Thayer's project and to make the foregoing remarks
upon :;eeing· newspaper reference to the etl'orts the Board of Visitors are making this
year to improvtl the quality of the candidates and increase the number to be graduated.
After making such use of Colonel Thayer's" Proposit1ons and suggestions for the
ianprovement of the U. S. Military Academy" as you may deem proper, please restore the paper to the Iiles of the Department.
Very truly yours,
J. C. KELTON,

.Adjutant-Gene.ral.
~1aj.

JOHN M. CARSON.

Colonel Thayer's pa.per is entitled " Propositions and Suggestions
for the lmproVelllCil t of the u. s. niilitary Academy·" Some of the
recommendations bad more force and application 25 years ago than at
tlw present time. While the Board does not approve all the recommcntlations of Colonel Thayer, it contains so much that is of value at
this time aud in this connection that his paper is given entire. In this
paper Colouel Thayer discusses the curriculum of the Academy, and
advocates certain changes which will doubtless startle many of the
older graduates. This portion of the paper properly belongs to the
chapt£-r of this report devoted to discipline and instruction. It is
deemed best not to divide Colonel Thayer's paper, and it is therefore
inserted entire in this place. The paper has laid in the files of the War
DPpartment for 25 years, its existence known to comparatively few
persons. It is now printed for the first time. The paper is as follows:
PROPOSITIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE U. S. MILITARY
ACADEMY.
First. The Corps of Cadets to be increased so that it shall consist of 400 members
for the present, to be further increased whenever accommodations for a greater nmn·
ber t-~hall be provided.
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Second. The prPseut mo<lt~ of appointing cadets, vi7.., 011 110mination by members of
Congress, be <lone away with.
Thir<l. The admiRsion of cadets to he made dependent on the results of an open
competitive examinatio11, conducted with perfect fairness to all concerned.
l!'ourth. No candidate tu compete who, at the time of joining the Academy, shall
be under 17 or over iO years of age, excepting candidates who suall have served
not less than 6 months iu the Army, who may lw: examined if not over 24; and no
candidate shall be lH·rmitted to cDmpete wh.o does uot prodnce satisfactory testimonials in regard to his moral habits and character, nor shall the name of any
candi<la~e be placed on the roll of those found q11alified for admission unless, besides
the requisite physical qualifications, he shall have passed a satisfactory examination
in each and all of the snhj<'ctsspecified in the next following (fifth) proposition.
Fifth. 1'he subjects of t.he competitive examination shall be:
(1) Rea,ling distinctly and uuderstandingly.
(~) Writing legibly and fairly.
(:3) Spelling correctly.
( 4) English grammar, so as to analyze and construe any ordinary English sentence.
(;,) Descriptive geography.
(6) A.rithmet!c-ground rules, fraction8 (vulgar and decimal), ratios and proportions.
(7) Algebra-gruond rules, fractions, simple equations, discussion and solution of
q ua'l ratic equations.
(tl) Geometry-tberems and problems of plane geometry.
Sixth. The board for t.he examination of the candidates to consist of three memb('rs, two of whom to be selected from military officers, graduates of the Academy; the
third member to be a civilian, a professor in some college, or any other person of well
1.uown competency, who is a resi,lent of tbe State in which the examination is held.
It sl1all be the duty of the board to examine the candidates belonging to each State,
separately, at the time or times <tnd at the place or places fixed therefor, in each and
all the branches required for admission, and thereupon to make out a special merit
roll, for each branch, and from the special merit rolls a general merit roll, from the
head of which will be taken in numerical order the number of cadet appointments to
which the State may be entitled.
Seventh. Paragraph 18 of the Academy Regulations, edition of 1857, to be stricken
out, and Article n to be modified, so as to conform to the foregoing propositions.
Eighth. Paragraph 23 to be moqil:i.ed so as to read as follows: "French grammar,
reading French with a correct pronunciation, translating French into English readily
and correctly."
Ninth. The Spanish language to he stricken from the regular course of studies and
taught only as a voluntary st ndy to such cadets as, in the opinion of the Academic
Board, are capable from previous acquirements of pursuing the study without detriment to their progress in the obligatory studies.
Tenth. The subjects enumerated in paragraph 25 to be greatly abridged, and only
so much of chemistry and its applications taught a8 are necessary or essentially useful to the military engineer or artillery officer.
Eleventh. Some of the branches named in paragraph 32 to be e1iminated.
Twelf'th. The pret'ent mode of examining cadets for atl vancemeut from class to
class and for commissions in the Army, and also the present mode of forming the
merit rolls to be submitted to the Board of Improvement for revision.
Thirte.~nth. A military officer, selected from the graduates of the Academy, and
known to possess a thorough knowledge of all the sciences and subjects taught at
tlte Academy, to be appointed inspector of studies, whose duty it shall be, under the
direction of the Superintendent, to exercise a genera.! supervision and control over
the studies and instructiou. He will give daily attendance at the recitations and
lectures, notice the manner in which the professors and instructors discharge their
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duties, n·specl i vely, and see that prngrnmrnes and methods of instrnl'tion prescribed
by authority are strictly and uniformly conformed to. In consultation with the
professors aiHl instructors, severally, he will arrange the studies and .. instruction,
with a view to the best adaptation to the capacit.y of the different sections, and will
decide in cases of tra11sfer from section to Aection. He will receive from the professors and iustructors the weekly class reports, enter tl::e merit marks in the register
kept for tltat purpose, anclmake a monthly re-port to the Superintendent on the progress of the studies, accompanied by a. consoliclatiotl of the weekly class reports. He
will alRo make an annnal report, to be submitted to the Boanl of I!11provement.
FourtePnth. A Board of Improvement to be appointed, composed of the Superintenclen t, inspector of studies, and of not less than three or more than five other members, a majority of wll'om to be military ofiicers, graduates of the Academy, but not
connected therewith. The principal duty of the board shall be to revise the programmes and methods of instruction, to point ont defect"! therein, and to propose
the proper remedies and ameliorations. The hoard will he present at all general exmninations, and immediat~ly after each annual examination will make a report to
the Secrt>tary of War on the progress of the studies and on the condition and management of the institution, so far as relates to the studies and instruction, and recommending such changes therein as observation and experience may have shown to
be expedient.
Fifteenth. The term of residence at the Academy during war to be two years.
Sixteenth. The term of residence at the Academy during peace to be four years.
Seventeeuth. The hoard of improvement to he assembled in special session at West
roint as soon as practicable, with inslrnction to take under consideration the entire
system of studies and instruction at tbe Academ~~; and in consultation with the professors aml instructors to prepare programmes aud tables for the distribution of the
studies and employment of time adapted to the four years' term, and also for the
proposed two years' term, the subjects of study and instrnction in the programmes to
ue so detailed and defined that nothing shall he left to the discretion of the professors
and instructors as to the matter to be taught or the amonnt of instruction to be given.
Eighteenth. The Superintendent, the inspector of studies, the command:mt of
ca<lf'ts, with three of the senior professors, all of whom to be graduates of the
Academy, shall constitute a board which sl.Jall be called the hoard of administration.
It shall be the duty of the hoard to examine all text-books proposed by the head
of eacll department of instrnction before submitting them to the uoard of improve
men l, f(>r adoption by the Secretary of War; to recommend to the Secretary of War
for purchase all such books, maps, models, and ap.paratus as may uc required for the
purposes of instruction, also su eh works as may be deemed most. suitable for the
yearly increase of the library; to recommend to the Secretary of War such changes
in the regulations as experience may suggest, and to perform all other functions
hitherto assigned to tho Academic Board, except those pertaining to the examination
antl graduation of the cadets.
Nineteenth. A hoard of discipline to be appointed, composed of the inspector of
sttHlies, the commandant of cadets, and of three other members selected by the Secretary of War from military officers on duty at the Academy.
It shall be the duty of the board to inquire into and invet:~tigate the facts in all
cases referred to it, touching breaches of the regulations, and other offenses reported
to have been committed by a cadet or cadets, or by a person or persons unknown, and
to report its proceedings in each case to the Superintendent, with its opinion, when
required, as to the guilt or innocence of t.he party accused or implicated, and !tlso
as to the nature and degree of the punishment, if any, proper to he inflicted.
Twentieth. Paragraph 110 to be modified so that courts-martial for the tria.l of
cadets may be dispensed with in all ordinary cases, aud that punishment may he inflicted in the following manner, viz: Those of the second class, specified in paragraph
109, Ly the Superintendent, on recommendation of the board of discipline; those of the
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third claRs by the SPcrrtary of War, on recommendation either of the board o.f discipline or Academic Board, approved by the Superintendent.
Twenty-first. The second and third paragraphs of the Acade~ny Regulations, edition
1857, to be replaced uy the corresponding pamgraphs of the regulations in force
from 1817 to 1839.
Ilema1·ks 1'eferring to co1·responding nurnbers of the foregoing p1·opositions.
First. In order that all the vacancies in the Regular Army on t.he peace establishment, not filled by promotion from the ranl>s, may be filled by graduates from the
Military Academy, the strength of the Corps of Cadets must be largely increa..'ied.
Five hundred, or 600, would, prohauly be necessary to that end, bnt, as the existing
buildings at West Point are not calculated to accommodate more than 400. that unmberis proposed as the properlimitforthe p1·esent. But as the object of the Academy, in
the minds of its founders, was not only" tosnpply vacancies in the Regular Army bnt
also to diffuse military instruction throughout the Union," the number of cadets
should, as soon as practicable, be so increased that the Academy could turn out,
annually, a large surplus . of graduates over antl above the number necessary to fill
the vacancies in the Army. These supernumeraries should be regarded ~1s retiretl
officers without pay, waiting to be called into active service in time of war; meanwhile,
as civil eugiueers, professors in colleges, teachers of scientific branches, and also, at
least, many of them, as militia officers, "diffusing military instruction througlwut
the Union," they would be rendering service to the country more than equivalent to
the cost of their education at the Academy.
Assuming 400 to be the number of cadets at the Academy, and that the President
may think proper to resen'e a certain number of places, say twenty, to be given to
the sons of soldiers and officers of the Army and Navy, who, having no settled habitat, can not be classed as residents of any particular State or Territory, the remainder, say :380, would be so distributed among the State~ and Territories that each
would a! ways have at. the Academy a pro rata representation, based upon population
or cou~ressional representation.
~econd. The present mode of appointment was ad3pted at a time when the existence
of the Academy was believed to be in jeopardy and to be saved only by conferring
on Members of Congress a coveted patronage; but now, when the Academy seems
firmly established in puhlic favor, it may, it is hoped, bo safely left to stand on its
own rrwrits, independently of all questionable helps. Whether the appointment of
cadet~:; by Members of Congress i~:; not contrary to tile spirit, if not to the letter, of
thB Constitution; and, also, whether it is not liable to abuse by unscrupulous mem·
bers, are questions that may be worthy of serion'> consideration in proper time an(l
place, hut here l need only call a.Ltention to the m11leniable fact that it fails to
procure for the Academy proper snbjects to be educated at the public expense.
The records of tho Academy show that the number of cadets admitted, compared
with the uuml.Jer graduated, stantl as five to two; t.hat is so say, three-fifths of the
cadets admitted are found incapable of going throngh, being removed, some during
the first six months, others only after a residence varying from 1 year to 4 or 5
years. Of the two-fifths who are graduated, many succeed only by dint of intense
application and the great pains bestowed upon them by their teachers. Men of this"
stamp, although they make meritorious officers in subordinate positions, are rarely
succesAful in independent and responsible commands. The remedy for the evil is,
evidently, only to be found in some means by which the mental capacity of the candidate may be f.o.tirly tested anll measured, and his ability to master the course of
studies ~t the Academy may be jtHlged of with some degree of accuracy; and the
only means to that end yet tried and fonnd snccessful in other countries is a high
standard of attainment, joined to open competitive examinations for admission,
means that could not fail to procure for the Academy youths who are tile elite
of the nation. Objections, if any, to admission through competitive examinations
can come only from the very few who profit by the patronage derived from the pres-
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ent mod(· of appointlllent; but the people, minus these few, can only desire that
their armies may be supplied with the l>est officers the nation can furnish; officers
who will know how to win victories.
Third. Open competition for entrance into her mi.litary schools was adopted by the
French Republic 70 year~; ago, and lias l>een maintained to the present day, and
c:t.1l the other Enropea.u governments, incltHling that of Great Britain, have lwcn
compelled, one after another, to follow her example. It is remarkable, and seems
little creditable, that tl1e great model repnl>lic, of which we are justly t:IO prond,
should be the last to give np patronage, the policy of aristocratical and monarchial
governments, and, also, the last to arlopt the republican principle of open competition, which seeks out and rewards the most worthy, wherever to be found, without
distinction of claRs or condition, race or color.
Fourth and Fifth. The lltaudard of attainment proposed is not, by any means, as
high as is desirable, or, indeed, as is necessary as a test of the candidate's capacity,
and of his ability to master the course of studies at the Academy. It is lower than
at Woolwich, far lower than at S\. Cyr, Wiencr-Neustadt, or any similar institution in other countries, but it is hoped that it may be raised gradually, pari paBBu,,
with the improvement of the common schools.
In view of tlle importance of French and drawirag to progress after admission, and
of Latin to the acqnit:~ition of French, I would recommetHl that the candidate, at his
option, be admitted to an examination in all or either of those branches, and that
some weight l>e given to them in forming the general merit roll of tho~;e who are
found qualified fo ·admission.
Sixth. It may l>e expecli~:~nt, perhaps, to constitute a separate hoard for the examination of candidates belonging to States on the Pacific.
The place or places designated for the examinations should be central in regard to
population, or as nearly so as practicable; one place only in the smaller States, two or
more iu the la,rger; for instance, in New Jersey, Princeton or Brunswick; in the State
of New York, New York City, Alba,ny or Schenectady, Geneva or Rochester; in
Massachusetts, Boston anll Springfield, or Amherst.
The regulations requiring the cau(lidate to repair to West Point to be examined
for admission, he paying his own expenses to that place, and if rejected back to his
home again, is not onl.v unequal and often oppressive in its operation, but also in
effect excludes many of the poorer class from the benefits of an institution that
should be equally open to all.
Seventh. An open competitive examina,tion and a high standard of attainment for
admif'swu woul<l accomplish the object in view better than the probation exacted by
paragraph 18; besides, the cadet should. consider l1imself on probation during the
whole period of his residence at the Acallemy, and liable to be removed at any time
for want of capacity, or for want of application, as well as for defi:::iency in moral
or military conduct.
Eighth. All books not in English, the reading or study of which can be useful to
an officer of the U.S. Army, are either by French authors or are translated into
French; hence French is justly regarded as the "key uf military science;'' but no
more time should be bestowed upon it at West Point than would enable the pupil
to read French with facility without the help of a dictionary. The additional tirue
that would be necessary to speak French or to translate English into French (which
no officer of our Army wouhl probably ever be called upon to do in the line of his
profession) woul<l be more usefully appliecl to other subjects, a knowledge {)f which
is indispensable to the military officer.
Ninth. The reasons above given for teaching French as an obligatory study do not
apply in the least to Spanish. The only pretext there can be for teaching it at West
Polnt is to enaule the pupil to carry on a conversation in Spanish, in the very doubtful ca.se of his ever having occnsion to speak it in the line of his profession before he
forgets it from want of practice. But here it is pertinent to inquire whether any
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claf'!s, or even any individual not previously grounded in the language, ever made at
\Vei't Point such proficiency as would euable them, or him, to' carry on a conversation
in Spanish. Bnt whether t.hat degree of proficif' ncy has been attained or not, I am
clearly of opinion that ::;panish should be eliminated, giving place to more important
subjects which its introduction crowded out or unduly contracted.
Tenth. "Bleaching," ''dyeing,'' ''tanning," "gilding," '' (l.istilling," and much
other extraneous matter may well hf\ exclnded from the programme. 'l'he subjects of
this course should be taught mostl y by Lectures, and, limited as proposed, need
occupy less time than is now allotted to them.
Eleventh. The numerons subjects comprised iu paragraph 32 occupy more time
than is due to their relative importance, aml yet not enough for teaching them as
tuey should be taught to be ns@fnl. "English grammar and descriptive geography"
are among the proposed requisites for admission. "Physical geography," if re
tained, might be transferred to the department of natural philosophy, or taught ir..
connection with geology. "Political geography" and the "history ofliterature" may
well be excluded, and also civil history, except a few lectures to teach how history
should be studted; the time thereby saved to be applied partly, if deemed necessary,
to the more important suujects of the course, viz, moral philosophy and law, constitutional and national, and the remainder distributed in due proportions between
miW;ary engineering and French, both of which have been encroached upon by the
undue expansion of the department of ethics. The branches proposed to be eliminated or restricted crept in a.t a time when the notion seemed widely prevalent that
the object of the Aca•lemy was, or should be, to educate young men for the bar and
the pulpit, rather than for the Army.
Twelfth. The manner of conducting the aunnal examination, and also that of
forming the merit roll, as prescribed in paragraphs 62, 65, and 67 of the regulations, edition of 18G7, are believed to be susceptible of material improvement. The
examining committee E!hould be so composed that every member of each committee
shall be capable, by a thorough and familiar knowledge of the subjects, of forming
au intelligent judgment of the performance of the examinee, and the number of
committees should be such that, by their simultaneous action, the annual examination may be confined within the narrowest limits of time compatible with a thorough
and searching examination of the pupil~:~. These desiderata may, it is believed, be
secured by means of seven committees, composed as follows: (1) For mathematics,
the professor, the principal assistant professor, the instructor of the section under
examination . together with not less than two other members not connected with the
Academy, selected from experienced and successful teachers of mathematics; (2) for
natural philosophy a.nll for chemistry, mineralogy and geology, a single committee,
consisting of th(l two professors and their principal assistants and the instructor of
the section under examination, together with not less than two members of known
competen0y not connected with the Academy; (3) for engineering, the professor, the
principal assistant professor, the instructor of the section under examination,
together with not less than two officers of the Corps of Engineers, not under the
grade of captain and not connected with the Academy; (4) for artillery, cavalry, and
infantry tactics, and for ordnance and gunnery, a single committee, consisting of the
instructors of those branches, together with at least three officers, graduates of the
Academy, not under the grade of a field officer, selected from the artillery, cavalry,
au(l infantry, to represent those arms respectively; (5, 6, and 7) for ethics, French,
and drawing, the committee for each to consist of the professor, the principal assistant
professor, the instructor of the sect~on under examination, together with two or
three members appointed by the Superintendent from members of the Academic
Board not on other committees, or from the Board of Visitors, or from acting assistant professors, or other officers on duty at the Academy.
The i11spector of studies and tho Snpermtendent to be ex officio members of any of
the committees, and when present to preside therem.
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The (lnmt.ion of tlto a.nmta.l exnminrtlion will necesRarily he determineo hy tl1e
time it takes to exa.mine the pupils in mathematics, that time being more t1um is
required by any other committee to finish its task. If, owing to the increase of the
Corps of Cadets or any other ca.nse, the examination in mathematics can not be
bronght within the limits of 11') working days, it may be expedient to constitute two
committees for that subject.
The numbers representing the value or weight given to the different subjects are
not apportioned according to their relative importance or to the time allotted to
them, respectively, nor apparently according to any just principle. In forming the
general merit roll;; of the three lower classes (second, tllircl, nnd fourth) too n:mch
weight is allowed to conduct. If allowed any weight at all, it should be merely
tmough to turn the scale when merit in scholarship is equaJ1y balanced. To give it
more weight is simply to weaken the incentives to study, wbich was the eole object
of the merit-roll system. The arm of discipline, if skillfully wielded., is strong enough
of itself, needing not to be aided in a way that is injurious to progress.
Thirteenth. The office of inspector of studies in the Royal Military Academy at
Woolwich was created in 1772, and still exists. It is filled by a lieutenant-colonel of
eugineers or artillery, whose salary is $1,500, in ad<1itwn to his regimental pay ancl
allowances, amouuting in the whole to $3,500. The officer performing the same functions in tbe military schools on the continent is styled (more appropriatdy) director
of stll(lies.
From the year 1817, when the present system of stud'es and instructions at the .
Aca<lemy was establishnt1, to 1~:34 or later, the Superintendent was charged with the
duty of directing the Rtntlies, a duty he discharged to the best of his ability, as far
as it was consistent with his other indispensable duties, but the duty is such as to
require for its proper performance the entire and continuous attention of an oflker.
By a change in the regulations fir!lt promulgated in 1839, it ceased to be the duty of
the Superintendent to direct the studies, and ever since each professor has been the
supreme director of studies in his own department. The evils experienced from there
being no officer at the Academy charged with the general control of the studies are
such as to demand a speedy reuwdy.
The inspector of HttH1ies should be second in command, and supply the place of
the S11periutenclent when absent.
The importan<;e and utility of a properly constituted body to point out defects and
suggest ameliorations in the system of studies and iustrnction at the Academy seem
too obvious to need demonstration or argument. Such a body, styled (Com1seil de
Perfectionment.) board of improvement, has been found necessary to the proper working of the machinery of instruction in all the best European milita.ry !lcbools. Some
of the evils experiencetl at West Point for the want of such a board will be noticed in
connection with proposition 17.
The boanl shonl<l ue of a permanent character in order that the Academy may have
thP benefit of its accumulated experience and be the more secure against rash expernnent.s and innovations made to cure imaginary evils, or to effect chimerical improvements. A system found to have worked well for many years should not· be tampered 1vith, or be su uject to other changes than such as enlightened experience iudicates to be safe aml expedient.
Fifteetb and sixteenth. The unration of residence at military schools is determined mainly, cceteris paribus, by the standard of attainment for admission; the
higher the standard the shorter the time, and vice versa, the limits being 2 and 4
years. The term at Addiscombe, Sandhurst, and St. Cyr is 2 years; at Woolwich,
2 years for the tiheoretical course, and 6 months more for the practical course.
The term at Wiener-Neustadt, Austria, is 4 years, although the standard is higher
than at either of tile other above-mentioned schools, excepting St. Cyr. With the
standard raised as herein proposed, 4 years is ample for the course at West Point;
p1·ovided, hotrever, that Spanish is eliminated and the other subjects not intimately
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connected wit.h tho knowledge absolutely necessary to tho military officer shaH be
properly restricted. With the same standard, a course ot studieli and instruction
comprising all that is nbsol n tcly uecessar,y for practical purposes may, in my opin·
ion, be completed in two years. The outlines of such a course will, it requested,
be submitted for a rigid scrutiny to the board of improvement.
Assuming the term in time of war to be 2 years and the number of catlets at the
Academy to be 400, constituting a l>attalion of eight eompanies, it would seem to me
best to divide the cadets into four semiannual classes, a class to be admitted and a
class to be graduated every half year. \Vith the standard of capacity raised, as it
would be by the means proposed, it may be safely calculated that nine-tenths of the
cadets adwitted would go through, and that the cost of each graduate would be reduced to about onE\-third of the present cost.
Seventeenth. 'l'hat there is so111ething wrong, either in the arrangement of the
studies or in the methods of instruction, is acknowledged by the -professors themselves, although every one may not see that all is not right in his own department.
The following statement, incidentally made by one of the professors, gives a glimpse
of tho nature of the evil in question: "1!-,ew, except the highest members of the
class, seem to have retained anything of the higher analysis, and the gross~st blunders
are frequently made, even in the elements of algebra and geometry, either through
forgetfnlness or negligence. Many who graduate would seem to have been very little
benefited by their past studies, so far as the retention of what they had once learned
is concerned."
The evil is by no means confined to a single class or department, nor can it fairly
be impute<l to the professors and instructors, who are unsurpassed in the art of teaching. Traced to its sources, it is found, mainly, in the third article of the Regulations,
whicll, by p1·escribiog merely a syllabus or outline of the studies in each department,
leaves the filling in to the professor, and thereby makes him, in fact, the constructor
of his own programme. The natural const3quence is that the pupil is overtasked,
"crammed;" more mental food is given him than the mind is capable of digesting.
There is too mnch abstract theory; not enough of the practicable application to impress the theory on tho memory, so as to wake it durable aud practically useful.
The nature of the evils being known, and its cause also, the remedy is plain. l!,irst,
there must be well devised programmes prescribed by authority, describing in the most
minute detail the instruction, uotll in kind and amount, to be given in each department for ethics, French, drawiug, and for chetnistry, minerology an<l geology, one
p10gramme each; fur mathematics, nat nral philosophy, and engineering, two programmes each, a maximum and minimum, the forn;er adapted to the capacity of the
first or llighest oection, the latt..-r comprising only those subjects itt which every pnpil
mnst pass a satisfactory exm11ination before lle can be advanced to a higher section, or
be reC•lmmended for a commission; the maximum programme to be modified for the intermediate section or sections bet.ween the highest and lowest, by excludicg therefrom
more or leAs of the more difficult subjects and investigations (in the discretion of tue
inspector of studies), so tllat the studies aml instructions shall be duly proportioned
to the capacity of the said section or sections. Second, it must be made the duty of
thn inspector of studies to see that the programmes are strictly adhered to, and tllat
the lossons given out Ly the instructors are duly proportional to the time set apart
for their study or preparation.
'rhe prelimiuary steps necessary to be taken for obtaining these programmes are,
first, to req,1ire each professor to prepare a detailed programme of the instruction
given in his deoartment (in the last academical year), divided into lessons, with an
estimate of the time, in houn~, a pupil of fair abiliLies with proper diligence will
ref}nire to master each snbject and lesson, stating, separately, the tjme necessary for
preparation and that for attendance at recitations and lectures. Second, the programHws so prepared to be referred for revision to tlle board of improvement at the
·earliest periotl practicable. And it is recommended that the board, in drawing up
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the general programme of studies and instruction proper to be included in tlHI 4
years' course, be instructed to consider the expediency of the following distribution
of the subjects: (1), the studies and instruction of the first class (fourth year) to be
confined to military subjects exclusively, viz: fortification, field and permanent, with
attack and defense, and all other subjects proper to be included in the course of military engineering, theoretical and practical; ordnance and the Hcience of gunnery,
the organization and movement of armies, field service, principles of strategy, military administration, military law and Army Regulations, and all other subjects compriMed in the terms "Military science and art." (2), the instruction given by the
professor of drawing to be confined to the first and second years (third and fourth
classes) and the studies and instruction of the third and fourth classes to be confined to mathematics, French and drawing, exclusively. (3), natural philosophy and
chemistry, mineralogy and geology, and all other subjects proper to be included in
the 4 years' course of studies and instruction (exclusive of those specified under
Nos. 1 and 2), to be confined to the third year (second class.) (4), 10 hours daily
(average time) from September 1 to the annual examination in June to be given to
tlie above-mentioned subjects. (5), so much of the theory of tactics (artillery, cavalry,
and infantry) as shall not be included in the fourth years' course, to be taught during encampment only.
The reasons for the distribution of studies above proposed will, if requested, be
submitted to the board of improvement when the subject is taken up for consideration.
Eighteenth. The proposition to be submitted for paragraph 10 of the Academy
Regulations, edition 1857. The change is suggested by my own experience while
superintending the Academy.
Nineteenth and twentieth. At Woolwich Academy, in an early period of its existencA, cadets were brought before a court-martial in order to their dismissal, but the
practice having been found to work badly was soon discontinued. At no other foreign military school, if I am correctly informed, has a pupil at any time been
brought before a court-martial. At West Point, from 1803, when the Academy was
founded, up to about 113go, no cadet was brought before a court-martial. The power
of clismissal rested in the Superintendent, and his action in every case was final,
and at no time since has there been a sounder state of discipline and morals at the
Academy than during that period generally.
The principal objections to trial of cadets by court-martial are: (1) Its demoralizing tendency, the cadet witnesses being under a strong temptation to conceal or
withhold their knowledge of facts when the punishment of a beloved comrade is in
(1uestion. (2) The impunity it affords to the most criminal of the offenders, those
who plan, instigate, and pull the wires, but in such manner that no legal evidence
can bo produced against them wben arraigned. Nevertheless, these invisible contrivers and leaders of mischief are well known to the authorities, and unless they may be
removed without the formality of a trial a sou12d and satisfactory state of morals aud
discipline at the Academy is out of the question. If indeed there be any law which
by a fair construction prohibits the dismissal of a cadet unless by sentence of courtmartial, the law should be repealed and the President empowered to establish such
rules andregnlations for the government of the Academy as shall seem to him necess~y
and proper. The idea of governing boys at school, albeit a military ,school, by the
laws and rules made for the government of an army is manifestly absurd.
Twenty-first. The paragraphs proposed to be restored (see Academy Regulations,
editions of 1832, or any previous editions published after HH7) are as follows:
"Paragraph 2. A permanent superintendent of the Academy, appointed from the
Cmps of Enginee1·s, will have the immediate government of the institution, and be held
J'esponBiblefor itB correct management. He will direct the stndies, field exercises, and all
other academic duties, and all professors, teachers, academic officers and cadets shall
be under his command. He will render all returns, estimates, and communications
concerning the institution to the inspector.
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"Paragraph :3. No officer of the Army of any mnlc 1vhate1·er shall exercise command
in the Academy unless subordinate to tho Superintendent."
By comparing the foregoing with the corresponding paragraphs now in force,
which were first published in the 1839 edition of the regulations, it will be seen that
the words unde1·scored in the Mecond paragraph \vere stricken out, without other
change, and that in the place of the words uniim·scm·ed in the third paragraph, the
following words were inserted: "Except the commandant of the Corps of Engineers."
These changes, which could not have been made without design, changed completely
the office and position of the Superintendent. He was no longer a peTmanent superintendent, but filled the office, as it were, by routine. It ceaRed to be his duty to
H direct the studies."
He was no longer held responsible for" the correct management of the institution," nor indeed could be, as power and responsibility are correlative terms. In proportion as the former is restricted the latter is diminished, and
there remained only ~ common or a divided responsibility, subsisting between the
Chief Engineer and the Superintendent, which, as it seems to me, is little better than
no responsibility at all. Whether these changes have inured to the benefit of the
Academy may be best answered by the three senior professors, who have been members of the institution from 40 to 44 years.
The office of permanent superintendent was created by President Madison in 1816,
on full consideration, after consulting with Mr. Monroe, president-elect, and with the
Secretary of War, and from a conviction of its necessity, in view of the previous
history of the institution. The person whom he designated for the office c'?ntinued
to fill it for the full period of 16 years, terminating in 18~3. Since then there have
been eight changes in the office, each change bringing with it naturally some
changes either for the better or for the worse in the management of the institution.
There are few persons, probably, in the military service of our own or of any other
country, who possessthe·peculiar qualifications fitting them, in all respects, to govern
a grand military school like. that at We~St Point, and when the person selected for
the position is found on trial to be 1he "right man in the right place," an over-ruling
necessity only would justify his removal.
Respectfully submitted.

s. THAYER,
Colonel of Engineers.
COMPETITIVE .AND DIRECT APPOINTMENTS.

The relative merits of appointing candidates direct and by competition has been discussed in previous reports, by the newspaper press,
and in Congress. This Board was divided in sentiment as to the
merits of the two systems and concluded to merely present figures
covering a number of years and showing the results obtained under
each system. The table given below covers all the classes which have
left the aca.lemy from 1873 to 1891, inclusive. It shows the total number of candidates appointed for eacll :year during that period, the
number appointed by competition, and the number graduating who
were appointed under each system. It will be noticed that under the
competitive system 60 per cent. graduated and 40 per cent. failed to
graduate, while of those appointed direct only 42 per cent. graduated
and 58 per cent. failed. It will be also noticed that fo: the 15 years
covered by the table the number admitted was 1,588, of whom only
789, or one-half, graduated.
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Kumber of cadets adrnitted to the U. S. Military Academy from 18n to 1991, inclusive,
showing number appointed by cornpetitire examination and di1·ectly, with nmnbe1· graduated and casualties under each mode of appointntent.
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Total ..•..... 1,588
*Including eight cadets turned back into the class of 1888.

Com~;!~:~:~~d .. ___ .... __ .. ___ -· _.•. -· __ .. __ . _•. _--··· ... ___ .• ____ .. __ . _·--- _•.. _...••••.• -· _~~~ -~en~0
Failed to j!;raduate .•••••.•••••.•••••.••••. ------ .••••. .••••• .••••• .... •• .••••• •. .•• ...... ••••.• 40
Direct:
Graduated ........................................................... .'......................... 42
Failed to ~aduate ... . • . ... • •• . . . . . . . • •• . .• . . • . . . . ••.• •• . . . . •.•..•.... .... .. ••••. .• .••••• .••••. 58

The annexed table shows the number of candidates admitted and the
number found defieient nuder the direct and competitive systems, respectively, for the 19 years ending with August, 1891. As in the preceding table, the result i~ decidedly favorable to the competitive system.
Numbe1· of candidates admitted and found not duly qualified at preliminary exa.minations
for aclmission to the .Military Academy front 1873 to 1891, inclusive, by appointment under
the competitire ancl di1·ect methods.
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REPRESEN1'.A.1'IV.E CHARAC'l'ER OF THE CADET CORPS.

It is sometimes contended in discussing tlw merits and usefulness of
the Military Academy that its students are selected from special
classes and frequently through favoritism. This allegation was efl'ectually refuted by the Board of Visitors for 1887 in a table showing the
occupation of the parents of cadets admitted for the period embraced
from 1842 to 1887. In presenting the table the Board very justly said
that ''the Corps of Cadets is a typical representative body of the
American people. The lower House of Congress is not more representative in this respect than the Corps of Cadets.'' An examination of
the table shows that cadets are drawn from all ranks and classes of
the people. We have supplemented the table in the report for 1887
by another which covers the intervening years, including the present
year, thus preserving the statistics on this subject from 1842 to 1891, a
period of 50 years.
The following table shows the occupations of the parents of candidates for admission to the Academy for 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891:
Occupations.
.Agents ...... ..........•............... .
Architects ......................•..••...
.Artists ............ . ..............•.....
Ban kerR .. .. . ......................... .
Bank officers (6 of them bankers) .•.... .
Barber ...........•...........•.•.•••....
Brewer ...•.......•.••..•..•.•...••.....
Brokers ....................••••..••.....
Builders ..••••..••...•..................
Cler~ry1nen ............................. .
Clerks ................................. .
Collectors ............................. .
Commercial travelers .................. .
Contractors .. ........................·.. .
County officers ........................ .
Dentist ................................ .
Editors . . . . . . . ....................... .
Engineers, civil. ...................... .
Enp;i!wer.;, mechanical ................. .
l<'armers and planters .................. .
General business ....................... .
Hotel keepers .......................... .
Insurance lmsine~:~s .................... .
Laborers ............................... .
Lawyers and judges ................. ..
Liveryman ............................ .
Lumbermen ........................... .
Manufacturers ........................ .
Mechanic!! ........................... ..
Members of Congress ................. .
Merchants ............................. .
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Number.
15
1

2
2
12
1
1

6
3
11
17
2
4
8
5
1
9
6
6
145

51

8
5
5
80
1

3
19
38
5
92
2

',

Occupations.
MuRician (band leader) ............... .
Marble dealer ........•..•...•••.•...••.
No occupation ........................ .
Officers of the Army .................. .
Officers of the Navy .................•.
Oil producer .......................... .
Phy!licians ............................ .
Pilot ................................. .
Polic~>men ............................ .
l'olitician ............................. .
Pr~sidents of Insurance Company .... .
Pnnters .............................. .
Professors ............................ .
Publisher ............................. .
Ranchmen ............................ .
Real estate ........................... .
Railroad officers ...................... .
Salesman ............................. .
School teachers ....••.....•..•..•......
Stateofficers .......................... .
Stoek dealers (cattle) .. ...........•....
:SupPrintendent of gas works ......... .
Steamboating ....................... .
Unknown . ........•...........•...•....
U.S. dvil officers ..................... .
Druggists ..............•••......•......
Dairyman ............................ .
Bookkeepers ....................·.... . .
Librarian . ............................ .
Postmasters .......................... .
Pn·sident of Steam Heating Company.
Fishing master ....................... .

Number.
1
1
7
43
4
1

50
1
2
1

3
6
2
1
2
7
8
1
6
4
4
2
I
2

6
3
1
5
1

:1
1
1

DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.
Comn1-ittee on Discipline and Instruction.-Messrs.
and 'fnEODOJ:n:; S. PECK.

JAMES

T.

MuRFEE, FRANK

A.

O'BlUEN,

THE DEP AR1'MENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

In the choice of professors for the Military Academy the practice ha~
obtained of limiting the selection to officers of the Army. When thb
chair to be filled bears an intimate relation to the science of war, this
is a highly proper and prudent course to follow, but it is the reverse
when the vacancy to be filled is the head of one of the departments
which do not necessarily sustain such relationship. It can not be successfully contended that a man should be selected as a professor of
modern languages, of ethics, or of draiVing, primarily because he has
been a successful soldier and an accomplished master of strategy. The
construction of roads and bridges, the erection of fortifications, the fabri·
cation of guns, or the movement of large armies, have no relation to
the construction of syntax nor the conjugation of verbs. To take a
man from the Army becam~e of his rank and abilities as a sokier. and
make him professor of modern languages at the Military Academy, is
a proposition so absurd that many persons will doubtless '3xpress surprise that it should be even stated in this Report. Yet such has been
the practice of the War Department in this connection, and unless the
honorable Secretary of War directs the attention of the President to
this important matter, and urges a change in the custom that has
obtained, there is rt>ason to apprehend that it will be used to convert a
good soldier into an incompetent professor within a very ~hort period
of time.
On the 31st of August, 1892, the present professor of modern ,
lauguages, Col. George L. Andrews, will be retired on account of age.
Already a large number of officers of the Army are putting forth efforts
to have themselves named for the prospective vacancy. It is perhaps
safe to say that few, if any, of these military appli~ants, howev·e r able,
accomplished, and distinguished as soldiers, possess the qualifications
attainments, and training to properly discharge the duties of so im·
portant and responsible a position. It does not follow that the qualifi..
cations and attainments of the high order required to make a competent professor of modern languages are not to be found in the U. S.
Army, but there is ver.v slight probability of such a discovery being
made, and it is absolutely· certain that, if any one of the leading colleges or acadQmies of the country were in need of a professor of lan786
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guages or a professor of drawing, it would never occur to those having the responsibility of selection to search the ranks of the Army for
the required talent and experience.
A scholar and not a scientist, a r!Jetorician rather than a nuthematician, is demanded at the Militar.v Academy at t!Je head of the Department of Modern Languages. Such a man would be the acti-ve agent of
not only adding efficiency to the instruction in French and Spanish, but
would naturally strengthen the instruction in English, which is now so
indifferently regarded by the authorities as to be limited to the first year
and ranked with Spanish at the minimum value. We agree with Professor Andrews that more time should be given to the study of Englisll,
and we believe if a properly qualified teacher be selected to succeed to
the head of tile Department of Modern J_;anguages he would so manage
that more time would be devoted to the study of English without adding to the present mental burden of the cadet. The deficiency in Eng1isl1 at the Academy is made painfully apparent to all who attend the
annual exan1inations, and llas been a theme for annual comment and
deprecation by the Board of Visitors. Young men are admitted to the
Military Academy at the age of 17 years, in a majority of cases with no
education other than tllat afforded by the public schools; and yet these
young men, after brief study and occasional recitations from such
elementary books as Whitney's Ess(lntials of English Grammar, Hart's
Manual of Rhetoric and Composition, Abbott and Seeley's English Lessons for Englisll People, an<l Abbott's How to Write Clearly, are finished in English and graduated in that study at the expiration or 10
months. The value placed upon the study of English by the Academic
Board may be inferred from the brief time devoted to its study, and
this estimate is emphasized by the fact that in the mathematical measurement of the entire four years' course of studies, which is placed at
the maximum of 2300, English is rated at 75. These facts in themselves furnish the most urgent reasons for abandoning the policy of
selecting soldiers for professors of such departments at the Military
Academy as have no relation to the science of war, and appeal for the
introduction to the Academic Board of men from the leading colleges
of the country who are known to be fully qualified for the successful
performance of the duties involved.
We would not exclude the Army from the field of selection, but
unless a man can be discovered there who is equipped with a thorough
knowledge of the branches to be taught, who has had experience in
teaching, and who is known to possess those qualities of mind neces. sary to the successful instruction of youth, we recommend that the
President look beyond the Army for a man to succeed Professor
Andrews when that officer retireg from active service. There may
have been reasons in former years for selecting all the professors for
the l\filitary Academy from the Army. There surely can be no reason
now for continuing that policy. In addition to the manifest propriety
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of such a selection as herein advocated, we believe that the best interests of the Academy and of the Army would be promoted by adding
to the Academic Board learned men from civil life, who would bring to
that uody the ideas and methods prevalent in the leading colleges of
the country, whenever this can be done without trenching upon those
d pa.rtments that have strict relation to the scien.ce of war.
The Board of Visitors, after careful investigation and reflection, agrees
with the opinion expressed by nearly every preceding Board, that the
present course of studies should not be increased by the addition of a
single page, but we can not resist the conviction that more time should
be devoted to the study of the English language. '' '1 he officer ought
to know at least something of French and Spanish" says the report of
the Board of Visitors for 1889, ".but if either or both of these tongues
are to compete with English we unhesitatingly give our preference to
the last. We do not think they need to conflict. In speech the Frenchman and the Spani.ard are coming to us far more rapidly than we can
go to them. It is argued that the Spaniard is our neighbor, but it would
seem that we are also his neighbors. It has been argued al.so that an
officer once owed his life to the fact that he understood. the lauguage of
his Spanish captors. The same might be true with respect to any of
the once formidable Indian dialects. We are inclined to suggest as to
the Latin that it is the mother of the Spanish, the French, the Italian,
and tlle Portuguese, as well as the resistless key to the technical terms,
and to the specific nomenclatures which are the shorthand of science
and are as obscure to the non-Latin scholar as they are dear to him who
unlocks their simple secrets. In addition to all this the Latin is one of
the keys to English, and the general many-sided arguments thus hinted
wi:h respect to the Latin language need not turn its back to the foes of
the study of that and other dead languages. Though dead, it yet
speaketh, and is mighty to open dumb mouths, whether in French,
Spanish, or Eug·lish. Retain the French and the Spanish, but not at
the expense of the English."
1

THE STUDY OF SPANISH.

In the discussion of the curriculum of the Academy the attent1on of
the Board was speciall.Y directe<l to the stu<ly of the Spanish language by
reason of the fact that a member of the first class was pronounced deficient in that study. The Spanish language is taught only during the
fourth or last .rear of the course, and is em "braced in sixty lessons. It
seemed to the Board that a young man who had been successful in all
other studies should not be deprived of a diploma because he failed to
reach a prescribed mark in a branch which is regarded as of so little
consequence by the Academic Board that its study is limited to a few
mouths at the end of the term, and its value in the course expressed by
75 in a total of 2,300, which is the maximum value of the four years
course at the Academy. The deficient in this case was given a second
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examination in Augnst, which he passed witll credit, and was sent out
with the diploma of the institution and the usual recommendation for
appointment to the grade of second lieutenant in the Army.
Weare not prepared to say that the study of Spauisll at the Academy
should be eliminated from the course, but unless more attention be
giverr that study it would seem that the time thus consumed might be
advantageously devoted to either English or French. Whether the
study of Spanish as prescribed at the Academy is profitable is a debatable question and one upon which opinion among army officers is
divided. Colonel Thayer, in the paper quoted in this report, recom·
men de<~ that "the Spanish language be stricken from the regular course
of studies an(l taught only as a volun.tar,y study to such cadets as, in
the opinion of the Academic Board, are capable from previous acquirements of pursuing the study without detriment in tlleir progress in the
obligatory studies." This would be better than the present plan, for
the re;tson that under it some cadets would learn Spanish while now none
do. It is not contended that the amount of Spanish acquired in the
six ruonths it is taught at the Academy has no real value, but it is
believed that the limited elementary kn.owledge thus acquired does not
wholly compensate for the time consumed in a course of stLldies that is
already overcrowded.
·
It is doubtful whether any graduate ever left the Academy who could
carry on a colloquy in Spanish as the result of the teaching at the in·
stitution. Officers of the Army have acquired a speaking knowledge
of Spanish by contact with it while serving on the Mexican frontier,
and among those Indians in the southwestern Territories by whom the
language is spoken. But this is true of officers who were not educated
at the Military Academy. We believe that a spertking k'nowledge of
tlJe Spanish language, or such knowledge as would enable the graduate
to reallily become proficient in that langnag{~ after leaving the Academy,
would be important and valuable, and particularly at the present time,
wheu we are about to assume more intimate relations with our Spanishspe~tkiug neighbors, and therefore recommend that greater time and
attention be given it; but if thi~ can not be done, that it be stricken
from the course of studies and taught only as a voluntary study, as
recommended by Colonel Thayer.
.
In this connection the Board specially directs attention to the fact
that none of the instructors in the Department of Modern Languages
have a spea,king knowledge of either French or Spanish, the two modern languages taught at the Academy. The ability to speak these languages does not seem to be regarded as essential in an instructor at
West Point. The French language is studied during the second
half of the first and all of the second year at the Academy, the purpose being to enable its graduates to read and translate French into
English. "No more time slJould be bestowed upon it (the. French
language) at \tV est Point," said Colonel Thayer, ''than would enable
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tile pupil to read French with facility and without the help of a dictionary." lienee it is perhaps that little, if any, inquiry i~ made as to
the extent of linguistic knowledge possessed when an officer is detailed
as assistant professor or assistant instructor of modern languages at
vVest Point.
The present bead of this department, Prof. George L. Andr~ws, is
efficient, painstaking, and enthusiastic in the administration of his department, and bas labored faithfully for its advancement. Upon invitation of the Board, Professor Andrews attended one of its sessions and
discussed the affairs of his depatrment. He believes, and several of us
agree with him, that too much time has been absorbed by the mathematical branches at the expense and to the detriment of the others,
and that steps should be taken to revise the course of studies by a
competent commission with a view of alloting to each department of
stncly a more equitable portion of time than is now allotted. The Board
believes tllat there is urgent need for a revision of the course of studies
and for the establishment of a permanent supervisory authority, independent of the Academic Board, to regulate the studies from time to
time in some manner similar to that proposed in the report of Colonel
Thayer. We agree with Profe~sor Andrews that no Board of Visitors,
in their very limited time, can give proper consideration to the important questions involved in a change of studies, and therefore recommend that a commis:-~ion be appointed for that purpose to be composed
of experienced educators of acknowledged learning and ability, of
wllom not more than two should be graduates of the Military Academy
on the active list of the Army, other than professors of that institution.
VIEWS OF PROF. GEORGE L. ANDREWS.

At the request of the secretary, Prof. George L. Andrews prepared
the following letter as the substance of the views presented by him
verbally before the Board of Visitors:
U. 8. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., July 27, 1891.
1\iaj. JonN M. CARSON,
Secretary of the Board of Visitors, Washington, D. C.:
DEAR Sm: Iu compliance with tlle request in your letter of July 20, T make in brief
t!Je following statement of my views respecting the propriety of making changes in
the present course of studies at the Acatleruy, a statement embodying the substance
of what I said, on the occasion to which you refer, in reply to questions from members
of the Board of VisitoTs.
It sl10uld seem that a fair amount of liberal culture is a necessary preliminary to
the proper stutl.y of the military profession. And it is to be considered that most
cantlidates for admission to the Academy are not well qualified to 6nter even an or<1 iuar.v high school. What the law requires for admission iR wholly insufficient to secure
satisfactory attainments on their part. There are admitted some who have not been
at school for years. Tbe year between appointment and admission is too short a
time in which to make up considerable deficiencies, and is mostly employed in cramming for examination. Under the present system of selection and appointment, witll
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the prevalent opinion respPcting poor (li~tricts and poor boys, it is not probable that
there will be at present much improvement in the qualifications of average candidates. Hence the conrse of studies at the Acaclemy cannot be wholly or even mainly
professional, and the Academy must have much the same fnnction as the college;
professional studies being pursued mostly in post-graduate schools and in the profession itself. In this respect the post-graduate schools of the Army now furnish facilities not formerly offered, tbongh much neerlecl. Mqreover, the courae at the Academy
must be shaped with due regard to the attainments of persons admitted.
Most candidates have little knowledge of English, and no knowledge of any other
Jangnage. In view of this fact, and of the amount of linguistic study usually regarded as necessary in even a fairly liberal education, it seems to me that the present
proportion of that study at the Academy is by no means too large, and should be
increased rather than diminished. As a disciplinary study, and as a most valuable
aid to the proper study of English, Latin, when commenced at a sufficiently early
age and pursued Rnfficieutly far, is in my opinion preferable to any other foreign
language. But at the age at which candidates are admitted, with their very inferior
attainments, with no previous study of Latin, their linguistic training will best be
through the study of modern languages, which are less difficult and r equire less
time, while they are of greater direct utility. In respect of discipliua.ry and literary
value, I think the best two foreign modern languages are Prench and German. Of
these two, t'or the conrse at the Academy, I prefer French, as less difficult, requiring less
time for satisfactory attainment, of about equal literary and professional value, and
of more geueral utility. The proper study of both these languages would, in my
opinion, require more time than could reasonably be allotted to tile st11dy of foreign
lauguages at the Academy. Spanish is probably the least difficult of modern !anguages, yet tliffers in construction from English so much as to be valuable as a disciplinary study, especially to average cadets. Considering our long Mexican frontier
and the increasing intercourse with Spanish-American countries, a knowledge of
Spanish is of direct practical utility to the officer of the Army. In the military
schools of Francn the study of German, and in the military schools of Germany the
study of French, form an important part of the course. It is probable that two
foreign laugpages will continue to form part of the course at the Academy, and under
all the <:ircnrnst·ances the two should in my opinion be French and Spanish. The
time allotted to Spanish should be increased, so as to restore the former number of
lessons, 11~, instead of the present 60.
I think tha.t the time given to English might be increased by the time now given
to French the lirst year, about 60 lessons; leaving J<,rench to be studied only the
second year. This wonld give to English 185 lessons instead of 125; and to French,
222 lesson~ instead of :!t52. And in teaching any foreign langtlage at the Academy, a
prolllinent ohject should be to enable the cadet to understand English more perfectly,
and to nse it with greater heeLlom. Battling with the difficulties and peculiarities
of other IanguagPs, a.n1l especially wi ~h the difficulties of correct idiomatic translation, is one of the best aids to a master.'' of our own language.
I would also suggest that the consi1lera.tion that can oe given to changes in the
course of stnclies at the Academy by a Boarft of Visitors in their very limited time,
and especially a consideratton of changt-s in only oue department of instruction, is
qnite iusuff.icirnt. And, in my j ndgmen1, before any s11ch changes are made, the
wh11le subject of the course of studies at the Academy should IJe referred to a well
selected, competent commission, for fnll consideration and for recommendation of
such changes as may IJe found expe<lient. The commission should be specially appointed for the purpose, should be composed of persons well qualified to judge of the
relative value anct clue proportion of Rtn1lies, aud should inclnde two or more graduates of the Academy, sPl<·cte<l so as t.o reprPseut. the different views in respect to the
present course. For olJvions reasons, t.b e Academic Board is not, aclapte<l to the impartial, dispassionate consideration o~ the suuject; but its members should IJe fully
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h<'ar<l by the commission. It is to be hoped that the <'Omn~ission would not, like the
commission of 1860, be content with eliciting mere assertions or expressions of opinion on the part of persons called before it, but. wonl(l inquire into the grounds on
which such assertions or opinions were based. There has never been such a full
consideration and discussion of this important matter as is here contemplated, and
it should seem that the time for it had fully come. Whether the studies of the present course are in due proportion, an<l whether part of the time now given to
mathematical and professional studies might not better be given to other, perhaps
to new branches, are questions well worth considering and deciding.
Very respectfully, yours,
GEO.

L. ANDREWS,

Professor of Modern Languages.
HEADQUARTERS

U.

S. MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., .July 28, 1891.
Respectfully forwarded to Maj .•John M. Carson, secretary of Board of Visitors
of U. S. Military Academy, Washington, D. C.
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain 21st Infantry, Acting Sztperintendent.
OPINIONS OF EMINENT EDUCATORS.

For the purpose of ascertaining the views of men competent to give
testimony on this subject, and whose opinions~ based upon actual experience in teaching, as well as their deservedly high reputation as men
of learning, would have weight with the Federal authorities and influence with the people, the secretary addressed to a number of gentlemen
actively connected with the leading colleges of the country, and with
other educational institutions, the following letter:
WASHINGTON, D. C., Septemiler 15, 1891.
Sm: At the United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., in addition to departments that have close relations to the science of war, there are threemodern languages, drawing and history, geography and ethics-which are not
intimately related to that sci~nce. The practice bas obtained to select officers
from the line and staff of the Army to the professorship of modern languages anu of
drawing. The Board of Visitors for this year believes that these two professorships
shnu]d be filled by men thoroughly equipped for the discharge of the important duties
involved; that such men are not likely to be found in the Army, and that, therefore,
the President of the United States should select from civil life well-trained men of
known ability for the two places named, when vacancieM occur. The Board, therefore, instructed me, as secretary, to preRent its views on this subject in the report to
be made to the Secretary of War and the two Houses of Congress.
The professor of modern languages will he placeu on the retired list of the Army
in August, 1892, as he will reach the age of 64 at that time. This department consists of one professor, two assistant professors, and three inliltructors, the assistant
professors and instructors being officers of the Army detailed for and continued in
this duty for a period of four years. English is taught the first year only, French
the last half of the first and all of the second year, Spanish the last half of the fourth
year, Spanish being limited to sixty lessons. The professor and assistants have not
that acquaintance with French and Spanish required for conversation in those languages. The Military Academy does not pretend to give its students a speaking
knowledge of these two languages, but limits its efforts to preparing them to translate without the aid of dictionaries.
DEAR
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The Board of Visitors believes that the best interests of the Academy demand that
the department of modern langnageR should be reorganized and streugthenecl, and
that at least the professor of that department should have a thorough knowledge of
the languages taught. With the view of properly presenting this matter to the
President, it is desired to obtain the opinions of gentlemen representing the educational interests of the country. You are respectfully requested, therefore, to furnish
a letter for this purpose, briefly giving your opinion as to what steps should be taken
on the points stated in this communication, and generally as to what, in your judgment, is required to improve and strengt.heu the department of modern langua.ges.
The report being in course of preparation, au early reply is solicited.
Very respectfully, yours,
JOHN M. CARSON,
Secreta1·y Board Visitors, U. S. Military Academy.

All to whom this letter was sent did not respond; but the number
and character of those who did, and the unanimity of sentiment which
pervades their letters, will enable the President and the public to see
that the recommendation of the Board in relation to the selection of
professors at the Military Academy for departments not intimately
associated with the teaching of the science of war should no longer be
confined to the United States Army. Following are the replies
received:
FROM PRESID~NT PEPPER, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
Philadelphia, September 28, 1891.
DEAR SIR: I feel that I can not do better, in replying to your letter of September
15, than to inclose you a. note, prepared at my request by W. A. Lamberton, esq.,
Professor of Greek in the University of Pennsylvania, after an interview in regard to
the subject of your query.
Yours, very truly,
WILLIAM PEPPER,
P1·esident.
JOHN M. CARSON, Eeq.
PROFESSOR LAMBERTON, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,
Philadelphia, September 22, 1891.
DEAR DR. PEPPER: Your note inclosing letter of inquiry as to modern languages
in West Point oaly came into my bauds this morning, as I had not been at tbe university for some days. I .don't think there can be any doubt the Board of Visitors
are right in their feeling that tbe department of modern laugnages at West Point
should be in perfectly competent hancls, i. e., in the hands of men thoroughly
equipped for their work. Whether such men are or are not likely to be found in the
Army is a matter on which I have no information and so can not speak; but I do
think that with a view to getting the right and fittest men there should be no restriction to the Army or any other list in the selection.
The idea of the instruction at the Military Academy seems to me very properly
limited to the practical requisition of the two tongues mentioned, tbeir acquisition
for nse in quite other directions tban the linguistic. Bnt I cau see no object in limiting the degree of practical ntility that is aimed at. It may not be, indeed I hardly
think it is, possible to give what would. be correctly called a speaking knowledge of
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tllcso tonguAs by clasq instruction in the time an1l IIIHler the circumstances contemplated. Bnt as near au approacll to that as polj:sible should be aimed at. You
will meet men, of course, who have no facility in French conversation, who yet can
read French works with ease and never feel the need (or rarely) of having recourse
to a dictionary; but I believe also that in the great majority of cases there will be
found to be men who have at one time pushed their knowledge at least up to, if not
over, the speaking limit. Lack of opportunity to use their knowledge in the way of
conversation will have damaged its availability at a pinch, but a perrnaueut result
will have been attained in the clearness and accuracy with which a. French sentence
presented to them is by them apprehendell in its fnll significance; this will be permanent for two reasons: First, because they will have reaclled a point in the study
at which it is post:~ible to call a halt without running a risk of falling back, they are
not likely to lose the knowledge of words and idioms, though the readinesf:! with
which they seem to be turned to account in independent utterances may diminish
because their "hands are out;" and secondly the possibility of constant reading is
within every one's reach at all times.
The unfort1mate side of saying we only want to train the boys so far that they
may be able to read withont dictionaries is this: It fosters in their minds a low aim,
and the lower because they will interpret the words naturally m a lower t:~ense than
the authorities intend; they will iuevitnbly, mentally if not outspokenly, insert the
worcl "just" (barely) and translate into "jnst (barely) so far," etc. That is, their
minds will be tempted to aim at the lowest limit of allowable at.tainn1ent. This I
think is to be deprecated for more reasons than one, chJC:tiy, however, because, to put
the lower reason first, the "barely sufficient" will in innumerable cases prove to l>e
the insufficient; one gets a clear appreciation of the sense of a given passage just in
proportion as one possesses a surplus of knowledge beyond W'hat that passage calls
for; and, worse than this, it in so far habitua.tes the yonth to low aims in all and
every work. In my view, tht>n, the effort of the Aca.llcmy should be to bring the
students as far forward in the road to speaking the langua.ges as possible; the lower
aim will be secured ancl can only ue securell properly by aiming above it.
As to Spanish in particnbr I have had the impression, gained through conversation
with a graduate of the Academy, that one main reason for instruction being given
in it there lay in the existence of Spanish-America. If that is correet, it surprises
me to hoar that the aim in the stndy of that language is set so low and that so little
time if:! given it. And in any case it; is one of the langnages of our own continent,
and it looks more and more every day as if our Govermnent would be the better for,
if not have absolute need for, traine<l t:~ervants who possessetl it thoroughly. However, I only throw this in a<> a hint; it goes perhaps l.Jeyou<l the scope of the inquiry.
The head of the Department, of coursP, should have a thorough knowledge of the
languages, and, I would add, of the literature of them; but the subordinates should
also have a thorough practical knowledge of them, a speaking knowledge aud a
grammat.ical knowle<lge. It iH no paradox, but a mere trnism, to say that in teaching
the force that does the work comes from the surplus of knowledge that is uot conveyed and not at the time to be conveyed to the learner. Here, as in everything else,
jt is the reserve force that tells and givt>s effectiveness to the work actually attempted.
There will be plenty of room left for the professor's superiority and for the exercise of
his guiding band. Nor do I think that there will be any difficulty in fituling applicants for the places in abundance who will possess all these requirements in ample
Hwasure.
It is difficult for one who does not know the details of the course at the Academy,
and who knows, if possible, less of the way in which that course works atHl is worked,
to speak on the question as to how the department should be reorganized and strengthened, beyond what concerns the personnel. One runs the risk of "beating t.he air"
and suggesting plausible impossibilities. t;till I must say that the time assigned to
the languages seems to me lamentably inatleq nate, as fa.r as I can estimate it.
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Some means shonhl be devised, perllaps by courses of reading in connection with
the more technical tlepartment, by which French could be "kept up" or at ]east kept
before the students' minds to the end of the conrse. And sixty lessons in Spanish
reads very much like time thrown away when one recol1ects the proneness of students
to imagitJe that a whole tmbject ends and is absolutely determined jutit where the
threads of it are dropved in his course, and, more than this, the readiness with which
a subject that must necessarily be left with the loose ends fades out of their minds;
one can not but lament such letting drop of French after but a year and a half's
study, and of Spanish after Stlch :t mere beginning can have been made. Snch a limitation of French might be defended were the aims of the study educational and not
practical; for the careful work that might have been done would, viewed as a work,
not be lost; but, as the aim is a good reading knowledge, it is more than to be
feared that, except in one or two extraordinary cases, reading knowledge will have to
be acquired again or will be f~rever lost. For the limitation of Spanish to half a
year and sixty lessons I can see no defense on any ground.
At the risk of suggesting what may prove but a complication to the adjustment
desired, I would like to ask, what ab()ut German f Its importance as a language
possessing a valuable scientific literature is now universally acknowledged, and I
should imagine its value to the military student could hardly be denied, if for nothing else, for the reason that the remarkable staff reports of such a master of the art
of war as Von Moltke are in that language.
As a practical suggestion, covering the whole, it occurs to me that the first step
should be the selection of a man thoroughly qualified in the matter of the languages
concerned, aud endowed with that necessary common sense and adjustability to surrounu.ing circumstances that will enaule him to base his course, not merely upon a
theoretical view of its aims and needs independently considered, but upon a comprehensive survey of the whole system of which it is to form a part. Such a man of
competent knowledge and good judgment could alone and only too after appointment, when he should have had the possibility of studying the situation thoroughly
and reporting upon it, offer a plan at once theoretica11y correct and practically
"workable."
In consequence of the delay of the letter in reaching me, I have sat down at once
toanswerit, and it may be h:tve not either in form orarrangementbeeo able to avoid
evidence of haste. My opinions, however, have not been formed hastily.
Very sincerely yours,
W. A. LAMBERTON.
PRESIDENT WARFIELD, LAFAYETTE COLLEGE.
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE,

Easton., Pa., Septernber 16, 1891.
DEAR SIR: Your circular letter of inquiry has just reached me. I am glad to respond
to your request, and, haYing some very close ties with the Army, I have long taken
a warm interest in West Point. I shall try to answer your inquiries, though they
are difficult to reply to succinctly, as they open up many mooted points.
(1) I prefer to have a department of modern languages directed by an American,
especially if English is to be included.
(2) I prefer to have the foreign languages taught by natives of the country where
the language is spoken.
(3) I regard German as most important, and have long wondered why it was not
added to the curriculum at West Point.
If more than one language is to be taught by a single professor, it should be a cognate, or the instructor should be an American. The once common practice of a German or Frenchman teaching both German and French has mnch to condemn it. The
ADterican mind is usually more facile and freer from linguistic prejudices than is to
be found in any foreigner, and the practical purpose of the Military Academy appeals
to a.n American temperament more strongly than to the slower German and more
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imaginative Frenchman. I have studied GerUian, French, and Italian abroad, and
the ihst two in this country, and I am confide11t t.hat a teacher of foreign languagPs
shoulrl at least have had several years' foreign residence. Were I organizing such a
department., I should want a graduate of a good American college, with foreign postgraduate training, at tbe•head, a French and a German assistant, and instructorti of
ordinary linguistic training. Of course, no man should try to teach French who is
not a good Latin scbolar. · A wide acquaintance among young army officers leads me
to think that English is taught little, if at all, at the Point.
Very truly,

E. D.
JOHN

M.

WARFIELD.

CARSO~,

Esq.,
Secretary Bom·d of Visitors, U.S. Military Academy, Washington, D. C.
PROFESSOR COPPEE, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY.
THE LEHIGH UNIVERSITY,

So11th Bethlehem, Pa., Septembm· lB, 1891.
DEAR SIR: I have received your circnlar concerning the department of modern
languages at West Point. The knowledge upon which my answer is based is threefold: First. I am a graduate of West Point of the class of '45, and bad practical
knowledge of the department, as then organized, from the point of view of a cadet.
Seeot11l. I was stationed at West r oint as a teacher of French in 1849-'50, during the
time of Professor Agnel, who was an admirable teacher. 'l'hird. I was a member of
the Board of Visitors of 1868, and we examined that carefully among other subjects
of instruction.
The department, originally that of French alone, was changed by title into that of
modern· languages, when, upon the retirement of the professor of Spanish, both languages wcl'e placed nuder one professor. The title is misleading and unjust. A
department of modern languages in our older institutions of learning is intended to
include many of the modern languages and to give some instruction as to the literature
of these languages; whereas in the department at West Point, French and Spanish
only are taught, and that grammatically, awl no knowledge of their literatures is
imparted. I have always believed that in the time allotted to French more progress
could be made than bas been, and that by forming conversation classes half the
students might be tanght to speak it reasonably well. There is besides such a wealth
of military knowledge contained in French that too much care cannot be taken for the
cultivation of that language. The introduction of Spanish was mainly designed to
teach officers to speak it, as its military history iH nil. It is so simple a language and
so easily acquired by a young officer that I regard it of little importanc6 in the course
at West Point. The same time devoted to German, which is so rich in military lore,
would be really useful anti. valuable. I think it of the utmost importance that the
professor of French should be either a Frenchman or so thoronghly and practically
acquainted with the language as to speak it on all topics with the utmost :fluency.
To say nothing farther, it is humiliating to the country and the Army when distinguished Frenchmen, especially military, visit West Point, that the professor and Lis
assistants should not be able to converse ~uently with them on all subjects. Yonr
circular is a very timely one, and I hope will eJicit numerous replies.
In conclusion, my judgment is: First, the professor should be a thoroughly educated
Frenchman or an American to whom French is a second vernacular. Second, that
German should take the place of Spanish aud that more time should be given to it.
Third, that there should be a brief course of lectures, at least on French and German
literatures. And, fourth, that the title of the department should be the Department
of French and German.
Very faithfully yours,
HENRY COPPER, LL. D.,
Professor in the Lehigh University
JOHN M. CARSON, Esq.
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JESSE, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI.
UNIVERSITY OF Tim STATJ~ 011' MISSOURI,
•

PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,

Coltunbia, lffo., September 21, 1891.

DEAR SIR: .As my opinion has been asked in regard t.o the teaching of modern
languages in the U. S. Military .Academy, I take this opportnllity of addressing to
you my views on the question. Detailed specification is dangerous when offered by
those that do not view the ground daily; bnt I will say freely ~1ul emphatically that
more English should be tanght at the Military .Academy than has ever been provided
for hitherto. This much I will Hay unconditionally; and, furthermore, it would take
weighty objection to convincl3 me that, in some form, it should not continue through
the four ~· cars' course. With Latin and Greek wholly omitted, Freuch, German, and
Spanish should, in my opinion, be taught; and the instruction should end not in
reading alone, but in some aptitude in conversation. I have had much experience,
' dunng a residence of thirteen years in New Orleans, in this matter of teaching pupils
to speak and understand speech in foreign languages. The result is a firm conviction
that all that is necessary is a reasonable amount of time and thorough qualification
in the teacher. The chief troubles are (1) the quackery of men who insist that these
results can be reached in incredibly short periods of time and without the aid of
sharp grammatical study; (2) the utter lack of qualification in the teachers of modern
(foreign) languages, in most cases. Great caution is necessary in speaking of these
matters by reason of (1) the old fogyism of the (so-called) grammatical method men,
a1:d (2) the quackery of many among the (so-called) natural method men. For
women-fashionable young women-and children, the natural method is unquestionably best; but for people whose brains have received fair development and fair training a combination of both the grammatical method and also the natural method is
the only true way.
I have looked with some care int,o this matter both in American and also in European schools. .As I do not teach modern languages myself, but the classic only, I
speak without personal interest in any form. It is necessary to add that serious
teaching in English, French, German, and Spanish, superadded to what is already
required in the Military .Academy, would overcrowd the curri.mlum, startiug where
it now does. .A. raise would he indispensable perhaps in the standard of admissionsay a year at least. I believe that professors could be found in many of our American colleges and universities amply qualified to teach modern (foreign) languages
seriou!,] y. Either some of these civilians should be employed to raise the teaching
to the proper plane, or Army officers should have scholarships for study in Europe
that they may prepare themselves thoroughly for this work. We schoolmen should
never forget that the Military .Academy is not designed to be a school of languages
or of science, but aims to turn out good officers and military engineers. History
proves that it has reached these aims nobly. None of us should also forget how
thorough the instruction is within the appointed range. None of us should try to
extend the range so far as to destroy the design of the school. But nevertheless, in
full view of all of these coJisiderations, I still hold that more time and pains should
be given to English, French, German, and Spanish, even though that should necessitate a raising of the standard of admission by a year or a year and a half.
It would be impertinent for me to speak thus candidly~ except under direct invitation. I have accepted the invitation and spoken frankly but respectfully. Surely
I have Lad no disrespectful intent towards anything, or any person, or any class of
persons; moreover, I have no personal or official interest whatsoever in the matter.
I am, very respectfully, yours,

R. H.
JoHN

M. CARSON, Esq.,

Secretar·y Board of Visitors, U. S. Militm·y Academy.

JESSE,

President.
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PRESIDENT HYDE, BOWDOIN ' OLLEGE.

BowDOIN CoLLEGE,
Bt·unswick, Me., Se]Jternber 26, 1891.
DEAR SIR: In reply to your inquiry of the 24th instant, perrnit me to express the
opinion that the only sound educational policy in the matter of appointments is to
secure the best available men in the department which is to l>e filled, and that proficiency in that department is the main thing, aud all other contiiderations should be
secondary and subordinate.
The intr·oduction of two or three men who are alive to the hnman as distinct from
the professional aspects of literature, laugnage, and ethics, woulU do much to broaden
and deepen the trai11ing imparted at the Military Academy, and make .the cadets at
the same time better soldiers and better men.
Very truly, yours,
WM. DEW. HYD~.
Mr. JOHN M. CAHSON,
Secretary Bom·d of Visitors, U. S. Militm:y Academy.
PRESIDEN1.' ELI01', HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

HARVAIW UNIVERSITY,
Carnbl'itlge, ]fass., Septe'rnber 18, 1891.
DR:AR SIR: The problem to which your circular of September 15 relates is a
difficult one. A civilian professor of modern languages at West Point, with none
but Army assistants would, in my opinion, beinan untcnableposition. On the other
hand, if the department were whoUy made up of civilians, it might not command
the cordial support of the rest of the academic staff.
I should think that the Board of Visitors might wisely confine itself to exhibiting
clearly the weakness of the present organization of the department of modern languages, and to calling on the teaching staff of the Academy and the Secretary of
War to devise a thorongh remedy.
Very truly, yours,
CHARLES W. ELLIOT.
Mr. J01fN M. CARSON,
Secretary.
PRESIDENT WARREN, BOSTON UNIVERSITY.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY, PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,
Boston, September 19, 1891.
MY DEAR SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your kind communication of September 15. It reaches me, however, at a time when I am so preoccupied with the
dnt ies connected with the opening of our difl'erent schools and colleges tHat I feel
unable to acquaint myself with all the facts which I should need to investigate in
order to make an intelligent and useful recommendation upon the point submitted.
I should the more regret it were I not assured that the Board of Visitors and those
selected by them include so many able and experienced men that the right decision
seems quite sure to be reached.
Yours, very respectfully,
W. F. WARREN.
Mr. JOHN M. CARSON,
517 Fourteenth Street, Wavhington, D. C.
PRESIDENT HALL, CLARK UNIVERSITY.

CLARK UNIVERSITY,
Wot·cester, Mass., September 19, 1891.
MY DEAR SIR: In response to your circular letter of September 15, I have no
hesitation in saying, npon your presentation of the facts, that the chief instructors
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the two departuwnts namefl should be selecteci wherever the best knowledge of
the subject, and teaching ability combined can be fonn<l, with no reference to whether
such instrnctors are men trained for military or civil life.
Sincere!~· yours,
G. STANLY HALL.
lion. JOHN M. CAHRON.

1t1

PRESlDEN'l' ANDREWS, BROWN UNIVERSITY.
PRESIDENT'S ROOM, BROWN UNIVERSITY,

Providence, R. I., September 16~ 1891.
MY Dt<:Alt SIR: It seems to me very clearly desirable that the professor of modern
languages at W.:~st Point should. havo a perfect lwowletlge of German, French, and
Italiau, at least, and. that the counw i 11 Spanish should be greatly extended. It is
every wa.,v proper, and will sometimes lw indispensal..•le, for army officers to understand Rpauish quite thoroughly. It might be possible to secure a military officer
• sufficiently well educated to be a suitable professor of modern languages, but it
would probably be mnch easier to secure a civilian for that post.
Very truly, yours,
E. BENJ. ANDREWS,
President.
JOHN M. CARSON.
PRESIDEN'l' ADAMS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
PRESIDENT's RooM, CORNELL U:-;rvERSITY,

Ithaca, N.Y., September 24, 1891.
Sm: In answer to yonr circular of September 15, I beg to say that, in my
opinion, t.he chair of modern langnages at West Point should be occupied by a man
who has been specially trained for that purpose. I know not what particular reason
there may be for any other course. To a man accustomed to education, the qnest.ion
seems capable of but one answer.
I am very truly, yours,
c. K. ADAMS •
.Mr. JOHN M. CARSON,
Secreta1·y Bom·d of Visitors, U. S. Military .Academy.
DRAR

CHANCELLOR SNOW, UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS.
CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE, THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS,

Law1·ence, SejJtember i~~. 1891.
Sm: Your circular latter of the 15th instant is at hand. It goes without
saying that the professor of modern languages in the U. S Military Academy should
have a thorough knowledge of the languages taught. Instruction in any branch
can not be properly given without thorough preparation on the part of the instructors.
I therefore sincerely hope that future appointments to the faculty of this Academy
may be made upon the hasis of the qualifications of the person appointed.
Yours, sincerely,
F. H. SNOW,
Chancellor.
Mr. JOHN M. CARSON,
Secretary Board of Visitors, ·u. S. Military Academy, Washington, D. C.
DEAR

PRESIDENT NORTHRUP, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,

Min11eapolis, Minn., Septembm· 19, H:l91.
SIR: It is extremely desirable that Ktnclents who study French and Spanish
should learn to converse in those languages. In no institution does it appear to me
DEAR
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more important for the students to learn to converse in those tongues than in West
Point. That they may so learn, they should have instructors who are masters of
these languages and able to converse in them. If such instructors ca be found in
the Army, well; but, if they can not, proper persons outside of the Army should be
selected as professors and assistants. I do not see tbat it makes much difference
whether the professor of French is a warrior or not.
Very truly, yours,
CYRUS NORTHRUP,
President of University of Minnesota.
JOHN M. CARSON, Esq.
PRESIDEN1' CHAMBERLIN, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN.

0Fl!'ICE OF THE PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN,
Madison, September 18, 1891.
DEAR SIR: In replying to your inquiry of the 15th insta.nt, I beg leave to express •
the opinion that the first consideration in filling the professorships you name should
be competency, and that, as they are nonmilitary, the filling of the positions should
not be constrained by military lines. It would be my jndgment, however, that
preference shonld be given to officers of the Army, because I think it wise that they
should be employed in snch positions, and the reactionary dfect of such employment
upon the education and intellectual efforts of the officers of the Army would be
bent:lficial.
Very respectfully, yours,
T. C. CHAMBERLIN.
JoHN M. CARSON, Esq.,
Secretary Bom·d of Visito1·s, U. S. Military Academy, Washington, D. C.
PRESIDENT ANGELL, UNIVERSI1'Y OF MICHIGAN.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, PRESIDENT'S OFFICE,
Ann Ha1·bor, October 7, 1891.
DEAR SYR: On my return from Europe I founcl your letter of September 5. In
answer to it I desire to say it seems to me very important that modern languages
should be thoroughly taught in the Military Academy at "'West Point, and especially
that Spanish should receive much more attention. Iuasmuch as the time and attention of the graduates are largely given to military pursuits, it would seem to me
judicious that men accomplished in the modern languages should be taken from civil
life to fill the chairs to which you refer.
Yours, truly,
JAMES B. ANGELL,
President.
Mr. JOHN M. CARSON,
Washington, D. C.
PRESIDENT JOHNSTON, TULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA..

NEW ORLEANS, October 9, 1891.
DEAR SIR: Your letter of September 15 was received by me on my return to this
city only a few days ago, hence the delay in my reply.
You request my opinion as to the proper instruction in modern languages at West
Point. I attach great importance to these branches, as will be seen by reference to
the courses of study required in Tulane University. A competent knowledge of
Euglisb, French, and German is required of every graduate o_~ our college. French
and German have each a professor, teaching his mother tongue, and fully qualified,
ancl the instruction in English is divided between two highly accomplished professors. All of these professors are of full grade and salary. The languages are
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iaught in their pltilogical, literary, and historical aspects, and the students use them
in the classroom. We give much attention to elocution and essays, and teach litera ture in literature by encouragement of reading the best lllOuels. Our catalogne
will give you the details.
From your statement of the amount of instruction given at Wost Point, I mnst
regarl.l it as altogether superficial and inadequate. Language is the vehicle of
thought at least, and is necessary for its expression, if not for its proper formulation.
A man can not be called el.lucated, in any sense, who ha~:~ not been taught to read,
write, and speak his own mother tongue with force and facility. This is especially
the case with officers of the Army and Navy, who are constantly required to act and
speak for the governments of the country. It seems to me that a knowledge of
French and Spanish is very desirable for our. officers; and for our engineers I shoulll
regard German as of the utmost importance. A speaking knowledge of French and
Spanish are as important to the army officer as a reading knowledge of these
languages.
I am, very respectfully, yours,
WILJ.IAM PRESTON JOHNSTO~
Jolli~

M. CARSON,

ESQ .,

Secretary Boa1·d of Visitm·s of U. S . .Militm·y

.A.cade1~ty.

MILri.'ARY DISCIPLINE AND INSTRUCTION.

The value and efficiency of the discipline that prevails at West Point
is illustrated and emphasized by the every-day conduct of the individual cadet, and the thoroughness of the military instruction is attested
by the perfection of rnO'\'ement in the corps, whether drilling on the
"plain," or going through the ceremonies of parade on the ground set
apart for infantry maneuvers. The results obtained by the West Point
system of government is highly creditable to the authorities of the
Academy. It is inflexible in nature, impartial in administration, and
just in execution. The Board freely awards the highest commendation
to the Superintendent and his assistants for maintaining the perfect
state of discipline found at the Academy. Notwithstanding its severity it is tempered with kindness, and every cadet feels that should
there be any mistake made in his ''reports" for violation of orders or
regulations he can appeal to the Uommandant or Superintendent with
the certainty of receiving patient hearing and fair treatment. Inquiry
among cadets elicited no complaints as to the mode of administering
discipline, and the clleerfulness exhibited at all times by them is evid~nce that they are not suffering from oppression.
Ol\1ISSIONS IN THE C.A.V.A.LRY EXERCISES.

While the corps of cadets is thoroughly instructed in all field movements, certaiu details are omitted from the scheme of military instruc·
tion to which we respectfully direct the attention of the proper authorities. In the school of the soldier, mounted, the cadet receives no instruction in the care of horses. He never sees a horse groomed, and
knows nothing about saddling and bridling, unless he obtained such
information before entering the Academy. It seems to the Board that
instruction on these points is essential. One of the first duties the
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young mounted officer is called upon to perform after joining a troop
or battery is the supervision of the fp,etling, grooming, and watering
of the horses, and the bugle sounds ''stables" as regularly as it sounds
the ''assembly." Yet a man may graduate at West Point and never
see a horse groomed or fed, and join his troop with no practical kuowledge of. how to saddle and bridle a horse. The man charged with the
supervision of this work can not intelligently perform his duty if ignorant of the methods and manner of performing it. It is true the young
officer will learn by actual contact when assigned to a troop or battery
how "stables" should be attended to, and will in like manner, from observation, learn how a horse should be saddled and bridled; but this
may be said of a number of things taught at West Point, some of which
are doubtless of less consequence to the military service and to. the
Go,Ternment than those specifically referred to and not found in the
scheme of military instruction. The Board believes that cadets should
be given practical instruction in the care of horses; that they should be
required to feed and groom horses for a period sufficiently long to enable
them to acquire the needed knowledge, aud that each cadet should be
made to saddle and bridle his own horse when summoned for mounted
drill. All thi~ service is uow performed by eniisted men of the cavalry
detachment stationed at West Point, who. also attend to the horses and
harness for the light battery drill.
SHORT MARCHES IN SUMMER RECOMMENDED.

During the three summer months tlle corps is iu camp all studies are
suspended and the entire time de,Toted to practical military instruction.
\Ve suggest that during this period of encampment the corps ·be given
occasional short marches into the adjacent country, in order that each
individual cadet may know from experience what it is to march en route.
In this connection the Board directs attention to the fact that the corps
is not supplied with the equipage needed on the march or in the bivouac by a column of infantry, and that when a cadet leaves the Academy and joins a foot company in the Army he has no knowledge whatever of a knapsack, haversack, or canteen, and no idea of the number,
character, or use of the several cooking utensils required by a marching
column. In short, the cadet receives no practical instruction iu this
direction, that being left for acquirement after joining his command.
It would not only relieve the monotony of camp life and duty as practiced at West Point, if the corps of cadets, with knapsacks packed and
slung, haversacks and canteens suspended in the regulation fashion,
should be made to perform a number of short marches into the arl.jaceut
country during the summer months, but these future officers would in
this manner gain knowledge which would be invaluable, and the possession of which would enable them to apprechtte the amount of labor performed and discomfort endured by enlisted men when on the march.
~,urther than this, having this kind of knowledge, the more valuable
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because acquired by experience, these future officers would know how
to lighten the burdens of the soldier on the march, and how to make
him comparatively comfortable in camp.
'
PRACTICAL INS'l'RUCTION VALUABLE '1'0 CADETS.

While as a general rule it is true that much of the experience of life
is acquired by the young officer after he receives his commission and
enters upon active duty with troops, it is nevertheless a matter of im- ·
portance that, pending his course of instruction at the Military Academy, he should acquire some practical knowledge of men and things,
since all that comes to him of this nature during his military minority
must prove of great value and utility. Discipline requires that the
enlisted man shall be largely dependent in thought and action upon
his immediate commanding officer, no matter what may be the disparity
between them in age and experience. Therefore whatever instruction
may be had at the Military Academy calculated to give the cadet an
insight into the methods of advising and encouraging the enlisted mau,
tends to elevate the service by enhancing the confidence of troops in
the wisdom, good intent, and personal and military merit of the officers
under whom they serve.
In the discussion of this idea, General Philip H. Sheridan remarked
to the writer of this report: "Show me a good captain and I will show
you a good company. Good companies make good regiments; good
regiments make good brigades." General Sheridan looked to the proper
government and care of the enlisted man as the paramount essential in
bringing troops to the highest order of perfection, and if the captain
or commanding officer of the company were lacking in soldierly qualities, caring little or nothing for the comfort and discipline of the men,
he knew that the company would fall below the proper standard of
merit and usefulness.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Following is the report of the committee on Discipline and Instruction, which was unanimously approved by the Board:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITOH.S,

West Point, N. Y., June 6, 1891.
To the Board of Visit01'8:
The committee on Discipline and Instruction respectfully submit the following
report:
(1) Discipline.-Discipline bas the first place in the report of your committee, because upon its perfection depends all other excellence. If such is its importance, a
• clear definition is essential; and we must ask, What is discipline Y It is such a treatment
of the cadet as is suitable to make him a disciple or follower of the great military
commanders who have preceded him and won glory and renown for themselves and
for our country.
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It accomplishes its purposes by training to act in accordance with rules. Hence
our inquiry involve" three questions: (1) What are the regulations of t.his Academy f (2) What is the chantcter of the otlicers who administer these rules' (3)
What are the result.s of their administration?
Of the regulations we can say that they deserve our profound respect, for they
are the results of nearly a century's experience. They have constituted the rnlt>s of
conduct that formed the characters of the p.reat men who have gradnate<l here.
They have been adopted by military schools in all onr States, and have influenced
to a great or l•~s:-~ extent the administration of many civil colleges. They are uow
more nearly perfect than ever before, because they provide for their own improvement. Judicious changes have been made all along their history, whenever experience clearly demonstrated the advantages of modifications.
The aim of these regulations is to train and develop the cadet's physical, moral,
and intellectual nature. They treat his body so as to preserve its health, to develop
its strength, to increase its power and activity, aml to make it capable of such
endurance as to undergo the great hardships the military service of the country
demands. And his moral nature receives no less attention. The cadet is required
to consider "duty the noblest word in the language." He is trained to eradicate
selfishness from his character.
Such is the theory of discipline as seen in the laws of the Academy; but as laws
are not practically valuable unless wisely and efficiently administered, we have inquired into the character and fidelity of the Superintendent, of the professors, and
ot; the instructors. Peraonal intercourse with them, attendance upon their examinations, and inquiry into their methods of instruction satisfy your committee that tlley
are thoroughly competent, painstaking; accurate, and faithful, and are fair in all
their dealings. While they are firm in the discharge of duty and demand that every
cadet shall reach the standard required, they are also exceedingly kind in spirit and
in manner. They are soldiers and gentlemen, worthy of the imitation of the cadets
under their charge. It is a wise provision of the regulations that the professors are
to remain permanently at the Academy; and much will be gained by the school if
the present Superintendent ho kept here many years, for he undoubtedly possesses
elements of administrati \ ' O ability-kinduess, firmness, tact, and magnetism-that
are not easily duplicated; and the Academy should have the benefit of his character
and his work for as long a time as practicable.
The vitality and virtue of any organism may be accurately judged by its power to
perpetuate and reproduce itself. Jn~ging by this standard of self-perpetuation and
reproductive power, we see here the best evidence of the efficiency of the regulations,
in the fact that under their method of filling vacancies the Academy is kept suppliecl
with such a corps of officers as these we now find here.
We may further test the discipline au<l the officers by inquiring as to the product
of their work. What is the outcome of all this expenditure of time and money? In
answer to this question many scbo:>ls might single out a few of their graduates who
have attained. eminence; and cite these as evidence of virtue in their methods. But
this is an unsound argument ; for a few such men can be made by self-application of
their own native powers. An answer better than this can be given by the Un~ed
States Military Academy-can be given here where the impress of the regulations
and the skill and fidelity of the professors are indelibly marked on every cadet-has
he been here six months or four years.
These officers seem to have in their minds the true conception of a great soldierunselfish, courageous, truthful, accurate, bright, and manly-and out of the rough
material given them they fashion the man into whose keeping the welfare, happiness, and safety of the nation may be in1rnsted. And like MichaelAngelo, out of a
stone they make an angel.
Hence ou the matter of discipline we conclude: That the rules of the school, considered in the abstract-their aims and methods; that the professors and officers now
on duty here-their character, scholarship, skill, and fidelHy; that the results of the
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regulations as administered-shown in physical, moral, and mental development of
the cadet-all deserve the commendation of the Board of Visitors. Our Government
and our people are to be congratulated, and they should be encouraged to maintain
these laws and to support the administration of the Academy.
2. Instnwtion.-On the subject of instruction w e may say that education is the
impartation of knowledge in such a way as to give powflr to hold it, power to use it,
power to communicate it, power to get other knowledge more easily and more rapidly. Hence two important elements are involved: (1) Ku .. \\" l(Hlge getting; (~)
power getting.
Therefore, to judge of theinstrnction given here, we must consider the curriculum
and the methods of teaching. To judge of the curricnlum we must be guided, not
by standards of civil educatilJn, which prepare men for the pursuits of peace, but
by military standards, which have reference to the arts of war. The adverse criticisms which have sometimes been made on this course of studies are, we think, due
to looking at it from the civil standpoint, which is a wrong one, and if followed
would militate against the usefulness of the Academy in its preparation of men for
th~ Army.
\Ve find the course of studies dual in nature-academic and professional-one part
intended for mental di'icipline, and the other part for the practical duties of camp
and field. Thus there is combined in one sclwol and in one course of 4 years au
amount of work such as does not obtain in any other institution. '.rhose who criticise the Academy adversely, fail to consider the herculean task undertaken here
and the short t.ime allowed for its performance. The day may come in the history of
the country when bwo separate institutions shall be given to this work aud more time
be allowed; or when the academic or fundamental training shall be thrown back
npou the colleges of the country and this school occupy itself only with such studies
as pertain to the profession of arms. But that day has not yet come; and until it
does we must appreciate the amount of work that is done at the Academy and the
results obtained in the short time allowed.
In the academic department we find:
1. An extensive course of pure mathematics.
2 . .A.n extensive course 3f natural and experimental philosophy.
3. .A. full course of chemistry, mineralogy, and geology.
4. A course of drawing of unusual excellence.
5 . .A. course of three modern languages, one being English.
6. A department of history, geography, and ethics.
In the department of professional education we find :
1. Extensive courses of civil and military engineering.
2. P1 n,ctical and theoretical conrses in tactics-infantry, artillery, and cavalry.
~t Full course of ordnance and gunnery.
4. Full course of practical military cugineering.
5. .A. department of law.
The standard for admission shows that the candidate is taken in and begins his
course, knowing only arithmetic, Eug 1ish grammar, geography, and United States
history. How one with such limitec! preparation can, in four short years, master
such courses of general and professional education, is explained only when we consider the nature of the discipline and. the fidelity of the professors.
But to comprehend fully all the resnlts the characteristic method. of military training must also be taken into account. Much is said in these modern times as to methods
of education. Normal schools and colleges are established iu all the St.ates to teach
methods; institutes are held throughout the country for the purpose of diffusing a
knowledge of methods. But it may he apprehended that tbe true and logical meaning of the word'' method" has been lnst sight of, and the idea involved in the word
''plan" has been substituted; for these so-c9.lled 1uethods seem iu many cases to l>e
only plans, and are as if oue tea,cher has his plan of piling sticks of woou and. other
tea.chers have theird.
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As we all know, there are out two logical methods of thought-the inductive and
the de(luctive. When comuined in the order mLmed. they make the complete method.
The skillful teacher uses these separately or combined, and in such order as bests
suits the subject to be taught and the pupils to be instructed. The soldier's method.
of teaching tactics is more nearly perfect than any other ; for the wealth, power, and
existence of nations depend upon tactical skill; and this skill depends on the methods
and results of tactical education. By analyzing this tactical rnethod, the professors
in the Military Academy comprehend the model upon which all their departments
are best formed. What are these elements of tactical instrnction' The answer is
exhibited daily on the drill ground. l!"'irst, while the recruit is paying strict attention, the officer in his own person takes the position of the soldier or performs a
movement with as much accuracy as possible, and then describes orally that position
or movement. Second, the recruit is made to imitate the position or perform the
movement as it has been represented in the person of the officer. Thus far the thought
and the work are by the inductive method. The pupil observes carefully, comprehends the facts, and draws in his mind the rule of action. Finally, he is made to execute, with many repetitions aml under varying circumstances, similar positions and
movements. This is deductive, and serves to broaden and make permanent in his
mind the law and the application of the exercise.
Taken all together the metllod is complete and perfect, proceeding from the fact to
the law, and from the law to its application. Every position of the soldier and all
evolutions of the company and bat tal ion are taught in this thorough manner. The
result is, that besides learning tactics the cadet has established in. his mind the best
possible habit of thought; and this habit of thought makes him practical and
rational in all departments; and when be comes to be a professor here in any
branch of education, having been trained in this complete method, it is natural for
him to use it in the class rooru; hence we find the spirit of this method throughout
the Academy.
If we consider this method of teaching in its connection with the peculiar discipline of the school as administered by these faithful and efficient officers, we have a
full explanation of the fact that at this Academy so much is learned in so short a
time, and all is done in snch a masterly way.
Recornrnendations.-Before concluding this report we make the following recommendations:
(1) That the Acallemic Board shall at the proper time readjust the departments of
study in such a manner as; to give more time to the English language and greater
attention to its literature.
(2) That appropriations be made to increase the apparatus so as to equip every department fully and enable the professors to reach the minds of their pupiiM by object
lessons.
(3) We recommend that the instructor of the band ue given the rank and pay of
seconu lieutenant of infantry.
(4) That the membership of the band be raised to forty, 16 of whom to be in the
first class anu 24 to be in the second class.
(5) That enlisted men intended for field musicians be placed under the tuition of
this professor of music for at least one year, so as to secure uniformity in field music
throughout the Army.
In conclusion, we would suggest that no better service can be rendered our people
than to make them acquainted with the superior character of the discipline of the
United States Military Academy, with the excellence of its officers, witlJ the thoroughness of their work. and with the high moral tone that pervades the entire school.
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ARMAMENT AND EQUIPMENT.
Committee on A1'rnament and Eqniprnent.-Messrs.
and JAMES A. WAYMIRE.
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THE .ARTILLERY BR.ANOH.

Every report made by the Board of Visitors for several years past
has directed the attention of the authorities to the utter lack of proper
arms an<l equipment. at the Academy for instruction in field exercises,
and earnest appeals have been made in these reports for improvement in this direction. This constant iteration has at last attracted
attention and has resulted in securing within the last year a battery
of six 3.2-inch steel breech-loading guns. With this exception the
armament of the Academy consists of a lot of antiquated guns that
should be sent to a museum of ordnance antiquities or utilized by being
planted perpendicularly in the ear ;h to the trunnions, to protect the
grounds against trespass. Many of the guns are so weak that they can
not be used for purposes of instruction, investigation having demonstrated that to fire them would be to endanger the lives of the cadets
engaged as well as those of the bystanders who might be watching the
drill. Their use, therefore, has been prudently discontinued, and this
fact, known to the authorities at Washington through the last two
reports of the Superintendent and the report of the last Board of
Visitors, does not seem to have disturbed the serenity that prevails at
the War Department, nor to have attracted sufficient attention to gain
even a passing notice. Colonel Wilson, the Superintendent, in his annual report for 1889, directed attention to the bursting of one of the 30pounder Parrott guns in April of that year, ''whereby the lives of a
number of cadets were endangered. Orders have been given," sententiously added the Superintendent, "that the guns of this battery
shall not be again fired."
The artillery equipment of the Academy is thus catalogued:
A battery of seacoast guns, of which the cadets use two 15-inch
smooth-bore guns, three 8-inch rifles (muzzle-loading), and one 13-inch
(muzzle-loading) smooth-bore mortar.
A battery of six 30-ponnder muzzle-loading rifles (Parrotts).
A battery of six siege mortars, three 8-inch and three 10-inch.
One battery of six 3-inch muzzle-loading rifles, used and partially
equipped as a mounted battery.
One field battery of six 3-inch muzzle-loading riflt's.
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One battery of six 12-pounder (Napoleon) guns.
One battery of six 3.2-inch breech-h,ading steel rifles.
This is a formidable array of guns-on paper. To the educated soldier, how(wer, this armanent appears ridiculous in repose and would
present no terrors in action. The mortality from the use of such guns
would be greater in their rear than in their front. Except the battery
of 3.2-inch breech-loading steel rifles ~ounted on steel carriages, which
was lately supplied, the guns above described are obsolete and many
of them worthless for purposes of instruction. ·The old muzzle-loading
field batteries should be retired from acthye service, used only for firing
salutes, and replaced by guns similar to those in the field battery recently supplied.
In the seacoast battery no two guns are mounted on the same kind
of carriage, each carriage doubtless representing a different epoch in
the manufacture of gun-carriages. This might be called a ''polyglot
battery." With such an outfit there can not be any uniformity, efficiency, or satisfaction in the instruetion. Lieutenant Hoskins, the
senior instructor of artillery tactics, an enthusiastic and accomplished
officer, said of these carriages that they "would be appropriately placed
if under a case in the Ordnance Museum." The Ordnance Department
may properly urge that modern guns can not be furnished the Academy
until money and time can be secured to fabricate them; but this plea
will not hold good iu the case of this collection of diversified and antiquated carriages. The "cranes" are as variegated as the carriages· and
in strict keeping with them.
In his report for 1890 Superintendent Wilson complains that ''the
condition of the siege battery is much worse than that of the seacoast
battery." Following the bursting of one of the guns of this battery
the Ordnance Department, in October, 1889, condemned the battery
and replaced it with a battery of 41-inch rifled gum;. In making this
exchange the Government, having no modern guus of the required
caliuer, the Ordnance Department discovered another miscellaneous lot
of antiquated and worn-out guns, and these are now in position at the
Academy. Having a proper regard for the lives of the young men who
would be required to work these guns, as well as consideration for the
safety of the innocent people who are usually attracted by the firing,
Colonel Wilson called for a history of these engines of double-ended
destruction, and was informed by the Ordnance Department that it was
"unknown." They had been ''selected as the best of a lot on hand at
the New York Arsenal, sent there from Washington some years before."
These guns were u8ed during the war of the rebellion, to what extent
can not be ascertained, but it was known that " some guns of this pattern had recently burst."
There is a limit fixed by science and experience to the life of a gun,
and it is dangerous to use it be:fond that limit. These guns have evidently been used to that limit, perhaps beyond it. With a full appre-
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ciation of his responsibility for the lives of those committed to his
charge and having no faith in the old West Point tradition that "You
can't kill a cadet," Colonel vVilson directed that the guns should not
be fired at drill.
Until the Government can supply the Academy with mo(lern guns to
take the place of the antiquities now in position in the seacoast and
siege batteries, we recommend that these two worse than useless batteries be dismantled, and that wooden guns, fashioned after the latest
approved models and furnished with modern carriages and cranes, be
mounted in their stead. Such a course would not avert the ridicule to
which the Onited States is now justly subjecte1l by maintaining obsolete armament in these two batteries for the instruction of future officers
of its Army, but it would furnish evidence that our military men are
cognizant of the fact that progress has been made in the fabrication of
great guns and that they fully appreciate the importance and value of
tile improvements. In addition to this, wooden models of modern
fashion would at least give tile cadets an idea of the kind of guns likely
to be used in warfare and of the methods emplo,Yed in serving them.
MA_XIM AND HOTCHKISS GUNS.

We recommend that a Maxim machine gun and a Hotchkiss rapidfire gun be provided. Both these guns are now generally used in the
armies of Europe. It is estimated that the sum of $5,000 would procure one each of these guns complete with a supply of ammunition for
target practice. The Government should certainly furnish the Military
Academy with at least one each of these modern guns. Capt. Renry
Metcalf, of the Ordnance Department, instructor of ordnance and gunnery, thus describes these two guns:
The Maxim is a gun of American invention, made in England for want of a market
here and capable of firing automatically at the rate of eleven shots a second. It
uses musket ammunition. Once ·discharged by the trigger it continues as long as
the ammunition chest is tilled, so that the gunner can play it like a hose. It has many
great ballistic and tactical advantages and promises to supplant entirely the famom!
Gatling gun. I consider it the most important invention in firearms within the last
20 years. This at the present rate of progress means a good deal.
The other gun, the Hotchkiss rapid-fire gun, iR a cannon varying from 1 to 33
pounder caliber, which uses ammunition like that employed in small arms, but of
enormous size. The largest cartridge shells are about 4 feet long. It can be fireu
by hand at the rate of from twenty-five to ten rounds per minnte, the rapidity in
this case depending mainly upon the use of the peculiar ammunition. This gnn, also
an American invention, made, tor the same reasons as the Maxim, in a foreign counLry,
has almost revolutionized the construction of a large class of foreign .fleets. It is
eminently adapted to the tmnsforma.tion of a mercantile marine, and in the event of
a foreign war would have au important part to play both on shore and afloat.
NEED OF .AN AR1'ILLERY DETACHMENT.

We recommend that a body of artillery soldiers sufficient in number
to serve the light battery, detailed from the Army or enlisted for the
purpose, preferably the latter, be assigned to the Academy. There are
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detacllments of engineers and cavalry for the performance of the duty
special to each of those branches, and a similar force should be furnished for artillery duty and given the same status as that occupied
by the two detachments of engineers and cavalry. This is urgently
needed, and the necessity for it has been frequently set forth in official
reports from the Academy. The cavalry detachment, in addition to
duty as cavalry, is required to perform duty with the light battery as
artillerymen. In order to impro,~e the cadet artillery department it lias
been urged that a light battery, detailed from one of the artillery regiments of the Army, should be stationed at West Point, in order that
the cadets might witness the evolutions of a well-drilled field battery
and at all times have at hand a well-equipped battery which could be
used by them. We do not believe it would be advantageous to tbe
Academy to station a regular light battery at West Point. On the one
hand, such a battery would be accompanied by a full complement of
officerR, for whom suitable quarters would llave to be provided, and, as
the llllmber of habitable dwellings is now inadequate to the necessities
of the post, houses would have to be erected for the officers of tile light
battery. Being an independent command, barracks for the men and
stables for the horses would have to be provided. In addition to this,
many difficulties and annoyances would be constantly arising growing
out of the anomalous situation of having a battery of guns divided iu
practical ownership and subject to the call of the commandant of cadets
and the commanding officer of the battery. And it shonld not be overlooked, in this connection, that tqe officers serving with our light batteries are themselves under instruction and assigned to light batteries
specially for this purpose.
On the other hand, to supply the artillery branch with tbe necessary
horsl's and men preserves the autonomy of the artillery of the Academy,
promotes its efficiency as one of the educational branches, makes it
what it should be as a cadet battery, and saves the expense which
would be involved in providing accommodations for a light battery
from the Army.
TilE CAVALRY BRANCH.

The deficiency in the cavalry branch of the tactical department is
not so serious nor so discreditable as in tbe artillery, but is sufficiently
obvious as to demand early correction. As in the case of the artillery,
the Superintendent of the Academy and former Boards of Visitors haYe
for several years regularly directed attention to this matter. Nothing
can be added to what has been urged by our predecessors calculated
to give greater weight to the importance and urgent necessity of supplying the Academy with a sufficient number of horses to meet the requirements of both cavalry and artillery instructiou. The stud of the
Academy consists of about eighty horses. These are purchased primarily for cavalry exercises, but are used as draft animals also.
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This double service destroys the horses for efficiency in either branch,
and seriously interferes with instruction in both. Horses should be
purchased and kept for the exclusive use of tbe artillery teams, so that
those for the cavalry could be brought to and maintained at a high
state of training for riding and for all mounted exercises and drills.
About fifty additional horses would be sufficient to do this. Tbe
original expenditure necessary would be comparatively small. Tbe
resulting advantages to tbe Academy and the Army would be beyond
all proportion to the outlay. Two years ago Capt. J. H. Dorst, of the
Fourth United States Cavalry, then senior instructor in cavalry tactics,
in directing attention to this matter, said:
The cavalry branch of the Army has been making rapid improvements recently in
the methods of instruction, and more improvements are certain to come. In one
respect they will be based on much higher training of the horse. Instead of using
him merely as a means of transportation, he will be taught to be far more docile and
obedient to the rider, when ridden either alone or in ra.nks. The higher the training
of the hor~ as a saddle animal, the more and more does be become unfit for draft
purposes, and the more are his usefulness and docility as a saddle horse impaired by
using him for draft. The instruction here should at least be kept aureast of that in
the service, but if no change is made the instruction in the service will soon surpass
that at West Point. Orders have already been issued from the War Department,
reducing the maximum limit of age for cavalry recruits to thirty years, and there
is hardly a doubt that in time 1t will be reduced still more, so as to enlist only men
young enough to learn riding readily. In the school of the trooper and riding-hall
exercises, the cadets surpass any soldiers in the Army, but with the concentration of
troops at large and permanent posts, gymnasiums, and riding schools will be established, and, with limited time for instruction allowed bere, it may be more difficult
for t!Je cadets to maintain their superiority. The average troop of cavalry can now
drill much better in the school of the company than the cadets, for the latter have
only three days in the week, during the month of April in each year, for such drill,
and that drill is practiced under difficulties, for on the same days the horses are used
for artillery drill in the afternoon.

In April, 1888, writing upon the Aame subject, Captain Dorst said:
Forty-eight horses are required. for the artillery teams, and among eighty horses
nere tlJere Is always more or less difficulty in finding forty-eight that will work
together, while some nervous and spirited ones are unsafe to work in harness at all.
By using the horses alternately for draft and saddle purposes they become unfit for
the latt•er. As au example, upon commencing cavalry drill with the first class last
September I was astonished to see how restive, nervous and disobedient the horses
were, and could not account for it. They had been used at light-battery drill in August.
By the eml of September they became tolerably quiet, but in October the battery drill
was resumed. I saw the horses maue to throw themselves iuto the collars; charge at
speed across the plains; then made to hold back suddenly, while their mouths were
sawed to bring them to a halt. As a consequence the mouth that bad been made
sensitive by delicate handling and quiet treatment was spoiled; an even, quiet gait
was replaced by a dancing, unsteady one; nervousness and fretfulness returned, and
some horses would seize every opportunity to try to run away. The result of the
drilling was not at all satisfactory. It was impossible to obtain the precision and
accuracy I have often observed in troops of cavalry with poorer riders and less intelligent men, and it was unsafe to attempt charging by platoon. If cavalry drill on
the plain is intended to instruct the cauets to perform drill maneuvers properly, its
object can never be fully accomplished while the horses are used for artillery drill.
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If it is intended merely as a riding exerch;e, the ca(1cts might nearly as wel1 he taken
to ride along the road. The result of the drill is injurious in some respects, as it
gives the cadets a false notion of what a cavalry drill ought to be. Regularly year
after year, at the graduating ride, the cadets are ordered to charge across the plain,
and regularly do they go to pieces before they have charged twenty yards. They
and others look upon it as perfectly natural and proper. It was not till I bad
been in the service several years that I kntjw that a cavalry iroop could charge in
liue for a hundred yards or more and then be brought back to a slow gait without a
single horse bolting and with comparatively little disorder. And I have even
known officers of longer service than mine to express surprise that a battalion of four
troops of cavalry should move at a trot with no horse galloping nor cantering.
Their ideas of cavalry movements were formed at West Point.

This testimony of Captain Dorst, wbose experience at the Academy
as instructor in cavalry tactics, and whose extended and varied service
in the field with mounted troops make him a thoroughly competent and
highly intelligent authority, should be sufficient to convince Congress
aud the War Department that the public interests require au immediate
compliance with the needs which he sets forth. Testimony as strong
and as positive as that of Captain Dorst might be added, but this would
be merely cumulative. We deem it pertinent, however, in this connection to refer to the views of Lieutenant Hoskins, of the Third United
States Artillery, the present senior instructor of artillery tactics at the
Academy. ln answering certain interrogatories from the Superintendent as to the artillery equipment of the Academy and what was deemed
necessary to add to its efficiency, Lieutenant Hoskins, under date of
June 6, 1889, wrote as follows on the point now under discussion:
The horses are purchased exclusively with a view to their suitability for cavalry
purposes and for the greater part of each year serve as such. For such service they
are subjected to a system of training which unfits them for work in harness, and
their use in artillery drills undoes all efforts expended to render them efficient as cavalry horses. The variety of uses to which they are put and the number of inexperienced persons to who~:>e handling they are subjected disables lllatny of them, and it
fre(luently happens that the quartermaster has to be applied to for horses sufficient
to properly horse the battery. A battery so constituted (a mere makeshift) can never
be an efficient means of instruction. For this the personnel, horses, and material
must be distinct, and entirely under the administration of the instructor. Men and
horse!:! must be thoroughly trained and educated before the point at which the instruction of cadets can begin is reached. For this reason much time is lost, and the
season for drill passes without any satisfactory progress havmg been made in the intltntction of the cadet.
BITS, BRIDLES, AND SADDLE CLOTHS.

Attention is directed to what is said by Captain Craig, the present
senior instructor in cavalry tactics, touching the supply of bits and sadtHe blankets. The Ordnance Department limits its supply of bits to
two sizes. The effect of this limitation is that jnstead of adjusting a
bit to the month of the horse, the horse must adjust his mouth to the
size of the bit. This policy saves the Ordnance Department the trouble
of adding a few more sizes of bits to its list of articles furnished mounted
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troops, but it entails suffering upon the horses and conse(]ncnt demorauzation to their l'i<.lcrs aud drivers. The committee by whom this subject was inquired into very correctly say, in their report, that, ''as the
sizes of horses' mouths vary as much as the sizes of men's feet, there
should. be more variation in the bit so as better to accommodate the
horse." This seems to be one of those things so plainly necessary and
so easily accomplished, that we trust the proper authority at the War
Department will at once take steps to supply hereafter, not alone the
Military Academy, but the mounted service of the entire Army with
bits so varied in size as to save the public horses from the torture of a
misfit. We also direct attention to what Captain Craig says about furnishing saddle cloths for the cadet troop.
APPEAL FOR THE TROOP AND THE BATTERY.

The Corps of Cadets as a battalion of infantry represents the highest
condition of perfection to which that branch of the military service is
capable of being carried. The Board believes that the same condition
of perfection should be found in the cadet troop and the cadet light
battery. Each should be a type and model for the imitation and emulation of the forces of the regular Army and the National Guard. That
they are not so is largely chargeable to the neglect of Congress and
tile indifference of the War Department. J;!'ailure to supply modern
guns, a sufficient number of horses for cavalry and artillery exercises,
proper bits and bridles, suitable saddle cloths aud other paraphernalia
so essential to the promotion of the efficiency and the esprit of a military organization, and especially such a corps as we have at West Point,
are the only obstacles to making the United States Corps of Cadets the
finest and best trained body of soldiers in the world, and the United
States Military Academy the model institution of its class. ''We have
but one cadet school," said the Board of Visitors for 1889, "and that
ought to be as perfect in equipment as is the best in the world. Foreign visitors from every land see our school at West Point, and since
we have scarcely a visible army our visitors shape their estimate from
what they see at the Military Academy. We know that some officers
at the Point maneuver at times to avoid showing the riding gallery
and the horses, lest visitors go borne to pronounce it all an American
cavalry joke. Teachers and cadet riders like those we have seen deserve
better surroundings and worthier belongings."
We are confident that this expresses the sentiment of the American
people in reference to the Military Academy. No extravagance should
be tolerated at this institution, but nothing should be withheld which
is needed to make it creditable to the Government and the people.
Until the cavalry and artillery departments are supplied with equip.
ments so much needed by them, foreign visitors, of whom we will have
an unusually large numuer the coming two years, are very likely to
regard these departments as "an American cavalry joke."
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" There is no reason," said Captain Dorst, in one of the papers from
which we have made quotations in connection with this particular subjectr "why a company of mounted cadets ought not to approximate as
closely to a model troop of cavalry in drill, appearance, and neatness
as a company of dismounted cadets does to a model company of in-,
fantry. Every horse should be so well groomed that when be is brought
into the ball his coat would fairly shine; bits and metal work should
be kept bright; saddles and straps should be highly polished, and all
the appointments of the stable and riding-hall should be consistent
with the habits of order and neatness that are imposed upon the cadets
as members of the infantry battalion organization of the corps." What
is here so well said by Captain Dorst about the cavalry applies with
equal force to the ~rtillery.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Following is the report of the Committee on Armament and Equipment and the letter of the Senior Instructor of Cavalry Tactics:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS,

West Point, N. Y., June 9, 1891.
To the Board of Visit01·s:
The Committee on Armament and Equipment respectfully reports that it has carefully investigated the subjects properly coming within the classification assigned to
it, its labors in that direction having been greatly facilitated by Colonel Wilson,
Superintendent of the Academy; Captain Metcalfe, Instructor of Ordnance and
Gunnery; Captain Craig, of the cavalry, and other officers whose duties bring them
into relations with the armament and equipment of the post.
It has been the observation of several previous Boards of Visitors that the horses
used by the cadets in cavalry dri-ll and at the riding hall should not be used in the
attillery drill. We agree with this suggestion. The reason io obvious to any one at
all familiar with horses. It is impossible to make a good saddle horse of an animal
that is worked in harness much. The cavalry horses must learn to yield readily to
the rein and the bit; to understand the bugle calls; to respond to the spur; to dress
in the ranks, and in many ways be becomes a very intelligent machine, requiring delicacy and sensitiveness to sound and touch. The artillery horse, on the other hand,
is so fettered by his harness and the burden he draws, is so hardened in the mouth
by the rough drill in the battery, and the surroundings are so entirely different from
those under the saddle, that he becomes a different machine. In fact, the absurdity
of making a horse serve in both capacities is so transparent that it seems a waste of
time to ofier an argument against it.
Iu a public institution devoted to the training of military officers there should
certainly be no sacrifice of efficiency for the sake of a small economy of this kind.
The field battery will require about fifty horses. These could be ta.ken from those
now on band, and in future purchases the best material for cavalry horses could be
obtained.
We think the cadets should drill on ';.lorseback with the carbine, and also in the
skirmish drill on horseback.
There is in use an excellent battery of 3.2-inch field-guns (steel), recently obtained.
They are in good condition and afford goocl material for the instruction of the cadets.
But they are the only modern guns, and the only guns at all fit for such purpose.
Another similar battery is needed at once. In this connection we call attention to
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tho last annual report of tho Superintendent of the Academy, in which be says (at
page 7):
" During the short period allowed each year for field-artillery drill, instruction as
cannoneers must be given at the same time to both the third and fourth classes,
aggregating usually abont 150 men. One battery is nsed for light artillery, the other
for foot artillery. At present, in order to keep up the drills, one class ruust use the
old :3-inch muzzle-loading guns, while the otuer is being wstruct0d with the new 3.2inch breech-loader. I earnestly recommend that another battery of the 3.2-inch
guns be furnished for this post at the earliest practicable day."
In addition to this new battery there should be also a detachment of artillerymen,
consisting of two sergeants, two corporals, one blacksmith, and farrier, one trumpeter, and twenty-fonr privates. Quarters for these men can be arranged for in the
new cavalry barracks now under construction, and room can be found for the horses
in the present stables, with some miner improvements, which will involve but little
expense.
•
\Ve have already stated that except the new battery mentioned above there are no
serviceable guns. In this we are fully sustained by the Superintendent and Lieutenant Hoskins, the instructor in artillery tactics. The former, in his annual report,
quotes the latter with approval as follows :
'' L'ieuteuant Hoskins very properly complains of the carriages used in the seacoast
battery and the gnus of the siege battery. The former he describes as follows:
"'At the seacoast battery the cadets use three 8-inch muzzle-loading rifles (converted 10-inch smoothbore Rodman guns), two 15-inch smoothbore Rodman guns,
and one 13-inch mortar.
"'No two pieces of this battery are mounted on carriages of the same patter.11, w4ich
fact renders a uniform system of instruction impossible.
" 'For effective work here guns of the same class should be mounted upon modern
carnages, uniform in construction.'
"I cordially concur in the views of Lieutenant Hoskius. It is high time that this
important military institution, which annually turns out from 50 to 65 young officers,
should be equipped with everything incident to a modern armament."
And then the Superintendent adds:
"The conuition of the siege battery is much worse than that of the seacoast battery. During the past few years three guns have burst at this battery, as follows:
April 25, 1876, a 4-!-inch rifled gun burst at the one hundred and sixty-second round;
.Tuly 16, 1881, a :~0-pounder Parrott gun burst at the two hundred and twenty-second
round; April 11, 1889, a 30-pounder Parrott gun burst at the three hundred and
twenty-second round.
"Fortunately no cadets were struck by the fragments, although there were some
narrow escapes, and in some instances the drums of the ears were more or less injured.
After the last explosion the battery of 30-pounder Parrott guns was condemned, and
the Ordnance Department, in October, 1889, supplied another battery of old 41-·inch
rifled guns.
"Upon calling for the history of these guns I was informeu that it was unknown,
hut that they had been selected as the best of a lot on hand at the New York Arsenal,
sent there from the Washington Arsenal some years before. I was further informed
that some guns of this pattern had recently burst. An examination of the guns
showed that one of them was made in 1861 and the others in 1863, and they evidently had been used dnring the war of the rebellion.
"By authority of the Secretary of War I directed that the guns should not be
fired at drill, as I believed it would be absolutely criminal on my part to endanger
unnecessarily the lives of cadets by practicing with these old and obsolete pieces.
I earnestly recommend that new 5-inch breech-loading steel guns be furnished for
this battery at the earliest practicable moment."

•
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We concur in the foregoing rocomm~ndations. We also recommend the purchase
of a :Maxim gun.
We aro aware that heretofore the Government has not been in a position to furnish
modern guns, but now that such are being manufactured we feel contide::1t the first
issues will be supplied to this post, thereby allowing the cadets the first opportnuity
to become thoroughly familiar with the most improv,~d ordnance and equipmeuts.
Our attention ha,s been directed to the fact that but two sizes of the bridle bit used
by the cadets for the cavalry horses have been furnished. As the sizes of the horses
mouths vary as much as the sizes of the men's feet, there should be more variation in
the bit so as to better accommodate the horses. In this connection we approve the
recommendations of Captain Craig, as shown by the accompanying letter, and also
as to the gray saddlecloths.
The senior assistant .instructor of ordnance and gunnery is the only officer of corresponding rank at the Academy who is not allowed ex~ra pay. As the detail of a
lieutenant for this service increases the cost of living, we recommend that such officer
receive captain's pay (the sa.me as others on similar duty) as a means of inviting the
best talent to this work.
Respectfully submitted.

S. PECK.
F. MANDERSON.
JAMES A. WAYMIRE.

THEODORE
CHAS.

LETTER OF CAPT. L. A. CRAIG.

•

N. Y., June 5, 1891.
SIR: In reply to the verbal inquiries of members of the committee, I have the
honor to state that horses, horse equipments, and small arms used for the instruction
of cadets in riding and cavalry exercise are satisfactory. It is desirable to gradually
obtain if possible a higher grade of horses to be used exclusively for cavalry purposes, as mounts for the first class, as the alternate employment in the troop and
light battery makes it difficult to keep the horses in training for either service.
Thirty-five young horses have been received here recently and will give an unusual
opportunity for instruction in the very important subject of proper bitting. With
this idea in view I have asked the appropriation of a small sum ($120) for the purchase of a few assorted bits to replace the regulation bit during the period of instructions, the latter being heavy and severe for a young horse and the sizes not sufficiently varied.
The appearance of the horse equipments has always been the subject of mnch unfavorable comment by visitors to the Academy. The Chief of Ordnance of the Army
very kindly furnished gray canvas saddlecloth last winter, and 1 by careful att:mtion
to polishing the leather of the saddles and bridles and the brass parts, a decided improvement has been ma<le. The sad<llecloths are not of a suitable material to be
durable, however, and I have recommended an appro~HiatiQn of $500 for the purcl1ase
of 100 saddlecloths of strong material similar in color to the cadet uniforms, which
wtth ordinary care will last for years and add greatly to the neatness and uniformity
of the cadet troop.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
L.A. CRAIG,
Captain Sixth Caval1-y, U. S. Anny,
Senim· Assistant Instructor Caval1·y TaotiCJ,
Gen. T. S. PEcK,
WEST POINT,

Chai1·man of Committee on A.rman1-ent and Equipment of the Boat'd of Visitora.
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U. S. CORPs CADETs,
West Point, N. Y., J1tne 8, 1891.
Respectfully forwarded through headquarters U.S. Military Academy. Approved.
H. s. HAWKINS,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Commandant Cadets.
HEADQUARTERS

HEADQUARTERS

u. s. MILITARY ACADEl\IY,

West Point, N. Y., June 8, 1891.
Respectfully transmitted to Gen. T. S. Peck, member Board of Visitors.
By order of Colonel Wilson.
J.

M. CARSON, JR.,

Second Lieutenant Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant.
WAR 91-VOL I-52

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
Committee on Bu,illlings anll Grounds.--Messers.

DAVID

W. PAYNE,

SAML.

W.

LAN-

HANN, and ROBERT 0. FULLER.

BUILDINGS IN COURSE OF ERECTION.

During the past few years Congress has been fairly liberal in its appropriations for the buildings and grounds of the Academy. For a
number of years, lwwever, prior and subsequent to the war of therebellion, very little was done in this direction, and this failure to supply the buildings demanded from time to time by the natural increase
of the institution, and to take the place of old buildings made inconvenient, uncomfortable, and almost useless by time and the growth of
the Academy, resulted in a general running down in these essential requirements. When the buildings now in course of erection are completed the Academy will be housed with comfort; yet much remains to
be done in this direction to place it abreast of the leading colleges in
the way of buildings.
The new gymnasium is nearly completed and will be prepared for
occupation during the current or early in the coming year. The gymnasium of the past was a discredit to the Government. Now that a
handsome and commodious building has been erected it is hoped that
Oongress will provide for a thoroughly equipped gymnasium, and make
this department at West Point worthy of this national school.
Upon the close of the academic year operations were at once begun
on the academic building, and that old edifice was removed to make
room for the new building to be erected on its si~e. The erection of this
building should be pushed to completion at the earliest day practicable.
The cavalry barracks and the hospital for enlisted men, authorized
at the first session of the last Congress, are in course of construction. The two sets of quarters for enlisted men, authorized at the same
session, will be completed this year. The house erected for the use of
the band will also be completed and ready for occupation this year.
QFA.RTERS FOR ENLISTED MEN.

At the last session of Congress an appropriation of $24,000 was
made'' for twenty sets of quarters for enlisted men and their families."
These twenty sets are in addition to the ten sets authorized in 1889
and referred to in the preceding paragraph. With these additions the
post will still be deficient in proper quarters for the enlisted men.
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There are at the north end of the post a lot of suanties which have
been occupied for years by the enlisted men. These are a discredit to
the Government and a constant menace to the laundry and quartermaster's storehouse, with all the valuable machinery contained in tbe
former and the various valuable stores contained in the latter. No
time should be lost in replacing these shanties with brick buildings.
Tuis should be done as a measure of economy, even if no consideration
be given the enlisted men and their families. Previous Boards of Visitors have directed attention to these so-called '~houses" of American
soldiers at the only military school supported by the Government. One
Board designated them "tumble-down fever-pens." Such houses as
these would be discreditable to the Government if found on the frontier. They are a positive disgrace at West Point.
In this connection the Board suggests that regulations should be
established to limit the number of married men in the several detachments of enlisted men and those known as "Army service men in the
quartermaster's department." It has been stated that the number of
women and children constituting the families of the enlisted men
largely outnumber the Corps of Cadets, the officers of the Academy
and their families, and the entire strength of what may be termed the
garrison of West Point. It seems to the Board that the proportion of
married enlisted men now at West Point is too large.
QUARTERS FOR .JUNIOR OFFICERS.

Additional houses for the use of junior officers on duty at the
academy are urgently needed. There seems to be a sufficient number of large houses for tile occupation of the professors and officers of
higher rank, but many of those occupied by the lieutenants are old,
patched-up structures, badly arranged and destitute of proper conveniences. In many of these houses two or more mat'ried officers are
lot: 1ted. At the last session of Congress $20,000 was appropriated
"fur two or more sets of officers' quarters." This appropriation should
be sufficient to erect four houses in sets of two. When completed a
certain measure of relief will be afforded by the additional accommodations thus provided, but there will still be a lack of small houses for
the accommodation of the junior officers. The old frame houses at the
lower end of the post used for officers' quarters should be removed and
plain brick buildings erected in their place.
QUARTERS FOR BACHELOR OFFICERS.

We believe that the comfort of the officers on duty at vVest Point
would be promoted by the erection of a large building for the exclusive
use of bachelor officers, the rooms of which should be arranged in sets
on the plan of the large "fiats" found in the principal cities, and in a
manner to supply single men with ample space and proper conveniences. The present domiciliary accommodations are so far below what
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is absolutely demanded for personal comfort that, in addition to being
crowded into small and incon.1modions houses, rooms in the cadet barracks are used for quartering officers, the number of rooms now occupied for this purpose, including those occupied by the dentist, being
about 30.
Grant HalJ, erected as a mess hall for cadets in 1850, is also partially occupied by officers, the north end being used as a domicile and
the south end by the officers' mess. The erection of such a building as
is here suggested for the use of bachelor officers would furnish all
needed aecommodations for this class and supply them with apartments which would be commodious, comfortable, and agreeable. The
erection of such a building would also enable the married officers to
obtain sufficient room in which to make their families comfortable during
the four years residence at West Point. A "flat" large enough to accommodate twelve or fifteen bachelors, with a suite of rooms for each,
could be erected for a sum about equal to that appropriated by the last
Congress for quarters which will not furnish the regulation accommodations for more than six officers.
REPAIRS FOR GRANT HALL.

The floor of the cadet dining room in Grant Hall should be replaced
with marble tiles. ~l'he trampiug of nearly 300 men three times every
day on a wooden floor requires that a great deal of scro bbing shall be
done. This frequent cleansing results in exhalations that are unpleasant
to the highest degree in a dining room. Substitution of stone for wood
would not only remove this unpleasant and objectionable odor, but
would be the means of saving money. The wooden floor has to be
renewed at certain intervals of time, whereas a tile floor would stand
for many years. We recommend an appropriation for this purpose.
CADET

SINK~

AND PUBLIC LATRINES.

A movement should be made at an early day look~ng to the removal
of the building in which are located the cadet sinks and the erection of
a building for this purpose at a less prominent point than is now
occupied. These sinks are in a stone building south of the barracks,
distant about 200 feet, and on the edge of the area used for most of the
cadet formations. In stormy weather great discomfort is experienced
in going to and returning from this building, and much time is lost by
the great distance traveled. The present location will be still more
objectionable when the new academic building is completed as the end
of that building will be within a few feet of the sinks. It has been
suggested that the basement of the cadet barracks could be used for
this purpose without detriment to health, as the improvements made
in plumbing and drainage are such as to render this change advisable.
Attention is direc1ed to the absence of any latrines and closets for
the use of temporary visitors to West Point. This has been a subject
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of comment by many preceding Boards, and recommendations llave
been made for supplying such accommodations. Public decency and
the preserv-at.wn of the grounds from defilement, as well as consideration for the numerous visitors attracted to West Point during the summer montlls, appeal for the immediate erection of such buildings as
would secure the purposes referred to. We recommend a specific
appropriation for this purpose.
NECESSITY FOR ELE01.'RIO LIGHT.

We earnestly renew the recommendation made by former Boards of
Visitors tor the introduction of the electric light. It has been clearly
demonstrated that the use of gas as furnished at the Academy is injurious to the eyesight of the cadets. The gas works are not large
enough for present requirements, and their capacity will be materially
reduced when the new buildings now in course of construction are
completed. Lieut. George L. Anderson, of the First Artillery, who investigated this subject in 1889 and submitted plans for lighting the
cadet barracks with electricity, in speakh:ig of the inadequacy of the
gas works to meet the demand made upon them said:
Although run to their full capacity, the single gasometer is nearly exhausted at
11 p.m. during a great part of the year. In winter a certain number of lights on
the streets are often tnrned oft' to preserve the supply. The stoppage of a main at
any time, or other accident sufficiently serious to interrupt the manufacture for a
few hours, would cut short the amount nightly consumed and leave the whole or a
portion of the place in darkness. That no inconvenience, due to some slight cause,
has occurred within the past three or four years has been owing to good fortune
rather than to the excellent management of the works.

The Board sincerely hopes that this matter of furnishing good light
for the use of cadets while pursuing their studies will receive prompt
and favorable consideration froin Congress. The reports of the medical officers for the past few years show a steady increase in the number
of cases of treatment for the eyes. Quite a large number of this years'
graduating class, more than one-fourth, were found not to have the
full requirements as to vision, and in every instance this deficiency was
attributed to the insufficiency of the light furnished. In directing
attention to this matter the Board of Visitors for 1889 very pertinently
said:
The eyes of whole generations of officers of the Army are concerned in this vital
issue. A student's eyes are not replaceable like his boots or interchangeable like
an officer's weapons. 'fhe long periods of darkness in winter in our latitude compel
prolonged study, and the priceless sight, which is tested so carefully when the cadet
enters the A.cademy, is apt to be injured through want of better iliumination purchasable by a few dollars from the Government, which so recently ordered the ocular
tests.

Lieutenant Anderson in the report above referred to made an estimate of tbe cost for introducing the electric light in the cadet barracks
and submitted plans and drawings for this purpose. The cost for light-
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ing the barracks was placed by Lieutenant Anderson at $9,540. His
report will be found in the report of the Board of Visitors for 1889,
page 23. It is unnecessary to insert it in this report, but we reproduce
the following paragraphs :
Cadet barracks use one-third of all the gas consumed at the post. The barracks
and mess hall together take four-tenths. An electric-light installation would, of
course, relieve the present gas plant to this extent. Other considerations relating to
the subject are:
(1) The incandescent lamp consumes no air, it does not heat, and it is steadier,
safer, and cleaner than gas. The 8-foot gas-burner in each cadet room, 22 by 15 by
10 feet, vitiates about 640 cubic feet of air per hour. It consumes as much good air
as eight persons and produces twenty times more heat than the electric lamp. The
heat of gas-burners is alleged to be the cause of much headache in the corps.
(2) Complaints of soreness of eyes are made by about a dozen cadets every three
months. Out of an average of 285 cadets 28 with eye affections consulted the post
surgeon with regard to them during the three months ending January 31, 1887.
They are using the argand burner and the best quality of gas, so that improvement
may be sought in the direction of another kind of lamp. Owing to the position
which may be given it, a 16-candle incandescent light will throw a stronger and
steadier light upon a table than an upright gas jet of the same power.
(3) A small electric lamp will probably always be maintained, as at the present
time, for lighting the riding hall, and for furnishi1 g electricity to the departments
for experimenting purposes. '.rhe proposed system can also be readily extended to
the library, which is now heated by steam, if it is sought to diminish in this way
the chances of loss by fire of a building which is not fire-proof and which contains
the most valuable collection of military books and papers in the country.

Considering that the gas works will have to be enlarged in order to
meet present requirements, we believe it would be better, from every
point of view, to allow the gas works to remain as they are and to put
in an electric plant adapted to supplying light to all the departments
of the Academy, and which may be so extended as to meet future requirements. .An estimate for snch a plant, together with plans and details, was submitted to the Superintendent last year by Lieut. John
Millis of the Engineer Corps, a well known expert in electricity. This
report is herewith appended :
UNITED STATES GENERAL LIGHT-HOUSE DEPOT,
OF U. S. LIGHT-HOUSE ENGINEER, THIRD DISTRICT,
Tomplcinst·ille, N. Y., May 31, 1890.
SIR: In compliance with your request, I have the honor to submit the following
outline plan, estimates, and specifications for an electric light apd power-plant for
the U. S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y.
The plan proposed contemplates a system of electric lighting which, while bemg
adapted to the peculiar conditions now existing, will readily admit of extension as
future needs may require; which will eventually, if not at first ettabliMhed, replace
all other methods of illumination in the Academy buildings and grounds, and which
will also, as a secondary consideration, be adapted to such requirements for the distribution of power as now exist or may arise in the future.
.
With the above objects in view, the estimates comprise, first, a complete system of
electric lamps for cadet barracks and other buildings of the Academy where artificial
lights are used, including the academic building, the cadet mess-ball, the library, the
chapel, the cadet hospital, the riding hall, the gymnasium, the observatory, and the
bath room, sinks, etc.
0Fjj'IC1~
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There are aho included electric lamps for the soWicrs' barracks, quarters reading
and amusement rooms, and soldiers' hospit:tl; for the officers' mess-hall anti quarters,
for the quarters of civil employes, for the hotel and headquarters building, for the
various shops, storohonses, guard houses, laundries, stables, etc., and for lighting the
the Academy grounds and the catlet camp.
The electric plant necessary to operate such a system of lights would, iu addition,
furui.sh a very <J,d vantageous and economical metho t1 of distributing mechanical power
by means of electric motors to the various works !lops, laboratories, etc., where steam
engines or other moters are now employed or where power may be eventually reqnired.
The first considerations are of course the advantages and th~ adaptability of the
proposed system to the r-equirements of the cadets and to what may be termed the
Academy proper. Of the importance to the Corps of Cadets-a selected class of students undergoing training and instruction for tho military profession-of the most
perfect known method of artificial illumination little need be sairl, particularly when
it is remembereu that a greater portion of the study which the exacting course of the
Academy requires mnf!!t be done by artificial light, and that, notwithstanding the
rigid examinations regarding eye-sight to which candidates for admission are subjected, failuret~ in the course which are directly attributable to impaired vision are
not infrequent. It is now generally conceded that the incandescent lamp is the most
perfect known device for interior illumination and particnlarlyforpurposesof reading
and study. Hs great superiority over gas, oil, or other lamps as regards safety from
fire, the favorable color of the light, and particularly its freerlom from heat and unhealthy products of combustion, are now too well known to require detailed explanation here.
Since the majority of the lamps to be established are for interior illumination, the
proposed plant will of course conHist mainly of tho incandescent system, and the
conditions are such as to render the "central-station" plan best adapted to the requirements, as the buildings to be lighted are considerably scattered ,and there are not
sufficient number of large separate buil!lings to justify establishing several separate
or "isolated" plants.
A single station for all the generators and the steam power being decided upon, its
location is d6termined by the following considerations: It should be easy of aecess
from the river and from the railroad, in order to facilitate the delivery of machinery,
coal, and other materials and supplies, and it should also be placed where there is
a supply of water, where ashes may be readily disposed of, and where the unavoidable dirt, smoke, and noise of the machinery will not be objectionable. A central
location with respect to the buildings to be lighted is of course desirable.
An examination shows that there is no existing building on the reservation fulfilling these conditions which is also of sufficient size and adapted to the other requirements of a central station, and it is therefore proposed to erect a new building on a
site west of the railrt1ad track and near the northern end of the tunnel. It is believed that this location offers a better combination of favorable conuitions and fewer
unfavorable ones than any ~ther site available.
With the central station at this point, the cadet barracks. and Academy proper will
be at a distance of about half a mile. The hotel and the "center of distribution"
for the officers' quarters north of cadet barracks will be about a quarter of a mile
distant. The center of distribution for the offi.cero' quarters south of cadet barracks
will be at a distance of about three-quarters of a mile, while that for the soldiers'
barracks and quarters, the soldiers' hospital, etc., will be only an eighth of a mile
from the station.
The most distant lamps will be those at the south guard-house and in the officers'
quarters near by, which are about 1 mile from the site proposed for the central station,
For a large incandescent plaut, where the lamps are so widely scattere1l and where
conductors of such varying lengths are required, the "direct" or continuous current
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systPm is not well atl::tpted, since for the long: circuits very heavy condnctors would
be ueeessary in order to insnre nniformity in the brightness of the lamps and economical working, a numbet· of generatot·s woul<l have to be employed, each adapted to
a group of lam!)S requiring abotlt the !'lame length of cit·cuit. It has therefore been
decided to adopt the "secondary" or altel'llating current system throughout, in
which the above objdctions are mainlyobviaterl. The secondary syRtern will afford
sufficient flexibility to mef:lt the requirement::~ of the service, while for long circuits
it is more economical in first cost of line construct'ion and in expense of operation.
The estimate of the total number of lamps required is based upon the number of
gas-burners now in use, which is 2,745. Besides the gas-burners there are also
employed in the soldiers' barracks and other buildings a considerable number of oil
lamps, which it is proposed to replace by electric lamps, and in the cadet barracks it
is proposed to put two lamps in each room where only one gas-burner bas been furnished heretofore. The new academy and gymnasium buildings will also require
additional lights, and a number of the existing gas-lamps, particularly those used
for lighting the grounds, will be replaced by electrie lamps of greater power than
the standard 16 candles. It is also probable that in establishing the new system
more efficient lighting will be called for in other lolla.lities where gas or oil is now
used, requiring more burners than are now employed, so that the estimate is made
for a total of :~,500 16-candle lamps, of which it is calculated that the greatest number that will bf:l in operation at any one time will not exceed 2,000.
The central station building is to be a plain brick structure with brick chimney
and metal or slate roof, and while not intended to be fire-proof it will not be easily
combustible. It is to have a room for the engines and electric apparatus, a separate
boiler-room, rooms for oils, stores, etc., and a coal-shed. Owing to the great irregularity of t.hc service required, both the steam- power and tlJe electric generators will
have to be designed for unusual "flexibility." During the summer encampn.ent the
lamps in cadet barracks and in many other of the academy buildings, as well as a
large portion of those in the officers' quarters, will not be used, while the demand for
lights at the hotel and in the cadet camp will of course be greater t.han at other
times of the year. In the winter season, when the total number of lamps in use will
be greatest. the number in operation at different times of the night will be exceedingly variable.
The maximum "load" will begin soon after the return of the cadets from supper
aud will continue till "taps," when a large number of lamps are extinguished and the
load will be greatly diminished. A considerable number will be required in officers'
quarters, 6tc., until midnight, but comparatively few, including those used for lighting the grounds and in certain hallways in hospitals, etc., will be operated all night.
For a service of such a variable nature a number of generators with engines and
boilers to correspond are evidently preferable to one or two generators oflarge capacity
with large power units, and for this reason the high-speed, noncondeusiug type of
engine with direct belting to the dynamos is recommended; though, for a plant of
this size where the service is more regular, compound condensing engines or engines
of the Corliss type would be the more economical, as the greater first cost would be
overbalanced by the saving in cost of fuel and other operating expenses.
For cadet barracks the iinportance of an uninterrupted service is such that this circuit should have its special generating apparatu!l, which should be in duplicate, but
it will not be necessary to provide special duplicate engines, since there will always
be a reserve of power and interruptions due to accidents to the steam apparatus are
not so liable to occur. Three boilers are provided for, one of which is ordinarily to
be held in reserve. Should it be necessary other less important circuits could be shut
off in order to keep the lamps at cadet barracks in operation.
For the generators to operate the other circuits, duplicate armatures only are coutemplated.
Por the outside circuits in general overhead wires supported on poles will be nse{l,
since it is not believe.d that the requirements are such as to justi(y the increased
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f'Xl'cnse of nndergronml conduits, except perhaps in a few special localities. Cond nctors are to be covered throughout with best gum insulation, and poles, cross-beams,
urackets. etc., are to be ~Smoothly finished and painted. The very best methods and
machinery known for overhead-line construction will be required in order to insure
safety and reliability in the circuits.
All interior wiring is to be ''concealed work" wherever practicable, and, where
not, molding strips are to be used to cover the wires. No "cleat work" or exposed
wires is to be permitted, except in basements and other special localities where the
conditions may render this method of wiring preferable. For each cadet room it is
proposed to supply two portable adjustable table lamps with :flexible conducting
cords and shades. This will give each cadet a light for his individual use and under
his individual control, and in case one lamp becomes extinguished no great inconvenience will result.
In other cases where practicable the lamps are to be placed on existing gas-fixtures
without interfering with the use of the gas. In the new buildings to be erected and
in certain other caees, new fixtures adapted to the electric lamps alone will be required.
A small arc-light plant for lighting the riding hall and for other uses where arc
lamps may be required is included and a number of motors are provided for.
A complete outfit of measuring and test instruments will also be furnished with
the apparatus.
Assuming that the work is to be done by contract, it is recommended that separate
atl vertisements be issued for the station building, for the steam-power apparatus,
and for the electric plant complete, respectively. Tl.Je specifications conform to this
recommendation, and they prescribe the methods of inspf1ction and test of all material and apparatus during construction, and the final test of the completed plant
in operation before acceptance.
The estimates of cost are based upon the best information obtainable, from the experirnce of this office in similar work, and from consultation with reliable companies
engaged in the business. These est.imates are necessarily somewhat general in their
nature, but they are believed to be at least approximately correct, and it is probable
that the actnal cost will fall within the amounts given if competition is secured by
the usual advertisements invWng proposals.
I desire to acknowledge the many courtesies extended to me by Capt. C. W. Williams, quartermaster of the Academy, who has supplied complete information concerning the present gas plant, and in many other ways facilitated the preparation ot
this report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN MILLIB,

First Lieutenant of Engineers, U. S . .Army.
Col. JOHN M. WILSON,
C01:ps of Enginee1·s, U. S . .Arrny,
Snperintendent U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

Estimate for electric-light plant for the U. S. Milita1•y Academy, West Point, N. Y.
Total number of lamps of 16 candle-power to be established.----·· •••• ·--·
Total nnmber of arc lamps of 2, 000 candle-power to be estaulit~bed ....•. _••
Greatest number of incandescent lamps to be operated at any one time . __ ••

3,500
10
2,000

For brick central station building complete, to contain engine-room, boilerroom, coa.l shed, storeroom&, etc., to have brick chimney and noncombustible roof covering, and including grading and filling, construction of necessary road, piping for water supply, etc .. ---· ... _______ . __ ·-·. _. ___ .... $7,500
For three 100 horse-power boilers and setting, with pump, heaters, chimney
connections, piping, and all fixtures complete .. ___ .••••••.••• _.. _. ___ .•.•
6. 000
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:E'or two 100 horse-power and one 60 horse-power engines, with fonn<lations
completP-, steam and exhaust connections and piping, belting, and all fixtures and accessories .............................•.•..............••• _•. $7,500
For two 750 light anrl two fJOO-light alternating-current dynamos, with cxcitors, regulntors, switch-board and switches, cut-outs, satf.ty apparatus, test
instruments, and all wiring,counections,and electrical app:11'atus of all kinds
connected with the incandescent plant at the central station ..........•••
8,500
For 10-lamp arc-light plant complete ..............•••...••••....•...••••.
1,100
For outside conductors and pole lines conmlete .................•..........
6,500
For all incandescent lamps, shades, and fixtures, alHl all interior wiring,
convertors, and connections for ~~,500 lamps .••••..••.•......••••..•...... 28,000
4,000
For motors and contingencies ...•••.••••••••••..••••..•• ·: ............... ..
Total •.....•......•.•. ·-----........................................ 69,100
Estimated operating expenses, total per year, $11, 000.
A true copy.
J. M. CARSON, JR.,

Second Lieutenant, Fifth Cavaly, Adjntant U.S. Milita1·y Academy.
THE HOTEL .ACCOM1r:IODATIONS.

The West Point Hotel bas been for many years an object for the
anathema of visitors, a source of irritation to the academic authorities,
and doubtless a profitless enterprise to the lessee. The cause of the
trouble wiJl be removed only when a new departure is made in the
method of leasing this hotel. The present lessee pays an annual rental
of $3,500 and by the terms of his lease is required to expend for repairs $500 each year, thus making the actual rental $4,000. The buildiug was constructed more than GO years ago from funds received from
the sale of timber cut on the reservation. Some additions have beeu
made to the original buildiug, but none have bP.en made· within late
:rears. It contains about 60 rooms, the greater number of which are
small, in almost every respect undesirable, and in many respects uncomfortable. There is but one bathroom in the house, andt during the
last days of the annual examinations this solitary bathroom bas not
infrequently been assigned to a guest for a sleeping apartment. The
desirable rooms are so few as to be insufficient for the accommodation
of the Board of Visitors, which consists of twelve members, most of
whom are always accompanied by ladies of their families.
During the month of June the hotel is always crowded to its utmost
capacity, the people being compelled to submit to discomfort for the
reason that they can not be accommodated elsewhere on the post, the
nearest hotel being about 2 miles from the academic buildings. In addition to this reason for submission to physical torture, the majority of
the visitors go to West Point to see their sons and brothers, who are
in the cc;rps of cadets, and these relatives naturally desire to be where
every opportunity can be improved to enjoy the society of their relatives.
Those who are fiuniliar with the rigid regulations of the Academy, and
know how little time the cadet is allowed for visiting, will appreciate
the value placed by parents and relatives on the privilege of being located at the West Point Hotel, particularly when it is known that
cadets are not permitted to leave the reservation, that even the West
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Pqint Hotel, which is located ou tlle edge of t.lle cavalry plain, i~ "off
limits" for cadets, and can be visited by tllem only with special permission, and even then only at certain hours.
The hotel was originally intended for a boarding house, to accommodate those who are required to officially visit the Academy, the parents
and relatives of cadets, and officers of the Army. Like many other
antiquated things at West Point, the Military Academy has grown
very far beyond the hotel. Having to pay a rental of $4,000 per
annum, the lessee is obliged to fix his prices at figures which will
insure at least an income to that amount, and these prices are very
generally regarded as in excess of the value of the accommodations
provided. It should be stated in this connection that the lessee bas
not more than four months of the year upon wllich to rely to secure
from the public the money necessary to pay the United States for the
privilege of managing this ancient hostelery. During the winter
months very few guests are entertained, and for days in succession the
house is without guests. The lessee, however, is obliged to keep the
hotel open and be prepared for the stranger at all times. So long as
the Government continues to exact an exorbitant rental for this hotel
the public will be compelled to suffer the inconvenience and submit to
the high prices described. The landlord must take from the people in
order to pay over to the Government annually the sum of $4,000,
which amount is credited to the post fund and expended for public
purposes. We submit that it is unworthy this great Government to
be tllus engaged in a copartnersllip with hotel men, livery-stable men,
and others to make profits by imposing a tax upon the people who are
attracted to West Point, and we trust that this discreditable practice
will be disc~ntinued. The Government is abundantly able to maintain
the Military Academy without descending through its military officers
to the petty business of assessing visitors to make up a portion of the
outlay necessary to maintain this national institution.
What is needed in this direction for the public accommodation is the
removal of the present hotel and the erection on its site of a hotel capable of accommodating 400 or 500 persons, and so constructed that a section could be kept open in the winter season without entailing
unnecessary expense upon the proprietor. It is not probable that
Congress can be induced to make an appropriation for this purpose,
and the Board does not believe that it would be advisable to do so.
But we do believe that Congress should pass an act by which the people may visi.t West Point and find comfortable accommodations at fair
and reasonable prices. This may be accomplished if, instead of putting
up to the highest bidder the privilege of leasing the hotel, authority be
given the Secretary of War to make a lease for a long period of time
with a responsible and experienced hotel keeper, conditioned that the
les~ee shall expend a certain sum in the erection of a hotel on the site
of the present building, and that he shall maintain and conduct the
hotel under regulations to be approved by the Secretary of War.
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In the extension of tlliR prhrilege there should be no pecuniary con·
sideration exacted by the United States. We believe that should an
act be passed authorizing the action above outlined it would speedily
result in providing at vVest Point a modern built and well equipped
hotel at which parents of cadets and other v.isitors to the Academy
would be comfortably entertained at such prices as would bring it
within the reach of persons of moderate means. As at present conducted persons of moderate means can not stand the hotel charges,
and those persons who can feel that they are the victims of a system
which, whatever the necessity for its establishment, is maintained without reason or justification and apparently for the sole purpose of filching from the public, through the agency of the lessee of the hotel, the
sum of $4,000 per year to assist the Government of the United States
in maintajning the Military Academy. 'l'be money already received by
the United States from the rent of this hotel aggregates a sum largely
in excess of the cost of its erection and all improvements made thereon.
The present lease on the hotel will expire iil August, 1892, and we
earnestly recommend that it be not renewed. If authority can not be
obtained to arrange for the erection of a new buildiug without expense
to the United States we recommend that the old hotel, with all its
inconveniences, discomforts, and harassments, be leased to the present
lessee, or some other responsible and experienced man, at a nominal
Silm, say $1,000 per annum, all of which should be L1sed in the making
of such repairs as may be required on the hotel property.
THE KINSLEY PURCHASE.

In this connection attention is directed to the Kinsley property, which
,vas recently acquired by the Government and added to the West Point
reservation. There is on the Kinsley purchase an old and somewhat
dilapidated frame dwelling house, upon which the Government last
year expended in repairs $1,500. This was an expenditure of doubtful
propriety. The building has passed the period when repairs can be
made with profit. It is proposed by the Superintendent to lease this
Kinsley ''mansion" and convert it into a boarding house, the lease to
include a number of acres surrounding the house. With a boarding
house established on the Kinsley purchase the West Point Hotel would
be relieved during the summer months of the overcrowding that is
usual, additiopal accommodations would be 1:~rovided for visitors, and
those who are unable to withstand the exactions at the hotel, made
necessary by the demands of the Government to participate in the
profits, would be able to find a place to lodge. We recommend that
tile Kinsley dwelling and a certain number of acres surrounding it be
leased to a responsible party for conversion into a boarding bouse. If
this should be done we trust the Secretary of War will exercise his
authority to prevent au extP-nsion to the Kinsley purchase of the system which makes the Government a direct beneficiary of the profits
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resulting from conducting the West Point Hotel. Grant for a term of
years a lease of the Kinsley house and surrounding acres to any reputable and responsible pa,rties for a merely nominal sum, conditioned
that the house shall be made comfortable for the accommodation of
guests and that it will be conducted in accordance with regulations
to be approved by the Secretary of War, but keep the Government out
of the partnership.
What is here said in deprecation of the lease of the hotel applies t9
the leasing of the privilege of maintaining horses and vehicles .on the
post~ a privilege which should go with the lease of the hotel.
THE

ENGI~EER

BARRACKS.

The condition of the barracks occupied by the engineer company is
discreditable and should be given immediate attention. Considerable
repairs are neeued to make the barracks comfortaule. Several large
stoves are used on each of the floors for heating llU..:·poses. These
should be removed and a plant substituted for steam-heating. Due
regard for the lives of the men and safety of the public property
demand that steam should be substituted for the stoves in use, leaving
out of consideration the saving in money that would be effected in the
consumption of coal.
A new range is also urgently needed for the kitchen. The sinks,
which are in close proximity to the barracks, are in a dilapidated and
leaky condition. The bowls in use were condemned and removed from
dwellings on the post, and were unserviceable when utilized for the
closets of the engineer barracks. If these sinks were within the corporate limits of any town those responsible for the nuisance created
would be liable to prosecution. The men of the engineer company are
mostly young Americans of fine appearance and martial spirit, w,ho have
joined this corps for the educational ad vantages presented, and should
be given proper consideration by the military authorities as. to the ordinary comforts usual in garrisons in the East. At least $1,000 should
be specifically appropriated for the repair and renovation of the engineer barracks and the immediate surroniHliugs.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE.

Following is the report of the committee on Buildings and Grounds:
ROOMS OF THE BOARD OF VISITORS,

West Point, N. Y., June 8, 1891.
To the Bom·d of Visitors:
Your committee on Buildings and Grounds have the honor to report as follows:
Immediately after appointment the committee waited upon the Superintendent for
such information as was necessary to the conduct of thAir inquiries, and were furnished with memoranda hereto attached directing their attention to certain immediate requirements of the Academy and post.
These matters were thoroughly examined and inquiries extended in other directions as far as deemed advisable.
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'Ihe committee desire to express their unqualified admiration of the attention given
by the superintendent and his subordinates to the preservation and care of the buildings and grounds.
The liberal a-ppropriatiOns recently made by Congress cover with few exceptions
all the important new constructions required. There are, however, some additional
buildings needed for the comfort and convenience of the officers, cadets, and members of the garrison.
These, in connection with repairs and improvements as outlined by the superintendent, and which will be recommended in his report to the Secretary of War, are
in the main earnestly approved by the committee, many of them being sanitary requirements.
The old wooden buildings at the north side of the post are unfit for occupation
and should be removed as rapidly as possible.
The noxious gases arising from the drain undl3r cadet barracks, which is connected
with the bath rooms and urinals, indicate the necessity for their removSLl to a separate building.
'l'he improvement of the sewers and plumbing of officers' quarterl!l and administrati-re buildings is proceeding under an old appropriation, which is not sufficient to
carry the work to completion.
The attention of the committee was especially called to the fact that the space in
the library is entirely inadequate to accommodate the books. There are now 34,000
volumes on hand and the number is rapidly increasing. Books are now piled about
in every nook and corner.
It is proposed by the superintendent to make the necessary enlargement by throwing open those portions of the building at present occupied by the department of
philosophy, which will be vacated upon the completion of the new academic building, and also the rooms formerly occupied by the administrative officers and now
vacant. This change will afford about double the present space.
To effect this change and to construct the ceiling in keeping with the building the
assistance of an architect is required. An appropriation of $2,5(,0 is recommended
for the employment of a skilled architect for this purpose.
The committee can not close without remark upon the inadequacy of the hotel to
accommodate the visitors at this season of the year. 'The fittings are antiquated
and uncomfortable and not in keeping with the times. It should be renovated
throughout. We are informed that the present leaseholder pays a rental of $3,500
per annum and that his lease expires in 1892. The patronage is such as should
enable tH proprietor to afford his guests comfortable accommodations. When a
new lease is ~ade the buildings should be newly furnished throughout by the lessee.
Inthis connection the committee would call attention to the suggestion of the
superintendent that he be empowered to lease the Kensley Mansion and 10 acres of
ground surrounding it for a term of years and upon such terms as the Secretary of
War may deem most desirable for hotel purposes. This would relieve the present
establishment, take care of the overflow during the summer months, and by competition secure comfortable accommodations to the parents and friends of cadets.
Aside from the points mentioned we find nothing coming within the scope of our
inquiries to criticise.
Respectfully s~bmitted.

D. w. PAYNE.
8. W. T. LANHAM.
ROBERT 0. FULLER.

SUPPLIES AND EXPENDITURES FOR CADETS.
Committee on Supplies and Expenditures for Cadets.-Messrs.
W. T. LANHAM, and JOHN M. CAHSON.

JULIUS C. BURROWS,

SA1\1UEL

The Department of Cadet Supplies is in charge of Oapt. W. F.
Spurgin, Twenty-first Infantry, whose remarkable ability in this particular line of duty has been so conspicuous as to induce the authorities to retain him beyond the usual period set apart for a term of service at the Academy. The Board made a thorough inspection of this
department, and, although its administration em braces several distinct
lines of duty and a variety of detail, it was found in perfect order, with
machinery working harmoniously, every division of labor and responsibility being under the constant supervision of oue head and the results being· satisfactory to the cadets, for whose benefit this organization
was created.
Captain Spurgin sustains a variety of relations to the cadets. First,
he is treasurer, and as such receives all moneys allowed for pay and
disburses it; second, he is quartermaster for the Cadet Oorps, purchasing all supplies in the form of clothing and having all articles of uniform,
including shoes, made up, each cadet being measured for his clothing;
third, he is commissary for the Oorps of Cadets, purchasing all subsistence supplies needed and having these prepared, cooked, and serYed.
In short Captain Spurgin has charge of everything connected with
the feeding, clothing, washing, mending, and furnishing of bed rooms
for the cadets. To discharge these multifarious duties with a degree
of efficiency to give satisfaction requires, in the first place, taste, aptitude and industry and, in the second, careful training and extended
experience. These are combined in Captain Spurgin.
We concur in the recommendations made by previous Boards of
Visitors that Captain Spurgin should be permanently attached to the
Academy and continued in the discharge of his present duties. We
believe the interests of the Academy and the military service would be
promoted by appointing this officer to the pay corps of the .Army, to
the end that, in addition to his present duties, he could perform tile
duty now performed by a regular paymaster in paying the officers of
the Military Academy and the troops constituting the post of West
Point.
This department is closely related to the well-being of the individual
cadet and the discipline of the corps. If the food furnished be not
sufficient in quantity, wholesome in quality, well-cooked, and pl'operly
served there will be discontent, resulting in demoralization'and the un831
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dermining of discipline. The testimony of the cadets to the character
of administration of Captain Spurgin is supplemented by the universal
commendation of the officers at the Academy, and both these are given
emphasis by the splendid dis_c ipline of the Corps of Cadets.
The Board visited the several divisions of this department in a body
anci found each in the highest state of efficiency. The laundry is well
supplied with all necessary machinery and appliances for the performance of the best class of work, and is managed with skill and economy;
the quartermaster's division is well supplied with everything needed for
the comfort and convenience of the cadets, and when the building to
be used as a storehouse is constructed, which was authorized by the
last Congress, the capacity of the tailor and shoe shops will be materially extended; the kitchen and pantries of the cadet mess are in good
order and well supplied with all necessary machinery and utensils.
Members of the Board visited the kitchen at different times during
the preparation for meals, and upon one occasion, without previous notice to Captain Spurgin or any of his assistants, we proceeded in a body
to the dining hall after the corps was seated for dinner, and each member selecting a table, so that we were scattered over the hall, had the
pleasure of dining with the cadets, and in this way were enabled to
test the quality of the food served. From this experience, as, well as
from close scrutiny into all the methods employed in preparing, cook·
ing, and serving the food, we have no hesitation in saying that the meals
furnished the cadets are as good as can be supplied with the means at
hand, and that, as regards quantity, variety, preparation, wholesomeness, and service, they are all that can be desired. The cost for board
to each cadet is between $16 and $17 per month.
The character and variety of the duties performed by Captain Spurgin and the method of disbursing the pay of cadets is best explained
in the words of that officer : ·
I perform the duties of treasurer of the Military Academy, and have the manage·
ment of all affairs appertaining to the cadet quartermaster's department, cadet subsistence department, aBd cadet laundry. The treasurer handles all moneys appertaining exclusively to cadets personally and to the above-named departments. The
receipt and disbursement of such moneys requires twenty-eight separate and distinct
accounts.
The cadet quartermaster's department supplies everything required by a eadet for
his personal service (excepting his subsistence), and which is paid for out of his pay.
The cadet subsistence department supplies the cadet his food, which is well cooked,
wholesome, aud in variety according to season.
All supplies are purchased in open market, wherever the best article at least cost
may be obtained.
The pay of each cadet is $45 per month, or a total of $540 a year. In addition be
receives medical attendance and medicines, q narters, fuel for heating same, and coal
for gas, free; be also derives benefit from all general appropriations for the Academy.
The income of a cadet is expended for his subsistence, clothing, text-books, for services of all persons connected with the domestic branch of the Academy, such as the
barber, shoublacks, those engaged in policing the barracks, for laundrying and in
defraying all of his necessary expenses at the Academy.
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Four dollars of his monthly pay is set aside each settlement, and constitutes what
is known as his equipment fund, amounting during the four years to $192; which
sum be receives on graduation, or in case his connection with the Academy is severed
prior to graduation, the accrne<l amonnt, whatever it may be.
Cadets found deficient receive whatever may be du~ to date of discharge, and in
addition a sum e<1nivalent to one day's pay as a cadet for every 20 miles of the distance from West Point to their homes, as determined by the official table of distances
published by the Paymaster-General U. S. Army; he al~o receives through the disbursing officer of the Academy, from Congressional appropriation, the actual cost of
his traveling expenses, including sleeping-berth, to his home.
I consider the income of a cadet, taken in connection with the sum which he deposits on entering the Academy-viz, $100, and which defrays the cost of his :first
outfit-sufficient, but no more than sufficient~ for all of his actual necessities under
economical management.
STATEMENT .OF CAPT. W. F. SPURGIN.
HEADQUARTERS

U.

S. MILITARY ACADEMY,

0:FFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER, AND COMMISSARY OF CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., Octobe1· 6,

1~91.

SIR: Referring to exhibits F-A and F-B, pages 100 to 104 inclusive, Report of the
Board of Visitors to the U.S. Military Academy for 1887, I have the honor to transmit herewith the following:
Abstract of cost of provisions, property, etc., used, issued, and consumed at the
cadet mess U. S Military Academy, West Point, N.Y., from May 1, 1889, to May 30,
1891, four years, which taken in connection with exhibit F-A above referred to, completes the table f, ,r seventeen years previous to date last above given.
The notes relative to the cadet mess following exhibit F-A, Report of 18t:!7, are
respe,ctfu1ly referred to, exhibiting correctly the workings of the mess to-day.
Statement exhibiting the work performed at the cadet laundry, West Point, N.Y.,
during the year ending April 30, 1891, with schedule of prices changed for laundry
work.
The extension of the laundry asked for in 1887 was granted and now the cadet
laundry is well equipped with necessary machinery and is of·sufficient capacity.
Memorandum of clothing manufactured and repaired in the tailor shops, cadet
quartermaster's department, for the year ending April 30, 1991.
Many members of the graduating class took advantage of their privilege to obtain
their uniform dress coats, trousers, blouses, and capes at the Cadet Quartermaster's
_Department, and the articles of officers' uniform mentioned above were principally for
members of the graduating class.
The addition to the cadet quartermaster's storehouse, authorized by Congress, is
approaching completion and will when :finished supply the necessary room for storage
of supplies, workshops, etc.
Respectfully submitted.

W. F. SPURGIN,
Captain of Twenty-first Infantry,
Treasurer D. S. Military Academy, Quartermaster and Comrnissary of Cadets.
Maj.

JOHN M. CARSON,

Secretary Boa1·d of Visitors
U. S. Militm·y Academy, Washington City, D. C.
(Through the adjutant's office, U. S. Military Academy.)
WAR 91-VOL I--53
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..dbst1·act of cost of prol'isions, Jn-operty> etc., used, issued, and consumc(l at the cadt'f's
mess, U.S . .Milita1'y Acaclemy, Wtst Point, N. Y., f1·on~ May 1, 181:57, to .Ap1'il 30, 1l:l91.
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Tabulated statement of numbtT of a1·ticles laund1·ied fTom July 1, 1l:l90, to Jnne 30, 1891.
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February __________ -----March .. __ •••. __ ... 505
April. ............. -----May ... _•.. _. ____ ••. _. . . .
.Juue .............. .:...:..=...=..

1,720
957 1,340.
1,677
9-!u 1,276
2, OH5 1, 125 1, 695
1,()94
935 1,394
1, ()95
9~3 1, 4()9
1,2!)0 ~ 1,5091

2,720
2, 529
3,110
2,311
2, 358
3, 008

763
736
932
778
753
679

2,242
2,29-!
2, i94
2,327
2, 539
2,640

-~--,--,-8,610 380 3,862 3,20lt3,752t 4,844
8, 559 637 3, 683 2, 885 r4. 017;} 4, 097

2,598
2, :J87
2,944
2,2-!7
2, 268
2, 860

6,353 328 5,381 3,56i~4,888
45
6 14,02-! 2,6GO 2,50t'~
16 ... _. -~3, 946 :J, 6:lH~ 2, 352~
...... ... _. 5, 029 3, 312& 2, 531
1

1~ - -----3,854

2,082
2,13:1
2, 721

43
11 3,870
6
3 14, 912
2,1:~5
8 ...... 3,997
2, 307 3, ~851 386 4, 089
2,3171 (),4-!l 3G4 14,065

6,077
4,316
4, 754
6, 0()6

2,484~2,203~ 4,807
2,441 2,114<! 4,3!J3
3, 009 2, 667 5, 5()3
2,534~ 2,344~ 4,706
~. 705 2, 790! 4, 629
2,840 :~,151 4,496

11

1

1, 805 19, 02811, 209!18, 688 8, 862 30, 872 2o, 999\33, 367\~' 115 5o, 712\34, 369 35~ 32tl58, 748
1

.

2

a:l

ai

Month.

-~

p.

t
0

0

1890.
.July .... __ ...... _..
August ....... ---September---·---Oetobt>r ........ - _.
November .. _---._.
December . __ . _....
1891.
.Jan nary.-----·.--.
:Febl'uary ... __ ....
March ....... -----April ......................
:May . ........... --Juno--------------

..
rn

~

0
0

.:::>
~

"='
~
0

,.Q

rn

..:;;

2

~

~

ai

.5

ai

rn

~
.:::>
"='

~

rn

Ql

.!:>
-+'>

·a

.
0

~

..L.- - -

0

.!:l
p.,
oj

....
c.!:l

- -

4, 400~
3, 84()~
4, 381
2, 744
2, 507
3, 230

8, 976 1, 506 1, 600
8, 269 1, 824 1, 825
8, 535 1, 803 1, 805
4, 717
780
793
4, 274
743
745
624
6:!6
5, 301

147
188
402
180
190
181

2
2
11
4
6
1

2, 305
2, 277
2, !J98
2, 893t
3,108
3, 431

4,194
528
529
4, 270
713
710
5, 550
830
831
5, 097
715
715
941
942
5, 587
6, 887 l, 638 1, 641

118
179
175
171
184
173

4
3
42
11
52
21

4l

'bn

~

-~

<l)

-~

2

-~p.,

,.!d

"='oj

~
c.!:l

"'

~

IXl

ai

<l)

~

p.

~

<l)

rn
P------2
1
4
1
3

::l

A

........... ...........
18
29

d

Total
pieces.

:Ei

~
~

-------

2
1 ....
4 ........ ---- ··--115
28 ---2
6
3 .. ..... ........
6 ........ ...... .......
7
---- . .....
2

14
4
14
4

i

bt

14
11
14
1
1

-----

50, 313ll'
48,264
55, 8~0~
32, 3871!
31,852
39, 525~

1
2
1 ...... ......... .......
2 .......
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
3

30,228
30, 089~
38, 4()0
32, 46:l}
38, 510!
44,343
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Memorandmn of clothing manufactured and repaired in the tailor shops, Cadet Qum·te1·maste1·'s Depa1·tmeut, for the year ending April 30, 1891.
Manufactured.

Articles.

mouses:
Gray ............................................................. .
Olliccrs .................................................................. .
:Joats:
Dress .................•...................................................
Over- ............•.•...•.................... . .............................
rackets:
l:5hell . ....•.•...........................•............•....................
White ................... . ....... -·· ...... ··-·····················---··--·
:frum'<ers:
Gray ............................ .......................................... .

362

Itepairetl.

640

()0

216
160

375
276

59
175

1, 083

White ............................................................... . ... .
Officers .................................................................. .
Dress coats, officers . ......................................................... .
Officers' capes ........................................................... .

565
59
81
044106
17
16

Total .................................................................. .

2, 520

4,03()

~li~~~l~i~ ~::::: :::::: ~ ::~ ~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1, 666

Laundry p1·iee list.
Oents.
:;nothesbags-.. ...... ...... ....... .. .. .•. ....
2
Sheets......................................
3
Pillowcases.................................
2
White shirts . .............................. .
Nightshirts ............................... .
3
Undershirts ............................... .
2
Drawers ................................... .
2
'\Vhitetrousers ...................... ..... :.
4
White jackets ............................. .
4
Towels .................................... ..
2
1
Socks, pairs ............................... ..
1
Gloves, pairs ............................... .
Handkerchiefs ............................ ..
1

Oents.
2
Cnffs, pairs.................................
Collars......................................
1
Shoulder belts..............................
1
Waist belts.................................
1
Sword belts ................................ .
Gray trousers............................... 10
Gray jacketR.... ............................ 10
Bl::tnltet~, single.............................
10
Spreads..................................... 10
Vests.......................................
4
Dusters . ....................................
3
Bathing suits.......................... ....
2

REPORT OR THE COMMITTEE.

Following is the report of the committee on Supplies and Exvenditures for Cadets:
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 9, 1891.
To the Board of Visitors:
The committee on Supplies and Expenditures for Cadets submits the following
report:
Your committee made frequent and careful examination into the supply department, visiting the mess hall and kitchen at various hours and making an inspection
of the food and clothing supplies. In every particular the higll standard of excellence in the quality of materials and in their intelligent preparation for the consumption of cadets which has marked the administration of this department under
the direction of Capt. W. F. Spurgin has been maintained.
The supplies purchased are of tlle very best quality and the prices paid are as low
as similar supplies can be purchased in the wholesale markets. The system of
accounts is perfect and are so kept that the entire history of every individual transaction may be exhibited at any time. Recent improvements and additions made to
the culinary department seem to make further expenditure unnecessary at this time.
The dining hall, however, should be supplied with a tile floor. The presellt wood
floor is in fair condition, but will necessarily have to be replaced the coming year.
'l'he daily tramp of nearly 300 men three times each day is calculated to wear out a
wood floor in a comparatively short time.
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In addition to this wear, a wood floor has frequently to be scrnbued with soap and
water, which, for a considerable time following the operation, gives forth an odor
suggesting the close proximity of a laundry and taiating the atmosphere of the room
to a degree that is very unpleasant during the time that meals are being served.
Previous boards of visitors have directed at,tention to this matter and recommended
tllat the wood flooring be replaced with tiles. Your committee believe that such a
change is demanded, that it would be more economical than wood, and that it would
certainly be more wholesome and comfortable than wood. Your committee therefore renew the recommendations made in previous years for an appropriation to
tile the floor of the dining hall.
Respectfully submitted.
J. C. BURROWS,
8. W. T. LANHAM.
JOHN M. CARSON.

FISCAL AFFAIRS OF THE ACADEMY. .
Cornmittee on Fiscal A_ffai1'8.-Messrs.

JOSEPH

A. SCRANTON, ROBERT 0 . FULLER,

ancl DAVID W. PAYNE.

The :fiscaJ affairs of the Academy and the methods of administration
are set forth in the report of the committee in charge of this branch
and the papers which accompany the report. The pay of a cadet is
$45 per month. The corps is mustered for pay every two months,
when muster rolls are made out by the tactical officers in charge of
cadet companies. These rolls are transmitted by the commandant of
cadets to the treasurer of the Academy, by whom they are in turn
transmitted to the chief paymaster of the Department of the East at
New York. An of.ficer of the Pay Corps is then designated to pay the
rolls, and this officer deposits the amount required to do this with the
assistant treasurer of the United States at New York to the credit of
the treasurer of the Military Academy, to be drawn upon by the lattc.='r
in his official capacity as treasurer of the Corps of Cadets. When
thus drawn the money is credited to the cadets individually, bnt the
cadet is not permitted to handle any part of this money nor permitted
to have in his possession money from any source whatever. When be
goes on furlough at the end of two years from entrance or when be
severs his connection with the Academy, he is given whatever money
is due him, but under no other circumstances, and at no other times, is
the cadet permitted to be possessed of money.
The account of each cadet is kept by the treasurer of the Academy~
each individual being furnished with a pass book upon which all items
of debit and credit are entered, so that the cadet can see at all times
bow his account stands. Out of the monthly pay of eaeh cadet there
is set aside the sum of $4, thus reducing his allowance for s.u bsistence
to $41 per month. The $4 held back is for the purpose of creating au
equipment fund with which to purchase the necessary outfit upon graduation. This equipment fund amounts to $192 in four years. Out of the
remaining $41 of his monthly pay the cadet must pay for subsistence,
clothing, washing, text books, policing barracks, gas, barber, baths,
shoeblack, etc. Subsistence costs about $16 per month. The cost of
clothing depends upon the care exereised by the individual cadet.
Washing is an expensive item in summer when white clothes are worn,
but it is not so expensive as a whole. For policing barracks a cbarg·e
of 85 cents per month is made against eauh cadet, and the charge for
837
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gas is 50 cents per month. The charge for baths, shoeblack, etc., vary
from GO to 80 cents per month. Notwithstanding these numerous
charges the pay of the cadet is sufficient to maintain him at the
Aca<.lemy by the exercise of proper economy. In the enforced economy
which he is obliged to constantly practice the cadet acquires l.tabits of
economy which usually adheres to him through life. At all events he
is t~ught to practice economy in his personal expenditures while at the
Academy and the lessons thus inculcated for a period of four years can
not fail to be beneficial.
REPORT OF THE COMMI'l'TEE.

Following is the report of the committee on Fiscal Affairs:
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 9, 1891.
To the Board of Visit01·s :
The committee on Fiscal Affairs respectfully present the following report:
vVe have carefully examined the methods of conducting the fiscal affairs of the
Academy and find they are dual in character. First, that which relates to the pay,
sn bHistence, and clothing of the Corps of Cadets, and second, that which relates to
the building <..nd grounds and the subsistence of the enlisted men of the garrison of
W eHt Point and of the animals nsed in the cavalry and artillery instruction of the
ca<lds. The former is under charge of Capt. W. F. Spurgin, Twenty-first Infantry,
and the latter under Ca.pt. William H. Miller, of tho Qnarterm:tster's Department.
Your committee visited the office of Captain Spurgin, examined his records and
books of account, and received from him a fnll verbal explanation of the way in which
he cotHlucts his exceedingly interesting and important department.
From the examination of the office made by your committee the following appears:
The pay of a cadet is $45 per month. Every 2 months a muster-roll of each
company of carlets is made out and these rolls are forwarded by Captain Spurgin to
the proper paymaster. They are then paid by placin~ to the credit of Captain Spurgin, as treasurer of the Uniterl States :Military Academy, with the assistant treasurer
of the United States at the city of New York, the entire sum of the rolls.
Iu Captain Spurgin's office twenty-eight separate accounts are kept. His office is
the bank of the cadets. Their personal <leposits consist of the sums deposited by
them when they first report and their regular bimonthly pay.
The cadet never handles any part of his pay excepting when he goes on furlough
or severs his connection with the Academy. Captain .:3purgin k~eps an account with
each cadet. Each cadet l1as an acconnt book and can see at any settlement just how
his account stands and the items of debit and credit of which it is composed.
On t of the mont.hly pay ($45) of the cadet there is withheld the sum of $4 monthly.
This is under no circumstances to be expended prior to his graduation. It makes
what, is termed the equipment fund, and in 4 years amounts to $192. It is expended
by tLe cadet upon his graduation in unying his equipment as an ofti.eer.
Out of the $41 thus remainin5 as the available monthly pay of the cadet all of his
expt'nses are paid through Captain Spnrgin. The cadet thus pays for his subsistence,
clothing, text-books, waHhing, policing l.Jarracks, gas, barber, shoe-black, oaths, etc.
His subsistence costs him upon an average about $16 per month. It is a close matter
to Jive npon $41 per month, bnt it; is done under this sylltem and the cadet is taught
that invaluaule lesson, to live within his ruea11s.
C:1ptain Spurgin's system of pnrveyi11g and his management of the cadet mess are
admimble in every way. The young men are well fed. This is the result of careful
syHtcm and close personal attention to details by Captain Spurgin. IIo poss<'SSPS
great natural aptitude for his prcHer;.t position and it is the opinion ofyonr committee
that he should be retained iu it.
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Your committe~:' also examined the books and papers of Captain Miller, and received from him full and satisfactory explanations of the methods of conducting
business. Attached to this report is a. statement from Captain Miller showing the
amounts appropriated, disbursed, and remaining unexpended under the several beads
of appropriations for the support of the Academy for the current fiscal year. There
is also app~nded a statement from Captain Spurgin exhibiting condition of funds in
his charge.
Attention is directed to the fact that the cadets were required to pay $1,017 for
gas during the year. Your committee believe that Congress sboulcl make an appropriation for the manufacture of gas to avoid this charge against the cadets.
Your committee .have no criticism to make upon the conduct of the fiscal affairs of
the Academy so far as they are administered by Captains Spurgin and Miller. Both
these officers conduct their business under systems made perfect by years of usage,
and we found each of them efficient and industrious officers and attentive a11d com•teous gentlemen.
Respectfully submitted.

A.

JOSEPH
ROBERT
DAVID

0.

w.

SCRANTON,
FULLER,
PAYNE,
Con~rnittee.

STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN MILLER.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
QUARTEHMASTER'S OFFICE,

West Point, N. Y., June 9, 1891.
SIR: In accordance with your request, I have the honor to inclose herewith for
the information of the Board of Visitors an abstract showing the amounts appropriated, disbursed, and remaining unexpended under the several heads of appropriations for tht\ support of the Military Academy during the fiscal year 1890-'91.
The funds shown on the abstract as received have been supplied by request of the
honorable Secretary of War upon requisition of the Superintendent of the Military
Academy forwarded at such times as the necessities of the service demanded.
The amount reported as disbursed is supported by vouchers which are forw&rde'l
monthly to the War Department for the approval of the Secretary of War and then
transmitted to the Treasury Department for audit.
The amount reported as unexpended is deposited to my official credit, as disbursing officer, in the subtreasury of the United States in New York City. At the end
of the :fiscal year such funds as are not needed to cancel outstanding indebtedness
will be transferred to the Treasurer of th~ United States.
In addition to the funds referred to in Abstract A, herewith, I inclose an abstract
of the fund known as the "gas fund."
Congress annually appropriates $:'3,500 for gas, coal, oil, candles, lanterns, matd1e~;~
chimneys, and wicking for lighting the academy, chapel, library, cadet barmcats,
mess hall, shops, hospital, offices, stables and riding hall, sidewalks, camp, and
wharves.
'rhe gas consumed in these places cost more than the amount appropriated. A tax
therefore becomes necessary. Gas consumed at all places not enumerated in the act
is sold at actual cost of manufacture with a small increase for con1 ingencies, which
includes a portion of the deficiency above named and also provides for contiug<'~'t
repairs which experience bas shown to be necessary from time to time. The r~
mainder of the deficiency is charged to cadets. They pay for gas at the rate of 3C
cents per month for the time they are actually present.
Attention is invited to the amounts paid by the several classes of persons consum
ing gas.
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I nlso inclose an abstract of the fund known as the "Special contingent fund,
U. S. M. A .. " which is derived from the reut of certain public structures at this post.
Ccngress autltorizcs its expenditure under the supervision of the Superintendent of
the Academy, the same to ce accounted for annually, accompanied by proper vouchers, to the Secretary of War.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

w. H. MILLER,
Captain and Assistant Qum·tennaster,
U.S. A., Disbursing Officer, U.S. M.A.

A. SCRANTON,
Chainnan Committee on Fiscal Affairs.

Hon. JOSEPH

Abstmct of app1·op1·iations made for the suppm·t of the Military Academy jot· the fiscal
year ending J1me 30, 1891, disbnrsed by Capt. W. H. Miller, assistant qnarterrnaster,
U. S ..L11·my, disbttrsing officer U. S. Militm·y Academy.

1891.

Unnexbal.
ance on
hand.

CnrrentandorrlinaryexpcMes .... . ............•..•••.••..•.... $61,4,31.15
MiRPrllaneow; items and incidental expenses..................... 21,020.00
lluil<ling>< and grou111lA .............••.••...••....•.... --... •. . . .
60, 000. 00
NewAeademy building .........••.••.........••..••..••..•••••.. 16,000.00
New gymnasium building .......••..••..•••••.••..••..••..•••.... 53,500.00

$49,716.14
16,123.33
48,869.75
11,873.09
21,678.69

$11,715.01
4, 896. 67
11,130.25
4, 126. 9L
31,821. 31

Total. .••...•••.•.••..••••••••...•••••.••.·••.••••..•••••.... 211, 951. 15

148,261. 00

63,690.15

Amount
received.

Expended
to Include
.Tune 9,

pend~d

I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported have
all been made by the undersigned on vouchers approved by the Superintendent of the
Military Academy.

WEST

. W. H. MILLER,
Captain and Asst. Q. M.: U. S. Army, Disbut·sing Officer, U. S.M. A.
PoiNT, N. Y., June 9,1891.

Abstmct of t·ecei~ts and expenditn1·es pm·taining to the U. S. Military Academy gas fund,
between July 1, 1890, and June 9, 1891.
Reeeirpts:
Sales of
Sales of
Sales of
Sales of

coke --·· ..•••••.••••• --·· .••••..•.••..•••••.....••••..••••.
tar ....•. --·-.···--····--·--·-·--·-·-·----·-·-····---··----·
gas to officers. _____ ·----·.·-·---···--··· ____ ·----··----·-··gas to civilians. __ ._ ..•••••. ____ . _...... __ .. _... _. _. _ ... __ ..

$596.50
514.46

1,533.53

685.12
473.58
Sales of gas to buildings·----··-~--··-·--··----···----·--- ____ ·----Sales of gas to cadets .. _. _ . _____ . ____ •. ____ . ___ . ____ . ______ . __ . _ . __ _ 1,015.70
Sales of gas fixtures __ •.. ___ •. _____ •• _•. _____ .. ____ . ____ ..• ___ . __ •••.
37.33
4,8iJ6.22

Op hand July 1, 1890 .••••• -·-- .••••• ·----· •••• ··--·· •••. ··-·-· •••. ·----·

655.16

'l'o tal. ___ . __ .. _____ . _ . __ .•.... ____ .. ____ . __ . _ . __ .•••• ____ .. _. _ ••••
Expended to include June 9, 1891. ..... ··---· ·----- ·-·- ------·- ·--· ---·-·

5, 511.38
5,171.81

U uexpended balance on hand J nne 9, 1801 ___ •. __ ..••. ______ •••••••

339.57
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I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported
have all been made by the undersigned on vouchers approved by the Superintendent
of the U.S. Military Academy.
W. II. 1fiLum,
Captain and Assistant Qum·termas1·er, U.S. A., Di1·ect01· of Gas Wm·ks.
WRST POINT, N.Y., June 9, 1891.

Abst1·act of 1·eccipts and expenditnres pertaining to the special contingent fund, U. S. Military .Academy, between July 1, 18~)0, and June 9, 1891.

On hand July 1, 1890 .•••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••.•••••....•
Receipts:
ByrentofWestPointHotel ..••••........................ $3,500.00
By rent of post-office cottage..............................
112.50
By rent of public stables~----·............................
100.00
By rent of confectionery store.............................
787.50

$645.54

4,500.00

Total.............................................................
Expended to include June 9, 1891. •••• .... ••.••. .••••• ..•••. .••• •••• ••••

5, 145.54
2, 473.14

Unexpended balance on hand June 9, 1891...... . • . • . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • .
2, 672. 40
I certify that the above abstract is correct, and that the expenditures reported
have all been made by the undersigned on vouchers approved by the Superintendent
of the U. S. Military Academy.
W. H. MILLER,
Captain and Asst. Qua1·termastet·, U. S. A., 11·easttrer Special Contingent .F'und.
WEST POINT, N. Y., June 9, 1891.

STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN SPURGIN.
HEADQUAHTERS

U.S. MILITARY

ACADEMY,

OFFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER, AND COMMISSARY OF CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., June 9, 1891.
SIR: In compliance with your verbal request, I have the honor to submit the folIo wing, viz :
(1) Statement of the treasu1·er U. S. Militat·y Acadeiny, May 19, 1890.
CR.

DR.
Amount.
Assistant treasurer . .................. $29, 539.12
C:ulet ca.~ h............................
70. 00
Trustfunds...... ••.••• .....• ..•.. . ..
20,000.00
Cat~h on hand........................ .
231.26

TotaL .••••••••••••••••.•••••...

49,840.38

Amount.
Cadet laundry ....••...•••••••••.••••.
Cadet quartermaster .....•......••••.
Cadet .. nbHist ence department ...... .
Corps of Catlets ....••................
Dialectic ~oci e ty ...•••.•..••.....•.
Equipment fund ....••.....•......•..
Miscellaneous fund .....••...••...••.

$4,724.52
7, 731.98

Total...........................

49,840.38

531.49

7, 211.21
25.48
29,606.00

9. 70
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(2) Statement of 1·eceipt8 and di.sbursernents made by the treasurer U. 8. Militm·y Academy
j1·orn May 19, 1890, to May 19, 1891.
Amount.

Amount.

nJ&BURSEMENT8.

RECEIPTS.

Assistant treasuret· (deposited) ...... $151,266.06
Ba!Rnc .. s paid......................... l'il, 302. 29
Barber, etc............................
568. 60
Cadet cash............................ 11,433. 7l
Cadet hospital........................
2, G15. 81
Cadet laundry........................
8, 643.28
Cadet <1uarto1-maflter . ... .. ........... n, 222. 57
Cadet subsistence department........ 55, 501. 72
Confectioner..........................
148. 00
Corp::! of Cadets .....•.......•••..•.••. 169,377. SG
Damages, ordnance...................
24.24
Dan dug ..............................
615. oo
Dentist...............................
719.00
Depo>~its . . . . . . . .. .......... ..........
16, 6cl2. 53
Diatectic Society......................
317.13
Equipment fund...................... 10,888.00
Expressage...........................
20. 30
Gas.... . . . . . . . . . .. . •. .••••• ...... .. .
1, 070. 60
Hops and german . . .. . .. .. • .. .. .. • .. ..
1, G20. 90
Miscellaneous fnnd .... • • .... .. .... .. .
3:!. 50
Miscellaneous items..................
545. G-1
Oaths ...... ......... ...... ............
2·1. 50
Paynu1 ::~ter...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . • . • • • .. .. 151, 356. 06
Periodicals . .. .. . . • • . • • • • • . .. • • • . .. .. .
58. 30
Photographs ... ......................
70,50
Policing barracks, etc . .. . .. .. • • .. .. ..
5, G95. 83

Assistant treasurer (amount of
chocks drawn) .................... . $151, 089.34
13, 302.39
Balanre!:' paid .......................·•
Bar uer, etc ........................ ..
568. GO
Catlet cash ......................... .
11, 503.71

8:~~~ fa ~~~~~;::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

0

26.82
551.96
20.50
151, 2U6, 06
58.30
70.50
5,730. 23

Total...........................

67G, 345.00

Total . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • •. .... .. .. G74, 777. 03

(~)

2, 62-1.19
459. 99

!!,

Cadet quartermaster ................ .
Cadet subsi::~tence department ...... .
Confecti.1ner ........................ .
Corps of Cadt•ts .............. . ..... .
Damages, ordnance .....••...........
Dancing ........................... ..
Den ti~:~t .... .. .................. - .... .
Deposits ............................ .
DialocticSociety ......•....••........
Equipment fund .................... .
Expressage .... " .................... .
Gas . ... .... ......................... .
Hops andgerman ................... .
.:\fiscellaneous fund ................. .
l\[iscellaneou s items ................ .
Oaths . .............................. .
Paymaster ......................... .
Periodicals ........ . : . ............ ..
Photographs ....................... .
Policing barracks, etc ..•......••.... .

66, 389.23

55,638, 05
148.00
173,738. 16
24.24
615.00
71!J. 00
16, 832.53
310. 40
12, 926.00
20.30
1, 070. 60
1,6~0.

!JO

Statement of the treasttrm· U. 8. Military Academy, May 19, 1891.
Amount.

A!lsistant treasurer ........ .. .......... $29,715.84

¥~~~~~~lt!~d~· ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cash ou haud.........................

Total . . .. .. .. • • . .. • • • • • • • • • . . .. .

0~~: ~~

20,
1,799. 23

Amount.
Cadet ho~piml. ..................... .
C:ull't laundry .................... .
Cadet q uartermastcr . ... . ........... .
Cadetsuusi>-t.Pllce depal'tment ..... .
Corp~ of Cadets ...........•..........
Deposits ... . ....................... ..
Dialeetic Soeiety ................... .
Equipme11t. fund .................. ..
M b;cdlam·on>! fund ........ .......... .
Misrcllaneous items ................ .
Policing barracks, etc ............. ..

18.75
31, 644. 00
4.02
G. 32
34.40

Total . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. • • . .. . . . .

51, G05. 07

51, 605. 07

$8 . 38
5, 541.23

1, 89::1.64
OH7. 82
11,571.51
HJO. 00

I have the honor to ask attention to the Report of the Board of Visitors for 18!)0,
p. 19, where reference is made to previously published statements and communications from this office contained in the Reports of the Board of Visitors for 1887 and
H·8~1, which gi vc full information relative to the n.ffairs of this office, and have the
honor to be,
Very respectfn~Iy, your obedient servant,
WM. F. SPURGIN,
Captain Twenty-ji1·st In[ant1·y, Tl'easnn1· U. S. Nilitm·y Academy.
• lion. JOSEPH A. ScRANTON,

Chairman Connnittee on Fiscal L:(ffairs.
HEADQUARTERS

u. s. MILlTARY

ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., Jnne 9, 1891
Respectfully tra.nsmitted to Hon. J. A. Scmut.ou, memuer Bon.rd of Visitors.
By order of Colonel Wilson:
J. M. CA HSO!\'", .Jr.,
Second Ucutenant Fifth Cavalry, Adjtttant
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MISCELLANEOUS.
THE MILITARY ACADEMY BAND.

The condition of the Military Academy band was giYen careful consideration by the Board. The matter was discussed with Colonel Wilson
and other officers of the Academy, and able arguments were made by
Lieut. Edward E. Harden, of the Seventh Infantry, who has charge of
the band, and by Bandmaster Clappe, in favor of a reorganization.
These gentlemen presented facts and figures which impressed the Board
with the belief that the band should be increased in numbers, and that
it should be reorganized so that good musicians would be attracted to
it. As at present constituted it is surprising that musicians of any
merit can be induced to rema.in in the Academy band. Indeed, the
greatest difficulty is experienced in securing musicians and in retaining them after they have been secured. The band is now limited to 24
pieces, and the men are graded into three classes, who are paid $17,
$24, and $34 per month, respectively. It is notorious that the bands of
the United States Army are poorly equipped, inadequately paid,
and small in numerical strength. They are not to lJe compared with
first clas~ civilian bands in our own country, nor with the regimental
bands of any country which maintains a military establishment. "While
it is not within the province of this Board to ofl'er suggestions and
make recommendations so far as the bands of the Army are concerned,
we do earnestly recommend legislation looking to the reorganization of
the Military Academy band. Music has become an important factor
in our national life, and viewed either in its educational tendencies or
as a source of amusement for the people, should command the attention
of the Government.
While private enterprise has furnished grand orchestras, splendid
bands, and fine choral bodies, our Government has done absolutely
nothing to keep pace with the growth and development of music, nor
has anything been done to encourage a taste for music among the people. A national band so wretchedly equipped as that at the Academy
is an offense against the music-loving people of the United States and
a discredit to the Government. 'l'bis band should be placed upon a
respectable footii1g in its equipment, its numerical strength, and the
monthly pay of its members, and this can be done at so comparati\"'el;r
a small addition to the present aunnal allowance that we are hopeful
Congress will act favorably upon this recom me11dation. Tue Worl<l's
Fair at Uhicago will doubtless bring to our country some of the famous
843
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bands of Europe and Spanish America, and this fact furnishes an additionaJ reason for preparing the band at the Academy, the only distinctive band known to our military service, for presenting a creditable
appearance. The band of the . t\..cademy
.
may not be called upon to compete at Chicago with the bands of other countries, but West Point will
undoubtedly be visited during the season of the fair by distinguished
military, and by skillful and accomplished musicians, men from every
country of the world. These men are in the habit of hearing wenequipped bands perform, and to them the Military Academy band with
twenty-four pieces will present a sorry spectacle.
We believe that the bandmaster at the Military Academy should
have the grade of a second lieutenant of infantry. The nature of his
duties, the scientific and theoretic knowledge required, his relation to
the discipline of the men under his charge, require that the position
should be made one of relatively official equality with other instructors
at the institution. The band should be increased to at least 40 performers, divided into two classes, and paid as much as similar talent is
paid in civil life. The men should be enlisted for no other duty than
that properly belonging to a band, and should be given every opportunity to exercise their professional skill not inconsistent with military
discipline, as well for the benefit of the people at large as for the Government. There is no reason why West Point should not furnish
trained musicians as well as trained officers for the Army, and we
believe that the band at the Academy coulo be made to do this with
very little effort and at a trifling expense above tllat now paid' for the
present band organization. If a proper organization was established
the chief musicians for the Army could be drawn from the Military
Academy Band, and young men could be trained at West Point to be
drummers and trumpeters, and sent to regiments fully prepared to
perform their duties.
If a system should be adopted such as is here outlined~ the men sent
to West Point for instruction in music could be ut.ilized in the band
of the Academy while undergoing instruction, and in this way that
organization would gain additional numerical strength while acting as
a practical school for musicians for the Army. Whether the band is or
is not increased by the action of Congress, we recommend that the
Secretary of War direct that all recruits for the field music of the
Army enlisted within a certain radius of West Point be sent there for
instruction. The advantage which would follow the establishment at
WestPoint of a school for musicians is pointed out iu a communication
from Bandmaster Clappe to the secretary of the Board, which is appended to. this report, and to which the attention of the Secretary of
War and the Adjutant-General of the Army are invited.
The Board after fully considering this matter unanimously decided
to recommend the following:
(1.) Tllat the bandmaster be given the grade of a second lieutenant
of infantry, with the pay and allowances of that grade.
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(2.) That an assistant bandmaster be established to rank as a chief
musician, with the pay and allowances of that grade.
(3.) Til at the band te increased to 40 performers, to b~ tli videcl into
two chtHses. The first class to consist of 25 performers, to be paid $40
per month each; the second class to consist of 15 performers, o be paid
$:~0 per month each. Both classes to have the allowances uow granted
enlisted men.
(4) That at least 20 recruits be sent every year to West Point for
instruction in music, these recruits to be retained there at least 12
mont!Js before being assigned to regiments.
The amount now annually appropriated for the pay of the band at
the Academy is $9,240. Should it be increased to 40 performers, and
classified as we here recommend, the annual appropriation would be
$17,400,an increase of only $8,160, a very insignificant sum when the
great advantages that would attend it are considered. We have no
doubt that this increase would be approved by the great majority of
the people.
VIEWS OF BANDMASTER CL.A.PPE.

Following is the letter addressed to the secretary of the Board by Mr.
Arthur A. Clappe, teacher of music and bandmaster at the Academy:
WEST POINT, N. Y., September 14, 1891.
DEAR SIR: In compliance with your request I beg to submit the following suggestions and recommendations relative to the reorgaization and improvemeut of the
U. S. Military Academy Baurl.
By act of Congress the band is limited to 24 musicians and 1 teacher of music.
The nnmber, asille from other considerations, is too small to produce that volume of
tone necessary to distinctly mark the cadence for a body of troops on the march.
This fact is recognized on all hands, and nowhere more than among the regiments
of the State National Guards. For instance, among the New York regiments the
bands average a membership of 55 skilled performers. The Seventh Regiment turns
out with at least 50, the Twenty-second with 6;), the Seventy-first with 50, and it has
been decidt·d to increase the strength of the baud of the Sixty-ninth Hegiment to 65
instrumentalists. The reason of this large membership is to insure the music being
heard by troops in rear of t.he column.
When it is remembered that usually such regiments parade in the confined thoroughfares of large cities, and that the buildings on either side, reflecting the tone,
add to ita volume, or at least do not permit the tone to escape, it must be admitted
that the experience leading up to and compelling the support of sqch large musical
organizations is the outcome of the positive needs of the situation, not purely ideal
nor an effort for show.
If, then, it be necessary, under such circumstances and where the conditions are
favorable for t!Je propagation of sound, to have aud maintain huge bands for military purpose~, is it not doubly so where, as at West Point, the band, so inferior in
point or nuu:bers, invariably performs on a large open plain, where the music is diffused and lost before really achieving the purpose for which intended Y
But apart from the purely military uses of the U. S. Military Academy band the
artistic side of its duties, as ex.hibited in concerts it is called upon to perform, should
be considered. It is in these performances as well as upon the parade that the band
is expected to maintain tne credit of the only military institution of a great country.
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The only legalized and representative band of our military s~Tstem should be adequate to fulfill its functions in equal degree with the leading ba.nds of the armies of
France, Germany, an<l England. It can not reasonably be expected to do this UTiless
liberal provision is made for its, maintenance. Although every possible effort is made
to arrive at good results with the material at our disposal here, I am deeply conscious oft~ fant that visitors to the Academy, among whom are included ministers,
military men, and persons of distinction from foreign countries, carry away with
thorn the impression that the musical appreciation of those who legislate for the Army
is of a low standard.
Though Congress has enacted that the band rJhall consist of 24 musicians and 1
teacher of music, the provision that divides this organization into three classes defeats the intention of the law. As an instance of this, I may state that for nearly six
mouths two vacancies have existed in the third class, and, although numerous applications have been received from musicians seeking employment, it has been found
impossible to fill them. The reason of this lies in the fact tbat musical services are
very much better remunerated in civil life than at West Point. The pay of a t.hirdclass musician is $17 per month, with quarters and rations. He must be a poor musician, indeed, who outside can not make at least four times that amount in a month.
In New York City orchestra players receive from $15 to $40 a week for their services
at performances. They supplement these amounts by playing oth.er engagements,
as parades, excursions, and balls, some of which pay not less than from $5 to $7 each
engagement. It will thus be apparent that we at West Point can not offer, even
though all positions were paid as in the first class ($:H per montb), any' inducements
eq nal to those in ci villife.
If the Academy were so located that the bandsmen could secure outside playing,
the case migbt be somewhat different; but being- practically isolated these men,
except on rare occasions, have but little opportunity to add to their inadequate income. This fact must be taken into account when dealing with the subject of the
reorganization of the band, because the Government, seeking to employ what may
be classed as skilled labor, has to face outside competition in a market where the
commodity sought brings a fair and reasonable price. Where any individual is employed by the Government to perform work requiring special skill, he should be paid
prices such as are paid for similar employment by private parties. If this he not
done the service suffers hy being intrusted to inc .. mpetent hands. This is pl'ecisely
the ca-se here. Ever,vthing of which our musicians are capable is elicited from
them, yet we fall short and can not hope, under the present s.vstem, to attain results
such as could he attained were we in position to offer better inducements and in
return secure a better class of musicians.
I wonld, therefore, respectfully suggest that the U. S. Mi.li tary Academy Band be
reorganized so as to consist of 40 mem Lers and 1 barulrnaster and 1 assistant band. master. The new organiza.tion should be divided into two classes as follows: 20
musicians at $34 per month, 20 at $30 per month, with privileges and allowances
such as are accorded to enlisted men of the Army.
The bandmaster, as intimated above, should be accorded the status of an officer,
for reasons of discipline as well as in recognition of t.be fact that the man who
holds the position mnst possess superior musical attainments anu socially maintain
himself with proper dignity.
In addition to tbe foregoing I would venture to suggest that steps be taken looking
to the supply of musicians and Land leaders for the Regular Army frortt some cent.r al
source, that is, from an institution under Government control. The facilities that an
increased and better !Ja.id organization at West Poiut would affurd might be turned
to account in t.his direction. Army bands, as well as tl!e band here, experience great
difficulty in obtaining m•tsicians to fill the constantly occurring vac:ancies, and, further, it frequently happens that commancling officers have to depend npon the good
offices of some music-dealer when requiring a man to fill the position of Land leauer.
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A11 trouule and •wcertainty might bo avoidAd by having orgnnizou in connection
with the Academy band a school of instruction for military mnAicians. In my opiniou tltcro are many young men in t,he conntry who, having mudical inclinations,
wonld lle fonnd desironH of entering such an insti tnt ion for the sal<::e of the education
aifordcd and wbo would be willing to engage to serve an enlistment in the Army
which would date f1·om the period of their transfer as a trained musician to some
regiment.
But, supposing such a plan not feasible, it would still be possible to have recruits
assigned from recruiting depots to undergo one year's traimng in music at West Point
before joining regiments needing their services. If, say, twenty or more men were
sent here for instruction in music from November in one year to November in the
next, a source of supply would be created that would be of the greatest possible
benefit to the Army and meet the warmest approval of regimental commanders and
other officers. But, beyond this, provision should, in the first instance, be made for
the examination of all candidates for the position of chief musician in the Army, and
who could not hope to receive an appointment unless capable of undergoing the ordeal.
I would, however, advise that the foregoing be only a temporary measure, and in
force up to the time when Army musicians could be drawn upon to supply the material from which to train chief musicians. The course necessary to fit a man for such
office would extend over a period of at least three years, that is, three years' training
in the higher branches of music at the school for instruction in military music. No
man should be eligible for entry who could not pass a reasonable pre:iminary examination and who had nl)t served ~t least one enlistment in the Army.
I believe that such a system of itself wonl<l have a beneficial influence upon Army
musicians, who now can noL hope for promotion to th9 best musical position in the
bands, however much they might wish to strive to attain it. Unless some such
plan be adopted the present law, which permits men to retire at the expiration of
practically two years and nine mouths, will so deplete the ranks of Army bands as
to render them next to useless and make it impossible to replace the retiring members.
It occurs to me that the approaching World's Fair at Chicago might reasonably be
urged to strengthen the plea for the immediate increase of the Military Academy
Baud.
Fo1lowing the precedent of European countries, there is great probability that application will be made for permi:ssion to utilize the services of Government bands.
Already rumors are current that negotiations are in progress to bring over the foremost and representative army bands of Europe. In event of such a movement
being successful, our bands would cnt a sorry figure by comparison, unless the work
be at once commenced of building them up to a higher degree of perfection, and such
as to enable them to creditably represent the musical status of the country.
Yours, respectfully,
ARTHUR A. CLAPPE,
Teacher of Music, U. S. Milita1·y Academy.
Maj. JOHN M. CARSON,
Secretary Board of Visitors, U.S. Military Academy.
VIEWS OF BANDMASTER SOUSA.

The U.S. Marine Band is similarly situated to the Military Academy
Band, except that the former has forty performers. At the last session
of Cougress the Committee on Naval Affairs reported a bill to increase
tM numerical strength of the Marine Band _and to put it upon a footing which an organization of this character deserves. The bill was
approved by the Secretary of the Navy, who addressed a letter to the
chairman of the Committee on Naval Affairs, inclosing with approving
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comments a letter from Bandmaster Jolm Philip Sousa, in which
urgent reasons were given for the reorganization of the Marine Band.
These reasons are pertinent in tLe case of the Military Academy Band,
and we therefore prouuce in this report Dauumaster Sousa's letter:
WASHIJ'\GTON, D. C., December 17, V·90 . .
SIR: I have the honor to submit, in conjunct.ion with the draft of a bill for the
reorganization of the band of the Uniteu States Marine Corps, the following statement
explaining the reason why the band should be placed on a proper and equitable
basis with other famous bauds. The leading government bands of the nations of the
Old World, notably the Garde Ropublicaine, the Prnssian Guards, the Seventy-third
Austrian, the Russian Mounted Guards, the Grenadier Guards, and others, number
from 50 to 90 men each .. The Mexican National Band, which made a tour of the
United States a few years since, comprises nearly 90 musicians, and I am informed
that many of the South American governments have bands consisting of 60 to 80
pieces. Even Japan and Turkey have well-equipped bands, based on modern instrumentation. Many of the orchestral banJs of Europe have a membership of at least
100, while Lamoureux, of Paris, numbers 110.
Among the militia bands of our land, Gilmore is allowed by regimental regulations
65 musicians, and many others have from 50 upwards. The large factories of America
have bands numbering from 30 to 75 performers. These bands are sustained by hiring
musicians to perform some light employment in the factory and allowing them to
accept musical engagements whenever offered. Among the well-known organizations of this class may be mentioned the Elgin Watch Company's, the Pullman Car
Company's bands. The men constituting the men~bership in the factory bands are
assured a livelihood throughout the year and receive wages largely in excess of that
paid by the Government to its musicians. Where formerly we could recruit our
members from musical talent of that class, the supply is almost entirely shut off, for
of course nearly every man would prefer employment in a factory at $2, $3, or $4 a
day with opportunities of following his profession, and thus adding largely to his
income, rather than becoming an enlisted man at $13 to $38 per month, with few
opportunities of adding to his governmental compensation.
Another and much greater competitor in bidding for the musician's services is the ·
theatrical manager. He pays salarie~ varying from $15 to $42 per week to the rank
and file of tlle profession, and with very few exceptions allows his musicians to send
substitutes when a more profitable engagement is offered. During the t~nmmer
months the myriad of watering places create a great demand for tlle musician's se,rvc
ices, and be is in nearly every instance well paid. When it is understood that theatrical musicians are employed but a few hours during the evening, and with the exception of Monday morning and Saturday afternoon have the entire week to pursue
their calling elsewhere, it is not to be wondered that we find it difficult to secure and
keep suitable n1aterial for our organization. Dime museum and variety hall managers here pay their musicians $15 per week; the Government pays musicians of the
same skill about that per month. Grand opera orchestral players receive about $40
a week; our soloists receive about that sum per month. The theatrical and comic
opera managers pay their conductors from $120 to $450 a month; the United States
pays the bat,drnaster of the Marine Band $94 per month, with 1~ cents a day added
for commutation of rations. The Twenty-second Regiment of New York pays Mr.
Gilmore a personal salary of $2,500 a year, for which in return he gives about two
weeks of his time. The Boston Symphony Orchestra pays their conductor a salary
of over $~,000 a month; the proposetl reorganization does not ask the Government to
pay the bandmaster of the Ma1·ine Band that much a year.
The city of New York appropriates $~f),000 every year for open air band concerts
during the snmmer months. In proportion not one-half that amonnt is asked for our
band, virtually the national bano, and the band that should be as great among bands
as .Americj:t, is great among nations.
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I beg to prr.~ent the commercial side of the question: The present duty on musical
merchandise and book~:~, based on the value of im_.Jorts of former years, amounts to
between $800,000 ancl $900,000 a. year. nusiuess men asRert that it is good policy to
spond a doll1r to make a dollar, and if our legislators hesitate to spend Government
money for music, the art, they should in all fairness spend it for music, the business.
, 'l'here can be little doubt but that the professional musician creates the demand for
musical literature and musical merchandise. Were it not for him the national revenue would lose that amount. As a plain busiues~:~ proposition it is hut rea.sona.ule
to assume that the Government should use a portion of this large sum in further
de\re]oping the musical culture and musical resources of our land. No hettf:lr way
can be devised than by pr<•per equipment of the musical bodies in its employ, and
especially the organization that represents it musically on official occasions. Begging your earnest consideration for this measure, and requesting that you will favorably recommend it to Congress, I am,
Very respectfully,
JOHN PIIILIP SOUSA,

Bandmaster United States Marine Corps.
The SECRETARY OF TilE NAVY.

GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTION AND EXERCISES.

The calisthenic exercises by the fourth class was an exceedingly interesting and creditable exhibition, in which the entire membership of
the class participated. The performances, in addition to contests with
foils, broadswords, and bayonets, included all exercises taught in the
gymnasium. Considering that the participants had but 9 months of
instruct.ion a wonderful degree of efficiency was shown, and in view
of the fact that the equipment of the gymnasium at the Academy, both
as regards building and paraphernalia, is very limited, special credit
is dne Mr. Herman Koehler, who has charge of this rlepartment.
This gentleman is au able and aceomplished iustru<1tor, and performs
au amount of labor that challenges admiration. In addition to hiR
dut.ies in the gymn.asium he is master of the sword, and teacher of
swimming and dancing, the last being taught the cadets of the first Jrear
in order to gi .,-e grace .and ease to their movements. All this labor is
performed alone by 1\Ir. Kcehler, and the entire fourth class, generally
numbering over 100 members, are his pupils. An act should be passed
couferring upon Mr. Koehler the assimilated rank of second lieutenant
of infa,ntry, an<l he should be given an assistant. The leading colleges
of the country recognize the importance and value of physical training,
and many of them have made those in charge of this branch of instruction members of the faculty.
The great efficiency of Mr. Keebler's services is attested by the performances of his pupils, and their value is exhibited by the muscular
and well-developed limbs and bodies of the cadets who have been under
his instruction for 9 months of the first year at the Academy. The
conferring of rank upon this accomplished instructor would be no~ only
a proper recognition of his services, and the means of attaching him
permanently to the Academy, but would add to his efficiency, because
at a strictly military school like that at West Point, rank and authority
WAR 91-VOL I--54
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must be synonJTmous in order to promote and maintain thorough discipline. The academic board is unanimous in the opiHioll that the
instructor in calistheuics and the sword slwuld have tile rank of second
lieutenant, and recommendations to this effect have been made by the
Superintendent and by former Boards of Visitors. \Ve earnestly renew
this recommendation. We also join in the recommen1lation heretofore
made that an assistant instructor of gymnastics be provided. These
two objects could be accomplished at the coming session of Congress
by a paragraph in the Military Academy appropriation bill. The new
gymnasium building will be ready for occupation in the spring of 1892,
and it is to be hoped that Uongress will liberally provide for its proper
equipment, and make it what such a department at the United States
Military Academy should be.
In the opinion of the Board it is a mistake not to continue the
instruction in gymnastics beyond the first year. We realize that this
could not heretofore be done to any extent, with the limited resources
of the old building de,Toted to this class of instruction, and with the
poverty of equipment which has been heretofore provided. But when
tlle new gymnasium building 1s completed and thoroughly equipped,
we recommend that steps be taken to llave this class of instruction
continued throughout the 4 years.
PORTRAIT GALLERY IN GRANT HALL.
Several years ago, through the generosity of .Mr. George W. Childs,
of Philadelpllia, who donated oil1-iortntils of Gellerals Grant, Sherman,
and Sheridan, a portrait gallery was started of distinguished graduates
of the .Academy. The th1ee portraits alluded to were hung in Grant
Hall, and formed the nucleus of what has become a very valuable collection of paintings of men who achieved distinction in the military
service of the United States. Several portraits which had been previously donated to the Academy, and which .were hanging in the
Library, were transferred to Grant Hall, and additions have been made
from time to time to the collection through the generosity of friends
and relatives of distinguished alumni. This collection now numbers
seventeen valuable oil portraits, all of which are hanging in the hall in
which the cadets daily assemble three times each day for meals. It is
to be hoped that this collection will receive other additions, and that
before long the portraits of Hancock, Tllomas~ McPherson, Canby, and
other distinguished soldiers will be found on the walls of Grant Hall.
Following is a list of the portraits now at the Academy:
(1) Maj. Gen. JoHN F. REYNOLDS.-Presented by the First Corps,
Army of the Potomac. 1\'Iembers of the committee on presentation:
Gen. R. Coulter, Gen. C. S. Wainwright, Col. Uhapman Biddle, and Uol.
Thomas Hewson Bache. Painted by Alexander Lawrie. Heceived November, 1878.
(2) l\Iaj. Gen. JOHN SEDGWICIL-Purchased. Painted by H. Ball·
ing, 18G4. Received February, 1870.
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(3) Col. JorrN J. ABERT, Chief of Topographical Engineers.-Presented b y - - . Painted by---. Received---.
(4) Maj. Gen. JoHN M. SCHOFIELD.-(Superintendent's Portrait.)
Painted by J. Carroll Beckwith. Beceived May, 1880.
(5) Gen. ULYSSES S. GRAN'r.-Received June 1, 1887.
(6) Gen. WILLIAM T. SHERMAN.-Received Jni1e, 1889.
(7) Gen. PHILLIP H. SnERIDAN.-H.eceived June, 1889. Presented
by George W. Uhilds, Philadelphia, Pa. Painted by Mrs. L. H. Darragh.
Unveiled with appropriate ceremonies, October, 1889.
(8) Maj. Gen. EDWARD 0. C. ORD.-Presented by Dr. Ord, of Washington, D. 0., to the Alumni Association. Painted by---. Received
March, 1885.
(9) Brig. Gen. WESLEY 1\fEl~RITT.- (Superintendent's Portrait.)
Painted by .J. Carroll Beckwith, 1887. Received February, 1887.
(10) Capt. BRADFORD R. ALDEN. (Commandant of Cadets, 1848 to
1852.) Presented by Mrs. B. R. Alden. Painted by John F. Weir,
1887. Received July 30, 1887.
(11) Bvt. MaJ. Gen. GOUVERNEUR K. WARREN.-Presented by
Messrs. Joseph Choate, James 0. Carter, James J. Higginson, and
other gentlemen of New York City, and friends in . Newp.ort, R. I.,
through Mr. Robert Stickney. Painted by Alexander Lawrie. Received December, 1889.
(13) Bvt. Maj. Gen. THOMAS SWORDS (Colonel and Assistant Quarter- ·
master General), as he appeared when captain of the First Dragoons.Presented by Mrs. Thomas Swords (through her sister, Ellen H. Ootbeal). Paiuted by---. Received August, 1890.
(13) Maj. Gen. GEORGE G. MEADE.-Presented by Henry Carey
Baird, of Philadelphia. Painted by T. Henry Smith, 1890. Received
May 23, 1891.
(14) Bv~r. MAJ. GEN. RoBERT 0. TYLER, Lieutenant-Colonel and
Deputy Quarterrnaster-General.-Presented by his brother, E. S. Tyler,
of Hartford, Conn. Painted by W. R. vVheeler, 1875. Received September, 1890.
(15) Col. JAMES GILCHRIST BENTON.-Presented by Mr. William
Seward Webb, of New York City. Painted by J. Carroll Beckwith.
Received June, 1891.
(1G) Maj. Geu. JAMES BREWERTON RICKETTS.-Presented by Benjamin W. Richards, of Philadelphia, Pa. Painted by Robert Hinckley,
of Washington, D. 0. Received June, 1891.
(17) lVIaj. Gen. GEORGE B. McOLELLAN.-Presented by General E.
Bard Grubb, of New Jersey. Painted by A.nthony Lamore. Received
,June, 1891.
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1'HE GRADUATION EXERCISES.

The graduation exercises were held on the green in front of the
chapel on the morning of June 12, in presenr.e of a large audience.
Colonel vVilson, the Superintendent of the Academy, presided. Following was the programme of exercises.
1. The graduating class will proceed to the designated place escorted by the
Corps of Cadets, under the command of the commau<lant of cadets.
2. Prayer.
3. Music: U. S. Military Academy band.
4. Address to graduating class: Ron. Julius C. Burrows, M. C., Board of
Visitors.
5. Music: U. S. Military Academy banrl.
6. Delivery of Diplomas: Ron. Redfield Proctor, Secretary of War.
7. Remarks: Rev. Frank O'Brien, Boaru of Visitors.
8. Music: U. S . .Military Academy band.
9. Benediction.

The Board directed that the address of Mr. Burrows to the graduating class should be printed as part of the report. Upon being introduced. by Colonel Wilson, Mr. Burrows said:
ADDRESS OF HON. JULIUS C. BURROWS.

Gentlemen of the graduating class of '91: Knowing and appreciating how impatient you are to be released, I shall. not long restrain you from the full fruition of
your desires. After fonr years of patient application you have successfnlly completed the pr~scribed course of instruction at this National Military Academy, aud
yon are soon to be assigned to duty with the 'Army of the United States. Thus far
the Government has served you; you must now serve the Government.
If yon have availed yourselveH of the advantages which this institution bas afforded
for scholastic and soldierly training, you are amply equipped for the service upon
which you are about to enter. At this juucture in your career, in this supreme
momeut of your life, there is a single thought uppermost in my own mind, which I
would be glad to so impress upon you as to secure for it a permanent lodgment in
your bearts in the hope and belief that it will serve to dignify and exalt the profession you have espoused, and to which yon have det1icated your lives.
You will go to your posts of duty in a time of profound peace. The nation is at
peace with all the world. There is neither ''war nor rumors of wttr." All canses
of internal dissension are forever removed, and fratricidal war will never again distract or divide this happy, reunited people. It is not improbable, therefore, that
you may never be called upon to put the knowledge you have here acqnireu to the
practical anu crucial test of actual war.
With this prospect before you, the thought I would impress upon you is this: That
faithful and efficient service in the Army of the United States in times of peace is as
important to the Government and as honorable to the soldier as when rendered in
the midst of actual hostilities.
The accomplished Superintendent of this Academy, together with its efficient
corps of instructors in military science; you who go to your commands to impart to
others something of the military skill and soldierly training which you have here
acquired; the lone sentinel who walks his midnight beat, under the silent stars,
with no foe to answer his stern challenge; all these render a service to the country
of as inestimable value as those who lead armies and fight battles. It has been said
that "peace bath her victories no less renowned than war." The triumphs of armies
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are not rccorclerl alone on battlefields. Armies win victories in peace as well as in
war. Tho silent majesty of a nation's military and naval power in peace, fully disciplined anll equipped, is as potent for the public weal aR when man;lutled on hostile
fields. A nation prepared for war holds the bond of every other nation to keep the
peace.
I would have you understand, therefore, that though the ftovernment may never
require your services in actual war, yet in making choice of the profession of arms
you have identified yourself with an important, and I may say au indispensable, function of civil government. A military :power in pence is as essential to government
as the legislative, executive, or judicial power. A. government without force is as
impossible as a government without law. There is no nation on the f~we of the globe,
democratic or despotic, that has not at ready command armies and navies to enforce
its sovereign decrees. The presence of such a power is the heart-beat of a nation's
life. Disband the armies, dismantle the navies of the nations of the world and governments wonHL perish and civilization decay. If, therefore, in years to ~ome you
may sometimes weary of the endless monotony of camp life in peace, these reflections
way inspire yon to renewed zeal and fresh courage.
But yon may say, "Is there nothing before me but this endless routine of camp life
and duty? Are there no campaigns to be prosecuted or battles fought except imaginary ones? Are sentinels to be posted, pickets thrown out, skirmishers deployed,
lines of battle formed, charges made, sieges prosecuted, pontoons laid, cities bombarded, and fortresses stormed only in mimicry of war?" Possibly that is all, but if
all, it is sufficient to fill the measure of a soldier's htudahle ambition. It is the disciplined army tn peace that makes the invincible army in war.
The purpose of the Government in founding this institution was to give to those
who entered it not only an opportunity to acquire such knowledge of military science as might enable them to serve the Government in war, but in peace to impart
to the recmited army of the United States something of that discipline and soldierly
spirit without which armies arc mobs and battles butcheries. Congress has testified
its appreciation of the disciplinary service by placing the additional incentive of
personal advancement, as a reward for superior attainment, in authorizing the President of the United States to prescri)Je a system of examinatiOn of all officers in the
Army below the rank of major to determine their fitness for promotion. If the officer fails in such examinatio11 and is reported unfit for promotion, the officer L.ext b(llow him in rar.k (if passin!!) shall receive the promotion. The officer failing, if for
pbysical reasons, shall be retired. If for other reasons, he shall be suspendell for promotion for the period of one year, at the expiration of which time he shall be reexamined, and if npon snch reexamination he shaH again he found unfit for promotion, he shall be discharged from the Army of the United States. Heretofore promotions have hall to wait on death or resig-nation; hereafter they will come as a
reward for superior attainments. Every consideration therefore of public duty and
personal pride conspire to stimulate yon to the highest possibilities of your profession.
Go, therefore, gentlemen, to your posts of duty. Take with you the strict discipline,
the high sense of hou.or, the soldierly bearing, and the love of count.ry which this
instlt.ution has sought to inculcat,e, and not only treasure them as the priceless jewels
of a sol1lier's life, but by precept and example inspire their acquisition in others.
And above aLI else venerate the flag of your country as you do the altar of your religion. It is a memory and a hope. Morning and evening salute it, and as the rising
and setting snn lights up its glories, with uncovered hea1l swear renewetl and eternal
allegiance to this symbol of a nation's sovereignty. Senator Manderson, as I rose to
address yon, related an incident which once came under his observation. tieatfld in
a great assemulage, the -IJand struck up" God save the Queen," and insta.utly every
Englishman present spraug to his feet and reverently stooll during the rendition of
this national in vocation. Let us imitate that spirit, and not only salute the flag, but
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when the mnsic of onr national airs falls upon the ear, let every soldier and citizen
rise in patriotic re !3ognition of its inspiring strains.
Go then to your posts of duty, and, though peace smiles continually upon the land,
serve the country with the same :fidelitJ' as if involved in war. And though your
names may never be sounded. in tbe trump e t of fame, chiseled in marble, or cut in
brass, yet you will liave tbe COJJso1atiou of knowing that von have desolatecl no
homes, made no graves, and broken no human hearts; and yuur endnrin~ monument
will ue blossoming fields, happy homes, and the plaudits of a free people reposing in
security and pen.ce behind the bulwark of a disciplined, patriotic, and invincible
Army.
ADDRESS BY HON. REDFIELD PROC'l'OR,

~ECRETARY

OF WAR.

Upon the conclus.ion of Mr. Burrows's address and the performance
of an appropriate air by the Military Academy Band each member of
the gratluating class was called to the platform by the Superintendent
and handed his diploma by the Secretary of War. The diplomas having been distributed, the Secretary addressed the assembly as follows:
Colonel Wilson, cadets, ladies, and gentlemen: I am sure one thought occurs to
all of us to-day. We miss a familiar face and voice from this pb;tforrn, the face and
voice of one we all respected, admired, and loved. It rarely falls to the lot of any
man to fill so large a space in the minds and hearts of his countrymen as did General Sherman. And I could not by any elttborate speech say anything better to you
young soldiers than simply to commend the life of this great soldier and citizen as
one in every way worthy of study and imitation. His career as a soldier is too
familiar to you all for any redew, but in our admiration of his great soldierly qualities we may lose sight of another side of his character. It may fairly be said of him
that he was a great statesman ancl politician, in the b est se11s0 of the term, and in
support of this statement I need only refer to the masterly manner in which be
handled the many questions which carne before him, more or less relating to statecraft and politics, and often requiring immediate action.
The soldier is freed by the character and conditions of the service from most of the
ordinary political obligations of free men. Bnt you are nevertheless citizens and
sovereigns of a free country as well as soldiers. You are not free. No man is free
from the duty of studying and understanding the political system under which he
lives. Every man may have fixed political ideas and principles and be ready to
act upon them when occasion demands. He is as much bound to understand and do
his duty in political affairs as he is to deal honestly by his neighbor or perform any
of the obligations of good citizenship.
General Sherman's political platform was short, a model in that respect, and I
know it will commend itself to you and trust it will henceforth to all within our
borders. He stated these principles many times, notably when he left tb.e school in
Louisiana, in January, 18f:51, in a letter to Governor Moore, of that State, in which
he said: "On no earthly account will I do any act or think any thought hostile to
or in defiance of the whole Government of the United States. I prefer to maintain
my allegiance to the Constitution as long as a fragment of it survives." He set
another good example to t.he politicians, for he always lived up to his platform.
He kept in mind the safe general rule that the National Government has, and must
have, all the powers necessary for its preservation, the maintenance of its authority,
and the honor of its flag. I know that this emblem, so faithfully and ably guarded
by him, is safe in your hands.
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.ADDRESS OF REV. FR.ANK .A. O'l~RIEN.

The Rev. Frank A. O'Brien followed S<'cretary Proctor, making a
short a<1dress to the graduating class, concl n<ling his remarks by sa.ying:
We are standing and will stand before the world as we maJrn onrsc>lves with the use
of God'~:~ gifts. It is enough to have done our duty whether 1L brings cross or crown.
Be bold and co11fident. Work for the canse of trnth, of j ustict•, and for that great g1ft
of freedom. We need our best men in the thickest d the fight. Honesty, intelligence, and independence in public life will be tlle glory of the longest day. Intrigue,
deceit, and treachery may rnle the shorter hours; but its snudown is darkness. Let
your motto he the watchword of our country-" In God we trust." In the words of
Mother Chnrcb let me conclude by saying: "Gallant Knight,, receive your honors.
Go forth to battle. May you always know the just cause, ha.ve eonrage to espouse
it, anu strength of arm and tongue and pen to ever lead it to victory."
MEMBERS OF 'l'HE CLASS OF 18!)1.

Following is the list of the graduating class:

Name.

Where
burl!.

Crosll\·, Rpencer ........
S<•wt.Ji. JohnS ..........
.Echo!:;, UlHtrles P ......
at cinuoe, James F ......
Mo11·ow, Jay J .........
liomey, Odus C ........
Lyon, LeRoy S ..........
Hero, .Andr·ew, jr .......
Horn, TiPntann N ......
.Andt•rHOll, Edward D ...
Murphy, Truman 0 . .. .
White, Gcor11:e P ....•..
1 Fuller, Lawson M ......
Scherer, Louh C ..•.....
Furlonj!, John W .......
L1vermorc, Hichan1 L ..
Corcoran, Thoma::~ 'M: ..
J:t'leming, Robt>It J .. . .. .
\Vinans, E<lwiuli .. jr ...
Johu!lton, \Viliiam '1.'
O:;burne, \Villiam H ....
I SchueH'el Francis II
Howard, IIarolll P ......
Bertsch, William II . . ...
Bush, Ross L.
Do11ovan, Joseph L .....
Linflfll<'y. "Rimer ........
Benn<'t, John B ........ .
Crabb~. Joseph T .......
Glas~ow, William J ....
Armstrong, FrankS ...
JarVHl, ~IdYil!P ~
lleavey, John W .......

Mtl . ....
Tnnn ...
Ala .....
1tld .. ...
W.Va ..
Ill ......
Va ......
La ......
N'. Y. ·-·
Tenn ...
Ohio ....
Minn ...
Wis
Minn ...
N.J ....
N.Y ....
Ma<~s . ..
Ireland .
Mich. . . .
Pa ......
I' a
~.Y ....
:\linn . ..
Mich . ..
Ill ......
Ky . ....
N Y ....
N.J ....
Ind .....
Mo .....
Inti.
W.Va ..
lll ......

-,
*1
*2
*3
*4
"5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
H
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

no

31
:l2
33

I

.Ap-

poiUted
from.

At large. 3t
Ky.
35
ij(j
"'\ .la.
::\Ill.

Pa.
Ohio.
Va..
La.

N.J.
TC>nn.
Ohio.
Iowa.
Wis.
Minn.
Pa.
N.J.
Mass.
Mich.
Mich.
Mo.
Pa.
N.Y.
Minn.
Mich.
lll.

Ky.
N.Y.
Colo.
Ill.
Mo.
Ind.
W.Va.
111.

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
G2
53
5t
55
56
57
58
59

uo

(il
G:l
G3
64
65

.Ap-

Name.

Where
born.

pointed
from.

Hirsch, Harry J ........
Him>, Charl e ::~ DeL .....
l'ratier, J o~:~eplt . . .......
Hamilton, Robert L ....
Upton, LaRoy S ........
:-;mitll , Harry A . ...... .
Clark , Hollis C . . .......
Safl',u-ran:;, George C ... .
Pieree, Palmer E . . .....
\Yal1l, Lutz .............
Jackson, William P ....
Don worth , .A.ll>ort B .. _.
Ogden , Charles C.·----·
Voorhies, Gordon .......
Hines, .John L ..........
Smith . Gil.\ H. B . ......
Whitman. Walter M ...
Crowle)'. ~fatthlas . .....
{)Lafitte, JacqtH'!i deL ..
Bradle.\', John J ........
Settle, Dou2:laB . .... ·--Switwr,.Johu S .. . . .....
\Villiam:s, lll'rlH'rt 0 . . _.
Gu~· m· , GPoi·ge D . . .....
Grote, William F .......
Chapman, 'VI'illiam H. H.
ltoyt1e11, I[Prb!:' rt N .....
Jenks. Isaac C ....... __ .
Drt·w, Alfred 'V. ·---- ..
.Ely, Hanson E .........
Sorley, LPwis s .... _____
Conlmy, D:wid P ......

Pa .•••..
Va .•.•..
Mo .....
W.Va ..
Mich ...
Kans ...
Ill ......
Tenn ...
Ill ......
Wis ....
Mo .....
Me .....
Ind .....
Ky . ....
W.Va . .
Mich ...
N.Y ....
Ireland.
La ......
Ill-----N.C ....
Pa . .....
.Miss ....
N.Y ....
Ill ......
\Vis
Conn ...
Mass
Tex .....
Jow:t
England
Ohio ....

Pa.
Va.
Mo.
W.Va.
Mich.
Kans.
N.Y.
Ky.
Iowa,
Wis.
Mo.
Mo.
Ill.
Ky.
W.Va.
Md.
N.Y.
N.Y.
La.
Ill.
N.C.
Pa.
Miss.
N.Y.
Ill.
Wis.
Conn.
::M:a:>s.
Tex.
Iowa.
Tex.
Ohio.
1

.APPOIN'l'l\:lENT .AND .ADMISSION OF C.ADETS.

The following is a copy of the circular issued by the War Department, furnishing all necessary information relative to the appointment
and admission of cadets to the U.S. Military Academy.
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.A.PPOINTl\1ENTS.

How rnade. -Each Congressional district and Territory-also thr. District of Columbia-is entitled to have one cadet at the Academy. Ten are al~;o appointed at lm·ge.
The appointments (except those at large) are made by tho Socmtary of War at the
request of the Representative or Delegate in Congrcs:; from tlr 1istrict or Territory;
and the person appointed must be an actual resident of the district or Territory from
which the appointment is made. The appointments at la1·ge are e~o-pecially couferred
by the President of the Unitcll States.
~fanner of nwking applicatwns.-Applications can be made at any time, by letter
to the Secretary of"War, to have the name of the applicant placed upon the register.
that it may be furnished to the proper Representative or Delegate when a vacancy
occurs. The application must exhibit the fnll name, date of birth, and permanent
abode of the applicant, with the uulllber of the Congressional district in which his
residence is situated.
Date of appointments.-Appointment.s are required by law to be made one year in
advance of the date of admission, except in cases where, by reason of death or other
cause, a vacancy occurs which can not be provirl.ed for by such appointment in advance. These vacancies are filled in time for tbe next annual examination.
Alternates.-The Representative or Delegate in Congress may nominate a legally
qnalified secon(l candidate, to be designated the alternate. The alternate will receive from the War Department a letter of appointment, and will be examined with
the regula1· appointee, and if fully qualifie l will be admitted to the Academy in the
event of the failure of the principal t" pass the prescribed preliminary examinations.
The alternate will not he allowed to defer his reporting at Wt,Jst Point until the result
of the examination of the regular appointee is known, but must report at the time
designated in his letter of appointment. Tbe alternate, like the nominee, should be
designated as nearly one year in advance of date of admission as possiule.
·
ADMISSIOX OF CADETS.

A candi(late, upon receiving his conditional appointment, is ordered to report at
West Point to the Superintendent of the Military Academy iu time to appear before
the Academic Boa1·d for examination at its meeting early in June, unless there be
good reasons for designating another time.
The candidate, soon after his arrival at West Point, is subjected to a rigid physical
examination by a board of experienced snr,geons of the Army .. If he passes successfully tnis examination, he is then examined by the Acader-L~ic Board. 'l'hese examinatious are made with as little delay as practicable after the candidate reports to the
Superintendent.
The candidate who passes successfully these examinations is admitted at once to
tbe Academy without returning to his home. Immediately after his admission, and
before receiving his warrant of appointment, he is required to sign au engagement
for service in the following form, in the presence of the Snperinteudeut or of some
officer deputed by him:
I , - - - ---,of the State (or Territory) of ---,aged - - - y e a r s - - months, do hereby engage (with the consent of my parent or guardi:w) that,, from
the date of my admission as a cadet of the United States Military Academy, I will
serve in the Army of the United States for eight years, unless sooner discharged by
competent authority.

------.

In the presence of-

------.
The candidate is then required to take and subscribe an oath or affirmation in the
fo1lowing form:
"I, - - - - - - , do solemnly swear that I will Anpport the Constitution of the
United States, and bear true allegiance to the National Government; that I will
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maintain and defend tlJe sovereignty of the United States, paramount to any and all
alleg-iance, so' ereignty, or fealty I may owe to any State or country whatsoever; and
that I will at all times obey the legal orders of my superior officers, and the rules
and ar~icles governing the armies of the United States.
Sworn aud subscriued, a t - - - , this--- day of---, eigl1teen hunured and
- - - , before me.

------.

Qualiftcations.-The age for the admission of cadets to the Academy is between
seventeen and twenty-two years. Canuidates must be unmarried, at least five feet
in height, free from any infectious or immoral disorder, and, generally, from any
deformity, disease, or infirmity which may render them unfit for military service.
They mnst be well versed. in reading, in writing, including orthography, in arithmetic, and have a knowleuge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive
geography (particularly of our own country), and of the history of the United. States.
CHARACTER OF EXAMINATIONS.*
*It is sug~rste<l to all candidates for admission to the Military Academy that, before leaving: their
place of residence for West Point, the.v should cause themselves to be thoroughly examined by a com·
petcnt physician , and by a teacher or instructnr in ~ooct standing. By such an examination any serious
puy8ical disqualification or deficiency in mental preparation would be revealed, and tho candidate
probably spared the expen~e and trouble of a useless journey and the mortification of rejection.
It should be understood that the informal examination herein recommended is solely for the conven·
ience aud benefit of" the candidate himself, and can in no manner affect the decision of the Academic
and Medieal Examining Boards at ·west l'oint.
PHYSICAL EXAl\IINATION.

Every candidatfl is subject to a rigid physical examination, and if there is found to
exist in him any of the following causes of disqualification to such a degree as
would immediately, or at no very distant period., impair his efficiency, he is rejected:
1. Feeble constitution and muscular tenuity; unsound health from whatever cause;
indications of former disease; glandular swellings or other symptoms of scrofula.
2. Chronic cutaneous nffectious, especially t>f the scalp.
3. Severe i11jnries of the bones of the bead; coflvulsions.
4. Impaired vision, from whatever cause; inflammatory affections of t.he eyelids;
immobility or irregularity of the iris; fistula lachrymalis, etc., etc.
5. Deafness; copious discharge from the ears.
6. Loss of many teeth: or the teeth generally unsound.
7. Impediment of speech.
8. Want of due capacity of the chest., and any other indication of a Hability to a
pulmonic disease.
9. Impaired or inadequate efficiency of one or both of the superior extremities on
account of fracttu es, especially of the clavicle, contraction of a joint, extenuation,
deformity, &c.
10. An unusual excurvature or incurvature of the spine.
11. Ileruia.
12. A varicose state of the veins of the scrotum or spermatic cor<'l (when large),
sarocele, hy<.lrocde, hemorrhoids, fistulas.
13. Impaired, or ina(lequate efficiency of one or both of the inferior extremities on
account of varicose veins, fractures, malformation (1lat feet, etc.), lameness, contraction, unequal length, bunions, overlying or supernumerary toes, etc., etc.
14. Ulcers, or unsound cicatrices of ulcers likely to break out afresh.
* NO'l'F..-There being no provision whatever for the payment of the traveliug expenses of either accepted or I'ejected candidates for admission, no candidate should fail to provide himself in advance
with the means of returning to his home, in case of his rejection before either of the examiuin~ boards,
as l1e may otherwise bo put to considerable tro11llle, inconvenience, and even sufreriJJg: on account of
his uestitnte condition. If admitte1l, the money brought by him to meet such :t contingency can be
deposited with the treasurer on account of his equipment as a cadet, or returned to his friends.
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ACADEMICAL EXAl\IINATION.

Reading.-In reading, candidates must be able to read understandingly, with proper
accent and emphasis.
W1·iting and Orthography.-In writing and orthography they must be able, from
dictation, to write sentences from stanllard pieces of EngliRb literature, both prose
and poetry, sufficient iu number to test their qualifications, !Joth in handw1·iting and
orthography •
.i:lrithmetic.-In arithmetic they must be able(1) To explain, accurately and clearly, its objects and the manner of writing and
reading numbers-entire, fractional, compound, or denominate;
(2) To perform, with facility and accuracy, the various operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, abstract and compound
or denominate, giving the xule for each opemtion, with its reasons, and also for the
different methods of proving the accuracy of the work;
(3) To explain the meaning of reduction-its different kinlls, itR application to
denominate numbers in reducing them from a higher to a lower denomination and
the reverse, and to equivalent decimals; to give the rule for each case, with its
reasons, and to apply readily these rules to practical examples of each kind;
(4) To explain the nature of prime numbers, and factors of a number-of a common divisor of two or more numbers, particularly of their greatest common divisorwith its usc, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it; also the meaning of a common multiple of several numbers, particularly of their least common
mnltiple and its nse, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it, and to
apply each of these rules to examples;
(5) To explain the nature of fractions, common or vulgar, and decimal-to define
the various kinds of fractions, with the distinguishing properties of each-to give
all the rules for their reduction, particularly from mixed to improper and the reversefrom compound or complex to simple-to their lowest terms-to a common denominator-from common to decimal and the reverse; for their addition, subtractiou, multiplication, and division, with the reasons for each change of rule, and to apply each
rule to examples;
(6) To define the terms ratio anll propoxtion-to give the properties of proportion
and the rules, and their reasons, for stating and solving questions in both simple and
compound proportion, or single and double rule of three, and to apply these rules to
examples;
(7) The cam'lidatts must not only know the principles and rules referred to
above, but they are required to po::,se8s 8uch a thorough understanding of all the
fundamental operations of arithmetic as will enable them to combine tue various
principles in the solution of any complex problem which can be solved by the
methods of aritumetic. In other words, they must possess such a complete knowledge of arithmetic as will enable them to take up at once the higher branches of
mathematics without further study of arithmetic;
(8) It is to be understood that the examination in these branches may be either
writt<·n or oral, or paxtly written and partly oral-that the definitions and rnles
must be given fully aud accurately, and that the work of aU examples, whether upon
the blackboard, slate, or paper, must be written plainly and in full, and in such a
manner as to show clearly the mode of solution.
Grammm·.-In English grammar candidates must be able(1) To define the parts of speech and give their classes and properties; to givo inflections, inclnding declenRion, conjugation, and comparison; to give the corresponding masculine and feminine gender nouns; to give and apply the ordinaxy
rules of syntax.
(2) To parse ful1y and correct.Jy any ordinary sentence, omitting rules, declensions,
comparisons, and principal parts, but giving the subject .of each verb, the governing
word of each objective case, the word for which each pxonoun stands or to which it
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rPferR, thtl worils between which each preposition shows the relation, precisely wb(tt

each coujnnctiou connects, what eacl1 adjective and adverb qualifies or limits, the
constructiOn of each infinitive, and, generally, showing a good knowledge of the
function of each wonl in tlw se ntence. Omission~ will be taken to indicate ignorance.
(3) To correct in sentences or extracts any ordinary grammatical errors, such as
are mentioned and explained in orllinary grammars.
It is not reqnired that llillJ partict1l:Lr gmmm:trian or text-book shall be followed;
but rules, de fin itiou~, parsing, and corrections must be in accordance with good
usage and common sense. The examination may be written or oral, or both written
aiH1 oral.
Geoqtaphy.-Candidates will be required to pass a satisfactory examination, written or oral, or both, iu geography, particularly of our own country. To give a candidate a clear idea of what is required, the following synopsis is added to show the
character and extent of the examination. Questions arc likely to be asked involving
kuowledge of(1) Ddiuition~ oftlie geographical circles, oflatittlde and longitude, of zones, and
of all the nr~tnra.l divisions of the earth's surface, a~ islands, seas, capes, etc.
(2) Tht~ continental areas and grand divisions of the water of the earth's surface.
(J) The !.{L'and di vi~ions of the land-the lu.rge bodies of water which in part or
wholly surround them:
Tllcir principal monnt.aius, location, direction, and extent; the capes, from what
parts they project and into what waters.
Their principal peninsnla.s, location, anu by what waters are they embraced.
The parts connected by an isthmus, if any.
The1r principal islanus, location, and surrounding waters.
Tlw sO:ls, gnlfs, au•.l bays, the coasts they indent, and the waters to which they are
snuortliuate.
Th,~ l'ltmits, the lands they separate and the waters the.v connect.
Their principal rivers, tlleir sources, directions of flow, and the waters into which
they empty.
Their principal lakes, location, and extent.
(4) Tlw poli Lical divisions of the geand divisions:
Their names, location~, boundaries, and capitals; general questions of the same
character as indicated m tht:l second section matlu applicable to each of the countries
of each of tbe gmntl diYisiom1.
(5) The United States.
The ca.uditla.te shoultl be thoroughly informed as to its general features, configura:
tion, locatiou, and bonn<laries (both with respect to neighboring countries, and latitude au(llongitu<le); its a.<lj <teen t oceans, seas, bays, gulfs, sounds, straits, and islands;
it~ mou11taiu ranges, theil' location and extent; the sources, directions, and terminations of t.lw important rivm·s allll their principal tributaries; the lakes; and in Filtort,
every geographical fc<ttnre of the country as indicated auove. The location <tntl termination of import,aut milroatl lines and other means of communication from one
part of the country to ano ther should not be omitted.
The ~t~ttes ancl Territories are to be accurately located with respect to each other
hy their honn(Ltrie"', allll <1:-1 to their order along the Atlantic coast, the Gulf of Mexico, the Pacifi(•, cna'lt, the Nortllorn fronticl', tlle ~Iexican frontier, and the Missisisppi,
Missouri, a.tHl Ohio Rivers.
The boundary and other large river.., of each State as well as all other prominent
geographieal features shonl1l lw known.
The names a.n(l loc~ttio11s of their capitals, and other 1mportant cities and towns
are likewise to be known.
In short, the knowledge shoultl be RO complete that a clear mental picture of the
whole or any part of the United States is impressed on the mind of the candidate.
More \Yeight is attachccl to a knowledge of the geography of the United States than
that of all other countries combined.
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Hislo1·y.-The canclidate should make himself familiar with so much of the History
of the United Stat.es as is contained in the onlinary school histories. Thu exaruiuation
mn.y be written or oral, or partly written and partly oml, and will usually consist of
a series of •p1estious similar to the following:
I. Name the earliest European settlements within the present limits of the United
States-when, where, a.nd by whom made f \Vhen dill the ~ettlements made by other
nations than the English come unuer the Dominion of GreatJ Britain, and of the United
States f
II. What 'vas the difference between the royal, the chartered, and the proprietary
colonies T How many colonies were there originally in Massachusetts and Connecticut f \Vhen were they unjted f Ilow many in Penusylvania T When were the;y separated~

III. In what w::us were the colonies engaged before the Revolution? What were
the principal event:.i and resulLs of those of King William, Queen Anne, King George,
an<l the French and Inuians f
IV. What were the remote and the immediate causes of the .A:merican Revolution T
Explain the nayigation act, the stamp act, writs of assistance. When did the war
of the revolution properly begin? When, where, and bow did it end? Give the particulars of Arnold's treason. Who were the most prominent genemls in this warf
Name the most important battles, and their results.
V. The Constitution of the United States-why and when was it formed f When
was it adopted T
VI. Give the names of the Presidents of the United States in their order. Give the
leaning events of the au ministration of each one; for example, that ofW ASIHNGTON.-lnuiau war; trouble with Prance; Jay's treaty; the whisky rebellion, etc.
JI<:FFER:soN.-War with Tripoli; purchase of Louisiana; the embargo, etc.
MADISO~.- War of 1812; its causes, the principal battles on land and sea, peculiarity of its last battle, when ended, etc.
MoNROE.-Inuian war; cession of Florida; Missouri compromise, etc.
JACKSON.-Black Hawk anu Seminole wars; the United States Bank; nullification, etc.
PoLK.-The Mexican war; its causes, principal battles, result of it, etc.
PmiWE.-Ropeal of Missouri con1promise; tronblos in Kansas, etc.
BucnA~AN.-Civil war; how begun, etc.
LINCOLN.-War of secession; its causes; its results, social and political; explain
doctrine of State sovereignty; alienation hetween Northern and Southern States;
doctrine of secession; give an account of principal battles.
JORNSON.-Fourteenth amendment; tenure-of-office bill; Johnson's impeachment.
GRANT.-Fifteenth amendment; Alabama claims and treaty of Washington; electoral commission.
ACADEMIC DUTIES.
The academic duties and exel'cises commence on the 1st of September and continue nntil the 1st of Jnne. Examinations of the sen:Jral classes are held in January
and Juno, and, at the forme.r, such of the new cadets as are found proficient in studios
and have been correct in conduct are given the particular standing in their class to
which their merits entitle them. !fter each examination cadets found deficient in
conuuct or studies are discharged from the Academy, unless the Academic Board fo.r
special reasons in each case should otherwise recommend. Similar examinations are
held every January and June during the 4 years comprising the course of studies.
These examinations are very thorough and require from the cadet a close and perseYering attention to study, without evasion or slighting of any part of the course,
as no relaxatiou8 of any kind can be made by the examiners.
J1.1ilitary instruction.-From the termination of the examination in .Tune to the end
of August the cadets live in camp, engaged only in milita.ry auties and exercises and
recei viug practical military instruction.
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Except in extreme cases, cadets arc allowed lmt ·one leave of absence during the
4 years' course; as a rule the leave is granted at the end of the first 2 years' course
of study.
PAY OF CADETS.

The pay of a cadet is $540 per year, to commence with his admission to tho
Academy, anti is sufficient, with proper economy, for his support. No c~v1et is permitted to receive money or any other supplies from his parents or from any person
whom8oever without the sanction of the Superintendent.
Cadets are required to wear the prescribed uniform. All articles of their clothing
are of a uniform pattern and are solu to catlets at West Point at regulated prices.
EXPENSES OF CADETS PRIOR TO ADMISSION.

The expenses of a candidate for board, washing, lights, etc., after he has reported
and prior to admission will be about $10. Immediately after being admitted to the
institution be must b.e provided with an outfit of uniform, the cost of which will be
about $DO, making a total sum of $100, which must be deposited with the treasurer
of the Aca<lemy before the candidate is admitteu. It is best for a candidate to take
with him no more money than will defray his traveling expenses and for the parent
or guardian to send to ''Tho Treasurer, U.S. Military Academy,'' the required deposit
of $100. Any deviation from the rule as to the amount or mariner of rdaking the
deposit must be explained in writing by the parent or guardian of the candidate to
the Superintendent of the Academy.
ASSIGNMENT TO CORPS AFTER GRADUATION.

When any cadet of the United Sta~es Military Academy has gone through all its
classes and received a regular diploma from the academic staff, he may be promote<!
and commissioned as a second lieutenant in any arm or corps of the Army in which
there may lJe a vacancy and the duties of wbich he may have been judged competent
to perform ; and in case there shall not at the time be a vacancy in such arm or
corps, he may, at tho discretion of the President, be promoted and commissioned in
it as an additional secouc.llieutenant, with the usual pay and allowances of a &econd
lieuten:1nt, until a vacancy shall happen.
GENERAL QUALIF'ICATIONS.

A sound body and constittltion, suitable preparation, gootl natural capacity, and
aptitude for study, industrious habits, perseverance, an obedient and orderly disposition, and a correct moral deportment are snch essential qualifications that candidates knowingly deficient in any of these respects should not, as many do, suuject
themselves and t,beir friends to the chances of fnture mortification and disappointment by accepting appointments at the Academy and entering upon a career which
they can not successfully pursue.
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Com·se of study and books used.
LBooks marked tllns *are for reference.]
FIRST YEA.R-FOURTJI CLASS.
Course of study, text-books, and books of reference.

Department.

Mathematics ..•..•••••....•••..... Davies's Elements of .Algebra, Davies's Legendre's Geometry,
Ludlow's I<;leme.nts of Tl'igouometry, D:1Vies's Surveying,
Church'~:~ AualytlO<ll Geometry.
Modern languages ................ . Keetels's Annlytical and Practical French Grammar, Ke11tels's
.Anal.vtical French Reader, *Spiers and Suronne's Dietionary,
Whitney's Essentialfl of English Gmmmar, Hart'R Manual of
Rhetoric and Composition, AolJOttandSceley'sEnglish Le~sons
for English People, .Abbott's How to \Vrite Clearly, •\Vebster's
Dictionary.
History, geography, and ethicR.... Lectures in ethics and in universal history.
Tactics of artillery and infani.ry... Practical instruction in the schoolR of tho soldier, company, aml
batt ali on, *Blunt's lWle and Carbine .Firing, practical in:;truc·
tion in a1·tillery.
Use of the sword, etc .............. Instruction in fencing and bayonet exercise and military gymnastics.

SECOND YE.AR.-THIRD CLASS.
Mathematics ...................... Church's Analytical Geometr.v. Church's Descriptive Geometry,
wit.h it.fl application to Splwrical Projections. BaRR' Introtluction to theDifleroutialCalcnlus. Church's Calculus. Chmch's
Shades. Shadows, and Per>~pective. Chauvenet's Treatise on the
Method of Least Squares.
Modern languages................. Keetels' .Analytical and Practical French Grammar. Borel's
Grammaire .Franyaise. Bucher's College Series of French
Plays. RoPrner'A Conrs de Lecture at de Traduction, Vols. I
and II. *Spiers' all(l Surenne's Dictinnary.
Drawing .......................... . Topography and plotting of Suryeys with lead-pencil, pen and
ink, and colors; con:-;truction of the variouR problems in Descriptive Geometry, Shades and Shadows, and Linear perf'pective and I11omet.ric projrctiotnl; pra.ctiCnl surYe_yinp; in tho field.
*Reed's Topographical Drawing and Sketch in~. including Photography applied to Surveying.
Tactics of artillery, infantry, and
oavalry.

Practical Instruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Company,
and Battalion. * lllunt's Rifi~ an!l Carbine Firing. Practwal
Instruction in .Artillery and Cavalry.

THIRD YEAR-SECOND CLASS.
Nat ural and experimental philosophy.

Michie's Mechanics, 3d E<lition. Bartlett's Astronomy. Young's
G<lneral .Astronomy. Michie's Elements of Wave-Motion relating to Sound and Light.

Chemistry, mineralogy, and geology.

Bloxam's Chemistry, 6th Edition. Tillman's ElemPntary Lessons
in Heat (revised edition). Tillman's Essential PrincipleR of
Chemistry. Brown's Electric Physiology. Thompson's Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism. Dnn:-~.'s Manual
of Mineralogy and Petrography, 5th edition. LeConte's Elements of Geology.

Drawing .......................... Free Hand Drawing and Landscape in black and white. Constructive and Architectural Drawing in ink and colors. *Heed's
Topographical Drawing and Sketching.
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Com·se of study and books used-Continued.
[Books marked thus • are for reference.]
TllliW YEAR-SECOND CLASS- Continued.
Department.

Course of study, text-books, and books of reference.

Tactics of artillery, infantry, a:r.d
cavalry.

Uniten States Army Artillery Tactics. Tidball's Manual of Heavy
Artillery Service, U.S. A. UnitedSt:ttea Army CavalryTacticR.
Upton's United States Army Infantry Tactics. Praetical Instruction in the Schools of tbf' Soldier, Company, and Thtttalion.
Practical Instruction in Artillery and Cavalry.

Practical military engineering ..••. Practical and TheoretiCal Instruction in Military Signaling.

FOURTII YEAR.-FIRST CLASS.
Civil and military engineering and
science of war.

Wheeler's Civil Engineering. \VlH>elor's Field Fortifications.
MPrcur's Mahan's Permanent Fot tification, Etl. of l~R7.
Wht'elf>r's Military Engiueeriug (::;icg;o Operation!< , ::UHl Miliitary .M\uiug). Mercur's Elements of the A rtof War. Mahan's
Stcreotomy. *l{.oyal Engineers, Aitlc-Memoire, Parts I and IL

Modern languages ..••...••••..•... Knapp's Spanish Grammar ; Knapp's SpanishReat1ings. *Seoane's
Neuman and Barretti's Dictionary.
Law................................ Woolsey's International Law. Cooley's Gen eral Principles of
Constitu tional Law in the United States. Winthrop's Abri,lgment of Military Law. General Order.:> No. tOO, .A.. G. 0., 18G3.
History, geography, and ethics. . . . Swinton's Outlines of the ·world's Hif;tury.
llistorical Atlas and General History.

Labberton's New

Practical military engineering •.... Practical Instruction in the conRtrtiCtion of Ponton anrl Spitr
BridgNI ; iu the pr.•parat.ion of t-iiege Materials; and in la.viug
out fi t>ld and si e_g ~ ,,·orks. Practical Instruction in A.stronom.v.
in Snrve.d ng, in ~'[ilitat·y H.econuai>!sanceE~, in lfl('ld Telegraphy:
and Night Signalling. *Emst's ·Manual of Practical MiliLarv
Engineering.
·
Tactics of artillery, infantry, and
cavalry.

Practical Instruction in the Schools of the Soldier, Comprmy,
and Battalion. Practical Instruction in Artillery and Cav;tlry.

Ordnance and gunnery............. Metcalfe's Ordnance and Gunnery.
Practical Ballistics.

Practical Pyrotechnics.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS.

The following letter was received from the adjutant of the Military
Academy, forwarding a list of questions used at the June examinations:
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., Septernber 15, 1891.
SIR: In accordance with your request of recent date, and with the authority of the
Superintendent, I have the honor to forward herewith copies of the lists of questions used at the examination of candidatt3s for admission to the Military Academy
in J nne last.
The lists comprise questions in history of the United States; in the fundamental
principles of arithmetic, and especially their application to practical problems; in
the rules and principles of English grammar; in geography, particularly that of
the United State~:~; in orthography, which also indicates the candidate 'ability in
writing.
HEADQUARTERS
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Tlw examination in reading is conducted orally before the entire board, and consists in testing the candidates' ability to read correctly a paregraph or more from
some standard school reader, such as "Sargeant's Standard Reader.''
A perusal of the lists will show that the examinations, though not very advanced,
are thorough, and require from the candidates an intimate acqnaintance with the
branches indicated.
All lists of examination que~tions are submitted to the academic board for its
examination and approval before being used in the examination of candidates.
Very respectfully,
". M. 'v. RSON 1 Jr.,
Second Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalt·y, Adjutant.
Maj. JOHN M. CARSON,
Secretary of Boat·d of Visitors U. S. Militat·y Acaderny,
Washington, D. C.
E"XAMINATION IN ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
Tirne allotted, 2-k hou1·s.
DIVISION I.
[N. B.-Write the answers below, numbering them to correspond with the questions.]

1. Name all the parts of speech. Which of them are declined? Which of them is
conjugatecl? Which of them are not inflected?
2. What is a noun? Name t]Je kinds of nouns. How is the plural of nouns regularly formed¥ Write the plural of each of the following nouns: scat1, whwj, hoof,
beauty, mouse, potato, mussulman, story, attot·ney, brother-in-law, spoonful, Miss Smith, ox,
fox.
3. The three principal parts of the verb see are see, saw, seen; give the principal
parts of the verbs bid, break, fly. fall, loose, t•icle, mean, wcat·, win, sh?-ink, set, steal, lay,
f1·eeze, sing.
4. What is an aclvcrb? What is a conjunction? What is a pTeposition? What is a
personal pt·onoun? Give an example of e~ch properly used in a sentence.

DIVISION II.
N. B.-Write quite across both pages if necessary. Intelligible abbre-viations are allowed. In pars.
ing give no rules, declensions, compaT'isons, or principal parts; but. in otht>.r respect-s parse f•1ll.v.
ueing ca!·eful to give the subject of each verb, the governing word of each oujective case, aud to
state precisely what each conjunction connects, between what words each preposition shows tho
relation, and to what each pronoun refers. Important omissiolls will be taken to indicate ignorance.

Parse the words in italics in the fo1lowing sentence: This nursery legencl is the child's
version of those superstitions which tcould have strangled in their uradles the young
sciences now adolescent and able to take cm·e of therusel ves, ancl which, having been clrive11
from their nursery, are watching with hostile aspect the 1·apid growth of the compaTa·
tirely new science of man.
DIVISION III.
Correct all the errors that occur in the following sentences:
1. Those sort of books were a valuable present.
2. His wisdom, and not his money, produce esteem.
3. Each have their own fau1ts.
4. Who doubts but what two and two are four f
5. He has not, I do not suppose, laid by mtJch.
6. This result, of all others, is most to be dreaded.
7. I have and ever shall insist on the necessity of economy.
8. The number of inhabitants were not more than four millions.
9. Such expressions always sound harshly.
10. To this cause, no doubt, is due most of the failures.
11. I gave it to a man whom I thought was the proprietor.
12. Who do you take me to be f
13. One after another arose and expressed their approval.
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The oldest of the two is about as tall as me.
I fomHl it harder than I thought it would have been.
He has formerly been a resident of this town.
If you would take tho troable to look, you ·will see it.
If I was him, I woulu be a.shamed to go there again.
I dare say he is as old if not older tha,n you.
I could do it easy enough if every one paid their share.
Was it him that argL1etL that the·earth was flat f
I don't know a.s the exact cost is known yet.
Is there any prospect of the council passing such a by-law.
EXAMINATION IN HISTORY.

Time allowed, 3 hom·s.
(Write your answer as legibly and concisely as possible without omitting material or important facts.]

1. When was the main laud of North America discovered T By whom T Where f
2. What explorations or discoveries did eat;h of the following persons make 7 Give
the date in each case.
·
(a) Narvaez.
(b) Coronado.
(c) Marquette.
(d) La Salle.
3. Of the thirteen English Colonies which was the first and which the last settled Y
4. Name three colonies that were colonized for religious reasons, and name the
denomination by which each was colonized.
5. What was meant by charter government, and name two colonies that were at
Borne period under this form of administration T
6. What was meant by "the three lower counties on the Delaware T" What
name was given to the territory by its earliest white settlers f
7. What part was taken in Colonial history by each of the following named persons?
(a) Lord Delaware.
(b) Patrick Henry.
(c) John Endicott.
(d) Pev"'r Stnyv sant.
8. Who made~ draft of the Declaration of Independence Y
9. Name some important results of each of the following battles of the Revolutionary War :
(a) Long Island.
(b) Trenton.
(c) Brandywine.
10. How many States belonged to the Union when Washington was inaugurated Y
and name those whicb. had not adopted the Constitution.
11. Give the limiting dates of the war of 1812, and uame the cause of that war.
12. When was the eity of Washington taken by the British, and what were the
circumstances of its capture T
13. During whose administration did each of the following events occur f
(a) Louisiana purchase.
(b) Nullification act.
(c) Gadsden purchase.
14. When and how was the Missouri Compromise virtually repealed T
15. Give three prominent features of the Seminole or Florida War, 1835-'42.
16. What State first passed the Ordinance of Secession? When f .
17. \Vhere was the first bloodshed of the Civil War 7 How was it brought about f
18. Name and give the dates of three.prornineut events of McClellan's Peninsular
Campaign of 186'2.
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19. Give the date and place of General Lee's surrender.
20. How and in what year was slavery constitutionally abolished m the United
States?
EXAMINATION IN ARITHMETIC.
No.1 [wt. 8]. The sum of two decimal fractious is 1);, and one is-h of the other;
find the decimal fractions.
No. 2 [wt. 8] . .A. vessel contains 5 bu. 3.pk. 2qt. 1pt., how many quarts, beer
measure, will it contain~
No.3 [wt. 8]. Which is the greater, one pound avoirdupois or one pound troy?
One ounce avoirdupois or one ounce troy¥ Show how much in each case.
No.4 [wt. 11]. H-is au erroneons val1te .of a required j1·action because its denominator, 39, is too great by -H-. Is H greater or less than the true value of the 1·equired
(motion and how much f
No. 5 [wt. 11]. If 193 versts equal205.9 kilometres, and 1,552.94 kilometres equal
964.9 miles, how many miles are equal to 100 versts T
No. 6 [wt. 12]. 7! dozen apples are sold for 6s. 2d., some are sold at the rate of 3
for 2!d., and the remainder at 8 for 6fd. How many are sold at each rate T
No.7 [wt. 12_1. Two numbers, one of which is 2,685. have for their greatest common divisor 537, and for their least common multiple 18,795; find the other number.
No.8 [wt. 14]. £925 is so divided among A, B, C, and D, that B's portion isH of
A's, C's is i of B's, and D's is half as much as B's and C's together. What does each
receive T
No. 9 [wt. 16]. The grass of 20 acres grows continuously. 133 oxen can eat all of
the grass in 13 days (that is the original grass and that which grows in 13days). 28
oxen could eat 5 acres of the grass in 16 days (that is the original grass and that
which grows in 16 days). How many oxen could eat 4 acres of the grass in 14 days
(that is 4 acres of grass and that which grows on the 4 acres in 14 days) f
EXAMINATION IN GEOGRAPHY.
Tirne allowed 2i hours.

t. N!J'me the five oceans of the globe in order of size.
2. Name the seas on the east coast of Asia between Bering Straits and the Straits
ofMalacca.
3. Name the four most westerly countries of Europe in order .from uortb to south.
4. Upon what river is Vienna. situated, what is the direction of ita flow below the
city, where does it; emptyT
5. Where is the Isle of Wight T Isle of Man T the Orkney Isles T
6. What two large rivers of Russia empty into the Caspian Sea?
7. Locate definitely the following places: Teheran, Calcutta, Shanghai, and
Singapore.
8. Name the Barbary States and the government to which each belongs.
9. Locate definitely the following towns of Africa: Morocco, Tunis, Alexandria, and
Mozambique.
10. Name the colonies of Australia. Which is the most eastern, southern. westernl
11. Name all the South American countries which touch the Pacific. Give their
capitals.
12. Which of the South American countries lie north of the Equator T
13. In what States of Mexico are the following towns: Jalapa, Matamorao, Acapulco,
Mazatlan 7 if upon waters state what.
14. Name the two most southern republics of Central America with their capitals.
1fi .. Narne the great Jakes on the northern border of the United States in or<ler from
east. to west. \Vbat water wayR connect these lakes'
lG. \Vhat is th6 most sonthem point of the United States? Give its latitude.
17. What States touch the Great La.kes f Name them iu order from the wel:itto oat;t.
18. Name the States touched by the .Mi~:~souri River.
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19. Name the States east or the Missouri that have neither lake, sea, nor gnlf coast
line.
20. Bound Virginia, Utah, Missouri, Oregon (mountain and river boundaries not
sufficwnt, all adjacent States must be given).
21. Which is th6 smallest and which is the largest State in the Union~ How do
they compare in area~
22. State where the Merrimac River rises, the direction of flow, where does it empty,
what town is at its mouth 'l
2:.;, Locate definitely the following places: Hartford, Little Rock, Montgomery,
Milwaukee, Los Angeles.
24. A north and south line through Savannah would pass through what States 'l
25. Name five towns or cities of the most importance that one would pass in going
from Pittsburg, Pa., to Mobile, Ala., by water.
CADETS ADMITTED JUNE, 18!>1.

The following-named JOnng men passed the preliminary examinations hdd in June and were ad!:!.!itted to the Academy:
Where
l>orn.

Ap-

Ind ...
N.ll ..
N.Y ..
\Vis
5
N. Y ..
6 Au)!;u~tiu,JosepllNum'l,jr La ....
7 Boanch:ttllp, Rnney Neal._ .. K.v ....
8 Bell,Ola\Valter ·----------Mich ..
9 Beutle.v, Carle Etlwin .. _.... Cal ...
10 Bigelow, Mortiwer 011borne. Mich ..
11 Bolles, l<'mn k Crandall .. __ .. Ill . . . .
12 Bott><,LonisEikin .......•.. Mo ...
13 Briggs, Paul Robt>rt ....... Mo
14 Broateh, James \Vallace .... S.Dak.
15 Brookes. Albert Sitlney ..... Ark ..
16 ilrown,FraukReid ......... Mifl'i ..
17 Bug!{e,Jt>ns.,jr ....••..••... Wis ...
lH BurJJ;el:!l:!, Harry.--·-·--·--·· Miss ..
J9 Butler, ClarPnce Metz ·----- Ohio ..
20 Cain, Cornelius Enoch ... _.. K.v
21 Cavenaugh, Hany La Tour- Utah ..
rette.
22 Champion, Frnnci~ ;\f 11rion .. Nebr ..
23 Chapman, CharieR Martin .. Mo.- ..
24 Charles, Oscar Jerome ...•.. Ill
25 CLlrtis, Thomas Pel ham. . . . Cal. __ .
26 Darrah,Thomas\Valter .... Kans ..
27 Da,vis,GlPnnHf'tlgcs ..•..•.. Ohio ..
28 Velaney,Daui9l ..••.•.•••.. Cal. ...
~9
Dennis,Samnel ............. Mo ....
30 Di<'kason,DenisiTenr.y .... Pa ....
31 Dillawa.v, Alvan Simonds ... Mass ..
32 Dixon,HenryBen,jamiu ----Iowa ..
33 Duft',ClycleLemont. --·----Ill ....
34 Dunc.tn,DaniPl ............. Ky ....
35 Dnrkin, Joseph Francis ..•.. ll'el'd.
3ti Dwyer, James Chal'les ...••. Ind ...
37 Dwyer,Thom11sFraucis ..•. Irel'd.
38 Eltinge, LeRoy·----· --··· N. Y __
3!1 Fergusson,_FrankKerb.y .... Tenn ..
40 J<'lemmg, Adrian HebHst.ian Ky ....
41 Gold, Edward B<trnett ...•.. Va ....
42 Gurney,JohnAsa ...•••.... Mich ..
43 Hammatt, WilliamCushin~. Me
44 llatnpton,CelwynEmerAon. Ohio ..
45 Hartshorne,BenjaminMin- N.J ...
turn, jr.
461 Hawldns,ClydeEmile .••••• Pa ....
47 llaye8, Fitzhugh Lee.---·-· N.C ..
48 Ht>rron, Joseph Sutherland. Ohio ..
49/Jf,,ll·i:lncl .. Ch:oriPR lto~e.,e ... Ol110 ..
50 lliii!On,l•muklmSwart .... N.Y ..

Ind.
:N.H.
N.Y.
\Vis.
N.Y.
La.
Ky.
Mich.
Ark.
Mich.
Mo.

Name.
~·~~~~ No.
-- ---------------------1------1----- ---1---------------------1---------No.
1
2

3
4

Name.

Akester,Amold ............
Aldrich, WartlPJiPst .......
Alleu,lloughton'l'heollore ..
A me~. Thales Luchl~ .... _..
Arnolcl, Conway fllllyer, jr.

M.o.

Mo.
Nehr.
Ark.
N.C.
Minn.
Mis•.
Ohio.

K.v.

Okla..

Ill.
Mo.
Ill.
Mass.
Kans.
Ohio.
Cal.
Mo.
Colo.
Mass.
Iowa.
N.D.
Ky.
N.Y.
Iowa.
N.Y.
N.Y.
Tenn.
Ky.
Va.
Mich.
Me.
Ohio.
N.J.
Pa.
N.C.
Ohio.
Ohio.
N.Y.

Kelly,William,jr ___________ Tex ... Tex.
Knowlton, Joseph Lippin- Ill ..•. Ill.
cott..
53 . Langclon, Russell Creamer .. N.Y:. N.Y.
M Letourneau, Oswald . _- ... -. Ill . --. Ill.
55 Mayo,RichardClaybrook .. . Va .... Va.
56 McBroom, Walter S('ott .. _. Iml __ _ Ind.
57 McDouald,Tbomal:!Benton Md ... Md.
58 McGrew, Milton Loomis .... D. U .. N.J.
59 Mcintyre, Thomas Henry Ala ... Tenn.
Rnger.
60 Miles,PerryLester ..•...... Ohio .. Ohio.
61 Morrison,Jolm,jr
Iowa .. Iowa.
62 Myer, George Henderson* .. N.Y .. N.Y.
6:l Newbaker, Etlwanl.Jay ..... l'a. . ... I> a.
64 Nissen,AugustCarl. ....... Ohio .. Ohio.
6;) Nuttman, Louis Meredith .. N.J ... N.J.
66 O'Harra, AloysiusPeterJo- Pa ---· Pa.
seph.
67 O'SulliYa.n, Ernest Philip .. N.C .. N.Y.
68 Paine, Charles Herman .. __ . Vt .... Mrl.
69 Parker, JamPs Southard .. _. D.C .. Atl'rge
70 Payne, Brooke. ____ ... _.. __ . Va .... Va.
71 I~Parce, Thomas Absalom ... N.C -- Tex.
72 PritClhard, George Barnard, Ga .... Ga.
jr.
73 Purdy,ClarenceNewcomb .. Ind ... Ind.
74 Reisin~er,Paul ............ Pa .... Pa.
75 lticketts, Wiliiam Antly
Ill .••. ' Ill.
76 Rifenherick,Rit'lull'llParker Ohio .. Ohio.
77 1:-iample,'\VarrenStor:e .••••. Tenn .. Ky.
78 ::->ehnl~. Edwanl Hugh ...•.. W.Va. '\V. Va.
79 Shelton,Georj!eHenry· ..... Conn .. Cor111.
80 Stlls.WilliamGr:ty ...........Ala ... N.C.
81 Siviter, Franl'i~ Pil'rpont .... Pa ---· Pa.
82 Smith, Fine Wil~on. ·--··--· Ky .... Ky.
83 Smith, llarr.v Emest. --- .•.. Me. __ . Minu.
8~
Smith,MortonFitz .......•• Colo
Mieh.
85 Springer, .A.nton,jr .......•.. France N.Y.
86 StPi!:!;nte.v~r, Frederick Ohio .. Ohio.
.Franklin.
87 Stout, Hany Boward ..•.•.. Ariz .. Pa.
88 Sturtevant.Gira.rd .....•.... N.Y .. N.Y.
89 Sweeney, Thomas Maurice .. Va .... Va.
!10 Turruan,RenbPnSmith. --·Miss .. Misf!.
91 Vincent,Jame><Irdn~
Mich .. Mich.
92 Watson, Frank Bingly ___ ••. Va . __ . N.J.
93 \Vbeeler.Joseph,j•··---·---- Ala ...• Ala.
9i i White, HPrbPrt Artl1nr. __ Iowa .. Iowa.
9:1 '\Vhitf>side~ ..Jollll fiarr..tt.. l'a .... l'a.
!16 \Villong;hlty. Charlo•)< l~ussdl Co) ... Cnl.
!17
Wrigllt,l~ubl'l·t,fohu. -·--·\Vis ··1\V1s.
51
52

--~----------------------~----~-----~--~--------------------~------~----

*Admitted September 1.
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VACANCIES IN 1'llE CADE1' CORPS I•'OR JUNE,

1892.

The tables given below show t.he districts in which vacancies now
exist qiid those in which vacancies will exist in June next upon the
graduation of the present first class. The lists were obtained from
the War Department on October 3, and the asterisk(*) indicates those
districts for which appointments were made up to that date. 'l'he first
table shows tbe vacancies in the Cadet Corps on September 1, 1891.
These number 70. It must be apparent to all who will give the subject
the briefest consi<leration that a s:ystem of appointments under wbich
so large a number of diRtricts can be left uupro,·i<led for is sadly defective, and that some remedy is imperatively demanded to correct
this large waste. It must not be forgotten that all these vacancies
belong to the class which entered in June, 1891, and that at least 75
per cent. of them would llave been avoided bad members of Congress
properly aud promptly exercised tlle privilege bestowed upou tllem of
nominating caudi<lates.
The second table shows the vacancies which will exist by reason of
tbe graduation of the present first class. Tbese number 58, and iu
addition to these there will be four v;:tcancies "at large" which the
President bas nominated candidates to fill. With tlle 70 vacancies
tbat belong to the class which entered in June, 1891, there will be in
June, 1892, 132 vacancies to be filled, and this number is pretty certain
to be augmented by at least 20 casualties that will occur during the
present academic year.
Congre8sional Districts unrep1·esented at the Acadenty September 1, 1891.
State.

District.

.Arkan!\as ...•...••.....
Do .....••..•.....
Colorado .....•..•......
Georgia ................
lllinoiR ------··---··-··
Do ...............
Do ...•.••.••....
Do ..••......•....
Do ...•...•.......
Indiana................
Do ...............
Iowa ....••.............
KansaR .. -.--- .........
Do ...••••........
Do ..•.....••.....
Kentulll<y ---·--·-----·
Do ...•.........•.
Do ...•...•.......
Louisiana .... -~.--.....
Do ·--------·····
:uaryland .....•........
Do ........•••....
},faRAachnsetts .........
Michig:m -----·--··-··
Do.··----·------·
MinnCi1ota. .. -- ••. -.-...
Do.·--··--·----··
MissisHippi . _..........
Do.-----··-······
Do ...............
11.1issunri ..•.. --.-......
Do .... ---· __ .....
Do.·-----........
:\'f'hr:o~ka. ...•••........
K lJW .J ~::r~ey .. _...... __ .

Second.~t

Third.*
--.
Third.*
Tenth.

Elev~nth.

Twelfth.
Eighlel'nth.
Nineteenth.
First.*
Thinl. *
First.*
S!'cond. *
Sixth.
Seveuth. *
Sixth.*
Eighth.
Tenth.*
Second.*
Fifth.
SPcond.
Fifth.
Sevt>nth.
First.
Srcond. *
l!'irRt. *
Third.*
Second.
Sixth.
Seventh.
First.
Thirrl.
'l'wt>lfth. *
Third.*
l<'ourth.

State.
New York--·-·-···-··
Do ....... ·--·····
Do ...............
Do ....... ----·· ..
Do .............•.
North Caroliua ·----··
Ohio··-···---··----· ..
I>o ........•......
Do ..... ··----....
Do ..••...........
Do ...•...........
Do ...•...........
Do ...............
PennH:vlvania .........
J>o ...............
I>o ....••.........
Do .....•...•.....
Do.·-----.--· ....
Do.········-··--·
South Carolina-----··
Tenut•sf:leo ............
Do ..•......•.....
TexaH ------ ·---·-. __ .
Do ...............
Do ......... -··--·
Do .........•..•..
Do ......•........
Virginia .....•.•••••..
\Vest Virginia .• _._...
Do .....•..••••...
Do.-----·-----· ..
Wisconsin------ ......
Do ·----- ..•.....
Do.··--···--· ....
Do ...............

District.
First.*
Ninett>tmth.
T"·ruty-sixth.
Thirtieth.*
Thirty.first. *
Fifth.
:Sixth.*
Elrventh. *
Thirteenth.*
Fourte .. nth.*
Fifteenth.*
Sixteenth.*
Se\·enttwnth.*
St><~orul. *
Ei~£hth. *
El~Ycuth.

Twdft!J.
l!'ifte•·nth.
Sixttwuth. *
Fifth.
Niuth.
Tenth.*
First.*
Second.
Fourth.
Fifth.
Teuth. *
Tenth.
::;econd.
Third.
Fourth.
Fifth.*
Sixth.*
St•\'Pnth.
Ninth."'

*Districts from which candidates have been selected for June, 1892.
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Congressional Dist1·icts to be 1Jacant by the qraduating class of J1tne, 1892.
State.

District.

Alabama .......•..•...
Do .............. .
.Arizona Territory .... .
.Arkansas ............. .
Flor1da. .......•........
Do ........•...•..
Georgia .......•...•..•.
Do .......••.•...
Do .............. .
Illinois ....•.••........
Indiana .....•••.•......
Iowa .................. .
Do .............. .
Do ............. .
Kansas ............... .
Do .............. .
Kt>n11Hlky .....•...•...
Louisiana ........•..•..
Maiue .........•••..•..
Mas~a<'husetts ...•••...
Do ........•••....
Michigan .....•.••.....
Missouri. ............. .
Do ........••.....
Do ..•..•..•..••..
Do ............. .
New Hamp~hire ...... .

Fifth.

Seve~~:t
Fifth.*
l!'irsL. *
Second.
Fifth.*
Sixth."
Seventh.*
Fourteenth. *
Seventh."
SeYenth. *
Ninth.*
Tenth.*
Fourth.*
Fifth.*
Second.*
Sixth.*
Second.
First.*
Second. •'
Eleventh.
Fifth.*
Sixth.*
Eighth.
Thi1 teenth. *
:First.*

District.

State.
New Jersey ...••...••.
New York .......•....
Do ..••••..••.....
Do .............. .
Do ........•......
North Carolina ...... .
Ohio ................. .
Penw'lylvania ........ .
Do .............. .
Do ....•...•••....
Do .............. .
Do ....•...••.....
Do ....•.•.....•.
Do .............. .
South Carolina ....... .
Do .............. .
Do .............•.
Tennessee ........... .
Do ..•••••.•......
Do ...•••.........
Do .............. .
Texas .....•...•.....
Vermont ..........•...
Do .............•
Virginia ...........•..
\Vashmgton ..•.......
\Visconsin ......••.•..

Seventh.*
Sixteenth.*
Eigbteenth. *
Twenty-first.*
Twt>nty ninth.*
Sixth.*
.F irst.*
Fourth.*
Sixth.*
Tenth.*
Fourteenth.*
Twentieth.*
Twenty-fifth.*
Twenty-eighth.*
Fir.. t. *
Second.*
Fourth.*
First.*
Second.*
Fifth.*
Sixth.*
Sixth.*
First.*
Second.
Second.*

*

Second.*

*Districts from which candidates have been selActed for June, 1892.

MILITARY AND ACADEMIC STAFF.

The officers on duty in June, 1801, at the Military Academy, in the
several departments, was as follows :
SUPERINTENDENT.
Colonel JoHN M. WILSON, Colonel of Enginllers.
MILITARY STAFF.
Second Lieut. JOHN M. CARSON, Jr., Fifth Cavalry, Adjutant of the Military Academy, Post Atljutant, and Recruiting Officer.
Capt. WILLIAM 1!,. SPURGIN, Twenty-first Infantry, Treasurer of the Military
Academy and Quartermaster and Commissary of Cadets.
Capt. \VILLIAM H. MILLER, Assistant Quartermaster, U. S. A., Quartermaster of
the Military Academy, Post Quartermaster, and Disbursing Officer.
First Lieut. DANIEL H. BOUGHTON, Third Cavalry, Officer of Police, Post Commissary of Subsistence, Post Treasurer, and Assistant to Post Quartermaster.
Maj. HENRY McELDERRY, Surgeon, U.S. A., Post Surgeon.
Capt. W:!\1. FITZIIUGH CARTER, Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A.
Acting Assistant Surgeon WILLIAM P. COMPTON, U. S. A.
ACADEMIC STAFF.
(Professors wbo~e service at the Acarlcmv as professor exceeds 10 years have the assimilated rank
of colonel, and all other professors the assimilated rauk of lieutenant-colonel.)

Depa1·tntent of Natural and Experimental Philosophy.

PETER S. MICHIE, Professor (14 l!,eb., 1871).
:First Lieut. Sedgwick Pratt, Third Artillery, Assistant Professor.

,.
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First Lirut. James S. Pettit, First Infantry, First Lieut. Jolm B. Be11inger, Fifth
Cavalry, Instructors.
First Lieut. FrankS. Harlow, First Artillery, in charge of Observatory and Astronomical Observations.

Depm·tment of Modern Languages.
GEORGE L. ANDREW.3, Professor (28 Feb., 1871).
Capt. Edward E. Wood, Eighth Cavalry, Assistant Professor of the Spanish Language.
First Lieut. Warren P. Newcomb, Fifth Artillery, Assistant Professor of the French
Langnage.
"First Lieut. Charles H. Hunter, First Artillery; First Lieut. William W. Forsyth,
Sixth Cavalry; First Lieut. Benjamin Alford, Twenty-second Infantry; t Second
Lieut. Samuel D. Sturgis, First Artillery; "Second Lieut. John E. McMahon, Fourth
Artillery, Instructors.

Department of Drawing.
0HA RLES vV. LARNED, Professor (25 July, 1876).
First Lieut. Hamilton Rowan, Second Artillery, Assistant Professor.
First Lieut. George H. Cameron, Fourth Cavalry; Second Lieut. Cecil Stewart,
Third Cavalry; Second Lieut. E. S. Wright, Ninth Cavalry, Instructors.
:j:

Department of Mathematics.
EDGAR W. BASS, professor (17 J\pril, 1878).
First Lieut. John A. Lundeen, Fourth Artillery, Assistant Professor.
First Lieut. Wright P. Edgerton, Second Artillery; First Lieut. Charles R. Noyes,
Ninth Infantry; t First Lieut. Harry C. Benson, Fourth Cavalry; First Lieut. George
F. Barney, Second Artillery; :j: First Lieut. Alfred B. Jackson, Nint.h Cavalry; :j: First
Lieut. Samuel D. Freeman, Tenth Cavalry; Second Lieut. Frank Mcintyre, Nineteenth Infantry, Instructors.

Department of Chemistry, Minemlogy, and Geology.
SA:M:UEL E. TILLMAN, professor (21 December, 1880).
First Lieut. John P. Wisser, First Artillery, Assistant Professor.
*First Lieut. Erasmus M. Weaver, jr., Second Artillery; Second Lieut .. Elmer W.
}Inbbard, First Artillery; Second Lieut. Harry Freeland, Third Infantry, Instructors.

Department of History, Geogt·aphy, and Ethics.
Wiq:,IAM M. POSTLETHWAITE, Chaplain, Professor (21 December, 1881).
First Lient. Frank L. Dodds, Ninth Infantry, Assistant Professor.
First Lieut. Francis J. Kernan, Twenty-first Infantry, Instructor.

Depat·tment of Civil and Mil-itary Engineering.
JAMES MERCUR, professor (29 September, 1884).
First Lieut. Harry F. Hodges, Corps of Engineers, Assistant Professor.
First Lieut. Lansing H. Beach, Corps of Engineers; First Lieut. Joseph E. Kuhn,
Corps of Engineers, Instructors.
*Relieved from duty at the Military Academy .June 15, 1891.
t Relieved from duty at the Military Academy August 28, 1891.
t Relieved from duty at the Military Academy August 8, 1891.
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Department of Tactica.
Lieut. Col. HAMILTON S. HAWKINS, Twenty-third Infantry, Commandant of Cadets
and Instructor of Tactics. (1 Feb., U388.)
Capt. Lou!s A. Craig, Sixth CaYalry, Senior Assistant Instructor of Cavalry Tactics.
First Lieut. John D. C. Hoskins, T!Jird Artillery, Senior Assistant Instructor of
Artillery Tactics.
First Lieut. Ed_waTfl E. Hardin, Seventh Infantry, Senior Assistant Instructor of
Infantry Tactics, commamling Band and Detachment of Field Music.
* .Ftrst Lieut. William W. Galbraith, Fifth Artillery, Assistant Instructor of Tactics, commanding Company of Callets.
*First Lieut. John A. Johnston, Eighth Cavalry, Assistant Instructor of Tactics,
commalHling Company of Cadets.
First Lient. Daniel L. Tate, Third Cavalry, Assistant Instructor of Tactics, commanding Company of Cadets.
Second Lieut. Robert A. Brown, Fourth Cavalry, Assistant Instructor of Cavalry
Tactics.
Second Lieut. T. Bentley Mott, First Artillery, Assistant Instructor of Tactics,
commanding Company of Cadets.

Department of Law.
JoHN W. CLous, Major and Judge Advocate, U.S. A., Professor (28 Aug., 1890, by
assignment under act of 6 June, 1874).
l<~irst Lieut. Frank L. Dodds, Ninth Infantry, First Lieut. Francis J. Kernan,
Twenty-first Infantry, Instructors.

Depa1·tntent of Ordnance and G'ttnnery.
tCapt. HENRY METCALFE, Ordnance Department, Instructor (28 Aug., 1886).
First Lieut. Edwin B. Babbitt, Ordnance Department, First Lieut. John C. W.
Brooks, l<~ourth Artillery, Assistant Instructors.

Departntent of Pmctical Militm·y Engineering.
Capt. GEORGE McC. DERBY, Corps of Engineers, Instructor (4 Jan., 1889).
First Lieut. Eugene W. Van C. Lucas, Corps of Engineers, Second Lieut. Charles
H. McKinstry, Corps of Engineers, Assistant Instructors.
HERMAN J. KOEHLER, Master of the Sword.
ARTllUR A. CLAPPE, Teacher of Music.
*Relieved from duty at the Military Academy August 2!1, 1891.
f Relieved from duty at the Military Academy August 8, 1891.

CONCLUSION.
The Board earnestly commends the Military Academy to the fostering care of Congress and tbe liberal support of the pP.ople. It is the
only national military school we have, and nothing should be left undone to maintain its high character, promote its efficiency, and increase
its usefulness. National pride, regard for the common defense, and
sound public policy require that its equipment should be thorough, and
that the highest patriotism and best talent should continue to characterize its direction. Its graduates in the past have met every requirement of the public service, and there can be no manner of doubt that
should occasion arise West Point will in the future fully meet the
expectations of the American people. No consideration of economy
should be permitted to thwart or delay the furnishing of proper supplies and equipment so urgently needed to place the Military Academy
abreast of similar institutions in other countries.
The deficiencies in proper equipment now so manifestly apparent
should be corrected without delay by Congress. Uonsidering these
deficiencies, which have been pointed out in this report, it is surprising
that those charged with the immediate direction of the Academy have
accomplished, and are still accomplishing, such remarkable results.
Even with the existence of deficiencies iu equipment, our Military
Academy does not materially su:fl'er by comparison with similar schools .
of Europe. If we compare the advantages of West Point with oi..her
military establishments it will be seen bow much wider and broader are
our systems of military education. In England there is one school devoted alone to training officers for the staff, and although much of the
education is devoted to field work and out-door duties, military history
and languages receive close attention, and in addition, as in our Academy, special care is given to the sciences, and especially practical astronomy.
The value of astronomy alone as a potent adjunct in military warfare
was seen in Egypt, when the regiments of Lord W olseley made a night
attack on the Arabs, and went into action by the guidance of the stars.
The stars marked the line of advance and the position of regiments,
and in a country where the skies are generally cloudless, and the stars
always shine, such aspects of nature as are manifest at so many points
on our continent, astronomy becomes as Important as at sea. There
is another Euglish school of apparently a lower grade, for the training
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of officers in cavalry and infantry, and where the tuition embraces the
elementary principles of military art. The Woolwich Academy, perhaps
the best known, prepares officers for the arti1lery and the engineers.
Here the scholars are expected to spend three years, and when graduation comes, the cadets with the higher averages, like our own, can have
an option on the engineers.
For a cadet to pass either through one school or thA other and afterwards take staff duty, involYes an additional course of two years. So
that a subaltern in the British army can hardly hold himself as equipped
for duty without an educational training of five or six years. In these
schools, however, the standard has steadily advanced. Critics who complain of the higher grades established at West Point, and the apparent
hardships attending an entrance to the Army, forget that there has been
a steady progress in the art of war-that war is a progressive art-and
that even the elementary problems are not under present conditions, as
was possible in ruder times, to be passed without a certain maturity of
mind.
The days when regimental colors were given to boys of 13, when
even as famous a general as Marlborough was promoted from court page
to the Guards at 16, and Wellington was made an ensign at 17, have
passed away. The very eminence that Marlborough and Wellington
attained in the military art would have had added value if either of
them had taken the colors with as complete an academic education as
Napoleon, Grant, Moltke, Sherman, Wolseley, and commanders of equal
fame. Not alone as masters of the art of war, but in the civil functions
which so often devolve upon the modern soldier, this academic education such as Napoleon enjoyed, and as we have in better form at
West Point, Jl?.USt have great value. The just criticisms of history
npon the civic careers of Marlborough and Wellington; the incredible
mistakes of Wellington, especially in keeping out of tone and temper
with the English people when he was in the cabinet anrl prime minister,
would have been impossible to the soldier, however brilliant as a tactician, whose mind had been formed upon the sound academic principles
of our Military .Academy.
In these later years when we train soldiers it should be remembered tha.t the art to be a soldier is only the first step in the art of beiug
a statesman. And nothing, we think, redounds more to the glory of the
Academy than the fact that so many of her alumni hold so proud a
position in the civil annals of their country.
The Army is the disciplined force of the nation. It is the expression
of nationallJOwer. As no chain is stronger than its weakest link, so
no nation is stronger than the organized military embodiment of its
strength. Now, if we accept this as an axiom, one which, unhavpily or
otherwise, has been imposed upon us by modern civilization, then it is
the first duty of the lawgiver to see that the sword of the nation is eventempered and true. There are various examples. If we look at England
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we have an army which is a class. It stan<h; apart from tho nation.
When there is the canker of a long peace it is apt to disintegrate or
suppurate into mutiny.
Not many months since a regiment of the Guards bearing one of the
illustrious names in the British service was sent into exile because it
would not obey its officers. The mutiny, however, was not really
against military duty, but against the enervation of London life, barrack luxuries in Knightsbridge, and a system of command which severed the men from any actual contact with their commanders; which
permitted officers to dawdle around clubs and drawing rooms; and,
keeping out of touch with their men, remanded them to noncommissioned officers for whom the. men had no respect, an<l who wen· incapable of intelligent authority. Such a mutiny would have been impossible
in an American regiment under graduates of West Point. Every
American oilicer is in Rympathy, in contact with his command. To this
extent, therefore, the West Point training does away with the evil of
the Army becoming a class, the evil which English critics appreciate
and deplore.
This English system of isolation is only possible in an army whose
principal duty is to govern Ireland and police England on occasions of
royal ceremony. A large part of the English army is needed to govern India, 75,000 at least of Europeans in that separate command alone,
with an unusual percentage of artillery, as would be expected from a
military organizlltion whose duty is the defense of garrison towns. As
India is practically a nation of garrisons, the military laws governing
its army must be narrow and limited, and are hardly worthy of consideration as far as they apply to other systems of military education.
On the continent conditions have found the other extreme. Empires
are armies. Under the law of conscription, which the French revolution
bequeathed to the monarchies, the military aspect changed, and it seems
as if continental nations were returning to the nomadic methods of
warfare which made posmble the invasions of Genghis Khan and
Tim our. Conscription was the source of the extraordinary battalions of
Napoleon, and made it possible for him to lose an army in the snows of
Russia in one year and take another from the fielus and vineyards of
France for the year ensuing. Germany was better served in her own
method of thorough discipline. Reduced as Prussia was, during Napoleonic wars, to the necessity of maintaining a small standing army,
-not quite 50,000-the Germans kept constantly changing their men
as soon as drilled. The army in the field was, therefore, simply one of
recruits. At home in peaceful employments, but waiting the sound of
the drum, was an ever increasing army of well-trained men.
This short-service system, as a contrast to the long term which prevails
in England-and that of desertion and pardon, which may be summed up
as the existing condition of the American Army-compelled the establishment in Germany of high-class schools for military education. And
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although the German system became more like the French after the
war with Austria in 186G, and conscription has become as fixed under
the German J~mperor as under Danton and the French revolution, it was
necessary that the German army should be strong at the top. Armies
might come and go; one generation would tread on the heels of
another; the front ranks would soon fall out, if not before the bullet
of the enemy before the surer and steadier fire of advancing years; but
there must be a permanent, highly trained head, and especially a staff
which should be as perfect in its workings as the most cunning inventions devised by the mechanical genius of man.
We find in this stafl' system the highest torm of military attainment
toward a perfect knowledge of the art of war. Moltke's military genius
reduced to a Euclid problem is its supreme type. The nearer tllere·
fore we approach its severe ana thorough standards in our Academy
the better the ultimate value to the nation, should war come with its
stern supreme commands. No amount of intelligence, natural aptness,
ability in active peaceful business or industrial callings, will take the
place of this finished and exacting education. The unarmed nation is the
surprised nation. No high development of art and genius can resist the
sword. Look at countries like India, Egypt, the Roman Empire, before
the northern invasion, the Chinese Empire. Jlow admirable their development! What art! what literature! What have they not done for
man~ There is no day, no hour, when we may not feel an obligation
to them. In the finer forms of civilization, in poetry, literature, morals,
and exquisite achievements of patience and artistic fancy, how much
we may learn from them. Yet, because they neglected the one art of
all in which -everything is embodied, honor, safety, prowess, national
pride, and the very integrity of religion and home; becam:;e the art of
self-protection was permitted to drift into abeyance, they became the
prey of ravaging tribes an1l conquering nations. The dagger in the
bands of a Vandal was mightier than the verses of Homer and Virgil,
while the sword in the hands of an Englishman was a power greater
than the luxurious civilization of generations of Mogul princes.
What these highly developed and refined nations never learned, we
should not forget to learn, until like them, it may be too late. There
is no civilization stronger than its capacity for self-defense. Its capacity for self-defense can only be measured by the standards of its
highest military education. It should be the aim of those who govern
our Military Academy to advance towards an ever a~cending, ever
maturing iueal. They should remember that the science of war changes
with the generations; that every new force in nature will in time be a
new force in war; that the telegraph would have made the surprise of
Austerlitz impossible; that the telephone would have brought Grouchy
to Waterloo in time to have saveu the battle for Napoleon.
We must remember that science and discovery have not come to a
standstill, that these forces will grow as they have grown, and that the
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surest military faculty is that which is instant to search them out and
apply them. With trained men to lead the nation, there need be no fear
of what the people will do in the day of peril. It has been the high
privilege of WestPoint to give the nation such leaders, and their renown
now illumines the noblest pages in our country's annals. Let us so
guard and strengthen the venerable Academy that, with other trials,
other soldiers will come from its halls ready to defend the Republic and
add new luster to the glory which, as a proud heritage of West Point,
surrounds the names of Thomas and Sheridan, Sherman and Grant.
CH.A.S.
SAML.

P. MANDERSON.
W. T. LANHAM.

JOHN

M. CARSON.

FRANK A. O'BRIEN.
JAMES T. MlJRFEE.
JAMES A. WAYMIRE.
DAVID W. PAYNE.
THEODORE S. PECK.
ROBERT 0. FULLER.
JAMES L. PUGH.
JULIUS C. BURROWS.
JOSEPH

A. SCRANTON.

I:N"DE:X:Abraham Lincoln, Fort, N. H:tk.:
Abandoned. 59, 1715, 530.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 537.
Location, etc., of reservation, 537.
Water supply, 537.

Adjutant·(~eneral-Continued.

Accounting Officers:
Adjustment of paymasters' accounts, 710-713.
Accounts:
Money. See Jfonry Accounts.
Property. See Proprrly RelurnR.
AC('Otmts :tJHI Returns Division, C. H. 0.:
Worlr done during year, 559,560.
Aeting Judge·Advocate·General:
Annual report, 319.
Remarks:
Articles of War, 322.
Desertion, 322.
Graduated code of punh;hment, 320.
Summary courts, 322.

Adjut:mt·Gencral' s Drtlartment:
Annual report, 61.
Appropriation for contingencies, 30.
Army exhibits and statistics:
Actual strength, June 30, 1891, faeing p. 102.
Desertion, 121, 122.
Gain and loss, enlisted. strength, 120.
Position and distribution of troops, 104-113.
List of, and means of communication :
Armories, arsenals, and depots, 118, 119.
Departments, 114.
Posts, 115-118.
Regimental headquarters, 119,120.

A1lams, Fort, R. 1.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 537.
Location, etc., of reservation, 537.
Means of communication, 115, 537.
Water supply, 537.
A1bms, C. K.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 799.
Adjutant-General:
Annual reports, 61, 303.
Orders affecting military reservations, 529.
Remarks:
Army regulations, 310.
Certificates of merit, 313.
Chaplains, 312.
Colleges, 303.
Dt:Jsertion, 63.
Discharges, act of June 16, 1890, 67-69.
Examinations for promotion, 308.
Extra duty, etc., 72.
Gymnasiums and drills, 74.
Honorably discharged soldiers, 313.
Medals of honor, 313.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 62.
Non-commissioned officers' schools, 70.
Oa.th of enlistment, 310.
Pay of Army, 65 67.
Pay of non-commissioned officers, line, 311.
Post canteens, 76.
Post schools ancllibrarl~s. 69-72.
Practice Inarches, field maneuvers, etc., 7:3.
Recruiting service, 78.
Retil'ement, 309.

Reina.rlrs:
Revolutionary records, 3H.
School teachers, 70.
Summary of recommendations, 85, 86.

Adjutant-General's Office:
Annual report, 303.
Clerical force, 315.
Exhibits and tables:
Government Insane Asylum, 314.
Work done during year, 314,315.
Salaries, 30.
Advertisements:
Subsistence supvlies, 557.
Ainsworth, lUaj. F. C.:
In charge, Record and Pension Division, 17.
Alcatraz Islan!l, Cal. :
Clothing ancl equipage, 336.
Clothing, etc., military convicts, 472.
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 537,619.
Food ancl cooking, 626, 627.
Location, etc., of reservation, 537.
Mea.ns of communication, 115,537.
vVater supply, 537.
Alcoholi!!m:
Prevalence of, in Army, 593, 631, 632,667.
Alexandri:t (Ya.) N:ttional Cem!'tery:
Construction of roadway, 47.351,485.
Algiers, La.:
Dry dock ancl naval repair station, 125.
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa. :
Mea.ns of communication, 118.
Almy, Lieut. W. E.:
Relieved., Milita,ry Prison, 87, 94.
Alton (Ill.) ('emetery:
Monuments, "The Union clead," 485.
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American Hot·se :
Statement, 136.
Amlrews, E. Benj.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 799.
Andrews, George L.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 790.
Angel Isl:tnd, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 537.
Location, etc., of re:;ervation, 537.
Means of communication, 115,537.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 610.
Water supply, 537.
Angel1, J~tmes R.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 800.
Antietam, lUd.:
Battle lines and sites for tablet:;, 47, 349.
Antietam (llld.J National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 47, 339, 351, 485-4fl7.
Apache, Fort, Ariz.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage. etc., 537,617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 257, 537.
Means of communication, 115, 537.
Physical condition of colored troops, 635.
Water supply, 537, 625.
Apache Indians:
Priso~ers at Fort McPherson, Ga., 126.
Apprentice Battalions:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 22.
Ap]ll'Opriations :
War Department, 25, 29-51.
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C.:
Appropriation, 33.
A1·eioe Village :
Rebellion, Moqui Indians, 258, 259
Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery:
Burial of indigent soldiers, etc., 339.
Care and maintenance, 484.
Arizona, Department of:
Annual report of operations, 254.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 324.
Geographical limits, 114, 254.
Health of Army, 583, 639, 643,651,659.
Indian affairs, 258-260.
Indian reservations, area, 254.
Military posts and reBervations, 254-258.
Number of Indians on reservations, 254.
Position and distribution of troops, 111.
Trials by courts-martial, 324.
Armories:
Lh;t, and means of communication. 118, 119.
Arms:
State of Wyoming, 48.
.Army and Navy HOS}lital, Hot Springs, Ark.:
Appropriations, 31,349.
Beneficial effects of treatment, 60.
Buildings and grounds, 571,572.
Diseases treated with results, 571.
Heating apparatus, 571. •
Patients, 571.
Water supply, 572.
Army Cooks:
Enlistment, 559.

Army Medicalllluseum:
Appropriations, 31, 33, 566.
Specimens received, etc., 568-570.
Army of the Unite<l States:
Adjutant-General's Department, 30, 61, 102,
. 104-122.

Annual report of operations, etc., 55.
Appropriations, 30, 31.
Army cooks. 559.
Artillery School, 48, 58, 271-274.
Civil.ian appointments, 22.
Commissary Bergeants, 559.
Commissioned officers, 4, 20-22, 58, 126, 127, 159,
263-268, 272, 308-310,313, 314, 319, 3fi7, 474.·

Desertion, 4, 9, 63-65,82, 121, 122, 128, 131, 158, 160,
322, 327,330, 333,375, 577.

Discipline, 60.
Enlisted men, 3, 4, 10, 11, 59, 61, 67-72, 84, 85, 128,
160, 161, 273, 311,313,314,319,325,357,631,
714.
Enlisted strength, increase, 129.
Enlistment of Indians, 4, 14, 57, 81, 126,161,173176,252.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 48, 58, 263, 265271.
Inspector-General's Department, 30.

Measures inaugurated, affecting, 3, 4.
Medical Department, 30, 31, 33, 60, 157,275,291,
298, 300, 340, 346-349, 352, 353, 388-399, 415,
432-435, 447, 509, 521-523, 565-706.
Military posts and reservations, 4, 16, 33, 48,
59, 62, 87-101, 115-118, 126, 129, 156, 157,
254-258, 262, 338-341 , 349-352, 472, 502, 503,
508, 520, 529-550, 583-586, 605, 606, 633, 634.
639-667.
Operations military commands, 123-263.
Pay Department, 10, 13, 30, 5Q, 65-67, 128, 472,
473, 709-724.
Post bakers and bakeries, 503, 559.
Post canteens, 76-78,128,176,631,633.
Post gardens, 503.
Post schools, 4, 58, 69-72, 130, 274, 503.
Practice marchef, etc., 73, 74,123,163,164,252,
339,497.
Quartermaster's Department, 23, 30, 31, 47, 62,
73, 95, 96, 126, 252, 253, 275, '286, 337-550.
Recruiting service, 3, 10, 30,78-83, 119, 262, 310,
578,706.
Reorganization, 12, 13, 56, 57,129.
Small-arms practice, 31, 58, 130, 157, 158, 253,
273, 340, 3;!7, 348, 352, 353, 395, 397, 399, 415,
433, 435, 447! 521.
Subsistence Department, 30, 553-561.

Army Regulations:
Necessity for revision ancl reprinting, 310.
Army Reorganization:
Artillery, 13.
Remarks:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 129.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 56,57.
Three-battalion formation of infantry, 12.
Army Service Corps:
Organization, extra-duty labor, 72.
Army Service !lien, Q. lll. Detlt. :
Organization, Btrength, etc., 338, 343, 344.
Remarks, Col. J. M. Wilson, 73.

INDEX.
Army Service lllen, Q· lll. Dept.-Continued.
Uniforms, etc., 286.

nallistics:
Instruction, Artillery School, 272.

Arnold, Col. A. K.:
RemarkH, pm;t canteen!:i, 77.
Repor\, Sioux Indian campaign, 243.

Baltimore, :\ld.:
Measures for defem;e, 124.

ArRenals:
Appropriation!:i, 31, 32.
Lh;t, and me<~ns of comnnmication, 118,119.
Articles of War:
Rem<trl{s:
Acting Judge-Advocate-General, 322.
Hunter, Maj . Edward, 324.
Artiflci:\l Umbs all(l Apt>li:\llces:
Appropriations, 47, f167.
Commutation in money, in lieu, 567, 568.
Furnished during year, 567.
Artillt>ry Instruction:
Artillery School, 27:~, 273.
Infantry <tml Cav:tlry School, 267.
Artillt>ry Reorg:miz:\tion:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard, 129.
Artilkry School:
Annual report of operations, 271.
Appropriation, 48.
Buildings, 273.
Class formed September 1,1890,271.
Course of instruction :
Commissioned ofilcers, 272.
Non-commissioned officers, 273.
Library, 274.
Printing office, 274.
Remarlrs. Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, f18.
Results of examinations, 273.
Suggestions of Col. Frank, 273, 274.
Visit of class to Washington navy-yard, 272.
Artillery Target Practice:
East, Department of the, 130.
Expense of transportation, 340.
Fort Monroe, Va., 272.
Ranges for Department of 'l.'exa!:i, 157, 158.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 59.
Texa!:i, Department of, 158.
Assinniboine, Fort, lllont.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of re!:iervation, 538.
Means of communication. 115,538.
Water supply, 538, 6:~4.
Atlantic, Division of the :
Discontinued, 55, 123.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga.:
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communication, 118.
Bailey, Capt. II. K.:
Remarks:
Clerl{S for judge-advocates, 325.
Discharges. act of June 16, 1890, 325.
Graduated code of punishment, 324.
Law librarie!:i for judge-advocates, 325.
Summary courts, 3:~4.
Ball, Ca1>t. U. U.:
Remarks, post canteens, 631.
Report, drainage, etc., Fort Hiley, 619.
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Bands:
Milit<try Academy, 283, !H3 8!9.
Barnes' JIOS(>ital, Soldiers' Home, n. C.:
·Expenses:
Annual, 1888-1891, 740.
Monthly, Oct., 1890--Sept., 1891, 740 742.
Sanitary condition, 742.
Barr, IJieut. Col. Thomas 1<'.:
H.emar]{S:
Graduated code of punishment, 323.
Summary courts, 323.
Barracks anti Quarters:
Appropriations:
Allotments for construction, 340, 513.
Amounts available, 509.
DebiLs and credits, 30,346--318.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 ~in p~trt), 4'~-!31, 416.
June 30, 1891,382-387,414.
Receipts <tnll expenditureH, 310.
Remittances, 352, 353, r10!l.
Authorized expenditures, 509-f113.
Building operations at military posts, 126,
253, 310, 341. 514-519.
Losses by fire, 523.
Manufacture of furniture, 6:~, 95, 96,503.
Married soldiers and children, 253.
Monroe, Fort,, Va., 275.
Property rented, 524-527.
H.emarks, Quartermaster-General, 340.
Sanit<try condition, 608-616.
Barracks mul Quarters Branch, Q. 111. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 509.
Financial statements, 509-527.
narrancas, Fort, Fla.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., f138, 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of comn1unication, 115, 538.
Sanitary condition of quarter!:i, etc., 608.
Water :mpply, 538, 623.
Batcheld('r, Rrig. Gen. U.N.:
See (Jual'termaster-General.
Bathing Fadlities:
H.enlttrl{S:
Medical officers, 633, 634.
Surgeon-General, 633.
Battle lllonument, West Poiut, N.Y.:
Design for, and progress of work, 291, 292.
Bayard, Fort, N. 'Mex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc, 538, 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 257,538.
Me~~ns of communication, 115, 538.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 610.
Water supply, 538.
neef:
Average contract price, 5:17.
Bellevue ltiflc Hauge:
H.ifie ~md cavalry compct1tion, 162, 253.
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Benches:
Manufacture, 503.
Bene cia Arsenal, Cal.:
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communication, 118.
Benecia Barracks, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of communication, 115, 538.
. ·water supply, 538.
Bennett, l<'ort, S. Dak..:
Bathing facilities, 634.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538, 618.
Hurst, Capt., to resume command, 202, 208.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of communication, 115, 538.
Water supply, 538, 623.
Benoit, Felix:
Affairs in Big Foot's Camp, Dec. 23, 1890, 235.
Bethlehem (Pa.) Iron Works:
Contract for guns, 6, 7.
Beverly (N.J.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 47, 351.
Biddle, Lieut. John:
Survey of reservation, West Point, 296.
Bidwell, Fort, Cal.:
Dl'ainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of communication. 115, 538.
Temporarily reoccupied, 59.
Transfer to Interior Department, 341, 529.
Water supply, 538.
Big Foot's Band:
Escape aud capture of, Dec. 23-28, 1890, 147,
150, 167-170, 184, 185, 209-216, 223-238.
Births:
Military posts, 606.
Blankets, Rubber:
Supply exhausted, 473.
Bliss, I<'ort, Tex. (New):
Site, etc., 33,341.349,518,528,530.
Bliss, Fort, Tex. (Old): ·
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of communication, 115, 538.
Water supply, 538.
Board of Commissioners, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Annual report, condition, etc., of Home, 731.
Changes in personnel, 734.
Board of Me{lical Officers:
Duties, etc., 566.
Boarfl of Ordnance aml Fortification, 1888:
Extract from report, 8.
Board of Publication, War Records:
Annual report of operations, 727.
Board of Visitors, lUilitary Academ·y :
Annual report, 757.
Appointment and composition, 756-758.
Circular to eminent educators, 792.
Committee reports, 769, 803, 814, 829, 835, 838.
Organization, 758.
:Pla,.n of vrocedure, 760.

Board of Visitors, lUilitary Academy-Continued.
Remarks:
Appointment, etc., of cadets, 762-785.
Armament and equipment, 807-817.
Band, Military Academy, 843-849.
Buildings and groun<ls, 818-830.
Discipline and instruction, 786-806.
Fiscal affairs, 837- 842.
Gymnastic instruction and exercises, 849.
Supplies and expenditures, 831-836 .
Suggestions from Superintendent, 759.
Working committees announced, 760.
Board on Fortifications, 1885:
Plan for defense of frontier, 5.
Board on Gun-Factories, 1883:
Report and recommendation, 5.
Board on lUagazine Guns:
Appointment and composition, 9.
Boise Barracks, lflaho:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538, 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
Means of communication, 115,538.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc.,609.
Water supply, 538,624.
Boots:
Improvement, 474.
Manufacture, 62, 94, 95.
Woolen sock-topped, 474.
Borden, Capt. W. C.:
Reports, drainage, etc., Fort Davis, Tex., 617.
Boston, Mass.:
Measures for defense, 3, 6, 7, 124,125.
Bowie, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of reservation, 256,538.
Means of communication, 115, 538.
Sanitary conditions of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 538.
Boynton, Ilenry V.:
National Park Com~ission, 24.
Brady, Fort, lUich.:
Construction of buildings, 33,341,349, 518 530
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 538.
Location, etc., of reservation, 538.
• Means of communication, 115, 538.
Water supply, 538,623.
Bridger, Fort, Wyo.:
Abandoned, 252.
Transfer to Interior Department, 341, 529.
Bridges:
Military posts and reservations, 341,520.
Mill Creek, Fort Monroe, Va., 33.
Rock Island, Ill., 31.
British Army :
System of payments, 65.
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R.:
Annual report, Dept. of the Platte, 251.
Remarks, Indian disaffection, 135, 136, 252.
Brooms:
Manufacture, 62, 96, 503.
Ut·owu, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 539.
Locr tion 1 etc., of reservation 1 539.

INDEX.
Brown, Fort, Tex.-Continued.
Means of C'~mmuuication, 115, 539.
Purchase of reservation. 33, 350.
Water supply, 539.
Brownsville (Tex.) National Cemetery:
Construction of levee, 47,349,484.
Bufor<l, Fort, N. Dak.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 539, 617, 618.
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539.
Water supply, 539.
Bugles:
Experiments, etc., 473.
Burial of In<ligent Soldiet·s, Sailors, and lUa.rines:
Appropriation anu expenditureH, 47, 349, 485.
Burrows, Ilon. Julius C.:
AddreHH to grauuates, Military Academy, 852.
See all:lo Board of Visitors, Jlilttary Academy.
Bushnell, Capt. G. E.:
Report, typhoid fever, Camp Pilot Butte, 589.
Business lllethods:
Results of, in Q. M.G. Office, 506.
Ca<lots:
Appointment and admiHsion, 855-863.
Competitive and direct appointments, 783.
Discipline, drill, etc., 281, 293, 29.!.
Gymnastic inHtruction and exercisel:l, 282, 819.
lllustrationH:
Artillery- in battery, 807.
Candidates for admiHsion, 773,
Cavalry-column of platoons, 818.
Fencing at will, 801.
Guard mounting, 843.
Infantry-battalion, 831.
Marching to dinner, 868.
"Setting up" drill, 786.
IncreaHe of corps, 762, 76!, 760, 771-773.
Instruction, 281. 283.
Members of graduating class, 1801, 855.
Namel:l of, admitted in June, 1891. 867.
Practical instruction, 801 803.
Questions, June, 1801, examina,tion, 863-867.
Representative chara,cter of the corps, 785.
Selection, 279-281, 765-783, 855-861, 863--867.
Strength, as tlxed by law, 763.
SupplieH and expenditures, 831-836.
'l'ried by general courts-martial. 319.
VacancieHin corps, June, 1892, 868, 869.
Caldwell, Uaj. D. G.:
Drainage, etc., Jefferson Barracks, 619.
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Canby, Fort, Wash.:
Vrainage, sewerage, etc., 539,617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539.
Water supply, b39.
Ca}litol:
Appropriation for telegraph, 33.
Carbaugh, Capt. 11. C.:
Remarks:
Clerks for judge-advocates, 327.
Desertion, 327.
Law librarieH for judge-advocates, 327.
Previous convictions, 3~6 .
Summary courts, 326.
Card System :
Aclopted in Q. M. G-. Office, 342, 505.
Method of working, etc., 505, 506.
Caqlet 1\lakiug:
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 88.
Carroll, Fort, lll<l. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 530.
Carroll, l'tlaj. Henry:
Report. SiolL" Indian campaign, 239-242.
Carson, lllaj. Johnlll.:
.Remarks, instruetion Mllitary Academy, 792.
See alsoBoardofVisitors, Jiilitary.Academy.
Carter, Ca}lt. W. F.:
Remarks, clothing, 630.
Reports:
Diphtheria at West Point, N.Y., 587.
Drainage, etc., West Point, N.Y., 621.
Food and cooking, Fort Ringgold, Tex., 621.
Carts:
Purchases. 500.
Casey, Meut. E. W.:
Murder of, Jan. 7, 1891, 154, 170, 171, 188,250,251.

California, Dotmrtment of:
Annual report of operationH, 159.
Desertions, 160.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 324.
Geographical limits, 114.
Health of Army, 582, 639, 642, 651, 658.
Position and distribution of troops, 109.
Small-arms practice, 161.
Staff, 161.
Troops, Sioux Ind1an campaign, 159.

Caswell, Fort, X. C.:
Loca,tion, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539
Catlin, ()apt. Robert:
Relieveu, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 734.
Cavah·y Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 2G6.
Cemeteries:
Wes.t Point, N. Y., 289.
Cerebro-S}linal Fever:
Prevalence of, in Army, 586.
Cet"tifl.catos of lllerit:
Enlisted men, 313.
Chairs:
Manufacture, 62, 95, 96.
New patent for barr~tek, 474.
Chalmette (La.) National Cemetery ~
Care and maintenance, 48!.
Construction of roaclwayH, 4H7
Chamberlin, '1.'. C. :
Remarks, instruction Military Aca.tl~my,800
Clutplains:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 312.

California Volunteers:
Traveling expenses, 40.

Chapman, A. 1.:
Interview with the Indian Messiah, 191.

California:
Reimbursement, Indian hostilities, 49.

W .A.R 91-vOL I~-56
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Charleston, U.S. S.:
Pursuit of steamer Itata, 255.
Chattanooga, Tenn.:
Public park, 484.
Chattanooga (1'enn.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 484.
Monument, Ohio soldiers, 484.
(.,']tecks:
Payment by, by Pay Corps, 13.
Cherry Creek, S. Dak.:
Sitting Bull 's band, Dec. 22, '90, 147,169,183,
184, 200-203, 207.

Cheyenne Indians:
Condition of, in Montana, 132.
Ewers, Capt. Ezra P. , placed in charge, 152.
Cheyenne River Agency:
Appeal of agent for troops, 144.
Causes of disaffection, 138, 139,178.
Hurst, Capt. J. H., assigned, 152.
Removal of Hump, 147.
Chicago, Ill.:
Encampment of National Guard, 155.
Chickamat1ga, Ga.:
Appropriation for battlefield maps, 48.
Chickamauga nml Chattanooga National Park: •
Appointment, etc., of commission, 24.
Appropriation, 33.
Progress of work, 24, 25.
Civilian Ap))Ointme,nts:
Commissioned officers, 22.
Civilian Attaches:
Health, 605.
Civilian EmJlloyes:
Employment, discharged soldiers, 313.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 94-96.
Quartermaster's Department, 448-463.
Record and Pension Division, 19.
Civil Surveys :
Appropriations, 47, 48.
Claims:
Act of July 4, 1864, 503, 504, 560.
Acts of March 3, 1883 and 1887, 49.
Appropriations for certified, 348,349.
Bowman act, Mar. 3,1891, 50.
California and Nevada Volunteers, 49.
Capture of Jefferson Davis, 49.
Coll., Drill. , and Org. Vols., 49.
Commutation of rations, 49,560.
Destruction of private property, 49.
Horses, etc., lost in service, 49.
Loyal citizens for supplies, 49.
Mexican war volunteers, 49.
Michigan Cavalry, First Regiment, 49.
Miscellaneous, 508-560.
Missouri Militia, 49.
Montana Vols., Nez Perce Indian war, 49.
Oregon and Washington Vols., 1855--'56, 49.
Pay, bounLy, etc., volunteers, 710.
Q. M. stores and commissary supplies, 49.
Relief acts, sundry claimants, 50.
Rogue RiYer Indian war, 49.
Supplies taken by Army in Tennessee, 49.
Texas Mounted Rangers, 49.

Claims-Continued.
Transportation of Army, 497.
War, State, and Volunteer, 49.
Claims Branrh (art July 4, 186-l), Q. M. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 503.
Clerical force, 504.
Number of claim;; acted upon, etc. , 504.
Scope and character of work, 503, 504.
Claims Division, C. G. 0.:
Workdonedm·ing year, 560.
Clappe, Arthur A.:
Remarks, Military Academy band, 845.
Clark, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 53\l.
Location, etc., ofreservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539.
Water supply, 539.
Clark's Point, Mass.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539.
Cleary, Maj. P. J. A.:
Remarks, post canteens, 632.
Report, guard-house, Fort Wingate, 616.
Clendenin, Capt. P:tul:
Remarks, clothing, 628-630.
Reports, affairs at Camp Eagle Pass:
Bathing faciliLieH, 633.
Food and cooldng, 6~.
Clinch, Fort, Fla. :
LocaLion, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115, 539.
ClevelaJl(l, Grover:
Appropriation for portrait, 48.
Clothing:
Remarks:
Medical officers, 628-631.
Surgeon-General, 628.
Clothing and Equipage:
Appropriations :
Debits and credits, 31, 346-349.
Expenditures dm·ing fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 (in part), 433,435,447.
June 30, 1891, 389,391,393,394,396,398,415.
Increase recommended, 339.
Lost, cost of extra issues, 338.
Receipts and expenditures, 338, 469, 483.
Remittances, 352,353,469,483.
Detailed statement, issuing depot;;, 476-482.
Issues:
Army of the United States, 470, 476-482.
Indian prisoners, 338, 471.
Military prisons :
Alnatraz Island, Cal., 338,472.
LeavenworLh, Kans., 338,472.
Militia., 338,470, 471, 176-48~.
Rubber ponchos, 473.
Manufacture, 62, 94 96, 471, 472, 476-482.
Payments and collection~>, enlisted men, 172.
Purchases, 473, 474, 476-48~~.
Returns, nun1ber received and examined, -168.
Sales, 338, -173, 476-482.
Supplies during Sioux Indian campaign, 338.

INDEX.
Clothing and Ettui}lagc,Ucturns Uranch,Q.JU.G.O.:
Annual report of operations, 468.
Clerical force, 468.
Scope and character of work, 46tl.
Work clone during year, 468.
'Clothing ami Equitlagc, SutiJily Branch,Q.lU. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 468.
Clerical force, 475.
Financial statements, 469-473,483.
Scope and character of work, 468, 469.
Coast Defense:
See National Defense.
Cody, lion. William F.:
Mission to Sitting Bull, 145.
Collecting, Drilling, ami Organizing Volunteers:
Paymel).t of claims, 49.
Colleges:
Average attendance of stuuents, 303,305--307.
Military instruction, 4.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 303.
Reports of professors, 305--307.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn.:
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communication, 119.
Columbia, Deparbnent of the:
Annual report of operations, 261.
Extract from report, judge-ad \'Ocate, 328.
Geographical limits, 114.
Health of Army, 583,639, 6.J3, 651,659.
Indian a,ffairs, ~61.
Kautz, Brig. Gen. A. V., assigned, 55.
Military posts and reservations, 262.
Position and distribution of troops, 113.
Walla Walla riot, 261
Columbus, Ohio:
Confederate cemetery near, 47,349.
Columbus, Fort, N.Y. 11.:
Building operations, 126.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 539.
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 115,539.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 610.
Water supply, 539.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio:
Construction of hospital, 523.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 539,619.
Food and cooking, 638.
Location, etc., of reservation, 539.
Means of communication, 119, 539.
Officers' quarters, 33,350.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 614, 615.
Water supply, 539.
Comegy~;, Capt. E. T.:
Sanitary condition, Fort Bayard, 610.
Comm:mding General's Office:
Appropriation for expenses, 30.
Commissaries of Subsistence:
Duties ancl stations, 561.
Conunissar)·-General of Subsistence:
Annual report, 553.
Remarlu;:
Army cooks anu bakers, 559.
Subsistence ~upplies, 559.
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Commissary·G<>neral's Office:
Accounts and Returns Division, 559,560.
Claims Division, 560.
Salaries, 30.
Commissary-Sergeants :
Appointments and casualties, 559.
Commissioned ()flicers:
Civilian appointments, 22.
Committed to Im;ane Hosnital, 314.
Efficiency records, 4, 21.
Instruction, 263-268. 272.
Medals of honor, 313.
Promotion, 4, 20, 21, 58, 126, 127, 308, :!OP..
Retirement, 4, 309, 310.
Sales, quartermaster's stores, 357.
Standard samples of uniform, 474.
'l'exas, Department, present a,Jl(.l absent, 159.
Tried by general courts-martial, 319.
Commissioners :
Chickamauga and Chattanooga Park, 24, 25.
Commutation of Rations:
Prisoners of war, 560.
Company Field Desks :
Manufac•:.u·e, Military Prison, 95, !J6, 503.
Confederate Archives:
E.l..amination and arrangement, 315.
Congress:
CommitteP reports, National Defense, 5.
Constitution, Fort, N. II.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 5:3!:1.
Mean::; of communication, 115, f>31l.
Contract Surgeons :
Services dispensed with, 4, 16.
Contracts:
Bethlehem (Pa.) Iron Works,6,7.
Quartermaster's stores, 501.
Subsistence supplies, 557.
Support of destHute patients, ljiO.
(~opp6e, Henry:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 796.
Cordage:
Instruction, Artillery School, 272.
Corinth (JUiss.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 339,486.
Courts-lllartial:
Composition of general, 326.
Convictions, general and inferior, 320.
Defense of enlisted men, 4.
Increase in cases tried, 319, 320, 3:~3 325, 331, 332.
Number of cases tried, 319,330.
Pay of soldiers retained by senLence, 714.
Power to punish citizen witnesses, 331.
Previous convictions, 326, 329.
Records received, 319, 320.
Remarks, Secretary of War. 11.
Summary courts, 3, 127,160,322-328,332,333.
Trials by, number for past twelve years, 319.
Craig, Ca11t. L. A.:
Hor::;es, horse equipments. M.A., 816.
Crawford, J<'ort, ('olo.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 3·11, 529.
CrimeH:
Sections 5342 and r>391 Rev. Stat., 328.
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Crook, Fort, N£1br.:
Construction of buildings, 33,340,349,518.
New post at Omaha designated, 518,530.
Water supply, 545.
Crowder, Catlt. E. H. :
Remark:;:
Graduated code of punishment, 331.
Law libraries for judge-advocates, 332.
Summary courts, 332.
Culpe(ler (Va.) National Cemetery:
Con:otruction of roadway, 47,349,486.
Cummings, Fort, N. lllex.:
Location, etc., of re:oervation, 539.
'l'ran:;fer to Interior Department, 531.
Curtis, Lieut. Col. 11. P.:
Remar1rs, summary courts, 323.
Custer, Fort, lllont.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 540,617.
Location, etc., of re:;ervation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Water supply, 540.
Custer Battle-Field National Cemetery:
Removal of remains of deceased soldiers, 483.
Dakota, Dellartment of':
Annual report of operations, 162.
Changes of troops, 162-175.
Desertion:;, 176.
Engagement with Indians near Tongue River
Agency, Sept. 13, H390, 163.
Enlistment of Indians, 173, 174,176.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 323.
Geographical limits, 114.
Health of Army, 582,639-641,650,657.
Indian affairs, 176, 177.
See also Sioux Indian Campaign.
Military posts, etc., 176.
Military support of agents, 162.
Position anu distribution of troops, 109.
Post canteens, 176.
Practice-marches, etc., 74,163,164.
Rifle and cavalry competition, 162,253.
Strength of garrisons, July 31, 1891·, 175.
Transportation, 177.
Trials by courts-martial, 323.
D. A. Rns!lell, Fort, Wyo.:
Appropriations, 33, 349.
Drain~tgc, sewerage, etc., 510.
Loca.tion, etc .. of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Water supply, 48, 351,540.
Davids Island, N. Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 540.
Food and cooking, 628.
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 119, 540.
Water supply, 540.
DaTis, Fort, Tex.:
Abandoned, 59, 156.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 540, 617.
Lease of, vacated, 5~~9.
Location, etc., of reservation, 510.
Water supply, 540.

DILvis, l'llnJ. Georg11 R.:
See Bow·cl of Publication, TVar Records. '\
Davis, Jefferson:
Claims for capture, 49.
Del:tw:tre, l'ort, Del.:
Location, etc .. of reservation. 540.
Means of communication, 115. 540.
De Lolfre, ('apt. A. A.:
Reports, affairs at Columbus Barracks, Ohio:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 619.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 614.
Del Rio C:un}J, Tex.:
Disposition of Government lands, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617.
Lease of, vacated, 529.
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Dengue:
Prevalence of, in Army, 586.
Desertion:
Beneficial effects of increased rewards, 64.
California, Department of, 160.
Causes reported, 131.
Certificate:; of release, act ot Apr. 11, 1890, 64.
Dakota, Department of, 176.
Deserters,§§ 1996, 1998, R. S., 64.
East, Department of the, 131.
Estimated expense of repla.cing d~erters
since Jan. 1, 1867, 64.
Figure-card system, 64, 65, 577.
Hospital corps, 573.
Number antl percentage, 4, 9, 63, 121, 122.
Recruiting depots, 82.
RE'marks:
Acting Judge-Advocate-General, 322.
Adjutant-General, 63.
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C., 327.
McClure, Capt. C., 330.
Rice, Caflt. E., 333.
' Secretary of War, 9.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. S., 158.
Reward for apprehension, 128.
Destitute Patients:
See Providence Ilospital.
Diarrheal Diseases:
Prevalence of, in Army, 592, 664, 666.
Dietz, Ca11t. W. D.:
Remarl{s, post canteens, 632.
Reports, a1Iairs at Alca.traz Island, Cal.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 619.
Food and cooking, 627.
Di(lhtheria:
Prevalence of, in Army,586.
Disabled Soldiers:
Artificial limbs and appliances,47.
Discharges:
Act of June 16, 1890,67-69, 128, 160, 161,325,714.
Discipline:
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 90, 91.
Monroe, l!_,ort, Va., 275.
Remarks, Schofield.Maj. Gen.JohnM.,60.
Diseases:
Civilian attaches, 605.

INDEX.
Di!!ease!!-Continued.
Influence of season on prevalence, 595, 65~.
Monthly prevalence. 595, 652.
Prevalence of special, 586-59 ~. 663-667.
Prevalence of specific febrile and infectious,
586-592. 660-662.
Relation of diseases toAge, and arm of service, 668, 690.
Nativity, and length of service, 680, 698.
Results, G78, 580, 613-646.
Surgical operations, 603, 604.
Tren.ted in hospital, Hot Springs, 571.
Dislor:ttion:
Number of cases and results,595.
Distl'ict of' <:olumbia:
Water supply, 33.
Distrid of' Columbia National Guard:
Clothing and equipage, 338.
DonH'stic Animals:
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 751.
Donations:
Money and clothing to post prisonPrs, 88, 89.
Dorst, Capt. J. H.:
Horses for cav. anll arty. instruction, 811.
Donglu~rty,

(Ja))t. William E.:
Assigned, Pine Ridge Agency, 152.

Douglas, Fort, U!:tlt:
Bathing facilities, 634.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 253,540.
Location, etc .. of reservation. 540.
Means of communication, 115. 540.
Water supply, 253,540,6~5.
Drainage, Sewera!l'e, etr.:
~onroe, Fort, Va., 33.
Remarks:
MMical officers, 617-622.
Surgeon-General, 617.
Reservations, 341. 53~, 533,537-550,617-622.
Soldiers' Home. D. C., 742.
West Point, N.Y., 289, 290, 6~0-6~2.
Drills:
Cadets, 281.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 74.
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Dutrh Island, R. 1.:
Loeation, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Eagle Pass, Tex.:
Bathing facilities, 633.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617, 618.
Food and cooking, 626, 627.
Location. etc., of reservation. 540.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 609.
Water supply, 617.
East, Department of' Ute:
Annual report of operations, 123.
Artillery practice, 130.
Changes or station of troops, 123.
Desertion, 131.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 323.
GeograpllicnJlimits, 114.
Health of Army, 581.639,640,649,657.
Ir>spections, 129.
Military posts, 126.
Permanent staff, 130.
Position and distribution of troops, 105.
Practice marches, etc., 73, 12il.
Small-arms practice, 130.
Trials by courts-martial, 323.
Eflirienry Ueror!ls:
Commi::>sioned officers, 21.
Egan, ('a}lt. I'. R.:
Remarks, clothing, 629.
Report on influenza (la grippe), 591.
Electrieity:
Instruction, Artillery School, 273.
Elertrle JJi~l1t:
West Point, N.Y., 821-826.
Elliott, Fort, Tex. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 618.
Transfer to Interior Department, 341,n29.
Elliott, Charles W.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 798
Engineet· Uarnu·ks:
West Point, N.Y., 8~9.
Engineer De))ltrtment:
Annual report of operation::>. See Vol. II.
Salaries, Engineer Bureau, 30.

Drowning:
Number of cases, 595.
Drum, J,ieut. Col. William F.:
Orders, arrest of SiLting Bull, 18~, 194,199.
Report, Sioux Indian cmnpaign, 194.

Engineer Depots:
List, amlmeans of communication, 119.

Du Harry, Brig. Gen. B.:
See Commissary- Oeneral.

Enliste!ll'llen:
Bountie<>, 84, 85.
Certificates of merit, 313.
Committed to Insane Hospital, 314.
Defense of, before court::;-martial, 4.
Discharges, act of June 16. 1H90. a, 6'7 69,128,
160,161, 32n, 714.
Habits, etc .. 631.
Increased plLy, 01.
Medals of honor, 313.
Non-com. officers, 10, 59, 70 7~, 128, 273, 311.
Number whose terms expire June :30. JH93, 61.
Pay rptainetl, sentences. courts-martial. 714.
Promotion, 11

Due.hesne, Fort, Ut:tlt:
Bathing facilities, 633.
Drainage, se>Yerage, etc., 540. 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Sanitary concliLion of quarters, etc., 609.
Watersupply, 5-lO, 623.
Dunr:m, l<'ot·t, 'fex., Olcl:
Purchase, 158, 530.
Dunn, Mr •.John:
Affairs in B1g Foot's camp, Dec 23, '90, 235.

Engineering Instruction:
Artillery School, 272,273.
Infantry and Cavalry School, 263.
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Enlisted Men-Continued.
Qualifications, Soldims' Home, D. C., 84.
Retirement, period of service, 84.
Sales of quartermaster's stores, 357.
Tried by general courts-martial, 319.

Frank, Ueut. Vol. Royal T.:
Report, Artillery School, 271.
Frankf'onl Arsenal, Pa.:
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communication, 119.

Estimates:
Annual supplies, Q. M. Dept., 501.
Appropriations for War Dept., 1893, 25.

Fredericksburg (Va.) Kational Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 47,351,486.

Evans, J,ieut. R. K.:
Relieved, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 87.

J<'rench Army:
System of payments. 66.

Ewers, Capt. Ezra P.:
Placed in charge Cheyennes, 152.

Frost-bite:
Number of cases ancl results, 594.

Ewing, lUaj. Clarence:
Sanitary condition, Willets Point, 610.

J<'uller, Hon. Robert 0. :
See Boarcl of Visitors, jJfilitary Academy.

Executive Mansion:
Appropriations, 32, 33.

Fullerton, J. S.:
National Park Commission, 24.

Exl)losives:
Instruction, Artillery School, 273.

J<'urniture:
Barracks and quarters, 62,503.
Stove and range, 96, 502.

ExJ)~·ess:
Payments by, by Pay Corps, 13.
Extra Duty:
Army Service Corps, 72.
Fechet, Capt. E. G.:
Death of Sitting Bull, Dec. 15, 1890, 182, 197-199.
Fe1·guso;1, Actg. Asst. Surg. J. B.:
Remarks, post canteens, 632.
Report, bathing facilities, Fort Bennett, 634.
Few 'l'ails:
Murder of, Jan. 11, 1891,220-223.
Field aml Siege Artillery:
Production, 8.
Field Service:
Readiness of troops, 60,145.
Figure·Varrl· System:
Identification of deserters, 64, 65, 128.
Finance Branch, Q. ])1. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 345.
Financial statements, 34&--355.
Scope and character of worlr, 345.
Finn's Point, N.J.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Fires:
~osses.

See Losses of Stores and Property.

Fistnvay:
Great Falls, Mel., 33.
Flore~~ce (8. C.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 486.
Foo1l Suppl{ aml Cooking:
Remarks:
Surgeon-General, 626.
Medical officers, 626-628.
Foote, Fort, J)lfl.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, 115, 540.
Forwood, Lieut. Col. W. H.:
Report, Medical Dept., Soldiers' Home, 737.
Fountain, Capt. S. W.:
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 238, 239.
Fractures:
Number of cases ancl results, 595.

Gaines, Fort, Ala.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 540.
Means of communication, llu, 540.
Gaualtl, ])Irs. Jennie W. de:
Range at Ganahl StaUon, 157,158.
Gamtbl Statim•, Tex.:
Artillery range, 157,158.
Gardner, Capt. E. F.:
Bathing facilities, Fort Porter, 634.
Gadieldllost)ital:
Appropriation for maintenance, 47.
Gaston, Fort, Cal.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc.·, 541.
Location, etc., ofreservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116,541.
Water supply, 541.
General Grant Natiomtl Park, Cal.:
Troops for protection, 159, 160.
Geograt)l•ical Surveys:
West of the 100th meridian, 48.
German Army:
System of payments, 66.
Getty, J;ieut. Robert N.:
Report, murder of Lieut. Casey, 250,251.
Gettysburg (Ptt. ) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 484.
Monument, New York soldiers, 484.
Gibbon, Brig. Gen .•Jolm lll.:
Retirement, 55.
Gibsmi, Fort, Ind. T.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 341,529.•
Gibson, Fort (Ind. T.), National Cemetery:
Ca1'e and maintenance, 484.
Gibson, ])I:Jj. Joseph R.:
Sanitary condition, Fort Columbus, 610.
Gilliss, J)laj. James:
Annual reports of operations, Q. M. G. 0.:
Claim.s Branch (act July 4, 1864), 503.
Regular Supplies Branch, 498.
Transportation Branch, 492.
Gilman, C:tpt. B. H.:
Repm·t, Military .Pr1son, Leavenworth, 94.
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Girard, MaJ. A. C.:
Remarks, post canteens, 632.
Reports, affairs, Fort Niagara, N. Y .:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Food and cooking, 627.

Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.-Continued.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 541,618.
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Water supply, 541.

Goose Island, Wash.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.

Hamilton, Maj. J. 111.:
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 246, 247.

Gorgas, Capt. W. C.:
Drainage, etc., Fort Barrancas, 617.

Hampton (Va.) Xatioual Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 350.
Purchase of additional land, 47, 350, 485.
Hamllton Roads, Va.:
Measures for defense, 3, 6, 7, 1~4, 125.
Hancock, Gen. Winfielll Srott:
Pedestal for statue, 50.
Hancock, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, se·werage, etc., 541.
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Water supply, 541.
Ilappersett, Dlaj. J. C. G.:
Sanitary condition, Fort McPherson, 612.
Harbach, Capt. A.A.:
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 249.
Harbors and Rivers:
Appropriations, 34- 46.
Harness and lbrness Supplies:
Manufacture, 62, 95, 50~.

Gorges, Fort, Me.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Government Insane Asylum:
Commitments, officers and enlisted men, 314.
Government Printing 01Jice:
Branch, War Department, 315.
Governor's Island, N.Y. II.:
Appropriation, 32.
Grand River, 1\lont.:
Arrest and death of Sitting Bull, Dec. 15,
1890, 146, 167, 168, 181-183, 194-199.
Grant, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 541.
Location, etc., of reservation, 256, 541.
Means of communication, 116,541.
Water supply, 541.
Graves:
Purchase of headstones, 47, 3311, 484.
Groat Falls, Md.:
Fishway, 33.
Greenwood Island, Miss.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 341, 529.
Grhnvold, Fort, Conn.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Guard-Houses:
Regulations, 128.
Sanitary condition, etc., 616.
Gunboats on Western Rivers:
Appropriations, 48.
Gunnery Department:
Military Academy, 282.
Gymnastic Exercises:
Establishment of gymnasiums, 4.
Instruction, Military Academy, 282, 849, 850.
Necessity for, demonstrated, 634,635.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 74.
Mason, Lieut. Charles F., 634.
Surgeon-General, 634.
Hale, Lieut. Harry C. :
Surrender, Sitting Bull's band, 200
Hall, G. Stanley:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 798.
Hall, llaj. Jolm D.:
Drainage, etc., Madison Barracks, 619.
Han, Capt. W. R.:
Report, guard-house, Fort Custer, 616.
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y. :
Construction of buildings, etc., 517.
Diphtheria, 586.

Havard, Dlaj. Valery:
Remarks:
Clothing, 630.
Post canteens, 632.
Hawkins, Lieut. Col. Hamilton S.:
Annual report, 21:13.
Headstones:
Purchase, 47,339,349,484.
Health of Army:
Comparisons:
Foreign armies, 579, 653-660.
Former years,,578, 579, 638.
Military posts and departments, 157, 580-583,
586,639-667.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 275.
Relation of disease toAge, and arm of service, 668, 690.
Nativity, and length of service, 680, 698.
Relative sick. white and colored, 578, 579, 639.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 578.
Results of disease and injury, 578, 580, 643646.
Statistical tables, 638-706.
West Point, N.Y., 291.
Health of Inmates, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Ages of patients, 737.
Deaths, 731,735,739.
Hospital reports of admissions, etc., 735,737.
Prevalent diseases. 737,738,742.
Heating Apparatus:
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, 571.
Heatstroke :
Number of cases and results, 594.
Helmets:
Remarks, medical officer, 630, 631.
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Hoff, l'llaj. John V:1n R.:
Food and cooking, Fort Riley, 628.
Holland, A. A. Snrg. !<'rank H.:
Remarks, clothing, 6~.
Horses and other Property:
Lost in service, 49.
Horseshoe Nails :
Purchase, 340, 501.
Horseshoes:
Purchase, 340, 501.
Horton, Mnj. Samuel ln.:
Report, guard-house, Fort Adams, 61e.
Hospital Corps:
Companies of instruction, 574.
Courts-martial, 572.
Desertions, 573.
Drill manual, 599.
Gains and losses, 573.
Increase of pay of privates, 574, 575.
Operations, Sioux campaign, 574, 599-603.
Organization and efficiency, 572.
Record of examinations, 573, 574.
West Point, N . Y., 300.
Hospitals:
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 31, 346-349.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 (in part), 432-435, 447.
June 30, 1891, 388-393, 415.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Cadets and soldiers, West Point, N. Y., 300.
Construction and repairs, 31, 340,509,521-523.
Hospital Stewards:
Appropriation for quarters:
Debits and credits, 31,317,348.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30,1890 (in part), 433,435,447.
June 30, 1891,395, 397,399,415.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Construction of quarters, 31,340,523.
Hotchkiss Guns:
Purchase, for use, Military Academy, 809.
Hotel Accommodations:
West Point, N.Y., 287,294,8:~6-8~9.
Hot Springs, Ark.:
Block No. 94 transfer to Int. Dept., 341,529.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0.:
Annual report, Department of the East, 123.
Personal staff, 130.
Remarks:
Artillery reorganization, 129.
Desertion, 128.
Discharges, act of June 16, 1890, 128.
Instruction of troops, 123.
National defense, 124.
Ordnance and ordnance stores, 130.
Pay, non-commissioned officers, line, 128.
Post canteens, 128,
Post schools, 130.
Promotions, 126, 127.
Skeleton companies, 129.
Summary courts, 127.
Three-battalion formation, infantry, 129.

llnacltuca, Fort, Ariz.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 541,617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 256, 541.
Means of communication, 116,541.
Water supply, 541.
•
Hughes. Col. Uobert P.:
Sanitary condition, Columbus Barracks, 614.
Hump:
Removal of, to Fort Bennett, 147.
Hunt, A. J.:
Lynching at Fort Walla Walla, 261,330.
Hunter, 1'11 •• Edmtrd:
Remarks:
Articles of War, amendments, 324.
Summary courts, 324.
llurst, CIIJJt. J. II.:
Assigned, 'heyenne RiYer Agency, 152.
Report, surrender of Sitting Bull's band, 201.
To resume command, Fort Ben tt, 202, 208.
Hyde, William DeW.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 798.
Ice l'llacldu('s:
For use of Medical Department, 5G6.
Illuminating SupJ>lics:
Gas plant, etc., West Point, N.Y., 290,291.
Purchases, 500.
Illustrations:
Cadets and Military Academy, 755, 76:~, 773,786,
801,807,818,831,837,843,868.
IncidentaU~xiJeuses,

Q. l'II. De}Jartmeut:
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 30, 346-348.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 (in part), 423-428,430,446.
June 30, 1891,370-381, 414.
Remitt[mces, 35:~, 353.
Indefinite AIJJH'O}Jri:ttious :
Quartermaster's Department, 349-351.
ln<lelJCJHlencc, Fort, lUa ·s.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116,541.
Imlian Affairs:
Arizona, Dep:utment of, 258-260.
Columbia, Department of the, 261.
Dakota, Department of, 176,177.
Missouri Division of the, 132-142.
Platte, Department of the, 252.
Sioux Indian campaign, 55, 56, 133-140, 142-155,
167-171., 17'7, 179-188, 194-203,207,209 216,
219-238,250,231,338,341, 574,599-603.

Indiluta}JOlis Arsenal, Ind.:
Meam; of communication, 119.
Indian Hostilities:
Appropriation, 49.
Indian lus}Jectors :
Reports, disaffection of Indians, 140.
Indian Prisoners :
Clothing and equipage, 338,471.
Enlistment of, as soldiers, 126.
McPherson, Fort, Ga., 126.
Subsistence supplies, 558.
Wingate, Fort, N.Mex., 259

INDEX.
lndlan!l:
Enlistment, 4, 14, 57, 81, 1!!6, 161,173-176,252.
Issue of subsistence supplies, 558.
Prisoners at Fort McPherson, Ga., 126.
Schools in Department of Arizona, 259, 260.
Indian Territory:
Affairs in, 154.
Survey of 'l'exas boundary line, 47.
Indigent Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines :
Burial, 47,339,349,485.
Infantry and Cavalry School:
Age limit of officl)rs detailed, 270.
Annual report of operations, 263.
Appropriation, 48.
Buildings. 270.
Course of instruction:
Artillery department, 267.
Ca,valry department, 266.
Engineering department, 263.
Infantry department, 266.
Law department, 268.
Military art department, 265
Military hygiene, 268.
Increase of departments, 269.
Recognition by Congress, 269.
Recommendations of instructors:
Artillery, 268.
Cavalry, 267.
Engineering, 265.
Military hygiene, 268.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 58.
Tovvnsend, Col. E. F. , 269.
Results of examinations, 270, 271.
Revision of school regulations, 269,
Semi-annual examinations, 269.
Townsend, Col. E. F ., assigned, 263.
Infantry Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School266.
Influenza:
Prevalence of, in Army, 590.
Injuries:
Nature of, and number, 594.
Results, 578,580.
Surgical operations, 603, 604.
Inmates, Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Admissions, discharge~>. etc., 731, 751-754.
Average daily present, 1887-1891, 739.
Discipline, 735.
Effect of "One-mile-limit act," 734.
Health, 731,735,737-739,742.
Museum for entertainments, 735.
Outdoor relief, etc., 731-733,749.
Pensioners, 731, 749.
Salf' of intoxicants to, by outsiders, 734.
Triah; for tlelinquencies, 735.
Inspection Branch, Q· lU. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations. 343.
Scope anu character of worl;:, 343.
Inspections:
East. Department of the, 129.
Meuical directors. 576.
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Inspector-General's Department:
Annual report of operations. See Vol. V.
Appropriation for contingencies, 30.
Salaries, Inspector-General's Office, 30.
Interior Department:
Transfer to, of reservations:
During year, 4, 169,254,341,529,530.
List of, since 1858, 533-537.
Interments:
National cemeteries. 483.
Soldiers, sailors, and marines, 47, 339, 341}, 485
Irwin, Capt. David A.:
Relieves Capt. Catlin, Soldiers' Home, 734.
Issues:
Clothing and equipage, 470-472, 476-482.
Subsistence supplies, 558.
Itata, Steamer:
Escape from San Diego Harbor, 255.
Jackson, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Jackson Barracks, La.:
Drainage, sewerage. etc, 541.
Food and cooking, 626.
Location, etc., of reservation. 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Water supply, 541.
Jarvis, Capt. N. S.:
Remarks, clothing, 629.
Jefferson, Fort, Fla.:
Appropri::l.tion, 33.
Location, etc., of reservation, 541.
Means of communication, 116, 541.
Jefferson Barracks, l'lo.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 541, 619.
Food and cooking, 628.
Location, etc., of reservation, 54!.
Means of communication, 116, 119, 541.
Water supply, 541,624,628.
Jesse, R. H.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 7fJ7.
Johnston, Fort, N.C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Johnston, William Preston:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 800.
.Judge-Advorate-General's Department:
Annual report, 319.
Judge-Advocate-General's Office, 30, 319.
Judge-advocates, 323-333.
Judge-Advocate-General's Office:
Salaries, 30.
Work done during year, 319.
Judge-Advocates:
Authority to administer oaths, 327.
Clerks, 325,327,331.
Correspondence, 327.
Extracts from reportR, 323-333.
Law libraries. 325, 327, 331, 332.
Junction City ancl Fort Riley Street Railroad:
Right of way, F'ort Riley reservation. 530.
Kautz, Brig. (~('n. August V.:
Annual report, Dept. of the Columbia, 261.
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Kantz, Brig. Gen. August V.-Continued.
Assigned to Dept. of the Columbia, 55.
Remar}{s, acquisition and dissemination of
military knowledge, 262.
Kearn's Caiion;
Indian scho<?l, 259, 260.
Kellogg, Capt. Sanford C.:
National Park Commission, 24.
Kelton, Brig. Gen. J. C.:
See Adjutant- General.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me.:
Appropriations, 31.
Means of communication, 119.
Keogh, Fort, Mont.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 542.
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Water supply, 542.
·
Key West Barracks, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Kingfisher Camp, Okla.:
Discharge of agents, 531.
Kirkley, ~lr. Joseph W.:
See Board of Publication, War Records.
Kitchen Utensils:
Purchases, 340, 503.
Knox, Fort, Me.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116,542.
Kootenay River Country:
Relations of Indians with settlers, 261.
Lafayette, Fort, N.Y. H.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
La Fayette, Gen.:
Statue to memory, 50.
La Garde, Capt. Louis A.:
Water supply, Fort Assinniboine, 624.
J,a Grippe:
Prevalence of, in Army, 590.
Soldiers' Home, District of Columbia, 742.
Lamberton, W. A.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 793.
Langtry, Camp, 'l'ex.:
Lease of, vacated, 529.
Lanltam, Hon. Samuel W. T.:
See Boa1·d of Visit01·s, 11filitary Academy.
Lauderdale, Maj. John V.:
Remarks, clothing, 629.
Law Department:
Military Academy, 282.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 614.
·water supply, 542,624.
Lee, Capt••Jesse 1\1.:
Assigned, Rosebud Agency, 152.
Leon Springs, Tex.:
Rifle range, 157, 158.

Lewis, Fort, Colo.:
Abandoned, 59, 251, 530.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 542, 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 542.
Water supply, 542.
Libraries:
Artillery School, 274.
Law, for judge-advoc~tes, 325, 327, 331, 332.
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 92, 93.
Post, 69, 72, 508.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 735, 736.
Surgeon-G-eneral's Office, 31, 566, 570.
Lieber, Col. G. Norman:
See Acting Judge-Advocate-General.
Little Rock B:nrack!l, Ark.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 341, 529.
Livingston, Fort, La.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Logan, Fort, Colo.:
Bathing facilities, 633.
Construction of buildings, etc., 33, 340, 350, 514.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 542.
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Water supply, 542.
Logan, Gen. Jolut A.:
Pedestal for statue, 50.
Losses of Stores and Pro}>erty:
Quartermaster's Department, 523.
Subsistence Department 558.
Lowell, Fort, Ariz.:
Abandoned, 59, 254.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617, 618.
Transfer to Interior Department, 341,529.
Ludington, Lieut. eol. lU. 1.:
Annual reports of operations, Q. M. G. 0.:
Clothing and Equipage Returns Branch,468
Clothing and Equipage Supply Branch, 468.
l<'inance Branch, 345.
Inspection Branch, 343.
Money and Property ,B ranch, 356.
National cemeteries, 483.
Mac!luley, Capt. C. N. Berkeley:
Remarks, clothing, 631.
McClary, Fort, Me.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 543.
Means of communica.tion, 116, 543.
McCleery, Chaplain John B.:
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 92.
McClure, C:tpt. C.:
Remarks:
Citizen witnesses, 331.
Clerks for judge-advocates, 331.
Desertions, 330.
G-raduated code of punishment, 328.
Library for judge-advocates, 331.
Previous convictions, 329.
Summary courts, 328.
McCook, Brig. Gen. Alexam1er McD.:
Annual report, Department of Arizona, 254.
Relieved, Infantry and Cavalry School, 263.
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McCreery, Capt. George:
Water supply, Fort Warren, Mass., 62.'5.
McDowell, Fort, Ariz.:
Abandoned, 25-1.
Transfer to Int. Dept., 341,529, 530.
McElderry, l'lnj. Henry:
Reports, affairs at West Point, N. Y.:
Drainage, sewera~e, etc., 620.
Operations, medical department, 297.
Jtlcllenry, }'ort, lUd.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543.
Location, etc., of reservation, 543.
Means of communication, 116, 543.
Water supply, 543.
MclntosJt, Fort, Tex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543,618.
Location, etc., of re~ervation, 543.
Means of communication, 116, 543.
Water supply, 543.
Mackinac, ~lich.:
National park, 33, 349.
Mackinac, Fort, lUich.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 542.
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Water supply, 542.
McKinney, Fort, Wyo.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543,618.
Location, etc., of reservation. 543.
Means of communication, 116, 543.
Water supply, 543.
Macomb, Fort, La.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 542.
Turned over to Q. M. Department, 530
Macon, Fort, N.C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 542.
Means of communication, 116,542.
McPherson, Fort, Ga.:
Construction of buildings, 33, 126, 340, 350. 514.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543.
Indian prisoners, 126.
Location. etc., of resernttion, 543.
Means of communication, 116, 543.
Sanitary condition of qun.rters, etc., 612.
Target range, 31, 350, 528, 529.
Water supply, 543.
McPherson, Fort (Nebr.), National Crmetery:
Care and maintenance. 484.
Remain~ of decea~ed soldiers, 483, 484.
Madison Barracks, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc .. 542,619.
Location, etc., of re~ervation, 542.
Means of communication, 116, 542.
Purchase of land, 23, 350, 528.
Water supply, 542.
Magazine Guns:
Appropriation, 31.
Report of Board, 9.
Mal\'innis, }'ort, l'lont.:
Transfer to Int. Dept., 176,341, 529.
Mail and RN·ord ])iyision, Q. Jl. (l. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 505.
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MaiJ and Rt>cord Division,(~. M.G. 0.-Cont'd.
Card system, 505, 506.
Condition of files on organization, 507.
Mail-boxes and messenger service, 506.
Organization, 505.
Results of business methods adopted, 506.
Work done since organization. 508.
Mail-Boxes:
Quartermaster-General's Offictl, 506.
}Iaine:
Ordnance stores, 48.
Malarial Fevers:
Prevalence of, in Army, 592.
Manderson, Hon. ('harlt>s F.:
See Bow·d of Visitors. JlililaTyAcademy.
Manufactures :
Barrack furniture, 503.
Brooms, 62.
Clothing and @<lui page, 62,471,472,476482.
Company field-de~ks, 95.
Harnet:s and harne~s :mpplies, 62, 95, 502.
Prisoners' clothing, 6~~. 96.
Stove and range furniture, 96, 502.
l'la}lS:
AppropriationR., 48.
MaJlS anti Sketches:
Sioux Indian campaign. facing pp. 155,188.
West Point Reservation, facing p. 287.
l'Jarcy, Fort, N. Mrx.:
Abandoned, 59, 25-t.
Condition, etc., of reservation, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543.
Location, etc., of reservation, 543.
Means of communication, 543.
Water supply, 543.
lllariett:t (Ga.) National Crm<>tery:
Construction of roadway, 47,339,351,486.
Marine Corps, U. S.:
Sales to, of clothing and equipa~e, 473.
lllm·ion, Fort, Fl:l.:
Appropriation, 33.
Location, etc., or reservation, 543.
Means of communication, 116, 543.
l'larriages:
At military posts, 605.
lllarshnJI, J.iC'ut. F. C.:
Report, of murder of "Few Tails," 221.
~Jason, }'ort, Cal. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., fi43, 617-619.
Location, etc., of reservation, fi43.
Means of communication, !Hi. fi43.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 543.
lll\son, Lieut. C. W.:
Report, Milit::try Prison, Leavenworth, 97.
Mason, J,ieut. (~ltarles F.:
Remarks:
Clothing, 629.
Gymnastic exercises, 634.
PoRt canteens, G:n
Reports, affairs at Fort Washakie, ·wyo.:
Bathing facilitleH, 63-1.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
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Mat-making:
Military Prison, Leavenworth, 88,503.
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lllerriam, Col. H. C.-Continued.
Reports:
Murder of "Few Tails." Jan. 11, 1891, 220.
11Iaxim Guns:
Operations Sioux Indian campaign, 203-223.
Purchase for use of Military Academy, 809.
Jierrill, Capt. J. C.:
ltlay-ne, John 111.:
Reports affairs at Fort Reno, Okla.:
Garden and grounds, Soldiers' Home, 736.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 613.
Meade, Fort, S.Dak.:
Typhoid fever, 589.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 543,617.
Merritt, Bl"ig. Gen. Wesley:
Location, etc., of reservation, 543.
Annual report, Department of Dakota, 162.
Means of communication, 116,543.
lUessenger Service:
Water supply, 543.
Quartermaster-General's Office, 506.
Measles:
lUessiah Delusion:
Prevalence of, in Army, 588.
Remarks:
Chapman, A. I., 191.
Medals of Honor:
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A., 140.
Officers and enlisted men, 313.
Huger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H., 177.
Medical and Surgical History:
lless Table'>, Benches, ami Stools:
Appropriations, 48.
Manufacture, 62, 95, 96, 503.
Medical Deparbnent:
llexican War:
Annual report of operations, 565.
Pay of volunteers, 49.
Appropriations, 31.
Mexico:
Army and Navy Hospital, 31, 60,349,571,572.
Cooperation of military forces, 157.
Army Medical Museum, 31, 33, 566,568-570.
lllichig:m C:tvalry, }'irst Regiment:
Financial statements, 565, 568.
•.rra veling e~penses, 49.
Health of Army, 157, 275, 291, 578-583,586, 638706.
lllifHin, Fort, P:t.:
Hospital Corps, 300,572-575,599-603.
Location, etc, af reservation, 543.
Hospitals, 31, 300, 340, 346-349, 352,353, 388-393,
Means of communication, 116, 543.
415,432-435,447,509,521-523.
lllileage:
Hospital stewards' quarters, 31,347,348,352,
See Travel Allowances.
353, 395, 397,399,415,433,435,447.
lUiles,
lllaj. Gen. Nelson A.:
Ice machines, 566.
Anp.ual reports:
Medical officers, 298, 575, 576, 596-608, 62o-628,
Department of the Missouri, 154.
633,634.
Division of the Missouri, 132.
Operations, Sioux Indian campaign, 574, 599- •
Assignments, 132.
603.
Hemarks:
Statistical tables, 637-706.
Indian affairs, 133--142.
Surgeon-General's Office, 30, 31,566, 5'r0.
Messiah delusion, 140.
Medical Oflicers:
Headiness of troops for field service, 145.
Changes in personnel, '>75, 576.
·world's Columbian Exposition, 155.
Inspections by medical directors, 576.
Reports, Sioux Indian campaign, 142.
Remarks:
lllilitary Academy:
Bathing facilities, 633, 634.
Academic and military staff, 279, 8u9-871.
Food and cooking, 626-6~8.
Addresses:
Reports:
Burrows, Hon: Julius C., 852.
National Guard encampments, 596.
O'Brien, Rev. F'rank A .. 855.
Operations, Sioux campaign, 599-603.
Secretary of War, 854.
Special medical and surgical, 606-608
Annual reports:
Surgical operations reported, 603,604.
Board of Visitors, 757.
West Point, N.Y., 298.
Wilson, Col. John M., 279.
Me(lical Reports:
Appropriations:
List of special, received, 606, 607.
Buildings and grounds, 31.
Merriam. Col. H. C.:
Pay and expenses, 31.
Cooperation with Sumner, 209,210,213-216,218,
Army-service men, Q. M. Dept., 73.
235.
Artillery detachment, 809.
Daily reports of movements, etc., to:
Band, 283, 843-849.
Miles, Gen., 206,208,210,212-214,217-219.
Cadets, 279-282, 293, 294, 319, 762-786, 801, 803, 807,
Ruger, Gen., 204-206, 208-211, 217.
818, 831-836, 843, 849, 855. 869.
Directs Capt. Hurst to resume command,
Course in practical astronomy su;;gestecl, 281.
Fort Bennett, 202, 208.
Course of studies and books used, 862, !l63.
Orders, etc., received from:
Depts. of law, ordnance, ancl gunnery, 282.
Merritt, Gen., 203.
Distribution of diplomas, 854.
Miles. Gen .. 205, 209, 211, 212, 214-217.
Financial s ta temen ts:
Ruger, Gen., 203-205, 207, 209, 211.
Appropriation for support, etc., 840.
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:ftlilitary Aeadcmy-Continuetl.
Financial ::;tatements:
Exhil)its, account::; of trea::;urer, 841, 842.
Ga::; fund, 840.
Receipt::; and disbun;ements, 8·.12.
Special contingent fund, 841.
Fiscal ttffairs, 837-842.
Graduation exercises, 852-855.
Gymnasticinstructionand exerci::;e::;, 849,850.
Hor::;e equipments, 812-816.
Horses, cav., and art. instruction, 810-816.
Illustrations:
Academic building:-July, 1891,755.
Cadet barracks-frum north, 762.
Cadet dining room, Grant Hall, 832.
M[LXim and Hotchkiss guns, 809.
Milit[try discipline and instruction, 801-806.
Order of exercises during examination, 759.
Portr<tit gallery, Grant Ilall, 850, 851.
Present cour::;e of studies. remarks:
Andrews, Prof. George L., 790.
Board of Visitors, 786.
Oar::;on, John M., 792.
Eminent educators, 792- 801.
Sugge::;tion::; of Col. S. Thayer, 774-783.
Sworcl-ma::;ter ,282.
Wf'st Point Observatory, 281.
See also West Point, N. Y.
1\lilitary ('ouvids:
Approprhttion for expense::;, 18.
Clothing and equipage, :ms.
Juri::;di<'tion of ::;umm;u·y court::;, 90, 94.
MilitaryPri::;on, 62, 90, 92, 93, 99, 100.
'l.'ried by general court::;-martial, 319.
Uniform, 128.
l'llilitary llygiene Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 268.
Milit<try Academy, 283.
Military Instruction:
Infantry and Cavalry School, 265.
Milibuy Law:
Im;truction, Inf. and Cav. School, 268.
Military Posts and Reserv:ttions:
Ab<tndonment of small posts, 16.
Accommod[ttion for troop::;, 5il7-550.
Appropriation5, 33, 319--351.
Arizona, Department of, 254 2.'i8.
B<Lthing facilities, 633, 634.
Birth::; and marriges, 605, 606.
Bridges, roadway::;, walks, etc., 341.
Colmnbia, Department of the, 26)!.
Con::;truction of buildings, ~tc., 33,340,341.
Cu::;tOllians employed by Q. M. Dept., 531.
Domttion::; to prisoners on discharge, 88, 89.
Ea::;t, Department of the, 126.
Expenditure::;:
Lighting, h ating, etc., 533.
Water, ::;ewerage, ancl plumbing, 532.
Financial ::;tatements, 88.
Guard-houses, discipline, 128.
Health of Army, 157,583-586,639-667.
Leases for certain, in Texas vacated, 529.
Li::;t, ancl means of communication, 115-118.
Loc[ttion, etc., of reserv[ttions, 537-550.
Military Prii::ion, Leavenworth, 48, 62, 87-101,
338, 472, 502, 503, 542.
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Military Posts anti Reservations-Continued.
~ewspaper::; and periodicals, libraries, 508.
Orders, Adjutant-General, affecting, 529, 530.
Remarks:
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 59.
Secretary of War, 16.
Texa::;, Department of, 156, 157.
Transfer of, 4, 251, 341, 529, 530, 533-537.
Wharves, roads, walk::;, etc., 520.
Military Prison, J,eavenworth:
Annual report::;, 87. 91, 92, 94,97-101.
Appropriation::;, 48, 62.
Changes in per::;o1mel of officers, 87.
Civilian employe::;, 94--96.
Clothing, equipage, and material, 338,172.
Constituted an independent post, 62.
Construction of buHdings, ete., 87, 91.
Decrease in prisoners, 62.
Discipline, 90, 94.
Farm and garden products, 62, 89, 90, 97.
Financial statements:
Account wilh Q. M. Dept., 89.
Donation::; to post prisoners, 89.
Prison me::;s fund, 98.
Receipts and expenditures, 97.
Sales of ('Ondemned property, 97.
Sales of materi~tl, etc., 89.
Sales to officer,, 97.
Value of prison labor, 9f5.
Fiscal affair::;, 62, 88, 89.
Health of guards and pri::;oner::;, 62, 90, 91.
Location, etc., of reserv<Ltion, 542.
Manufactures, 6~!, 88, 94--96, J'i'2, 502, 503.
Means of communication, 116, 512.
Military convict::;:
Behavinr, 90.
Moral and eclucatiomtl interest::;, 62, 90, 92.
Received and ui;:;charged, 92, 93, 99, 100.
Statistics, 9~~. 93, 9\l, 100.
Po::;L libraries, 9:~, 93.
Prison labor, ~2, 89, 96, 101.
Prii::ion ::;chool, 92, 93.
Provo'>t· guard, 90, 91, 94.
Rem<trl,s, Adjutant-General, 62.
Subsistence ::;upplies, 97, 98.
Militia:
Annual appropriation, 23.
Appropriation for arming and etruipping, 48.
Issue of supplies, 338, 470, 471,476-482.
Montana., 48.
lllillcr, ('apt. C. I•.:
Annual report of operations, Q. M. U. 0. :
Btn·rack::; and Quarter::; Branch, 509.
Reservation Branch, 527.
Jlillcr, Capt. W. Il.:
Finances, Military Academy, !<39.
!\Iillis, Lieut. John:
Electric light::;, We::;t Point, N. Y., 822-826.
llliseellaneons Oll,jccts:
Appropriations, 46-50.
Mississippi IUvcr SuJI'erers:
Appropriation for relief, 50.
Purchase, etc., of tents, 50,351
lUissoula, ·F ort, lllont. :
Drainage, ::;ewer age, etc., 543, 617, 618.
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lUissoul:t, FOI"t, Jlout. Continued.
Location, etc., of re:-;erYation, 543.
Means of communication. 116, 543.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 609.
Water supply. 543.
Ht•tJ:u·tment of' the:
Annual report. of oper:Ltions, 15-!.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 3:~~
Geographicallimits, 114, 13~.
Health of Army, 582, 639, 611, 650, 6.')8.
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A., assigned, 132.
Position and dh;tribution of troops, 107.
Practice Inarches, field maneuvers, etc., 74.
Trial:-; hy court:-;-martial, 332.

.Mis~ouri,

Missouri, Dhision of the:
Annual report of operation:-;, 132.
Discontinued, 55, 132.
Geographicallimits, 132.
Indian affairs, 132-142.
See also Sioux Indian Campaign.
Miles, Maj. Gen. N. ~\..,assigned, 132.
.Missouri Jlilitin:
Reimbursement, 49.
.Modern J,au:;uage~:
Instruction, Military Academy, 786-801.
hulians:
I<;xpt>nses suppressing hostilities, 49.
~lojave, l"ot·t, Ariz.:
Alxtndoncd, 251.
Transfer to Interior Jkpartment, 341, 52!1
~Io1loc

~Ioney

Ac•·otmts, (~. ~1. Dept.:
Number received and dispo:-;ed of, 3.'J6.
1\Iouey :uuii•ropcrty Jlrauch, Q. JI. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 356.
Civilian employes, Q. M. Dept., 448-163.
Financial statements, 357-417, 463-467.
Money accounts and property returns, 356.
Scope and character of work, 356.
l!Ionroe, J<'ort, Va.:
Annual n•port of post, 271.
Arpropriation, 3~~Artillery target practice, 272.
Barracks and quarters, 275.
Bridge over Mill Creek, 33.
Discipline, 275.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 33, 544.
Health, 275.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 116, 514.
Post school, 27-1.
Small-arms practice, 273.
Water supply, 514.
Wharf, 33.
lUonror, Fort, Arsenal, Va.:
Means of communication, 119,
Montana lUilitia:
Military stores, 48.
lllontana Yolnntccrs :
Services, etc., Nez Perce Indian war, 4!l.
llloutgonwry, J<'ort, .X. L:
Loc<ttion, etc., of re:-;ervation, !l11.
Means of communication, 116, 544.

~lonuments:

Alton Cemetery, "The Union Dead," 485.
Appropriations, 50.
Battle, West Point, N. Y., 291,292.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Ohio soldiers, 484.
Gettysburg, Pa., New Yorlr soldiers, 484 .
lUoqui Indians:
Condition of, and relation with settlers, 258.
Rebellion at Areibe villagt', 258, :~59.
lllorgan, Fort, Ala.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 5-!4.
Means of communication, 116, 544.
llloultrie, Fort, S. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 116, 544..
lllomul City (Ill.) National ('emrtery:
Care and mainteuance, 485.
Construction of roadway, 487.
lllount Vemon, Y:t.:
Survey of road from Aqueduct Bridge, 47.
.Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala.:
Drainage sewerage, etc., 514,618.
Loc~tion, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117,544.
Water supply, 5H.
lllulcs:
TexaH, Departmt'nt of, 159
lUule Shot's:
Purchai-:es, 3!0, 501.
.!llunn, ~laj. C. J<j.:
S:tnitary comlitlon. Angel Island, 610.
lUurfce, ('ol. J:mw~ T.:
See Boa1·d of Visitor8, .!!itllary Aradany.
~lyer, Fort, Vn.:
Construction of buildings, 126,310,349,517.
DrainagP, sewerage, etc., 544.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117,541.
Non-commissioned oftlcers' school, 71, 72.
Right of way, W. and A. Railroad, 530.
Water supply, 511.
Nashville (Tenn.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 485.
Xatchez (llliss.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, ·17, 339,350, ..J86, 487.
Natiou:t Armot·y, :\lass.:
Means of communication, 119.
Natiomtl Cemeteries:
Annual report, care and maintenance, 483.
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 47,346-351.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Financial statements, 488-49L
Interments, 483.
Memorial Day, services, 484.
Roadways, 47,339,349-351,485-487.
Remarl{s:
· Quartermaster-General, 339.
Secretary of War, 23.
Removal of remains of cleceasE'tl so Wiers, 483.
Superintendents, 47,:317, 352,353.
National nefeuse:
Appropl'iatlom; for fortifications, 32.

INDEX.
National Dt>fense-Continued.
Ordnance and ordnance store:-;, etc., 3, 5, 8.
Plan for defem;e of frontier, 5.
Remark:-;:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 124.
Ruger, Brig. Gen. 'l'lloma:; H., Hil.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 57,59.
Secretary of \Var, 3, 4.
Report:;, Senate and House Committee:;, 5.
Sites for fortifications, 6, 32.
Nationnl Guard:
Encampment at Chicago, Ill., 155.
Medical instruction, 596-599.
Remarks:
Secretary of War, 23.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. S., 158.
Natloualllomes, Disabled Sol!liers, etc.:
Appropriation for support, 48.
Navajo Indians:
Condition of, and relation with settlers, 258.
Navy Department:
Sales to, of clothing and equipage, 473.
Nevada Volunteers:
Traveling expenses, 49.
Newberne (N. C.) National temetery:
Construction of roadway, 47,351,487.
New Orlenns:
Measure:-; for defense, 124, 125
Newport, Ky.:
Post near, designated Fort 'l'llomas, 530.
Newport Barracks, Ky.:
Bathing facilities, 634.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 5ii, 619.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117, 544.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 544.
News})apers and Periodicals:
Purchase:; for post libraries, 508.
New York Arsenal, N.Y.:
Means of communication, 119.
New York City:
Appropriation, harbor obstructions, 48.
Measures for dcfen:;e, 3, 6, 7, 124, 125.
Now York Sol!liers:
Monument, Gettysburg Cemetery, 484.
Nez Perce Indian W1tr:
SerVices, etc., Montana Volunteer:;, 49.
Niagara, Fort, N. Y.:
Condition of guarcl-house, 616.
Construction of build~gs, etc., 126, 340, 517.
Drainage, :;ewer age, etc., 544.
Food and cooking, 627.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Mean:; of communication, 117, 544.
Water supply, 544.
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr.:
Con:;truction of buildings, etc , 340, 516.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 544.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117,544.
Water supply, 544.
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Non-commission('d Offtcers:
Increase of pay of line, 10, 59, 128, 311.
Instruction:
Artillery School, 273.
Fort Myer (Va.) School, 70-72.
NorUtern anti Nortlm .. stern J,ak('S:
Survey, !7.
NortJ•ruJ), ('yrns:
Hemark::;, in:;truction Military A<"allemy, 79P..
Oath of' Enlistment:
Recruit:;, 310.
Oaths:
Authority of J. Advs. to administer, 327.
O'Brien, Rev. }'mnk A.:
Address to graduates Military Academy, 855~
See also Board of Visitors,Jlilitary Academy.
Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117, 544.
Ohio Soldiers:
Monument,Chatta.nooga Cemetl'lry, 484.
Oklahoma:
Relief of sufferers, 50.
Oklahoma, Camp, Okla.:
Drainage, sewerage, et('., 514.
Location, etc., of re:;ervalion, !'144.
Means of communication, I 17, fi44.
Water supply, 514.
Old Catholic lllission, S. Hak. :
Affair at, Dee. 30, ltl90, 151, 154, 155, 170.
Omaha, Nebr.:
New post designateu Fort Croolr, 518, 530.
Omaha, Fort, Nebr.:
Drainage, :;ewerage, etc., 5-l!.
Location, etc., of reservation, 544.
Means of communication, 117,544.
Sale of reservations, fi44.
Sanitary condition of quarter:;, etc., 608.
Water supply, 544.
Omaha Ordnance Depot, Nebr.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 119, 545.
Ontario, Fort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117, 545.
Water supply, 545.
Or<lmmre Department:
Annual report of operations. See Vol. III.
Salaries, Ordnance Bureau, 30.
Ordnance Depot, }'ort Snelling, lllinn.:
Means of communication, 119.
Ordnance detaehn1ent, 173.
Ordnance, Or<lmtnce Stores, etc.:
Appropriation for arm:;, etc., 31.
Field and siege artillery, 8.
Magazine small-arm:;, 9.
Manufacture, 3-8.
Pneumatic dynamite guns, 7, 8.
Proceed:; of sale, 31.
Re1narks:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0.,130
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Ordnance, Ordnance Stort>s, t>t<·. - Continued.
Remarks:
Secr!=ltary of War, 3, 5, 8.
Washington and Maine, 48.
West Point, N.Y., 284.
Ordnance Service:
Appropriation, 31.
On'gOJt Volunteers:
Pay, transportation, etc., 1851)..'56, 49.
Overcoats:
Blanket-lined, 473, 474.
Rubber, 473.
Owen, Ca})t. W. 0., jr.:
Remarks, clothing, 629.
Paciflc, JHvision of' the:
Discontinued, 55.
Miles, Gen., relinquishes command, 132.
Ruger, Gen., supersedes Gen. Gibbon, 55.
Parker. Bvt. ]lnj. U.icluud C.:
Report, fiscal affairs, Soldiers' Home, 743.
Patten, Ca1)t. William S.:
Annual reports, operations, Q. M. G. 0.:
Mail and Record Division, 505.
Record, File, and Claims Branch, 507.
l,'atzki, lUaj. Julius 11.:
Remarks, post canteens, 632.
Pay Corps:
Approved and snspPnded clislmrsements, 720.
Balances, in hands of paymasters, 721, 722.
Bonds of paymasters, 715.
Changes in personnel, 716.
Escorts for paymasters, 710.
Payments by checlrs or express, 13.
Remarks, Secretary of v•Tar, 13.
Responsibility of paymasters for funds, 710.
Statement, pay trips made, 723, 724.
Pay Department:
Annual report of operations, 709.
Collection and payment, clothing, 472, 473.
Expenditures. ~91 compared with 1890, 709.
Financial statements, 709, 71-1, 718-722.
Pay Corps, 13,715,716,720-724.
Paymaster-General's O.llice, 30,715.
Paymasters' accounts, 710-713.
Pay of Army, 10, 30, 59,65-67, 128,714,715.
Paymaster-General:
Annual report, 70~.
Remarks:
Bonds of paymasters, 715.
Escorts for paymasters, 710.
Mileage accounts, 712, 713.
Paymasters' accounts, 710-713.
Paymaster-General's Otlice :
Clerical force increased, 715.
Salaries, 30.
Statement of work, 715.
Payne, ]It-. David W.:
See Board of Visitors, l~!ilitary Academy.
Pay of Army:
Appropriation, 30.
Bimonthly and monthly payments, 715.
Custom in foreign armies, 6l>-67.
Non-commissioned officers, line, 10, 59,128,311.

P:ty of Army- ContimlPd.
Retainecl by sentences of court::;-martia.l, 714.
Semimonthly payments, 65.
Stoppages against officers. 714.
Peck, Gen. Theodore 8.:
See Board of Visitors. Jlilitary Academy.
Pembina, Fort, N. D:Lk.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545, 6!7.
Location, etc., of reservation. 545.
Means of communica.tion, 117, 545.
Sanitary condition of quarter::~, etc., 6(,9.
Water supply, 545.
Pefia Colora1lo, Caut}l, Tex.:
Location. etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Penney, Capt. ()Junlcs G.:
Acting Indian agent, Pine Ridge, 152.
Pensioners :
lnma.tes, Soldiers' Home, 731, 749.
Petlper, William:
Remarl<::;, im;trnction Milita.ry Academy,793.
Perkins, J,ieut. I<' red erick:
Assigned Prov. Guard, Military Prison, 87.
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 98.
Perley, l'at)t. H. 0.:
Reports, affair:-; at Fort Mason, Cal. :
Dra.inage, sewerage, etc., 619.
Sa.nitary condition of quarter:>, 613.
Perry, Dlr. J,eslic J.:
Sec Boar1l of Publication, War Records.
Philadelpl1ia:
Measures for defense, 124.
Phrenix, Fort, Mass.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Photograpl1y:
Instruction, Artillery School, 272.
Physics:
Instruction, Artillery School, 273.
Pickens, Fort, l<'la.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Pierce, Capt. Fmncis E.:
Assigned Pine Ridge Agency, 152.
Pike, Fort, J,a.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 5-15.
'.rurned over to Q. M. Dept., 530.
Pilot nutte, Camp, Wyo.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Water supply, 545.
Pine Uidgo Agency:
Appeal of agent for troops, 14-1.
Attaclr on wagon train 9th Qav., Dec. 30,1890,
151.
Causes of disaffection, 135-137.
Dougherty, Capt., placed in cha.rge, 152.
Murder of Lieut. Casey, Jan. 7, 1891, 154, 170,
171, 188, 2.')0, 251.
Penney, Capt., appointtd Indian agent, 152.
Pierce, Capt., placed in charge, 152.

INDEX.
Pinedlle (La.) National Cemetery
Construction of roadway, 47.
Pittsburg, Pa.:
Location, etc., of reservation,545.
Means of communication, 545.
Sale of reservation authorized, 528.
Platte, Department of the :
Annual report of operations, 251.
Changes of troops, etc., 252,253.
Enlistment of Indians, 252.
Extension of limits, li2, 173,251,253.
Extract from report, judge-advocate, 331.
Geographical limits, 114.
Health of Army, 581, 639, 641, 649, 657.
Indian affairs, 252.
See also Sioux Indian Campaign.
Inspection of military posts, 253.
Instruction, signaling, 253.
Military posts and reservations, 251, 252.
Position and distribution of troops, 111.
Practice marches, etc., 74, 252.
Rifle and cavalry competition, 162,253.
Small-arms practice, 253.
Trials by courts-martial, 331.
Plattsburg Barracks, N.Y.:
Building operations, 33, 126, 341, 350,518, 5Hl.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Target-range, 341, 518, 519, 529.
Water supply, 545.
Pleurisy:
Prevalence of, in Army, 594.
Pneumatic Dynamite Guns:
Contracts for and trials, 7, 8.
Pneumonia:
Prevalence of, in Army, 594,663.
Poindexter, Lieut. J.D.:
Remarks, post canteens, 632.
Reports, atrairs at Camp Poplar River,Mont.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Point Roberts, Wash.:
Transfer to Interior Department, 341, 529.
Polk, Ernest:
Report, library, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 736.
Ponchos, Rubber:
Issue, 473.
Pope, ltlaJ. B. F.:
Remarks, clothing, 631.
Report, guard-house, Whipple Barracks, 616.
Pope, Capt. J. w.:
Annual reports, Leavenworth Prison:
Ages, nativities, etc., prisoners, 99.
Alterations 1• prisoners, 100.
Condition and management, 87.
Prison labor performed, 101.
Popham, Fort, Me.:
Location, etc.,'of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Poplar River Camp, Mont.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
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Pot)lar River Camp, Mont.-Continued.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 545.
Porcupine Creek, S.Dak.:
Big Foot's band, Dec. 28, 1890, 147, 170.
Porter, Fort, N.Y.:
Bathing facilities, 634.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Water supply, 545.
Port Hudson (La.) National Cemeterr:
Construction of roadway, 47,350,486.
Portland, Me. :
Measures for defense. 124.
Portraits:
Cleveland, Grover, 48.
Grant Hall, West Point, N. Y., 850,851.
Port Royal Sound, S. C. :
Defenses for, recommended, 125.
Dry dock on Parry Island, 125.
Postage:
War Department, 30.
Post Bakeries:
Purchase of supplies, 503.
Post Bakers :
EnlistmE-nt of, etc., 559.
Post Canteens:
Beneficial effects, 77, 78,631-633.
Dakota, Department of, 176.
Financial operations, 76.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 76.
Arnold, Col. A. K., 77.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 128.
Medical officers, 631, 632.
Surgeon-General, 631,632.
Townsend, Col. E. F., 77.
Post Gardens :
Purchase of supplies, 503.
Post Libraries :
Newspapers and periodicals, 508.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 69, 72.
Post Schools :
Establishment of, 4.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 274.
Non-commissioned officers, 7{}-72.
Purchases of supplies, 503.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 69.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 130.
Schofield, Maj. Gen. John M., 58.
School teachers, 70.
Post Traders :
Revocation of licenses, 4, 17.
Practice Marches, Field Maneuvers, etc.:
Expenses of transportation, 339, 497.
Military departments, 73, 7.t, 123, 163, 164, 252
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 73.
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Prebel, Fort, Me. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
Means of communication, 117,545.
Water supply, 545.
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.:
Construction of roadways, 47,341,519,520.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 545.
Location, etc., of reservation, 545.
,'
Means of communication, 117,545.
Water supply, 545.
Previous Convictions:
Consideration of, by courts-martial, 326,329.
Price, Capt. C. E. :
Bathing facilities, Fort Duchesne, 633.
Printing and Binding :
Artillery School, 274.
Quartermaster's Department, 508.
Prisoners' Clothing :
Manufactures, 62, 88, 96.
Prisoners of War :
Claims, commutation of rations, 49, 560.
Prison School, ltlilitary Prison, Leavenworth:
Remarks, Chaplain J. B. McCleery, 92.
Proctor, Hon. Redfield:
See Secretary of War.
Promotion:
Commissioned officers and enlisted men, 4,
11, 20, 21, 58, 126, 127, 308, 309.
Property:
Injured or destroyed, 523.
Property Returns, Q. M. Dept. :
Number received, etc., 356.
Providence Hospital:
Appropriation and relief afforded, 47, 567, 570.
Support of destitute patients, 570.
Provost Guard, Military Prison, Leavenworth:
Arms, etc., 90, 94, 98.
Canteens, 90, 98.
Discipline, 90, 94, 98.
Health, 90, 91,
Method of enlistments, 98.
Public Animals:
Appropriations cavalry and artillery horses:
Debits and credits, 30,347,348.
Expenditures fiscal year ending:
June 30, 1890 (in part) 432, 434, 447.
June 30, 1891, 388, 390, 392, 415.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Purchases, 340, 498, 499.
Sales,499.
Summary, purchased, sold, died, etc., 500.
Public Buildings and Grounds:
Appropriations, 30, 32, 33.
Public Works:
Appropriations, 31-46.
Pugh, Hon. James L.:
See Board of Visitors, Military Academy.
Pulaski, Fort, Ga. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117,546.

Pubnonary Consumption:
Prevalence of, in Army, 594.
Punishment:
Graduated code, 4, 11, 127,320-324,328,332,333.
Purchases:
Clothing and equipage, 473,474,476-482.
Headstones for soldiers' graves, 47,484.
Horse and mule shoes, etc., 501.
Illuminating supplies, 500.
Kitchen utensils, 503.
Newspapers and periodicals, libraries, 50S.
Public animals, 498-500.
Quartermaster's stores at depots, 502.
Regular supplies, Q. M. Department, 340.
Stoves and ranges, 501.
Supplies, post bakeries, schools, gardens, 503.
System of, subsistence supplies, 557.
Tableware, 503.
Vegetables, act of June 16, 1890, 557.
Veterinary supplies, 500.
Wagons, carts, etc., 500.
Quartermaster-General :
Annual report, 337.
List of papers accompanying report, 342, 343.
Remarks:
Barracks and quarters, 340.
Clothing and equipage, 338.
National cemeteries. 339.
Regular supplies, Q. M. Dept., 340.
Transportation of Army, 339.
Quartermaster-General's Omce:
Barracks and Quarters Branch, 509-527.
Clothing and Equipage Returns Branch, 468.
Clothing and Equipage Supply Branch, 468483.
Finance Branch, 345-355.
Inspection Branch, 343, 344.
Mail and Record Division, 505-507.
Money and Property Branch, 356-467.
New record system, 342.
Records, Files, and Claims Branch, 507, 508.
Regular Supplies Branch, 498-503.
Salaries, 30.
Transportation Branch, 492-497.
Quartermaster's Depar.tment:
Annual report of operations, 337.
Army service men, 73, 286, 338, 343, 344.
Barracks and quarters, 30, 62, 95, 96, 126, 252,
253, 275, 340, 341, 346-348, 352, 353, 382-387,
414, 428-431, 446.
Civilian employes, 448-463.
Clothing, equipage, and materials, 31, 62, 9496, 338, 339, 346-3411, 352, 353, 389, 391, 393,
394, 396, 398, 415, 433, 435, 447, 468-482.
Construction and repairs, hospitals, 31, 340,
509, 521-523.
Financial statements:
Analysis of expenditures, 351-447.
Appropriations, debits, and credits, 346-351.
Clothing and equipage:
Appropriations diverted, 471,472.
Collections, etc., Pay Dept., 472.
Issues, 470-472.
Manufactures, etc., 471, 472.
Receipts, expenditures, etc., 469,483.
Sales, 473.

INDEX.
Quartennaster's Department-Continued.
Financial statements:
Compensation, civilian employes, 448-463.
Expenditures of disbursing otlicers, 464-467.
Military posts and reservations:
Barracks and quarters, 509-518.
Bridges, 520.
Hospitals, 521, 522.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 523.
Lighting, heating, etc., 533.
Newspapers and periodicals, 508.
Property rented, 524-527.
Roadways, etc., 520.
Shooting galleries and ranges, 521.
Water, sewerage, and plumbing, 532.
Wharves, 520.
Printing and binding, 508.
Regular supplies:
Harness and harness supplies, 502.
Horse and mule shoes, etc., 501.
Illuminating supplies, 500.
Manufacture, Military Prison, 502, 503.
Payments, general depots, 502.
Post bakeries, schools, and gardens, 503.
Public animals, 498-500.
Stoves and ranges, 501.
Tableware and kitchen utensils, 503.
Veterinary supplies, 500.
Wagons, carts, etc., 500.
Remittances of funds, 352-355.
Sales of quartermasters' stores, 357.
Transportation of Army:
Cost, 492-494.
Earnings bonded Pacific railroads, 494.
Practice marches, etc., 497.
Vessels hired and owned, 495, 496.
Fiscal affairs, 337-341.
Forts Pike and Macomb, La., 530.
Incidental expenses, 30, 346-348, 352, 353, 370381, 414, 423-428, 430, 446.
National cemeteries, 23, 47, 339, 346-353, 483491.
Otlicers, regular establishment, 344.
Operations, Sioux Indian campaign, 341.
Papers accompanying annual report, 342, 343.
Public animals, 30, 340, 347, 348, 352, 353, 388,
390, 392, 415, 432, 447, 49S-500.
Quartermaster-General's Otlice, 30, 342-550.
Quarters, hospital stewards', 31, 340, 347, 348,
352, 353, 395, 397,399,415, 433, 435,447, 523.
Regular supplies, 30, 340, 346, 348, 352, 353, 358,
359, 416-423, 446.
Shooting galleries, ranges, etc., 31, 347, 348,
352, 353, 395, 397, 399, 415, 433, 435, 447, 521.
, Transportation of Army, 30, 159, 177, 339,346348, 352, 353, 395-415, 436-447, 492-497.
Quartermaster's Stores:
Contracts, 501.
Payments, purchases at general depots, 502.
Sales to otlicers and enlisted men, 357.
State of Wyoming, 48.
Rafl'erty, Capt. Ogden:
Typhoid fever at Fort Sam Houston. 590.
Railroad Transportation:
Appropriations, debits and credits:
Land-grant railroads, 30, 346,349.
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Railroall Transportation-Continued.
Appropriations, debits and credits:
Pacific railroads, 30, 351.
Bond-aided Pacific railroads, 339, 494, 495.
Raml1tll, Fort, S. Dak. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117,516.
Water supply,546.
Raymoll(l, Capt. H. I. :
Reports affairs at Newport Barracks, Ky.:
Bathing facilities, 631.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 619.
Rebellion Records:
See Wm· of the Rebellion.
Reber, Lieut. Samuel:
Non-commissioned otlicers' school, 70.
Record and Pension Division:
Ainsworth, Maj. F. C., in charge, 17.
Clerical force, 19.
Organization and work, 4.
Remarks Secretary of War, 17
Salaries, 30.
Scope and character of work, 17-19.
Recortls, Files, and Claims Branc1t, Q. M. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 507.
Financial statements, 508.
Miscellaneous claims and accounts, 507, 508.
Scope and character of worlr, 507.
Records of the Uevolution:
Collection and compilation, 19, 314.
Recruiting Depots:
Desertions, 78, 82.
List, and means of communication, 119.
Recruiting Rendezvous:
List of, in operation, 78.
Recruiting Service:
Appropriation for expenses, 30.
Depots and rendezvous, '78, 79, 82, 119.
Enlistments and reenlistments, 82.
General, 78.
Indian enlistments, 81, 82.
Recruits, 10,82,1:!3, 262, 310, 578, 706.
Regimental and departmental, 79-81.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 78.
Secretary of War, 3.
Rural districts, 3, 10, 79-81.
Recruits:
Applicants for enlistment, 10.
Average age, 82, 83.
Colored, 82.
Indians, 82.
Limitation of service, 83.
Medical examinations, 578, 706.
Nati.vity of, accepted, 82.
Oath of enlistment, 310.
Reduction of limit maximum age, 10
Remarks, Brig. Gen. August V. Kautz, 262.
White, 82.
Red Bank, N.J.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Reed, Cat>t. Walter:
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 245, 246.
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Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands:
Appropriation for support, 48.
Regimental Instruction:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Thomas H. Ruger, 160.
Regiments:
Headquarters and stations, 119, 120.
Regular Supplies, Quartermaster's Department:
Appropriations:
Debits and credits, 30, 346,348.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 (in part) , 416-423, 446.
June 30, 1891, 358--369, 414.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Purchases, 340.
Regular Supplies Branch, Q. M. G. 0. :
Annual report of operations, 498.
Contracts received and examined, 501.
Estimates for annual supplies, 501.
Financial statements, 498-503.
Miscellaneous requisitions, 501.
Scope and character of work, 498.
Belief Acts :
Appropriations, 49, 50.
Reno, Fort, Okla.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117,546.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 546.
Bents:
Appropriations, 30.
Payments by Q. M. Dept., 524-527.
Reqtdsitions:
Miscellaneous, Q. M. Dept., 501.
Reservation Branch, Q. ~I. G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 527.
Financial statements, 532, 533.
Scope and character of work, ~27, 528.
Retirement:
Commissioned o:tiicers, 4, 309, 310.
Enlisted men, 84.
Revolutionary Records :
See Records of the Revolution.
Rheumatism :
Prevalance of, in Army, 593, 664, 666.
Rhode Island :
Defense of ports in· Narragansett Bay, 1~4.
Rice, Capt. E.:
Remarks:
Desertions, 333.
Graduated code of punishment, 333.
Summary courts, 333.
Richards, Capt. Charles:
Bathing facilities, Fort Logan, Colo., 633.
Richmond (Va.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 487.
IUley, Fort, Kans. :
Construction of buildings, etc., 340, 514.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546, 619.
Food and cooking, 628.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117, 546.

Riley, Fort, Kans.-Continued.
Right of way street railway granted, 530.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply. 546.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Food a.nd cooking, 627.
Locatiop, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117, 546.
Water supply, 546.
Rivers and Harbors:
Appropriations, 34-46.
Roadways:
Authorized expenditures, 520.
Military posts and reservations, 341.
National cemeteries, 47, 339, 349-351, 485-487.
Presidio of San Francisco, CaL, 519, 520.
Robertson, Lieut. S. C. :
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 247-249.
Robinson, Jt'ort, Nebr.:
Construction of buildings, 33, 340, 349, 517.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117, 546.
Water supply, 546.
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill. :
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communication, 119.
Ordnance detachment, Fort Snelling, 173.
Rock Island Bridge, lli. :
Appropriation, 31.
Rogue River Indian War:
Appropriation, 49.
Rosebud Agency:
Causes of disaffection, 137, 138, 179.
Lee, Capt., assigned in charge, 152.
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H.:
Annual report, Department of California, 159.
Assigned to the Division of the Pacific, 55.
Orders, etc., arrest of Sitting Bull, 182.
Remarks:
Enlistment of Indians, 161.
Messiah delusion, 177.
National defense, 161.
National parks, 159, 160.
Regimental instruction, 160.
Summary courts, 160.
Reports:
Condition, etc., Sioux Indians, 189, 100.
Disaffection at Standing Rock Agency, 134.
Operations, Sioux Indian campaign, 177.
St. Augustine, Fla. :
Four-company post recommended, 126.
St. Augustine (Fla.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 485.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 118, 546.
Water supply, 546.
St. Louis Arsenal, lllo. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 546.
Water supply, 546.

INDEX.
St. Louis Powder Depot, 1\lo. :
Means of communication. 119.
St. Philip, Fort, La. :
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 118, 546.
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Scammel, Fort, llle.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117, 547.
Scarlet Fever:
Prevalence of, in Army, 588.

Sam Houston, Fort, Tex. :
Building operations, 157, 340, 515, 5Hl.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 546.
Location, etc., of reservation, 546.
Means of communication, 117, 546.
Post, San Antonio, Tex., designated, 515,530.
Water supply, 546.

Schoflehl, Maj. Gen. ,Johulll.:
Annual report. 5n.
Remarks:
Army reorganization, 56, 57.
Discipline, 60.
Enlistment of Indians, 57, 58.
Military instruction, 58.
Military posts and reservations, 59.
National defense, 57, 59.
Pay of non-commissioned officers, line, 59.
Readiness of troops for field service, 60.
Sanitary condition of Army. 60.
Sioux Indian campaign, 55, 56.
Target practice, 58, 59.

San Antonio Arsenal, Tex. :
Means of communication, 119.

School Teachers :
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 70.

San Antonio Post, Tex. :
Designated Fort Sam Houston, 515, 530.

Schuyler, Fort, N.Y.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117. 547.
Water supply, 547.

Salaries, Contingencies, etc. :
Appropriation, 30.
Sales:
Clothing and equipage, 338, 473, 476-482.
Public animals, 499, 500.
Quartermaster's stores, 357.

San Carlos, Ariz. :
Condition of Indians on reservation, 260.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 256, 547.
Means of communication, 117, 547.
Water supply, 547.
San Diego, Cal. :
Fortification and armament of port, 60.
Measures for defense, 254, 255.
Purchase of site for military post, 530.
San Diego Barracks, Cal. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 254, 5i7.
Means of communication, 117, 547.
Water supply, 547.
Sandy Hook, N.J.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communiqation, 117, 547.
San Francisco, Cal.:
Measures for defense, 3, 6, 7, 124.
San Francisco (Cal.) National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 485.
Construction of roadway, 350.
Removal of remains of deceased soldiers, 483.
Sanitary Condition of Army:
BaiTacks and quarters, 608-616.
Bathing facilities, 633, 634.
Clothing, 628-631.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617-622.
Food and cooking, 626--628.
Gymnastic exercises, 634, 635.
Habits, etc., of enlisted men, 631, 632.
Remarlrs Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 60.
Water supply, 623-625.
San Juan Island, Wash.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
San Pedro, Cal.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.

Scranton, Ron. Jose)lb A.:
See Board of Vis~tors, jJfilitary Academy.
Secretary of War:
Address to graduates, Military Academy, 854
Annual report, 3.
Remarks:
Apprentice battalions, 22.
Civilian appointments, 22.
Contract surgeons, 16.
Courts-martial, 11.
Desertion, 9.
Efficiency records, 21.
Eu.listment of Indians, 14.
Military posts and reservations, 16.
National cemeteries, 23.
National defense, 3. 4.
National Guard, 23.
Ordnance, ordnance stores, etc., 3, 5, 8.
Pay Corps, 13.
Post traders, 17.
Promotion, 4, 11, 20, 21.
Record and Pension Division, 17.
Records of the Revolution, 19.
Recruits and recruiting servire, 10.
lletirement, 4.
Three-battalion formation, infantry, 12.
War of the Rebellion Records, 19.
Selden, Fort, N. ltlex.:
Abandoned, 59, 254.
Transfer to Int. Dept., recommended, 531.
Sequoia National Park, Cal.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117,5-17.
Troops for protection, lfi9, 160.
Se1Vall, Fort, Mass.:
Lo<"ation, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117,547.
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Shannon, Capt. W. C.:
Reports atrairs at Fort Apache, Ariz.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Water supply, 625.
Shaw, Fort, ltlont.:
Abandoned, 59,176,530.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 547.
Water supply, 547.
Sheridan, Camp, Wyo.:
Designated Fort Yellowstone, 173,530.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill.:
Construction of buildings, etc., 33, 340, 349, 515.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117,547.
Purchase of land for target range, 351.
Rifle range, 31, 521.
Water supply, 547.
Sheridan, Gen. Philip H. :
Pedestal for statue, 50.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho:
Dralnage, sewerage, etc., 547,620.
Enlargement of reservation, 530.
Location, etc., of-reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117,547.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 612.
Water supply, 547.
Shiloh (Tenn.) National Cenwtery:
Care and maintenance, 485.
Ship Island, Fort at, ltliss.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117, 547.
Shoeing TooJs :
Purchases, 501.
Shoes:
Improvements, 474.
Manufacture, 6~, 94. 95.
Shooting-Galleries, Ranges, etr. :
See Small-A1'11M Practice.
Short Bull:
Speech to Indians, 142,143.
Shoshones:
Rations insufficient, 139.
Sick and Discharged Soldiers :
Provisions for comfort, 49.
Sidney, Fort, Nebr.:
Appropriations, 23.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 547.
Location, etc., of reservation, 547.
Means of communication, 117, 547.
Water supply, 547.
Signal Corps :
Annual report of operations. See Vol. IV.
Appropriations, 30, 46, 47.
Decrease in pay, etc., 1891, 710.
Signaling Instruction :
Artillery School, 273.
Platte, Department of the, 253.
Signal omce :
Sa.l~ries,
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Sill, Fort, Oklahoma:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 117,548.
Water supply, 548.
Sioux Indian Campaign, Nov. 20, '90-Jan. 18, '91:
Appeal for troops, 144.
Arrest and death of Sitting• Bull, 146, 167,
168, 181-183, 194-199.
Attack on Co. K. 6th Cav., 151.
Attack on wagon train, 9th ca:v., 151.
Casualties, 56, 151, 154, 170, 199, 216.
Causes of disaffection, 133-140, 177-179.
Condition of troops, 145.
Disposiiion of troops, 147, 148, 179, 180.
Efforts for peace, 148-150.
End of campaign, 154, 187.
Escape and capture of Big Foot's band, 147,
150, 167-170, 184, 185, 209-216, 223-238.
Final surrender of Indians, 152, 153.
Hostilities threatened, 143.
Mission of Hon. W. F. Cody, 145.
Murder of "Few Tails,'' 220-223.
Murder of Lieut. Casey, 154, 170, 171, 188, 250,
251.
Old Catholic Mission fight, 151, 154, 155, 170.
Operations:
Medical Department, 574, 599-603.
Quartermaster's Department, 341.
Outbreak precipitated, 142.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 55, 56.
Removal of Hump, 147.
Return of Indians to reservations, 153, 154.
Short Bull's speech to Indians, 1'12, 143.
Sketches and maps, facing pp. 155, 188.
Supplies, C. C. & G. Equipage, 338.
Surrender of Sitting Bull's band, 147, 169,
183, 184, 200-203, 207.
Wounded. Knee Creek, 150,151,154,155,170,186,
216, 219.
Sitting Bull:
Arrest and death, Dec. 15, 1890, 146, 167, 168,
181-183, 194-199.
Surrender of band, Dec. 22, 1890, 147, i!i9, 183,
184, 200-203, 207.
Skeleton Companies :
Remarks, Maj. Gen. 0. 0. Howard, 129.
Sketches and Maps :
Sioux Indian campaign, facing pp. 155, 188.
West Point reservation, facing p. 287.
Small·Arms Practice:
Appropriations, shooting galleries, etc.:
Apportionment, 521.
Debits and credits, 31, 347, 348.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30. 1890 (in part), 433. 435, 447.
June 30. 1891, 395, 397, 399, 415.
Rifle range, Fort Sheridan, Ill., 521.
Remittances, 352, 353.
California, Department of, 161.
East, Department of the, 130.
Expenses of transportation, 3-JO.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 273.
Platte, Department of the, 253.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. John M. Schofield, 5i.
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SmaJl·Arms Practice-Continued.
Ranges for Department of Texas, 157, 158.
Small·pox:
Prevalence of, in Army, 588.
Smith, Fort (Ark.), National Cemetery:
Care and maintenance, 484.
Smith, Brig. Gen. William:
See Paymaster-General.
Snelling, Fort, Minn.:
Construction of buildings, 33,340,350,517.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 117,548.
Water supply, 548.
Snelling, Fort, Ordnance Depot, Minn.:
Means of communication, 119.
Ordnance detachment, 173.
Snow, F. H.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 799.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Annual reports:
Board of Commissioners, 731.
Forwood, Lieut. Col. W. H., 737.
Inspector-General. See vol. V.
Mayne, John M. (gardner), 736.
Parker, Maj. Richard C., 743.
Polk, Ernest (librarian), 736.
Willcox, Maj. Gen. 0. B., 734.
Appropriation, 48.
Barnes' Hospital, 740-742.
Building operations, 732,734.
Dairy farm and garden, 733, 735, 736, 750, 751.
Domestic animals, 751.
Financial statements:
Dairy account, 751.
Farm account, 750.
Garden account, 750.
Interest account, 747.
Pensioners' account, 748.
Permanent fund account, 747.
Receipts and expenditure, 744-746.
Fiscal aftairs, summary, 732, 733.
Grounds. 736.
Inmates, 731,735,737-739,749,751-754.
Irwin, Capt. D. A. (dep. gov.), 734.
Library, 735,736.
Qualifications, entry of enlisted men, 84.
Reduction of current expenses, 733.
Sanitary condition, 742.
Supplies, 733,735.
Water supply, 733,734,742.
Soldiers' Lots:
Care and maintenance, 485.
Sousa, Jolm Philip:
Remarks, Military Academy band, 847.
South Atlantic Coast:
Additional fortified seaports, 60, 125.
Special Appropriations:
Quartermaster's Department 349-351.
Special Diseases :
Prevalence of, in Army, 586--594,663-667.
Specific Febrile and Infectious Diseases :
Prevalence of, in Army, 586--592, 660-662.
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Spokane, Fort, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Water slfpply, 548.
Springfield Armory, Mass.:
See National Armory, Mass
Springfield Arsenal, Mass.:
Appropriation, 31.
Spurgin, Capt. W. F.:
Reports:
Finances, Military Academy,841.
Supplies and expenditures for cadets, 833.
Stable Brooms:
Manufacture, 95, 503.
Stables:
West Point, N. Y., 288, 295, 296.
Standing Rock Agency:
Causes of disaftection, 178.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. S.:
Annual report, Department of Texas, 156.
Remarks, National Guard, 158.
Stanton, Fort, N. ltlex.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Food and cooking, 626.
,
Location, etc., of reservation, 257, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 60S.
Water supply, 548.
State and Territorial Homes:
Appropriation for support, 48.
State, War, and Navy De;artment Building:
Appropriation, 33.
State War Claims:
See Wm· Claims.
Stationery:
War Department. 30.
Staunton (Va.) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 47, 350, 486, 487.
Stevens, Fort, Oreg.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Stevens, ltlr. J. J.:
Rifle range at Leon Springs, Tex., 157,158.
Stewart, Alexander P.:
National Park Commission, 24.
Stores:
Injured or destroyed, 523.
Storms and Floods:
Losses. See Losses of Stores and Property.
Stoves aml Ranges:
Manufacture of furniture, 96, 502.
Purchases, 340, 501.
Strength of A1·my:
Gain and loss, enlisted strength, 120.
Increase recommended, 129.
Military posts, 121, 122.
Statement of, June 30, 1891, facing p. 102.
Strong, Lieut. F. S.:
Report, Sioux Indian campaign, 249.
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Subsistence Department:
Annual report of operations, 553.
Commissary·General's Office, 559, 560.
Commissary-sergeants, 559.
Duties and stations of officers, 561.
Financial statements:
Average contract price for beef, 557.
Balances, 556.
Issues to Indians, 558.
Losses of stores and property, 558.
Miscellaneous issues and expenditures, 558.
Resources and expenditures, 553--555.
Sales of condemned supplies, 558.
Subsistence supplies and property, 30, 55ii,
557,558.

Subsistence Property:
Losses by fire, etc., 558.
Subsistence Supplies:
Advertisements and contracts, 558.
Appropriation, 30.
Average contract price of fresh beef, 557.
Expenditures, 555.
Issues, 558.
Losses by fire, etc., 558.
Sales of, condemned, and surplus, 558.
System of purchases, 557.
Texas, Department of, 158.
Vegetables, act of June 16, 1890, 557.
f!uieides:
Number, and means employed, 595
Sully, Fort, S. Dak. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Water supply, 548,623.
Summary Courts:
Beneficial etJects, 160.
Established for trial of petty otJenses, 3, 11.
Jurisdiction, 326.
Power to try prisoners, 90, 94.
Remarks:
Acting Judge-Advocate-General, 322.
Bailey, Capt. H. K., 324.
Barr, Lieut. Col. Thomas F., 323.
Carbaugh, Capt. H. C., 326.
Crowder, Capt. E. H., 332.
Curtis, Lieut. Col. H. P., 326.
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 127.
Hunter, Maj. Edward, 324.
McClure, Capt. C., 328.
Rice, Capt. E., 333.
Sumner, Lieut. Col. E. V.:
Cooperation with:
Carr, Col. E. A., 230-232,234.
Merriman, Col. H. C., 209-210, 213--216, 218, 235.
Daily reports, movements, etc., toBrooke, Brig. Gen. John R., 228.
Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A., 228-234.
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H., 229,230.
Orders, etc., received fromMiles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A., 231,233--235.
Otis, Col. Elmer, 235.
Ruger, Brig. Gen. Thomas H., 228,229.
Report. Sioux Indian campaign, 223.

Sumter, Fort, S. C.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Sunday Inspections:
Abolished, 4.
Superintendents National Cemeteries:
Appropriations for pay:
Debits and credits. 47,347,348.
Remittances, 352, 353.
Supply, Fort, Ind. T.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 548.
Location, etc., of reservation . 548.
Means of communication, 118,548.
Water supply, 548.
Surgeon-General:
Annual report, 565.
Contract with Providence Hospital, 570.
List of papers, annual report, 635.
Remarks:
Bathing facilities, 633.
Clothing, 628.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 617.
Food and cooking, 626.
Gymnastic exercises, 634.
Habits, etc .. of enlisted men, 631.
Health of Army, 578.
Identification of deserters, 577.
Post canteens, 632.
Sanitary condition of quarters, 608.
Water supply, 623.
Surgeon-General's Office:
Library, 31,566,570.
Salaries, 30.
Surgical Operations:
Character, number, and results, 603,604.
Surgical Reports:
List of, special, received, 607,688.
Sutherland, Brig. Gen. Charles:
Commissioner, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 734.
See also Surgeon- General.
Swift, Lieut. E. L.:
Sanitary condition, Fort Thomas, 610.
Sword-Master, l\Iilitary Academy:
Rank, pay, and emoluments, 282.
Tableware :
Purchases, 340, 503.
Tattoo Roll Call :
Abolished, 4, 127.
Taylor, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118, 548.
Taylor, Capt. l\larcus };. :
Brainage, etc., Boise Barracks. Idaho, 617.
Telegraphing:
Accounts. 497.
TelegrapJ:y :
Instruction, Artillery School, 272.
Tents:
Conical, wall, and shelter, 474,475.
Mississippi River sufferers. 50, 351.
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Texas:
Survey of Indian Territory boundary line, 47.
Texas, Department of:
Annual report of operations, 156.
Care of Mexican border, 157.
Changes of troops, 156.
Desertion, 158.
Encampment Texas Vol. Guard, 158.
Extract from report, judge·advocate, 325.
Geographical limits, 114.
Health of Army, 157, 582, 639,642,650,658.
Leases for certain reservations vacated, 529.
Military posts, 156,157.
Officers present and absent, 159.
Position and distribution of troops, 107.
Practice marches, field maneuvers, etc., 74.
Subsistence supplies, 158.
Target practice, 157, 158.
Transportation of Army, 159.
Trials by courts-martial, 325.
Texas ltlounted Rangers :
Pay, 49.
Texas Volunteer Guard:
Regular troops at encampment, 158.
Thayer, Col. S.:
Suggestions, etc., Military Academy, 774.
Thomas, Fort, Ariz. :
Abandoned, 254.
Location, etc., of reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 548.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 6HI.
Water supply, 548.
Thomas, Fort, Ky.:
Building operations, 33, 126, 340, 349, 516.
Drainage, sewerage, etc. , 548.
Location, etc., o:l' reservation, 548.
Means of communication, 118,548.
Purchase of land for rifle range, 349, 528.
Water supply, 548.
Three-Battalion Formation, Infantry :
Remarks:
Howard, Maj. Gen. 0. 0., 129.
Secretary of War, 12.
Tongue River Agency, Mont.:
Engagement near, Sept. 13,1890, 163.
Totten, Fort, N. Dak. :
Abandoned, 176.
Transfer to Interior Department, 16,341, 529.
To1vnsend, Fort, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Water supply, 549.
Townsend, Col. E. F. :
Annual report, Inf. and Cav. School, 263.
Assigned, Inf. and Cav. School, 263.
Remarks, post canteens, 77.
Transportation:
Deficiency in means, 60.
Transportation Branch, Q. M.G. 0.:
Annual report of operations, 492.
Claims and accounts acted upon, 497.
Financial statements, 492--497.
Scope a.nd cha.ra.ctel' of work, 492.
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Transportation of Army:
Accounts aPd claims, 497.
Appropriations:
Debits and credits. 30. 346-348.
Expenditures during fiscal year endingJune 30, 1890 (in part) , 436--447.
June 30, 1891, 395, 397, 399- 415.
Receipts and expenditures, 339.
Remittances, 352. 353.
Cause of increased expenditures, 497.
Cost, 492.
Dakota, Department of, 177.
Expenses or vessels, 339, 495, 496.
Pacific railroads, accounts, 339, 494. 495.
Practice marches, etc., 339, 497.
Principal movements of troops, 493, 494.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 339.
Texas, Department of, 159.
Troops and property transported, 339, 492--494.
Travel Allowances:
Analysis of mileage disburseinents, 713, 714.
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 712.
Trenton Battle ltlonument:
Appropriation, 50.
Trumbull, Fort, Conn. :
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Water supply, 549.
Trumpets:
Experiments, etc . 473.
Trusses:
See Artificial Limbs ancl Appliances.
Turtle ltlountain lll(lian Reservation:
Military support of agent, 162
Tybee Roads, Ga. :
Defenses for, recommended, 125.
Typhoid Fever:
Prevalence of, in Army, 588.
Undershirts:
Muslin and summer, 474.
Uniforms:
Prisoners, 128.
Unitetl States Powder Depot, N.J.:
Appropriation, 32.
Means of communication, 119.
United States Proving Ground, N.J.:
Appropriation, 32.
Union, Fort, N. lUex.:
Abandoned, 59, 254.
Disposition of reservation, 531.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549. •
Means of communication, 549.
J
Sanitary condition of quarters. 608 ~
Water supply, 549.
Vaccinations:
Primal:"y and revaccinations, 298, 605.
Vancouver Barracks, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549, 621.
Location, etc., of reservation, 5-19.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Wate1· supply, 549.
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Vancouver Barracks, Ordnance Depot, Wash.:
Means of communication, 519.
Vegetables:
Purchase and issue,'557.
Venereal Diseases:
Prevalence of, in Army, 592,665,666.
Verde, Fort, Ariz.:
Abandoned, 254.
Transfer to Interior Department, 341,529.
Vessels:
Chartered, impressed or employed, 496.
Owned by Q. M. Dept., 339, 495,496.
Veterinary Supplies:
Purchases, 500.
Vicksburg (tmss. ) National Cemetery:
Construction of roadway, 48i.
Viscolized Leather:
Results of experiments, 90, 94, 95.
Vollum, Col. Edward P.:
Remarks. clothing, 629.
Volunteers:
Claims of pay, bounty, etc., 49.
Expenditures, pay, bounty, etc., 710.
Mexican War, 49.
Von Scl1rader, Lieut. F.:
Assigned Q. M. Military Prison, 87, 94.
Report, Military Prison Leavenworth, 9J.
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y.JI.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 609.
Water supply, 549.
Wagons, Carts, etc.:
Purchases, 340, 500.
Wagon Transportation:
Texa~, Department of, 159.
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Post cemetery, 483.
Riot and lynching of Hunt, 60,261,330.
Water supply, 549.
War Claims, State and Volunteer:
Appropriations for payment, 49.
War Department:
Adjutant-General's Office, 30,303,314,315.
Annual report of condition and needs, 3.
Army of the United States, 3, 4, 9-13,16, 20-2~.
30, 31, 33, 47,48, 55-102,104-263,273,300,308311, 313, 314, 319, 322,325,327,330, 333,337550,553-561,565-706,709-724.
Branch, Government Printing Office, 315.
Disposal of useless papers, 30.
Employment, discharged soldiers, 313.
Financial statements:
Appropriations, 1891, 29-51.
Expenditures, 1891, appropriation. 1892, estimates, 1893, 25.
Judge-Advocate-General's Department. 30.
319-333.

War Detmrtment--Continued.
Military Academy, 31, 73, 279-283, 293, 294,319,
755, 757,759,762-786, 790,792-807,809-816,
818. 831-855, 862, 863, 869-871.
Military Pri:-;on, Leavenworth, 48, 62, 87-101,
338, 472, 502, 503, 542.
Postage, Postal Union countries, 30.
Record and Pension Division, 4, 17-19, 30.
Records of the Revolution, 19, 314.
Rent of buildings, 30.
Salaries and contingencies. 30.
Soldiers' Home, D. C. 48, 84,731-754.
Stationery, 20.
War of the Rebellion, Records, 4, 19, 20, 30,
48, 727, 728.
Warflel<l, E. D.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 795.
War lllatlS:
Appropriation for reprinting, 48.
War of the Rebellion:
Annual report of Publication, 727.
Appropriations:
Printing and binding, 48.
Sal:1ries. 30
Progress of work. 4. 19. 20, 728.
Remarks. Secretary of War, 19.
Warren, Fort, lllass.:
Construction of buildings, etc., 126,340,517.
Drainage, sewerage, etc .. 549.
Location, etc., of reservation. 549.
Mea,ns of communication. 118, 549.
Water supply, 549.
Warren, W. F.:
Remarks, instruction Military Academy, 798.
Washakie, Fort, Wyo.:
Bathing facilities, 634.
Drainage, sewerage. etc .. 549.
Location, etc .. of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 613.
Water supply, 549.
Washington:
Ordnance stores, 48.
Washington City:
Measures for defense. 3, 6, 7, 124.
Water sul)ply, 33.
Washington, ]<'ort, lUd .:
Location, etc., of rese1·vation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 54.9.
Washington and Arlington UailrOa(l:
Right of way through Arlington, 530.
Wasllington Barracks, D. t;.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
V\rater supply, 549.
Wal!hington lllonnment:
Care and maintenance, 33.
Washington Volunteers:
Pay, transportation. etc., 1855-'56, 49.
Waters, lllaj. W. 1<~.:
Report, drainage, etc, \Vest Point, N.Y.,621.
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Water Supply:
Army and Navy Hospital, Hot Springs, 572.
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyoming, 48,351,540.
District of Columbia, 33.
Military reservations, 532,533.
R~marks, Surgeon-General, 623.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 733,734,742.
Watertown Arsenal, Mass.:
Appropriation, 31.
Means of communic'1tion, 119.
Watervliet Arsenal, N.Y.:
Construction of gun-factory, 3, 6, 31, 57.
Means of communication, 119.
Waymire, Ron. Jamc!! A.:
See Boa1·d of Visitors, Jlfilitary Academy.
Wayne, Fort, Mich.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 549.
Location, etc., of reservation, 549.
Means of communication, 118, 549.
Water supply, 549.
Western Rivers:
Appropriation for gunboats, 48.
West Point, N.Y.:
Annual reports:
Hawkins, Lieut. Col. H. S., 293.
McElderry. Maj. Henry, 297.
Army service men, Q. M. Dept., 286.
Battle monument, 291,292.
Building and grounds, 286,292,293,296,297,300,
818-830.

Cadets' and soldiers' hospitals, 300.
Cavalry detachment and horses, 285.
Cemetery, 289.
Diphtheria, 586,587.
Discipline, drills, instruction, etc., 293,294.
Drainage, etc., 289,290,300,549,620,621.
Electric lights, 821-826.
Engineer barracks, 829.
Engineer Battalion, 285.
Gas-plant, etc., 290, 291.
Hospital Corps, 300.
Hospital stewards' quarters, 300.
Health:
Average strength, and cases treated, 298.
Cadet Corps, 298.
Civilians, 298.
Enlisted men, 298.
Officers stationed at Military Academy, 298.
Remarks, Col. John M. Wilson, 291.
Hotel and stable, 287, 288, 294, 295, 826-829.
Kinsley tract and mansion, 287.
Livery charges, schedule, 296.
Location, etc., of reservation. 549.
Map of reservation, facing p. 287.
Means of communication, 118,549.
Medical officers. 298.
Medicines and surgeons' appliances, 300.
Military Academy, 31, 73, ~79-283, 293,294,319,
755.757,759,762-786,790, 792-807, 809-816,
818,831-855, 86:!, 863,869-871.
Men and horses for light batteries, 285. •
Ordnance, etc., 284.
Purchase of land adjoining reservation, 33,
350.
Sanitary reports, 298-300.

West Point, N. Y.-Continued.
Survey of reservation, 87,296, 29'i'.
U. S. Commissioner and Marshal, 291.
Vaccinations, 298.
Water supply, 549.
West Point Obsenatory:
Use of, course in practical astrOI\PIDY, 281.
Wharves:
Authorized expenditures, 520.
Expenditures, 341.
Monroe, Fort, Va., 33.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 550.
Location, etc., of reservation, 257,550.
Means of communication, 1!8, 550.
Water supply, 550.
White Clay Creek, S.Dak.:
Affair at, Dec. 30, 1890, 151, 154, 155, 170.
Whitney, Acting Assistant Surgeon:
Typhoid fever at Fort Elliott, 589.
Willcox, Brig. Gen. 0. B.:
A:~:mual report, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 734.
Willets Point, N. Y.:
Appropriation for engineer depot, 31.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 550.
Location, etc., of reservation, 55C.
Means of communication. 118, 119, 550.
Sanitary condition of quarters, etc., 610.
Water supply, 550.
Wilson, l~ol. John M.:
Annual report, Military Academy, 279.
Remarks:
Appointment, etc., of cadets, 771.
Army service men, Q. M. Dept., 73.
Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal.:
Location, etc, of reservation, 550.
Means of communication, 118, 550.
Wingate, I<'ort, N. ~lex.:
Condition of guard-house, 616.
Drainage, :,;ewer age. etc., 550.
Indian prisoners, 259.
Location, etc., of reservation, 258,550.
Means of communication, 118, 550.
Water supply, 550.
Winthrop, Fort, ~lass. :
Location, etc .. of reservation. 550.
Means of communication, 118, 550.
Post cemetery, 483.
Wisconsin Nntiomtl Guartl:
Regular troops, 174.
Witnesses:
Power of courts-martial to punish citizen
331.

Wolverton, llraj. lf. D.:
Bathing facilities, Fort Douglas, 634.
Wood, Fort, N.Y.:
Building operations, 126.
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 550.
Location, etc., of reservation, 550.
Means of communication, 118,550.
Water supply, 550.
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Woodhull, Maj. A. A. :
Remarks:
Clothing, 631.
Post canteens, 632.
Reports:
Drainage, etc., Fort Sherman, Idaho, 620.
Sanitary condition of quarters:
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans., 614.
Sherman, Fort, Idaho, 612.

Wyoming:
Arms and quartermaster's stores. 48.
Yates, Fort, N.Dak.:
Drainage, sewerage, etc., 550.
Location, etc., of reservation, 550.
Means of communication, 118, 550.
Water supply, 550.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.:
Camp Sheridan designated, 173, 530.
Construction of buildings, etc., 33, 340, 530.
Location, etc., of reservation, 550.
Means of communication, 11R, 550.
Water supply. 530.
Yerba Buena Island :
Engineer station, 531.
Yosemite National Park, Camp in, Cal.:
Construction of buildings, 516.
Location, etc., of reservation, 550.
Means of communication, 118, 550.
Troops for protection, 159, 160.

Woodruff, Maj. Ezra:
Drainage, etc., Fort Hamilton, 618.
Wounde!l Knee Creek, S.Dak.:
Action at, Dec. 29, 1890, 150, 151, 154, 155, 170,
186, 216, 219.
Attack on Co. K, 6th Cav., Jan. 1,1891, 151.
Wounds:
Number of, gunshot, and results, 595.
Wright, Lieut. Col. J.P.:
Report, Military Prison, Leavenworth, 91.
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